
Material in chess: effect, assassination, and calculation:

H3S0: 10 Phases of Reading Material in Chess <front-cover>:
1) You are able to see the front cover and open the book to a random page. This means you are biologically illiterate.

2) You are able to see the Bolded Words, which correspond to proper names. This means you are able to read
nouns and verbs.

3) You are able to see the underlined words, which correspond to important concepts and phrases. This means you
are halfway literate on the level of sentences.

4) You are able to read the chapter headings and have an idea for how the book is organized.

5) You are able to read the directives on each page and implement them into your chess games. This means you are
a 1,600 rated chess player.

6) You are able to read an entire paragraph. This means you have a college undergraduate level reading level.

7) You are able to read an entire page. This means you have a post-doctoral level reading level.

8) You are able to read an entire chapter. This means you are a Grandmaster.

9) You are able to complete the exercises. Your IQ is off the testable level in non-chess IQ testing.

10) You are able to read, complete the final exam, and every sentence you read stimulates at least an equal weight
of new ideas in your mind. This means you are a certified savant and you should contact me for a 6 figure job.
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We combine traditional chess pedagogy, LiChess Puzzle Storm, and proven scientific methods to help you improve at a rate of 5.0x or
higher compared to the baseline you established as an adolescent, and even more if you are still in your teenage years. == Chess
Improvement Inc. funds projects that are intended to elevate the awareness of the chess community. Our fundamental theorem of
information economics is that the higher the quantity of annual information output of a particular field, the more the experts in that field will
be able to bill on an hourly basis for instruction around that information. Thus, our aim, first and foremost, is to maximize the quantity of
information output using the chess board as our basis of empirical observation and tactical ideas as the source of logical analysis.
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other individuals, in a separate and mutually exclusive whitelist # may have a special permission to print and distribute for profit any edition
of this copyrighted | material.
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Introduction to v4/5, the first for-sale | edition:
Material in Chess is more than a book about chess, not that there is any shame in being one, as this makes it part of a 500 year tradition,
filled with some of the best logical writing in European History. The first recorded chess game in Europe was played in 1475, between
two prominent Spanish nobles, one of whom, married to the niece of Christopher Columbus <1451-1506>’s sponsor. However, this fact
alone, sadly, would only loop in about 0.5% of the American population, and my ambition is to write a New York Times best seller.
The truth is, my views on chess are extreme, in part because my brain is “uniquely | wired” <my-mom>. Most likely, I suffer from some sort of
genetic or epigenetic disorder, possibly due to mutation and / or developmental distress, enduring a difficult transition from still
third-world China of the late-90s, with the epigenetic trauma <ref: Dr. Denise Ferkey, University of Buffalo, Genetics fall ‘20> of the
communist revolution in about half of the adult population, to the first-world US, where I arrived speaking 0 English, at age 7. As a result,
1) I speak English like Chinese translated to English, and Chinese is a very visual language, 2) I believe chess itself is a language, and
such beliefs, thematic of the variety that I expound in this book, are based on my habit of extrapolating to the highest categoricals. Certainly,
chess is not a language, if language is strictly, for instance, the primary form of communication in the Overton window. However, chess
can be considered a language, if language is taken to be any means with which humans transfer information, and, based on the rich
canon of literature, including rigorous analysis, that has been published within chess theory, that rate of information transfer has been
very high.
There are certain concepts that, believe it or not, are effectively translated in the presence of a chess diagram. Extreme belief #2 (we are
working down a long list, trust me): chess is the visual representation of logic, which is important, because logic is a necessary
condition (meaning, what it is a necessary condition of, cannot exist without it) of 1) science 2) language, and therefore, all
communication, 3) music, 4) computers, the basis of our 21st century Cold War #n-p 5) evolutionary biology 6) religious covenants,
and these, represented diagrammatically, albeit a bit cryptically, until you flip to the back and read this, on the front cover, constitute at least
50% of the world’s GDP, 50% of the world’s recorded history, and, because I am religious, 50% of life’s meaning. Logic is intangible,
until it’s missing, then its absence is very tangible, like a poorly-played game of chess. Why do we need a visual representation of logic?
Simply, we are visual creatures <ch-42>; according to Dr. Joan Baizer, University of Buffalo, Human Physiology 1 <PGY 451>, fall ‘20,
potentially 50% of our mental capacity is dedicated to visual processing. This makes us unique from silicon-based computers, which
continue to underperform us in tasks of 1) visual object recognition, such as CAPTCHA, 2) facial recognition, and 3) derivation of
meaning from a visual field. The way that computers play chess is unnatural; we cannot even say that it’s blindfolded, because, according to
our research in <ch-62>, even blindfolded humans render an abstracted, highly, and lossessly, reduced form of the chessboard, that they
can experientially “see” #n-p with a recycled version of their visual system. This also explains why Leonard Euler <1707 - 1783> was able
to continue outputting mathematical theory at the level of the most productive mathematician of the 18th century, even when he lost his vision.
On the other hand, computers use a highly-inefficient form of brute-force calculation, and, while humans can no longer defeat computers,
even I, as the author of this textbook, can defeat the most powerful software algorithm, if just given knight’s odds. This means that our
unique way of computing, relative to computers, is not so shabby after all, but there is no escaping our visual nature <Pinker, 2003>.
Concretely, what can Material in Chess do for you, and the world? Extreme belief #3: since humans are, at worst, commensalistic <ch-41>
<r: Dr. Clyde Herreid, University of Buffalo, Evolutionary Biology fall ‘20>, and, in an incentivized economy, mutualistic, under the
principle of efficiency <throughout, #set>; therefore, what is good for you, is good for the world, and vice versa. In any case, extreme belief #4:
whichever nation fully adopts the principles of this book and chess education first will, as a result of the expanded definition of IQ that I
introduce in <ch-62>, tower in intellect over every other nation, and dominate in economics, military, and education to the degree that
industrialized societies dominate pre-industrialized societies. This prediction is an honest one, and from the mind of a 1,500 rated chess
player in the United States Chess Federation, who routinely solves the hardest chess puzzles in existence, at 3,000, and I have seen little
evidence to the contrary of this politico-economic thesis.
1) I propose a pathway to immortality <ch-56>; we are closer than we think, and the key optimization is to a) understand that all problems
have a finite, and quantifiable complexity b) quantity that complexity c) assign appropriate resources and d) increase visual memory to these
ends.
2) This is the lengthiest chess book of all time, and, in addition, each sentence covers about as much ground as 10 in a regular chess book,
and chess books are already the densest in terms of information density. Even without these additional multipliers, as well as the fact that “a
picture is worth 1,000 words”, and this book contains a ton of diagrams, and is a marvel of print formatting, this is, raw, one of the longest
books in human history by word-count, clocking in at 625,000 as of 7/22/22, where the Bible, the best selling book in human history, is
between 600,000-800,000. A significant bulk of this w-c is from direct quotations, but the Bible was not written, apart from being the Word of
the Almighty God, by a single prophet, either. Nevertheless, all in all, this book is one of the most, if not the most, information-dense of all
time, and I’m fairly confident that you can 1) rebuild at least 50% of civilization, if this book were the only thing you have, besides human
resources, within 1,000 years, and it’s the lightest such substance # 2) build any city, from scratch, to become the most technologically
advanced, in any country, including China, by implementing the education recommendations in this book.
3) This book contains over 1,000 chess exercises. This fact alone puts it close to the top 10 all time in the chess canon, because high
quality chess puzzles are extremely difficult to collect. Moreover, I have categorized them into 62 categories, and several of the books higher
on the list do not, nor do they provide extensive | analysis of the solutions.
4) This book connects chess to almost every academic field, including mathematics, physics, computer science, music theory, entropic
chemistry <the theory of chaos, complexity, and disorder>, neuroscience, psychology, information theory <and, by proxy, economics,
business, and law>, linguistics <see-above>, philosophy, and so on. Name me one book that contains an honest treatment of each of
these fields, with a central theme, and without losing coherence. I’ll wait 😏
5) This book explains why I was able to become the second youngest self-made millionaire in American history, with a significantly less
advantaged background than Mark Zuckerberg, with a year of college education, due to my involvement in USCF adult-level tournaments,
receiving what I posit to be a Ph-D level education in logic, supplemented with the Gifted Math Program at the University of Buffalo, and
ECMEA, great relics of the education system in Amherst, New York. I also built the fastest website to reach 10 million visitors, smashing
Pinterest’s record by 4 months.
6) Enough with the self-bragging, this book is the cornerstone for a number of connections that are vital for the coming Messianic age, in
which it was prophesied, since the time of 8th-century prophet Isaiah <Wikipedia>, that men would drop their swords, and poverty, or even
the possibility of impoverishment, would be eradicated to such an extent that men would be able to devote their lives to the study of God and
his creation(s). a) Corporations and academic science b) religion and science c) religion and profit d) chess and mathematics e) hard



science and social science f) art and science g) logic and intuition h) visual processing and retrieval, two words that no one even
thought to connect.
7) In one sentence in ch-41 H2S5 H3S9, supported by ch-5 H2S3 H3S3, a concept from chess theory, I propose a valid solution to
unemployment, or, at least, I argue, half of it. I also believe that this is, if executable, worthy of a Nobel Prize in Economics.
8) Simply, I explain how the brain actually thinks, which nobody else seems to understand, because people mistakenly believe the visual
processing system, which is a necessary part of all human thought, is relegated to the lowest order task of object-based pattern
recognition. I’ve also read a number of “critical thinking” exams, in which people are given a list of words, like “dog, cat, wolf” <simplified>,
and the IQ-test is simply identifying a similarity, using domain specific knowledge. This does not touch upon even the second level of human
intelligence, which can be very deep, but, certainly, the brain does recognize objects on a patterned basis, as well. Refer to ch-42, ch-49,
ch-47, ch-51 <social humans automatically form think tanks, and delegate> and bits of ch-14, and ch-62.
9) I provide a groundbreaking paradigm for improvement in anything that can be defined as a skill <ch-13 H2S3 H3S3>, such as a)
medical practice b) NCAA sports c) radiology and d) plumbing. This will, of course, encourage people to define more things as skills,
leading to more improvement. The paradigm that I propose, which is a training and education paradigm, is based on frontier research in
a) the science of learning <ch-20> b) biochemistry c) the neuroplastic formation of novel synapses <ch-47, 49>, another major
misconception that I obliterate with logic d) metabolism, because the brain, like muscles, have energy, and strength limitations (DUH!) e)
the theory of knowledge, drawing upon the last 2,500 years of philosophy and cognitive science. Throughout the book, I recommend
specific ways that users can use spaced repetition training to accelerate their rate of learning and guarantee long-term retention, which is
enough to sell to most; moreover, as a result of practicing what I preach, having solved over 300,000 Anki flashcards reviews since fall ‘20, I
have optimized my writing to be extremely sticky🩹, as it maps directly upon how the knowledge will eventually be organized in your brain, in
terms of proteins and synaptic patterns🦠
10) The book provides a novel view of at least 50% of all chess theory, winning material tactics; by the way, I also obliterate the false
paradigm, propounded by FIDE, an organization that I detest for their anti-pedagogical attitudes, in contrast to the USCF, that strategy is
a) more complex and b) separate from tactics, as this cannot be the case, logically, and from our study of history <ch-0> This novel view is
embedded in the term “assassination”, which is the capture of an e-ren, any non-King piece, without the ability to at least equally avenge the
capture, by the opponent. This definition alone is something like E = mc^2, in that it’s immediately understandable, and yet needed to be said,
and opens up an entire field within chess theory, as, surprisingly, no previous tactics book has been written to compile exercises,
exclusively around this theme. It also happens to be the most relatable paradigm to chess beginners, since, as a result of the financial
economy, we are trained to think in terms of material, and to equate extra material with being advantaged, from essentially the start of life.
This also means that, until this book, nobody has figured out how to actually teach chess to novices, en masse, and there is plenty of evidence
to support this. As a result, this book will cause the United States to shatter records for chess and logical literacy in 2022.
For more information, visit materialinchess.com

Self-publishing statement:
The author holds the obligation to explain the ultimate decision, not first, to self-publish with the gracious folks, Chelsea, Ben, Matt etc. at
Lulu.com, rather than through a number of traditional means: 1) What happened to Distractify.com? One would assume that, as the
owner of a media company, that company would be responsible for distribution. Unfortunately, the investors went forward, absent my
consent, a series of illegal stock rearrangements and, lacking connections or funds anymore, was unable to challenge, leaving me with no
longer | stake, in a company that has likely scaled rationally in value since May 2014 2) You could not publish through your University of
affiliation, University of Buffalo SUNY? A: Unfortunately, and this is thematic, due to a lack of understanding of the definition of copyright, in
which I am an expert, and various | faculty | members and administrators at this school are not, disobedience of social norms, and an incident
in which I attended a class that I was not enrolled in, colloquially, a common practice to sit in, but the police was called, and I was banished
from the grounds of the school, where my dad teaches, with the label of “clear and present danger”, with no grounds, and even the police
officer, said I can finish attending the class, and to simply seek auditor’s permission in order to continue attendance. The ad-hoc and
discriminatory implementation of rules in '22 higher-ed is unfortunate, disproportionately | detrimental to higher-IQ | individuals, who, a)
perform a higher apm and b) have higher novel actions; the default | reaction, these days, to novel | actions, and c) actions that cause
situations which exceed Overton complexity window, are disciplined, with a “discovered” reason, and, if the individual is not of an affiliative |
privilege, there is no recourse 3) No one at your former high school, Amherst Central High, could help? The danger level at American high
schools rise each year. Whereas in 2013,5, etc., and every 2 years or so back in my hometown, I could walk into my high school to visit my
teachers, casually, even without scheduling, a precedent set by my upper classmates when I was a student, a nice gesture, and frequently my
teachers asked me to give impromptu speeches to the students, as I am known, for being a teenage millionaire, the Zuck of local, but
progressively, the environment has turned increasingly hostile, and this year, I was also banished from my high school, for no other reason,
than being a 29 year old male at a high school, because that's enough to arouse suspicion, despite the fact that, my only purpose for going,
was to promote chess education, and the principal had a) sought a pitch deck, which I paid money to make, to propose a chess program and
b) asked me to mentor a local student, who attended the UB Chess Club with me, multiple times, but is willing to, on a dime, betray me after
knowing me since I was 16 4) What about any local | publishers? A: The one local publisher that I reached out to, NFB-Publishing, had an
exclusive verbal | contract with me to publish Material and Chess for about two months, depriving me of the opportunity of other
publishing, and then abruptly stopped | answering my calls, after warning me not to exceed a certain | word length, even though Lulu.com,
which consists of a three minute signup process and an upload form, which I'm pretty sure, most local | publishers use it anyway, is able
to publish my book 5) Did you receive any support from your local chess club? Question mark? There is no local chess club in Buffalo, New
York, despite the hard work of some organizers, like Anthony Cirillo, Father Marijan, and Colin Higgins, Buffalo has 9-5 building like
nearby town, Rochester, which is undergoing an owner change, due to the advanced age of USCF legend Ron Lohrman<ch-100>,
however, my book has been rejected dismissively, twice, without even a manuscript script review, even though the Rochester Chess
Center runs the bookstores, at my knowledge, about half of the CCA-events in the Northeast events, and I'm a local | author, who has
been attending this club, since I was 14 6) Have you reached out to the St-Louis Chess Club? My first instinct, with a lack of local support, is
to reach out to St. Louis, which famously | relocated the World Chess Hall of Fame and the United States Chess Federation, and has a
precedent for housing chess when other cities can't cover, but they claim that they have no support for chess | authors in the way of
publisher | recommendations or book | reviews, despite the fact that several of their Grandmaster coaches are published authors, like
WGM Dorsakhshani and GM Denis Boros, and at least 3 times, the reception desk referenced me to someone I can email Kyla and I
received either no response or an unenthusiastic response, comma and they market themselves as the market leader of the “chess in
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schools” movement. <4:33>: 7) What about Chess.com/Chess-Kid? I am aware that Chess.com has a scholastic | arm and they |
themselves publish a K through 12 Common Core integrated textbook, which, prior to Material in Chess, was probably the foremost
academic text, for students, but after receiving a verbal permission to send them a copy of my book, I sent them two versions and was
ghosted for months 8) What about chess publishers like a) Thinkers Publishing, b) Gambit Publishing, or New in Chess? I sent all of
these people either a) my | manuscript or a description of it and received either a rejection or no response. 9) What about traditional
publishing, like Taylor and Francis, or Elsevier? Lulu.com recommended me to an academic copy editor, because traditional publishers
have much higher standards when it comes to the manuscripts that they accept, and, generally, textbooks have to be peer reviewed, and
this, combined with copy editing could cost over $50,000, which I don't have (!), and these publishers usually have 10 plus pages of
requirements for the manuscripts that they're willing to review, so, unfortunately, this is not an option for me 10) USCF? A: The United
States Chess Federation: according to the Dewain Barber<Dean of Scholastic Chess, 2018 a-r>, who interviewed me personally over
drinks at the conclusion of the 121st U-S Open, after I won Section-C, for about 30 minutes,and I told him essentially my entire story, runs
many of the Scholastic tournaments, the entire Federation is very scholastically-oriented, and their rule-book <see-below>, boldly claims that
chess should already be an academic subject, despite these marketing claims, and we're noticing a theme here, because every person
who has been responsible for the self publishing of Material in Chess teaches kids how about but has been extremely tardy in responding to
me, communicating with phone is very difficult, because someone different answers every time, and nobody can remember what I'm doing.
The United States Chess Federation is underfunded, understaffed, and, like everyone else in this list, lacking in academic and business
know-how, which means that it is essentially | impossible to communicate to them about the importance of Material in Chess, and how the
entire | publishing process works.

Misleading | marketing: What I detest more than apathy is hypocrisy, and what I detest more than hypocrisy is misleading marketing |
statements, not supported by corporate | action. I’m in good company in this moral, fortunately, unlike the hypocrites, because I stand on
the side of the One who was last | responsible for a book of this length: Matthew-23<KJV>: 13 But woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees,
hypocrites! for ye shut up the Kingdom of Heaven against men: for ye neither go in yourselves, neither suffer ye them that are entering to go
in. 14 Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye devour widows' houses, and for a pretense make long prayer: therefore ye shall
receive the greater damnation. 15 Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye compass sea and land to make one proselyte, and
when he is made, ye make him twofold more the child of hell than yourselves. Just as Christ revealed that the capacity for righteousness in
the layman is great, I have revealed, through Material in Chess, that the capacity for logical thinking in the layman is great, and, therefore,
as Christ before me, I quickly reached the conclusion that it was not the fault of men for their lack, but rather, the fault of their teachers, or
rather, those who posed, and, rather than teach, gate-kept the information, unrighteously, until it was freed tor all. But whereas a misleading |
marketer stops at his own, a tyrant, like those responsible for the death of Christ, goes to even further lengths, like some on this list, to
silence the Truth.

S.J-W listicle: 6 members of the “chess in schools” movement, that have failed to support Material in Chess:

Organizatio
n

Marketing claims: Dismissal of MIC: Interpretation:

The United
States
Chess
Federation<
b-1939>

The 7th edition rule book contains >16
instances of the word “scholastic”,
implying academic, for <18, 9 instances of
the word “school”, pg-274, under “US
Chess Core Values”: “Education: Chess
is an educational <ch-20>| tool aiding in
the learning of planning<ch.14-17>,
cause and effect relationships<ch-8>,
pattern | recognition<ch-42>, and
research<ch-16>, all key skills for
success in STEM.”

Failure to reply to my request for a book
review, publisher recommendation, and
membership discount for MIC $80 over
5+ phone calls.
Told by USCF John Hartmann, manager
of Chess Life, dismissively, like some
socially-inept<ch-51> yuppie |
automaton, “Thanks for your note and
interest. Unfortunately this does not fit our
current needs”, when I sent him
ch.32-H2S2 H3S4.
As of 9/3/22, no employee of the USCF
has seen any copy of the Material in
Chess manuscript.

US Chess has not
demonstrated, compared to any
non-chess company, any special
| interest in a book that
promotes chess as a form of
STEM education, despite
marketing this exact statement
in their corporate core values,
and bleeding this out in all of
their online and in-person
activities.
Moreover, they complain about
being understaffed, and
underfunded, generally lacking
business sense, or other forms
of education background.

The
St-Louis
Chess
Club<b-200
8>, Webster
University<
b-1915>,
and the
World
Chess Hall
of Fame

“It is the mission of the Saint Louis
Chess Club, an educational
organization, to maintain a formal
program of instruction to teach the
game of chess and to promote and
support its educational program through
community outreach and local and
national partnerships to increase the
awareness of the educational value of
chess.”

3 affiliated organizations, in the “chess
capital of the US”<R3, fbno>, 2 of which
are bankrolled by wealthy local
PAC-raiser, Rex Sinquefield, a
self-proclaimed “American Chess
mogul”

I emailed a) Alex Moellering, the club |
librarian, to no response, as of 9/3/22,
offering a copy of the book, b) dead
silence via email, from NM Caleb Denby,
a self-reported college dropout, who
works an apprentice-type position at the
club, from what I can gather, very
medieval, and anti-educational, for a
pro-education | company c) my former
coach at the club, WGM Dorsa
Derakhshani<5x$100>, had to drop me
as a student, and tell me “I will not be
involved” in Material in Chess, due to
starting medical school, and complained
that she did not play much chess in
college, while attending St-Louis
University, burdened with duties at the
club, underpaid, from what I can gather,
indicating a lack of support, for the

Like the USCF, the St-Louis
Chess Club, which is supported
by a host of wealthy,
politically-active sponsors,
goes to great ends to
virtue-signal affiliation with
academia, but where’s the
proof? Webster University, nor
any University, besides
UT-Dallas, to my knowledge,
offers any for-credit courses,
and, when I called Webster
University’s 1) registrar and 2)
academic affairs departments,
no one knew where to direct me
to contact the “chess program”,
in 8/22.



integration of performance chess and
high-level education, by the
pro-educator d) I’ve called the club 5-10
times about coaching, sponsorship, and
book publishing, with no support,
explicitly, dismissal, over the past year e)
another coach at the club, USCF
Harrison Keyser, falsely claimed to be
2,000 USCF rated on his LiChess
coaching profile, then banned me from
multiple Discord servers and Twitch
channels after I requested a refund, and
the club failed to intervene or educate
their young employee. As of 9/3/22, no
employee of the St-Louis Chess Club
has seen any copy of the Material in
Chess manuscript.

Rochester
Chess
Center:

[D, R-6], a photo from the ‘22 Marchand
Open: No surprise, like any other US
Chess tournament, at least half the
players are kids. The Rochester Chess
Center 1) runs a local | turnkey chess
program, for after-school chess, and 2)
runs a local chess league, for
school-affiliated teams, and 3) runs a
chess summer camp for kids, as well as
4) offers private lessons, mostly to kids.

The Rochester "Chess Center" has
rejected to sell my book on their
bookshelf, which contains over 200
chess books, despite the fact that the
local library system and Barnes &
Noble have both offered to sell my book.
Indicating that the Rochester Chess
Center does not support local chess
players: take this information as you will.
This is over a 5 minute conversation,
without even a review of the manuscript,
or any knowledge of what it's about, and I
recently donated $80 to the club in early
‘22 to double the prize (!) of a Saturday
tournament, and have been playing there
since I was 13!! Take no solace that we
have a "chess center" in WNY, Buffalo
still needs to have its own chess club
going. The club that sponsors the
“book”store throughout the USCF
Northeast silences its own local author.As
of 9/3/22, no employee of the Rochester
Chess Center has seen any copy of the
Material in Chess manuscript.

In general, I'm perplexed, as to
why systematically, people who,
on the other hand, are
responsible for people's kids, at
camps, lessons, and so forth,
continue to dismiss, the only
chess book in history, that
contains over 1,000 academic
citations, and connects chess,
rigorously, to every academic
subject, enhancing chess
performance, and explicitly
teaching those other subjects,
using chess as an academic
model, whereas the zeitgeist of
chess in academia is some
vague, pseudo-scientific
premise that it "helps
concentration". I'm not sure if
these people have any
self-awareness, about how
anti-educational they come
across, or how this indicates
they've actually put 0 thought
into chess into schools, bringing
into question their commitment
to chess, kids, and education. It
should be obvious that an
academic textbook for chess,
which does not exist, is a
necessary condition, another
thing that basic educators
should understand, to teaching
a college course, at an intro
level, in STEM. 8:48 So even
our best educators, in '22, can't
think 2 moves ahead, even
when I explicitly, to the best of
my ability, tell them what those
moves are, and people are
paying these people, to teach
their kids. What, exactly?

Varsity
Tutors, a
Nerdy Inc

1) “Fast decision-making skills, evaluate
alternatives, and learn multiple ways to
win through guided instruction as well as
have opportunities to play other
opponents.This course is designed to
help students improve their chess skills,
concentration, and strategic
thinking.”<R-7>

After a brief summer, slaving away for
$30/hr teaching chess camps, which were
sold on, IIRC, a $400 per seat basis, I
was suspended, from contract, and not
offered a chance to teach this summer,
despite, as a result of Material in Chess,
being, by far, the most qualified person, to
teach chess, at any level, especially to
Ivy-prep kids, having attended one
myself.

Apparently, I don’t “fit the mold”
of what Varsity Tutors is
looking for in an instructor, not in
terms of qualifications,
obviously, as I am 1) a 4.0
STEM GPA, 2) 2230 SAT, 3)
pre-pharm/pre-med, 4)
USCF-rated, and
book-publishing | tutor, but I
suppose for some other reason,
such as my appearance, racial |
background, or dry lecture
style, all of which are related.

Buffalo
Chess
Association

From their website<R-8>: “Promoting life
skills through teaching chess.” Chess is
a game which can combine fun and

I took 2 lessons with their founder,
USCF<1900> Mark Johnson, and was
dropped, like by St-Louis, the moment

Anyone can wave | around the
words “course”, “instruction”,
“students”, “class”, and



functionality, as well as encourage
competition and learning. Quality chess
instruction fosters traits such as critical
thinking, planning, analytical thought,
and creativity. Studying chess is
studying the art of planning ahead- one of
the most important skills a person can
have. Our curriculum seeks to use
chess as a tool to cultivate these traits in
our students, allowing them to become
both better chess players and better
thinkers as a whole.
<R-9>: Buffalo Chess Association is
also working to connect chess students
in Buffalo with students of chess around
the world, holding online classes
available for students worldwide. We
intend to hold enough classes to make
teaching chess a viable job for those who
have the necessary skills.

that he got a job in actuarial
mathematics locally, demonstrating
questionable commitment and reliability
to chess, as someone, who, apparently, is
responsible for local | chess education,
in schools. Moreover, I was not offered
to take further lessons, nor did Mark offer
any support for my book, after I
mentioned I was publishing on 2/22, and
have received dead silence over email
since summer ‘21.

“curriculum”, but you’re being
facetious, and sounding like the
typical inflated, virtue-signaling,
valuation-bubble west-coast
Startup if you don’t have a 1)
textbook, 2) serious
commitment to chess
education, and 3) qualified,
certified | instructors.
This company goes even
beyond the formers,
delusionally, as it’s the smallest
one, so far, on this list, by
declaring its intention to make
teaching chess a viable job to
“those”, presumably, anyone,
who has the skills, like me, or
not. I have seen 0 indication,
from personal experience, that
the Buffalo Chess Association
has supported me, in any way,
besides being a total |
detriment, including by their
occupation of SEO space, with
false | application of
keywords, in my pursuit, to
make chess instruction, a
“viable job”.

Chess.com Runs a non-profit | arm # called
Chess-Kid, which markets<R-10>: For
teachers in states working with the
Common Core, we also provide the
world's first (and only) vertically aligned
chess curriculum. <R-10>: Our free<?!>
curriculum includes a wealth of learning |
materials addressing all aspects of the
game and are organized to maximize
effective learning and retention. Each
section includes diagrams, worksheets,
and "mini-games" to ensure that vital
concepts are instilled through practice.
We also include tips and advice for the
teacher, coach, or parent. Of course, the
whole experience is designed to be FUN!
This curriculum is suitable for both
classroom and one-on-one instruction
and is written to be accessible even if the
instructor or parent is relatively new to
chess. (You and your child can learn
together!)

I have been banned, bullied, and even
threatened, repeatedly, while posting
Material in Chess | content, on the
Discord servers and Twitch channels
of Chess.com paid affiliates, who have
demonstrated 0 commitment to
education, simply for posting messages
that were 1) too long, 2) too difficult, or 3)
otherwise not “spammy” or “memey”.
Their servers are populated by teenagers,
and the moderators are also teenagers,
despite, many times, representing FIDE
titled-players, participate in the use of
foul language, sharing of obscenities,
including sexually | explicit content, with
0 evidence of any adult supervision. Tune
into any official Chesscom Twitch
stream, as of 9/22, and have a 5 second
glance in the chat, and see how long it
takes you to become disgusted, at this
mock e-school that explicitly markets to
kids.
I was requested to email 2 copies of my
manuscript, but was ghosted,
immediately after sharing, for months.

Apparently, business
education is not part of
academia, as ChessKid insists
upon offering, supposedly, the
only “vertically aligned chess
curriculum”, in 600+ years of
chess theory and education, for
free, devaluing and insulting the
entire field and body of
knowledge, an act that is
further supported by their
takeover offer for Chessable
parent in ‘22.
Once again, a big, for-profit
company, has stolen the
marketing that would otherwise
be suitable for Material in
Chess, but has offered none of
the substance, devaluing the
path before me, tarnishing
knowledge that would otherwise
be perceived as Gold, and
silencing me, whether directly,
or indirectly, through various
forms of inaction.

R1: https://www.stlmag.com/family/education/president-webster-university-chess-importance-education-julian-schuster/
R2: http://www.chessresearch.org/editorial-board/
R3:: https://saintlouischessclub.org/blog/us-senate-names-saint-louis-%E2%80%9Cchess-capital
R4: https://www.statista.com/statistics/809953/global-chess-market-size/
R5: https://www.marketdataforecast.com/market-reports/higher-education-market
R6: http://blog.rochesterchessclub.org/2022/04/42nd-annual-marchand-gm-bryan-smith-im.html
R7: https://www.varsitytutors.com/courses/Chess-Masters!-0629-4/dp/d2a07ba8-034b-4049-8e20-c6511f2b6c13
R8: https://www.buffalochessassociation.com/
R9: https://www.buffalochessassociation.com/mission
R10: https://www.chesskid.com/chesskid-for-teachers-and-schools

Donor | statement: Material in Chess will reserve 10 pages, permanus, to honor the initial | donors, up to $1-mn, that helped the book take
off, and reach permeation, in Buffalo, NY, and the Greater Buffalo Area, to Medina in the East, the Falls to the North, and the
southernmost boundary of the County. Assuming the total population in this domain is 1,000,000, and the cost of printing 800 pages, in full
color, is $40 per book, $40-mn total is needed to provide a copy to each person. This will shift the Overton window locally Buyers of the
book need to pay $80, and that profit, will be re-invested to developing additional materials, resources, and structure, for chess education,
domain-locally, but donors can help us provide free books, starting with needy | students in the area. Pg-1: A list of, up to 1,000, $100
donors, totally $100,000, name only. Pg-10, a $500,000 donor, full | spread. Pg.6-9, A total of $250,000 in donors, flex, min $20k contribution.
Pg.2-5, a total of $150,000, with 500 | slots, of $300 donors, mostly small | business locally, with name, and a short | blurb or photo.
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Stallman: This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as
published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This program is distributed
in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details. You should have received a copy of the GNU
General Public License along with this program. If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>. MIC: The GNU General Public License
condition applies only to the digital, non-sold editions of this book, and applicable only in 1) China 2) South Korea 3) The Middle East 4)
Russia 5) India and 6) South Asia, pending further notice. If you have received this book in any other location, you may view only, and you
may not share it. Yakun’s mission statement: After I became a multi-millionaire at age 18 <H2S4> by valuation, and 22 by cash in bank, I
made a list of 10 effects that I'd like to have on the world; 1) An integrated merger of science and religion, such that we can understand God
through evidence, and, conversely, we can use the products of science and engineering to complete God's plan on Earth, such as the building
of temples, like we discussed earlier. 2) An optimization of the rate of communication between all individuals, allowing humanity to ascend into
a multi.organism-organism, a sociological view of the Kingdom of God, where there are no inefficiencies. I've invented several
unreleased technologies and codecs to this end. 3) The integration of chess into schools, which I believe will shift the Overton window to
90% Bachelor's level education, at minimum. 4) The integration of science and industry; presently, science is not purpose-driven, and
industry is not evidence-backed. Both would benefit from integration with the other, and statistics, the proper application thereof, is the key
mechanism. 5) The integration of Eastern and Western philosophies; Eastern culture, stereotypically, focuses on maintaining a holistic view,
whereas Western culture, historically, focuses in dissection, reductionism, and analytics. 6) Ushering forth the information economy, in which
value is measured by the quantity and value of information output. In the Bible it was prophesied that during the Messianic Age <Jer 3:17,
Isa 2:2-3>, that, due to a proliferation of resources and peace on the Earth, following the return of Christ, men will have the mental
wherewithal to concentrate on enhancing their understanding of God, and all his creation, as their primary task. 7) Change the popular
perception of music, to include the notion that it can be a) communication b) a driver of productivity, rather than only leisure. Complex ideas
can be embedded, and delivered through music, and I'm concerned that, culturally, this tradition has been lost among the masses, if ever it
were had. Music has enriched my life incredibly, and I would like others to share in this gift. 8) Enable others to start on the path of
intellectual self-cultivation, as the path to becoming a "perpetual adult learner" is not necessarily taught in schools, yet. Most people I
encounter possess 0 intellectual curiosity, and learn only within the means to produce a sustenance end. Such a mentality would not sustain
one's well-being during the Age of Information, and it may explain the rising incidence of mental health diagnoses, as the default purpose of
the Industrial Age is coming to a close. <Trucker protests of '22> 9) Facilitate the integration of politics and economy; in the United States, the
words liberalism, conservatism, socialism, and capitalism, are woefully misunderstood. This is an area in which I believe China is much
closer to figuring out, as a number of leading Economists now consider the leading, technically advanced city of Shenzhen <b-331>, China ,
to be more capitalist than its counterparts in America. China uses a command economy that combines political enforcement with economic
liberation. 10) An integration of the arts and industry. Aesthetic value is real value, and there is no reason why products cannot be both
functional and beautiful, nor is it counterintuitive, the notion that beauty would enhance | function. Accessibility: Chess University is a very
pro thought space company that simultaneously ensures 24/7 defense from attacks, and has thought space sympathy for its employees,
students, and readers. We have taken steps to ensure thought space friendly packaging, so that the book can be transported to a secure
location where only authorized individuals in your institution will have access to read the internal pages, although the cover is generally
suitable for public display. Within the book, the table of contents, foreword, educator’s guide, and within each chapter: the definitions,exercise
portion, any educator’s note that may be present, any formal connections to other chapters towards the end of each chapter, references,
notes, and the first few words, sentence, paragraph, or page(s) depending on your reading level, are considered public thought space friendly
(ref: The Open Source Dictionary Project), whereas other sections are specialized, with specialization generally increasing with depth into a
chapter, i-e vertically down on the page if you are reading up to down, and specialization resetting to some extent with each chapter section
division, such that USCF rated readers are advised to read according to the third-party reviewed elo bands labeled along with each chapter
heading. Word from the publisher: Material in Chess stands behind the strict<er> academic standards enforced by the University of Buffalo
c-s department: Alfonse <a-r>: Academic Integrity: is a fundamental university value. Through the honest completion of academic
work, students sustain the integrity of the university while facilitating the university's imperative for the transmission of knowledge and
culture based upon the generation of new and innovative ideas. Please refer to the university Undergraduate Academic Integrity Policy
(a-r) for additional information. As an engineer or computer scientist, you have special ethical obligations. As per the NSPE Code of
Ethics, “engineers shall avoid deceptive | acts” and “shall conduct themselves honorably, responsibly, ethically, and lawfully so as to enhance
the honor, reputation, and usefulness of the profession. Similar sentiments of honesty, integrity, fairness, and responsibility are
fundamental to the ACM Code of Ethics (https://www.acm.org/code-of-ethics). A violation in this class generally results in an F for the entire
course. The Computer Science and Engineering department's policy on academic integrity can be found <a-r>: The syllabus is subject to
change based on the needs of the course and will be communicated with you as appropriate. MIC: See more examples of integrity
statements in <a-r> and more in depth coverage of professional ethics ch-13 H2S5

Notable matches:
Unrated, “adoption match redeem” via Twitch: WIM Bianka Havanecz TC 15s + 0 7-7 Unrated, ultrabullet
adoption match, private lesson / livestreamed: WFM Tihana Ivekovic, CRO 4.5 - 11.5, Yakun Hu Unrated,
casual blitz: GM David Howell vs Yakun Hu 1-1 Unrated, ultrabullet adoption match, private lesson /
livestreamed FIDE CM Sandro Safar, CRO ~10 - 4, Yakun Hu Rated, USCF: Malcolm Mast <USCF 1900>
vs Yakun Hu 1-1 Rated, USCF: Philip Noyes <USCF 1650> vs Yakun Hu 1-1 Rated, USCF: David
Lusignan <USCF 2000> vs 1.5 - 0.5 Yakun Hu Unrated, blitz, time odds: WFM Anna Cramling vs 2.5 - 1.5
Yakun Hu Online blitz, chess.com: FIDE 1665 Kincso, Toth <HUN> 1 - 2 Yakun Hu Online bullet,
chess.com, early 2021: WGM Keti Tsatsalashvili 5 - 1 Yakun Hu, “BlindSimulEx” Online blitz, LiChess.org,
early 2021: FIDE ~1700 “clonerosy Twitch = 366 followers“ 1-1 Yakun Hu “BlindSimulEx” UB Chess Arena,
Blitz: USCF 1600 Joe Riccardi, UB Chess President 9 - 3 Yakun Hu Online rated bullet, LiChess.org,
mid-2021: USCF 1900 Mark Johnson “DaFunkeyMonkey” vs Yakun Hu “AmazingFilms1971” 16 - 4
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Ch-0: Introduction: 0-CM:
Words from the authors: Student’s note: I have to my knowledge not placed anything in here that in�e�t� ne����o�s ���ug�� l���� in�� �h� �i�d� �� m�
s�u��n��. By ��e �n� �� re����g ��is ����, yo� ���l �a�� �c�i���d a� ��d�pen���t ���en��, if ��� �o�n�, 1,000 in����n�e�t ���s���ti��� �f ��at ���t���e. En�o�! Q: “Why do we
need a textbook about chess?” A: “Who asked this?”

CM H3S1: One game, three Positions:
From left to right, figures 1, 2, and 3. The
above 3 diagrams are 3 figures from a
single game that I played on Chess.com,
all from my perspective, in which an
assassination mistake or blunder
occurred. In figure 1, I played Nxe8, with
a knight that could capture 2 different
rooks, but it was not clear to me at the
time that I had captured the wrong one;
later on, in analysis mode, using
Stockfish, a computer engine, I learned
that Nxa8 was in fact correct, but why?*

Certainly, chess contains absolutely no randomness, and what stands to be correct then, stands to be correct now, so there must be a reason
for the difference. As it turns out, a knight capture is not the only capture that will occur in the sequence, as another capture will follow the
knight capture before the entire sequence has been completed. == The next move, regardless of whether the first move is to capture on a or
e-8, with “a” referring to the a-file, the leftmost column of 8 blocks on each board (d.ch 2, Moves and board states), is Bxc6, recuperating a
piece, specifically a knight, regaining some of the losses of the first move. Therefore, the difference between Nxe8 and Nxa8 cannot be in
what is played as the second move, since the second move is exactly the same, and thus we must look further. In the third move, the knight |
[1600]** that captured a rook can capture a knight in both cases, but the knight that can be captured is different; for 1. Nxe8, the knight ends
up on e8, and can thus capture on f6 in the 3rd move, but for Nxa8, the b6 knight can be captured, and this knight is, in fact, undefended. The
fact that only the b6 knight is undefended whereas the f6 knight is defended is the root cause, in terms of what is on the board, of the objective
difference between the two moves, with Nxb6 being the last capture (d.ch-4, Material count, multi-cap) in its respective sequence, winning
further material, because after Nxb6, the material imbalance is +5, and first has won a full rook, and second is exhausted of material-affecting
moves, ending the sequence. On the other hand, the sequence with Nxf6+ does allow for a recapture of the knight with gxf6, allowing the
second player one additional capture, worth -3, relative to the Nxb6 sequence, bringing the material delta down to +2 rather than +5, thereby
making Nxe8 followed by Nxf6+ objectively worse than Nxb6. |=P In the second diagram, first has Nxe7+, an attractive-looking, forcing move
that secures the two bishops, but it’s not until the ensuing Bd6, a dumbbell fork (d.ch, Double attacks) of a dijacent (d.ch 2, Moves & board
states) rook and pawn that simultaneously deprives the rook of all defense squares of that pawn, the bishop being a lower value piece, and
the rook being unable to enter any of its contention squares regardless of total effect (d.ch-3, Effect) in that square. |=P This book
comprehensively covers all topics within chess that relate to a sequence of moves, in which the material difference in the initial board position
prior to the first move of the sequence is different from the material difference of the final board position immediately following the last move of
the sequence, and the total material of neither player has increased due to a promotion event. In order for such a change in the material delta
of the tactical sequence to have occurred, an assassination must have taken place. Assassination can be concretely defined as a tactical
sequence in which one player makes a capture that is not equally avenged. == This includes but not only # various types of blunders involving
hanging, loose, and under defended pieces around which the vast majority of non-checkmate and non-promotion based tactics puzzles are
found, at least in the online trainers with which I have a fair deal of familiarity. My motivation for writing this book is to resolve one of, if not the
key, pain points in my experience as a class C tournament player in the United States Chess Federation (USCF). For the duration of my chess
career, and even in my life outside of chess, I have never found myself incapable of holding a conversation with experts on essentially any
topic. I feel that I am intellectually capable of understanding positional and endgame topics in chess of the highest orders of complexity.
Despite this, when I sit down to the board to play a game, at my level, more often than not, the game is decided by assassination. In many
cases, the assassination is immediately understood to be a mistake, sometimes even before a player who made the material loss blunder has
seen his opponent’s immediate reply.|=P Therefore, I am of the belief that there are factors falling beyond sheer | capacity for comprehension,
that influence such mistakes. That said, I am also not of the belief that such mistakes can happen by accident because I subscribe to the
school of neuroscience that believes the brain to be akin to a computer, in that it is hardware running software. We would expect this biological
machine to behave predictably under a set of fixed conditions, and must, therefore, investigate the underlying cause of what is presently
referred to as accidental blunders of material. However, this will not be the only topic covered in the course, and to resolve this problem, we
necessarily have to explore other topics as well as extend a level deeper in terms of l.o-abstraction. The first section of this book will be to
explicate a foundational layer of chess logic that I have never seen comprehensively covered in the literature. This layer of logic pertains to
the fundamentals of piece movements, effect, and the mathematics of calculation. In the second section, we will utilize the vocabulary and
thinking paradigms introduced in the first section to process existing and known categories of assassinations. Finally, in the third chapter, we
will reach a new synthesis, and logically compose new categories of | assassinations, then going back through the puzzle database to
search for examples of where they may apply, as well as explore new compositions. This book is contributed to by various instructors at
Chess University, which is a degree-conferring research institution for chess-minded students and instructors, offering degrees not only in
chess, but engaging in pedagogy through the lens of chess logic and linguistics. In addition, chapters, editing, and proofreading have also
been contributed by the brilliant minds of the Chessable team, tournament directors of the United States Chess Federation, members of the
Rochester Chess Center, and the University of Buffalo chess club, local to the writer of this foreword, and various volunteers worldwide. The
creation of the first comprehensive chess textbook on the subject of material was a tremendous | undertaking, and our aim in creating this
text is to accelerate the teaching of chess to beginners, enhance the quality of tournament play by reducing assassination blunders by 50%,
and offer a comprehensive review of existing literature in the field. This book will, at times, extend beyond the game of chess, and draw
connections to almost all other academic fields because over the past 600 years, chess and chess players have interacted and had their touch
on almost every aspect of human knowledge. Therefore, by studying this book, one should expect to have an elevated capacity for



understanding those topics that co-occupy these areas of intersection with chess. The elevated capacity for understanding will be provided by
the reductions that the understanding of material delta logic, piece effect, and the core | decision making process that is calculation, will
allow one to clear a vast amount of mental capacity allowing for new information to be built on top of what is ideally the most solid of
foundations. *Note that English lacks sufficient punctuation for all types of chess thinking and inquisition, so at times unconventional-looking
notations will be used, including a full system to be introduced later in the book. **This notation indicates that players below 1600 rating and
unrated players will experience a logical break at this point, meaning they will not be able to move forward linearly with the text from that point
until they’ve filled in the gap with further experiences. Break designators are in effect until the end of the heading divided section, unless
otherwise noted, so please skip everything from the break notation downward, until the next heading, which will be labeled.

Randall Hough, USCF N-Master, 2000 vs Yakun Hu, USCF
Philadelphia 2021 | [2000] Quote: “What am I most certain of? What is certainty? So it's a question?”

Figure 1. Board position after 23. Qe4 Figure 2: NM Randall Hough <1st, 2005
Arcadia B.t. Mcguire Memorial, US Chess executive board member, b-1946,
National Tournament Director since 1985, BA University of California, Berkeley,
MA, 2006 Vice President & Secretary, USCF, government affairs representative,
Los Angeles, veteran, Vietnam war> May 11th, 2018:
http://www.lapalmachess.com/LPCC/Pictures/Randy_Hough.html In this position,
assassination of the e7 pawn via the capmove the defender w/+ tactic Nxf8+ is
practically unavoidable, set up by the series of positional mistakes committed by me
earlier in the game; 12 of the 13 first moves by the second player were either of the
pawns or the queen. The resulting board position of turn 23 ply 1 featured a minor
noble mobility difference of -9, leading to an experience of insurmountable pressure in
the center. 23...h5, seeking any counterplay 24. Nxf8+ Raxf8 25. Qxe7+ Kc8 26.

Qxf6 a3 27. Ne7+ Kb8 28. c3 Rhg8, hoping for perpetual check ideas down the g-file 29. Nxg8 Rxg8 Further material has to be sacrificed for
practical chances, as both players were in time pressure, in the conversion phase of the game, after the assassinator has gained a material
advantage without notable losses in space and mobility. 30. g3 Qb7 31. Rxa3 h4 Another sacrifice to draw the queen away from the effect of
the f7 knight, allowing for the exchange of a queen for 2 rooks and the creation of an advanced passed pawn. 32. Qxh4 bxa3 33. Rxb7+
Kxb7 34. Qe7+ Kb6 35. Qxf7 Rc8 36. Qf6 Kc7?! Best chance here could have been 36...a2, which, if first is not careful, can lead to the
conversion of a queen after a series of checks. Post-game analysis revealed that first would still be winning in the resulting rook down for 6
connected passed pawns endgame, but second maintains a playable resistance. 37. c4 a2 38. Qa1 1-0 This game ingrained in my brain the
notion that tactical sequences leading to loss of material need not be the result of unforced error, but can be systematically forced by superior
positional play, resulting in additional space, mobility, and effect. Incidentally, exploration of such concepts is also critical to our study of all
types of assassination | sequences. Study link: https://lichess.org/study/UohDzkHx/lvoPeyso. Ah yes, as Nimzo said, “the mistakes of great
men are more venerable than the successes of lesser ones <Nimzowitsch, preface a-r>”. But I say, the mistakes of stronger players are of
a higher order of complexity <ch-45> than those of weaker players.

CM H3S2: Why assassinations?
In chess, my | struggle has been that there are already a number of words that are tangentially | related to Assassinations - not tangentially
related, but rather connected. These include: Capture (v.) = to move into a square that is occupied by an enemy character, thereby removing
that character from the board and assuming | occupation of that square. Loose piece - tough to define officially in my books, but this phrase
is an amalgamation of a few words that include hanging piece, undefended, under defended, neutrally defended but with potential for
removals, with removals including auto-removal, capture of the defender, deflection, and threat move the defender, as just a few examples of
the properties of characters that can be used to describe a category that at least somewhat overlaps with the concept of loose pieces. ==
Words that have had such a high quantity of overlaps with other words in a dictionary need to be assigned to word differentiation thought
workers for the creation of new word(s) and potentially a rearrangement, reassignment, or rephrasing of other connected definitions to make
sure the entire thing is coherent before an update is made to the dictionary. == The issue is, over the past hundred years of chess |
pedagogy since Aron Nimzowitsch's Mein | System, the next keystone in chess had not be found, the formation of a single, simple concept
that ties together, in a ring, the entire ring of concepts in chess of the current generation, allowing a well-packed set of reductions to fit into a
manageable sized book for the generation's standards, and thereby allowing elevation into the next paradigm. == Just as the four rings roads
pass through the city of Beijing, my hometown in China, marking off equally as many distinct bands of zonable territories and expanding
concentrically outward, these rings of knowledge must be complete with their keystone, and traffic running smoothly along them and back into
their local districts, before the next patches of residential buildings can be built outside the newest ring, justifying therefore an expansion, but
not a moment before.

Figure X. A satellite maps depiction of Beijing with colorful lines representing the rings of
highways around each layer of the city, with inner layers generally corresponding to higher wealth,
my entire family settled within the 3rd layer with only talks about the construction of the 4th when I
had left in 2000 (from memory, confirmed via Wikipedia), and now up to 6. Ref:
https://www.nextbigfuture.com/2015/06/satellite-tracking-of-quadrupling-of.html
The modern chess world, since Nimzo has been building towards the newest ring for the past 100
years, but evidently with a state of blindness, not seeing how they needed to creep forward from
the former layer to form a new ring in which each point is equidistant, to each point in the previous
ring, but nevertheless kept in balance by the various information laws that prevent comprehension
of higher abstraction information until the lower ring was connected, thereby directing their mind
always to the right place, since you can only think about what you can think about. What was

missing in the end, and this was merely the final step, was a marking of the territory and the drawing of a line that demarcates a boundary
around the end of one layer and the beginning of the next, as well as the insertion of a keystone, into the last bit of territory that was missing in
order to complete the band, which I believe is this very topic, which, despite its apparent simplicity to beginners, is comically | recurrent even



at the World Championship level, with many games and positions lost not only due to material losing sequences, but even the threat to win
material, can press the opponent back into unfavorable configurations, leading to loss otherwise down the line, and reduce all into a form that
can be perceived from the outside as a single line, obscuring the territory directly within adjacently, as well as the additional rings of knowledge
on the inside.

Due to the gravity of what I believe this book stands to accomplish, in addition to the fact that I
believe completing a ring of knowledge leading to the creation of a 1,000 page textbook equivalent
in content quantity and density to one on precalculus justifies consideration of chess to be a bona
fide academic subject and cross off the last hurdle to widespread accessibility to this cherished and
ancient game, I believe that it was appropriate to seek a severe word, one that encapsulates
exactly the moment that chess players as of 2021 are highly prioritizing the avoidance of, an
involuntary, forced loss of material, often leading to the loss of a game, by a capture that cannot be
taken back equally, and it is the imbalance of material that will later be decisive, for reasons
explained in the chess as core chess principles.

H2S1: Bloom’s taxonomy
| [0+]:
Bloom’s taxonomy is another useful paradigm,
introduced to me first by my father, Bo, for categorizing
the progression of any particular knowledge track in one’s
mind. The lowest level of learning is to simply to
"remember", which is why we spend the most of our time
in that layer, and from the ability to remember comes the
ability to understand, then apply, analyze, evaluate, and
ultimately, create. The moments of creation are
intentionally few and far in between, as otherwise the
quantity of knowledge there is to know balloons to an
unmanageable size for others, and the most effective
learning comes from exposure to a wide range of
modalities for boosting information into higher levels of
integration with one’s brain.

H2S1 H3S1: How to create |
[1600]:
Tribute to brother Mark D’Alba of the Latter Day Saints
Church in Williamsville, NY.

A particular expertise of mine is the top of the pyramid, being as I am solely responsible for most of the output in terms of words in this book,
along with numerous puzzle compositions and games that arguably have entered the creative tier of play. To create means to do something
new, but we know from thought space theory, which will be discussed later, that everything new 1) has always existed in the realm of
possibility, or thought space and 2) must be connected to an existing node within one’s thought space framework. That means that insofar as
the new thing is part of a connection with an existing thing, it is only 50% of the merger of the old and the new, along with the connection in
between, and it is this composite product that users will experience as your creation. == Create* is a verb that represents a process, and like
any other process, we are able to document the steps to produce the outcome and control whether that outcome can be produced predictably.
A good creative environment is one that, like an environment for any other process, fulfills the production of the outcome if all steps are
followed, whereas an ineffective creative environment will obscure the product of creation, and could be a cause of user dissatisfaction with
this tool. The Bloom taxonomy provides the prerequisites of creation, more of an ingredient list with a description of all elements rather than a
recipe for how to put it together to create a product, but some cross of the words discover, investigate, design, and develop should bring us a
step closer to understanding. As with any other recipe, what is needed in the instructions to create is a list of steps, in which each step has a
specific tool or ingredient that it wants us to use, how to use it, and a quantity or time parameter for how many times to use it or for how long.

⭐ Directive: One simple way to climb the Bloom’s | Taxonomy around any other subject is to execute one rote activity in each step until
the next step feels easy.

Each layer in the taxonomy represents a synthesis of the previous layer, and a synthesis requires 1) at least 10% of what is to be synthesized
must be experienced directly by the person wanting to reach the synthesis, with no real shortcuts when it comes to accumulating the reference
experience 2) a well-timed learning of a reduction or a broad statement that connects the 10% of what was experience, the specific cases,
with broader truths of the data set, allowing the user to establish connection(s) between the 10% and the whole, which ultimately allows for a
simpler, more compressed, and more utile understanding of the whole than having to experience the entire thing, which will leave up to the
creation itself to experience of itself. Based on this understanding, one can see immediately that there’s no point trying to create within a body
of knowledge until one is able to evaluate, no point evaluating until one can analyze, no point analyzing until one can apply, and so forth down
the list. |=P The specific leap from evaluation to creation will be one in which one begins to experience what feels like prophetic |
transcriptions, and be tempted, even at times, to assign an identity to the voice that provides one with a creative sentence to utter. What will
happen is that evaluation is mastered, moved to the level of perception, defined as what can be synthesized in 0.5 seconds, and occasionally
in periods of mental activation the process of creation will come through perceptually as well, where an entire sentence can be formed and
even visualized in the brain before it is written, such that the process of writing feels like transcription rather than creation. == Concretely, and I
like it when things can be reduced to numbers, but the process of reaching a creation through the process of evaluation is akin to an all out
intellectual attack on the ***object of creation in order to generate a body of evaluative knowledge that is equal in size to the object of creation,
allowing the 50 | 50 rule of creation to be met, and creating enough nodes of connection in the new knowledge body to interface on a



one-to-one basis with the object of creation. If what one has to offer in terms of originality is not sufficient relative to the size of one’s desired
object of creation, then creation is not possible, and no insight or spark will be reached. One needs to manage one’s own information micro
economy like a living system in which a steady, healthy rate of intake of raw information to be remembered is funneled up the chain into
creation, while evening out the bottleneck procedures along the way by studying the verbs themselves. == To avoid any circularity in this
argument, and the erroneous interpretation that one has to somehow create in order to create, a circular task impossibility, it should be
clarified that the body of evaluative knowledge that one uses to pair up with the object of creation is not necessarily a creation in itself, as
evaluation often allows us to simply select from a pre-made list of possible evaluations such as “white is better” or “dead draw” and simply

match them to the position. Think of it this way: you can simply look at the object of creation and find as
many calibrations of evaluations as one can, I don’t like this but I like that, until enough connections has been
established and the object can be gathered along with the body and the connection to be presented as a new
product. *Creation (n.) = a new thing that is connected to an old thing such that they each share in 50% of
the resulting product. **Synthesis (n.) = a moment of abstraction level elevation that occurs when a
well-timed reduction is taught to an individual who has accumulated 10% of the experiences in the
elevated-from layer. ***Object of creation (n.) = the old thing in the creation.

Ch-0 ITR: H2S2: Diagonally reading by speed
and understanding:

Written by wgmadriana, WGM Adriana Nikolova, 2021 Bulgarian Team Rapid & Blitz Champion. “Some books should be tasted, some
devoured, but only a few should be chewed and digested thoroughly.” – Sir Francis Bacon, English Philosopher, 1561-1626: Most of the
books are not worth a whole assimilation of their contents. Very often, you just want information. Exciting, inspiring, transforming information,
but information nonetheless. Not every author is Mark Dvoretsky and not every book gets sweeter and richer when we slow down and breathe
the choice of words and pace of the author, and, while many men would like to read more books over the year, we still read using the same
principles we were taught in grade school.==Speed reading not only allows you to read more books in a shorter period of time, it actually
makes you a more well-rounded person and may help you retain the information in the ways that count. Here’s a primer on how to speed read
and improve your understanding with practice.

H3S1: Methods of diagonally reading
We are so used to using words to express thought in a consistent and harmonic manner, we can actually leave out a good many words and
still get the thought across. Our brain fills in the gaps and even organizes random words into a meaningful expression.
Reading by a “Z” or diagonal pattern. Scanning the page in this way will help you find clues for context. Your brain will fill in the gaps to help
understand the larger picture.

H4S1: Breathing Is very important about reading:
Keep your mouth closed, breath through your nose in a steady manner. You are not a robot. The
goal is to cut back, but not completely eliminate aloud reading. We read aloud mentally, which in
many cases is necessary to gain the true meaning of the written word.

H4S2: Key words:
The biggest doubt with speed reading is understanding your existing habits and breaking them.
Changes in my reading strategy that would greatly improve my performance and pleasure of
books. You can also underline the most important points or simply coloring them. Another way is
making notes in a separate notebook based on every topic including 1 to 2 sentences each.

H4S3: Quiet speech:
It is defined as the inside speech made when reading a word, thus allowing the reader to imagine
the sound of the word as it is read.

H4S4: Read in a monotone way:
There is one way to reduce aloud reading is to read in a very dry, monotone way. This is something
of a mental monotone way, not a real, auditory monotone. Allow the words to lose some of their
color and trust in your mind to take words in with the appropriate meaning, but I don't really
recommend this way of reading just because in most of the cases you can fall asleep.

H4S5: Decrease word regression:
At times when we are reading, we may become instantly lost in the context of a sentence or larger

passage. Perhaps a thought about a previous sentence is still producing while our eyes continue moving forward but not actually making
sense of the text. As a result, we retreat a few words or a sentence and re-read it.

H4S6: Move with your finger or pen:
Follow the words which are being read, use your fingers or a pen to guide your eyes. I find this more efficient when I really need to slow down
my reading rather than speed it up.

H4S7: Covering the upcoming text/solution of the Diagram with another book or card or postcard:
While the finger and pen method will help you not retreat, this method will keep you from skipping ahead. Point another book or card over the
text you haven’t read yet, take off it down the page as you read. This could help you to focus your eyes which may improve speed and should
definitely help with understanding it too.

H4S8: Speed reading - peripheral vision:
When we are reading a bit of text, we typically follow a line all the way through to the end and turn our eyes to the next line and start all over.
When we are skimming, our peripheral vision becomes key in picking up words. This is to help give a visual indication to stop actively focusing
on those words and allow your eyes to expiry past them to the next line. BSE 10/12/21: Skimming is the process of our eyes looking for
familiar words, anchors for later understanding.



H4S9: Take a note of bold writing, annotates, big letters and names:
I think people are more important than places in most contexts. For example, if reading about the famous GM Garry Kasparov and GM
Anatoly Karpov match, it matters more who won or drew and how first, and the characters at play, than the fact that they were in New York or
LA. Some of the readers will want to know what the weather was like outside and what is the color of Kasparov’s shoes and so on. That’s
totally fine of course, but I would also think about it, but not every story is as interesting. Just the highlights please. Pay attention to the moves
with “?”(mistake) and moves with “!” (good move) to understand them completely. Most of the cases this is supported by any diagram. Check
out after each sacrifice every single possible continuation/defense.
For instance: How does the rook move in chess?

The rook can really have strong control of the squares when it is in the proper position. The rook can move
on squares horizontally and vertically, going forward and backwards.
Rook movements in chess are not that difficult to learn. The rook basically moves straight squares and
doesn’t move diagonally.

H4S10: Read and remember everything in quotes:
As for me, quotes are pretty key moments. Except the author uses them in every sentence they will get a
slightly extra attention.

H4S11: Must read the first and the last sentences of a paragraph:
Mostly we keep our thoughts with opening and closing statements. Very often the last sentence or two will
cover the key details for the next paragraph. In the example of Diagram 67 you can see very well the blurring
part which is not so important for us. Try to remember the pictures and ideas, not so much the moves.

H4S12: Conclusion:
Reading faster does not mean reading better. What we are doing after we read is just much more
important, if not more so, than the reading itself. One of the best ways to make what we have read
“stay in us” is to practice it ourselves, in our games. Where does what we read exactly is in our
games? Does what I read change or confirm my approach to technique of playing? What made this
such a good book?
By the way, making notes or retelling the story to a friend is another great way to set a story in your
mind.

Ch-0 ITR: H2S3: Using chess software |
[1600]
H2S3 H3S1: Chessbase:
Written by WGM Adriana Nikolova. The latest version of ChessBase is ChessBase Program 16,
but I can confirm that for simply creating a personal database, using Mega Database, an opening
book, and analyzing positions, even Version Number 9 could be enough. Everyone could use
ChessBase, from the Grandmaster level to the amateur. If you really love the game and wish to
have more knowledge, experience and practice, then you have to start using the program ASAP to
become a real PRO. You can find it out on the official website translated into 5 different languages:
English, German, Spanish, Italian and French. If you are a tournament player, it’s just an
obligatory part of your preparation and not dependent on online connection.

Reviews:
GM Vishy Anand (World Champion 2007 – 2013): "ChessBase 15 - awesome! Love the reference and the replay so far. The search booster
alone makes life better!" GM Teimour Radjabov: "I have been using CBM for a long time and it is very useful, because you can see all the
recent games, annotated by the best players in the world." GM Dorian Rogozenko: "ChessBase is an absolute must-have tool, whether you
want to get to the top, or just improve your chess understanding at any level." GM Garry Kasparow (World Champion 1985-2000):
"ChessBase is the greatest development for chess since the invention of the printing press." GM Rustam Kasimdzhanov: "Nowadays I don’t
know a single chess player, amateur or 2800, that does not use ChessBase, and for good reason." GM Anish Giri: “ChessBase is the
software you really need. It is definitely essential and useful.” GM Hou Yifan (World Champion 2010-2017): "When people asked me to
recommend software for chess, the first word that came to my mind is ChessBase. I have used it for all of my chess career."
Start using the most famous chess software you can take benefits like this:
1. Opening the Mega Database 2021 we can enjoy watching over 8 458 114 million. Games. Select them/ sorting them/ looking for
best position of your opening repertoire/ searching for even specific tournament name/ sort them by rating/ color/ prepare against specific
opponent before important game in OTB tournament.

2. Also, you can generate personal Database and fill there your OTB games like history
3. pgn /cbh file. There are 2 ways to do that. One of the file is calling PGN where you can
open it up in different online platforms or just resent it an easy step for seconds. Second one is
calling CBH format where you need to send about 14 files and then your partner/ friend/ student
would read the file successful. In the other case CBH allows you to make much more changes on it
comparing to PGN.
4. Both formats you can add, delete, analyze games.
5. The board is enough big when you open any game and you still have plenty of space on
the right side where you can make notes, insert diagrams, add variations, annotation.

6. If you wish to generate a chess book for puzzles for example you need also chessbase program because it’s very easy to copy and
paste the current position from chessbase to word file. It’s on the first menu File next Save and then choose Save position as picture.
7. If you have the full version of the software you get access of the pictures too and you can see how your opponents looks like.



8. On the right side we have separate menu for every single game including:
a) Notation-is the all notation of the game b) Reference-where you start searching for a current position in another Database, for instance, the
Mega Database b) Replay training -what could help like in chessable courses to repeat all the moves or only white or only black.
d) Plan explorer e) Table-all the game in one table f) Score Sheet-this could help like giving you example how should look like your score
sheet in a real OTB tournament and how is the correct writing in chess.

L, above: g) Live Book- is one of the most useful
options what I really love and this is giving us modern and the newest information for the current opening part from all the games ever played
online and database too. For example you can see very clear after move 3 in this game what is the most common continuation on the top ,
how many games played there, the final result in them into percentages, Elo average, Data, Evaluation like +- for white or -+ for black, Visits
and % M: h) Opening Book – is also useful for example if you don’t have internet and currently cannot use LIVE BOOK-then the alternative
could be any opening book what is coming out of Engines like Fritz, Houdini, Stockfish and giving us information what is the best opening
choice again. == Short buttons and icons are also not less and pretty fast working with them will give you great chess skills and saving time
too. When you open up a new board on the top, afterwards if you wish to set up any position the short button is “S”. == If you wish to Flip the
board is “Ctrl+F” == On ChessBase15 after open up any game in database if you’d like to go to the next game you don’t need to close it every
time…it’s just by “F11” and like this method you can simply look at hundred games for minutes, you can also create homework pretty fast. You
can cut moves or lines by right button of the mouse or short ones- “}” and “{“ too i) Of course, separately IN the game In notation after clicking
with the right button of the mouse you have additional options like this: j) You can insert Diagram like this too as much as you wish into the

most important moments in the game just by 2 clicks
of the mouse: k) Another ➕ could be if you would like
testing your chess tactic skills by special book with diagrams and questions first and then
check out the solution just by pressing F11 button l) And let’s finish with the most common picture what do you need for a serious analyzing
every game:

As you can see on the top, I am turning on LIVE BOOK- all possible candidates ever played. Under
it we have the newest engine Stockfish14 for free-there it depends on your power of the PC how
much CPU you can turn on-mine right now is available even for 24th level. In the engine you can
raise up the lines unlimited like pressing the button “+” or hide them by the button “-“. Close to
engine is the CLOUD-who is one of the most useful option too which is showing us the best
opportunity automatic by deep depth of 3 engines if this position some people ever analyzed it in
internet cloud. Also, you can see on the right side how many people analyzed ever this position.
And of course, the most modern and the newest games are in the menu on the top “Online”. After

you press the button, It will automatically appear under your game and you can sort them by result, Elo Black, Elo White, Index, Year…If you
wish to close it very often we have the option like: click with right button of the mouse and click close. ChessBase Software definitely is for the
people who Love this beautiful game! Gens una Sumus!

H2S3 H3S2: Keyboard for chess | [2000]
Chess University is a strong proponent of using the keyboard to play online chess, and would actually argue
that speed chess online is untenable without the use of the keyboard, because there are not enough benefits
in reducing one's attention capacity into two dimensions and the deprivation of all the psycho shrecks of not
being face to face over the board. However, by using the keyboard in speed chess, one can recalibrate one's
attention capacity to seeing effect, mobility, and destination squares, and this will become obvious as we
explain the logic behind keyboard moves. == When one installs the LiChess keyboard browser extension,
one gains the ability, and keep in mind that use of this software has been approved by Thibault
<LiChess-creator> on the LiChess forums, one mouses over the destination square of a move and simply
clicks a keyboard stroke that is assigned to that particular piece to move that into that square. There is no
need to click and drag bits from its initial square and therefore no need to ever have the mouse in contact
with the initial square, increasing the speed of movement by at least 4x. A comical flagging strategy even
comes about through the use of the keyboard by essentially holding down on a particular key or set of keys,
and simply swiping one's mouse over the range of squares in which those zi can land on, and using this
method, Ii have successfully made over 10 moves in under 0.3 seconds of clock time, making me essentially



unflaggable, especially with the king. Our recommended specifications for keyboard to zi mapping is displayed below.

H2S3 H3S3: Stockfish:
MIC: Stockfish is an evaluation engine, as well as computer chess player and, from the perspective of scholastics, is probably the first
strong player with whom students will have their first repeat encounter, and from whom one can acquire a good deal of useful chess
information, if its functional parameters are understood. It is well known among chess players that while Stockfish can consistently come up
with strong move suggestions, with almost infallible | accuracy in near-depth, tactical sequences in which a quantifiable material change is to
result or checkmate, its process for coming up with a move is not ideal for a human to emulate due to its inefficiencies, not having been
subjected to the same fire and ice natural selection conditions that humans endured during its own synthesis, both from a software and a
hardware perspective. However, if the thought process that leads from the board state at hand to the positional evaluation and move
suggestion(s) is faulty, then questions must be raised about the other endpoints as well, as well as the overall pedagogical value of
Stockfish in education in various usage capacities. For instance, while we can trust Stockfish to solve a puzzle, can we trust Stockfish to
suggest 10 puzzles that it believes will be most educational for a particular player, or to play and suggest moves as a competitor that
maximizes learning for its student?
From the past 20 years of our initial experimentation with computer chess, the initial data that we have seen across the chess community is
that digital products can accelerate the learning curve of younger players up to a 1,200 level, giving them access to high rate of information
exchange materials such as VOD and live Zoom sessions that they would not otherwise have access to due to the limitations of location and /
or time synchronicity, but past a point at which there lacks consensus among stronger players as to the best pedagogical pathway, continued
results especially past the [2,000] level still depend upon the careful hand of guidance provided by human involvement. This indicates that
much of the benefit observed within chess pedagogy provided by the digitization of chess is still at least 50% mediated by human involvement
on the level of editorial at the highest levels, and presently speaking no to circuit chess player would dare claim Stockfish, the objectively best
player, as his coach, for sake of offending the humans responsible for their continued improvement, despite Stockfish’s 20 year dominance in
the competitive arena. == This peculiar anomaly can be observed to some extent in the human arena as well, as there is a slight drop off in
coaching activity toward the highest end of performance, with players choosing actively to forego content creation activities in favor of studying
chess, traveling, and playing tournaments ref: IM Eric Rosen, Rozman podcast 9/8/21. However, we do not see a lower rated chess computer
cleaning up in the coaching market with human students while Stockfish worldbeats from above, so the pattern among computers is clearly
mismatched with the pattern among humans in this case. The explanatory cause provided by strong chess players, at least one of whom is
involved in the creation of strong performing chess programs, is the inferior in terms of efficiency thought process by computers to calculate an
answer, which is impractical for any human to undertake, typically presented in a frame that computers have more processing power but
without touching on the accompanied biological costs of the energy expenditure, and the limitations of human neurology to perform such
inefficient computations.

How Stockfish works:
| [200,000] In order to navigate this tricky logical field with its glaring apparent contradiction, one needs to understand exactly how Stockfish
works to provide its move suggestions. Stockfish is in very large part a legal move recognizer / generator, as simply the number of variations
of a string of 4-5 characters is already in the thousands, and compounded to multiply ply each containing a string of 4-5 characters, the
possibilities quickly reach overflow error levels. A standalone download of many computer chess engines is a simple interface containing a
board and confirmation of whether a move made was legal, recording to a small move ledger if so, else preventing the move, providing the
most basic peer to peer playing experience online, without any evaluative or playing abilities on the part of the program; this is in effect the
most basic component of computer chess, and a legitimate amount of programming needs to be put in place to process the rules of piece
movement crossed with the properties of any given board position, for all possible board positions in chess, supposedly. The next level of
Stockfish is a position evaluator, with a set of metric calibrations that it tracks such as material count that generates a unified score for
comparison among board positions. Finally, Stockfish contains a calculator that generates from its database of programmed mobility rules a
temporary list of board positions that can result from the present board position, as well as
organizes these board positions sequentially into variations that contain the moves that
caused the transition from each board position to the next. This giant, size variable organizer
generates a mental space for Stockfish to begin searching for the correct move(s). == All that
has been described thus far mirrors from a cognitive science standpoint the high level structure
of any competent human chess playing brain in that the process to play a move depends on the
generation of a list of candidate moves, themselves selected from the set of legal moves
that must first be recognized from the position, with additional tactical and positional
considerations that adjust the degree of “legality” or playability of the move, typically resulting in
3 options unless the position is forcing, a process of evaluating positions, and a process of
using the move generation process to generate a list of positions whose evaluation
will be compared to select the best possible destination position to aim for with moves. The logic
of this process itself, the problem solving process, is undeniable. The sticking point for
Stockfish is the lack of prioritization to mental reductions, simplifications that can eliminate
the need to calculate certain moves and all subsequent moves that stem from that point,
resulting in a lack of integration of certain high yield human sourced reductions that shave
the total variation tree exponentially, for a number of reasons.
First is the limitations on Stockfish, the software, provided by the metallic and silicon-based hardware that it must run on, being as it’s not yet
compatible with carbon-based systems in its current form, nor would it be found acceptable by any organic immune system, in that the
hardware does not come preloaded with certain physical configurations of circuits that must be constructed to match the pathway of highly
reduced, yet complex thought pathways, akin to high complexity highway on and off ramp systems for large width roads and complex
inter-state travel, neither with the ability to break down and synthesize new such physical pathways as thinking evolves through forms. An
intelligent system, certainly one intelligent enough for machine learning through chess, must be able to know on the level of software when the
hardware must be changed, and to be able to execute those changes by itself to facilitate the next level of philosophical progression. The
body’s built-in adaptability and limitations of how it is able to move through logical layers enables it to eventually learn past Stockfish’s current
capability if Stockfish ceases to evolve, and at some point, Stockfish will need hardware upgrades to continue competing; in fact, at least 40%
of computer chess strength increases over the past few decades can be explained by hardware, not software ref: chessprogramming.org.



Stockfish’s software is not written for recyclability across hardware revolutions, and this inattention to scalability on the level of time is one
reason for its inefficiencies in chess position calculation downstream. Certain high complexity thinking reductions, necessary conditions of
thorough understanding of a particular logical layer, may be simply uninstallable on the hardware generation that Stockfish is limited by, and
some of these reductions may be temporarily erected for the purposes of transitioning across certain intermediate levels, such that entirely
new hardware would have to be created and later repurposed for Stockfish to be able to take advantage of its gains in efficiency, but if the
process of gaining efficiency is too inefficient, then the programmers may rationally decide to forego its inclusion, to no fault of their own
necessarily. == The second reason is the limitation on Stockfish | programmers, as individuals past a certain playing strength in chess will
inevitably experience diminishing returns in one’s own chess improvement in continued involvement with the project, resulting in a lack of
inclusion of the highest quality reduction paradigms into the program itself. Since the process of learning chess is a process of accumulating
these paradigms, which can push one’s brain to the peak of its own capacity, and the progression through these paradigms is linear, the
absence of said final paradigms in the program necessitate encounters with those aforementioned strong players in a different context. == The
third reason is that Stockfish is simply not designed to play chess like a human or emulate the results of a chess playing human both in terms
of chess skill and ability to teach, make a living and so forth, in part out of recognition of its fundamentally different hardware properties on the
level of chemistry. As stated above, Stockfish is essentially designed to be a counterpart to a human brain, considering unusual,
contemporarily counterintuitive move options that were eliminated by either a misapplied reduction or one that is simply too broad for its
application by a human, human error caused by misunderstanding of conditions, by “brute-force” calculation and going through, one by one
through all possibilities at a certain depth. It is best viewed as the quality assurance agent in a project, checking the human’s grandiose
positional idea for tactical veracity, as an oversimplified perspective. == To make a long story short, Stockfish is analogous to a mathematical
calculator, and no reasonable adult would claim that a mathematical calculator is the best mathematician simply by virtue of its ability to most
quickly solve a 8 digit multiplication or render a graph. The point of confusion in this analogy could be the fact that ordinary calculators return a
single, definitive answer, whereas Stockfish is able to generate multiple recommendations and there is a gap as to whether evaluations in
themselves are subjective or objective, and further confusion as to whether the program in fact generates opinionated suggestions or
calculated answers, whereas most mathematical calculators are viewed in the objective sense as well. The truth is that Stockfish very much
operates like a calculator in that the results it produces are always accurate by its own standards, and the degree to which its answers reflect
opinions depends on the degree of agreement between the user and the answers themselves as correct, in the same way that a mathematical
calculator will run your numbers by its code and produce a numerical output, with no guarantee necessarily that all of its outputs are certified
to be correct by math itself. The fact that multiple results can be generated is not a sign that Stockfish has transcended to a level of creativity
that other calculators have not, but perhaps can even be viewed negatively as it reflects on its intelligence in that it does not have enough
parameters to give a single answer that it finds most accurate. But perhaps traditional calculators are not so certain as well, as rounding can
help the calculator output a result without inherent certainty in the output value, and so it is also emitting a result by the best among present
evaluations rather than deductive logic. With that said, Stockfish is also capable of thinking quite deductively in concrete capture sequences in
which it is able to accurately track the material count in every resulting and intermediate board position of a variety of possible continuations
and capture order permutations. == In addition to the recognition - calculation - evaluation engine core, Stockfish can also be supplemented
by an opening book and endgame tablebase, surveys of past human behavior in specific board positions that can occur with sufficient
frequency to be worth documenting, up to 10-15 moves on average in selected opening lines and 7-8 total pieces remaining from the other
side. These databases enhance the engine’s ability to play “human-like moves” and occupy the long-term memory rather than RAM side of a
computer’s capability, so there is no reduction in its core evaluative capacity as a result of their integration. To some extent, the surveying
process undertaken by the opening book and the deductive, W / D / L board evaluations that are unique to tablebases mirror parts of the
human brain as well, but does not address all instances in which a computer might be caught thinking inefficiently. == In the end, Stockfish
should be best viewed as a tool that can enhance the speed through which humans can process chess complexity and avoid tactical mistakes
in positional considerations, allowing human brains to reach even higher levels of creativity in moments that they need not be responsible for
quality assurance. It will always pace ahead of humans in chess performance because it is able to use and only use the most effective
reduction and positional evaluation paradigms of our invention, without bearing any of the burden of experimentation that can explain reduced
performance in the short run. This problem can be to an extent resolved via further differentiation in the purpose and scoring styles of
competitive arenas, as well as solving the problem of slow learning curve among humans. == Further viewing: How good can Stockfish be?
Yakun plays and defeats the highest level on LiChess up a knight: https://lichess.org/HKcjJQf7. (D, a comedic | interlude provided by Twitch
u/missnmass, a popular Chess Twitch streamer and student of 2017 US Women’s Champion WGM Sabina Foisor>

Ch-0 ITR: H2S4: How to read this book | [2000]
Hertan, a FIDE Master living near Boston, has spent a comparatively small but still impressive fourteen years researching, organizing, and
codifying 650 tactical positions of all varieties. Pg-19, GM Joel Benjamin foreword, Forcing Chess Moves © 2019. == This book has been, for
the past 15 years, slowly been building up in the pressure cooker of my mind as I have regularly encountered paradigms insurance that are far
beyond my capacity for understanding and been forced, often times for the sake of my own mental sanity, to synthesize or seek out the
necessary reduction bridge that will connect something I know to that advanced paradigm. == In a strong aspect, therefore, this book contains
as many of these standalone paradigms as it does simply the bridges that I've had to build to understand the hodgepodge bag of concepts
that you can freely pick up off the ground in 2000+ shots exploration. The distinguishing characteristic of this book, however, is that the
presentation of both concepts and bridges are entirely coherent both with the immediately preceding and immediately succeeding sentence,
paragraph, and section of the book, as well as other sections to watch the connections are clearly annotated in the page that contains the
concept under discussion. == This book is well-designed to be useful to coaches, players, and educators alike, and we understand that the
pedagogical group is deeply concerned with not only the subject at hand, but connections that can be made between that subject and others
to increase the learner’s fundamental ability to think critically. Knowledge is more useful in forms that are not married to a particular form, and
a game that can be played with both participants having their eyes closed posits contributions to one’s capacities in other fields as well.
Chess players understand that concepts are more broadly applicable in forms of higher levels of abstraction, and encountering the same
concept in multiple forms can provide the raw materials for that extrapolation. Learning mathematics, arithmetic, and the coordinate grid in
traditional school and chess independently is an example of the application of this principle, as much of coordinate mathematics outside of
chess is taught within the base 10 system, based on the idea that each multiplicative cycle of numbers should contain 10 values.
Chess is neither base 10 and nor is its coordinate grid continuous, rather it is discrete, and yet elementary measurements of distance and
speed can be made across both rank x file and the further dimension of depth involved as well. The idea that numbers and the idea of



assigning values to locations is not grouped exclusively with any particular base system, a realization that I believe is a necessary condition to
the ability to think abstractly about numbers, blindfold, to reach conclusions about chess or mathematics.

H2S4 H3S1: Directives | [Coaches, 1600]:
Directives are one sentence directions, written in a commanding “do this'' format, that summarizes the upcoming paragraph into a single clear
athletic move for individuals who are looking for a task-based connection to the information, so that athletes encountering information that may
otherwise have research significance are not encumbered by the research connections in their attempt to rapidly retrieve and use the game in
a time pressured situation, and so the clock in chess forced this delineation for the benefit of many users. However, in their capacity as
thought space workers, athletes may also be inclined to explore the full research view of the information, including citations, deductive
continuations, elaborations, and so forth. Paragraphs, sections, and chapters that are lacking directives may be skimmed over by coaches
who are looking for quick, 80 / 20 kit kats to give to their squads before a key game. Each individual is free to explore their own first
impression of connections between the directive and the subsequent paragraph to more deeply solidify the directive in their brain, as
understanding some or all of the origin, connections, and further conclusions of a thought can engrain the thought more deeply in the brain,
with more routes to arrive at and from it, allowing for more flexibility in performance. The transitional stage from purely task-based connection
to information to a structured, segregated mix of the two can be difficult to properly supervise without adequate resources, but a necessary
part of an individual’s transition from a user to a contributor, and further information, training, and resources with respect to this topic can be
found in Chapter 8, logic, levels of abstraction.

H2S4 H3S2: Chessable note:
Material in Chess will be coming soon to Chessable - 2023.

H2S4 H3S3: 10 steps to completing #MIC:
Material in Chess is, make no mistake about it, a gargantuan book: for comparison, the book that established the 2nd ring modern paradigm of
chess #, My System, a book of nearly Holy Book status in upper chess circles, is at our count # just over 210,000 (!) words in the extended ©
2016 edition published by New in Chess, which contains other papers published by Nimzo including Chess Praxis, and earlier editions were
even shorter. The standard work of short fiction clocks in at around 50,000 - 75,000 words, according to publishers we’ve spoken to, many of
whom turned down the project, and at the longest end is a work like the Holy Bible, which clocks in at 600,000 - 800,000 words depending on
the translation (!!). |=P Material in Chess, in its first edition, falls somewhere in the middle at approximately 450,000 words (!) |= P Despite
one’s initial shock to this number, and the genuine dismay at why one man will choose to spew from his brain approximately half the content
that is contained in the 66 books of the Holy Bible, the answer is twofold:

1) I genuinely have this much information in my brain about chess, and moreover, due to the way that my brain is structured, which
may be unique #, I have connected the knowledge that I have about chess with the knowledge I have in almost every other field in
which I’ve taken an introductory level college course, and I consider the connection | itself to be a separate byte of information in
addition to the things that are connected.

2) I wanted to write a book that can teach anyone who has completed the equivalent of a high school education in the United States
how to play chess and learn theory at a highly competitive level, such that upon completion, one can play or understand up to a
2,000 USCF elo rating level of chess.

I also wanted Material in Chess to be a one stop | shop, such that you don’t need any other book, or to build an entire library, whereas most
players at a 2,000 level have taken upwards of $1,000 worth of tournament fees, books, and lessons # |=P The $100 or so price tag of this
book is a reduction of that $1,000 number, and you can learn chess without ever touching the board. == However, it is not my intention # to
dump these words on you like a ton of bricks. I have also gone to great lengths to understand the map of your mind, which we explore more in
Ch-51 H2S3 <hl>, but the one sentence conclusion from this later section is that the map of the human mind | is not always linear or
chronological. Information that you’ve consumed is not organized by time or even topic; there is a deeper form to this knowledge, to reference
the ancient Greek philosopher Plato: “What about the person who is just the opposite, who believes in beauty itself, who can look both at it
and the things which | share in it without mistaking them for it or it for them? Does his life, in its turn, strike you as waking or dreaming?” Ref
<MLA-9>: Ferrari, Giovanni R., and Tom Griffith. “Book 5.” Plato: The Republic, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, UK, 2000, p. 476d.
Therefore, depending on one’s intelligence, which I consider to be largely determined by the level of abstraction with which one organizes
information in one’s mind, information will either be organized by association, “here’s a list of things that my boss told me”, “I ate a sandwich,
watched Lord of the Rings: Return of the King, and read Material in Chess yesterday”, or by form | and classification: “things that are
beautiful”, “sets that have exactly one parent and one child set”. |=P The problem with organizing information by association, and this is
explored more deeply in our discussion of the famous Elon Musk term, “First Principles Thinking”, in ch-15 H2S2 H3S6 H4S2 <hl>, is that, at
least according to what Plato might say, the structure of the organization does not match the inherent structure of form that is found in all
things. Practically speaking, the problem is that the limitation of how much we | can know is far more limited, as the information is a
miscategorized, loosely structured mass of material not resembling human form # Additionally, the way # that those who have knowledge to
teach accumulated the knowledge, a process that is frequently non-linear, is not always the way that knowledge is subsequently presented in
a book, as considerations of presentation are separate from considerations of structure. == The resolution to this issue is the layout of
references internal to #MIC, which is meant to draw, in their totality, a 3-dimensional brain which is connected and interconnected, analogous
to the neurons in our own brain, each of which can form thousands of synaptic connections with every other neuron. Such an interwoven
structure cannot be made into a straight line without disrupting its integrity, and only by enforcing some amount of page-turning can we fully
impart this model of thinking into your mind. |=P In an extreme sense, Material | in Chess is like an operating system upgrade that you can
simply install into your brain, entirely replacing the previous OS, which was slower, bulkier, and less compatible with the level of speed | and
rigor that is required to thrive in the modern intellectual marketplace, in which I myself have become a millionaire, and this story is elucidated
at various parts of the book for your own discovery. == Much of my success, which began in high school and continued as a freshman
Georgetown University to chess, has been auto-attributed to my involvement as a tournament player in the United States Chess
Federation since I was 13, playing against adults and finishing with respectable standing at the New York State Chess Championship in
2007. Chess trained and structured my brain to perform by using an overwhelming amount of theory - 600 years of it, well-documented and
accumulated - at the speed of a workday or even less, to make 40 or more discrete decisions with money on the line and the clock to pressure
me, day in and day out, from a young age. I have drawn numerous comparisons between the rigor of a multi-day chess tournament to that of
training in the military or the certification exams of various doctorates in the book. == In every room that I walked into as a young adult in the



position of CEO of Distractify Inc., a New York based, venture funded # media company with over 25 full time employees, from 2012 - 2015, I
justified my presence not with knowledge of the field |=>, which I had none, certainly, in comparison with the likes of Ken Lerer, the founder of
Huffington Post, Buzzfeed, and a professor of journalism at Columbia University, who personally wrote a $850,000 check, in cash, to fund my
venture, his largest ever at the time (!) despite a rich portfolio, or the various management-level employees at Uber Inc., Time Magazine, and
Silicon Valley unicorn # Tumblr Inc who interviewed to join my company, |=> but rather with my Ph-D level grasp of logic, and my ability to be
the organizer of the raw information that was imparted to me by these old hands. == My deduction that my understanding of logic must be at a
Ph-D level is based on a concept that I invented, which I call, and forgive the funny name, giveus receiveus, <read ch-13 H2S1>, the idea that
there is an inherent order of reciprocity in the Universe, or, if you prefer to be less abstract, an internal sense of fairness within each human
being such that they will only give in proportion to what they receive, and if the likes of Ken Lerer, or, to drop another name, Reid Hoffman,
the founder and CEO of LinkedIn and a graduate himself of Symbolic Logic at Stanford University, a billionaire and partner at Greylock
Partners, who matched Lightspeed Ventures’ Jeremy Liew’s offer of a $5.5 million lead investment in my company in 2014, in conjunction
with his partner, Josh Elman, a former Facebook PM and Partner at Greylock, both of whom met with me in-person in various locations of
the San Francisco Bay Area. It was at the headquarters of Edmodo, a popular edu-tech company, at the personal introduction of Rob Hutter,
a partner at Learn Capital, that I met Reid and pitched him on Distractify Inc and learned the definition of SAAS from a world expert. == My
whirlwind experience as a 19 - 24 year old speed-running through the venture industries of New York and Silicon Valley, becoming one of the
youngest self-made | millionaires in American history, building the fastest website to 10 million unique visitors of all time, and ultimately
cashing out for a lump sum of $2.1 million in 2015 was one of shock and wonder by my adult peers at the magnitude of my intellect, such that
I was introduced to 3 generations of the Head of Newsfeed at Facebook, the most important position at the company besides the CEO; in
fact, the room in which I met the acting Head of Newsfeed in 2014 was the same room in which Zuckerberg himself holds board meetings, as
one of the participants from the Facebook side, the nice-looking blonde lady of around my age, felt the need to mention. I’ve also been to Uber
headquarters <this story is covered in ch-16 H2S1, chess x sharing economy>, interviewed with the former CEO of AOL, Jonathan Miller,
Jeremy Liew’s former boss, Shari Redstone, the vice chair of the board of directors of Viacom Inc. and vice chair of the Board of CBS
Corporation, two partners at Advancit Capital, the smallest of the 4 investment firms (!) that pitched into Distractify, but still in the 6 figures,
and the Creative Arts Agency, the LA-based entertainment agency. == Every single titan that I met in the Silicon Valley tech and New York
media industries wanted to invest, and they wanted to invest in a company founded by a no-name 20 year old with no college degree, but
who, according to their words, was a “genius” of viral media and able to clearly elucidate complex concepts with respect to virality in social
sharing and the relationship between the new generation of “pop” media sites and the old guard of journalism-based media sites like the New
York Times and Time Magazine, and they saw me as the person who could bring about a unison of the two and prepared my company to be
acquired by one of these historical corporations # In reality, however, I was not that special. Certainly I am no prophet or deity, and what I
possessed that these qualified professionals were impressed by must have come from somewhere # Indeed, I did spend a disproportionate
amount of time online, as a millennial, but this time was not in disproportion with my own generation, having grown up with smartphones and
Facebook in 2007. What I had, simply, that none of my other high school educated peers had, was an education | in chess. == From the age
of 10-13, I was taken under the wing of many adult chess players, including my own father, a health sciences department chair at the
University of Buffalo, the chess community in Buffalo, NY, and the Rochester | Chess Center, a historical chess club in the neighboring city of
Rochester that is known for producing talented young players, and rigorously trained in what it means to think | like a chess player. == I also
read numerous chess books as a young player, including IM Jeremy Silman’s Reassess Your Chess, GM Larry Christiansen’s Storming the
Barricades, GM Vladimir Vukovic’s The Art of Attack in Chess, Irving Chernev’s Logical Chess: Move by Move, among other books in my
adolescent library of 10+ chess books. == These books ingrained in my brain # a few powerful life lessons that I took with me into the world of
Silicon Valley startups, to tremendous success:

1) Decisions are not | guesses. Using the method of calculation, which chess is an ideal model system to teach, one can calculate -
again, not guess, or even predict, but to know - ahead of time, if one knows all the conditions of the position, what the outcome will
be if a certain decision or sequence of decisions are made.

2) Assume the best of your opponent. Even at my local adult self-defense gym, Krav Maga specialty Spar, it’s not commonly taught to
assume the most damaging choice of attack by a potential | assaulter. Yet, I was taught this lesson, again and again, by the adults |
who taught me chess as a talented young player in the Western New York circuit with a bookshelf filled with as many books as
trophy wins at the scholastic tournaments in the area, graduating into the adult scene (!) by the age of 13. When you are calculating
ahead, and because chess is a turn-based game, just like life, you have to also consider what your opponent would do. Indeed,
chess trains you to sympathize with the person you are interacting with across the board, and in the business world, sympathy
results in a competitive advantage.

3) Knowledge is futile unless it can be applied at a reasonable | time scale. Too many fellow entrepreneurs in my field in the 2013-14
viral media boom were paralyzed by an inability to make decisions that were simultaneously accurate | and timely, as the industry by
its name demanded, but I was certainly capable of this, having been trained to make key decisions under the pressure of a physical
clock since 10.

4) Having a plan is better than not, and knowledge of the phases of the game <this topic is that of Ch-1> is the key to success. Never
have I walked into a board room without a plan, and I attribute this to chess: for instance, Jeremy asked me, out of the blue, to pitch
my company not only to him, but the entire board of partners at Lightspeed Venture Partners, which manages over a billion dollars
of AUM, a situation of immense pressure for a 20-something, but I was able to ace this interview, to secure a cash deposit of $5.5
million and introduction to more investors, over the course of maybe 30 minutes. Can you imagine making $5.5 million in 30
minutes, or having to talk logically in such a time and social pressure situation? Clearly, training with a bunch of Army and Navy
veterans <see ch-16 H2S8 for an 8,000+ word essay about my experience meeting ex-Navy engineers Ernest Schlich and Larry
Larkins, a 6x US Armed Forces Chess Champion and USCF expert, as well as playing a rated game against Army veteran and
Colorado State Chess Association President Paul Covington at the 2021 US Chess Open, where I won the $1,000 top prize in
Section C> helped, because I didn’t feel nervous at all! The analogy of the phases of a chess game helped me prepare, because I
understand that every situation or social interaction, despite its ultimate complexity, starts from equal footing, an introduction, and
there is a method of gradual and methodical development in one’s position, much like the structure of argument | and debate, in
which one establishes one’s position before coming into conflict with the frame of the opponent.

This is just a small sample, but highlighting several of the important points, of how my adolescent training in chess prepared me for a
subsequent career as a million-dollar Silicon Valley CEO. == Even in the world of chess, I am not by any means a top-rated or famous player;
in total, I’ve only spent 2 full years, on and off, playing over the board tournaments in the USCF, achieving in the process a respectable



average club rating of 1571 by 2022. My online ratings have sailed quite a bit higher, peaking in the 2150 range in bullet chess in LiChess, and
I was ranked in the top 2,000 in ultra-bullet, the 15s variety, when keyboard usage was still allowed, and my puzzle solve rating, the primary
skill I would consider applicable to a CEO, is a very respectable 3,000, which is right up there with that of many titled chess players. The
shortcoming in my standard chess rating can be attributed to lack of playing experience as well as in depth knowledge of certain broad
swathes of chess opening theory, a weakness well-identified by my chess coach, IM John Bartholomew, and this is in part attributable to my
technical, tactics-oriented, and innovation-driven brain; when I first enter a field, I tend to look for new ideas or fundamental principles rather
than immediately absorb all the existing theory, as my ultimate goal is to create something new, I must first develop an original perspective
before I can see # This is a roundabout way to establish my credibility as a chess instructor, which is the primary purpose of my bragging in
this chapter, because I do acknowledge that it is exceptionally rare for a 1,600 rated player, despite the fact that this alone requires years of
dedicated practice to reach, to write any book about chess. However, my life experience validates # that the way that I’ve studied chess, which
was prescribed to me by the adults at the Rochester Chess Center, has certainly prepared me for life, and therefore by learning from me, you
will be learning not only about chess, but also about life # Moreover, I can guarantee that the structure with which the information is presented
in this book, which is sufficient for one to reach a 2,000 rating in any federation, so long as one plays according to theory rather than
innovation, is the most condensed and connected way that this information can possibly be presented. Despite the massive word count, it is
certainly the case that the totality of chess theory of the past 600 years exceeds 400,000 words, otherwise Shari Redstone would have sent
me back to the elevator when I walked into her boardroom in 2014 #
What you can expect to get out of reading #MIC:
A question posed by my dad that made me realize that explaining the significance of this book is just as much a part of getting people to buy
and read it as writing it, I can provide the following list:

1) #MIC will teach you how to play chess from having 0 prior knowledge of the game whatsoever, and moreover #, it will teach you
how to play chess well, at upwards of a 2,000 rated level upon completion. This goal is attainable by anyone who is literate in the
language of English.

2) #MIC will teach you the language of chess, which is presented in both the language of #MIC, a unique and reduced, CS-influenced
form of traditional chess notation, attributable to the fact that I am myself trilingual and fluent as well in both JavaScript and Python,
a language of my own invention that itself builds upon and serves as a significant contribution to chess theory and in this sense, you
are also a participant in chess history, as well as the standard language of chess, which includes openings such as the Sicilian
Defense, the Queen’s Gambit, and the King’s Indian. By completing this book, you will be able to talk | about chess to players and
enthusiasts at all levels, including a future boss who might be thrilled to know that you share a mutual understanding of the game.

3) #MIC will show you how chess is connected to every other branch of human knowledge, and this topic is covered in too many
sections of the book to be listed here. The central thesis # of #MIC with respect to the position of chess in the domain of human
knowledge is that it is the visual representation of | logic, and logic itself underlies the categorization and structure of all information,
and its structures are shared among many bodies of information. Understanding logic will help one to process information more
effectively in the thematic 21st century plight of information | overload, and chess is the best way, a model system, to explore exactly
what logic is, bearing in mind that it, unlike the empirical sciences, a purely abstract, invisible, and intangible entity, and yet, with the
rendering of a chess board, we can see logic and how it plays out over the course of time, allowing us to utilize our
biologically-endowed, overpowered visual faculties to work with something of the mind.

4) #MIC will teach you how to apply chess theory to other fields, which, in contrast to 3), is not limited to academia, because, as I’ve
made clear in this chapter, the ability to think and express oneself clearly and in time constraint is vital to nearly every | human
endeavor, and understanding this explains why many of the greatest people in history, such as the father of computer science, Alan
Turing, the creator of Unix and C, Ken Thompson, the author of Game of Thrones, George R. R. Martin, the famous early investor in
Facebook and fellow co-founder, along with Elon Musk, of PayPal Peter Thiel, Emmy-award winning actor in Cheers and No
Country for Old Men Woody Harrelson, and former Microsoft founder and CEO, the 4th wealthiest man in the world and a
self-proclaimed 1,600 rated chess player (!) Bill Gates, have devoted their lives to a serious study of the game, which, prior to the
internet age, was one enjoyed only by royal families and the upper class #

It has taken exactly 4,308 words already in this section to explain why you should read #MIC, and, without further ado, this is how to actually
read this book:
10 steps to finishing #MIC: 1) Go to the Table of Contents, right now, and identify a starting point. This starting point should be a topic that you
already know based on work experience of a course that you completed with a C+ grade or higher in college. It is impossible to learn without
connection to something you know, and this theory is explored more deeply in Ch-8 H2S5. 2) Trust that any question or confusion you have
while reading is answered somewhere in the book, and in certain cases, it takes time for new knowledge to be fully formed as protein
structures in your brain, which is a biochemical process. 3) From your starting point, read what is there and check | off the box corresponding
to that H2S section # in the Table of Contents, but not yet the entire chapter, as the sections are modular and to be consumed individually. 4)
Each section contains at least 5 explicit references internally to another section in the book, as well as a lead-in # that explains why the
concept is discussed in multiple sections. The form of that same concept, which you have learned in connection with what you knew and is
now a member of the set of things | familiar to you, will be presented in a different | way in the referenced section, which will give you a bridge
with which to leap into that other section, again anchoring yourself to what is now familiar. Indeed, #MIC will also teach you how | to learn, as I
am not only a successful businessperson, but also a prolific # scholar, having completed 120 undergraduate credits at 6 different Universities:
Columbia University, New York University, Cornell University, Georgetown University, SUNY Buffalo #, and Erie Community College, with
a GPA of greater than 4.0 at the New York Ivy in the list and 60 STEM + college level math credits. I have taken introductory courses in almost
every branch of science, including Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Calculus, Logic, Philosophy, Theology, Expository Writing, French, Chinese,
Accounting, Internal Business, Economics, European History, American History, Political Science, Biochemistry, Cell Biology, Genetics,
Physiology, Anatomy, and Organic Chemistry. At Columbia University, I took arguably the most difficult science course, Freshman | Organic
Chemistry, which can only be registered for upon a placement exam score in the top 5% at the Ivy, and in that course, studying under former
ACS award winner, the late Ronald Breslow, I scored an A+, among only 3 students to do so, at a school that produces future Nobel Prize
winners habitually. Organic Chemistry, much like chess, and any pre-med, which I was at CU, can tell you, is an absolute mount Everest of
knowledge, requires one to be extremely organized, so I can tell you with confidence that I know what I am talking about when it comes to how
to study, at least at the undergraduate level, which is the level of this book # 5) Solve the exercises in each chapter after you have finished all
the sections in that chapter. Allot yourself approximately 5 minutes per exercise and grade yourself for effort and comprehension of the
explanations, which are included, rather than accuracy. Again, the sheer quantity of information in this book, as well as the 20 * 60 = 1200



exercises, will ensure that you will quickly forget the solutions, allowing you to reattempt them at any time. 6) Be patient and pace yourself.
Everyone will have a different learning curve, and this is mostly determined by your cells, biochemistry, and physiology. Much like the process
of weightlifting and muscle recovery, there is a biological time to the synthesis of proteins and synapses across neurons, and no amount of
strained effort can change biology #, but this process will become more efficient, just like with weightlifting, as you do regular training.
However, just as in the gym one would be insane to attempt to psyche oneself into lifting a weight that is too heavy, it is equally insane to
expect that one can consume the information in this book faster than one’s biochemical faculties allows. Again, trust your intuition, start with
what you know, make a plan, and turn to the next section when you are ready, even if you need a multi-week gap in between. Remember that
you are coming head to head with what took many geniuses 600 years to figure out, and learning all of that in a day would maybe you an alien
and therefore suspect for planetary deportation <🤣> 7) Talk about the information with other people and continuously upkek # the
significance in your mind. It is well-known in the science of learning, and we cover a brief literature review of contemporary research in
learning in ch-20 H2S3, H3S4 <hl>, that understanding the significance of a concept will quantitatively # increase retention in the long-term,
and it is long-term retention that we are primarily concerned with here. The reason for this is not exactly known, but significance has two parts
a) it refers to the value of the information, which we can conceive of in financial dollars and b) it refers to an emotional connection that one
may have with the concept, which is attributable to how it is connected with what is already familiar <see step 1, 4> 8) Keep | the book open
even when you are not actively reading it. A significant portion of the process of knowledge download occurs passively, and in general,
societies and all of its intuitions are structured to pre-load the most valuable information that it contains into your brain before you ever
encounter it in the form of language. Even by the fact that you now own Material in Chess, it is probably not your first encounter with the
game. Language, at least in the written, literal, and direct form that it is found here, is only one form in which information can be transferred,
and beyond the words of the book, the structure of each page is a chess position that you can keep even as a decoration, and glance at it
from the periphery. Better yet, take a picture of the book and set it as your phone background, perhaps the book you plan to read today, and
we guarantee that your comprehension and speed to read it will increase significantly when you do sit down for an active | reading. 9) Look at
the final exam first, but accept the fact that 99% of people will never complete it. That’s fine. The final exam is to be completed by people who
want to work for my companies, and so most likely it’s not relevant to those already employed, but the problems are so challenging and
expansive that they will establish a frame for how you can process the rest of the book. They will also give you a glimpse into contemporary
problems in the academic field of chess research, and in general, what is possible in chess theory. 10) When in doubt, read out loud. Take a
photo of a page and use an online OCR tool to transcribe it into text, and use ttsreader.com to read it aloud to you. Having a combination of
auditory and visual input will guarantee structural download, whereas by a visual reading alone, sometimes you’ll fall into an intellectual coma
# Do this in particular for the paragraph where you get stuck; the reason that you get stuck is because you’ve reached a complexity ceiling and
are pushing the limits of your mental RAM, and this is precisely the moment that your brain will be stretched (!) Fin.

H3S4: Brief list of abbreviations:
See ch-10, Notations for a full list. S = “second”, or the player with the black pieces, f = first, e = enemy, o = opponent, p = player, or
“protagonist”, $ = to attack an enemy ren, + = to check the e-King, P, p = Pawn, K = King, # = checkmate, or a hashtag marker to mark a new
concept, |, s-Ps = “the second player’s pawn’s rank”, referring to the 7th rank or s-♟s, SF 14+ = Stockfish 14+. 🛡 = to defend a friendly ren.
<a-r>, points to the Additional Resources section at the end of each ch.

H2S5: Elo rating vs. grading | [1600]:
Discuss the qualification of becoming a tournament director, and then compare that qualification to the tournaments that are actually directed,
which is almost entirely opposite to the directions to direct the tournament. One’s ranking in the USCF depends on tournament direction ability,
not playing ability, and being as education is tied to economic performance, the non-athletic arms of an academic institution should always
take the side of grading in a contention.
“If a player signed up for US Chess and became an NM in a single tournament, wouldn’t he become the CEO of the company?” “He’d win the
tournament, but that’s not how you’d get hired at US Chess” - USCF National Arbiter, Ernest Schlich, Norfolk VA 8/21. Possible anti-cheat |
methods: Punish fast moves that were made in highly complex positions, possibly evaluated programmatically using our suggested protocols,
and ask students immediate follow-up questions of “how did you know to do that?” with an opportunity to earn back partial points if they can
answer holistically. It’s important to maintain at least 1 individual on a grading staff who has a calibration to minimally reduced complete
understanding (n.) = the most compact form of a representation that entirely covers and only covers the meaning of something and checks
students with the % that their explanation resembles this MRCU as a substitute for the grade for that move or game. Chess University holds
that the MRCU for any single concept is one paragraph of approximately 3-5 sentences in length. == Every 3 months, run a tournament that
instructs players to only play moves for which they can provide an MRCU for and evaluate a performance elo from this tournament, comparing
the results to regular play as a way to detect cheating activity. Students who are being academically dishonest should have a LOWER
performance at the MRCU tournament.
Education | question: Do opponents let you off the hook easier based on how to conduct yourself OFF the board? Could be an interesting
research topic, a form of group socialization perhaps, an artificial deflation in social score initially to check, validation, and onboard the
individual procedurally. == Another interesting note: this smurf account I am  using now was created back when I created my previous
account, so all of that looked like I was still a beginner chess player. There must be a form of DISCRIMINATION or success gating going on
here, independent of the usage of engines, but certainly the effect of the discrimination may be amplified.

H3S1: Downkekking elo anxiety in small population imperfection # [0]
A key psychological block for students # is the obfuscation of rating, which is relative and grading, which is individual and absolute # The
problem is that the elo system is not as simple as | a 4 digit number, and this is part of the deception of | mathematics: EZ Directive #2:

⭐ In mathematics, the two sides of an equation can be asymmetrically | complex ad infinitum # The algorithm to generate the 3-4 digit elo
score is much more complex than the rating number itself, and therefore, do not obfuscate your understanding of the output of the equation
to the complexity of the input.



Ch-0 ITR: H2S6: Theory of improvement: how to improve at
anything | [1600]
Chess is a skill, and like any other skill, the raw components of “being good” can be extrapolated. You are required to: 1)  Assess an existing
situation and make observations. 2) Evaluate the position 3) Come up with a hypothesis with respect to the best move 4) Execute the move
such that the existing situation changes to a new situation 5) Repeat the 1. – 4. loop from 1. == Anyone who has studied science knows that
this process maps well to the scientific method. Thus, the raw unit of skill improvement is optimizing the rate with which you can repeatedly
execute the 1. – 4. loop using situations, in this case board states, that are relevant to the domain in which you would like to gain expertise.
There’s another argument to be made that insofar as chess is a skill that requires visual processing, a mental faculty that occupies 50% of
your brain’s processing capacity, that domain expertise in chess is itself extrapolatable to other skills that require visual differentiation.

Ch-0 ITR: H2S7: Chess history | [1600]:
The development of tactics has involved a shifting balance between the four tactical functions since ancient times, and changes in firepower
and mobility have been fundamental to these changes. <r: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Military_tactics retrieved 5/30/22> Chess is a game
that has survived hundreds, if not 1000s of years of evolution. It first originated as the Indian | game of chaturanga and gradually migrated
to the West thanks to the movement of trading merchants gradually along the Silk Road. The game in many ways still resembles its original
form, but may have evolved a bit in terms of piece movements and rules, but it's debatable the extent to which those rule changes affected the
fundamental characteristics of the game. Chaturanga also moved East and branched into another descendant known as Xiang Qi, or
Chinese chess, in China, as well as other variants in the Orient. == Xiang Qi was where I had my beginnings with chess, having learned it
from my grandfather at age four, and being able to complete a full game at around that time, being a prodigy myself, but never having
achieved any sort of rated status due to the fact that China was a developing | country and there weren't too many opportunities to play,
given the working class status of my mother's parents at the time, who I was residing with. My grandfather, however, was an extraordinary
player who frequented the degen circles of the Beijing underground | circuit and passed on a great deal of tactical wisdom and intuition, as
well as the basic movement of pieces, finally, the logic of the game. Much of what is written in this book can be considered simply a translation
of what my grandfather taught me in my formative years, much of which has been incubating in my mind for the last 24 or so years, and
dancing between my code switched brain of Chinese and English, and helping me form a unique way of using English that somehow
transcends that language barrier. |=P Back to the history of the game, and recognize that we are entering the realm of legend, but it has been
told to me by Indian players that chess was once used among kings to determine the fate of kingdoms because it was viewed as a highly
intellectual game, and that the victor of any match would be perceived as more competent in the administration of a kingdom than an
opponent and therefore, entire kingdoms could be lost via the result of a game. Analogously, in the far eastern orient Xiang Qi as well as Wei
Qi, or go, was officially recognized as one of the four humors of a gentleman, and a necessary rite in the cultivation of a noble who can
serve the kingdom. This royal history of chess has been passed down as much as simply the shapes of the pieces and the rules of the game
and, even in modern day, it can be argued that the national chess federations as well as the top players hold more political power than the
financial dollar amounts of tournament prize money might suggest. Our position in history: The following image gallery provides a timeline that
connects the creation of Material in Chess to an original premise, the invention of the game of chess, the most highly reduced connection
between the two points. Many references are used from WCM Yelizaveta Orlova’s outstanding chess book for beginners, Chess for
Beginners.

H2S7 H3S1: The 30 greatest moments in chess history | [2,000]
Hindi: H2S7 H3S1: शतरंज के इ�तहास के 30 महानतम �ण | [2,000]

#C Year Event Significance

1 Ancient: �ाचीन Chess was invented in India as Chaturanga,
शतरंज in Hindi.
Hindi: �शतरंज का आ�व�कार भारत म� �हदं� म� चतरंुगा,
शतरं ज के �प म� �कया गया था।

Created from amalgamation of other games including the
core components of a board with squares and pieces that
move on a one-to-one alternating basis for each player,
Chess is the first board game with differentiated piece
powers1, unlike Go, and with victory revolving around the
fate of the King rather than spatial capture overall1.
Hindi <translation by Fiverr=aman___97>: ��येक �खलाड़ी के
�लए एकs-से-एक बार�-बार� से चलने वाले वग� और टुकड़� के साथ बोड�
के म�ुय घटक� स�हत अ�य खेल� के समामेलन से बनाया गया,
शतरंज पहला बोड� गेम है िजसम� अलग-अलग टुकड़ ेक� शि�तयां 1 ह�,
गो के �वपर�त, और के साथ कुल �मलाकर �था�नक क�जा के बजाय
राजा के भा�य के इद�-�गद� घमूती जीत।

2 600 AD The first advance of chess westward from its
birthing ground # in Ancient India is into Persia
<Murray, pg-7>

For the first time, chess proves that its simple coordinate
grid and representation of army figures # can transcend
barriers of economy, politics, and language, as it finds
popularity in a different culture, and this would only be
possible if that culture, at least to some extent, shares the
same values as that of India, according to the purposes of
the game <see below>.

3 650 - 700 AD As a result of the conquest of Persia, Islam learnt
to play chess, and henceforward the spread of
Islam meant the diffusion of a knowledge of chess.

The envelopment of chess by a religion means that its
spread is now ideological and no longer bound by national
borders.



<Murray, 9>

3 Ancient Chess was brought to China and translated as
Xiang Qi, 中国象棋, literally “Chinese elephant
chess”.

The prospects for use as a selection of political nobles is
attractive to the ancient Chinese, preoccupied with the
formation of an eternal hierarchy, seeks to use Chess to
define the four arts of a Chinese scholar, the mastery of the
stringed instrument, the game of Go, the game of Chess,
and hua, painting.

4 11th century
<Murray,
pg-7>

Xiang Qi was brought to Japan from China,
becoming Shogi, 将棋, with the “gi” character
corresponding to “chess” in Chinese, and the
character represented by the English phonetic
“sho” in Japanese is identical to the Chinese word
for “check” or “King”, so an alternative translation
could be “check chess” or “general chess”.

Japan and Korea <Murray, pg-7> are the 3rd states to
receive the game, after China and Persia, and the delay
from its transmission from its inauguration is about 400
years, and this provides a historical data point for the
general dissemination of information across ancient cultures
geographically #

5 Unknown The game is reached in Siberia, a broad swathe of
Russia, with indications that this occurred through
a “diffusion through Tibet and also through Persia”.

According to WCM Yelizaveta Orlova’s Chess for Beginners
© 2018, Russia is the sole world superpower in modern
chess, with 247 FIDE GMs to 96 by #2, USA. Other former
Soviet-bloc countries, Ukraine <91>, Azerbaijan <24>,
Hungary <56>, Poland <43>, Armenia <42> are not far
behind. From 1948 to 1990, ⅞ world champions, apart from
Bobby Fischer in his brief 1972 - 75 reign, before the title
was wrestled back by WC Anatoly Karpov, were Soviets <r:
Wikipedia>

6 ~1,000 AD
<Murray, pg
8/9>

Ancient Persians # define a double attack: “If
two pieces were attacked, the names of both
pieces were said, e.g. Shāh Rukh”

This is an early example of deduction from the chess rules,
and it took several hundred years of play before the concept
of double attack reached sufficient ubiquity to warrant a
definition #

7 1010 a-d Murray <a-r>: pg-29: The first contemporary
evidence for a “Christian Knowledge” of chess
dates from the year 1010 when the Count of
Urgel on the Spanish Marches left his
rock-crystal chessmen to the Convent of St.
Giles at Nîmes, probably to be cut up and used
for decorating the bindings of service books,
church vessels, and reliquaries with bosses of
rock-crystal.

MIC: Murray associates Western European knowledge of
chess with “Christian knowledge”, thereby connecting
Western Europe to a chess theocracy more analogous to
that of Muslim arabia than the politocracies # of India and
Persia.

8 Before 1,100 Murray <a-r, pg-29> From Italy, chess traveled
over the Brenner Pass into southern Germany.
Before 1100, the German author of the romance
Ruodlieb <a-r> had made his hero play chess
while visiting an enemy court, and a monk at
Einsiedeln in Switzerland had written a long
Latin poem describing the rules of the game. The
monk’s terminology - K-rex, Q-regina, B-comes
(count), and curvus (old man), Kt-eques,
R-rochus, and marchio (margrave), P pedes –
shows that he lived far from direct Saracen
<Muslim> influence.

MIC: According to Murray, Christian chess was adopted
directly from the Muslim version of the game, and
immediately significant changes were applied to the
movement properties of various zi as well as the rules.
Chess also made an immediate appearance in the
literature of the royals, which demonstrates its lucid first
user experience among the educated ruling class.

9 1110 Murray <a-r, pg-30>: By this time chess and
tables - the medieval name for all games played
on the backgammon board - had become the
typical chamber-games of the upper classes
throughout Western Europe. Petro Alfonsi, the
physician of Alfonso VI of Castile <king of León
1065 - 1109, Northern Spain> (who appears as a
chess-player in Arabic histories), includes chess
among the seven knightly accomplishments in
his Disciplina Clericalis, c. 1110. Chess retained
this position until the seventeenth century, when
cards took its place.

MIC: Chess is described as ubiquitous among the upper
classes within 100 years of introduction, and introduced
culturally as a noble rite of passage; it held an analogous
position in Ancient China as one the four arts of a
Chinese scholar.



10 1100-50 Murray <33-4> In England we have manuscripts
dealing with chess from monasteries in
Winchester (1100 - 50), Bridlington (end of
twelfth century), Cerne Abbey and Abbosbury
(end of thirteenth century), and Bury St.
Edmunds (end of fourteenth century). The latest
instance of clerical intolerance in England may
have been exhibited by John Peckham,
Archbishop of Canterbury, who in 1291 found
that the prior and canons of Coxford, Norfolk,
had been taught chess by Robert de
Hunstaneton, and threatened them with three
days’ and nights’ confinement to bread and water
unless they desisted from the game.

MIC: Part of the reason for Murray’s depiction of Christian
Chess in Western Europe is due to the involvement of
clergy in publications relating to the game.

11 1291-6 Murray <a-r> For the purpose of his morality, he
explains scacha, ‘check’, as equivalent to the
demand jus mihi facias, ‘do me justice’, an
explanation which is practically identical with that
given in a contemporary tract by the Genoese
physician Galwan de Levanto. <skip> Galwan de
Levanto’s tract, mentioned in the preceding
paragraph, is a very obscurely expressed |
morality, written 1291-6, to induce | King Philip
IV of France to undertake a new crusade. He
uses chessmen much as Cessolis does to add
order to his work, but deals with such points as the
qualities of the good king, the duties of his
subjects, and the beauty of certain virtues, e.g.,
justice and mercy. The tract throws very little
light upon the rules of chess, and often raises
doubt whether Levanto knew what he was writing
about.

MIC: Following the ancient Indian military tradition of the
game, Levanto finds it useful to use the chess-reduced
concepts in a treatise about warfare. The work also
touches upon morality, political science, and ethical
morality, an initial testament to the versatility of the game
to provide reductions for academic fields; since the Indian
philosopher who, according to Murray, did not directly
communicate these purposes <see-below> to the West,
these insights must have been built-in to the game and
subsequently deduced by Galwan and others.

12 1128 - 1500 Murray <pg-33>: From 1200 onwards, a
succession of town statutes and ordinances
prove that the game was also played by the
burgess class. Joan Stevens of Bury,
Lancashire, bequeathed chessmen in 1459. By
the sixteenth century it had become a recognized
pastime for Jews on the sabbath <skip> The
Templars were forbidden to play chess by St.
Bernard of Clairvaux, who drew up their rule in
1128 - a prohibition which was extended to other
orders; the Teutonic Knights were only released
from the prohibition in the fifteen century.

MIC: This historical example provides a timeline for how
knowledge trickles down from the ruling class to the
lower classes. A full 500 years passed before commoners
had access to the game. Curiously, the release of chess to
the common class aligned with the beginning of the
scientific revolution, as well as the first academic
analyses of chess <16, below>, indicating that the
movement of knowledge in the game led, followed, or, at
minimum, correlated with the broader intellectual trends
of the time.

13 1275 Murray <pg-43> The privilege moves of Queen,
Pawn, and King were introduced before 1275, the
King being allowed to leap to a fourth square.
Pawn-promotion was unrestricted. King and
Queen could move together for their first move.
Before 1450, this privilege was extended to King
and Pawn. The baring victory was abandoned
before 1275; stalemate was reckoned a draw by
1450.

MIC: Rule changes were not universal in Europe until the
16th century, when the first academic works of chess
research were published and disseminated across the
continent. Different countries experiment with changes from
the Saracen game independently, indicative of the fact that
there was little to no international play or exchange among
the chess courts of different nations at this time, a far
different era from the FIDE-governed international scene
of modern chess.

14 ~1500s The exact date is unclear <Murray pg-14>,
however it is written in this chronological historical
work, in approximately this time period, that Arabic
scholars coined the term shāh fī’l kashf or shāh
min i’rā for a discovered | check.

Discovered check is an order of magnitude more complex
than double attack, as it involves a specific, interpositional,
permutational rather than combinational alignment of 3 zi,
and therefore this is the first 3rd ring concept, a chapter in
#MIC, to be elucidated in chess theory. Personal
background: the discovery was my favorite tactic as a 4
year old, playing Chinese Chess <r: ch-45 H2S3 H3S4>
with my grandfather #

15 1503, 1579 Two works of considerable literature in Muslim
chess are published, and these work contains

Concurrent with around the time # that the Lucena Position
<16> was defined in Western Literature, study of chess



“collections of problems and end-games” <Murray
pg-13>

reaches the level of endgames in the ancient Islamic world,
and this observation supports the hypotheses of #MIC that
1) the progression of logic is linear <r: ch-8 H2S1>, which
predicts that conclusions about a topic will be reached in a
predictable sequence, even if these conclusions are
reached independently in two different places, 2) problems
have an objective complexity and the human acts upon this
quantity with an also # finite calculation capacity, such that
we can predict the approximate time that a problem will be
solved if the other two quantities are known <r: ch-45>, <r:
ch-3 CM H3S2>
Another example of two separate entities # reaching the
same conclusion, separately, at the same time is Gottfried
Wilhelm Leibniz x Isaac Newton, Calculus <r: ch-19 H2S1
H3S8>

16 16th/17th
century

The field of chess theory solves the Lucena
Position, considered by many to be one of two
most important chess endgame positions, the
other being the Philidor <r: ch-53 H2S4 H3S3
H4S5>

In the solution to this endgame position, chess proves itself
to be an objective game, in which there is a logically
provable right or wrong answer that leads to victory or
defeat. In many ways, this achievement simultaneously
launches the field of chess theory, which is an exploration
into the objective answer in every chess position, as well as
the implications that this answer, which may be very
unexpected <r: ch-10 ex-6>, has on the overall field of
logical thought.

17 1852 Widely considered the best player in the world
after winning the first major international chess
tournament in London in 1851, German master
Adolf Anderssen defeated Jean Dufresne in the
Evergreen Game in 1852.

The b-p after 20…Nxe7
with effect analysis  for
aesthetic appreciation.

Many thousands of
chess games before this
one went unrecorded,
but soon after,
tournament games
became too high quality
to not be preserved. The
act of recording moves

in chess, such that we can enjoy the beauty of position and
games hundreds of years into the future, became a central
aspect of the sport, allowing it to also serve as a historical
record <r: ch-8 H2S3> as well as data for scientific inquiry
<r: ch-16 H2S3>

18 Late 19th /
early 20th
century

Not to be outdone, the Western World introduces
the 50-move rule, a significant update to the
traditional rules of chess adopted from the East,
continuing the evolution of the game as the total
school of chess theory # progresses and solves
more of the game.

The 50 move rule brings an aspect of finite into a game
considered by many to be infinite by establishing an upper
limit on the total possible moves in a game, and therefore
allows the game to be quantified in terms of total game
state complexity #

19 1886 The first official World Chess Championship
match was held between Wilhelm Steinitz, who
failed to lose any match from 1886 - 1894
<Murray, IX>, and Johannes Zukertort, the
historical namesake of 1. Nf3 #

Prior to Steinitz, the official position of World Champion
was based on conjecture, results at the sparingly-held
international tournaments which managed to gather some of
the world’s best players, as the chess world lacked an
international governing body as well as official rating
system.

20 1924 The International Chess Federation (FIDE) was
initially founded in Paris under the motto “Gens
una Sumus” (Latin for “We are one Family”), as
one of the earliest international sports federations
and now encompasses 199 countries with national
chess federations #

FIDE unites the previously divergent chess world under a
universal system of rules and later, in 1970, a single elo
rating ladder, and also assumes responsibility for
determining the World Champion.

21 1925 Chess World Champion Alexander Alekhine
plays a record-breaking simultaneous exhibition,

R: <ch-42 H3S1 H4S2> The feat continues to baffle |
psychologists, like Indian University professor emeritus Dr.



blindfolded, against 28 competent chess players,
each of whom uses a real board.

Eliot Hearst, who covers the historical event in his 2009
treatise, Blindfold Chess.

22 1925 In the same year as WC Alekhine’s historic simul,
his chief rival, Aron Nimzowitsch, published his
self-proclaimed blasphemous book My System,
that shakes up the chess world by advancing the
school of hyper modern thought.

My System was very much a book that was coherent with
its philosophical time, published 25 years after the death of
Friedrich Nietsche, Nimzo sought to provide an equally
valid counterpoint, as itself validated by his scores in strong
tournaments in his own school of thought, to the classical
school of traditional chess theory. This book has served, for
much of the past 100 years of existence, as the paradigm
setter for the 2nd school of chess thinking.

23 1940s A chess player, Alan Turing, builds the world’s first
physical computer, to crack the Nazi Germany
code system, Enigma, facilitating a victory in that
war by the Allies. This achievement, along with a
1953 paper, launches the field of modern
computer science, as well as an intersection
between chess and computer science.

After Turing came many other computer scientists who also
play chess, seriously, to the degree that they have sufficient
theoretical understanding to make contributions to both
fields. Among them, covered in this book at various points,
are: Bill Gates, self-proclaimed 1600 chess player, and who
played a casual game against WC Magnus Carlsen on
Scandinavian TV in 2017. Dr. Kenneth Regan, FIDE’s
authority in anti-cheat, is a computer science professor at
the University of Buffalo, SUNY, and a member of the
editorial board of the Journal of Chess Research. Ken
Thompson, co-inventor of C, B, and Unix, built the 1980
World Computer Chess Champion, Belle, and expanded the
tablebase from to include more zi and exponentially
multiplied the number of positions analyzed.

24 1953 The 1953 Zurich International Chess
Tournament <r: ch-16 H2S8 H3S3 H4S5> was
held, featuring the 15 strongest players in the
world at the time from multiple nationalities to
select the challenger to WC Mikhail Botvinnik.

Prior to this event, the chess world was largely theoretical,
with many historical games composed casually between
players, members of the wealthy ruling class, traveling to
play each other in exhibition tournaments and events. In the
20th century, thanks to the work of Aron Nimzowitsch,
chess theory became reduced and advanced enough to be
a spectator sport for the masses at standard chess speed,
paving the way for the modern, wildly popular broadcast of
chess online <#29>

25 1960 The United States Chess Federation # adopts
the Elo rating system, created by Hungarian
American physics professor Arpad Emrick Elo,
which adds a measure of objectivity in comparing
the relative strength between players.

Prior to the elo rating system, it was difficult to determine
the relative strength of players apart from direct matches,
but many players lived in far jurisdictions and never played
against each other, leading to surprises like Paul Morphy’s
European romp in the mid-19th century, as Morphy’s
European counterparts did not expect his skill level coming
into their matches. <r: US Chess Trust Hall of Fame>

26 1972 The World Championship Match between then WC
Boris Spassky, Soviet Union, and American
Challenger Bobby Fischer is held.

Besides the Cold War narratives of the match, which was
also referenced by the 1980 sequel, Miracle on Ice, Robert
J. Fischer is also said to have “dominated his
contemporaries to an extent never seen before or since” in
the road leading up to championship match, Fischer lit up
his contemporaries, many of whom deck the halls of the
chess literary canon, with 6-0 victory over Mark Taimanov
May 1971, 6-0 Bent Larsen July, and 6.5 - 2.5 Tigran
Petrosian later that same year in the candidates matches
leading up to match vs Spassky. Fischer’s historic ascent
through a Europe-dominated chess world and as a
self-improver rather than trained under the traditional
schools inspired an entire generation of
entrepreneurially-spirited Americans to pick up the game as
a hobby, and the story continues to be passed down to later
generations.

27 Late 20th
century

Bell Labs legend and Turing Award winner, one of
the greatest computer scientists of his time, Ken
Thompson, extends chess tablebases to cover all
four and five piece endgames, encompassing a
number of positions in the trillions.

With over 150 gigabytes of data, the chess tablebase was
no small feat in this early era of computing, and, even
before #28 on the list, served as an important point of
connection between computer science, processing,
databases, and chess endgame theory. The 8 game
tablebase is expected to be over 8 petabytes <1,000



terabytes> <r: Wikipedia>

28 1996/7 Deep Blue and Garry Kasparov split a pair of
6-game matches, proving that metallic machines
can stand up to the human mind in this Ancient,
creative game.

Besides a documentary film made about the match, the
computer’s triumph in the second match marked the
culmination of over 40 years of dedicated effort by the field
of computer science, initiated by Alan Turing’s seminal 1953
paper and built upon by Bell Labs’ Ken Thompson’s own
contribution to computer chess, Belle, the 1980 World
Computer Engine Champion. Both of these figures are
covered in ch-16 H2S4 <hl>

29 2021 The World Chess Championship dominates
online entertainment with over 230,000 concurrent
viewers and 5+ languages live syndicated in the
longest game in history, the #2 game on Twitch
behind Valorant, which was released in 2019.

Peeking over a year after the release of Netflix’s Queen’s
Gambit, proving for the first time that chess’s k-factor has
exceeded 1, a key marketing milestone for the 600 year old
startup. == Chess has always been self-sufficient, biding its
time, and always focusing on product quality due to a
unique feature of the company to host competitive events
where the product is used to determine internal hierarchy, a
social password for all products, platforms, and economies.
The most effective users of that product should also be the
wealthiest in its associated currency.

30 2021 The first comprehensive textbook about a
particular subject in chess was released, with over
1,000 pages, 1,000 exercises, and 400,000 words
from 10+ contributors, solidifying the game’s
standing as a foundational academic subject.

Material in Chess is likely more analogous to a precalculus
textbook, something that can cover an entire year of chess
education, and from a quick search there are about 5 such
math textbooks that are in active circulation, which means
that the valuation of the CHESS INDUSTRY as a whole will
be 1/5 of MATH, certainly at least $140 BILLION of the $1.4
TRILLION US education market, so about $28 billion (!!). Of
course, that's not the value of the book, nor are we claiming
that we are the sole reason for that valuation, but it is a
REFLECTION of the accumulation state of the chess body
of knowledge within thought space theory, an innovation of
Chess University, that we are 1/5 of the knowledge size of
mathematics, with no less practical applicability in terms of
an education in either.

1) “History of Chess.” Wikipedia, Wikimedia Foundation, 7 Nov. 2021, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_chess.

H2S7 H3S2: The 1920s in Chess: [2,000+]
The 1920s saw another burst of innovation with the rising popularity of the Zukertort Opening (moving the knight to f3) and the English
Opening (moving a pawn to c4), which completed the set of staple first-turn openings that are really ever used nowadays. Ref:
https://en.chessbase.com/post/popularity-of-chess-openings-over-time.

H4S1: Capablanca was the world champion from 1921 - 1927.

H4S2: Cover the 1927 world championship between Alekhine and Capablanca: <a-r> <chessgames.com>: <WC>
Alexander Alekhine was born in Moscow, Russia in 1892. He began to take chess seriously at the age of
12. During school classes he would analyze | games in his head without looking at the chessboard <ch-42
CM H3S1>. At age 16, a victory in the Moscow Autumn Tournament (1908) led to his appearance in the
strong All Russian Amateur (1909) tournament. In depth, a game between Capablanca and Alekhine from the
1927 World Championship match: Game-32 Nov-22 O: <D51> QGD 4. Bg5 Nbd7. Here WC Alekhine as f
played 17. G5 $.e-$, h6-P ! advancing the g-P bravely into a <2:3.5> result, but is agnostic to capture there
because opening the g/h-files to the s.g8-K is well worth the 1.0 m-investment #
In depth, 10 significant events of the 1920s in chess, a #listicle:

H4S3: 1924: FIDE is founded <r: https://www.fide.com/fide/about-fide>

H4S4: 1925: The hypermodern trendsetter My System is published by one of the best non-WC players at the time,
German great My System (German: Mein System). <x:ref: a-r> Fine pg-95: It may be asked whether such a

defense does not refute our general principles that a Pawn in the center is stronger than one on the side. The answer is, of course, no. All
rules in chess have a proviso either expressed or implied: | | other things | being | equal |. Fine <pg-215>: In all the variations where White
does nothing about the center in the early stages but try to “control it from the sides,” Black gets a clear superiority.”

H4S5: 1927: WC Alekhine begins one of two reigns as WC, 1927 - 1935, and again 1937 - 1946. Both Wilhelm Steinitz and Emanuel Lasker held
impressively long reigns themselves, Steinitz defending 4 times in 1886, 1889, 1890, and 1892 <Green, a-r> for a total duration of 8 years, Lasker
defending 6 times 1894, 1896, 1907/8, 1910 twice for a total reign of 27 years (!) Botvinnik, Mikhail reigned thrice for a total of 13 years, and Kasparov
held the title for 15 years from 1985 - 2000.

H4S6: The field of physics adopts mathematical logic:
Dr. Stewart <a-r>: But, above all, mathematics governs the stately celestial dance of the planets, their moons, and the paths of the
Voyagers as they make their heavenly rendezvous. A single, simple law – Newton's law of gravitation. No need for Einstein's
improvements – at the comparatively slow speeds that prevail in the Solar System, Newton suffices. <x-ref ch-17 H2S5 H3S1, the Solvay



conference 1911> Post <Murray pg-37>: From a modern point of view, the general standard of play in medieval Europe can only be
described as very | low. There was no organized chess life comparable with the club and tournament of the present day, and the real
representatives of the medieval players are not the club players - still only a small division of the army of chess-players - but the home
players who have never opened a chess book or troubled their heads over the theory of the game.

H4S7 H4S8:
Post-script: And suddenly, people began to think about what is, where that had been lost for centuries. And all of that culminated in a certain sort of
emergence of what we would now call science. Dr. Robert Sapolsky, Stanford biologist / professor. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_njf8jwEGRo

H2S7 H3S3: A literature review of A Short History of Chess by H.J.R
Murray [2,000+]:
<r: ch 8 H2S3> A Short History of Chess is a book recommended by Indian University professor emeritus Dr. Eliot Hearst in his own
partly-historical treatise, Blindfold Chess © 2009, as a “monumental scholarly work” and “perhaps the most important chess book ever written
in English” # To be clear, the book that Dr. Hearst references in his own work is not A Short History but rather A History of Chess, which was
written 2 years prior, in 1915 rather 1917, by the same author, as explained by Sam Sloan, a former member of the executive board at the
United States Chess Federation, who wrote the introduction in the 2015 republication of A Short History and facilitated its republication. == Mr.
Sloan is a figure in chess who himself has an interesting backstory; In 1970, Sloan established a registered broker-dealer that traded
over-the-counter | stocks and bonds. Sloan had no formal legal training but orally argued a case before the Supreme Court after litigating
against the Securities and Exchange Commission over policies regarding the trading of penny stocks. The Court ruled in his favor, 9–0,
concerning his claim that the "tacking" of 10-day summary suspension orders for an indefinite period was an abuse of the agency's authority
and a deprivation of due process. Sam Sloan, author profile at Amazon.com. == In addition to his involvement with chess publishing, which
also includes an analogous republishing of GM Reuben Fine’s 1943 classic, The Ideas Behind the Chess Openings, in 2012, Sloan also ran
unsuccessfully for multiple political offices. The important thing is that chaturanga was just half way between what we now call international
chess and Chinese chess. We also know that chaturanga is very old. Therefore, it follows that chaturanga was probably the parent of both
Chinese chess and international chess. The other possibility is that the evolutionary chain was somewhat longer and that chaturanga itself had
a parent, perhaps that game, whatever it was, that was played in China in the first centuries B.C H.J.R Murray, A Short History of Chess
<History of Chinese Chess> One can deduce # from this passage that historians use a thinking paradigm much like evolutionary biologists
and were probably first to do so, as the field of evolutionary biology is the younger of the two, of ancestral descent, relying on factors of
resemblance and approximate dating, to determine the ancestry of certain ideas, ruling paradigms, and in this case, the development of the
game of chess historically <r: ch 33 H2S4>. This is a concrete example of the recycling of a single paradigm between two academic fields and
thereby establishing a connection, via logic, between them. == The US Chess profile of introduction writer Sam Sloan <1900>:
http://www.uschess.org/msa/MbrDtlMain.php?11115292 According to Murray, the earliest historical origin of the modern European game was
either chaturanga or Chinese Chess, but either way, both of these games preceded the game we play today. Hindi: aman___97: एच2एस7
एच3एस3: एच.जे.आर मरे �वारा ए शॉट� �ह��� ऑफ चेस क� सा�ह�य समी�ा [2,000+]: <r: ch8 H2S3> ए शॉट� �ह��� ऑफ चेस भारतीय �व�व�व�यालय के �ोफेसर
एमे�रटस डॉ ए�लयट ह�ट� �वारा अपने आ�ंशक-ऐ�तहा�सक �ंथ, �लाइंडफो�ड शतरंज © 2009 म� अनशु�ंसत एक प�ुतक है। , एक "�मारक�य �व�वान� के काम" और
"शायद अब तक क� सबसे मह�वपणू� शतरंज क� �कताब अ�ेंजी म� �लखी गई" के �प म� # �प�ट होने के �लए, डॉ। ह�ट� ने अपने काम म� िजस प�ुतक का सदंभ� �दया है,
वह ए शॉट� �ह��� नह�ं बि�क ए �ह��� ऑफ चेस है, जो 2 साल पहले, 1915 के बजाय 1917 म�, उसी लेखक �वारा �लखा गया था, जसैा �क सयं�ुत रा�य शतरंज सघं म�
काय�कार� बोड� के एक पवू� सद�य समै �लोअन �वारा समझाया गया था, िज�ह�ने 2015 म� ए शॉट� �ह��� के �काशन म� प�रचय �लखा था और स�ुवधा �दान क� थी।
इसका गणत�ं। == �म�टर �लोन शतरंज म� एक ऐसे �यि�त ह�, िजनके पास खदु एक �दलच�प बकै�टोर� है; 1970 म�, �लोअन ने एक पजंीकृत �ोकर-डीलर क�
�थापना क� जो काउंटर पर �यापार करता था | �टॉक और बां�ड। �लोअन के पास कोई औपचा�रक काननूी ��श�ण नह�ं था, ले�कन पेनी �टॉक के �यापार के सबंंध म�
नी�तय� को लेकर �स�यो�रट�ज एंड ए�सच�ज कमीशन के �खलाफ मकुदमा चलाने के बाद स�ुीम कोट� के सम� मौ�खक �प से तक�  �दया। कोट� ने उनके प� म� फैसला
सनुाया, 9-0, उनके दावे के संबधं म� �क अ�नि�चत काल के �लए 10-�दवसीय सारांश �नलबंन आदेश� क� "टै�कंग" एज�सी के अ�धकार का द�ुपयोग और �नयत ���या से
वं�चत करना था। समै �लोअन, Amazon.com पर लेखक �ोफाइल। == शतरंज �काशन के साथ उनक� भागीदार� के अलावा, िजसम� जीएम �बेन फाइन के 1943
�ला�सक, द आइ�डयाज �बहाइंड द चेस ओप�नगं का एक समान पनु��काशन भी शा�मल है, 2012 म�, �लोअन कई राजनी�तक काया�लय� के �लए भी असफल रहा।
मह�वपणू� बात यह है �क चतरंुगा िजसे अब हम अतंररा���य शतरंज और चीनी शतरंज कहत ेह�, के बीच का आधा रा�ता था। हम यह भी जानत ेह� �क चतरंुगा बहुत
परुाना है। इस�लए, यह इस �कार है �क चतरंुग शायद चीनी शतरंज और अतंररा���य शतरंज दोन� के जनक थे। दसूर� सभंावना यह है �क �वकासवाद� �ृखंला कुछ लबंी
थी और उस चतरंुग के माता-�पता थे, शायद वह खेल, जो कुछ भी था, जो चीन म� पहल� शता�द� ईसा पवू� म� खेला गया था। यह माग� है �क इ�तहासकार �वकासवाद�
जीव�व�ानी क� तरह एक सोच ��तमान का उपयोग करत ेह� और सभंवतः ऐसा करने वाले पहले थे, �य��क �वकासवाद� जीव �व�ान का �े� दो म� से छोटा है, पतैकृ वशं
का, समानता और अनमुा�नत ड�ेटगं के कारक� पर �नभ�र करता है, ता�क यह �नधा��रत �कया जा सके। कुछ �वचार� का वशं, शासक ��तमान, और इस मामले म�,
ऐ�तहा�सक �प से शतरंज के खेल का �वकास। <r: ch33 H2S4> यह दो अकाद�मक �े�� के बीच एकल ��तमान के पनुच��ण का एक ठोस उदाहरण है और इस तरह
तक�  के मा�यम से, उनके बीच एक संबधं �था�पत करना है। == प�रचय लेखक समै �लोअन का यएूस शतरंज �ोफाइल <1900>:
http://www.uschess.org/msa/MbrDtlMain.php?11115292 मरे के अनसुार, आध�ुनक यरूोपीय खेल का सबसे परुाना ऐ�तहा�सक मलू या तो चतरंुगा या चीनी था
शतरंज, ले�कन �कसी भी तरह से, ये दोन� खेल उस खेल से पहले थे िजसे हम आज खेलत ेह�।
H3S3 H4S1: The purpose of chess in history:
Murray <pg-31>: ‘At the Chesse he dooth excelle That Philomestor, sothe to tell, For to make comparison, Ne was nat lyke him of renown,
That first founde this play notable, With him to playe was not able’ MIC: The purpose of chess, in addition to the rules and other contexts
around the game, has itself undergone several profound evolutions in history, sometimes circularly, coming back to a previous purpose once a
contemporary one is served. The 16th century - 1953 era of chess, as defined by Material in Chess, was one of frivolous theoretical
improvements, in which great masters largely published studies and compositions, and played games to explore these compositions more
deeply. However, chess at this time was viewed more as an art than a science, and its military tradition was largely stripped. From 1953 to
1996/7 was the sporting era of chess, in which the game evolved from an art to a game that could attract the attention of masses, epitomized
by the World Championship Match of 1972, the first chess match to gain ubiquitous international attention on the level of the Olympics or the
World Cup. The 1996/7 - 2022 era is the computer era, in which the computer world did overtake humans by surprise, and human players
human players, thanks to the psychology described in ch-17 H2S3 <hl>, not to be outdone #, simultaneously embraced the computer engine
as a theoretical companion # and entered a deep state of internal investigation to find an answer to the computer era, leading to the post -
2022 era, the scientific era of chess, in which the chess world seeks connections with other academic fields, such as biology, psychology, and
computer science, and also an integration into the world of education. == Before the 16th century, and before the conquest of chess in the
West, the game is said to be # a “conscious | and deliberate” invention of an individual Indian philosopher perhaps around 500 AD to
“symbolize a battle” (1) between two Indian armies <Murray, I. Invention>. The two components of the word chaturanga stand for “four”,
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referring to the four infantry branches of the Ancient Indian army <infantry (padāti), calvary (ashwa), chariots (rat-ha), and elephants (hasti)>;
just as these components of the Ancient “army”, the other component of the word #, are different not only in mobility but also count, so is this
reflected even in the earliest version of chess # If the circumstances of this game of chaturanga are compared with those of Indian warfare,
the nature and success of the invention become evident. <Murray, I. Invention> The second purpose of chaturanga is expressed by the
game being one of skill rather than chance, as certain later versions of the game involving the use of dice were shunned, and this purpose
established the early culture of the game. == The third purpose is established by the turn-based rule of the game <r: ch-18 CM H3S1>, which
establishes a form of social etiquette <r: ch 51 H2S5> that trains players on a form of gentlemanly human interaction, in which one must also
account for the plans and ideas of the other participant # The fourth purpose is found in the coordinate grid map on which the game is played,
of geometric proportion, which trains players on basic principles of all mathematics ranging from counting, arithmetic, logarithms, trigonometry,
and calculus. == The fifth purpose is found in the early flexibility that philosophers playing the game had with respect to balancing the rules of
the game and their willingness to make adjustments to each zi’s mobility properties. This indicates that the game was not a sort of religious
deity that was never to be questioned, but rather an empirical arena of experimentation, in which one can fine-tune an independent variable,
the mobility rule of a zi, and observe its impact on the flow of the game, the dependent variable. Finally, the sixth purpose of the game is found
in the peculiar property of the stalemate <r: ch-18 H2S6>, a situation that would be desired by the generals of a real army, but nevertheless
one determined to be a draw by the modern rules of chess; this property draws the delineation between the simulation of warfare in chess and
a real war, and therefore establishes it as a training ground, which is a sport. The gradual unraveling of these 6 purposes # in the proliferation
of the game in the West, after its inaugural introduction in the East, seems to have followed a similar pattern, albeit later on and at a 10-fold
slower timescale # Assassination in history: Assassination is a word that has a very technical definition in Material in Chess, loosely
defined # as a capture that is not equally avenged, but ultimately comes in many forms that is defined in totality through the coverage of over
1,000 examples of it throughout the book. The focus on the disproportionate winning of material in MIC, which also doubles as a historical
work, a literary work, and a scholarly work, the first academic-tier textbook on chess as a field of study, but in terms of its position in the
domain of chess theory, it is the first comprehensive work on the sub-domain of tactics relating to winning material. Previously, books written
specifically on attacking chess, which encompasses both positional attacking and all tactics, were written such as Fire on Board, The Art of
Attack, Storming the Barricades, all 3 of which are referenced in Material in Chess. Subsequently, books were written specifically on tactics,
including FM Emmanuel Neiman’s Tune Your Chess Tactics Antenna and GM Murray Chandler’s Chess Tactics for Kids, also referenced
here #. Finally, a recent book published on Chessable by IM John Bartholomew, The Checkmate Patterns Manual, served as the first book
to specifically cover one important half of tactics, checkmates, but as of before the publication of Material in Chess, no analogous treatise has
been published on the other half of all chess tactics, and this is the significance of Material in Chess within the domain of chess theory. ==
For tournament players, Material in Chess has the practical value of eliminating “loose pieces” blunders that determine the outcomes of almost
all games under 1200, most games between 1200 and 2000, and about half of games above that level at the current level of human and even
computer engine play. == For the Ancients, however, the delineation between assassination and checkmate has a much grander, historical
and military significance. In early Indian warfare, as in all early Oriental warfare where there is no question of a war of the people, a battle
could be decided in two ways. With the death or capture of the king, his army melted away: the battle was over. With the annihilation of his
army, the king was defeated: the battle was over. Murray, pg-2 Indeed, a significant aspect of the chess game as a “symbol for battle” is to
represent the equal importance of this | dual purpose in warfare, to achieve a win by either slaughtering the entire army or capturing the King,
which logically follows from the slaughter of all of his henchmen, but can certainly precede it, ending war prematurely, in the form of a middle
game checkmate. == Understanding this historical context, as well as the significance of #MIC in this delineation, seems paramount not only
to understanding chess as a game, as well as the approach that one should take in studying it, as the creators of the game likely imbued their
philosophy about the conduct of warfare into the rules of the game, and therefore | understanding the historical detail enhances one’s
understanding of the rules, and certainly a deeper understanding of the rules makes one a better player, as in #MIC it is established that all
subsequent strategy is a logical derivation of the rules themselves <ch-8> It should be noted, at this point, that nowhere in this historical
context was it intended to the creators for the importance of winning material tactics to terminate past a certain level of skill, as the progression
of both of these aspects are core to the purposes of the game, and therefore the contemporary high-level FIDE paradigm around this
subject, and therefore the lack of pedagogy here internationally, and all the logical value that remains to be extracted from this domain of
the game, has been severely bottlenecked as of 2022. Hindi, by: aman___97 इ�तहास म� शतरंज का उ�दे�य: शतरंज का उ�दे�य, खेल के �नयम� और
अ�य संदभ� के अलावा, इ�तहास म� कई गहन �वकास हुए ह�, कभी-कभी गोलाकार, एक बार एक समकाल�न उ�दे�य के बाद �पछले उ�दे�य पर वापस आना परोसा गया।
शतरंज का 16वीं शता�द� - 1953 का यगु, जसैा �क शतरंज म� साम�ी �वारा प�रभा�षत �कया गया था, एक त�ुछ स�ैधां�तक सधुार था, िजसम� महान आचाय� ने बड़े
पमैाने पर अ�ययन और रचनाएँ �का�शत क�ं, और इन रचनाओ ंका अ�धक गहराई से पता लगाने के �लए खेल खेले। हालाँ�क, इस समय शतरंज को �व�ान क� तलुना
म� एक कला के �प म� अ�धक देखा जाता था, और इसक� स�ैय परंपरा को काफ� हद तक छ�न �लया गया था। 1953 से 1996/7 तक शतरंज का खेल यगु था, िजसम�
खेल एक कला से एक ऐसे खेल के �प म� �वक�सत हुआ जो जनता का �यान आक�ष�त कर सके, 1972 के �व�व चिै�पयन�शप मचै, सव��यापी अतंररा���य �यान पाने
वाला पहला शतरंज मचै था। ओलं�पक या �व�व कप के �तर पर। 1996/7-2022 का यगु कं�यटूर यगु है, िजसम� कं�यटूर क� द�ुनया ने मन�ुय� को आ�चय� से पछाड़
�दया, और मानव �खलाड़ी मानव �खलाड़ी, ch-17 H2S3 <hi> म� व�ण�त मनो�व�ान के �लए ध�यवाद, आगे नह�ं बढ़ना #, साथ ह� साथ कं�यटूर को गले लगा �लया
एक स�ैधां�तक साथी के �प म� इंजन # और कं�यटूर यगु का उ�र खोजने के �लए आतं�रक जांच क� एक गहर� ि�थ�त म� �वेश �कया, िजससे 2022 के बाद का यगु,
शतरंज का व�ैा�नक यगु, िजसम� शतरंज क� द�ुनया अ�य श�ै�णक �े�� के साथ सबंधं तलाशती है, जसेै जीव �व�ान, मनो�व�ान और कं�यटूर �व�ान के �प म�, और
�श�ा क� द�ुनया म� एक�करण भी। 16वीं शता�द� से पहले, और पि�चम म� शतरंज क� �वजय से पहले, खेल को # एक "चेतन | और जानबझूकर" एक �यि�तगत
भारतीय दाश��नक का आ�व�कार शायद 500 ई�वी के आसपास "एक लड़ाई का �तीक" (1) दो भारतीय सेनाओ ंके बीच। चतरंुगा श�द के दो घटक �ाचीन भारतीय सेना
क� चार पदैल सेना शाखाओ ंका िज� करत ेहुए "चार" के �लए खड़ ेह�; जसेै �ाचीन "सेना" के ये घटक, श�द # के अ�य घटक, न केवल ग�तशीलता म� बि�क �गनती म� भी
�भ�न ह�, इस�लए यह शतरंज के श�ुआती स�ंकरण म� भी प�रल��त होता है # य�द चतरंुग के इस खेल क� प�रि�थ�तयां ह� भारतीय य�ुध क� तलुना म�, आ�व�कार क�
�कृ�त और सफलता �प�ट हो जाती है। चतरंुग का दसूरा उ�दे�य खेल �वारा अवसर के बजाय कौशल म� से एक होने के �वारा �य�त �कया जाता है, �य��क पासा के
उपयोग से जड़ु ेखेल के कुछ बाद के सं�करण� को छोड़ �दया गया था, और इस उ�दे�य ने खेल क� �ारं�भक स�ंकृ�त को �था�पत �कया। == तीसरा उ�दे�य खेल के <r:
ch18 CM H3S1> बार�-आधा�रत �नयम �वारा �था�पत �कया गया है, जो सामािजक �श�टाचार का एक �प �था�पत करता है जो �खला�ड़य� को स�जन मानव सपंक�
के �प म� ��श��त करता है, िजसम� �कसी को अ�य ��तभा�गय� क� योजनाओ ंऔर �वचार� का भी �हसाब देना चा�हए। # चौथा उ�दे�य कोऑ�ड �नेट ��ड मपै म� पाया
जाता है, िजस पर �या�मतीय अनपुात का खेल खेला जाता है, जो �खला�ड़य� को �गनती, अकंग�णत, लघगुणक, ��कोण�म�त और कलन से लेकर सभी ग�णत के
ब�ुनयाद� �स�धांत� पर ��श��त करता है। == पाँचवाँ उ�दे�य �ारं�भक लचीलेपन म� पाया जाता है �क खेल खेलने वाले दाश��नक� के पास खेल के �नयम� को सतं�ुलत
करने और ��येक ज़ी क� ग�तशीलता गुण� म� समायोजन करने क� उनक� इ�छा के सबंधं म� था। यह इं�गत करता है �क खेल एक �कार का धा�म�क देवता नह�ं था िजस
पर कभी सवाल नह�ं उठाया गया था, बि�क �योग का एक अनभुवज�य �े� था, िजसम� कोई एक �वत�ं चर, एक ज़ी के ग�तशीलता �नयम को ठ�क कर सकता है, और
इसके �भाव का �नर��ण कर सकता है। खेल का �वाह, आ��त चर। अतं म�, खेल का छठा उ�दे�य ग�तरोध क� अजीबोगर�ब संप�� म� पाया जाता है, एक ऐसी ि�थ�त
जो एक वा�त�वक सेना के जनरल� �वारा वां�छत होगी, ले�कन �फर भी शतरंज के आध�ुनक �नयम� �वारा �ा होने का �ढ़ सकं�प; यह सपं�� शतरंज म� य�ुध के
अनकुरण और एक वा�त�वक य�ुध के बीच �च�ण करती है, और इस�लए इसे एक ��श�ण मदैान के �प म� �था�पत करती है, जो एक खेल है। पि�चम म� खेल के �सार



म� इन 6 उ�दे�य� का धीरे-धीरे खलुासा, पवू� म� इसके उ�घाटन के बाद, एक समान पटैन� का पालन �कया गया लगता है, हालां�क बाद म� और 10 गनुा धीमी समय पर #
इ�तहास म� ह�या: ह�या एक ऐसा श�द है िजसक� शतरंज म� साम�ी म� एक बहुत ह� तकनीक� प�रभाषा है, िजसे �श�थल �प से प�रभा�षत # एक कै�चर के �प म�
प�रभा�षत �कया गया है िजसका समान �प से बदला नह�ं �लया गया है, ले�कन अतंतः कई �प� म� आता है िजसे सपंणू� प�ुतक म� इसके 1,000 से अ�धक उदाहरण� के
कवरेज के मा�यम से प�रभा�षत �कया गया है। . एमआईसी म� साम�ी क� अनपुातह�न जीत पर �यान, जो एक ऐ�तहा�सक काय�, एक सा�हि�यक काय� और एक
�व�वतापणू� काय� के �प म� भी दोगुना है, अ�ययन के �े� के �प म� शतरंज पर पहल� श�ै�णक-�तर�य पा�यप�ुतक है, ले�कन इसक� ि�थ�त के सदंभ� म� शतरंज
�स�धांत का �े�, यह जीतने वाल� साम�ी से सबं�ंधत रणनी�त के उप-�े� पर पहला �यापक काय� है। पहले, �वशषे �प से शतरंज पर हमला करने पर �लखी गई �कताब�,
िजसम� ि�थ�त�मक हमला और सभी रणनी�त दोन� शा�मल ह�, जसेै �क फायर ऑन बोड� �लखा गया था ब�ैरके�स, िजनम� से सभी 3 शतरंज म� साम�ी म� सदं�भ�त ह�।
इसके बाद, �कताब� �वशषे �प से रणनी�त पर �लखी ग�, िजनम� एफएम इमानएुल नीमन क� �यनू योर चेस टैि�ट�स एंट�ना और ब�च� के �लए जीएम मरे चांडलर क�
शतरंज रणनी�त शा�मल ह�, िज�ह� यहां # भी संद�भ�त �कया गया है। अतं म�, आईएम जॉन बाथ�लो�य ू�वारा चेसेबल पर �का�शत एक हा�लया प�ुतक, द चेकमेट पटैन�
मनैअुल, �वशषे �प से रणनी�त, चेकमे�स के एक मह�वपणू� आधे �ह�से को कवर करने वाल� पहल� प�ुतक के �प म� काय� करती है, ले�कन शतरंज म� साम�ी के
�काशन से पहले, कोई समान �ंथ नह�ं �कया गया है सभी शतरंज रणनी�त के दसूरे भाग पर �का�शत, और यह शतरंज �स�धांत के �े� म� शतरंज म� साम�ी का मह�व
है। == टूना�म�ट के �खला�ड़य� के �लए, शतरंज म� साम�ी म� "ढ�ले टुकड़"े भलू� को समा�त करने का �यावहा�रक म�ूय है जो 1200 के तहत लगभग सभी खेल� के
प�रणाम� को �नधा��रत करता है, अ�धकांश खेल 1200 और 2000 के बीच, और वत�मान �तर पर उस �तर से ऊपर के लगभग आधे गेम मानव और यहां तक   �क
कं�यटूर इंजन खेलने क�। == पवू�ज� के �लए, हालां�क, ह�या और चेकमेट के बीच के �च�ण का बहुत बड़ा, ऐ�तहा�सक और स�ैय मह�व है। �ारं�भक भारतीय य�ुध म�,
जसैा �क सभी �ारं�भक �ा�य य�ुध� म� होता है, जहां लोग� के य�ुध का कोई सवाल ह� नह�ं होता है, एक लड़ाई दो तरह से तय क� जा सकती है। राजा क� म�ृय ुया क�जा
के साथ, उसक� सेना �पघल गई: य�ुध समा�त हो गया था। अपनी सेना के �वनाश के साथ, राजा हार गया: य�ुध समा�त हो गया था। मरे, प.ृ-2 वा�तव म�, "य�ुध के
�तीक" के �प म� शतरंज के खेल का एक मह�वपणू� पहल ूइस के समान मह�व का ��त�न�ध�व करना है | य�ुध म� दोहरा उ�दे�य, या तो परू� सेना का वध करके या राजा
को पकड़कर जीत हा�सल करना, जो ता�क� क �प से उसके सभी गुग� के वध से अनसुरण करता है, ले�कन �नि�चत �प से इससे पहले हो सकता है, य�ुध को समय से
पहले समा�त कर सकता है, एक म�य गेम चेकमेट के �प म� . इस ऐ�तहा�सक सदंभ� को समझना, साथ ह� साथ इस प�रसीमन म� <ch8>  #MIC के मह�व को
समझना, न केवल शतरंज को एक खेल के �प म� समझने के �लए सव�प�र लगता है, साथ ह� साथ इसका अ�ययन करने के �लए िजस �ि�टकोण को अपनाना चा�हए,
�य��क खेल के रचनाकार� ने संभवतः उ�ह� �भा�वत �कया है खेल के �नयम� म� य�ुध के सचंालन के बारे म� दश�न, और इस�लए ऐ�तहा�सक �ववरण को समझने से
�नयम� क� समझ म� व�ृ�ध होती है, और �नि�चत �प से �नयम� क� गहर� समझ एक बेहतर �खलाड़ी बनाती है, जसैा �क #MIC म� यह �था�पत �कया गया है �क बाद के
सभी रणनी�त �वयं �नयम� क� एक ता�क� क �य�ुप�� है, इस �बदं ुपर, यह �यान �दया जाना चा�हए �क इस ऐ�तहा�सक सदंभ� म� कह�ं भी रचनाकार� के �लए एक �नि�चत
�तर के कौशल को समा�त करने के �लए भौ�तक रणनी�त जीतने के मह�व के �लए अ�भ�ेत नह�ं था, जसैा �क �ग�त क� �ग�त के �प म� था ये दोन� पहल ूखेल के
उ�दे�य� के �लए मलू ह�, और इस�लए इस �वषय के आसपास समकाल�न उ�च �तर�य एफआईडीई ��तमान, और इस�लए �श�ाशा�� क� कमी यहां अतंररा���य �तर
पर, और खेल के इस �े� से �नकाले जाने वाले सभी ता�क� क म�ूय को 2022 तक गंभीर �प से बा�धत कर �दया गया है।.
H3S3 H4S2: 8 European rulers who played chess <1,000 to present>:
Murray: This association of the nobility with chess was so characteristic that for one of the lower rank to admit a knowledge of chess was
sufficient to raise suspicions as to his identity. MIC: Although Material in Chess largely refers to the proliferation of chess in Europe as
approximately 600 years old, this figure is based on its first encounter with the common class; prior to this, the game had purely a royal
tradition, first by Kings, then by his courts, and subsequently by the bourgeois, the ruling class # The implication is that chess was already so
well known in Persia that it had become recognized as a game so characteristically national that it was fitting that the national hero should
excel in it. Such an opinion does not grow in a day. <Murray, pg-8> H5S1: Murray <pg-31> Pope Gregory XI/I <1370-8, 1407-15>, H5S2:
King Johns of England <1213> H5S3: Edward I <King of England, 1272 - 1307> H5S4: King Henry VI <King of England 1422 - 1471,
France 1422 - 1453> H5S5: Emperor Frederick II <Holy Roman Emperor, 1220 - 1250> H5S6/7: Knut V and Valdemer <King of Denmark
1146 - 57> <King of Denmark 1202 - 41> H5S8: //

Ch-0 ITR: H2S8: Educator’s guide [0]:
This book was written not only for tournament level chess players but also for educators to use in academic settings such as private lessons,
classrooms and summer camps. Included at the beginning of each chapter will be an educators guide providing some contextual background
additional resources and ideas for activities with students. For the most part, using the puzzle set included in the end of each chapter will
suffice whether for an in class activity or homework. We have also provided a free chess materials course syllabus and a grading spreadsheet,
which is available at the end of the book as well as the online link you can visit to download these additional resources for launching your own
chess materials course at the high school or college level. |=P We do believe that this text can be used as reference material in an introductory
chess course albeit, supplemented with other texts. The goal of this text is to help train players who are already familiar with basic piece
movements. But in the event that is unclear, we have also included supplements at the back. For more information on how to launch your own
chess program, visit us at chessimprovementinc.com/education. You're also welcome to contact us to set up the program on your behalf and
assist in various administrative tasks such as recruiting a chess coach, or providing a virtual classroom for pedagogical purposes. On our
website, you also find a forum that you can use to discuss the text with other educators as well as additional resources like how to organize a
Swiss-style chess tournament and preparing students for tournament play.

H2S8 H3S1: Scholastics:
H2S8 H3S1 H4S1: How to acquire information:
All information is inherently encrypted in that an unprepared mind will not be able to process it accurately and the meaning is sheltered from
that individual, and the method with which to prepare the mind can itself be sheltered from certain or most individuals. Discrete information is
rarely found alone, rather in packages referred to formally as chapters, courses, and curriculums. Each course in a curriculum is generally
presented with a credit cost detailing the financial and time investment required, packaged together in a single number, as well as a list of
pre-requisite courses and achievements that must be completed before it is feasible to encounter the information in the course. The process of
acquiring information is therefore procedurally, rather than ethically, finding an accredited provider of that information and fulfilling the financial,
time, and prerequisite investments required to access that information. |=P For this reason, the mass of free information found on social media
platforms and search engines are not real, actionable packages of information but rather course syllabi in the form of marketing materials to
attract you to enroll in the main course. Your challenge as a lifelong learner is to establish a positive input to output ratio such that your
education expenses are covered by the income that you generate from your prior education, and to improve your rate of information intake
such that you can increase your course load each semester.

H2S8 H3S1 H4S2: Spaced repetition:
The ultimate goal of all learning is to be able to do what was taught without thinking, at any speed. However, this is the pinnacle of having
learned something and can only be achieved with a sufficient number of rote repetitions, in which each team one pushes oneself 10% to do it
faster, while still ensuring accuracy, since it’s both speed and confidence that gets baked into the perceptual layer. |=P Spaced Repetition is a



learning system taught at the University of Buffalo based on the Ebbinghaus forgetting curve. Cognitive psychologists have studied spaced
repetition for years and have learned that there is a pattern to the percent chance that a particular piece of information is going to be retained

a certain amount of time after it was learned. In conclusion, the measuring, hypothesizing,
experimenting with, and re-measuring of the behavior of this forgetting curve, led them to a
prescription for the time intervals for establishing a review of one one's studies. == The next step
to learning spaced repetition is adoption of Anki, which is a flashcard software that has the
Ebbinghaus forgetting curve insights built in such that you do not need to handle the overhead of
keeping track of your own flashcards schedule, you simply open the app after having created your
flashcards every day and complete the reviews to which you are assigned. It is inherently a smart
algorithm that is also open-sourced and has quite a bit of research behind it. |=P To overcome the
forgetting curve, the University of Buffalo recommends reviewing lectures the same day as they
are encountered for 20 - 30 minutes, and to focus on the study of definitions. The time spent
studying weekly should be divided intelligently, in alignment with the intervals of the spaced
repetition curve. |=P Beyond 7 days, the next repetition will come at twice the interval of the

previous interval, so after 8 days (2 * 4 days of last interval = 8 days) rather than 4. In the higher time ranges of grand review intervals, we
may even schedule World Championship matches, holidays, festivals, and ceremonies to align with 1, 5, or even thousand + year intervals on
the level of society.
H2S8 H3S1 H4S2 H5S2: Spaced repetition gives you authority over auto-biochemistry:

⭐ Directive: | [40,000]* A key frustration that students have in skill accumulation is the sense that while the act of spending time studying
is fully within one’s own control, the requisite wiring of new synaptic connections and associated biochemical changes (all biochemical
changes come down to lipids, carbs, and proteins) is not.

There is an underlying fear that I might invest 10, 100, or even 1000 hours on a particular improvement paradigm and, despite encountering
information that is objectively useful, fail to recall that information during a critical moment such as a GM Norm Invitational tournament. This
irrational fear is rooted in a lack of understanding of how information is stored in the brain and the retrieval pathways that must be established
in order to retrieve it. Fortunately, the present author is a student of biology at the University of Buffalo. |=P Note to self: the best way to
overcome writer’s block is to play a round of LiChess Puzzle storm. Top score as of 3/5/21 = 49. |=P In other words, the formation of a
long-term memory as well as a lighting-fast synapse – neuron – synapse pathway to retrieve it requires long-term biochemical changes that
are preserved on a long-term basis. I am repeating words because scientists have reached consensus that the number of recalls required to
store a quanta of information in long-term memory is 5. The five recalls must be made using a spaced repetition calendar in which recalls are
practiced with intervals of n * 24 hours from the previous recall, where n is the retrieval number and the first recall is practiced 24 hours after
initially learning the solution. Alternatively, you can use a spaced repetition software that automatically tracks your recall schedule. *40,000 is a
rating that is at least 40 categories better than what is possible among humans right now.
H2S8 H3S1 H4S2 H5S2: Formula for | [40,000] identifying critical positions worth studying.
Once you have established in yourself that learning is fully within your control and not a magical ability that only children have, as many in the
chess community are prone to believe, the next step is identifying an improvement paradigm in which you apply the effort spent towards
learning towards the highest yield positions within the chess domain. Once again, chess is a skill like any other skill, and I am not aware of a
decline in ability with age, for instance, to learn science and take multiple choice exams. My father earned a third doctorate at the University of
Buffalo in his late 40s as part of a mid-life career transition from surgeon to associate professor, and I am 28 years old in the midst of my most
stellar academic year in undergrad. How is making a move decision in chess out of the finite set of available legal moves different from
selecting the correct answer in a 5-answer multiple choice exam? It isn’t. Nevertheless, if chess improvement capacity does decline with age,
then my record of 791 points in 2.5 months is a testament to the efficacy of the proposed methodology as it has allowed me to defy the
limitations of age. Previously, my record for improvement in chess was 564 points in USCF tournament play over the 9 month period of
2007-02 to 2007-11, when I was 14 years old, using traditional chess pedagogical methods. Thus, regardless of your baseline level of
improvement as established during the teenage years, you should expect a (791/2.5) / (564/9) = 5.0x improvement over your prior rate of
improvement, with an upwards adjustment if you are still in your teenage years at the time of reading.
Now, how do we pick the correct board positions? I applied a formula to identify board positions in which the statistically significant confidence
for winning for either side is >90%. Using statistical modeling provided by chessprogramming.org, a >90% win percentage corresponds to a
pawn advantage of 5 points or higher. For the purposes of this specific Elo improvement interval, ~1200 to ~2000 in 1+0 Bullet play with
single-step premove enabled, +/- 5 was sufficient. However, you might find the need to tighten the interval for higher levels of play, especially
in longer time controls, and I will be exploring this further as I push into the upper 2000s.
My methodology for selecting board positions to study in the latter part of the improvement sprint, in which my Elo increased from 1721 to
1975, was to use the in-browser Stockfish in LiChess to identify board positions in which I made a move that changed the evaluation of the
board state from a W for me to a D, a W for me to a L, or a D to a L for me. This corresponds to an evaluation change from > 5 in the board
state prior to the mistake to < |5| after for the W for me to D condition, assuming that I am white, >5 to <-5, again assuming that I am white, for
a W for me to a L, and <|5| to <-5, if I am white. Flip the numbers around if you are black.
After selecting the board position, I took a screenshot of the board state prior to the mistake using the Windows + Shift + S shortcut, which
captures a screenshot and adds it to the clipboard without generating an image file on your desktop, pasted the screenshot into a Cloze
deletion card in Anki, and wrote a caption beneath the screenshot in the following format. -1.0 {{c1::Nc6 Rd1 h4 Qf3 or f4}} -2.4 The first
number corresponds to the board position evaluation corresponding to the top line in the Stockfish evaluation table while the second number
corresponds to the evaluation of the bottom line.

H2S8 H3S2: Chess clubs, teams, coaches | [1600]:
At Chess University, the MRCU = most reduced complete understanding is the answer, even more so than the move itself, however, in
competition, we pursue ideal setups, optimized win probabilities, and pushing for a win whereas in training, we may create modifications to
more deeply examine ideal concepts.

H2S8 H3S2 H4S1: Daily chess improvement checklist:
Use this checklist template to guide students and team players on their daily improvement habits.



This program is specifically designed for professional, full-time chess players who can commit at least 8 hours a day to training the sport. It
should be condensed for beginners: Review (1 hour, 45 minutes): 1,000 flash card reviews in Anki. Drills (30 min): 3 sets each, timed:
Coordinates, capture, protect, combat, check. Workout 1: LiChess capture & combat puzzles <hl> Track time on Chess Research &
Calculators Excel sheet. Workout 2: 3x coordinates. 2 minutes. Workout 3: Chess.com puzzles, learning, hanging pieces, fork, 100-200. 3x10.
Implemented to Anki. Workout 4: Notation pieces ultra and bullet vs. Maia, 7 games match with psychology review. Work out 5: Queen’s
movements https://lichess.org/learn#/3 Workout 6: King movements, flagging https://lichess.org/learn#/4. Workout 7: Rook checkmate:
https://www.chess.com/drills/practice/rook-mate. Workout 7: Play vs. maia | bots and do brief tactical reviews. Puzzles (45 min): 5 puzzles
LiChess checkmates 5 puzzles Chess.com rated, untimed 5 puzzles ChessTempo Blitz. Game (30 minutes): Play 80 - 120 games per year.
Set a rating goal and play games to incrementally reach that rating goal per day, but do not exceed 30 minutes of gameplay. Play with a
metronome (+30 Elo) == Testing speeds. 60 bpm + 30 elo == Arena, third try (+200 Elo) Psycho-shrek fantasy stories while playing to detach
and empower (+30 Elo) Analysis (90 minutes): Spend 2x gameplay time on analysis. Study (flex minutes): Read any assigned textbook
readings by professors. Lessons (3 hours): Spend 3 hours per day listening to lectures, re: 15 credit University semesters, off on the
weekend.

H2S8 H3S2 H4S2: Weekly Checklist
Alright chess improvers! Time for your weekly CHESS accountability check. Give yourself 1 point for yes, and 0 for no. Tell us your total and
discuss with other improvers below. 1) Did you do rated puzzles this week? 2) Did your rating go UP in at least one category? 3) Did you
analyze all of your games? 4) Did you play at least ONE game in rapid or slower time control? 5) Did you play at least ONE game of blindfold
chess? 6) Did you take at least ONE chess lesson or watch a chess lesson VOD on Twitch / YouTube? 7) Did you practice coordinates? 8) Did
you read at least ONE page in a chess book? 9) Did you study all phases of the game for at least ONE hour: openings, middlegames,
endgames? 10) Did you study at least ONE thing on multiple days this week using spaced repetition and speed run training? Sample
Response: 1) Yes 2) Yes, 2045 in bullet all time high 3) No, but planning on it 4) Yes, played in a classical tourney 5) NO! 6) YES 7) Just did,
44 as second 8) Yes, with Adriana 9) NO, not openings ☹ 10) Yes 8/10!

H2S8 H3S2 H4S3: Lesson summary template:
The following template can be used to bill hours and report the progress of a session to parents following a chess coaching or camp session:
In day 1 of chess masters camp, we talked about how to think about chess in the depth and variation dimensions and why such thinking is
necessary to understand positional chess, which unfolds on a longer timescale in terms of tempi. We then initiated reading of the 19th chapter
of the Material in Chess textbook, talking about good vs. bad pieces. Finally, we reviewed a game that I played this weekend in a rated
classical OTB tournament and saw an example of a bad piece that got trapped. Full notes: Once you can write about something you can do it
at bullet speed, I've found, indicating that the neural layer associated with language output is also the deepest layer of learning; thus if you
force output, you also force learning to that deepest layer. == Also since I've started studying assassinations I've also become good at
avoiding them, so offense and defense scale correspondingly and you only need to focus on one.

H2S8 H3S2 H4S4: The Chess University puzzle battle format:
Ever since the inception of online chess trainers, rated puzzles have been a favorite among coaches and students for advancing chess
pedagogy. As a children's chess instructor myself, I will often start kids on solving simple puzzles before I ever even request them to play a
game with each other. I am actually of the extreme belief that kids should not be allowed to play games for at least two years in the beginning
of their career and that experience time will need to be supplemented with puzzle solving. == Nowadays, puzzle solving is nearly ubiquitous
among chess players and every chess website gives players, in addition to standard rapid and Blitz ratings, a puzzle rating, and many online
players, especially the younger ones, put a good deal of investment into their puzzle ratings and have also racked up at times puzzle counts in
the 1000s. It will therefore be a matter of time, depending on when you are reading this book, for the over the board federations to adopt
puzzle rating into their systems as well, which necessitates an over the board format for puzzles. Chess University has led the forefront of this
being as we hosted the first ever live streamed puzzle battle on Twitch with micro-payments involving FM Suyog Wagh, USCF Oliver
Rubenstein, USCF Yakun Hu and, and online moderator named Jade. The following section will depict the format of this puzzle battle, which
at the time of writing is still an area of research, but we believe that our format is USCF rating ready and can be implemented in real life
situations to grant a rating.
The Format:
The Chess University puzzle battle format is designed and can be tweaked with the goal of having players both collaborate and compete. The
competitive aspect is to encourage them to think faster whereas the collaborative aspect highlights the fact that the puzzles only have one
solution, and thinking converges as one ascends into the higher echelons of chess. The product design of the format is specifically designed
to keep this balance in mind. == There is also theoretically no limit to the number of contestants that can participate in the puzzle battle and so
far as there are enough moderators without the need to have more than one board shown at a time, making this rather economical compared
to hosting a tournament with many players and can act as a key intermediate step between teaching chess novices and running a full-fledged
rated tournament. The supplies needed for the puzzle battle are a single board, vertical chest display, projector, or even just the laptop screen
where a single board position can be shown at a time. One will also need a supply of rated puzzles within a certain range, such that higher
rated puzzles can be delivered, or lower rated puzzles based on performance of the group in aggregate. == The beginning of the chess puzzle
battle should be an orientation to explain these rules, after which the first initial board position of the first puzzle, which should be at the rating
that the last battle left off on or approximately 1500 if it's the inaugural battle, will be shown, and players will be prompted at that time to submit
their solution. Each player should have a smartphone ready, and the solutions should be sent in one to one messaging to the puzzle director’s
Instagram direct messages inbox. This is important because we will leave it to electronics to help us track the moves as well as determine the
order with which moves are sent. The puzzle battle necessarily needs to move forward at a very rapid pace, with no more than 30 seconds per
move maximum. == When plus one majority of contestants have submitted any move, the tournament directors should make that move in the
puzzle to reveal either the fact that the move was incorrect or the next board position. If no majority is reached within 30 seconds, then the
puzzle fails for everyone. The process will repeat itself in the subsequent board positions of the puzzle until the puzzle is either failed via
failure to achieve majority or there may be cases in which a majority is achieved, but that majority is the correct move, or the puzzle is solved
correctly. For only puzzles that are solved correctly will players attain any points whereas the puzzles that are solved incorrectly will cause the
forfeiture of all points from all players at any step in the process. Certain adjustments can be made to give partial credit, but we will leave this
to the discretion of the particular organizer. == Micro payments will be made to players based on their correct answer for each move in a
correctly solved puzzle. In other words, a player can earn a micro payment for a subsection of moves within a puzzle, failing one or even more
moves, as long as the majority of the rest of the players still answered that puzzle correctly such that the entire puzzle is solved. The standard
micro payment for a single move is 15 cents. The first person to submit the correct answer will receive a bonus of a 3x multiplier to encourage



players to think of it faster. For puzzle battles involving many players, the additional multipliers can be introduced for the second fastest, third
fastest, and so forth, and again, we will leave this up to the particular tournament puzzle director. Statistics should be tracked, and the history
of Instagram DMS should provide a record in case anything needs to be re-examined later. == Players should not be allowed to pre move the
next move in a puzzle, although they can, as part of their own strategy, pre-type out the move and send it as soon as the next board position is
shown, but of course, adjudication is required to make sure no players send the next move before the initial board position of that move is
shown. Players should be able to ethically discuss the puzzle with each other and try to convince each other of the move within the amount of
time that they have, and puzzle directions should naturally expect that certain players will form teams with each other, and we will leave the
ethical considerations of this up to each puzzle director as well as the moderation of difficulty, keeping in mind that the overall ethos of the
battle is to strike the correct balance between competition and collaboration.

H2S8 H3S2 H4S5: Online chess leagues:
https://www.lichess4545.com/team4545/

H2S8 H3S2 H4S5: Careers in chess:
Ref: CHE / CU SWOT Analysis. Ref: US Chess Certified Chess Coach Program Many serious chess players in tournament play calibrate their
investment into the game based on their perceived prospects of their earning potential within the industry in the coming years of their career.
To be a true professional chess player, one would have to rank in the top 10 at the national level; there are fewer than a dozen chess players
in the United States who can live off of their tournament winnings alone. To make up for this, chess players seek revenue primarily as
professional trainers, content creators, and event organizers; as a result, the chess community intersects significantly with academia, social
media, and public events, as integration of chess into schools, competition between chess and other legions on Twitch and Netflix, and cities
gear up to host large scale chess tournaments, with opportunities to start a company selling chess tournaments to other organizations. == The
earning class of an enterprise in the chess market, as with any other market, comes down to one’s service offering within the market.
Platforms that offer a comprehensive suite of services tend to be higher in overall revenue, while more specialized players operate on a
lifestyle business basis, $10,000,000 in income or less per year, typically accrued into a single individual’s account. However, there does
appear to be some linearity within the chess community in terms of what the larger players off that the smaller players do not, as economics of
scale drives the marginal costs of the larger players down, past a point of competitive playability for the smaller players. Websites that offer
users the ability to play chess, for example, consistently outperform in overall scale websites that offer only paid content, websites that offer
users the ability to play chess with other users always outperform websites that only offer play against bots, and so forth. Local clubs and
other IRL tournament organizers tend to be smaller than the online giants, with the exception of national / international federations and large
scale, traveling organizers like the Continental Chess Association, which, as a private company, organizes the bulk of big ticket United States
Chess Federation events. Very few city scale clubs rival the ubiquitous online companies, but the St. Louis Chess Club, Marshall Chess Club,
and the Charlotte Chess Centers have a sufficiently strong brand presence to pull viewers and students from other geographies as well. ==
The dichotomous branching points that distinguish between a chess club and a bona fide chess university revolve around, for the latter,
insurance of 24/7 mental and physical safety, an official government relationship for funding in return for research output, and increased
rigorousness in integrating scores provided by examinations that lack an over the board, competitive component. Almost all full-time chess
employees, with the exception of the small handful of purely professional players, create and sell content and approximately half of that
content is pedagogical in intent. The step between a pure content creator and a community organizer, who offers platforms for members of the
community to encounter each other over the board, offer enhanced analytics tools and regulatory tools to participants, and employ paid
administrative personnel, is generally focused on their ability to elicit high quality, well-moderated community activity in addition to educational
content. Among coaches, the income gaps are largely explained by various levels of certifications and tenureship; short story, if you want to
increase your revenue, get certified. Post-script: Foundational | life concepts: 1) Combine medium is the message with “all investments must
be reciprocated” to conclude that all payments are equal 2) Everyone in a community will hear what you write if you say it to just one person 3)
Sustained | relationships result in profit equal to the value created by the relationship with a 10 hour | delay in terms of time spent together in
synchronous | interaction. <X-ref ch-62>

Additional resources + references:
Hooper, David, and Kenneth Whyld. The Oxford Companion to Chess. Oxford University Press, 1996.
Nimzowitsch, Aron, and Robert Sherwood. My System & Chess Praxis. New in Chess, 2016.
Murray, H.J.R. A History of Chess: The Original 1913 Edition. Skyhorse Publishing, 2012.
Murray, H.J.R, et al. A Short History of Chess. Ishi Press, 2015.
Masters, Blake, and Peter Thiel. Zero to One. The Crown Publishing Group, 2014.
Isaacson, Walter. Steve Jobs. Simon & Schuster Paperbacks, 2021.
ROBBINS, TONY. Unshakeable: Your Guide to Financial Freedom. Simon & Schuster, 2017.
Binet, Alfred, et al. Psychologie Des Grands Calculateurs Et Joueurs D'échecs: 1894.   Isha Books, 2013.
Fine, Reuben. Ideas behind the Chess Openings. Ishi Press, Japan, 2012.
Tomlinson, Charles. Amusements in Chess <1845>. Adamant Media Corporation, 2005.
Levitt, Gerald M. The Turk, Chess Automaton. McFarland & Co., 2006.
Green, Nathaniel. “All the World Chess Champions.” Chess.com, Chess.com, 6 Apr. 2022,
https://www.chess.com/article/view/world-chess-champions.
Nick930. “History of Halo (1990 - 2022) | Documentary.” YouTube, YouTube, 3 May 2022,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tEvGIeZ5gl8&ab_channel=Nick930.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dewain-barber-98475714

H3S1: Chess in the 1920s:
“[4k] ‘I Can't Stop Me’ Colbert Late Show #Playathome Performance.” YouTube, YouTube, 7 Dec. 2020,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I9nYSumuaLA.
Spotnitz, Frank. “The Man in the High Castle.” The Man in the High Castle , Amazon Studios, 2015.
Knight, Steven. Peaky Blinders, BBC Studios, 12 Sept. 2013.
Frank, Scott, and Allan Scott. The Queen's Gambit (Miniseries), Netflix, 23 Oct. 2020.
Penguin Books, 1997.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/16g5XsSn8qJk25x99ek7CXcEjyiG5NUVp/edit#heading=h.1baon6m
https://www.chess.com/article/view/world-chess-champions
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tEvGIeZ5gl8&ab_channel=Nick930
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H3S2: Academic integrity statements:
Alphonce, Carl. CSE115, 2019, https://cse.buffalo.edu/faculty/alphonce/FA19/cse115/.
https://www.nspe.org/resources/ethics/code-ethics |=P https://www.acm.org/code-of-ethics
https://engineering.buffalo.edu/computer-science-engineering/information-for-students/graduate-program/cse-graduate-academic-policies/cse-
academic-integrity-policy.html |=P https://catalog.buffalo.edu/policies/academic_integrity_2019-20.html

Ch-0: D:
Historical figures:
When I am away from you, I miss your touch (ooh) / You're the reason I believe in love / It's been difficult for me to trust (ooh) / And I am afraid
that I am a mess it up Justin Bieber <1994 - present, active 2007> x The Kid LAROI <Charlton Howard, b-2003> Stay, 2020.
GM <’50> Reuben Fine, Ph-D <1914 - 1993> (n.) = author, The Ideas Behind the Chess Openings 1943, 4x gold medalist in Chess
Olympiads, 7x US Open champion, doctor of psychology <University of Southern California>
Dr. Alfred Binet <1857 - 1911> (n.) = French psychologist who invented the IQ test <1908, 1911> r: Wikipedia: Binet concluded that
extraordinary | feats of memory such as blind chess playing could take a variety of mnemonic forms. He recounted his experiments in a
book entitled Psychologie des grands calculateurs et joueurs d'échecs <a-r>.
Grisar, PJ. “The Real 'Queen's Gambit': Meet the First Woman to Qualify for the World Chess Championship.” The Forward, 19 Nov. 2020,
https://forward.com/culture/458742/netflix-the-queens-gambit-beth-harmon-susan-polgar-chess-championship/.
“Bill Goichberg.” World Chess Hall of Fame, 9 Apr. 2022, https://worldchesshof.org/hof-inductee/bill-goichberg.
Lasker, Emanuel. Manual of Chess. D. McKay, 1947.

- Lasker was a research mathematician who was known for his contributions to commutative | algebra, which included proving the
primary decomposition of the ideals of polynomial rings. <r: Wikipedia>

“Emanuel Lasker.” Encyclopædia Britannica, Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc., https://www.britannica.com/biography/Emanuel-Lasker.
“Edward Winter (Chess Historian).” Wikipedia, Wikimedia Foundation, 16 Apr. 2022,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_Winter_(chess_historian).

- Wiki: Yasser Seirawan <USA GM> calls Winter "the chess world's foremost authority on its rich history". Jan Timman has
commented: "Writers on chess history and the games of yesteryear are not normally pathfinders or perfectionists, but Edward
Winter is an exception, taking great pains not only to tackle difficult research tasks but also to present the facts precisely." William

Hartston observed of him: "Edward Winter is probably the most meticulous and diligent researcher
and chess writer around.

- MIC: Edward Winter is a McFarland published chess author famed for his periodical
Chess Notes that is now published on his proprietary | website, chesshistory.com, which is cited
in the 100 page photobook addendum | sporadically.
Winter, Edward. Capablanca: A Compendium of Games, Notes, Articles, Correspondence,
Illustrations and Other Rare Archival Materials on the Cuban Chess Genius josé raúl Capablanca,
1888-1942. McFarland, 1989.

- Wiki: Winter has made a particular study of José Raúl Capablanca, and critics | hailed
his 1989 | monograph on the Cuban world chess champion. Nigel Short <English GM> described
it as "undoubtedly one of the best | chess books I have read," and Jeremy Silman <IM, author>
called it "a piece of literature that has become a legend unto itself, and is universally | viewed as
one of the greatest | books ever written about chess."
Capablanca - Alekhine World Championship Match (1927),
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chess.pl?tid=54140.
Alexander Alekhine vs Jose Raul Capablanca (1927) Capa Asada, 22 Nov. 1927,
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1012485.
Stewart, Ian <Emeritus professor of mathematics, University of Warwick>. Does God Play
Dice? THE NEW MATHEMATICS OF CHAOS 2nd ed.,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ruodlieb Wikipedia: Ruodlieb <D> is a fragmentary | romance in

Latin verse written by an unknown southern German poet who flourished about 1030. He was almost certainly a monk of the Bavarian
Tegernsee Abbey.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Age_of_Discovery
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Romance_(heroic_literature)
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MIC - 4 | potg r: Hu

The Old Testament: Books.1-20

Book-1: The four phases of the
game: c-m: [1,000]
The topic of material comes up most prominently in the second phase of |
prototypical chess games. The first phase is characterized by
development, the fight | for the center, as well as the acquisition of | space
due to the properties of the starting position of a standard chess game in
which there is 0 ren tension and generally, a number of moves have to be
made, before a fair number of ren are in effect of each other, thus the topic
of material gain or loss is not quite emergent. However, in the second phase

of the game, after the bulk of space on the board has been carved out by unopposed pawn advances,
such that further rearrangement of this spatial position necessarily requires the removal of ren from the board, the entanglement of
positional and tactical considerations leads to opportunities for assassination. == The third phase of the game is usually characterized by
material imbalance achieved very frequently in one player's favor during the second phase and the player who is in possession of the
material imbalance, attempts to utilize that excess material, which very frequently is enough is not enough alone to force checkmate, in order
to create and promote a passed pawn to queen. The last phase of the game is the conversion of the promoted queen into checkmate, which,
besides running the opponent out of clock, is the sole win condition of chess in terms of the board position. == This is not to say of course, that
assassinations never occur in the other three phases of the game. But it is perhaps only in the second phase of the game in which
assassinations can be essentially forced, without the opponent having made a notable | tactical mistake. Such was the case in the game
introduced in the prologue between myself and national master Randall Hough. == There are, of course, famous examples in the endgame
in which triangulation, the threat of promotion, and so forth can force assassination. But in such cases, the positions are usually theoretically
winning and the lines can be memorized without conceptual analysis. In the opening, forced assassinations and of course, we're not talking
about gambits and other forms of voluntary | assassination, are typically the results of traps and thus lack of knowledge by one player. == In
Depth: The classic Slav crumble | trap: Figure 1. The position after 6...b6 in the Slav Defense in which black plays the faulty ...Bf5. A less
experienced second player may fall for this common trap in the Slav Defense after a premature Bf5, developing the light square bishop to an
ideal square but vacating defense of the thematically vulnerable b7 pawn, a pain point that hangtacks (chapter, ##) the a8 rook. If, in response
to the unpleasant 6. Qb3 poke second plays 6...b6, the first player has at his disposal an explosive | forcing sequence starting with 7. E4! ==
7...dxe4 8. Ne5, threatening Qxf7# e6, forced, but unfortunately interposing between the f5 bishop and the d7 square, thereby -0.5 effect for
second 9. Bb5+, the point of the temporary pawn sack (chapter, temporary sacrifice) 7. e4 was to open the road to the b5 check square with a
tempo by hitting the f5 bishop in the move, Nbd7 10. Bg5. Figure 2. The position after 10. Bg5, in which everything appears to be sufficiently
defended for black. The seeming innocuousness of 6...b6 lies in the fact that in the vast majority of cases in 1. D4 openings, the second player
need not expect tactical threats culminating in the destination square d7, a square that is 4 times defended in the initial board position and 5x
after the usual ...Nf6. Even in Figure 3, the board position just preceding the crumbling of second’s position, an effect count (chapter 2) of key
squares d8 (-1.5), d7 (-1), and f6 (-2) reveals that key squares occupied by the second’s nobles remain squarely within his control. However,
the B, N, Q pin (chapter ##) of the 3 point f6 knight to the 9 point queen by the 3 point first bishop is a key factor, as is the fact that the second
and third defenders of the -1 effect d7 knight are the 9 point queen and the absolute King, respectively. == In this position, the threat is simply
to take on f6 followed by d7 or even N/Bxd7 right away, since no second zi can recapture in that square without heavy material loss due to the
aforementioned factors. Due to the B, N, K absolute pin and the fact that the second player has exhausted defenders of the d7 brute force
crumble (chapter ##) square, this threat is unstoppable (chapter, threats). The pair of tempo gaining moves, leading to superior effect (chapter
##) in the turn 7 and 8 first plies (chapter, moves and board states), simply built up too much pressure for black to handle. == In the
conversion phase of the game, the player having more material generally was already advantaged in terms of piece activity, space, king
safety, pawn structure, and general tactical opportunities and with additional material in hand and the effect that comes with it, it is unusual to

give up assassination by force. For that reason, the bulk of this book will be to focus on the second phase of the game. But of course, not in
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total isolation, as we need to consider how choices made in the opening stage could lead to positions in which assassinations are forced or
nearly forced. And there will be light coverage of transitions into the endgame and checkmates, just to give newer readers an idea of the
significance of paying attention to assassinations. == It should be noted, of course, that a number of chess games end in the middle game out
of these phases as a result of a successful attack on the king and forced checkmate. However, I would not consider such games to fall into the
model of a prototypical chess game. And the reason for that is because strong players would never allow themselves to enter a situation in
which there is no other possible outcome but checkmate in force in the middle game, what is opted for instead by strong players is the
relinquishing of material in order to exchange away enemy attackers beneath the threshold required to deliver the middle game meaning

attack. This relates to the inherent solidness of the castle position, often
enhanced by the presence of a fianchetto bishop and his assistants. For this
reason, we will mostly not consider a treatment of such checkmates in this
book, and we'll leave that up to other resources such as the Art of Attack by
Vladimir Vukovic and the Checkmate Patterns Manual on Chessable. But
where we will touch upon this topic is in situations when the threat to
checkmate the king, although not a primary win condition, but nevertheless,
a possibility that will influence the player's decisions when it comes to
material balance. Figure 3: Game: Bogoljubov vs Alekhine, Hastings,
England 1922 <a-r> Alekhine went on to win the tournament with a score
of 7.5/10, with +1 from this round 10 match, while Bogoljubov finished
T-3rd with 4.5/10. Also playing was Siegbert Tarrasch <ch-62> 31…c2
$.d1-N ! Alekhine sacrifices his f8-R <temp-sack>, already down a R in

initial, because the c-pp’s promotion cannot be stopped. 32. Rxf8+ <+10> Kh7 <run +> 33. Nf2 <run $> ! c1=Q+ <+8, -2> ! Christiansen
<pg-7>: White is doing quite well in the material department, but positionally his game is hopelessly | compromised. MIC: This game
features a unique foreshadowing of a later conversion phase, then a return to the combat phase, as the middle-game promotion returns
us to ph-2 # 34. Nf1 <int +> [D, 4] Later, Alekhine triggers an evolved form of the same promotion theme, in which an attacked N cannot run
$ and stop promotion # 47…Qe2 $.d2-R <t-sack!> requiring calculation into the ensuing conversion phase, in which Alekhine will be up the
critical d6-pp, winning 48. Rxe2 <-9> <forced!> 48…fxe2 <+5, -1> 49. Kf2 <forced! :(> exf1=Q+ <+11> !, an overpowered move 50. Kxf1
<-9>, the second Q capture in 3 turns for f, but he’s still losing. Christiansen <a-r, pg-7> I encountered this remarkable | game at age 13 and
it made a huge impact on me. As a young student of the game, I had feasted on the usual steady diet of Morphy, Marshall, and Blackburne
<ch-62> brilliancies. This monumental | game by Alekhine seemed to be on a totally | different level. Most instructive to me was the careful
review of Alekhine’s patient build-up, leading to the winning combination. His game plan was as follows: 1) He takes control of the kingside
and provokes | weaknesses. 2) After weaknesses have been created, he ties White’s pieces down to defending those weaknesses. 3) He
then turns his attention to the queenside and also provokes weaknesses in that area. 4) He finally wins a pawn and consolidates his position.
5) The final phase shows an inspired | Alekhine artfully investing <ch-19 H2S2> that extra pawn to further increase his advantages, until the
winning combination is detected. In Depth: Comparing traditional and #MIC phases using a diagram: Ref: hand-drawn diagram [D, b/g]
#defd using https://www.autodraw.com/ by the author. Traditional chess theory discusses the game #defd traditionally as having 3 phases,
each occupying approximately an equally proportional depth range, called “opening”, “middle game”, and “endgame”. The opening is known to
be highly theoretical, largely memorized, and concentrated on completing the acts of castling and developing ren to more active squares than
their starting positions #defd-all. == On the other hand, the middle game is known to be maximally complex, with few memorizable
continuations and instead relying more so #defd on strategic principles such as piece activity and besieging weak squares, and the principle of
two weaknesses, as well as tactical pattern recognition enabling assassinations. == Finally, the endgame is accompanied by a return to a
simpler state of affairs, reverting back towards the opening on the downslope of the inverted complexity parabola, and therefore more
theoretical and with convergence in many variations to memorizable lines and techniques. == There are numerous theoretical problems and
fallacies wrought in the traditional theory, less so in the basic act of trisecting #defd the game into 3 phases rather than 4, but certainly derived
from this decision, and more so in the characterization and dichotomization of the phases against each other. For example, books like #MIC
and Mastering Chess Strategy by GM Johan Hellsten challenge the idea that middle games cannot contain a great deal of memorizable
technique, while the endgame can in many cases contain a greater deal of “mystery” <ref: FM Gauri Shankar, early 2022 on Twitch> due to
its depth oriented concepts that are an order of magnitude more difficult to master due to their dependency on the mental board visualization,
as well as 3D mental board rotations. == The paradigm of splitting the game into phases is not a purely observational theoretical model, but
also one that can meaningfully impact one’s handle on the flow of the game #defd as well as decision preferences #defd at key junctures in
the game. == For this reason, #MIC proposes an accurate quantum model, to traditional theory’s Newtonian physics, which works in 99% of
practical situations, but ultimately is not the correct representation of the true state of affairs, involving a tetra section of the full depth of a
chess games into 4 phases. == To compare these two models, using the diagram above, we can make a number of visual observations: 1)
The highest degree of convergence between the two models is in the first phases, “opening” and “development”, between which there is
agreement that this ends about ⅓ of the game into a standard game. 2) The “middle game” crossed between the “combat” and “conversion
phases”. 3) The “end game” crosses between the “conversion” and “checkmate” phases. 4) A novel school of thought as of 2021 is the
addition of the “practical endgame” segment, generally with more than 2 <#defd, non-inclusive of 2> nobles remaining on board for each side,
but with Queens traded off. This phase is known for its prolonged and elusively tactically tricky sequences to convert advantages earned in
positional chess in middle games, and has an elevated significance in GM play, which is why it’s a hot area of research especially in the
2,700+ circle. The problem is that the introduction of a 4th segment in the traditional trisected model threatens to begin challenging its
solidness as well as efficiency: moreover, the association of practical endgames with “conversion” is inaccurate, as about half the time
techniques associated with conversion begin in the middle game, such as when material is yielded to fend off a strong attack prior to an
exchange  of queens. Following my lessons with SGMs Grandelius and Harikrishna in 2021, I came to the conclusion that it's simplest to
preserve the traditional model for its simplicity and efficiency and to simply conceive a new 4 phase model from scratch than is capable of
co-existing with the classical model, rather than replacing or modifying the traditional model. 5) The bulk of assassinations, part of the
extended title of #MIC, occurs in the combat phase in the newer model and the intersecting areas with the development phase and conversion
phases around it. Fin.
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CM H3S1: Chess phases x the phases of mitosis
[2,000+]
MIC: The phases of cell division, also known as mitosis, in contrast with gametogenesis, a
specialized process known as meiosis, follow a cyclical and restarting pattern, whereas meiosis
is also cyclical but terminates. Therefore, mitosis is more similar to the stages of a chess game
as a chess game also restarts from the beginning when it ends. The beginning phase of mitosis,
depending on the frame of reference, directly follows the previous | cell division, in which the
uni-membrane of the meta cell has split via spindle branching # into two daughter cells, or the
new cells. Note that the ancestral cell is not “preserved” in this process, although all resulting
molecules in the daughter cells can be traced back to the ancestral cell or were generated in the
pre-division interphase, which follows the division phase. This is analogous to the gene
duplication subcategory of subfunctionalization <r: ch-32 H2S1> In his pioneering studies of

mitosis, Flemming <1843 - 1905, founder of cytogenetics> noted that the nuclear material, which he named "chromatin" for its ability to take
up stains, did not have the same appearance in all cells. Chromatin is a complex of DNA and protein found in eukaryotic cells. While the
DNA component of chromatin is responsible for storing billions of years old information, the proteins are required for motor functions that
allows the chromatin to change morphological shape depending on the stage of the cell cycle. It is incredible that <r: ch-8 H2S7> Dr.
Flemming was able to at least partially deduce the mitotic cycle from this singular observation, and this points to a thematic point in
science: while observations may be ubiquitous, like our universal ability to behold a chess position, the conclusions, or movement

decisions, that may be reached from that observation are not; if this were not the case, then all chess
games would be draws and elo would be ubiquitous, but we can plainly see that that is not the case #
Current data suggest that cohesin <protein mediates sister chromatid cohesion during cell division>
complexes may literally form circles that encompass the two sister chromatids (Hirano, 2002; Hagstrom
& Meyer, 2003). At the end of S phase <bisects G interphases>, cells are able to sense whether their DNA
has been successfully | copied, using a complicated set of | checkpoint controls that are still not fully
understood. For the most part, only cells that have successfully copied their DNA | will proceed into mitosis.
<both.quotes-O’Connor, a-r> <D, courtesy KhanAcademy> Postscript: K-pop group NMIXX implemented
an appearance animation of their logo such that the X’s at the end of the chars form like the spindle |

connections between chromatids during mitotic division <r: O.O music video, 2/22/22>

CM H3S2: Chess phases x phase change, physics
Measure entropy in chess phase changes x entropy in phase changes, physics x-ref: <ch. 45
H3S1 H4S2> Phase change is a phenotypic change of a substance without chemical change,
as in no chemical bonds are formed or broken. Phase change can be a result of heat input
leading to a rise in temperature to the phase accumulation temperature, at which point
temperature will cease | to change for some time while the phase change propagates through
the substance, then temperature, which is merely a measure of the average kinetic energy of
the molecules or atoms that compose the substance, will again uniformly increase. Therefore, a
substance in a higher phase will store more energy <E>, but some of that E is potential, as
measured by the heat input of time during the temperature static period <r: ch-11 CM H3S2> <D
courtesy APlusPhysics> Fin

Ch-1: p.o-t,g: H2S1: Development: [2,000]
[D, L: The opening position of the Nimzo-Indian Defense] Fine <pg-164>White’s continuation is dictated by
the need for development, the desire to get P-K4 in and, in many cases, the idea of compelling the exchange
of the Black KB for the White’s QKt under favorable | circumstances. <ch-53 H2S4 H3S8 H4S3> The
development phase of a chess game always begins #defd with the standard starting chess position, and
ends approximately when all utile ren have been developed to near-ideal sqs and the Kings have been
whisked away to their safe shelters in preparations for the violent breakout of the combat phase. |=P Indeed,
the development is characterized by a logical and sequential mobilization of forces for the purposes of
preparing for encounters via effect and mobility, such that the developing player #defd can emerge from the
captures, assassinations, and liquidations from the combat phase with the maximally advantageous
positional shakeout. |=P Despite the violent nature of the second phase succeeding #defd, the development
phase is not typically associated with a high volume of captures, and therefore one can expect at the end of
the development a significant proportion, approximately 80% or more, of the 10 + 6 + 6 + 9 + 8 = 22 + 17 =

39 points of total starting nominal material value to still be present on board #defd at the concluding b.p of the development phase. |=P When
selecting the resulting sqs of various ren in the development phase, one must consider the basic principles of effect and mobility, as well as
extended mobility, to consider the future of that noble in subsequent phases as well. The placement of pawns locally, especially radially
toward the center #defd off the color of bishops is a good way to ensure an optimized mobility and effect heading into phases 2 and 3. |=P
Finally, considerations must be made in the number of pawn moves one allows oneself to have in the development | phase, as in the #MIC 4
phase model the evaluation of phase ship is independent for each player, meaning that one player can enter the combat phase before the
other player if that player completes development one or more beats faster, and this can spell grave material danger for the retarded | player,
analogous to the boxer who steps up to strike the first significant blow in a fight. |=P Excessive pawn moves are generally frowned upon in
traditional chess pedagogy with respect to the opening phase, and this concept is preserved in #MIC’s pedagogical curriculum. The
independent evaluation of phase with respect to each player is further derived from FIDE 2240 Sandro Safar’s | syllabus within the CU
curriculum.

H3S1: 25 Opening don'ts by NM Bruce Pandolfini x #MIC [0]:
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1) Don’t make unnecessary pawn moves 2) Don’t bring the queen out too early 3) Don’t move the same
piece twice 4) Don’t trade a developed piece for an undeveloped | noble 5) Cont- in general, one needs a
good reason to liquidate <fbno> 6) Don’t develop without a specific purpose in terms of a target square
<ch-3> 7) Don’t block your center pawns <r: ch-19 H2S5> 8) Don’t interpose the mobility <ch-5> of
undeveloped | nobles 9) Don’t weaken your king’s future | castled position <r: ch-18 H2S5> <r: ch-45
H2S3> or move your uncastled king 10) Don’t move knights to the edge of the board <ch-2> 11) Don’t
waste time <clock> or moves <ply> 12) Don’t indulge in pawn-grabbing <Nimzo-echoed> #VT <Masters
love to break their own rules> 13) Don’t sacrifice <ch-36> without a good reason 14) Don’t refuse a sacrifice
because your opponent made it quickly and confidently <ch-48> Calculate <ch-15> 15) Don’t play without a
plan <ch-14 H2S1> 16) Don’t develop in an uncoordinated way <ch-53> 17) Don’t change plans from move
to move <ch-41, frame control>  18) Don’t remain uncastled for too long <10.moves-avg, 20 max> 19) Don’t
advance pawns too far | too soon <r: ch-55> 20) Don’t ignore your opponent's moves <ch-61> 21) Don’t give

| pointless checks* 22) Don’t capriciously <sudden and unaccountable> avoid making natural captures or recaptures, calculate <2nd 🛑
warning> 23) Don’t take your opponent too lightly or too seriously <ch-44> 24) Don’t play a sequence of moves without regarding your
opponent’s response <mental-flexibility> <ch-49> 25) Don’t open the center with your king still uncastled <r: ch-12> *By the rule of initiative,
a check tempo is one that we want to have in reserve in order to chain with another tactical theme, such as double attack <r: ch-59> <a-r,
pg-157> Diagram: still firmly in the development phase, a great master takes a comedic combat phase interlude: 10…Qb6+ 11. Kh1 <run +>
r: ch-10 11…Qxb2 (-1) -1.9 w/ 1.2 d-24 SF 14+ NNUE https://lichess.org/jEWrOhQX/black#19

H3S2: Evaluation in the development phase by GM Ben Fine [1,600]:
X: Ch-12 H2s1, 5 step eval by Sandro <2200 FIDE>: Fine pg-5: Such general analysis involves 5 factors: <a-r> 1) Material; 2) Pawn
structure; 3) Mobility <ch-5>, what Sandro refers to as “piece activity”, although mobility is a subset of piece activity which also includes
effect <ch-3> #np 4) King safety 5) Combinations, Sandro: “threats” <ch-11> Fin.

Ch-1: potg: H2S2: Combat: [1,600]
MIC: The combat phase of a chess game succeeds the development phase and is a natural consequence of the effect load generated by the
rapid deployment of a high density of ren toward the center off the board; the chess board is exactly ½ covered in the starting position and ,
while there is exactly 0 non-interpositional offensive effect in that starting position, the effect load of attack can quickly build to 2-4 or even
higher by the end of the development phase, with multiple ren under attack and or in tension with each other. |=P Players who have, in
addition to effect, also built up the positional favorability of a capture or exchange are likely to execute on that potentiality at the start of the
combat phase. Often, the initial capture will generate a forced or semi-forced sequence, a chain reaction of further downhill consequences
that leads to large scale <10 m.c +> liquidations and generate a tangible advantage, material or otherwise, for the initiating player that will in
hopes, be  converted  to a winning advantage in phase 3.

Ch-1: potg: H2S3: Conversion: [800]
More often than not, the chess player is obliged to struggle in problematic situations. He must apply in them the relevant general endgame
laws along with the more specific rules, methods of play and typical evaluations. IM Dvoretsky, Technique for the Tournament Player ©
Batsford 1995.

In Depth, 1: Game: itzyfan88 (Yakun) vs HANZZA (Hannah), u/Hannzza Twitch 3.4k followers
https://www.chess.com/game/live/41326222682 18. g4! Pawntacking the queen and simultaneously
undermining the sole e.f5-P defender of the e4.N, a 3 point noble, a form of double attack although this
attack alone does not threaten to immediately win material, but it's downhill effects could lead to pressure
and subsequently #defd material loss for o. Fxg4 Attempting to diffuse the pawntack on the high value, 9
point s-Q but at the same time, fatally auto-removing #defd the defender of the e4.N. 19. Qxe4 ! S was
hoping for hxg4?, allowing Qxg4+! with a check and assass, clearing a free tempo #defd for the now
hangtacked #defd e4-N to escape its own assass threat by the f.c2-Q. However, f has other ideas, using the
in-between tempo to the potential P-liquidation at g4 to instead scoop up the free knight on e4, a +3 capture
rather than +1. In this case #defd, greed does pay off. Qxh3+ Thematic in the conversion phase, which was
entered into by the material winning assassination Qxe4 (+3 - 1 = +2) !, is the utilization of the tempo
required to assassinate to generate other threats and counterplay, which may not in themselves be sufficient

to draw or win, but ideally complicates things for the up player since the game is not automatically won upon material gain, certainly, and there
remains a procedure, which may include a complex sequential set of techniques, that needs to be well executed with high precision to register
a 1-0 on the scoresheet and tournament book. Here, the s player uses her free tempo following assass capture to recuperate #defd a point of
material (-1 + 2 = +1) and deliver an uncomfortable check on the f.g2-K. Certainly, this check had to be accounted for in calculation #defd prior
to committing to the variation #defd that begins with f.Qxe4 which, according to d.iPad Stockfish analysis, approx 3400 strength #defd, is the
only winning move for f, and therefore the favorable assass in fact had to be played. 20. Kf2 <o.m> <ref: Ch-10 Notations, eval notations>
Kh8 21. Rh1 RQP<n> term-pin !  Qf3+ $.e-$, e4-Q <forced :(> and f has achieved his objective: Q liquidation in a minor up b-p # Section
Main: The conversion phase of the game is entered when the effect load that peaked at the beginning and height of the combat phase has
dwindled to around 1.5 - 2 on average and an additional 30-40% of material on top of the ~20% lost in the development phase has been
liquidated. == By this point, unless the game is a dead draw, one player will have accumulated an advantage that can be further used,
potentially in conjunction with other advantages and imbalances present in the  board position, to create a decisive winning advantage in the
form of a successfully promoted passed pawn. == The orientation of the conversion phase towards promotion depends on the fact that the
promotion event is +8 material, which is the largest material count shifting event possible in chess apart from capture of the Q. Whichever
player reaches this event first, without allowing his opponent to do the same in an unencumbered fashion, will have a high likelihood of
finishing the game with checkmate and a win.

https://www.chess.com/game/live/41326222682
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H3S1: 8 thematic conversion pp tactics [2,000]:
The first
phase of
conversion is
the finagling
of noble
liquidations
into a winning
pp endgame,
and more on
this topic can
be found in
Liquidations

on the Chess Board Joel Benjamin © 2015 <hl>
H3S1 H4S1: Passed pawn defense in an e-home capture promotion sq:
(D) <fbno> Game: GM Johan Hellsten vs L. Rojas, Santiago 2006 via Chessable. A very | similar promotion tactic to Bogoljubov vs
Alekhine, Hastings, England 1922 rd-10; the 33…b2🛡.c1-R ! pp can choose from two promotion sqs, via recapture in c1, or direct
advancement # in b1, and f cannot stop both. The game continued: 34. e7 $.d8-R ! <counter-thr> Re8 <run $> 35. Qxd3 <-1> ! Rxe7
Hellsten: With the double threat of Re1+ and Rb7🛡 36. Qd8+$.e7-R Kh7 <run $> and the e-R cannot be captured due to mate.
https://www.chessable.com/variation/12774968/#/13/b
H3S2 H4S2: Tempo gaining promotion moves stops the competing threat: // V-4/4 note: compose, mostly.
H3S2 H4S3: Supported passed pawn prevents K from leaving the square #:
[D.2-4, Müller, Lamprecht pg-41]: MIC: An indirect form of support is provided by a same-side pp that co-races to promote against a lone
e-K #np. Three examples are provided by Müller, Lamprecht, with progressing levels of difficulty to step by s, categorized by the # of files
between the co-pps; 1 <2>, 2 <3>, and 3 <D, 4>. In [D, 1], s draws regardless of whose turn it is to move. For example, 1. D6 ! Kxd6 and the
s-K remains in the square if the f-pp. If it’s s’s turn to move, he can blunder with 1…Ke8 ? <Müller, Lamprecht> 2. D6 ! <z.zwang-move>.
The correct plan, therefore, is to alternate between d7/d6 and wait for f to adv # Note that each of these scenarios is fictional; if an f-K were
added to a1, for instance, f would be winning, in each case, as s cannot capture the backward-pp without exiting the sq, by definition, of the
other, and all f has to do is bring his K up to support # <Müller, Lamprecht>: The rule of the common square can be used to evaluate such
races. Draw a line from the more backward pawn to the file of the other pawn, and complete it to make a square. If this square reaches the
eighth | rank #np, then one of the pawns will queen. MIC: In [D, 3], f can shift the square #np-shared from g4-g7-d7-d4 to g5-g8-d8-d5 with
1. G5. M,L: The pawns’ common square has reached the eighth rank, so Black’s king can’t stop them. MIC: The drawing lines, if s is
assigned the b.p-first, of [D, 2] and [D, 3] proceed as follows: 2: 1…Kf6! 2. D6 Ke6 ! 3. G5 Kxd6 ! 4. G6 Ke6 [D, 3]: 1…Ke5! 2. G4 Kf4 ! 3. C4
Kxg4 ! 4. C5 Kf5 ! M,L: not 1…Kd5? 2. G4 ! Ke4 3. c4! , when the common square has reached the eighth rank).
H4S4: Absolute pin of competing R disables adequate defense:
H4S5: Skewer defense of fetus square enables contention of promotion rank #

H4S6: N tactics: H4S7: B tactics:
H4S8: Q tactics: In K + P vs Q + P endgames,
MIC: the strong side can 1) stop the pp’s
promotion 2) capture, and win that pp and
3) deliver checkmate in the vast majority
<close to 99%> of all possible situations.
Sometimes 3) can occur without 2). As long
as the pp has not promoted, the Q and K
can always work together |>, via the Q
delivering stifling checks and the K
gradually advancing, when the pp is
abs-pinned, blockaded by the K, or mate is

threatened, |> in order to win. Only in rook and bishop P situations, when the pp is significantly | advanced, such as in [D.1-2, Müller,
Lamprecht], does the weak side have a chance to draw, but also, this drawing chance is conditional <ch-7> upon the location of the strong
K, in the b-p preceding the turn of the strong side. If, under these conditions, the K is inside the border, then f wins, and this is, according to
Müller, Lamprecht, irrespective of the Q’s location, since that nob has a high velocity <ch-2> Müller, Lamprecht: With a rook’s or bishops’
pawn, there are difficulties <to-win> because of possible stalemate defenses. <skip>: If you study the zone carefully, you will see that if
White’s king is inside, it can either reach b3 in two moves, or d3 or d2 in one move, to give mate by Qc2# <3) without 2)> H3S1 Fin V1

Ch-1: potg: H2S4: Checkmate: [1,600]
The concluding phase of the game is the checkmate, in which the promoted pawn of the winning player must step into the board and provide,
along with the same K, the finishing blow that officially ends the chess game. == This section will begin by #defd a stepwise coverage of the
most common thematic mating techniques a player will be expected to know in tournament play, from lone rook vs. K, lone Q, to the more
specialized, but highly instructive B + N combination.

https://www.chessable.com/variation/12774968/#/13/b
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karsten_M%C3%BCller
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Lamprecht
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karsten_M%C3%BCller
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Lamprecht
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karsten_M%C3%BCller
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Lamprecht
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karsten_M%C3%BCller
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Lamprecht
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karsten_M%C3%BCller
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Lamprecht
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karsten_M%C3%BCller
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Lamprecht
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karsten_M%C3%BCller
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Lamprecht
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Ch-1: potg: Checkmate H2S4: H3S1: R + K vs. K: [1,600]
It is only in rook endgames that it is essential to memorize thirty or forty
concrete | positions; in other types of endgame there are even fewer. IM
Dvoretsky, Technique for the Tournament Player © 1995. Use your King as an
anchor for the rook in gradual restriction in L.
See, elementary checkmates don’t have to be painful, at least when you’re
done:
[D] 1500-rated “Velcro Dot”, aka “Katrina”, a semi-popular Twitch chess
streamer in 2022 completes a R + K vs. K checkmate on the home rank
against instructor FM LeFong Hua from Toronto, Canada, a country in 2022.

⭐ Directive: Move your rook for a free tempo if it’s offset on the home rank.

H2S4 H3S1 H4S1 Method #1 #defd: The Box Shrink
MIC: It minimizes mental load so you can focus on not getting flagged, even though objectively it’s not fastest
in terms of # of moves. It’s easier to pre-move because you don’t hang your rook whereas the alt method
has the rook detached from the K at times. == Hang your rook and game over. Silman <a-r, pg-10>: This is
a very important endgame idea, and chances to use it will occur remarkably often throughout your chess
career. Keep in mind that the Box isn’t the fastest way to mate, merely the easiest to learn. In case of both K
+ Q vs K, and R + K vs K, the goal is to imprison the e-K in an ever-shrinking box. MIC: Thorough
application of the Box Shrink, with no optimizations, will, at times, lengthen the DTM relative to the fastest
possible mate; there is a tradeoff, at these times, between b.p-optimization and attention load, which is
reflected in the degree of detail in memory and retrieval. The highest level is knowing when to mentally
switch between each strategy. [D: 8/8/8/2K5/R7/3k4/8/8 w - - 0 1] 1. Rd4+ ! Ke3 <forced!> 2. Kc4
<z.zwang-move!> f either wants to 1) shrink the box, which is accomplished by using the R to create a
4.sided-electrical,fence, in coordination with the h-edge # and the 1-edge of the board or 2) move his K
toward g.h-3 and 3) without ever removing K.🛡-R, to minimize the chances of blundering. 2…Ke2

<z.zwang-gote> 3. Rd3 <z.zwang-mo>! interposing the R between 2, 2.dijacents-separated,K’s is a familiar box shrink pattern. 3…Kf2
<gote, forced> 4. Kc3, repeating the pattern Ke2 5. Kc2, never -🛡 # Kf2 6. Kd2 <opp!> Kg1 7. Ke3, setting
up the R to descend to the 2nd rank, another box shrink. 7…Kg2 ! 8. Ke2 Kg1 ! 9. Kf3 ! Kh1 10. Kg3 Kg1
<o-m> 11. Rd1 #
H2S4 H3S1 H4S2 Method #2 #defd: The Slish Slash:
MIC: [D]: This line is given by Müller, Lamprecht <2001> and is based on the opposition of kings, where
the R remains distant: 1. Kc2 Ke5 2. Kd3 Kd5 Müller, Lamprecht: Now Black’s king can be driven further
back. 3. Ra5+ Kc6 4. Kd4 Kb6 4…Kd6 5. Ra6+ forces the king back. 5. Rg5 Kc6 6. Rh5 Kd6 6…Kb6 7.
Kc4 Kc6 8. Rh6+ is analogous. 7. Rh6+ Ke7 8. Kd5 Kf7 9. Ke5 Kg7 10. Rb6 Kf7 11. Ra6 Ke7 12. Ra7+ Kd8
13. Ke6 Kc8 14. Kd6 Kb8 15. Rg7 Kc8 16. Rh7 Kb8 17. Kc6 Ka8 18. Kb6 Kb8 19. Rh8#
H2S4 H3S1 H4S3 R + K vs. K origin:
Assuming no devastating blunders were made in a game, the most likely source position for a R + K vs. K
position is a preceding R + P + K vs. R + K position in which, due to the successful execution of a promotion
technique such as the Lucena <ref: Lucena position primer by Wikipedia, inc. screen cap below>, the down

side is forced to sacrifice his rook for the p.p or the promoted queen. The remaining material on board after the sacked.R will be the starting
material for the R + K vs. K checkmate.

A brief overview into the Lucena position, an ancient and well-studied theoretical ``win for the side
with p.p (nt.) = passes pawn, and is antecedents. Analogous to the property of a move to transition
between an initial and resulting b.p, the | | Lucena  technique | as a sequence of moves | can be
considered an extended meta move that analogously causes the transition between two distinct
but related board states; the difference is that while a specific move causes the transition between
two fully concrete b.ps, in terms of the fact that #defd all Zi on board and their locations are known,
the Lucena technique causes a transition between two abstract material states in which only the
material balance and a few general limitations are known, such as the weaker side K being cut off

by at least 2 ranks, without specifications into the exact locations of each Zi. The abstract material state has the advantage of covering an
entire category of several dozen, hundred, thousand, or even more unique b.ps and the Lucena and other analogous techniques will cause a
many to many, or many to one transition between those b.ps and all resulting b.ps in which a R + K v. K are on board. == Transitions between
abstract states of various kinds is vital to one’s study of endgame techniques; despite their logical rigor, analogous to opening theory, the
standard opening b.p in chess is a single b.p whereas the starting b.ps for endgame techniques, depending on their middle game
antecedents, can vary among many potentialities but nevertheless, the same technique can be applied. Prevalence: Borrowed from
epidemiology, the prevalence <ref: NIH “What is Prevelence? Hyperlink> of R endgames in chess is approximately 8% of all endgames <ref:
100 Endgames You Must Know, GM Jesus de La Villa, Chessable ed.>, and if assuming #defd ½ of such endgames and ½ are winning, one
may expect to face a R + K v. K as the up side approximately in 2% of one’s own games (proof.defd: 8% * 50% winning * 50% that one is on
the winning side = 2%) and 2% as the losing side. This means that learning this checkmate is non-trivial, as an additional 2% win rate can lead
to a Elo increase of about 14, and moreover mastering the technique can aid one in guiding the path of antecedents away from such positions
as the losing side, possibly salvaging draws, and in general improve understanding of the R’s mobility and its coordination with the K, and
checkmating technique in general.

Ch-1: The 4 potg: Checkmate H2S4 H3S2: Q + K vs. K:

https://emojipedia.org/shield/
https://emojipedia.org/shield/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karsten_M%C3%BCller
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Lamprecht
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karsten_M%C3%BCller
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Lamprecht
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Prevalence: Unlike the R + K vs. K abstract b.p, which almost always arises as a result of a sacrifice for the promoted rather than in a
successfully maintained promotion in itself #defd, Q + K vs. K checkmate positions generally arise from a stronger | side in an endgame
successfully promotion a p.p to a Q, and in addition preventing the opponent from doing so. == Depending on the antecedent position to this
abstract b-p #defd, there may be other material on board along with the promoted Q and the two opposing Kings, but very often the other
remaining material will be relatively powerless to stop the Q’s path to mating the weaker side K. Moreover, due to the Q’s extraordinary power
as a limiter of the K; after all, it shares all the same directions and roads of movement as a K, but with unlimited range rather than 1 adj or dij
sq per move; as well as a double attack ren, it can quickly clean up the remaining e.ren with a parallel x non-parallel, or a 45 degree fork #defd
<ref: ch. 23 H2S3: 45 degree fork>, leaving only the e.K to fend for itself. == Arguably, therefore, a Q + K vs. lone K position or a high degree

of relation relative #defd that is
likely to simplify to that abstract
material set may occur in roughly
½ of Endgames, assuming that the
other ½ of Endgames are drawn,
and therefore one may find oneself
on the winning side of such a
position in ½ * ½ = ¼ of Endgames
and losing side of ¼, making the
prevalence of this type of position
10 times higher than R + K vs. K
by this rough estimation #defd.
H3S2 H4S1: Swallow’s tail check

pattern:
X-ref: <ch. 26 Ex #14 sol> X-ref <ch. 61 Ex #3 sol> [D, 1]: The Swallow's Tail, by Salvador Dali <1983, a-r> based on the mathematical
catastrophe theory of René Thom <1923 - 2002, Fields Medal 1958>. Wikipedia: Thom suggested that in four-dimensional phenomena,
there are seven possible equilibrium surfaces, and therefore seven possible discontinuities, or "elementary catastrophes": fold, cusp,
swallowtail, butterfly, hyperbolic umbilic, elliptic umbilic, and parabolic umbilic.[1] "The shape of Dalí's Swallow's Tail is taken directly
from Thom's four-dimensional graph of the same title, combined with a second catastrophe graph, the s-curve that Thom dubbed, 'the
cusp'. Thom's model is presented alongside the elegant curves of a cello and the instrument's f-holes, which, especially as they lack the
small pointed side-cuts of a traditional f-hole, equally connote the mathematical symbol for an integral in calculus: ∫." MIC: The ubiquitous
integral calculus symbol is also found on the cover of Material in Chess. Missed puzzle: 1...Qxg3+ 2. Kf1 Bg2+ 3. Ke2 Bf3+ 4. Kd2 Qf2+ 5.
Kc1 Qxe3+ <coercion-move the🛡!> 6. Kb2 Bxd1 <-5, assass in 6!> The point is that # - If 4. Kf1 Qg2+ 5. Ke1 Qg1+ and if - - 6. Qf1 Qxe3+
with M2, swallow's tail in e2, supported by the s.f3-B - - 6. Kd2 Qxd1# - If 4. Kd3 Qd6+ 5. Nd4 Bxd1, material difference +2 at this point but
the knight is also lost as it is pawntacked, absolutely-pinned. 8/pb2k3/p3N3/2p1qp1p/P1Q3pP/2P1P1P1/8/3R2K1 b - - 0 1 [D, 3]:
Chess-tempo: 1…Qd2+ 2. Kc4 Qd4+ 3. Kb5 Qb6+ 4. Kc4 Qc5+ 5. Kd3 Qd4+ 6. Kc2 Qd2+ 7. Kb1 Qc1# MIC: In this study mate, the Q
delivers 7 swallow’s tail checks in a row, all in e3.B-supported sqs to coerce the e-K to its b1 death-sq. Chess-tempo: The Escalator mate

occurs when a queen and bishop are lined up on the same diagonal. The bishop provides protection for the
queen, as the queen moves along the diagonal, checking the king until the king is forced to a position which is
mate. The queen may move in both directions along the diagonal during the mating process. In some
situations the queen may also switch to the opposite diagonal to affect the mate.
https://chesstempo.com/tactical-motifs#Escalator%20Mate
H3S2 H4S2: Dovetail check pattern:
MIC: The dovetail pattern contains a Q that checks the e-K from a dijacent-sq, and that Q is supported,
typically, by at least one other Q-side zi, and, in order for the check to mate, that sq must also be
uncontested # by any K-side zi, other than the K-itself. X-ref: ch-dict. https://lichess.org/training/d9d8K

Ch-1: The 4 potg: Checkmate: H2S4 H3S3: R + B + K vs. K + B:
Generally, this b-p is a W for the strong side, regardless of whether the weak side B is the same or opposite
color. // V-4/2 note: In the next version of Material in Chess, we will add a comprehensive table, from
Hooper and other sources, of theoretical outcomes of at least 100 material-imbalanced endgames.
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/43602697109 Game: itzyfan88 <Yakun, 1316> vs MutantSatan
<1465>, Chess.com, unrated friendly blitz match, with voice-comms, in the Discord server of
u/the_apprent1ce <8.4k followers> 49…Bf3+ 50. Kd4 Re6 ! 51. Kd3 Kd7 52. Bc3 Kc6 53. Bd2 Kd5 54.
Kc2 Re4 55. Kd3 Be2+ 56. Kc3 Rc4+ 57. Kb2 Kc5 58. Bh6 Kb5 59. Bf8 Ka4 60. Be7 Bd1 61. Kb1 Rc1
0-1, with M6 to follow.

Ch-1: The 4 potg: D: [0]
Development phase (n.) = Combat phase (n.) = Conversion phase (n.) = Mating phase (n.) = Countdown to
checkmate (n.) = the expected depth to checkmate from the current position. Developing move (n.) = a

move that increases the single ply mobility of a zi. Ref: https://lichess.org/F3vRYhLf#53. 3/12/21.

Ch-1: The 4 potg: Educator’s note:  [0]
Chess is a game. It's not that lame. There's no one to blame. When you get tamed.

Ch-1: The 4 potg: Exercises:
Puzzles in this book will be presented at the end of each chapter
and related to the topic of that chapter. The order of the puzzles will

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catastrophe_theory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ren%C3%A9_Thom
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Four-dimensional_space
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catastrophe_theory#Fold_catastrophe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catastrophe_theory#Cusp_catastrophe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catastrophe_theory#Swallowtail_catastrophe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catastrophe_theory#Butterfly_catastrophe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catastrophe_theory#Hyperbolic_umbilic_catastrophe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catastrophe_theory#Elliptic_umbilic_catastrophe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catastrophe_theory#Parabolic_umbilic_catastrophe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Swallow%27s_Tail#cite_note-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cello
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sound_hole
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Calculus
https://emojipedia.org/shield/
https://chesstempo.com/tactical-motifs#Escalator%20Mate
https://lichess.org/training/d9d8K
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/43602697109
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be by the number of moves to the move that can be considered the
assassination, analogous to Chessable puzzles that are organized
as mate in 1 , mate in 2, mate in 3, and so forth. For some puzzles,
you will be asked to give a continuation following the assassination
because unlike checkmates, there may be the need for a follow-up
tactic in order to prove the point.
Solutions for the exercises will be given in the pages immediately
following the exercises. You are encouraged to study not only the
moves of the solution, but also the explanations given and you can
consider yourself to be understanding when you can explain not only
why the correct move was correct, but why the alternative options
were wrong. In addition to puzzles, there are a variety of other
exercises in the book, namely recognition, short answer, and essay
writing. For users of Chessable, there will be no automatic grading of
any writing based questions, but you're welcome to solve them on
your own and compare it with the sample essays and the solution
manual, or to go over with a coach.

H3S1: Phase Recognition:
Author: Sandro Safar FIDE 2240. Playing optimally requires you to
know your objective. You need to know the purpose of your moves.
In order to know the purpose of your moves, you need to know the
phase of the game you are in because all of them have an objective
that needs fulfilling to reach the next one.  This means that properly
differentiating the phases is critical to your understanding of the
game and the moves that the position requires. The good news is
that all phases have distinctions you can easily find if you look for
them.  Put simply – if you haven’t developed your pieces and castled,
this means you are in the opening phase. If you have done so and
no side has a material advantage, you are in the combat phase.
Then, if one side has a relatively small material advantage, you are
in the conversion phase. Finally, if you are significant material up,
this means you are in the mating phase. Interestingly enough, this
will be surprisingly easy to remember when you understand the
names of the phases. All of them are logically named based on their
objectives. The opening phase is when we open our pieces up. The
combat phase is when we battle it out to try to acquire a material
advantage. The conversion phase is when we try to convert our
material advantage to another form of advantage. This is often
better piece activity, a strong attack, a bigger material advantage or
a strong passed pawn. It can even be simplifying the position to an
easier win. An extra N when all the other pieces are on the board is
of much less significance because our opponent has an immense
amount of possible counterplay. That same extra knight does
wonders when alone against pawns. Finally, the mating phase is
usually recognized by a substantial material advantage which leads
to a forced mating attack. For example, when a pawn is promoted in
a pawn endgame, this grants a serious material advantage.

Exercise 1:

Which phase of the game is this? a) Opening phase b) Combat
phase c) Conver-
sion phase d) Mating phase
R: Exercise 2:

Which phase of the game is this? a) Opening phase b) Combat
phase c) Conversion phase d) Mating phase

Exercise 3:
Which phase of the game is this? a) Opening phase b) Combat
phase c) Conver-
sion phase d) Mating phase
R: Exercise 4:
Which phase of the game is this? a) Opening phase b) Combat
phase c) Conversion phase d) Mating phase

H2S2: Combat phase:
The combat phase is differentiated from the development phase
that precedes it in that it contains a higher rate of captures as effect
on squares established in the dev-phase is materialized, in terms of
actual mobility in the capture move, as a capture that registers in the
material count of the subsequent position #

Ex-5: In this b-p, the combat phase is fully under way and f is ahead by a
noble capture in e5 (+2 m-d). Find a way to avenge this assass and assass in
1, 3, and 4 #
R: Ex-6: F holds the frame that this game has skipped right from combat to
checkmate phase as he seeks a quick end to s’s game without conversion, a
sublimation <#np>, but s has one move that can hold on to the combat
phase frame # and maintain a dynamic homeostasis, extending the
countdown to final #

Ex-7:
R: Ex-8:
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H2S1: Dev phase:
Read the following excerpt from WC Anatoly Karpov’s # How to
Play the English Opening © Batsford 2007 and answer the next 4
questions #

The b-p after the opening moves 1.
C4 e5 2. Nc3 Nc6 3. G3 g6 4. Bg2
Bg7
There are various plans in the
present position. A popular move is
5 <red_blank>, to advance quickly
by b2-b4 and take the initiative on
the queenside (5...a5 6 a3).
However, the <red> can also
occupy the <blank> square later.
Another popular continuation is 5
<ex-12>, followed by 6 Nge2 and,

depending on the circumstances, d2-d3 or d2-d4. The move 5 e4 is
a basic plan, suggested by M-Botvinnik for the Closed Variation of
the Sicilian Defense (e7-e5); White weakens the <ex-11> square,
but makes it difficult for Black to generate counterplay on the
kingside, while at an opportune moment he can himself commence
active operations in this sector of the board by f2-f4. And, finally, he
can choose a line with the development of the king's knight on f3.
Ex-9: The total number of pawns advanced, sum of both sides #, is <1>
and the total value of material developed, sum of both sides, is <2>:
a) 2, 4 b) 4, 6 c) 4, 12 d) 2, 12 e) 4, 9
Ex-10: Read the variables <red> and <blank> in the paragraph, which are
words WC Karpov used but we blanked out for this exercise. What can
reasonably fill this blank?
a) Q, c2 b) N, f3 c) B2, b4 d) A2, a3 e) R, b1
Ex-11: Read the variable <ex-11> and select the choice that can
reasonable substitute this variable:
a) E3 b) D5 c) F5 d) D4 e) C3
Ex-12: Read the variable <ex-12> and select the choice that can
reasonably substitute this variable:
a) E3 b) D5 c) Ng1 - f3 d) Qc2 e) O-O

H2S3: Conversion phase:

Ex-13:
Ex-14: Find a 3 move | sequence to justify an advantage and convert
positionally #

Ex-15: Win this rook endgame by promoting the d-P #

Ex-16: R:

H2S4: Checkmate phase:

Ex-17: S-move, mate in 1:
Ex-18: F-move, mate in 2:

Ex-19: F-move, mate in 3:
Ex-20: F-move, mate in 4:

Solutions:
Exercise 1:
It is currently the conversion phase of the game. The easiest way to
recognize the conversion phase is due to the material imbalance in
one player's favor which is not enough to checkmate.
In the position, White is 3 points up. This is enough for a serious
material advantage, but usually not to force a checkmate (which is
why it's not the mating phase).
r1b4r/p2pk1pp/1p3p2/4n3/8/1BN1P3/PPPB2PP/3R1RK1 w - - 0 18
Exercise 2:
We can recognize the mating phase as one side is significantly up in
material which allows the ability to force a checkmating attack.
In this position, Black is 11 points up and there are many possible
checkmating sequences. You're not supposed to necessarily see the
checkmate in order to recognize the mating phase, you can safely
assume there is one based on a combination of significant material
advantage, intuition and pattern recognition.
8/1p6/1p3n2/7P/3k2P1/8/P2r2PK/3r4 w - - 0 48
Exercise 3:
The game is in the combat phase as development has finished and
both sides have castled (which is why it's not the opening phase).
There is also a lot of tension between the pieces which is why trades
are very likely. There is also no material advantage for either side
which is why it can't be the conversion phase.
r4rk1/p1q2ppp/1pn1p3/2ppN1P1/3PnP2/2NQ4/PPP2P1P/2KR3R w
- - 1 14
Exercise 4:
It is currently the opening phase of the game as development has
not been completed. White has to castle their king in order to begin
the combat phase. == We cannot fight with our king in the center.
r1b1k2r/pp3ppp/
2n1pn2/2qp4/5P2/2NB1N2/PPPQ1PPP/R3K2R w KQkq - 2 10
Ex-5:
15…Bxe5 (+5) ! 16. Nxe5 (-3) Qc1+ , taking advantage of a 4.2 DU
diagonal line , 17. Qf1 <int +>, o-m to avoid mate or loss of Q
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17…Qxb2 (+1), 18. Na3 to clear defense of the f.a-R 18…Qxc3 (+2)
!

Ex-6:
23…Qd5 ! After 23…Qd5 $.e-$,
e4-Q offers a # phase-saving
queen liquidation and the s air
force, consisting of 15 points of
nobles and the sentry at f6, holds
down the skies around the s.g7-K.
The f threat preceding this move
was 24. Bd3 <battery ⇒ h7
<1.5:1>, creating an unstoppable
breakthrough threat, but 23…Qd5
$.e-$ gets there just in time to

break up the battery immediately if it is formed # Fin. This position
was composed from a depth fork of a real-bp from Hu vs Lusignan
<USCF ~1950> Rochester 1/29/22.
Ex-7: The combat phase was well under way <r: ch-36 ex.16-0> with a
B.temp-sack at h6, leaving f -1 m-d and now it continues with + combat 18.
Bd5+ ! and if Rf7 <int +> 19. Bxf7+ (+5) f recuperates an exchange for
the minor to now have +1 m-d with having lost 2 minors for 1 R + 2 P,
along with continued attacking chances of the vulnerable e-K (+8 eval) or if
Nf7 <int +> a gentle nudge 19. Qg6+ ! will coerce the s.g8-K away from
the 🛡 of the <1:1> initial s.f7-N, taking back a full minor, leaving up (+2,
Ps) # https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47368246655?tab=review
Ex-8: Same game as ex-7, but after some mistakes the b-p is still winning
but better for s due to having achieved a reroute of his Q to the g7 🛡-ive
sq. 22. Bxf7+ (+3) ! Rxf7 <forced> since alt Qxf7 permits # 24. Re7
RQ<h7> term-pin ! 23. Re8+ ! Rf8 <int +, o-m> 24. Rae1 ! a

non-superfluous reinforcement and
renders the e8-R uncapturable 24…c6
<cont-d5> despite the apparent vice
grip, f would like his N to join in at
this moment to d5 25. R1e7 $.g7-Q !
Qg6 <run $> 26. Rxf8+ ! <o.m-W>
Kxf8 (-1) 27. Rh7 <o.m-W> !
[diagram] and combat to convert the
sack continues # 27…Be6 <clr, a8-R>
puts up most resistance 28. Rh6 <o-m,
W> ! Bd8 $.h4-Q a feisty
<threat-counter> and now things
become simple 29. Rxg6 (+9) Bxh4

<forced, -9> 30. Rxe6 <assass after 9> (+3, +2 m-d resulting) ; 28…Qg8
Rh8 abs-pin (+9) , 28…Qf7 Rf6 <abs-pin> , 28…Qg7 <run $> 29. Rxe6
(+3) Fin.
Ex-9: c)
Ex-10: e)
Ex-11: d)
Ex-12: a)
Ex-13: Game: GM Laurent Fressinet <FIDE = 2702> vs GM Nils
Grandelius <FIDE = 2647>, 2015. This highly theoretical practical
endgame, conversion to a winning Q + K vs K checkmate position, was
played by GM Nils Grandelius, the top-ranked Swedish GM and one of
GM Magnus Carlsen’s seconds during the 2018 World Championship
Match. I attended a CoChess lecture with GM Grandelius and IM Alex
Astaneh, the partner of WIM Fiona Steil-Antoni, a Luxembourgish (!)
gold medalist at the 2006 Women’s Chess Olympiad <FIDE = 2198> and
FIDE’s top female commentator at events like Tata Steel 2021, which I
watched in that year. == On Fiona’s stream, I comment frequently and have
challenged her 3 times, coming close to defeating her in various positions
out of the Hu Gambit, and heard about this opportunity to attend IM
Astaneh and GM Grandelius’s event the same day, and booked it
immediately # 26. Be4

The b-p after 26. Be4 $.e-$, c2-B !
The supported capture opposition
challenge of the s.c2-B forces a
liquidation # into a single minor
endgame, in which f’s more flexible
N will dominate the s.a7-B, despite
ps being on both sides of the board
# 26…Bxe4 (-3) 27. Nxe4 (0)
Ex-14:
Game: GM Nils Grandelius
<2593> vs GM Sune Berg Hansen
<2566> 34. Qd2 $.h6-P <2:1> !

The b-p after 42. Qd2 $.h6-P
<2:1> !
Our positional advantage rests in
the isolated # s.c6-Q from the East
side, and the pseudo-piecemated
s.a5-N, which requires 3 tempi to
reach back to a playable square.
== This move is further enabled by
# the fact that 42…h5 ?? to
run_escape the assass threat runs
into 43. Qh6+ ! Kg8 44. Nf6 #, in

an aesthetic N x Q pattern. == Therefore, the only move to protect
the P is 42…g5, played in the game, but this critically weakens the
f5 square. 43. H4 $.e-$, g5-P ! , taking advantage of the diagonal
pin | status of the g5-P to continue chipping away 43…Qd7 $.g4-N !
, creating a counter threat that supercedes, temporarily, the attack
on g5 44. Ne3 ! , foregoing the attack on g5 / h6 now and cashing in
on the backup | positional gain, an analogous theme to our idea of
backup tactics ch-11 H2S2 <hl>, to bounce to the f5 outpost. Fin.
Ex-15:
61…Kc1 the f.a2-R cannot be allowed to enter d2 # 62. Ra1+ ! Kb2
$.a1-R; the b2 $ a1 challenge is correct 63. A: Rd1 Kc2 $.d1-R ! 64.
Ra1 :( d2 65. Ra3+ Kc1 66. Ra1+ Kb2 $.a1-R 67. Rd1 Kc2 and
we’re home free or 67. Rh1 Re1 <1:1> $.e-$, h1-R ! 68. Rh2 RPK
<w> abs-pin ! Kc1 <pin-break> and we’re home free one turn later.
63. B: Ra6 => d6 [at this point, we switched from Chess.com’s
Komodo analysis to LiChess’s tablebase which differentiates
winning moves by DTM more transparently through FEN extraction
download ⇒ copy FEN ⇒ analysis board Paste in LiChess] d2 ! 63.
Bi Rb6+ Kc1 64. Rc6+ <DTM 39 w/ 12 o-n> Kd1 65. Kf2 <DTM 37
w/ 2 o-n> , shouldering the e-file from the s.d1-K Rf8+ ! and we’ve
merged into Lucena <r: ch-1 H2S4 H3S1 H4S1> whereas 63. Bii
Rd6 $.d2-P <hangtacked!> Kc1 and now Rc6+ <DTM 39>
transposes to Bi, or if for instance 64. Kf2 <best-next> d1=Q :P
#Fin
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47345419353?tab=revie
w
Ex-16: 37…Re4 ! $.e-$, shouldering the f.f4-R from reaching the d4
blockade # https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/
47345419353?tab=review
Ex-17:
s-Nd4# ! To deliver mate, we have to deliver a check and cover the
e2 run sq, which is solely available # to the otherwise immobilized
f-K in the initial b-p # Game: GM Ante Saric <2547> vs GM Jinshi
Bai <2544> , ply count = 172 at Zadar, Croatia 2016.
Retrieve the full game PGN here:
https://ratings.fide.com/view_pgn.phtml?code=143022
Ex-18:
This checkmate pattern is called Dovetail’s Mate. 25. Rh1+ Kg6 26.
Qh5#
Ex-19:
This checkmate pattern is called Anastasia’s Mate, in which a N
and a heavy noble # team up to deliver a checkmate along a file.
22. Ne7+ ! Kh8 <o-m> 23. Qxh7+ Kxh7 <o-m> 24. Rh3# !
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Ex-20:
This puzzle is an original composition #MIC of a position that was a
mate in 3 in the Pillsbury Mate pattern. 1. Rxg7+ ! Kh8 2. Rh8++ !
Kxg8 3. Rg1+ Qg5 <o-m> 4. Rxg5#

Additional resources:
The Unexpected Mate in 1, a MoveTrainer Tactics course by Dr.
Alan Bester in Chessable. Typically sells for $5 and contains 700+
trainable variations from real GM games.
The Checkmate Patterns Manual, a MoveTrainer Tactics course by
IM John Bartholomew for $30 without video, $130 with video;
contains 21,000 words, 10 hours of paid video content, and over 900
puzzles.
Check out the 4-part master class, with about 4 hours of content, for
$47 featuring GM Nils Grandelius <2600+ FIDE> and IM Alex
Astaneh at CoChess:
https://cochess.com/tour-pass/improve-endgame-play
Benjamin, Joel. Liquidation on the Chess Board. New in Chess,
2019.
Silman, Jeremy. Silman's Complete Endgame Course: From
Beginner to Master. Siles Press, 2016.
Dvoretsky, Mark, et al. Dvoretsky's Endgame Manual (4th Ed.).
Russell Enterprises, 2015.
Capablanca José Raúl, and Irving Chernev. Capablanca's Best
Chess Endings: 60 Complete Games. Dover Publications, 2012.
Pandolfini, Bruce. Pandolfini's Ultimate Guide to Chess: Basic to
Advanced Strategies with America's Foremost Chess Instructor.
Simon & Schuster, 2003.
Yakun Hu’s 4 minute primer on the 4 phases of the game, ©
Wyzant Tutoring Platform:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nezmsYKhVRw
Fine, Reuben. Ideas behind the Chess Openings. Ishi Press,
Japan, 2012. Christiansen, Larry. Rocking the Ramparts - a Guide
to Attacking Chess. Batsford Chess, 2003.
Bogoljubov, Efim, and Alexander Alekhine. Efim Bogoljubov vs
Alexander Alekhine (1922) Sacrificing the Queens , 21 Sept. 1922,
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1012099.
Müller, Karsten; Lamprecht, Frank (2001), Fundamental Chess
Endings, Gambit Publications, ISBN 1-901983-53-6
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Book-2: Moves & board states: c-m: [2,000]
Dr. Bear <Picower Professor of Neuroscience, MIT, 2003 - present> via Neuroscience, 4th
edition <a-r>: Reflection <a-r> is the bouncing of light rays off a surface. The manner in which a
ray of light is reflected depends on the angle at which it strikes the surface. A ray striking a mirror
perpendicularly <H2S5 H3S1> is reflected 180° back upon itself, a ray striking the mirror at a 45°
angle is reflected 90°, and so on. Most of what we see is light that has been reflected off objects in
our environment. Absorption is the transfer of light | energy to a particle or surface. [D, 1: the
direct reflection of light from a Spartan’s helmet in TM22’s classic Halo 3 Montage intro,
Reflection. MIC: The chess | board is a two dimensional | surface composed of the dimensions
of length and width; length, the dimension, in chess is in terms of rank and width is in terms of
file. The chess board is a discontinuous coordinate | plane that is composed of eight ranks and

eight files and therefore 64 squares. The third dimension in chess is ply or depth and movements across this third dimension are the moves
that cause the transition from one particular arrangement of elements known as a board state to a different | board state. In each move,
which occupies a single ply in depth, is associated with one initial board position in which the element moved occupies an initial square as well
as one resulting board position in which that element occupies a different destination square. This three dimensional object of rank x file x ply
can be referred to as a move, a move sequence, or a game. == A board state consists of the locations of zi, whose turn it is to move, the
castle state of kings if they are on their starting square, the number of repetitions of all prior board positions, as well as progress towards the
50 move rule.

CM H3S1: Initial vs. resulting b-p:
In any given b-p in a chess game, only one zi from any side can occupy a sq at the same time. Therefore, when a zi from one side moves to
occupy a square that was occupied by a ren from the other side in the initial b.p of the move, it will displace that ren, removing it entirely from
the board, and assume that ren’s sq.of-occ in the initial b.p of the capture move now in the resulting b.p. X-ref: <Ch. 18 H2S9> Fin-v1.

CM H3S2: Elemental nomenclature x set theory, math x variables, CS:
X-ref: <Ch-2 D H3S1 H4S1> Murray <pg-34>: Cessolis’s <1250 - 1322, Italian book writer> aim was to give instruction to all ranks of men by
means of instance drawn from Biblical, ancient, and modern | history, and he uses the chessmen as typical of the various classes of men in
order to give order to his wealth of anecdote. King, Queen, Knight, and Pawn were sufficiently distinctive for his purpose, and he used the
Bishop (alphiles) and Rook as symbolic of the Judge and the King’s legate or representative. He also subdivided the Pawns or commonalty
into eight classes or professions, allotting one to each Pawn: KRP, husbandmen; KKtP, smiths; KBP, drapers and notaries; KP,
merchants; QP, physicians; QBP, innkeepers; QKtP, city guards, QRP, ribalds, and gamblers. This classification, naturally, is of no
importance for chess, and had no influence upon its nomenclature. Cessolis arranges the appropriate stories under each type of nobles and
commons, and it was to this portion of his sermon that its great | popularity was due.

H3S2 H4S1: A set is a linguistic definition in that it includes certain objects and excludes other objects:

H3S2 H4S2: A set can include in its entirety a subset that can be independently defined:
Chess example: the set of all zi contains the set of all ren, but it remains useful to define ren separately from zi, as in certain cases we want to
specify the category of ren, excluding the K from our consideration in the sentence of reference # Numbers example: the set of all integers
contains the set of all whole numbers, but it remains useful to define whole numbers separately from integers, as in some cases we want to
exclude negative numbers from our consideration in the sentence of reference, such as when we are discussing the concept of absolute
value. Fin-v1.

H3S2 H4S2: A set can be itself the subset of a larger set, and the parent set has to be at least as large as all of its subsets:
The set of integers contains and therefore is a “parent” <r: ch. 33 H2S4> of the set of whole numbers, but the set of integers itself # is a “child”
of the set of rational numbers; another way to express this same fact # is to say that the set of integers is a subset of the set of rational
numbers <ref: ch. 42 H2S4 H3S1 H4S2> In order for a set to contain another set, or to be a parent of it, that parent set must contain all of the
objects <ref: CU Dict> of the contained set, the child set, or the subset. Therefore, that parent set cannot be any “smaller”, or containing fewer
objects, than the subset, and it must contain all of the objects that the subset contains. == In addition to all the objects contained by the
subset, the parent set may contain additional objects, such as the relationship between parent set zi and child set ren, with the extra object in
the parent set zi being the King, and similarly # the parent set of whole numbers contains one additional object to the set of natural numbers,
the number 0, and this is the sole differentiator between the two sets. == There is a certain utility in two sets containing the same objects and
having a co-parent or co-child relationship with each other, as these sets would be known as synonymous, and this concept within set theory
defines synonymous in linguistics: <r: ch. 10 H2S6 L>

H3S2 H4S3: Variables:
X-ref: <ch. 19 H2S1 H3S4: algebra>

H4S4-8:
// add external quote

CM H3S3: Board orientation:
In some cases, reference to the direction in which the board is viewed is relevant to notational references to the board, such as when the
adjectives up and down are used. Unlike objective coordinates or compass directions such as north and south which do not depend on the
state | of observation #np, up, down, left, right do; generally in Material in Chess when a b-p is presented as “f-move”, the board orientation
will be also from the standard otb f-perspective where h1 is bottom right, and when s-move, a8 will be bottom right. Note that the difference
between these two orientation is a 180 degree rotation #np and not a mirror flip #

❓ Thinking question: Southernmost square of e-file is odd, [light, or dark]. Opposite as the northernmost in the [s-f, noun]. Answer in
ex-post.
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Ch-2: M&BS H2S1: Coordinates [1,600]
<a-r, Rensch IM ChessKid Scholastic textbook, fin-v1> When diagonals of the same color intersect, the intersection occurs in the center of a
square. When diagonals of opposite colors intersect, the intersection occurs in the vertices of a sq. Fin-v1.

H2S1 H3S3: Domains of the Board
Rensch, IM: <pg-3> The game of | chess is played on a perfectly | square, 8x8 board. There are 64 squares on a chessboard, alternating
light and dark (White and Black). X-ref: H2S5 Ch.this

H3S3 H4S1: #MIC Rank Nomenclature:
Home (n.) = the first and 8th ranks; s-home = 8th; e-home is the opposite home rank. Pawn’s rank (n.) = first and 7th; s-Ps = 7th. Garden
rank (n.) = 3rd and 6th; s-G = 6th. Moat’s (n.) = 4th and 5th; s-M’s = 5th. Fin-v1.

H3S3 H4S2: The 4 16 sq Square # Quadrants:

Teal blue = NW, red = NE, yellow = SE, green = SW.
The 8x8 = 64 square chess board can be divided into 4 quadrants of 16
sqs each, since 4 * 16 = 64, and one of the ways to quadrant # the board
is to split it into regions of Northwest, Northeast, Southeast, and
Southwest. Fin-v1.

H3S3 H4S3: The Two Ways to Halve the Board
Rensch, IM <pg-6> The final fundamental | chess terms you need to
know in order to study and learn from our curriculum are as follows:
Kingside—this term describes every square and piece that is on the
board from the e-file (the king's file) over to the h-file Queenside—this
references the entire board to the left of the d-file all the way to the a-file

White's side—the first to the fourth rank Black's side—the fifth to the eighth rank. Congratulations! You now speak chess! MIC: R: Bonus:
Long Dark North, Long Dark South, Long light North and Long light South. (D, R)

Ch-2: M&b-s: H2S2: Movements | [0]
Categorization of | pieces | [500,000,000 x 10 ^ *another* 30]
The set of 32 movable figurines in chess are collectively referred to as the “pieces”, and in chess pedagogy the subdivisions among the set
that contains the entire army, but of a higher level of subcategorization in that they contain more than 1 type of piece, are important as well
because there are certain properties that only or only do not apply to a certain subdivision of two or more, but not all six, types of “pieces”.
The difficulty with the word pieces is that it can mean, with roughly equal proportion, the set containing knights, queens, rooks, and bishops, all
of the figurines on the board, or the actual, physical objects that need to be moved rather than their representations in the mental board.
Before considering which names to use to represent the sets, we should first define what the sets need to be:
“Elements” A set containing all types within the army. Functions: (1) Referring to total army count remaining (2) Referring to what is available
in the starting board position (3) Referring to what can move on the chess board
“Road | nobles” A set containing all elements of the army that move along files, rank, or diagonals. (1) Refers to the army that can pin,
skewer, and be the cleared-for ren in a discovery tactic. (2) Refers to the army that can move infinitely in a given direction in an empty board,
stopped only by the edge in that the furthest destination is a non-imaginary square that is adjacent to the edge of the board.
“Nobles” The set containing road nobles + the knight. (1) Defines all elements that have a material value of >= 2. (2) Refers to all elements
that can be spawned in a promotion event.
“Characters” The set containing nobles + pawns. (1) Defines all elements that can be removed from the board via capture. (2) Defines all
elements that can give a check to the opposing king. (3) Defines all elements that can interpose the effect of an enemy road noble. A king
cannot move into effect because by rule, it cannot move into check, and note that this property / rule is independent from the rule that states
the king is captured. == For more on the definitions of elements, see the definitions h2 section in this chapter.

The Rook:
1600 | 2000 | There are a total of 896 possible movements of the rook alone, taking into account initial square, as a rook has 14 moves from
any square and 64 squares that can serve as the initial square of a movement from an empty board. On top of this, a movement can be a
capture, a check, or a capture and a check, and therefore that count of 896 is multiplied by 4 (its own count + the 3 alternative
presentations) to 3584. Ra8, Rx<capture>a8, Ra8+<check>, or Rxa8+. There are even more possible rook movements if other factors like
non-King effect are taken into account. 2,400 | In any given chess position, the average number of available moves is between 20 and 40,
meaning that the fraction between legal moves from this position and legal moves from all possible board position is at most 1%, depending
on one’s counting system, and therefore simply to be able to write all the legal moves from a chess position requires a tangible mental load.

The Knight:
1600 | “Due to its short range, the knight usually becomes stronger the closer it gets to the center. Typically it is looking for squares, where it
won't be chased away by the opponent's pawns, so-called protected squares, or outposts.” - Mastering Chess Strategy, J. Hellsten. 2000 |
The knight is the simplest possible anti-piece because it captures in a way that none of the other pieces move. One can imagine that the
knight was brought into the battle in response to the stalemate created by unchecked powers along files and diagonals, with pawns being
cleared quickly in the early opening phases to unleash a flurry of exchanges, going to a rook or double rook endgame. Rather, the knight
throws an L-shaped wrench into these intentions, forcing the game to proceed at its tempo as it checks away flurries of potential continuations
via threats of high priority forks, like an arrow to the knee in Skyrim. Further research direction: what is the distribution of knight captures in
situations in which a capture was made from a fork vertex (d.ch Double attack) with a double attack? 2400 | Much of this has to do with the
unique slope of a knight’s movement = 0.5, in contrast to the integer slope of all other ren, either 0 or undefined in the case of the rook or +/-
for the bishop, and the King and queen along that same [-1, 1] integer range. The introduction of the concept of slope, itself dependent on
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graphical knowledge, in chess theory is an early glimpse of the necessity of higher level mathematical study in understanding higher
complexity levels of chess theory, including with respect to movements. Feels like I want a bit more of this here. 2800 | Like every zi except the
rook, the knight’s mobility is variable depending on its initial square and the circumstances around it. For example, there are exactly 16
squares from which a knight has 8 moves, the square formed by the lines c6 to f6, f6 to f3, f3 to c3, and c3 to c6. 3 M | Encountering
unrecognizably intelligent information can be difficult because one’s brain will shut out all that cannot be perceived, giving one a false delusion
of having a higher proportion of what is understood than what actually is. == Below is a count of all possible knight moves as well as diagrams
demonstrating the variable mobility of the knight, a study that supports GM Hellsten’s earlier quote in knights | 1,600 that the mobility of the
knight increases as it gets closer to the center, but with a much more rigorous and square level definition. Ref: Chess Dictionary. Maximum |
mobility:  The longest a zi can move on an empty board. Contrast: Spm (n.) = single ply mobility or which squares the knight can move to
only on this move.

-
L: SPM = 8 in 16 squares. (2) SPM = 6 in 16 squares. (3) There are 20 squares from which a knight has single ply mobility = 4 on an empty
board. (R) There are 8 squares from which a knight has SPM = 3. == From each corner, 4, a knight has 2 SPM. == In conclusion, a knight has
16 * 8 + 16 * 6 + 20 * 4 + 8 * 3 + 4 * 2 = 336 moves, times 4 to include checks, captures, and capchecks.

H2S2 H3S1: Moves vs. Positions:
Board | position (n.) = 田 state (n.) = a particular arrangement of 子s on a two-dimensional田 along with a
specification of which side general is assigned the first 步, unless the 田 position represents a 将#, stale#, or
insufficient 钱 condition. Quality: 7/10. Ref: CU Dictionary. Move, 走, zǒu, intention, thought, shift (n.) = the
transition of one 田 position to another caused by the shifting of the position of an 子 on the 田 into another □
that is inside the {}  of □s corresponding to the zi’s single 步 mobility. Ref: CU Dictionary <bilingual>.

H2S2 H3S2: Depth | defined:
Depth is the dimension of continuation in a chess game, and each move occupies one unit depth, serving as
the tertiary dimensional # transition between two 2-dimensional board states v1-fin.

H2S2 H3S3: Moves vs. variations:
A move is 1 unit ply, while the word variation can refer to a move or a sequence of moves occupying two or

more ply # Fin-v1.

Ch-2: M&b-s: H2S3: Displacement, velocity, acceleration [3k]
The chess | board resembles a coordinate plane, and immediately observable to the viewer of a 2D board state in a particular ply is the
location, or displacement, of all zi on board. == Velocity is the measurement of the change in displacement over time, in this case the third
dimension of ply, how many squares or distance units were traveled by your zi the ply of its movement, or perhaps its lifetime across
multiple movements. == Acceleration would be the rate of change in velocity, perhaps comparing the distance per move in an earlier ply
to a later ply to compare the zi's mobility, under the assumption that velocity has a sufficiently | high correlation to mobility. // rigorous a bit
more this section Thinking question: is there a relationship between the velocity of one’s pieces in a game and assassinations or win rate?

H2S3 H3S1: Chess movements x physics, Angular velocity
Angular | velocity has similar dimensions to linear velocity, with the distinction being that the numerator in
the rate calculation is degrees of rotation around a central point rather than linear distance in feet or meters.
A relevant zi to consider the angular velocity for would be the queen due to its ability to pivot rapidly from
movements that more proportionally affect the linear distance to a point to movements that more affect the
angle of effect to a point. In short, the closer the queen is to a central point, the more roads of effect to that
central point it will cycle through as it moves in a horizontal line in front of it, and therefore the higher the
angular velocity that it travels. == Consider a central point | e1 and a queen traveling along the 2nd rank
compared to a queen traveling along the 4th. The 2nd rank queen would cross the squares d2, e2, and f2
consecutively, each on a different road of effect to e1, whereas the 4th rank queen would cross squares in
the 4th rank on the same roads of effect to e1 as the squares in the previous list at b4, e4, and h4,
respectively, with two squares between each intersection. The closer queen is able to exert a higher g force
in its attack, making its supported envelopment of a King either dijacently or adjacently a highly potent

mating attack. (D) The f.g7-B once traveled due | Northwest (n.) = 45 degrees above rank parallel heading east-bound. To set up an M1 at
g7, it can either vacate itself to h8, continuing in the same direction as its former move, or rotate first before continuing one dijacent <1.41 DU>
to h6, and this rotation about the g7-axis is 90 degrees, or 1.57 radians. The rotation is clockwise from the perspective of both players, as
the change in board orientation itself is a rotation within the plane of the board <ch-2 CM H3S3> Correct as a matter of fact is 28. Bxh6 !
because this move has the dual-purpose of threatening M1 and Rc1 $($) RQR <n> 28…e5 <int #> <forced !> 29. Rc1 ! and the overloaded
s.c6-Q cannot 1) run-fend # itself 2) maintain defense of the c8-R and 3) maintain defense of the g2-B. Fin-v1.
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Rotational KE is ½ Iw^2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6S_n-Nf6vxk
Omega is NOT angular velocity it’s the “moment of inertia”
// the difference between angular VELOCITY and angular
KINETIC ENERGY - x-ref units // newton’s second law for
rotation, Torque (Tnet) x-ref units) = I (moment of inertia) *
alpha (angular acceleration) // free body diagram x effect
diagram // Push this to ch. 3 eff, and reference it, and use a

free body diagram example here also // Connection point - equal complexity

H2S3 H3S2: The definitions of displacement, velocity, and accel in
physics:
X-ref: <ch. 42 H2S4 H3S1> Velocity is the rate of change <ref: ch. 3 H3S2 H4S8> of one quantity <r: ch. 4
CM H3S2> with respect to another quantity, and this statement implies that the two quantities have some
kind of dependency upon each other; as one of the quantities changes in magnitude, the other quantity
changes in magnitude as well, and this relationship, how much the dependent quantity changes per unit
change of the independent quantity, is constant. A mobility diagram of a chess B’s movement from the a1-sq
to h8 # Velocity can be expressed on a graph, and the graph as a representational | diagram # allows us to
visually perceive the rate of change of the independent | quantity, which is usually assigned to the “x” or
horizontal axis, with respect to the dependent quantity, which is usually assigned to the “y” or vertical axis.
Note that this assignment is arbitrary and can easily be reversed, but a convention has been established by
historical tradition to do things this way and, absent a convincing reason, the convention will likely be kept by
its own inertia <r: ch. 3 CM H3S2>

H2S3 H3S3: Measuring d,v,a in chess [8k+]:

In depth: the acceleration of the heavies from the development phase to combat phase leads to victory:
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H4S1: There was a violent increase in kinetic energy beginning in ply 67, indicating that the development | phase of a chess | game is analogous to chipping
away at the border of a quantum | gravitational | hole, and once enough lines have been cleared the potential | energy generated from the chipping can be
converted at the will <ch-41> of the opponent into fast movements, and by the formula of kinetic | energy <ch-11 CM H3S2> we know that KE is
proportional to velocity.

H4S2: The total displacement from ply 67 - 79 is 31.66, whereas # the total displacement from 45 - 65 is 25.24. However, displacement does not
immediately inform us about velocity; the velocity in 67 - 79 is 31.66 / 7, where 7 is the number of f-ply that took place = 4.52 D-U per ply, whereas the
velocity of 45 - 65 is 25.24 / 2.29 D-U per ply. That means that the increase in velocity from range <45 - 65> to <67-79> is 4.52 D-U per ply - 2.29 ‘’ = 2.23
D-U per ply, and this increase unfolded over a total of (11+7) = 18 ply, and therefore the acceleration is 2.23 D-U per ply / 18 ply = 0.124 D-U / ply^2; this
defines the unit of acceleration and moreover, we can see from the eye | test that this value is actually quite extreme. H4S2 post: Jesus Christ <Matthew
13:13, NIV>: This is why I speak to them in parables: “Though seeing, they do not see; though hearing, they do not hear or understand. The paradigm of
d,v,a in chess will impact players at different levels <ch-8 H2S4> different amounts, analogous to Christ’s words: not all who receive the same information
will understand it to the same degree, and knowledge of this kind, generally the kind that is highly advanced and 1) builds upon existing knowledge but
also 2) is presented in a format that is relatable to the lesser known, such that they can receive a small fraction of the benefit also will cause an increase in
the spreading of the elo normal distribution. Moreover, it will inflate the market cap of the open source | information market <ch-13>, as although the
information continues to be freely available, additional | paid | resources like private | lessons can increase value-extraction from that same information
that is freely available.

H4S3: Locally, we can isolate a higher value of acceleration by 1) focusing on the movement of specific | zi and 2) cutting interceding | ply from the
analysis; this elucidates a general | principle in analytical | physics: measurement is dependent on the observer’s | perspective.

⭐ EZ Directive: Chess is a game of square-by-square precision, which means even a slight alteration in movement | velocity can
sabotage the opponent’s calculation <ch-15> thought space <ch-48>. tl;dr: Velocity allows you to be where they did not expect you to be:
https://www.chess.com/game/live/48718146887 Continue this train <🚆> at H2S3 H3S1 angular | velocity.

From ply 33 to 35, the a1-R’s displacement in the ply # increased from 2 to 6 over 2 ply for an acceleration of 2.

H4S4:  The trajectory of the b-P in this game is interesting, as it traverses via two 1.41 DU moves and one 1 square advance from the b-file to d5, where it
was killed.

H4S5: *sqrt(18) = sqrt(2)*3; c1-f4 is the hypotenuse of 2 3’s, but it is also a traversal of 3 dijacent D-Us.

H4S6: **A unique case in which the same p-cap was executed in the same game but by two different Ps.

H4S7: Ply 45 is turn 23; at this moment, the b.p-eval was -0.5; ply 65 is turn 33; at this moment, the b.p-eval was 0.2.
Between ply 67 and 79 the mean eval was +9.0 by the eye | test, and therefore this example establishes a correlation
between velocity of zi | movements and favorability of eval for the accelerated | side. V.2-next; trend line regression
analysis between two graphs: eval and speed: determine the correlation | coefficient.

H4S8: Further research is needed to determine the psychological effects <ch-48> <ch-43> of rapid changes
in velocity on the opponent in a chess game. However, our initial | observations indicate that it does affect
the blunder rate positively.
Post:script: Awareness of new quantities, measurements, <ch. 4 CM H3S2> and calculations allow us to

discover next-gen statistics # in chess and observe | trends or find causes for victory that we were not able to explain before, enhancing our
overall level of play by adding new calibrations <ch. 12 H2S4>

H2S3 H3S4: Di�erential velocity of the K, a case study:
// x-ref the Ivekovic maneuver in ch (?) // x-ref ch. 19 ex. #2, ivekovic example

Ch-2: M&b-s: H2S4: Win conditions [0]:
In general, familiarity with the standard chess rule book is assumed in #MIC, <ref: Bonus: the rules of chess>, but here we will dive deeper
into one particular clause of the rules: the win conditions of the game.

Ch-2: M&b-s: H2S5: Chess x dimensional geometry [1k]:
This section is dedicated to my former coach, WIM Bianka Havanecz, <a-r>, <1x WGM norm>, as her instruction of opening theory
stimulated me to consider a fourth dimension of chess analysis in 3-4/21. #MIC takes the position that # chess is the model system for
understanding a long-standing theoretical problem in mathematics of the conception of extra-3.dimensional space, connected to the
physics problem of how a 3-dimensional organism can understand, and even visualize, a 4 or more dimensional space, which obviously
cannot be represented in its totality in a 3-dimensional world. Solving this problem, as well as providing a max-red <ref: Ch. 10 NT H2S6 Logic
NT> model system for programming it, will have important implications on the fields of computer-generated imagery <CGI #>, architecture,

and mathematics. == The chess board to game relationship # <ref: CU Dict> is an elementary example of
extrapolation into a single step higher dimension # with the addition of a passage of time, in this case chess

time, in terms of depth, or ply <ref: Ch-2: M&BS: H2S2: H3S2>

Ref: https://www.straightupchess.com/product-p/rcantiqueboards.htm.
This concept can be more easily visualized with the presentation # of a
vertical board, in which all the figurines # and board squares occupy the
same flat dimension, whereas a horizontal board confounds this concept
slightly due to the fact that, in most horizontals the figurines stand up
vertically, off the plane # of the board, such that they cannot be stacked. ==
In contrast, one can easily visualize an array of vertical boards stacked
back - to - back # , each representing a discrete b-p of one game, such that
one can flip or scroll through them, like a childhood flipbook, and
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navigate through the historical b-ps of the game without having to move any of the figurines around in any particular b-p; if one can display
multiple boards concurrently, then one would also be able to see multiple b-ps of the same game at the same time, which is not possible when
only one board is present. This setup, if viewed from the side, would look like: R: File x depth plane, west face. # Window F2R1 from the Ch-2
reference insert # It may take a few minutes to wrap your mind around this photo, which is why plotting them in terms of coordinates may help.
This model of understanding dimensional geometry is applicable across any number of dimensions; although we cannot represent the entirety
of an extra-3rd dimensional graphic in 3-dimensions, we can certainly represent a cross-section in any of the 1, 2, or 3 dimensions that we
have available to us, in this case 2, and this is known in mathematics # In contrast to the typical file x rank representation of the board position
#, the precedingly displayed diagram # displays file x depth, in which the vertical axis, if we conceive of the b.p as a graph, which it is #np, the
x-axis has been exchanged, rank for depth, while the y-axis is preserved.

Annotated rank x depth diagram generated with https://www.autodraw.com/. The a or h files are
displayed # In this annotated diagram, the depth vector and rank vector are clearly labeled, and the
bottom row is marked as rank 1, the same as the conventional rank x file b-p, the top row rank 8,
but the left-most column, rather than being file “a”, corresponds to “ply 1” depth. == The reason for
this change in the dimensional assignment is | | due to | a rotation | of the board state by 90
degrees along the vertical axis, such that, if the standard b.p is the front of the body, we are now
regarding the right or the left side. This may seem counter-intuitive, as we are taught that the chess
b-p is flat, existing in a 2-dimensional plane, and this remains true # The point, in fact, is that we
are not regarding the rank x depth graph of any particular board position; obviously not, as the
depth dimension here has a length of 8, which means we are regarding a sequence of 8 board
positions, each connected by a different move #Therefore, as the game progresses, the depth
dimension is constantly undergoing extension; after the 7th ply, taking into account the initial b-p
of the first ply and the resulting b.p of the 7th, 8 unique board positions will have occurred in the

game, as depicted in the graph. == Additionally, this rectangle can be cross-sectioned across any file; the displayed diagram shows either the
h or a file, regarded from the right or left side of the body, respectively, if the h file is displayed on the right
side from what is considered the frontal view # In depth: chess game cube dimensionality # x planes of
human | anatomy:

A third connection we can make in our visualization of 3 dimensions using 2-dimensional representations, a
method that we hope to use to represent any number of dimensions via cross-sections in 2 or 3 #, is to the
field of human anatomy; the utility of cross-sectioning | 2-dimensional planes from a 3-dimensional body
in anatomy is not an arbitrary limitation; rather, there are practical applications to defining these terms, as
various scans of the body, such as MRI, CT, and ultrasound, may target a particular depth # Anatomists
use 3 different planes to section the human body, and each of these planes corresponds to one of the
aforementioned # chess dimensions of rank, file, and depth.

H2S5 H3S1: Perpendicularity:
D.C-3, Smith <1831> <a-r>: 2 For God doth not walk in crooked paths, neither doth he turn to the right

hand
nor to the left, neither doth he vary
from that which he hath said,
therefore his paths are straight,
and his course is one eternal round.
#nerd-moment: The concept of
perpendicularity is taught in middle

school
level

geometry, and is the state of two planes existing at 90 degree angles relative to each other, such that the
overlap between them is minimized to an infinitesimally small intersection, and the state of one plane being
perpendicular to another defines their existing in different dimensions. Three planes that are all one
perpendicular to another defines the extension of dimensionality into the 3rd dimension. (1, from L) Two lines
intersect in the sq. d5 at a 90 degree angle, establishing perpendicularity: Ref:
https://lichess.org/editor/8/8/8/8/8/8/8/8_w_-_-_0_1. (2) Two parallel lines in the same plane, rank, and
therefore are not perpendicular: (3) This intersection, in the sq. e4, is neither perpendicular nor parallel; it is
an intersection of 45 degrees. Fin. (4) The dimension that corresponds to files extends vertically, and yet
does not travel deep, inwards towards the body; therefore, this dimension corresponds to the coronal plane
of the body planes diagram. X-ref: <ch. 3 eff H2S1>
(5, lowest) The dimension that corresponds to ranks extends horizontally, and only the transverse plane
matches this analogous criteria. Finally, the dimension that corresponds to depth travels deep into the body
of the 3-d game rectangle #, and therefore, it corresponds to the sagittal plane. In depth fin. // write more and
pull knowledge from mathematics re perpendicularity, planes, and dimensions from a textbook

H2S5 H3S2: La quatrième dimension <français>:
MIC: Dimensionality in chess does not stop at 3, and the 3rd dimension is only a consequence of moves
being played, causing the transition between more than one # board positions; necessarily, in order for a
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transition between two states of 2-dimensions to exist, alongside both the initial and resulting states of that 2-d state, there must be a 3rd
dimension in which to extend towards # Analogously, depth | forks <ref: ch. 15 h2s3> branch a single continuation into two alternatives, and to
travel between two alternatives, each of which are already 3 dimensional, since they include not only 2 dimensional b.ps but also the
transitions among them, would require an extension into a 4th dimension. == Therefore, in order to play a game of chess, by causing the

transition of one 2-dimensional b.p to another, one has to be able to visualize a third dimension in one’s
mind; in order to calculate while playing in a game of chess, comparing two or more 3-dimensional
continuations against each other, one has to visualize in 4 dimensions. == It is not only calculation within a
game that requires this expansion of the mind, but also the study of opening theory ref: <ch. 53 SE h2s4>: In
depth: tabiyas in opening | theory: The word tabiya is rather esoteric in <1,800 ref: <IM John
Bartholomew’s climbing the rating ladder series> discourse, but past that rating, and certainly at the GM
level, it is commonly used; this point alone illustrates the difference in mental capacity as one crosses elo
categories in chess, as frequent use of the word indicates 1) an expanded role in the study of opening
theory in one’s chess improvement routine and 2) an understanding of, as well as ability to, visualize in 4
dimensions. Ref: GM Yasser Seirawan lectures on 1. C4, the English #, at the St. Louis Chess Club
2014.02.06 ref: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5zkUfRUSbbw. The position displayed [D, H3S2 1] above
is described by GM Seirawan as a tabiya in his personal game database; for reference, this position is
already too deep for the books of the Shredder Online database and 365 Chess, occurring after the moves

1. c4 e5 2. g3 Nc6 3. Bg2 g6 4. Nc3 Bg7 5. Rb1 a5 6. a3 d6 7. b4 axb4 8. axb4 f5 9. d3 Nf6 10. b5 Ne7 11. Nf3 O-O 12. O-O h6 13. c5 Kh8
14. Qb3 !, a full 13.5 turns or 27 ply from the initial.b-p in A25 - English /
Closed Variation. “In a lot of my games, this was like a tabiya; I must have
had this position 3 or 4 times against against [GM] Walter Browne [6x US
champion]”, - GM Yasser Seirawan. A tabiya, formally, is a board position
that has been reached | more than once in theoretical chess history, and is
a branching point because when reached, in different games, a different
move was selected from the position. Therefore, a tabiya is a thematic
depth fork <ref: ch. 15 h2s3>, but it is a real depth fork, in that it has
occurred in recorded games, multiple ones, as opposed to hypothetical
depth forks among which only one is selected as the real continuation from
calculation. A tabiya from my own game vs. WIM Bianka Havanecz: A [D,
3 & 4] position from my game against WIM Bianka Havanecz, Twitch user

u/chessbia <4.8k followers> in her livestreamed “sub simul”, 4/21. TC 5+10 vs. 120, 21 opponents, ref: https://lichess.org/UsfnmljC/black. The
moves leading up to this position were 1. D4 d5 2. C4 c6 3. Nc3 Nf6 4. E3 Bf5 5. Cxd5 cxd5 6. Qb3 Bc8 7. Nf3 Nc6 8. Ne5 e6 9. Bb5 Qd6
10. O-O Be7, f-move. == In this position, I played the passive 11. Bd2 in the real game and went on to lose after blundering a pawn at e5 and
simplifying, after enduring a Kingside attack, into a 2-p down endgame and losing to a promoted queen checkmate ref: <ch. 1, phases>. In
post-game analysis, as WIM Havanecz was one of my coaches at the time, she suggested the alternative 11. Qa4, a more active move that
would have increased pressure on the abs.pinned s.c6-N, creating a threat to win a s.P (+1): R: After the hypothetical alternative 11. Qa4, the
s.c6-N sustains 2.5 attacking effect and has only 2 defenders #

L: The two variations can actually be visualized
simultaneously using a table: Column 1, row 1 in this
table can be read as #: uptail diagonal 4: M:
Counting from the top, the a4-e8 diagonal is the 4th
uptail diagonal, by #MIC nomenclature…uptail
diagonal 4, rank 8, as in the 8th rank sq. in the u.d4,
or e8, the status of the square in depth 21, in the first
variation. A board visualization of the 4D, 2 column
table. The zi that occupies U4R8D21V1 is the s-K,
and that same s-K occupies U4R8D21V2. The
difference in the two variations occurs in the

coordinates # U4R4D21V1 and U4R4D21V2, where the f-Q occupies that diagonal,
adding effect to c6 in variation 2, the hypothetical variation proposed by WIM Havanecz and is absent in
variation 1, the real continuation that occurred in our game #. One can see that in order to properly depict this
difference as a coordinate, delineating the difference between the two variations, necessarily that # a table with 4 coordinates have to be used,

with 2 out of the 4 referring to the particular | square in the 2D board position, a third coordinate describing
the depth at which that square is described, and finally, a 4th coordinate, which allows us to compare the
square at that depth across 2 different games # Moreover, by tabulating these coordinates and subsequently,
rendering it back into a two dimensional comparison, we have successfully visualized, at least on one
particular vector, 4 dimensions in only 2 dimensions, allowing us to view a 2-dimensional cross-section # of
the uptail 4 diagonal at depth 21 side by side, across two different variations. While we will never be able to
perceive the entirety of 4 dimensions in our 3-dimensional bound existence, we can piece the reality of that
level of dimensionality through a collection of 2 and 3 dimensional cross sections, allowing us to grasp it
conceptually with no less completeness # than if we occupied that territory ourselves. Fin.

H2S5 H3S3: Symmetry x organic chem:
H4S1: Reflectional symmetry: Reflection symmetry can be used across at least 4 axes on the chess | board: down the
vertical middle # between d and e files to, for instance, analyze whether the K-side p-strs are symmetrical with the

q-side <ch-19 H2S5>

H4S2: Rotational symmetry:

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1IbrUNV4kKpl36HAtknYCh3_cKI0th_UP/edit?rtpof=true
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⭐ Directive X: Analysis of rotational | symmetry can inform us whether a particular | position, or in the case of organic chemistry,
whether a particular chemical configuration is new. https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49243716297

Note that in organic | chemistry, molecules with the same molecular formula, meaning the same composition of elements, are studied
independently from chemicals with the same molecular formula but different bond structures; and even more different still is chemicals with the
same | bond structures but in different configurations; such chemicals are known as enantiomers. Dr. McBride <a-r, lec 26 ~20:52>: No,
obviously because this thing has rotational symmetry, you could rotate it; put the red on top of the blue. So the blue's not a new one; forget
blue. Okay, now how about that blue one, is that a new one? No, because the one in the left front would go, on that same rotation, go the right
rear.So that one doesn't count. [D, 1 & 2: https://www.chess.com/game/live/49240714881] Are these two positions identical? No, for two
reasons: 1) if you render the FEN or CU Board Code, you’ll see that the coordinate of the f-B is in e7 L, d7 R, and the s-R d8 L, e8 R 2) the
positions are non-superimposable <see-below>. Dr. Dale G. Renlund <Quorum-12, M.D-Cardiologist; professor, University of Utah, a-r>,
LDS-Church: The best way to picture this process is to imagine a long | road ascending a mountain | peak. If you view this road from a high
altitude, all you see is a flat | spiral. However, if you view the road from the side, you see an ascending | spiral. If you start at the bottom, you
will trace a circle around the mountain. As you continue, you spiral upward so that the course you travel becomes helical. Mathematically, it
might be called an irregular conical | helix. == Each | element in the doctrine of Christ builds on the preceding step—repentance builds on
faith, baptism on repentance, and the gift of the Holy Ghost on baptism—and then the sequence recurs. Each cycle ends progressively
higher, so the subsequent cycle is higher and different. In this way the doctrine of Christ is iterative. Cycling iteratively through the elements of
the doctrine of Christ enables us to endure to the end. == Enduring to the end is not a separate step in the doctrine | of Christ—as though we
complete the first four | steps and then hunker down, grit our | teeth, and wait to | die.

H4S3: Perfect symmetry: Symmetric | analysis can not only identify identical aspects of micro structures like carbon-bonded chiral centers,
but also of macro structures, such as chess positions, and remaining within the field of biology, of macro.amino-acid structures such as
poly.amino-acids, polypeptides, and proteins, which may contain the same compositions not of chemicals <#VT>, but of amino | acids.
Two polypeptide | chains with the same amino-acid composition may still exhibit different phenotypic | properties and therefore be assigned
different functions in the body due to these differences.

H4S4: Imperfect symmetry: Examples of imperfect | symmetry can be analyzed in ch-100, Reuben Fine, GM’s p-str analyses of various
opening structures. In these analyses, Fine extracts one aspect of the position in which there may be symmetry and disregards the rest in
order to find thematic strategic | advice that can be provided to students.

H4S5: Chirality <chem-orgo>: A stereoisomer is each of two or more compounds differing only in the spatial | arrangement of their atoms
<Oxford-lang> A chiral | center, which gives rise to the property of chirality, is the location at which spatial | differences can occur. Such
terms particularly apply to compounds that contain the element Carbon, and this is the basis of non-reaction | organic chemistry <r: ch-9

H2S2 H3S1, carbon vs ions>
Enantiomers and
diastereomers are two types of
stereoisomers <ch-2 CM H3S2,
sets and subsets> Gloyd <a-r>
Diastereomers, unlike
enantiomers, are not mirror
images of each other. However,
they are still non-superimposable.
While enantiomers share
physical | properties,
diastereomers do not. Their

differing | arrangement has an effect on their physical qualities such as melting or boiling point. Gloyd <a-r, 2nd>: These spatial differences
are present at chiral centers, composed of a central atom with four unique constituents (either a single atom, or a group of atoms).

H4S6: Superimposition: Gloyd <a-r, chem-talk> Additionally, you can determine if a molecule
is a chiral compound, by looking for symmetry. If a plane of symmetry can be found in a
molecule, its mirror | image will be superimposable and it will not be chiral. Molecules that
meet these qualifications are called meso | compounds.

H4S7: Mirror images: Every object has a theoretical mirror | image. Whether or not this mirror image is symmetrical determines whether that
object can be superimposed on top of its mirror image and whether it’s chiral or achiral.

H4S8: Handedness: [D, last, L] <a-r, Chem-talk, 1st / 2nd> The orientation of chiral centers can help differentiate between various
stereoisomers. These centers can be described as R or S, meaning the molecule can have either “right-handedness” or “left-handedness”.
Following these rules, the chiral | center in Molecule B is S, and Molecule C is R. In the two chess diagram, the Q, in its effect of 4 other
elements, represents a chiral | center. H3S3.fin-v2.

Ch-2: M&b-s: H2S6: Transposition [1,400]:

https://emojipedia.org/star/
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49243716297?tab=review
https://www.chess.com/game/live/49240714881
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nBk7ntjYtjshuHpiCmjJhxmZaFqgzMYZ/edit?rtpof=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nBk7ntjYtjshuHpiCmjJhxmZaFqgzMYZ/edit?rtpof=true
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[D] Debate among students: does s have 1 or 2 ways to win here? The answer depends on your view of the concept of transposition, as
whether f starts with 18…Ne2+ or 18…Qxa4 (+9), both forcing sequences will result in the exact same position after ply 21-f if best moves by
both sides. For example 18…Qxa4 (+9) 19. Nxa4 (0) Ne2+ ! 20. Kh2 Nxc1 <+5, assass!> 21. Rxc1 (-3) https://lichess.org/VXWBgrym#35

Ch-2: M&b-s: Def:
Movement | velocity (n.) = the number of squares per ply of a zi’s movement. Angular velocity (n.) = movement between different diagonals
of an object toward a destination square. Linear velocity (n.) = movement along a road. Stem game (n.) = a seminal game in a line that
forms the basis for theory, a game you should pay attention to when studying a particular. A stem game could be the game that was the
genesis of the line, probably what popularized the line. Ref: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TNnB7qiLcdg. Chess (n.) = a visual
representation of logic and a two-general game that is played on LiChess.org. The sole subjects of the game are the generals, as defined
below. All other features, zis, and aspects of the game are abstract concepts that do not correspond to a temporal, 钱, and mass-having
reality. First edit: 3/19/21. A tabiya, formally, is a board position that has been reached | more than once in theoretical chess history, and is a
branching point because when reached, in different games, a different move was selected from the position.

D H3S1: Coordinates nomenclature
Adjacent (adj.) = located in a bordering sq to the sq.of-ref along a edge
parallel road ref: <ch. 3 H2S1> [D, L]: The sqs d4, e5, f4, and e3 are
adjacent to the e4-sq #
Dijacent (adj.) = located in a square that is co-located in a non-edge parallel
road, or a “diagonal”, to the sq.of-ref and there are no sqs located between
the dijacent sq and the sq.of-ref. [D, R]: The sqs d5, f5, f3, and d3 are
dijacent to the e4-sq.

D H3S1 H4S1: Element nomenclature:
Army (n.) = the set of elements controlled by a General during a game of
chess.
General (n.) = a human player # who is one of two opponents to control an
army of alts <ref: Ch-20 H3S1> Noble (n.) = a zi that is not a pawn or a K.

Heavy noble (n.) = a R or Q; nobles that can move along files or ranks. Minor noble (n.) = a B or N; a noble that is worth 3 points in nominal
material value. Ren, character (n.) = any zi that is not the King. Eg. The common property of ren is that they can be captured and removed #
from the board. Road noble (n.) = a noble that moves infinitely in any direction along a line of its movement, with its movement cut off by the
edge of the board or an interposer, such that it can reach and occupy in a move the square that directly precedes the edge of the board or the
interposer, if same side, and the square that is occupied by the interposer, if the opposing side; in the case in which a road noble reaches a
square occupied by an opposing interposer, it will displace it via capture <ref: ch. 18 H2S9> Eg. The road noble set includes and only includes
# B, R, Q. Zi, element (n.) = one of the 6 types of pieces in a chess player’s army.

D H3S2: Movement Nomenclature:
Board position first ply (n.) = the ply that succeeds the board position of reference under the depth paradigm of ply | b.p | ply | b.p | ply.
Capture event (n.) = a two-part procedure in which a capturing zi moves to occupy a kill square and displaces the captured ren occupying
that square in the initial b-p of the capture move. a) Capture move (n.) = the movement of the capturing zi into the kill square. b)
Displacement (n.) = the removal of the captured ren into the Graveyard during the capture event. Capturing zi (n.) = the zi that moves to
occupy the kill square during a capture event, displacing the captured ren. Captured ren (n.) = the ren that is killed during a capture event.
Graveyard (n.) = the extra-board region in which captured ren and promoted pawns enter and occupy after they are killed during a capture
event. Reserve (n.) = the extra-board region in which nobles are held in reserve in order to replace promoted pawns in the promotion square
of a promotion event. Kill square (n.) = the square in which a capture event occurs. Promotion event (n.) = a three-part procedure in which a
pawn enters the promotion square via a promotion move: a) Promotion move (n.) = the movement of a pawn into a back rank square, the
promotion square. b) Displacement, promotion (n.) = the removal of the promoted pawn into the Graveyard during the promotion event. c)
Promotion noble entrance (n.) = the replacement of the displaced promoted pawn in the promotion square by a noble.
Promotion square (n.) = the square in which a promotion event occurs. Move (n.) = Ply (n.) = Half-turn (n.) = Turn (n.) = fin-v1.

Ch-2: M&b-s: Exercises
Ex. 1 - B1 is a <light or dark> square.
The sq in the top rank and 4th from the left is <2-a> for f and <2-b>
for s, and the color is dark for <b-3>.

Ex. 2 -
a) f1, g1 b) d8, e1 c) d1, e8 d) g1, f1 e) e7 for both

Ex. 3
a) F b) s c) both d) neither e) light for one, dark for the other

Ex. 4 - A lone queen can deliver a checkmate from the sq c2 on a king
located in e2, where e1 and e3 are occupied by same side ren to the K, by
coordinating with a N on:
a) F4 b) d4 c) e5 d) h2 e) d1

Ex. 5 - a N on c4 can cut off the sq <blank> in an f3-K’s run square.
a) E3 b) f2 c) f4 d) e4 e) g2

Ex. 6 - a B on b<?> can support a Q to checkmate in g7.
a) B b) d c) 1 d) 2 e) 4

H3S1: Organic chemistry:
#7 The two | compounds in
this diagram are <blank - 1>
and therefore are <blank -2>
a) mirror images, enantiomers
b) not mirror images,
enantiomers c) chiral, // d)
mirror images, diastereomers
e) //
Continue this series in ch-19

ex.17-20.

H3S2: Board state transitions [0]:
Ex-8: Every bishop has <b> long diagonal. a) 0 b) 1 c) 2 d) e) depends on
the bishop’s color.
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Ex-9: F8 to e8 is a, objectively, <b-1>ward movement, <b-2> for white
and <b-3> for black. a) left, right, left b) up, north, west c) down, left, right
d) east, left, right e) west, left, right

Ex-10:
If it's checkmate, your opponent <d, n, m> the next move. Check
that during the game, if he does attempt to make a move.

Ex.10-A: “watch your keyboard”.
<There are <b-1> rooks that can move
to <b-2> a) 1, c1 b) 2, c1 c) 2, d1 d) 1,
e7 e) 2, a5

H3S3: Name the
coordinates [0]:
Ex-11: C6 is L from <blank, not-a>
5/7 a) f b) b c) c d) d e) e

Ex-12: A King can reach f2 from d4 in
the fewest possible steps through
<blank>. a) f3 b) d3 c) f4 d) e3 e) d2

Ex-13: 3: g5 is dijacent from h7, T/F

Ex-14: There's only one square from which a particular player can play
dxc4. T/F

H3S4: Graphs:
Exercise #15: In the M&BS Definitions section, promotion events are
described as having 3 parts whereas capture events have 2. Explain in
under 250 words why this is the case [0].
Ex-16: Opponent pawn captures are always <down or up> the board for
you. [600]

Ex-17: A <b-1: c> of your <b-2: r> by a <b-3, a ren> is always <down or
up> and a <b-1: c> of <b-2: r> by your <b-3, a ren> is <down or up>.
[1,000]

Ex-18: Behold the diagram of x^2 - 3,
generated by Google # What is the
position of the graph in the y axis
when x = 0?
a) 2 b) 1 c) 0 d) -1 e) -3

Ex-19: What is the velocity of the
graph at x = -1; is it positive or
negative?

[D] Ex. #20: Putting it all together:
The f-K is out of the sq of the h6-pp
and cannot stop its promotion path
down the board # by force.
However, he has his own f.c6-pp to
work with #, and if both players can
queen, then the game would be a
draw. Use the concept of the
differential velocity | of the K to find
the drawing idea, f-move.

Solutions:
1 -
B1 is a light square. An easy way to | remember this is | | by the fact
| that b2 is the most common fianchetto square of the first player’s
dark-square bishop, which originates from c1 <the | | granular | ded
|> dark square; even simpler would be to remember that the leftern
bishop of first is dark, and therefore its fianchetto square, which is
b2, must be dark. Finally, remember the | theorem | ref:

2 -
From the first player’s perspective, the top rank in the board display
is the 8th rank, and the rank number in algebraic board sq notation
is the second value in the | | two value | phrase |. Since this value

has to be 8, the answer cannot be a, c, d, or e; it has to be b. == We
don't need to consider any other aspect of this problem to solve due
to the process of elimination with a single elimination criteria that
eliminates the other 4 choices.

3 -
We can first eliminate answer e because it's a non-specific version
of both answers a and b. In other words, if either a or b are true,
then e would also be true. This eliminates both a and b as well,
since multiple choice questions can only have one answer. ==
Therefore, what remains is either c and d. Checking the board, we
can discover that d8 is dark for f, and all sqs that correspond to the
same relative location in both player’s perspectives are the same
color. This is connected with the axiom we use to set up the board in
the correct orientation: make sure the bottom right square is light for
both colors !

4 -
The methodical way to solve this problem is to perform a run zone
analysis of the e2 K, eliminate the sqs cut off by the c2 Q, and
determine which remaining sqs have to be cut off by the N in order
to triangulate its location. The q, in its oppositional property with the
K, will cut off all sqs between them when it's located 1 sq between
from the K on the same file or rank, and in this case the sqs
between them are the K’s run sqs along the d-file, d1-3.

In the e-file, the K occupies the e2
sq already, and it receives a check
there. Moreover, e1 and e3 are
already occupied by friendly ren,
and therefore the K cannot step
into those squares to escape the
check. == In the f-file, the f2 sq is
cut off via x-ray by the c2 Q's check
along the 2nd rank. Therefore, the
only sqs that are cut off in the
checkmate not accounted for yet
are f1 and f3. Only a N located in
d2 or h2 cuts off these sqs, but it
can't be d2, because that would cut
off the Q’s mating check. The
answer is h2. Ref: Unexpected

mate in 1s, Chessable course.

5 -
A N on c4 cannot reach the f or g files, since these files are 3 or
more files separated from the c-file, and a N’s maximum range on
any parallel edge line is 2; this eliminates b, c, e. In the remaining
options, e4 is parallel to the N along the 4th rank, and a N never
lands on a square that is located in the same rank or file as its
initial location #n-p of the move. Therefore, the answer must be a.

6- d) 2

7 - a) mirror images, enantiomers. Recall from H2S5 H3S3 H4S5 that
diastereoisomers are not mirror images. sourced from:
https://chemistrytalk.org/enantiomers-diastereomers/

Ex-8: b)

Ex-9: e)

Ex-10: A: does not make

Ex.10-A: b)

Ex-11: A: e
The prompt stipulates “not-a”, else
this would also be an answer. [D}:
Extended-sol: There are 8
squares from which C6 is L from,
as the knight’s mobility from that
square is 8 on an empty board.
The question further requires the
destination squares to be along

https://chemistrytalk.org/enantiomers-diastereomers/#:~:text=Enantiomers%20are%20stereoisomers%2C%20so%2C%20they,atoms%2C%20or%20groups%20of%20atoms
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either the 5th or 7th rank, narrowing our search by half. Since the
question last states that the answer is not a, we know it must be e,
since the remaining two squares on the 5th and 7th rank are e5, e7.

Ex-12: A: d) [D, L]

Ex-13: F [D, R]: There are 4 squares that g5 is diagonally adjacent
to, see the diagram above, and none of them are h7, the red
square.

Ex-14:
Solution: dxc4 is the notation for a pawn capture in which the
destination square is c4 and the initial square is in the d-file. Pawn
captures do not originate from the same rank, but rather the
preceding rank of the pawn’s advance toward the opponent’s home
rank. For the first player, the opponent’s home rank is the 8th rank,
and therefore the initial rank of a pawn capture that ends up in the
4th rank must be 4 - 1 = the 3rd rank, whereas the second player
advances towards the 1st rank, and so the preceding rank of the
4th rank is the 5th rank. Therefore, the two possible initial squares of
a move notated as dxc4 are d3 and d5; for each player, however,
there is only one. Answer: T

Ex-15:

Promotion events involve 1) the advance of a pp into the
opponent’s home rank 2) the removal of that pp from the board and
3) the substitution of a noble of the protagonist’s choosing in the sq
in which the pp was removed. Capture events involve 1) the
movement of a zi into a sq.of-enemy,occ and 2) the removal of
that ren from the board. Note that events that are capture and
promotion are also possible, and these would involve all 3
promotion events, and capture.event-2.

Ex-16: Solution: down.

Ex-17: Solution: b-1 = capture b-2 = ren b-3 = pawn. First down/up
= down. Second, up.

Ex-18: e)

Ex-19: The slope of the graph is negative at x = -1; this we can tell with
our eyes. Therefore, the velocity is negative.

#20:
1. Kg7 h5 2. Kf6 h4 3. Ke5 h3 (3 ... Kb6 4. Kf4 enters the "square",
drawing) 4. Kd6! h2 5. c7 Kb7 6. Kd7 h1=Q 7. c8=Q+ with a draw.
Ref: SM John Hall Endgame Challenge ! #37 Now that you’ve
learned this, see ch-19 ex #2 <hl> for another puzzle using the idea
of a faster K to simultaneously move closer to stopping the enemy
pp and support one’s own pp in a K + Ps endgame, also known as
an Ivekovic maneuver.
Thinking question: CM H3S3: 1) dark, 2) same file.

Additional resources:

Train your board | vision on Chess.com or LiChess #: aim for a
score of 30 in 30 seconds upon completion of #MIC.

- https://www.chess.com/vision
- https://lichess.org/training/coordinate#find

Rensch, Daniel. ChessKid.com Curriculum for Scholastic and
Classroom Chess. ChessKid.com, 2021.

- This watershed is available only in private | distribution.
Nakamura, Hikaru. “This Is Bullet Chess.” YouTube, YouTube, 5
July 2021, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qFiOaoZpvDQ.

- GM Nakamura is one of the top 5 bullet players in the
world <Tang, Carlsen, Firouzja, Naroditsky> and is
known for his high-velocity movements with
heavy-nobles.

“Observer in Modern | Physics.” NASA, NASA,
https://www.grc.nasa.gov/www/k-12/Numbers/Math/Mathematical_T
hinking/observer.htm.
TM22. “Reflection :: A Halo 3 Montage - Sweet | Gameplay!”
FBWalshyFTW, YouTube, 18 Jan. 2009,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sj56wynj0D0.
Bear, Mark F., et al. Neuroscience: Exploring the Brain. 4th ed.,
Wolters Kluwer, 2016.
McBride, Professor. “Freshman Organic Chemistry (CHEM
125).” YaleCourses, YouTube, 18 Sept. 2009,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WSYEApgJkh0&list=PLCDA072
01B7840848&ab_channel=YaleCourses.
YaleCourses. “26. Van't Hoff's Tetrahedral Carbon and Chirality.”
YouTube, YouTube, 18 Sept. 2009,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bj13zmUE7y0&ab_channel=Yale
Courses.
FBWalshyFTW. “Roy (A Halo 3 Pro) :: MLG the Pit Team Slayer
Gameplay (Instinct vs. Carbon).” YouTube, YouTube, 1 Aug. 2010,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XtD-v77HmUk&ab_channel=FB
WalshyFTW.
Imperiali, Barbara. “3. Structures of Amino Acids, Peptides, and
Proteins.” MIT, YouTube, 12 May 2020,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oOya3cFmAMc&ab_channel=MI
TOpenCourseWare.
Gloyd, Jenny. “Enantiomers vs. Diastereomers.” ChemTalk, 29
Dec. 2021, https://chemistrytalk.org/enantiomers-diastereomers.

- Chem Talk is a tutor website started by students at UCI,
the Air Force Academy, and Brown University w/ $20k+
raised on GoFundMe <hl>

“Protein (Nutrient).” Wikipedia, Wikimedia Foundation, 9 June 2022,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Protein_(nutrient).
Gloyd, Jenny. “Stereoisomers and Chiral | Centers.” ChemTalk,
30 Nov. 2021,
https://chemistrytalk.org/stereoisomers-and-chiral-centers/.
Renlund, Dale G. “Lifelong Conversion.” BYU Speeches, 10 Dec.
2021,
https://speeches.byu.edu/talks/dale-g-renlund/lifelong-conversion/.
Abbott, Edwin Abbott. Flatland: A Romance of Many Dimensions.
Seeley & Co, 1884.

- Written pseudonymously by "A Square", the book used
the fictional two-dimensional world of Flatland to
comment on the hierarchy of Victorian culture, but the
novella's more enduring contribution is its examination of
dimensions. Several films have been made from the
story, including the feature film Flatland (2007).

Murray, H.J.R, et al. A Short History of Chess. Ishi Press, 2015.
https://lichess.org/coach/chessbia

https://www.gofundme.com/f/chemtalk
https://chemistrytalk.org/stereoisomers-and-chiral-centers/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Two-dimensional_space
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Victorian_era
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dimension
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flatland_(2007_film)
https://lichess.org/coach/chessbia
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Book-3: E�ect: c-m:
Chessprogramming.org <2020, a-r>: Attack and Defend Maps, also called Attack Tables, refer to data-structures, most often arrays,
containing attack or defend information for every pawn or piece and/or the transposed information for each square, which pieces control,
that is either attack or defend it. These Maps are useful for evaluation purposes such as safe mobility, SEE and of course move
generation. While the piece centric attack information, a set of attacked squares per piece, is often encoded as bitboard <aka piece
sets, piece-centric representations of the chess board>, there are more alternatives for storing the square centric information, about
attacking pieces. MIC, intro: Effect is a property of a ren that refers to its ability to capture, capture in the event of enemy capture, or
occupy a square #n-p / capture in that square, if it were occupied by an enemy ren. == The ability to capture in a square that is occupied by an
enemy ren is known as attack and capture itself is defined as the occupation of a square and concurrently the death or an other side ren that
occupy this square in the initial board position of the capture move, and death is defined as the removal of the ren from the board. Defense is
a property of a zi when it sends an effect ray that terminates in a square that is occupied by a friendly ren such that it cannot move into that
square but can move into that square in the ply that follows the capture of that friendly ren, otherwise known as recapture. == Effect is also
the property of a square and can be counted in terms of how many total attackers and defenders are affecting that square. The metric of
effect difference is foundational to our understanding of assassinations and is calculated by subtracting the total number of enemy
effectors on a square from the total number of friendly effectors. When a square has a positive effect difference, we can say that square is
in the control of the protagonist, otherwise known as the player from whose perspective the sentence is written. When a square is neutral, we
can say that there are an even number of attackers and defenders from both sides and when a square is negative, it has either more
attackers or defenders from the enemy | side. Every zi that affects a square is counted equally.

Figure A. Green highlighting labels a □ as having more main ⚔ors. Blue,
equal ⚔ors. Red, more enemy ⚔ors. See effector diagram in Definitions.
Figure B: a piece centric effect diagram, with arrows, in addition to square
highlights. Another parameter of effect difference is x-ray effect as well as
bounce range effect. X-ray effect occurs when a square is located on a
road of an effector’s mobility, but there is an occupied square interposing
between the occupation square of the effector and the affected square. The
true degree of effect of an x-ray effect is highly variable but limited to an
upper limit of one and a lower limit of zero. Therefore, this text proposes
counting x-ray effect as the average of the two limits as 0.5. Bounce range
effect, a likewise variable property, can be assigned to a ren when it does not
affect a square of reference in the initial board position of a check move but

does affect that square in the resulting board position of the check move. == The effect delta of a square is calculated by the effect
difference of that square in the resulting board position of a move subtracted by the effective difference of that square in the initial board
position. An effect delta of +1 means that the protagonist added an effector to that square. An effect difference and effect delta of -1
indicates that an enemy effector was added to the square. Effect and Assassination: Assassination can occur in squares of any type of
effect, taking into the two subconditions of the definition of assassination in that it must be a) a capture and b) that capture cannot be at
least equally avenged. The first sub condition requires the existence of a square that has at least one attacker. The second sub condition
requires a capture in that square to not be able to be avenged, and broadly speaking there may be two reasons: 1) that square is positive
effect and there are more captures that can be made by the assassinator side or 2) the square is neutral or negative effect and there is an

alternative reason for why the capture
cannot be equally avenged. == Logically
speaking, the only necessary condition that
coincides with assassination is an occupied
square that at some point in the tactical
sequence has more attackers on the side of
the assassinator than defenders. The most
basic form of assassination is a capture or
sequence of captures in which the capturing
piece(s) of each cap-move ends up in the
same destination square, one additional
capture was made by the assassinator, and
the overall value of captured ren by the

assassinator is greater than what was lost. [D, 4]: 1…Rxe2 <+5, assass in 1!>, e2 <1:0, i> [D, 5] 1…Bxe2 <+5, assass in 1!> or 1…Rxe2 2.
Rxe2 Bxe2 <+5, assass in 2>; e2 <2:1, i> [D, 6]: 1…N/B/Rxe2; e2 <3:1, i> The basic | logic of counting | effect in an occupied square will
also be used to delineate the chapters of section 2. == 1) There are broadly speaking, 3 ways for an occupied square to be of negative
effect in the resulting board position of a move or sequence, thereby providing an opportunity for assassination: Condition 1: A ren
moves into a square of negative effect either by force or blunder. S2 category: attraction, coercion. Condition 2: A neutrally or positively
affected occupied square becomes negative via the removal of defender(s), which may come as a result of the occupier moving the defender
away, the assassinator capturing the defender, absolute pin, or adding an interposer. S2 categories: deflection, capmove the defender.
Condition 3: A neutrally or positively affected | occupied square becomes negative effect via the addition of an attacker without a
corresponding ability <ch-56 CM H3S1> to supplement a defender nor move the threatened ren away because the attack move was with a
tempo, the ren is pinned, fixed and there are no additional occupier-side zi in next ply range to affect the square, or the ren is piecemated and
cannot be further defended. S2 categories: pins, skewers, fixed, forks, checkscovery, discovered attack / check, piecemate. An
e.occupied-sq can also become negative.e-d via the removal, or interposition of effect, of f-attackers; likewise, an empty-sq can become
negative via analogous means to f-contenders. == 2) Assassinations can also occur in squares that are neutral or even positive control.
Note that an assassination may fall into more than one condition across this and the previous list, and in such cases further investigation is
required to delineate the primary, although in general we will defer to the list first elucidated in the chapter. Condition A: An exception to the

https://www.chessprogramming.org/Array
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Attacks
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Square_Control
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Evaluation
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Mobility
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Static_Exchange_Evaluation
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Move_Generation
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Move_Generation
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Bitboards
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negative effect rule is a situation in which a higher material value ren steps into a square of neutral or positive effect but that has at least one
attacker that is of lower value such that an unavengeable capture can be made not in terms of capture count but in terms of material value
exchanged. Condition B: In the board position following the capture in a neutral or positive effect square, a higher priority threat exists such
that the capture cannot be at least equally avenged in the first ply of that board position. The higher priority threat could have been created by
the capture move, or it could have already existed in the initial board position of the capture move. S2 categories: capture discovery ∈
discovered attack. Condition C: The ren occupying a neutral effect square is defended by a higher value ren, while the attacking side has at
least one additional lower value ren in attack of that square such that in a capture sequence in the square, a higher value ren would have to
step into that square while a lower value ren contends it if captures were to continue. S2 categories: pin, brute force crumble. Chess-tempo
<a-r>: Counting (of attacks and defenses over all pieces in contact on the board) is the name of a technique used to identify
opportunities to gain material through a series of exchanges of pieces. Two motifs related to this technique are the underprotected piece
and multi-square counting motifs which are treated as subtypes of the general counting technique. <ch-4 H2S2 H3S2/3>

Condition 1: Forced Suicide
A ren can be forced to suicide itself in a square in order to stop an event that
is higher priority than its own assassination. Ex-1: A ren can be forced to
capture an enemy ren | delivering a check in which the only check stop
condition is the capture and in the process step into a square of negative
effect and it is of lower value than the checking ren. [D, 1, M-5, an
original-comp]: 22…Qxg2+ ! 23. Ke1 Qe4+ 24. Kf1 Nd2+ <3:1> ! and now if
25. Kg1? Qh1# , and therefore s must step into a square of negative | effect:
25. Rxd2 <forced-sack!> <-3> Ex-2: A ren can be forced to interpose in the
check effect of a
+ or $ in which its interposition is the only check stop condition, thereby
stepping into a negative effect square. [D, 2, M-2 og-comp]: 19. Bh6+
Qg7 20. Rf1# Ex-3: Suicide that forces an enemy pawn to interpose the

effect due to the square being pawntacked, and the friendly pawn can push past. Ex-4: A ren can be forced to sacrifice itself in zugzwang,
and the only legal move is to enter an e-controlled sq. Continued treatment on the topic of suicide can be found in the section 2 intro, heading
2, suicides.

Condition 2: Remove the defender
Ways to remove a defender: the occupier moving the defender away, the assassinator capturing the defender, or absolute pin, but with one
caveat: the defender counts if the zi that is to capture is the King. == Additional way: remove an interposer between an attacker. Since an
interposer decreases effect by 0.5, the last interposer of a ren can be considered a 0.5 defender of it.

Condition 3:
A: Addition of attacker w/ tempo: In order for a square to add an attacker to an occupied square with tempo, that move must doubly affect
the occupied square and another square that is equal or higher priority to the occupied square. This means that there must exist a square that
is in the intersection of the set of mobility squares of the double effect ren prior to its movement into the double effect vertex, the set of
squares from which the occupied square can be affected, and the set of squares from which the equal or higher priority square can be
affected. == Another instance of a move that adds an attacker with tempo to an occupied square involves the addition of an attacker that is not
the zi that moved. In this case, the destination | square of the move is in the intersection between the set of mobility squares of the moved zi
and the set of effect squares of the key priority square but does not intersect with the squares between the added attacker and the occupied
square (M.S. moved ∩ A.S.K.S) ∩ int. s. a.R = ∅. This is also known as a clearance with tempo. == The common denominator among tempo
gaining attack moves is that in the ply immediately following the ply in which the attacker is added, the defending side is compelled to make a
move that does not add an additional defender to the occupied square.

B: Brute force | crumble: When a ren occupying a neutral square is
immobile, possibly due to pinning or fixing, and an attacker can be added to
the square without the defending side having an ability to add a defender
either within next same player ply range or bounce range, assassination can
occur in that square. In this case, the addition of attackers need not be with
tempo because the mobility limitations of the defending side zi prevent them
from returning the square to neutral effect before the capture or capture
sequence can be initiated. == Being as the two parameters of the value
effect difference, our enemy effect and protagonist effect, broadly speaking
the two ways to change the effect difference are to change the number of
enemy effectors or number of friendly effectors the number of factors on
either side can be increased or decreased and therefore, there are four ways
to change the effect difference of a square. == In response to the removal of

a defender have a neutral effect square to make that square negative effect and the resulting board position of the move that caused the
removal of a defender, the protagonists, if unable to supplement a defender and return that square to neutral effect, can return the square to
neutral effect by subtracting from the attacker quantity on the other side. This can be accomplished by either capturing an attacker or placing
aren in interposition between an attackers occupation square and the square of reference. (D, left): the f.a3-N is subject to crumble <1.5:1>
https://lichess.org/ptnI26WX/white#9 | [D, right]: q4rk1/rb1nppbp/pp1p1np1/2p5/P2P4/2PBPN1P/1P1N1PPB/R2QR1K1 b Q - 0 1 Positional |
counting: S in this position wants to stop the space-gaining e3-e4 <2.5:3, resulting> <2.5:2.5, i>: 1…Ne4 <1.5:2.5, r> 0.2 w/ 0.3 o-n d-28
SF14+ NNUE.

CM H3S1: Total-E:
In addition to considering the effect | count of a square, we can consider the effect count of a ren or king. The total effect count of a zi is the
number of squares that it attacks, defends, or contends. The total | attack count is the number of squares in its first ply mobility that are
occupied by an enemy ren. The total defense count of a zi is the total number of squares occupied by friendly ren in which they can recapture
if a capture were to take place there in the board position second ply if the first ply were skipped. The total effect count of a zi has implications,
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and therefore reduction connections to multiple points later on in the book and is important to establish these connections as if the entire book
were a map of the brain such that it is not only useful to read it linearly, but rather diagonally through the connections among various parts. ==

A zi that has a high attack count can contribute to a superior effect assassination, and when the total attack
count of one's army is significantly higher than the total effect count of the enemy army, then assassination
can be essentially forced, because there will be one or multiple squares in which one's army has a brute
force overwhelming crumble. It is basic logic that if one's army can attack 50 | different times, and it's
important to establish that we're not talking about the total number of squares that are attacked, but the total
number of attacks that are happening, and the opponent's army at most can only defend 25 times, that there
will be a slew of positive effects squares littered all over the board for assassination to occur. The total attack
count of a zi is generally correlated with its total mobility and therefore an army with superior mobility will also
have a higher total attack count, and this is why a lead in development, more space, and more mobile pieces,
are generally correlated with superior chances | for assassination, thereby establishing a fundamental
connection between piece development | and material conversion. On the other hand, a zi with a high
total defense count can be seen as a useful zi, but whereas attack is an opportunistic characteristic of a zi,

defense is more of a vital characteristic such that a zi that aids with at least two defensive responsibilities is automatically subjected to the
potential of overloading tactics in which it is forced to execute on one of its responsibilities in such a way that it vacates defense of another key
ren or square. This tactical theme will be explored later on in the -1 effect section of assassination tactics, in section 2. Post-S: (D) The b2-sq
has a total-E of 3, but, unfortunately for f, only 1 for him: https://lichess.org/7NGxf5Q2/black#29

CM H3S2: Chess E x chemistry, units:
In empirical sciences, such as chemistry, in contrast to abstract sciences, almost all values are associated with units. Depending on the
unit, which determines the context with which the value is relevant, certain conditions with respect to precision are required, and precision
is expressed numerically as significant figures in chemistry. The notation <r: ch-10> for significant figures is a single elegant underline
under the last ply decimal point that is considered to be a precise measurement. Dr. Stewart <a-r>: Physical phenomena usually take place
on some characteristic scale of measurement. The structure of the universe, for example, is best described on length scales of millions of
light years. The structure of a microbe involves scales closer to a micrometer. I suspect that this interplay between phenomena and scales
of measurement is really an artifact of the limitations of the human mind, rather than a genuine truth about nature. Our minds just can't
grasp something as big as the universe on a level of fine detail.

H4S1: Tesla: Dr. Jearl Walker <1945 - present> is the professor of physics at Cleveland State University and author of
Fundamentals of Physics 8th ed <a-r>, which I purchased as a student of Gen Physics I at Columbia University <A+>.
Funny | anecdote: I had a B going into the final exam with Dr. Cory Raymond Dean, and he offered students the
ability to convert the final grade into the course grade if higher, and I scored a perfect 20 / 20 on the final for a 3.9
GPA that semester, which decreased my GPA average to 4.018 at the school, which awards A+ grades at 4.3 # Walker
<738>: some approximate magnetic fields Table 28.1 neutron star surface <10^8>, near big electromagnet <1.5T>,
such as those used within MRI Machines, near small bar magnet <10^-2T>, at Earth’s surface <10^-4T>, in
interstellar space <10^-10T>, smallest value in “magnetically shielded” room <10^-14T>, the absolute zero of |
magnetism. The SI <International System of Units> term to measure magnetic strength is the compound quantity
Tesla <T>, compound because it is a unit that is composed of the multiplication of sub-units, in this case, the Newton
<see-below>, meters / second <see-below>, and the Coulomb <unit of charge>, arranged as 1 T = Newton /
(Coulomb * meter / second). As an ampere, the measure of the rate of electron flow, is Coulomb / second, the
equation can be rearranged to and expressed verbally as force over rate of current meters. Post-script: The first person

to invent a car that runs on water🏞 …may be sitting right in your classroom ! - Walker intro.

H4S2: Joule: Walker <pg-141> The SI Unit of energy is the Joule, named after James Prescott Joule <English physicist, mathematician, brewer 1811 -
1889> 1 Joule <J> = 1 kilogram <mass> * meters ^ 2 / seconds ^ 2. No parentheses are needed right since exponentiation precedes division in the
order of operations. An upkek <r: ch-8 H2S4> of the Joule, a highly utile unit, is the volt <Alessandro Volta 1745 - 1827, University of
Pavia, Lombardy, Italy>: Volt = Joules / Coulomb, and a Coulomb is the SI unit of charge. Ref:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nernst_equation.

H4S3: Kilogram: A kilogram is the base unit of mass.

H4S4: Meters / second: Meters divide seconds is the unit of speed, specifically, the speed of movement. Speed is not the only measure of a rate of change,
and therefore, speed is a subset of rate of change, not the other way around, although other rates of changes may be referred to as “speed of” as well.
Finally, not every rate of change is in terms of time. The imbecile is more intelligent in masking his lack of understanding than in what he understands:
R.o-C upkek: The SI unit of power is the joule per second, the watt⚡ (W) <r: ch-44 H2S1 H3S9, efficiency> <James Watt 1736 - 1819, Scottish
inventor, mech-E> <Dr. Walker> <pg-155/6>: We can also express the rate at which a force “does work” on a particle (or particle-like object) in terms of
the force and the particle’s | velocity, P <Watt> = F→ • V→, where F→ is the force exerted for example, by a truck on the trailing load, which has
velocity vector V→ at some instant. The instantaneous power due to F→ is the rate at which F→ does work on the load at that instant: Power is the
rate at which the applied | force does work. Post-script: Slow it down / Slow it down / Through chaos <r: ch-45 CM H3S1> as it swirls / It's us against the
world; Us Against the World, Coldplay Mylo Xyloto <2011>

H4S5: Meters / second ^2: The SI unit for acceleration.
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H4S6: Newton: The SI unit of force, which can be used to determine the acceleration of an object with a certain mass with a force of x Newtons is applied.
Finir = We have seen that part of physics is the study of motion <r: ch-5>, including acceleration <r: ch-2 H2S3>, which are changes in velocities. Physics is
also a study of what can cause an object to accelerate. Walker pg-88. F = ma, conceptually, and unit-wise F(Newtons <1643 (!) - 1727, English

mathematician, inventor of Calculus>) = m(kilograms) * a(meters / second^2)

H4S7: Radians and degrees: Larson <pg 282/3, a-r> The measure of an angle is
determined by the amount of rotation from the initial side to the terminal side. One
way to measure angles is in radians <circle>. This type of measure is especially
useful in calculus. To define a radian, you can use a central angle of a circle,
one whose vertex is the center of the circle. (D) = RMIT University <hl>. Angles
that have the same initial and terminal side are coterminal. R: Math Monks.
Strang <a-r, 5:30 - 7:00>: Now I've introduced this word radians. And let me
remind you what they are and why we need them. <5:49> Why don't we just use
360 degrees for the full circle? 360 degrees. Well, that's a nice number, 360.
Somebody must have thought it was really nice, and chose it for measuring
angles around the world. It's nice, but it's not natural. Somebody thought of it, so

it's not good. What we need is the natural way to measure the angle. If we don't use the natural way, then this is the sine -- if I measure this
x in degrees, that formula won't be right. There will be a miserable factor that I want to be 1. So I have to measure the angles the right way,
and here's the idea of radians. The measure of that angle is this distance around the circle. That distance I'm going to call theta, and I'm
going to say this angle is theta radians when that distance is theta. So now, what's a full circle? A full circle would mean the angle went all
the way round. I get the whole circumference, which is 2 pi. So 360 degrees is 2 pi radians. So the natural number here is 2 pi. This can't
be helped, it's the right one to use. Radians are the right way to measure an angle. MIC: Echoing Strang, I agree that radians are the most
mathematically correct form of describing circles due to the relationship of that unit to pi but for triangles, I prefer to work with the measure of
degrees, as the total number of degrees adds up to the nice round number of 180. Pull from <x-ref: ch. 43 H2S4 H3S1 H4S1> A right
triangle in 2-dimensional geometry # is a triangle, consisting of 3 sides #, in which one of the angles is exactly 90 degrees. As the total
degrees in the 3 angles in a triangle # must be 180, and one of the angles cannot be 0, neither of the other two angles can be 90 degrees, and
therefore only stipulating one of the angles as 90 degrees is necessary for the definition; in general, definitions should be maximally concise
while excluding all objects that does not fit the category while including all objects that do <r: CU Dict>

H4S8: Delta units:
A delta unit expresses a change in some quantity with a unit; since the operation that results in the delta unit is additive or subtractive, the
delta unit will have the same unit as the added or subtracted quantities. A delta unit can be used in computation, like non-delta units, as long
as the standard rule of unit conversions are followed #np; delta itself is not a unit, merely a prompt to use addition of subtraction
between two values of a unit # Post-script: Newton was also a member of the Parliament of England for Cambridge University in 1689
and 1701, but according to some accounts his only comments were to complain about a😂 cold draught in the chamber and request that the
window be closed. <White, a-r, 1959 - 2018, science editor, British GQ>

H4S9: Unit conversions:
Conversions between units that measure the same physical | concept: Larson<Appendix>: 1cm=0.394in, 1m=39.37in, 3.281-feet,
1.kilo-m=0.621-mile, 1-L=0.264-gallons, 1-N=0.225-lbs, 1-J=0.738.foot-pound, 1-g=0.035-ounce, 1.kilo-g=2.205-lbs

CM H3S3: Chess e-di�erence x mathematics and science, equations,
postulates, and theorems:
X-ref ch-50, AUC; r-ef ch-19-math, science

H3S3 H4S1: Equations allow us to predict an unknown quantity from known quantities: A subsequent | property of equations <ch-8 H2S7> is that the
last | quantity, which is unknown, can be deduced by isolating <ch-52> that quantity, along with its unit(s) #n-p, on one side of the equation,
and solving, or evaluating <ch-12>, or, elaboratively, resolving all uncombined units and values into a single value, with a single unit(s), and
that value + unit(s) equals the unknown quantity, with the help of algebra. This is the purest form of deduction. Therefore, what is an order
of difficulty harder than solving for an equation, and this is part of the overall process of deduction, is defining what equates in the first
place, a process of discovery and unveiling <ch-32> to establish an equivalency around the unknown for which one wants a solution.
#np.3-4 Fin-v3.

H3S3 H4S2: From an experimentally deduced* equation, we can derive other equations using theoretical math:
*Ref: <Fundamentals of Physics 8th Ed., Jearl Walker pg. 765> Ref: https://youtu.be/PLISNwkiqlk

H3S3 H4S3: 8 foundational equations in mathematics and empirical science:
H5S1: a2 + b2 = c2 1) The Pythagorean Theorem - geometry, mathematics. a => the length of one of the non-hypotenuse sides of a right
triangle, any. <r: ch. 42 H2S4 H3S1> b => the length of one of the non-hypotenuse sides of a right triangle that is not a | c => the length of the

hypotenuse of the right triangle. x = ( -b ± sqrt ( b2 - 4ac ) ) / ( 2a ) H5S2) The quadratic equation -
mathematics, polynomial | algebra. |=P A visual representation of the quadratic formula,
corresponding the variables in the quadratic formula with their corresponding values in the
algebraic equation; r: onlinemathlearning.com. <ch 43 H3S1 H4S1>: Left side: H ^ 2 + X ^ 2 =
12cm ^ 2 | (9.6cm)^2 + X ^ 2 = (12cm)^2 | X ^ 2 = (12cm)^2 - (9.6cm)^2 | X ^ 2 = 51.84cm2 | X =
sqrt(51.84cm^2) = 7.2cm | Plugging in the same value for h in the right side: H ^ 2 + ( 20cm - x ) ^
2 = (16cm) ^ 2 | (9.6cm) ^ 2 + ( 20cm - x ) ^ 2 = (16cm) ^ 2 | (9.6cm) ^ 2 + ( 20cm - x )( 20cm - x ) =
(16cm) ^ 2 | (9.6cm) ^ 2 + 400cm2 - 20xcm - 20xcm + x ^ 2 = (16cm) ^ 2 | (9.6cm) ^ 2 + 400cm2 -
40xcm + x ^ 2 = (16cm) ^ 2 | X ^ 2 - 40xcm + 400cm2 = 163.84cm2 | X ^ 2 - 40xcm + 236.16cm2 = 0

| Setting one side of the equation equal to 0, we can now apply the quadratic formula to solve for x. X = ( -b ± sqrt ( b2 - 4ac ) ) / ( 2a ) | x =
( -(-40) ± sqrt ( (-40)2 - 4(1)(236.16) ) ) / ( 2(1) ) | x = ( 40 ± sqrt ( (1600) - 944.64 ) ) / ( 2 ) | x = ( 40 ± sqrt ( (1600) - 944.64 ) ) / ( 2 ) | x = ( 40 ±
sqrt ( 655.36 ) ) / (2) | x = ( 40 ± 25.6 ) / 2 | x = 7.2cm in the - case, 32.8cm in the + case. *A common mistake in calculating the quadratic
equation, even with the correct inputs, is taking the sqrt of the entire term ( b2 - 4ac ) / ( 2a ); correct instead is to take the sqrt of only the
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terms ( b2 - 4ac ) and to divide the result of that sqrt function’s output by 2a. ** A second common mistake is neglecting to divide the term to
the left of the operator ± on the right side of the equation, -b, also by ( 2a ). The quadratic equation allows us to eliminate one of the answers,
depending on whether the operation + or - is applied from the ±, based on the parameters of the solution; since the hypotenuse of the right
side triangle is only 16, the length of h, a non-hypotenuse side, cannot exceed the hypotenuse, and therefore we can eliminate 32.8cm as a
possible answer, leaving only 7.2cm. |=P Therefore, we have confirmed x = 7.2cm in both the left side and the right side triangle by using the
pythagorean theorem in conjunction with the quadratic formula to solve for the right side triangle. |=P As a final check, we can see that 7.2cm
+ (20cm - 7.2cm) = 7.2cm + 12.8cm = 20cm, returning the length of the composite triangle’s base in the original diagram # Fin-v3. H5S3: PV =
nRT 3) The Ideal Gas Law - phase chemistry. P ⇒ the metric of pressure unit = atm (n.) = atmospheres V = the metric of volume unit =
Liters n => the count of the number of molecules in the gas, unit = moles. T => the temperature of the gas, unit = Kelvin. R is the ideal | gas |
constant unit = Liters * atmosphere / (mol * Kelvin) <C-Masi, a-r> H5S4: Ex = RT / zF * ln ( [X]2 / [X]1 The Nernst Equation - cell | biology.
The purpose of the Nernst | Equation is to find an equilibrium | potential, E, which is a quantity that has the unit of volts, and the protagonist
of the sentence, or equation, is this ion “X”, with the variable “X” being used as a container for any ion that a scientist may want to measure
using the Nernst Equation, and when the equation is applied, the ion X will be specified as a specific ion, such as Chloride # Ex => the
equilibrium potential of an ion, “X”, R => the ideal gas constant unit = 0.08206 Liters * atmosphere / (mol * Kelvin) T => the absolute
temperature of the cell and its extracellular | environment, in K = Kelvin. z => the charge of the ion species “X”. F => the Faraday | constant
= 96,485 C / mol, where C is the SI unit of charge. Ln => this is not a unit, but rather a mathematical | operation called “natural | log” <r: ch.
19 H2S1 H3S5 H4S1>; the natural log | operation is being applied to the term [X]2 / [X]1, which is located inside of the parenthesis that
succeeds the abbreviation Ln. [X]2 => in chemistry, biochemistry, and biology, the bracket notation [ ] means “concentration of”, in this case
“the concentration of X outside of the cell of reference” # [X]1 => likewise to the preceding definition, [X]1 => refers as well to the concentration
of the same ion species, such as Chloride, but specifically, the concentration of that ion inside the cell, which can be measured separately
because the cell is bounded by a polar.non-permeating, non-polar, lipid-based membrane. Ref:
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK11102/. Fin-v1. H5S5: F = ma 5) Newton’s Second Law - physics. F => Force, unit = Newtons m =>
mass, unit = kilograms a => acceleration, unit m / s2 Fin-v1. H5S6: ΔG = ΔH - TΔS 6) The Gibbs free energy equation of spontaneous
reactions - chemistry, physics, thermodynamics. Gibbs free energy is named after Josiah Willard Gibbs, an American physical | chemist
who published the lengthily titled | book A Method of Geometrical Representation of the Thermodynamic Properties of Substances by Means
of Surfaces. |=P The equation, despite its haughty | name, has a straightforward purpose and in general, it’s important to understand the
primary purpose of equations, or what they are practically used for in most cases by users in the field, else there will be no prioritization
hierarchy among the variables, and the equation, which itself is like an English sentence, will sound like a load of technical | gibberish. |=P
That purpose, for the Gibbs free energy equation is to determine whether a particular chemical reaction will proceed spontaneously, and the
word spontaneous needs itself an elaborative definition: In thermodynamics, a spontaneous process is a process which occurs without input of
matter or electrical energy into the system. <r: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spontaneous_process> Essentially, a spontaneous | process will
occur without us having to do | anything, and the determinant of whether the reaction is spontaneous is the sign of the change in G, and the
reason that negative change in G reactions are spontaneous is due to a fundamental property of systems to desire the lowest possible energy
state, and this value G, with the fancy name “Gibbs free energy”, is an expression of the energy level of the system, such that a negative
change in that energy level represents a decrease in energy, which is what systems want, spontaneously. == The conditions for using the GFE
equation are conditions of constant pressure and temperature in the system while the energy level G is undergoing its own change, in that
time period. The presence of conditions for using equations is thematic for all equations <r: ch. 7> Equation | breakdown: ΔG = the change in
“Gibbs Free Energy” in the system; if this value is negative in magnitude, the reaction will be spontaneous; if positive, non-spontaneous, unit =
Joules. ΔH = the change or input of heat into the system #, unit = Joules. T = the temperature of the system, unit = Kelvin. Δ S unit = change
in entropy <x-ref: ch-45 CM H3S1 H4S4, spontaneous reactions, H4S3: open and closed systems> ref Ch-32 in textbook physics, Jearl
Walker Fundamentals ed. 8: a chemical | reaction is a conversion of a certain species of reactants into products which are chemically |
different, in terms of the formation and breakdown of chemical | bonds. #np H5S7) Maxwell’s equations.

8) E <energy> = m <mass> c <the speed of light> ^2 Fin H4S4, v1. H5S8) Boltzmann <1844 - 1906>’s
definition of entropy: <Wikipedia, a-r> S <entropy> = kB ln (Ω), where Ω is the number of microstates
whose energy equals the system's energy, interpreted as a measure of statistical disorder of a system.
Max Planck named the constant kB the Boltzmann constant <ch-4 CM H3S2 H4S1>

H3S3 H4S4: Effect difference expressed as a theorem:
https://lichess.org/dVmKhWGD#52 Effect | difference = friendly | effect - enemy | effect. Calculate here the
e-d in the key | squares <ch-21> H5S1: b7 <0.5 - 0 = +0.5>, and therefore is highlighted as green; reminder
that x.ray-E is counted as 0.5, regardless of interposition quantity, in MIC: H5S2: from left to right, and
secondarily # top to bottom d6 <1 - 0 = +1.0>, and since occupied, <hangtacked!> H5S3: f3 <1.0 - 1.5 =
-0.5>, plus this is a check square for both e-Effers H5S4: g5 <1.5 - 2.0 = -0.5> H5S5: g4 <0.5 - 1.0 = -0.5>
H5S6: h3 <1.0 - 1.0 = 0> 27. G4<1:1> $.h5-Q ! ; the total | effect involving g4 in result is 3 27…Qh4 <o-m>
28. Bxd6 (+1) <o-m> ! Rfe8 $.e4-P <0.5:1> 29. Re1🛡.e4-P Rad8 $.d6-B <0:1, hangtacked!> we can tell

from the speed of mobilization of s’s forces #np why the two tempo-gaining and capture moves early on were necessary; now, a real battle
<r: ch-53 H2S1>

H3S3 H4S5: Equations allow us to quickly determine which variables are proportional to each other:
MIC: On each side of an equation, the numerators are directly | proportional to the other. This means that in order to maintain the equation
constant, as one numerator | increases, the other numerator must increase | proportionally the same | amount. The denominators are also
directly | proportional to each | other. On the other hand, the numerators and denominators of opposite | sides are inversely | proportional
to each | other. Fin.

H3S3 H4S5: Internal reconfigurations that does not change the value of a side does not change the equal property of an equation:
MIC: This is the principle that permits factoring in algebra, as factoring is an internal reconfiguration of the algebraic variables, to express
them in different forms, but does not change the evaluated value of the side of the equation in which the factoring is performed.
R: <ch-19 H2S1 H3S4 H4S1> Fin-v1

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Max_Planck
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boltzmann_constant
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H3S3 H4S6: Changing the value of one side is permitted in an equation as long as that same exact change is also applied to the other side:
Finally, by the definition of equations, in order to preserve the equality on both sides, if we are to apply a function to one side, then that same
function needs to be applied to both | sides, and if that same function is applied to the entirety of both sides via an entire.side-enveloping
parenthetical, then the equality is preserved, and we retain the right to use the “=” sign between the terms on both sides # Ref: ch-19 ex-3
<hl>

H3S4: The King’s utility as a last defender is limited [0]:
[D, 1]: The
f.g1-K is 0
utility #
against ≥2
attackers,
when it is the
last
defender,
since it’s
illegal by
rules <ch-18

CM H3S2> to move into a sq of direct e-E. [D, 2]: In neutral 1:1 E, the K
provides adequate | defense. [D, 3]: In contrast, a P is an excellent last |
defender, against any number of noble-only [D, 4]: A B l-🛡 is subpar; it can
recapture in the event of s-Bxe3 <-1>, but at the net loss of a P [D, 5]: In
critical | defense situations with [≥2:≥2] #np, the K must make the last |
capture and therefore f loses his Q in this situation, if nothing is done ch-11,
threats, and therefore best are 25. Nc3 <int> Rh6 <counter-thr> or c3 <int>
3.65 to 2.7 d-40 ! K-2901
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50091067157 [D, 6] GM Richard
Rapport <HUN, world.rank-#8> vs GM Ding Li Ren <undef, 8/17 - 11/18>
round 10 Candidates 2022: 26…Rf8🛡.f6-P 27. Rxf6 <-1> Rxf6 <+5> 28.

Bxf6 <-1> Qd6 $.f6-B! 29. Qf1🛡.f6-B <1:1> Bd4 ($) 30. Bf7+! Kd7 <run +> ! 31. Rd1! Rc2 $($)! <a-r>

⭐ Directive: ch-3 x ch-49, m-a: During the opponent’s turn, you can artificially pump mental load by mechanically going through legal
moves, calculating 50 moves arbitrarily, listing all effect roads, all square effect colors, piece locations, but keep in mind, you play worse
when fatigued. https://www.chess.com/game/live/51573671917 [+1,000]

Ch-3 E: H2S1: Roads of e-nomenclature [0-1.6k]:
X-ref: <ch-21: key squares fbno>: the German invasion plan involves a three-pronged attack Army Group South will strike the rich Russian
heartlands of the Ukraine and Crimea meanwhile Army Group North and Army Group Center will push north of the impossible Pripet Marshes
then divide at Smolensk Army Group North will “swing up” to Leningrad while Army Group Center will smash through to Moscow. For Hitler's
generals, Moscow | is the absolute key; if Moscow falls, they say, then Russia will fall with it. The Nazis wanted to take moscow for good
military | strategic reasons; in part, if you visit Russia, you'll see that all the train lines | converge in Moscow; all the transport networks, the |
canals, the road network, they all go | through Moscow. <r: Timeline Documentaries 3/22: Why Did The Germans Lose The Battle Of Britain?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YPtt4_8sQEI> There are four types of roads that are traversed by road nobles <Queens, Rooks, and
Bishops only #defd>, two sets of two that are perpendicular <x-ref: Ch. 2: H2S5, perpendicularity> to each other within the set, and at 45
degrees angles to each other across the sets.

H2S1 H3S1: The edge board parallel set:
The first set of two types of lines #defd elucidated in this chapter contains
two types of lines that are #both parallel with the edges of the board: the
vertical files and horizontal ranks. Diagram, [L] files: Arrows drawn in
LiChess editor on an empty board ref:
https://lichess.org/editor/8/8/8/8/8/8/8/8_w_-_-_0_1.
Mini In Depth, Dictionary pull <hyperlink>: File (n.) = a road that extends
↓ to south.♗ ⇅ (n.) = the c and f ⇅s. Central ⇅ (n.) = the d and e ⇅s.
Closed ⇅ (n.) = a ⇅ that has at least one ♙ that is owned by each general.
Quality 7/10. 3/20/21. Edge ⇅ (n.) = the a and h ⇅s. Half-open ⇅ (n.) = a ⇅
that has at least one ♙ and each ♙ is owned by the same general. Quality
8/10. 3/20/21.♘ ⇅ (n.) = the b and g ⇅s. Open ⇅ (n.) = a ⇅ that has 0 ♙s.
Diagram, [R] ranks: Diagram containing green arrows that correspond to

each and every one of the 8 ranks in a chess board. Rank (n.) = a line that extends → to ←. Back ⇄ (n.) = the 1st and 8th ⇄s. Closed ⇅ (n.) =
a ⇄ that has at least one ♙ that is owned by each general. Quality 7/10. 3/20/21. Pawn's ⇄ (n.) = the 2nd and 7th ⇄s. Garden ⇄ (n.) = the 3rd
and 6th ⇄s. Moat ⇄ (n.) = the 4th and 5th ⇄s. A key | property of all ranks and files is that they each #defd contain exactly 8 squares. This
property is covered with relevance to #defd the R’s mobility, as the R is the only zi in chess #defd that moves exclusively in the edge board
parallel set <ref: ch. 5 mobility h2s1 MRA, H3S1 R>

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50091067157
https://emojipedia.org/shield/
https://emojipedia.org/shield/
https://www.chess.com/game/live/51573671917
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H2S1 H3S2: The non-edge board parallel set:
Diagram, uptail | diagonals: Diagram containing green arrows that correspond to each and every one of the
13 (!) uptail diagonals in a chess board. Mini in depth, dictionary | pull <hyperlink>: Uptail, ╱ (n.) = a ↙ to
↗ ╳. Uptail, a1 (n.) = the a7 to b8 ╱. Distance = 1.4 units. 9/10 for all. 3/31/21. Uptail, a2 (n.) = the a6 to c8
╱. Distance = 2.8 units. Uptail, a3 (n.) = the a5 to d8 ╱. Distance = 4.2 units. Uptail, a4 (n.) = the a4 to e8 ╱.
Distance = 5.7 units. Uptail, a5 (n.) = the a3 to f8 ╱. Distance = 7.1 units. Uptail, a6 (n.) = the a2 to g8 ╱.
Distance = 8.5 units. Uptail, a7 (n.) = the a1 to h8 ╱. Distance = 9.9 units. Uptail, b (n.) = the b1 to h7 ╱.
Distance = 8.5 units. Uptail, c (n.) = the c1 to h6 ╱. Distance = 7.1 units. Uptail, d (n.) = the d1 to h5 ╱.
Distance = 5.7 units. Uptail, e (n.) = the e1 to h4 ╱. Distance = 4.2 units. Uptail, f (n.) = the f1 to h3 ╱ .
Distance = 2.8 units. Uptail, g (n.) = the g1 to h2 ╱ . Distance = 1.4 units.

Diagram, downtail diagonals:

Diagram containing green arrows that correspond to each and every one of
the 13 (!) downtail diagonals in a chess board. Unlike the edge parallel set,
the two diagonals set contain lines that vary in length and increase as they
cross their midlines closer to the center of the board #defd. The 13 downtail
diagonals, for example, vary in length from 2 to 8, and each diagonal length
set apart from 8 contains 2 diagonals; there is only one uptail and only 1
downtail diagonal. This means that in total, there are 4 diagonals of each
length from 2 to 7, inclusive. R: Diagram containing one of each of the four
types of <rn> roads in a chess board.

H2S1 H3S3: The 8 types of
N-movement roads:

Chessprogramming.org <a-r>: A Ray is part of a line from a starting | square in one particular direction. Lines are either the orthogonal
ranks and files or the diagonal | lines, diagonals and anti-diagonals. The length of a ray varies from zero until seven squares. == MIC: The N
is a unique chess zi because despite its relatively low nominal value among nobles, it occupies a disproportionately significant complexity load
within effect and movement roads because it moves along 8 unique types of movement roads, none of which overlaps within the 4 movement
roads of the 3 road nobles, making it the only noble that is not a road noble #defd. Moreover, unlike the 3 other types of nobles, its movement
trajectory is not continuous in that it terminates in a particular square, rather than emanating a ray into the edge of the board without
interposition. Therefore, it is not a viable noble for establishing pins, skewers, and being the road noble behind the interposer in various
clearance tactics. == Despite these significant drawbacks, #defd, the N maintains a close nominal value to the B, identical by some standards,
and even superseding it in certain closed middle game and theoretical endgame situations, due largely to the fact that it maintains 8 different
movement directions from the center, the most, tied with the Q, and that the non-overlapping property of its 8 movement roads with the 4 road
noble roads makes it a useful hedge against their mobility, particularly in fork tactics. Besides the Q, the N is other notoriously lethal forking zi,

although its potency is arguably, as in #MIC, not as strong in that respect as the Q due to its limited range,
despite its strength in multi-directionality. == To read more about the N’s mobility properties, <ref: Ch. 5:
Mobility H2S1 Mobility Range Analyses, H3S3 Knight> Mini | in depth, dictionary | pull <hyperlink>:
L (n.) = the shape of a ♘’s 走ment. 1)   (n.) = (n.) =  (n.) =  (n.) =  (n.) =  (n.) =  (n.) =  (n.) = 2)
Downtail L (n.) = a ↙ to ↗ L. 2a) DownL 2 (n.) = an ╲ L that includes two □s in adjacent ⇅s. 7/10. 3/27/21.
2b) DownL 1 (n.) = an ╲ L that includes two □s in adjacent ⇄s. 7/10. 3/27/21. 3) Uptail L (n.) = a ↙ to ↗ L.
3a) UpL 2 (n.) = an ╱ L that includes two □s in adjacent ⇅s. 7/10. 3/27/21. 3b) UpL 1 (n.) = an ╱ L that
includes two □s in adjacent ⇄s. 7/10. 3/27/21.

H2S1 H3S4: Lines vs. directions:
For every line, there are two directions that can be traversed along that line. There are 4 lines that
traversed by road nobles in chess: files, ranks, uptail.d, and downtail.d and accordingly #defd, 4 * 2 = 8
directions in which travel can occur #defd among the set of all road nobles, or speaking just in terms of the

queen, because | |  the queen | is capable of all directions of travel  of all | road nobles | . The previous sentence explains the base layer of set
theory. == The road nobles lines run vertically <north to south>, horizontally <east to west>, upright diagonally <southwest to northeast> and
downright diagonally #defd <northwest to southwest>. The 8 cardinal + secondarily merged 45 degree directions inside the <brackets> in the
previous sentence #defd

H2S1 H3S5: Occupied board road nomenclature:
Open files, diagonals, closed, half-open, ranks, etc.
Exercise 57: D.Sharma vs. V.Baklan, Balaguer 2006 Chessable MCS Ra6 !

Ch-3 E H2S2: Capture opposition:
In depth, notation: Bg5: $.e-$, e3-B The move of the Bishop to g5 adds an attacker to the bishop in e3 and also receives attack from that
bishop #defd. This reciprocal attack is known as capture opposition. Example:
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Ref: MCS Chessable Ed. Game: B-Ivkov vs S-Kagan at Petropolis Interzonal 1973L 1…Kg7! Hellsten:
Preparing h6 and Bg5 to eliminate White’s ‘good’ bishop. == Capture opposition is an inherent b.p tension
that can be established between any 2 ren that are located in the same vector of movement as each other,
are both capable of moving along that vector of movement, and there is no interposer between them. == The
most well-documented form of capture opposition in chess theory is the tension between opposing
pawns that are located in dijacent squares from each other, although c.o is also possible between opposing
Bs, Rs, Qs, QxB, QxR, Ns, and either Bs and Qs x Ps. The check of a King in an adjacent square by an R or
Q , or dijacent square by a P or a B can be considered a form of capture opposition as well, but in the
purposes of #MIC a check on a King is considered independently of effect and assassinations. Finally,
opposition between Kings, a thematic endgame concept in historic chess theory, is a related concept #defd.
In depth interlude, chess:

Ref: https://lichess.org/analysis/8/ppp5/8/PPP5/8/7k/8/7K_w_-_-_0_1
This famous and elementary example of P capture tension is ubiquitously taught to students within the first 3
or so lessons by all qualified chess instructors #defd. Not only does this position teach capture opposition,
but also the advanced and broadly applicable #defd concepts of pawn race, rule of the square #defd, tempi,
and promotion. == The first move in the winning line #defd is 1. b6 ! , establishing a supported pawn capture
opposition between the now b6-locd pawn and the s pawns on a7 and c7. Any other pawn advance from the
initial b.p would lead to an immediate loss, as pawn capture opposition will be liquidated after a pair of
capture, leaving the more active s ♚ to be able to #defd shoulder the f ♔ while sprinting to the queenside to
pick off the f pawns and drive his own into promotion. == After for example 1…axb6 , with a capture here
being | | essentially | forced | because s cannot relieve both capture oppositions in one move, and the f player
will simply capture one of the a7 or c7 pawns and promote in the ply following that capture. The point is that
due to the distance of the Kings from the location of pawn capture opposition and the advanced position of
the f pawn chain #defd, the s ♚ is unable to affect the promotion event. == The third ply move is the real

stunner: 2. c6 ! ! , the only winning move, declining to recapture the s ♟that captured in the preceding (adj.) = immediately previous ply, and
moreover #defd, sacrificing another in order to | | ensure | the promotion | of the a-pawn, inevitably.

The b.p following 2. c6 $e.$-b7♟ ! ! Read about #MIC’s proprietary arrow nomenclature <here> #defd
Following 2. c6 $e.$-b7♟ ! ! <notation ref: Ch. 10 Notation c.m #defd , Effect Notation, capture opposition> ,
the b7.♟ is in capture opposition with the c6.♙ and, moreover, is in a dilemma #defd , a concept borrowed
from the chapter on overloading ref: <Ch. 24 Overloading H2S1: Dilemma>, because | | if it x in c6, the a-♙
will become passed after 3. a6 !, sailing into queen as the sole f pawn remaining on board |, and if it foregoes
capture with a b-♟ move, cxb7 will result in unstoppable promotion of the | | c | now-b | pawn. Fin.

H2S2 H3S1: Cap.opp-property of the N:
In FM Emmanuel Neiman’s “Tune Your Tactics Antenna”, New in Chess © 2012, he observes in ch-4 that
due to the N’s unique movement vector, which forms an angle of 26.74 degrees <r: ch-19 ex-3> with the long

side of its movement, an angle that is not found in the single ply movements of any other zi,
although this angle can be replicated in the multi-ply movement of a parallel edge road noble <r:
ch-3 H2S1 H3S1>, that: The knight’s distance has to be examined separately, because the knight
works in circles instead of lines like the other pieces. This means that it can attack all the other
pieces without being under attack itself. Every time that pieces are at a knight fork’s | distance,
there is a motif, which implies the possibility of a winning tactic. Fin-v1.

Ch- 3: E: H2S3: Backward defense:
In depth, 1: Ref: Jchu222 v. Vladimir_73 2/13/22 1+0 Ccom 18…e5 here is enabled by # the
backward x-ray defense #defd of the e5.♙ in the b8 \ h2 downtail # by the b8.♗, through the
s.d6-♝, the lone attacker of that ♙. The point is that if that lone attacker # were to capture in e5, it
would trigger a | | partial | ray clearance | <ref: Ch-35 Clearance  H2S4: Partial Ray Clearance> In

a partial ray clearance | tactic, an effector that was previously an x-ray effector becomes a full effector as the interposition ren moves to
capture in a square along the line of their alignment, | | removing  itself | as the interposer | to a square |. Fin.

In depth, 2: L: WFM Alessia Santeramo vs. u/sleepypawnz, Chess.com
stream 3/29/22 https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/42290367559
In this position, WFM Alessia Santeramo missed the obvious 18…Rxc6
(+3 + 0 = +3) ! , instead opting for the 1 point assass # 18…Rxe5 (+1 + 0 =
+1), signaling that the backward effect in c6, twice # from the s.c3-♛ and
s.c5-♜, is more cognitively difficult to see due to forward looking bias here
where we typically associate attack with "up the board".
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Ch- 3: E: H2S4: Mutual and asymmetrical🛡 :
R: Here, f blundered with 40. Qe3 -🛡.d5-N ?? in time pressure <31s>, due to concern with his undefended Q, and sought to offer a
liquidation in a <1:1> sq, but forgot that just because the N defends the Q, does not mean that Q defends the N, because defensive rays are
one way properties #np https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/45927022141?tab=review

Ch- 3: E: H2S5: E-opp:
X: Ch-3 H2S2 was discussed # capture opposition, the state of two ren
each affecting the other’s sq.of-occ and each being on opposite sides,
whereas mutual defense H2S4 is the state of two ren each affecting the
other’s sq.of-occ and each being on the same side. Effect opposition is
occupation | agnostic and refers to two zi on opposite sides each affecting
the same square, and therefore canceling out the other’s effect in effect
difference | calculation . (D, L): two Kings in opposition | offset <ch-56
H2S2> (D, R): a pure case of effect opposition in the opening between
ply 2 and 3 # <r: ch-53 H2S4 H3S3 H4S1, French Defense>; effect
opposition is a one-to-one set intersection | property <ch-2 CM H3S2>
and in the case of D-R, the sets of effect are totally overlapping between
the two Ps, whereas in the case of D-L, the sets of | effect contain 2/8 one

to one intersection, where both Ks affect 8 | squares total, but this symmetry is not a necessary condition of effect opposition <ch-7 H2S1
H3S1>.

D: Ch-3: E:
D H3S0: C.M-D:
Effect (n.) = the attack, defense, or contention of a sq by a zi. Effect vector (n.) = a line that can be drawn between an ⚔or and a key □ that
it affects.
Effector difference (n.) = main ⚔or count subtracted by enemy ⚔or count. a) 0 difference (n.) = an ⚔or difference of 0. b) Negative
difference (n.) = an ⚔or difference of < 0. c) Point of control (n.) = (+) difference (n.) = an ⚔or difference that is > 0. Effector (n.) = an 🗡er,
⚔er, or 🛡er of a □. a) Attacker (n.) = Attacker (n.) = an 子 that can 走 into a □ occupied by an enemy’s 人 to occupy that □ and 杀 that 人 in
the 田 position first 步 or hypothetical 田 position second 步 if the first 步 were skipped. Quality: 8/10. 3/18/21. P.d. 9/11/21 b) Contender = ⚔
(n.) = an 🗡er or 🛡er of a □ an 子 that can 走 to occupy an empty □ in the 田 position first 步 or in a hypothetical second 步 if the first 步 were
skipped. First edit: 3/18/21. c) Defender (n.) = an子 that can 杀 in a □ occupied by a friendly 人 in the 田 position second 步 if the enemy 杀s
the 人 in that □ in the 田 position first 步. First edit: 3/18/21. Quality: 6/10. Effector △ (n.) = the difference between the ⚔or difference of a □
in the initial 田 position and that of the resulting 田 position of a 走. Quality: 9/10. 3/22/21. Effector diagram (n.) = a map in which each □ is
labeled as having more total ⚔ors in the main army, equal ⚔ors, or more ⚔ors in the enemy’s army. Ref:
https://lichess.org/GU8Kv2LZ/white#18. 3/19/21. First edit, including figure caption: 3/20/21. Pushed from Dictionary 9/11/21. Death, 死, sǐ (n.)
= the 走ment of a character out of the 田. Capture,杀 shā, 杀 (n.) = a 走 to occupy a □ that is occupied by an enemy 人 in the initial 田
position and remove that 人 from the board. 3/18/21. Attraction (n.) = forcing a ren into a square via a move that is also a capture. Deflection
(n.) = forcing a ren away from a square and any other square in the road of its defensive effect of a same side ren. Capmove the defender
(n.) = a remove the defender tactic involving the capture of the defender. Attack move (n.) = a move that adds an attacker to a square.
Element, 棋子, qí zǐ, 子 (n.) = a ♙, ♗, ♘, ♖, ♕ or ♔ = a vehicle that can 走 on the chess board. 9/10. First edit 4/2/21. Single 步 mobility
(n.) = the {} of all destination □s that a 子 can be 走d into in a single 步. 3/11/21. Quality 4/10. a) First ply mobility (n.) = the single ply mobility
of an element in the board position first ply. b) Next same side ply mobility (n.) = the single ply mobility of an element in the next same side
ply of the resulting board position of a move. c) Second ply mobility (n.) = the single ply mobility of an element belonging to the side that is
not to move in the board position second ply. Attack square (n.) = a square from which an element can be attacked. Defense square (n.) = a
square from which an element can be defended. Over attacker (n.) = an attacker added to a sq that makes that sq, in the resulting b.p of the

move in which that attacker was added, positive effect in favor of the attacking side # Critical defender (n.) =
any defender of a square that is neutrally contended. Last defender (n.) = the sole defender of a same side
occupied square # Formerly (adj.) = the effect difference in a square in the initial position b.p relative to a
move of reference # Resulting (adj.) = the e.d in a square in the resulting b.p relative to a move of reference
#, which is usually given # following the word “resulting” in the sentence. Eg. The e6 sq is <1.5:1> resulting
12. D5 Complex of squares (n.) = a set of squares that does not fall into any single road. Contender
miscount (n.) = a tactical ❓ made because the general did not accurately count the number of attackers
and defenders of a contended square.

D H3S1: Roads nomenclature:
Home rank (n.) = 🏠 (n.) = back rank (n.) = either the 1st or 8th rank on the board. [D] Both the 8th rank
(top) # and the 1st rank can be considered a home rank. The 8th rank is known as the “s-home” in #MIC
terminology, while the 1st rank is the “f-home”, or f-🏠 in notation <ch. 10>. Pawn’s rank (n.) = the 2/7th

ranks. Garden rank (n.) = the 3/6th ranks. Moat’s rank (n.) = 4th/5th ranks. Moat (n.) = the non-existent line between the 4th and 5th ranks.
Eg: The pawn crossed the moat. Fin-v3
Convergence alignment (n.) = queen and rook both contending on h6 without occupying the same road, an intersection between two roads;
after hxg6, a clearance of the rook file as well. https://lichess.org/study/70DCR4dQ.

Ch-3: E Ex:
1) Negative.E-Assass 2) Forced-sack 3) Neutral / +E-assass
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Assassination in 1:

Exercise 1:

R: Exercise 2: By the MIC effect count para-

digm, what is the e-d and total effect each of the d5-sq in this initial b-p?

Ex-3:

R, above: Ex-4: find the assass in 1:

Ex 5: find the assass in 1:

Assassination in 2: - R, above: Ex-#6: [1,350]

Ex-7: find the assass in 2:

Ex-8: “Stepback jumper”

Assassination in 3:

L, above: Ex-9:

Ex-10: Calculate the full line, and do not stop until you have reached a
“quiet position”.  [2,400]

L: Ex-11: [1,500]

R: Ex-12: [1,600]: Previously, 1…Rxf2 <+1> ! 2. Rxf2 <-5> Qxf2+ were
played:

Assass or m-4+:

Ex-13: [3,200], assass in 7, 8.

R: Ex-14: [1,440]

L: Ex-15: [1,500]

Ex-16: [3,300]: An original comp-

osition based on a position reached in GM So, Wesley<2773> vs GM
Vidit Santosh Gujrathi<2714>, rd-11, FIDE Olympiad ‘22.
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E�ect x evaluation:

#17: Evaluate the difference between # 8…e5 and 8…cxd4 in this
theoretical position.

R: Ex. 18: Can f play 8. Qf3 $.f7-P ?

Ex. 19, below: Review Ch-3 D H3S0 and write <250 words to explain the
difference between a last defender and
a critical defender.

Ex-20: u/arslanadil92 v. Kkkacpi
4/2/22 c-com Question: does first
have the justification # to play 10.
E4?

Solutions:
Ex. 1:
Answer: 11. Nxd5 (+1 + 0 = +1) !
<ref: ch. 10 NT, H2S1 MC NT>
// write more
Ref:

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/42784179461?tab=revie
w.

Ex-2: <1.5 : 3>
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47124635291?tab=review

Ex-3:
// FEN:
2r2rk1/1b2q1b1/p1n3pN/1p1pP3/1P1P4/P2BB3/5QPP/2R2RK1 b - -
0 21 Solution: 1...Bxh6 Back: an assassination can occur in the
neutral h6 square because a higher priority threat, 2...Bxf6, exists in
the resulting board position such that the recapture move 2. Bxh6 is
not feasible. This higher priority threat did not exist in the initial
board position of the assassination because the second King was in
check; it was created by the check resolution of the assassination
capture move.

Ex-4:
Position from WIM Bianka Havanecz v. u/arslanadil92, LiChess
2022. https://lichess.org/VFmglmP5/black#45 X-ref: <ch. 22 LP
H2S4> 23…Nxf4 (+1) ! wins a P in the f4-sq, which is +1 e.d for s in
the initial b.p. F does have the followup at his disposal 24. Bxg7+ (-5
+ 1 = -4) Rxg7 (+3 - 4 = -1), but we can consider the s.f4-capture to
be independent from this exchange-winning liquidation, as the
s.g7-R was already abs-pinned in the initial b.p

L: Effect diagram of the initial b.p, high-
lighting +1 e.d in the f4-sq. The position following 24…Rxg7 (-1) is
extremely complex <ch. 45: H2S1>: Lower: Effect diagram
highlighting relevant effects # following 24…Rxg7 (-1) The s.f4-N is
an absolute monster, participating in a checkscovery BNQ<S> <ref:
Ch-32> motif along the c1 / h6 <ref: ch. 10 NT CM H3S2 H4S2
H5S5> and having access to two check squares, h3 and e2,
occupied by a higher value f.R <5 points #>, in its single ply mobility
<ref: CU Dict> The most challenging continuation here is 25. E7 !,
threatening e8=Q+ but after 25…Nxh3+ (+1 - 1 = 0) 26. Kh2 Bf4+ !
27. Rxf4 (-3 + 0 = -3), forced Nxf4+ (+5 - 3 = +2) ! 28. Kg1 <o.m>
Nxe2 (+5 + 2 = +7) ! 29. Nxe2 (-3 + 7 = +4), s can simply pick up the
pawn on e7 29…Qxe7 (+1 + 4 = +5).

The position after 29. Nxe2 (+4); s
has liquidated all of the capture
opposed <ref: Ch-3 eff h2s2> ren
and his s.h4-Q is free to pick up
the e7-fetus <ref: ch. 19 Str D
H3S5 H4S1>
In contrast, 23…Qxh3 (+1) ? also
wins material temporarily, but it
does not establish # a powerful
f4.N and after 24. Bxg7 (-4) Rxg7
(-1) 25. E7 !, threatening promotion
with check in the next f-ply, poses

a lot of problems # for s and is evaluated as completely winning for f,
with the extra exchange for a pawn # Fin.

Ex-5:
Although we are in check in the initial b-p, the h6 sq is <2:1>.
45…Bxh6 (+5) R: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game
/live/45404967459?tab=analysis

Ex-6: 3q1rk1/prppbp1p/1p4p1/8/1PPn4/P1B1P1P1/5P1P/R2Q1RK1 w Q -
0 1
1. Qxd4<thr-Qg7#>! Bf6<2:1><int> 2. Qxf6<+3> Qxf6<-9> 3.
Bxf6<+3>. If 1…f6? 2. Qd5+$! K-run 3. Qxb7<+5>

Ex-7:
The correct first move is 13. D5 $$e.$d5-B !, a P.rel-fork of two
e-nobles:

Zoom diagram of c4-c6-e6-e4 in the initial
b-p; the advance <ch. 19 D H3S5> of the
f.d4-P to the d5-sq will fork 2 e-nobles in the
resulting b-p of the move #
As one of the e-ren that occupies a fork end
capture opposes <r: ch.this H2S2> the f.d-P
in the resulting b-p of its forking move <r: ch.
23 D H3S0> and, moreover, the s.d7-Q

contends that sq, f himself # needs to have 2 defenders of the f.d-P
in the d5-sq in the resulting b-p of its fork move in order to justify |
this advance.

The eff-diagram of the resulting
b-p of 13. D5 $$e.$d5-B !,
highlighting e.d of the d5-sq #
Indeed, effect difference analysis
of the d5-sq in the resulting b-p of
13. D5 verifies that # f has
sufficient contention of that sq in
order to justify the pawn advance
and therefore, s will lose material
to a minor noble capture in the 14-f
ply.
For instance: 13…Bxd5 (-1) 14.

Qxd5 (+3 - 1 = +2) <assass> ! Note that s can put up more
resistance # alternatively with a move like 13…Rad8 ($)d5 !,
although this is not necessarily better than the given main line, we
need to know how to handle this move as well:

https://lichess.org/VFmglmP5/black#45
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The resulting b-p of 13…Rad8
($)d5 !, demonstrating the newly
added d8-R’s offensive effect
down to the d-file.
This dual-purpose move <ref: ch.
59 H2S5> is tricky because 1) it
adds an over attacker to the d5-sq
via x-ray such that the e.d in that
sq is now <2:2.5>, making that P
susceptible to assass # and 2) it
establishes a rel.x-ray,pin
(R)PQ<s> <ch. 10 CM H3S2 H4S5

H5S1> down the d-file # as well as a trap: if f attempts to
immediately P-cap one of the P-forked s-nobles in the 14-f ply, he
will auto-clear for the attack <Ch-35> of the s.heavy-🔋 # <ref: ch. 5
H2S3> to the f.d1-Q, which is overwhelmed # in the resulting b-p of
a potential 14.f-Pxc,noble ?? with <1:1.5> e-d, leading to the loss of
a full R in the resulting cap-seq for a minor, a loss of -2 #
The key refutation # for f is to not capture immediately in ply 14-f but
rather play a dual-purpose | counter to 13…Rad8, which, by the
properties of that move’s effect on the board, has to solve the
problems of 1) the now over attack # in the d5-sq and 2) the rel-pin
along the d-file. == The refutation move, therefore, is 14. Nc3 $d5-P,
$d1-Q !, which restores the d5-sq <3 : 2.5> to adequately | defended
for s, and also adds a critical defender <ref: Ch-3 D H3S0> to the
d1-Q <2:1>, such that there is no longer a threat of assass in that sq
in the event of f.Pxc-noble <ref: ch. 29 H2S6 H3S4> as the pin is
broken via adequate defense of the pinned-to ren, which frees the
previously pinned d5-P to now resume its ability to make a capture #
As the refutation move 14. Nc3 $d5-P, $d1-Q ! is also a
dual-purpose move, in the sequence of 13-s - 14-f, we have an
example of a dual-purpose | counter. == The final point in this
sequence is that the dual-purpose move 13…Rad8 ! does not run
either of the forked s-nobles from the fork ends of the d5-P, and
therefore the double attack remains | in effect after the pin break
move 14. Nc3 ! The net | effect of this sequence, thanks to the
refutation, therefore, has only been to add total effect to the d5 and
d1 sqs, but the effect difference <ref: Ch-3 CM> in the end has not |
changed allowing f to now continue with his idea # of P-capping in
e/c6, just with a full | turn | delay. Fin. Ref:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/43920932750

Ex. 8:
Solution: 1. Qe7, threatening Qe8# and thrapture of the hangtacked
a3 rook h6 2. Qxa3
Qxa3 https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1132378
The fork vertex is e7, with fork ends e8, a threatmate square, and
a3, a square that contains an undefended rook. There is no viable
fork resolution.
A fork in which one of the two double attacked squares is a
checkmate square is known as a terminal fork. == The effect of the
a3-♜ down the board after an up the board movement of the f.♕ to
e7 is known as a backwards attack, which is particularly taxing on
attention capacity and thus worthy of coverage in an h2 section #
Ref: Ch-3 eff h2s3 backwards effect <hl>

Ex-9: 14. N<any>d5+ ! <temp--sack> exd5 (-3) 15. Nxd5+$.c7-Q
<eff-overwhelm> ! with 16. Nxc7 (+9) to follow
https://lichess.org/E06ovQZv/black#26

Ex-10:

⭐ Directive: Reduce the e-E of f6 by 1, to overwhelm in that
square, and win material. This is actually a mate in 9.

First move was 1. Rxg7+ Kh8, easy enough, now if 2. Rg6, clr+ for
the d4-bishop, f6 seems to stop everything: f6 has 3 defenders, 3
attackers in that resulting position. I’m not  seeing a way to recruit
the f2-queen, as everything seems to be well guarded. Notes: Just
as I say that, maybe, 2. Rg8++ Kxg8 and he's up a rook AND a

minor piece, and a pawn (9 points) and when 3. Qg3+ he can just
block with Bg4, giving some material back to stop all checks.
Obviously 2…Rxg8 is not possible since double check. Therefore,
idea: 2. Rxf7+ OK interesting 2. Rxf7+ blocks the rook Bf6 <forced>
3. Rxf8+ ! <+5, assass in 3>, continue to mate: 3…Kg7 <run +> 4.
Rxf6 <+3> the carnage continues Bf7🛡.e6-Q 5. Rxf7++ <1:2> !
Kg6 <forced> 6. Rg7+ Kh5 <forced> 7. Qe2+ Qg4+ <int +> :( 8.
Qxg4+ Kh6 9. Qh4# No way.

Ex-11:
https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/51352349 1…Rxd4 ! <+5> 2.
Nxd4 <0> c1=Q <+8> ! 3. Rxc1 <-9> Qxc1 <+5> <assass in 3>

Ex-12:
https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/76054394 3…Nb6 $$ 4.Rf4
<run $> Rxf4 <-5> 5.gxf4 <+5> Nxd5 <assass in 3!> <+3>

Ex-13:
30...Qd4+ 31. Kh1 <run +> else Kg2 Rf2+<2:2> $.c2-Q <+4> Nf2+
32. Kg1/2 Rg4+ 33. Kf1 Kf3? allows the recruitment.s-Ne5+! Nd3
$.e1-Q <difficulty=10!> <clr.d4-Q cont-g1><thr-Rg1+, M-7> 34.
Re8+ Kh7 35. Bg8+ ! Kg6 36. Bf7+ <forced-sack!> :(, s has to use
this sacrifice tactic to attract the K to a supported c4.check-sq, to
force a liquidation of Q’s, because otherwise f has the threat of
36…Rg1+ 37. Ke2 <o-m> Rg2+ 38. Kf3 $.g2-R <hangtacked> Rf2+
<2:2> 39. Qxf2 Qxf2+ <+9, assass>, followed by M-2. Kxf7 <+3 - 4
= -1> 37. Qc4+ <o-m, !#> Kxe8 <+5 -1 = +4!> and s assassinates
two ply in a row, for +8.
7k/p2n2p1/2pq3p/8/5rn1/NB6/PPQ4P/R3R1K1 b - - 1 30

Ex-14:
https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/142417 1.Rc1+ <coer!> Kb7
<run +> 2.Qc8+ <1:1.5> ($.f5-Q!) Ka7 <run+> <o-m!> 3.Rc7+ <1:1>
Rxc7 <-5> 4.Qxf5 <+9>

Ex-15:
1. Rxd8+ Kg7 <run+> 2. Rg8+ <deflect-attract!> <clr-d8> <t.sack-o>
Kxg8 <-5> 3. d8=Q+ <+5> Kg7 <run+> 4. Rxf6 <assass in 4> Kxf6
<-5 + 8 = +3> https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/128175

Ex-16:
8/8/4p2p/5p1P/3P1P2/Nnk1K3/8/8 w - - 0 1
53. Nb5+🛡.d4-P<2:2> Kc4<run+>$.d4-P 54. Nd6+ Nd5<run+> 55.
Nf7$.h6-P! Nxd4<-1> 56. Nxh6<+1, v.a-assass!> e5<1:1><o.m-D>!
57. Fxe5+ Kxe5 ½ ½

Ex. 17:
8…e5 ! is the book move according to Shredder online db in this
novelty position, however it blunders a pawn as the e5 sq is <2:3>,
e-d -1 in the resulting b-p.
On the other hand, 8…cxd4 ! will liquidate a pair of pawns in the d4
sq, with no change to the even m-d from the initial b-p.
R:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/45984577751?tab=revie
w

Ex. 18: No !
The d4-sq is <2:2> in the initial b-p and 8. Qf3 ?? would
auto-remove a critical defender of this sq, allowing for an assass by
s.
R:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/45266459069?tab=revie
w

Ex. 19: // write solution

Ex. 20: // write solution

A: check effect of d4 and e4 in before and after, diagram for before
and after, and point out e4 throws the pawn into effect of f6 N and
removes a defender of d4.
I made this move in 6s running all these checks in bullet #mic
Also, it gains space and threatens a check.

https://emojipedia.org/shield/
https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/51352349
https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/76054394
https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/142417
https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/128175
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Additional resources:
Pawn Breakthroughs, lecture by GM Finegold 2014.12.13 <hyperlink>, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KLPgcFjgp00.
Walker, Jearl. Fundamentals of Physics. John Wiley & Sons, 2008.
Larson, Ron, et al. Selected Chapters from Precalculus, Seventh Edition. Houghton Mifflin, 2007.
Stewart, James, et al. Calculus: Early Transcendentals. Cengage Learning, 2008.
Zumdahl, Steven S., and Donald J. DeCoste. Chemical Principles 7th Edition. Cengage Learning, 2012.

- I used this textbook | recommended by Columbia University in summer ‘16 to study for the placement exam to enter Organic
Chemistry for Gifted Freshman as a sophomore. I was one of 30 students out of 600 chemistry students that year to place out of
1 year of Gen Chem and into Orgo as first year students.

White, Michael (1997). Isaac Newton: The Last Sorcerer. Fourth Estate Limited. ISBN 978-1-85702-416-6.
Strang, Gilbert. “Derivative of Sin x and Cos x.” Massachusetts | Institute of Technology, YouTube, 15 Sept. 2010,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FtQl1gAo12E.
C.Masi. “PV=NRT.” Westfield State University,
https://www.westfield.ma.edu/PersonalPages/cmasi/gen_chem1/Gases/ideal%20gas%20law/pvnrt.htm#:~:text=PV%3DnRT,(n)%20of%20gas
%20present.
Carmo, Marcelo, and Detlef Stolten. “Faraday's Constant.” Faraday's Constant - an Overview | ScienceDirect Topics,
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/faradays-constant.
“Rays.” Rays - Chessprogramming Wiki, https://www.chessprogramming.org/Rays.
Stewart, Ian. Does God Play Dice? THE NEW MATHEMATICS OF CHAOS 2nd ed., Penguin Books, 1997.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ludwig_Boltzmann
“Ding vs Rapport: FIDE Candidates Tournament 2022 • Round 10.” Lichess.org,
https://lichess.org/broadcast/fide-candidates-tournament-2022/round-10/FWJYzJJJ.
https://chesstempo.com/tactical-motifs#Counting
So, Wesley, and Vidit Santosh Gujrathi. “44th Chess Olympiad 2022: Open: Boards 1-40 • Round 11.” Lichess.org, 9 Aug. 2022,
https://lichess.org/broadcast/44th-chess-olympiad-2022--open--boards-1-40/round-11/W5CHyCx7.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ludwig_Boltzmann
https://lichess.org/broadcast/fide-candidates-tournament-2022/round-10/FWJYzJJJ
https://chesstempo.com/tactical-motifs#Counting
https://lichess.org/broadcast/44th-chess-olympiad-2022--open--boards-1-40/round-11/W5CHyCx7
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Book-4: Material count: c-m:
This chapter is a tribute to FM Suyog Wagh, “God of Karma”. The skill of counting and keeping track of counts, in parallel with transitions of

board state, applies not only to effect, but also to the material count. Game: Yakun Hu, Amherst Killian
UB Chess Club casual blitz, fall ‘21: Yakun Hu as White. 1) d4 d5 2) C4 e6 3) Nc3 Nf6 4) Bg5 Be7 5) E3
nbd7 6) Cxd5 Nxd5 7) Bxe7 Qxe7 8) Bd3 Qb4 9) Qc2<7:47> Ndf6<9:06> 10) Nge2 O-O 11) O-O Qd6 12)
e4$.d5-N Nb4<run-$>$$ 13) Qd2<run$> Nxd3 14) e5<z-zug!> Qe7 15) exf6-$ Qxf6 16) Qxd3<Quiz: what is
the resulting m-d? See ex-sol> b6 17) Qe4$.a8-R Ba6<clr-🛡><BNR.[s]-pin> 18) Rfd1<run-pin> Rab8 19)
Qg4 Rfd8 20) h4 adjourned. The above game provides an elementary example of an application of material
counting throughout a tactical | sequence. In a capture sequence with multiple captures, a “multicap”, and
the necessity of keeping track of the change in material throughout the sequence in order to determine who
comes out of the tactical | sequence victoriously. The sequence was set up in a Queen's Gambit Declined
position in which the first player played 6. cxd5 and the second player recaptured on d5 with the knight rather
than a pawn. This led to the fact that the knight on d5 could redirect to b4, a double attack on the c2 Queen
as well as the d3 Bishop, and in addition, the e4 square is not contended by a second pawn as it would be if
the second player had played exd5. The result was the potentiality of playing a zwischenzug move, 14. e5

after the initiation of a capture sequence with Nxd3, porking the d6 queen and the f6 knight. == The first player could have simply
recaptured the bishop with the queen after Nxd3, in which case the resulting material would have remained even. Let us examine the material
changes in the capture sequence and preview the technical aspects of the chapter that is to come. After Nxd3 [D], a first player bishop has
been removed from the board, resulting in a change in that player's total material of -3. After a hypothetical 14. Qxd3 and equivalent value
ren of the enemy has been removed, and, therefore, the total material of the enemy has also been reduced by 3. Therefore, the difference in
material between the two sides after both moves is still 0. However, in the played move, e5$$, the first player temporarily withholds from the
recapture of a minor ren and in the resulting board position of e5, he remains down a full 3 points. Q-run is forced because of the 3 ren that
are now under attack, the queen is of the highest priority and running with the knight that had just captured on d3 rather than saving the
Queen will result in a +9 capture for the first player and an overall change in material of +6. However, due to a failure in successfully
accounting for material, Killian ran the queen to precisely the wrong square, e7 after exf6 now both the queen and the d3 Knight remain
under attack and after queen Qxf6, Qxd3 wins material. The fact that the first player wins material by recapturing on d3 appears
counterintuitive at first, but with a rigorous material count, we can see that that is in fact the case. ...Nxd3 (-3) e5 Qe7 exf6 (0) Qxf6 (-1) Qxd3
(+2) We can see from this mechanical application of material count that the first player ends up with 2 additional points after the sequence
Qualitatively, the reason for this is because the vengeance of Nxd3 actually occurred on move 15 with exf6, a recapture in a different |
destination | square from the initial capture of the capture sequence. In the resulting board position of exf6, the first player has already
equalized his material and continues to have the enemy ren under attack because the second player had moved his queen into a square
where it would be attacked by the pawn. A key property of this double attack is that the ren attacking the queen is only worth one point, such
that its capture cannot compensate for the loss of the knight in the ply to follow. == Transcribed by https://otter.ai == Counting | material is a
necessary mental process that needs to be run in parallel to the movement of zi, the updating of locations of zi in the board state, and the
updating of effect in the process of calculation. In order for a tactical sequence to be favorable for the protagonist, the material delta in the
tactical | sequence has to be positive. Captured ren on the side of the protagonist register into material delta as a negative value while
capture ren on the enemy side register as a positive value and the overall material delta of this sequence is the summation of all of the

individual changes. In each turn, only a single change to the material delta can be made. And in the
protagonist's turn, only a capture of an enemy ren can be made and thus only positive values can be
registered. Whereas in the enemy's turn, only capture of friendly ren can be made and thus only negative
values can be registered. The updating of the material delta value has to be synchronized perfectly with
transitions between board states during calculation. == A few additional terms are relevant here. Material
difference is the difference between the total material belonging to the protagonist and the enemy in which a
positive material difference indicates that the protagonist has more material while a negative material
difference indicates that the enemy has more material. The material delta value of the tactical sequence will
be added on to the material difference of the initial board position prior to the tactical sequence in order to
generate a resulting material difference that defines the balance of material at the conclusion of the tactical
sequence. The total material belonging to each side is the summation of individual ren material values. == ⭐
Directive: All capture events register a negative material delta with respect to the side that owns the

captured ren, however, there is a singular | event that results in a positive material delta and that is the promotion of a pawn. All pawn
promotions register a material delta that is equal to the value of the ren that spawns on the board minus the value of the one pawn that dies.
During a calculation, in which there are numerous tactical sequences possible, one has to track and calculate the material delta of each
tactical sequence and compare them to determine which one is most favorable for the protagonist, keeping in mind that there are possibly
multiple branching points in each line as well as transpositions between lines. In general, material delta should be among the highest priority |
calibrations and slot into a high priority in one's attention capacity in almost every situation, with forced checkmates and other severe threat
meet situations being possible exceptions. // add mobility properties inc move counts, color destination. Material difference is a quantitative |
value and it should be noted that the same material difference may correspond with different material compositions. For instance, a material
difference of +1 could be due to an extra | pawn or an imbalance of two minor nobles for a rook. Below is a table of material differences and
the imbalances that can result in that difference. D: Jump ahead x-ref ch-36 CM H3S1, first example: f-move.

Mat-diff Δ-factor Mat-diff Δ-factor

-9 Loss of queen -4 E-promo P to R
Loss B when 2 Bs

-8 Enemy promoted P to Q -3 Loss minor, loss 2 Ps
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-7 Loss 7 Ps
Loss R and 2 Ps
Loss 2 minors and 1 P
Loss Q for 2 Ps

-2 E promo P to minor
Loss R for minor
Loss 3 Ps

-6 Loss 2 minors
Loss Q for 1 minor

-1 Loss 2 minors for R
Loss 1 P
Loss minor for 2 Ps

-5 Loss R
Loss minor and 2 Ps

0 Re-cap, equal / Non-cap move /
Check, threat, forcing non-cap /
Loss minor for 3 Ps, R for 5 Ps

H3S1: Alternate material-value tables:
(1) Rensch, IM; ChessKid pg-10. Chessprogramming.org, material: The Material | Balance is finally returned as the almost most dominating
evaluation term, usually in Negamax from side to move's point of view, and in its pure form simply the difference of both sides material, MD:
md := material[side_2_move] - material[side_2_move ^ 1]; (2) https://www.chessprogramming.org/Point_Value (3) Turing <a-r> (4) Xiangqi,
Wikipedia <see-below>

CM H3S2: Chess m-c x science, quantities & measurement #
<x-ref: ch-19 H2S3, scientific method> <x-ref: ch-3 CM H3S2, units> Compound units can also be measured, speed, weight (newtons.

H3S2 H4S1: Constants vs variable quantities:
Constants: 1) gravitational acceleration constant on earth, 2) conversion between kilograms and pounds 3) R in PV = nRT 4) mol -
“avogadro’s number” 5) 1.380650 x 10^23 joule per kelvin: the Boltzmann constant <Wikipedia, a-r>, proportionality factor that relates
the average relative kinetic energy of particles in a gas with the thermodynamic temperature of the gas 6) Planck constant 7) Faraday
constant 8) speed of light in a vacuum. Constants also have units and can be used to balance out the units in an equation. Constants are
also utile in that they allow us to conveniently convert between units: a mol allows us to convert between atomic number and grams, a mass
⇒ Fine-tuning theory of the Universe: Hitchens: <a-r> Why are conditions so optimal for life in this terrestrial | orb? Fine tuning. I was
surprised to find that Richard <Dawkins, b-1941> <British evolutionary biologist, professor at the University of Oxford> was impressed by
that too. I mean, we know what the arguments against it are, and I consider them to be pretty conclusive arguments, but there is something
that has to impress you, I mean the | | likelihood | that | there could be nothing | is so strong and the certainty that there will one day be

nothing, which someone must also have designed and the world before that nothing which someone was
supposed to be designed as well….I don't know, but not to be impressed by the fact that we are here rather
than not it is to be too easily | unimpressed, should I say. Christopher Hitchens <1949 - ‘11>, a
British-American author and journalist and comrade of Dr. Richard Dawkins, Dr. Daniel Dennett, <cited,
#MIC>, and Dr. Sam Harris <University of California, Los Angeles, author of The End of Faith 2004>
together comprise The Four Horsemen, a rock name for their group together comprising the most famous
atheists of the early 21st century, and even he was by his own admission impressed by one particular
argument for the existence of God, and this is the fine-tuning argument, which states that none of what we
know to exist, including life, biological cells, and the mechanical motion of our muscles, as well as stars,
and perhaps even existence itself, would be possible to exist without fine-tuning of the physical and
chemical constants of our universe, as well as the miracle in itself that these constants hold true
throughout the | universe. Genesis 1, 1-3 KJV: In the beginning God created heaven and the earth. And
the earth was without form, and void; and darkness was upon the face of the deep. And the Spirit | of God

| moved upon the face of the waters. And God said, Let there be light: and there was light. MIC: At the end of science, Hitchens (d’11) is
religion, and at the end of theology is chess <r: ch-20 CM H3S1> Fine-tuning theory of chess: Evidence of fine-tuning is found not only in
the Universe, but also in the chess | Universe, with the difference being that there is concrete evidence in history of the intentionality behind
that of chess, but nevertheless, perhaps it could be a miracle that the game of chess was supposedly invented by one man <ch-0 H2S7> and
yet entertain generations of men for 600 years and the foreseeable future, remaining unsolved even by the best supercomputers of today.
Fin-v1. A balanced | game is one in which 1) no one player starts out with such an advantage that he is unbeatable despite best play from the
opponent 2) no individual zi is so valuable that players are tempted to overuse it in a way that makes moot coordination among forces and 3)
no region of the map is so favorable or unfavorable that the game has no territorial variety. Chess, and games like Call of Duty and Halo

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proportionality_factor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kinetic_energy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Particle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ideal_gas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermodynamic_temperature
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Infinite strive for such a balance to remain a) pedagogical b) fun to play and c) a hot research ground for continuous research. In contrast,
simpler games, such as Tic Tac Toe, are already solved, and playing it is merely perfunctory and a fun time-teaser for children. Game |
designers of modern games, and chess <ch-0, H2S7, 50 move rule history in late 19th century> are continuously | tuning the rules and
properties of various elements in the game, such as mobility, capture | power, effect | range, and so forth, in order to change the nature of |
gameplay to terms that ideally maximally highlights true | skill and aligns achievement in the game with the purpose of the game as set out
by its creator; in a game of tactical | means, the player with superior | tactical understanding should surface to the top. In March 2022, for
instance, the creators of Halo Infinite, Microsoft’s 500 million dollar prized horse <r: ch-0 H2S9, treatise on marketing> nerfed, or decreased
the damage power of, the “mangler”, a short-range gun that was leading to unbalanced | gameplay. (D) 28. Ncxe4 ! <temp-sack, assass!>
an insane-looking | move that seeks to exploit the RNR <n> rel-pin, a hard one to see due to clustering <ch-42> by 1) clearing the a1 / f6
diagonal to affect the s.f6-N , a critical | defender of the pinned d7-N and 2) adding itself as an attack of that sq temporarily, forcing a
recapture: 28…Nxe4 (-3) this is forced, as 28…fxe4 (-3) fails immediately to 29. Bxf6(+3) ! leaving d7 at <1.5:2> but after 29…Nxe4 (-2) ! f
threatens a checkscovery to win the b7-Q and therefore 30…Qc8 <run-theme!> is forced, and this allows # 31. Rxd7+!, an overwhelm that
removes now the critical defender of the f6-sq via capture <ch-27>, leaving the f6-B hangtacked with check fork; as it turns out, the N in its
capture in e4 joined the assault on d7 via indirect bounce | effect (0.5) <ch-5 H2S2> Therefore, 28…Nxe4 (-3) is forced, and it’s important to
keep track of the resulting m-diff after each move from here onwards. 29. Bxe4 (+3) ! Some-pivot fxe4 <-3, -3> forced ! 30. Rd6$$ Bxb2 (-3,
-6) 31. Qxb2 <-3> c4 $.e-$ ! 32. Qd4 ($) d7-N, overwhelm! Rfe8! and here, capture in d7 immediately is not favorable as although that
would recoup the noble sacked in 28-f, it leaves only m-d = 0, and the difference would be made by a resulting s-c3 and s-b4 ! giving s a
decisive supported p-P, and again, m-d is 0, which is why tracking | m-d | throughout the sequence is important to avoid this mistake. 33. Bxc4
(+1) ! liquidating a pair of Ps to mitigate the threat at least of supported pp developing, heightening the counter threat of now Rxd7 (!) bxc4
(-1) 34. Rxd7 (+3) <recoup> ! and now this is okeet 34…Qxd7 (-3) 35. Qxd7 Qxd7 36. Rxd7 a total liquidation # that yields back the sacked
28-f N 36…Rc8 ! 🛡.c4-P 37. Rd2 and f can stop the s.c4-pp and has managed to equalize what was once a cramped position via a
temp-sack that lasted from the b-p following 28-s to the b-p following 34-f, winning a P in the process. Game:
https://lichess.org/AreRVPV0#73

H4S2: Variable quantities: speed, acceleration of objects on earth, the mass of something in kilograms.
Ex: E = mc^2. In this equation, we have two variable quantities<mass, and E>, and one constant<c>. If E changes, it must be due to a change
in m. Fin.v4-2.

Ch. 4: M-c H2S1: Principles of vengeance:
A capture that cannot be avenged with a separate prisoner can, at worst, result in a trade for the player who played it, making chess an
inherently exchange-favorable game. Chess University Study Pack via AnkiTM: Attacker’s advantage (n.) = the attacker can always trade
because he captures first, but the defending side has to be sufficient. == To be sufficient, here, from Chess University, means that the
defending side has to have enough defending resources to capture equivalently in return for each capture made by the attacking side, and
therefore the initiative after one exchange sequence to be the starter of the next, else to potentially retreat from the sequence, and the
increase in decision making capacity is beneficial for the attacking side, this could be a true advantage of both the psychological and board
decision types.

Ch. 4: M-c H2S2: Multi-cap:
H2S2 H3S1: Capture continuation:

[D, L]: Seirawan, ref: In this position, there was a move, that was really
championed by one of my heroes, GM Bent Larsen<1935-2010><Peak
FIDE=2660, 6x Danish Champion>. Bent, you could always count on to
stir up the pot and make things spicy, so if you are playing against a player,
who you think we should beat, then we could spice it up right from the start.
MIC: The s-move 6…Ng4$.e3-B! takes advantage of the $.🛡-overloaded
d1-Q, which must -🛡 of the d4-N, in order to capture this hangtacked-N.
However, after 7. Nxc6!<-3>, f can now capture in g4, so 7…Nxe3<+3> is
forced. In this b-p, both players have a capture continuation: the
cap-move, in the preceding | plies, resulted in a destination-sq, in which
the cap-zi is now $. Therefore, f has two options: to end the capture
opposition of the e3-N, via 8. fxe3<-3>, or continue his own.cap-seq, with

8. Nxd8<-9>! Since the former option results in the doubling and isolating of the resulting.e-Ps, f opts for the latter<-9+9-3+3=0> # [D,2]: In
depth: use the position from 20:11 here as first in depth # https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=icJcMIv2q50: Game: provided by GM Yasser
Seirawan, Opening, Accelerated Dragon, Maróczy Bind. Seirawan <18:00>: Karpov made a career, becoming a 2,800, by achieving these
types of middle game positions, where his pawns on c4, and d5, and black had this backward-P on e7, and Karpov used to torment his
opponents by doubling, tripling up against the e7-P. MIC: therefore, after the seq-1…Nxd5<+3> 2. Bxg7<-3>, f wants to create a cap-cont
with the z-zug 2…Ne3$$<t.sack-sente!> rt 2…Kxg7<+3>, and now the capture dilemma is on f’s shoulders; to avoid doubling and isolating
his f.e-Ps, again, he will play Seirawan: Black recognizes that he will lose his N, but he does it in a way, that makes White’s position, very
uncomfortable. MIC: 3. Qe2<run-$> Nxf1<+5> 4. Bxf8<-5> Kxf8<+3> 5. Kxf1<-3+3=0> Seirawan evaluates the resulting.b-p as even, a fine
| outcome for s, from the dev-phase <ch-53>
Post, MIC: In a multi-cap sequence, the player with a capture | continuation has one additional | capture due to his capturing zi being in
range to make a subsequent capture in the next same-player | ply. X-ref ch-35 H2S2 H3S2: pinned or skewer theme capture clearance attack.

H3S2: Multi-square counting:
Chess-tempo <a-r>: [D]: Multi-square counting: Multi-square counting is similar to the under-protected piece motif, but applies when a

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=icJcMIv2q50
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sequence of captures is occurring across more than one square on the board. It applies when it is
possible to force material gain only through a series of captures and recaptures on more than one square
on the board, without using other tactical themes (other than Zwischenzug). This is a subset of the general
technique of counting, and should be used when the only activity is material being exchanged on multiple
squares (see also 'Under-protected Piece' which is the single square variation of this motif). It is not intended
to be used when other tactical motifs are involved, with the exception of a Zwischenzug, and tagging both is
fine. [D]: In this position multiple pieces are attacked and defended, and eventually pieces will be
exchanged across 3 different squares. Careful counting will reveal that after all the takes and retakes
have occurred, white will be up a piece. 2. Bxg4 <+3> Nxd4 <-3> 3.Bxc8 <+3> Qxc8 <-3> 4.Bxd4 <+3>
Bxd4 <-3> 5.Qxd4 <+3> Now white has taken two knights and two bishops, while black has only taken a
knight and two bishops, the exchange of pieces is over, and white is up the remaining minor piece. MIC: The
MIC m-c paradigm has the advantage of being square-agnostic, in that our accounting system tracks the
number of values removed from the board, and the sum can be used to determine material gain or loss.

H3S3: Same-square counting:
Chess-tempo <a-r>: An Under-protected Piece is a tactical motif that is present on the board whenever it is
possible to force material gain only through a series of captures and recaptures on the same square,
without using other tactical themes. This motif occurs when you have more attacks on an opponent piece
than its defenses and there is a sequence of takes and retakes in which, at every take, the sum of the
value of the piece you capture and the value of its defender is of equal or higher value than the piece that
the opponent will recapture. This is a subset of the general idea of counting, and should be used when the
only activity is material being exchanged on the same square (see also the multi-square counting). It is not
intended to be used when other tactical motifs are involved. MIC: Arithmetic is used throughout chess, and
MIC, but as a reminder, counting as it pertains to E is dissimilar to counting as it pertains to caps. In one,
we are evaluating the total number of attacks and defenses of a square, in order to determine whether a
capture should be made or not. In another, we are counting the total number of captures made in a
sequence, to determine whether we are winning or equalizing material. In certain cases, we can use either

technique, but it’s important to remember that, when we are counting E, we are not thinking about moves. [D]: Chess-tempo: Black is
currently up a piece, but has just moved their rook to a square where it is attacked 3 times, but only defended twice. 2. Rxe8 <+5> Rxe8 <-5>
3. Qxe8+ <+5> Qxe8 <-9> 4. Rxe8+ <+9 - 3 = +6> After this series of takes white has won the rook, and is now up the exchange.

Chapter 4: M-c H2S3: Material proportion:
Material proportion is calculated by the total material count of one player divided by that of the other, and is a useful variable | quantity when
material counts are uneven to determine the impact of various liquidations in the form of material proportion delta.

Chapter 4: M-c D:
Material count (n.) = Material difference (n.) = Material delta (n.)

Ch-4: M-c:
Exercises:
L: Ex. 1:
The h6-Q is B-tacked but the
d5-Q is R-tacked. Nevertheless,
#defd, is it  material count valid
to capture w/ <fbno> Bxh6 ?

Ex. 2: Find the assassination [800]

Ex. 3 [1,600+]
The s.a8-R is under attack #defd by the f.f3-B, but the material
difference in the initial b.p below #defd is not 0, and this should be
accounted for in finding the best continuation. Write a full line to

justify the best sequence of moves for the s player, including the
best o reply(s) at each depth.

Ex. 4: There are one noble capture available for each of p and o # in this
initial b.p, as well as some x-ray effect along the d1 - h5 uptail #.
However, this is one continuation that leads to an assassination.

R: Ex. 5: after the thematic 1. Qh5+ ! in this exposed pre-castled K
position and the moves 1…g6 2. Nxg6 $h8.R !, taking advantage of the
QPR<n> rel-pin along the h-file, s has the counter-threat zwischenzug
3…Bg4 $h5-Q ! to temporarily disrupt f’s attacking ideas. In the
resulting b.p of this move, f can capture 2 nobles: the s.d5-N or the
s.g4-B; which capture is correct?
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Ex. 6: in multi-cap situations <r: ch-4 H2S2>, you should aim to play
captures, among the more than 1 # that you have available, that reduces
the number of captures available to your opponent, as the player who
makes the last capture will at least equalize in the sequence #. What’s the
best move here?

R: Ex-7:

L: Ex-8: [2,000] Force a clear win in 4 moves:

H2S2 Multi-cap: R: Ex-9:

Ex-10:

R: Ex-11: [2,000]

Ex-12: [1440]

Ex-13: R: [1,400]

H3S3: Principles of vengeance:
Ex-14: Puzzle: 1) If you win a rook while down an exchange,
you're up a <i>. 2) If you win an exchange while up a minor
noble, you'll be up a rook. 3) If you win an exchange, then a
minor noble, you've won a <ii>. 4) If you win a minor while down
an exchange, you'll be up a <iii>. a) i) 2 points ii) queen iii) point

b) i) 5 points ii) a minor iii) point c) i) point ii) minor noble iii) rook
d) i) minor noble ii) rook iii) point e) i) 3 points ii) 2 points iii) rook

Ex-15: [1,400]

Ex-16: [1,200]

Ex-17: <Murray, a-r>: An
exchange of queens is inevitable,
but instead of a routine swap, black
plays the ‘desperado’: 1…Qxg3+ !
<t-sack>, MIC: “passing the puck”
to f to initiate the liquidation-seq,
knowing that s will be able to
avenge with interest: 2. Fxg3 <-9>
Rxd4 <+9>, assass in 1, justified.

Solutions:
Ex. 1:
f.Bxh6 (+9) s. Rxd5 (-9) ; from the point of reference in the
sequence from the given bp to the post.ply_2 bp, material delta is
0, and | | it’s  |  unclear | whether Bxh6 initiated an assassination
sequence. However, if we  extend the  frame of reference by
additional ply <fbno>! , our perspective on the matter will shift. f2.
exd5 (+5) ! , picking up the e.R rather than rescuing the
hangtacked h6 B , s2. Rxh6 (-3). In the | | second | turn | from the
given bp, the material  deltas of the two moves do not cancel,
resulting in an overall m.d of +2 for first in the merged  entire
sequence . == Therefore, the assassination in this sequence is
not of the h6 queen, actually. Rather, it is of the d5.R subsequent
to the recapture move Rxd5, which is compelled by the queen
capture, a chain reaction <#defd> .

Ex. 2
This problem is tricky because it is tempting to write the line 1.
Qxd3 (+9 + 0 = +9) Nxd3 (-9 + 9 = 0) 2. Nxd3 (+3 + 0 = +3) as the
solution, but this is not the highest m.delta assassination
sequence available in the position, and therefore instructors
should not accept any credit for this solution. == Correct instead is
1. Nxd3 ! (+9 + 0 = +9), the same first ply m.delta as the previous
line, but whereas a ♕ is captured in the second ply, only a N is
yielded in this line, (-3 + 9 = +6), if the s decides to swap at all in
ply 2 #, being as he’s now down a full ♕.

Ex. 3:
This puzzle’s difficulty lies in the fact that there are several factors
that need to be accounted for immediately in the initial b.p. It may
be beneficial while solving puzzles to take out a pencil and paper
and jot down a few notes: == The initial material difference in the
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given puzzle position is +1, and the total value of ren under attack
is 3 to 5, s first, and the f.b5-N is hangtacked while the s.a8-R is
once non-interpositionally defended #defd. Finally, if 1…Bxb5, the
capturing bishop will attack the f.f1-R in its third ply bounce range,
bringing its total effect from the initial b.p to 5.5. == With this in
mind, 1…Bxb5 (+3 +1 = +4) is a #logical first option in the first ply
#defd to calculate; now a full 3 point noble down, the f player is
forced to capture in a8 to stay in the game #defd, and after 2.
Bxa8 (-5 + 4 = -1). == A question is posed #defd to the s player in
the third ply: two captures are possible #defd, but which one to
take: 2…Bxf1 (+5 -1 = +4) or 2…Qxa8 (+3 -1 = +2)? == The key
difference is that following 2…Qxa8 (+2), all significant offensive
effect is vanquished from the position #defd, and therefore the
(+2) resulting m.d is “locked in”, and up 2 minors and a pawn for a
rook (3+3+1 - 5 = +2, #verified) is generally enough to win the
puzzle, being as f lacks otherwise compensation, tactical or
strategic. == On the other hand, after 2…Bxf1 (+4), despite the
more favorable m.d in the resulting b.p of the third ply, the tactical
sequence is not yet resolved as there are 3 full points of
hangtacked minor nobles for both sides, on f1, s.B, and a8, f.B.
== The final detail to note in this continuation, and it is an
important difference maker #defd, is that the move belongs to f in
the resulting b.p of 2…Bxf1, and he has a free tempo move in 3.
Bc6+ !, a move that must be #foreseen before committing to this
continuation #defd, and after the s.e8-K moves, since the +
cannot be feasibly blocked and the c6.sq is uncontended by s, the
s.f1-B can be captured for free by the f.Home-R (-3 +4 = -1), and
there are no further significant offensive effects from either side in
the resulting b.p of Rxf1 #defd.

Ex. 4:
This puzzle is a battle between the | | 3-pronged | x-ray attacks |
of the s.g4-B | and the | | triple bounce  range | attack | of the f3.N.

Initial effect diagram. Ref:
https://www.chess.com/
puzzles/problem/690304.
Compounding to this complexity
is the fact that the f3.N that is
the key attacking ren for f in this
position is also attacked by the
g4.B, and is x-ray pinned to the
f.d1-♕. == If this were a regular
game, we may not invest
significant time looking for
assassination here, as it seems

that both capture chains # contains the same amount of material,
and moreover there is adequate defense of all ren in the chain. ==
However, since this is a puzzle, and there is clearly no
checkmate, we are prompted to look deeper at the only capture
move that we have available in the initial ply, as well as the most
forcing continuations; there will be a number of depth forks <ref:
ch. 15 calc: depth fork> in this calculation, so grab some water
and strap in # 1. Nxe5 $e.$c3-N, e.$c3N (+3 + 0 = +3) |=P The
first move to consider is forcing because it excuses # 3 points of
material for the board of s, and this or greater # quantity of
material must be recuperated by s in order to continue having a
playable game from this otherwise equivalent position. == From
this resulting board and material position #, we can fork the
calculation into 2 branches, each evolving a noble capture in ply
2, the only 2 that are available to s in the resulting b.p, and
evaluate which branch is easiest to eliminate on the premise that
a puzzle can only have a single solution; however, we have to
keep in mind that this depth fork occurs in a board position in
which it is the o’s turn to move, and the presence of multiple
continuations for the opponent does not in itself invalidate the
single solution rule for puzzles, which simply states that in every
position in which it is the p’s turn to move, there is only one move
that is winning or drawn, depending on whether it’s a puzzle to

win or to draw. |=P Branch 1: 1…Nxe5 🛡.g4-♝ (-3 + 3 = 0) |=P
The immediate recapture equalizes m.d immediately, but is flawed
because it leaves an under-defended ♝ at g4 1.5:1 in favor of f.
Therefore, after 2. Bxg4 (+3 + 0 = +3) Nxg4 (-3 + 3 = 0) 3. Qxg4
(+3 + 0 = +3), the f player has successfully assassinated material
and this refutes 1…Nxe5 as an equal or winning continuation for
s, and therefore this line does not invalidate the opening
continuation of 1. Nxe5. |=P Note that 1…dxe5 (-3 + 3 = 0), the
other immediate recapture of the capturing f.e5-♘, fails due to |
the same reason as Nxe5, due to inadequate defense of the g4.B,
which will be assassinated for material gain for f. |=P
Branch 2: 1…Bxe2 $e.$d1-Q  (-3 + 3 = 0). == This continuation
has the same effect on m.d as branch 1 after a single ply forward
#, but the resulting b.p leaves 2 s.min-nobles under attack rather
than 1. The advantage is that the f.d1-♕ will be under attack also;
in this complex situation, we have to select the most efficient |
calculation paradigm to move forward, as it appears that a
typically reliable paradigm of effect count as the primary here is
too tedious. Indeed, we are at our liberty as chess players and
calculators to choose the primary line of reasoning to solve a
puzzle, which can have many ways to solve, and this selection of
methodology is independent of the final correct answer in terms of
moves, as more than one methodology can lead to the same
move, but there is still an aspect of objectivity in the selection of
methodology due to considerations of time x efficiency # == For
our purposes, #MIC recommends utilizing a forcing moves x
depth fork paradigm to solve this problem. Therefore, we will
adopt the position in branch 2, after 1…Bxe2 (0): |=P Branch 2, A
#: 2. Qxe2 (+3 + 0 = +3) |=P Branch 2, B: 2. Nxc6 (+3 + 0 = +3)
|=P Both branches result in the same m.d following the first ply of
its continuation, and therefore we need to look deeper to find a
differentiation; and for this b.p, differentiation is required because
it’s our turn # to move, and the puzzle must have only a single
valid move in each p ply b.p. |=P Branch 2, A, ply 4 analysis:

L: The resulting b.p of 2. Qxe2 (+3). |=P From this maxred # effect
diagram, it’s clear that Branch 2, A can be immediately
eliminated as a valid continuation because following either 2…N
or dxe5 (-3 + 3 = 0, either way #), the f player is out of captures
and the puzzle can end. Branch 2, B ply 4+ analysis: R: The
complex resulting b.p of 2. Nxc6 (+3) is the key position to
understand in this puzzle, and elucidating it will lead to a
comprehensive understanding of the puzzle. == At game speed in
performance tournament chess, one needs to be able to visualize
the b.p of 2. Nxc6 (+3) as the B continuation of a second branch
from the assumed 1. Nxe5 (+3) as well as its implications in order
to commit to line 1. Nxe5. |=P Here, s again has two captures,
and therefore we need an additional depth fork and, importantly,
we need to refute both lines in order to justify Branch 2, B.
Branch 2, B, i: 2…bxc6 (-3 + 3 = 0) 3. Qxe2 (+3 + 0 = +3), f is
winning, refuted. |=P Branch 2, B, ii: 2…Bxd1 (-9 + 3 = -6),
concerning, because s captures our queen first, despite us having
initiated the capture sequence, but let’s not get stuck on this
irrational fear and simply perform the procedural | material count.
Indeed, having a procedure memorized allows one to easily
override emotions #np == Since s captured our ♕, we must
capture his ♛ in the succeeding ply to maintain a playable game:
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3. Nxd8 (+9 - 6 = +3)

The resulting b.p after 3. Nxd8,
with s to move. Here, a minor is
hanging for both sides, and the
m.d is +3 favoring f. Since the
s.d1-♝ lacks any piece check
tempo escapes, such as an
equal priority capture, threat
creation move, or check, s is
unable to recuperate the down 3
points of material; either he runs
his ♝ and the f.d8-♘ also gets

away with 4. Nxb7 (another viable resolution would be a move
that runs the ♝ and piecemates the ♘ by covering the b7.♟, but

this
is
not

possible here #), or he captures the N with Rxd8 and his ♝ will be
captured as well Rxd1 (+3).
Therefore, we have found a line that satisfies the duality puzzle
condition of only one valid move per b.p of our turn to move, and
no saving moves in any b.p of their turn to move: 1. Nxe5 (+3)
Bxe2 (0) 2. Nxc6 (+3) Bxd1 (-6) 3. Nxd8 (+3) Rxd8 (0) 4. Rxd1
(+3) Fin.

Ex. 5:
The answer to this puzzle is straightforward; however, we need an
awareness of the ongoing material difference count # in the
interceding board positions as the puzzle move sequences
progresses #
In the b.p immediately succeeding the move 11…Bg4 $h5-Q, the
m.d is +1:

The b.p following 11…Bg4
$h5-Q. Here, it is important to
recognize that the material delta
of the puzzle sequence up to
this point is +1, and we have
already successfully
assassinated the s.g6-P,
pending justification # This is
sufficient to solve assassination
puzzles in this book #, but we
should look for better if present
in the b.p: In the preceding b.p,

our h5-Q is under attack by a minor and it must move: since our
g6-N is also under attack by a pawn, any move by the h5-Q that is
not a noble capture will result in a loss of material # We can
narrow down from these parameters to two candidate moves: 12.
Qxg4 and 12. Qxd5. == In the former case #, the s player should
respond with 12…hxg6 to recuperate the // write more
Ref: https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1023762/practice.

Ex. 6:
The answer is simple if you take the time to read the prompt. S
has two noble captures available in the initial b-p: 20…K/Bxf8 (+3
- 4 = -1) leaves s down an exchange, but nevertheless this
satisfies the criteria of removing a capture for f, the f-Bxa3 (-3)
threat along the f8 / a3. The result that we are down an exchange
does not matter; we are not responsible for what happened earlier

in the tactical sequence once we’ve reached this juncture #

On the other hand, applying the heuristic <r: ch-42 H2S1> of
“always make the highest value capture” here does not work, due
to the logic of multi-caps, 20…axb6 (+5 - 4 = +1) looks winning,
but it allows f to make the last capture 21. Bxa3 (-3 + 1 = -2) !,
leaving him in this case up a full noble rather than just an
exchange. Fin. R: https://www.chess.com/analysis
/game/live/45984577751?tab=review

Ex-7: //

Ex-8:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47211071179?tab=revi
ew
41…Nxd6 and f can top his K if he liquidates to K + P here with
an outside passer to s # 42. Ba5 <forced> Nf5+ !! 43. Kd3 Nxg3
(+1) !! <temp-sack> 44. Hxg3 (-3) h2 <choo-choo> 🚆 0-1
Ex-9: 24…Bxc3 (+3) ! a capture continuation | enabled assass in 1 since
the multi-cap counter 25. Nxb7 (0) is not possible due to s having the
last capture: 25…Bxe1 (+5) <assass> !
https://lichess.org/vEWXmmJt/black#47

Ex-10: 18…dxe4 (+3) ! takes the
middle road in this multi-cap -4.9
SF 14+ d-30 NNUE and leaves s
with m.d-0 but superior piece
activity and a strong <1:1> pp at e4
# for example 19. Bc3 <int $> Bxc3
(+3) 20. Qxd8 Rfxd8 21. Nxc3 (0)
Nd3 22. Bxd3 (-3) <forced!> :(
exd3 (0) 23. Nb5 <run $> Rc2 !
[diagram] On the other hand
18…Bxa1 (+5) ? is a multi-cap |
fallacy, as although it is the highest
value capture in the b.p-1st, it gives

f an extra cap, having already made a nob-cap, and therefore after 19.
Nxc5 (-3 + 2 = -1) ! and for example 19…bxc5 (-1 + 3 = +2) 20. Qxa1
(-1) leaves f with 2 minors for an R, better K-safety, and play against s’s
hanging Ps, while 19…Rxc5 (+2) 20. Bb4 $($) ! Bg7 <run $> ! 21.
Bxc5 (-5 + 2 = -3) bxc5 (-3 + 3 = 0) leaves the b-p positionally and
materially even SF 14+ NNUE. https://lichess.org/3G9v9H6B/black#42

Ex-11: 25…Rxc4 <+5> ! 26. Qxc4 <0> Nxc1 <+5, assass in 2> ! Qxc1
<-3, +2> whereas 25…Nxc1 <-5> ?? 26. Rxc7 <1:1> $.e7-Q  and the
tempo-gaining z-zug <ch-40> H2S2 affords f 2:1 captures in the seq.

Ex-12:
Missed puzzle, Chesstempo: 1…Ne3 $$ ! 2. Rxd8 <-9> Nxg2+
<+9> 3. Kf2 $.g2-N Rexd8 <+5> 4. Kxg2 <-3, +2> Bxe5 <+1 + 2
= +3>, s has won an exchange and a P. Extended Solution:
1…Ne3 forks QR, min 5 in fork ends w/ material value 3 forker,
but the move auto-breaks the RNQ pin along the d-file, allowing 2.
Rxd8 (-9). In response, the second has the key zwischenzug
2…Nxg2+! (+1), a force-run check capture that prevents first
from making a capture in the 4th ply, allowing second to recapture
the d8 R in p-5 (+4); the g2 knight is trapped, but second has
already guaranteed winning material by having captured the rook
on d8. == For instance, if the King were on g1 in the initial bp,
then after 1..Ne3 2. Rxd8 3…Nxg2 is not with check, allowing -p4
(d-Notation) Rxd8+ to liquidate a pair of rooks and second is now
losing material after p6 Kxg2 (-2 m.diff w/ -N delta on the
sequence). == If first foregoes the exchange of queens by running
the g2 queen from the knight piece check in ply 2, then 2…Nxd1
<+5> also wins by picking up the exchange with resulting m-d +1
following 3. xd1 (multiple zi can recapture, d-Notations).

Ex-13:
Missed puzzle: 1...Rxd2 <+3, abs-pin!> 2. Rxa2 <-9>, however,
does not break the abs-pin Rxa2 <+5 - 7 = -2> <abs.pin-hold!> 3.
Qxa2 <-5> :( Nxa2 <+9 - 7 = +2>, and s has slipped away with an
N <+3 m-Δ>. If 2...Rxe2+?? <-9>, the a2-R can capture the e2-R
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<-5 + 2 = -3> <run $> <captures-resolved!>, and f, in fact, wins an
exchange <-2 :(> whereas if 2…Rxa2 !, the queen is still pinned,
and s makes one additional capture <3:2>, compared with only
<2:2>! FEN:
<6r1/p3kp2/4p2p/6b1/1n1P1NP1/4P1P1/q1rNQKP1/R6R b - - 0 1

Ex-14: d): i) minor noble ii) rook iii) point

Ex-15:
Assassinations in 2 with multiple variations and differential
material count in each one. Initial m-d, which is the starting
point of both vars, -1
A) 1…Bxe5 (+2) <assass-attempt!> 2. Rxe4 (-3)
<assass-reversal!> Bxh2+ <t-sack> <ch-36> (-2) 3. Kxh2 (-5)
Rxe4 (0) <vengence.p-2,f>!, with a delta of +1, winning the
pawn on h2. B) 1...R8xe5? (+2) 2. dxe5 (-3) Rxh4 (0) 3. exd6
(-3), losing a minor while up two minors for a rook and thus
down an exchange, plus a pawn. FEN:
4r3/pp3kp1/2pb3p/4N2n/3Pr2B/8/PP3PPP/R3R1K1 b - - 0 1

Ex-16: 1. Nxd4 <+3> <assass-attempt!> Bxd1 <reversal!> 2. Nxf5 <+9,
vengeance!>, justifying that 1-f was, in fact, an assass.

Ex-17:
Quiz-sol: +2

Additional resources:
“Material.” Material - Chessprogramming Wiki, 22 Apr. 2021,
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Material.
“Chess Piece.” Encyclopædia Britannica, Encyclopædia
Britannica, Inc., https://www.britannica.com/topic/chessmen.
Turing, Alan. “Digital Computers Applied to Games.” 1953.
“Xiangqi.” Wikipedia, Wikimedia Foundation, 31 May 2022,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Xiangqi.
Lewin, Walter. “Lec 33: Ideal-Gas Law | 8.01 Classical
Mechanics, Fall 1999 (Walter Lewin).” YouTube, YouTube, 17
Dec. 2014, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PLISNwkiqlk.
Hitchens, Christopher. “Christopher Hitchens Impressed with
the Fine Tuned Universe Argument.” YouTube, YouTube, 13 June
2021, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YL3wwlh5KS0.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boltzmann_constant
Chess Tactics for Kids, GM Murray Chandler © 2016
https://chesstempo.com/tactical-motifs#Counting
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MIC - Mob = M, Mobility  r: Hu

Book-5: Mobility: c-m:
But mobility is, after all, a fragile weapon that must be handled with finesse. What if in the process of setting up the better P there are such
sacrifices of time and distortion of the careers of other pieces that Black is allowed to develop his men freely? Fine pg-12 <a-r> <ch-53 H2S4

H3S3 H4S8, Scotch Game> Finally, an expanded definition of the word counting can be applied to the
recognition of mobility. == Mobility provides a temporary modifier to the static value of material such that ren
with higher than the median | mobility of that ren on an empty board can be considered temporarily more
valuable whereas a ren with less than median can be considered less valuable. Moreover, increased mobility
and therefore higher piece activity can correspond to better evaluations of a board position, factoring into the
decision to assassinate. Higher piece activity can also correspond to increased probability of
assassination. <x-ref: ch-6 H2S1> The knight on d5 has a higher absolute value because it has a single
ply mobility of 8 compared to only 3 for the undeveloped knight on b1. A knight maneuver from b1 - c3 - d5
has a mobility delta of 5. == You can also think of it as revenues and expenses, where the increase in
mobility delta is the revenue and the cost of tempi is the expense. == Does the superior point value of
heavy-nobles relate to their ability to move to any color, any turn? Zi that can choose which color to move to:
rook, Queen, King, pawns sometimes. Zi that cannot: Bishop, knight, zi sometimes.

Chessprogramming.org <a-r> A Battery in chess is a formation of two or more sliding | pieces <ch-34 CM> with common attacking
directions along the same rank, file, or diagonal. Their attacks conjoin on one or more target squares in one ray-direction, attacked at least
once directly, and one or more times indirectly. A battery is a chess tactics related term, often motivated by strategic pawn structure related
considerations. In the middlegame, a (rook) battery attacking a weak opponent pawn on a half-open file is a common | motif. The German
chess | term Drucksäule (tower of | strength) refers to its own, apparently weak pawn support from its rear | span, to force a lever and pawn
exchange to (half-) open a file. Continue reading at ch-5 H2S3: conglomerate | mobility.

CM H3S1: Chess lines and moves x mathematics scalars and vectors:
Walker pg-39 <a-r>: A vector has a magnitude <movements of zi, effect of zi> as well as direction <north,
“toward h8”>, and vectors follow certain <vector> rules of combination, which we examine in this chapter.
A vector quantity is a quantity that has both a magnitude and a direction and can thus be represented
with a vector <notation>. <skip> Not | all physical | quantities involve a direction. Temperature, pressure,
energy, mass, and time <r: ch-4 CM H3S2>, for example, do not “point” in the spatial sense. We call such
quantities | scalars, and we deal with them by the rules of ordinary | algebra <skip> The net |
displacement of these two displacements <ch-2 H2S3> is a single | displacement from A to C; therefore,
we call A-C the vector | sum (or “resultant”) of the vectors A-B and B-C; this sum is not an algebraic sum.
Pg-40, properties of vector addition: a➡ + b➡ = b➡ + a➡ <commutative | law> while (a➡ + b➡) + c➡
= a➡ + (b➡ + c➡) <associative | law>. D➡ = a➡ - b➡ = a➡ + (-b➡) <vector | subtraction> Pg-41:
The process of finding | the components of a vector is called resolving the vector. MIC: Vectors can cancel

each other when summed but scalars cannot, since scalars always have a positive value, and therefore the magnitude of | scalars are
always whole numbers whereas the magnitude of vectors are integers, or, if they contain decimals, scalars are positive | real numbers
including 0, and vectors can include negative | real | numbers <r: Ch. 43 H2S4 H3S1 H4S2 number line mathematics> Walker <a-r, ~pg-765>
Concrete | example: electric | fields are scalars and therefore cannot cancel each other out when summed, magnetic | fields are vectors
and therefore can cancel each other out. (D) 17…gxh4 -4.1 ! opens the g-file and this line-opening, a scalar | fact, is beneficial on a
unidirectional basis in that only s stands to profit from this line opening, and this highlights the fact that in chess, lines are scalars while
effect is a vector-|quantity and has directionality. https://lichess.org/VXWBgrym#33 Pins, skewers, and clearance tactics are also complex
| vectors in that the direction of the singular road | noble’s effect toward the target(s) in the e-camp is also directional.

CM H3S2: Chess zi m-rules x calculus x precalc x comp-sci: functions:
X-ref: ch.18-rules, ch.19-math, ch.5-h3s1. Write functions in the language of calc and comp si, JavaScript (do some research) to describe
each zi movement rule

H4S1: Functions in precalculus:
MIC: In order to understand the presentation of functions in chess, one has to understand the grammatical | concept of qualifying clauses
<x-ref ch.8-H2S6,H3S4> H5S1: Larson<a-r>: Linear function f(x)=mx+b H6S: Domain, range: (-∞,∞) x-intercept: (-b/m) y-intercept: (b) H5S2:
Absolute value: f(x)=|x| Intercept, both: (0,0), Properties: Even | function,  y-axis symmetry: H5S3: Square root: f(x)=sqrt(x) domain, range:
[0, ∞), MIC: where ) is not inclusive of end-point. Larson: Intercept (0,0), increasing on (0, ∞) H5S4: Squaring function f(x)=ax^2 domain (-∞,
∞) range(a>0):[0, ∞) range(a<0):(-∞,0]! Intercept(0,0) Properties: Even, y-axis symm H5S5: Cubic function f(x)=x^3 Domain, range(-∞, ∞),
intercept(0,0), odd, origin | symmetry H5S6: Reciprocal function: f(x)=1/x Domain, range: (-∞, 0)U(0,∞), MIC, indicating an asymptote at
y=0 and x=0, from all | directions, therefore, Larson: no intercepts, odd, and origin-symm H5S7: Sine: f(x)=sin(x) Domain(-∞,∞),
Range:[-1,1], Period=2pi, x-intercept(s): (n*pi), y-intercept:(0), odd, origin-symm H5S8: Cosine: f(x)=cos(x) Domain(-∞,∞), Range:[-1,1],
Period=2pi, x-intercepts<pi/2+npi>, y intercept:<1>, MIC: where x-intercept is when y=0, and y, x=0, and x is the first | value in the coordinate
| notation, like chess, where the file, is listed | first Larson: even, y.axis-symm H5S9: tan(x), domain(-∞,-∞)≠pi/2+n*pi, <vert-asym!>
range:(-∞, ∞), period:pi x-intercepts(n*pi) y-interc(0), odd, origin-symm!? H5S10: Exponential f(x)=a^x domain(-∞,∞), range(0,∞),
y-intercept(1), MIC: horizontal | asymptote at x=0, Larson: a continuous | function H5S11: Log: loga(x) domain(0,∞), range(-∞,∞),
x-intercept(1), vert-asym: y-axis, continuous, a reflection of the graph f(x)=a^x, in the line y=x #n-p. Fin.v-5

H4S2: Functions in JavaScript:
W3Schools<a-r>: A JavaScript function is a block of code designed to perform a particular task. A JavaScript function is executed when
"something" invokes it (calls it). MIC: Functions, in JS, are mental processes that are written ahead of time, and stored, in a
long.term-memory,script. When a function call is made, during the running of the script, analogous to a retrieval | cue, <r:
ch.20-H2S3,H3S6>, the function process is evoked, in order to process the input, associated with the retrieval trigger, into a standardized
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output. H5S1: Function definition: W3Schools: A JavaScript function is defined with the function keyword, followed by a name, followed by
parentheses (). The code to be executed, by the function, is placed inside | curly brackets: {} For example: function toCelsius(fahrenheit)
{return (5/9) * (fahrenheit-32); } MIC: English translation: This function, which is named “toCelcius”, and, this name, is also what is used to
call the function<convenient!>. The parameter, “fahrenheit”, will also be used, in the function call, to describe the input. What is done upon
this input, in the language of arithmetic, is to subtract 32 from it, and then multiply it by 5/9.

H4S3: Functions in Python:
W3Schools<a-r>: By default, a function must be called with the correct number of arguments. Meaning that if your function expects 2
arguments, you have to call the function with 2 arguments, not more, and not less. You can send any data types of argument to a function
(string, number, list, dictionary etc.), and it will be treated as the same data | type inside the function. MIC: The following function, provided
by W3Schools, processes a list as a parameter: def my_function(food): for x in food: print(x) In order to call this function, we must first
define a list: fruits = [“apple”, “banana”, “cherry”]. Then, when we plug this list into my_function, it will print each item in the list, fruits. H5S1:
Recursion: W3Schools: Python also accepts function recursion, which means a defined function can call itself. Recursion is a common
mathematical and programming concept. It means that a function calls itself. This has the benefit of meaning that you can loop through
data to reach a result. The developer should be very | careful with recursion as it can be quite easy to slip into writing a function which never
terminates, or one that uses excess | amounts of memory or processor power. However, when written correctly recursion can be a very
efficient and mathematically-elegant approach to programming. H5S2: Recursion definition: def tri_recursion(k): if(k > 0): result = k +
tri_recursion(k - 1) print(result) else: result = 0 return result H5S3: Function call: print("\n\nRecursion Example Results") tri_recursion(6)
H5S4: Recursion output: “Recursion Example Results” 1, 3, 6, 10, 15, 21.

H4S4: Functions in chess:
H5S1: Material count as a function. H6S1: Function definition: function mat.Count-W(b-p) {return ((B-count+N-count)*3) + (P-count*1) +
(Q-count*1) + (R-count*5)} function mat-Diff(b-p) {return mat.Count-W(b-p) - mat.Count-B(b-p)}; if prot=s, -1(result) H6S2: Function call:
mat-diff(1r2r1k1/2pqbp1p/p1nP2pB/1p3b2/3P4/2Q2N2/PPB2PPP/R4RK1 b - - 0 1) Fin.v4-2: v5: write 7 additional “chess” functions”.

Ch-5: M: H2S1 M-range analyses:
Single 步 mobility (n.) = the {} of all destination □s that a 子 can be 走d into in a single 步. 3/11/21. Quality 4/10. Ref: The CU Chess
Dictionary.
For the most part, m-range analyses in this section will be concerned with the mobility of a single zi in a single ply, or 步 in Chinese. Note that

definitions in the #MIC textbooks are pulled from the CU Dictionary project, which is a multi-lingual
chess dictionary. Multi-ply, extended mobility paths will be considered later in the chapter, including H2S2
bounce range <hyperlink>, and conglomerate mobility involving multiple zi in H3S3 conglomerate
mobility <hyperlink>. Early on in the section, we will exclusively consider the mobilities of the 6 types of
chess zi #defd on an empty board, and later examine how the presence of other zi on the board affect and
alter the mobilities of various zi differentially via interposition, and square occupation blockages. The
presence of zi on the board may enhance certain types of mobility, for example the presence of a pawn that
has just advanced 2 squares adjacently to an e.moat-pawn will provide it with the 1 additional option to
capture diagonally forward via e-p<en-passant>, and the presence of a King and specific situations in which
captures can be made in a square adds to a zi’s bounce range, as defined in this text. == In general, mobility
is an important factor when we are evaluating chess positions <ref: ch. 12: evaluation> and differential
mobility among zi may lead to different value adjustments <ref: ch. 6: quantifying imbalances>. This section,

as well as the concept of mobility in general, overlaps significantly with <ref: ch. 3: effect>, in particular the section in parallel H2S1: Road of
Effects Nomenclature. The key difference in mobility and effect is that mobility terminates 1 sq before a square that is already occupied by a
same-side ren, whereas defensive effect applies to the square containing that ren as well, with Kings being a non-factor in this difference,
since it’s senseless to speak of a ren as “defending” the King. In general, the same roads discussed in Ch. 3: H2S1 will be relevant here, as
well as the nomenclature in discussing those roads; however, we will be slightly more concerned with simply counting the number of mobility
sqs available to a zi on an empty board in various initial sqs and less so with the directional properties of specific directional movements,
which was already covered in Ch-3: H2S1. (D) - a reminder that mobility and effect <ch-3> are independent of each other; 17…Rc3 $.e3-B
moves the R down the c-file and “discovers” <ch-35> a horizontal attack in its new e-Garden occupation-sq.
https://lichess.org/TZcWhWWN/black#33

H2S1 H3S1: Rook:
Mobility, which determines how quickly a fighting force can move, was for most of human history limited by
the speed of a soldier on foot, even when supplies were carried by beasts of burden. With this restriction,
most armies could not travel more than 32 kilometers (20 mi) per day, unless traveling on rivers. <r:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Military_tactics> Incredibly, the R’s mobility is exactly 14 from every square on an
empty board, whether that square be in the center, the edge, or the corner. This is because | | every  square |
in the chess board | occupies exactly | 1  rank | and 1 file | , and | every  | rank and every  | file contains
exactly 8 squares. As the R occupies one square in each rank and file it occupies, its mobility can be thought
of as the total number of squares in 1 file + 1 rank - 2, or 8 + 8 - 2 = 14. X ref: <ch. 3 Eff H2S1, edge parallel
set>. In contrast, diagonals vary in length and decrease as they propagate outwards to the edges, and this
explains the B’s variable mobility in the board. Fin-v1.
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H2S1 H3S2: Bishop:
[D, 1]The “bishop tandem gunner setup”, ref: CU Dictionary and https://lichess.org/training/dovetailMate.
“The two bishops can each move on exactly one half of the board, but they are each in their own Universe,
despite coming into adjacent contact with each other.” The bishop’s inherent contradiction is the fact that it is,
at its best, a highly mobile unit with a mobility from the 4 central squares of 13 on an empty board, only 1
fewer than the R’s mobility of 14. Moreover, it’s slish slash diagonal movements are complexity more difficulty
to compute for the human brain, due to the pythagorean theorem. Bishops can also coordinate with Qs to
form diagonal batteries on their color, and be a formidable supporter of pawn chain bases in the middle and
end games. == The downside, however, is that Bishops, with Pawns being the only other Zi with this property
#defd, have squares on the board that it can never reach, but the difference is that the B is a significantly
valued noble, albeit the P, in its reincarnation, can potentially reach more squares on the board as well.

An illustration of the limitation of the B, even when two are
present, can be found in the following: [D, L and R] In Depth, Q
v. 2 Bs: This is a position from a casual untimed game that I
played against a young player of Chinese descent at a scholastic
tournament in Niagara Falls, Buffalo in early spring, 2022. He
had played quite well in an unorthodox Sicilian line of my own
prep <ch-45 H2S3>, winning an exchange with a crafty K-side
attack but later blundering his Q via a N abs-fork, I believe.
Nevertheless, the resulting m-imbalance was 2 Bs vs a Q, and
the Q must find a nice move s-Qe6 ! here to neutralize the effect
of both Bs and activate my own s.d8-B to decisive effect. FEN :
3b3k/p3q1p1/6Bp/3pBp2/1ppP1P2/8/PP6/5RK1 b - - 0 1 In depth

fin.
L, 4: A bishop has exactly 13 mobility sq (6 + 7 or 3 * 3 + 4) from e4, as well as any of the 4 central sqs. R: The bishop’s mobility decreases in
steps of 2, because its mobility on each of the two diagonals it occupies decreases by 1, except in the corner 4 squares, in which it occupies
only 1 diagonal.

In the above diagram, the 8 + 8 + 6 + 6 = 28 red squares have exactly 7
mobility squares for the bishop, equal to its mobility when it occupies and
only occupies the long diagonal; the long diagonal contains 8 squares,
and the bishop itself occupies 1. |=P The 6 + 6 + 4 + 4 = 20 yellow squares
have exactly 9. 4 + 4+ 2 + 2 = 12 green squares have exactly 11, and the 2
+ 2 = 4 central squares have exactly 13. 28 + 20 + 12 + 4 = 64, so all
squares on board are covered in this analysis #proven #defd <fbno>.
Similar to the N, the bishop benefits most from being closer to the center,
and the degree to which they are more mobile closer to the center is
exponentially proportional #defd. In contrast, the R has the same mobility
from every square on an empty board, and is not affected by proximity to
the center. The K and P are limited on edges and corners indeed, but within

the | | first  inner | square | b7 - g7 - g2 - b2, consisting of 64 - 28 <outer.perim> = 36 squares, their mobilities reach a maximum and peak
there #defd. Finally, the Q benefits from being closer to center as well, as it partakes in a B’s mobility, but proportionally the benefit is less
because it also partakes in the R’s | | unconditional | mobility |.

H4S1: B’s directionality:
Directionally | speaking, a B can have at its disposal either 1, 2, or 4 directions of movement, and these directions are limited to the
non-parallel edge set <ref: Ch. 3 Eff H2S1> of directional vectors NE, SE, SW, or NW. == When the B is located in the corner, it has only one
direction of movement, which is in the antiparallel directional vector from the compass direction of its corner location relative to the center. Ie.
if it’s located in the NW corner, it can only move in the direction of SE, which is antiparallel to NW. Fin v-1.

H2S1 H3S3: Knight
They say that as long as you have a Knight on the board, you should | never resign - WFM Anna Cramling
<Twitch: u/annacramling, 5/23/22> The variable mobility of the N as well as the geometrics of a multi-layered
diagram containing its variable mobility from clusters of various squares on the board is one of the most
interesting and peculiar aspects of the 1st layer of abstraction #defd of the chess rules. Indeed, the rules
themselves do not state explicitly which squares, set of squares #defd, from which the N can move to 8 other
or 6 other, etc. resulting squares on an empty board, but this can be logically derived from an understanding
of the rules. Mini in depth: Dictionary Pull <hyperlink>, see #elaboration below: ♘’s mobility diagram (n.) =
“A non-labeled □ in the ♘ mobility diagram denotes an initial □ from which the ♘ has 8 movess. Green = 6.
Blue = 4. Red = 3. Yellow = 2.” A few interesting observations: (1) The most number of squares with a
common mobility for the N is 20, and this corresponds with squares from which it has exactly 4 single ply
mobility. <see.below> (2) There are two sets of quadrants <16.sqs, #defd> from which an N has two distinct
single ply mobility counts, 8, and 6. (3) The varied N mobility layers generally expand in larger concentric

rectangles, but the corners are not filled in for mobility 6, 4, and 3, and are for 2 and 8. (4) There are exactly 5 mobility classes for an N on an
empty board, ranging from 2 to 8, but there are no sqs on an empty board from which a N has only and exactly 5 mobility.
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H4S1: In Depth: The Variable N Mobility:

(1)
Octopus
quadrant
(n.) = the
set  of all
sqs from
which the
♘ has 8

occupation moves in an empty board. 9/10. 3/29/21.
(2) Quadrant,  N single ply mobility <spm> = 6 (n.) = (3) 20 square set (n.) = a set containing 20 sqs on the board. 20 sq set, N single ply
mobility 4 (4) Octet (n.) = a set containing 8 sqss on the board. N, single ply mobility 3 <not-pictured> Quartet (n.) = a set containing 4 sqs on
the board. Corner quartet (n.) = the set of 4 sqs in which the N’s single ply mobility is 2.

H4S2: N Directionality and Non-Redundancy:
Directionally | speaking, each potential movement of the N is always in a different direction from all other potential movements that it has at
its disposal, making it, along with the K, the only 2 zi that are | | never | directionally  redundant |. In contrast, the road nobles Q, R, and B are
all capable of movements in a single ply that overlap in directionality, making them directionally redundant. The P, in its first possible move,
also has two moves <1 sq.adv and 2 sq.adv> that are redundant in the same direction, namely N for f and S for s.

H4S3: Color complex alteration of the N’s mobility:
The N has a unique property in which each move it makes will cause a switch of the color of its sq.of-occ in the initial and resulting b.p of the
move # Mini-in depth, a sectioned mobility of an e4.N:

X-ref:
<Ch. 16
H2S8
H3S2>
L: The
position
after 14.
Ne4. The
above
diagram
shows a

light-sq.occ N in e4; from this sq, its single ply mobility consists only of dark-sqs. Mini in-depth, a draw by avoiding a N’s checks exploiting
the color alteration principle: R: F-move, h1 bottom right, the s.h2-P’s promotion.sq is h1 and, from this perspective, is available to advance
down the board.
(2) : This unique position was shown to me by WIM Bianka Havanecz <ref: ch. 2 h2s5 h3s2> and, despite the 4 point material
disadvantage, is theoretically | drawn. (3) : F-move, h1 bottom right, s.h2-P promotes in h1 and is moving down the board. (4) This related
position, this time without an s-N on board, is a draw by either Kf2 ! or Kf1 !, as the s-K is without moves due to its only 2 run-sqs, g1 and g2,
being cut off by the f2/1 f-K in the resulting b-p and, since that s-K blockades the s.h2-P, the P is also without moves; as all zi in the s-army
<ref: CU Dict> have no legal moves in the resulting b-p, the game automatically ends with the result of draw by stalemate with the resulting
b-p of the f-move Kf2 or Kf1 being the final b-p of the game. == Returning to the example with f.e1-K | s.h8-N, s.h2-P, s.h1-K #, f-move <ref:
ch. 10 NT CM H3S2>, in this example, the f-K does not have a luxury of choice # between the f2 and f1 sqs in its b.p-first-ply move from the
initial b-p, and the required move to draw # in fact depends on the location of the s-N. For example:

L: A very
similar
position,
but the
s.N has
been
shifted #
from h8
to g8;
f-move,
h1

bottom right. The drawing move in the s.g8-N,loc position is opposite to that of the s.h8-N,loc position; 1. Kf1 ! for the former, and 1. Kf2 ! for
the latter. The reason for this can be explored by making the incorrect move in each position and observing how s can win: Var 1: 1. Kf1 ??
<from the s.h8-N,loc p> Nf7 ! 2. Kf2 Alternating between f2/1 continuously for the f-K is forced in order to keep the s.h1-K in its prison at h1,
and forcing it to continue blockading the s-pp # R: The f.f-K is forced to continue alternating, move by move, between the f2 and f1 sqs.
2…Ne5 ! 3. Kf1 Ng4 !
(3) : The s.g4-N cuts off the f.f1-K’s alternation sq, f2. In the 6th ply, the s-N arrives at the key g4-sq <ref: ch. 21 KS, H2S3> and cuts off the
f.f1-K’s f2 alternation sq, forcing it to vacate the f2/1 oppositional <Ch-56 H2S2> stalemate blockade complex in the next ply. 4. Ke1 :( This is
not a mistake, as f has no choice, but nevertheless is a move that he would not like to play, due to the fact that it breaks the oppositional
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stalemate prison formed by its occupation of Kf2/1, thereby allowing the s.h1-K to release itself from its h1-prison in the next ply. R: The
resulting b-p of 4. Ke1 :(, s-move. The s.h1-K has 2 additional legal moves. 4…Kg2 ! Clearing the s.h2-pp’s advance sq which, due to the fact
that it is a fetus <r: ch. 19 D H3S5 H4S1>, is also its promotion square.

L: The resulting b-p of 4…Kg2 ! The s-K now possesses the key opposition, cutting off the f-file from the
f.e1-K and any recourse it has from being able to stop the s.h2-pp’s promotion in the next s-ply. 0 - 1 Now,
let’s return to the initial b-p of the s.h8-N,loc p and investigate the alternative move: Var 2: 1. Kf2 ! R: The
resulting b-p of 1. Kf2 ! Establishing the oppositional stalemate prison once again, this time in a resulting sq
that is dark from the b.p-first of the initial puzzle-p. In the resulting b-p of the move, the s-pp and s-K are both

immobilized, leaving only the s-N with legal moves. 1…Nf7 ! Repeating the
2nd ply move # from the first var and making its way # toward the f1 - f2 - h2
- h1 2 x 3 rectangle to attempt to affect the situation there. 2. Kf1 ! Again,
the f-K can only hold the stalemate of the s-pp and s-K from either the f1/2
sqs. 2…Ne5 ! Getting closer.
3. Kf2 ! Ng4+ ! The resulting b-p of 3…Ng4+ ! The s-N arrives at g4 once

again, but this time, the f-K is in check in the resulting b-p of the move. This means that the other
alternation sq of the imprisoning f-K is not cut off, since the K is in check in
its present sq.of-occ, it has the option to move to occupy that other sq. 4.
Kf1 -+ ! Key insight: Since the previous s-move did not cut off the
unoccupied alternation sq of the imprisoning f-K, since it affected the square
that the K was occupying at the time of the check move, it merely displaced

the K into the other alternation sq rather than illegalizing an alternation move in the 7th ply of the puzzle-p as
in the var 1, in which the f-K had to vacate the f2/1 imprisoning complex. == Since the s-N is checking the K
in f2, which has to move from that sq anyways due to the turn-based rule of the game, <r: ch. 18 CM H3S1>,
and the fact that the f-K is the lone f-zi on board, it’s having a redundant effect and therefore has been
rendered futile in affecting the situation. == By this point in var 2, the s-N has not been able to displace the
f-K from f2/1, which is was able to do in its 6th ply move in var 1, and therefore f is still holding | the draw.
However, as the 50 move rule <r: ch. 18 H2S1 H3S1> has not been reached yet, it can continue its efforts in
an alternate route: 4…Ne3+ ! A direct way to continue attempting to affect the situation, however, the result is

analogous to that of 3…Ng4+ !: the f-K, regardless of whether an N check is delivered in the 8th ply, would have to move, and due to the
properties of maintaining the stalemate prison, would have to move to
the other sq f2 anyways, so being checked away from f1 is a
redundant effect to the turn-based rule x stalemate prison
parameters.

The resulting b-p of 4…Ne3+ ! 5. Kf2 !
Maintaining the imprisonment of the non-N
s-zi. It would be senseless at this point for
s to continue checking the f-K via a move
like 5…Ng4+, simply repeating moves #,
or 5…Nd1+, an analogous effect; what it
needs to do in order to win is what it did in

the 6th ply of var 1: affect the unoccupied sq between the f2/1 set of the f-K in the resulting b-p of its
movement into range of f2/1. 5…Nd5 ! Trying to create some distance from the situation in order to affect the
unoccupied sq of the f-K in its next movement to a sq that affects the f2/1 set. 6. Kf1 ! Nf4 ! (2) : The
resulting b-p of 6…Nf4 ! As the f2/1 complex is unaffected by the s-N in the resulting b-p of the 12th ply, the
f-K is free # to continue its alternation. 7. Kf2 ! Nh3+ ! The only move that the s-N has from its f4-occ to affect

f2/1 besides Ne3+, which would simply repeat the b-p after the 8th ply # 8. Kf1 ! (3) R: The resulting b-p of 8. Kf1 ! This position would be
winning for s if it were f-move, as the K would need to vacate f2/1, but it’s s-move, and it is in fact the s-N that needs to vacate its present
effect of f2. 8…Ng5 :( And again, now it’s s who has to play a sad face move, vacating the effect of f2 and allowing the f-K to move.to-occ that
sq in the 17th ply (!) 9. Kf2 ! Ne6 ! Creating even more distance.

L: The resulting b-p of 9..Ne6 ! 9. Kf1 !
Nc7 ! Slightly absurd looking, but the N
has just over 30 ply left til the 50 move
rule, and has to try something unorthodox.
10. Kf2 ! Na8 ! [Diagram, M] The horse
retreats into the NW corner to take a drink
from the fountain and try to reset its mind
from the debacle in the SE. == Notice at
this point that at the end of each s-move in
this s-N / f-K dance, the two zi are on
opposite colors, whereas at the end of
each f-move, the two are on the same

color. 11. Kf1 ! Moving into the same color as the s-N, as it did in the b.p-first of the puzzle-p. 11…Nb6 ! Making its way back to f2/1 for a final
time in our var 2, although you are free to try this by yourself with an alternate sequence. 12. Kf2 ! Nc4 ! 13. Kf1 ! Nd2+ (3) The resulting b-p
of 13…Nd2+ ! Key insight, 2: No matter the s-N’s efforts, it cannot leave the square gridded world of its occupation and therefore, in abidance
by the rules of the game, it is impossible for it to affect the f2/1 complex without checking the f-K as a result of the f-K’s choice to move into a
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sq that is the same color as the s-N’s sq.of-occ in the b-p preceding that f-K move in the b.p-first ply. == The simplest way to explain this
unique <r: ch. 9>, drawing property at f’s disposal is by the heading of this section, the color complex alternation principle of the N, which the
f-K fully exploits, in 2 faces: 1) The N, of any side, always alternates colors in the initial and resulting b-ps of its moves. 2) The N will always,
as a derivative of 1), affect, including via +, the opposite color of its sq.of-occ. Deducing <ch. 8 H2S7> from this, if the f-K occupies the same
color as the s-N in the resulting b-p of f-K’s move, then the s-N can check the f-K in the resulting b-p of its move in the immediate next ply of
that f-K move because 1) the N will have moved off of the color of co-occupation of both zi in the resulting b-p of the f-K move and 2) having
moved off of that color, it will be checking back in the same color that it had just moved away from. == Since there are only sqs in the f2/1
stalemating complex, and each are a different color, if the N can only check the f-K in its movement into a sq of effect of one of these sqs, then

it will be futile to displace the K entirely from this complex, as the K can,
simply, as demonstrated in var 2, move to occupy the other square, which is
not cut off by the N, every time. Note that in certain cases in var 2, the N
checks the K while it occupies a dark-sq, as in the resulting b-p of ply 6, and
in some cases, it checks a light-sq, as in the resulting b-p of ply 26 (!), but
this doesn’t matter; the point is, in this var, its effect into f2/1 will always be a
check, and therefore the stalemate is kept, and f will hold the draw either by
agreement, repetition, or the 50 move rule # Fin.

H4S4: The N’s Extended Mobility:
X-ref: <ch. 19 H2S1> <ch. 42 H2S4 H3S1> Calculating the path of a N from
a particular initial sq to a destination sq that requires 2 or more moves
can be tricky, but certain patterns are known #: L: An N’s extended mobility
to a sq. located 2 dijacents away along a diagonal. The fastest path to a sq.

located 2 dijacents away along a diagonal will require 4 moves by the N. For example: Nb4-c6-e7-f5. R: A N’s extended mobility to a sq.
located 1 dijacent away along a diagonal. The fastest path to a sq. located 1 dijacent away along a diagonal will require 2 moves by the N. For
example: Nc5-e4.

L: A N’s extended mobility to a sq. located in the diagonally opposite #
corner of a 2x5 rect. The fastest path to a sq. located in the diagonally
opposite # corner of a 2x5 rect will require 3 moves by the N. For
example: Nf7 - e5 - g4. M: A N’s extended mobility to a sq. located in the
diagonally opposite # corner of a 2x4 rect. The fastest path to a sq.
located in the diagonally opposite # corner of a 2x4 rect will require 2
moves by the N. For example: Nf7 - g5. Other examples:1 adjacent away:
3 moves, eg, a h8.N: Ng6 - e7 - g8. 2 adjcaents away in a file or rank: 2
moves, eg. a e5.N: Ng4 - e3. R: The diagonally opposite # corner of a 3x4
rect: 3 moves, eg. h8.N: Ng6-e7-f5.

Mate in 3: F to move and checkmate in 3
moves.
In this mate in 3 puzzle, the f.e1-N finds
itself at the opposite corner of a 4x5 rect to
a s.h5-K. The fastest possible path
between these two points is 3 moves,
however the Nd3-f4+ path is unavailable
due to adequate defense of the s.f4-P by
the s.g5-P, and removing this defender and
delivering checkmate is not viable in only 3
moves; note that it takes the N 3 moves to
reach h5, but only 2 moves to check there,

so we have a free move at our disposal. == The answer to the puzzle is 1. G4+ !!, sacrificing the f.g2-P via e.p capture by s, which is forced,
else mate; 1…fxg3 e.p 2. Ng2 ! , occupying the sq just cleared in the previous f ply <ref: ch. 21 KS H2S1> The N is en route to its fastest path
to h5, and it has one more aid at its disposal; the s player is in zugzwang ref: <Ch-56: h2s3>; the only zi it can legally move <ch. 18 H2S4
legal moves> is the g5.P; 2…g4 :( 3. Nf4# (3) R: Run zone analysis of the b.p after 2…g4 :( demonstrates that the e.K is immobilized # and
the uncapturable, unblockable, by definition N+ at f4 is mate.

H4S5: the N’s mobility cannot be blocked:
This rule of the N’s movement is best illustrated by the delivery of a check <ref: ch. 18 H2S8> by the N; although this situation involves effect,
it is illustrative of mobility as well #

H4S6: The N chain:
The N chain is a form of conglomerate mobility that can be 1) quite strong if centralized and 2) neither N is kickable by e-Ps and 3) neither N
occupies a sq that is inadequately defended.

⭐ EZ directive: The utility of an N-chain comes particularly from conversion and end game situations in which the player in possession
can set it | and forget it, since the two lowest value nobles keep each other in protection from any fork tactics, and the player can direct
attention to activating the K or another noble.
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H2S1 H3S4: Queen

The Queen has the mobilities of the B and the R, combined in a single powerful zi. This combination is worth
more than the sum of the individual values of the B <3> and R <5> at 9 in the nominal scale, due to the fact
that both can be wielded simultaneously in fork | tactics <ch-23> Due to this property, as well as the fact that
sometimes the combined | effects of the B and R can overwhelm the Q, which, despite superior mobility,
has only one effect per square. Therefore, the Q has also arguably # the most variable value, especially
temporarily, and this may range to as low as 5, the value of a R, to perhaps as high as 20 when it is
instrumental in smothering the K in Swallow’s Tail and Dovetail themes <ch-1 H2S4> and hitting lone line
forks involving both diagonals and edge parallels. (D) Game: Anand vs Kasparov, both former WCs,
Geneva 1996 sourced from Mastering Chess Strategy via Chessable: 1…Rc7 <clr, e8-Q => a8> ! 2. A3
$.b4-N ! some-contention 2…Qa8 <cont-Qg2#> ! and the Q gains a tempo <z-zug!> via mate threat, and
this maneuver increases the 9 nominal value Q’s mobility from 2 in initial of Rc7 to 12 in post of Qa8, a delta

absolute of 10, proportionally of 6x ! Hindi, <aman___97>: रानी के पास बी और आर क� ग�तशीलता है, जो एक शि�तशाल� ज़ी म� सयं�ुत है। यह सयंोजन
नाममा� पमैाने म� बी <3> और आर <5> के �यि�तगत म�ूय� के योग से 9 पर अ�धक म�ूय का है, इस त�य के कारण �क दोन� को एक साथ कांटा म� चलाया जा
सकता है | रणनी�त <ch23>इस संप�� के कारण, साथ ह� त�य यह है �क कभी कभी सयं�ुत | बी और आर के �भाव �य ूपर हावी हो सकत ेह�, जो बेहतर ग�तशीलता के
बावजदू, ��त वग� केवल एक �भाव है। इस�लए, �यू का यक�नन # सबसे अ�धक प�रवत�नशील म�ूय है, �वशषे �प से अ�थायी �प से, और यह 5 िजतना कम हो सकता
है, एक आर का मान, शायद 20 िजतना ऊंचा हो सकता है जब यह �नगल क� पूछं म� के को दबाने म� सहायक होता है <ch-1 H2S4> और डोवेटेल थीम और �ह�टगं लोन
लाइन फो�स� िजसम� �वकण� और �कनारे समानांतर दोन� शा�मल ह�। (डी) गेम: आनंद बनाम का�परोव, दोन� पवू� ड��यसूी, िजनेवा 1996 शतरंज के मा�यम से
मा�ट�रगं शतरंज रणनी�त से �ा�त: 1…Rc7 a8>! 2. A3 $.b4-N! कुछ �ववाद 2… Qa8 ! और Q, साथी क� धमक� के मा�यम से एक ग�त �ा�त करता है, और यह
प�तरेबाज़ी Qa8 के पो�ट म� Rc7 के आरंभ म� 9 नाममा� म�ूय Q क� ग�तशीलता को 2 से बढ़ाकर 12 कर देती है, 10 का एक ड�ेटा, आनपुा�तक �प से 6x!

H2S1 H3S5: King
Ex-74 in Mastering Chess Strategy: IM S. Lejlic vs GM Johan Hellsten, Ronneby 1998. MIC: The King has
the most variable | mobility between the combat and conversion phases; whereas in the first 20 turns of a
standard game, the K moves on average 1.5 times <O-O> and <Kh/b1/8> prophylactically <r: ch-61 H2S3>,
it may move 10 times in a row in the conversion phase to activate itself toward the opponent’s end of the
board and pick off Ps to make a passer. Here, the best | policy is in fact to leave the K central in this
centrally-stacked m-game: 1…Rc8! Hellsten: Black | discards long castling in order to fully exploit the
semi-open c-file. The immediate 1...Ke7!? is equally strong whereas 1...O-O-O ?! would leave the rook
passive on d8 and expose | the king to an attack after 2. Rfd1, followed by moves like Ra3 and b2-b4.
Continued: 2. Rad1 Ke7 ! Thanks to the strong | blockade on e5 White can't really exploit the location of the
black king, which is even useful in defending the d6-pawn. The rest of the line given by Hellsten, GM: 3.
Qb4 Qc5 4. Qxb7?! Now White's queenside falls apart. 4…Rb8 5. Qxa6 Rb6 6. Qe2 Rxb2 7. Ndb1 Ra8 8.
Rd2 Bxa4 9. Rfd1 Rb6 ! Thanks to his better | pawn structure and superior | piece activity, Black holds the

upper hand.

H2S1 H3S6: Pawn
L: A pawn’s total possible mobility diagram
#defd displays within the triangle formed
by the lines h7 | h1 x h1 - b1 and b1 / h7
all the squares that the pawn can ever
possibly reach #defd. Squares outside this
triangle can never be reached by this
pawn.
M:: A central pawn has a total possible
mobility of 64 - 24 = 40, whereas an edge
pawn has a t.p.m of 7 additive factorial
#defd <fbno> of 28.
Fin-v1.

Ch-5: M: H2S2: Bounce range:
[D, L]: John Manning <~1800> vs Yakun
Hu <~1500>: after 1. e4 c5 2. d4 cxd4 3.
c3 dxc3 4. Nxc3 f5 <Hu Gambit <ch-45
H2S3> 5. Bc4 e5 6. Nge2 Bc5 [D] 7. Bxg8
<+3> ! Rxg8 8. Qd5 $.g8-R, $.c5-B !,
bouncing to the c5-sq for a +3 assass, via
the d5 also attack-sq of the g8-R. [D, 2]
Composition of a square clearance with
tempo leading to checkmate: 21…Rxe1+
<+1> followed by, unpreventably,
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22…Qxh2#; the h2-sq is in the conglomerate bounce range of the d6-Q, due to the possibility of the e5-R’s tempo bounce to e1. // Show 3
phases with the in game, pure, then in game with arrows. // Push to mobility, multi ply mobility, piece improvement maneuvers, find the
shortest path, ass after improvement due to superior effect, reference Mastering Chess Strategy. [D, 3] The next set of 5 diagrams are taken
from the last exercises, in the zi-specific mobility sets, with proprietary arrows: https://lichess.org/learn#/ The solution can be found by
reverse engineering; only the d5-sq can reach e3, and, therefore, the N should start with Nxb5, to reach the d5-sq, only after clearing the
other sqs in the b6-d6-d4-b4 cluster, first. Nxd4-c6-b4-d5-e3-f5-e7-c8. [D, 4]: The 7 stars can be divided into 2 sets, each of which are
mutually-exclusive | accessible to each R. The Rs must coordinate to scoop: Ra1-d1-d5, followed by Rf2-f7-b7-g7-g4. [D, 5]: Each B is
restricted to its color complex: Bd7-f5-c2!-h7-g8, and then Bf6-h4-e7-a3. [D, 6]: D1 is an island, so the Q must route through it before
continuing to h1, which has a capture continuation: Qxd1-h1-h4-f2-f6-a6!, another dead end sq xg6-g8.

H2S2 H3S1: Bounce as a positional motif:
MIC: In depth: G. Cabrilo vs R. Ziatdinov. Belgrade, 1991. Multi-ply
mobility enabling superior effect, assassination via overloading
deflection. L: [D, L]. The resulting board position after 24. Be1 <clr-d2> ! .
== Material difference in this board position is 0, and both players are
fighting for activity, or effect, as the tension among ren in the queenside
seeks resolution over the next 10 or so turns. == One attractive square
for a first knight is c6, which is in the f3 knight’s extended 8th ply
mobility, since the first ply in this board position belongs to the opponent.
R: [D, R]. First is ready to play 34. Nc6. Nearly ten moves later, first has
completed the strategic operation to bring the knight to c6, where it will
attack 2 ren, compared to 1 on f3. Capture of the knight is not favorable
due to the conversion of a passed pawn by first close to the queening
square.
MIC: L: The position after 36. Qe2. With the cramping knight cemented
on c6, the first player emphasizes the increased versatility of his queen to
add itself as an effector of the b5 isolated pawn and key squares in the
kingside along the d1 to h5 diagonal. R: The position before 43. Bxb5.
Nearly 10 moves after 34. Nc6, first commits the decisive assassination
of the isolated b-pawn, previously defended by the a6 queen, but with the
queen now having be pulled from that square in order to defend g7 along
the seventh rank. The superior mobility of the knight from c6 allowed a
further bounce maneuver with check to f5, combining effectively with the
queen to generate pressure that required a reaction by the opponent. The
result is an erosion of the second player's defenses over lower priority
material items on the queenside, leading to an assassination by the d3
Bishop. == Count absolute bounce range effect of any ren, not zi <#defd>,

since the King cannot deliver a check, as 0.5.

H2S3 H3S2: Bounce range, knight:
[D, L]: Ref: Mastering Chess Strategy, Hellsten. Chessable edition.

H2S3 H3S3: Bounce range, rook:
[D, R]: In this position, the game will end in at best a draw if the first player
loses his passed fetus at h7, and a loss if he loses both the knight and the
pawn. The rook cannot stop the pawn by | | going to | e8 | since the f6 ♞
contends that square, which means the | | only | chance | for second is if
the King goes to the c-file into | | one of | 3 squares | in that file |, and it can
| #bounce | to the h-file by | | giving a | check | at | e1-3; the | | check |

bounce | extends the rook’s mobility to an L and its | | subsequent | effect |, post-bounce #defd, allows it to | |
catch up | to the pawn | and stop it |.
Ref: https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1325049

https://lichess.org/learn#/
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1325049
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H2S3 H3S3: Bounce range, queen:
Ref: https://www.chess.com/a/39fnYV4uL21Y4W
After 1. Qd6+, the K has only one run square, and running is the only
escape option # due to lack of interposition in position # in the check vector,
d6 / f8, and no e.contention in the check square, d6 #
The cut off diagram demonstrating that the K’s only remaining escape
option, run, is as well limited # to g8:
The R, B, and Q coordinate # to check the e.f8-K and coerce it to its sole
available run square, g8. In the resulting board position following the check
reply 1…Kg8,

The resulting b.p of 1…Kg8. We’re still looking for checkmate here #, but
we need to acknowledge that any invasive non-check move will result in Qxg2# by the e, and therefore all of
our moves need to be checks in this pursuit. The problem is that | | no checks | along the back rank | will
work  immediately |, because the e.a8-♜ neutralizes the b8, d8, and f8 check squares #, and the e8 check
square, the only e.🏠 check square that is positive effect, is not viable due to the s’s ability to force liquidation
and subsequently checkmate in g2 when f is forced to play a non-check re-capture. == Using our imagination
for a bit, we can see that if our two heavy nobles were aligned in a battery on either the d  or e # files, we
would be able to overwhelm the e.a8-♜’s contention in the e.🏠 because the recapture of e.♜-in-🏠 comes
with a check, as opposed to # the f.g6-♗’s recapture there, and that check would be mate since the e.♟’s is
blanketed by the  f.g6-♗ in conjunction with the e.g7-♟, which cuts off via same-side occupation # | | the one
| of the remaining 3 | e.g8-♚’s run squares | in the e.♟’s |.

L: The e.g8-♚ is completely immobilized with respect to the e.♟’s, and
therefore an uncontested, non-interposable # check along the e.🏠 would
be mate # With these parameters firmly installed in our minds as the puzzle
solving condition, combined with the framing concept # of bounce range in
this section, it may become apparent now # to us that 2. Qe6+ ! is the best
way to continue, as this | | file pivots | the Q via a | rank movement | and
with uptail diagonal effect | to form the e-file battery that we have been
looking for #. The puzzle continues with 2…Kh8 3. Qe8+ Rxe8 4. Rxe8# In
#MIC’s run zone analysis paradigm, the ability to surround the e.♚ with
yellow highlighted sqs in its run zone, as well as a check in play, indicates a
checkmate b.p Note that s has an additional legal move in the 4th ply,
2…Kf8, but this as well loses to either 3. Qf7# or an overwhelm in e8,

supported by the f.g6-♗ in the final ply.

H2S3 H3S4: The Ivekovic maneuver:
// Bounce range - K

H2S3 H3S5: The K: fork end:
A f-K in a d3 fork end, on an empty board can be forked from these fork vertices, and along with these co-ends.

Forking ren: Vertices Co-ends:

P 1) e4 2) c4 1) f3 2) b3

N 1) e5 2) e1 3) c1 4) c5 5) f4 6) f2 7) b4 8) b2 1) f7, f3, g6, g4, d7, c6, c4 2-8) // try filling these
out, on your own.

Q 1) d4 | d8 2) e4 / h7 3) e3 - h3 4) e2 \ f1 5) e2 | e1 6) b1 / c2
7) a3 - c3 8) a6 \ c4; there are a total of 25 Q-vertices.

1) d4, only: d5|d8, e5/h8, e4-h4, e3\g1, a1/c3,
a4-c4, a7\c5. There are a total of 24 co-ends from
the d4.Q-vertex.

R 1) d4|d8 2) e3-h3 3) e2-e1 4) a3-c3; 14 R-vertices. 1) e3, only: e4|e8, e2|e1, f3-h3, 10 co-ends from
the e3.R-vertex.

B 1) e4/h7 2) e2\f1 3) b1/c2 4) a6\c4; 11 B-vertices. 1) f5, only: c8\e6, g6/h7, g4\h3, 7 co-ends from the
f5.B-vertex.

If there are 25 Q-vertices, and each contains 24 co-ends, then there are a total of 25*24=600 ways that a d3-K can be forked, with another
same-zi, by a Q. This is an order of magnitude approximation.
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Ch-5: M: H2S3: Conglomerate-m:

In depth: Jchu222 vs. tomfreud 2/13/22 C.com 1+0
When considering rooks, it is important additionally to consider their potential involvement in
coordination with other zi to siege a particular square such as in a battery or disconnected
battery. When the target of this coordination needs to change, we need to consider the
conglomerate mobility of the battery in aggregate in order to potentially change focus to a different
square.

In Depth: Kingside attack lesson:

Figure X: a position taken from a training session on twitch.tv/ChessDojoLive via IM David Pruess, 9/2/21.
The initial target of the first player’s attack in this position is g7, but it’s not clear whether brute force crumble
can work as the second player has 4 zi defending that square either directly or via x-ray. Important to note,
however, is the potential high conglomerate mobility of the first player’s heavy nobles, the potential of moves
like Rg4 - h4 and Rg3 - h3 to switch attack to the h-file in the 3rd or 5th ply of the initial board position.
Conglomerate (n.) = a grouping of zi around a particular purpose, such that their effect, movement
directionality, and overall mobility can be evaluated in aggregate.

H2S3 H3S1: Battery, rooks:
Fine <ch-Q.P-O, pg-190> If he captures … QP X BP, the recapture will leave the Black QBP exposed on an
open file. If he does not take, White will <Ch-53 H2S4 H3S6, K.I-D> pile up his heavy | artillery on the QB
file, continue with BP X QP, eventually break into the Black camp via QB7 and secure a decisive gain of

material. Thus, White has a fairly simple, direct long-range plan, the execution of which # will net him a winning advantage if he is not
crossed <ch-61, CM H3S2 methods of defense>. MIC: Rooks are dangerously | mobile in near empty | boards, having the ability to pivot from
any road of | movement to any other in only one move. From the starting square d1, for example, the rook is located along 2 of its roads of |
movement, the 1st rank and the d-file, and can move to a-c1, e-h1, or d2-8, the three independent lines of the rook’s movement as shown in
the figure below, and the three lines in aggregate intersect with every road of the rook’s movement.

L: Figure X. The 3 rays of the rook’s movement from d1 intersect with, in
aggregate, all roads of the rook’s potential movement.
In relation to the mobility of a single rook, a pair of rooks aligned along a
road in a battery can disassemble and reassemble along any other line of a
rook’s movement in only 2 moves.
R: Figure X. The rooks at b5 and d5 initially form a battery along the 5th
rank, but can transfer to the 3rd rank or d-file in 2 moves each time.

H2S3 H3S2: Battery, diagonal:
Diagonal batteries are slightly less mobile in conglomerate than rook
batteries, although this property is variable. In order to pivot from the long
downtail diagonal to uptail diagonal 7, the bishop and queen require 3

moves.

Figure X. 1. Be4, 2. Qa1, and 3. Qb1 are required to organize this downtail diagonal battery to U7.

H2S3 H3S3: Superfluous pieces:
Under certain circumstances, extra material is useless when it is
hampered by an immobile position - GM Fine <a-r, pg-4> MIC:
Superfluous pieces is a type of conglomerate-m that we do not want, and
to understand what this means, we have to delve into the definition of a
superfluous piece. Superfluous pieces (n.) = are two same-side zi, not
necessarily of the same classification <r: ch-2 D H3S1 H4S1> that can
each stand to benefit by occupying a specific sq <r: ch-21> or line and
since, according to the rules of chess, only one zi on either side can occupy
a single sq at a time, they are superfluous, and superfluous is defined as

“unnecessary, especially through being more | than enough” - Oxford Languages. In ch-28,
‘Superfluous’ pieces, GMs Landin and Sakaev <a-r> elaborates on this definition: “Since both cannot
occupy it at the same time, it is useful to exchange one of the pieces, since otherwise it will have to
occupy some inferior post. The defending side in such a case should usually avoid the exchange.” Ref: The Complete Manual of Positional
Chess, vol-1. Fine, pg-4: In such cases <temporary> sacrifices <ch-36> are perfectly normal to reduce cluster redundancy <r: ch-42> #np
and break through <ch-53, H2S1 siege> the e-position. (D) The chained s-Ns are superfluous as they are redundant in vying for the f6-sq
while the ideally placed f-Ns are not, and therefore s best kill two positional birds with one stone by liquidating a pair of Ns at d5: 11…Nxd5
12. Qxd5 Nf6 $.d5-Q ! -4.5 w/ 1.6 o-n d-32 SF14+ NNUE at the cost of a single tempo since the liquidation initiation is a tempo gaining
move, a dual-purpose ⅔ ply sequence with a gain of tempo move #np https://lichess.org/jerYij7h/black#22
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H2S3 H3S4: Non.battery-conglomerate,e�ect:
MIC: Non.battery-conglomerate,effect occurs when two or more same-zi converge in E# in the same E-sq,
but do not overlap in the vector of E. X-ref: ch-43 H2S1 H3S1. [D]: The g8-R and the a8-B converge in the
g2-sq; either can capture there, to assass.

Ch-5: M: D:
Single ply mobility (n.) = the number of squares that a piece can move to in the next move.
Mobility delta (n.) = the change in single ply mobility of a move or move sequence.

D H3S2: Bounce range:
Bounce pivot sq (n.) = the intermediate sq(s) in a bounce pivot.
Bounce range (n.) = the third ply mobility extended range of a ren following a tempo-gaining move reduction
move of that same ren in the first ply that gains a tempo. First edit: 3/14/21. Second edit: 3/26/21.

Ch-5: M: Ex:
H3S1: M-range
Ex. 1: How many zi in chess has a maximum mobility of greater than 10 on
an empty board?

a) 1
b) 2
c) 3
d) 4
e) 5

Ex. 2: <reading.comprehension> check the list of 5 sets of initial sqs from
which an N has varied mobility in H2S1 H3S3 <hyperlink>. What do we
expect the total to add up to?

A) 8
B) 16
C) 23
D) 64
E) None of the above

Ex. 3: a knight on the algebraic coordinate #defd _3 can reach e5 in a single
ply.

A) b & d
B) d only
C) d & f
D) c only
E) None of the above

[D] Ex. 4: find the value-adjusted
assassination in this position.
Read ahead to Ch. 6: Quantifying
Imbalances H2S3 Value-Adjusted
Assassinations H3S1 for a
definition of the category. <ref:
hyperlink>

H3S2: Bounce
range:
L: Ex. 5
In this position, the s player just blundered with 9…Nb4? Find the
refutation.

Ex. 6: 1. Qf6 here threatens an unstoppable checkmate on g7 since the e.K
is immobile and no e.ren can make it in time to defend g7 on either of the
two diagonals occupied by that square, nor any other vector. However, s
has check threats of his own: the question is: do the checks stop, or does he
have checkmate or a perpetual #?
Draw an arrow diagram as the proof for this puzzle #, fbno, and set
up this puzzle by yourself using https://lichess.org/editor. Take into
account the bounce range of the a4.Q in your diagram and proposed
solution.

[Above, both] Ex. 7 Effect is absolutely even in this position, with every
attacked ren having at least one defender, and all noble attacked squares
<g3, d7, and d8> are exactly neutral in e.d. However, there is no
checkmate, and we are looking for a material winning combination
<assassination> to solve the puzzle. Apply the concept of bounce range to
propose a solution.

Ex. 8: find the assass and explain how the concept of bounce range is used
in the assass-seq:

Ex. 9: s is threatening M1 at e2 and f has no way to up contend that sq, nor
move his K to create a new run-sq. He needs to force a queen trade to win,
a value-adjusted assass given his material advantage. Find a way to make
this happen with the f.a8-Q’s bounce range. [3,000]

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HhSK0xrBmek3jDrZCn6z-caW_nGLRP9v/edit#heading=h.qy886wfoszjr
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H2S3: Conglomerate-m:

Ex-10: [1,800]

R: Ex-11: Punish 28. Qc7 ? [500]

Ex-12: [2,000]

R: Ex-13: [2,000]: In the language of conglomerate mobility explain why
22. Bxd5 ? is a positional blunder.

M x e�ect:

Ex-14: Can f deliver a + in this position? [200]

Ex-15: Can f deliver a + in this position? [200]

Ex-16: Write the algebraic notation for every capture in this position for f,
assuming f-move. [800]

R: Ex-17: Write the algebraic notation for every capture in this position for
f, assuming f-move. [1,000]

M x Coordinates, direction:
Ex-18: How many zi can move in 8 different directions?

1) 1
2) 2
3) 3
4) 4
5) 5

Ex-19: What is the minimum number of moves required for a K to replicate
the distance # of a N’s movement?

1) 1
2) 2
3) 3
4) 4
5) 5

King Exercises:
Ex-20 Which one of these zi can keep the King trapped in the corner
without itself being defended by another zi of its own side?
A. Rook
B. Queen
C. Bishop
D. King
E. Both the rook and the queen can.

Solutions:
Ex-1: c)
The road nobles, B, Q, R all share this property.

Ex. 2:
A knight has a non-zero mobility from every square on the board, so
we would expect the sum of the 5 different classes of initial mobility
locations to add up to the total number of squares on the board,
which is 64. A quick check and we can confirm this is indeed the
case: 16 <8.mb> + 16 <6.mb> + 20 <4.mb> + 8 <3.mb> + 4 <2.mb>
= 64. The answer is d.

Ex-3:
A knight moves 2 sq in one of 4 elementary compass directions
<North, East, South, West> and 1 sq in a perpendicular direction in
any given move. A movement from the 3rd to 5th rank represents a
Northward movement, and the two possible directions that are
perpendicular as vectors #defd to a Northward movement are
Westward and Eastward, but not Southward, which is antiparallel
<parallel but the opposite direction> #defd.
The westward and eastward vectors of the N’s L movement can only
be 1 square #defd since it has expended the longer side of its L in
the 2 sq Northward movement. Therefore, the original location of a N
that resulted in the sq e5 in its move #defd.all must be 1 unit
Westward or East from the e-file, ie. the d or f file. The answer is c.
Example: both the d3 and f3 N can reach e5 this move #defd.

Ref: MCS, Chessable.
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Ex-4:
Ref: a screen
capture from

twitch.tv/u/Hannzza, a popular intermediate chess streamer in 2022,
in which the game containing this position #defd was played live.
F is up 3 points of material with individual m.c 13 to 10 for o, and
m.p 1.3 in the initial b.p. The value-adjusted assassination possible
here is a limited mobility piecemate of the d5.R by the f.f-🏡-R in the
move 35. Rd2 ! , a positive m.d simplification ex.assass that exploits
the rank-restricted mobility of the d5.R and traps and attacks red=
piecemates that R via file-vector capture opposition with the f.d2-R
in the resulting b.p of 35. Rd2 !

Ex. 5:
The knight is undefended at b4, and no f.Zi can reach it in its single
ply mobility #defd, but the f.d1-Q has a check square at a4, which
places the b4.N inside its | | third  ply | bounce range |. The double
attack resolution s.Nc6 in response to Qa4+ fails due to the
pawntack from the d5.P
Correct moves: 10. Qa4+ followed by Qxb4.

Ex. 6:
Arrow diagram generated by
Chess.com’s post puzzle analysis
window, ref: https://www.chess.com
/puzzles/problem/1280951
Instructors should use the above
pre-drawn diagram as the rubric for
grading students’ response. Note
that this diagram does not include
every effect of every ren at every
ply that it depicts, but only what
#MIC considers to be relevant in
ruling out a checkmate or perpetual

| after 1. Qf6. == At least half the grading in this puzzle should be
based on whether students recognized the e.Q’s bounce range
mobility after 1…Qd1+ 2. Kh2, as the only check square in the 4th
ply after 2. Kh2 is d6 <also, h1, but that hangtacks the Q>, along the
b8 - h2 diagonal, but students should have noted via a green arrow
from f6, the destination square of the f.f1-Q’s first ply move, to d6 to
indicate that this square is neutral after 1. Qf6 Qd1+ to indicate that
any movement in this square would hangtack a queen #

Ex. 7
The solution to this puzzle hinges upon an undrawn effect vector
from the s.h5-N to the f.f1-R:

The h5.N “bounces” via capture
through the g3.sq to the f1.♖ and
therefore adds 0.5 eff to that sq by
#MIC’s effect count paradigm <ref:
ch. 3 eff CM hl> It should be
further noted that in the f.h2-♔’s
current location, the N’s bounce
hop # to f1 would also come with
check. The power properties | of
this path are to be taken into
account when we consider its
utility in solving this puzzle. ==

Zooming back to the overview level, we can see from the diagram

presented in the problem portion that the captures Qxd7 and Nxh4
are not particularly viable; in the former case, Bxd7 equalizes
material delta in the sequence, negating any assassination, and
there are no further viable assass captures as the h4 sq is now
neutral, and g3 and e4, the only other f.occupied-sqs attacked by an
s.zi, are adequately defended. Finally, there is no piecemate # of the
d7-B after its capture of the s.Q, as it has plenty of free mobility
along the a4-e8 diagonal.  == In the latter case, s.Nxh4 will actually
blunder a minor since f.Qxd8 ! in the succeeding ply will remove its
defender with tempo, as recapturing the f.Q is higher priority than
rescuing the N, and f.Bxh4 follows s.Rxd8, assassinating the h4.N
for only a pawn (-2 - 2 = -4). == With these other captures eliminated
from the realm of possibility, we are simped #defd into investigating
the usage of the Nxg3<bounce>f1, + path further, and here we may
discover a second caveat: == The f.K cannot recapture in g3
immediately following 1…Nxg3, and this fact has nothing to do with
the possibility of losing his Q in d7. The reason in fact is that if
f.Kxg3, 2…Qxh4+ ! has opened up, since one defender of h4 has
been removed while the two attackers remained #, and that one
defender was substituted with a K such that the capture now comes
with check # After 3. Kg2 <o.m>, 3…Nf4+ comes in powerfully # and
the e.g2-♔ further has only one run.sq in an unblockable,
uncapturable # check with 4. Kg1, after which the queen can itself
bounce pivot to g2 via h4-g3+-g2# to finish off the M-4. ==
Therefore, 2. Kxg3 ?? would be a gargantuan blunder and can be
safely eliminated as a viable reply to 1…Nxg3, making the line
starting with 1…Nxg3 more appealing in our calculation tree #
because it is now apparent that it is | | more forcing | than  at first
glance | , and more forcing lines are always appealing to calculate
since we optimize the probability that we can quickly find the
solution <ref: Ch-59 initiative h2s1: forcing moves hierarchy hl>.
It is apparent, thus, that the f player needs to eliminate the s.d8-♛
before capturing in g3, but this move runs into a problem as well #,
and we can finally loop in our bounce range concept elucidated in
the beginning of the solution: the key point turns out to be that the f1
bounce destination is with check, and therefore after 2. Qxd8 Nxf1+
picks up a second capture, for free, before the f.d8-♕ is recaptured
in the following same player ply. 3. Bxf1 (-3 + 6 = +3) and the s
player has converted from # -2 P to up a full ♖ for those 2 P, as a
result of winning a full noble in the first ply and an exchange in ply
3-4.

Ex. 8:
The first move in the puzzle solution is 8…d5 $.c4-B
<tempo.g-bounce!> ! 9. Exd5 <cap$><-1> exd5 $.c4-B <+1,
0><$-substitution!> 10. Bb5 <run$> d4<4:2.5>$$! Followed by
either dxc/e3 <+3>, assass in 4!
Ref:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/44006072645?tab=revie
w

Ex. 9:
25. Bc3+ is an obvious first move, as f needs a check in this
position, and this is the only check that does not blunder material,
and the game. 25…f6 is the defense tried by s. == Here, f has 2
checks that do not lose material: 26. Qa7+ and Qb7+; the only
issue, besides these two moves being suspiciously similar #, is the
fact that f is out of checks after 26…Kh6 ! As the f-Q is now on the
s-P’s rank, it cannot create space to give a distant check # such as
on f8, any Q+ hangtacks the Q, and the f.c3-B cannot enter the
game either. == Based on this, and the seriousness of the m1 threat
at e2, we can even just play 26. Bxf6+ !? and hope for the best, as
an homage to the deadliness of the e2# threat.
As it turns out, s cannot capture on f6 due to f-Qf8+ QKB<s> skwr !
The next move is 26…Kf7 !, evading the skewer and still playing for
checkmate. == And now, the f-Q activates a bounce range
maneuver to reach the d4-sq via the a7 check-sq: 27. Qa7+ ! And
here: If K-8, the f.f6-B and f.a7-Q will coordinate together to give
mate. If K-6 without xf6, s gives up too many checks # starting with a
supported Q check on the s-P’s, and eventually something in his
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position will be skewered. == And if 27…Kxf6, the main line, f has
an EZ-bounce to d4 with 28. Qd4+ $e.$d3-Q !, forcing a
Q-liquidation via capture opposition bounced check. The game will
be over even if s captures the f6-B as f will have 2 R for a B in the
noble count when all captures are over #
Fin. https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1338159

Ex-10:
This is the highest rated assassination puzzle on LiChess: 2724
rating, 374 times.
33. Qxb8+ (+5) <assass, in 1> Kh7 <forced> 34. Qe8 !

Relevant effect and mobility
diagnosis of the resulting 34. Qe8 !
This conglomerate mobility minded
quiet move has multiple purposes
1) it cuts off the s-K’s remaining run
sq in g6 2) it stops Rh5+, which
would be mate if not for the f.d4-R
3) it sets up a queen-led rank
battery # on the back rank, this
case appropriate because the Q is
the ideal spearhead # for a mating
attack.

When the liquidation threat # of 34…Rh5+ is neutralized, the only
remaining s threat is a harmless capture on f2. 34…Rxf2 (-1) 35.
Rd8 <battery ⇒ 8th> !, simply continuing with the plan Qf5 36.
Qg8+ !

The b-p after 36. Qg8+ !
Both flank supported Q+s will drive
the s.h7-K to g6, but this one future
covers # the f7 run sq. 36…Kg6
37. Rd6+ !
Here, the LiChess puzzle ends with
the point that # unless s wants to
lose his Q immediately, the s.g6-K
has to run to h5, after which
37…Qxg7 <thr, 38…Rxh6#> 38.
Qg5 🛡.h6-P 39. Rxh6+
<temp-sack> ! Qxh6 (-5) 40. G4+

<deflection-move> Kh4 <o-m> 41. Qxh6+ (+9) <assass, in 9>
Ex-11:
28…Re1+ ! -M2, the doubled Rs team up to push through single
e-contention at e1 to mate, in coordination with the s.h3-B.

Ex-12:
20. Qxd7 <liquidation> Nxd7 21. Rae1 <battery, e> ! is optimal for
f, as the tempo with initiating the queen liquidation allows him to
seize the e-file, plus the second contender of the e8 challenge sq of

the file has been decoyed # Here’s
how f can continue to nurse his
advantage afterward: 21…b5
$.e-$, c4-P ! 22. cxb5 (+1) cxb5
23. Bb4 $.d6-P ! Rh6 !, attempting
to lift # to the e6 challenge square
24. F5 <cont-e6> ! and f has this
position on lockdown #

Ex-13:
Of the s-nobles, only the s.d5-N
and s.b7-B have a chance as the
g7-B is shut out for at least the next
5-10 turns, reasonably speaking <r:

ch-12 H2S3> Both the N and the B achieve their optimal mobility in
d5, and therefore they are superfluous and exchanging one, leaving
its remaining partner to dominate in d5 without encumberment is a
mistake # https://www.chess.com
/game/live/47217616279

Ex-14: No

Ex-15: Yes, f-Rxe8+
Both 14 and 15 screens are courtesy of ChessKid.com.

Ex-16:
1) f-Nxh7 (+1)
2) f-Rxf7 (+1)
3) f-Nxe8 (+5)

Ex-17:
1) f-Bxb6 (+3)
2) f-Qxd6 (+1)

Ex-18: c)

Ex-19: b)

Ex-20: b)
Solution: queen.
Since a King can move both adjacently and dijacently, the trapping
piece has to have, within its first ply mobility, squares along all of its
movement roads without itself being susceptible to capture by the
King. Only the queen can achieve this without support from any
other zi on the board. A king can prevent an enemy king from
reaching certain squares via opposition, but cannot keep the king

trapped in any particular location
on its own.
Figure X. The c7 queen stalemates
the second King in the a8 corner,
making it unable to run from the
threatmate 2. Ka6 and Qb7#.

Additional
resources:
An application of mobility thinking
to selecting between opening

moves 1. D4 and 1. E4:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sfxt3b6pcUU, from Yakun Hu’s
Wyzant tutoring answers.
Fine, Reuben. Ideas behind the Chess Openings. Ishi Press,
Japan, 2012.
Sakaev, Konstantin, et al. The Complete Manual of Positional
Chess: The Russian Chess School 2.0. New in Chess, 2017.
Walker, Jearl. Fundamentals of Physics. John Wiley & Sons,
2008.
“Battery.” Battery - Chessprogramming Wiki,
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Battery.
https://www.w3schools.com/js/js_functions.asp
https://www.w3schools.com/python/python_functions.asp
https://www.w3schools.com/python/trypython.asp?filename=demo_r
ecursion
Larson, Ron, et al. Selected Chapters from Precalculus, Seventh
Edition. Houghton Mifflin, 2007.

https://www.w3schools.com/js/js_functions.asp
https://www.w3schools.com/python/python_functions.asp
https://www.w3schools.com/python/trypython.asp?filename=demo_recursion
https://www.w3schools.com/python/trypython.asp?filename=demo_recursion
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Book-6: Quantifying imbalances: c-m:
On February the 6th, 1922 at the Washington Naval conference, a deal was struck that ended three months of debate about armament
disarmament and rearmament for every five ships the United States and Great Britain had, Japan would have three, and Italy and France
would have 1.75 each: what was called the “Rolls-royce”, “Rolls-royce”, “Ford” ratio. <Dr. Kathleen Burk, professor of modern &
contemporary history, University College London <16th Global, US News> Timeline documentaries, a-r 1:18 to 1:41>.

In depth | [800] <hl> Yakun Hu, USCF vs Irene Zhong, USCF 800:
Philadelphia, 2021 The 121st US Open Championship, round 2. “This kid plays like Petrosian.” - a voice overheard in the Skittles room.
It was after this game that someone casually referred to me as “Petrosian”. Comedic prelude:胡家密码 (n.) = the social passwords of the Hu
family <ref: ch. 51 SYE, h2s3> (1) Losing the exchange is akin to death because rooks are worth more than queens; diagonal movements are
not worth the increase in complexity of keeping track, plus you always lose when you drop the Queen but the rook you can fling around
anywhere. (2) Disparage 1. E4. (3) Fianchetto all the bishops. (4) Build the Boat or the Roof. (5) White castles queenside. (6) 2...f5 or bust. In
Depth Main: 1. D4 d5. “Closed Game” With 1...d5, Black begins to fight for the center in the traditional fashion, by occupying it with pawns.
1...d5 opens a diagonal for the development of the light-squared black bishop, and it also discourages, though does not definitively prevent, an
immediate 2.e4. If White plays e4 immediately, they initiate the Blackmar-Diemer gambit, which is considered dubious against best play. Ref:

LiChess Analysis after the moves 1. D4 and 1…d5 are played on the board.
The queen pawn’s opening is countered by s.symmetry. Irene is one of two
teenage Zhongs and one mama Zhong at the tournament, the other being
her twin, slightly higher rated, Ivey. Presently, Irene is the 69th ranked 15 year
old female player in the US at 1250, as of 1/15/22. At the time of the US Open

in August / 21, she was 1,000.
Irene finished 429th in the
standard Open at the US
Open, while Ivey #462. I hit
exactly #200 in the score

table, the Bingo score. Winners table for the C section, 1400-1599, note that prizes at this tournament were not U-based. 2. C4 e6. The
queen’s gambit declined w/ 2…e6. 3. Cxd5 exd5.

At this point, I would wait for 3…Be7 or 3…Nf6 to play cxd5.
No longer what I would play now, as I became a subscriber of John’s 1. d4
course shortly after this game; the main line against QGD with 2…e6 is 3.
Nc3 and occasionally 4. cxd5 in the event of 3…Be7 and 3…Nf6 only. 4.
Nf3 I have in my notes that Nc3 is more common. Nc6 (?). Dubious and
indicative of Irene’s noviceness to chess and therefore her supreme
potential, in Europe Nc6 before c7-c5 is frowned upon besides the Chigorin
and whatever GM Shankland approves of as the God of “don’t play Nc6
before c7-c5”, a school that IM Plotkin certainly sucks up to. 4 months after
the US Open, in December 2021, Irene thrashed a high 1700 at the Phoenix
Chess Hawaii #2, so her true performance at the US Open was probably a

bit higher; she did increase her rating by 60 points in the event, compared to my 17 point increase. == However, Irene makes an objective
amature | mistake here by moving her b8 knight to c6 before pushing the c-pawn which, outside the unique exception that is the Chigorin
Variation of the QPO, is a #Shankland [FIDE = 2700+] blunder. Irene is fairly new to chess, so I would not expect her to understand such
granularities which I learned at 14; now I’m 29 and writing this book, and she’s top 100 her age in the US; that’s how good I am at chess, and
I’m only a fraction as good at chess as I am at writing at chess, the #best. 5. Bf4 I had a lesson with Mark in Feb ‘21 and it was fantastic. Nf6.
Without the knight having been #committed to f6 yet, I am apt to develop the bishop to f4, an inferior to the square g5 if the knight were on f6

with both conditions met . 6. E3 Bf5 (!?).
Position after 6. e3 Bf5 Irene seems apt to play double edged | moves that are often avoided by
professional players for highly theoretical reasons, discovered after hundred years of trial and error; as a
budding beginner, I can attest that playing in this way, demonstrating aggression, passion, and a willingness
to test the game is the most effective way to loop in stronger players to providing a lesson, as I did here,
analogous to the lesson that NM-Grasso provided in round 1. Ref: Chapter Main H3 #3: In Depth: Grasso
vs. Hu
7. Bb5 97 <min-remaining> Moves like B/g 4/5 almost always increase contention when played in the
opening with a knight on the corresponding c/f 3/6 pinned squares, especially when the line from the pinned
knight to the K/Q on e/d 1/8 is open. Bd7 97. An abject retreat, an annoying pin that exposes a downside,
but not the only one, as occasionally Qb3 can be used to punish an early s-Bf5. Ref: <ch-45 H2S3> 8. O-O

97 Be7 ? 88 ?. A dubious at best move positionally that also took a dubious
amount of time, 97 - 88 = 9 minutes. 9. Nc3 96 O-O 86.
9…O-O marks the transition to the effect phase of the game, as in the time
box initiated by its resulting board position. 10. Qb3 (?!, in-game) 90 Be6
83 The yellow arrow in the above diagram highlights the bishop’s movement
| | in the ply | preceding | this board position, which is also accentuated.d#
by the | pukey | lime green squares highlighting both the initial and
destination squares of a movement, with a | | simple deduction | as to which
is which |. 11. Bxc6 81 (time card ) bxc6 83 So early in the game, but
Irene’s propensity for accumulating overlapping positional weaknesses
allowed me to carve out a slight light square weakness complex on her
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queenside in the squares a4 thru c6 and b3 thru d5, which I converted into a pawn structure weakness via the light square weakness
relinquishing | tradeoff move Bxc6, and 11…bxc6 was an o.m (#tihana make sure o.m, or “only move”, is defd in notations). 12. Na4 81 Bd6
70 (time card) A strange-looking move that upkeks complexity by giving me, and only me, a quantum set of two continuations, one in which
the knight simply hangs itself on a4, or worse, expelled, and one in which it hops into the favorable, friendly-controlled c5 square. The point of
this quantum kek is that the piloting capacity into these two future scenarios is controlled by me; I opened the fork with 12. Na4, and the fork
closes when I decide the final destination.

A tuning fork is one end of a quantum split in which one player opens the possibility of two different
possibilities, but the fork has to close at some point because there can only
be one game continuation.

A local effect diagram of the game
position x a childish meme. Nice, good -
Yeji💕 13. Ne5 72 (time card) Bxe5 77
It may seem unusual, borderline unsafe,
to jump the trusty steed ©-JB into an

opposed square, but upon closer inspection, it’s in friendly control as
c5, and the only enemy opponent of either square is the bishop
on d6, d-s. That means if this noble is traded off, a | | | dark square |
complex | weakness | will be created, in only two moves since the
l.s-c,w (#defd) that costed my opponent doubled pawns and the ability
to pawn-llenge the c5 square, now a d-s.weakness, as well as the two knight’s advantage in a closed position (#defd). 14. Bxe5 72 Ne4 76
Irene bites on the trade, creating an opposite color bishop vs. knight vs. knight scenario, since the other bishop was traded off then back
earlier. 15. Qc2 67 (time card, defined as a move that took more than 5 minutes in classical Qg5 70 Qg5 is a particularly dangerous square
for the enemy queen to occupy. IM David Pruess <FIDE = 2321, 6/22> of ChessDojoLive once remarked that if the e-queen can make it to
g4, f3, or g3 unopposed that this would be worth nearly a rook’s compensation for the opponent; if that’s the case, then g5 is worth at least
a knight #n-p. 16. B$f4 52 Qh4 56 (time card!) This game was one of the first in which I implemented the $ notation #history. The bishop on
f4 now attacks the g5 queen, prompting ©-JB it to shuffle (n.) = a diagonal movement to h4. The notation can be read as “sixteen, the bishop
attacks once from the square f4”, followed by “and I | have 52 minutes left | | after having | completed the move | |. Note that the | bars |
notation should be read as bar separators in musical notation.

The red chessbase arrow can indicate movement, intention to move, or effect, non-differentiated, of a square
#red. 17. B|x|c7 46 (time card) Rac8 55. Arguably, the “x” notation is equally superfluous to delineating
piece checks, as are +. The time card tag helps to label moves in which the resulting time position was, at
least in classical games, at least 5 minutes or more less than the resulting time position of the previous move
| by | the same player. 18. Bg3 (!?) 37 (time card ?!) Nxg3 54. A controversial move to | | |  provoke | the
exchange of | a pair of nobles | in the vicinity of my Kingside due to a slight perception of discomfort up=
danger sense due to the concentration of Irene’s forces | there | by hitting the h4 queen, once again. BSE
1/22/22: I was fairly confident in my winning prospects at this point due to the rating differential between
myself and my opponent as well as the | | | fatal weaknesses | of the two | | doubled and | backwards
c-pawns |, coupled with the dark-square complex weakness and my vice-grip on the c5 square.⭐
Therefore, any “liquidation, a full” that brings me closer to the endgame is | | evaluated | as favorable|,
including ones that come at the cost of a slight material or positional sacrifice. 19. Fxg3 31 $Qg5 54 Opting
recapture with the f-pawn re-develops the f-rook without its own movement by clearing |-> ©-YK space in
front of it. The e-queen, due to the trade in the | | preceding | ply pair |, is able to return to its | | more
dangerous | post | at g5, as opposed to h4. 20. $Rf4 31 Qc7 48 (time card) Hinting at the possibility of an
exchange sack on e4, | | threatening | to double rooks | on the F-street ©.한국인, ref: G-T, and #com.(third
reason if I can come up with one later), forcing Irene to retreat defensively to avoid being quantum trapped
into my initiation of a myriad of vaguely formed threats and costing herself in the time position, which I am
winning, despite being down on time, due to my superior endgame knowledge. She intuitively hides her
queen to decrease the chances of an imminent to extend the | | countdown to | checkmate |. |=P Irene was
definitely an intuitive player and some of her moves exceeded the theoretical knowledge one would expect
her to have based on raw chess based playing time, indicating a connection to a deeper culture that is
embedded with chess |  |. 21. N$c5 17 (time card ?) g5 44. | *I’m Not sure why | 14 minutes was required
for this move, being as the game was still halfway to time control, and Irene was certainly a strong enough
opponent to turn things around. BSE 1/22/22: I | | must have | been exceptionally confident in my ability to

convert a material up middle game into a favorable endgame, mastery of | | phase 2 | to phase 3 | ref: chapter 1 main start, four phases. Irene
is intelligent to press me on the clock, as that is her | | sole | win condition | here, realistically speaking, but the | | board position | continuation |
and therefore | thought region | she selects to pilot the game into was, | | unfortunately | for her |, equally favorable to me as endgame, a | |
wedge | move |. To go down on time against a weaker opponent is a true testament to that opponent’s psychological fortitude, an | | early |
indicator | of a high true skill capacity, which is the sole way to loop in a higher rated opponent into | investing | into the | | | social situation that
is | a | chess game |. 22. Rf2 16 Bg4 44 Keeping my rook on the off-l.s.♝ square in retreat. 23. E4 13 dxe4 43 24. Nxe4 12 f5 38 25. Qc4+ 11
Kh8 36 26. Nc5 11 Qf7 34 27. Qxf7 9 Rxf7 34 28. Raf1$ 8 Rd8 Low on time, I did not have time to record the time marker on each move,
which is how hard implementing new notation rules is to your mental move-making algorithm. 29. H3 8 Bh5 34 30. Rxf5 8 Rdf8 31. Rxf7 8
Rxf7 34 An exchange that turned out to be losing for Zhong; prior to that, she still had chances. [32. Re1 5:38, Kg8 31. Becoming more
granular in the lower single digits. 33. Re6 5 Rc7 30 34. A3 5 Bf7 29 35. Re5 4 h6 29] [ ] - between these brackets, I made a plan to do better
in the time game, attack her Kingside, K.R., and down B. The bracket planning notation is useful for thinking ahead. 36. Kf2 (!?) 3 Bd5 29 37.

https://emojipedia.org/star/
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G4 3 Rf7 29 38. Rf5 3 Rxf5 29 39. Gxf5 4 h5 29 40. G4 2 hxg4 29 41. Hxg4 32 Kf7 58 42. Ke3 24 Ke7 58 43. Ne4 23 1-0. Post-game:
Reconsider everything and faster. Thank you to my wife for this chapter, you are beautiful in every way.

Ch-6: QI H2S1: Imbal.value-adjustment,table:
Anna Rudolf <peak perf 2541, 2007 Opens de Vandoeuvre, France> Alpha
Zero <D, DeepMind a-r> doesn't have any value system programmed into it;
it doesn't think that the bishop <20:24> has to be less valuable than the rook
unless it's the position that is suggesting it.

H2S1 H3S1: A Knight on the 5th [+2]:
A knight that securely occupies a sq in the e moat is worth +2 temporarily,
while it occupies that sq. X-ref: <ch. 36 TS H2S1 in depth 1, 18.f>

H2S1 H3S2: Heavy control of open or
half-open file [+8]:
A heavy piece that controls an open file without an opposing challenger # is
worth +8 temporarily. X-ref: <ch. 36 TS H2S1 in depth 1, 20. Qf1> Fin-v1.

Cont-ref: the Complete Positional Manual ch-19.

H2S1 H3S3: Two connected passed pawns on the 6th is worth a rook:
u/itzyfan88, 1357 vs u/JahnyErMjukur, 1366 Chess.com, 4/16/22 WIM Fiona Steil-Antoni’s internal sub battle. “Snatching defeat from the

Jaws of Victory.” Ref: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/43877720001?tab=review.
X-refs: <ch. 56 H2S2> <ch. 53 SE H2S7: King> <u/JohnBartholomew, 36.5k followers,
2,446 FIDE> A screen capture from the live sub battle, commented by WIM Steil-Antoni
and Twitch u/TheTruthICC, a moderator. Ref:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cEfBzlHBuQE. During a coaching session in 2021 #,
IM John Bartholomew remarked that in his own observation, inductively generated from
observing at least dozens of games online and o.t-b <ref: <ch. 16 H2S3 H3S1> Here, I
played 56. H4 ! forging ahead with my winning plan of promoting the h-pp 56…e3+ ! some
counter-play 57. Ke2 ! stepping in front of the furthest pp to establish a blockade 56…Ke4 !
preparing f3+ 57. H5 f3+ <1:1> 58. Kd1 f2 ! threatening promotion if e2+ f-Ke1 and s must
move forward with Ke3 to threaten mate, but a quick Rb3+ pushes him back and Kf2
subsequently establishes an opposition blockade <ch-56 H2S2> and here I blundered a
rook check without K oppositions, which does not force the s-K north-bound, what I need,
but allowed him to enter 59. Rb4+?? Kf3 ! and now s is winning, and the two connected pps
prove their worth against the lone R. Correct instead was 59. Ke2 ! seizing the opposition,

stopping any pipe dreams of s-promotion, and allowing the f-pp to run free as the f.b5-R shoulders the 5th rank from the s-K’s crossing. Fin.

H2S1 H3S4: A wasted tempo is worth approximately [0.5] p-score:
If it is favorable for White, theory concerns itself with the improvement of Black’s defensive possibilities. Conversely, if, as is usually the case, it
is even, the problem is to better White’s play. Fine, GM pg-4 <a-r> Both tempi and material balance are correspondent to winning
percentage; tempo via the opening book, as it is observed through hundreds of thousands of GM games on Shredder that the scoring % of f is
approximately 55% to 45% for s X-ref: ch. 16 H2S8 H3S3 H4S5 Smyslov vs Bronstein, 12-s # In depth: in a tactically complex and imbald

position, the value of a tempo is inflated # GM Benjamin Finegold 2493 <USA> vs GM Fidel
Corrales Jiminez 2597 <USA> Opening: E38 Nimzo-Indian, Classical Variation w/ 4..c5 “Overloading tactics
capitalize # a K-side attack”. For the full analysis of this game, read ch-24 OL H2S2 <hl>

L: The b-p after 25…exf5  (-5) ! The s.e7-B’s contention of h4 is a critical
defensive feature, but the clearing f6-P’s advance is now blockaded # 26.
Rd4 ! In a hypothetical world in which GM Jiminez has, say, 5 consecutive
moves, he could certainly shore up his position with, for example, the
moves s-Rf7, s-Rg7 !, s-Nc6, s-Ne5 ! s-Kg8, constructing himself a more
solid fortress, decreasing his K’s exposure, and placing his N back to a
more confident posture. R: Stockfish evaluates this hypothetical position at
-10 favoring s. Given this, and the fact that the present position after 26.
Rd4 ! is in fact +5 for f, we can approximate, very roughly, that the value of
a tempo here <r: ch-6 H2S1 H3S4> is | ( -10 - 5 ) / 5 | = 3 (!)
Fin. Post-script: the value of a tempo in chess can be arrived at
deductively and inductively for a form of auto-consilience <fbno, #np>,

internally. However, Fine’s point implicitly is that the entire field of opening theory in its past 600 years of history since the publication of
Repetición de Amores y Arte de Ajedrez, translated Repetition of Loves and Art of Chess © G- by <a-r, Ockerbloom> Spanish master Luis
Ramírez de Lucena <1475 - 1530> in 1497, 5 years after Italian explorer Christopher Columbus arrived in the New World for the same

https://vandoeuvre-echecs.com/open-international/
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country (!) <a-r,
Biblioteca
Virtual De
Patrimonio
Bibliográfico>
|=> According
to Wikipedia,
the book was
published in
Salamanca,
Spain, a
UNESCO World
Heritage Site
and home of the
oldest
University in
Spain founded

in 1218. Below, a selection of screen captures from one of a dozen or so remaining copies of the original version: |=> has been founded upon
the hypothesis that f deserves the advantage, and this entitlement is entirely and solely # attributed to possession of the first tempo and, by
ch-12 and ch-this H2S2 H3S2, our P-value win probability calculator shows that a 0.5 P-score advantage corresponds to approximately 55%
win rate and therefore, being as this is the score of f in the opening database, we have established that the value of a tempo in the initial b-p
is 0.5 P #np

H2S1 H3S5: Adding one mobility square to the single
ply mobility of a noble is worth [0.2 - 1.0] p-score.
(D): This is a highly imbald position with https://lichess.org/kReatQ6j#39 a) an open g-file, but for both
players, neither in control b) two strong and supported Ns that cancel each other in g5 and d6, both 2
adjacent removed from the o-K along files c) the remaining imbal comes in the differential activities of the Bs:
20…Bb7 <mob-Δ = +5> ! thus makes the difference, bringing the eval of the resulting b-p to -1.7 SF14+
D-34 (!) NNUE as the opposing f.d3-B has a mobility of 7, one less than the 8 mobile s.b7-B.

H2S1 H3S6: Establishing friendly e�ect in a sq
adjacent or dijacent # to the e-K in its castled
position is worth [5.0] p-score.
H2S1 H3S7: Adding a threat to one’s threat count
more than winning a P is worth [1.0] p-score.
https://lichess.org/uC6T4JdD/black#11 6…e5 $.e-$ d4-P is the main line 0.4 d-42 SF14+ NNUE in this
Alapin | Exchange Sicilian <B30> in which s played an interceding 3…d5 $.e-$ e4-P to break up the f-str.
Thereafter # 7. Nc3 $.d5-Q Bb4 BNK <s> abs-pin ! The initial b-p is sneaky | precarious for s, in principle,
he chose to mess with f’s straightforward | central development plans via z-zug, and this generally increases
the tempo-criticality of the position #np Fin-v1

H2S1 H3S8: A pawn on the 5th rank is worth +[1.0]
p-score.
A defender often finds himself with a limited presence in the center. Advancing a pawn to the fourth rank is a way of (A) countering a wing
attack, or (B) establishing a foothold for later counterplay. Weapons of Defense HS: Striking Soltis © 2014, New Art Defense. We also know
that the value of center Pawns is that they safeguard bases for one side’s pieces and prevent the enemy from developing properly, with the
emphasis on the latter. Fine pg-95. <X-ref: ch-53 H2S4 H3S3 H4S4>

H2S1 H3S9: A Knight on one’s own moat is worth +[0.5] p-score.
H2S1 H3S10: An activated K in the endgame has the strength
equivalent to about 4.5 material value worth of ren.
<r: #MIC Final Exam ex-28> // evidence: a K can about equal duel a rook around the topic of a pp’s promotion Q: can a K almost always
outduel a N or a B around the same goal? I believe so but let’s check #
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Ch-6: Q-i: H2S2: Chess calculator x Microsoft Excel:
Pseudo insert: I designed these custom spreadsheets in a single Microsoft Excel document in the beginning of ‘21 and continued to update it
throughout the year. The most helpful paradigm, as I explained to UB Chess Club president, my club supervisor #, <USCF ~1600> Joe
Riccardi, is the equation of p-score to win probability <see screen cap 2>. Other paradigms that may help you, and you can copy this
template for your own progress, is goal setting on a time tracked basis as well as tracking results empirically. You may contact me via email for

the formulas:
materialinchess@gmail.com

L: H3S1: Goals
full=| Metrics
B: H3S2: P |=full

Elo |=up W
Fischer and Kannan <creator, Buzz engine><Dec-07, a-r>: It was found that the the approximate relationship between the winning
probability W and the pawn advantage P is [D, 1] the inverse relationship can be given as [D, 2] and from the above, the relationship between
equivalent elo rating advantage R and the pawn advantage P #np can be given as [D, 3]: Data was taken from a collection of 405,460
computer games in PGN format. Whenever exactly 5 plys in a game had gone by without captures, the game result was accumulated twice
in a table indexed by the material configuration. The data was accumulated twice because it was assumed that material values were equal
for both colors. So if there was data for a KPK material configuration, the data was also tallied for the KKP. Only data pertaining to the
material configuration was taken. This was considered reasonable because the material configuration is the most important quantity that
affects the result of a game. For each material configuration, a pawn value was computed using conventional pawn-normalized material ratios

that are close to those used in strong chess programs (P=1, N=4, B=4.1, R=6, Q=12).

H3S3: Opening database:

H3S4: Quant-imbals empirically:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Probability
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H3S5: Time & Progress tracking statistics:
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H3S6: Spaced repetition schedule:
H3S7: Losing reason tabulation survey, comparative study # <below>

H3S8: Game
analysis backlog
#
Ch-6: Q-i H2S3:
Value-adjusted

assassinations:
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Notes-self <ref: MCS notes 3/8/22> I'm doing better with guessing moves on the first try by thinking about piece activity. In the exchanges
section, I'm looking at the opponent’s pieces, evaluating which one(s) is most active, and looking for a way to trade it off. This theme applies in
all sports: shutting down the opponent’s best player. At this stage in writing #MIC, I slowed down in adding to the word count as heavily as I
did in the late 2021, #defd, | | as  then | I was | primarily organizing and eliciting the prior 24 years of experience that I had accumulated in
chess, since I was taught the game, the  version, at age 4 and having completed a | | game to | checkmate | the same year. During this
phase, I wrote the entire table of contents and laid out the 10,000 foot architecture for the entire textbook, following standard product design
procedure that I learned  in Silicon Valley during my | | former | IT  career | from late 2013 - early 2019 #defd. After this earlier regurgitation
period, I took a step back to evaluate my existing chess knowledge, never having seen it depicted | | visually on a | page | with an observable |
| 2-dimensional | architecture |, and focused on calculating the path to completion for the rest of the book. == The result of my calculation was
the decision to dive deeper into research of higher level chess concepts that could be connected to #MIC found in existing other chess books,
in particular those focused on strategic concepts such as piece activity, exchanges, and pawn structure. My desire was to connect the
intermediate concept of material in chess, which is historically discussed as independent of more abstract considerations, and my contention
with this historical divide is in two lines of reasoning, a worthy #good-red: 1) I believe that assassination tactics and their effect on the material
balance #defd must be a consideration in all strategical operations because even in the event that they do not occur in a real game, there will
almost certainly be a significant | proportion of variations that come up in calculation involving assassinations or thr.assass that factor into
resulting strategic decisions. Similar to the rules of stalemate and e-p., the concept of assassinations, including actual and hypothetical via
threat complexes, influences a higher proportion of high level games than those in which they occur in the | | recorded move | sequences |. For
this reason, an improved understanding of the | | square and | lines level | physics | of assassinations, analogous to advancement into
quantum mechanics from classical physics, which works 99% of the time but does not depict the base reality of the Universe, here the
Universe being the chess board, will enhance one’s ability to think through strategical ideas, particularly in time-bound situations. 2) The
logical frame that tactics are more concrete and more basic whereas strategy is more abstract and more advanced contains a number of
fallacies. Most fundamentally, this fallacy is rooted into the misperception that strategy is not quantifiable whereas tactics generally are due to
the standard material value table, which I view as an arbitrary happenstance historical artifact. In other words, I believe that factors typically
considered strategic can just as well be quantified as the value of remaining ren material on board, and the act of quantifying formerly abstract
concepts such as piece activity should shatter through this fallacy and make strategy as concrete as tactics, and tactics just as advanced as
strategy. This act will not only revolutionize chess thinking and play, but also pedagogy and cause the Twin Towers #defd of chess theory to
be taught side by side rather than in sequence in the chess pedagogical curriculum. The net effect of this will be to attract more Oriental
chess students into the American school of chess, as well as to give it a brand, since this is how they generally prefer to learn. == While
the earlier sections in this chapter address the topic of assigning numeric values to various positional imbals, this section will | | establish a |
formal  link | between these now-quantified strategic factors with the overarching topic of the entire book, assassinations, via an application of
the <A> condition of assassination to value-adjusted material: Condition A, neutral or positive effect sq: An exception to the negative effect
rule is a situation in which a higher material value ren steps into a square of neutral or positive effect but that has at least one attacker that is
of lower value such that an unavengeable capture can be made not in terms of capture count but in terms of material value exchanged. Ref:
<Ch. 3 Effect, Effect and Assassination> In this case, the higher “material value” ren’s | | status #defd | as  having | higher  value | is not by
the historical material value table, which, once again, is a | | man-made | object | that is by no means defined by the rules of the game, and
therefore is no more valid than any other alternative value table insofar as that other table has equivalent evidence to support its values and
units, and we at Chess University propose that all alternative value tables provided in this book either inductively or deductively fit that criteria,
as we can retroactively apply the alternative paradigm to historically recorded games to check our analysis, a unique form of experimentation
that does not require a burden of new data to be generated, which is important in cases in which the historical data load is significant #np;
without the paradigm of retroactive data analysis proposed here in #MIC, the entire field of empirical science, of which this section is an
example, will soon plateau due to the singularity point of historical data matching and subsequently surpassing, as a result of the passage of
time, the relative significance of present and future data, #defd.all, and therefore adoption of this paradigm that is defined here is of paramount
importance, a necessary condition, to all fields of empirical science within 5 years of 2022. In depth, chess | interlude:

Ref: MCS Chessable ed.,
the position after s.b6
In this position, the
s.d7-♝ is evaluated to be
better than the f.e2-♗,
both being l.s-♗s, but
with the former #defd
having 7 mobility squares
and the latter only 5, as
well as 4 effects <2
attack, 2 defense> to the
latter’s 2 <2 defense>.
Cont. after writing H2S1
and H2S2 to establish a

value-adjusted p-value for the s.d7-♝
In depth, 2:

R: Ref: MCS Chessable Ed. In this position, the move Qg5 enables a value-adjusted assassination via liquidation exchange of the g3.Q by
eliciting the tactical theme supported double attack from the g5 fork vertex, which is the destination square of the move. == The value adjusted
assassination is preferred over the non-exchange assassination of the f.d2-N because the value difference between the s.e7-Q and and the
f.g3-Q is cont.

H2S3 H3S1: Positive m-d simplification ex-assass w/ proportional
value calculation:
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The justification for a value-adjusted assassination may not only be due to positional, such as piece activity factors but also based on the
relative value of remaining ren in m.d imbald situations. == When one player has fewer remaining p-points in total ren remaining, the relative
value of a point of material relative to their individual total will be proportionally greater than the same point towards the opponent's individual
total. For example: In a m.d imbald situation in which one player has 7 p, 2 R, 1 Q, and 3 minor nobles, and the other player has the same
material but 1 fewer minor noble, the total m.c (nt). = material count for each player will be 35 and 32, respectively #defd. == Therefore, the
value of a point proportionally is 1/35 = 0.29 and 1/32 = 0.31, respectively. == Here, if a pair of N’s are liquidated (v.) = removed from both
sides, the m.d, absolute #defd will not change, remaining +3 for the player up #defd, but the m.p (nt). = material proportion <ref: Ch. 4 Material
Count H2S3, m.p> will increase from 35/32 = 1.09 pre-liquidation to 32/29 = 1.10 post, and the change in material proportion, which is a
tangible advantage in conversion #defd, justifies the value-adjusted assassination.

Ch-6 Q-i H2S4: Thematic mat-imbals in modern theory:
A hot topic of research in modern chess theory is sufficient play with material imbals. Diagram: the position after 59. A7. Game: LCZero

v20.2-32930 vs Stockfish 190203, sourced from Charles Hertan, FM Forcing Chess Moves © 2019 pg-9.
Here s wins with 59…Bf5 ! and f does not dare promote, as the move comes
without + and 60…Bd3+ mates by forcing the f-P’s promotion #

H3S1: R vs Bs, two Bs:
A thematic exchange sacrifice occurs when the sacking side has 2 Bs and
can create a passed or otherwise strong pawn in a p-recapture of the minor
that takes the R #

H3S2: Q vs 2 Rs:
[D, 2] Material imbals almost come with a difference in effect count; in
addition to the ability to coordinate together, the 2 Rs can double attack a sq
while the Q is always a lone attacker #

https://lichess.org/nxwpAqPL/white#39 a hyp var. F possesses the Q side of this imbal # and additionally has a P to compensate for the R’s
10ps combined value # Fin-v1.

H3S3: Q vs R + minor:
This imbal is so frequently losing despite -1 m-d for the weaker side that some imbal tables list the Q as 10 P-value rather than 9. Fin-v1.

H3S4: Minor vs 3 Ps:
This imbal can be dangerous for the minor side if the 3 Ps are some passed, especially if connected. Often the result from a minor sacrifice
during a K-side attack #

H3S5: R vs 2 minors:
Fin-v1, book ref next <fbno>. Incredibly, f can voluntarily sacrifice the b3-sq N.fork-vertex by zooming to the
e4 attack-sq of the d5-N and achieving neutral effect, setting up 18. Qe4 $.d5-N Nb3 $$ ! 19. Rd1 $.d5-N
<3.5:2.5>, overwhelm ! Nxa1 <-5> 20. Nxd5 (+3) Bxd5 (-3) 21. Qxd5 (+3) Qxd5 (-9) 22. Bxd5 (+9 - 12 (!) =
-3) and f is down an exchange and a P, but this deficit is but temporary because he is simul-threatening <r:
ch-59 H2S5> f-Bxf6 $$, Rs, recoup an exchange and f-Bxa1 (+3) which would leave f up 2 minors for a R,
but down a P for m-d = 0 <quantum-hover ch-15 H2S5> ! . The line continues: 22…Rhe8 <run.fut-fork>
23. Bxf6 (-2) $.d8-R Rd6 <run $> $.f6-B else Rd7? Bxb7+ <+scovery, clr d1-R $ d7-R, attraction |=full
deflection> <x: ch-32 H2S1H3S1 +scovery defined> 24. Hxg5 🛡.f6-B c6 $.d5-B 25. Bf3 <run $, 🛡.d1-R
!> Rxd1+ (-5) 26. Rxd1 (+5) Re1+ <o.m-D> ! $.d1-B <abs-fork> 27. Kg2 Rxd1 (-3) 28. G6 <blastocyst!>
Re1 <pivot, 1> ! 29. Bxa1 (+3, assass) ! enabled by the threat of the 2.ply-countdown g6-blastocyst Kd7
and the complex of the eventual g7-fetus and f.a1-B<dark> https://lichess.org/VXWBgrym#58

H3S6: Q vs 3 minors <see diagram, FM Hertan>
Game: Dan Oloffson <2535 F> vs Bo Jäderholm <2498 F> b-p 13-s / 14-f #np a 3 minors for a Q material
imbal <ch-6 H2S4 H3S6> <a-r> but f’s attack lacks sizzle due to the co-location of his K on the K-side, while
(D, R) results from a depth pivot in ply 8-f from the Dragon main line <ch-53 H2S4 H3S7 H4S2> x-ref
<ch-37 H2S2 intro> // analyze this Dragon theoretical position from the perspective of QI material imb

H3S7: R vs 2 connected passed pawns, 6th:
A common endgame situation in which one side sacrifices a R to neutralize an advanced e-pp, leaving him
with 2 pps that are connected on the 6th.

H3S8: B vs 2 passed pawns, endgame:
Another common endgame situation, likely resulting from the sacrifice of a minor for a pp by the pps
possessing side #
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H3S9: Minor vs 3 Ps:
https://lichess.org/t3ta2iAw/white#50 22. Rxe8+ ! <deflection> Qxe8 23. Nxd5 cxd5 24. Bxd5+ $.b7-P !
Kh8 <forced> 25. Bxb7 (0) Rb8 <run $> $ 26. Bg2 run $ is our initial b-p after having established the minor
vs 3 Ps imbal: 1) f has two connected outside pps in the c and d files and a relatively healthy P-str. 2) further
liquidations will be favorable to him for this reason, and he can 26…Qb5 ! 27. Rxf6 <temp-sack, 2> !! gxf6
(-2) 27. D5 <1:0> relinquish even more material to secure the 2 Bs and advance his d4-P with a tempo via
clearance attack <ch-35> 28…Ng8 🛡.f6-P <1:1> forced ! 29. Kh2 <prophylaxis!> Kg7 <1:2, f6>
<over-protection!> 30. Bc3 <cont-b4> h5 <counter-play!> 31. B4 🛡.c5-P and f has a ridiculous
three-pronged p-chain that allows the d-P to extend into the e-garden with total P-support, but needs to
watch out for counter-sacks as he is down 2 points. Fin. 1.9 resulting b-p d-21 SF14+ NNUE.

Ch-6: Q-i: D:
Ch-6: Q-i

exercises:

Ex. 1: In this initial position, the f
player is +2 in m.d; find the value-adjusted proportion assassination.

R, above: Ex. 2: First is up a pawn # and would love to exchange s’s active
l.s-B in g4. How can he do it?

Ex. 3: Find a pseudo-

assass in 3: F-move.

R, above: Ex. 4: The f.b1-B is a force along the 2nd long diagonal with 7
total mobility, and its value is compounded by the concentration of f forces
pointed at the s K-side #
Relinquishing f of this powerful r-noble, even by a material equal
exchange, would be considered a value-adjusted assass, a
pseudo-assass, by this chapter. Devise a plan to make this happen
#

Ex. 5: Solve ex-6 in ch-4 <hl> before tackling this problem.
Evaluate the difference between capturing in f8 versus 18. Bxb2 (+1)

R, above: Ex. 6: can s plant a R on the 7th rank, increasing its imbal value #
with 28…Rc2 ? [2k]

Ex-7: // Silman pg 392, Bronstein v Botvinnik #201 example

Ex-8: // Silman pg 383, #153

Ex-9: // Silman pg 390, #199

R, above: Ex-10:

Ex-11:

R: Ex-12:

Ex-13:

R: Ex-14:
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H2S4: Thematic material imbals:

Ex-15: N + P vs R (m-d -1)

R: Ex-16: [3k+]

L: Ex-17: [2,700]

Ex-18: Game: GM Jahongir
Vakhidov<2564> vs GM B.
Adhiban<2598>, ‘22 Olympiad rd-10.

Ex-19: Game: GM
D-Gukesh<2684><IND-B><19:58>
vs GM Nodirbek
Abdusattorov<UZB><26:46>, ‘22
Olympiad, rd-10.

Ex-20:

Solutions:
Ex 1:
The s player is immediately threatening #defd 1…Re1+ $.a1-Q, a
supported abs-fork that wins the a1 queen. Moreover, the f King is
insecure and the s player has a passed-P in the f-moat at d4,
compounding the king safety issues. The safest way to proceed
#defd is to force a liquidation that involves the e.Q, and this can be
accomplished via 1. Rg7+ Kh8, forced, since the only other level
move in ply 2, Kf8, loses to Raf7#, 2. Rxh7+$.e.$h4-Q ! , putting the
h7.♖ into capture opposition with the e.h4-Q and forcing 2…Qxh7,
else the queen will be captured for free if 2…Kg8, again the only
other legal move, and after 3. Rxh7 Kxh7, the tactical sequence has
exchanged off 10 points of material for each side, which is not a
winning exchange sequence in absolute terms, but it has increased
the proportional material from 21/19 = 1.11 to 1.22, as well as
resolved the check threats from s, as the e1 square is now of equal
contention.

Ex-2
hyp.13#. Nf6 $g4.B,clr.f-g2-B$s-d5.Q!! F jumps to a suicide,
pawn-contended sq. but gets away with it because the move 1. Nf6
!! clears for the attack of the f.g2-B on the s.d5-Q, a higher priority
attack than the one the f.N receives in f6, by the s.g7-P # Fin.

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/42669003843?tab=revie
w

Ex-3:
The forcing liquidation sequence 14. Bxh3 Qxh3 <o-m> 15. Nxf4,
pseudo-piecemating the s-Q, leaving it no favorable sqs to retreat to
in order to maintain contention of f6, because # after 15…Qd7, for
instance, f can pseudo-assass both the f6 and f7-Ps (!) with the
favorable structure-changing liquidation initiation 16. Bxf6 ! gxf6
<o-m> and now s is left with doubled and isolated f-Ps, and f has a
half-open | leading to them that is already occ-d by an R.
R: https://www.chess.com/
analysis/game/live/45367800557?tab=review

Ex-4:
As often is the case in such structures, the side with the isolated
pawn aims at a kingside attack. GM Hellsten, MCS, Facilitating the
defense #2 23…Qa8 !, preparing s-Be4 by adding an
over-contended to the precedingly # <2:2> e4 capture opposition sq
of the b1-B. 24. Qe2 Be4 $.e-$,B1-B <2.5:2> ! 25. Re1 Bxb1 (+3!)
S achieves his purpose #, a pseudo, value-adjusted assass of this
b1-B via liquidating capture # in 3. Source: V. Simagin vs Tigran V.
Petrosian, Moscow 1951. R: https://www.chessgames.com/
perl/chessgame?gid=1106196

Ex. 5:
An easy way to reduce mental load in positions like this is to start by
performing a material count. As it turns out, we are down a full R <-5
m-d> Ch-4 ex-6 shows us # that 18…Bxb2 19. Rab1 Bxa3 (+9 - 4 =
+5) 20. Rxb6 (-9 + 5 = -4) Bxf8 (-1) leaves us down an exchange,
and so does 18…R/Bxf8. Yes, 18…Bxb2 wins back a P, but at the
cost of liquidating an additional 9 points of material via the queens,
and moreover, the s.b7-P at the end of the sequence cannot be
kept, as it is f-move in the resulting b-p of the sequence given at the
top of this paragraph #
Fin. https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/45984577751?tab=
review

Ex-6:
Imbalance improving moves are great if we can play them, but we
need to sort out the tactical details first. As it turns out #, 29. Rxe6
(-3) is not a threat due to the backward defense <r: ch-3 H2S3> of
e6 by the s.f4-N. The s.f7-P, of course, is futile in this task due to
RPK <e> abs-pin. The answer is yes.
Fin. https://www.chess.com/
analysis/game/live/45984577751?tab=review

Ex-7: // just the moves

Ex-8: // give all the moves

Ex-9:
Tigran V Petrosian vs Miguel Najdorf 1961 Analysis FEN #
r1bq2k1/4n1b1/p2p2p1/Pp1Pp2p/1N2P3/1NR3PP/1P3QB1/4K3 w -
- 0 35 R: https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=
1101511

Ex-10:
21…Rxe3 <-2 sack!> is a justified
QI liquidation # because: 1) the
f.e3-N is centralized and heading to
the d5 fork vertex 2) the resulting
recapture by f doubles his e-Ps,
leading to a permanent weakness
on e3 due to the cramping effect of
the s.f5-P; typically, the prospect of
recuperating 2.25 Ps for the
exchange equalizes, but here we
have other dynamic compensation
due to our possession of the 2

bishops, which is a huge asset in exchange down situations. 22.
Fxe3 (+2) Bh6 $.e3-P ! 23. E4 Be3+ ! Kh1 <o-m> 24. H4 $.e-$,
g3-P ! 25. Gxh4 Qxh4 26. Rf1, else 26…Bf4 $.h2-P <2:1>
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immediately ends things # 26…f4 🛡.f-🛡, e3-B ! Diagram: the b-p
after 26…f4 ! 0.4 d-29 SF 14+ NNUE

Ex-11:
The f-player has a rank isolated pawn in f6, and therefore can be
considered to be very slightly down in material. Find a combination
that forces a complete liquidation to a K + P endgame, which will
amplify the s’s value-adjusted material proportion advantage #
2: According to Komodo d.35, 4 different moves are considered
winning continuations from this initial b.p # but only one leads to an
immediate and forcing complete liquidation of all nobles #
29…Bxc3 (+3 + 0 = +3) $e.$c3.♕
Taking the rook immediately # with 29…Rxf1, despite liquidating
more material immediately, would not result in an immediate
complete liquidation because the presence of that ♜ in e1 in fact #
facilitates the liquidation combination beginning with 29…Bxc3:
Branch 1: 30. Qxc3 Branch 2: 30. Rxe1 30. Rxe1 here does not
immediately fail despite the fact that the f.♕ is ♗-tacked after
29…Bxc3

Ex-12:
19. Rxd7 0.3 d-46 SF 14+ NNUE w/ 0.3 o-n ! is the best of the 3
noble captures available to f in this noble down position to equalize
material, and simultaneously optimizes # the imbal value of his
nobles with superior effort in the 7th rank. After Bxb2 (+1) ! 20. Rb1
$($) Bd4 21. Rxb7 Rfb8 ! 22. Rdxc7 Rxb7 23. Rxb7 (0) <diagram>

f is left after the liquidation to 8
noble points for each side
sequence with slightly better ren
activity and therefore winning
chances in the ensuing endgame.
https://www.chess.com/analysis/
game/live/47171982747
?tab=review

Ex-13:
Same game as last # 23. Ne7+!
provides a slight optimization in
this exchange recuperating fork, in

comparison to 23. Nb6$$ due to 23…Rcd8! 24. Nxd7 Rxd7 and now
s controls his own Ps rank, whereas the abs-fork option forces
23…Rxe7 24. Rxe7 and now f controls the 7th #

Ex-14:
18. Rxc6 ! <temp-sack, -2> -0.13 w/ ~2 o-n Komodo 2706 d-26 !
bxc6 (-5) and this speculative exchange sacrifice, correct on QI
terms, can be explored deeper as the resulting b-p of 18-s is the
initial b-p of ch-29 ex-8 <hl>

Ex-15: https://lichess.org/oQ6ojW97/white#72 37. G4 ! <o-m, W> Rc2 $$
38. H4 ! <o-m, W> Rf2 ! is the most forcing move 38. G5🛡 .f6-N !
<o-m, W> Rf4+ ! 39. Kd5 <only alt: Ke3> Rxh4 40. g6 <o-m, W> ! Rh6
$($) ! 41. g7 ! Rxf7 42. g8=Q ! (+8) # 1-0

Ex-16: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49850430691 [D]: 33.
Rxd4 -0.75 w/ 3+ o-n d-29 K-2901
Qe6 $.f5-N ! 34. Nxg7 $.e6-Q !
<+1> ! Qg4 <run $> 35. Rd3 <run
$> Nc3+ ! <brilliant> 36. Rxc3
<+3> <forced> ! m-d=+5
36…Qe4+ $.h1-R 37. Rc2 <int +>
Qxh1+ <m-d = 0> and s maintains
a slight edge <-0.3> according to
SF 14+ NNUE d-27 in this
materially | imbald position.
Continue evaluation:
https://lichess.org/analysis/2r3k1/

6N1/5p1P/Bp1pp3/rP4q1/2nR4/

PQ6/1K5R_w_-_-_3_36#74

Ex-17: Q2r3r/1p1k1pp1/2p3q1/1BPpp3/3Pb1np/P3PNP1/3B1PK1/R6R w -
- 0 24

24. Qxb7+<+3> Ke8<run+> 25. Qxc6+!<+4> Qxc6<-9> 26.
Bxc6+<+9, +4>: With a +4 mat-adv, f will have enough of a mat-adv
to convert at a 100% rate, so a q-exch is favorable. On the other
hand, 25. Bxc6+ runs into difficulties after 25…Kf8<run+> 26.
Qc7$.d8-R<hangtacked!> Qf6🛡.d8-R$.f3-N<1:2> and f runs into
difficulties with this crumbled f3-N -2.3 d-29 K-2901.

Ex-18:
X-ref ch.final-ex,19 23…Nxd4<+1><t.sack-s!><o.m-D!> 24.
exd4<t.sack-g> Bg4$.f3-Q<t.sack-2>!!, the second minor | sack in
as many moves #, Adhiban plans 25. Qxg4?? Qxd4+$.d3-B<1:0>!
26. Kf1 Qxd3+<-2>, and the f-K is in serious | trouble -8.2
SF.14+NNUE,d.23 25. Re1$.e-$<hangtacked-both!><o.m-D>, a rare
capture | opposition, in which both ren are undefended
Qxd4+<-2><o.m-D!> 26. Be3<int+><2:3><o.m-D>
Qxd3<+1><o.m-D> 27. Qxg4<o.m-D>, so far, this has been the
sharpest | sequence in the tournament: d4<1:1>$$! 28.
Rad1<1:3><cntr!> dxe3+<+3-2=+1> and Adhiban recuperates from
23-s.

Ex-19:
2.7 Qg5, Ng5, Qd6 2.5 SF.14+NNUE,d.37! With an extra
passed.c-pP, and a more active | King, s cannot afford to liquidate.
45…Qd4! 46. Qd2<2:1>$ Qa1<run-$> The limitation of avoiding
trades | hampers the s.Q-M. 47. Qd8+ w/1.3,o-n Kh7<o-m> 48.
Qxh4+<+1> 1-0. Rozman: Post: In the game, Gukesh blundered
on this move, allowing Nodirbek to complete one of the greatest
comebacks in the history of the Olympiad, and also, hand
Gukesh his first loss, and second non-win #, in 10 rounds. Gukesh
went on to be the gold medalist, despite this loss, on board 1 with a
PERF=2867(!), 3 points higher than former WC Carlsen’s rating, at
the time.

Ex-20:

Additional resources:
Lasker, Emanuel. Manual of Chess. D. McKay, 1947.
Nimzowitsch, Aron, and Robert Sherwood. My System & Chess
Praxis. New in Chess, 2016.
Hellsten, Johan. Mastering Chess Strategy. Everyman Chess,
2010.
Sakaev, Konstantin, et al. The Complete Manual of Positional
Chess: The Russian Chess School 2.0. New in Chess, 2017.

- A book I owned as a teenager but did not get around to
reading, was taught by WGM Adriana Nikolova <4x
Chess Olympiad> in 2021.

Silman, Jeremy. How to Reassess Your Chess: The Complete
Chess Mastery Course ; Expanded 3rd Edition. Siles Press, 1997.
Silman, Jeremy. The Amateur's Mind: Turning Chess
Misconceptions into Chess Mastery. Siles Press, 2016.
Watson, John L. Chess Strategy in Action. Gambit, 2003.
Tal, Mikhail. The Life and Games of Mikhail Tal. Everyman Chess,
1997.
Fine, Reuben. Ideas behind the Chess Openings. Ishi Press,
Japan, 2012.
Ockerbloom, John Mark. “Repetición De Amores y Arte De
Ajedrez.” Repetición De Amores y Arte De Ajedrez, by Luis Ramírez
De Lucena, http://onlinebooks.library.upenn.edu/webbin/
book/lookupid?key=olbp67311.
de Lucena, Luis Ramirez. “Biblioteca Virtual De Patrimonio
Bibliográfico.” Bvpb.mcu.es, Ministerio De Cultura y Deporte
https://bvpb.mcu.es/es/catalogo_imagenes/grupo.do?posicion=10&p
ath=4869&presentacion=pagina.

- (August 2017), the Virtual Library of Bibliographic
Heritage offers free | and open access to some 24,000
old printed books, 2,500 manuscripts, 5,131
cartographic items (atlases and maps), 85,500 graphic
and photographic materials, 212 musical scores, etc.

“Olofsson, Dan (2535) vs Jäderholm, Bo (2498).” Lichess.org, 20
Apr. 2007, https://lichess.org/PTwnGnBl.

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49850430691
https://lichess.org/analysis/2r3k1/6N1/5p1P/Bp1pp3/rP4q1/2nR4/PQ6/1K5R_w_-_-_3_36#74
https://lichess.org/analysis/2r3k1/6N1/5p1P/Bp1pp3/rP4q1/2nR4/PQ6/1K5R_w_-_-_3_36#74
https://lichess.org/analysis/2r3k1/6N1/5p1P/Bp1pp3/rP4q1/2nR4/PQ6/1K5R_w_-_-_3_36#74
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“The Rise of Right-Wing | Terrorism in Weimar | Germany |
Impossible Peace | Timeline.” YouTube, YouTube, 9 July 2020,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=haCvZFW2Ebg&ab_channel=Ti
meline-WorldHistoryDocumentaries.
“Alphazero: Shedding New Light on the Grand Games of Chess,
Shogi and Go.” DeepMind, YouTube, 6 Dec. 2018,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7L2sUGcOgh0.
Sadler, Matthew, and Natasha Regan. Game Changer:
AlphaZero's Groundbreaking Chess Strategies and the Promise of
AI. New In Chess, 2019.
“Pawn Advantage, Win Percentage, and Elo.” Pawn Advantage,
Win Percentage, and Elo - Chessprogramming Wiki,
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Pawn_Advantage,_Win_Percent
age,_and_Elo.
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Sune_Fischer
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Pradu_Kannan
Gukesh, D, and Nodirbek Abdusattorov. “44th Chess Olympiad
2022: Open: Boards 1-40 • Round 10.” Lichess.org, 8 Aug. 2022,
https://lichess.org/broadcast/44th-chess-olympiad-2022--open--boar
ds-1-40/round-10/SrtZrxZZ
Rozman, Levy. “Nooooo!! '22 Olympiad Rd-10 Coverage. .”
YouTube, YouTube, 8 Aug. 2022,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hLZsz0ffzEw
Total post: ∫∞^∞ =👁

https://www.chessprogramming.org/Pawn_Advantage,_Win_Percentage,_and_Elo
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Pawn_Advantage,_Win_Percentage,_and_Elo
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Sune_Fischer
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Pradu_Kannan
https://lichess.org/broadcast/44th-chess-olympiad-2022--open--boards-1-40/round-10/SrtZrxZZ
https://lichess.org/broadcast/44th-chess-olympiad-2022--open--boards-1-40/round-10/SrtZrxZZ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hLZsz0ffzEw
https://emojipedia.org/eye/
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Book-7: Conditions: c-m:
MIC: A condition is a logical | object that draws | a boundary around a set of included items and excludes another set of items that are
covered by the boundary. Thus, a condition | stipulates not only the parameters of the boundary but also whether the set of extrapolated
items fall inside or outside.

H3S1: C in chess x conditionals in comp-sci, JavaScript:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/48578956601 In this real game scenario, f had 6.5s to s 16.0s,
despite a +1P winning position, was subsequently flagged on time :( Below is a snippet of JavaScript code
fed into MIC-bot <a-r w3schools>
if (s-Ke5) {
move = Nxh5;

} else if (s-h4) {
move = Nf5;

} else {
Move = Nxh5;

}

H3S2 C in chess x the biological conditions of life:
MIC: Chess moves depend upon fulfilling conditions, such as when the K is in check, the move made in response to this check must transition
the b-p into a state in which that K is no longer in check # Analogously, biologists frequently must apply conditions in their work, such as in
verifying the identity of a species against the biological | definition of life: <Whitney High School, a public school of 2k enrolled students
in Rocklin, California a-r>: 1) composed of one or more cells 2) maintain a relatively stable internal environment =syn homeostasis <ch-61>
3) reproduction (n.) = the ability to form new offspring 4) metabolism = the ability to obtain and use energy for growth and movement 5)
DNA / Heredity = genetic | material that is passed on during reproduction. For example, viruses have some of the properties of life, such as
3) replication and 5) genetic | material, but are not capable of independent | metabolism or are composed of cells. Analogously, if a proper
chess move fails to meet even one of the necessary | conditions of a move that is required to solve the problems of the b.p-at hand, then it
is not a good | move !

H2S1: Secondary-c:
Read first the introductory quote in ch-53 H2S4 H3S3 H4S1: The French Defense <hl> From this explanation, we can see why such a Pawn
is not an absolute | advantage, for if neither of the above conditions holds to an appreciable | extent (chiefly in the endgame, where there
is nothing to cramp and where the outposts lack real meaning), the center Pawn is not essentially | different from any other. <pg-7, Fine>

H2S1 H3S1: Necessary vs. su�cient:
MIC: Conditions are paired with actions, and any particular condition that is required to be met before an action is executed is known as
necessary, while the set of all necessary conditions that are needed to execute an action are considered sufficient, in aggregate, even if there
is only one necessary and sufficient condition. Conditions can be necessary, but not sufficient, never sufficient, but not necessary.

H2S1 H3S2: Prophylaxis:
MIC 7/21: Rewatching my lesson with @DaFunkeyMonkey#7664 yesterday, realizing that this is the ideal strategic move in chess. Move,
thread the needle (n.) = a move that simultaneously advances one’s own plan and prevents the opponent from advancing his. As a lower rated
player, I tend to play either a move that does what I want OR prevents what the opponent wants, but in the 2000s range, which I just broke
into via Bullet on LiChess, I think I need to move into a higher paradigm where I do BOTH in the same ply. Pushing yourself in chess means
increasing the minimum requirement of how much a move does. // cont-v5 import part from Suyog lesson with the 30 puzzles. X-ref ch-61

Ch-7 C: H2S2: Fallacies in conditions:
A list of 10 common fallacies that are typically made in the application of conditions in logic:

H2S2 H3S1: An idea was conceived based on the conditional linkage
between two events in the form of “if A, then B”, but the reality is that

such a conditional linkage does not exist, such
that “if A, not necessarily B #”, and therefore the
idea itself is logically invalid.
In depth, fallacy 1: @Marepant <WFM Marigje Degrande> Well on this topic, here's a position
from a nice game that I just played against u/szefru <WFM Fruzsina Szente-Varga> I got this
position out of the KID by finagling an early uncontested ...f5 after she played her own early Nd5,
so I was able to trade off the N at d5 with f6 and push ...f5 early. This neutralized for a few moves
her h-pawn run idea, and I was able to lock up the Kingside for 3-5 moves with ...g5 after h5. Ref:
https://www.chess.com/game/live/42114619279. [6:28 AM In this position, I figured that I need to
break things up sooner rather than later before she can castle Queenside, but I think I suffered
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from a logical fallacy: since the castle road is already open, there's nothing stopping her from castling even if I play 18...e4 here (interesting to
note that this was really the first point in the game where I deviated from theory), and the effect that move has is to simply open the center
which is actually unfavorable for me since my King is more exposed. So it's an example of an idea that is illogically based and detrimental to
me if it works, namely opening the center, because a condition upon which that idea was based was false: it does NOT stop the K from
castling.[6:29 AM] In contrast, 18...f4 locks things up, the opposite of what I wanted at the time, but in hindsight I guess it makes sense
because closing the K-side and center can only favor me: if she castles K-side, the attacks will be slower and I have a huge | space
advantage there. If she castles Q-side, that side of the board can still be open, leaving only me with the attack. If she stays in the center, I
have the only break there with ...e4 at any point, and extra space to line up a rook battery on the e-file. After 18...f4 it looks like the only
favorable imbalances are for me. Ref: messages sent in the suggestions-board channel of u/MarePant on Twitch. Background: Marepant,
also known as WFM Marigje Degrande, is a recently titled 2000 FIDE rated player in 2022 and the winner of the 2021 World Women’s
Amateur Chess Championship U-2,000, as well as the 6x Belgian women’s champion.

H3S2: Stopping a particular line of attack does not
prove that the defensive point is infallible:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47216406297 Here s sought to resolve the tension along the a4 /
e8 by playing 16…Ne7 $.d5-Q ??, with the fallacious | logic that he can resolve the attacks on both the c6-N
and the d7-B by 1) unveiling the d7-B $ a4-B, <hangtacked!> and 2) attacking the d5-Q, also hangtacked.
Since the d5-Q is higher priority, f cannot play 17. Bxd7 ??, as this would hang 17…Nxd5 <+9>. This clause
is not logically | invalid; it is true, in fact, that 17. Bxd7?? would hang the f.d5-Q; however, the fallacy lies in
the fact that s played 16…Ne7?? Under the fallacious assumption either that # 1) Bxd7 is the only line of
attack or that 2) all lines or attack of d7 are stopped, because Bxd7 was stopped. As a matter of fact #, f has
an alternative move: 17. Qxd7 !! <-3>, as this move 1) <run $> and 2) captures in the <1:2> f controlled sq to
assass a nob <-3>. Fortunately for me, my opponent found this move during the game, which corrected my

erroneous | assumption! Fin-v3.

H4S1: Strawman argument, H3S2 chess x philo, fallacies:
MIC: If every argument were permanently | defeated, if a single individual loses a debate taking that side, against another individual, then
almost all chess opening theorists would be out of work, within a matter of days. Rather, the field of chess theory progresses gradually, and
each individual result is factored into an inductive | count. Hanks <a-r>: Smith: We must have equal consideration for same sex couples as
we do for heterosexual couples. It is unconstitutional to deny rights to these Americans. Jones: If you want men to be able to wear wedding
dresses that's fine, but I don't want my tax dollars going to some ridiculous liberal | idea. MIC: In this example of a Strawman attack, Smith
provides an argument in favor of equal considerations for same sex couples by citing the constitution; Jones attacks one particular aspect of
funding same sex marriage, men wearing dresses, and assumes | fallaciously that this is the only application of tax dollars toward same sex
marriage. Fin-v3. X-ref ch-61 H2S3 H3S6, antifragility.

H3S3: H3S4: H3S5: H3S6: H3S7: H3S8: //cont-v5
Ch-7 H2S3: Premoves:
MIC: Premoves are a unique type of move that can be self-programmed by the user of several popular chess websites as of 2022, including
Chess.com and LiChess.org. The ability to set premoves distinguishes the experience and logical aspect of gameplay in online chess
compared to over the board play, but is not the only differentiator. For example, users of online chess websites do not have to manually press
the clock after a move, and generally, the touch rule is not enforced in the same way. Understanding that these subtle formatting differences
have a meaningful impact on gameplay is an important step in navigating the transition between online and over the board chess.
In depth: Example of a pre-move “fail”:

Figure X. Is Bxa8 a safe pre-move here?
MIC: In this position, Chess.com u/JCHu222 set a pre-move 33. Bxa8 immediately after he moved
32. Be4, before he saw that the opponent’s next move is 32…Qxb5, by definition of pre-move, as
a pre-move is an unconditional move that will be made regardless of the opponent’s next move, as
long as the established | move remains legal after the opponent’s next move, else the pre-move is
canceled automatically by the server. Note that moves that would not be legal if the opponent did
nothing, as of 2022, cannot be set as pre-moves and can only be made reactionarily to the
opponent’s move that made the move legal. == To u/JCHu222’s dismay (ref: thesaurus.com search
for antonym of “delight”), the opponent’s next move 32…Qxb5 refuted his pre-move, which means
that his pre-move was not “infallible” in the sense that it works in response to every possible
opponent move in the next ply. The fallibility of this pre-move, which frankly seems good, provides
an indication to the degree of mental difficulty required to set any pre-move, which requires first the

recognition of every possible opponent move in the board position 2nd ply and accounting for them in the programming of a single
unconditional and irrevocable move, and often this is done by strong players on the time scale of seconds in blitz and bullet games. Note,
again, that the irrevocability of the pre-move is only established at the time that the opponent makes his move if the pre-move has not already
been canceled at that point, but the pre-move can be canceled prior to that point, and therefore the irrevocability of the pre-move is not
established until the opponent’s move is made. == The reason that 33. pre-Bxa8 is not | infallible is because the capture of a 3 point bishop
does not outweigh the material value of the worst opponent threat that can be created by any opponent move, and it’s likely that u/JCHu222
overlooked the fact that a hangtacked queen assassination | threat can be created by the move 32…Qxb5, rather assuming that the
subsequent bishop capture is equal or higher priority that any opponent response in the board position 4th ply.

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47216406297
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H2S3 H3S1: Infallible pre-moves:
MIC: Infallible pre-moves are the only premoves that should be set by Chess.com users in non-time pressure situations. The definition of an
infallible pre-move is one that accounts for all moves that can trigger the premove and is a viable move in all those scenarios such that it is
infallible.

⭐ A premove must come from the set of moves that are | legal in both the initial and resulting b-p of the opponent's move, a set that is the
intersection of 2 sets # https://www.chess.com/game/live/47197812661

H3S1 H4S1: Infallible pre-moves, recapture | [E]:
MIC: Recapture, defined as the act of capturing in a square in which a capture just occurred in the immediate preceding ply, which belongs to
the other player, is often a safe pre-move due to a limitation of possibilities; a recapture premove can only be triggered by a capture in the
same square and generally there are no more than let’s say 3, but an average of 1 enemy ren that can capture in a square in which the
protagonist can also recapture, since the only non-ren zi, a King, cannot put itself into check. Insofar as only one ren can capture (there will be
as many capturing|able ren as there are attackers in that square), the number of possibilities that need to be accounted for by the pre-move is
only 1, and therefore as long as one has fully considered the implications of the single follow-up to that single possibility, the pre-move can be
considered safe = infallible. == The more ren can capture in a square that is defended at least once and therefore recapture is possible, the
more variations need to be accounted for by the premove. The most significant qualification, of course, is that the recapture pre-move has to
work in the event of every single capture in that square; a pre-move that would not work in one or more capture scenarios is a chance preview
and antithetically not infallible.

H3S1 H4S2: Infallible pre-moves, check:
A check premove is equally probably infallible <never-failing> to a recapture pre-move but for an antithetical (adj.) reason: the premove forces
the opponent into a limitation of possibilities by eliciting the checkmate rule from the USCF rulebook, which has 3 conditions that filters
possible lines into a smaller set of legal moves than what is typical from equivalent complex positions without the King being in check.
H4S3-H4S8: // v6

H3S2: Thematic opening premoves:
Setting opening pre-moves is a productive habit in 1 minute countdown <r: ch-57 H2S1> time | controls or less games: H4S1: 1. D4 players
can premove 2. Dxe5 to auto-accept the Budapest Gambit <main-line!>

⭐ EZ Direct:: H4S2: 1. C4 players can play 2. Cxd5 <pre> ! to accept the Anglo-Scandinavian Gambit which is growing in popularity at
faster TCs in Chess.com https://www.chess.com/game/live/48487184633 <7-0 adoption match, Hu vs PaveR7 <1625>>

H4S3: 1. E4 players can play 2. Exd5 <pre> ! to auto-accept the Scandinavian Defense main line. H4S4: 1. E4 c5 Sicilian Defense players
can premove f-cxd4 repeatedly until s-d4 emerges or s-d3 is played to enter the Closed Sicilian. <r: ch-53 H2S4, opening theory> H4S5: 1.
D4 Nf6 2. C4 c5 3. D5 <run $> and now, premove 4. Cxb5 to auto-accept the Benko Gambit. H4S6: Premove any P | recaptures friendly N
when there is tension Nc3/6 x Ne4/5 and Nf3/6 x Nd4/5, generally toward the center. H4S7: Premove any Q or B recaptures of Bg/b 5/4 pins
on Nc3/6,f3/6. H4S8: En passant captures are very frequently | infallible premoves because they can only be triggered with an en-pass |
move; however, keep in mind that that premove can also be triggered if a noble or other P moves into the destination sq of the pre-capture #

Ch-7 C: H2S4 interpositions x checkmate:
The 3 necessary conditions that | | need to be | fulfilled | in order for | a checkmate | | to be registered on the board are well-documented #defd
| | on the | level of <fbno> the chess rulebook, see here. <swap with MIC aforementioned, 2/26/22 #belle>. == The most under-appreciated
condition in this set is the non-interposition condition, which states that an enemy ren cannot be in position to | | interpose the | checkmate
check | , else | | it’s  not | checkmate. == An | | extrapolation | of this condition |, but still part of the | | concept  logically | via elaboration |, is | |

in the | situation | to | stop  checkmate | when there is a | | threat to | checkmate |.
In Depth: In this position [r: Chessable], there is no way to | | simultaneously | stop | both |  the threats | of
the e.Q, which is supported by the b8 battery.building-B, | | penetrating | at | g3 and h2, which | | would be |
checkmate | due to #defd the c1.♜‘s | | effect | along | the f.🏡. == Therefore, it is not the checks that f needs
to | | stop to | stop  checkmate |, and this | | elicits a | key lesson | with respect to conditions: Conditions is not
correlation. Although stopping checks will stop checkmate, not all checkmates are stopped by stopping
checks. To stop a checkmate, we must understand the conditions, | | only one | of which | is that the King is in
check, and, on-the-other-hand #defd, stopping any of the other two conditions can also stop checkmate, | |
being | as | they are all necessary, and this defines a necessary condition. == In this case, | | it has | already |
been | established | that the check(s) #defd cannot be stopped, and therefore, | | if | checkmate | were to | be
stopped |, | | it must be | by | stopping one of the other two conditions. == The condition that is stopped by the
ingenious 43. Be1, a one mover than even a GM missed, is the | | one that | stipulates | the mated King can
have 0  ▪ =syn run squares <fio, est. 2/26/22>, and the | | establishment | of new | run squares | is | by | |
interposition | in the c1.♜‘s effect of f-h.1 <#defd>. This is | | different | from |, and not just as a matter of
#style, but of #technicality, in that it clearly determined the outcome of a top-level, rated game with
presumably #defd financial  stakes, interposition to block a check itself. Post-script: what is written above in
this position, which contains one of the most difficult forced one movers to find, is in fact the most compact =f
max.red form of the complete description of this position, and  it's clear  how many significant logical turns
such as the operator { if <situational object> “were to be” stopped, “it must be” <condition> } <fbno>, a
compound operator <#defd> that contains sub operators and a condition container, a logical structure that
requires a PhD in logic to understand, and yet, this is a necessary condition to understanding checkmate,

which itself is a fundamental rule of the game. Therefore, this proves that a PhD in logic is required to play chess, and we at Chess University
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are proponents of the Chess Reset of 2022 by wiping the records of all games prior to the one played by the first person to achieve a PhD in
logic, with himself.

Ch-7: H2S5: Assassination escape conditions:
X-ref: laws of escaping piece check These are escapes after a capture has been made, whereas piece check escape is when there is a piece
check, but no capture has been made yet.

Ch-7: C: Def:
Conditional | past (n.) = an imaginary event that did not happen in the past but could have happened if some aspect of the events leading up
to the point in the past at which it could have happened were changed. Ex. The conditional past & present did not happen and will not happen
whereas the conditional future has not happened yet but could happen. Conditional | future (n.) = a potential future that might happen in that it
contains a potential line of events or moves that can reach it from the present. Conditional | present (n.) = an imaginary present that is not
happening and cannot happen but would have happened if an alternative event(s) in various points along  the line leading up to the present
were changed in a particular way. Conditional | premove (n.) = a premove that is based on the opponent playing a particular move(s).
Conditions, threats, execution (n.) = the conditions under which a threat is executed.

Ch-7: C: exercises:
Exercises in subsequent sections will be one grade above each until
the University level is reached. Fin.

Section 1: Basic conditional word
problems.
Question 1: If the addition of this Google drive link adds 10 to the
document’s word count, then how many links are required to add at least 55
words to the document’s word count?
a) 3 b) 4 c) 5 d) 6

Question 2: Lisa made 8 apple muffins for the bake sale. Trevor made 6
banana muffins.They sold 5 muffins altogether. How many muffins were
left?
a) 6 b) 7 c) 8 d) 9

Question 3: Jack had 11 books. He gave 2 to his friend, Michael. He then
got 3 books for his birthday. How many books does Jack have?
a) 10 b) 11 c) 12 d) 13

Question 4: Sarah just got her allowance. She spent 7 cents to buy gum and
4 cents for a sticker. She gave her sister 5 cents. How much did Sarah
spend altogether?
a) 16 b) 15 c) 14 d) 13

Section 2: Grade 6 conditional
word problems.
Question 5: Answer the following
problem by using a 3 by 3 coordinate
grid using standard algebraic format #
A Google Captcha form # with 3
conditions.

Question 10: Each chapter in Material
in Chess needs to contain about _
problems in order for the book to have,
on average, 1,000 problems across 60
chapters.

A) 10
B) 20
C) 50
D) 100

Section 3: High school level word
problems. Premoves:

L: Ex-11: You are a Sicilian Defense player and you always accept the
Smith-

Morra Gambit, which is offered by 3. C3 $.e-$ d4-P. What is a premove
that you can set here, assuming you are playing at a 60s + 0 time control?

Ex-12: You are a 1. D4 player and you always accept the Englund Gambit,
which is offered by 1…e5 $.e-$, d4-P. What is a premove that you can set
here?

L: Ex-13: Premove a trap mate #

Ex-14: Name a recapture | premove that can be set after the move 33…Re7
-2.36 w/ 5 o-n d-23 K-2901, thematic.

Section 4: University level word
problems, undergrad.
All mergers are | intersections of two narratives at the same event
but in order for them to be different movies, either the initial point or
the subsequent, or both, have to be different, but not _____, so _/4
possible conditions would meet the merger condition.
#materialinchess

Question 17:
A) Both.
B) Subsequently.
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C) Neither.
D) The meeting point.

Question 18:
A) 1
B) 2
C) 3
D) 4

Solutions:
Basics: These questions are to be given to newborns.

1: At least 55 does not include 50, so 5*10 = 50 is not enough to satisfy the
minimum count.

2: 8 + 6 = 14. 14 - 5 = 9. The answer is 9.

3: 11 - 2 = 9 and 9 + 3 = 12. The answer is 12.

4: 7 + 4 = 11 and 11 + 5 = 16. The answer is 16.
Sections 2 and beyond:

5: a1, c1

10:
This problem is tricky because the in-between-commas elaboration
refers to a diagonally adjacent section of the upper line rather than
what is just before it, a stylistic break of sorts, but not an illegal
move. Given the unlikelihood of the other numbers in A), C), and D)
fitting into 1,000 and 60 in a multiplicative way, students should
identify 20, which is rounded up from 1,000 total problems / 60
chapters = 16.7 problems per chapter, with per being the synonym
for / or “divided” by in this sentence, locally. |=P The linguistic
ingestion of a paragraph verbally is analogous to solving a chess
puzzle in that one does not consider the most probable. |=P This
problem also explains why 100 is objectively not the best grade on
an exam that is geared towards improvement, as in the problems in
the post-chapter exercises, 90% of which are likely to yield the
correct answer for the best students, 10% of which are unlikely and
therefore requires the teacher to interact with the student afterward
in a conversation in the likely event that the best student(s) raise a
question about the question. This also provides the teacher an
opportunity to check the thought process of a student in the question
for purposes of anti-cheat and to factor that consideration in the
teacher’s internal true skill evaluation of the student, which ultimately
should be the final grade. Ref: CHE 103, Middle Games w/ WGM
Adriana Nikolova | Chess University semester spring ‘21.

Ex-11: 3…dxc3

R: Ex-12: 2. Dxe5

Ex-13: This premove will only be
triggered # if f plays 21. bxa3, as in the
game #, and will checkmate every
time. 21…Rb1#

Ex-14: 34…B.c3-x,d2<-5>
https://www.chess.com/analysis/

game/live/54835664745

Ex-17: C)

Ex-18: C)

Push:
Assassination in 1:

Problem #1:
Solution sequence: 1...dxe5 2. Qxd7 Bxd7
Back: This is an assass-
ination in 1 with a follow-up move that proves the point. Both
2...Nxd7 and Bxd7 fulfill the primary condition of recapturing the
queen, but only Bxd7 does not hang additional material because
Nxd7 auto-removes the defender of the g4 bishop.

R: Problem #3: f move.
Solution: 25. Bxf8, keeping the rook on f1 so that there is no
perpetual whereas Rxf8+ Rxf8 Bxf8, Qe1+ and Qxh4+ repeats
moves.
Bxf8 https://lichess.org/OZklT68X/white#48

Assassination Defense
Prevent assassination in 1:

Exercise #4.
Solution: There can only be one
answer to puzzles and thus, there
must exist a set of conditions that
excludes every other move. In this
position, second is up a rook for a
pawn; his knight is
hangchecktacked and no defensive
move can save it. The bishop can
be saved via more than one move,
indicating that saving the bishop

may not be the right idea, unless one particular square in which the
bishop can be saved accomplishes another key purpose and all the
other squares are not winning, meaning there must also be
something the first player can do to second player in the event that
the bishop moves to any of the square that is not the best square,
assuming that a bishop move to escape thrapture is the best move.
With a piece under attack, another plausible response is counter
attack; however this thrapture is also a check, so any counter attack
that is not a check first loses the knight. == Assuming B-run, Rxh6+
second is up an exchange for a pawn with connected rooks on the
enemy garden, c2 and f7 possibly falling while first has an
advanced, 2/3 passer on f6, second on d4. My hypothesis is thus
Be4, stopping Rh7 and thereby remaining up an exchange. The
issue, however, is 2. Nxf7+ Kh7 3. Rxh6+ or 2...Kg8 3. Nxh6+. ==
Alternatively, 1...Kg8 allows either 2. Rxh1 in which case 2...Rxe5
counters the thrapture on h6 with an equal priority thrapture on g5
with material difference +2. Or 2. Rxh6 Be4 3. Nxe4 Rxe4 4. Nd3
Rxc2 m.d +2 with two active rooks and an advanced passer. == Key
insight: Not understanding means that you're more than one thought
removed but it doesn't mean that your current thoughts are useless.

Premoves exercises:
#3: Premoving Rxc6 here is {{c1::not infallible::n, i}} due to {{c2::Kb7}}.

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/54835664745
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/54835664745
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Additional resources:
Fine, Reuben. Ideas behind the Chess Openings. Ishi Press,
Japan, 2012.
“5 Characteristics of Life.” Whitney High School,
https://whs.rocklinusd.org/subsites/Biology/documents/Biology/Unit
%201/Characteristics%20of%20Life%20-CHRMD-.pdf.
Bartee, Lisa, and Christine Anderson. “Properties of Life.” Mt
Hood Community College Biology 101, Open Oregon Educational
Resources,
https://openoregon.pressbooks.pub/mhccbiology101/chapter/propert
ies-of-life/.
“JavaScript If, Else, and Else If.” JavaScript If Else Else If,
https://www.w3schools.com/js/js_if_else.asp.
“Straw Man Fallacy.” Excelsior College OWL, 1 June 2022,
https://owl.excelsior.edu/argument-and-critical-thinking/logical-fallaci
es/logical-fallacies-straw-man/.
Hanks, Craig. “Straw Person.” Department of Philosophy : Texas
State University, Texas State University, 15 May 2019,
https://www.txstate.edu/philosophy/resources/fallacy-definitions/Stra
w-Person.html.

https://owl.excelsior.edu/argument-and-critical-thinking/logical-fallacies/logical-fallacies-straw-man/
https://owl.excelsior.edu/argument-and-critical-thinking/logical-fallacies/logical-fallacies-straw-man/
https://www.txstate.edu/philosophy/resources/fallacy-definitions/Straw-Person.html
https://www.txstate.edu/philosophy/resources/fallacy-definitions/Straw-Person.html
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Book-8: Logic: c-m:
Knowledge begins with practice, and theoretical | knowledge, which is acquired through practice, must then return to practice. The active
function of knowledge manifests itself not only in the act of a leap from perceptual to rational knowledge, but, and this is more important, it
must manifest itself in a leap from rational knowledge to revolutionary practice. Quotations from Chairman Mao, On Practice, July 1937.
3:15:15 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m2M6bUKfRYc Logic is the process of creating new knowledge from existing | knowledge, and it
can come in several forms. The primary forms used in this book will be deduction, induction, and elaboration. == Logic is a set of tools for
establishing connections. These connections are not arbitrary, but rather irrefutable. Logic allows us to know for certain that if we have inputs
under a certain set of parameters that the outputs we get must be correct. Logic | itself is not the inputs or the outputs, but rather the
process of generating the outputs from the inputs. In the language of logic, the inputs are known as parameters or arguments and the
outputs are known as the conclusions. Conclusions can be information or decisions in chess. We want to use logic in order to take the input
of observations that we make about the board position and output the correct decision with respect to the move. If the move that we make is
incorrect, then we must have made a mistake either with the intake of information or with our application of logic. == Broadly speaking, logic
can be inductive, deductive or elaborative. Inductive | logic, commonly | misunderstood, is essentially the process of surveying | combined

with categorization in order to make assumptions about what is not deductible. Presently, we identify |
information of a certain category and make observations and then assume that other items falling into the
same category will have those same properties. == Deductive | logic is concrete in the sense that we're not
coming to assumptions, but rather to definitive conclusions because the conclusions are a necessary
consequence of the properties of the things that we're dealing with. “Elaborative | logic” is a deepening of
existing conclusions by recognizing the consequences of previous consequences and using the
conclusions of previous arguments as the assumptions for the next. == The number of logical tools at our
disposal is essentially infinite and chess requires us to use all of them. An example of application of logic in
chess is to take the following arguments: the goal of chess is to win the game, when a player has more |
material in a board | position, he is more likely to win the game, therefore, all else being equal, a chess
player should try to win material. This is an example of a logical proof in order to generate a concluding
statement that can now be prescribed and if anyone has a question as to why that statement is prescribed,
the proof can be elicited as an explanation. == Pay attention to the fact that logical arguments depend upon

assumptions being taken as fact,  and being as assumptions can be the conclusions of previous | arguments, one may have to trace back
a long chain of previous arguments in order to reach the first assumptions, and in chess the first assumptions are always the rules of the
game, and all | conclusions that can be reached with respect to chess strategy are logical derivatives of the rules. Once again, the rules of
the game all pertain to how to achieve a favorable | outcome by playing the game legally, in order to win or draw, and thus any failure to
accomplish this goal must necessarily be the results of a logical | fallacy in which one attempts to, by their actions, | achieve an outcome, but
fails to realize that their actions are actually having the opposite outcome in an unexpected manner. For these reasons, it is absolutely | vital to
our study of assassination itself, a derivative of the | rules of chess, but also itself the starting point of many future arguments to know about
logic. https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/48578406317?tab=review (D): We can use | logic to calculate whether 29…Bxe4+ is a good
move in this real game | situation. 1) If we play 29…Bxe4 (+3), then in the resulting b-p the f-K will be in check 2) We know from the rules of
chess <r: ch-18 H2S8> that the 3 legal check | escapes are a) run, b) capture the checker c) interpose 3) If 30. Qxe4 (-3) <b> then
31…Rh3#, and therefore this variation clears 4) If 30. Rg2 <c> then 31…Bxf5 (-9, assass), and therefore this variation | clears 5) If 30. Kh2
<a> then Rg2+ ! 31. Kh1 <o-m> Rxg1++ ! 6) In a double | check situation, only a) is possible and therefore 7) 32. Kh2 Qg3# !, and therefore
this variation | clears. Since all variations subsequently 29…Bxe4+ clear, it’s a good | move! Fin.

CM H3S1: Chess is the visual representation of logic:
Pictured: Ludwig Wittgenstein, L and Bertrand Russell, R <Wikipedia> Wittgenstein is a contested figure | on the philosophical scene.

Having played an important role in the rise and development of not
just one but two schools of analytic philosophy – one that emphasizes
the use of formal logical tools in philosophical analysis, originating with
Bertrand Russell, and one that sticks, more or less, to the use of
everyday language in philosophy, connected also with the name of G.
E. Moore – he is for good reasons associated with the “analytic
tradition”. Kuusela, Oskari, and Marie McGinn. The Oxford Handbook
of Wittgenstein. Oxford University Press, 2011: Introduction. MIC:
Ludwig Wittgenstein<1889 - 1951, University of Cambridge> is the
best non-chess playing philosopher of the 20th century and was
remembered for his visual style and objective approach to philosophy,
which, prior to his and the works of Bertrand Russell <1872 - 1970,
Nobel Prize (1950), Trinity College, University of Cambridge> was
viewed as a humanity and not a science. Since, and due to his works,
future compatriots such as Dr. Daniel Dennett <r: ch-20 H3S1>, Tufts
University, are taken seriously, not only as writers, but also as
cognitive scientists, establishing a formal scientific connection

between the abstract cognitive science of philosophy and the empirical science of neuroscience <r: ch-49 CM> Equally one can say that the
signs “a”, “b”, etc. signify numbers; when for example this removes the mistaken idea that “a”, “b”, “c”, play the part actually played in language
by “block”, “slab”, “pillar”. And one can also say that “c” means this number and not that one; when for example this serves to explain that the
letters are to be used in the order a, b, c, d, etc. and not in the order a, b, d, c. R: <MLA-9>: Anscombe, G.E.M., and Ludwig Wittgenstein.
“Part I.” Philosophical Investigations, Blackwell, 1958, p. 6. Whereas previous philosophers like Plato <~420s BC - 348/7> <ethics, political
science>, John Locke <1632 - 1704> <political science, law>, and Rene Descartes <1596 - 1650> <mathematics, human condition,
metaphysics> were topical philosophers, in that their works were opinionated and directed, Wittgenstein was bent on abstract analysis with
no apparent directive in his published works. Analogously, chess is a purely logical game that can be played without | eyes <r: ch-43, H2S4,
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H3S1>, in which the overall state of affairs on a board, mentally-rendered or real, is preserved across the dimension of depth, and in which
each move causes a singular transition in the location of a zi and thereby the transition of one board state to the next. == However, as chess is
a game that starts with 32 individual zi, there are, even in the later stages of the game, many more similarities among preceding and
succeeding b-p’s as there are differences, since only 1 zi can be moved in each half-turn <r: ch-18, CM, H3S1>. There are no logical | breaks
in chess, in which a subsequent board position could not have resulted from a previous board position over a legal move or set of legal
moves, and this property allows the game to be recorded and reproduced across infinite time, retraced, replayed forward and backward,
verified separately by | tournament directors, and analyzed ad nauseum # == There is no room for subjectivity or randomization in chess.
There is no aspect of the board that is hidden from either player, nor an ability to commit any action that affects the game, whether be in the
time or board position, that is not transparent to the other player, as well as the tournament director, website of host #, or any spectators # ==
Moreover, the rules are kept and enforced equally on both players, and there is no room for subjective interpretation with respect to the
position of zi in the starting location, the rules of zi movements, and the conditions of checkmate, for instance. == All of this leads to a singular
conclusion: if you lose a game of chess, you have nothing to blame but the information in your brain about the game, your visual perception
faculties, and even your ability to manage your own psychology, but there is no blame to be put to chance, lack of transparency, or subjective
bullying by an opponent who decides to change the rules, since this is not possible. == As these factors boils chess down to a game of
decision | making, and decision making is a key, if not the key, application of logic, one can expect a linear and proportional improvement in
one’s playing skill in conjunction with one’s ability to make better and better decisions, and that latter ability comes naturally with an increased
study of logic.

CM H3S2: Chess x inferential logic, modus ponens, modus tollens:
April 18, 2022 <a-r>; Stockfish | 15 continues to push the boundaries of chess, providing unrivaled | analysis and playing strength. In our testing, Stockfish
15 is ahead of Stockfish | 14 by 36 Elo points and wins nine times more game pairs than it loses.

H4S1: Modus Ponens: Latin for "method of affirming." A “rule of inference” used to draw logical conclusions, which states that (p-1)  if p is true, and (p-2)
if p implies q (p -> q), then (c) q is true.

H4S2: Modus Tollens: Latin for "method of denying." A rule of inference drawn from the combination of modus ponens and the contrapositive. (p-1) If q
is false, and (2) if p implies q (p -> q), then (c) p is also | false.

H4S3: Contradiction Rule: Given a statement p, if ~p leads logically to a contradiction, then p must be true.

L: two premises reach a conclusion. R: a
2x3 table that clarifies the difference
between mod-pon and mod-tol. An
argument form is valid if, no matter what
statements are substituted for the

premises statement variables, if the premises are all true, then the conclusion
is also true. The truth of the conclusion must follow necessarily from
the truth of the premises. To determine an argument's validity: (1) Identify the premises and conclusion of the argument. (2) Create a truth
table showing the values of the premises and conclusion. (3) Locate the rows in which the premises are all true (the critical rows). (4) For
each critical row, determine if the conclusion is also true. (C) If the conclusion is true for each critical row, then the argument form is valid. But
if even one of the critical rows contains a false conclusion, the argument is invalid. R: National Library, Oak Ridge. “Argument Forms.”
Section 1.3 Review, US Department of Energy Office of Science, https://www.csm.ornl.gov/~sheldon/ds/sec1.3.html. <all diagrams and text
since H3S2> MIC: From this introduction, we can conclude that an equal component to logic as the form of the premises, which are
substitutional, is the form of the operators that are used to convert those premises into conclusions, which are universal and domainless, in
that they can be applied to premises of any form, such as biology, philosophy, or social science. An analogous form to this form # is
mathematics; the operator of an equation can be applied whether the quantities on either side are abstract numbers <r: > or united numbers,
such as in chemistry and biology. As such, pure mathematics, like chess, is the domain of research on only one side of this, that of enhancing,
delineating, and inventing new operators for use in the operations of all fields that use logic # Logic enables us to make better decisions by
working with two of its most important tenets: 1) conditions, which allows us to establish the parameters around which a decision must be
made and 2) reductions, which allows decisions to be made faster and with a reduced expenditure of mental output. Both are equally
important, as in chess decisions must not only be accurate, fulfilling all the relevant conditions that are communicated and implied by the b-p
at hand, and fast, since running out of time is an equally | valid way to lose the game as succumbing to checkmate # The point that a chess
b-p is form of communication of conditions, which is another way to say limitations, or requirements, upon the decision that we must make
from that position, in the move that follows it, if it’s our turn to move, is the key hinge to our understanding that chess is the visual |
representation | of logic. Mini in-depth, the conditions inherent in a complex b-p: // search for a complex b-p from material push db or
chess games // Apply modus ponens and modus tollens paradigms to chess analysis

H4S4: If and only if: P if and only if Q means that P is true whenever Q is true, and the only case in which P is true is if Q is also true, whereas in the case
of P if Q, there could be other scenarios where P is true and Q is false. <r: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/If_and_only_if> <a-r, post fbno>: For
Stockfish | 15, we tested nearly 13000 different changes and retained the best 200. These include the fourth generation of our NNUE network
| architecture, as well as various search improvements. To perform these tests, contributors provide CPU time for testing, and in the last
year, they have collectively played roughly a billion | chess games. In the last few years, our distributed testing framework, Fishtest <r:
LiChess>, has been operated superbly and has been developed and improved | extensively. This work by Pasquale Pigazzini, Tom Vijlbrief,
Michel Van den Bergh, and various other developers is an essential part of the success of the Stockfish | project.

https://www.csm.ornl.gov/~sheldon/ds/sec1.3.html
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CM H3S3: Chess lit-interpretation x English, crit-thinking and
reading:

Chess contains a broad canon of literature that is never more than a page, or about 750 words, removed
from an objective position and evaluation <r: ch-16 H2S4 H3S2> In other respects, however, the Informant
is representative of a broad class of printed documents. Nonrectilinear layout, tight column- and line-spacing,
and broken, touching, or dirty character-images all occur in other documents. For this reason, we believe that
several of the methods first applied here will be useful in achieving high performance | in the general case.
R: Baird, Henry S., and Ken Thompson. “Reading Chess.” IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON PATTERN
ANALYSIS AND MACHINE INTELLIGENCE, vol. 12, no. 6, 6 June 1990. Turing Award winner and
programming language C developer Ken Thompson, University of California: Berkeley and Bell Labs
maintains the opinion in his research papers that chess articles like those published in Chess Informant are a
model system for “computer vision”, or the CS process of using computers to read and transcribe written text
documents to electronic form. Insofar as there is any logical overlap between the process of computer vision
and human visual perception, the same properties identified by Thompson that makes chess writing ideal for
computer analysis would be analogous to human reading comprehension (D) -

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/48578341031?tab=review What is going on here? We need to apply critical | thinking because the
problem does not come with instructions on which | chapter to apply and what technique to use. We can draw some conclusions frequently
from our opponent’s last | move <r: WGM Dorsa Derakhshani, 6/22> and we can habitually draw effect arrows emanating from the resulting
sq of that last move to see the change in effect g6 + g1 (!) We are in | check and we can now draw effect arrows to the checking ren to see if
it can be captured: there is no attacking | effect right now. We are therefore down to run or interpose, and as of run there is only Kh1
<run.zone-analysis> but this gets mated # because the K is immobilized, any check is | mate #, and the s has 2 checkers to f2 with only one
defensive effect there. Therefore, we have to | block the check, giving up our queen 23. Qg5 <int+> :( but this is ok, because we are m-d +13
(!) initial #Fin.

CM H3S4: Logic x Pascal’s Wager:

Left: A simplified version of Pascal’s Wager sourced from self-described “Queer vegan cryptid”
London Graves <hl> on Medium.com, a popular micro-blogging website in 2022. From Dr. Clyde
Herreid, University of Buffalo: evidence can support a hypothesis that something exists, but it
cannot prove its non-existence <paraphrased, MIC>. Pascal's wager is a philosophical argument
presented by the seventeenth-century French philosopher, theologian, mathematician, and
physicist, Blaise Pascal (1623–1662). It posits that human beings wager | with their lives that God
either exists or does not. Pascal argues that a rational person should “live as though” God exists
and seek to believe in God. If God does not exist, such a person will have only a finite loss (some
pleasures, luxury, etc.), whereas if God does exist, he stands to receive infinite gains (as

represented by eternity in Heaven) and avoid infinite losses (an eternity in Hell). <r: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pascal%27s_wager> MIC,
analysis: In the early 2,000s, the modern zeitgeist with respect to | the merger between scientific understanding and theology <r: ch-20 CM
H3S1> is that science is a fact, theology is a choice, but there is a mutual acceptance between theologians and atheists of logic, and therefore
a tussel <r: ch-41> because whereas one side claims that logic refutes the existence of God, the other claims that logic proves that God
should be worshiped rationality, as established by Pascal’s Wager, presented by a man who managed to navigate this apparent | paradox
nearly 500 years ago; the doctrine of two perspectives is also prevalent in at least one protestant church, the Latter Day Saints, and the
Jesuits sect of Catholicism, which is the doctrine officially of my alma mater, Georgetown University. Fin.

Ch-8: L: H2S1: Linearity:
X-ref ch-9 H2S1 H3S1: “That puts it very clearly <r: ch-44 H2S1 H3S7>. Now, here is another question. Will your laws merely require them to
use these names of relationships, or will you also require all the behavior that goes with the name? When it comes to their fathers, will you not
require everything from them that law and custom enjoin in the way of respect, care, and the duty of obedience to parents? Otherwise it will be
the | | worse for them | both in the eyes | of | gods and in the | eyes of men |, since their | behavior | will be irreligious and unjust |. Is that the
sort of thing you want ringing in their ears from earliest childhood, with a chorus of citizens pointing out their duty towards their fathers, or the
people they are taught to think of as their fathers, and their other relatives? Or do you want them to hear something different?” Ref <MLA-9>:
Ferrari, Giovanni R., and Tom Griffith. “Book 5.” Plato: The Republic, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, UK, 2000, p. 463d. From this
the conclusion: linearity is the property of logic that permits us to reach shocking conclusions from obvious premises #🔋MIC: Linearity is the
intermediate step in one's progression as a purveyor of logic and linearity in itself is the manifestation of a continuous logical sequence which
also defines linearity. As such, any breaks in the logical sequence would also represent a break in linearity. In order to understand this book,
which from the first sentence to the last is a continuous linear argument, one must understand this concept as well as be able to visualize the
three arms of logic as the parts of a tree. Inductive logic are like the leaves that collect the raw particles from the air, and the roots that collect
the water from the ground and synthesize that into useful macromolecules which are the first conclusions, and the raw materials being the
observations made which feed into induction as assumptions. Deduction is like the continuous trunk of the tree which connects the different
parts to each other such that the tree makes up one discrete individual organism. Finally, elaboration is like the branches of the tree, which
may come off of one of the main trunks but may also end in a place that can be picked up from by a separate argument, in the same way that
certain trees can lose a branch into the ground and that branch can become a tree of its own. Therefore, elaboration has a certain
directionality from the branching point of the primary argument and ends without reattaching itself back into the tree. == Induction and
elaboration are not typically difficult to understand for most people and they are not the primary establishment of linearity. Linearity has to do
with the long trunk of the tree, which is the main primary argument that threads through the entire composition. There is generally as in great
games of chess, music, and works of writing, a driving idea that moves the work into its conclusion. In order to understand the entirety of this
idea, one needs to be able to follow this entire chain of logical deduction as well as all of the individual connections between arguments,
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keeping in mind that the connecting point between each argument is the fact that the conclusions of
one become the assumptions in the other. Moreover, logical arguments are connected internally via a set
of tools and it's important to keep in mind that understanding deduction is not so black and white in
terms of one's ability to comprehend all of it, but rather it is akin to a mechanic's toolbox in which there are
a variety of pins and screws that each operate differently, but nevertheless serve to connect to things.
== If one is missing such a pin or screw from one's mind in the sense that one has never thought in that
way and therefore has never established the neural pathway in such a structure along which
information can travel, then one will experience a break in that part of the argument and misperceived
the argument such that one may believe that a particular point is being made when it's not, or multiple
points are being made when there is in fact only one, and in general fall into a state of delusion with
respect to what the argument is about. When one experiences such a break, it is important to pause
and meditate on the part that one has read and cycle through all the possible ways in which a connection
can be formed and not overload one's brain with too much excess information beyond that point, because
that is how one feels discomfort, which is essentially the experience of intaking raw data because we live in a universe in which the sheer
quantity of raw data is too much for our brains to handle, and only when it is packaged properly can it be comprehended in its entirety, and
therefore, if one is missing the packaging components, one should not encounter that raw material beyond a reasonable extent. This
experience of operating at one's peak potential in which one understands about 90% of what one encounters and there is about 10% left to be
explained, is what most artists, athletes, and chess players call the flow state, the third stage in logical progression which we will discuss in the
next section. (D) https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/48577730319?tab=review Linearity in chess includes not only our | idea, but also
the ideas of our opponent. Here, our opponent threatens 13. e5 $$ <3:3>, when neutral resulting the opp has authority to advance into the
forking | vertex, and therefore we must play 12…e5 first, illegalizing the threat move, neutralizing it <-0.23 w/ 0.4 o-n d-33 Komodo 2706>
Fin-v1.

Ch-8 L: H2S2: Flow-state:
There is a simple but | powerful self-healing meditation that you can do whenever you feel the need to boost your immune system. It is
particularly effective if used when you first feel the symptoms of an illness, but it also works with illnesses that are already entrenched if you
use it at frequent intervals and with an intense focus. - An intuitive, pseudo-scientific | passage by new-age psychologist Eckhardt Tolle, a
graduate of the University of London and best selling author. Tolle, Eckhart. “Beauty Arises in the Stillness of Your Presence.” Practicing
the Power of Now: Essential Teachings, Meditations, and Exercises from the Power of Now, New World Library, Novato, CA 1999, p. 66.
MIC: The flow state is the emotional experience of a state of one's mind in which one can make the fastest possible progress in learning and
improvement. The flow state is designed to be maximally enjoyable in terms of the mixture of biochemicals that is released to one's nervous
system and is therefore quite addictive. Addiction is, of course, spoken of typically with a negative connotation, but anyone who understands

the rules knows when to break them. We're not talking about achieving the state artificially with the usage of
pharmaceutical | drugs, but rather organically as the brain was designed to do, when one has assembled an
environment in which one can be maximally successful in entering the flow state for as long as possible
throughout the day. == As mentioned in the previous chapter, a flow state is one in which one feels
simultaneously a sense of competency and mastery over one's task and, at the same time, a feeling that one
is being challenged just beyond one's previously perceived limits, and is therefore taking in and synthesizing
information at the fastest possible | rate. Biochemically | speaking, a flow | state is optimizing the ratio of cell
damage to cell synthesis such that one is in a perpetual state of growth and superior organization. A great
chess coach will do a proper job of keeping their student in the flow state by removing obstacles, as well as
challenging the student and calibrating to the students mood as they progress in their chess journey,
introducing new ideas at a rate that is comfortable for the student to handle. (D)
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/48637738163?tab=review The counter-point to flow state is the
advanced | chess concept of zwischenzug <ch-40> which means a disruption of the flow of ideas; the

flow in the current position revolves around the idea of exchanging queens in the h4 sq in a position in which both players had some attacking
ideas in the combat phase, and certainly, psychologically, both players are calculating the implications of the ensuing conversion phase, in

which s will be favored due to his superior p-str <ch-19 H2S5>; however, the disruption is that this position
actually contains a tactical | idea 25. Rxc8+ ! , a check z-zug to interpose the capture |=full recapture of the
Q at h4 # Fin.

H2S2 H3S1: The subconscious:
At first the concept of the unconscious <=syn subconscious, for Jung, 1875-1961, University of Basel,
Switzerland> was limited to denoting the state of repressed | or forgotten contents. Even with Freud, who
makes the unconscious—at least metaphorically— take the stage as the acting subject, it is really nothing but
the gathering place of forgotten and repressed contents, and has a functional significance thanks only to
these. For Freud, accordingly, the unconscious is of an exclusively personal nature,2 although he was aware
of its archaic and | mythological thoughtforms. JUNG, C. G. “ARCHETYPES OF THE COLLECTIVE
UNCONSCIOUS.” Collected Works of C.G. Jung, Volume 9 (Part 1): Archetypes and the Collective
Unconscious, edited by GERHARD ADLER and R. F. C. HULL, Princeton University Press, 1969, pp. 3–41.
JSTOR, http://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctt5hhrnk.6. Accessed 30 May 2022. Pictured: Carl Jung, adult, <r:
IMDB> MIC: A significant proportion of both the experience and the functionality of the flow state is managed
by one's subconscious. The subconscious can be succinctly defined as the part of the brain that has not |
communicated to others. This is a dramatic simplification of the complex web of ideas first introduced by
philosophers Sigmund Freud <1856-1939 professor, University of Vienna>, and Carl Jung, but the
general idea is that the thoughts that one has in one's mind are primarily for the purpose of communication. If
we remember that the latent dream-thoughts are not conscious before analysis, but that the manifest
dream-content emerging from them is consciously remembered, it is not a far-fetched assumption that
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admittance to the consciousness is the | “prerogative” of the second agency. Nothing can reach the consciousness from the first system <r:
ch-42 H2S2: thinking fast and slow> which has not previously passed the second instance; and the second instance lets nothing pass without
exercising its rights, and forcing such modifications as are pleasing to itself upon the candidates for admission | to consciousness. Here we
arrive at a very definite conception of the essence of consciousness; for us the state of | becoming conscious is a special psychic act, different
from and independent of the process of becoming fixed or represented, and consciousness appears to us as a sensory organ which perceives
a content proceeding from another source. It may be shown that psycho-pathology simply cannot dispense with these fundamental
assumptions. But we shall reserve for another time a more exhaustive examination of the subject. Ref <APA-esque>: Freud, S. (1911). The
Interpretation of Dreams, 3rd edition. Ch-4 “Distortion in Dreams” pg-50. MIC: Freud’s authority in writing The Interpretation of Dreams is not
from the academic route but rather from practice, which explains the 17 year lapse # between completing his doctor of medicine in 1885 and
appointment as professor at the University of Vienna. However, and, insofar as we are also individual agents with our own unique intents, we
may have purposes and actions that are not communicated. More likely, however, being as we are also very social creatures, the vast majority
of our brain that is not communicated is simply for the efficiency of the higher organism, society, which, in order to function, requires each
individual cell to independently take care of the process of converting inputs to outputs such that other individuals within the society only need
to be concerned about the outputs. As such, we can establish an analogy between individual humans, cells in a greater body, and individual
arguments in a broader trunk of deduction in that each one is a process and the process need not be elucidated by default, but only when
called upon to check the veracity | of the conclusions that were reached. == What is going on in a chess player's mind during the game may
not exclusively pertain to the moves of the game. Instructor Gino De Mon <FIDE = 2036, NED> of Chess University has claimed that “99%
of top players to talk to themselves during the game” and that “it's not just looking at moves” (1) whereas a counterpoint has been offered by
IM John Bartholomew <FIDE = 2446>, that storylining to oneself excessively during a game can be correlated with decreased performance.
MIC: For example, a chess player might be concerned with his social standing at the tournament, or what other people will think of him when
he plays a certain move, or visualize ahead of time the biochemical release of cortisol in defeat such that a small dose of cortisol is actually
released into his system and thereby damp dampens his ability to think creatively, “you will not be enough creative if you work 8 hours day
before sitting at the board, you have to be full concentrate”, according to WGM Adriana Nikolova <FIDE = 2226, 4x Chess Olympiad>. MIC:
As you can see, this topic is of great concern to higher rated chess players, the management of one's own psychology in order to maintain the
best possible flow state not only throughout the course of a game, but throughout the course of an entire multi-day tournament or tournament
season in which one may be trying to increase one's rating, achieve a certain performance, or even qualify for norms at some of the most
difficult tournaments in the world. 1) Chess University 304 9-30-21 2) CU 103 9/7/21

EZ Directive: ⭐ Bullet Chess🚅 is <60 second countdown <r: ch-57 H2S1> timer chess, too fast for calculation in most cases, and is
most useful as a process of bringing one’s subconscious to consciousness. https://lichess.org/NEYbWP2y/black game in 19 turns.

H3S2: Intuition:
Hu: Intuition is one of the most commonly | misunderstood human faculties. Due to our over-reliance on our visual processing system, //
add MIC x.ref-excerpt, we reach many conclusions, which may be relevant, for instance, in pursuits of Science and Logic, by intuition.
This intuition can stand alone, or it can be subsequently justified by a mathematical proof. Faith is a subset of intuition, in that it comes
from within, but not all intuition is belief beyond evidence. We can just as well have an intuition, about that which there is evidence #n-p,
and, this is obvious to chess players. Chess players understand that the vast majority of positions that they encounter, except for the very
beginning of a game, in which we have memorized lines, and the end of a game, in which there are known techniques for solving highly |
simplified positions are too complex to be solved | deductively, especially under the constraint of time. Here, they rely on intuition to make
an adequate decision, and the intuition of great chess players can be extraordinarily | powerful. For example, certain moves that have
been played by Jose Capablanca <1888-1942, WC 1921-7> have been analyzed for the past 100 years, and, even in the age of computers,
verified as accurate<below>. How is this possible? In the heat of competition, with the psychological waves of the tournament, he kicked
his mind into an higher | tier, figuratively | speaking, and had a moment of genius, one that has endured the decades. Even Capablanca
could not have told you, definitely, after the game, why he felt that was the best move; perhaps in a different moment, he may have had, even,
a different intuition, about the same position. O’Dowd <a-r>: In fact, HOW can it flip? – surely the direction of the magnetic field depends on
the direction Earth is spinning. <8:37> Actually no – it depends on the direction of these giant electrical currents, which in turn depend on
the direction of small magnetic loops generated by these helical convection flows. In fact, we expect that if the magnetic field were
switched off entirely, it would reestablish itself randomly, with the north and south magnetic poles aligned either one way or the other. In the
geological record there seems to be no pattern to when the field flips, nor to which alignment is preferred. So, that’s probably how the flip
happens. Earth’s magnetic field isn’t necessarily switched off, but it’s scrambled in some way. It then builds up again, choosing its direction
randomly. When it does a full flip we call it a geomagnetic | reversal, and when the field just glitches, but ends up in the same direction it
started we call it a geomagnetic excursion. [D, via Chernev]: Game: J.R-Capablanca vs Juan Corzo <1901>, mch rd-9: Chernev: The
position after 23…Kf7-f6. This position may look drawish, but it is to Capablanca’s liking; he often manages to squeeze a win out of a
theoretical draw. In discussing the relative worth of Knight and Bishop, Capablanca once remarked, ‘The weaker the player, the more

terrible the Knight is to him, but as the
player increases in strength, the value of
the Bishop becomes more evident to him,
and of course there is, or should be, a
corresponding decrease in the value of
the Knight as compared to the Bishop.
MIC: [D, 2]: The position after 34…Ng7.
Chernev: Black must be cautious. If he
becomes ambitious and moves the N to d4,
this could result: 35. Bf7-d7 Nd4xc2 36.
G5-g6 (threatens 37. Kh6-h7) Kf8-g8 37.
Bd7-e6+ Kg8-h8 38. g6-g7# MIC:

Capablanca leverages this diagonal opposition setup between his h6-K and the e.f8-K to shoulder the g7.block-sq of the g-pp, when it,
eventually, advances to g6. 35. Bc8<run$><$.b7-P><cntr> b6<run$> 36. g6<CTP=2> d4 MIC: S’s main threat is to convert his c-d majority #
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into a pp: 37. B3 <2:0> Chernev: This prevents the c-P from advancing. Kg8! MIC: Breaking the opposition, and blockading the
light.block-sq. 38. A4 Chernev: And this holds back the b-Pawn. MIC: Most-likely, Capablanca will not be able to promote the g-pp by force,
and, therefore, he needs to set up a fox in the crow’s nest tactic, in which he swings K + B to the q-side, to scoop up s-Ps, and create
another passed pawn, to win. In this light, having more | space #n-p on the q-side is maximally | beneficial: Kf8<diag-opp> 39. Bg4! Taking a
11.3 d.u-distance, 180.degree-turn,route to c4, to coordinate with the h6.diag-opp,K in order to contend the promo-sq. Ne8 shuffling and
awaiting his fate. 40. Kh7! Ng7 41. Kh6 Ne8 42. Be2 Ng7 43. Bc4!<cont-g8> Ne8 44. Kg5 Ke7 45. Kf5 Ng7+ 46. Ke5 Nh5 Chernev: Black
dare not shift forces to the Q-side. If 46…Ke7-d7, for example, there follows 47. Ke5-f6 Ng7-e8+ 48. Kf6-f7 Ne8-d6+ 49. Kf7-f8, and Black
must give up his N for the pp. 47. Be2$.h5-N Ng7<run$> 48. Kd5 [D, 3]: MIC: F is now free, after achieving an ideal setup in coordinating his
p-chain, K, and l.s-B, to pivot q-side, because the two tempi that s must invest to capture the f.g6-pp will allow Capablanca’s K to reach
g7, in range of the hangtacked a7-P. Moreover, all of the s-Ps are mortally | stuck on the d.s-chain, available to be scooped, one-by-one, by
the f-K, due to the shouldering-E of the f.e2-B, which single-handedly controls each of their advance-sqs.
H4S1: Misunderstanding intuition is a misunderstanding of complexity:
Hu: To think that we can act without | intuition, is to vastly underestimate the complexity of the Universe, and, even, of everyday
situations. <a-r, Cooper>: Turing’s <r: ch-16 H2S4> ideas on using a computer to play | chess emerged from his discussions with I. J. [Jack]
Good (1916–2009), another young Cambridge mathematician, and a strong | chess player, who was drafted to work at Bletchley Park (see
Banks (1996)). Claude Shannon (1916–2001) had similar ideas which he presented at a conference in 1949 and which were published in
the following year (Shannon, 1950). The connection between the Shannon’s and Turing’s ideas in this area is not entirely clear. Turing met
Shannon at the Bell Labs (!) in February 1943, and they talked about computers in the context of intelligence <Binet, 1857 - ‘11> (Hodges,
1983, pp. 250–251). In a talk | Turing gave to the London Mathematical Society in 1947, but not published until many years later, he refers
briefly to the possibility of using a computer to play | chess and says of Shannon that he ‘tells me that he has won games playing by rule of
thumb: the skill of his opponents is not stated’ (Turing, 1947, p. 104). However, when Turing’s ideas on using a computer to play chess were
published in 1953, no mention was made of Shannon’s work. MIC: According to Claude Shannon <1916 - 2001>, the “father of information
theory”, Shannon <a,r 1950>:: conservative | lower bound of the game-tree | complexity of chess of 10120, based on an average of about
103 | possibilities for a pair of moves consisting of a move for White followed by a move for Black, and a typical game lasting about 40 such
pairs of moves. In contrast, the Liverpool Museum <a-r> estimates that the number of stars in our galaxy is 200-350 billion <10^9> and the
number of atoms 10^78 - 10^82, so there are more than (120 - 80) = 40, 40 / 9 = 4.4 times of billions # more possible chess game variations
by the conservative | estimate, and of course, there are many more games that last more than 40 moves than less. <x-ref: ch-20 CM-H3S1,
chess x theology> Fin-v1.
H4S2: Distrust of personal intuition results in mental health paralysis:
Hu: Apostatic science has deceived the masses, with respect to our entitlement to trust our own minds and bodies. The human body, in
its sensory systems, is exponentially | more sophisticated than any scientific instrument that, relative to this, our more limited intellects
have developed. Certain scientific instruments are specialized, which means, they will be more effective, for instance, at detecting the level of
pH in a liquid, or the atmospheric pressure at the peak of a mountain. However, there is no substitution, for instance, of our own intuitions
of fear, or the excitement and dopamine rush that our brains feel, when we sense a potentially | productive collaborative opportunity.
When we go against these intuitions, because we are told that we are unable to trust ourselves, as a result of some inadequacy, like mentally |
disordered, genetically | insufficient, or inferior to machines, and all these lies that have pervaded apostatic science, we are being
subliminally programmed to become passive, because, ancestrally, we relied a great deal on moments of inspiration to make important
decisions. Moreover, distrust causes a drop in emotional state <// Owen Cook reference>, and when we are taken out of a “winner’s
mindset”, we stop looking for opportunities. In this alternate state, we are even worse off than before, and we are apt to become more fearful,
defensive, or mistake-prone. Certainly, this beta state is not what God wants for us in his world. Total post: <Jobs, 2005>: ⭐ Your time is
limited, so don't waste it | living someone else's life, don't be trapped by dogma, which is living with the results of other people's thinking,
don't let the noise of others opinions drown out your own inner voice, and, most | important have the courage to follow your heart and
intuition they somehow already know what you truly want to <20:12> become everything else is secondary.

Ch-8 L: H2S3-History:
History, if viewed as a repository for more than anecdote or chronology, could produce a decisive transformation | in the image of science by
which we are now possessed. The Structure of Scientific Revolutions ch-1 <additional-resources> MIC: Understanding the 3 arms of logic
provides a clear explanation for the vital importance of maintaining and studying history. History is a trunk of deduction with its inductive
roots located at a very distant past and, just like a very old tree, it has had the opportunity to grow very tall with every passing year in which
the particular historical event has been studied, more brain power has contributed to the addition of deductive arguments that have extended

the trunk. If you believe in the inevitable progression of logic, which is a property not just of the brain, and
not even just of the universe, but of the properties of logic itself, and that the later thoughts in a process of
deduction will be superior to the earlier thoughts, a necessary assumption to accept any form of pedagogy
rather than anarchy, then one will quickly realize that the products of historical deductions which may be
connected to a trunk that is 2000 thoughts | long, rather than simply the 3 to 4 thought long thoughts that we
had about a situation that occurred last week, then one will begin to appreciate such studies simply for their
aesthetic qualities, or let's say their aesthetic appeal. Once one has gained a calibration to the highest
quality thoughts that we have in history, which may need to go back to the earliest recorded history, such as
the Bible or the Greek classics, or the Tao de Ching, then one will have a renewed perspective of the
present and see the need to push certain ideas that we have now forward to that same level of quality,
whereas if one focuses only on the events of the past week, then one will be disproportionately stuck on the
process of induction, keeping the game in front of oneself too much and lack foresight in taking the products
of 1000s of years of collective brain power is also simply intaking of a tremendous amount of value, and of

course, as rational and efficient beings, we want to spend our time extracting the highest amount of value possible before we move to the
lower priority items on the task list. (D) The position at hand # is from Paul Morphy <blindfold> vs Theodore Lichtenhein 1857
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1075098 sourced from Levy / O’Connell <a-r, 1981 o-g> pg-241 18. Rxf6 <temp-sack>
(+3) > ! is one of two ways to win: 18. Qxg7 $.h8-R <hangtacked> ! , exploiting the abs-pin also works. The R cannot be captured because an
ensuing f-Bxf6+ picks up the s.d4-Q (!) Fin.
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H2S3 H3S1: Watershed moments in history, My System 1925 x
Watergate 1972:
To discover the relation between rules, paradigms, and normal science, consider first how the historian isolates the particular loci of
commitment that have just been described as accepted rules. Kuhn and Hacking: The Structure of Scientific Revolutions ch-5. MIC: A
watergate, or a watershed moment in history, is a particular event that, due to the particulars of the event as well as the specific moment in
history and context around it, acts as a hinge <r: Ch-8 H2S5> Citation, MLA: Perlstein, Rick. "Watergate scandal". Encyclopedia Britannica,
10 Jun. 2021, https://www.britannica.com/event/Watergate-Scandal. Accessed 1 May 2022. MIC: In order to understand My System as a work
of authorship, one has to understand the historical context preceding it, and why, the book, which is now commonly regarded as the seminal
work that established the paradigm of modern chess # from 1925 to present, was in many ways |=>, and to the self-awareness of the Great
Nimzowitsch, certainly foreshadowed by the awestruck reactions to his over the board moves preceding the release of the book, and
possibly prompting him to explain himself thoroughly to avoid a comedic accusation of #heresy, |=> regarded as blasphemous upon its
release. Blasphemy, in this case, indicates a pseudo-religious adherence to certain concepts of chess theory by the generation of players
preceding Nimzo as well as many of his contemporaries that Nimzo, in the release of My System, sought specifically to overturn. == The next
100 years of chess history would be about seeking mergers <r: Ch-8 H2S5 H3S2> <r: ch. 41 H2S2> between Nimzo’s upstart 2nd ring
ideas, much of which were filled in by subsequent books, and the 1st ring classical school, paving the way for the 3rd ring | merger, which
Material in Chess represents analogously to My System for the 2nd ring. The structure of this evolution also provides a prototypical | template
for how a community <r: ch. 51 H2S1 H3S1> works together to build up knowledge in a particular level of abstraction <r: Ch-8 H2S4> in
various stages of accumulation before taking off like a rocket 🚀 <fbno>, suddenly, into the next level up. When, today, I ask myself the
question where I got the moral courage to make a move that runs so utterly counter to tradition, or even to conceive of such a plan, I think I
may say that it was my intensive preoccupation | with the problem of the blockade that helped me to do so. R: My System pg. 232. On the
History of the Chess Revolution 1911 - 14 <Nimzo, a-r>: The first harbinger: I launch an assault against the arithmetic understanding of the
center (on the occasion of my annotating a few games in the Wiener and Deutsche Schachzeitung). My article, ‘Is Dr. Tarrasch’s “Die
Moderne Schachpartie”, etc.’ Here, as with other topics in the book, we see a relentless linearity – I do not say  ‘consistency’,  for  that
would  not  be  the  same  thing.  (Linearity:  this is  a  sham-consistency – if you will, a consistency for the eye instead of for the inquiring
mind.) But  chess  nowadays  is incomparably  more complex <ch-45 H2S2 H3S1>  our  conception  of it  has deepened #n-p! New ideas
seek their validation.  In many matters, but especially with respect to the ‘surrender of the center’, the thinking of players today is no longer
as categorical – I would even say as orthodox – as formerly. And indeed, with the most beneficial results: the fact that in …b7-b6
(Rubinstein) an improvement was found that nearly put the value of 3.♘c3 in doubt, and which moved me to revive 3. e5, with which, as is
well known – again, despite all the purists – I have achieved the greatest successes! History.com <a-r>: The Watergate scandal involved
the bungled burglary of the offices of the Democratic National Committee in the Watergate apartment complex in Washington, D.C., on
June 23, 1972. It was eventually learned that the cover-up went all the way to the White House; President Nixon, facing impeachment,
resigned from the presidency in August 1974. This series of resignations and firings became known as the Saturday Night Massacre
<10/20/73> and outraged the public and the media. Two days later, the House Judiciary Committee began to look into the possible
impeachment of Nixon. Fin v4/2.

H2S3 H3S2: A fictional history of chess:
Concerned with scientific development, the historian then appears to have two main tasks. On the one hand, he must determine by what man
and at what point in time each contemporary scientific fact, law, and theory was discovered or invented. On the other, he must describe and
explain the congeries of error, myth, and superstition that have inhibited the more rapid accumulation of the constituents of the modern
science text. Much research has been directed to these ends, and some still is. In recent years, however, a few historians of science have
been finding it more and more difficult to fulfill the functions that the concept of development-by-accumulation assigns to them. Kuhn and
Hacking: The Structure of Scientific Revolutions ch-1. MIC: The tricky part about reading history as one not educated in the subject is that the
field is highly technical, like any of the empirical sciences #, but that technicality is hidden behind the usage of everyday words for the most
part, as it pertains to historical literature, whereas in the hard sciences like the biological sciences, jargon is apparent superficially with the
novel words and acronyms invented and used by the field # Historical information falls into 3 categories: 1) verified facts that are derived from
primary sources # determined by historians, consensus, to be reputable accounts of actual historical events 2) hypotheses generated via
deduction about what else might or must have happened in order for a verified fact # event to have occurred and 3) conjecture, fictional
stories, and myths invented by historians to explain, as a hypothetical thinking paradigm, broad swathes of historical gaps to hopefully pave
the way for an evidence-based discovery later on. == As such, it appears to be customary in the writing of history to relegate about ⅓ of the
page length to 3), and since we have expended quite a few words already here and in ch-0 H2S7 <hl>, without further ado, a fictional history
of chess by Material in Chess: A fictional history of chess: R: <ch-20 CM, “Alts in Our Universe”> Karma was in many ways the first human in
existence, not by DNA, which was not around then, but nevertheless we gave him that honorary distinction when we came up with it later on.
== Karma was all alone as the first thinking entity in existence, the 5th Element, another honorary distinction, he’s pretty good at racking these
up, but nevertheless, he existed in the ether-like state of the early preternatural state of the Universe, born into Meditation, feeling only the
occasional gust of Wind, the warming embrace of Fire, the cooling sensation of Water, and the solidity, though scant at the time, for she was
still trying to figure out how it all worked as well, of Earth. == It is said that these Elements “leaked” into existence, not that Existence was even
a thing before them, a mutual coming into existence like a particle : anti-particle duality, but the inverse of annihilation where that inverse
function must have been temporarily blocked, whether by accident or in actuality, but that’s probably what she meant # <r: ch-50 H2S1 H3S1
H4S1> In some senses, they probably always existed, but just lost track of how long they were around for until the invention of Time much
later on. == Anyways, that’s neither here nor there, for when you are something as profound as all Water, such details fall by the wayside. ==
In any case, when Karma first came to be, one can imagine the shock of Existing itself. I exist? A question that I myself had pondered before
the age of 10. The question will trip you out repeatedly, non-stop. How can something come to be from nothing? Moreover, his State of
existence was quite unexpected. For one thing, it was comfortable, and predictable, evidence that a Being that is not only Intelligent but also
Benevolent had taken part in not only His Creation, but also of the Environment around him, that placenta-like cell, a fluid-filled sac that he
resided in for a few billion years in his meditative coma; these are just attempts to use our modern scientific jargon that everyone is fluent in to
describe the true State of Things back then, but obviously one can imagine that it was far more profound than our Modern reductions can
describe # Karma sought to design something, later on, he came to question himself as he’s not the God of Design, and therefore, where that
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ability had come from, but nevertheless, in a state of Intuition he was able to Design something that captured the totality of what he
experienced in those several billion years of Meditation on simply the State of Existence and, as a historical artifact, the concept of Zero <r:
ch-43 H2S4 H3S1 H4S2 H5S6>, a seemingly paradoxical numeral that simultaneously is and isn’t, into something simple that even he could
remember, as Brains were not yet a thing back then, and the total storage capacity of all that Was was only about the size of a 1996 floppy
disk #, more a testament to how far Technology has come since Karma’s time and less an insult to this ancient Deity. Fin.
// Push to Chapter: Logic, level of abstraction: # Educator’s guide, earlier in the section: # In general, provide an educator’s guide if the logical

coherence in the chapter could use further elaboration. In connection to this, write
the headings to fit together with each other as complete thoughts in themselves.
Levels of abstraction: This h2 section has introduced to us the idea of a thought
sphere (d.this), a description of its supreme size, our individual capacity to search
within that sphere and begin accumulating attention in one part of it, a form of
personal thought sphere, a description of a disruptive phenomena in which our
location in the thought sphere suddenly and unexpectedly changes to a secondary
location that lacks clear connections, possibly as a result of being located on a
different level of abstraction (d.this) within the thought sphere, causing the former
accumulation of attention (d.this) to break and, if that accumulation was not built-in
to a decision, then also to be wasted (d.this) thought. (D,1) <a-r, Negri> A poem
written in Valencian by Francesc de Castellví <1442 - 1517> <playing as f>,
Bernat Fenollar and Narcís de Vinyoles <1442 - 1517, a-r Chessbase, 1-0>

<two of the protagonists in the game>, titled Schachs d’amor <Valencian for Chess of Love, 1475, re-discovered
in 1905> was the first literary work to describe a game with the modern | rules — the queen could move multiple |
squares in all directions and the scope of the bishops widened importantly. == Castellví was an advisor in the

court of King Ferdinand II of Aragon <1452-1516>; Vinyoles was married to Brianda de Santángel, niece of the banker Luis de
Santángel who financed the voyage of Christopher Columbus <1451 - 1506>; Fenollar was an abbot at the Valencian Cathedral and used
to host poetic gatherings with notorious | public figures from his community. (D,2) The b-p after 5…Bg4?? 6. Bxf7+ (+1) <assass in 1>
<temp-sack> Kxf7 (-3) 7. Ne5+ Kg8 <forced :(> 8. Nxg4 <justify-recoup> (+3) ! Chessbase <a-r>: The late 15th century was very
important for chess not only due to this poem, as the royal game was also portrayed in other literary works. <r: Ch-6, H2S1 H3S4> MIC: The
reign of King Ferdinand II, the patriarch of the 2 noblemen in the game and poem, is interesting due the facts that 1) he ruled Spain in the
time of the Columbus voyage and 2) he was simultaneously a King of Spain and Italian principalities Naples and Sicily, and therefore he
ruled disparate empires. Chessbase, end: Other astronomical | events that took place that year could have also influenced the authors. On
April 5th, a solar | eclipse hid the Sun during 2 minutes and 8 seconds, while a partial | solar eclipse was seen on September 30th.
Apparently, as the poem reflects in its verses, it was a time to pay special attention to the happenings in the sky. Excerpt of the poem from
https://www.scachsdamor.org/, referencing this | position: A bitter treat encased within sweet | crust | Is the Adulator, who flatters all senses,
| And flattering | Beauty, approaches | The deceit hiding beneath | flattery. | From his eyes, to give her the pay of love, | A Sweet Regard
comes in place of an answer, | Thus healing the wound of her Disdain. | The eyes can look at the invisible | And torment the dispassionate |
spirit. Fin.

H2S4: Levels of abstraction | [2,000,000,000,000]:
MIC: Each level of abstraction in chess is respective to the degree to which they are removed from the premises, the original premises of all
arguments about chess, the rules of the game, which in themselves can be quite extensive. A typical cardboard chess box will come with a
foldable 10 page set of rules about chess and US Chess Federation has a 100 page official rulebook that tournament directors are required to
study, ref: delegate Ernie Schlick, USCF delegate from Virginia, whom I met at the US Open in Philadelphia in 21, where he was representing
Virginia as a delegate, attending various committee meetings, and, I believe, voting on a number of things. Even this amount of information is
too much for our brains to be aware of at any given time during a game. If we think of human working memory as having about one sentence's
worth of capacity and that there are about 30 sentences on a page, then at any given moment, one can only be aware of a very small
proportion, 1/(30*100), of the USCF rulebook at any given time while looking at the chess board, which would mean an excerpt like “a pawn
can move forward by two squares if it has not already moved in the game that is being played”.
In depth, a single chain of 3 thoughts w/ layer 1 connected to an original premise:
C1 = conclusion of layer 1, becomes P* in layer 2.

THOUGHT FRAME
SCHEMA

LAYER 1 (a) LAYER 2 (b) LAYER 3 (c)

Premises (2) OP1 P* P**

Conclusions (1) —
C1
C1 ⇒ P*

—
C2
C2 ⇒ P**

__
C3

OP1 = original premise. Note that the connection is a1 - b2 and b1 - c2.
This is merely the first level of abstraction, and it includes all basic rules about how all the pieces move. the next layer of abstraction from
these basic rules would be sentences that you have encountered in a chess book or glossary, such as this one, that can be directly connected
to one of those sentences that can be found in the chess rulebook, and you will basically see that almost every sentence in this book can be
connected to the chess rulebook by a gap of only itself. This would include a thought like counting how many pieces can move to a single
square like c5, in addition to simply recognizing that the rook on c1 can move to c5, the rules of chess allows you to do this by quantifying a
finite number of pieces that can move to c5 at a particular juncture in a particular games, but it does not specify how you can count how many
pieces can move into that square nor why you would do so, but in the effort to win power, the tenet of winning as a moral, as well as how to
win, are both also part of the rules. == It would be an adjacent second argument taking into account simply the premises of winning in chess
requires checkmating the king, checkmating the king requires the removal of all of the king's run squares, and the queen can move in every
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direction; these three premises are directly from the book of chess rules. At this point, you would have to import logic and the conclusion from
these three premises, given that logic is imported, would be that if you want to win the game, then you should limit the mobility of the queen
around your king? == Another direct conclusion from the rules could be that rooks belonging to the same side are best located in the same file
or rank as each other with no interposition because there will be not just one but two defensive effects between them, and that strengthens the
entire army. From these first conclusions, you can continue deducing and the next conclusion you reach will be part of the second layer of
abstraction, the second conclusions, one of which could be that if it's best to reduce the queen's mobility around the king, then it's best to keep
files, ranks, and diagonals that contain the king closed. We can already see from this book that the first layer of abstraction from the chess
rules is over 400,000 words and 1000 pages, and therefore 10 times the length of the rules, so presumably the second layer could have
10,000 pages. One has to remember the general principle that as complexity goes up the number of total possibilities goes up but not
necessarily the number of things that one has to know because there could exist certain ways of understanding all of these possibilities that
greatly reduces how much one has to know. == Before diving in deeper about layers of abstraction, one has to understand that chess is a
game that is actually played by making moves and therefore a concrete decision about which piece from which starting square will be moved
to which resulting square. This property of the game forces us to always return to the first layer, the rules, and simply, an execution of the
touch rule, the movement rule, the clock rule, and the notation rule. Knowledge of layers of abstraction is used in the time between your
moves in a game when you are trying to think about the game, and all the ways that we've discussed that the game can be thought of, such as
evaluating it, thinking about what you might do, and thinking about what might happen. == If only knowledge of the rules of chess were
sufficient to always win the game, then, without getting into game mechanics concerns, the game would quickly lose its meaning and all of its
players. Players who come to deductions about the rules and make a slightly more ordered set of movements than then simply arbitrary legal
moves, essentially moving pieces in front of the king and adding more interposers around the king as they can per turn, would generally find
themselves having a higher chance of winning. Every additional layer of abstraction in chess that exists, in any significance, presumably,
assuming that they are all built upon the rule that one should win the game, or if you prefer, a first layer deduction from the rules that winning
the game is the purpose of strategy, will give the players who are using them a better chance of winning and will be therefore useful to learn
for the improving player at some level in his progression through the chess curriculum. == The problem is not with each of these individual
facts but rather the practical matter of having to make a decision and therefore transfer oneself from whichever level of abstraction that one
used to come up with the decision to the zeroth or first level reminder of executing the procedure of basic rules. None of these statements are
in debate, but the issue comes in when it is not only the fact of our having successfully completed a move on the board that is of consequence
but the quality of the move which will necessarily be a reflection of the quality of the thinking that went behind the move, one will find that it's

not nearly enough to make a decision and prepare a list of 3 reasons why it was done, but rather to ensure
that one's army can move with the sufficient swiftness coordination and promoting potential as much as
possible in order to win the game against an opponent who also at least understands these basic rules and is
in control of an equally powerful army with an equivalent amount of starting space and the right to every other
move in the third dimension of depth. == Thoughts that lead to a decision, being as only one decision can be
made, and all being connected to the same starting point, the initial board position, necessarily have to also
be connected to each other in order for the decision to be good. The thoughts that one has when
encountering a board position are thus most conveniently staged in a single layer of abstraction, where many
connections have already been made, and to pick highly connected thoughts that are likely to have a
straightforward pathway to a decision, rather than a bunch of thought islands that are difficult to link together.
== In this comfortable cycle called "your thought process", your opponents can throw in two types of
disruptions: one is to disrupt linking between your thoughts during the decision to make a move, most simply
by redirecting your visual attention at various times during your thought process to change your next

observation, and another is to disrupt the bases for your decisions between different moves, sometimes focusing on dynamic and sometimes
static elements, with the overall goal of making it difficult for you to formulate a concrete plan, play within an area of strength, or explore the
layer of abstraction that you are presently working on expanding within. (D) Position from a US Chess rated ICC game, 15 5 R1, 6/10/22
involving BlindSimulEx <my.online-handle>: https://lichess.org/Mo80zeKF#30 In chess, different | moves possess inherently different levels
of abstraction as determined by the depth of the sequence they initiate. Here, 16. Be3 $.b6-Q initiates a PM-sq of the f.b6-Q. If 16…Qc6, 17.
Bb5 $ ! entombs | the Q, therefore 16…Rc5 <int $> is forced and after 17. Na4 $$ ! a full R will be lost for the N (+2). This move requires a
depth | vision of at least 3 full turns, or 5-6 ply, in order to resolve, placing it firmly in the third | layer of abstraction.

H2S4 H3S1: Levels of abstraction as a chain of causality:
X-ref: <Ch-8 H2S7 H3S2>

H2S4 H3S2: Sheep vs. Wolves:
⭐ EZ Directive # Users should focus on task-based connections.

== It is important to recognize that if we are not workers within the thought sphere, but rather users, then we are not responsible for venturing
into unknown territory or testing new connections during our games. We simply need to “hold onto the iron rod” of our past learnings, of
specific operations into the thought sphere to retrieve a particular evaluation, definition, or procedure to use back on the surface, the field of
perception and sensory input. For example, consider the work of a librarian: she is prompted by a library portal request to search for the name
of the most recent publication by Chess University and enters the thought space, whether virtual, human, or hybrid, crossing perhaps a level
or two of abstraction, to retrieve the name Material in Chess and returns to field of perception to type the characters into another program.
Her connection to this location in thought sphere, a name, a book, and a connection between them that the name is assigned to the book as
a representation in text, is a single lane tunnel that contains a return route back to surface directly from the location of the name in thought
space, and therefore this simple connection provides no possibility of getting lost, and therefore no possibility of disruption. ==

⭐ EZ Directive # Workers should focus on research-based connections:

Consider, however, alternatively, the role of a worker in the thought sphere, whose connection to the name Material in Chess is not simply a
retrieval task for the library, but rather one of composition, and therefore he needs to know the exact derivation for why material in chess a
good name and why it is assigned to this particular book. This is a much higher complexity connection to the same piece of information, with
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complexity here defined in terms of number of connections to other information, and these connections may also be structured differently with,
for instance, fast tracks to regions of unexplored and novel thought or regions of dense thought that may be dangerous for the untrained or
unspecialized to explore due to lacks of knowledge of connections, usability, and significance, The form of the procedure of how to arrive, use,
and return an item in the thought space is essential to memorize as a higher rated chess player and therefore a worker in the thought space.

H2S4 H3S3: Manipulating levels of abstraction in competition,
psychological attacks, defense, and preparation:
⭐ Directive: Provide clear social guidelines for when attempts to manipulate another individual’s thought space experience is
permissible.

In competitive environments, players are not responsible for providing a productive experience through the thought space for the opponent,
and may even seek to attack the thought space connections of the opponent in order to induce various forms of error that have a
psychological basis. To be clear, we are providing means for thought space combat in these time bound, TD-directed, double opt-in situations
and not in others, especially for environments in which peer productivity and collaboration are important. The general goal is to optimize for
the opponent to have a high wasted thought (d.this) ratio and effectively reduce the amount of time they can effectively use to come up with
movement decisions during the game. Defenses: 1) Run a 3 second back check in your brain to remember what you were thinking or said 3
seconds ago, every second, such that every second that passes, you run that 3 second back check. In the beginning, this will seem tedious,
but over time, your back check will become highly reduced such that it will be only a glimmer in your experience, called to attention when
required for a verification. 2) Run quick and full scans, ref Microsoft Windows Defender, through your own mind, a process known as
“meditation”, and clear out unused elaborations.

H2S4 H3S4: Fractal recursive Universe Zoom
Theory:
The PDE of the 2022 human is having a paradigm with which to process information overload.
You’re coping and not thriving. It’s not possible for a 3 pound, finite brain to process a much larger
Universe without organization. Why is chess designed such that it has as many possibilities as
there is information in the Universe? Paradigm (n.) = “a worldview underlying the theories and
methodology of a particular scientific subject.” Just because it’s a simplification doesn’t mean it can
be expressed in one sentence re: the Bible. Just like Lego blocks, the Lego blocks are a pile of
mess on the floor when they are not connected. Unknown⇒ radiation⇒ subatomic particles⇒
electrons, neutrons, protons⇒ atoms⇒ molecules⇒ cells⇒ tissue full=| organs⇒
creatures full=| humans⇒ groups full=| societies⇒ nations⇒ alliances⇒ planets⇒ solar
systems⇒ galaxies⇒ the Universe⇒ the Multiverse⇒ unknown, maybe loops back around.

(D) - an algorithmically generated infinite “fractal zoom”, ref: Wikipedia.

Ch-8: H2S5: Connections:
X-ref: <Ch. 20 H2S1> This chapter on logic contains various connections to other parts of the book. For example, conditions are often used in
logical processes and the conclusions of a logical process may be the establishment of a condition. The inevitable progression of logic and
history may result in the product of notation, which can be implemented into language. Logic is the process that is used in calculation, which
can be seen very much as a continuation of this chapter. In depth: the logical structure of a connection: #MIC contains, often, at the start of
each section, a quoted reference # to another section in which the same block of text is copy pasted # from that other section and into the
one in which the quote is then pasted #. Although the quote is identical to the section that was written in the chapter from which the quote was
copied from, a form of duplication, ref: <ch. 32 h2s1> the resulting continuation, or what is discussed, following the quote, or the logical
lead-up to the quote, will be different across each chapter. In this way, the quotes that are used in multiple chapters as mergers are
modularized in that they can be extracted to exist in multiple environments #, and moreover, they serve as a hinge connection point, such that
one has a foundation to begin reading a different section by leveraging the competency that one has already accumulated in the other section
in which the same quote is found. Ref: Ch. 16 AC H2S2 The structure of a connection between two discrete logical arguments is a similarity,
which can be identical, or otherwise bearing some resemblance with underlying identical aspects, that can be used as a hinge in
understanding. Ultimately, the purpose of a connection is to facilitate understanding, and therefore, it benefits the user to have familiarity with
the identical aspect from one context in order to benefit from recognizing it in another. The initial discomfort that one has from encountering
brand new material is not necessarily in difficulty, which may be equal or less than the most challenging topic that one has tackled previously,
but simply in a lack of familiarity, or more granularly, the absence of the ability to recognize any aspects of that new material as familiar.
Connections ease this process by providing the reader with a certain proportion of familiar elements, which can boost one’s self-esteem in
navigating the unknown terrain. == More so than pedagogy, connections has important implications on #research, as even the presence of a
single connection between two fields that were previously disconnected can facilitate a high rate of knowledge transfer between the two fields;
once established, that flow of knowledge can in natural consequence # lead to the laying down of further bridges |= full <ref: Ch. 10 NT
H2S6>

A bridge is a physical representation of a logical connection, facilitating exchange between two
discrete bodies, in this case knowledge rather than physical islands. Image ref:
https://www.britannica.com/technology/bridge-engineering. Connections beget further connections
and therefore, the most significant one is the first one; bridges are an interesting 3-dimensional
form of connection found in otherwise the flat world of 2-dimensional thought space <ref: ch. 14 ES
H3S3 intro>, but we can see an underlying similarity, a sort of “connect-ception”, to use the
colloquial, in that bridges, like logical connections, are shared by the two sides, as neither side of

the bridge can claim to own it, and both have it in common. In other words, the same bridge serves both sides, being “identical” in one sense
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to itself, not needing two copies, despite belonging to both, itself a unique logical form. Below, the establishment of a single bridge across the
Allegheny River in Pittsburgh led, in the future, to more bridges as the flow of resources from one side and vice versa # increased demand
for traffic #. // Cont.

The “Three Sisters Bridge” in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania; the Roberto Clemente (6th St.), the
Andy Warhol (7th St.), and the Rachel Carson (9th
St.), all across the Allegheny River to downtown.
Ref:
https://mbakerintl.com/project/three-sisters-bridges.

H2S5 H3S1: Hinges:
A hinge is a connection that is also a transition, akin
to a highway | on-ramp. Right: A top-down aerial view
<x-ref: ch. 2 H2S5> of a highway on ramp in
Jacksonville, Florida. Source: Reddit. The on-ramp

connects two throughways #, the road from which the on ramp sources cars or departs from,
and the highway slicing through the city. In this sense, it is connecting two bodies of travel like
a bridge, but it also has a particular one-way structure such that the road that it connects
to is of a different quality that the road it connects from, although that one-way property can be
in either direction # A hinge moment, in a narrative sense, is discussed in <X-ref: Ch-8 H2S3 H3S1>, also known as a “watershed” moment,
the hinge connects two eras but also serves as a transition, such that the connected-to era is qualitatively different than the connected from.
Another example of a hinge in history is the massive asteroid-driven extinction event that connects the Cretaceous era in biological history
with the Tertiary era, and the evidence for this event can be found in part in the geologic record by a thin layer of sediment between the rock
boundaries of the two eras, and evidence of an extinction event is additionally demonstrated # by the significant change on special #
composition found in the fossil records of these two rock layers. == An example of a hinge move in chess is a move that causes the transition
from a board position that can be classified in one particular phase of the game to a board position that can be classified in another phase,
such as the transition between the conversion phase <r: ch. 1 H2S3> and the checkmate phase <r: ch. 1 H2S4>. In depth ##: conversion x
checkmate phase hinge: // pull or push, either way, write a mini-in depth that crosses both

H2S5 H3S2: Mergers x film studies:
A merger is a connection event after which a branching occurs, or prior, such that the contextual narrative around the merger is not identical
but there are references via identical element in the merger section itself. == An example of a merger can be found in Christopher Nolan’s
filmography, specifically between the films Inception <2012> and Dunkirk <2017>. Further adding to the richness of the merger is that these
two films share a common actor, Irish actor Cillian Murphy, who also makes a brief cameo in Nolan’s 2008 classic, The Dark Knight, as
one of the impostor Batmen in the opening fight scene and later, in The Dark Knight Rises <2012> as the judge of the revelations sequence.

10:18 in The Dark Knight Rises 2:32:08 length edition, rentable on YT, showing an unmasked
Cillian Murphy posing as a vigilante Batman. Murphy also plays thematic villain Scarecrow in
Batman Begins <2005>. In general, his role in Nolan’s films is as an ambiguous, principle-driven
villain who is foiled by the protagonist. In addition to the commonality of actor, the two scenes in
Inception and Dunkirk that merge with each other share an additional | commonality of a
dream-like sequence in which something appears to manifest from nothing, and a character is
discovered <r: ch. 32 +S: H2S2> by others having also descended from another dimension.

23:16 in the 1:46:34 length version of Nolan’s Dunkirk (YT), Murphy is found by the rescue boat
crew led by Mr. Dawson, played by Mark Rylance <Goodman r: ch. H2S1 H3S2 H4S1> Finding a
man overboard from a sunken ship of unknown sinking time is quite like discovering an alien from
another dimension, or diving into another layer | of the dream world as in Inception. One has no
idea of the events that preceded his location, only that the man is now co-occupying the same
space and time as the rescue boat in this moment # Accordingly, the boat crew of the rescue boat
reacts with the data they have at hand, casting a rope to the stranded Murphy, who seems
apathetic to whether he is rescued, perhaps, having PTSD from the preceding events, has already

accepted whatever fate may come about, or having some prior knowledge that he would end up in Dawson’s boat. Murphy’s subsequent
attempts to take over the boat seem incongruent with any gratitude that he should feel from this miraculous rescue. Fin. Mergers in chess are
known concretely as transpositions, in which two different preceding various result in an identical board position. In depth: a pseudo
transposition between two high level games: // find an example in which two GM games both resulted in the same pawn structure <x-ref>,
potentially from different openings
In depth ##: The Endings of the Gospels of the New Testament of the Bible x The Book of 3 Nephi in the Book of Mormon
The Latter Day Saints Church is a prominent protestant sect in the United States <r: ch. 0 H2S10> with 6.7 million members in the U.S,
approximately 2% of the American population, and a particularly active group with a much higher than average weekly attendance than the
US avg. == Uniquely from other protestant sects, and even Catholicism and the Eastern Orthodox church, the Latter Day Saints church
regards significant volumes of text, proportional in length to a Testament # in the Bible, including the Doctrine and Covenants and the Book of
Mormon as Scripture, and these texts as classified as Scripture in the LDS Library mobile app for iOS and Android. Source: I spent 3 years
from July 2019 to July 2022 qualifying to become a member of the Latter Day Saints church, attending Sunday Worship 25+ times and
meeting with missionaries 10+ times for a total of nearly 100 hours of exposure in the church doctrine, and another 100 hours or so of offline
content consumption on Church sponsored mobile apps and YouTube channels. As a result of their regarding of several non-Bible texts as
doctrinal | Scripture, the Latter Day Saints church maintains a controversial belief, among others, that Jesus Christ, the prophet |
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Messiah, “King of the Jews”, and Holy Savior who was born to the Virgin Mary in Nazareth in the year marked as 1 AD and was
subsequently crucified in the Roman-controlled city of Jerusalem by Pontius Pilate, a Roman governor. == It is well-known in the Christian
canon, and this is a ubiquitous belief that, unlike most of the other facts of the life of Jesus Christ, is not corroborated by the academic field
of history, Jesus Christ was resurrected following his crucifixion, which was a historical event #, and appeared to his remaining followers for a
period of about 30 days, in Biblical time, to continue his ministry before returning to Heaven supernaturally # Other aspects of the
resurrection, one of the central events of all Christianity, and is covered in each of the four Gospels, Mark, Matthew, Luke, and John,
include the fact that Jesus underwent an apparent physical transformation during his burial in the stone-enclosed tomb and appears whiter, as
well as brighter, to Mary, who found him initially, than before. == The Eastern Orthodox church additionally believes that, as part of the three
period day of Christ’s death #, he descended into Hell itself, depicted in Harrowing of Hades, a fresco # in the Chora Church, a Greek
Orthodox church located in Istanbul, raising Adam and Eve <r: Wikipedia, “Harrowing of Hell”> The Latter Day Saints Church adds upon
the traditional Christian canon in declaring, in the Book of Mormon, an ancient | prophetic book translated by early 19th century prophet
Joseph Smith, that Christ additionally appeared, following his resurrection and second appearance to the Jews in the Roman-controlled
Middle East, an additional time to the segregation of Israelites that had sailed, before Christopher Columbus in the 15th century, to the
Americas for a period of only a few days in about 34 AD, but taking his time to give them important messages and holding gatherings that are
described analogously to those in Jerusalem. 10 And when the disciples had done this, Jesus said unto them: Blessed are ye for this thing
which ye have done, for this is fulfilling my commandments, and this doth witness unto the Father that ye are willing to do that which I have
commanded you. 3 Nephi 18, Book of Mormon. == The appearance of Christ following his death and crucifixion # in both Scriptures
represents a merger, a reference to the same event, the conquering of death and reappearance on Earth of Christ, but with a branching <r: ch.
15 H2S3> into two separate outcomes: the tales of the nascent # spread of Christianity to the Gentiles by the remaining apostles and the
seven Deacons, Stephen, Philip, Procorus, Nicanor, Timon, Parmenas, and Nicolas <r: Acts 6, NIV> in the old continent, and a descent
into strife and eventual extinction by war # of the Nephites in the new world. == This theological merger itself connects to the merger we
examined in the preceding chess | in depth <fbno> in that it is a singular moment, analogous to a board position, that was arrived at from two
different developmental | phases and subsequently branched into two different endings. This class of merger is not the only one possible #, as
two games may also branch into separate endings at a certain point from the same opening sequence, or two games can merge from different
openings via transposition and continue to converge # into exactly the same ending, although rare.

Ch-8: L, H2S6: Sentence | structure:
H2S6 H3S1: Subjects:
MIC: Subjects are nouns that refer to objects #defd, which is the | | thing | that the sentence is about. Sentences may contain multiple |
subjects, as when a group #defd or pair of antagonists are doing something , although | traditionally, additional subjects | | after the | first |
are referred to as “objects”.

H2S6 H3S2: Predicates:
MIC: Predicates are verbs that refer to what the subject(s) in the sentence are doing.

H4S1: Nouns in predicates:
U-Chicago<5-17> A noun or pronoun that follows a be-verb and refers to the same thing as the subject is called a predicate nominative
{my show dogs are Australian | shepherds} (Australian | shepherds is a predicate | nominative). Generally, a sentence's predicate is the
part that contains a verb and makes an assertion about the subject.
H4S2: Adjectives in predicates:
An adjective can be used as <U-Chicago 5-78>: a predicate adjective, following a linking verb: {“I am ready”}, but <5-81> ⭐ modifies the
subject. If an adjective | in the predicate modifies a noun or pronoun in the predicate, it is not a predicate adjective. For example, in “the
train will be late” the adjective | late modifies the subject train. But in “the train will be here at a late | hour” the adjective | late modifies the
noun hour, not the subject, train. So even though it occurs in the predicate, it is not known as a predicate adjective, which, by definition,
follows a linking | verb.

H3S3: Infinitives in predicates:
U-Chicago<5-104>: Infinitives | defined. An infinitive | verb, also called the verb's root or stem, is a verb that in its principal uninflected
form may be preceded by to eg: 1) “to dance” 2) “to dive”. In the active voice, to is generally dropped when the in finitive follows an auxiliary |
verb {you must | flee} and can be dropped af ter several principal verbs, such as bid, dare, feel, hear, help, let, make, need, and see eg: “You
dare | say that to me!”. But when the infinitive follows one of these | verbs in the passive voice, to | should be retained eg: 1) he cannot be
heard to | deny it 2) they cannot be made to listen. The to should also be retained after ought. U-Chicago: 3) a predicate | complement: “to
race | home”.

H4S4-8: // cont-v5.

H2S6 H3S3: Punctuation:
X-ref ch.10-H2S5. U-Chicago<2010><6-29>: Commas with compound | predicates. A comma is not normally | used between the parts of a
compound | predicate-that is, two or more verbs having the same | subject, as distinct from two independent | clauses (see 6.28). A
comma may occasionally be | needed, however, to prevent a misreading, eg: She recognized the man who entered the room, and gasped.
No comma: He printed out a week's worth of crossword puzzles and arranged them on his clipboard. Fin.v4-2.

H2S6 H3S4: Clauses:
H4S1: Qualifying clauses:
U-Chicago<12-22>: Qualifying | clauses may be presented in several ways. If the main expression is displayed, the qualifying clause may
also be displayed (separated from the expression by an em space or more): If f is a constant | function, then f'(a)=0, for all a∈ R. MIC: In
the preceding | example, yellow highlight indicates a qualifying | clause, which applies conditions to the applicability of the main
expression, in green. Eg-2<U-Chicago>: Suppose that the prime | factorization of the integer a is given by a=p1

K1…Pr
Kr, where the pi ; are

distinct | prime numbers and ki >  0. Fin.v4-2.
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H2S6 H3S5: Modifiers, Prepositions:
H4S1: Elision | comma:
U-Chicago<6-49>: A comma is often used to indicate the omis sion of a word or words readily | understood from the context. In Illinois
there are seventeen such schools; in Ohio, twenty; in Indiana, thirteen.

H4S2: Possessive with gerund:
U-Chicago<7-26> A noun followed by a gerund<Google: a form of a verb that ends in -ing that is used as a noun> may take the possessive
form in some | contexts. This practice, usually limited to proper names and personal nouns or pronouns, should be used with caution.
The possessive is most | commonly used when the gerund, rather than the | noun that precedes it can be considered to be the subject of a
clause, eg, “Fathers' assuming the care of children has changed the traditional household | economy.” Fathers is clearly the subject of
the sentence and as suming is a participle (verb form), rather than a gerund (noun form); the possessive would therefore be incorrect.
MIC: In the MIC.grammar-system, the word “fathers’” in the example sentence would be an adjective, modifying the gerund-verb,
assuming, which is considered a noun.

H4S3: Eight parts of speech:
U-Chicago<5-3>: Traditional | grammar has held that there are eight parts of speech: nouns, pronouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs,
preposi tions, conjunctions, and interjections.

H4S4-8: //.cont-v4

H2S6 H3S6: Validity:
<Britannica, a-r>: In logic, the property of an argument, consisting in the fact that the truth of the premises logically guarantees the truth
of the conclusion. Whenever the premises are true, the conclusion must be true, because of the form of the argument. <skip>: Where the
support yields high | probability of the conclusion relative to the premises, such arguments are sometimes called inductively | valid.
Fin.v4-2.

H2S6 H3S7: Accuracy:
<Britannica, a-r>: If a deductive argument is to succeed in establishing the truth of its conclusion, two quite distinct conditions must be met:
first, the conclusion must really follow from the premises—i.e., the deduction of the conclusion from the premises must be logically
correct—and, second, the premises themselves must be true. An argument meeting both these conditions is called sound. MIC: Accuracy is a
property, that is evaluated, of the premises of an argument, one of the two necessary | conditions of soundness, Premises can either be
logical | syllogisms, which are circular, or facts from observation. Fin.v4-2.

H2S6 H3S8: Inference:
X-ref ch.4-CM,H3S2.H4S2, variables. MIC: Inference is the process of reaching conclusions from premises, using the catalog of tools, we
have at our disposal, to make logical | transitions. The correctness of 1) the logical | tool, 2) the selection of the correct | tool, for the
situation, and 3) the application of that tool is evaluated in the property of validity of the argument. Logical inference can be facilitated
by the use of equations, in which a standard | form <Hintikka et al., a-r>, first provided by Aristotle, is provided, and the user has to
substitute the parameters in the equations with variables that pertain to his case. Such equations are known within discrete | mathematics
as rules of inference <Baker 2013, a-r> Fin.v4-2.

Ch-8: L H2S7: Deduction:
(1) In the initial position White, because of the extra move, has a slight advantage. (2) Consequently: White’s problem in the opening is to
secure the better position while, c-2: (3) Black’s problem is to secure equality. GM Reuben Fine pg-2 <a-r> White to move, the h2 pawn is
moving down the board. One move draws, the other one loses. It's more important to be able to explain why than simply write the move.
Have at it ! Feel free to take a look. == Yeah that's a solid hint. This is a cat and mouse game between the f-King and the s-Knight,
basically. == Another note that is a derivative of your color alternation observation is that a N will always check in the opposite square of its
occupation in the check b-p. == Let's see if this helps anyone find the answer. == Yeah that's a good way to think about it. From the dark
square start it'll take by definition of a N's movement an odd number of moves for it to check a dark square, so every 1, 3, 5 etc. moves it'll
check a dark square, from its move, so you also want to be on a dark square in the 1st, 3rd, and 5th moves of yours because you want to get
checked rather than zugzwanged:

H2S7 H3S1: The N-color alteration theorem:
// include this in the deduction section:
Yeah there's two key principles of a N movement that it teaches: 1) The N changes color every move. 2) The
N only attacks a different color than it occupies. From 1) and 2), 3) The N always checks the color that it
moved from in a move.
This is also the most elementary example of deduction in chess, using 2 premises to reach a conclusion.
Pulled from ch. 5 mobility mobility range analyses
A further deduction:
Add 4) 3 - 2 and 2 - 1 triangulation requires a zi to be able to reach a sq that it would have been able to reach
in n moves in n + 1 moves <ref: ch. 57 TOZ H2S1>
1) + 4) = 5) A N is not capable of 3 - 2 or 3 - 1 triangulation because it cannot reach in n + 1 moves any
square that it can reach in n moves, from 1)

https://www.britannica.com/topic/logic
https://www.britannica.com/topic/argument-logic
https://www.britannica.com/topic/truth-philosophy-and-logic
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/premises
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H2S7 H3S2: Deduction, chess x paleontology x physics x biology x
chemistry: The Great K-T Extinction Event:
MIC: Alvarez, Walter<b-1940> and Luis Alvarez’s<b-1911> collaborated | deduction # <fbno> leading to the scientific theory with respect
to # the historical | fact of the Great K-T Extinction Event is a famous | example of the use of deduction in empirical science, as well as
an important merger between their application of Logic and multiple scientific fields, the evidence from all of which supported the hypothesis
that later became a theory. == Alvarez<a-r>: Second, we would like to find the crater produced by the impacting object. Only three craters, 100-km or
more in diameter, are known. Two of these (Sudbury and Vredefort), are of Precambrian age. For the other, Popigay crater in JSiberia, a stratigraphic age of
Late Cretaceous to Quaternary and a potassium-aragon date of 28.8 million years (no further details given) have been reported (72,73). Examination of this
event as well as the scientific work around it # reveals the distinction between a fact and a theory in science. MIC: Geologists are one branch
of science that contributed an important piece of evidence to the Alvarez theory, a discovery that the sedimentary | rock, corresponding via
dating techniques # to the Cretaceous and Tertiary layers # contained vastly different fossil records, as well as a disappearance of
approximately 70% of the species fossilized in the Tertiary<66-mn to 2.6-mn yr-ago><Britannica> layer from the Cretaceous<145.5-mn to
65.5-mn, Berkeley> layer. == Alvarez<a-r>: Thus, Popigay crater is probably too young, and at 100-km-diameter, probably also too small, to be the C-T
impact site. There is about a ⅔ probability that the object fell in the ocean. Since the probable diameter of the object, 10-km, is twice the typical oceanic
depth, a crater would be produced on the ocean bottom, and pulverized rock would be ejected. MIC: Something had to explain the fact of this change in
what was discovered # as fossil records in between the two layers, and evolutionary | biologists provided the well-accepted theory, even by
the time that the Alvarez’s started their investigation, that an extinction | event had occurred, using their own application of deduction. What
Luis, a Nobel-prize winning physicist and Walter, a geologist, set out to prove was not that an extinction | event had occurred, but rather the
cause of that extinction, a secondary why that connected the base fact to a second layer of abstraction <r: Ch-8 H2S4 H3S1> Alvarez:
However, in this event, we are unlikely to find the crater, since the bathymetric information is not sufficiently detailed, and since a substantial portion of the
pre-Tertiary ocean has been subducted. In order to prove the cause #, Alvarez had to elicit two more pieces of evidence drawn from other fields:
Post, MIC: Alvarez’s eventual hypothesis of an asteroid | strike resembles the process of solving a chess puzzle, narrowing | down, from
exponential | possibilities #, to a single line, by ruling out possibilities, as evidence came in, but also, generating | new ideas, from the
evidence.

H2S7 H3S3: Deductive philosophical retrieval:
Dedicated to Kale Johnson, a designer and saleswoman at Minute
Press, Williamsville. == This wordy title refers very granularly to a
process that occurs inside the brain during calculation. As with other
mental processes described in MIC <ch-20 H2S3 H3S6: visual-spatial
ability is tied to retrieval>, the rate with which deductive philosophical
retrieval occurs increases as overall skill increases. D.p-r is a form of
auto-retrieval in that the cue for retrieval is self-generated rather than
externally-provided; however, the cue is not completely detached from an
objective empirical, as, for example, a chess player is working on the
solution to a puzzle: [D, a diagram from WGM Adriana Nikolova
<Lokomotiv 2,000, Plovdiv, the second largest city in BGR>] This
diagram was live-captured by me while watching wgmadriana’s strim.

Adriana: If it's our turn, we are in Zugzwang. How to block out Kingside pawns? Every push will be precise and important. MIC: If this were
an IQ exam, then Adriana would have a 1,000x advantage due to her knowledge of 1) Zugzwang, 2) blockades, and at least 10 different
granular endgame techniques,that she already considered using, from glancing at this puzzle for a few seconds, like a doctor diagnosing an
MRI scan. Without these mental models, it may take hours, even days, to solve this puzzle, by a complete novice, using guess-and-check
methods. Therefore, her domain-specific “IQ” here, would be 100,000 if the average is 100, and if IQ correlates directly with time to solve.

H4S1: D.a-r is a process that alternates with deduction [1-m+]:
Cue -> retrieve -> apply retrieved to cue -> deduce -> retrieve🤖; if sufficiently extrapolated and organized, this 5 part
loop can fit neatly within human working memory limits #np Steps 2-4 can be looped ad-infinitum, and step 5 represents
the first step of a first looping of 2-4. The result is that the Grandmaster is seeing not only the board, but cascading |
layers of mental paradigms being bughoused on top of the board, but these layers are not built-into working memory,
after working memory is used to load this layered | perception; rather, they are being built into the visual processing
brain, which, being as it accounts for ½ of calculation capacity, and that the human brain has 7 exaflops of calculation
capacity, according to a deduction made by Dr. Jin Feng <University of Buffalo, neuroscience> in PGY 451 <ch-9
H2S2 H3S2>, which is 17 times greater than the measured capacity of Fugaku, a Tokyo supercomputer. [D, a node
of Fugaku, called “PRIMEHPC FX1000”, on display at the 2019 ACM/IEEE Supercomputing Conference] Japan
Times <a-r>: Fugaku uses about 30 megawatts <compared to 20 Watts, human brain, r: Dr. Feng> at full power.
About 160,000 A64FX microprocessors are used in Fugaku, and the chip is also being used by the supercomputer
manufacturer Cray Inc. (a subsidiary of Hewlett Packard Enterprise Co.), marking the first time in history that a
Japanese supercomputer chip has been utilized by an American supercomputer manufacturer, Matsuoka

<University of Tokyo, 1986, a-r> said. 3.5 exaflops is certainly magnitudes more than our working memory, which points to an intriguing
aspect of the hardware architecture of the human brain <#np>; this limitation of w-m is obviously not due to an overall lack of processing
power, but, presumably, by the principles of evolutionary biology, there must be diminishing returns for more than 7 w.m-slots #np-2.
The key point is that: H4S2:

H4S2: Working memory slots can contain mainframe digits or extrapolated containers:
It must be the case # that our w-m can work directly with retrieval by the following mechanism: a cue is stored in w-m, and this cue can be a
single digit, which matches consensus psychology, however, this cue can refer to a mental model that is significantly more data, in terms
of a byte count, than the cue itself, which perfectly | explains how humans can play competitively, even against top supercomputers, in chess
up to 30-40 moves. Otherwise, the gap between 7 and 8 GB is incomprehensible, and this fact begs the question: which design is more

https://emojipedia.org/robot/
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intelligent? The difference in design 1) may be married to hardware <ch-9 H2S2 H3S1> #np-3 and 2) explain why humans and computers
alternate in task superiority #np-4.

H4S3: W-m slots are continuously being cycled to new containments during calculation:
In order for a 7 slot w-m to produce complex conclusions, it must be the case that these 7 slots do not, in the total process of calculation,
contain, ever, #, only 7 things; rather, there must be a reductive process, in which 7 is reduced to 1, and 6 are added, or swapping, and this
is a key area of further research. A question is to what is responsible for the act of swapping out: one of the slots, or some other
mechanism?

H4S4: The working memory cycling loop gradually loads the visual perception system:
<x-ref: ch-42 H2S2> The process, expressed verbally, that Adriana uses to work through the problem at hand is itself instructive. Each
subsequent statement 1) is logically connected to the previous, such that it could not have been stated “from air” and 2) does not replace the
previous. For instance, the fact that we must play to blockade the Kingside is related to the mine squares Zugzwang <ch-56, H2S3 H3S3
H4S1 #np>

H4S5: Human calc-capac is scalable:
Due to the loop of d.p-r and working memory slot reduction =syn.here <fbno> | extrapolations, there is no known limit to the scalability of
human calc-capac, and this is an important aspect of adaptability; it is untenable for biological evolution to produce unscalable faculties that
cannot meet the unexpected demands of natural selection #np Hardware computers do not have this requirement, because they are
protected by humans against the elements.

H4S6: Loaded v.p-s leads to sensory experience of seeing concepts #np:
When a novice to chess looks at D.1-H3S3, they will see colored squares and 10 | figurines. When Adriana sees the same position, she
sees all that the novice sees #np, but also she sees no Kingside majority for either side, and she sees Zugzwang in the mined squares
complex on the Queenside. Once the d.p-r loop has loaded these mental models from her memory into her active visual perception, she is
able to act upon these concepts at bullet speed, and they are built into her reaction time #np-2

H4S7: Deductions made from augmented perception triggers next retrieval #np:
Once the first layer of additional perception has been loaded into Adriana’s visual perception system, she will see the situation differently
than she did the split second prior # and, as such, she continuously re-evaluates <ch-12> the b.p-hand as these perception updates are
coming in # Again, the fact that her perception is updating is reflected in her continued | monologue, and each subsequent statement is a
layer deeper <H2S4> than the preceding. The phenomena of visual perception | loading, combined with the action of mirror neurons,
could explain half of operational state transference <ch-47 H2S1> #np During this re-evaluation, she will notice something about the
position that she did not notice before, as the v.p-s update has slightly | changed her curation criteria and priority hierarchy. This additional
noticed | cue will trigger another | retrieval, which loads another mental model from her memory as the next layer in the v.p-s meta. V2: #np:
Initial cue <provided-externally> -> involuntary-retrieval -> [mental model loaded to visual system] apply retrieved to cue and re-evaluate ->
deduce, leading to next | cue -> retrieve Fin-v3

H4S8: We have not nearly reached the v.p-s loading limit:
If our v.p-s has a max capacity of 3.5 exaflops, then the fact that the chess community, as of 500 years since the introduction of chess to
Europe, has only reached a third layer of deduction, indicates that we have not even reached 1% of the limit to which our v.p-s can be
loaded with additional deductive model layers. Moreover, the models in our brains can be continuously reduced <ch-9> to occupy less of
the v.p-s’s processing capacity when it is loaded #np

Ch-8: L H2S8: The structure of arguments and proofs:
X-ref: <ch. 19> In depth 1: proving your idea correct in an extended | tactical sequence: // GM game example
In depth 2: proof that sin θ < θ for θ > 0 # X-ref: <ch. 12 H2S2 H3S2> // https://youtu.be/FtQl1gAo12E?t=634 10:34 here

Ch-8: L H2S9: The process of elimination:
H2S9 H3S1: The logical structure of the process of elimination:
write a proof / logical argument in official MIC syntax: This will increase every MC exam you take by 10%

Ch-8: L: Definitions:
Deduction (n.) = Logic is a method for advancing arguments from premises. Induction (n.) = Whereas science, stereotypically, is an
empirical pursuit, and requires a physical process of gathering data from experiments, logic can be a process that is conducted totally in the
abstract. Elaboration (n.) = Logic is also a tool, that scientists | use, in their formation of Conclusions. Inevitable progression of logic
(n.) = a theory within logic theory, one of the proposed conclusions of the linear progression of logic theory, an idea that all conclusions are
inevitable if one follows a particular line of thinking; Ex. Agent A has been down the line of thinking that is typically required of someone before
they agree that it’s a good idea to join the FBI. Agent B has been down the same path. Agent A recognizes that Agent B has, due to the
inevitable progression of logic, reached all of the same conclusions that he did along this particular line of thinking to agree that it’s a good
idea. Linear progression of logic (n.) = a theory within logic theory that all conclusions are the premises of subsequent arguments, that all
conclusions can be traced back to an original argument, and that all knowledge therefore exists within this linear progression. Fine <pg-215>:
From what has been said there is one all-important conclusion to be drawn: Reti’s <1889 - 1929, prominent author and composer, a principal
proponent of hypermodernism> original thought of provoking a center advance by Black is in conviction that the Pawns would later prove
weak has to be discarded because with any kind of reasonably good | defense by Black, his center remains as strong as ever. Thought
space frame work (n.) = a particular system of connections among information in thought space that seeks to provide accessibility. Ex.
Thought space frame work to thought space is not a one to one mapping, as there may be more than one way to frame work. Connections
(n.) = a road between two thoughts or regions in thought space, of logic, that allows users and workers to use that particular thought as a
premise or conclusion to reach other thoughts that are connected as conclusions or premises to that thought. Task-based connection (n.) = a
connection to a thought that is associated with a specific directive to use it, without other connections. Research-based connection (n.) = a

https://youtu.be/FtQl1gAo12E?t=634
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connection to a thought that contains its root to origin, list of connections, date markers, elaboration expansion icons, and other non-task
based directives. Bottleneck (n.) = a region in thought space through which movement is slow, but nevertheless is necessary, and thereby
slows down all thought space operations that must pass through that region. Specificity bottleneck (n.) = a region in thought space that has
a high demand for specificity and therefore can be a bottleneck for individuals who are not trained for that level of specificity or not specialized
in the details of that specific region. Thought space encounter (n.) = a meeting of two individuals who are occupying different regions of the
thought space.
Properties of an interaction

- Properties of an interaction, initiation
- Double opt in (n.) = a form of interaction in which both users have to opt in independently for the interaction to begin.

Components of thought space (n.) =
- Field of sensory input, perception (n.) = the region of thought space that deals with sensory input.
- Regions of unexplored and novel thought (n.) = the frontier of the human thought sphere within thought space, where the latest

thoughts are forming from the most adjacent chunks of raw and unprocessed data we have. The regions of unexplored and novel
thought are the nebulae of thought space.

- Dense (n.) = regions of thought that contain many connections.
- Connections (n.) = a road between two thoughts or regions in thought space, of logic, that allows users and workers to use that

particular thought as a premise or conclusion to reach other thoughts that are connected as conclusions or premises to that thought.
- Task-based connection (n.) = a connection to a thought that is associated with a specific directive to use it, without other

connections.
- Research-based connection (n.) = a connection to a thought that contains its root to origin, list of connections, date

markers, elaboration expansion icons, and other non-task based directives.
Property of a thought (n.)

- Built-in (n.) = a thought that was incorporated into an action.
- Wasted (n.) = a thought that was had, but not incorporated into an action.
- Root to origin (n.) = the logical pathway between a thought and an original premise.

Properties of a human, with respect to thought space:
- User, sheep (n.) = an individual who primarily enters the thought space with task-based connections.
- Worker, wolf (n.) = an individual who primarily enters the thought space with research-based connections.

Thought sphere (n.) = a space that contains all conceivable thoughts.
Accumulation of attention (n.) = time invested into making observations and loading one’s attention capacity.
Minimally reduced complete understanding (n.) = the most compact form of a representation that entirely covers and only covers the meaning
of something. Shatterable mind (n.) = a mind with an insufficient | complexity limit and is thus susceptible to disruptions that will accumulate
attention, or reset its train of consciousness. Notation (n.) = the most concise possible way to express a meaning.
Calculation Operators:

- And if, not forced (op.) = an operator that introduces a move or move sequence in a calculation, indicating that a different move
can be selected in that ply. Only other move (n.) = the only move besides another move.

Reversion check (n.) = at a later depth, no move is found that can stop a threat, after a series of forcing moves to delay the possibility of that
threat, by the threatened | side. The threatened side, or the threatening side, in calculating for the threatened side, must then revert back
through its own forcing sequence, to check if the threat could be stopped at an earlier depth. MIC: for more examples of calculation
reductions, check Calculation⇒ calculation reductions in ch-dict.
Hu <LDS 8/7/22 a-r>: Thought space ancestor (n.) = Hu: One consequence of the linear progression of logic, is that, it predicts, any
individual who has traversed a line of thinking, abbreviated as “thought space”, as oneself, will have, contained in their mind, all the thoughts
that one has had, within that domain, and more. Therefore, that individual can be considered, philosophically, as a “thought.space-ancestor”,
in a domain.specific-fashion. An individual who has generally had all the thoughts that one has had would be a thought space father, in
general, such as one’s parents, other ancestors, and God. Fin-v1
Hu <LDS 8/7/22 a-r>: Determinism: An interesting consequence predicted by deterministic | philosophy is that, if all is known about the
present, or, of any point in the past, or present, that the entirety of past, present, and future, can be determined, via deduction.
<Britannica a-r>: Determinism, in philosophy and science, the thesis that all events in the universe, including | human decisions and
actions, are causally | inevitable. Hu: The concept of thought space ancestry <H4S4> resolves the conundrum in deterministic philosophy
with respect to the compatibility of free will <Britannica> and determinism #n-p. <Britannica>: Contemporary | “soft determinists” have
included the English philosopher G.E. Moore (1873–1958), who held that acting freely means only that one would have acted otherwise had
one | decided to do so (even if, in fact, one could not have decided to do so), and the American philosopher Harry Frankfurt, who argued
that acting freely amounts to identifying with or approving of one’s own desires (even if those desires are such that one cannot help but act on
them).

Ch-8: L: Exercises:
Reading Comprehension:
Chess has an impressive canon of literature and not only requires
a high level of reading comprehension to absorb but also can be a
useful pedagogical tool for teaching it.

Exercise 1:
In My System, Nimzo writes, “9. 0-0 0-0 10. Qe2 e5. <br>
‘Slower’, but more in the style of the opening, was 10…Nh5.”

In this passage, ___ is described as slower than ___.
a) Qe2, e5
b) e5, Nh5

c) Nh5, e5
d) Qe2, O-O

Exercise 2:
In a mistake card that we study, the correct move will always have
a higher or lower p-score (d.eval) than the blunder.

A. Higher
B. Lower
C. Depends on the side
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Ex. 3: Here's the duality of puzzle solving:

In each board position where it's YOUR turn to move, there can only be
<blank.a> valid move.

In each board position where it's your OPPONENT's turn to move,
<blank.b> moves must be refuted.

a) all, 0
b) 1, all
c) 2, all
d) 3, 1
e) 0, 0

Ex. 4: Set up the starting position
for this problem for yourself after 1.
Kxc7 Ne6+ 2. Kc8 ! Nc5 ! 3. B7
Na6:
In this position, there are
<blank-a> legal moves; eliminate
all the legal moves except one
based on the condition <r: ch. 7>
that f cannot win without
promoting a pawn, your
knowledge of technical

liquidations into K + P endgames, and the fact that a Q + K vs. N
+ K scenario would be a W for the strong side.

a) 1
b) 2
c) 3
d) 4
e) 5

Assassination in 2:

Ex-5: [1,450]

Ex-6: [1,300]

Logical reasoning: find missing
link
Exercise #7: Since opposite colored bishops can never enter the squares
of the others’ color complex and can thus never capture / recapture each
other in the same square, they cannot be exchanged for each other in an
exchange in which each one is captured in consecutive ply. True / False.

Ex #8: Rank the following logical statements in a valid chain of
deduction: r: ch-29.

1) A player attacking a P, defended by an abs.pinned-ren,
with a K, N, and B cannot capture in that sq, if it is
defended by a N and a B on the e-side, along with the
abs.pinned-ren.

2) An abs-pinned-ren’s potential check effect is not
debilitated.

3) An e-K cannot move into check.
4) An absolute.pinned-ren is debilitated in its defensive

effect in the face of attacks from any ren.
5) The effect of an abs.pinned-ren is counted if and only

if an e-K is one of the attackers of a
same.side-occupied,sq.

a) 1 and 4 are premises, 5 is irrelevant, and the chain is 3
-> ⅔ -> ⅕.

b) 1 and 3 are premises, 2 is irrelevant, and the chain is 4
-> ⅓ -> 2.

c) 2 and 3 are premises, 4 is irrelevant, and the chain is ⅔
-> 4 -> 1.

d) 5, 2, 1, 4, 3
e) 3, 2, 4, 1, 5

Ex. #9: Which of the following conclusions is not valid given the
premises?
Premise 1:
Premise 2:
Premise 3:

a) // write a conclusion
b) // write a conclusion
c) // write a conclusion
d) // write a conclusion
e) c) and d)

Ex. #10: A logical technique that refers to a form present in two different
works of content, but from which may stem different continuations, is
known as <pick the most specific answer>

a) A bridge
b) A hinge
c) A connection
d) A deduction
e) A merger

History:
To answer questions about chess history, refer to both ch-8 H2S3
<hl> and ch-0 H2S7 <hl>

#11: The first computer to defeat a human WC in a match is called <1>
and was built by the company <2>:

a) Alpha Go, IBM
b) Alpha Zero, Google
c) Alpha Blue, Apple
d) Deep Blue, IBM
e) Deep Zero, Google

#12: The reason that Aron Nimzowitsch published his seminal 1925
book, My System, is because:

a) He wanted to defend the classical school of chess,
which was under attack by the likes of WC Alexander
Alekhine and Savielly Tartakower #

b) He wanted to explain his unique style of moves that
involves besieging the center with nobles rather than
occupying it with pawns, the hyper modern school.

c) He wanted to publish a book that documents the
historical tournament held in Zurich that year, which
selected a world champion challenger for WC Mikhail
Botvinnik.

d) He wanted to document historical advancements in
chess theory, such as the Lucena Position and the
“tablebase”, which would be improved upon later by
Ken Thompson #

e) All of the above.

#13: Which of the following is not a way that chess has evolved since its
introduction to Europe about 600 years ago?

a) New rules have been introduced that change advanced
stages of the game.

b) The N, a noble not found in Ancient versions, was
introduced in order to explain the pythagorean theorem.

c) Tournaments became more frequent, and federations
emerged, to standardize skill-based matchmaking.

d) d)
e) // write more
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#14: Rank the historical chess events in the correct order: X-ref
ch.0-H2S7, H3S1. [0]
1) The double attack is defined. 2) Alexander Alekhine
becomes the W-C 3) A computer defeats the human w-c, for the
first time. 4) Chess is introduced to Persia 5) The discovered
check is termed shāh fī’l kashf or shāh min i’rā.
a) 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 b) 3, 4, 2, 5, 1 c) 4, 1, 5, 2, 3 d) 5, 1, 4, 2, 3 e) 2, 4,
5, 1, 3

Laws of inference:
In 15 and 16, match the matrix property with the correct form, A,
B, and C are matrices of order m x n, and c and d are scalars #

Ex-15:
(A) 1A = A
(B) A + (B + C) = (A + B) + C
(C) (c + d)A = cA + dA
(D) (cd)A = c(dA)
(E) A + B = B + A

i) Distributive Property
ii) Commutative Property of Matrix Addition
iii) Scalar Identity Property
iv) Associative Property of Matrix Addition
v) Associative Property of Scalar Multiplication

Ex-16:
(A) A + O = A
(B) c(AB) = A(cB)
(C) A(B+C) = AB + AC #
(D) A(BC) = (AB)C

i) Distributive Property
ii) Additive Identity of Matrix Addition
iii) Associative Property of Multiplication
iv) Associative Property of Scalar Multiplication

Ex-17: The conditional of q by p is "If p then q" or "p implies q" and is
denoted by p -> q. It is (1) when p is (2) and q is (3); otherwise it is (4).
Multiple answers may be correct.
a) False, false, false, true
b) False, false, true, true
c) False, true, false, true
d) True, true, true, false
e) True, false, true, true

Ex-18: Behold the set of 3 statements below:

A: Yeji will return home at 5 o’clock today.

B: Yuna needs to turn on the oven by 4:30 pm.

C: Lia will fill up her gas tank.

D: John Bartholomew will buy the groceries.

3 logical connections merge these statements (1) if A, then B (2) if
B, then not C, while if not B, then C (3) if not C, then not D, else
nothing will change.

Yeji just called Yakun to inform
him that she’ll be late to return
home today. That means
<multiple-true>

a) Yuna will turn the
oven on later, but still 30
minutes before Yeji returns
home.

b) John Bartholomew
will buy the groceries.

c) John Bartholomew
will not buy the groceries.

d) Nothing will happen.

e) Nothing will change from all of these statements.
Pictured: ITZY Yeji, r: Kpopmap.

Translated to Korean by Ahyeon Cho: 문제 18번. 아래 네 가지
진술을 참고하시오: 가. 예지는 오늘 집에 5시까지 올 것입니다.
나. 유나는 4:30까지 오븐을 켜야 합니다. 다. 리아는 주유를 할
것입니다. 라. 존 바르돌로매는 오늘 장을 볼 것입니다. 3개의
논리적 연결은 이러한 명령문을 병합합니다 (1) 가이면 나 (2)
나이면, 다가 아닌 반면 나가 아니면 다 (3) 다가 아니면 마도
아닌 반면 다른 것은 변경되지 않습니다.
지금 예지는 야쿤에게 전화해 오늘 늦는다고 전했습니다. 그
말인 즉슨: <여러개의 정답이 가능합니다>가) 유나는 조금
있다가 오븐을 켤 것이지만, 그래도 예지가 집에 오기 30분 전에
킬 것입니다.나) 존 바르돌로매가 장을 볼 것입니다.다) 존
바르돌로매가 장을 보지 않을것 입니다.마) 아무 일도 일어나지
않을 것입니다.바) 모든 상황은 바뀌지 않고 그대로 일어날
것입니다.

Assassination in 3+:

Ex-19: [2,600]

Ex-20: [1,450]

Solutions:
Ex. #1: // write solution.

Ex. #2:
Solution:
C: the p-score is negative when the position favors white, and
positive when the position favors black, so whether we would
want a higher or lower p-score depends upon which side the
puzzle is asking us to play with, or we have in a game.

Ex. #3:
A: b)
Ex. #4:
In this position, there are b), 2 legal moves; all of the f-K’s run sqs
are cut off, and that K is immobilized:

F-move. The starting position of
the puzzle with run zone
analysis of the immobilized c8-K
highlighted # This leaves the
P-advances of the f-b and f-c
pawns as the sole legal moves
in the position, and from here
we start our analysis. == The
more concrete and forcing line
to calculate is 4. B8 = Q since
4…Nxb8 is forced, based on the
condition presented in the

puzzle introduction that a N + K vs Q + K endgame is losing for
the Q-possessing side. In general, it makes sense to start by
calculating more forcing variations <r: ch. 59 H2S1> because we
can process lines that contain more forcing moves faster, as a
result of having fewer total moves to consider #; if the line is
winning, then we know it is the puzzle solution, and we will have
achieved the solution in the fastest possible way by considering
the fastest-to-calculate variation first; if the line is not winning,
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then we have wasted the least time by eliminating the
fastest-to-calculate variation first <r: ch. 57 H2S2 H3S3>

The b-p in the hypothetical
variation #, after 4. B8 = Q Nxb8
After 5. Kxb8 here, s has the
opportunity # to step his K
unstoppably # in front of the f-K,
stopping the P’s advance and
assassinating that P to secure
the draw via the path 5…Kd6
followed by 6…Kc5 $c4-P. In
this scenario #, the f-K is too far
removed from his own P to
shoulder <ch. 56 H2S4> the s-K

from this march. This illustrates a particular situation in K + P vs K
endgames, in which it is generally advantageous for the P side to
place his K in front of his pawn, as generally when this advantage
is secured, that side will be able to win, but here, the K is too far
in front of the P, combined with the favorable location of the weak
side K, is unable to then defend that P once it is placed under
attack by the weak-K.

The b-p after 5. Kxb8, indicating
that the s-K will be able to
unstoppably get in front and
assassinate the f.c-P.
Based on this forcing variation
analysis #, we can eliminate the
move 4. B8 = Q ?? as the
answer and therefore select 4.
C5 as the move, knowing the
puzzle has 1 and only 1 #
solution, without even
calculating this line simply by

applying the process of elimination <r: ch.this H2S9 H3S1>
You are welcome to explore this line and explain to yourself the
win on your own time. Fin.

Ex-5: https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/122894890
1…Qc4$.e2-R, $.f4-B! <cond-1>: It’s easy to | spot the
undefended | f4-B, and the temptation is 1…Qd4+? this move,
like 1…Qc4$$!, fulfills the condition of creating a d-a to exploit
this vulnerability, but allows f a get-away: 2.
Be3<1:1><run-$><int+>! <cont-2>: In the 1…Qc4$$ version of
d-a, f has no d.a-r, because a) no.single-zi can move to
🛡-both, b) the e2-R is off.the-color of the B c) the 2 accessible
🛡-roads to the B, are unavailable, due to i) the interposed f3-P,
and the contention of e4 by the c6-B. 2. Rf2<run-$><forced>
Qxf4<+3>

Ex-6: https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/100338818
1…Ra7$.d7-Q(🛡).f7-P!<thr-res> 2. Qd6<run-$>
Nxa2<assass!>. If s does not play 1…Ra7$(🛡) first, then 2.
Qxf7+! Kh8 3. Qf6+ salvages-D by perpet.
Ex. #7:
A: False: A pair of opposite colored bishops, one belonging to
each player, can be exchanged in what is known as an “exchange
of prisoners” exchange in which one is captured, followed by the
other, in consecutive ply, in captures in which different destination
squares are the result, and therefore the fact that they are not
mobile to the same color complex is irrelevant. Ex. d4 K, g7
bishop, a2 P | d5 bishop, g8 K
1. Kxd5 Kxg7 is the only winning line, an “exchange of prisoners”
exchange that results in a resulting board position in which the
first player has an unstoppable passed a-pawn.

Ex. 8: The answer is c)

Ex. 9:

Ex. 10: The answer is e)
Refer to ch-8 H2S5 <hl>.

Ex. 11: The answer is d)

Ex. 12: The answer is b)

Ex. 13: The answer is b)

Ex. 14: The answer is c)

Ex-15: a) iii, b) iv, c) i, d) v, e) ii

Ex-16: a) ii b) iv, c) i, d) iii
Ex-15 and ex-16 are sourced from #:

Larson, Ron, et al. Selected Chapters from Precalculus,
Seventh Edition. Houghton Mifflin, 2007.

Ex-17: c) , b), and d) this problem was composed from the definition of
conditionals
https://www.csm.ornl.gov/~sheldon/ds/sec1.2.html#contrapos

Ex-18: c)

Ex-19:
The exposed nature of the f-K elicits 3 primary branches of
consideration: 1) 24…Qb5+, with the idea of alternating checks
along the a6 \ f1, to force a perpetual, and draw 2) 24…Rxf8+
<+5>, exchanging Rs and looking for chances in the ensuing Q +
B endgame 3) a difficult move to calculate, 24…Bd3 $.c2-P <2:1>
<abs.pin-expl> !, which poses the immediate problem of t-sacking
the d8-R. How can logic help simplify our search, among these
options, for the correct answer? First of all, we can apply a
process of elimination: if we know ⅔ are incorrect, then the
remaining choice must be correct. Next, we can apply a baseline
reduction: 24…Qb5+ 25. Ka2 <run+> Qc4+ 26. Kb2 Qb5+ 27.
Kc1 Qf1+ does indeed create an unending series of checks
<K-2901> Therefore, combined with the process of elimination,
we know that if there is another answer that is correct, that
answer must be winning. 24…Rxf8+ 25. Qxf8+ Kb7 <run+> 26.
C4 ! <SF 14+ NNUE> <t-sack> <clr-c3> Qxc4 <+1> 27. Qxf7 <0>
and f has neutralized any mating threats, leaving no room for s to
squeeze a victory, absent a pp himself, and difficult prospects of
creating one, as in this opp.color-Bs scenario, the f.e5-B
blockades s’s central majority, and f has his own h-pp that s
must invest resources to blockade. Therefore, if both 24…Qb5+
and 24…Rxf8+ lead to 0.0 ev.b-ps, then neither can be correct,
and, moreover, the last variation, 24…Bd3 $.c2-P, must be
winning and correct. Knowing this, from deductions based on the
process of elimination and baseline reduction, we can invest
3x more resources in the search for 24…Bd3, having dealt with,
using our logic mental models, the other 2 variations, already. We
can therefore push forward with the obvious continuation for f: 25.
Rxc8+ <-5> <assass-attempt!> Kb7 <run+><o-m> 26. Rb8+, the
only check on board # Ka6 <run+> 27. Qc8+ Ka5 <run+> and, as
a matter of fact, f has no remaining viable checks. We turn our
attention to the f-side, skipping f’s turn for a minute, and can see
that 28…Qxc2+ 29. Ka1 <run+><o-m> Qb1# and f has no way to
contend either c2 or b1 in the 28-f. Now, we need to run a
reversion check <ch-8 D> through the last 4 f-ply, from 28-f, to
see if the threat could be stopped in any of those ply # After
24…Bd3, the entire h7 / c2 part-diag is controlled by the minor,
and so the s-Q cannot x-ray defend c2 by assuming its
occupation # the g2 - c2 part-rank is also controlled by the s.e2-Q,
but the f-Q cannot make it there in a single ply anyway. Although
we have 4 ply in our reversion check, the time scale of the
threat is next.s-imminent, in any of the ply, which means that a
necessary condition of the threat stop variation is that it must
stop the threat in one of the 4 ply. The f-Q has 0 prospects of
making it to the other diag occupied by c2 #, and c1, the only
file.🛡-sq of the c2-P, since the other side of the c-file is
interposed by the c3-P #, is at least 2 moves away, from any sq

https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/122894890
https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/100338818
https://emojipedia.org/shield/
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that the Q occupies in the 4.f-ply forcing-seq; it has no bounce
entry. Therefore, we can conclude that 24…Bd3 creates an
unstoppable mating threat, and, therefore, must be the correct
move. Chess.com: After 26…Ka6 <run+>, f has a tricky move
27. Rxb6 <+1> !, which is a bit more than a spite check. S must
continue with 27…cxb6 ! to win, else if <ch-7> 27…axb6?? Qa8+
! M3 and 27…Kxb6?? also loses: 28. Qb8+ ! Ka6 <run+> 29.
Qc8+ Ka5 30. Qxc7+ Ka4 :(, if Ka6?? 31. Qc6+ Ka5 <run+>
<o-m> 32. Bc7#, so 31. Qxa7+ <-2> ! and if 31…Kb5 32. A4+
Kc6/4 33. Qc7#, so Ba6 <int+> :( is the only move, but this
neutralizes s’s mating threat, and f now has 2-pps.
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1259961

Ex-20: https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/72764
1. Qh4<thr-Qh8, s-Kf7<run+>, f-Rxg7#> Qxb2+<trap-perpet!,
f-Kg3?? Qf2#[1:1]> 2. Rg2<int+> Qxg2+<forced!> 3.Kxg2<+9,
assass>
In terms of mat-cnt, the most pertinent | aspect # of the i.b-p is
the supported P-$ of our f2-Q. Being as we have no # viable |
checks, our 1st.ply-move must | deal with this thr<cond-1>.
Secondly, we notice that there are no obvious | targets for
assass, with a well-defended s-side, and mobile s-Q<cont-2>.
Third, 1. Qh4 appears, in terms of M, to be strong, as it adds a
5.val-E #, +2 file-M, and access to an h8+sq, to the Q’s activity.
This move also threatens an -M2, adding to its power level. S
can do little to stop this thr, as if 1…Kf7<run.fut+>, for example, 2.
Qh7$.g7-P<2:1.5>! and s cannot stop the g7-P assass, with
mate to follow.
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L., Levy David N, and Kevin J. O'Connell. Oxford Encyclopedia
of Chess Games. Ishi Press, 2009.

- This book is conveniently ordered chronologically with
page | numbers also.
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Book-9: Reductions: c-m:
And in the aftermath of this period came what was basically the single most important concept in all of science in the last 500 years,
which is the idea of reductionism. To find, very simply, if you want to understand a complex system, you | break it down into its component
parts. And when you understand the individual parts, you will be able to understand the complex system. 21. Chaos and Reductionism
Stanford biology lecture by Dr. Robert Sapolsky <b. 1957> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_njf8jwEGRo MIC: Reductions are a
necessary component of calculation, examination, analysis and evaluation and in general any mental process in which the quantity of
raw data exceeds the brain's capacity and therefore, various forms of bundling need to first be executed before the data can be processed.
The bundling occurs categorically such that large swathes of the data can be reduced to a single point that is processed as a single point in
the calculation and the file can later be unzipped if further details need to be examined in a way that requires differentiation among the
elements that were bundled together. Therefore, reduction is a synonym for | categorization. And without reduction, there is a limit to the
depth of calculation or the richness of evaluation. == In order for a reduction to be useful, it has to simultaneously encompass a large
percentage of the raw data and to do so accurately such that no details are misplaced. Reductions can also be used to place limitations on
what is calculated or evaluated by providing a stop point or other limits on the calculation. Reductions are typically stored adjacently to the
calculation process, and therefore need to be triggered by a reduction signal. == Biochemically speaking, reductions are synapses between
neurons that are connected also by a longer pathway that represents a more rigorous path to the solution. Oftentimes a reduction is a
simplified but conceptually erroneous pathway that will only work under a set of idealized conditions that also needs to be recognized by the
user. The ultimate form of a reduction is a reduction of the reduction itself into notation. such that it can be used fluently as a form of
vocabulary. The various symbols that we see throughout human languages are representative of tried and tested reductions that have been
employed for possibly 1000s of years. And therefore, understanding conceptually the function of reductions can also facilitate the learning of
new languages. Reductions are also used in other fields of study that require the learning of technical language. And we will further explore
the relationship between reductions in language throughout this chapter. Post, GM Gareyev, holder of the blind simul record, at 48 games,
in 2017: It could be it could be a little bit | tiresome, so you want to stretch your boundaries just a little bit | at a time, right, but if you have all
the moves | recorded, you got to be able to reproduce from beginning to the end, now, it gets to like 30 minutes 30, move 40, to be honest, I
think it should be getting easier, because, believe it or not, when I play large exhibition matches, oftentimes the toughest part, at the
beginning, you're switching between different games and the games haven’t formed, it's just a very usual | setup, in terms of memory,
something that is familiar, or something that is unusual, that's when the mind works the best, that's when you're like, “oh, this is something
interesting, I haven't seen this before, or this is the kind of theme that I know, so you can kind of break it down, and make those themes, into,
like particular those little images. That's when you can multitask, and you can juggle essentially 48 balls at the same time. It’s obviously
something you build up to, but, you know, the way to start, also a great | technique. <11:45>This is something that, I feel like, I owe my
ability, is reading chess books without the chess board. You can also just do a combination of things: you can set up the chess board and
you can actually help yourself out, but, if you open up the book, if it's not too difficult, or puzzles, 3-4 move puzzles, then stretch, more |
complex examples. Especially, for example, the Dvoretsky Manual <3rd edition, 2003>

CM H3S1: Chess reductions x CS, lossless compression:
The following diagram explains the inclusion of a Dictionary in this addendum:
Figure X: the implementation of Huffman compression (i.Ref: David Huffman, PhD,
MIT) to create a 3:1 reduced reference dictionary that is then used in the / /
losslessly / compressed / to represent  larger sections  of  data in code. Ref:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OtDxDvCpPL4
MIC: The function of a dictionary is not clear unless it is applied to a file that is at
least 10 times its own length, else the overhead of | | downloading | a dictionary | in
itself | | simply | | adds data |. As a general principle, the larger the data size of the
file that needs to be depressed, the more  compression algorithms  and strategies
can be applied to reduce its size. Therefore, | | bundled  data as a | textbook would
theoretically contain the  most  compressed form  of and the highest quantity of
de|compressed information. == The dictionary contains the highest frequency
occurring objects in the file; in the case of the video compression above, these
objects are  RBG codecs  for representing the exact color of a | | specific | pixel | in
video | resolution |; in this textbook, the objects are discrete bits of meaning
relevant to chess theory. Regardless, the phylogenetic structure of the dictionary
and its frequency branching basis can be | | ported | from | computer science
theory, which is | | what I | did | here | | <fbno> : Fin.v-1.⭐ A decrease in recovery
| time from 48 hours to 2 minutes is 1000x+ reduction.

CM H3S2: Chess reductions x reaction
chemistry, catalysis:
WGM Anna Rudolph <a-r>: Alpha Zero <b-2017> does love flank pawn moves;
the h-pawn is one of its favorite <4:01> pawns to use for the attack. MIC: A
significant function of reductions, which do not introduce new | information under
certain | conditions, is to speed up the time in which an existing decision can be
made, leading, in the domain of chess, faster moves that can out-kek time
pressure <ch-57>. Analogously, Dr. Stubbe <a-r>: what about peptide bond
hydrolysis, which plays a major role in cell media death and blood coagulation
and controlling the levels of proteins inside the cell? If you look at the half life of
peptide bond hydrolysis, 450 | years. That means if we needed this reaction in
our lifetime, it wouldn't ever happen. So if you actually look at the rate of

https://emojipedia.org/star/
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acceleration, proteases <enzymes that cleave | proteins into smaller | peptides>, which hydrolyze <the chemical breakdown of a compound
due to reaction with water, r-Oxford> peptide bonds, have rate | constants of about 50 per second. This rate constant is about 10 to the
minus 9 per second. That's the rate of acceleration from 10 to the 12. So without these kinds of enzymes and many other kinds of enzymes,
we would not be alive and we would not be able to function. [D, Stubbe 12:02] Dr. Hu <my-dad> despite simplicity, the actions of enzymes
are important. MIC: enzymes are proteins which are responsible for a form of biological | reduction and not in complexity <ch-45> but rather
time in terms of the time that is subsequently | required to complete a reaction that would otherwise exceed biological | time, in certain cases,
on the same order of magnitude as the age of the Earth ! Enzymes increase the rate of reactions by decreasing the time to complete a
rate-limiting step; as is thematic with multi-step chemical reactions, and perhaps is the case with retrieval in the brain as well, there is one
particular step that is orders of magnitude more extensive than others, such that if that particular step could be reduced to the time scale of
the next step, the entire reaction would be completed at an order of magnitude faster rate. The specific bond that the enzyme participates in
via configurational | changes of protein | structure <ch-2 H2S5 H3S3> is labeled in the diagram | attached. Fin-v2.⭐ Is it possible that the
presence of a magnetic field<ch-56> acts as a catalyst, and increases the rate of chemical | reactions that are a necessary component of
tissue recovery? MIC: Catalysts decrease the activation | energy of a reaction, thereby, indirectly, increasing the proportion of reactants
that exceed the activation | energy. Research direction: can a magnetic field influence the activation energy of chemical reactions? MIC:
There are many latent | reactions; in theory, everything reacts, but we only observe the reactions that occur at a biological time scale; the
other reactions have an unfeasible activation energy. These “inert”, or “dormant” reactions, could become activated, in the presence of a
magnetic field. Fin.v-5

Ch-9: R: H2S1: Memories:
A mastery of a little theory which conveys “real understanding | of the game” is infinitely more moves. Reuben Fine, GM, Ph-D pg.v-preface
<a-r> MIC: A memory is a packet of information combined with a retrieval pathway that connects the information with a stimulus. ==
Memorization is a pivotal skill in chess and it's not only specific moves in the opening that can be memorized, but also the various procedures
for responding to positions that are either known or unknown, but in all cases, the procedure, of which moves is a subset, needs to be tied to a
specific trigger. That trigger can be an exact board position, as is sometimes necessary in openings, or it can be more specific and thereby
more general, such as a particular tactical theme, including the alignment of 4 ren that yields the possibility of a discovered check. == The
packaging of the information, the number of bytes required to trigger the retrieval, as well as the conciseness of the retrieval pathway can all
be reduced. Reduction in the memory retrieval pathway can lead to faster recall and therefore, faster reaction time, more accurate recall
because there are fewer roads to travel and therefore, a less probability of taking a wrong turn, as well as a more capacious brain because
decreasing the size of a unit memory will allow for more memories without increasing total storage. == Reduction in memory retrieval can be
stimulated by a combination of spaced repetition as well as speed run training. This modality has been innovated and advanced by the faculty
and students at Chess University, combining two traditional modalities of training into one that is rooted in the biochemical process of memory
storage. As previously discussed, spaced repetition is the practice of practicing memory retrieval of a specific piece of information on
predetermined time intervals, it is not clear why these time intervals work, but in general, doubling the time between retrieval practices
optimizes the ratio of practice attempts and long term solidification. Research has shown (// cite the research ) that spaced repetition practice
is indeed correlated with long term retention, and based on our hypothesis, long term retention is also correlated with reductions in the
memory retrieval pathway. == A further enhancement to what has already been accepted into the educational zeitgeist is the implementation
of speed running and various encouragement metrics for students to retrieve the same information but faster on subsequent attempts at
retrieval. Anki is a great open source platform that not only tracks one's retrieval attempts, correctness, with its patented Super Memo 2
algorithm for adjusting the gap between repetitions, but also tracks the amount of time that it took to complete each card as well as the total
average time for the day, and we believe that this is a sufficient amount of encouragement to execute the retrieval faster and naturally coerce
one's reduction pathways into more concise forms. What one will experience when practicing retrieval in this combined method is a stimulation
in thought provoking reductions. For example, here is a card that I have studied for the past month and this is what I wrote about the card
initially and then at some point in the two week mark after the eighth time of doing it, I had this sudden realization and this realization solidified
what has already been taken place biochemically as a reduction in the memory retrieval pathway. == 11/21/21: The apparently simplest form
of information, highly reduced, is actually hardest to remember because it has to be correct and along the maximally reduced logical pathway,
whereas the harder to remember and not nearly game ready information can feel easier. The increase in difficulty that comes with the need to
differentiate as opposed to memorizing the first thing in that position explains the 80/20 rule, which is a rule that should discourage
comprehensive coverage of the learned material.

H2S1 H3S1: How to memorize:
Brown <pg-72>: 1) Encoding: The brain converts your perceptions into chemical and electrical changes that form a mental
representation of the patterns you’ve observed. This process of converting | sensory perceptions into meaningful representations in the
brain is still not perfectly | understood. We call the process encoding, and we call the new representations within the brain memory traces.
2) Consolidation: The process of strengthening these “mental representations” for long-term memory is called consolidation. New
learning is labile: its meaning is not fully formed and is easily | altered. In consolidation, the brain reorganizes and stabilizes the memory
traces. Prior knowledge <ch-8 H2S1> is a prerequisite for making sense of new learning, and | forming those connections (!) is an
important task of consolidation. 3) Retrieval <pg-75>: We must associate the material with a diverse
set of cues that will make us adept at recalling the knowledge later. <skip> There’s virtuality | no
limit to how much learning we can remember as long as we relate it to what we already know. The more
we learn, the more possible | connections we create for further learning. (D, 1): 13. Nxd5 Bxd5 14.
Qxd4 <o.m-W> is the correct capture-seq, whereas 13. Qxd4?? blunders <ref: ch-42 CM H3S1, D-1>
14…Bf6 $($) 15. Qxd5 (+3) Qxd5 (0) 16. Bxb2 Rab1<run-$, $!> and the b7-P will fall, leaving f up a P
from the sequence 1.7 d-24, SF-14+ NNUE. In addition to spaced | repetition, another great way to
memorize is to learn variations of the same sequence, a technique known as interleaved |
practice: UC San Diego Department of Psychology <a-r>: when you are learning two or more related
concepts or skills, instead of focusing | exclusively on one concept or skill at a time, it can be
helpful to alternate between them. == After a year of using Anki and the SuperMemo 2 algorithm, I
have been exposed to an extraordinarily high quantity of new information to analyze. I have

https://emojipedia.org/star/
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completed 145,000 reviews of approximately 1/10 that amount of cards, thereby inputting into my brain about 15,000 pieces of new
information and greater than 90% of that is chess. By doing this, and by having a sheer high quantity of information in the brain, I'm able to
perceive the degree to which a new thought shifts my head, and this is very much my lead calibration at the moment. == Another subproject
within this section is the exploration of techniques for reducing the memory formation curve itself by, for example, having a quality standard for
the compactness of a piece of knowledge before you are willing to embrace its implementation into your neurological hardware. A memorized
piece of content needs to actually pass several layers of qualification within your own brain before it can be allowed to be structurally built into
the hardware. Certain memories get hardwired into the brain rather than simply stored in the flimsier software layer, since the goal ultimately is
to be able to use the information reflexively. == The first step of memorization is akin to surveying the grounds and making superficial
observations like, there is a stop sign next to the intersection, and the sky is turning red at dawn. The later pieces of information around the
same topic will be significantly more granular and require potentially differentiation among very similar concepts, such as defining the
difference in rookie activity in end games that have double pawns versus games that do not have double pawns. Nevertheless, this entire
spectrum of information from the broadest to the most detailed needs to ultimately enter your brain as a comprehensive package and the
installation progress needs to reach 100% before you can expect to benefit, and when we are installing programs on our computer, for
example, we don't expect to be able to start tinkering with the program when it's only partially installed, as that can lead to issues as well.
Therefore, the process of establishing memories is akin to the process of building up a Lego set where the bottleneck for most people is
finding and identifying that next piece, more so than the mechanical process of putting that piece on the tower, so to speak, by completing an
Anki flashcard | review. == The process of forming memories is in large part your brain experimenting with different ways of connecting that
memory to something solid that you already have in your brain. You have in your brain right now large quantities of information that is not
integrated to the mainframe, if you will, as well as plenty of hard wired thoughts that you do not have to think about anymore. Chess players
are obsessed with this pedagogical cycle, from the initial introduction of information to a level that can be elicited even at the fastest time
controlled chess games. == Your brain will encounter not just the individual piece of information that you have to learn, but the entire body of
knowledge that you are presented with at the start of a semester that was specifically architected and presented to you as a curriculum and
broadly establish by experimentation general ways of connecting this information, but your brain needs a high rate of feedback loop system in
which it can test these connections against objectively what is right and wrong with just enough playful stimulation in there to keep it interested
during this process. This incubation phase, also known as doing your Anki flashcard reviews, will allow that dump of raw information to finally
take shape in one's mind rather quickly, and one can implement about 80% of information into the brain effectively, and the other 20% has to
be loosely connected via mnemonics and other hokey memorization techniques just for the sake of dragging it along. Eventually, however, one
does have to reach a point where one slows down and becomes rigorous in order to complete the integration of those cards, which,
presenting themselves as exceptions to the main point, may require a disproportionate bending of the definition system within the mind. When
every last piece of vital information from the semester has fully been integrated into the brain, there will be a feeling that it's starting to click
and that is when the results will show. == Once a large amount of information is successfully memorized, the process of generating input is a
matter of increasing the temperature of the pressure cooker until it is forcibly reduced, and the reduction in file size was necessary in order to
onboard further information. This happens regularly during Anki | reviews, when a later encounter with the same material might spurn a new
insight or observation, and this is generally recorded with a time marker as in the example below: In depth:

⭐ EZ Directive: Memorization complexity in chess has an extremely high variance due to the logic <ch-8> of lists <combinations> vs
permutations. A permutation is a list that must be ordered whereas a combination is a bucket of unordered items. A list, or sequence,
that must be ordered with 0 | transpositions of length 10 is one out of 10! = 3,628,800 whereas a combination of the same size list is only
10, or over 300,000 times simpler. Great players seek plans with flexible move orders to decrease the precision | requirement.
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/48818943947?tab=review

9/26/21: Solution: 1...Qxf6 with the idea that if 2. Qxf6, 2...Ne2+ followed by Rh7+ is mate in Anastasia's
pattern. This is therefore an assassination enabled by trapmate. 9/28/21: A potential contributor to mistakes
in this puzzle is regional blindness, a form of cluster blindness in which there is so much going on in one
quadrant that the player spends disproportionate time honing in and thereby missing tactical opportunities
elsewhere, which may even be connected to the circumstances of the clustered quadrant. In the example,
there is so much going on in the northeast | quadrant that the player may miss the precarious enemy king
and the neutrally contended e2 check square. 10/5/21: The temporary | sacrifice Qxf6 also removes the last
contender of the h7 trapmate 🚚 square. == Memory pathways, even in their most reduced form, can be
extremely complex and require crossing over into different orbitals of the brain, potentially across the corpus
callosum and the time taxation that comes with that into the opposite hemisphere; and not all memories are
simple. Certain memories can be complex, requiring information that are stored in multiple places and that
information needs to be triggered differently based on the stimulus and there may even be a process of
synthesis when that information is called, in order to coagulate into a sensory re-experience of that memory.
== As you can see, more complex brains may have to in fact exert more energy in order to retrieve

information, if the amount of information that can be stored is actually greater. In all of this, it is vital to remember that memory is not mystical
but rather biochemical, which means that there has to be some synthesis and potentially some breakdown of fundamental biological
molecules, which are carbohydrates, lipids, and proteins, and the processes on the cellular level for altering these compounds requires a
certain amount of time. It is therefore not possible in the synthesis and retrieval process to force oneself to create memories faster than what
is possible for the body, just like it would not be possible to push one's gains in the gym past a certain rate, simply because the food that is
intaken needs time to be synthesized in the muscle. == This is one potential causal explanation of the necessity to increase spaced repetition
practices because as a piece of information is retrieved more and more times, its significance in the brain increases and thereby the neurons
that are responsible for storing that information probably establish more synapses with other neurons; and when something is more deeply
embedded into a system, and anyone who has studied software engineering, or even city architecture may understand this intuitively, it will
require a greater amount of workload in order to alter in every way, whereas something that's more on the fringe can be changed easily
without affecting a bunch of other things. Some of the most fundamental reductions have cascading effects on almost the entire brain,
especially when one is working with a component of the brain that is as fundamental as chess. This is why playing and studying chess can be
so taxing on the body, because a core change or addition to one's logical functionality can be expected to actually affect the retrieval pathways
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for almost all information in the brain whether or not it is related to chess. == Chess is essentially itself an external maximally reduced pathway
to altering one's logical pathways in the brain, and that is why chess players refer to chess as a visual representation of logic.
Accommodations are required on the part of society for chess players as they are undergoing a process of altering their brains because their
experience of just about everything else, and therefore their decisions, could change very rapidly in a short amount of time, and this is
inevitable when it comes to making biochemical changes in the brain, some of which are not reversible.

H2S1 H3S2: Memory formation: a brief literature review:
And it came with a bunch of corollaries, that we take for granted by now. The first one being, in a reductive system where the component parts
and how they worked, just add them together. And in a straightforward way, that will produce your complex system. One sort of consequence
of that is if you know the starting state of a system, as defined here, if you know what the little component parts all are, if you know the starting
state, you will have 100% predictability of what the full complex | mature system will look like. Dr. Robert Sapolsky, Stanford <additional
resources> Logically speaking, this statement by Dr. Sapolsky about the philosophical process of analysis pertains to memories as well, as
memories are a logical component and therefore the state of existence of the logical information should map in some format to the state of
memory storage in the brain. One would expect that the modality of learning influences the state of memory storage, and that there is some
flexibility in the brain for this. For instance, it is well known in chess that not every puzzle in a particular database needs to be memorized in
order to be solved, and that puzzles can be solved just as well with recall from a memorized solution as “on the spot” via the application of the
principles. As a personal anecdote, I can solve essentially every conceivable checkmate in 1 puzzle, and most mate in 2’s and 3’s, within
about 1 minute and there are at least hundreds of thousands of such iterations, much more effectively than someone who tried to memorize
all the solutions. This is the point in some respect that Sapolsky makes as well, indirectly, about memory, that the application of reductions will
compress memory formation, and increase the applicability of per.byte-of,memory in practice #

H4S1: How memories are formed: Dr. Frank M. Longo, MD, Ph-D <George and Lucy Becker Professor,
Chairman, Department of Neurology and Neurological Sciences at Stanford University>: Memory is
generally regarded as the ability | to record new information into the brain and have it stick. <4:38> Memory
has been of a great interest for a long time probably from the very beginnings | long before a written history
was possible people recognized the importance of having a good memory to survive to pass on traditions <r:
ch-0 H2S7, history of chess> <5:54> Having an exceptional memory would be fundamental and would be a
foundation for having any of these talents. (D): Atkinson and Shiffrin, 1968.

H4S2: Memories vs learning: Dr. Longo: 4:20: Learning is the ability to retain that information and respond
differently | to a given situation.

H4S3: Short term |=full “working” memory: Dr. Longo: <10:45> We’re vulnerable to displacement in
short-term memory. <14:00> Working memory can “draw from” both short-term and long-term contents.
For Dr. Longo, who I presume to represent the 2010 zeitgeist of academic | neuroscience, and as well for
most computer experts, for whom working memory is expressed in gigabytes as RAM (n.) = random
access memory, the use of the word memory is crossed with processor in the term working memory #np.
<r: ch-42 CM H3S1, blindfold chess> (D, left, 2)

H4S4: Long term memory: Dr. Longo: <11:23> Once
something's in short-term memory, we've got it there for a
few seconds and, if it's important to us, we'll want to commit
it to long-term memory. We have to do something that

generally | consists of some kind of rehearsal which leads to the term consolidation. When something is
moved into long-term memory we're actually changing the connections in the brain (!!) we're creating new
patterns of neurons firing <r: ch-49 CM H3S1, action potentials> 12:00 Long-term memory in |
practical sense seems to be somewhat unlimited, it can theoretically last for 100 years. MIC:
Stored memory can be classified as declarative memory, which can be verbally expressed, and
non-declarative memory, which is related to patterns of motor movements. Different types of memories
are retained in different areas of the brain.

H4S5: Sensory input to memory: Dr. Bohua Hu <my-dad>: Fundamentally, our experience is entirely composed of our 5 sensory inputs. That is my main
takeaway from my career in audiology # Sensory input can be used not only to store memories but also to trigger their retrieval # Dr. Longo: Smell is
actually one of the most powerful stimulants of pulling out memories <31:14>

H4S6: Retrieval of memory: Dr. Longo: Once we get something to long-term memory of course we may want to retrieve it and that process of retrieval has
been <12:18> studied | considerably <r: ch-20, education ⇒ spaced repetition research>

H4S7: Central executive | control of memory: (D, left, 3: Atkinson and Shiffrin, 1968 + addendum from Dr.
Longo, 3/10.) This is the central executive this is even higher order | parts of our brain that are that are
managing | and running all this and this the part that's thought to give us the ability to plan, to execute, to
even organize how we might use our memory and ultimately conscious thought, and this central executive
is considered to have two interesting | loops one is the phonological loop i.e our “inner voice”; these two
loops are a major part of the central executive <13:11> and it's the central executive that allows us to look
down, so to speak, on these memory functions and actually be conscious of this. <1:50:07> Just like all of
our genes, all of our proteins, we all have slight variations of the 30 or 40 proteins relevant to that synapse;
might there be rare variations that people have that some synapses are incredibly strong in in one out of
millions of people. MIC:

H4S8: Human consciousness: consciousness is an important part of the connection between philosophy and neuroscience, as both fields have been equally
important in its study historically, and this merger is expressed in the academic field of cognitive science <r: Dr. Daniel Dennett, Tufts> For philosophers,
the concern with consciousness particularly revolves around the moral implications of the problem of experience <r: ch-52 isolation, problem
of evil> while for cognitive scientists, the concern with consciousness particularly revolves around the neurological | basis of its emergence as
well as the role that it plays in conscious controls of autonomic functions #
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Post-script <fbno> : X-ref: <ch-49 CM H3S1 chess x neurosci> Lead statement #defd: memory is formed by association and stacks on top of
existing memories in a structured format. Therefore, new information can only be implemented into memory when there is #defd an existing
base that fills the layer of abstraction #defd directly beneath the new | | memory | to be implemented |. //cont.1-sent

H2S2 H3S3: The approximate memorization volume of chess:
Reductionism, this is at the core of everything that we do in science, in modern science, centuries worth. The notion that complicated things
can be explained by looking at their component parts, the smaller pieces | that makes them up. And what's intrinsic in that is the concept of
linearity, of additivity. You got something complex and you break it down into its component parts. And once you figure out how those
component parts work, all you need to do is add them together and they will increase in their complexity <r: ch-45> in a linear <r: ch-8 H2S1>
manner and you will produce the whole complex system. This is Westernized reductionism. Dr. Sapolsky, 21. Chaos and Reductionism
<additional-resources> Reductionism has been cited numerous times in Material in Chess, and its most well-known agonists in their
respective fields are Elon Musk <r: ch-15 H2S2 H3S6, “first principles thinking”>, philosopher Dr. Ludwig Wittgenstein <Trinity College,
Cambridge> <ch-8, logic> <1889 - 1951> French “deconstructionist” philosopher Dr. Jacques Derrida <École Normale, Ecole des Hautes
Etudes en Sciences Sociales, University of California, Irvine r: Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy>, Dr. Marshall McLuhan <1911 -
1980, St. Michael’s College, University of Toronto>, Friedrich Nietzsche <University of Basel 1869 - 79> <1844 - 1900> and Aron
Nimzowitsch <1886 - 1935>. Material in Chess builds upon this tradition but makes the additional point that reductionism is not only a tool
for deepening | our understanding of fundamental principles, but also the proper method for memorization, and not only memorization, but
retrieval, which is a separate process that determines the speed with which memories can be called to action # in a real world situation. Speed
of retrieval is a process that chess players, among this group of thinkers, are uniquely | concerned with | due to the implementation of a
clock as well as our quest to defeat machines H2S2.

H3S3: Continuity of experience depends upon memory:
Hu: Resurrection of a being does not guarantee that the being will have the same memories as when it passed, and, it would seem,
preservation of memory is necessary for the continuity of experience. Stanford<2017>: Memory plays important roles in many areas of
philosophy. It is vital to our knowledge of the world in general and of the personal past in particular. It underwrites our identities as individuals
and our ties to other people. Philosophical interest in memory thus dates back to antiquity and has remained prominent throughout the
history of philosophy (Aho 2014; Bloch 2014; Burnham 1888; Herrmann & Chaffinn 1988; Nikulin 2015). More recently, memory has
come to be recognized as a topic of major philosophical importance in its own right, with the emergence of the philosophy of memory as a
distinct field of research (Bernecker & Michaelian 2017). Fin-v1.

Ch-9: R H2S2: Man vs. machine:
So the starting state allows you to predict what comes later. And related to that, if you know the complex system, you can figure out what was
the starting state. That there is a point for point relationship between the simple “building blocks” and the complex systems that come out the
other end. And this gave rise to an extraordinary thing, which was the ability to extrapolate <r: ch-8, elaboration>, to be able to see the answer
to something | in different iterations, and to use the same rules and apply them over and over. Dr. Sapolsky <additional-resources> Chess
and computer science have maintained an intimate intertwined history ever since the inception of computer science during World War 2,
pioneered by chess player Alan Turing. Arguably, however, the origins of computer science started with the invention of the abacus, a
physical machine that takes on the burden of calculation and augments the human brain, but for now,
we will focus on its inception in the West. == Chess has traditionally been viewed as the pinnacle of
the manifestation of human intelligence, and therefore, when Deep Blue of IBM defeated World
Champion Garry Kasparov in 1996, the world heralded the silicon-based machine as having
achieved and later, to an extent, even surpassed every facet of what could be considered human
intelligence, including creativity, which was previously seen as elusive to computers. Computers went on
to defeat humans furthermore in other games as well, including Go, which is arguably the most
complex game and therefore the last frontier, 20 years after Deep Blue defeated Kasparov in 2016
against Korean World Champion Lee Sedol. These matches always generate a level of publicity that
exceeds chess championships among humans, due to the narrative that computers deserve
some sort of legislative power in the world for their achievements in the game of combat. == As we had
studied in the chess history section, located in the foreword, the game was once used to determine the
fate of kingdoms among kings, and in line with that tradition, being as humans can essentially no longer
defeat computers in any match, that computers must also be granted the keys to the kingdom. Somehow, however, this has yet to happen,
and so it would appear that computers are experiencing a level of discrimination in contrast to how human players would be treated, because
certainly, the usage of computers is actually considered to be cheating, and there are no computer competitors mixed in to our candidates
tournaments. |=P The perception of computers among higher chess circles is that they are painfully inefficient and woefully stupid because
despite the fact that they can find the best moves, they spend significantly more time calculating variations that a grandmaster would never
even consider. This reveals something about these higher level chess circles, in that they actually find reductions on par with, if not even more
valuable, than simply finding the correct answer. The likely explanation for this is that any chess player who has reached the master level will
understand that the sheer volume of chess knowledge is impossible to contain in the brain of any human or any computer, and they must
have, at some point in their chess career, felt that their brain was no longer enough. That is the moment when one seeks reductions and
compressions, in order to allow more information into the brain. |=P Being as I also believe that chess has a divine | creation story, and that
God created the game to be played by humans, that it also challenges but not exceeds the capacity of the human brain. This belief, combined
with the sharp difference in how humans versus machines calculate, will be, I believe, an intimate part of the redemption story of the man
versus machine narrative that really is only about 25 years old. Prior to Kasparov, losing the Deep Blue for the 50, or even hundreds of years
depending on your definition of computer science, prior to that, it was never seen of computers to be more than a tool that is used by humans,
and when the narrative is over, computers will be relegated back to that status, the mass hysteria will end. But again, among higher chess
circles, the perception of Stockfish has never changed. Chess tradition is simply too rich for any one competitor to overturn 600 years of
thinking in merely 25 years of performance. |=P The way that humans will defeat computers is by exploiting its fundamental flaws. The way
that Stockfish calculates is extremely inefficient and thus it defies the requirements that nature has on natural selection. There is a limit to
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how many computers can be run at the same time without depleting the world's resources whereas there is no limit to how many humans can
be thinking about chess because as the human brain thinks about chess, it is also thinking about how to use resources wisely, survive, and
contribute to the generation of more resources. == Humans will find an easier time defeating computers once there are more humans playing
and contributing to the body of knowledge of human chess theory, much of which is incomprehensible to computers. Secondly, humans will
beat computers with superior reductions, using simpler, but in fact, more difficult to program, ways to find moves, often involving the use of
quantum thinking in order to achieve the same move, but with a lower wattage expenditure of energy in doing so. Finally, humans can defeat
computers with memory, as well as superior visual pattern recognition, an area in which computers have still not yet trumped humans because
whereas a human can perceive the emotion in an enemy's face in a fraction of a second, we have still not created a computer that can do so
reliably, and visual recognition occupies about 50% of our brain's capacity. |=P It is in this perception layer, which is also intimately connected
to memory, that we can make the most headway, which is also why the great masters refuse to try to think like a computer, except in the
certain positions in which it is advantageous to do so, but keep in mind that the computer's brain was also designed like a specific component
of a human's brain. Because the computer is so inefficient, and the raw amount of data that it generates just to calculate a single move is so
extreme, it has to forget everything and recalculate the same positions from scratch. The only memory that it has are opening databases and
tablebase, but of course, I'm not ruling out the fact that, especially after the publication of this book, there may not be a revolution in the design
of chess computers, but then we have to think about the fundamental properties of silicon versus carbon, the possibility of a neural vat, and a
debate about whether that can even be considered artificial intelligence versus life, but these topics are beyond the scope of this book.
// write more, maybe reference this: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=15nuJdAUW0s&t=1002s. (D) Game: ICC US Chess rated online
tournament 6/11/22, vs Yakun Hu <BlindSimulEx> rd-5: https://lichess.org/zPFeL0vd#11 Book move: 6…Nf6 w/ 7964 <!> games from 1952 -
present in the LiChess database. How many years of computing power would compensate for 70 years of human calculation over 8,000
games to determine that this should be the main line, whereas SF 14+ at d-43 (!) analysis rates this move as only 0.5 better than next?

H2S2 H3S1: Carbon vs. Ions as computing hardware [peak MIC, 3bn+]:
In the field of psychology, it is known that peak working memory in humans is in one metric the capacity of only 7 figures at any given time,
and therefore <H2S1 H3S2 H4S3> the feat of Blindfold chess defies what is known by contemporary psychologists and can be classified as

a observation that is currently unexplained <ch-42 CM H3S1> <Yakun Hu, a-r> Note that computers already play chess | blindfold, and in
ch-53 H2S2 I demonstrated that I can defeat Stockfish, elo 3500 - 3700 with a knight’s odds, and in <ch-6 H2S3 H3S2> it was established
that a 3 p-score advantage leads to an 85% win rate, which by a simplified conversion of about 7 elo points per win % difference amounts to,
by my calculation, a 244 point difference; in other words, a player with greater than 244 point deficit would not be expected to defeat the better
player, even with Knight odds, more than 50% of the time, and this defines elo. That means my rating floor relative to Stockfish, bearing in
mind that this is a sample size = 1, is 3456, and this is with my eyes open, but of course, there is no hardware | equilibration and this must
be adjusted | for. There is no glory in blindfold | chess beyond training, at least in the context of this section, because the visual | processing
| system of humans accounts for about ½ of mental | capacity <r: PGY 451, University of Buffalo, neuroscientists Dr. Joan Baizer / Dr.
Jin Feng in live Fall ‘20 lectures from my memory> But anyways, the way that computers play chess is quite unnatural to humans; various
snippets of code can be found in Material in Chess, but basically, they use a ton of math and specific definitions of mobility and
interposition to find moves, combined with brute | force and a simplified evaluation system. Most of the difference in computer and human
performance can be explained by 1) higher mass of hardware, typically, at least on desktop and in major | events and 2) more reduced |
definitions invented specifically for computers by the highest IQ humans available, whereas very few human | chess players <feels-LSD>
have had this privilege, and this should also be adjusted for. But Material in Chess aims to close at least part of this gap. == Coming back
down to Earth for a moment, look at (3), the 2750 rated puzzle https://lichess.org/training/endgame/Wqb3e that WGM Dorsa Derakhshani
<100 page addendum, pg-8>, an official STL Chess Club | instructor and US Women’s Closed Champion | participant <top-clout>
proctored to me in June, 2022. As you can see in the <a-r> video, solving this puzzle involved keeping in mind the locations of 21 zi, and
these zi have not only an identity, which is one value, but also a coordinate | location <ch-2 H2S1> comprised of 2 | values, a rank and a
file, and therefore only knowing the locations, the starting | point of the puzzle, requires memorizing, in about 60 - 120 seconds as shown in
the video | footage 21 * 3 = 63 unique | values, which is 10x the known psychological limit for the average person; there is presently no
evidence that this limit can be increased in the average person. That would make my IQ, if it’s proportional and increases linearly, at least 700,
assuming the average is 100. However, I would estimate that I can play 3-5 boards blindfold simultaneously, so that number could be 2,000, or
even higher, and this is with almost no training; in chess, it is known that blindfold | capacity can be trained, and this velocity | vector also

defies psychology | contemporary. In addition to the locations, I also had to memorize the mobilities of each
zi, and these calculations are covered in ch–42 H3S1, but my estimate is that about 1,000 unique values had
to be referenced at some moment, consciously or subconsciously, in order to solve this puzzle, which I
accomplished in about 30 minutes. That is 142x the average limit. The limits of metabolism: Overclocked
and domain | specific IQ: to avoid any labels of witch | doctor, like Wim Hof, the Iceman, who holds the
Guiness World Record for swimming under ice and prolonged full-body contact with ice <a-r, Wikipedia>.
How else can you explain the fact that a 1500 rated chess player wrote the chess | book with 1) the most
words 2) over 1,000 puzzles, achieved by a handful 3) the most arrow | diagrams and arrows 4) the most
tactical categories 5) the most academic connections to other fields of all time, in less than 1 year <10/21 to
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6/22>, whereas it took 35 years for Dutch correspondence grandmaster Gerardus Cornelius van Perlo <1932 - 2010> to compile an order
of magnitude count of puzzles in Endgame Tactics <a-r, both, Benjamin GM in Hertan FM pg-19>, and FM Hertan 14 years, which GM
Benjamin remarked as “impressive” to compile his. I have received 20 chess | lessons, compared to years by most European titled |
players, and played about 10 adult chess tournaments, compared to thousands by the likes of IM Jay Bonin, the “Iron Man of Chess” who
has over 25,000 recorded games and 3,300 tournaments under his belt. (P) Bonin in 1974; I’ve played with him twice, once at the 143rd New
York State Championship, and once in the historic Marshall Chess Club in August U2400 2021 in the same section <a-r>. I solve chess |
puzzles like a computer in the sense that I have 1-10% as many reference | experiences as the strong | players who are typically solving
2700 rated puzzles and rather, I brute | force the solution from scratch, but not necessarily by calculating move-based variations, but rather,
with the effect and mobility arithmetic | system that I invented, purely in my head, which means that at least ½ of the 400,000 <as of 6/22>
words in this book were in my head prior to writing it, and it took me longer to get it down on paper than to invent it, so what’s my IQ then?
More to note, my musical | memory <ch-48 H2S4 H3S1> is even better than my chess memory. I can memorize the entire melody of any
song, 3 min, within 10 listens and sing it pitch | perfectly; I have a catalog of at least 1,000 songs in my head that I can sing from memory,
along with the name and artists, and an analogous ability to memorize and recall board positions and games from memory just played or
observed was just recently developed. Chess requires extraordinary metabolic health: My deductive | conclusion from this is not that my
brain is extraordinary, but rather that I’ve benefited from the merger of 600 years of chess theory and science history, and my only contribution
to all this is the faith, due to my belief in God as structured by the Latter Day Saints church and their Doctrine of Two Witnesses of
Religion and Science, that the two are connected, because everything in Existence is of God, and if that is true, that all is a representation of
God, that God is in everything, and therefore one would expect an abundance of connections between chess theory and science. From this, I
reasoned that one can approximate the sizes of the bodies of both fields, and I came to the conclusion after quite a bit of work, resulting my
chance-based encounter with the startup industry in 2014-16, a Forest Gump-ian story, along with formal education in mathematics,
physics, and biochemistry thanks to the University of Buffalo and Columbia University from 2007 - present <I started college at 12> that
chess theory equates to approximately ⅕ of mathematics, or precalculus, and tons of precalculus is used everywhere in science. Chess
players must use more than working memory to calculate: Being as blindfold | chess is a domain-specific skill, and chess players who can
intake and work with thousands of chess-based values, equally miraculously, demonstrate no improved ability to memorize a string of
numbers in a phone number, for instance, but there are analogous savants who can, with no improvement in chess ability, it must be the case
that it is not general | intelligence, in terms of a specific modularized cerebral component, that is being enhanced; it is more likely the case
that other parts of the brain are being recycled in an efficient | manner, an incredible display of resourcefulness, to process the mnemonic
forms of chess, and that different brain structures are required for other savant feats relating to the structure of knowledge in that field. This
means that blindfold | chess is at least to some extent an athletic | feat, in that one is coordinating, and <ch-this H2s3> quite likely, being as it
was established in Evolutionary Biology at the University of Buffalo <Dr. Clyde Herreid, Dr. Jessica Poulin et al Fall ‘20> that
computation occurs in every | cell <Dr. Denise Ferkey, Genetic, Fall ‘20> in every mitotic | cycle <r: ch-1 CM H3S1>, much of this
additional overclock is coming from the non-brain body itself <ch-49, neuroscience, cerebrospinal fluid>, which in aggregate has a much
greater biomass <~150 - 200 pounds> than the brain <3 pounds> by a factor of 2 orders of magnitude. This observation is corroborated by
Dr. Robert Sapolsky, Stanford <r: a-r, ESPN> Robert Sapolsky, who studies stress in primates at Stanford University, says a chess |
player can burn up to 6,000 calories a day while playing in a tournament, three times what an average person consumes in a day. Based on
breathing rates (which triple during competition), blood | pressure (which elevates) and muscle contractions before, during and after major
tournaments, Sapolsky suggests that grandmasters' stress | responses to chess are on par with what elite | athletes experience. ==
"Grandmasters sustain elevated blood pressure for hours in the range found in competitive marathon runners," Sapolsky says. == It all
combines to produce an average weight loss of 2 pounds a day, or about 10-12 pounds over the course of a 10-day tournament in which each
grandmaster might play five or six times. The effect can be off-putting to the players themselves, even if it's expected. Caruana <b-1992, FIDE
2783>, whose base weight is 135 pounds, drops to 120 to 125 pounds. "Sometimes I've weighed myself after tournaments and I've seen the
scale drop below 120," he says, "and that's when I get mildly | scared." // research how computers compute in terms of hardware, and explain
why humans are better at facial recognition

H4S1: Data from the first 60 years of ion-based computer design has reached max efficiency <20 million times human brain:
See H2S2 H3S2.

H2S2 H3S2: Chess programming x physics, e�ciency: Landauer’s
principle:
Sweet is the memory of past troubles - Marcus T Cicero <106 BC - 43 BC, Roman philosopher>

H4S1: The Landauer’s limit quantifies energy of | unit calculation #np:
E = kBTln(2), where kB is the Boltzmann constant, a conversion factor, T is the temperature in K, and ln2 = approximately 0.693. At room
temperature, 37 degree C, Dr. Jin Feng <University of Buffalo, PGY 451> calculated the value of E = 3 x 10-21 J. This is defined as the
minimum energy to compute 1 bit, at body temperature. From this, Dr. Feng went on to deduce that the brain consumes 20 W energy,
based on the energy consumption of the body 2000 calories / 24 hr = 100 W, and the brain consumes 20% of this sum. Therefore, Feng: At 20
W (J/s), your brain can compute at most 7 x 10^21 bits / s, which is known as 7 exaflops <a-r> The 3)rd leg of his deduction is to compare
this with the calculation capacity of Fugaku <ch-8 H2S7 H3S3 H4S1>, the world’s most powerful supercomputer at the time of his lecture,
0.415 e-flops, concluding that the human brain has 17 times the max capacity ! Moreover, this supercomputer consumes 28 MW, nearly 1
million times more power than the brain, and is therefore 23 million times less efficient <ch-44 H2S1 H3S9> MIC: There's a diminishing
return to calculation capacity for computers that doesn't seem to apply to humans due to creativity, or hardware. As a computer’s
processing power and RAM increases, its calculation depth does not increase linearly; rather, calculation depth behaves as an asymptotic |
limit ch-50 H2S1 H3S1 H4S3 <r: TCEC>

H4S2: Intelligence is adaptability:
Another view of intelligence is as adaptability; method acting is one example of such an intelligence, which allows a human to outperform
limitations of RAM by, colloquially, becoming the thing they are acting | about. A famous example of this is Heath Ledger’s Joker in
Christopher Nolan’s 2008 The Dark Knight; Ledger infamously died of an overdose <r: Wikipedia> in early 2008, and, colloquially,
according to folklore, he was “driven | mad” by his role and the script. Such performances may also be possible in chess ch-44 H2S1 #np
[D, a gif still from Black Swan <2010>, based on Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky’s Swan Lake <1876>] Artificial intelligence, like Stockfish, does
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not evolve, like machine learning computers, or humans; humans, in addition to
evolving intergenerationally, also evolve intra-generationally, as nations, as well as
individuals, are able to change their behavior to match changes in ecology, governance,
and social relations #np Method acting is one example of this evolution. In light of
evolutionary biology, and this perspective is key to our understanding of intelligence, as
a thing cannot be detached from its purpose in comprehension #, intelligence was
evolved to aid in survival; H4S1 establishes that the human brain consumes energy,
and the body’s energy consumption per day is limited, which means that energy
expended by the brain must yield fruit in terms of the 2 vectors of evolution: survival and

replication. Insofar as adaptability is required for these 2 ends, it itself must be an end of intelligence, and therefore, a computer that does
not adapt, in another view, can be considered as having 0 intelligence; however, it’s clear that Stockfish, and the Fugaku supercomputer,
are at least partially responsible for some intelligent output, such as chess move recommendations, which can be employed by human
players, but all of these recommendation were generated under the operation of an intelligent human, and will ultimately be used by one
as well. Fin-v3.

H2S2 H3S3: Understanding Stockfish’s depth horizon:
From a deep literature, CU believes that this is the first formidable and complete plan for humans to re-conquer chess in computers and
resume our status as World Champions, following a 20 odd year hiatus # In order to achieve this feat, we need to understand that computers
are nearing the theoretical limit <r: where I talk about limits> of the brute force | depth horizon, and as this occurs, we will understand why
humans unanimously |=full consilience have rejected brute force as an adequate solution to chess, and from this, why a single contrarian does
not depart centuries of theory on the topic of calculation. |=P In essence, our theological belief with respect to the “evil” of computers is that it

temporarily hacked chess theory by utilizing an inefficient workaround that was perceived as a form of
irrationality by humans, such that we fell back to observe for about 20 years, but our comeback will prove that
chess theory remains more valuable in aggregate than brute force. This is another view of the same solution,
a good-red. Value-wise, it is impossible that a brute force algorithm that can be downloaded in a few
megabytes from an open source website can be of greater value than the billions, possibly trillions of human
games and over 2,000 books of deductions derived from this, and information that is within human brains:
remember, Stockfish does not accumulate information. Every time you click back and forward, it restarts
calculating from scratch, repeating all of its steps, and humans never do this. |=P The difficulty is not in
proving value, but simply speed. Stockfish expends an overwhelming amount of energy <ch-9 H2S3 H3S2>
and this provides it with an overclocked speed advantage; it is our belief that in long time control
correspondence than humans without computers can also defeat computers # |=P What humans need, then,
is a set of reductions that helps individuals # package known chess theory into faster retrievable pathways

such that a greater proportion of chess theory <a third g-red> can be recalled into a game with Stockfish; assuming, for now #, that perhaps
even GM Kasparov elicited only 1% of chess theory in summation to play Deep Blue, 10% should be enough to defeat all chess computers,
and that is an order of magnitude what is contained in this book. Moreover, this book bughouses upon supercomputers more than chess the
sum of human chess theory, but, through connections, and the value of the connections themselves, entropic theories of chemistry and
physics, homeostatic theories of biology, and trigonometric theorems of mathematics, each proportionally equivalent to the body of chess
theory in density, which we have demonstrated along is already greater in value than a single brute force Stockish algorithm, into the arena.
|=P The problem is not of value, it is of performance. Stockfish caught us during an expansive phase in which performance takes a
temporarily decline, and a subsequent reductive phase should allow humans to trump once again in the sin waves of mutual improvement,
and through this process, we will learn how to have a healthy relationship with artificial intelligence and machine learned computers # |=P My
analysis in this H3S3 thus far, as haughty taughty as it sounds, being as it contains 0 details of technical execution, and can thus be criticized
as sounding too “CEO” and not enough “warehouse”, is exactly how a human GM first approaches a complex position, by first understanding
the limits and conditions of what is possible, and defining what the solution must be before searching for it, a reduction in itself <r: ch-9> |=P //
cite convo at NFO 2nd // cite Man vs Machine book // research theoretical depth limit // strategical operation chain theory of humans // future
discounting of information past horizon vs within horizon, quantify how much we need past # (D) ICC US Chess rated online tournament
6/11/22, vs Yakun Hu <BlindSimulEx> rd-5: https://lichess.org/zPFeL0vd#11 a “computer | move”, such as the one I almost played here, and
did play, but a few moves late <a-r> is generally defined colloquially by modern chess players as a move than 1) increases, often sharply, the
complexity and contention of the position 2) requires a deep calculation to verify its correctness and 3) is not the first move that comes up from
pattern recognition search based on resemblance to known games in any database: 19…Ne2 <1:2> $$ ! “The Winged Gambit” 20. Bxe2
<-3> fxe2 <+3> 21. Nf2 <run $> f6 🛡.e5-P 22. Kxe2 <-1> and s remains up a P from having 2 up in the initial with a supported e-pp -4.2
d-28 SF-14+ NNUE (!) Fin. Listicle: Other non-equivalencies in our nonscientific testing of computers so far include:

H4S1: Deep Blue was marketed as a test of IBM software, yet its hardware was data center and thus much more massive than GM Kasparov’s 3 lbs human
brain.
Counterpoint: Stockfish on our phones can beat all GMs today, but this is after the psychological attack of the initial defeat.

H4S2: Stockfish uses a human opening book, generated from millions of human games via inductive reasoning.

H4S3: Stockfish uses a human-designed tablebase, containing terabytes of data.

H4S4: AlphaGo, in addition to H4S2 and H4S3, also used a positional database to generate human inductively recommended moves rather than its brute
force algorithm, as this was a separate process. This is not machine learning #

H4S5: There were 0 doctorally trained empirical scientists to validate the sporting competition between Deep Blue and GM Kasparov as a scientific study,
which permitted numerous uncontrolled factors. Therefore, this data point should be taken as only entertainment, not science.

H4S6: As a sporting competition, the initial match simulated a human match, but that human was “cheating” with a computer; a human made the computer
moves on the board, and the design of the arena was similar to a human World Championship match, all with odds stacked against GM Kasparov. A true
controlled experiment would be designed around both the existence of the computer and the human, and this would elicit better play from both sides.

H4S7: Connected to H4S6: In every human vs computer match, a human made the moves for the computer.
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H4S8: In every human vs computer match, a team of at least a dozen humans were responsible for managing the computer throughout the match, and the
entire city of humans responsible for the electrical grid without which the computer cannot even be turned on. In short, computers have more support from
humans during a human vs computer match than humans do from other humans #
Post-script: Thinking question: what defines the boundary between computer and human? Some certaintists are working on neural vats
containing massive quantities of real, human neurons, and scientifically fictionally speaking #, these neural vats can one day be used to
enhance the brain of GM Kasparov to also have access to a brute force algorithm, a human opening book, and a tablebase, and be of
comparable mass to the metallic data hard-ware that ran Deep Blue. Who would win?

H3S4: The machine learning conquest of Go:
According to game state complexity analysis <Wikipedia, a-r>, the game of Go is threefold more complex as in its game state complexity
exponential factor is 3 times higher than that of chess, and in another term, 10^360 / 10^120 = 10^240. In accordance with this, the best
computer defeated the best human in the Alpha Go vs Lee Sedol, WC <b-39, South Korea> in March 2016, whereas it was in 1997 that
Deep Blue, IBM defeated Garry Kasparov, WC. This result seems counter-intuitive, for if computers are more gifted in creativity,
problem-solving, and complex-handling, as well as all of other traits required to excel at board games, one would expect them to be better
in situations of greater complexity, we would have expected the game of Go to fall before International Chess, but actually it was the other
way around. There remains certain East Asian games that have yet to fall to computers as well, such as those in which the median complexity
of game states is higher than International Chess. Moreover, it should be noted that Google’s Alpha Go has a key feature that Deep Blue
|=full IBM did not have: machine-learning. This hearkens back to c-s Alan Turing’s prophetic 1953 prediction x assignment that first
delineated the difference between AI, as epitomized # by Deep Blue, and a fully-featured machine learner, as epitomized by Alpha Go, and
one wonders whether AI-alone could have done the job. == One can theoretically | conceive a game of an additional 10^120 factor complexity
than Go that computers would not be able to conquer, and there is evidence that humans would be able to play such a game, including
Stratego at 10^535; insofar as games | themselves are a reduction of human affairs, it would appear that frick-fracking the reduction layer
is where silicon-based machines peak and there is no chance for them to out-do carbon-based organisms in the “real world” #np, and this is
what we have observed in biological evolution as well; there is quite a bit of evidence in the history of biological evolution that the base
elements of Silicon and Iron could have been integrated into biological hardware, but their place was relegated; if metal was superior to
carbon in computation, then we would have already evolved to be metal, and what we have seen in this reverse complexity observation
merely validates what is a much larger data set in evolutionary history as a second point of consilience. Tl;dr: nightmarish sci-fi scenarios of
the AI or machine learning takeover by metallic machines is widely | overblown. == If we know that computers are worse relative to
themselves # in higher complexity variations and b-ps, then we can use this property strategically to exploit them; this is counter-intuitive to
humans as well, as we are not conditioned | necessarily to make stereotyped | judgments on an opponent, as humans are typically capable
of a high rate of adaption to superior | strategies, but when it comes to fundamental differences in elemental | hardware and the fact that our
opponent is 0 IQ, we must use this to our advantage. In the previous, we have established that brute | force | computers have a hard limit in
their computational | depth, and it is our belief, although this is not established, that there is an analogous complexity ceiling in their capacity
to handle reductive | concepts on top. If these are true #, then the absence of | complexity would be an equalizing | factor, while pushing
complexity past a threshold would lead to a clean 100 - 0 sweep by a human player, and therefore, technique should be developed to up and
maintain #np complexity not only in games with higher inherent complexity, but within chess also. Fin-v2.

H3S5: Humans x computers; the final form:
<X-ref ch-54 CM intro story> The final form of the intellectual competition between semiconductors and neurons #np is a human-guided
merger where machines are relegated, as calculators already have been in arithmetic, as case-specific fast t-c <ch-57> problem solvers
and data miners, but it will largely be humans that 1) identify the problem that needs to be solved and 2) creates the scenario or position in
which the problem | exists #np-2. Goldowsky <a-r>: Tyler Cowen, Regan’s childhood friend and an economics professor at George
Mason University, is the author of Average is Over, which came out in 2013, and Cowen fills a chapter with predictions extrapolated from
Regan’s research. Cowen reports how freestyle (human-computer) chess teams play stronger than computers do on their own and argues
that the future economy will consist of high-performing human-computer teams <ch-9 H2S2 H3S5> in all aspects of society. Fin-v2.

H4S1: A/B testing:
Goldowsky <a-r>: Former World Champion Viswanathan Anand <b-1969, Mayiladuthurai, India> said that one bit per game, one yes-no
answer about whether a sacrifice is sound, could be worth 150 rating points. MIC: A/b testing is a tool that we used daily at Distractify.com
<ch-0 H2S4> to optimize 1) article headlines and thumbnails for clickability, as measured by # of clicks per page impression; a rate of 10%
or higher was generally considered excellent and viral-worthy, since the optimal share-rate is about 10%, and if each share generates 100
impressions #np, then the K-factor is 1, and a K-factor of one or more results in virality. 2) We also built a novel tool to a/b test variants of
entries as well as the order of entries to optimize for a) page engagement duration, as measured in seconds; this helps boost ranking in
Google’s SEO algorithm b) the % down the page the median user scrolled, which boosts c) the rate with which the article is shared; again,
10% of page views of the article is the goal. There was a significant debate internally as well as in the media industry the balance between
human curation and the degree to which algorithms should replace human curation but we can see from this example that 1) the
influence of algorithms is limited to approx +/- 150 rating, which is of minority significance #np if one’s rating is, for example, 2,000 and
2) algorithms serve human curation since the a/b testing algorithm selects among candidates that are selected by humans. We believe that

we achieved the optimal human x computer merger at Distractify, which explains why we became
the fastest website to 10,000,000 monthly visitors of all time <40-days>.

Ch-9: R: H2S3: Mind x body reductions:
Dr. David Spiegel, Stanford <additional-resources> <25:56> I was called by a famous oncologist
<cancer> here to see a young man who was a world-class swimmer who nearly | died one night he
bled out he had a great food-sized lymphoma, a white blood cell | tumor, in his gut and he nearly
died. They brought him to the hospital and started him on chemotherapy and he was literally
climbing the walls. I mean literally, he was in so much pain he couldn't stand it. MIC: In order to
fully elicit a particular memory and bring that state into this moment, thereby establishing a
connection between the logic of this moment and the story of the past #np, one has to also

https://www.google.com/search?q=Mayiladuthurai&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3MCwoKE9SAjON0rLyirXEspOt9AtS8wtyUoFUUXF-nlVSflHeIlY-38TKzJzElNKSjNKixMwdrIy72Jk4GADDkVB0SQAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwi8jKaT2sr4AhVqjIkEHXJZCSMQmxMoAHoECDIQAg
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build up the emotions in this moment toward the emotions of that former moment, and to some extent this will trigger a neural activation that
allows one to access the pathway of the past. At the same time, one is also experiencing the emotions of the present, which is unique of the
past #, and the co-experiencing simultaneously of these two emotions will cause a new synapse to be formed between two neuron clusters.
== The connection between reduced pathways to memories and emotions, which is a phenomena of the body in so far as the biochemical
release that comes with different emotions has widespread physiological facts on all organ systems and types of tissue, is significant because
it suggests that memories can also be stored in our bodies, outside of the brain. That also means that the entire body is responsible for
computation and therefore the total mass of tissue that is capable of computation in the human body is greater than the 3 pound mass of
neural tissue in the brain. Much of the early gains of intelligence increase from an unactivated human is the recruitment of the rest of the body,
including muscle tissue, bones, and internal organs to participate in the brain's tasks. == Dr. Spiegel, cont: I told the parents: I'm not worried
about drug addiction, that's low on my list, let me deal with him. So I go into the room, this huge strapping guy is struggling on the bed,
moaning and screaming and I said to him, trying to establish rapport - we learned that in psychiatry <laughter> - I said: you don't really want
to be here, do you? And he said: how many years of medical training did it take you to figure that out <laughter> So i could see we were
getting along <laughter>. Very well, and I said well, “where would you rather be?” and he said: Well, you know, I'm a great swimmer but I've
never surfed and I said: “okay we're going to Hawaii”, so I got him hypnotized and I told him to imagine that he was surfing. MIC: This fact also
suggests a degree of athleticism in mental training and conversely, the brain can become more intelligent by training the body as well. The
connections between these elements makes it exceedingly unlikely that there is not a high degree if not perfect degree of correlation between
one's ability to perform certain athletic movements and one's general intelligence. This fact has important implications on pedagogy as it
makes available more than one training and education modality for each concept; if a student is struggling to learn it in the format of visual
learning or reading comprehension in a classroom, for example, instructors can adapt the part of the curriculum that a particular student is
stuck on and, as an alternative modality, presented in a more kinesthetic way. == This practice is already prevalent in primary K-12 education,
but it is currently practiced in a folk way that is not backed up by an adequate load of theoretical science. The emotional state reduction x body
physiology model of the body’s role in preserving memories of the mind presented in this section formalizes this practice as evidence based,
and note that a significant portion of the evidence for this theory is the establishment of a logical connection that was made without further
empirical knowledge input. In depth: athletic Chess example | game: // analyze this:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/48730198755?tab=review <just worked out ultimate frisbee 30 minutes 6/11/22 7:53 PM
H2S3 Post-Script: Dr. Spiegel, fin # <27:15> And he kept groaning but the groan changed a little bit, and I said “what happened” and he said,
well, I fell off the surfboard and I said “good, well get on it and do it right” so I got him practicing surfing: just don't be here, go somewhere else

where you'd rather be. 48 hours later, I was back on the unit, he was in the hall in bear claw slippers
chasing the nurses up and down the hall, he was off his pain meds and I got to the note from this
famous oncologist who wrote “patient off of pain meds, tumor must be regressing” This is a paper that
we published in the Lancet in 2000.

H2S3 H3S1: The fatality of insu�cient mental
capacity: #np
Dr. Spiegel <1:30:30> <a-r>: So what we try to do is convert anxiety | into fear and depression into
sadness to convert a kind of general clout of misery into something you can face and do something
about and we think that helps people manage the stress | of this illness much better. It is well known in
the medical sciences that practices like hypnosis can help alleviate patient fear and anxiety <r:
Stanford, a-r> and separately from this, that reductions of anxiety is a biochemical event that is
associated with an adrenal gland produces steroid<nonpolar> hormone known as cortisol. Elevated
levels of cortisol are associated with not only the experience within consciousness <r: H2S1 H3S2
H4S8> of anxiety but also pathological signs such as digestive problems, weight gain, and Cushing
Syndrome <r: WebMD> This is only one model example of the chain of effects from emotions <r:

ch-14> ⇒ biochemical hormonal levels <r: ch-19 CM H3S1, prostaglandin signaling pathway> ⇒ physiological pathologies and as a
general rule, there’s about 100 things we don’t know about the human body for every thing that we do know, in principle. What is known
within the chess communities, as well the philosophy and psychology of fields, is that the cultivation of one’s mind | leads to improvements
in one’s psychological management, and one’s frame of reference <ch-41> is something that can be controlled, consciously, and even
wielded in competition <ch-48> Data correlates higher levels of educational attainment with superior | emotional control manifested in
statistically significant | marital retention <r: Pew Research Center, (D)> Post: With enough effortful practice, a complex set of
interrelated ideas or a sequence of motor skills fuse into a meaningful whole, forming a mental model somewhat akin to a “brain app”.
<Brown, pg-83 a-r>

H3S2: Reduction as a form of therapy:
Hu: A body needs to establish the proper expansion | reduction balance in order to be healthy. Too much | expansion, and not enough |
reduction, will lead to technical debt <ch-H2S3 H3S4>, leading to excess fatigue. Too little | expansion, and the mind begins to atrophy.
However, it’s probably better to be on the side of excess reduction than expansion, a form of greed. In that case, reduction therapy,
mediated by Anki | spaced repetition, can help organize, and decrease the entropy of <r: 8/7 H2S5 H3S4>, large regions of the brain, and,
since the structure of synaptic connections mirrors the structure of knowledge in the mind, organizing one’s information hierarchies will
lead to changes in neuronal structure, and we would expect that a decrease in information entropy would comply with a decrease in
structural neurological entropy, leading to better health. Fin.v-1.
H4S1: Quantum reductions:
Hu, via MIC ch.15-H2S5,H3S8: The application of quantum reductions to chess calculation can help us optimize | efficiency <ch-44 H2S1
H3S9> by using probabilistics to optimize our route down the search tree. The ideal | calculation #np is one in which every move that is
considered is played, in theory, that the calculator knows 1) the depth to which to calculate 2) the best candidate move to consider first in
each b-p and 3) there is a reduction | cut to nullify the need to consider any other candidate. For optimal | results, we will likely need to
connect the paradigm of quantum | computing |=>, which, like software, is not married to the crystal lattice | hardware, in the sense that a
quantum computer’s script can be just as well # translated to English, |=> with what the human brain already does | naturally in the
process of visual perception <ch-42 H2S2> in filtering geometric | complexity ch-45 H2S1, and use quantum computing to process
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differential geometric inputs from the visual perception system in order to generate differential probabilistic | curation criteria that is then
fed into the search CM H3S1 H4S4 process to generate the highest probability good first candidate. #np, H2S5 post: Britannica, future of
q-tum: I think the 21st century will be the century of quantum technology. We've seen the first of the quantum gadgets in our century, but
many of them are toys. When the laser was invented in the 1960s, it was often called an invention looking for an application. And now, of
course, we see lasers used all over the place, but it's still a novelty. I think in another 100 years, we're going to find quantum devices in
almost every aspect of technology. And the weirdness of quantum mechanics, which we find so hard to get to grips with, is going to
become manifest in everyday life. And we're going to have to somehow come to terms with it. fin-v3 <fbno>
H4S2: Decay in entropy, as a form of death:
Hu: Death involves organ failure that results, in completeness, from the organ falling away from the state of order that reflects if genetic |
design. Therefore, the death state of an organ, as well as the subsequent failure in function of the organ system, causing death, must be
of a higher | entropy than the living state. Fin-v1.
H4S3: Life is negentropy #n-p:
Hu: Maintenance of a state of existence known as living in the physical realm, requires one to maintain, in the container of the Spirit that
one calls the body, a threshold level of negentropy. Whereas resurrection <8/7/22, LDS> is the restoration of that threshold level,
invincibility is the maintenance | thereof. Mouritsen<a-r>: According to Latter-day Saint doctrine, the post-earthly spirit world is the
place of residence for all those who have died and are awaiting the resurrection’s inseparable connection of their spirits and bodies. Thus,
it is not the place where God the Father, the resurrected Lord, and other resurrected beings dwell. Rather, it is an intermediate condition or
state where people await the resurrection—a tangible sphere where disembodied | spirits live in one of several conditions according to what
their mortal lives have merited. Hu: When one lacks any | container in the physical world, that has a threshold negentropy, to contain
one’s Spirit, one can be considered deceased in the physical realm.

Ch-9 R: Def:
∈ Calculation, reductions: At minimum reduction (n.) = at minimum, a move is winning or drawn and thus calculation can be stopped without
looking for better. See Calculation reduction (n.) = in the dictionary. Memory (n.) = a packet of information combined with a retrieval pathway
that connects the information with a stimulus.

Ch-9 R: Exercises:
H2S2: Man vs Machine:
Ex-1: It took the computing world 20 additional years to defeat the Go
World Champion, South Korean 9-dan professional Lee Sedol,
compared to Chess World Champion, Russian GM Garry Kasparov,
and Go has a game state complexity that is orders of magnitude <r:
ch-19 H2S1 H3S5> greater than chess. What can we conclude from this?

a) Computers are more intelligent than humans, because
intelligence by our definitions means managing
complexity better.

b) The performance gap between humans and computers,
when computers are better, is smaller when the game
complexity is higher, and therefore we should seek
more complex positions when playing against
computers as opposed to versus humans, as WC Sedol
did in game 4.

c) Carbon must be a more efficient computing interface
than ions.

d) Lee Sedol is more intelligent than Garry Kasparov,
otherwise he would have lost in 1996 also.

e) Brute force methods thrive in complex positions
because they alone can account for every possibility.

Ex-2: Landauer’s principle is a measure of:
a) The computational capacity of the human brain.
b) The exaflops / s processing speed of supercomputers.
c) The amount of energy required to process a bit of data

for any computer.
d) The physical constant for entropy.
e) The performance rating of supercomputers in

human-run tournaments.

Ex-3: What factors limit the variation | computational capacity of the
human brain, thereby necessitating | reductions?

a) The presence of a clock in | games.
b) Their primary | language<Cho, ‘22>.
c) The finite | attention capacity of a 3 lbs biological

brain.
d) a & c only
e) All of the above.

Ex-4: A reduction can be applied to:

a) A losslessly | compressed file.
b) The biochemical | pathway of retrieval, which is a

component of memories.
c) The perception of colored light, at the level of

rhodopsin<r: ch-42>
d) The mental process of calculation to prune the

calculation | tree.
e) b) and d)

Ex-5: All of the following are ways that implementing mental reductions
can affect the body except:

a) Faster reaction time to complex positions #
b) An altered emotional state if a pathway that used to run

through a region that triggers a particular biochemical
release no longer runs through that region due to a
reduced pathway.

c) Allowing for alternative inputs of information by altering
the neural pathway to an existing region to which the
new information should be connected.

d) The stimulation of de novo neurogenesis.
e) A decreased expenditure of energy in thinking and

therefore a decreased need for metabolism.

Ex-6: In Man Versus Machine: Kasparov Versus Deep Blue, a 1997 book
by GM Raymond Keene, the author presents a 4 part argument:
P: Humans are competitive.
P: <blank>
P: We treasure intelligence.
C: Chess is the ultimate test of cerebral fitness.
Which of the following statements can be a valid # 2nd premise?

a) People spend the better part of their lives mastering
strategies and training their minds simply to be able to
defeat their rivals at this most difficult game.

b) Only humans possess an intellect.
c) Chess is 30 to 40 percent psychology - Judit Polgar,

WC, GM #
d) We all have a human ability to feel that something is

right or wrong when we play chess or another game.
e) We invented sports to measure our abilities.
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Rote memorization x
mathematics, permutation x
ch-53 opening theory x depth x
ch-15, visualization:
Below you will be asked to memorize 20 turns of main line theory
for each of the main line openings of Material in Chess: the
Sicilian Accelerated Dragon, the King’s Indian Defense, the
Reverse Dragon English, and the Botvinnik Variation English.
== How to: read the algebraic notation associated with each
initial | tabiya and recall the blanks one by one, and check the
answer. You can write them down in a list, and check them all at
once, but once you have more of the moves | down, you should
be able to check specific ones you sense you forgot.
Memorization works quite a bit like this, and you’re going to gain
a confidence calibration to whether you feel like you remember or
not. == Memorization will force your brain to reduce knowledge
into retrievable bits, and therefore can be 1) painful 2) energy |
intensive. Keep in mind that this is the depth of theory that most
Super-GMs know, so by doing this you are vastly shortcutting
your chess improvement. It may take you up to 3 months of
dedicated practice on a spaced repetition schedule to memorize
the next 4 exercises (!)

L: Ex-7: The Sicilian Accel-

erated Dragon: 6.s-(1) 7. Bc4 (2) 8. Bb3 <prophylaxis> (3) <merger> 9.
F3 (4) 10. Qd2 (5) 11. Bxd4 (0) (6) ! 12. A4 $.b5-P (7) 13. Nd5 ! (8) 14.
Bxg7 (0) ! (9) 15. Exd5 (0) (10) 16. H4 (11) 17. O-O-O (12) 18. Qd4+
(13) 19. G4 $.h5-P ! (14) 20. Kb1 (15) 21. Cxb3 <0> (16) 22. Qe4 <run
$> (17) 23. Gxh5 (-1) (18) 24. Hxg6 (-1) (19) 25. Rhg1 (+) (20)

Ex-8: R: The starting position of the Sämisch Gambit 6. Be3 c5$.e-$! 7.
dxc5<-1> (1) 8. Qxd8 (2) 9. Bxc5 (3) F-Gheorghiu vs B-Gelfand,
Palma de Mallorca<1989> 10. Nd5 (4) 11. Bxe7<-1> (5) 12. Nxe7+ (6)
13. Nd5 (7) 14. Rb1 (8) 15. Nh3 (9) 16. Nf2 (10) 17. Nd3 (11) 18. Be2
(12) 19. N3f4 (13) 20. Nh5 (14) 21. Kf1? (15) 22. H4 (16) 23. Exd5?1

(17) 24. Rxb7 (18) 25. Rb3 (19) 26. Rd3 (20) 27. Bd1 (21)

L: Ex-9: The starting position of the Reversed.🐉-English: 1. Nf3 Nf6
2. c4 b6 <A15: LiChess> 3. g3 c5 4. Bg2 Bb7 [D] 5. (1) g6 6. (2) Bg7
7. (3) cxd4 8. (4) d6 9. (5) Nbd7 10. (6) Rc8 11. (7) a6 12. (8) O-O 13.
(9) Rc7 14. (10) Qb8 15. (11) Nc5 16. (12) Nfe4 17. (13) Bxe4 18. (14)
Bxf3 19. (15) exd6 20. (16) b5 21. (17) bxc4 22. (18) Rxc4 23. (19)
Qb2 24. (20) Be5. Game: Filippov, Valerij vs Loek van
Wely<2004>
Ex-10: Game: GM Kramnik vs Miguel Illescas Cordoba<1997>,
Botvinnik-Eng 1. Nf3 Nf6 2. c4 e6 3. Nc3 Bb4 4. Qc2 O-O 5. a3 Bxc3
6. Qxc3
b6 7. g3 Bb7 8. Bg2 c5 9. b4 d6 10. O-O Nbd7 11. Bb2 Qe7
12. d3 Rfc8 13. b5 a6 14. a4 axb5 15. axb5 Qf8 16. E4 Rxa1<-5> [D]
17.
(1) Ra8 18. (2) Rxa1 19. (3) Qa8 20. (4) 21. (5) Ne8 22. (6) Bb7
23. (7) f6 24. (8) Kf7 25. (9) Ke7 26. (10) Kd8 27. (11) exd5 28.
(12) Nc7 29. (13) Na8 30. (14) Nf8 31. (15) Bc8 32. (16) Bd7 33.
(17) Ke7 34. (18) Nxe6 35. (19) Be8 36. (20) gxf6

Time cards:
MIC: Time cards are generated from positions, in which the
correct move was played, but the amount of time invested to
make the move consumed disproportionate clock time.

L: Ex-11: [2,500]

Ex-12: [1,500]

L, below: Ex-13: [2,400]

Ex-14: [1,200]

Lossless reductions:
Lossless | reductions can be lossless | reductions, or they can
be, proper | applications of sometimes.lossy-reductions. Even
the application of a some.lossy-red, in a lossy | fashion, is not
necessarily | fallacious, such as in tm-pres. Fin.v4-2.
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L: Ex-15: Game: GM D-Gukesh<2684> vs GM Nodirbek
Abdusattorov<2688> rd-10, ‘22 Olympiad.

R: Ex-16: <1578> Game: Almasi, Zoltan<2,620> vs Georgiev,
Kiril<2,615> via LiChess <1994>

L, below: Ex-17: [1,526]

Ex-18: [1,800]

Assass in 4+

Ex-19: [1,433]

R: Ex-20: [1,583]

Solutions:
Ex-1: The correct answer is b)
The scope of c) is far too expansive to be a valid conclusion from
this single observation.
e) does not account for the use of time to process this complexity
and moreover, it is not a valid conclusion from the data # because
it took the brute force method longer to defeat humans in greater
complexity, whereas if this thriving were the case, it would have
taken less time.

Ex-2: The correct answer is c)

Ex-3: The correct answer is d)
For b), see ch-16, Pinker.
Ex-4: The correct answer is e)

Ex-5: The correct answer is d)
B) is not a perfect answer, but it is an example of applying
deduction to facts. There is no scientific evidence supporting this
possibility, and yet, if we combine our knowledge of reductions,

mental pathways, and the biochemical nature of emotions, then
logically speaking, this possibility cannot be ruled out #
Likewise for c) and e)

The nervous system consumes more glucose than
most other parts of the body, and effortful | mental
activity appears to be especially expensive in the
currency of glucose. When you are actively involved in
difficult cognitive reasoning or engaged in a task that
requires self-control, your blood glucose level drops.
R: Dr. Daniel Kahneman, Thinking Fast and Slow ©
2011, ch-3.

Ex-6: e)

Ex-7: Lines for 7-10 are retrieved
from the LiChess Masters opening
database. (1) Nf6 (2) O-O (3) d6 (4)
Bd7 (5) Nxd4 (6) b5 (7) b4 $.c3-N
(8) Nxd5 (9) Kxg7 (+3) (10) Qb6
(11) h5 (12) Qa5 (13) Kg8 (14)
Bxa4 <+1> (15) Bxb3 (16) Qc5
$.d4-Q (17) a5 ! (18) a4
<critical-move> ! (19) axb3 (0)
<z-zug> ! (20) Rac8 [diagram]

Ex-8:
Cherniaev, Prokuronov<a-r>:
<pg-107>: The most | logical
positional solution, aiming to
open the long diagonal for the
g7-B, but, for a long time, this
was thought to be impossible
because it simply loses a P (1)
dxc5 (2) Qxd8 (3) Nc6 (4) Nd7!
(5) Nxe7<+3>! Cherniaev,
Prokuronov: White has only two
developed pieces, and often
decides to exchange one of
them<skip> Keeping his B with

11.Ba3<alt!> comes at a price # because the N will be evicted
from d5, and after 11…e6$ 12. Nc7 Rb8 13. O-O-O b6 14. Ne2
a6<cont-b5>! Sees Black emerge from the complications with
the upper | hand (6) Kf8<run+> (7) Bxb2<+1> (8) Bg7<run$>,
Cherniaev, Prokuronov<of-f>: Karpov’s plan. White wants to
bring his N to d3 via to f2 # to shore up his position. Alts # include
15. H4 and 15. Ne2 (9) Nc5 (10) Be6 (11) Rac8 (12) Na4 (13) g5
(14) Bc3+ (15) Bd4 (16) Bxd5! (17) Nc3 (18) Rb8 (19) Nxa2 (20)
Rb1+ (21) Bb6! [D].f-move: The B is simply | too strong here, and
Gelfand went on to win with some ease, by combining
dark.sq-thrs with the swift | advance of his a-pawn. MIC: This
unique | position, arrived | at from the aftermath # of a
queenless | mid-g, in which neither | side castled, due to an early
liquidation.of-Qs afforded by the Sämisch Gambit’s
d.file-opening, at the cost of the c5-P, has a unique E-pattern,
with ⅔ of all-Ps occupying light-sqs, including 0, in the central |
quadrant, giving the s.b6-B tremendous | mobility<7> across
multiple perpendiculars. Fin.v4-2. Post, MIC:⭐ Definitely a
unique | response to the Sämisch, and has the psyc-adv, of
diffusing the K-side chances, of players who are psychologically |
primed to look for it.

Ex-9:
5. (1) O-O 6. Nc3 (2) 7. D4 (3) 8. Qxd4(4) 9. Be3(5) 10. Rac1(6)
11. B3 (7) 12. Rfd1 (8) 13. Qh4 (9) 14. Bh3 (10) 15. G4 (11) 16.
G5 (12) 17. Nxe4 (13) 18. Bxc5 (14) 19. Bxd6 (15) 20. Exf3 (16)
21. F4 (17) 22. Rxc4 (18) 23. Bxc4 (19) 24. F5 (20)

Ex-10:
17. Rxa1<recoup> (1) 18. Qc1! (2) 19. Qxa1 (3) 20. Qxa8+ (4)
21. Nd2! (5) 22. Nb1! (6) 23. F4 (7) 24. Nc3 (8) 25. Na4! (9) 26.
D4! (10) 27. D5 (11) 28. Exd5 (12) 29. Bh3 (13) 30. Be6 (14) 31.
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F5 (15) 32. Kf2 (16) 33. G4 (17) 34. G5 (18) 35. Fxe6 19) 36.
Gxf6+ (20)
17.
(1) Ra8 18. (2) Rxa1 19. (3) Qa8 20. (4) 21. (5) Ne8 22. (6) Bb7
23. (7) f6 24. (8) Kf7 25. (9) Ke7 26. (10) Kd8 27. (11) exd5 28.
(12) Nc7 29. (13) Na8 30. (14) Nf8 31. (15) Bc8 32. (16) Bd7 33.
(17) Ke7 34. (18) Nxe6 35. (19) Be8 36. (20) gxf6
Ex-11: https://lichess.org/BDGPbvbU/white
11. Rb1! <x-ref> ch.19-H2S5 H3S9, “minority | attack”, reaching
into the depths of chess theory to find a prepared | plan.
Fin.v4-2.

Ex-12:
8. Be2🛡.f3-N w/ 0.3 o-n d.32-cloud. With the d2-N abs-pinned,
the f player is at | threat of having his f-pawns doubled. When the
enemy has an imminent, and high-priority threat, it actually
simplifies our search, because our move must | meet the
condition | of stopping or countering that threat.
Ex-13: 6k1/1pp3Np/p2p1ppB/3n4/7Q/P1P2P2/2q3rP/5R1K b - - 1 27
27…Qe2$.f1-R<1:0> Evaluation of the ini.mat-diff is an
important time reduction in solving puzzles, where we lack the
game | history. Here, mat-diff is 0, but the mat-comp is a minor
down, for us, in exchange, for 3-Ps. We have to win, at least 3
points, to solve the puzzle. The most | likely target, despite being
far | from the action, if the g7-N, which we can capture, if a
forcing sequence ends in our turn to move, and we have deflected
the e3-B, such as if # 28. Rg1<run$> Rxg1+ 29. Kxg1
Ne3<thr-Qg2#> 30. Bxe3<forced> Qxe3+!<+3> 31. Kg2, followed
by Kxg7<+3>. The problem for the f1-R# is that it cannot vacate
the f3-P, which occupies a (+)-sq<fbno>, without some sort of
counter-measure. For example, if 28. Re1<1:1><$.e2-Q>
Qxf3<+1> can be met by 29. Qe4<1:1>! -0.30 d-33, K-2901. But #
Rxh2+<1:2><temp-sack>! wins after the forcing | sequence 29.
Qxh2 Qxe1+<recoup> 30. Qg1<int+> Qxg1+ 31. Kxg1
Kf7<cont-e6>!, cutting off the other half of the g7-N’s remaining
esc-sqs. For | instance: 32. c4 Nb6 33. f4 Nxc4 34. f5 b5 35. Ne6
c5 36. Nd8+ Ke8 37. Ne6 g5 38. Kf2 Nxa3 39. Nf8 Kf7 40. Nxh7
b4 41. Nxg5+ fxg5 42. Bxg5 {-4.57}), K-2901, ~d-30 <fbno>
Fin.v4-2.

Ex-14: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/21353430161
MIC: Time card: 8...Nxd5 w/ -1.65 1.20 over next and 1.65 over
played, f4 d-20 with the idea that after # 9. exd5<-3> Bh4+! and
the f-K will lose its right to castle, since 10. G3? Nxf3+! The
concentration of our power is 12 points aligned d8-h4-e1, and
8…Nxd5 clears-for this battery, doubling its E.

Ex-15:
Rozman<a-r>: White has an absolutely | dominant situation;
white has what's called a connected, protected, outside pass
pawn, that pawn's a passer, it's a problem in all endgames. This
bishop is not participating at all, and around here, if Gukesh had
played the move, 28. Qh5$.f7-P<2:2>$.h7-P!, it's +7, and the
point is that um rook d7 is just coming in and i mean there's just
no play like, if black plays g6$.h5-Q, 29. Qg5<run$>!, and f-Qf6,
let's just finish this game's just over. f-Ng4, I mean like, Qh5 wins.
MIC: Likewise, 28…f5<int.h5-Q🛡e5-N> can be met by 29.
f4🛡.e5-N!, renewing Qe7 30. Rd7<1:1> The lossless | reduction
applied by Rozman here refers to a sufficient | overwhelm of
K-side forces, once both the h5-Q and the penetrating d7-R,
combined 14-heavy, converges on f7, traditional | chess theory
has enough examples, for a typical GM like Gukesh, to very
reliably convert such positions, and therefore, due to this hinge,
Rozman is able to make the lossless | eval-red: “game over”.
Ex-16: https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/88734
1. c4<1:1>$$!, a 14.pt-power, with no | viable e+, c4 is a
Q-check, we not | need to look for better. Fin.v4-2.

Ex-17: https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/137349764

<red-1> Down 3-Ps, we need something significant out of a
forcing | sequence, <red-2> and with both e-nobles adequately |
protected, we need to look for # <red-3> S is threatening M-1, so
99.9%, our first move needs to be a +, leaving either # s-Qg5+ or
s-Qd3+ <red-4> Which move is easiest to confirm | or eliminate?
<red-5> This is the one that we should examine | first. Looking at
f-Qg5+, first, <red-6> since a Swallow+ leaves, at most, 2
options #, the situation after s-Ke4 f-Qe5+<only+, red-7> is
unclear. <red-8>: Since calculation | complexity increases with
depth, we should switch, at this point, to breadth.⭐
Calculation capacity increases with depth, so, in general, if, in
breadth, you're considering 2 or more options, the leading line
shouldn't be more than 2 ply deeper than next, unless there's a
compelling reason. <R: GM Anna Muzychuk, ‘21/2 stream> 1.
Qd3+ Kf6 <o-m>! 2. Qd4+ e5 3. Qxe5#<dovetail>, or 2…Ke7 3.
Qd8#<dovetail>

Ex-18: 2kr2nr/pp1q1p1p/6P1/2p1b2Q/2P1p2R/8/PP1P1P1P/RNB1K3 b
Q - 0 17
17…hxg6<1:1><clr.h8-R[1.5:1.5]$,($).h>! an extremely | complex
move, that is only considered because <red-1> we can recognize,
due to the local | intensity, both regionally, and depth-wise, of E,
that this move will have disproportionate | criticality #n-p, relative
to other positions, <red-2> the e5-B is hangtacked, and <red-3>,
we need to counter f’s pressure in the h-file. This move works #
because <red-5> f’s q.led-battery cannot face a supported-R,
and the <mat.red-6> (trap).h4-R is sufficient to counter
<thr-Qxe5>

Ex-19: https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/99100
1…Rxa1<+5> 2.Rxa1<0> Qf6$<1:0>$<1:0>!! <red-1>This
diagonal pivot, into the E-vectors of both hang$s.
3.Ra8<1:0>$.e-$! Escaping with a counter-thr Rxa8<+!>!
Resolution via attraction 4.Bxa8 Qa1+ <red-2> Using a second
fork # to counter the d.a-r 5.Kg2 Qxa8+<+3, assass> <red-3>
The persistent | vulnerability of the f-back clues us into
re-checking it, throughout the | sequence.

Ex-20: https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/92292

1. Ra8+<coer!> Kg7<o-m> 2. Nh6<thr-Rg8#> Nf6<cont-g8!>, and
gxf6+?? leads to a D-end <red-1> any which way, as even a P-adv is not
sufficient to win such an R-endgame, for instance 3. gxf6? Kxh6 4.
Ra7$.f7-P! the best chance, which $ and cont.e7🛡 Kg5$.f6-P! 5.
Rxf7<+1> Re6$! wins back the P 3. Ra7<thr-Rxf7+ s-Kh8[o-m]
f-Rf8+[bnc!] s-Kg7[o-m] f-Rg8#!>, applying a “best I can do”⭐
reduction Nd7 4. Rxd7<+3> Fin-v5.

Additional resources:
Deepmind’s documentary of their match vs Lee Sedol <32 mil
views, 223k likes> AlphaGo - The Movie | Full award-winning
documentary:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WXuK6gekU1Y&t=4403s
Goodman, David, and Raymond Keene. Man versus Machine:
Kasparov Versus Deep Blue. Buzan Centres Ltd, 1997.
Sapolsky, Robert. Stress and Neurodegeneration. Universiteit
Utrecht, 1994.
(May 19, 2010) Professor | Robert Sapolsky gives what he calls
"one of the most difficult lectures of the course" about chaos and
reductionism. He references a book that he assigned to his
students. This lecture focuses on reduction science and breaking
things down to their component parts in order to understand them
best. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_njf8jwEGRo
Lawlor, Leonard. “Jacques Derrida.” Stanford Encyclopedia of
Philosophy, Stanford University, 27 Aug. 2021,
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/derrida/.
WC Magnus Carlsen: “How My Mind Works” 2013 Interview R:
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Book-10: Notations: c-m:
This chapter is a tribute to Dr. Kenneth Regan of the University of Buffalo, International Master and 1981 New York State Chess
Champion, the “God of Notation”. MIC: The ability to fluently use a concept as notation at the speed of a live game is the ultimate | level

of understanding and application of the system presented in this book. == The first
form of notation presented in this book relates to the benefits of tracking effect in the
destination | square of a ren’s movement to prevent accidental assassinations that can
be easily prevented. If one is constantly | aware of the effect | balance of the square by
making a conscious note of the effect balance and keeping in mind the conditions in
which assassination can occur in positive, neutral, and negative effects squares, one
can greatly reduce the rate of blunders. More so, however, is that one can reduce the
amount of time | accounting for assassinations and allow one's mind to touch upon |
the stratosphere of higher-level positional concepts. The goal of this book is to not
only enable one to carelessly play blunder-free | chess, but also to reduce and thus
clear space in the mind. For concepts that would not otherwise be graspable, if one had
to invest a significant proportion of mental resources to keep track of the effect with
respect to the destination square of every move. == The first form of notation, however,
does not account for assassination opportunities created both for and against the player
who is making the move in relation to squares that are affected by the ren that is moving,
both the deprivation of effect from the initial board position and the addition of effect in

the resulting board position. It would be too cluttered to mechanically write every single square who is now affected or no longer affected by a
ren’s movement. The notation system must not resemble | notetaking and only describe the most fundamental aspects of the ren’s movement
as a property and also be convenient enough to be recorded along with the move and move time in 10 seconds or less by the notetaker and
within the space allotted on the standard score sheet. == In addition to over the board notation, we propose a second notation system in
online play that standardizes the use of arrows in square highlighting. For those who are unfamiliar with online play on two of the most popular
chess websites Chess.com and LiChess. There are four different colors available for arrows as well as destination squares, red, yellow,
green, and blue. We propose using square highlighting to indicate the effect difference of each square, with red being a square of enemy
effect, green being square a friendly effect, and blue being a square of neutral effect. Yellow can be used for squares in the king's run zone
that would otherwise be of the effect of that player but has at least one contender or defender from the enemy side such that the king is cut off
from accessing that square. And this is an important detail in run zone analyses and checkmates. For arrows, we propose using green for
friendly effect, red for enemy effect, and yellow to indicate future piece movements. (D) Courtesy of Lulu | Accelerator for writers $99 <hl>
the ISBN = International Standard Book Number which is issued by the International ISBN Agency <a-r> is a form of notation, analogous
to barcodes and QR codes in that a condensed | version of more meaningful text is stored in a codified manner that can be easily processed
by human and machine translators for the purposes of identifying, categorizing, and processing information in a reduced <ch-9> format.

CM H3S1: Historical systems | [1600]:
Two systems of chess move notation precede the next gen system presented in this book, and in contemporary USCF tournaments, the
deployment of a variety of styles on a move by move basis is generally seen as acceptable. == The earliest system was the descriptive
system, seen in European chess literature until it was replaced by the algebraic system in the 1980s, due to the latter’s increased
conciseness. == Each move in descriptive notation is written from the perspective of the move-playing player, such that rank 1 corresponds
with that player’s home rank for his moves. Algebraic notation differs in that the square coordinates are absolute. Files in descriptive are
relative to the names of the pieces that are located in them at the start of the game, rather than numerically a-h as in algebraic. Carried over
from old notation into the modern system are characteristic markers like capture, x, and check, +, as well as special notation for the two forms
of castling. == The most notable difference between the two systems is the lack of regard for the initial square in algebraic, making it more
difficult to read mid-game positions due to the need to trace back the move list in order to find the previous square of occupation of a moved zi
#n-p

H3S1 H4S1: Descriptive notation:
This method of naming the squares means that each square has one name from White's point of view and another from Black's. For example,
the corner square nearest White's left hand (i.e. square a1 in algebraic notation) is called "queen's rook 1" (QR1) by White and "queen's rook
8" (QR8) by Black. Ref: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Descriptive_notation.

In descriptive notation, the square e4 is referred to as K4 for f, short for
King 4, in reference to the fact that the e-file is the file in which the King is
located in the initial.b-p for both sides. However, the rank value for the
square e4 differs depending on whether the notation for the square is used
to describe | a move | that is written for f or s; for f, that rank is 4th from the
bottom, so the square e4 is “K4” for f and “K5” for s.
L: The e4 square is 4th from the bottom # for f.
R: The e4 square is 5th from the bottom for f, hence “K5”. Note that for both
players, e4 is located in the “King’s” file.
The file value for descriptive notation depends on knowledge of the initial
board position:

File value table, descriptive vs. algebraic, f perspective:

D QR QN QB Q K KB KN KR



2

Alg a b c d e f g h

B-p ♖ ♘ ♗ ♕ ♔ ♗ ♘ ♖

# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

*First row: descriptive notation, files. 2nd row, algebraic file value #. 3rd row, the location of the starting zi for f in the f-home #. 4th row, the file
count from the left, for f. All columns are aligned #
H5S1: Specification for zi moved:
Each move notation in descriptive notation specifies 1) the type of zi that is moved, either N, Q, R, B, K, or P <P is specified in descriptive,

whereas
it is left
blank in

algebraic, as we will see below>
The type of the zi captured is also specified # Fin. While descriptive notation is largely regarded as obsolete, it does have a few minor
advantages over algebraic notation. By identifying each square with reference to the player on move, descriptive notation better reflects the
symmetry of the game's starting position (e.g. "both players opened with P-QB4 and planned to play B-KN2 as soon as possible"). Ref:
Wikipedia, Descriptive Notation. The other aspects # Descriptive notation largely overlap with algebraic notation, which we will cover
below, and any remaining minute details are outside the scope of this book, but students are welcome to follow the trail from the linked
Wikipedia article to learn more from their own investigations.

H3S1 H4S2: Algebraic notation:
(1) Ref: Chess Tactics for Kids by GM Murray Chandler. The primary difference between algebraic notation, the bulk of which is used in this
textbook #, and descriptive notation is in the naming | of the squares. (2) Rfd1: When there are | | two or | more | rooks that can reach the
same square from a | | given | ini.b-p |, the specific rook needs to be specified. In this case, the rook that was located in the f1 sq in the initial
b.p. | | is | the one | that moves to d1. The | | following | 2 | diagrams depict two scenarios in which an f-R needs to be specified in its
movement to d1 in algebraic notation #defd, | | either | when | there is an alternate R with | | overlapping | mobility | to that square | along the
first rank, but West-ward #defd of the d-file, non-inclusive, as in figure 1, or North-ward of the home rank along the d-file, non-inclusive of d1
itself. Hellsten: Black resigned in view of the threat Nf6+ ! Figures 2, 3: b.p.s given in MCS, Chessable edition by GM Hellsten. (3) R1d4: | | In
situations | in which | multiple rooks | |  in the | same file | can reach the same destination square, due to being positioned | | on | either  side |
#defd of the destination square, a 1-8 number #defd corresponding to the rank.loc of the R that moved needs to be specified. Example
diagram: Ref: auto-generated diagram using LiChess editor <hyperlink>. O-O | O-O-O | Capture notation | Promotion | Checkmate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Algebraic_notation_(chess) (tts this)

CM H3S2: CU Board Code | [1600]
CU’s Board Code is a 21st century notation system that depicts not only initial squares and destinations, but has an expandable library of
add-ons that you can build into your move-by-move thinking system. The Board Code is meant to help you keep track more easily of the key
aspects of what is and is going on at the board, serving almost as a cheat sheet for the real “between-the-tackles” understanding of chess.
Top Grandmasters have, most definitely, all of the following calibrations running in their minds at all times, tracking them in networks of
well-designed tables, often pushed out to them by teams of other Grandmasters, working in collectives to improve their board perception and
long-term thinking. Figure X:

Board Code: Line 1: e2 P, e1 K | Line 2: e8 K | Line 3: f=move; eval = W; win var # = 2, win var % = 50%
Ref: https://lichess.org/analysis/4k3/8/8/8/8/8/4P3/4K3_w_-_-_0_1#0
Structured optimally for the rapid reading and comprehension of chess positions without needing to look at
and follow along with a diagram is the usage of Board Code and other types of notation systems, which
reduce chess moves, board properties, and element locations into strings of 3-4 characters each and
compiles these descriptions of each and all squares in the position into a single string of text; the presently
mainstream PGN for full-game notation and its sidekick, the FEN for board state notation are designed
around simple principles of chess understanding.
Let’s compare the Board Code notation and FEN, acronym for Forsythe Edwards Notation, in their single line
forms:
Board Code: e2 P, e1 K | e8 K ⇒ f.move, 0/50MR, f/s.(-castling),
FEN: 4k3/8/8/8/8/8/4P3/4K3_w_-_-_0_1#0

H3S2 H4S1: Board Code vs. FEN Table | [1600]

# Name Code FEN Similar
(S) or
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Different
(D)

1 Meta-data

2 Sample string e2 P, e1 K | e8 K ⇒ f.move 4k3/8/8/8/8/8/4P3/4K3_w_-_-_0_1#0 D

3 Domain Board position reducer, piece location compiler Board position reducer, piece location
compiler

S

4 Board position

5 Differentiation
of sides

All first elements left,
all second elements right

All first elements upper case,
all second elements lower case.

D

6 Element
symbols

K = king
Q = queen
R = rook
B = bishop
K = knight
P = pawn

Same as Code. S

7 Legal differentiation conditions1 - changing the value or any of these changes the board position to a DIFFERENT one, even if
element locations remain the same.

8 Active side Property tag s.move or f.move depending on which
side owns the board position first ply, or has the move.

“w” or “b” tag located after the first
underscore following the board position
description.

D

10 Hallmove clock Number of half moves from the current board position
until the 50 move rule is reached; the first number after
side.move.

Same as Code in value, displayed as the
first value following en passant status (row
12, this table)

11 Castling status 0, castled KS, 00 castled QS, and blank if uncastled
and “-” for cannot castle. Repeat for f.0 and s.0.

“-” if neither side can castle, and 4 separate
notations depending on whether f/s can
castle k/q side; with f depicted with upper
case as in differentiation of sides (row 5, this
table).

D

12 En-passant
status

(ep) property tag displayed to the left of any pawn that
is able to capture e.p. in the board position first ply.

“-” if no pawns can capture en passant

13

14

15 Compression
level | [2 M]

For humans, it is closer to the psychological frame of
focusing on one’s own plans and opportunities. 90%
minimal file size, staying just under max compression.

A minimally reduced frame that is primarily
used for computer input rather than human
reading, minimal file size.

D

1) Chess players need to define if two positions are the same or different to determine if it’s necessary to study each independently,
and whether or not two positions are the same or different depends upon a handful of factors besides location.

Both notation forms keep on the left side the locations of all elements on the board in the board position; Board Code lists all first (white)
elements first, then the second elements following the vertical line,  whereas FEN moves through the squares one by one in reading order (top
left to right, then next line left to right, then next line etc.) and declares a capital letter for a white element and a lower case for black, making it
more difficult to perceive coordination among each individual army, but is more rigorous for a computer to use as input in its current form. ==
Following the description of elements on board, both codes have additional fields that describe other properties of the board position, some of
which always need to be described, some only sometimes. == Reflecting upon this, the beauty of chess is that there is no requirement of a
standardized notation, and being as one’s notation system is reflective of one’s thoughts, there is no requirement for the standardization of
thoughts or perception either, as long as one agrees to the objectivity of the intermedium, which is the chess board. Each player can simply
record the move or the latest board position using their own notation without ever knowing what the other person’s notation is, since the only
information received from the other person is in the form of a chess move rather than notation. Table via Wikipedia:

A FEN "record" defines a particular game position, all in one text line and using only the ASCII | character set. A text file with only FEN
data records should have the file extension ".fen".
A FEN record contains six fields. The separator between fields is a space. The fields are:
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1. Piece | placement (from White's perspective). Each rank is described, starting with rank 8 and ending with rank 1;
within each rank, the contents of each square are described from file "a" through file "h". Following the Standard
Algebraic Notation (SAN), each piece is identified by a single letter taken from the standard English names (pawn =
"P", knight = "N", bishop = "B", rook = "R", queen = "Q" and king = "K"). White pieces are designated using upper-case
letters ("PNBRQK") while black pieces use lowercase ("pnbrqk"). Empty squares are noted using digits 1 through 8
(the number of empty squares), and "/" separates ranks.

2. Active color. "w" means White moves next, "b" means Black moves next.
3. Castling availability. If neither side can castle, this is "-". Otherwise, this has one or more letters: "K" (White can castle

kingside), "Q" (White can castle queenside), "k" (Black can castle kingside), and/or "q" (Black can castle queenside). A
move that temporarily prevents castling does not negate this notation.

4. En passant target square in algebraic notation. If there's no en passant target square, this is "-". If a pawn has just
made a two-square move, this is the position "behind" the pawn. This is recorded regardless of whether there is a
pawn in position to make an en passant capture.

5. Halfmove | clock: The number of halfmoves since the last capture or pawn advance, used for the fifty-move rule.
6. Fullmove | number: The number of the full move. It starts at 1, and is incremented after Black's move.

H3S2 H4S2: Move Notations:
// Import from ChessKid Condensed | square moves: Q-run: This notation indicates a movement of the queen from its initial square but the
destination square is not specified. X-ref: <ch. 35 Ex. #17 sol> Q-d: This notation indicates a movement of the queen from its initial square to
a destination square that is located in the d-file, but not otherwise specified ref: <ch. 3 eff H2S2 H3S1> Q-4: This notation indicates a
movement of the queen from its initial square to a destination square that is located in the 4th rank, but not otherwise specified. K-dark: This
notation indicates a movement of a King from an initial square to a destination square that is in the dark-square | color-compex, but not
otherwise specified <x-ref: ch. 32 ex. #13 sol> Multi-ply movement
H3S2 H4S3: Depth notation:
Depth notation can be used to refer to a particular depth in the game in the following format. == Turn 4f means the 4th turn of the game and
the first ply of that turn for a move that is made by the first player.
H3S2 H4S4: Effect Notations:
$, 🗡: A single dagger emoji or the emoticon $ indicates offensive effect; a zi is able to move to occupy and displace # an e.ren in its
sq.of-occ.
🛡: A shield emoji indicates defensive effect; a zi is able to move to occupy and displace an e.ren in the succeeding ply of a capture move in
which an e.ren were to move to occupy and displace an f.ren in that f.ren’s sq.of-occ; in the event that an e.K is able to capture in a sq if there
was no defense of that sq, a defensive effect of that sq would | | prevent | that e.K’s movement | into that sq entirely |.⚔, <cont>: The
crossed swords emoji # or the <cont> tag indicates contention ref <ch. 3: eff CM> of a zi into an empty.sq.
Effect after movement:

Nxe3 - 🛡d1 == Nxe3 - 🗡d1: Where N is the name of the moving piece, e3 is the name of the
destination square of the move; again, | 400,000 no initial square is specified. == Re1 -e.$: The
move R to e1 removes <-> an enemy <e.> attacker <$, or the sword emote> from the | | R that |
moved |. In other words, there was an enemy zi that | | had an | effect | as an attacker | in the
square occupied by the R in the | | initial  bp | of the move |. Bg5$e.$e3-B == The move of the
Bishop to g5 adds an attacker to the bishop in e3 and also receives attack from that bishop #defd.
This reciprocal attack is known as capture opposition. Example [D] : Ref: MCS Chessable Ed.
♝ at g4 1.5:1 <ref: ch. 28 pm ex., #4 solutions> The bishop located in the sq. g4 receives 1.5
attacking effect and is defended once. The first value, to the left of the :, is the effect from the
protagonist of the b-p, and the second value is the effect from the opponent. g6<int+>: The

movement of a ♟ to g6 escapes a check via the interposition condition. Ref: ch. 23 double attacks, ex. #13 solution <hl> <sq> is <neutral
after> <move nt>: The square under discussion is in neutral effect difference after the move specified after
the <neutral after> operator, referring to the resulting bp of the move. Eg. “The d6 N is neutral after f.Qf4”.
The word “neutral” can be substituted with any other value specifying eff d such as +1, +2, -1, etc. Ref: Ch.
53 SE H2S7
H3S2 H4S5: Line notations:
Kd7 int.d-R, d-file: The movement of the ♚ to the d7 square will interpose  the d-R’s effect along the d-file.
Bf4 clr.Qa7-f2,m: The move B to f4 clears the road of movement of the a7 queen to f2. c1 / h6: This notation
refers to the d.s-diagonal that extends from the c1-sq to the h6-sq, which is an uptail diagonal <ch. 3 eff
H2S1> Either / or \ in this notation format indicates uptail or downtail diagonal; if the line extends eastward as
it goes northward, then it references an uptail [D] diagonal.
H5S1: Alignment line notations:
BBRen: 1) Indicates the permuted order # of 3 zi along a line <ref: ch. 3 h2s1, road of effect nomenclature>
in which the order of characters in the string # denote the order of the zi within that road. 2) The given
alignment line notation does not indicate which line is occupied by the 3 zi, nor the distance between them. 3)
Ref: <ch. 35 clearance attack h2s4, partial ray clearance> 4) The final zi in the line can be any ren, and this
can be specified as a character in the line. 5) Furthermore not specified # is the directionality of the
permutation, whether the Ren that is the 3rd character is the East-most zi, the North-most, etc. All these
characteristics, including distance, and the road of occupations, can be specified intuitively, eg. [D]
<b3>f.B0s.B3f.Ren<E>, a2/g8 uptail 1) The listed notation can be read in English as: “The uptail diagonal
that extends from the algebraic coordinate squares a2 to g8 contains in the square b3 a first Bishop, and with
0 squares in between them, on the same line, extending Eastward, a second Bishop, and with 3 squares to
the next <#>, a first ren of any kind.” 2) In the particular b.p given as an example, a ♖ is displayed as the
East-most ren, but in the character notation, the East-most ren is not specified. This is due to a lack of
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functionality of LiChess Board Editor in 2022, and the inability to input an empty container as “any ren”. (R)PQ<s> rel-pin 1) This alignment
notation contains the thematic parenthetical bracketing # found abundantly in #MIC to indicate x-ray effect emanating from the bracketed ren.
2) Alignment notation can be easily combined with forms.of-alignment # notation, such as abs-pin, rel-pin, and abs-skw. 3) X-ref <ch. 3: ex
#6-sol>
H3S2 H4S6: Event notations: // cont.v-6

Unit Notations:
Position Notations:
d5 N, e3 B |⇒ f.move

CM H3S3: Chess notations x programming languages:
The inherent | inefficiency of computers forces programmers to input max-red | notation⇔full/red, and, therefore, all | programming
languages are also a notation. A programming language is a method of transferring mental | frameworks from English, into a script,
such that they can be triggered by actions in the user interface #n-p.

H4S1: Keywords in Python:
H5S1<W3-Schools>: for: To create a for loop H5S2: in: To check if a value is present in a list, tuple, etc. H5S3: while: To create a while |
loop H5S4: yield: To end a function, returns a generator H5S5: global: To declare a global | variable H5S6: finally: Used with exceptions, a
block of code that will be executed no matter if there is an exception or not. Fin.v4-2.

CM H3S4 H4S2: The value of standardization in computer programming:
Unlike chess, computer | programs are written in a diverse | range of notations, and there is a minimal | level of standardization.
H5S1: Hemmendinger<a-r, 2022>: Object-oriented languages help to manage | complexity in large | programs. Objects package data
and the operations on them so that only the operations are publicly | accessible and internal | details of the data structures are hidden.
This information hiding made large-scale | programming easier, by allowing a programmer to think about each part of the program in
isolation. In addition, objects may be derived from more general | ones, “inheriting” their capabilities. Such an object hierarchy made it
possible to define | specialized objects without repeating all that is in the more general ones. H5S2: Hemmendinger<a-r>: Declarative |
languages, also called non-procedural or very | high level, are programming languages in which (ideally) a program specifies what is to be
done, rather than how to do it. MIC: One | particular | challenge to standardization in programming language is that prog-langs operate
at different levels, in that certain | languages are differentially | accessible to users with different | levels of specialty. However, English has
resolved this problem, in that a standard set of vocabulary is scalable to, essentially, any degree of technicality, with variance only in
jargon. This is attributable to the grammatical scalability of English: Pinker<2003 a-r>: I think we have reason to believe that the mind is
equipped with a battery <ch.5-H2S3> of emotions, drives, and faculties for reasoning and communicating, and that they have a common |
logic across cultures, are difficult to erase or redesign from scratch(!), were shaped by natural selection acting over the course of human
evolution, and owe some of their basic design (and some of their variation) to information in the genome. X-ref: <ch. 16 H2S2> <ch. 8
H2S6>

H4S3: Mental | reprogramming:
Mental | reprogramming is a buzzy | concept, originating in the Spartz-School of The Valley, which operates under the assumption that the
human brain is analogous to a physical | computer, in that programmed | inputs can 1) change the software and 2) change | behaviors. As
with a computer, the quality of the input determines the bug rate, when that code, ultimately | translates to behaviors, and more well-written
code will be scalable, when that code needs to be run at higher | rates. Fin.v4-2.
H3-post: Thinking question<250-words>: In comp-sci, programmers use different languages for different | purposes Likewise, in English,
there's a mix of both Latin roots, and Anglo-Saxon roots. Can chess be | considered a dialect of English, for programming logic?
H4S4: Encryption: // cont.v-6

CM H3S4: Chess notations x business, accounting:
CM H3S4 H4S1: Why write down our moves?

MIC: While serving as an intern | t-d at the April Buffalo Chess Circuit Scholastic, I gave away a medal from Crown Trophy<400 Evans Street,
Williamsville NY 14221> for the player with the neatest scoresheet; unfortunately, only one player took the score! Asked: “Why do we write down our
moves?”, I found it easiest, to connect an existing | field, in which account is a necessary | component of all legal and financial | transactions: X-ref: <ch.
19 H2S2>
H4S2: Financial statements:
Shillinglaw<a-r>: The three most common | components of a financial | statement are the balance sheet, the income statement, and the
statement of cash flows. The primary output of the financial accounting system is the annual | financial statement.
H4S3: Disclosure principle:
Shillinglaw<a-r>: In addition to being relevant and reliable, accounting information should be comparable and consistent. Comparability
refers to the ability to make relevant comparisons between two or more | companies in the same industry at a point in time.
Consistency refers to the ability to make relevant comparisons within the same company over a period of time. In general, financial
reporting should satisfy the ⭐ full disclosure principle—meaning that any information that can potentially | influence an informed | decision
maker should be disclosed in a clear and understandable manner on the company’s financial statement.
H4S4: Balance sheet:
Shillinglaw<a-r>: As an overview of the company’s financial position, the balance sheet consists of three major sections: (1) the assets,
which are probable future economic benefits owned or controlled by the entity; (2) the liabilities, which are probable | future | sacrifices of
economic benefits; and (3) the owners’ equity, calculated as the residual interest # in the assets of an entity after deducting | liabilities.
Fin.v4-2.
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H4S5: Income statement:
MIC: The income | statement is one of two | primary value paradigms in accounting, with the other, being the cash flow paradigm. The
difference is made up by the transaction of a non.cash-sale, in which the cash payment is deferred, typically to a later date, and this would
be registered as a revenue, into accounts receivable, before it appears, in cash flow. Since the income statement precedes cash flow, it
can be thought as analogous to E<ch-3>, whereas cash flow is analogous to mat-cnt<ch-4>. Shillinglaw: “The company’s income
statement for a period of time shows how the net income for that period was derived”, by using “its assets to produce goods and
services”. The income statement next shows the expenses of the period: the assets that were consumed while the revenues were being
created.

H4S6: Cash flow:
MIC: A company could, in theory, operate completely without cash flow, as long as it maintains accounts receivable, and its creditors are
willing to accept a transference of owned debt #n-p, as a form of payment. Nevertheless, even in 2022, cash, digital or physical, is still
seen as the core circulation of the company, and, therefore, the cash flow statement, a key evaluator, of a company’s health.
Shillinglaw: Cash flows result from three major aspects of the business: (1) operating activities, (2) investing activities, and (3) financing
activities.

H4S7: Depreciation:
MIC: Depreciation is an assumption that the cash value of an asset, or any | asset, apart from certain | classes of digital assets,
experience a gradual | loss of value. Other assets, such as branding, do not | depreciate, and, in fact, they may appreciate, by gaining
value over | time #n-p. This assumption is rooted in the chemical law of entropy: <Shillinglaw>: Two popular formulas are straight-line |
depreciation, in which the same amount of depreciation is recognized each year, and declining-charge | depreciation, in which more
depreciation is recognized during the early years of life than during the later years, on the assumption that the value of the asset’s
service declines as it gets older.

H4S8: Ledgers:
MIC: If the tournament score is analogous to the balance sheet, then individual | score sheet for each game, like the transaction | ledger.
Kenton<a-r>: A general ledger is used by businesses that employ the double-entry bookkeeping method, which means that each financial
transaction affects at least two sub-ledger accounts, and each entry has at least | one debit and one credit | transaction. Under this
balancing rule, the following | equation applies: Assets - Liabilities = Stockholders’ Equity. Fin.v4-2.

Ch-10: H2S1: Material count notations:
14. Bxe7(-1 = 0) 1) Material count notation is found in parentheticals following move notation. The value and sign before the = sign, if
present, indicates the change in material, and the sign is relative to the player whose perspective the board position is displayed from. Material
captured or promoted by the protagonist will have a positive sign, whereas material captured or promoted by the opposing player will have a
negative sign. The value following the equal sign is the | | resulting | material difference | in the b.p after the move, whereas the value before
the sign is the | | material delta | of the move. If no equals sign is present, then the sole value present is the material delta of the move. 2) The
displayed notation can be read as: the enemy Bishop captures in the square e7, resulting in a material delta of -1 in his favor and a resulting
material difference of 0, or even material.

H3S1: Material count notation including initial m-d:
1…Bxb5 (+3 +1 = +4) 1) Again found in the parenthetical, the fully expanded version of material count notation includes the initial m.d as the
second value before the equals sign. 2) +3, the first value, is the material delta of the move. 3) +1, the second value, is the material difference
in the initial b.p preceding the move. 4) +4, the third value, to the right of the equals sign, is the material difference in the final b.p succeeding
the move. <Ref: exercise #3, Ch. 4 material count exercises>

Ch-10: N H2S2 Evaluation Notations
H2S2 H3S1: Traditional Evaluation Notations:
Traditional evaluation notations precede #MIC, but nevertheless were determined by #CU to be worth covering here for pedagogical purposes.
Ref: <Small Encyclopedia of | Chess Openings Belgrade, Serbia, 2003 by Šahovski Informator>.

H2S2 H3S1 H4S1: B.p. evaluation notations:
B.p evaluation notations differ from move notations in that they provide an evaluation of the resulting or preceding board position of a move,
rather than a move itself. This distinction | | can be thought of as #defd | analogous to | the distinction between | material delta and material
difference, which is also assigned only to moves and b.ps, respectively #defd. As such, it is nonsensical to evaluate a b.p as “good”,
“excellent”, or “bad”, since a board position belongs to  both  players, whereas a move belongs to only one #defd, <fbno>. Rather, b.p
evaluations are comparative and will either state that an advantage belongs to one or the other player, or that the position is neutral, in whole
or along some specific factor.
⩲ | the protagonist stands slightly better ⩱ | o stands slightly better ± | p has an advantage ∓ | o has an advantage + - | p has a decisive advantage - + | o has a
decisive advantage = | the b.p is equal ∞ | In chess notation, {{c1::∞}} means {{c2::complicated::c}}.p.ZZ | p is in zugzwang o.ZZ | opponent is in
zugzwang P.↑ | the protagonist has an attack: The particular | line or region of attack can be specified, eg. P.↑-d-file or P.↑-K, attacking the
Kingside or King.
P.→ | the protagonist has the initiative # | the b.p displays a | | checkmate | on board |. Calibration is a measurement made for the purpose of
evaluation, and the recording of this measurement can be enhanced via notation. All calibrations require a value, a unit, and a conversion
factor to the core evaluation metric, p-score.

H2S2 H3S1 H4S1 H5S1: Game result notation:
1-0 = f wins |=P 0-1 = s wins |=P ½ ½ = the game ended in a draw

H2S2 H3S1 H4S2 Move evaluation notations:
! | a very good move |=P ! ! | an excellent move |=P ? | a mistake |=P ? ? | a blunder |=P ! ? | a move deserving attention |=P ? ! | a dubious
move

https://www.britannica.com/topic/income
https://www.britannica.com/topic/asset
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/d/double-entry.asp
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H2S2 H3S2: New to #MIC Evaluation Notations:
H2S2 H3S2 H4S1: Move power level notation:
<#> pp<-/+> Analogous to the relative strength of a poker hand, move power level notations quantify the degree to which a move contributes
to the power level of one’s position #defd. Eg. 10 pp+ =full a move that adds 10 power points to one’s position, net, after summating the total
contribution of each factor considered, keeping in mind that certain factors might remove points from the | | net | end sum | <s/o Kale, fbno>.

H2S2 H3S2 H4S1: Out of book notation:
Eg. 1. e4 c5 2. c3 Nc6 3. Nf3 f5!? <o-b> Ref: LiChess Masters Opening Database. The position after 3…f5
!? <o.b>
A move that is not found in an opening database can be labeled with the tag (o.b.), short for “out of book”, in
the sense a) the move has never been played in the initial board position of the move in the database of
reference and b) the resulting board position of the move has never been documented in the database.
<o.b.> notation is always used along with the name of a specific database in which the move and the
resulting board position are not found.

H2S2 H3S2 H4S3: Engine parameter notation:
Equally important to the value and unit of evaluation is documentation of the engine parameters or human
credibility, via title, teaching certification, and / or rating, of the brain that was used to generate it. Application
of engine parameter notation immediately following any evaluation of a move or b.p. provides context,
indicates the | | degree of | subjectivity | of the evaluation (since not all sources of an evaluation can be

considered “objective”), and aids researchers to conduct their own | | subsequent  investigation | into  the move  or  b.p |.  Eg: 3.33 d-22 cont
write.

H2S2 H3S2 H4S4: Comparative notation:
<move.notation> <#> over.next 1) The given move is evaluated at # | | evaluation | pawn points |, or
p-score, over the p-score evaluation of the | | next | best move |. 2) Eg. Nf3 0.2 over.next: can be read as the
move of the ♘ to the □ f3 is evaluated at 0.2 p-score over the evaluation of the next best move, whichever
that may be. <move.notation> <#> under.best 1) The given move is evaluated at # | | evaluation | pawn
points |, or p-score, under the p-score evaluation of the | | absolute | best move |. 2) Eg. 11…Qa5 0.7
<under.best> !? ref: ch. 28 pm h2s2 MG: PM <hl> Rf<rather.a>d1 1) The <rather.X> notation does not
specify a value of a comparative evaluation difference, but simply states that the given move is preferred over
the alternative move written after the rather. operator <#defd>. 2) In the given example [D], the movement of
the f.f1-♖ is preferred over the movement of the f.a1-♖ to the d1 | | destination | square | , diagram:
Ref: Mastering Chess Strategy, Chessable ed.

H2S2 H3S2 H4S5: Frequency notation:
<™> = thematic move: cont. <nv> = novel move or idea in a thematic b.p cont.

H2S2 H3S2 H4S6: Null move notation:
<null>, <nl> A move that simply continues a line and does not meaningfully change any evaluation.

H2S2 H3S2 H4S7: Only move notation:
<o.m> The given move #defd is the only move that maintains a drawn or winning board state evaluation for the player of the move #defd, and
all other moves would decrease the b.e <nt.defd=board evaluation> down by at least 0.5 points.

H2S2 H3S2 H4S8: Mood Notations
:( = sad to play the move, ref: IM JB. This notation denotes an unfavorable move that the opponent is forced to play, resulting from a
positional, endgame, or tactical Zugzwang. :) = happy to play the move, ref: IM JB. :| == :o

Ch-10: N: H2S3 Tactical sequence move-N:
H2S3 H3S1: Checkscovery:
H2S3 H3S2: Discovered Attack / Check:
($) For an x-ray piece check = offensive effect to an occupied square. (+) For an x-ray check. Ref: discovered check H2SX, X-Ray Check
MRCA <hyperlink>

H2S3 H3S3: <Zi A> Discovered <Road Noble B> Check or Attack:
1) | | Zi A is the | element | that | | moves to | clear | the | | line of | discovery | AND attacks a target square. 2) Road Noble B is the bishop,
rook, or Queen behind Zi A with respect to an enemy Zi, King if a d.Check and ren if d.Attack, | | for which | the | line of attack | | to that Zi | is
cleared |. 3) | | Un | Compressed | sentence: the <Zi A> moves to clear the attack on <square> for <road noble B> and itself attacks
<discovery target square B> in the process. 4) Related notations: the two target squares of attack of the road noble and the | | clearing | Zi |,
labels for the | | elemental | targets | of attack, labels for the | | roads cleared | and the road of attack |  to the alternate target square, a +
notation for check, and $ piece checks. 5) Transposition into algebraic notation: ##. <a.move> $, d.<road noble B> +, ex. 20. Nc4 $, d.B+,
describing a discovered check in which the knight’s move to c4 clears a diagonal for a bishop discovered check.
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H2S3 H3S4: Double Attack =full Fork:
<a.move>$.<target sq><a.ren_label>$.or_+<target sq><a.Zi_label> Ex. ##.Nxf7+.d8K$.h8R, a move of the knight to | | capture in | f7 and
absolute fork the King on d8 and rook on h8. Nxe7 + $R$R, an absolute fork at 3:45;6:45;8:10 <CW> The move N captures in the sq e7 is

an absolute fork that also forks 2 rooks, and the locations of the 3 fork
ends are in clock hand positions 3:45, 6:45, 8:10
[D, L]Ref: Walmart.com. [D, R] The positions of the 3 fork ends around
the e6 fork vertex <ref: ch. 23 H2S1 H3S1> oriented clockwise can be
mapped onto hour and minute times on a clock. X-ref: <ch. 23 DA Ex.
6>

H2S3 H3S5: Interposing move:
<a.move>.int-<sq.from_attack>><sq.to_attack>

- Ex. s.Ne5.int-e1>e8, “the move N to e5 interposes the line of
attack from e1 to e8”, where e1 is the | | square that the | attack |
emanates from | | while e8 is the square that the attack is targeted to.
Siege |f Brute Force Crumble:

<# effectors from protagonist side> : <# eff opp> <target square> Ex. 1:2 siege on c2 indicates that the enemy has 2 effectors on the c2
square to only 1 on the prot side, a +1 over attack in favor of the enemy. Ref: <Ch. 22 LP Ex. Chall.1> <+, $> The double attack specified is a
check and a piece attack. <ref: ch. 53 SE, ex. #7, sol> <$, $> The double attack specified is a piece check in both attacks #

Ch-10: N: H2S4: Arrow-N:
In depth, CU dictionary project pull:

Effect diagram (n.) = diagram showing
effect rather than effectors. Effect diagram
for ren: red arrows show opponent effect,
green arrows show your effect. a) Red
circles indicate opponent control b) Blue
circles indicate neutral control c) Green
circles indicate your control d) The circles
are a summation of the destination of the
arrows. If a square has equal arrows
pointing to it, it’s blue, etc. Draw the arrows
first, then draw the circles. e) To ask
yourself based on this diagram: am I

hanging any pieces? Ask yourself if any square occupied by your own piece is going to be colored RED in the resulting board position. [D, M]
Resulting board position of O-O: Ref: The CU Dictionary Project <hyperlink> Heads up display (n.) = an enhancement to the default LiChess
田 representation.
ACD Effector diagram (n.) = a map in which each □ is labeled as having more total⚔ors🗡ers, ⚔s, and 🛡ers (ACD) in the main army,
equal⚔ors ACD, or more⚔ors ACD in the enemy’s army. Ref: https://lichess.org/GU8Kv2LZ/white#18. 3/19/21. First edit, including figure
caption: 3/20/21.

[D, R]: Green highlighting labels a □ as having more main⚔ors ACD. Blue, equal ⚔ors ACD. Red, more
enemy⚔ors ACD. Line attack diagram (n.) = a diagram of all lines that can attack an element.
Section Main: Arrows are a novel feature of web-based chess board displays, #defd, that allows users to
draw lines that reflect the movement, intended movement, and effect of zi in a game or in post-game
analysis. There are 4 colors of arrows on Chess.com and LiChess.org: yellow, blue, green, and red, as well
as 4 colors to highlight squares, the same set of 4. This section proposes a standardized mapping of the 4
color arrows and 4 highlight square colors to the chess theory elements of movement vectors and effect:
Yellow → | movement, intended movement, or potential movement of a zi Blue → | a viable run path to a run
□  of the ♔, either side Red → | enemy effect to a □ Green → | friendly effect to a □ Yellow ○ |  cut off
square in the ♔ run zone Blue ○ | neutral effect difference □ Red ○ | negative effect difference □ , favoring
opponent Green ○ | positive effect difference □ , favoring protagonist | The utile | application of arrows and
highlighting in games and post-game analysis is primarily to measure □ control by depicting and counting
individual zi effect to that □, allowing the player to make a quantified decision with respect to sieging a □,
contention, and protection of a friendly ren against assassination. In depth interlude, chess:
Diagram taken from a casual standard game played at the March Buffalo Chess Circuit Tournament, 2022
#defd, <fbno> between author and an 8 year old opponent as f.
X-ref: exercise 4 in ch. 28, piecemate <hyperlink>
Using the guidelines given in Section Main, take a stab #defd at answering the following questions, which will
not be graded, but only to test your comprehension:

1) Is the g7 square in o control, f control, or neutral, and why?
2) What is the total effect of the f5.R?
3) Which zi belonging to f is attacked the most number of times?

Cover up the answers below before attempting the question.
Answers:

1) The g7 sq is under attack twice, by the e5.B and the g4.Q, and defended twice, by the h8.K and
the e7.Q. Therefore, it is neutral and therefore has 0 net effect.
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2) The f5.R direct attacks 3 (h5.P, e5.B, and f4.P) and interpositionally defends the d5.P and f1.R. According to #MIC, interpositional

contention is worth 0.5 in effect count <ref: Ch. 3 Effect, Main, total effect>, and therefore its total effect is 3 + (0.5 * 2) = 4.
3) The h5.P is attacked by the f5.R and e8.B for a total receiving of offensive effect of 2. The next closest is the e5.B with 1 from the

f5.R and 0.5 from the interposed e7.Q for a total attack of 1.5.

H3S1: E�ect summation x signal summation, neurons: // cont.v-6
Ch-10: N H2S5: Punctuation-N:
MIC: Punctuation, which is used in almost | every language, is a form of notation, which abbreviates a thematic | logical relationship,
between the two clauses, on either side of the punctuation. Brown<a-r>: Since the late 16th century the theory and practice of
punctuation have varied between two | main schools of thought: the elocutionary<manner of speaking aloud: ox-lang> | school, following
late | medieval practice, treated points or stops as indications of the pauses of various lengths that might be observed by a reader,
particularly when he was reading aloud to an audience; the syntactic | school, which had won the argument by the end of the 17th century,
saw them as something less | arbitrary, namely, as guides to the grammatical construction of sentences.

H3S1: Traditional punctuation in modern English:
H4S1: Spacing:
MIC: In English, spacing is used to denote breaks in characters that belong in one word, and adjacent | words<Brown>; in Chinese, and
the Oriental languages, there is no spacing between individual | words, which, combined with the fact that the “alphabet” contains at least
3,000 characters, allows for a broad | variety of interpretations of each sentence, based on how the characters are grouped, into phrases.
H5S1: Spacing is also used, between paragraphs, which denote a transition, to a different thought space #

H4S2: Capitalization:
MIC: Capitalization, of the first letter, of a word, denotes any word that is the first of a sentence, or a proper noun. Capitalization, in certain |
works, can also be used, to introduce concepts, locally, for the first time, in that work #

H4S3: Clause termination:
MIC: Clauses are the unit of meaning in the English sentence, although the two concepts are separate. A sentence may contain a single |
clause, multiple | clauses, or a partial | clause. The punctuation “.”, “;”, and “:” always signal the end of a clause.

H4S4: Commas:
Commas <Brown>: may be used to separate the elements of a series, before a relative | clause that does not limit or define its
antecedent<Merriam-
Webster: a substantive | word, phrase, or clause whose denotation is referred to by a pronoun that typically follows the substantive>, in
pairs to set off or isolate words or phrases, or in combination with coordinating conjunctions. H5S1: Division of independent | clauses,
same sentence: Straus<a-r>: In sentences where two | independent | clauses are joined by connectors such as and, or, but, etc., put a
comma at the end of the first clause. Incorrect: He walked all the way home and he shut the door. Correct: He | walked all the way home,
and he | shut the door. H5S2: Straus: Rule 10. When starting a sentence with a de|pendent | clause, use a comma after it. Example: If you
are not sure about this, let me know now.

H4S5: Property assignment:
MIC: Parentheses (), brackets [], and hyphen stops -stop-, can be used to assign properties to a preceding phrase.

H4S6: Resolution of ambiguity:
Straus<a-r>: Rule 5. Never hesitate to add a hyphen if it solves a possible | problem. Following are two examples of well-advised hyphens:
1) Confusing: I have a few more | important things to do. With hyphen: I have a few | more-important things to do. Without the hyphen, it’s
impossible to tell whether the sentence is about a few things that are more important or a few more things that are all equally | important. 2)
Confusing: He returned the stolen | vehicle report. With hyphen: He returned the stolen-vehicle | report. With no | hyphen, we could only |
guess: Was the vehicle report | stolen, or was it a report on stolen | vehicles?

H4S7: Complex | abstraction:
H5S1: Straus: Rule 3. Use a semicolon to separate units of a series when one or more of the units | contain commas. Incorrect: The
conference has people who have come from Moscow, Idaho, Springfield, California, Alamo, Tennessee, and other places as well. Note
that with only | commas, that sentence is hopeless. Correct: The conference has people who have come from Moscow, Idaho; Springfield,
California; Alamo, Tennessee; and other places as well. H5S2: Rule 4. A semicolon may be used between independent clauses joined
by a connector, such as and, but, or, nor, etc., when one or more commas appear in the first | clause. Example: When I finish here, and I
will soon, I’ll be glad to help you; and that is a promise I will keep. H5S3: Sentences that cross multiple layers of abstraction <ch-8> need
special | punctuation, to indicate the transitions. H5S4: W3Schools: A dictionary can also contain many dictionaries, this is called nested
| dictionaries. Eg: Create three | dictionaries, then create one | dictionary that will contain the other three | dictionaries: child1 = {"name" :
"Emil", "year" : 2004} child2 = {"name" : "Tobias", "year" : 2007} child3 = {"name" : "Linus", "year" : 2011} myfamily = {"child1" : child1,
"child2" : child2, "child3" : child3} H5S5: Output: print(myfamily) => {'child1': {'name': 'Emil', 'year': 2004}, 'child2': {'name': 'Tobias', 'year':
2007}, 'child3': {'name': 'Linus', 'year': 2011}}. Fin.v4-2.

H3S2: Novel punctuation in #MIC:
H4S1:...#
1) Ends a sentence in which the end of the sentence contains a new #defd as a more concise form of #defd and 2) replaces the standard
period at the end of the sentence. Eg. “Otherwise, there will be no thought progress #” 3) The # to conclude the sentence #defd defines the
closing phrase “thought progress” .

H4S2: <tag>
MIC: In both chess and science | sections, we may, intermittently, include tags, which assign properties, to, most frequently the noun word,
or phrase, that immediately | precedes the tag.

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/antecedent
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/substantive#h1
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H4S3: //
MIC: Borrowed from comp-sci, Java-Scri, this notation, highlighted yellow, indicates a working in progress section, or a section, which
needs to be continued, in a later version.

H4S4: | |
MIC: The vertical | line notation, which can be used singularly, or multiple | times, cuts between two words, and indicates that the words, or
phrases, on either side of the cut, should be interpreted | separately, rather than as a single phrase.

H4S5-8: // v-6

Ch-10: N: H2S6: Logic-N:
H4S1: |=full
Ref <ch. 51 SYE H2S3 Mind Map H3S3 H4S1 H5S1> This notation, which implements a cut, denotes that the word, before the cut, is a
reduction of the word, or phrase, following, and that the word, following, is the full | expression of the meaning, which is referenced, by both
words.

H4S2: |=red
MIC: The word, to the right of cut, is a reduction, although the word, previous, may, or may not, be the full.
H4S3: |=syn
MIC: The words, on either side, are synonyms.
H4S4-8: // v-6.

H2S6 H3S1: Anki SR Notation:
X-ref: Ch. 0: H2S8 Educator’s Guide H3S1 H4S2: Spaced repetition
Anki is a free and open-source | flashcard program using spaced repetition, a technique from cognitive | science for fast and long-lasting |
memorization. "Anki" is the Japanese word for "memorization". <r: Wikipedia> As mentioned in the foreword, I use Anki extensively to
study chess positions and have borrowed its notation system in the exercise portions of this book. When working on the exercises, you
may be curious as to what the unique {{ symbols mean, and this section contains an explanation. By using Anki notation as our standard, we
also endorse the open source software in the creation of your own flashcards using the book, and you can simply copy paste from our
exercise sections.
{{c1::the_phrase::a_hint::}}
{{ = the double curly brackets to open and close a code snippet is Anki’s standard format for cloze deletion card types.
:: = these delimiters enclose within the curly brackets a particular phrase or hint.
the_phrase = this section contains the phrase that is to be guessed by the reviewer.
a_hint = this section contains an optional hint that can be used to cue the reviewer toward the response.

Ch-10: NT: H2S7: Space Notation:
-1 AUC The protagonist has -1 sqs spatial territory using AUC measurement. -1 AUC, d,e The protagonist has -1 sqs spatial territory using
AUC measurement, limited analysis to the d and e files.

Ch.10-N,t.Def:
cDNA<via Genome.gov, a-r, human-genome>: cDNA stands for complementary DNA, a synthetic type of DNA generated from messenger
RNA, or mRNA, the molecule in the cell that takes information from protein-coding DNA - the genes - to the protein-making machinery and
instructs it to make a specific protein. By using mRNA as a template, scientists use enzymatic reactions to convert its information back into
cDNA and then clone it, creating a collection of cDNAs, or a cDNA library. These libraries are important to scientists because they consist of
clones of all protein-encoding DNA, or all of the genes, in the human genome.
TATA box<via Nature, a-r>: A TATA box is a DNA sequence, that indicates where a | genetic sequence can be read and decoded. It is a
type of promoter sequence, which specifies to other molecules where transcription | begins. Transcription is a process that produces an
RNA molecule from a DNA sequence. The TATA box is named for its conserved DNA sequence, which is most commonly TATAAA. Many
eukaryotic genes have a conserved | TATA box located 25-35 base pairs | before the transcription start site of a gene. The TATA box is
able to define the direction of transcription and also indicates the DNA strand to be read. Proteins called transcription factors can bind to
the TATA box and recruit an enzyme called RNA polymerase, which synthesizes RNA from DNA.
Origin of replication<ScienceDirect, a-r>: DNA replication is initiated at discrete | sequences called origin (ori) of replication to which
DNA polymerase and accessory proteins bind and copy both strands, as predicted by the semi-conservative | replication model (Fig-2B).
Closed | N’s tour: A tour that is “not re-entrant upon itself”, Euler, via Sandifer<a-r>

Ch-10: NT Ex.
Ex. 1: Translate this PGN # of the Italian Game: Hungarian Defense, a line
provided by WC Emanuel Lasker’s Manual of Chess from the original
descriptive notation to algebraic notation.

1. P-K4 P-K4
2. Kt - KB3 Kt - QB3
3. B - B4 B - K2
4. Kt - B3 Kt - B3
5. P - Q3 P- Q3
6. P - QR3

Ex. 2: Translate this PGN of the Accelerated Dragon, Maroczy Bind
7…Ng4 given in IM Greet’s Starting Out: The Accelerated Dragon pg-227
from algebraic notation to description notation.

1. E4 c5 2. Nf3 Nc6 3. D4 cxd4 4. Nxd4 g6 5. C4 Bg7 6. Be3
Nf6 7. Nc3 Ng4 !?

Ex. 3: Compose a diagram of a possible resulting b-p of a move with the
CU | Board code notation:
35-f Be5+ <1:1> BKQ<s> abs-skwr ??

Ex. 4: Why is it important to record our moves in chess, just as it is
important to keep an accurate ledger of our financial transactions in
accounting?

a) Recording our moves allows us to review the transactions
at a later time and improve our financial decision making.



MIC: Notations <nt> r: Hu
b) The score sheet can be submitted to the tournament

director in the event of a dispute.
c) Writing down the notation before we make the move on

the board decreases the chance of an illegal move or
tactical blunder.

d) The two primary profit-tracking statements, the balance
sheet and cash flow statements, enforce coherence, like
chess notation.

e) 3 out of the last 4 choices were correct.

Ex. 5: In procuring computer evaluations, the term d-10 refers to:
a) The computer assigned an evaluation of -10, in favor of s.
b) The d-file contains 10 total effects.
c) The material delta of the sequence is -10, for s.
d) The analysis was performed at depth 10 using the

engine’s brute force calculation method.
e) All of the above.

Ex. 6: FM Emmanuel Neiman’s Tune Your Chess Tactics Antenna <©
New in Chess, 2012> describes on page 75 the concept of a “swinging
door” tactical theme, which is an auto.rel-pin move by one player followed
by a checkscovery by the same player, often in a capture opposition
situation.

In this position, an assass in # is
found after 26…b5 $$ !, a double
attack, fork, and 27. Qxc5 $.e7-Q !,
an attempted double attack
resolution <r: ch-38 H2S3 H3S3>
type III. However, s can play
27…Rd6 !, an auto-pin, and if 28.
Nc3 to escape the double attack, s
can win the f-Q with 28…Rd1+ !, a
checkscovery tactic. == CU Board
Code TM empowers us to, in
addition to the algebraic notation

defining the zi moved, the initial square, and the destination square
of the move, capture alignments and tactical themes exploited by
the move into notation, which is useful in making our writing about
tactical moves more concise. This code system is primarily to be
used in writing about chess rather than scorekeeping in a rated otb
tournament game.== Add to the provided notation sequence, which
contains algebraic notation and a bit of CU Board Code already
added:

1) The property of the capture opposition between the 2 Qs
in the b-p following the move 27. Qxc5 !

2) The property of a rel-pin in the b-p following the move
27…Rd6 !

3) The property of a +scovery in the b-p after the move
28…Rd1+ !

Historical notations:

L: Ex-7: Write the notation for this move in algebraic and descri-

ptive:

Ex-8: Draw an arrow | diagram for the primary | tactic in this position, and
1) write out the variation, in descriptive | notation, 2) write out the
relevant-E, in algebraic + CU.board-code.

Ex-9: Find a solution for the classic
knight’s tour puzzle online, and
convert the answer into descriptive
notation. Friedel<a-r>: There are
around 30 trillion ways<MIC>: to
solve knight’s tour positions, and so,
it’s analogous to the rubix-cubing of
chess problems. Leonard Euler, the
greatest 18th-century |
mathematician, <Colodro a-r>: the
man from Basel, also explored a
problem related to chess, as he
presented the first | comprehensive

mathematical analysis of the Knight's Tour. In comparison, the Rubik’s
cube was invented in 1974<Wikipedia>

R, below: Ex-10: Find a solution for the classic B + B vs K mate position,
and convert the answer into descriptive notation.

Code-switching x chess, notation:
Ex-11:
Pinker<a-r>: ch-4: Another noteworthy discrete | combinatorial
system in the natural world is the genetic | code in DNA, where
four kinds of nucleotides are combined into sixty-four kinds of
codons, and the codons can be strung into an unlimited number of
different genes. Many | biologists have capitalized on the close
parallel between the principles of grammatical combination and
the principles of genetic combination. In the technical language
of genetics, sequences of DNA are said to contain "letters" and
"punctuation"; may be "palindromic," "meaningless," or
"synonymous"; are "transcribed" and "translated"; and are even
stored in "libraries." The immunologist Niels Jerne entitled his
Nobel Prize address "The Generative | Grammar of the Immune
System." [D], via <Genome.gov>: a protein, RNA-polymerase,
has the function of # 1) unzipping the two strands of DNA, which
are polar | chemically bound, by default, in a cell nucleus 2)
synthesizing, from cytoplasmic components, a new | strand, the
mRNA transcript, by matching the logical | pair, of mRNA, with the
antisense | strand.

Pairing table<via Cancer.gov>

DNA mRNA
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A U<Brooklyn-Cuny, a-r>

T A

C G

G C

Transcribe this sequence of DNA to mRNA <provide table>
RNA–polymerase, core subunit <via NIH, a-r>: 5’ ORIGIN:
ATGTCAGACTACGAGGAGGCGTATGTGCATTCATATTGGAGAAA
TTGCGTGCTTTAGTTTTAATTATATTTACTAACTTCTATCATTGTGA
TACAGGTTTAACGACGGTAATGAGAACTTCGAAGATTTTGATGTA
GAGCATTTTTCTGATGAGGAGACTTATGAGGAAAAACCTCAATT
CAAGGATGGTGAAACAACCGATGCCAACGGTAAGACCATCGTTA
CTGGTGGTAATGGCCCAGAAGATTTTCAACAGCATGAGCAAATA
AGAAGAAAGACACTTAAGGAAAAGGCCATCCCAAAAGACCAAA
GAGCAACTACTCCATACATGACCAAATATGAAAGGGCAAGAATTT
TAGGTACAAGAGCCCTACAAATTTCCATGAATGCGCCAGTTTTTG
TAGATTTAGAAGGTGAAACTGATCCATTGCGTATTGCCATGAAGG
AGTTGGCTGAAAAGAAAATTCCTTTGGTTATTAGAAGATATTTAC
CAGATGGTTCCTTTGAGGACTGGAGTGTGGAGGAACTCATTGT
GGATTTG|TGA 3’
*Note: The FASTA file on the NCBI Reference Sequence provides
the sense strand, and needs to be converted to antisense, by the
algorithm A⇔T, G⇔C, before, this is the sense strand, so needs to
be converted to anti-sense first.

Ex-12: Translate this sequence of JavaScript to Python <provide table, ref
W3Schools a-r>
Seq: //

Comp-name JavaScript Python

Ex-13: Translate this accounting income | statement into an English
paragraph<provide-statement>, providing at least 3 observations, using
the language of financial | accounting, and one conclusion<see-bottom>
[4,000]

Ex-14: Write a JavaScript function, that calculates the E-diff, by
subtracting E-prot from E-opp, after prompting users to type, into an
HTML prompt box, the side that is prot. The other input #, will be a FEN
string.

Drawing arrow diagrams H2S4:

For the following puzzles, identify the correct move or move
sequence, and use an arrow diagram, rather than text, to explain
your answer.

L: Ex-15: [1,800]

Ex-16: [2,600]

L, below: Ex-17: [1,300]

Ex-18: [1,300]

Chess notation x English,
punctuation:

Ex-19: Transcribe the
resulting mRNA sequence,
from ex.11-sol, into a
sequence of amino acids.
[D], via Esberg<2022>
<Genome.gov>:
Antisense is the
non-coding DNA strand
of a gene. In a cell,
antisense | DNA serves
as the template for
producing messenger
RNA (mRNA), which

directs the synthesis of a protein.
Hint: Start, in-reverse, from the
stop codon, and end at GGU,
highlighted in green.

Ex-20: Write a solution, in exactly 3
complete sentences, with a total of 5
clauses, and one of each of these
punctuation : semi-colon, 3 periods,
and a comma. Use a hyphen, to
resolve an ambiguity. Finally, the
second sentence should traverse at
least 2 different layers of abstraction.

Solutions:
Ex. 1:
1. e4 e5 2. Nf3 Nc6 3. Bc4 Be7 4. Nc3 Nf6 5. d3 d6 6. A3
Ref: <r: ch-10 CM H3S1>
Which version do you think is more concise?
Citation <MLA-9>: Lasker, Emanuel. “II. The Theory of the
Openings.” Manual of Chess, David McKay Company, 1947, p. 44.

Ex. 2:
1. P-K4 P-K4
2. Kt - KB3 Kt - QB3
3. P-Q4 P x P
4. N x P P - KKt3
5. P - QB4 B - Kt2
6. B - K3 Kt - B3
7. Kt - B3 Kt - Kt5

// check this again ^

Ex. 3:
This notation has 5 components:
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1) A movement of a bishop, namely, a dark.sq-B, to the e5

sq #
2) This move checks the e-K
3) The resulting e-d of that sq is 1:1
4) This move triggers a BKQ absolute skewer, and the Q is

located most southward in the alignment.
5) The move is evaluated as a blunder.

Therefore, the following is a possible b-p, presented in f-orientation,
h1 bottom right.

FEN:
8/8/6n1/P2KB3/1PQ3p1/5pk1/7q/8
b - - 1 1

Ex. 4:
The answer is e)
Ex. 5:
The answer is d)
Ex. 6:
This position is from the game
Eduardo Salomon vs Osip

Samuel Bernstein, Montevideo 1954 # <pg 75, pg 142 of Neiman>
1) 27. Qxc5 $.e-$,e7-Q !
2) 27…Rd6 QRQ <n> rel-pin, auto !

a) Make sure to include the directionality of
alignment in the <Direction> tag following the
depiction of the zi acronyms # in the list of
aligned zi.

b) The inclusion of “auto” refers to the fact that this
pin was formed by the movement of a
pinned-side ren into a pinned-to sq, rather than
the movement of a pinning-side r-noble into a
pinning sq. This is optional; remember, the
purpose of CU Board Code is to express what
you find important, tactically, in the themes of
#MIC, in the notation of the move, and therefore
it is within your discretion to select what to
describe; moreover, the notation system is
modular, so you are free to include and exclude
as you see fit #

3) 28…Rd1+ QRQ <s> +scovery !
The key point of the swinging door tactic is that it reverses the poles
of a pin in a capture opposition situation such that the pinning
r-noble becomes the cleared-to, attacked ren of a +scovery tactic,
and this reversal of poles is covered by CU Board Code in the
flipping of the <n> to <s> directionality tag of the respective
alignments <r: ch-56 H3S2>

Ex-7:
Algebraic: 16. N2b3; the 2nd rank needs to be specified as the initial
square, the only time that initial is referenced in algebraic, because
there are 2 Ns that can move to b3 and notation does not allow for
ambiguity #
Descriptive: 16. Kt(2) - QKt3.
This position is from my game against Mr. Nikhil Suresh Neelagaru
<1438> in round 1 of the 51st Continental Open.
R: <ch-26 ex-6> for another exercise from this game. Fin.

Ex-8:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/
game/live/54632340399
Descriptive notation: 6. Q-KR5+
Q-KB2 7. QxQB5!
Algebraic + CU.b-code:
Q->h5<1:0>$.c5-B+<abs-fork!>

Ex-9: Friedel<a-r>: The
Academy<1759> had proposed a
prize of 4,000 Francs for the best
memoir on the problem, but it
was never | awarded, probably
since Euler was at that time
Director of Mathematics at the
Berlin Academy and presumably |
ineligible. [D]: A “magic square”,
possibly | attributable to
Euler<Thomasson, a-r>, in which
each row of numbers, adds to a
sum=260, each column, also 260,
and the path of consecutive numbers, forms a N’s tour, making
this the most mathematically | elegant | solution. 1. Q.R-8 2. Q.Kt-6
3. Q7 4. Q.B-5 5. Q.R-4 6. Q.Kt-2 7. Q1 8. Q.B-3 9. K4 10. K.B-2
11. K.R-1 12. K.Kt-3 13. K.R-5 14. K.Kt-7 15. K6 16. K.B-8 17.
K.Kt-6 18. K.R-8 19. K.B-7 20. K5 21. K.Kt-4 22. K.R-2 23. K.B-1
24. K3 25. Q.B-4 26. Q2 27. Q.Kt-1 28. Q.R-3 29. Q.Kt-5 30. Q.R-7
31. Q.B-8 32. Q6 33. K8 34. K.B-6 35. K.R-7 36. K.Kt-5 37. K.R-3
38. K.Kt-1 39. K2 40. K.B-4 41. Q3 42. Q.B-1 43. Q.R-2 44. Q.Kt-4
45. Q5 46. Q.B-7 47. Q.R-6 48. Q.Kt-8 49. Q.B-6 50. Q8 51. Q.Kt-7
52. Q.R-5 53. Q.Kt-3 54. Q.R-1 55. Q.B-2 56. Q4 57. K.B-3 58. K1
59. K.Kt-2 60. K.R-4 61. K.B-5 62. K7 63. K.Kt-8 64. K.R-6.
Sandifer<a-r, 2006>: Euler<b-1707> might have met
Philidor<b-1726>, or maybe not. Either way, it seems that Euler
caught the Chess Bug, too. There are stories that he took up the
game but was disappointed with how well he played. Warnsdorff’s
heuristic<a-r, Thomasson> From any present sq.of-occ, move to
the sq, which has the fewest | continuations, bearing in mind that
the initial-sq of a move, cannot be the destination of any
subsequent. Thomasson: Take a look at a cell in a corner of the
board.   From such a cell a KT can jump to only two other cells.
And the cell in the corner can be reached only from these two other
cells - the cell in the corner has two “entrances”. When a KT,
during a tour, happens to visit any of these entrances, it is almost
bound to visit the corner cell next. If the KT doesn’t do that, it has
used up one of the two free entrances | of the corner cell - and
thus turned that cell into a dead end; the corner cell can still be
reached | later, but there will no longer be any unused | way out.
During a KTs tour the number of free entrances to all cells of the
board are gradually used up. Warnsdorff’s rule serves to direct the
KT to the cells with the least numbers | of free entrances left -
before these cells have turned into dead ends. Fin.v4-2.

Ex-10: 1. K-Q3! K.Q-Kt,4 2. K-Q4!, Butler<a-r>: centralizing the
K..Q-B,3 3. B-K4+, Butler: a key | concept, centralizing the Bs K-Q3 4.
B.K-B,4+ MIC: the two adjacent | Bs cut off consecutive | diagonals,

forcing the K east K-K2 5. B.K-B,5 K.K-B,2 If
K.K-B,3, then 6. B.K-Kt,4! <Butler>, MIC: Rank |
parallel and adjacent-Bs will form an E-fortress,
shouldering the adjacent | ranks 6. B-K5! [D]
K-K2 7. K-Q5 K.K-B,2 8. K-Q6 K-K1 9.
B.K-Kt,6+! K-Q1<o.m-2, K.K-B,1> 10. B.K-B,6+
K.Q-B,1<o-m> 11. K.Q-B,6<opp!> K.Q-Kt,1 12.
K.Q-Kt,6 K.Q-R,1 13.
B.K-B,5<shoulder-c8!><M2> MIC: In addition to

rank | parallel, adjacent Bs, a K, with 2 files in-between the nearest | B, and
also | parallel, can, in | all, cut off ⅞ squares, along the adjacent | ranks.

Ex-11:
5’
AUGUCAGACUACGAGGAGGCGUAUGUGCAUUCAUAUUGGAGA
AAUUGCGUGCUUUAGUUUUAAUUAUAUUUACUAACUUCUA|UC
A|UUG|UGA|UAC|AGG|UUU|AAC|GAC|GGU|AAU|GAG|AAC|UUC|
GAA|GAU|UUU|GAU|GUA|GAG|CAU|UUU|UCU|GAU|GAG|GAG|A
CU|UAU|GAG|GAA|AAA|CCU|CAA|UUC|AAG|GAU|GGU|GAA|ACA
|ACC|GAU|GCC|AAC|GGU|AAG|ACC|AUC|GUU|ACU|GGU|GGU|
AAU|GGC|CCA|GAA|GAU|UUU|CAA|CAG|CAU|GAG|CAA|AUA|
AGA|AGA|AAG|ACA|CUU|AAG|GAA|AAG|GCC|AUC|CCA|AAA|

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/54632340399
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/54632340399
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GAC|CAA|AGA|GCA|ACU|ACU|CCA|UAC|AUG|ACC|AAA|UAU|G
AA|AGG|GCA|AGA|AUU|UUA|GGU|ACA|AGA|GCC|CUA|CAA|A
UU|UCC|AUG|AAU|GCG|CCA|GUU|UUU|GUA|GAU|UUA|GAA|G
GU|GAA|ACU|GAU|CCA|UUG|CGU|AUU|GCC|AUG|AAG|GAG|U
UG|GCU|GAA|AAG|AAA|AUU|CCU|UUG|GUU|AUU|AGA|AGA|U
AU|UUA|CCA|GAU|GGU|UCC|UUU|GAG|GAC|UGG|AGU|GUG|G
AG|GAA|CUC|AUU|GUG|GAU|UUG|UGA 3’
UGA = stop codon. Continue in ex-19.

Ex-12: // translate this sequence of JavaScript to Python <provide table>

Ex-13: 1) Natural | gas | revenue accounted for ½ of Enron’s revenue, in
2,000. 2) Enron’s | operating income | margin is <2%, ~each year, and
nearly all of its expenses, is the cost of utility. Total comprehensive |
income fell by 17-mn from 2018-20. 3) Conclusion: Enron is operating |
within a saturated commodities market, as indicated by its low margin,
but nevertheless, experienced 80% CAGR from 2018-20. Try ch.19-ex-10.
Post: Your answers do not need to | match these exactly, only in form and
accuracy.

Ex-14: // cont.v-6

Ex-15: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/54546588285

16. Nge4 Nxe4

<-3+3=0> 17. Qg4+

$.f4-B Kd8<run+> 18. Qxf4<+3, recoup!>  not 17. Nxe4?! immediately,
because this is simpler. The arrow | diagram should indicate that f has to
escape both thr-Bxg5<-3> and s-Bxe3<-1> #

Ex-16: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/54548380713 [D, R]
18…Re2<RNQ.[w]-pin!> allows s a tempo to create an
unchallengeable e.file-🔋; since🔋-rearrangement<ch-5 H2S3>

requiresmin.2-ply

Ex-17: [D, 3]

Ex-18: [D, 4]: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/54629947775
3.08 Rf1, f5, Re1, a3, Rc1 3.00, whereas 32. B3? Bb4! 0.0 d-30 K-2901

Ex-19:
UAUAUUU is the likely | location of the TATA box<ch.10-def>, so
our amino.acid-seq will be located somewhere, between here, and
the stop codon. Working backwards from stop: LEU, ASP, VAL,
ILE<isoleucine>, LEU, GLU, GLU, VAL, SER, TRP, ASP, GLU,
PHE, SER, GLY, ASP, PRO, LEU, TYR, ARG, ARG, ILE, VAL, LEU,
PRO, ILE, LYS, LYS, GLU, ALA, LEU, GLU, LYS, MET, ALA, ILE,
ARG, LEU, PRO, ASP, THR, GLU, GLY, GLU, LEU, ASP, VAL, PHE,
VAL, PRO, ALA, ASN, MET, SER, ILE, GLN, LEU, LEU, ALA, ARG,

THR, GLY, LEU, ILE, ARG, ALA, ARG, GLU, TYR, LYS, THR, MET,
TYR, PRO, THR, THR, ALA, ARG, GLN, ASP, LYS, PRO, ILE, ALA,
LYS, GLU, LYS, LEU, THR, LYS, ARG, ARG, MET, GLN, GLU,
HIS<histidine>, GLN, GLN, PHE, ASP, GLU, PRO, GLY, ASN, GLY,
GLY, THR, VAL, ILE, THR, LYS, GLY, ASN, ALA, ASP, THR, THR,
GLU, GLY,
Google: AUG is also the most common translation | initiation |
codon.

Ex-20: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/54751024225
<cl-1>The c7-K is overloaded with🛡 of b6 and d6. <cl-2> After 30.
Bxb6+<+3>, <cl-3>Kxb6 is forced; <cl-4>this is required to maintain
the material | balance. 31. Nxd6<0.5:0.5> secures the assass.
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MIC: thr r: Hu

Book-11: Threats c-m:
Chessprogramming.org <a-r>: The threat move is a quite general term in chess or computer chess, since any forced tactical or attacking
move might be considered a threat move. MIC: Threat: has not happened yet. Every threat has a certain number of | escape | conditions. A
threat is analogous to a check in that sense. Once your opponent makes a move, either the threat is
resolved, you can now execute it and thus it becomes a reality, or it is now unfavorable. A counter
attack can render a threat futile. The counter attack has to be of equal or higher priority to your threat.
|=P Threats are not tactics in themselves, but they can factor into tactical sequences. There are two
types of threats, stoppable threats and unstoppable threats and unstoppable threat is a move in a
future ply that cannot be prevented with best play by the enemy, and a threat is defined as a move
that could be made by the other player if the player to whom the board position first ply belongs to
were skipped. == A stoppable threat is a threat that can be prevented. Every stoppable threat has a
certain number of escape conditions; a threat is analogous to a check in that sense. Once your
opponent makes a move, either the threat is resolved, you can now execute it and thus it becomes a
reality, or it is now unfavorable. A counter attack can render a threat futile. The counter attack
has to be of equal or higher priority to the threat. Therefore, a stoppable threat can materialize, not in its
own execution, but in a funneling of a player into a backup tactic via a narrow set of escape |
conditions. Threats are to be differentiated from traps, which are moves that could be played in a ply following the board position first ply if
a move or a certain set of moves are made in the board position first ply. In general, traps are something that one can fall into whereas threats
are something that need to be stopped. == All threats have a finite number of conditions in which they can be escaped. The most elementary
example of this is a check on the king. It should be noted that a check on the king technically is not a threat because the king can never be
captured. However, if we suspend chess reality for a moment and assume that if the checked player’s next ply were skipped, then the king
could be captured, then we can analyze the basic conditions of escaping check analogously to the escaping of threats. In order to escape
check, a player can either move the king to a different square, block the check by interposing a ren in the road of effect of the check or capture
the ren that is delivering the check. If one of these escape conditions is not possible as a result of a property of the board position, then the
checked player would be limited to one of the two other options. And if two of the options were both not possible, then the player would be
limited to only one of the three options. The fewer the options that a player has, the more forcing the move was in the previous ply. |=P
Coming back to chess reality, threats operate in a similar fashion to the hypothetical check threat that we just discussed in the hypothetical
reality. When threats have a large number of escaping conditions, and all of those conditions are able to be used in the board position, then it's
more likely that the threat will never materialize and that the player will not be forced into a secondary tactic whereas if a threat has a small
number of escape conditions, or that all but a few escape conditions are impossible given the parameters of the board position in which the
threat is present, then it's much more likely that the threat will be unstoppable or that it will funnel the threatened player into a secondary tactic
and thus all threats an inherent danger level. (D) ICC US Chess rated online tournament 6/11/22, vs Yakun Hu <BlindSimulEx> rd-5:
https://lichess.org/zPFeL0vd#43 a trap is, unlike a threat, always | preventable because a specific subset of all legal moves is required to be
played in order to make the trap execution move or move sequence possible. Here the trap is a pernicious | B-check in the event of 22…f5
<2:2> $.e-$ ?? and better are -0.6 Rad8 Rac8 Rfd8 Bf6 Bh6 -0.1 SF 14+ NNUE d-32

CM H3S1: Preventable vs. unstoppable threats:
The main difference between different types of threats is whether they can be stopped by the opponent to the
player who has the threat in hand. Not all threats are preventable, even when the opponent is aware that
they exist, and among the preventable threats, not all preventable threats can be prevented favorably.
Threats that can be prevented, but in order to prevent them, one is limited to a smaller set of forcing moves
for which the opponent can uncork # another idea are connected to backup tactics ref <ch.this h2s2,
backup tactics>. Finally, there are threats that can be prevented with no further prospect of damage to the
opponent of the threat possessor #, but even in these cases, there can be value to creating the threat, simply
by putting psychological pressure on the opponent ref: <ch. 48: PA>, exploiting an opponent’s passivity bias
ref: <ch. 44: TB H2S2>, dialing up the threat load <ch.this H2S3> in the position, which can be considered an
advantage in itself #, or using the threat as a tempo-gaining move <ref: ch. 59: I H2S4> to improve a zi’s
board effect <ref: ch. 5-h2s2,BR>, <ref: ch. 53-SE>. In Depth: [D]: Is s-Rxe7 a stoppable or
unpreventable-thr? F can play 14…Rf7<int+>, and if 15. Rxe7<-3>?? Qxb3<cap-pinner!> followed by

16…Rxe7<+5, assass>, or 14…Qxb3<z.zug-shut!> 15. axb3<-9> Bd8<run-$> SF.14+NNUE https://lichess.org/kT9iX324/black#27

CM H3S2: Chess threats and tactics x physics, potential and kinetic
energy:
H3S2 H4S1: Forms of potential energy in physics:

When energy is stored, we call it potential energy. When objects
are moving, they have kinetic energy. Kinetic is moving! - Bill
Nye. MIC: Energy is the capacity to do work. Britannica <a-r>
provides another view: Work done on a body is equal to the
increase in the energy of the body, for work transfers energy to
the body. If, however, the applied force is opposite to the
motion of the object, the work is considered to be negative,
implying that energy is taken from the object. The definition of
work <ch-44 H2S1 H3S9> in terms of force is the next step is

Newton’s second law W = Fd, or W = ma * d, with the new term being d, for displacement,
since as force is applied, there is some displacement, and if there is no displacement,
then there is no work, but the force may not be non-zero - this is how product | multiplication

https://www.chessprogramming.org/Tactical_Moves
https://lichess.org/kT9iX324/black#27
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<ch-19 H2S1> works. H5S1: Spring potential energy: [D, Google] H5S2: Nuclear potential energy: MIC: Nuclear potential energy is not to
confused with # chemical p-e, elucidated below in metabolic p-e; U-Wisconsin | Stevens Point: Nuclear potential energy, or nuclear
energy, is the energy found in the nuclei of atoms. The protons in a nucleus exert very strong repulsive forces on each other due to their
positive charge. In turn, the neutrons that make up a nucleus exert very strong forces on the protons to keep them from flying apart. Splitting a
large nucleus (nuclear fission) or combining small nuclei into a larger nucleus (nuclear fusion) overcomes these strong forces and releases
energy as a result. The energy released by an individual nucleus is very small, but huge numbers of nuclei can release huge amounts of
energy as evidenced by the energy produced by nuclear reactors (fission) and by the sun (nuclear fusion). MIC Whereas chemical p-e is
stored in the bonds between atoms, nuclear p-e is stored | inside the nucleus of each atom. Bonds are formed by the sharing or exchange
of electrons whereas the nucleus is absent | electrons. H5S3: Electrical potential energy: Electrical potential energy is present when
positive and negative | electric charges are separated from each other, as is a battery. When you turn on a device that is battery-operated,
such as a flashlight or a toy, the electrical potential energy stored in the battery is converted into other forms of energy such as sound,
mechanical motion, thermal energy, and light. For an electrical appliance you plug in, the electrical potential energy is maintained by a
spinning generator of a power plant, hydroelectric dam, or a windmill. A solar cell stores electrical potential energy similar to a battery as long
as the sun is shining on it. [D, Radauscher 2015 a-r]

H4S2: How energy is converted between different forms:
Force is defined as mass * acceleration, while energy is defined via the kinetic energy formula #np as ½ mass * velocity^2, and the key
hinge <ch-8 H2S5> is that acceleration is velocity / time. This relationship is better | expressed and connected via the definition of energy
via the potential energy formula: E = mgh, where “g” directly is acceleration provided by the force of gravity, and in terms of H5S1:
gravitational potential energy: Force can be defined in terms of energy E = mgh; E = m<F/m>h; E = Fh. Therefore, the unit of Energy is the
same as the unit of Work; Work is a subset of Energy #np; the unit of Work and Energy is Joule, or the Newton * meter; like gravitational
potential energy, work, thus, is a form of Energy when force is applied over a distance.

H4S3: Joules vs Watts <P, Getty>: <eia.gov><a-r>: Electricity⚡ is measured in units of power called Watts
<Joule per second>, named to honor James Watt <Scottish inventor and mechanical engineer, 1736 -
1819>, the inventor of the steam engine. A Watt is the unit of electrical power equal to one ampere under
the pressure of one volt. One Watt is a small amount of power. MIC: The unit of Watt is a powerful
mathematical conversion mechanism <ch-8 H2S5> in that it connects the physical concept of Energy,
expressed in the SI unit Joule with the electrical concepts of voltage and current, since the Watt is
mutually | defined granularly as the Joule / s and conceptually as P <in watts> = I <current> * V
<electromotive force r: Oxford via Google> When a single term is defined in terms of two other things,
those two other things can also be merged in an equation via the translate law: Britannica <a-r> if a is

equal to b and b is equal to c, then a is equal to c.There are two kinds of
relation for which there are no transitive laws: in-transitive relations and
non-transitive relations. An intransitive relation is one that does not hold
between a and c if it also holds between a and b and between b and c for
any substitution of objects for a, b, and c. Thus, “…is the (biological)
daughter of…” is intransitive, because if Mary is the daughter of Jane and
Jane is the daughter of Alice, Mary cannot be the daughter of Alice. MIC:
If energy is analogous to displacement, then the Watt can be conceived as

the speed of the energy unit chain #np, as it is the expenditure of energy per second, as speed is the
movement per second. Fin-v2. X-ref <ch. 3 H3S2>

H4S4: Metabolic potential energy:
“Energy in my muscles” - Bill Nye. The biologic strategy of storing energy in the form of ATP <nt> =
adenosine tri-phosphate is [D, 1 & 2 courtesy of American Chemical Society] is the body’s way of
storing | energy, and much of the energy stored in ATP is used by muscle cells in the coordination of motor movements, which burns
calories; calories is a unit of energy that is interchangeable <r: ch-19 H2S1 H3S1 H4S1, Newtons vs pounds> with Joules and can be
directly converted back and forth without the introduction of other units; 1 calorie of heat is the amount needed to raise 1 gram of water 1
degree Centigrade; 1 calorie (cal) = 4.184 J <a-r, Dr. Silverman Ph-D., Stanford University, 1968>; the definition of energy in terms of the
most abundant molecule in the body makes it slightly more utile in the context of biochemistry than the Joule in most use cases, even
though there is nothing technically wrong with using a Joule, thereby establishing a convention; analogously, radians are more commonly
used than degrees in circular | geometry <r: ch-43 H2S4 H3S1 H4S1> Whereas the storage vector of gravitational potential energy is
height; as height increases, the potential energy increases; g and m of the object are constants in most practical cases; in metabolism
potential energy the storage vector is the chemical bond between the phosphate <PO₄³⁻m, molar mass 94.9714 g / mol> molecules;
since the formation of all chemical bonds is endothermic in that it requires the absorption of heat <r: Oxford lang via Google>, and the SI
unit of heat is also the joule, the breaking of all chemical bonds is the release of that heat which was absorbed #np, and this released
energy, which muscles strategically | utilize in motion, is analogous to:

H4S5: Forms of kinetic energy in physics:
H5S1: The kinetic energy of movement: ½ mv^2 defines Joules as does m*g*h. <r: ch-2 H2S3 H3S2> However, the formula ½ mv^2 is slightly
more useful because rather than using height as the storage vector of energy, the storage vector is velocity. Also note that there are only
two terms in this statement as opposed to 3. H5S2: The kinetic energy of vibration: In depth: the relationship between vibrational kinetic
energy and temperature: U.w-s,p <a-r>: Thermal energy is due to the movement, and the kinetic energy associated with this movement,
of molecules that make up an object or substance. All objects possess thermal energy (even cold | ones) since they have a temperature
above absolute zero. Evidence of thermal energy can be detected by measuring the temperature of an object. H5S3: A chess movement
in a tactical sequence, such as a capture move, as a form of kinetic energy: H5S4: Rotational kinetic energy: Fullerton <a-r>: K-rotational = ½
Iω^2, where I = the moment of inertia and ω = the angular velocity. Oxford lang: moment of inertia <I> (n.) = a quantity expressing a
body's tendency to resist angular acceleration, as represented by the unit kg m2

https://emojipedia.org/high-voltage/
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MIC: thr r: Hu
H4S6: An in depth view of glucose oxidation: Glucose oxidation is the primary stimulus for insulin secretion, thus, mutations in
mitochondrial DNA that compromise these pathways have been linked to type II DM (Nile et al., 2014). Glucose oxidation accounts for
approximately 90% of total glycolytic flux, while anaerobic glycolysis accounts for the other 10%.

H4S7: A chess threat or trap as a form of potential energy:
If mobility <ch-5> is kinetic energy in chess, and mass can be considered the material value <ch-4> of the
ren, then the queen’s movements can be considered to be the most violent. On the other hand, a threat, as
encapsulated in effect <ch-3>, is potential energy because there is no motion involved, but rather, effect
highlights a potential for motion that must still be accounted | for by the opponent.
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49686576739: 14…Nc5 $.d3-Q is a move that has a kinetic
energy of ½ <3 m-v> * <sqrt(5) DU / ply> ^ 2 = 15 DU^2 / ply^2 * m-v = 15 J #, but the move also has some
potential energy because in the resulting sq of the move, the N has the potential to capture the f.d3-Q in
the next s-ply. X-ref: <ch. 2 H2S3> In addition to direct | effect of a sq, the potential to affect a sq in a
subsequent ply via bounce | range <ch-5 H2S3> Thinking | question: Is the chess King a negentropic |
energy imparter during a check bounce? MIC: There is a conservation between potential <effect> and
kinetic <mobility> energy in a chess zi because in a move, a chess zi exhausts its effect. Proof: when a zi
moves toward its target of effect, the distance decreases so that target zi is like the gravitational center;

this also means that long effect has more potential energy; ref: ch long 1) PE is exchanged for KE when a zi moves towards its target of
effect.
H4S8: the principle of energy conservation:
The principle of the conservation of energy enables us to perform accounting because we know the sum of all energies must remain
constant, even as the form of energy is changing between the various types: light, heat, electrical, motion, etc. x-ref: <ch. 10 CM H3S4>
// cont: In general, integer units and divisional units, then you have divisional^2, connect this to derivations and integration, each integration
ups a ^2, each derivation downs a ^, all X-refs: // push to Space: the relation between space, an integer quantity, and velocity, a divisional
quantity, connect more to calcu and here, all x-refs: Carbon vs. metallic ions, silicon as a computing hardware interface, push to man vs.
machine, get into orgo of carbon bonds, all x-refs # //

Ch-11 Thr H2S1: Escape conditions:
MIC: Thr-escape conditions are triggered in the ply interceding the thr-move and the twice | removed, preceding b-p.

H2S1 H3S1: Equal or higher priority counter threat:
X-ref: <ch. 16 H2S8 H3S3 H4S5>, Smyslov vs Bronstein 14. E4 clr.d1-Q$g4-N !

H3S2: Mitigate the damage of the thr-move prophylactically:
H3S3: Pre-damage, equal or more, to the thr-damage:
Ch-11 Thr H2S2: Backup tactics:

[D] Composition for backup tactic.

Ch.11-Thr,H2S3: Threat load, di�erence, delta
One's ability to navigate through a situation that contains a high number of real threats is correlated with the
percentage of total chess understood. In positional positions, GMs evaluate the position aesthetically and say
whether they like or dislike it, then use logical observations to explain why they like it whereas in highly
tactical positions, strong players will go right into logic. == Once you have 5 threats, consider the way you
can coordinate them by connecting them not only on the board, but LOGICALLY in your brain in terms of
escape conditions. The escape conditions of one threat should funnel one into the execution conditions of
another. == Much of section one of Material in Chess is about finding those leading metrics that can tell us
ahead of time before something bad happens to us tactically, that danger is around the corner, and also
traces the route of mistakes further back than other systems would, sharpening one's danger senses as well

as ability to navigate themselves into situations that are favorable for assassinations and other tactics, and one of these important calibrations
is the one to the various quantifications of threats. == Although threats can be regional, like effect, we typically speak of measuring threats in
terms of total threats belonging to one player and his opponent. Each of these individual threat quantities is known as the threat load and the
difference of my threat load subtracted by yours is known as the threat difference, and the amount that the threat difference is affected by a
player's move will be known as the threat delta of that move. At Chess University, we have found a high correlation between the maintenance
of a positive threat delta and win percentage such that we believe this calibration is useful to have during tournament play as a measure of
increasing one's Elo rating. Similar to effect on effect delta, the most powerful moves within the paradigm of threat delta are ones that have
an effect of +2 to the delta score, which can be established by adding to one's threat load, a double attack move on the effect side, adding a
threat to my load and removing one from yours, an attack fence, and finally removing two of your threats, a double remove the defender.
These moves shall be termed dual purpose or dual threat moves <ref to initiative H2S4 I think>; although the categorization of dual purpose
moves may be even broader than dual threat moves. == Tactical summary: set up double purpose moves that have +2 threat delta whether by
attacking 2 things, removing two threats, or adding a threat and removing one for the opponent. == Essential question, 30 seconds: Make up
your own calibrations: this is the genesis of creativity, and creative individuals are often noticed for their unique observations. Why does
building more threats need to correspond with doing things slower? You can also build up threats quickly: a triple threat | creation move
followed by a double threat. Once you understand the paradigm of threat load, you will also understand the importance of double attacks.

H2S3 H3S1: Threats x evaluation:

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49686576739?tab=review
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Here's some writing about generally the relationship between one type of thing that can be quantified: material, and another thing: threats. The
idea is that there is a possible exchange not only of material for material and threat for threat, but material for threat, eg. the sacrifice of

material to generate additional threats and or neutralize enemy threats.
When there is an exchange between two unlike things, there must be an
exchange rate that defines how much the cost of one thing is in terms of the
other. The table I'm referring to can therefore be compared to a currency
exchange table, how many threats do I need to buy one pawn, and how
many pawns that have crossed the moat is worth giving up a tactical threat.
== Note the relationship between material and threats: the side with one
additional piece, assuming that all pieces can create 1 threat, will have 1
additional threat by default. This relationship mediates the conversion phase
of the game, in which the player who has committed the assassination in
phase 2 gradually expands his advantage, promoting his passed pawn and
possibly assassinating more ren along the way: once in position of more

material, one is expected to maintain a positive threat delta as well, and positive threat delta is highly correlated with successful conversion
leading to a win outcome. == Another relationship between material and threats: the sacrifice of material as the sole viable escape condition to
escape a higher priority threat. Example: a player putting himself out of position for the rest of the play, for instance by going prone on the ice,
to stop a single threat of goal, but thereby being unable to stop any other threat that can be created by a move that does not execute the
threat that caused the material to be sacrificed. The sequence proceeds as follows: P. A threat (A), future move, is created by a move that just
happened - E. a sacrifice is made to eliminate that threat - P. the threatened move is therefore not played, but another move is played,
creating threat (B), which exploits the fact that the enemy has lost material and therefore contention over certain squares. For the sake of the
argument, note that A and B represent two independent future scenarios that cannot coexist, and the decision to sacrifice material
permanently alters the train track to enter resulting track B, but in this forced alteration itself, the enemy loses material such that track B is
losing as well. == Generally, when material is sacrificed, one or more threats of the protagonist will be neutralized and possibly threats are
created by the opponent due to the fact that a tempo has to be expended to capture material. In other words, there has been a
cross-calibration exchange between threat delta and material delta. The intermediate state following the committal and acceptance of the

sacrifice is critical, as the protagonist seeks to restore positive threat delta without giving back material,
leaving only gain in his favor. [D]: the fastest finish is 26. Rd8# !
https://www.chess.com/game/live/46942834925 [D, R]: 10…Rxg2 (+1)  ! <assass in >
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/46863653153

H2S3 H3S2: Calculating thr-load, di�, and delta:
[D]: Game: Praggnanandhaa R.<2638> vs Vasif Durarbayli<2638>f: 1) Ra7[1:1]$.d7-Q 2) Nxe6$.f8-R<+3>
Qxe6<-3> 50. h6<thr-Ra8(+)[1:1]> 3) Nc6<1:1><thr-Ra7> S: 1) Nxd4<-3> 2) Nxg3 50. Fxg3 Nxd4,
thr-diff=+1 // v.7-cont, look at delta after 49. Ra8??

GM Benjamin Finegold 2493 <USA> vs GM Fidel
Corrales Jiminez 2597 <USA> Opening: E38 Nimzo-Indian, Classical

Variation w/ 4..c5: “Overloading tactics capitalize # a K-side attack”. See our full analysis of this game over at Ch-24 H2S2, first in depth <hl> #
The b-p after 18…Nxa2 (-1) ! In this section, we will zoom in and elaborate on f’s decision to play 19. Nd4 !? after the assass on a2 #, and the

implications that this move had on the thr-load, diff, and delta.

Ch-11 Thr H2S4: Tactical traps
H2S4 H3S1: Traps vs. threats defined
Both a trap execution move and threat execution move, from the perspective of the person who is able to
play it #, is played in the ply following the ply to which the initial b.p is assigned, which means that when the
trap or threat is in hand, it is the opponent of the trap or threat possessor’s turn to move # That is the
similarity, in terms of depth analysis # <ch. 2 M&BS h2s5>. The difference between a trap and a threat is the
trigger that makes the trap or threat execution move possible in the ply that succeeds the board position first
ply # A threat is best conceived as the tactical move or sequence that can be | played if the opponent’s turn
in the b.p first ply were skipped; since it’s not possible for the opponent’s turn to actually be skipped <ref: ch.

18 CM H3S1>, the actual //

H2S4 H3S2: Checks and balances:
In depth, 1: X-ref: Yakun Hu v. Paul Covington, US Army <ref: ch. 16 AC H2S8>

This position, featuring the s.p’s powerful sniper
<ref: CU Dict> bishop on c6 and the active f.Q in
d5, head of f’s d-file heavy battery <ch. 5: h2s3>,
contains an insidious trap to an apparently
powerful-looking move by f; this is very much the
hallmark # of a good trap: it exploits a move by the
opponent that, absent the trap, would provide an
advantage for the opponent.
The trap fall move in this position is 18. Nd6+ ??,
played in the game, an apparently strong check

https://www.chess.com/game/live/46942834925
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/46863653153
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move that intends to # stop the s.K from castling, either by forcing it to run from check or be stifled by the f.Q’s contention of f8 <ref: ch. 18 RU
H2S5: Castling>
In the resulting b.p of the continuation 18. Nd6+ Bxd6 (-3 + 0 = -3) ! 19. Qxd6, the f does appear to have a dominating position, with the e.K
unable to castle in the succeeding ply and a threat of 20. Re1+ with an unstoppable checkmate # However, the check and balance in this
position is the trap execution move 19…Be4+ !! Ref: 2r1k2r/pp2bpp1/1qb4p/n2Q4/4NP1P/5N2/PP4P1/1K1R1B1R w - - 0 1. Which achieves
two tactical points: 1) it clears the b6.Q’s direct attack of the d6.Q and 2) it coerces the f.b1-K to a1 via check #, since the c-file run sqs of the
f.K are cut off by the s.c8-R, and that R’s contention <ref: ch. 3 eff CM> of the c-file is also cleared-for # by this move. == A power levels
assessment of this brilliant move 19…Be4+ <ref: ch. 10 NT H2S2 H3S2 H4S1> reveals why it alone # is able to counter the otherwise
powerful sequence of the f.nobles penetrating to the d6.sq, for it clears for two powerful direct contentions, and is itself a check move <pp+8>.
== After this move, the f.d6-Q is completely lost (-9) because the f.d1-R is fixed to its contention of the f.🏠 in order to stop # the trap of s.Rc1
#. Therefore, that R, which is the lone defender # of the fully attacked f.d6-Q, cannot recapture after 20…Qxd6 (-9 + 0 = -9) and f can safely

resign in this variation <ref: ch. 15, calc>. Fin. // maybe write more In depth, 2:
The position after 16…Bb7 ?! s is slightly overextended <ref: ch. 55> on the q-side <ch. 2 H2S1 H3S3
H4S3>, with inadequately contended # weaknesses at d5, c5, and b6. In this position, the s.d5-P <2.5:2> is
becoming difficult | to defend, as it is backward ref: <ch. 19 H2S5 H3S5> and therefore 1) unable to advance,
as the e5-sq will always # be better contended # by f, in addition to the fact that advancing would hang the
c4-P 2) unable to be defended by another pawn, as the pawns in adjacent files have either a) pushed past
their support sqs <ref: ch. 19 D> of the backward pawn or b) are missing from that adjacent file # There is,
however, a more pressing concern, as the backward d5-P is presently adequately defended; the d5-P is
cursed a second time # in that it’s rel-pinned via RPQ<N> and therefore not adequately defending the s.c4-P
#, which is bishoptacked, allowing an immediate pawn assassination 17. Bxc4 (-1) $d5-P !, which, in the
same move, adds an over attacker ref <ch. 3 D> to the d5-P, now <3:2.5>. == S here answered 17…Qa5 !,
maintaining defense of d5 while breaking the pin, determining that this form of defense by complication ref

<ch. 61 H2S1> was preferable to 17…d4 <2:2, resulting>, after which # s will have to fight forever to hold the P while continuing to deal with
pressure up # the d-file and toward his slightly weaker K-side # Now, f must tread carefully; while his position is objectively better #, there will
certainly be checks and balances if his aggression becomes unbridled # The game continued 18. Nxd5 (+2) Nf5 $h4-B !, defending well and
continuing to develop while complicating the position 19. Bg3 ?!, a retreat that does not escape the s.f5-N’s eff and therefore expends a
critical tempo #

A zoomed diagram
of h3 - f3 - f5 - h5
demonstrating that
the N continues to
affect the f.h4-B in
either the h4 or g3
sqs # 19…Rae8
$e2-Q ! The
position following
19…Rae8 $e2-Q !
Pushing forward
actively and taking

advantage of the open central files to generate counterplay. Note that the -2 material for s is accounted for by # the two missing c and
b-pawns, and, since the f.b/c pawns have yet to advance, their absence from the position may not be felt for another 2-5 moves. This position
contains a trap that was auto-activated by the mistaken retreat 19. Bg3 ?! in the previous f-ply: Trap, in depth: [D, 3] Effect diagram of the
initial b.p, highlighting neutral 1:1 in g3 and potential check ray # along the g1 \ a7. The s can capture in the g3 sq, liquidating a pair of minors
and force the opening of the g1 \ a7 downtail <ref: ch. 3 H2S1> because the f.g3-B is last-defended <ch. 3 eff D> and the only zi that can
avenge 20…Nxg3 (+3 - 2 = +1) is the f.f2-P, 21. Fxg3 (-3 + 1 = -2), but this forces the f.f2-P to vacate | its interposition # along the g1 \ a7;
therefore, 20…Nxg3 is actually a capture decoy move <ref: ch. 26 H2S2>. Following 21. Fxg3 (-2), the s.a5-Q has a straightforward bounce
range | assassination in 2 ref: <ch. 5 H2S2> via the c5 pivot check sq #: R: The s.a5-Q can check the f.g1-K via c5 and in the resulting b.p of
the move, absolute fork the c4-B as well <QBK<S>>d.a> 21…Qc5+ $c4.B <d.a> ! 22. K-run, Ren,int@f2 # Qxc4 (+3 - 2 = +1) ! X-ref: <ch.
23 DA Ex. #8> Trap, in depth fin. // maybe more Ref: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/43823084479?tab=review To have avoided
the trap, f would have had to play a move like # 20. Qd3 in response to 19…Rae8 $e2-Q, a move that simultaneously resolves the piece
check via Q-run ref: <ch. 38 TR H2S2> and does not auto-deflect the Q ref <ch. 26 H2S3> from the vulnerable, last-defended f.c4-B, a
dual-purpose move <ref: ch. 59 I: H2S5> In depth, 2 fin. // look it over and maybe more.

Ch-11: Thr definitions:
H3S0: Threat nomenclature:
Condition, threat, escape (n.) = Condition, threat, execution (n.) = Cross-calibration exchange (n.) = an exchange of two unlike things,
such as threats and material. Cross-calibration exchange rate (n.) = the quality of one thing that has to be paid for a unit of another thing for
an even exchange. Threat establishment move (n.) = // Threat execution move(s) (n.) = //

H3S3: Threat load, di�erence, delta
Threat load (n.) = the number of threats and potential threats in the position for one player. Threat difference (n.)  = // Threat delta (n.) = //

H3S4: Trap nomenclature:
Trap execution move(s) (n.) = the move(s) in a ply following the trap fall move that initiates and / or executes the trap sequence, winning
some advantage for the trap possessor. Trap fall move (n.) = the move made by the opponent to the trap possessor, the trap victim, which
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would allow the trap possessor to play the trap execution move. Trap possessor (n.) = the player to whom the trap can potentially benefit.
Trap set move (n.) = the move that sets the trap; in the resulting b.p of the trap set move, the trap is activated but not executed. Ref: <ch.this,
ex #14, sol>. Trap victim (n.) = the player to whom the trap can potentially damage.

Ch-11 TH Exercises:
Evaluation x Threats:
X-ref: <ch. 12>
Ex. 1: Which threat is better, 15. D5 $c6-N, or 15. E4 $f5-B?

The position after 14.s-Bf5, f-move.

Ex. 2: S-move in a typical structure in the English opening with 2. G3 #.
What is the worst move, or trap fall, that s can play in this position?

Recognize the threat:

Ex-3: [400]

R: Ex-4: [700]

Ex-5:

R: Ex-6:

Ex-7: Continued from ex-6, resolve the threat #

L: Ex-8: [800]

CM: Potential to kinetic energy: R:
Ex-9: [2,000]

Assassination in 1:

L:

Ex-12: [2,000]

Assassination in 3: R: Ex-13:
Assassination in 2, 3: [2,500]

Ex. #14: here, f is down a pawn # and
the f.d7-P will likely fall soon # as
well via the envelopment move s.Bd6
<ref: ch. 22 H2S2>, but he can lay a
trap to try to win an exchange:

Ex. #15: use a trap mate to force an assass in 3 [1,600]:

R: Ex-16: [1,600]:

Assassination in
4+:
Exercise #17: “Backup fork” mates the
runfense escape. A in 2, 5.

Solutions:
Ex. 1:
Both of the proposed threat
establishment moves threaten to #
P-cap an e-minor, but 15. D5

$c6-N is objectively the better move because 15. E4 ? 1) removes a
critical P-🛡 of the f.d4-P, which is under 3.5x e-noble attack # and
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2) is susceptible to a counter threat move 15.s-Bg4 $d1-Q !, which
run escapes the piece check <ch. 38 TR H2S2> and gains a tempo
<ch. 59 H2S4> by counter B-checking the f.d1-Q.

Mobility and effect analysis of the
initial b-p showing # 3.5x e-noble
effect of d4, as well as <1.5:1>
control over the g4-B$,sq to the
f.d1-Q # On the other hand #, 15.
D5 $c6-N is markedly better, but
by no means a move that leads to
assass as it’s a stoppable threat
<ch.this CM H3S1>; however, the
move is not without utility, as the
s.c6-N lacks a run square from this
P$ that is an improved | positioning

from its pre-threat sq.of-occ; the one centralization move it has at its
disposal in response to the threat, 15…Ne5, fails to an extended
assass sequence # revolving around a piecemate attraction # of the
s.a5-B: 15…Ne5 ? 16. A5$.b6-B Bxa5 (-1) <o.m> 17. Bb2 $e5-N
clr.a1-R$a5-N !

The b-p succeeding 17. Bb2 !, with
the d-a of e5 and a5 highlighted in
effect arrows.
The 17. Bb2 clearance attack x
attackscovery <ref: ch. 34 H2S1>
justifies the temporary p-sacrifice
<ref: ch. 36> which was made and
accepted in the previous turn, as it
double attacks the undefended
e5-N as well as the a5-B, which
was attracted to the a-file by the

piecemate attraction p.temp-sack, now under attack by the f.a1-R.
S will lose material here # He can try a liquidation with 17…Bg4
$d1-Q 18. Qc2 -e$ Nf3+ 19. Bxf3 (+4) Bxf3 (+1) but after this
liquidation, f has the move and he can freely assass the a5-B:

The resulting b-p of 19…Bxf3 (+1),
f-move, the a5-B remains
hangtacked.
The preceding variation analysis of
15…Ne5 ?? # invalidates this
move, and proves that # the e-N in
the face of the threat of dxc6 will
only be able to run to an inferior
sq, such as e7, b8, or a5, which in
turn validates the threat
established by 15. D5 as utile, in
addition to the fact that it allows a

tempo-gaining space gain of +1 in the d-file <ref: ch. 50 H2S1>
Fin. Ref: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/43920932750

Ex. 2:
The K-side fianchetto move in the reverse dragon English # does
contain an inherent trap.
Solution: Answer: 3…Be6 -🛡b7 ??, allowing 4. Bxb7 (+1) followed
by a second assass in a8 (+2).
Ref:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/45367800557?tab=revie
w

Ex-3: s-Qh1# !

Ex-4: s-Nxe6 (-9) !
Screens for Ex-3 and 4 courtesy of ChessKid.

Ex-5: s-Qxh2# !
Ex-5 courtesy of ChessKid.

Ex-6:
27. Qd8+ ! Qe8 <o-m> 28. Qxe8+ (-9) Kxe8 (0) 29. Rxb7 (-3)

<assass in 3> with unstoppable back rank mate to follow.
Game: GM Shakhriyar Mamedyarov <FIDE 2761> vs GM Pentala
Harikrishna <FIDE 2752> 0-1, 2016:
https://lichess.org/aZvdX6vZ/black

Ex-7: 26…Re6 ! <o-m> 0.0 to set up to interpose the check threat #

Ex-8: 23. Nxd7 <assass, -3> $$!

Ex-9: 15. Nxc5 Qxc5 16. Exd4 $.c5-Q Nxd4 (0) 17. Re1+ Kf8 4.0 d-25
SF 14+ NNUE and the coercion of the uncastled K manifests the potential
energy in the position: https://lichess.org/aJelBmR6/white#34

Ex-12:
The threats in this puzzle do not emerge until after the assass in 1
capture: 29…Kxh7 (+3) ! 30. Nf6+ ! The barrage of tactics start to
avenge the assass cap, but bear in mind # that this is not a threat:
it’s a direct tactic via check.30…Kh8 <run +> ! the other legal move
blunders our Q #
31. Rh4 $.h6-P <thr, 32. Rxh6#> Qc5+ !, playable because it
appears to be the only playable move and gets the s-Q out to a
more active sq. 32. Kh1 Qe3 <cont.🛡-h6, P> !, stopping the M1
threat, the key threat resolution in the problem. 33. Qxe3 (-9) Rxe3
(+9), end of puzzle, as all subsequent to assass threats have been
resolved # This is the highest rated winning | material puzzle on
LiChess, clocking in at 2702 out of 351 plays, and the assass
capture occurs in 1 # https://lichess.org/training/K9YUV Fin.

Ex. 13: 1. Qd8 Bc2+ 2. Kxc2 Qa4+ 3. Kxb2
Qd8! ignores the situation around the first player’s own King and
teams the queen up to the knight on e8. FM Suyog Wagh: “If there is
a knight near the King, it always defends against mating attacks.
When you are playing blitz, and your opponent is attacking, try to
keep knight nearer to your King.” Ref: CU Library, Course 105
Tactics. Concretely, the threat created by 1. Qd8 is 2. Nf6+ followed
by Qg8#, forcing the second player to give checks. 1...Qf1+ would
lead to similar, with 2. Kxb2 and no way to coordinate the queen and
bishop as well as the oppositional Q + N.
Puzzle link:
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/981338/practice

Ex. 14:
In this position, I saw # that the s.R would be left in an
s-uncontended # sq in the event of its capture in d7, and the f6
check sq is available to the f.f4-N within 2 moves, being 2 adjacents
away along a file <ref: ch. 5 H2S1 H3S3 H4S4>
The trap hinge is that one of two routes to f6+ from the f4.N’s
sq.of-occ in the initial b.p also allows it to interpose the f.d2-R’s
defense of d7, and therein lies the trap; 1. Nd5 int.f.d2-R🛡d7-P !

En route to the f6 check square,
the f4.N interposes the f.f2-R’s
defense of d7, laying the trap #
Thus, 1. Nd5 is the trap set move,
after which the trap is activated.
The trap fall move, which was
played in the game #, is 1…Rxd7
(-2); s is not forced to this move,
and the trap cannot be executed
without it, and therefore this is a
trap rather than a threat. ==
Subsequently, after 1…Rxd7 (-2),
the f can now play the trap
execution move 2. Nf6+ !,
auto-sacrificing the f.N, a
temporary sacrifice <ref: ch. 36> in
order to now re-clear the full
contention of d7 by the f.d2-R, a
checkscovery ref: <ch. 32>. After
2…Bxf6 (-3 - 2 = -5), the d7.R can
be captured for free 3. Rxd7 (+5 -
5 = 0) ! The b.p after 2…Bxf6 (-5);
the d7.R is undefended. Fin. Ref:
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https://www.chess.com/analysis
/game/live/43553364313?
tab=review

Ex. 15:
S has 2 attractive checks in the initial b-p, and, according to GM
Daniel Naroditsky’s advice, we should always seek first to
accomplish the same task, if possible, with a lower value piece, so
let’s start by calculating 26…Rg3+. The problem with this move is
that after the K-run 27. Kh2 !, s is out of useful checks:

The resulting b-p of 27. Kh2 ! The
s.d5-Q lacks a rank to file check
move to effect # due to the
interposition of the f4-P, otherwise
this would be a M1 for s. Moreover,
it misses the diagonal to file check
move to effect vectors by just a
hair, as the h7-sq is occupied by a
s-P, otherwise it would be M2 for s,
and the g2 and h1 sqs are
adequately defended.
Therefore, let’s examine the other
viable legal check from the initial
b-p, 26…Qg6+ ! The b-p after
26…Qg6+ ! Here, 27. Kf2 ?? loses
immediately to 27…Qg6#, a
Dove-tail mate check <r: ch. 1
H2S4 H3S2 H4S2> On the other
hand, 27. K-h will both fall to a long
rank slide to h3 by the s.d3-R,
followed by the loss of the f-Q if
Kh1 was played, and even worse,
mate on g3 if Kh2. Take a look at
these outcomes for yourself. ==
Therefore, f has to play the

unfortunate move, in order to avoid these other outcomes 27. Qg2
<int +> :(, and now simply 27…Rg3 RQK<n> abs-pin ! will win the
f-Q. Fin - https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1070734

Ex. 16: https://lichess.org/IvPMt8qH/white#20

Both 11. Nxd5 (+1) ! and 11. Rxd5 $.d8-Q create imminent assass threats,
but whereas the 11. Rxd5 assass+ in 1 threat is stoppable, the threat of 12.
Nc7+ <pseudo-mate> leading to s-Q assass in 13-f is not.

Ex. 17:
Puzzle, time card: 1...Ng5+ 2. Kg3 Nxh3 3. Kxh3 Rf4 4. Nd2 Rd4 5.
b3 Rxd2
After the initial exchange asassination to bring the m.diff to 0,
second is looking for a second +m-delta play to win. 3...Rf4 creates
an initial threat, a skewer that attacks both the e4 knight and c4
Bishop via x-ray, and there are only two escape | conditions to this
tactic, both runfense, 4. Bd3 or Nd2, running from the road of the
rook’s effect and adding the runner as a defender to the other
attacked ren. == Both 4. Bd3 and Nd2 funnel the first player into an
independent backup tactic: 4...Rf3+, absolute forking the
hangtacked Bishop on d3, or 4...Rd4, forking the runfense ren and
its defensive target on c4 such that there are no further escapes to
the tactical sequence.

Additional resources:
Gregersen, Erik. “Work.” Encyclopædia Britannica, Encyclopædia
Britannica, Inc., https://www.britannica.com/science/work-physics.

- Erik Gregersen is a senior editor at Encyclopaedia
Britannica, specializing in the physical sciences and
technology. Before joining Britannica in 2007, he
worked at the University of Chicago Press on the
Astrophysical Journal. Prior to that, he worked at
McMaster University on the ODIN radio astronomy
satellite project.

Gravitational Potential Energy,
http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/gpot.html.
“Work (Physics).” Wikipedia, Wikimedia Foundation, 21 June 2022,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Work_(physics).
Cope, Matthew. “Potential and Kinetic Energy with Practice
Problems.” YouTube, YouTube, 15 Sept. 2020,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZEECTu1TgSs.
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Threat_Move
“U.S. Energy Information Administration - EIA - Independent
Statistics and Analysis.” Measuring Electricity - U.S. Energy
Information Administration (EIA),
https://www.eia.gov/energyexplained/electricity/measuring-electricity.
php.
http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/vision/lumpow.html
Silverman, Dennis <Professor Emeritus, Physics & Astronomy
School of Physical Sciences>. Energy Units and Conversions,
https://www.physics.uci.edu/~silverma/units.html.
Duignan, Brian. “Transitive Law.” Encyclopædia Britannica,
Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc.,
https://www.britannica.com/topic/transitive-law. “Adenosine
Triphosphate.” American Chemical Society, 8 Mar. 2021,
https://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/molecule-of-the-week/archive/a/
adenosine-triphosphate.html.
“Heat.” Wikipedia, Wikimedia Foundation, 9 June 2022,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heat.
“Energy Education: Concepts and Practices.” UWSP,
https://www3.uwsp.edu/cnr-ap/KEEP/nres633/Pages/Unit1/Section-
B-Two-Main-Forms-of-Energy.aspx.
Radauscher, Erich. (2015). Design, Fabrication, and
Characterization of Carbon Nanotube Field Emission Devices for
Advanced Applications. 10.13140/RG.2.2.16376.85767.
Fullerton, Dan <Author and teacher of Regents Physics, Honors
Physics, and AP Physics based in Rochester, NY>. “AP Physics C -
Rotational Dynamics.” FizziksGuy, YouTube, 23 Oct. 2012,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6S_n-Nf6vxk.
“Glucose Oxidation.” Glucose Oxidation - an Overview |
ScienceDirect Topics,
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/glucos
e-oxidation.
Ralph A. DeFronzo, Ele Ferrannini, Chapter 35 - Regulation of
Intermediary Metabolism During Fasting and Feeding, Editor(s): J.
Larry Jameson, Leslie J De Groot, David M. de Kretser, Linda C.
Giudice, Ashley B. Grossman, Shlomo Melmed, John T. Potts,
Gordon C. Weir, Endocrinology: Adult and Pediatric (Seventh
Edition), W.B. Saunders, 2016, Pages 598-626.e3, ISBN
9780323189071,
https://doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-323-18907-1.00035-4 .
(https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/B97803231890710
00354)
Praggnanandhaa , R, and Vasif Durarbayli. “44th Chess Olympiad
2022: Open: Boards 1-40 • Round 9.” Lichess.org,
https://lichess.org/broadcast/44th-chess-olympiad-2022--open--boar
ds-1-40/round-9/t8Iai2uy.

http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/gpot.html
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Threat_Move
https://www.eia.gov/energyexplained/electricity/measuring-electricity.php
https://www.eia.gov/energyexplained/electricity/measuring-electricity.php
http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/vision/lumpow.html
https://www.physics.uci.edu/~silverma/units.html
https://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/molecule-of-the-week/archive/a/adenosine-triphosphate.html
https://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/molecule-of-the-week/archive/a/adenosine-triphosphate.html
https://doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-323-18907-1.00035-4
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/B9780323189071000354
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/B9780323189071000354
https://lichess.org/broadcast/44th-chess-olympiad-2022--open--boards-1-40/round-9/t8Iai2uy
https://lichess.org/broadcast/44th-chess-olympiad-2022--open--boards-1-40/round-9/t8Iai2uy
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Book-12: Evaluation: c-m:
Evaluation is a critical skill in chess because it can help us to rank the move options we have in order to make the best decision. If you don’t
know what good is, then there’s no way for you to determine what’s better. This chapter introduces to us the idea that certain pieces,
regardless of their nominal value, can be good or bad depending on mobility and other factors. Artists refer to this as “taste”. The conclusion
that we’re reaching is that skill is not random, you learn to make better decisions through acquired taste. // connect to Assassinations, like
evaluating the favorability of assassinations.

CM H3S1: Evaluating potential variations:
The resulting board position of a first ply move is the initial board position of the second ply. The effector
diagram that must be used to evaluate the quality of a potential move is that of the potential resulting board
position. Understanding the changes in element position, effect, and properties between the initial and
potential resulting board positions is thus paramount to selecting the best move in any board position in
which the first ply is assigned to the protagonist. (D) Game: Evgeny Sveshnikov, GM <RUS> peak 2610
1-94 vs D-King, sourced from Mastering Chess Strategy; chapter: realizing a material advantage #4.
Hellsten: Black has sacrificed a pawn in return for a slight | initiative. He is now planning either b5-b4,
intimidating the bishop on a3 and softening up White's | queenside, or Nf4 with kingside activity and
pressure on d3. Sveshnikov resorts to a simple idea, always “worthy of | consideration” in positions with a
material advantage: swap off | pieces. 15. Ne3 $.e-$ ! Nf4 After 15...Nxe3?! 16. fxe3, followed by e3-e4,
White seizes the center. 16. Nxf5 <+3> Qxf5 <+1> 17. G3 $.f4-N ! MIC: F has evaluated that his +1 m-d
position justifies this color complex weakening move, putting the h3-sq <0:2>, by the 6 total point liquidation

that it stimulates. 17…Nxe2+ <-3> Hellsten: Otherwise, the N will become misplaced. 18. Qxe2 <+1> fin-v1.

Ch-12: Ev H2S1: The 5-step evaluation process:
Written by Sandro Safar FIDE 2240. The best and easiest way to evaluate a position is by following key aspects of a position: 1. Material
(static) - pay close attention to imbalances and how they affect the overall position 2. King safety (dynamic | static #) - look at the pawn
structure around the king, the defenders and attackers near it, and possible pawn storms which could come its way. 3. Piece activity (dynamic)
- whose pieces are better? This will often give you ideas of a strong strategic plan (forming an attack, keeping enemy pieces blocked or in bad
positions) 4. Pawn structure (static) - count the pawn islands. The more pawn islands, the weaker the position is. Also consider isolated,
backward, doubled and hanging pawns, which are all static weaknesses. BSE: analogous Go principle is connection. 5. Threats (dynamic) -
none of the above is relevant if you have a piece hanging. Never forget to check for possible threats. Both yours and your opponent's. BSE:
Based on this list of steps, we can see that the consideration of material under which assassination falls into categorically is only one of the
criteria of evaluation and thus material difference is not an absolute predictor of game result in chess. ⇐ apply to chessable position and justify
liquidation

Ch-12: Ev H2S2: P-value, win %, and elo di�erence explained:
Hu: The best moves maintain or advance the equilibrium levels of | multiple imbalances. [D]: Game: IM
David Silva <2315><AGO> vs GM Levon Aronian <2775><USA>. Here, the two players agreed to a draw,
with the 460 points overrated Aronian holding a position evaluated as +3.2, against his favor. Was this a
rational choice, for either, or both sides # Our table from ch-6 H3S2 predicts that a 3.2 P-score advantage
predicts a ~86% win rate, whereas a 460 point elo deficit predicts well over a 90% losing rate. Therefore,
Silva can be considered rational in taking the draw. The game could have continued 42. Qxd8 Rxd8<+2>
43. Kg1! Rd7 44. Kf2 Rb7($).e-($) 45. Nd4<clr$.e-$><fbno> Rb4<1.5:2.5>! 46. Rxb4 cxb4<+2> 47.
Nb3<block>$.a5-P Bxa4<-1>! 48. Nxa5<+2> and f’s winning plan can be sacrificing back an exchange for
the s.b-pp<-1, +1>, leaving a winning c-pp in a B vs N endgame.

H2S2 H3S1: W / D / L trinary # evaluation system:
Hu: Ultimately, the only evaluations that are relevant to the scoring, following the game, is the outcome of
the game, and the evaluation of the final.b-p, is what every | other | evaluation #n-p attempts to predict,

and, therefore, every other evaluation, in some form or another, in a combination with probabilistics, is also a W / D / L evaluation. The skill
is a comparative evaluation between | two positions, especially when these positions dynamically | interact, and occupy the same territory,
is highly | applicable: X-ref Yakun Hu 8/11/22 essay for LDS-Williamsville<a-r>: Hu: A significant, and important part of the development of
any adolescent is the Western literature trope of a hero’s journey, characterized best by Don Quixote, the main character in the Spanish epic
novel, written by Miguel de Cervantes in the early 17th<Wikipedia>, one of the most widely read classics of Western literature
<Britannica>: Originally conceived as a parody of the chivalric romances that had long been in literary vogue, it describes realistically what
befalls an aging knight who, his head bemused by reading such romances, sets out on his old horse Rocinante, with his pragmatic squire,
Sancho Panza, to seek adventure. Widely and immediately translated (first English translation 1612), the novel was a great and continuing
success and is considered a prototype of the modern novel. Hu: However, not all hero’s journeys need to be dramatic, and wayfaring #,
like the Avengers, it’s the deeper | idea of a willingness to 1) explore the unexplored trevasses in one’s mind, 2) venture into a pioneering
intellectual domain, and 3) disagree, but in an amicable, and productive | way, with others, in order to reach higher understandings, mutual, via
discourse. The ability to participate in discourse, in the tradition of Western debate, is dependent on this multi-year process of cultivating
one’s individual | perspective. Only by having such a perspective, and the confidence that it imbues upon an individual, can one be, truly,
secure enough to, also allow others to l “be themselves”. This fact about the hero’s journey, which, antithetical to “bestie culture”, is backed
by hundreds of works in the academic canon, reveals a hypocritical aspect of bestie culture: it prematurely signals the fruits of the hero’s
journey, but does not provide an adequate pathway to their attainment.
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H2S2 H3S2: Chess p-score evaluation x mathematics, inequalities:
MIC: An inequation has the same form as an equation, but with a different statement with respect to the relationship between the 2
expressed | sides: Britannica<a-r>: For example, the triangle inequality states that the sum of the lengths of any two sides of a triangle is
greater than or equal to the length of the remaining | side. re> = < ref: Larson<pg-541>: The statements 3x-2y<6 and 2x^2+3y^2≥6 are
inequalities in two | variables. An ordered | pair(a,b) is a solution of an inequality in x, and y, if the inequality is true when a, and b, are
substituted for x and y, respectively. The graph of an inequality is the collection of all solutions of the inequality. MIC: An inequation can
be solved analogous | equation, but whereas # the solutions for an equation are equated, the solutions for an inequality solve for a
resulting | balance related by inequality; an inequation can have one, two, or many solutions, but in mean, more.
H4S1: Dr. Jordan Peterson, and the psychology of adolescent development:
Sumin<a-r>: Told you not to have more useless expectations / They pretend to care for me, but they can't change me / Yet again,
sometimes they talk nonsense, how pitiful / I refuse to listen to their nonsense, no, oh, yeah / Told you, I am so always B-day / They pretend
to be my friend, but they don’t get me. They give fake | advice, I'm too busy / No matter what they do, I won't listen, no, no, oh.
Peterson<2020, a-r>: Meaning is the ultimate balance between, on the one hand, the chaos of transformation and possibility and on the
other, the discipline of pristine order, whose purpose is to produce out of the attendant chaos a new order that will be even more immaculate,
and capable of bringing forth a still more balanced and productive chaos and order. Meaning is the Way, the path of life more abundant, the
place you live when you are guided by Love and speaking Truth and when nothing you want or could possibly want takes any precedence
over precisely that. Do what is meaningful, not what is expedient. Fin.v-1,5.

Ch-12: Ev H2S3: Future-discounting:
MIC: Two inefficiencies may cause inflation: a lack of production or a lack of supply in the workforce. CNBC <a-r>: A hot spike in
inflation alongside a dip in the unemployment rate could signal that the economy may be overheating. Miran <former senior advisor,
economic policy at the U-S Department of the Treasury>: When unemployment gets really low, it means that there's not really very many
available workers for firms to hire. And if firms can't find workers to hire, then they have to start bidding up wages. As they start paying people
more, people have more income with which to buy goods and services. More income, buying goods and services tends to push up the
prices of goods and services. So you get a positive feedback between wages moving higher, pushing prices higher, pushes wages higher,
pushes prices higher. And if the Federal Reserve didn't intervene by inducing a | recession (!) and raising interest rates, that spiral would get

stronger and stronger and stronger. MIC: This chain of dichotomous effects, where the paradigm “as X
increases, Y in/decreases” is looped repeatedly, connecting a starting cause and a final effect with numerous
intermediates, is thematically | seen also in 1) retinal anatomy <ch-42 H2S2> and 2) renal physiology. // In
depths, analyze 2 games from Continental Open 2021 with potential material loss in the bottom right corner,
one vs. Clayton and the other in round 6. In Depth: Seirawan’s Symmetrical English Queen Prison: //
Analyze this and the lead-up, about 25:08 in the video. I don’t think any specific game is referenced; he talks
about having won “many a game” from this position, but there was a tabiya # leading up to this against “Sam
Reshevsky”, but I don’t think it was this position <green if confirm>:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5zkUfRUSbbw

Ch-12: Ev H2S4: Calibrations:
Brown <a-r> pg-210: Calibration is the act of aligning your judgments of what you know and don’t know with
objective feedback so as to avoid being carried off by the illusions of mastery that catch many learners by

surprise at test time. MIC: X-ref: <ch. 2 H2S3 H3S3> Intuition is a holistic calibration to one’s own summary of all calibrations procedure,
but it need not be, and is not, the only measurement process that is at work during a player's evaluative process. This section introduces the
idea that systems of thought can be flexibly designed to account for changes in the future, in this case the inevitable happening that more
calibrations will be found and used to evaluate chess positions later on. Therefore, we must be to some extent concerned with the abstract,
asking ourselves how a new calibration can be integrated with existing calibrations to funnel our individual evaluations into a comprehensive
p-score. == Each calibration should have a unit that defines what is being measured, a range of values, and a significance conversion with
p-score. Players should be able to use calibrations during game as part of an evaluation, or as a stand-alone for calibrations that they want to
hedge on, or optimize for, in an attempt to drive home the winning result for their side. A chess battle is very much a battle of conflicting
evaluation | systems, with each player by virtue of the turn based, transparent, shared terrain nature of the game compelled to yield some of
what the opponent wants to him, under the belief that the reciprocal yield to oneself has greater significance to the game result due to superior
use of calibrations.

H2S4 H3S1: Multi-calibration evaluation:
Fine <ch-53 H2S4 H3S7, English / Reti / Dragons>: If White, however, prevents such a center, or
neutralizes it immediately, equality results. On the other hand, if Black ignores his opportunity and does

not occupy the center White gets an overwhelming |
bind. <ch-61 H2S2, counter-play>
https://lichess.org/tsY7rijv#26 analyze this position ^

H2S4 H3S2: Quantified
imbalances exchange
table:
To read more about the process of calculating the

quantified imbalances used in the following exchange table, click <ch-6>.

H4S1: Alan Turing’s quantified | exchange table: <Turing, a-r>:

https://www.britannica.com/science/triangle-inequality
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Turing: Position-play | value: Each white piece has a certain | position-play contribution and so has the black king. These must all be
added up to give the position-play | value. For a Q, R, or Kt, count H5S1: the square root of the | number of moves the piece can make from
the position, counting a capture as two moves, and not forgetting that the king must not be left in check. H5S2: (if not a Q) 1.0 if it is
undefended, and an additional 0.5 if twice | defended. For a K, count H5S3: For moves other than castling, as 1 above. H5S4: It is necessary
to make some allowances for the vulnerability of the K. This can be done by assuming it to be replaced by a friendly Q on the same square,
estimating as in 1), but, subtracting, instead of adding. Count H5S5: 1.0 for the possibility of castling | later not being lost by moves of K or
rooks, a further 1.0 if castling could take place on the next move, and yet another 1.0 for the actual performance of castling # H5S6: 0.2
for each | rank advanced H5S7: 0.3 for being defended by at least one piece (not-P). For the black K, count H5S8: 1.0 for the threat of
checkmate, H5S9: 0.5 for check.

Ch-12: Ev: Def:
Pawn score = P-value = a score that corresponds to both the outcome of evaluation and the probability of each game outcome for a
b-position. Power reduction (n.) = making a move based on the themes triggered in terms of power level. <r: ch-10>

Ch-12: Ev: exercises:
Put simply – evaluation is a | skill that allows you to determine who
is better in a given position. This is something that most chess
players do without knowing they do it. It's unlikely for any chess
player to be able to say that they exclusively think about move after
move and are completely zoned in, not caring about the current
state of the game. At some point in the game, you stand back, take
a breath and go „How am I doing?“, „Am I better or worse?“ or
numerous other ways to form this very simple question. By asking
this question, we evaluate aspects of the position to come to the
conclusion “I'm better“, “I'm winning“, “I'm on the back foot“ or
whatever the case may be for that specific position. Sometimes we
do it simply by asking ourselves „Do I like this position?“. A positive
answer is equivalent to concluding that you are better while a
negative answer is equivalent to concluding that you are worse. ==
In any case, this simple evaluation will allow you to more precisely
adjust your game plan based on the current situation on the board.
Without this skill, you will often find yourself making mistakes that
seem completely logical to you and afterwards racking your brain
trying to understand why the computer analysis sees this move as a
mistake. Oftentimes, this is due to a lapse in judgment when it
comes to evaluation or even more often – not bothering to evaluate
the position at all. The conclusion you come to with evaluation will
help you find the ideal game plan much more easily. Even if it
doesn't give you the exact moves to play, it will give you general |
guidelines to follow. == For example, let's say I'm evaluating my
position and I see that the material is balanced, my king safety is
better, my piece activity is better, my pawn structure is worse and no
sides have any threats. This alone gives me enough information to
extract various guidelines that my moves should follow as well as a
general game plan that combines those guidelines. Generally equal
things don't give us much information as most of the battle lies in
conversion of inequalities. It's also worth mentioning that when you
take the advantage in one of the categories, you should stop your
opponent from fighting back in that category. If your pieces are
better, stop your opponent from improving his own pieces or trading
them for your more active ones. From the previous example, if my
king's safety is better – this means that the enemy king is worse so I
should launch an attack. If my piece activity is better, I should not
trade my better pieces without very good reason and I should look
for tactical opportunities. If my pawn structure is worse, I should aim
to improve it, weaken the opponent's or completely ignore it by
compensating for it with piece activity. Recap: Better king safety –
launch an attack, Better piece activity – look for tactics and don't
trade, Worse pawn structure – improve it, weaken the opponent's or
compensate with piece activity. == One interesting thing to point out
is that in that scenario, my opponent wants the exact opposite. Let's
see that example from my opponent's point of view: Equal material,
worse king safety, worse piece activity, better pawn structure, no
threats. What information can we extract from that? == Worse king
safety – trade pieces, especially queens, to weaken the power of the
upcoming attack. Worse piece activity – improve your pieces, trade
off your opponent's good pieces. Better pawn structure – when

you've handled your opponent's compensating piece activity, play for
this by targeting your opponent's weak pawns. == In this example,

material was balanced – but it goes without saying that the side
advantaged in material should trade pieces and keep everything
simple while the side disadvantaged in material should trade pawns
and „muddy the waters“ as much as possible. == Now we've seen
the objectives that both sides should be aiming to achieve based on
a couple of factors in the position. Hopefully this clears up how much
you can improve your understanding of the position and how much
intelligence you can gather from simply taking a breath to evaluate
the position.

Example 1:
Evaluate the position and find White's optimal plan:

R: Example 2: Evaluate the position and find White's optimal plan:

Example 3:
Evaluate the position and find White's optimal plan

R: Example 4:
Evaluate the position and find Black's optimal plan.
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Above, L: Ex-5: Only one move can salvage this position for s. Find it:
The next 3 puzzles are from my game against John Luger <1950~
USCF, 13 y/o> at the Rochester Chess Center, 2/5/22.

Ex-6: In this theoretical position after 13-f (!) in the Hu Gambit
Sicilian, a variation of my invention #, evaluate the prospects for s
using instructor Sandro Safar <2240, FIDE>’s evaluation paradigm
from ch-12 H2S1 <hl>

Ex-7 <cont>: King safety # is obviously a significant factor in the
previous evaluation, as at some point the s-K will be displaced from
e8 without castling. Come up with a plan to achieve a position that
you evaluate # the s-K as adequately safe using max 10 turns and
with best play on both sides #

Ex-8: Check the final position pictured in the solution of ex-7 and
evaluate the prospects for s using instructor Sandro’s paradigm from
ch-12 H2S1. Compare this evaluation to your initial evaluation in
ex-6. Remember that the evaluation factors of two positions with an
equal p-score may not be identical #

Ex-9: F is down 4 points of material in this position but has an attack
against the s-K that looks strong. Would you evaluate this position
as W, D, or L?

R: Ex-10: Evaluate the position after 13. E5 !

Ex-11:

R: Ex-12: Evaluate this position in terms # of the difference between
Rxd5 and Bxd5:

Future discounting: H2S3:

L:

Ex-13: [1,200]

Ex-14: [1,800]

Ex-15: L: [1,800]: Evaluate the differences in the resulting b-ps of
23…Rd8 and 23…Ra4

R, below: Ex-16: “Black will not be able to make progress” #defd:
Position: A training | position <fbno> presented by IM Sagar Shah to
GM Vidit Gujrathi<2702 FIDE> in a 2018 blindfold | training
session<a-r>. [30,000]. F-move, and draw.

Multi-calibration evaluation:
L:

Ex-17: [2,000]

Ex-18: [2,000]

Game: Yakun Hu <~1500> vs Bryan <~1900> at Elma, NY 7/23/22. See
ch-43 ex-20 for another position, from this game.

L: Ex-19: Game: R-Praggnanandhaa<IND-2><2,648> vs Javokhir
Sindarov<UZB><2,629>, rd-10 FIDE ‘22 Olympiad. Time: 3:50-f to
35.min-s

Ex-20: Find the best move, and ev the res.b-p. [2,000]

Solutions:
Example 1:
Material – equal (No valuable information here)
King safety – about equal, I prefer Black (It will be very difficult to
attack) Piece activity – I prefer White because of the F rook, the
knight's potential activity and the queen (We can aim to play for
piece activity by improving ours and stopping the improvement of
his) Pawn structure – Equal in pawn islands (2), but we can notice
the backwards b6 pawn (Very valuable information, we can build a
plan around that) Threats – None (No valuable information here)
Guidelines: Keep the piece activity advantage by improving your
pieces or stopping the improvement of your opponent's
-Aim to hit the b6 pawn weakness Concrete plan: From those
guidelines, two plans come to mind. Either going Ra3-Rb3 to
improve your a1 rook and hit the mentioned weakness or going



MIC: Ev r: Hu
Nd1-Ne3-Nd5 to improve our knight to it's best square. I like the
second one better, after that the first one. If you choose the first one
to start with, the second one might be stopped in time by Bg7-Bh6 to
trade the knight off at e3. Conclusion: Nd1 with the idea of Ne3
followed up by Nd5. After this, we can further hit the b6 weakness
with Ra3-Rb3. Funny how we actually found two plans instead of
only one. This can sometimes happen with good evaluation.
r4rkb/3q1p2/1p4p1/p1p1p2p/P1Q1P3/2PP3P/1P3NPK/R4R2 w - - 0
1

Example 2:
Material – equal (No valuable information here) King safety – equal
(No valuable information here) Piece activity – Black is doing a bit
better due to the better bishop (We should aim to improve our
bishop, worsen his or compensate in another piece/area) Pawn
structure – Black has a bit more control (We should aim to increase
our control or reduce his) Threats – None (No valuable information
here) Guidelines: Improve our bishop, reduce the quality of his,
make sure Black's pawn control isn't overwhelming Concrete plan:
From those guidelines, one plan comes to mind that solves both the
issue of the center as well as the issue of the bishop. c3 followed up
by Bc2 appears to be an improvement of both central control and
the bishop.
2r1qrk1/1p3ppp/p2bpn2/2pp4/3P4/1B2PN1P/PPP1QPP1/R3R1K1
w - - 2 2

Example 3:
Material – equal (No valuable information here) King safety – better
for White due to his pieces being on that side (We can probably
launch an attack to expose the fact his king safety is worse) Piece
activity – about equal, I prefer White as his pieces are more
coordinated (White has almost everything on the kingside, while
Black is all over the place) Pawn structure – Black definitely wins on
the count of having less pawn islands and White having two isolated
pawns (a and c) as well as two doubled pawns (f). Threats – None
(No valuable information here)
Guidelines: Considering our king's safety is better, we should take
the opportunity to attack before Black fixes that (by rerouting pieces
to the kingside). If possible, we should also fix our pawn structure
disadvantage (Either trade off your bad pawns or make some
weaknesses for Black).
Concrete plan:
The general ideas are visible in the guidelines, but the move that
stands out with the guidelines is f5! Fixing a pawn weakness by
getting rid of it while also launching an attack! We should generally
aim to open up the part of the board we're attacking and we do this
by simply trading pawns on that side. == P.S. I was White in this
game and the attack continued with Nh5 (removing the last defender
of the king) and the h pawn went up to break the barrier he made on
g6. The attack put enough pressure on my opponent to force him to
give up an exchange just to stay in the game. I then went on to
simply convert a material advantage.
2rr2k1/pp3ppp/b3pn2/q3N3/2P2P2/5QN1/P4PPP/1R2R1K1 w - - 1
20

Example 4:
Material – equal (No valuable information here) King safety – worse
for White (Black has a much easier time getting to White's king than
White has getting to Black's) Piece activity – Black is doing a bit
better because of the outposted d4 rook which blocks most of the
White army. Black should not be afraid to sacrifice an exchange if
needed just to block the rooks for good. Pawn structure – Black
definitely wins because of the queenside pawns (White has two
pawn islands and both are isolated pawns, Black has one pawn
island) Threats – None (No valuable information here)
Guidelines: Considering our king's safety is better, we should aim to
attack our opponent with either an expansion of pawns or rerouting
of pieces. == We can also go for the slower, positional approach,
which is to pile up on the a-pawn weakness and try to take
advantage of it. Concrete plan: Either 1) play for the attack with an
expansion of pawns and pieces following up behind them

2) play for the attack without pawns
3) play for the a-pawn weakness on a half-open file == All strategies
make complete sense, it's just up to you as a player which one you
go for. == Plan 1) would be g5 and Rg8, preparing g4. If it isn't
stopped, we open up the kingside with g4. If it's stopped by h3, we
play the beautiful Ng3 to place our knight on an outpost as well as
prepare h5 and g4. == Plan 2) would be Qh5 with the idea of
attacking without pawns. Re6-Rg6 or Re6-Rh6 to follow, depending
on where we need the rook. I would be trying to prepare for Ng3. ==
Plan 3) would be Ra8 followed up by Ba4 trying to control the
square in front of the weakness as much as possible. Once we win
the battle for the square in front of the pawn, we can commence
operations to actually win the pawn. Remember to immobilize your
target before trying to win it. == P.S. I was Black in this game and
chose plan 2). The attack didn't come to life as my opponent
blundered a pretty beautiful tactic. Against my Qh5, he replied with
Qc2? which allowed me to find Ba4! winning the exchange. At that
point, I called off the attack as it's the riskier way to convert. I
continued with a tactical retreat of Qe7 and Nf6 to regroup my
pieces and trade off as simply as possible. That's how the game
continued and I managed to beat my opponent without much
counterplay on his side.

Ex-5:
This is a game played between myself and eventual 2nd place
winner # Vasishta Malisetty <1579, now 1647> at the 51st Annual
Continental Open. After losing the first game in the tournament, I
rattled off # 4 wins in a row to put myself into podium contention,
only 1 week after winning my section at the US Open and driving to
Washington DC <r: ch H2S9 H3S1>, then back up to
Massachusetts, a 10 hour one shot trip from Virginia, arriving there
only the day of my first game after driving another 16 hours to and
around Philadelphia at the Open. == Unfortunately, this game,
played on Victory Sunday, was one of my two losses, triggering a 4
tournament slide in which I lost all the gains from the Open, until I
took a 4 month break and recuperated all of my lost points in a
single +135 performance at the Rochester Chess Center in Jan,
22. == In this position, f has just won a R in this position from an
unorthodox Benoni but his Q is in a precarious position # 10…Nec6
! , not played in the game, as this is a hypothetical variation, but this
move jails the f-Q, not to ever piecemate, but a pseudo piecemate in
which that Q is put out of play for at least the next 3 turns, in which
time s can seek other compensatory elements for his -5 material
deficit. == This is an example in practice of the concept of future
discounting: discounting is the process of determining the present
value of a | payment or a stream of payments that is to be | received
in the future. Given the time value of money, a dollar is worth more |
today than it would be worth tomorrow. Discounting is the primary
factor used in pricing a stream of tomorrow's cash flows. Ref:
Investopedia. In the investing paradigm of future discounting, a
dollar today is worth more than a dollar tomorrow, and therefore
payment expected to be received tomorrow goes into our accounting
<r: ch-19 H2S2 H3S2> books as slightly less than today’s dollar
value # == Analogously, when the move 10…Nec6 ! seals the f.a8-Q
for 3 turns, it has been relegated to the status of a future dollar, and
its 9 point material value, which will not resurface until the future,
needs to be discounted, which is another word, for our purposes, for
reduced. == How much a future dollar is reduced in today’s terms
depends on certain factors, such as the time distance from now to
the future point at which the Q is reactivated, and the amount that
may have to be invested to recuperate that Q.
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Piecemate analysis of the b-p after
10…Nec6 ! The immediate s threat
after 10…Nec6 ! is 11…Bb7 $,
which piecemates the f.a8-Q. S
can expend 3 points of present
value in the f.c4-B to rescue his Q:
11. Bxa6 (-1) ! Bxa6 (+3), note that
Nxa6 is not possible due to 12.
Qxc8+ (-3) !, and now piecemate is
no longer possible because any
s-Bb7 move would auto-clear the
a-file run line # for the cramped

f.a8-Q, and this was the point because the 2 point sack Bxa6. 12.
Nc3 <0.0, d-21 SF> and f achieves an even position in which he has
a 3 point advantage in the form of an exchange plus a P, but the
position is evaluated as even due to future discounting of the 9 point
f.a8-Q, indicating that the material value of this Q has been reduced
by 3 to account for its present “out - of - play” status.

The b-p after 12. Nc3 ! Continue
your evaluation of this position in
the #MIC Final Exam, #33 <hl>
Post-script: Returning to the
starting b-p, note that two other
attempts to trap the f.a8-Q do not
work. A: 10…Nbc6 ? auto-pins the
s.c8-B, absolute, and
auto-prevents any s-Bb7 ideas to
piecemate, which relieves f of
having to give up material at a6. B:

10…Bb7 $ ? is premature as it allows 11. Qxb8+ (-3) !

Ex-6:
The resulting evaluation should be around +/- 0.5 # p-score, which is
SF 14+ 0.5’s d-33 reaction to this opening, which I also agree with
as the leading authority on the Hu Gambit. Ask your instructor # to
check the evaluation table you created.

Ex-7:
A sample line: 13…Kf8 14. Bb5 $.c6-N, which is what John Luger
probably would have played 14…Bg4 $.d1-Q ! 15. Be2 <int> Bf5
<esc-assas> ! 16. Be3 <dev> d4 $.e3-B ! 17. Qb3 Qd7 <dev> 18.
Bf2 h6 $.g5-N 19. Nf3 <esc-assass> ! Ne4 20. Nbd2 Nxf2 21.
Kxf2 (0) Bf6 !

The b-p after 21…Bf6 ! S has used
the dynamic long lines available to
him in the position, as a result of
the Hu Gambit, to create a
sufficient initiative, an initiative
homeostasis, or initiative counter,
to counter the intermediate
distance, depth, threats against his
semi-insecure K # Now, he has
cleared some depth space <r:
ch-50 H2S5> to more specifically #
address the issue of his insecure K

and disconnected Rs in the 21st turn (!)

22. Bb5 $.c6-N Kg7 ! , and with Rs
connected and the K tucked into
g7, #MIC would consider this King
secured in 10 turns. Fin. If you like
positions like this, try playing
Chinese Chess !

Ex-8: The p-score evaluation of this position should be the same as in the
initial b-p of ch-6 (!) due to the maintenance of a dynamic initiative
equilibrium. Check with your instructor on the details of the table you filled
out #

Ex-9:
As it turns out, the evaluation of this position depends on a very
specific line more so than general principles. == Neglecting King
Safety, we can see that s has an overwhelming advantage in almost
every other critical aspect, including material <+4>. However, f’s
nobles are significantly more active; the s.d7-Q is shut in, the s.c8-B
and s.b8-Rs have a combined 1 mobility, while the f.e4-Q and
f.e8-Rs are wreaking havoc on the enemy K-side and the f.f1-B has
a quick pivot to d3 # to join the fight. == In order for this to be
winning for f, there must be a concrete line that leverages # this
superior noble activity to generate concrete mating or assass, or
assass + mating combined threats # that can either mate the
opponent, or force the opponent to return material, leading to now
superiority in the material department, in order to prevent a mate
threat # Faster than making this evaluation, however, is the fact that
we have at least a draw. This is how top players think about such
positions - they first make sure they have at least the half point
before looking for more #
The key point in the D evaluation is that we can see in the event of
25. Qg4+ , the s.g7-K is deprived # of the f7 run sq, while legal, it
allows 26. Qg8# Therefore, 25…Kh6 is the only move, and now the
f-Q can simply check back and forth between the g and h-files to
draw, which is what I did in the game <d’oh> because I did not see
the winning line ! Fin. This position was composed from a depth fork
of a real-bp from Hu vs Lusignan <USCF ~1950> Rochester
1/29/22 Now, a bit of background on the time and psychological
context, which all but FIDE’s “board position truthers” recognize as
an aggregated ⅔ of the game: Just before the turn of this century,
World Champion Emanuel Lasker published a book, Common
Sense in Chess, in which he propounded a new philosophy of
chess. He argued that chess was neither a game | nor a science |
nor an art, as had been thought at various times in its long history,
but a fight. Benko, Pal, and Burt Hochberg. “Preface.” Winning
with Chess Psychology, D. McKay Co., New York, 1991, p. vi. As it
pertains to the paradigm of a fight, keep in mind that when I go to
the Rochester Chess Club as a 29 year old adult who makes
money from the game that I’m playing against kids for $30, which is
less than I make in an hour of coaching. This does not in any way
denigrate the Holiness of the game itself, but when I reach an
interesting board position, and David, who is 16, is on the cusp of
becoming a USCF Expert, I might just offer a draw, as a 400 point
underrated player who would take at least 30 points out of his rating
if I won. In fact, even with a draw, Mr. Lusignan left the tournament
immediately after the first round (!) == If I play in a way that makes
every kid and their most likely upper middle class adult benefactors
permanently quit the Rochester Chess Club, I might get my tires
slashed <joking> by the other adults who are letting me use their
tournaments to run experiments for my multi-million dollar chess
novel for pennies. == Certainly, if this were a World Championship
Match for $100,000,000, as, at this point, having been worth over
$10,000,000 in my life at one point, would be the only amount of
prize money that can truly motivate me to play to win rather than
mine knowledge for a book I valuate at that amount, I would have
spent another 5 minutes looking for a win, or, rationally, the entirety
of the 28 minutes I had left (!), as the final time position was 28
minutes to 14 in my favor, and this was against a nearly 2,000 rated
US Chess player with novelties of my own invention in an English
opening, itself at least a hundred years old, that I had just learned a
few weeks prior. That’s how good I am at chess. “I was shaking my
head after I saw that perpetual. I wanted to clock both of you guys in
the face!” - TD Kenneth McBride, jokingly, after the game. == I also
won section C, $1,000, at the US Open playing 2…f5 against an NM
in the first round, which is evaluated by Stockfish as objectively
losing, but defended the position so well that he gave me a 3 hour
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lesson afterward that was itself worth more than the winnings of the
tournament. This is how adult chess works, and it’s just good social
skills # Anyways, hopefully this helps you remember the winning
line, which is not an immediate 26. Qh4+ to allow an alternation of
moves, although there is no penalty for repeating once before going
for the win, as long as one does not accidentally repeat threefold #
Rather, the quiet move <r: ch-40 H2S4> 26. Rg8 ! threatening 27.
Qh4#, delaying the next check by a turn #, is the correct path
forward. 26…Qf7 <pivot ⇒ h5> is forced to set up an interposition,
and after 27. Qh4+ ! Qh5 <int +> 28. Qb4 leads to the following
position:

The b-p after 28. Qb4 !
This unique move wins by forking 2
check squares to the same s.h6-K
from a square that is 6 DU from its
initial square (!), and both checks
are either long moves or long
effect, a very tough move to see.
Fin.

Ex-10:
https://lichess.org/tlehgdvj/white#24
+7 due to the dual threat of Qxe6+
followed by siege on e7 and exd6 (+3)

d-31 SF 14+ NNUE

Ex-11: Stunningly the objective evaluation of this b-p is -5.8 d-25 SF14+
NNUE (!) https://lichess.org/tRDqZCAj/black#36

Ex-12: https://lichess.org/s8Cc4xDK/black#28 15. Rxd5 -0.7 w/ 9 o-n d-33
SF 14+ NNUE whereas Bxd5 16. Bf5 $.c2-Q ! -10 !

Ex-13: https://lichess.org/moEMi8DJ/white#26 14. Qf7+ 4.0 w/ 1.0 o-n
d-24 SF14+ NNUE

Ex-14: 16…Kxb4 (+3) same game as 13.

Ex-15: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49727359841 23…Rd8
maintains the character of the position while 23…Ra4 allows f to
drastically change it. Presently, in the initial b-p, s maintains a winning |
advantage due to the possession of several | imbalances in his favor 1) His
pieces are more active and useful than f’s and in particular, the
s.c4-R has quite a bit of potential mobility along the e-moat following
an eventual f6-e5 break, which is difficult to defend by f due to the
need to maintain | defense <ch-53> of the f.c3-P 2) in connection
with this potential for excess mobility, f’s pawn structure is also
severely compromised, with 4 rather than 2 pawn islands and 4
isolated pawns. S’s plan to win must involve keeping | rooks on
board to take advantage of more material to bully around f’s less
mobile forces, due in large part to the f.f2-P, which prevents a
second R from having rank mobility # On the other hand,
23…Ra4?? permits a freeing 24. C4 $.e-$ b5-P ! and now after a
forced sequence 24…bxc4+ 25. Rxc4 Raxc4 <threat mate ch-39>
ch-38 26. Rxc4 f has liquidated 12 points of t-m and freed his
remaining rook and accelerated the game via this breaking open of
lines such that s’s slow | plan of f6-e5 is less advantageous;
moreover, by swapping off a set of Rs, his 2nd rank mobility issues
are mitigated; finally, with less total material on board, the superior
activity of his d3-K, compared to the f8-cut g8-K of s, has its
advantage amplified.

Ex-16: 4r3/1b1p4/3p1k2/1p1p4/pP1P4/P1P5/1P3PP1/5K2 w - - 11
16
15. G3! Preparing to establish a fortress along the 3rd rank, but not
yielding the e3-sq yet Kf5!, threatening to invade via e4, which
would end the game. 16. f3<cont-e4!> The P alone is enough to
stop the K Re3$.f4-P<hangtacked!> 17.
Kf2$.e3-R<hangtacked>🛡.f3-P<1:1><cont-e2>!, not allowing
Re2+$, or Re1, while defending f3 Rd3<run+>$.f3-P, switching files
and thr-Rd2+$ 18 Ke2🛡.f3-P$.d3-R<p-m!><cont-d2>, stopping
everything, and trapping the R. If S instead, retreats with #
17…R-e, then the waiting move 18. Kf1 holds everything together,

avoiding z-zwang<ch-56>, and if s.R-h, then f-Kg1. Both the e-K
and the e-B, as a result of the 1) blockade fortress and 2) 3rd rank
fortress, can be future discounted from the game. //v5: grab
another Shah/Vidit quote.

Ex-17: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50624945143 15…c4
$.b3-B ! 16. Ba4 <run $, o-m> Nb6 $.a4-B, hangtacked! 0.17 w/
0.08 o-n d-28 K-2901 17. Bxb6 0.27 w/ 0.08 o-n d-30 K-2901 ! axb6
<-3> <v.a-a> ! In order to find this sequence, one has to have
evaluated the minor nobles, after a multi-calibration evaluation to
determine that piece activity itself is the critical | factor in this
position. Down a P, s benefits from exchanging his least | active
d7-N for one of f’s active B’s, which significantly outshine the
undeveloped b1-N, making this an objective | gain. Fin-v3.

Ex-18:
f-Qf1! <cont-d1> 0.0 w/ 0.5 o-n SF 14+ d-20. F can hardly afford to
trade queens here, and be saddled with the permanently weak c-Ps,
although a win by s will not be straightforward, in that scenario. S
threatens Qd1+ $.c2-P, assassinating both c-Ps at some point, and
this threat must be dealt with, occupying the foremost spot in the
evaluation calibration hierarchy. Finally, f’s own K-side chances
have greatly diminished, with the presence of the s.Q-<9-points>.
Material-wise, f is susceptible to losing the h-P, but the check at d1
remains a higher priority.

Ex-19: X-ref ch.13-ex,17 for another position, from this game.
Analysis <Shah, a-r>: Maybe Rg5, Kh5, Kg4. MIC: F has multiple |
calibrations to consider: 1) He has to be aware of the winning
mat-imbals, and the draw-imbals: a) Q vs B, W; b) R vs B, D; c) Q
vs K, or R vs K: W, d) h-pp vs K, draw, in almost all cases e) f cannot
lose this position 2) He has superior | K-activities, and the s-K is
shouldered from the g-file, but not the f-file 3) the promo-sq is
off.E-B, which is positive. 71. Rg5!<-$>, the most straightforward |
method Kf7 72. Kh5! Kf6 Shah: In the event of 71…Bc2 72. Kh5
Bd1+ 73. Kg6<run+>! Kg8 74. Rc5<cont.c2+><thr-Rc8#>! #14,
SF.14+NNUE d-47 73. Kg4 Bc2 74. H5! Bd1+($) Shah: This is also,
one kind of a bridge, only you are under cynical | knight. MIC: The
desired bridge | setup, for f: is h6-P🛡.g7-R, which contends-h7,
and shoulders the g-file. The R will stay on the g-file, for the
duration of this technique. Once this setup is reached, the f-K will
have the dark.sq-complex g5-f6, to reach a 🛡-sq of the g7-R,
which, then, frees up the h-pP to adv.

Ex-20: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50624945143
10…f6 -0.98 w/ 0.28 o-n d-20 SF-15 a complexity | upkek that
faces-f with a trilemmna: 11. exf6<-1>, e6<adv-past!> or
O-O<tens-rest!>, a factor that must be accounted for in ev. After 11.
exf6 w/ 0.4 o-n, the main line, 1) the f-file will be half-open, for s 2)
the b2-P will be thr 3) the e7-P will be backward, and 4) s will have 3
p-chains, to 2, for f, in a highly | imbalance positions.

Additional Resources:
GM Johan Hellsten’s 2011 masterpiece Mastering Chess Strategy,
also on Chessable for about $30 without video #, is a great
resource for middle game K-run to shelter exercises. See ch-2.5,
and ch-25, exercises #
https://www.chessable.com/mastering-chess-strategy/course/74643/
“Sveshnikov, Evgeny - King, Daniel J 1992 , Bern Open , Bern
SUI.” Chess Tempo,
https://old.chesstempo.com/gamedb/game/2613137.
cnbc. “Why Recessions May Be Inevitable.” YouTube, YouTube, 15
June 2022,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q917Mp3yerE&ab_channel=CN
BC.
BROWN, PETER C., and Henry L. Roediger. Make It Stick: The
Science of Successful Learning. BELKNAP HARVARD, 2014.
Saravanan, Venkatachalam. “Nearly Smooth Sailing for Top Seeds
on Day of Zugzwangs.” Chess.com, Chess.com, 30 July 2022,
https://www.chess.com/news/view/2022-fide-chess-olympiad-round-
1.  .

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49727359841
https://emojipedia.org/shield/
https://emojipedia.org/shield/
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50624945143
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50624945143
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q917Mp3yerE&ab_channel=CNBC
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q917Mp3yerE&ab_channel=CNBC
https://www.chess.com/news/view/2022-fide-chess-olympiad-round-1
https://www.chess.com/news/view/2022-fide-chess-olympiad-round-1
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Hu, Yakun, and Ahyeon Cho. “MIC.lec-Ser CH-3 Pt-2.” YouTube,
YouTube, 8 Aug. 2022,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjm8_p5I8S4&list=PL1j4435U6-
GjNZ_njQrlC7OLdlhCFL_q6&index=9.
Shah, Sagar. “FIDE Chess Olympiad 2022 Day 10 | Gukesh vs
Nodirbek!” ChessBaseIndia, YouTube, 8 Aug. 2022,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gDMKXPwGCJ4.
Yakun Hu 8/11/22 essay for LDS-Williamsville<a-r>: How “bestie
culture” is destroying a generation of American talent.
Cooper, S. Barry, and Jan Van Leeuwen. “Digital Computers
Applied to Games.” Alan Turing: His Work and Impact, 2013, pp.
623–650., https://doi.org/10.1016/b978-0-12-386980-7.50024-1.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjm8_p5I8S4&list=PL1j4435U6-GjNZ_njQrlC7OLdlhCFL_q6&index=9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjm8_p5I8S4&list=PL1j4435U6-GjNZ_njQrlC7OLdlhCFL_q6&index=9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gDMKXPwGCJ4
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Book-13: Ethics: c-m [0]:
<Winter, a-r>: In 1942 there was a lengthy | discussion of scientific, philosophical and practical issues concerning natural | ability in chess
and the game’s relationship with, in particular, mathematics. The catalyst was an article in the Sunday Dispatch newspaper by Cyril Edwin
Mitchinson Joad <English philosopher, broadcaster during wartime England, Oxford University> (1891-1953) which answered a reader’s
question prompted by the death of Capablanca. For his theories and opinions Professor Joad came under | fire from CHESS and the BCM,
and both magazines devoted much space to a debate which included contributions from G. Abrahams, A. Buschke, E.G.R. Cordingley and
H.J.R. Murray, as well as references to Aristotle, Darwin, Edison, Einstein, Molière, Mozart and Poe, alongside some basic rhetoric (e.g.
‘bunk’ and ‘a farrago of nonsense’). Nietzsche <a-r> <Joyful Wisdom, pg-34>: However foolish and fanatical his inventions and valuations
may be, however much he may misunderstand the course of nature and deny its conditions—and all systems of ethics hitherto have been
foolish and anti-natural to such a degree that mankind would have been ruined by any one of them had it got the upper hand,—at any rate,
every time that " the hero " came upon the stage something new was attained : the frightful | counterpart of laughter, the profound |
convulsion of many in- dividuals at the thought, "Yes, it is worthwhile to live ! Yes, I am worthy to live!"—life, and thou, and I, and all of us
together became for a while interesting to ourselves once more.

CM H3S1: Ethics in chess x ethics in philosophy [1,600]:
+1 m-d here, GM Hellsten played 1. Bd3 <1:1> $.e-$ h7-B, Hellsten: swapping off extra pieces to realize
the advantage of an extra pawn. MIC: The position is a combination of cluster blindness with a 6 zi cluster
in c2 - c4 - f4 - f2, and the destination-sq of Bd3 is smack in the middle of a dark-sq complex, obscuring that
go-zone # Moreover, there is a combination of long | blindness along the 5.7 DU long diagonal, as well as
confounding | figurines c|b <ch-42> because the typical P-occupied h7-sq is a B and without an h-P, the s
material deficit. It takes a strong | player who has transcended these psychological | blindnesses and
recognizes 1) the value of a material advantage and 2) the material | proportion <ch-4 H2S3> reduction
when such a material advantage is attained. This proves that the cultivation of intellectual | understanding
can meaningfully shift <ch-51> one’s | perspective, a subset of visual | perception itself, in order to lead to
meaningfully | different movement decisions, as this move is not one that we would expect a player <1,600
to find consistently. Post-script: Jesus Christ: Matthew 19:24 KJV: And again I say unto you, It is easier for
a camel to go through the eye of a needle, than for a rich man to enter into the kingdom of God.

CM H3S2: Chess anti-cheat x anti-fraud in business: //cont.v-6
CM H3S3: Social justice:
Justice, in philosophy, the concept of a proper proportion between a person’s deserts (what is merited) and the good and bad things that
befall or are allotted to him or her. MIC: Material in Chess is a model system for social justice; detached from its author, who, himself, can be
considered a figure, the book, is objectively, one of, if not the most, and these superlatives, the clarification thereof, is part of the subject of
our need for soc-just, the most well-written, academically dense, and interconnected, books, in the history of human civilization.

H4S1: Transparency:
The validity of the aforementioned claim, unfortunately, cannot be verified by any objective third party, such as bookseller Barnes and
Noble<9/16/22>, because our society, in '22, lacks transparency. An aspect of transparency is data-collection, the rigorousness of such #,
which does not exist, due to lack of mental capacity; this lack, plays a role, set #, in each of the following topics. Naughton<a-r>: The same
principle holds for government accounting. When accounting information is inaccurate or incomplete, states and cities will make bad
financial decisions. In one study, for instance, Naughton and his colleagues found that understating the cost of employee pensions not only
leaves state pensions underfunded—it also leads states to overestimate how many workers they can afford going forward, thereby
exacerbating fiscal problems.

H4S2: Social mobility:
MIC: Material in Chess is a self-development book and, apart from chess professional players, not a training manual, and these are few. The
lowest class of workers, kitchen chefs, doctors, accountants, and so forth, depend upon technical education, the completion of which # is
necessary, to start their careers. Britannica: One positive consequence of mobility has been a better use of individual aptitude. This has
been aided by the expansion of educational opportunities in modern industrial nations. MIC: For the first time in human history, Material in
Chess<'22> introduces the advent of post.graduate-upward,mobility =full| career development, via the cultivation of
higher.order-thinking,skills, like those possessed by the historical nobility<ch-0>, defined as, level 6, or higher, logical ability, in
<ch.19-H2S3,H3S8>. Traditionally, such skills were held, exclusively, by Nobel prize winning scientists, successful startup founders, and
blindfold chess players, but Material in Chess, for the first time in history, provides the fundamental education necessary to unlock these
skills, for all.

H4S3: Religious freedom:

H4S4: Personal safety:

H4S5: Accurate attributions:

H4S6: Due process: //cont.v-6

Ch-13: Eth: H2S1 WYGISWYG [800]:
Greenhill <2010, a-r pg-1>: One refugee is a novelty, ten refugees are boring and a hundred refugees are a menace. On October 11,
2004, the foreign ministers of the European Union met and agreed to lift all remaining | sanctions on one-time international pariah state,
Libya. This broad array of sanctions, which included a comprehensive arms embargo, had been in place since the 1980s following several
high-profile Libyan-sponsored | terrorist attacks within Western Europe. == What you give is what you get. == A fundamental belief that has
gotten me through some of my hardest times in life, which, to be frank, even pales in comparison to the agony that I have felt over the chess

https://www.britannica.com/topic/philosophy
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board, is the idea that the universe has a law for biological beings in the same way that it has a law | for physics. That law is what you give is
what you get, the idea that the universe will return to you a vector with the directionality and the magnitude of your contribution to it. This law
also applies to individual relationships in that the energy that you transmit to another individual is what you will receive back. == After all,
chess is merely a form of communication with slightly more stringent rules and enforcement of logic than what you may be used to. It is a form
of communication that you can actively influence with what you transmit, just like in traditional forms of messaging, in which you can say
something as the sender and you can hear something back as the recipient. == Believing that what you will receive, which, of course, is what
you care primarily about, is equal to what you give, is actually a simplified reduction for living life. The reason is because although it is more
pleasurable to receive, it is easier to control what one can give, since what one can receive is by definition out of one's control: it is squarely in
the hands of others. Therefore, by maintaining the strength of this belief, one can ensure that one is receiving the maximal amount, because
by focusing on what one is giving, one is able to maximally contribute. It is important to keep in mind that “giveus receiveus” operates on a
vector and thus, it matters not only the scalar quantity of contribution, but also the kind and to ensure that if one wants the most positive return
from the universe, that one's contribution is also of the most positive quality. == This belief has helped me get through some of the hardest
moments in life because I knew that a return would come of my contributions at some point. It is also important to note, that this law has a
tempo quality of instant return and therefore, at times, one may experience the illusion that one is failing to receive from the universe when
one is simply failing to appreciate what one is receiving. Therefore, gratitude is another important quality not for the sheer purpose of making
others feel good, but for realizing what one is receiving and to be maximally resourceful in continuing to utilize that gift to make further

contributions. == Within the context of chess, it may be the case that one is not destined to play the
objectively best | move or even win the game or the tournament. Because for all one knows, the player
sitting across from you could be destined to become the next world champion and the outcome of this game
has a profound impact on his development. It is therefore important to act within one's intuition for one's
intuition holistically takes into account the desires of not only the self but of others and outputs a decision that
maximally moves the waters of the rivers of life forward down its eternally flowing banks. == Ultimately, the
vector of one's contributions depends on and correlates directly with one's intentions. Being as one has the
power to change and affect the surroundings in which one inhabits, and just as easily as a thought can
trigger a movement in one's own body, the thoughts that one has about others and one’s intentions to give
towards the most ambitious of aspirations will lead to the maximization of one's contribution. Postscript
<McLuhan, Ph-D pg-242> “Work to be done,” of course, means the transformation of one kind of material
energy into some new form, as trees into lumber or paper, or clay into bricks or plates, or metal into pipe. In
terms of this kind of work, the accumulation of office personnel in a navy, for example, goes up as the

number of ships goes down. What Parkinson carefully hides from himself and his readers is simply the fact that in the area of information
movement, the main “work to be done” is actually the movement of information. Postscript 2 <Wittgeinstein, P-I vii>: The thoughts which I
publish in what follows are the precipitate of philosophical | investigations which have occupied me for the last sixteen | years. They
concern many subjects: the concepts of meaning, of understanding, of a proposition, of logic, the foundations | of mathematics, states of
| consciousness, and other things. Game: Anthony Miles <1955 - 2001, Britain’s first GM, U14 and U21 British Champions> vs Lajos
Portisch, GM <b-1937, 1958 Hungarian National Champion> Buenos Aires Olympiad, 1978 rd-8, Nov-02. O: Q.G-A, <D20> MIC:
Philosophical | points are not made in a day. The bigger the idea the more, frequently, it must be developed by patiently “chipping | away” at
the existing position. 22…f6 Hellsten: Clearing some space for the bishops before White manages to consolidate with Nd6, Kg2-f3, etc. 23.
Nd6 Bg6 <run $> 24. Nc4 $.e3-B Bd4 <run $> 25. Kg2 ! Be8 ! Hellsten: The bishop shifts to the more promising h1-a8 diagonal. There is
the threat 5…Bc6+ 6. Kf1? 6...fxe5, winning a pawn, so White dissolves the tension. 26. Exf6 <-1> gxf6 <0> MIC: and s has achieved his
objective.

H3S1: Apostasy in science:
7/31/22: Secular science neglects the role that theology played, in the discoveries of evolution by Darwin <1809 - 1882>, a baptized
Anglican, who knew well the Great Chain of Being <introduced to me by Dr. Clyde Herreid at the University of Buffalo, an evolutionary
biologist, and, according to a T-A, involved in Catholicism>, which provided the mental paradigm of an evolutionary hierarchy, in which
Darwin only needed to plug in the parts, the finches of the Galapagos; likewise, Mendel <1822 - 1884> was the father of genetics, and an
Augustinian friar in St. Thomas' Abbey. Certainly, Christian concepts such as identity, descent, and the uniqueness of creation
influenced his conception, and, later, discovery of genetics. Satan's infiltration into schools has stripped away the theological aspects of
these Discoveries, and deceived us into thinking that they disprove God, when God, with his theological paradigms, inspired them. The
apostasy of secular science provides an opportunity for Christian scientists, [D - Wikipedia, a-r]>: the idea of a gradation <a scale or series of
successive changes, Oxford-lang> full= hierarchical order, diversity, as well as descent, among all life, with God at the top, was first
posited during Medieval and Renaissance Europe, but can be traced back to Plato and Aristotle <d-322 BCE> <Britannica>: According to
the principle of linear gradation, this series ranges in hierarchical order from the barest type of existence to the ens perfectissimum, or God.
At least half of the frameworks of evolution can be traced back to the great chain, and the net effects of anti-Christian acts have been to
strip God from the Chain, and to claim that the simplest organisms lie at the top of the hierarchy, as our sole ancestors. There is no
indication, from this view, that the benefits of studying evolutionary biology, such as the yields we can make in 1) classifying God’s
creations, 2) understanding the interaction between natural selection and DNA, and 3) using organism relations to synthesize new
treatments, are incompatible with the traditional view of a heavenly hierarchy, with God, squarely at the top. == I believe that the field of
physics has reached a plateau, and must integrate concepts from theology as reductive mechanisms to make forward progress. This
does not mean that physics is responsible for proving the existence of God, but rather, religion has served a functional purpose for almost
every generation of human | ancestry except this one, and, to continue not employing its useful | thinking paradigms, is to be a denier of
evolutionary psychology. The human brain is evolutionarily wired to be religious, and you cannot separate form from function. Continued
denial of this fact will lead to a degradation of productivity in secular physics, causing it to fall into apostasy, and giving room for Christian
scientists to dominate the field in the 21st century. Christian scientists do not fail to account for evidence, nor the scientific method, but they
are able to integrate theological | concepts, and this can only be an advantage.

Ch-13: Eth H2S2: The information economy [1,200]:
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Greenhill <pg-156, ch-3, timing | of outflows> The timing of the observed population movements in Kosovo provide evidence that the FRY
controlled the migrations to a large extent, starting and stopping them when necessary in an attempt to compel NATO to halt the bombing.119
For instance, Phase One began with the start of the NATO bombing campaign and ended with Milosevic’s self-declared Orthodox Easter
ceasefire, at which time the ebbing flow of refugees was stanched by the surprise closure of the border. MIC: The information economy is the
logical next step in the evolution of our economic civilization from the material economy, next to which it will coexist, which operates within a
paradigm of scarcity in the sense that the quantity of materials we have available to us is finite and limited. Therefore, the system of currency
that we use to represent that economy likewise reflects the scarce | nature of resources. == The economy within the paradigm of “what you
see is what you get” can be termed the information economy because a fundamental property of information is that the same piece of
information can be possessed by more than one individual without causing a loss on to another. Therefore, using the system of | currency that
we use to represent material is insufficient for representing the information economy, which will undoubtedly be the primary contributor and
distributor of value from this point forward in our history. That is because information can grow to infinity, whereas our materials will always
remain limited. == In order to operate as a successful agent within this future economy, one has to understand and fully adopt the law that has
been elucidated in this chapter. Chess is an economy that has operated within the information economy paradigm since the game's
creation 600 years ago. Therefore, chess players naturally adopt this paradigm by their agreement to play the game, and even to learn how to
play the game, one has to have this belief instilled within themselves because the game's sheer level of complexity precludes the possibility
that it can be learned without a mentor. As such, common chess | players are also incredibly guarded with respect to the information in the
game and this is a necessary part because within the information economy, we must guard our information until we have ensured that our
trading partner has made their fair share of the contribution. However, under the paradigm of this is because, as in the traditional economy,
any nefarious agents that simply leeches from others without giving back will cause the economy to be unsustainable. However, being as the
law of giveus receiveus is obeyed by | and obeys the universe and our ability to change the environment around us, combined with our belief
in this law, will ensure that our universe operates within these properties, any agent that is not reciprocal must not be a physical entity within
our universe, and therefore it must be a demon that was sent from hell to torment us, and we just send it back to the abyss where it came
from. Post-script: McLuhan <a-r> <Ph-D, prof University of Toronto 1911 - 1980> <pg-201> Some writers have argued that the Graphic
Revolution has shifted our culture away from private | ideals to corporate | images. That is really to say that the photo and TV seduce us
from the literate and private “point of view” to the complex and inclusive world of the group icon. That is certainly what advertising does.

Game: Borislav Ivkov GM vs Shimon Kagan IM <Israeli Champion 1967/9> Petropolis Interzonal rd-7
Sept-29 The two players had a rematch with a similar s-g6, d6 <Modern> opening 6 years later <a-r> in Rio
de Janeiro, and GM Ivkov won the rematch. O: King’s Indian Defense: Orthodox Variation <E91>
In the information economy you are more frequently paid for novelty than in the labor economy. This unique
maneuver in the right hands of a chess translator could be worth millions. When a new maneuver is
invented in chess, a separate process needs to be applied to examine its translatability and applicability to 1)
other chess positions and 2) other non-chess fields. Prior to this, the big idea of liquidating opponents' strong
nobles <r: ch-6> was known, and this idea itself stems from the even bigger idea of evaluating granularly the
value of each noble on a temporal basis based on moment to moment activity. What was not known,
however, is how s can specifically leverage the c1 / h6 diagonal to force a dark.sq-B exchange as this is
traditionally one dominated by f due to the possibility of forming a B led Q <d2, c1> battery. Analogously, #np,
the c8 \ h3 diagonal is more useful to s than f almost always in the first 2.5 phases, and this differentiated

non-edge parallel lines from edge-parallel lines, as well as the shorter diagonals from the long diagonals, in that they have differential utilities
to each player. Post: The Q + B formation has a different dev logic than Q + R since the B's are asymmetric. Game: 17…Kg7, h6 <1:1> !
supporting the plan of forcing a dark.sq-B liquidation: 18. Rfd1 h6 <g5, 2:1> ! 19. Rb1 ! Bg5 $.e-$, e3-B ! and the game went on to finish ½
½. Source: Mastering Chess Strategy ex-84. V1-fin.
H4S1: Internal exchange of ideas:
Hu: The size of an economy directly correlates with the rate of transactions within that economy. MIC ch-13 H2S3: The currency should
also motivate individuals to quickly expense and maximize the number of transactions being as we are rational beings who will only enter
an interaction if it is beneficial to us and therefore, any interaction between two rational beings must also be value-producing. Hu: Being as
the exchange of information can be quantified as an economy, the rate of information output of a community will also correlate, directly,
with the rate of interactions within that community. Fin.v-5
H4S2: The Barter economy:
Hu: The barter economy preceded the financial economy, and yet, it must still be considered an economy, because there was 1)
production, 2) consumption, 3) cooperation, and 4) exchange of goods, or services. Britannica <a-r>: Barter, the direct | exchange of goods
or services—without an intervening medium of exchange or money—either according to established rates of exchange or by bargaining. It is
considered the oldest form of commerce. Hu: Not only can physical items be bartered, but also information: MIC ch-13 H2S3: A currency
that can accurately represent the information economy must necessarily share its non-scarce | properties. Genesis 47:17 <a-r>: 16 And
Joseph<~7th century b-c> said, Give your cattle; and I will give you for your cattle, if money fails. 17 And they brought their cattle unto
Joseph: and Joseph gave them bread in exchange for horses, and for the flocks, and for the cattle of the herds, and for the asses: and
he fed them with bread for all their cattle for that year. Hu: In theory, the barter economy can pass a significant amount more | total value
than the financial economy, even if the things that are exchanged, from barter, can also be exchanged for money. Fin-v1. .

H3S1: National security update as of 2/8/22:
Greenhill <pg-283> In sum, as long as potential target states remain keen to avoid letting refugees and migrants in and equally keen to avoid
being seen as trying to keep them out, the desire to keep things uneventful at home may well lead to more political and military activism
abroad. == MIC: We need to increase the rate of circulation of both physical materials | and information; use information, which can be
broadcast physically via e-m waves, to upgrade materials, and research the material properties | of information. The circulation
aforementioned is analogous to the circulatory system of an organism; all fluids flow through all points. If there is a blockage, then the
blockage either needs to be cleared or an \ \ alternate \ route \ around it needs to be established. == Look into portal systems in human
circulatory function; portal systems are established in both the liver (hepatic) and kidney (renal); portal systems are an anti-fragile form of
circulation because | | even if | a single | pipeline | | were <u> cut off </u>, blood can still flow via the "side streets".
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[D]. A diagram of the portal venous system, showing two discrete areas in which excessive
branching creates a fail safe passage of blood, analogous to the chambering of the Titanic’s lower
hull. Ref: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portal_venous_system.
Both the kidneys and the liver are | | necessary | organs | |, meaning that | | loss of | function |
would lead to | | cascading | failure | | of multiple other organs and organ systems, ultimately | |
resulting | in | death |.
Analogously, there are types of circulation on the level of society that are <u> | vital | </u>,
including shipments of petrol, agricultural products, and, since 2020, | | electronic | goods | |.

H3S2: Anti-radiation as national security:
The term black hole is of very recent origin. It was coined in 1969 by the American scientist John
Wheeler as a graphic description of an idea that goes back at least two hundred years, to a time

when there were two theories about light: one, which Newton favored, was that it was composed of particles; the other was that it was made of
waves. We now know that really both theories are correct. By the “wave/particle duality” of quantum mechanics, light can be regarded as both
a wave | and a particle. Hawkings, Stephen. A Brief History of Time. Bantam Books, 1996. Ch-6 Black Holes.
Continued from above. Although I have considered the analogy of individual biological systems to that of a “higher organism”, as in a society
that contains discrete | biological systems, a multi-multi-cellular organism, there is an additional analogy between the operational
functioning of this multi-multi-system and the study of biochemistry; if true, then a direct tunnel link would be established between chemistry,
itself connected to physics, and sociology.

H3S2 H4S1: The state of human knowledge in 2022: [1,200]

Figure loc-A. A conceptual mapping, #defd, of the 10 / /
branches of / human knowledge / /, divided into two
primary groups: the hard sciences, the study of
physical objects via chemical experiments, and the
social sciences, which are part of the “humanities”. ==
There is hardly any consensus with respect to a
conceptual mapping of human knowledge, as this is a
form of | | meta - | academia |, and there is no
department at Universities I’m aware of that specialize
in the theory of knowledge. In any case, my personal |
conception of this map is organized | | as | above |.
Broadly speaking, there are 3 main | domains of

knowledge: pure knowledge, domains such as chess, logic, math, and computer science | | which
can exist | without the Higgs Boson particle |, ie. | | without | mass |. In other words, these are a
form of “pure knowledge” that do not rely upon empirical science to expand. Math theorems, as an
example, can lead deductively to additional theorems without experimentation <elab>. The next
domain is one of two empirical domains, and these are the “hard sciences”, as it is colloquially
known among academics, or the fields of science concentrated on the study of physical objects,
their movements, and their | | chemical | interactions |. The hard sciences are connected to pure

knowledge via physics (this is a massive generalization, of course there must be connections elsewhere) because physics employs math and
the | | academic | merger | #fbno of physics and math leads to | | theoretical | physics. Math itself is | | inextricably | linked | to logic because
logic is the tool used in math theorems, which is the primary documentation and knowledge generation tool in | | pure | mathematics | (cred: 2
credits on Logic and 15 in pure math up to Calc 2 at the University of Buffalo). == MIC: The highest performing academics in each field are
sent to the intellectual high counsel as diplomat: Dr. Stewart: <Emeritus-math, U-Warwick>: <Ch-10, pg-252, a-r> A new mathematical
technique: chaos. An old problem: turbulence. A new tool, an old task: what could be more natural than to wield the tool and see whether it
fits the task? And they did, and it did. But science doesn't always move in the direction you most expect <philosophy>. The herd may be
stampeding towards the distant horizon, but there are always a few mavericks perversely heading the opposite way. One of those mavericks
was responsible for a fundamental breakthrough. But it was a breakthrough in mathematics, leading only later to serious pay-off in the theory

of turbulence. It imported a new idea into mathematics from the physics of phase transitions
<physics> – a powerful technique known as renormalization <logic>. This in turn showed that
some features of chaos are universal – they don't depend upon the precise equations <math>,
only on the qualitative type of strange attractor that is present. And that made it possible to perform
simple experiments to test for the presence of certain kinds of chaos <chemistry>. But to lead –
rather tangentially – into all this, I want to pick up an earlier topic: the Voyager spacecraft
<astrophysics>. MIC, cont: Logic itself is linked to chess because it is within the field of chess that
new logical tools are invented via theoretical analysis of games post-mortem in which new tactics
and strategies were deployed, some of which were engineered via preparation and some via the | |
creative | impulse | from the | | thrill | of the game |. It must be recognized, and this will be explored
further in the subsequent chapter on psychological attacks, ch-48 H2S4 <ref>, that the | |
competitive | environment | that is engineered by tournament directors, their | | primary | role |, at a
tournament is primarily intended to fuel | | creativity | on the board |. Therefore, tournament
directors, and | | must be | by proxy | all lawmakers and enforcers, for they are both at the
underfunded USCF, play a direct role in the generation of new knowledge (GoNK) via logic, and
should be compensated accordingly, bearing in mind that most responsible for GoNK are
doctorates. As verification of this claim, read any book recognized in the chess community as a
classic and you will find | | throughout | each chapter | unique combinations of logical operators -
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not new vocabulary words entirely, but unique sequential combinations =syn permutations of words that | | represent | a | novel | turn of
thought |, analogous to novel element movement routes on board, and this in itself | | establishes | a connection | between our visual space,
itself connected | physiologically | to the bilateral visual field | of the eye and the processing neuron beds of the | | occipital | system |, which is
known to occupy | | at least | half | of the brain’s | | processing | capacity | | at any | given time | <ref: PGY 451/2 sequence, the University of
Buffalo>. Figure loc-B. A / / back camera (#defd) / photo / capture / / of Jeremy Silman’s / / Reassess / Your / Chess / / 3rd Ed. pg. 33, with
annotations demonstrating the usage of multiple novel thinking turns to deliver ideas in a / / sufficiently / concise / format in the book. Without
these / / reducing / operations /, discourse around these ideas would be / / infeasible / due to / inefficiency /. Therein lies the fundamental
contribution to not only / / knowledge, in / logic /, but also the / / rate of / expansion of / knowledge / / of chess theoreticians. == The next |
domain |=>, as represented by the purple text in figure loc <| | word.|red | for “local”> A, is constituted by the 5 <=| realms | of the social
sciences which, in addition to not being as | | object-|oriented | #defd,  borrowing the phrase  but  repurposing it for this context  from
computer science , though there is  no  good  reason  for this , is  generally perceived  as less  rigorous  than the hard sciences, a | | big |
problem | (#defd), and the individuals who work in these fields are | | additionally, | consequently | <fbno, primary and secondary causal
operator> regarded as  less intelligent . Additionally, consequently, there is a | | connection | gap | between the domains of hard science and
social science, as represented by the black | | squiggly | line | below: Figure loc-C. Many scientists claim that there is no link between
psychology and physics, and this / / erroneous / claim / leads to / / downhill / negative / impacts / / within the / / life / body / of each / realm / /,
including the fact that human behavioral studies  tend to  conclude  that human behavior, such as in  Economics  and  Litigation , are  far  less
/ predictable  than physical objects, leading to a further obfuscation of human existence, the mind body problem in theology full= philosophy.
== When  false | categorical  differences  that are  in fact | similarities  among fields are | | perceived | but | not actual | |, | | thinking |
techniques | , | | research | methods | , and | | statistical | modeling | | methods used in one field does not | permeate | as easily across the | |
osmotic | barrier | (#defd). Dr. K.W-Regan <a-r>: Today I (Ken) wish to talk about statistics and social convention in “hard science” such as
particle physics. Dick and I are curious whether the assumptions behind the confidence intervals can be violated on both sides: by
humans owing to unexpected selection bias, and by Nature possibly acting like a cheating prover in an interactive protocol. <The Higgs
Confidence Game> This can create a | | bottleneck | problem | if there is a | | watershed | discovery | in one realm that | | depends | on | the
transference  of  a  particular  modeling tool  from  another realm. It is not controversial, since the | | introductory | inception | of the idea in
communications theory in 2016, that rate of communication enhancements historically has preceded, directly, and therefore suggesting a
causal correlation, significant advancements in STI note= science, technology, and industry and this | | bottleneck problem | paradigm | can
provide the | | explanatory | causal | factor | |, since understanding that there is the presence of correlation does not itself equate to an
understanding of an explanatory cause, nor lead to its discovery. == Elaboratively speaking, the | | obfuscation | in itself | of correlation and
causation is the primary reason why | | bad | chess players | win games, because they are | | uniquely | able to | play moves | | that they |
cannot  explain | , an act that would cause internal physical pain to a researcher, but due to lack of proprioception is whisked out easily by the
likes of these players. The insecurity in such players, since they have no understanding of | | why | their | own | actions | | are successful, a
Hellish existence theologically speaking, leads them subsequently to | | dictatorially | crush | attempts by anyone else to investigate deeper,
especially their own moves # == Moreover, this obfuscation lies at the heart of most stroke-esque blockages in new knowledge generation, as
individuals who have the correlative “working-level directive” of the | | information | at hand | claim to “know-all”, often out-performing those
who seek to investigate deeper into the explanation. The process of further investigation via elaboration will necessarily lead to a temporary
decline in performance, and in the modern | | criminally | militarized | healthcare state, since militarization in itself is not bad, equally
#significant, this temporary decline can lead to the complete annihilation of that researcher from the workforce, a #travesty (#defd). == The
resolution to this | | disconnection | problem | is the | establishment | of a | | connecting | theorem | between the hard sciences and the social
sciences. Granularly, only a single realm-to-realm connection need be # established, since the realms are coherent within their own respective
domains. The most likely connection is between the fields of biology and sociology with the | | undergraduate | level | thought | paradigm | |
that a collection of like multicellular organisms, | such as |=> a species of mammals, <=| such as | Humans can themselves exhibit properties
of the one level of abstraction lower organisms (!) Once adopted, even hypothetically, using the | | discovery | technique | used to | | predict
and | subsequently discover | the existence of Black Holes by Stephen Hawking, PhD, this paradigm can not only connect the hard sciences to
sociology but also generate new discoveries as scientists in both fields | | look | for evidence | of | its existence. The  circulatory system  x  oil
pipeline  example provided in the previous section is an  example  of this . Post-script, McLuhan <pg-119>: Like any other medium, it is a
staple, a natural | resource. As an outward and visible form of the urge to change and to exchange, it is a corporate image, depending on
society for its institutional | status. Apart from communal | participation, money is meaningless, as Robinson Crusoe discovered when he
found the coins in the wrecked ship.

H3S3: Biochemistry x sociology x biology hypothetical explanation of
circulatory system attacks:
The linear progression of logic predicts that discoveries made in the new | | connective tissue | field | of biology x sociology may follow the
same progression as the discoveries made in | | those | individual | fields initially. Chess Interlude: I played this casually rated game on
USCF’s Chess.com server, which is still in development, ~40%, in order to test functionality and | | solidify | thinking | techniques | | that I have
been working on either | | within | chess theory | or without, and occasionally to generate new thinking techniques via spontaneous creativity
on board. This game will be presented | | without | move-by-move | annotations | |, but not entirely without commentary, and you can follow
along either in the move-by-move panel provided by Chess.com in the right hand box or via search in their database by both player’s
usernames.

The English
defense is a
favorite of
mine # in
2022 due to
my recent
epiphany
that both the
d and e
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pawns are 4x defended in their initial squares in their starting board position, whereas the 2 bishop’s pawns are each only once defended.
Therefore, one can, | | on the level | of | effect |, justify leaving the two central pawns in their starting squares | | for | a while | without regarding
their | | security | status | and  contend | for the center  via alternative means. Whereas early f-pawn pushes are regarded as dubious by chess
theory | | up to | this | point | |, c-pawn advances in 1. c4 and 1…c5 in response to both 1. D4 (Benoni defense) and 1. E4 (Sicilian Defense)
rest upon | | solid  theoretical | footing | | and therefore can be considered “tournament-ready” ref: Ch. 17 Tournament Play, H2S1
"Tournament-Ready Moves".

Resumption:

H3S4: Historical discrimination against
high-IQ individuals:
MIC: High-IQ individuals <ch-62> tend to think more creatively, more abstractly, and come up
with ideas faster than lower-iq individuals. The problem, due to the linear progression of
logic <ch-8>, is that there are difficulties of recognition when it comes to ideas that are more
than 1 step removed from the frontier of one’s current understanding. However, as a
consequence of the line.prog-of,L, one should assume, that insofar as an idea is unrecognizable, that it must also be more advanced, and that
a wise | default stance to such an idea should be of patience and non-violence. Historically, however, this has not always been the case:

H4S1: The execution of Galileo Galilei: Fin-v3
In 1624, Galileo went to Rome and had six interviews with Urban VIII. Galileo told the pope about his theory of the tides (developed earlier),
which he put forward as proof of the annual and diurnal motions of Earth. The pope gave Galileo | permission to write a book about
theories of the universe but warned him to treat the Copernican theory only hypothetically. After writing a preface in which he professed that
what followed was written hypothetically, Galileo had little trouble getting the book through the Florentine | censors, and it appeared in
Florence in 1632. As opposed to Aristotle’s, Galileo’s approach to cosmology is fundamentally | spatial and geometric: Earth’s axis retains
its orientation in space as Earth circles the Sun, and bodies not under a force retain their velocity (although this inertia is ultimately |
circular). Post: By then Galileo had become blind, and he spent his time working with a young student, Vincenzo Viviani, who was with him
when he died on January 8, 1642.

H4S2: Hitler’s detestation of the Ashkenazi Jews: Fin-v3
Berenbaum<a-r>: In October 1941, work began on Auschwitz II, or Birkenau, located outside the nearby village of Brzezinka. There, the
SS later developed a huge concentration camp and extermination complex that included some 300 prison barracks; four large so-called
Badeanstalten (German: “bathhouses”), in which prisoners were gassed to death; Leichenkeller (“corpse cellars”), in which their bodies
were stored; and Einäscherungsöfen (“cremating ovens”). Another camp (Buna-Monowitz), near the village of Dwory, later called Auschwitz
III, became in May 1942 a slave-labour camp supplying workers for the nearby chemical and synthetic-rubber works of IG Farben. In
addition, Auschwitz became the nexus of a complex of 45 smaller subcamps in the region, most of which housed slave laborers. During
most of the period from 1940 to 1945, the commandant of the central Auschwitz camps was SS-Hauptsturmführer (Capt.) and ultimately
SS-Obersturmbannführer (Lieut. Col.) Rudolf Franz Höss (Hoess).

H4S3: The ancient Roman persecution of Jesus Christ: Fin-v3
John 15.17-22<a-r>: 17 These things I command you, that ye ❤ love one another. 18 If the world hates you, you know that it hated me
before it hated you. 19 If ye were of the world, the world would love his own: but because ye are not of the world, but I have chosen you out of
the world, therefore the world hateth you. 20 Remember the word that I said unto you, The servant is not greater than his lord. If they have
persecuted me, they will also persecute you; if they have kept my saying, they will keep yours also. 21 But all these things will they do unto
you for my name’s sake, because they know not him that sent me. 22 If I had not come and spoken unto them, they had not had # sin: but
now they have no cloak for their sin. MIC: Do more intelligent | technologies, 2 millennia a-d, lead to the cultural improvements that Christ
sought, and sacrificed himself for? Trinko<a-r, 2018>: The loneliness of Generation Z<Dimock, a-r, b-1997 and recent> reflects not just
rising social media use but a broader decline in interactions with neighbors, co-workers and church friends. Their average loneliness
score is nearly 10 points higher than the least lonely generation — the Greatest Generation, those 72 and older. The survey didn’t find a
significant difference in loneliness levels between those who used social media often or infrequently. Hu: The lack of correlation within Gen
Z between loneliness and social media use, but the age correlation between Gen Z and the Greatest Generation, indicates that the
causality for loneliness-inducing | causes is more deep-rooted than time spent online, into differences in values between the two
generations, and that the pervasion of online-rooted bestie culture is capable of infiltrating even offline life.

https://www.britannica.com/science/tide
https://www.britannica.com/place/Earth
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Aristotle
https://www.britannica.com/place/Sun
https://www.britannica.com/science/force-physics
https://www.britannica.com/science/velocity
https://www.britannica.com/science/inertia
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H4S4: American persecution of Joseph Smith in Western New York and the American Midwest:
Joseph Smith <1805 - 1844>, as it is known within the Latter Day Saints Church, and at his time #, was an exceptionally talented | writer,
by any standards, including secular, having composed the entirety of the 6 figure word count length Book of Mormon as a 14 year old
teenager, and this fact is well-documented among Church historians. Nevertheless, his ambitious ideas to restore the Christian Church of
God, and his view of apostasy within Protestantism, were not taken well by all around, and this is despite the fact that he operated during
the time of the Second Great Awakening <1795 - 1835, r: Britannica>, a time in which such ideas were advanced by more than him # This
fact is thematic among high-IQ individuals, and a further validation of the linear progression of logic; they tend to lie just beyond the
zeitgeist of a movement; it is tragic that, in certain movements, the zeitgeist, or the forefront, is within the Overton window <ch-51 H2S2>,
but the step just beyond, which, again, according to l.p-o,l, is inevitable, is, temporarily, deemed forbidden. One can plainly see # that such
discrimination is damaging, not only to the high-IQ individual, but to the movement, and the society in which its impact is intended; due to
operational state transference <ch-47>, it’s quite likely that an individual who surfs <Zeland, a-r> ahead is responsible for more than his
direct work, as an order of magnitude lower will also be imbued upon those around him/her. Fin-v3.

H4S5: The tyranny of the minority:
Britannica <a-r>: Although political theorists continue to disagree about the best means to effect majority rule in democratic systems, it
seems evident that majorities cannot legitimately abridge the fundamental rights of citizens. Nor should minorities ever be entitled to
prevent the enforcement of laws and policies designed to protect these fundamental rights. In short, because democracy is not only a
political system of “rule by the people” but necessarily also a system of rights, a government that infringes these rights is to that extent
undemocratic. Fin-v3.

H4S6: The tyranny of the majority:
MIC: The Overton window is designed to protect the mass majority from overly-complex ideas that may cause temporary | psychological or
physical | harm if exposed | prematurely, but at times, the window, which remains not fully understood, has been wielded as a weapon to
prevent the advancement of thought, and this prevention always harms the thought leader(s) of a particular field, who, as part of their work,
must be tinkering beyond the | zeitgeist. Under this application, the Overton window no longer serves society, nor its thought leaders, but
rather, becomes an oppressive force that is prohibitive of thought progress. <James Madison, author of Federalist-10, 1787, via
Britannica>: In a letter of 1833, he wrote, “[E]very friend to Republican government ought to raise his voice against the sweeping
denunciation of majority governments as the most tyrannical and intolerable of all governments.…[N]o government of human device and
human administration can be perfect;…the abuses of all other governments have led to the preference of republican government as the best
of all governments, because the least imperfect; [and] the vital principle of republican governments is the lex majoris partis, the will of the
majority.”

H4S7: Relegation of thought leaders causes a stagnation of innovation:
Author’s note <Yakun>: It's becoming increasingly difficult to continue writing this book, without interleaving my own religious beliefs, some
of which can be quite intense, such as the notion that each individual has a purpose, and therefore, depriving an individual of that purpose is a
detriment to intellectual progress, and to merge this with secular ideas of productivity. I'm concerned that this will affect the marketability of the
book; the fact that this book merges so many fields, and the fact that we live in a culture that discourages this, will ultimately leave me with 0
readers. However, I don't see how I can forgo my own Faith in this creation, nor do I believe that my beliefs # are detrimental as
discrimination against these beliefs, will be to the sales of this book. I am a rational agent, as God made me this way, and I don’t believe
that God would imbue upon me religious beliefs that would harm me, even in secular achievement. Many religious beliefs, and this is
common sense for the devout, are useful reductions for making sense of the world, which, absent ethical philosophy, can seem
downright | incomprehensible. The notion of purpose is one such belief, and it is the premise of this line of argument, as many religious
beliefs are, to many arguments # The belief goes as follows: God has a plan, and God is efficient, in that his plan is perfect, and therefore,
without | waste. Each individual who is part of this plan must, then, necessarily, have a role, and that role, by definition of God’s efficiency,
cannot be redundant with the role of any other. We call this role within God’s plan one’s purpose, and this is non-controversially taught in
many Churches. Discrimination of high-IQ individuals, has, many times, throughout history, deprived an individual of his purpose. At times,
the purpose itself was discarded, along with the individual, a tragedy in its own, and at other times, the purpose was preserved, and another
individual was sent in, as a company would replace a CEO with the next appointee. Certainly, there are times for even CEOs to move on, and
not every promotion is deleterious, obviously, as this is common sense in corporate theory, but for some purposes, it’s quite clear that one
individual was made for that role, and that, at times, that individual has been removed, against their will, to the great detriment of that purpose.
H5S1: The infamous | ousting of Steve Jobs from Apple, Inc: MIC: The unceremonious removal of Steve Jobs is one of the most
well-documented and analyzed corporate | fallouts in the history of Silicon Valley. Isaacson: <a-r> <pg-263>: For Sculley <John, b-1939,
CEO Apple, 1983 - 1993; President of PepsiCo 1977 - 1983>, the problem was that Jobs, when he was no longer in courtship or
manipulative mode, was frequently obnoxious, rude, selfish, and nasty to other people. He found Jobs’s boorish behavior as despicable as
Jobs found Sculley’s lack of passion for product details. Sculley was kind, caring, and polite to a fault. At one point they were planning to
meet with Xerox’s vice chair Bill Glavin, and Sculley begged Jobs to behave. But as soon as they sat down, Jobs told Glavin, “You guys don’t
have any clue what you’re doing,” and the meeting broke up. “I’m sorry, but I couldn’t help myself,” Jobs told Sculley. MIC: Outside of actual |
religious leaders, and it’s not clear whether Jobs could be considered religious, despite his well-documented | exploits with Zen spirituality
in his early career, his dietary beliefs, and psychedelic experiences, but nevertheless, I have never encountered the story of a non-religious |
figure who, to me, as a religious person, seemed to clearly made for a role. It’s impossible to conceive of Apple without Jobs, and, like a
widower or widow without their spouse, the company clearly suffered and floundered in his absence.
H4S8: The Western fertility crisis:
Kirkegaard <a-r>: There is solid evidence that human populations have been selecting against intelligence-related genetic variants since
the mid to late 1800s. Hu: The 21st century Western fertility crisis is two-pronged; first, the overall fertility is sub-replacement, meaning,
headed to extinction(!), in almost all developed nations, and, the factors of selection, ie, which traits are rewarded in reproduction, are largely
deleterious, in that, it is the absence of a good trait, rather than the good trait, that benefits in rates of reproduction. Presently, this is the most
significant human crisis, because, unlike other crises, this one will, 100%, by math, cause species-wide extinction, unless an intervention is
made. While there are developing nations that have a super-replacement fertility rate, the trend has been that when development occurs,
fertility rates will plummet to sub-replacement levels, in any case. Therefore, this is a problem that developed nations must resolve.
Kirkegaard: any traditional religions tend to be strongly pro-natalist <positive toward child rearing, see D> and there is a robust
relationship between religiosity and fertility in the USA (Hayford & Morgan, 2008; Kaufman, 2010; Vogl & Freese, 2020). The overall

https://www.britannica.com/dictionary/abridge
https://www.britannica.com/topic/political-system
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effect of g<a metric of intelligence> on fertility is − 0.34. The interaction with Latter-day Saint identity is 0.20 (0.087, p = 0.019), with
political ideology 0.14 (0.036, p < 0.001***), and religious attendance 0.10 (0.027, p < 0.001***). Thus, a Latter-day Saint who attends
church often and who is politically extremely | conservative is expected to  achieve a  fertility-intelligence  slope  of − 0.34 + 0.20 + 0.14 + 0.10
= 0.10, i.e., each standard deviation of intelligence would predict an additional 0.10 lifetime fertility. Hu: In Material in Chess, I outline a
fluid model of intelligence, which views intelligence as a enhanceable | trait, following in the tradition of chess pedagogy. Fin.v-1.

Ch-13: Eth H2S3: Flareons [1,600]:
A currency that can accurately represent the information economy must necessarily share its non-scarce properties. This is a unique
capability of digital currency because it need not be backed up by anything that is material and thus, in theory, a currency in the digital world
has infinite scalability just like the propagation of information. The currency necessarily needs to have two components, one to represent
the transfer between individuals and another to represent the total amount of information that a person has contributed and thus
received in their lifetime. The currency should also motivate individuals to quickly expense and maximize the number of transactions being as
we are rational beings who will only enter an interaction if it is beneficial to us and therefore, any interaction between two rational beings must
also be value producing. == Therefore, Chess University proposes a two currency system in which individuals are awarded a certain
amount of the expendable coin on a daily or otherwise regular time interval basis, and they have up to 24 hours after receiving that coin to
spend it. Coins that are not spent will disappear. This encourages individuals to participate in the abundant exchange of information. Coins
that are received of the expensable variety, automatically convert to the one of the permanent variety, which is representative of the total
amount of knowledge that one has accumulated in one's lifetime, and within the information economy is also representative of one status. ==
For a direct comparison to the dollar system, in which the total amount of lifetime revenues earned by an individual is not accounted for
whatsoever, and if someone is low on the expendable aspect of cash, others will also be inclined to assume that that person is without any
value whatsoever, despite the fact that through their experiences, and the fact that they've actually lived their life righteously, and not hoarding
any money and directly putting money back into the financial circulation that is the bloodline of civilization, that they're to be treated like a
useless bum. With the introduction of the status coin, we shall, as weird as it sounds, being as this is a chess book, fulfill the prophecy given
by Jesus Christ in the Bible, that the least among you will be greatest, literally, because those who have dutifully participated in the free
flowing exchange of knowledge and thereby adopted the information economy, even before its inception as a formalized currency will be
recognized for their wealth of knowledge!! Being as this course of events has been rigorously calculated by the entire chess community,
which I hope you have seen through this book is incredibly rigorous on the basis of logic and empiricism, that will most certainly happen, it is
therefore rational to get involved in the chess economy as early as possible and earn your status coin. == The status coin is not merely a
representation, and thereby a symbol of whom to best interact with, but it will also increase the amount of daily expendable coins that one
receives. Thus, the two currency system is also one of a two way interaction in which the expandable coin adds to one’s status total, and a
higher status total will give one more expendable coin to spend on a daily basis, representing a Ponzi scheme in which those who enter early
will also ascend faster.

H3S1: How to maximize contribution:
The law of giveus receiveus, combined with the non-scarce property of information, gives rise to a counter intuitive method of optimizing the
rate of one's contribution and yield from participation in the universe, a method so ubiquitous in the land of the fair that it has a literary
definition known as the hero's journey. The hero's journey, as depicted in many classical works, such as the Odyssey, the one where the guy
chops down the windmills that Orwell wrote about, and the Journey to the West depicts the story of a protagonist who leaves home in order to
wander into the wilderness, which can be both physical, a physical leaving of the shallow end of the pool as in Finding Nemo, or mental, like in
Kafka's short story, Metamorphosis, but in all likelihood, a combination of both insofar as the physical and the mental are intertwined. == I
have embarked on a hero's journey myself, detaching from reality in many ways, going down a few rabbit holes, traveling to far Eastern
European and South American countries, never straying too far from airports and tourist destinations, but nevertheless, becoming
increasingly isolated in my mind, having such a broad attention capacity that I could allocate a certain amount for these basic social
interactions, never allowing anyone too close in order to reveal what was truly going on in my mind, and progressively assigning more and
more of my brain into the deepest rabbit hole that I could find and out came the Hu Gambit. I subsequently bughoused the Hu gambit into
every interaction that I entered once I returned home, which allowed me to unlock layers of interactions and relationships that I did not have
before, keeping in mind that not everyone I interacted with was a chess player, but I already had the Hu Gambit translated into multiple
languages beforehand. == This session will not be to cover the archetypal four part arc of a hero's journey, but rather more specifically, how to
actually extract the wisdom that you can use to share, and just a quick review of the significance, the hero's journey is as much about the story
and the proceedings as it is about that singular insight that is extracted via the process that is unique to oneself. This insight will be a piece of
mental software that only you have, and can only be attained by interaction with you or one of your protegees to whom you've trusted this
information with and in order to acquire this insight, that person will have to give you something of theirs. In the beginning, people that you
interact with will simply give you what is already well known to them, but maybe not to you, perhaps because you've been gone for the past
three years, but pretty soon, assuming you're operating inside of a town that's of a sufficient population or you gradually circle back into your
town by first visiting the nearby towns and catching up on the regional dialogue so that people in your town do have to give up what is unique
to them, and so on and so forth until you get the magical fruit, whatever way you want to do it, you will eventually get to the point where that
person has to surrender their unique insight. == A troublesome situation may arise when, as someone who has caught up to the Zeitgeist and
also has something on top of it to contribute, interacts with a child who is either naive to the hero's journey, knowing the hero's journey but
hasn't gone upon it, or in the process of going upon it and has nothing left to give you, they will shrivel up and start crying, and try to get you
kicked out of the chess tournament, which is why we need adult tournaments that are separated from scholastics, but that is a separate point,
and you can refer to the educators guide puzzle battle section for a way that we can facilitate interaction across elo gaps. == But coming back
to the point, one must keep in mind that everyone has a unique genetic code, and biology is not fiction. Being as one is unique, in total
isolation, one should come to realize something about oneself that no one else will realize about themselves in a similar process of self
discovery, this is the definition of being in possession of unique genetics, and part of acquiring this insight is a form of self expression, but not
merely in terms of expression, but also a form of translation, getting to know oneself as well as to others, and being able to communicate
oneself in the language that others are used to. == The chessboard provides a standardized method of interaction, perhaps the most
standardized and well regulated in the world, which makes it the perfect place for one's insightful expression to come into fruition, both initially
and finally, and it may be the case that there are many games you will not even be able to play until you have such an asset to contribute. One
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will find that one's temperament will shift significantly once one has one's own treasure, because every interaction will turn from a burden to an
opportunity to gain and to give, and, if a trusted confidant bestows upon one a unique treasure of theirs, as a result of giving them yours, and
insofar as that treasure has not been shared ubiquitously, one can even act as the middleman and when it comes to optimizing the rate of
one's interaction, which of course is baked into the Hu Gambit, one can become the holder of all treasures and sits squarely upon the top of
the throne of the Spirit game.

H3S2: Planning ahead:
MIC: The rewards of giveus receiveus are not individual, although one can set oneself upon an individualistically selected path of unlocking
them. Like the gift gallery at an arcade, or the unlock tree in Civilizations, the order and cost of unlockable upgrades are displayed to
players at the onset. Likewise, this structure holds in the chess community, as the next tier of knowledge within one’s grasp has been hinted at
by coaches and stronger players for the past few months. One must continue optimizing one’s contribution in order to earn the points, and
plan ahead such that the purchased upgrade contributes to the enhancement of one’s capacities in an expedient fashion.

H3S3: Simul true skill theory:
Minka <a-r>: The TrueSkill ranking system is a skill based ranking system for Xbox Live developed at Microsoft Research. The purpose
of a ranking system is to both identify and track the skills of gamers in a game (mode) in order to be able to match them into competitive
matches. TrueSkill has been used to rank and match players in many different games, from Halo 3 to Forza Motorsport 7. Skill vs
Performance: The TrueSkill ranking system implicitly uses a performance model that represents your (hypothetical) score in a particular
game. Skill is the average performance. The TrueSkill ranking system maintains a belief in your skill and assumes that your performance in a
particular game varies around your skill. MIC: The original TrueSkill algorithm was published by Microsoft in 2005; similar to Elo, the
algorithm focuses only on the W / D / L outcome of a game; however, in team-based games, different individual players may contribute
differentially to the outcome of a game; in the event of a win, such players should increase in ranking more than players who contributed
less. If the team loses, then ranking can never increase; this is the case in both TrueSkill and TrueSkill2, which does factor in in-game
performance: <Minka, 2 a-r>: TrueSkill is a popular and effective skill rating system, working from only the winner and loser of each
game. This paper presents an extension to TrueSkill that incorporates additional information that is readily available in online shooters, such
as player experience, membership in a squad, the number of kills a player scored, tendency to quit, and skill in other game modes. This
extension, which we call TrueSkill2, is shown to significantly improve the accuracy of skill ratings computed from Halo 5 matches.
TrueSkill2 predicts historical match outcomes with 68% accuracy, compared to 52% accuracy for TrueSkill. MIC: Microsoft found that
analyzing data at one level deeper than W D L outcome leads to a 16% increase in prediction accuracy of future match outcomes, but
neither system is perfect, nor within a confidence interval that would be acceptable by academic science. To improve this accuracy, we need
even a level deeper of analytics that assesses a player’s theoretical understanding of the game, in an attempt to equate skill, which

Microsoft defines as average
performance, with knowledge, because
knowledge is the input from the
information exchange model, and,
therefore, the key explanatory variable
for skill increases. Fin-v2.

H3S4: Using digital
currency to
incentive ethical
behavior:
MIC: During the 2022 World Club
Ultimate World Championship <ch-16,
chess in sports><a-r WFDF> In addition to
reporting the score total of the game, there
is an additional column for "spirit points",
which is granularly broken down upon a
number of "spirit vectors", such as
"fair-mindedness", "attitude and
self-control", "communication", and
"knowledge of rules". Obviously, the
word spirit is not in the sense that we use
it, but I still find it to be positive, that the
sport is finding equally important the
competitive outcome, as being a
positive, prosocial player. R: <ch-62>
Simply, 1) communicating the morality of
2) tabulating, and 3) displaying
competitively a form of social | digital
currency is sufficient to significantly |
change even the behavior in a
competitive game. More research is
needed, to investigate the 1) vectors of
effect, and 2) any potential ethical
tradeoffs between financial gain and
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social proof, and whether there exists, a “switch threshold” #n-p. Fin.v4-2.

H3S5: Spirit of the game:
USAUltimate <a-r>: 1) Spirit of the Game is a set of principles which places the responsibility for fair play on the player. Highly
competitive play is encouraged, but never at the expense of mutual respect among competitors, adherence to the agreed upon rules, or
the basic joy of play. 2) All players are responsible for knowing, administering, and adhering to the rules. The integrity of ultimate depends
on each player’s responsibility to uphold the Spirit of the Game, and this responsibility should remain paramount. 3) It is assumed that no
player will intentionally violate the rules; thus there are no harsh penalties for inadvertent infractions, but rather a method for resuming play
in a manner that simulates what most likely would have occurred absent the infraction. An intentional infraction is cheating and considered a
gross offense against the Spirit of the Game. Players are morally bound to abide by the rules and not gain advantage by knowingly
committing an infraction, or calling one where none exists. a) If a player intentionally or flagrantly violates the rules, the captains of each
team should discuss the incident and determine an appropriate outcome, and are not bound by any outcome dictated by these rules. Players
should be mindful of the fact that they are acting as officials in any arbitration between teams. Players must: i) know the rules; ii) be
fair-minded and objective; iii) be truthful; iv) explain their viewpoint clearly and concisely; v) allow opponents a reasonable chance to
speak; vi) consider their opponent’s | viewpoint; vii) use respectful words and body language; viii) resolve disputes as quickly as possible;
ix) make calls in a consistent manner throughout the game; x) and only make a call where an infraction is significant enough to make a
difference to the outcome of the action.

Ch-13: Eth H2S4: Frame-building [2,000]:
MIC: X-ref: <Ch. 41, frame control> The progression of frame building in thought space seems to be accompanied by, as it has always
struck me, a factor of righteousness on the level of comprehension in which a proper orientation of one's mind logically seems to necessitate
an orientation of one's character as a prerequisite, as character influences perception in a way that may cause either the correct or a distorted
perception that prevents further progressing in completing the frame or frame component.

Ch-13: Eth: H2S5: The ethics of professionalism [2,400]:
MIC: Thematically in developed nations, professionals are held to elevated | level of ethics from amateurs and students, and this is often |
reflected in the highly | detailed code of ethics that one # must agree to in order to be indoctrinated into a profession. Violations of ethics
can be quite severe, even though one did not break laws of the state. In particular, one is expected to “strive to achieve high quality in both
the processes and products of professional work” and “maintain high standards of professional competence, conduct, and ethical practice”
<r: association for computing machinery a-r> [D, 1 & 2, NSPE a-r]: in reduction, the entire two pages and all other professional codes
<PharmCAS, a-r> can be para-summarized as: do not for one’s own gain denigrate the total value of the profession # Denigrating the
value of a profession is not illegal by the law of the state, as one may be in a competing | profession, but ethically, it’s unethical to
simultaneously request membership in a profession and also work against it; if one wants to act against the profession, one best do so
outside the profession; this is the essence of the code of ethics. Codes of ethics are simultaneously deontological and consequentialist:
this dichotomy is the first principle in ethical | philosophy #np <Source: I completed Intro to Philosophy for an A grade at Georgetown
University in ‘11-’12> Britannica <a-r>: Deontological ethics, in philosophy, ethical theories that place special emphasis on the relationship
between duty and the morality of human actions. The term deontology is derived from the Greek deon, “duty,” and logos, “science.” In
deontological ethics an action is considered morally good because of some characteristic of the action itself, not because the product of the
action is good. Actions taken by a professional should:

H3S1: Increase the total value of their field:
In order to increase the total value of the field in each action, a professional must necessarily subscribe to a non.zero-sum mentality, such
as the one presented in ch-13 as a template.

H3S2: Increase the total amount of knowledge in the field:
Professionals have the responsibility not only to practice but also to conduct research, either by designing and running experiments or
contributing to raw data by adhering to the standard confidence level of rigorousness established in the field. Professional actions that do not
meet the rigorousness requirements of quality data output are wasted on this vector.

H3S3: Maximize the benefit derived from consumers of the field:
Faust <a-r>: Ralph Waldo Emerson <1803-1882, Concord MA> gave a yardstick by which to measure our personal success. He wrote:
“What is success? To laugh often and much; To win the respect of intelligent people and the affection of children; To earn the appreciation
of honest critics and endure the betrayal of false friends; To appreciate beauty; To find the best in others; To leave the world a bit better,
whether by a healthy child, a garden patch or a redeemed social condition; To know even one life has breathed easier because you have
lived; This is to have succeeded.”

H3S4: Continuously advance their own standing in the field’s
hierarchy:
NSPE <below> III-2.e: Engineers shall continue their professional development throughout their careers, and should keep current in their
specialty fields by engaging in professional practice, participating in continuing education courses, reading in the technical literature, and
attending professional meetings seminars. MIC: Silicon Valley Big Tech has a very pro-social career progression for software engineers:
software engineer intern <$6k/mo>, sophomore / junior post summer, software engineer I <~125k / year, w/ benefits>, software engineer
II <~140k/yr>, software engineer III <~175k/yr>, technical lead I-III <$200k-$225k>, vp engineering <$200-$250k>, software architect /
CTO <$250k+>, and from here, an engineer can 1) invest in smaller companies, and pivot to VC 2) become the CEO 3) become the founder
of a startup. Later, the engineer can consider, at any point after becoming a senior engineer, to enter academia, such as by obtaining a
doctorate, and working on the development of new programming languages and protocols. Each progression 1) elevates one’s status in
the field’s hierarchy, 2) depends upon continued education and, according to NSPE, it is an engineer’s responsibility to pursue this.

https://www.britannica.com/topic/philosophy
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/ethical
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/morality
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/ethics
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H3S5: Adhere to consensus knowledge in practice:
MIC: The degree of rigorousness in practice should be an order of magnitude higher than that of research. Social Capital Project<2017,
a-r>: In 1970, there were 76.5 marriages per 1,000 unmarried women aged 15 and older. As of 2015, that rate had declined by more than half
to 32 per thousand. Between 1970 and 2015, births to single mothers rose from 11 percent of all births to 40 percent. In the early 1970s,
nearly seven in ten adults in America were still members of a church or synagogue. While fewer | Americans attended religious service
regularly, 50 to 57 percent did so at least once per month. Today, just 55 percent of adults are members of a church or synagogue, while just
42 to 44 percent attend religious service at least monthly. MIC, post: The establishment of rigor depends on a commitment to a multi-year |
track of study, and such a commitment is necessarily a long-term investment, and such a decision is fueled by the establishment of a life
worth living, and a partner to contribute to. The stability of marriage, according to our research, is not solely a personal decision, as
marriage, and the stability thereof, is a phenotype that results from the genotype of individual commitment #n-p and the interaction of
that phenotype with the environment. Fin.v-4,2.

H3S6: Maintain mutually-beneficial relations with all associates:
NPSE III.7-a, III-6: Engineers shall not attempt to obtain employment or advancement, or professional engagements by untruthfully |
criticizing other engineers, or by other improper, or questionable methods. c) Engineers shall not, without consent, use equipment,
supplies, laboratory, or office facilities of an employer, to carry on outside private practice. MIC: Evolutionary psychology predicts that
self-interested organisms will deploy differential | life strategies when they evaluate a particular relationship or community as being 1)
long-term or 2) short-term. In corporate behavior, the causal relationship can be reversed: if engineers behave as if the community is one
of short-term | transactions, then it will destroy any potential of long-term trust. Therefore, even in the beginning, engineers should behave
as if the relationship is expected to be long-term, and this establishes the grounds of trust for long-term activities. Fin v4/2.

H3S7: Maximize the pedagogical value of their actions:
The pedagogical chain <ch-19> depends upon each hierarchical layer pulling up the lower layer, and allowing themselves to be uplifted by
the higher layer. Jobs <2005, a-r>: No one wants to die. Even people who want to go to heaven don't want to die to get there. And yet, death
is the destination we all share. <12:06> No one has ever escaped it. And that is as it should be, because Death is very likely the single best
invention of Life. It is Life's change agent. It clears out the old to make way for the new. Right now, the new is you, but someday not too
long from now, you will gradually become the old, and be cleared away. Fin.v4-2

H3S8: Accurately represent information and the value of information:
All professionals must have the faculty of evaluation such that they are capable not only of verbally delivering information but also properly
| signaling the value of that information to the end user. Ch-51 H2S5 H3S9
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Ch-13: Eth definitions:
Simul true skill theory (n.) = true skill equals the moving performance | rating of a player in a match multiplied by the number of concurrent
games for that player in that match (winner takes all).

Ch-13: Eth: Ex.
Ex-1: According to ch-13 H2S2 and H2S3, a currency that represents one’s
contributions to the information economy must be:

a) Non-scarce, and therefore digital.
b) A replacement for financial currency.
c) Completely detached from an individual’s social status.
d) Incentivized to encourage saving rather than expenditure.
e) 2 out of the last 4 choices are correct.

Ex-2: The logical mechanism that connects our discussion of the
philosophy of ethics with economics is that:

a) Ethical principles increase investment income by the
Buffet corollary.

b) Ethical principles can be hard coded via smart contracts
into a digital currency that incentivizes ethical behaviors.

c) The economy is an inherent ethical evil in that it forces
otherwise ethical humans to compete.

d) // write one more incorrect
e) All of the above.

Read the following passage from a published paper in Research in
Organizational Behavior on the topic of business ethics and answer
questions 3 and 4:
Moral character can be conceptualized as an individual’s disposition
to think, feel, and behave in an ethical versus unethical manner, or
as the subset of individual differences relevant to morality. This
essay provides an organizing framework for understanding moral
character and its relationship to ethical and unethical work
behaviors. We present a tripartite model for understanding moral
character, with the idea that there are motivational, ability, and
identity elements. The motivational element is consideration of
others—referring to a disposition toward considering the needs and
interests of others, and how one’s own actions affect other people.
The ability element is self-regulation—referring to a disposition
toward regulating one’s behavior effectively, specifically with
reference to behaviors that have positive short-term consequences
but negative long-term consequences for oneself or others.

Ex-3: The motivational element and the ability element described in this
abstract differ in that:

a) The motivational element is part of an individual’s moral
disposition, whereas the ability element is part of the
tripartite model for understanding moral character.
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b) The ability element limits behaviors that have negative

long-term consequences, whereas the motivational
element does not.

c) The motivational element is directed extrinsically while the
ability element is directed intrinsically.

d) The motivational element refers to one’s tendency to think,
feel, and behave in an ethical manner.

e) All of the above.

Ex-4: In Ch-13 H2S4, #MIC discusses a style of morality in which one
checks one’s moral progression by an accurate perception of one’s external
world; this would most likely be categorized by the author of the paper as
a:

a) Motivational element
b) Ability element
c) Identity element
d) Unethical behavior
e) None of the above

Ex-5: In the two-currency system to provide incentivization for the
information economy in ch-13 H2S3, the secondary coin known as “status
coin” increases when:

a) Individuals receive their daily or hourly allotment of
expensable coins.

b) Individuals receive a payment in the expensable coin from
another user.

c) Individuals do not exchange their expensable coins within
a 24 hour period.

d) Individuals who send expense coins to others will increase
their own status coin as well.

e) a & c

H3S1: Philosophy, ethics literature
review x chess problems:
Ex-6: The Blank Slate:
Pinker <ch-17, violence>: The story of the human race is war.
Except for brief and precarious | interludes, there has never been
peace in the world; and long before history began, murderous
strife was universal and unending. <skip>: War is only one of the
ways in which people kill other people. In much of the world, war
shades into smaller-scale violence such as ethnic strife, turf
battles, blood feuds, and individual homicides. <skip> Though
Western societies have seen murder rates fall between tenfold
and a hundrefold in the past millennium, the United States lost a
million people to homicide in the twentieth century, and an
American man has about a one-half percent lifetime chance of
being murdered. <skip> Guns, discrimination, and poverty play a
role in violence, but in no case is it a simple or decisive one. Guns
surely make it easier for people to kill, and harder for them to
de-escalate a fight before a death occurs, and thus multiply the
lethality of conflicts | large and small. Nonetheless, many societies
had sickening rates of violence before guns were invented, and
people do not automatically kill one another just because they have
access to guns. <skip> As for discrimination and poverty, again,
it is hard to show a direct cause-and-effect relationship. Chinese
immigrants to California in the nineteenth century and
Japanese-Americans in World War II faced severe discrimination,
but they did not react with high rates of violence. <skip> When we
look at human bodies and brains, we find more direct signs of
design for aggression. The larger size, strength, and upper-body
mass of men is a zoological giveaway of an evolutionary history
of violent male-male competition. What would Pinker recommend,
based on these passages, as an adequate method, with strong
evidence <US.dept-ed>, for solving the problem of homicide in the
United States? a) Eliminate gun access, across the civilian
population b) Enact harsher laws against discrimination, and work to
eradicate poverty entirely c) Identify repeat offenders, and increase
law enforcement upon such individuals d) Increase research in

gene-environment interactions, as it pertains to the topic of
violence. c) and d)

Ex-7: Plato: The Republic:
<Plato 433.c-e> `Now, if we had to decide,' 1 said, 'which of these
elements would do most to make our city good by its inclusion, that
would be a difficult decision. Is it the agreement of the rulers and
the ruled? Or the preservation, in the ranks of the warriors, of an
opinion approved by law about which things are to be feared and
which are not? Or the wisdom and protectiveness we find in the
rulers? Or does the largest contribution to making the city good
come from the presence, in child and woman, slave and free man,
in skilled craftsman, ruler and ruled, of the principle that each
single individual is to perform his own task without troubling
himself about the tasks of others?' `Yes, that would be a difficult
decision,' he said. 'Bound to be.' 'So, as a means of producing an
excellent city, the ability of everyone to perform his own function is
apparently a strong competitor with the city's wisdom, self-discipline
and courage.' `Very much so.' 'And would you not say that the thing
which is a strong contender with them when it comes to producing
an excellent city is justice?' `Definitely' `Here's another way of
looking at it. See if you still agree. Will you give the rulers in your city
the task of hearing cases in the law courts?' `Of course.' 'When
they hear cases, will their main aim be to make sure no class either
takes what belongs to another, or has what belongs to it taken away
by somebody else?' `Yes, that will be their main aim.' 'Because this
is just?' 'Yes: 434 `So from this point of view as well, people's
ownership and use of what belongs to them, and is their own, can
he agreed to be justice.' MIC: The core ethical component of this
passage is: a) a debate about whether the ranks of the warrior
should be above, or below, that of the skilled craftsman b) a
debate about which ethical paradigm maximizes consequentialist
utility to a hypothetical city c) d) e)

Ex-8: 12 Rules for Life:
Peterson <a-r> <ch-8>: You can use words to manipulate the world
into delivering what you want. This is what it means to "act
politically." This is spin. It's the specialty of unscrupulous
marketers, salesmen, advertisers, pickup artists,
slogan-possessed utopians and psychopaths. It's the speech
people engage in when they attempt to influence and manipulate
others. It's what university students do when they write an essay
to please the professor, instead of articulating and clarifying their
own ideas. It's what everyone does when they want something, and
decide to falsify themselves to please and flatter. It's scheming and
sloganeering and propaganda. To conduct life like this is to
become possessed by some ill-formed desire, and then to craft
speech and action in a manner that appears likely, rationally, to bring
about that end. Typical calculated ends might include "to impose
my ideological beliefs," "to prove that I am (or was) right," "to appear
competent," "to ratchet myself up the dominance hierarchy," "to
avoid responsibility" (or its twin, "to garner credit for others' actions"),
"to be promoted," "to attract the lion's share of attention," "to ensure
that everyone likes me," "to gamer the benefits of martyrdom," "to
justify my cynicism," "to rationalize my antisocial outlook," "to
minimize immediate conflict," "to maintain my naivete," "to capitalize
on my vulnerability," "to always appear as the sainted one," or (this
one is particularly evil) "to ensure that it is always my unloved child's
fault." These are all examples of what Sigmund Freud's compatriot,
the lesser-known Austrian psychologist Alfred Adler, called
"life-lies." Which of the NSPE code criteria could Peterson add as
references for this passage? a) II.3-a III.2-A, III.2-E b) III.1-a, III.7-A
II.3-C c) III.3-a, III.2-e, III.2-d d) a, b, c e) II.3-a, III.1-a, and III.3-a



MIC: eth r: Hu
Ex-9: The Analects of Confucius: <a-r> Huang: <8.2>: The Master
said: “Respectfulness without the rituals becomes laboriousness;
discretion without the rituals becomes apprehensiveness;
courage without the rituals becomes rebelliousness;
straight-forwardness without the rituals becomes impetuosity
<impulsive vehemence - Merriam-Webster>. If the gentleman is
devoted to his kin, the people will rise to humanity; if his old
acquaintances are not abandoned, the people will not be callous.
Romans 2 <a-r>: 13 (For not the hearers of the law are just before God,
but the doers of the law shall be justified. Romans 3 24 Being justified
freely by his grace through the redemption that is in Christ Jesus. MIC:
The debate between whether it is works, or, for Confucius,
“rituals”, that justifies us, or by grace, as it is stated in Romans of
the New Testament, has raged in Christendom for the past 2,000
years. Confucius, in the above passage, would agree with the Bible
that:
a) It is not enough to hear, but to follow through with action. b)
Works alone are not enough to merit the proper qualities of man.
Multiple answers may be correct c) Grace is sufficient to undo the
consequences of our actions d) Works can be combined with
virtues e) None of the above

H3S2 Chess x law: USCF rule
book:
In this section, we will take a look at the US Chess rule book from
the perspective of an attorney, a mock trial, and assign various
penalties for players breaking the ethics portions of the rules. <r:
ch-18>

Ex-10: Which of the following would be considered a violation of US
Chess Standards of Conduct 6c)?
a) Having a full time job as an architect, Mark failed to prepare the
English Opening, losing 3 games, after debuting it at an event. b)
John, in a conscious attempt to swindle for prize money, plays a
move that complicates the position, to increase complexity for both
players. c) Steve, a lower rated player, makes an objectively worse
move, in a capture opposition situation, in order to defer complexity
handling to the opponent. d) Bill, in a conscious attempt to swindle,
blindly guesses a move in a theoretically critical position, with
minimal time expenditure, feigning prior prep <Ch-58> e) D and C
Ex-11: In the context of the requirement to play at one's best, which of the
following would qualify as false information?
a) Bragging about your 2,200 online blitz rating on Chess.com,
while your over the board US Chess rating is only 1,600. b) Playing
an immediate, confident response to an opponent's z.zug-sente, but
you did not consider it. c) Predicting that you will win the next 3
games, despite all of them having much higher ratings. d) Failing to
account for your opponent's idea to depth 7, even though your rating
is 2,000, due to severe time pressure. e) All of the above.

Ex-12: Which of the following is not a violation of the code of engineers
<H2S5 H3S8>?
a) Refusing to take on a job, that one is otherwise qualified to do b)
Providing a credential that one intends to receive in the future, as a
present credential c) Using an exorbitant form of marketing, in
order to attract a high-quality candidate, from a competing
employer d) undertaking an assignment in a field tangential to one’s
expertise, to extract higher pay e) borrowing a toolset from an
employer, to conduct private freelance work.

Ex-13: After taking a paid leave from Engineering Corp, Mary decides
to take up where a co-worker left off in a company project, under the
paradigm of giveus receiveus, with the intention of sharing equity,
with that co-worker, if her private execution takes off. During this
venture, she discloses the idea, making sure to sign an NDA, with a
potential client. The project contains numerous potential hazards
to public health, but Mary is careful, and follows the government
and company-prescribed procedures. All such hazards, and her
prevention practices, are reported in public marketing
documents. Which of the engineering code numerical points does
Mary violate, if any?
a) III-2, I-5, III-6
b) III-2, II-2, III-7
c) III-1, III-2, II-5
d) III-4, II-4, III-9
e) III-9, II-2, III-2

H3S3: Information exchange:
Densely-packed informational chess positions, or examples of
information exchange during, or prior to, an important game,
influencing the outcome.

Ex-14: The story of Bobby Fischer’s ascent to the Chess World
Championship, and the years leading up <ch-100> is a curious

one; he did not learn within the
Soviet chess schools, which
contained a body of chess theory
that rivaled the rest produced by
Europe, much of which is
published exclusively in Russian.
Many top Soviet players at the
time were 1) full-time professionals
and 2) state-sponsored, and
Fischer was more like a
freelancer. Agur <a-r> <1996>
Fischer’s strategic decisions,
especially in the later stages of

his career (1970-72), are in many cases directed towards the
acquisition of the slightest advantage possible in order to try to
capitalize on it in an endgame. MIC: This description is reminiscent
of Capablanca <WC.1921-1927> Game: Samuel Reshevsky vs.
Robert James Fischer 1970, Palma de Mallorca <ESP>
Interzonal <a-r>: which plan is superior: 17…Ne5 <1.5:1> or Nf6
<2.5:1.5>?

Ex-15: According to Wikipedia <a-r>,
“Although Fischer had ended his
formal education at age 16,
dropping out of Erasmus Hall
High School in Brooklyn, he
subsequently taught himself
several foreign languages so he
could read foreign chess
periodicals.” MIC: Already playing
in a WC.candidates-tournament
in 1959, at the age of 16 (!), though
not finishing near the top, Fischer
intuitively understood that, in the

law of giveus receiveus, the only way he could be competitive at
the international knowledge, is to soak up knowledge from all
possible sources. Analogously, MIC seeks knowledge that can
facilitate better chess performance from the other fields of academic
science. Game: GM Svetozar Gligoric vs. Robert James Fischer
<Siegen Olympiad Final-A (1970)> a-r: turn 43-s.

L: Ex-16: Position: a composition presented by Super GM Anish
Giri<NED> to IM Sagar Shah and a group of fans on ChessBase India.
The video, 2:50 in length, gained 150,000 views. As a reader of Material
in Chess, it’s quite | likely, in the ‘22 era of Chess, statistically | speaking,
that you will, quickly, become one of the 10 best chess players in your
local town, and, by default, you will become a chess ambassador. In this

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Erasmus_Hall_High_School
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Erasmus_Hall_High_School
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role, you have the opportunity to win over a fanbase <ch.51-H2S1>, and,
a great way to do so, is to mine for interesting positions, that teach lessons

not

only about chess, but about life.

R: Ex-17: Game: R-Praggnanandhaa<IND-2><2,648> vs Javokhir
Sindarov<UZB><2,629>, rd-10 FIDE ‘22 Olympiad <a-r>:
Wikipedia<a-r>: The total number of participants was 1,737, with
937 in the Open and 800 in the Women's event. The number of
registered teams was 188 from 186 nations in the Open section and
162 from 160 nations in the Women's section. Buses in Chennai
were branded with the promotional slogan "Namma Chess, Namma
Pride" (trans. Our Chess, Our Pride). Metro GDP: $78.6–86 billion
<Wikipedia>

H3S4: Professional ethics
Ex-18: Which of the following situations would qualify as a violation
of III.7–a, but not II5.-a in the NSPE code? // cont.v-6

Ex-19: Which of the following, would constitute a negative
optimization of the law of giveus receiveus?
a) Hiding one’s best theoretical knowledge to goad the opponent into
blundering, but that’s appropriate in TrueSkill rather TrueSkill2
<H2S3 H3S3> since only the W D L outcome matters b) Facebook’s
initial implementation of Libra-currency, which would require users
purchasing on FB-products to use this coin specifically, to
monopolize digital spending. Multiple answers may be correct. c)
Seeking a patent on a new chemical composition, an aspect of
nature invented by the patent-seeker, in order to <USPTO.gov a-r>
i) sell the IP to a big corporation😳, and ii) safeguard others from
making the invention without consent d) Erasing over 90% of data
from a big data set in order to optimize the signal to noise ratio
#np-shared <L-Martignon a-r> e) all of the above.

Ex-20: //
https://www.nspe.org/resources/ethics/ethics-resources/board-ethical-revie
w-cases/equipment-design-certification-plan // cont.v-6

Solutions:
Ex-1: the answer is a)

Ex-2:
a) There is no such thing as the Buffet corollary and investing is
not discussed in this chapter.
The correct answer is b)
c) It would be counter-intuitive to believe that a book about chess
would find competition to be evil.

Ex-3:
Citation: Cohen, Taya R. and Morse, Lily, Moral Character: What
It Is and What It Does (October 10, 2014). Cohen, T. R., & Morse,
L. (2014). Moral character: What it is and what it does. Research in
Organizational Behavior, 34, 43-61., Available at SSRN:
https://ssrn.com/abstract=2443685 or
http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.2443685
The answer is c)
a) The passage states that both elements are part of the tripartite
model.

b) The first clause is true, but the passage makes no comment about
the role of the motivational element with respect to behaviors that
have negative long-term consequences for others.

Ex-4:
The answer is e)
Checking one’s morality by the accuracy of one’s perceptions is an
inward-facing process, and therefore not a motivational element.
Moreover, this regulation is toward perception rather than behavior,
so it’s not an ability element. The passage does not contain any
information about identity elements, so we cannot determine
whether perception regulation fits this category. There is no
evidence that the sentiment of unethical behavior would be applied
to our style of morality. Therefore, the best answer is e.

Ex-5: the answer is b)
c) Coins that are not expensed within a 24 hour period are
vanquished in the Flareons model. Direct quote: “Coins that are not
spent will disappear.”

Ex-6:
Elsewhere in the chapter: “But denying the logic of violence makes
it easy to forget how readily violence can flare up, and ignoring the
parts of the mind that ignite violence makes it easy to overlook the
parts that can extinguish it. With violence, as with so many other
concerns, human nature is the problem, but human nature is also
the solution”, and “according to one estimate, 7 percent of young
men commit 79% of repeated violent offenses”. MIC: Pinker’s
2003 treatise on evolutionary psychology is commonly |
misunderstood to claim that human nature does not exist, but this
final quote in ch.17-violence clarifies that. The “Blank Slate” |
utopian | vision | posited by Pinker results from a confrontation
with our nature, and he provides plenty of evidence to this end,
else he would be an evolutionary | psychologist. The correct |
answers are c) and d). Conjecture alone supports evidence that
measures a) and b) would reduce rates of violence, and this would
place these measures, according to the US Department of
Education, at “moderate”, at best, not “strong”, as, in the same
section, Pinker provides conflicting evidence of equal weight.
Therefore, the answer is e)

Ex-7: b)

Ex-8: e)

Ex-9:
a) is a correct answer. b) Confucius might agree with this, but,
logically, this statement is not made in the quoted text. Confucius
lists qualities for which rituals are a necessary condition, with no
statement on whether rituals can be a sufficient condition. d) is
also correct.

Ex-10: Answer: e)

Ex-11: Answer: B.

Ex-12: a)

Ex-13: Answer: d)

https://emojipedia.org/flushed-face/
https://www.nspe.org/resources/ethics/ethics-resources/board-ethical-review-cases/equipment-design-certification-plan
https://www.nspe.org/resources/ethics/ethics-resources/board-ethical-review-cases/equipment-design-certification-plan
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Ex-14: 17…Nf6 ! -0.4 d-18 SF 14+ NNUE w/ 0.6 o-Ne5 ! Agur: Many
players would have played 17…Ne5 without thinking twice: the
centralized knight can’t be attacked by pawns <nor the f.d5-B>, and
it defends f7, while attacking white’s weak pawn at c4. MIC:
Fischer must employ a multi-calibration evaluation to make this
decision <ch-12>, revolving around the following considerations: 1)
The target of his attack(s) against the weakened f structure: e3,
c3, c4, both of the c-pawns, the b-file, or perhaps the K-side, as
well as the sequence, if multiple targets 2) the decision to exchange
any set of minors: N for l.sq-B, N for d.sq-B, no exchanges, BxB 3)
any activation or exchange of heavy pieces 4) prophylaxis
against f’s plans, as it is assumed that Fischer has the advantage,
barring counterplay. In all of this, Agur <pg-69>: Remarkably,
Fischer, instead of moving his knight to this ideal position, develops
a plan in which the knight is exchanged for the <f.d5-B> (admittedly
a well-placed piece as well), and the strongpoint on e5 is used to
triple his heavy forces on the e-file: 17…Nf6 18. Ba3 $.d6-P <2:1>
Rfe8 ($).e3-P <hangtacked!> 19. Qd3🛡.e3-P Nxd5 <+3>,
completion of phase 1 20. Cxd5 <-5> White has now got rid of his
problematic doubled c-pawn. MIC: However, with both e3 and c3
being backward, the c4 now d5-P is not permanently | safe either.
The advantage of Fischer’s plan depends upon an effect
evaluation; f would like to advance his e-P to e4, else be cramped
in space; defending this P with a passive d2 or c1-B while it
occupies e3 is dire, especially accounting for the fact that Fischer
can switch targets to c3, or K.side-R,lift, if Reshevsky is not
careful. Once on e4, the P occupies a light-sq, and Fischer
strategically exchanged the only e-minor that can defend a
light.sq-P. With the d5-P blockaded, it is also on a light-sq, and so
must the remaining c-P, if it is to defend it. Therefore, in the
intelligent choice to swap this particular pair of minors, Fischer
managed to fix his opponent’s vulnerable 3.P-island to light-sqs, with
2.backward-Ps, reserve e5 for his Rs, to allow tripling, and hack
away without allowing counterplay, a brilliant plan that addresses
each of the multi-calibration concerns effectively. He went on to
assass the e4-P in 26-s, after triple stacking: R-e5, Q-e7, R-e8. In
the complexity and psychological checkmate established by this
plan, Reshevsky blundered mate in 29-f, prematurely ending the
game.

Ex-15:
43…Rxh5 <+1> -2.7 T.1st-Rf2+, w/ 2.5 o-n d-31 SF.14+-NNUE !
Agur: <pg-152> Generally speaking, we have here a similar case,
with both sides having a pair of rooks and a minor piece. The
difference is in White’s inferior position. Yet, here too, it is the
minor piece with which he can hope to get some counterplay.
<pg-150>: :”If you want to play for a win, give your opponent
counterplay!” was some advice once given by Karpov. Fischer, as
we shall see, fully conforms to it, whenever the risks taken by
allowing the opponent counterplay, keep the game alive enough to
stir up fighting chances, where he indeed could hope to win.
However, this doesn’t mean that the precondition of any winning
attempt should be to satisfy one’s opponent’s offensive intentions!
MIC: Giveus receiveus does not stop to yield fruit at a broad,
general statement like the advice from Karpov. After a hypothesis
has been put out, additional research can be done, for instance, to
explore its applications, and this can be quantified as a bit of
knowledge, which can be exchanged in the information economy.
Certainly, Fischer was an avid learner, but he was also exceptional
at applying existing knowledge in novel ways, combining, in this
case, Karpov’s advice with the standard chess technique of an
exchange-sack: 44. Rxh5 <-5> Rf2 <1:1> + $ ! 45. Kg3 <run+>
Rxf1 <part-recoup!> <+3> 46. Kh8 Kxe4 <+1> 47. Ra3 $ Rg1+ 48.
Kh2 <run+> Rc1 $.c4-P <hangtacked!> 49. Rxa4 <-1> Rc2+$ 50.
Kh1 <run+> c5🛡.f-🛡 <fbno><#n-p> 51. Ra3 Kxf5 <+1, -1> Agur:
And Black won fifteen moves later. MIC: with 2 connected PPs to
one for f, each at least 1 ply closer to promotion than the a2-pp, and
the s.d4-B already optimally | placed to contend 1) the fetus square
of f, and 2) the promo-sq of g, as well as an active K; the presence

of 2-pps, which can be diagonally | offset, provides adequate cover
from f.R+s. Finally, the tempo condition is critical, and must not be
ignored: if the f.a2-pp were swapped to a4, SF14+ now evaluates
the position as 0.0 at d-27. This tempo advantage is distributed by
1) s’s more active nobles, both 2) the fact that both of f-Rs are
edge | placed, and one blockades its own pp 3) the f.h1-K is
susceptible to checks from the s.c2-R and its two-pps on their road
to promotion. All of these factors amounts to approximately a 3
tempi advantage, which is enough to be critical in this position, as
that is the number of tempi f would need to establish the composed
position <f.Ra3-Rb3, a4, Ra3> Post: Both Fischer and Carlsen
<1990> has demonstrated that a high school sophomore’s worth
of non-chess education provides a sufficient base in language,
mathematics, and logical deduction to win the World Chess
Championship, indicating the dire lack of skill in the field. In
contrast, any respectable | intellectual professions, such as 1)
academic research, 2) law, and 3) medicine require a high school,
bachelor’s, and doctoral degree to be competent. There are 0
cases of high school students performing world-leading heart
surgery. Therefore, the state of international chess in 2022, led by
FIDE, cannot be considered an intellectual field or profession.

Ex-16:
Giri<a-r>: Already, and let's say
pawn on d6, can you imagine the
pawn on d6 or a bishop on d6,
<13:25>, so if you imagine that,
then you see that this knight on
e5, it can never be touched with
anything, right, not with the
bishop, not even with rook, or like
it's just eternal | there, and that
would be beautiful now so you,
would like to play Ne5, it was a
beautiful-N in the center, yeah, if

you played Ne5 here, what do you think, will white play d6+, this
exchange, yes, you get checked you have to get pushed back
maybe rook comes into d5 right and then you don't have any more,
that full control over that e5 square, and, okay, in general your
king is kind of weak. MIC: In this difficult, counter-productive
position, Giri elicits the GM-paradigm of reverse engineering, to
coerce the fans, into being able to see the answer for themselves,
which, without this reversed | way of thinking, would be too |
counter-intuitive to find in reasonable time. People like shortcuts,
directives, and “mind-hack” | reductions. 1…Kd6!: MIC: This
move solves all the problems that Giri posed | previously, but is
unthinkable, because it 1) centralies the K, which is already
vulnerable, in a middle-game <Giri>, 2) moves into (+) of the d1-R.
The boldness of this move, and the statement that it makes, about
one’s position, also primes one’s psychology to look for competing |
threats. 2. a3<1.5:2>$.b4-Q Qa4<run-$> 3. Rd3 b5!, and suddenly,
the f-K is under | pressure 4. Rc3$.c5-P<2:2:> Rfc8🛡.c5-P 5.
Be2<dev> Ne5<dev> 6. Kd2<🥵> b4$.c3-R, boldly smashing |
through -2.0 w/ 1.0 o-n d-21 SF.14+NNUE.
r6r/1p1nkpp1/6p1/p1pP4/1q2P3/4Q3/PP4PP/2KR1B1R b K - 0 1

Ex-17:
26. e5$.f6-B<1:1><t-sack!> Pragg is well-known for milking this
diag, especially with a Q-side fianchetto 3.1 <T-1, Qc2 d-39
SF.14+NNUE> Bxe5<t.sack-g> 27. Nxe5<+3> Rxe5<-3> 28.
Qc2!<thr.Qb2-abs,pin><o.m-W> Qa3<cont-b2>, transposing to the
game continuation 29. Qc3<abs-pin!> MIC: SF thinks 29. Rd2 ($)
was slightly better Qc5$.e-$,🛡! 30. Qb2<run-$>$!
Bxb3<overload-expl!> 31. Re1<run-$>🛡 Be6<run-$> 32.
Bg4<clr.$-e,$><$.e-$>($)! Kf6<o-m!> 33.
Kh2<run-pin><thr-f4!><o.m-W!> g5<o-m> 34. g3<thr-renew!> Bxg4
35. F4! winning the exch at e5, and the game.

Ex-18: // cont.v-6

Ex-19:

https://emojipedia.org/shield/
https://emojipedia.org/shield/
https://emojipedia.org/shield/
https://emojipedia.org/shield/
https://emojipedia.org/shield/
https://emojipedia.org/shield/
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a) is correct. Information exchange is a philosophical and
neuroscience-backed <ch-47>, <ch-49> paradigm that takes place
above measurements of skill by either TrueSkill-algorithm. b) is
also correct: limiting information flow, such as digital financial
transactions, in order to artificially and temporarily boost demand is
certainly a negative optimization of the law of giveus receiveus
#illegal c) is incorrect because it is a standard practice among
professionals that i) incentives research & development and
rewards information-productive individuals, who are more likely to
produce subsequent | breakthroughs, with financial currency, ii)
assigns a fair-market value to the invention; proper valuations are
an aspect of efficiency and anti-corruption, iii) gives autonomy to
the inventor, who is likely to be the domain-expert within the
patentable timeframe, to pilot the flow of information transactions,
which will facilitate a high rate of high-quality information transfer
d) is also incorrect because noise is low-quality or non-information,
as information is valuated in terms of its utility to society. When
paired with signal, useful information, noise can be anti-utile,
which makes its reduction an increase in the rate of information
transfer #n-p. Therefore, e) is also incorrect.

Ex-20: // cont.v-6
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Book-14: Emotional | state: c-m:
Chess, as we described in the previous chapter about board states, is a game that unfolds across a file x rank two dimensional board, and a
tertiary axis of depth that together comprises a three dimensional game cube. However, chess, the game, is not the only game that one has to
master in order to successfully play chess in the long term. The other two games are the game inside yourself to maintain a constant
emotional state regardless of what's happening on the board, a game that we can refer to as an inner game and another game within your
own life in order to set up an environment in which you can practice chess on a regular basis. Both of these games are going to be covered in
this chapter about emotional state because the interface between your inner game and the game against the environment | determines what
your emotional state is going to be. == As an Uber driver and chess evangelist, I frequently come across people who tell me that they know
the basic rules and have played chess before but are not actively working on their game. They will generally point to a pain point or moment in
which they had an unpleasant experience with chess, usually at the hands of a stronger opponent in a loss that was one or two grades more
devastating than they had expected. This is the story that I hear from about 80% of people and is often the reason that they're not currently
playing chess. == From having approached 1000s of people at nightclubs, and dance music venues around the world, I have gathered
that it is paramount to most people to maintain what they perceive to be a constant | emotional state in
order to remain productive in an environment that demands consistent output. Therefore, even if a chess
player were to promise that the knowledge they can attain in the game has a billion dollar significance
in 10 years, most people would not accept that benefit at the cost of potentially losing their job
tomorrow. Therefore, such individuals have not yet conquered the game within themselves such that
they are capable of weathering any external circumstance in order to fully embrace the game of chess
as it is. == For experienced players, coming across such individuals, one has to be careful because
playing moves that transition the board state into a resulting board position that could be triggering for
that person could become the moment that they talk about in 5 to 10 years as the reason why they left
the game. This limitation further inhibits the stronger player from navigating the game into a direction
that he finds the most interesting, which often can be exactly what is triggering to the emotionally
unbalanced player. == The experience of emotional unbalancing is very much tied paradoxically to
one's environment and the management of that environment. The pain point that most people deal with
can, in fact, be summarized as a struggle between one's own will and the environment's inherent resistance to change. Chess is an incredibly
instructive sport that can have an immediate and profound impact on one's thinking process, neural pathways, and visual perception. == All
three systems feed directly into one's behavior and adjusting the parameters of any such system will have downhill effects on one's behavior.
Behavior is an individual agent's exertion on their environment and any behavior necessarily by definition will have an impact on that
environment. If a potential chess player finds themselves in an environment that is resistant to the change that they must adopt in order to
conquer the next hill in their chess development, then they will have an experience of becoming emotionally unbalanced. This unbalancing
cannot be blamed on the individual solely because it is not merely the individual that has to change, although one could make an argument
that the individual simply needs to exert their will more powerfully and strategically upon their environment and play a game against that
environment just like they play a game against the opponent on the chessboard, in which just because your opponent is doing something that
opposes what you want does not mean that you should stop wanting that thing. The correct response is to take into account one's opponent's
ideas without losing the main thread of one's own. Therefore, the inability to properly game one's
environment into a lane that allows one's own chess development is co-symptomatic with an inability to
formulate and carry out a plan in the face of resistance over the board and the problem, which manifests
in two games, as well as the third game of maintaining a constant emotional state can be resolved in
any of the three games and the change in one's ability to manage one's emotional state will
instantaneously propagate into the other games. == It's quite possible, thus, that the people who are
not currently playing chess and have identified an emotionally unbalancing moment as the reason why are
simply choosing to work through this issue of maintaining emotional balance through one of the other two
games rather than the game of chess itself, and hopefully this book will have a pedagogical impact on
that decision because by simply reading it, one can achieve that skill without needing to necessarily put
oneself through an entire combine of life experiences. == The maintenance of a constant emotional
state requires one to know one's center. It is impossible to maintain a homeostatic level <ref: Ch. 60
H2S1: Homeostasis defined> without knowing ahead of time what that level needs to be. The center can
be established by putting oneself through a prolonged time of isolation, bearing in mind that isolation does not need to be apart in terms of
physical distance from other people. Isolation can be established philosophically through one's own belief system purely as a matter of the
mind. It is important to do an audit of one's own beliefs and values and establish a hierarchy among the most important values and to realign
one's entire perspective around that value hierarchy. == It is in this hierarchy of values that most frame battles between individuals come to
fourth and it is within these frame battles that potentially emotionally unbalancing moments can occur because the values around which one
has established one's entire existence are being challenged. In order to establish an unshakable frame, one has to not only cultivate one's
own internal system of beliefs and values, but also account for potential differences to others and ensure prior to interactions with others that
one's value system will survive that interaction. The ultimate test of one's value system is that it can survive an encounter with any alternative
and remain unchanged without needing to offend the other person or displace their value system from their mind. == Ironically, it should act as
a signal to the other person who is not displaced but who has also not displaced the possessor of the superior frame that it is time to update
their own system of beliefs because we inhabit a universe in which there is an objective, correct set of choices from the dichotomous tree of
binary options that we have available as part of our agency. Chess as a game is an arena in which one's own mind can encounter the mind of
another and test itself for veracity. Thus, the ultimate test as it pertains to emotional state in a game of chess is not necessarily whether or not
the result is a win or a draw but rather whether or not one's internal state stemming from one's own system of beliefs can survive the
onslaught. Therefore, if one does experience an emotionally unbalancing event as a result of a chess game, it should be a signal to oneself
that it is time to perform an audit of the most fundamental beliefs that are currently running you. (D, 1): Game: Svetozar Gligoric, GM vs
Petar Popovic <a-r> Novi Sad 1979, O: Grünfeld Defense <D85> Hellsten: In this position from Grünfeld, White enjoys a pleasant
advantage. His pawn center is intact, Black has not managed to create any of the counterplay characteristics of this opening, and he also
suffers from the departure of his fianchettoed bishop. Without bothering about the a2-pawn, Gligoric proceeds with the inherent plan of the



2
position. 26. D5 $.e-$ <2:2> creating a passed pawn. 26…exd5? 27. Exd5 <pp!> Rxe1+ 28. Nxe1 <d5, 1:1> Nxa2 <-1> 26. d6 ! g5 $.h4-Q
27. D7 ! since capture promotion +13 is worth more than the h4-Q itself # and f is doing very well. [D,2] This position is instructive because
the seed of white’s idea from the get-go, promotion f the d4-P, is not apparent in the initial b-p; and this is thematic in our emotional | states,
which are complex hormonal fluctuations that may work with unconscious operators <ch-44, Jung> to incubate philosophical | ideas. It is
commonly known colloquially among artists and practitioners that, colloquially, “working with one’s emotions” can lead to the creation of
great works; but what is perceived by the end user, like the final b-p after turn 27-f, is the idea in the form of a philosophical | statement, linear
and logical, and not in the form of biochemicals.

CM H3S1: Chess emotional state x psychology of emotions:
From a few primordial cells, about 100 billion neurons develop, many with thousands of contacts with other neurons. Through this
network of interconnecting neurons, the human brain is capable not only of directing the movement of the body and sensing the
environment but also of thinking, reasoning, experiencing emotions, and dreaming. Dr. Haines, Fundamental Neuroscience pg-72, <a-r>.

H4S1: The limbic system controls emotional behavior:

H4S2: Dopamine is a key n-transmitter in the modulation of emotional behavior: <r: ch-49 H3S1, n-transmitters> <r: ch-49 CM H3S1 H4S5, parkinson’s
disease> Pg-386: Treatments directed to the dopaminergic system within the motivational loop <see-below> have resulted in reduction of schizophrenia
and dementia and improvements in patients with affective and emotional disorders.

H4S3: Emotions can be triggered by sensory input. Dr. Haines pg-225, ch-16: . Seeing a familiar image may precipitate a cascade of neural events having
olfactory <smell>, emotional, sensory, and motor components.

H4S4: Descending modulatory pathways alter our emotional responses to stimuli: Dr. Haines pg-267, the somatosensory system: Through these ascending
pathways, nociceptive information is transmitted to brain centers, such as the limbic system, that underlie emotional and autonomic responses to nociceptive
stimuli. Pg-277: This widespread cortical <outer layer of the cerebrum> activation may provide a morphologic basis for integrating the location of painful

stimuli with memory and emotion. Pg-344: However, they <taste-responsive cells> may provide an emotional context to
taste stimuli and serve to process memories related to the taste experience. Fin.

H4S5: Motor neurons receive information from the limbic system: and therefore, motor movements, such as chess
moves, carry emotional information. Pg-375: Because of their proximity to the limbic cortex, these motor neurons
may be involved in movements that have an intense motivational or emotional component. Pg-385 <motivational
loop>: Motivations include such phenomena as drive, pleasure, “wanting,” and emotion (affect). Pg-430: Thus
visceral <the soft internal organs of the body, including the lungs, the heart, and the organs of the digestive,
excretory, and reproductive systems <r: NCI, a-r> motor output is influenced by emotional status as well as by
sensory signals reporting conditions <ch-7> inside and outside the body. Pg-440: Although visceral motor activities
are generally beyond conscious control, emotional status and mental activity clearly influence visceral structures (!)
Pg-479: The function of the cardiovascular system is influenced by mental activity, emotional state, posture,
muscular exertion, visceral activity, body temperature, and concentrations of blood gasses and electrolytes. [D], an
l-p <ch-58> position. -0.94 Na7, b5, Qd7, h6, Qe7 -0.77 d-32 K-2901.

H4S6: The hypothalamus <diencephalon> is part of the limbic system and controls centrally 1) visceromotor 2) endocrine system 3) emotional behavior 4)
maintenance of homeostasis <pg-442, Haine, paraphrased> The dorsomedial nucleus <hypothalamus, pg-445>, located immediately posterior (dorsal) to the
ventromedial nucleus, subserves a function relating to emotion or, at least, to emotional behavior.

H4S7: The emotional system is pseudo-autonomic in that the release of hormones that modulate emotion is autonomic but control of behaviors that
triggers differential emotions is conscious. In the field of chess, in its practice phase 1000 AD - 2022, it is well known that one’s emotional state has
significant impact on actual movement decisions that affect the W, D, L evaluation of the game <ch-12 Ev H2S2 H3S1> Furthermore, it is known that
one’s particular style of gameplay can affect the opponent’s emotional state and this has been covered in at least 10/2500 books in the chess literary canon
<ch-48> including this one. Finally, it is a common practice for chess coaches to discuss past emotional state in post mortem game analysis in order to
correct emotional irregularities that arise in a patterned way in the student’s gameplay, and often this analysis is tied to thematic tactical, developmental,
and endgame situations.

H4S8: Emotional state can be modulated with intellectual development. The merger <ch-8 L H2S5, connections> between contemporary
neuropsychology and chess theory establishes p1, p2, conclusion <r: ch-8, L H2S4, deduction> that intellectual study such as chess can allow one to
improve modulation of emotional state and that this modulation has not only experiential benefits but also health benefits via the influence of the limbic
system on various visceral systems <r: Haine>.
Post-script: Dr. Haines pg-215, <a-r>: The anterior nucleus is an important synaptic station in the Papez circuit, which is related to emotion
and memory acquisition. H3S1 Fin.

CM H3S2: Chess emotional state x biology, proprioception:
Britannica: A third type of | proprioceptor, found in all vertebrates and some invertebrates (e.g., cephalopods, crustaceans), informs the
animal of body rotations. The crustacean organ detects changes in the inertia of fluid in a cavity, into which slender | sensory hairs
project. Rotation of the animal causes the stimulation of the hairs because of the inertial lag(!!) of the fluid MIC: Live | rendering of
experiential | sensory proprioception based on calculated | inertia is of non-trivial | classical physics complexity, demonstrating a high
internal-IQ #n-p

https://www.britannica.com/animal/cephalopod
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H4S1: Proprioception in chess:

MIC: Intuition<ch-8> can be considered a form of proprioception, as we are not born with this
sense, it is internal, processed, and can be trained. Therefore, other forms of proprioception,
can be trained, or even developed, de novo, from awareness | elevation via training. For
example, “skin cancer detection” can be considered a sense, as, certainly, it can be built into a
computer scanner, but whereas one untrained in the signs of skin cancer lack the ability to
differentiate between, for instance, melanoma, basal cell carcinoma, psoriasis, and contact
dermatitis, a trained | eye can have this sense, de novo. H5S1: Danger sense: Sense of
danger can certainly be developed, heightened, and extrapolated, via education: Davie, <a-r>:
[D]: MLB and WLB cross zone blitz: The next 3-deep zone blitz involves blitzing both inside
linebackers from a formation that appears to be a 2-deep zone (called a 2-deep hide). The
mike linebacker blitzes his A gap and the weakside linebacker loops around behind the mike
linebacker in the B gap. The free safety actually drops down on the snap as a linebacker and
plays the shallow one-third drop. As you can see in this diagram, the defense has chosen to

play a 3-deep zone and only deploy three underneath coverage men. The defense has chosen to give up one area of underneath coverage
H5S2: Magneto-proprioception #n-p: Schenck et al.<a-r, 1992>: For the sensations of vertigo, nausea, and metallic | taste (!!) there was
statistically | significant (p less than | 0.05) evidence for a field-dependent | effect that was greater at 4-T. In addition, there was evidence for
motion-induced | magnetophosphenes caused by motion of the eyes within the static field. These results indicate the practicality of
experimental whole-body body scanners operating at 4-T and the possibility of mild sensory | effects in humans associated with motion
within a static magnetic field. The results also indicate the likelihood of a wide margin of safety for the exposure of non-compromised patients
to the static fields of conventional magnetic resonance scanners operated at 1.5 to 2 T and below Fin.v-5

Ch-14 Emo-stat: H2S1: Planning:
Symmonds<a-r>: It seems, physiologically, in the 800, most <1:32> humans performed best when utilizing a +2 second split differential.
What does this mean exactly? It means running your first lap exactly two seconds faster than your second lap. Many of the greatest |
800-meter races have been run with this pacing technique. MIC: Emotions may be unpredictable in the course of a game, but whether or
not one’s emotions affect one’s actions depends on having made a plan and procedure ahead of time. // ref Jeremy Silman, John Nunn, John
Watson, and Irving Chernev making plans #

Ch-14 Emo-stat: H2S2: Physical preparation:
Benko, GM <a-r ch-17, pg-263: 1) Know yourself 2) Know your opponent 3) Be patient 4) Avoid
overconfidence 5) Be prepared to fight. Your opponent will be. 6) Keep your mind on the game
and your behind on the chair. 7) Respect every opponent - male, female, child, or computer
<1991> - but beat him, her, or it anyway ! 8) If it’s good for your opponent, it’s bad for you; if it’s
good for you, it’s bad for your opponent (!) 9) Find your natural style and don’t fight it 10) Analyze,
don’t guess. The battlefield is littered with fallen kings whose dying words were, “I didn’t see
that.” [D - The Massacre of the Innocents <1610, oil on canvas> Peter Paul Rubens <Flemish
artist and diplomat 1577-1640>] 11) Be realistic. Don’t attack when your position doesn’t justify
attacking, and don’t defend against imagined threats. 12) Play openings that force your opponent
out of his natural style. 13) If your opponent plays an opening move you’ve never seen before,
don’t waste time trying to refute it. Play sound developing moves. 14) Never offer a draw unless
you really want one. 15) You can’t win by resigning, and you can’t win by agreeing | to draws 16) A

blunder is not the end of the world. Keep your wits about you. It ain’t over till it’s over. 17) If you are losing, sell your | life as dearly as
possible <ch-36>. 18) The ability to manage time is as important as the ability to play endgames <Alekhine, WC> 19) When in time pressure,
avoid | complications. If you can’t avoid complications <ch-61 H2S1> 20) Rushing your opponents when he’s in time pressure by moving
quickly creates artificial time pressure for yourself. 21) If your concentration is broken, don’t make your next move until you’ve studied the
position and are sure you know what’s going on. 22) Arrive for your games on time. If your opponent is late, it’s his problem; don’t make it
yours by trying to take advantage of it. 23) Get plenty of rest, watch what you eat, keep fit. 24) Psychology is a powerful weapon <ch-48> but
it is not a substitute for knowledge, imagination, and technique <ch-17 H2S3> MIC: The following list is subjective and conjectural, not
to be taken as scientific conclusions, but can be taken as the starting points of scientific hypotheses and experimentation, as I can testify that
they have helped me at various times in my career, and frequently during this time, I have endured physical, environmental, and stress-related
conditions that are on par with that of professional athletes <r: Sapolsky> and Navy Seal | training. 1) Aquatic breathing 2) Enabling the
mind’s control of muscle tone to relieve and prophylactically relieve tension throughout the body as one encounters material that may trigger
increased tension. a) Describe the shift technique of using molding hands, progressively smaller, shrinking the expanded rendering of the knot
that you are visualizing the release of with those hands, telepathically from in front of you. We are trying to relax ourselves. b) Feel maximal
freedom as one progresses through these movements, first rigidly, perhaps by a memorized routine, but eventually free flowing, with more and
more will exerted upon the trajectory of the movements. I became able to exert more will over the smoothness due to a loosening of the
muscles. bi) Find and hone in on other areas of the body, having loosened previous parts, and again, starting first rigidly, then tight, loosen that
part, using our trained visualization complex on proprioception (n.) = awareness of our own body, since obviously certain parts particularly of
the interior cannot be seen, and therefore a rendering must be made, even of pictures as the initial board position, but maintained, extracted,
viewed, and used in a mental rendering capacity. c) Set your mind on things you want to integrate into your life, possibly with the thing
physically in front of you if you are blindfold-impaired, and shift them physically with your hands such that your connection with them goes from
rigid to smooth as well. 3) Master the use of verbal command prompt entries to affect muscle tension and thereby posture. 4) Duck-face
breathing. 5) Two-point touch healing - using the index finger and thumb of the left hand, and the index finger and thumb of the right hand,
touch two separate points on the body in a way that connects two points of pain; points of pain in your body are disconnected points seeking
connection. Self finger current healing technique - we know that electrical current passes through our body, and directing this flow of electricity
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by manipulating the magnetic field, including with magnets, combined with knowledge of anatomy, can have positive health benefits. 6)
Practicing spaced repetition of retrieval of past mistakes at biochemically significant intervals #np

Ch-14 Emo-stat: H2S3: Transcendence:
Dr. Stewart <a-r>: In 1884 an English clergyman named Edwin A. Abbott <1838-1926> published the second edition of his charming book
Flatland: a Romance of Many Dimensions. The dedication runs: TO The Inhabitants of SPACE IN GENERAL And H. C. IN PARTICULAR
This work is Dedicated By a Humble Native of Flatland In the Hope that Even as he was Initiated in the Mysteries Of THREE Dimensions
Having been previously conversant With ONLY Two So the Citizens of that Celestial Region May aspire yet higher and higher To the
Secrets of FOUR FIVE OR EVEN SIX Dimensions Thereby contributing To the Enlargement of THE IMAGINATION And the possible
Development Of that most rare and excellent Gift of MODESTY Among the Superior Races Of SOLID HUMANITY. Excerpt from a Testimony
given by Yakun at LDS Williamsville, 10/10/21. “Let me know if I go off the cuff too much. So, Jesus comes to the earth, not only to save us,
but he has some purposes that need to be accomplished and he's also in need of using us for various things. And so, you know, we have to
ask ourselves, how do we make ourselves maximally useful in that, and that's why, you know, prior to his final coming, he arrived for the first
time, it was like, hey, here's a couple ways that you can improve yourself, and I do believe that Jesus was, like, an intellectual person in that
he, he was very thoughtful about the📚 Scripture, and the interpretations of it, you know, which is
why he was able to have discussions with the teachers at the time. |=P And therefore, it's also important
for us to become more, become smarter and to not, you know, become gods or to usurp God, but to learn
certain things that God is able to do that we can't, and one analogy that I made recently, while I was
playing in the local professional pool circuit, is that you can either be like the pool🎱 ball, existing in that in
the pool table world, or you can be the pool stick, right? The thing that kind of like descends from above
and pokes the balls around, and like if something goes where they need to go and that's an
analogy for the impact that God is able to have on our lives in that he can see us from like a higher
dimension, he can see like all the properties of the world that we're in, and then gently, like, guide us in,
in a certain direction, into the hole that we're supposed to fall into, or what have you. == And if we can
also partake in doing some of that, then it would also, you know, make God's work easier, because he
said that, first of all, he does refer to us as brothers and sisters , and also, he says that we should
take up our own cross and follow Him, which seems to indicate that we would unlock certain abilities in
that process, so then you have to ask yourself, well, if I am a pool ball, how can I possibly like act as if I did have a higher dimensional
existence, and ultimately, it comes down to coordinates. == Right, so if you have a number line, it's just one dimension, it goes from positive to
negative, and then there's like a coordinate on that number line, like 3, -3, or like 2 or like 4, and just as you're moving up and down that
number line, you can assign a number to where you are, and then when you extend to 2 dimensions, you need 2 coordinates, not just one, so
like A4, so A would be first from the left and 4, four from the bottom, or like a C6, so C is 3 from the left, and then 6 is 6 on the bottom, and
then when you go into the third dimension, you need to add a third coordinate, so like 55, North, 65, West, and then 3 height, so if anybody's
played Minecraft, Minecraft is a 3d world, you need 3 different numbers to describe to the game where it is that you are, so to go into even
higher dimensions, you know, you don't have to like explode your brain or have some sort of crazy Oculus VR headset, all you need to do is
have a spreadsheet and just add a fourth column and then have another number there, and then you could pretty much go into 100
dimensions if you wanted to just with 100 different numbers to tell them to tell people where you are, and it is possible then to influence
your own dimension, which is like a third dimension from a higher dimension by just being able to think in terms of those tables. |=P And
one thing that you can do is like calculations, so let's say that you theoretically were able to time travel, what would you do right, you would
probably go back to the past, or you go into the future, find some wisdom, and then come back to the past and like have some sort of
influence. But let's say you were able to time travel infinitely, at some point you would get to a point where you're pretty happy with, like, how
you've sculpted your life by doing that, where you just wouldn't feel the need to change it anymore. But what if you could just be perfect?
Without doing that? But yeah, I was just gonna get there. And that's where you can like, calculate and like to visualize something, and then in
order to do that, you need to understand how an if then conditional works, like, if this happens, then that happens, so like, going back to the
analogy of pool, it's okay, if I strike this ball at like, the 20 degrees to the right, then it'll like go into this hole, and then the cue ball will veer
like maybe like three inches to the top left corner, and then I can hit this other ball, and you're basically visualizing what's going to happen if
you do something, and then also the end result, right? So having a calculation is like the process of visualizing what's going to happen, and
then you also visualize what is the end result, and then the last thing you need is an evaluation, evaluate if the end result of what you could do
is what you want, and then let's say that you've gone through that whole process, and then when you evaluate, you realize, oh, wait, that's not
what I want. What I actually want is this, then you need to go back and come up with a different series of things to do to produce like the result
that you do want the one that you evaluate as like the perfect thing that you could do, which is the equivalent of [30 more seconds], which is
the equivalent of having made a mistake, and then going back in time and fixing it. So yeah🙂.” (D) 18…e5, e6, Bf5 0.40 - 0.54 w/ 0.5 o-n
and 2.6 over played, 18…Nxh5?? which allows the 19. Rxh5 <-3> ! and the R cannot be immediately captured due to f-Qh7# 19…Bf5 $.d3-Q !
20. E4 $.f5-B, $-counter! Gxh5 <+5> 21. Exf5 <-3> gets 2 minors for an R for f <ch-6 H2S4 H4S5>, however initiating a central |
counter-attack <ch-61 H2S2> clearing an attack on either the undefended f.d3-Q or undefended f.g5-N, exposing f’s attacker’s | neglect
<ch-44 H2S3> https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/48843596303 Post: 0:13 I’m addicted endlessly talking to me, my aespa 0:18 This
communion, your existence brings me to another dimension 0:24 I’m at the center of the world, you’re in the FLAT 0:30 All of my Action, it
grows your power <aespa, a-r>

https://emojipedia.org/books/
https://emojis.wiki/pool-8-ball/
https://emojipedia.org/slightly-smiling-face/
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Ch-14 Ex:
Each exercise in ch-14 emotional state will help you calibrate your
emotional state to play a proper game of chess. This is meant to be
a continuation of ch-47 LoST ex <hl>

Ex-1: Emotional state x superior effect <both diag-

rams>:

L: Ex-2: Emotional state x space

R: 3: Ex-3: Emotional state x complexity

L: Ex-4: ES x complexity x initiative x effect x mobility [8,000]

R: Ex-5: ES x ch-44 Temperament x mobility, flexibility x space x ch-58
lateral pivot <hl> [8,000]

Key emotional upgrade #: Finish
the assault:
A key differentiator between chess players and not is the killer
instinct that is required to finish an attack and convert to a win. The
reason is because the game is inherently designed for the attacking
side to reach a complexity peak, analogous to the third / 4th clause
of a story narrative in which the drama |=syn complexity peaks
before the resolution. The defensive side, on the other hand, has the
luxury to lay passively while waiting for the flag to hopefully take its
toll.

Ex-6: Finish the assault:

R: Ex-7: Finish the assault:

L: Ex-8: Finish the assault:

Ex-9: Finish the assault:

Key emotional upgrade #2:
Weather the storm: Positions with an evaluation of -2 to -5 are
difficult to bear, because they are objectively losing and yet not
resignable with dignity under tournament conditions. The dread of
needing to endure such conditions is equally discouraging to that of
failing to finish an assault and therefore, one needs to conquer this
emotional state before one’s first appearance otb.

Ex-10: Weather the storm:

R: Ex-11: Weather the storm: [2,000]

L: Ex-12: Weather the storm: [2,400]

Ex-13: Weather the storm: [2,200]
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Chess x psychology problems:
Ex-14: Contemporary research in
working memory psychology
<Sapolsky, Longo, Hearst> states that
humans can, at any given moment,
keep about 7 | digits in working
memory at a time. Sometimes, there is
close to that # of effect in a square, and
this adds complexity to calculation as
it pushes you to the limit of your
working memory | awareness. Count,
without the aid of any written material,
the effect from both sides in the d5 sq

in this initial b-p from the perspective of s using the paradigm established
in <ch-3 CM>

Ex-15: [2,000]: Only move that keeps
the advantage <1 for f, Komodo d.23:
16…<blank> w/ 0.6 o.n
a) Rb8 b) Qb6 c) Bb7 ! d) Qa5 e)
Qe8 <run ($)> Benko <a-r> ch-4
pg-78: Fischer lost this game
because of his impatience. Finding
himself on unfamiliar | ground (a
natural consequence of his
inexperience) and in a passive,
slightly inferior position, he created

a serious weakness in his eagerness for active | play. It was a
position that required long, patient defense. Most players, especially

young ones, dislike defending
positions like that, but sometimes
there’s no alternative. Bobby
learned from that game, as he did
from every loss.

Ex-16: [2,000] Psychology is not
simply the study of emotional states,
it is the overall study of how humans
experientially interact with their
biological brain, and this may include
faculties, such as visual perception, in
which there are psychological biases.

Addressing these biases will lead to better function, overall, of our
psychological system. Draw the shortest route for the f.c4-Q to pick up all
stars in your mind, then write down the sequence. .

Ex-17: // cont.v-6

Solutions:
Ex-1:
Left side: The correct recapture is
20…dxc4 ! as this opens the a8 \
h1 for the s.b7-B, which would
otherwise be shut out if 20…bxc4 ?
Also, the d-file will become
half-open, and s has 14 points of
heavies invested there already # If
you answered this incorrectly, then
the emotional adjustments you

need are to become more expansive and open to confrontation #
|=P Right side has a similar theme: 18. Dxc5 ! 1.32 w/ 1.0 o-n is
superior due to clearance for the s.b2-B
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47042459127?tab=revie
w

Ex-2:
6. E5 in this <o-b> variation of the Botvinnik English by s # gains
space with a pawn check of the f6-N but also gains a strong initiative

after 6…Ng8 :( <forced>, since in this case, due to the f.c4-P, s
does not have the d5 sq to his disposal # 7. Nb5 => d6+ ! Bxe5 (-1)
8. Nf3 $.e-e5, B ! a6 $.b5-N ! 9. Qa4 ($).a8-R ! and f forces his way
into a check in d6, crippling s by removing his ability to castle.
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47030395177?tab=revie
w

Ex-3:
We need to increase complexity here to extract the full fruit from the
position; there is no avoiding it, and avoiding it is objectively less
favorable. Face it: chess is sometimes chaotic! 10. D4 $.e-$, c4-P
and the complexity stems from the capture opposition, adding 2
effect for both players #, and the number of ambiguous to evaluate
options that s has in response, some lines of which are forcing # A
sample line that is particularly contentious is # 10…Nxd5 (-1) 11.
Dxc5 (+1) ! Nxc3 12. Qxd8+ Kxd8 13. Nxc3 Bxc3+ 14. Bxc3 (0)
with a sequence of 8 captures in a row, essentially all forced and a
consequence of 10…Nxd5.
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47030395177?tab=revie
w
Eval: 0.5 w/ 0.9 (!) o-n d-22 SF14+ NNUE.

Ex-4: 12…d5 <3:3> $.e4-B ! d-22 SF w/ 1.1 o-n  whereas Nf5 3.3. Hint:
the c8 bishop is undeveloped. https://lichess.org/VrNG4LCx/black#23

Ex-5: -0.4 Bc8 Ba6 b5 a5 c5 -0.0 d-37 SF 14+ NNUE
https://lichess.org/oQG8ng4u/black#37

Ex-6: 22…Nxe3 (-3) -5.7 <best> SF14+ NNUE d-32 ! 23. Fxe3 (0) Rab8
$.b2-P ! and the conversion plan is to play s.f7-f5 to solidify e4 while
building a space-advantaged assault on the f.b2-P and either assass that P or
liquidate to a supported-pp endgame #

https://lichess.org/mFSeueyP/black#46

Ex-7: 15…gxf5 (0) ! is the correct
recapture of the s.f5-N, as this
continues to prevent O-O and thus the
cat stays in the bag. 16…Re8+ to
coerce the f-K from e1 is next,
followed by a lethal e-file assault on
the uncastled King # Bonus exercise:
play the initial, equal material problem
position against Stockfish <3,000> and
try to win by manifesting this
follow-up position [diagram]

https://lichess.org/zEQ1RPHx/black#30

Ex-8: 22. Nxd7 (+3) ! Nxd7 <forced> 23. Rxc6 <assass +3> !
https://lichess.org/BO506L9C/white#44

Ex-9: 15…Nb4 ! -6.0 w/ 2.1 o-n d-35+ SF14+ NNUE ! 16. Kb1 <forced,
prophylaxis> ! Bf6 $.g5-Q 17. Qh6 <run $>⬆-complexity Ng3 $.h1-R $ !
18. F5 $.e-$ ! Bg7 $.h6-Q ! 19. Qf4 Nxh1 (+5)
https://lichess.org/tRDqZCAj/black Bonus: watch Aronian vs Anand,
blitz, 2021.

Ex-10: Not all is lost here, but we need to play 25. Nxc1 (-1) ! to continue
any chances as 25. Qxc1 ?? blunders Nxe2+$ ! -2.7 d-24 SF14+ NNUE,
same game as ex-8.

Ex-11: https://lichess.org/onxtnCQA/white#19
10…b6<2.4 w/ 0.6 o-n d-33 SF.14+NNUE><2:1>$.e<2:1>-$! when
losing | objectively, you can still play with a plan that would equalize
if successful, forcing your opponent to play perfectly, to convert: 11.
c6<0:1>$.d7-N<2.3 w/ 1.7 o-n d-26>!, with his last move, s forced
an only | move, that drops to near equal, if not played #n-p
Nb8<run-$!> 12. Bxb8<2.4 w/ 1.9 o-n!>, another only.mo-W
Rxb8<+3> and s has at least neutralized the strong | e-B.

Ex-12: https://lichess.org/bCse8b0d/white#18
10. Bxf6! The f-Q will soon be trapped with s-Nd4$.b3-Q, and the
e7-B covering a3/b4, so f must clr.cont-d5 to prep the following
maneuver: gxf6<0>!, keeping the B on e7/a3 11.
Bd5($).a8-R<0.5:!> Nd4<auto-clr>$.b3-Q! 12. Bxa8<+5> Nxb3<-9>
13. axb3<+3-4=-1> Fin.v-5

https://lichess.org/onxtnCQA/white#19
https://lichess.org/bCse8b0d/white#18
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Ex-13: https://lichess.org/3xg6tgnp/black#33
17…Qxc4<+1> in positional difficulty, the most difficult aspect, in
some respects, is maintaining a psychological | bent toward tactical
opportunities 18. Rfd1 Rfe8! and f has an o-m 19. d6!<3.1 w/ 3.3
o-n d-23> a6$.b5-N 20. Nc7!<3.0 w/ 2.4o-n SF.14+NNUE>
exd6<+1> 21. Nxe8<3.2 w/ 3.2 o-n> Rxe8 22. Rxb7<3.1 w/ 1.4
o-n> Fin.v-5

Ex-14: <1.5:3.5, initial>
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47124635291

Ex-15: 16…Qa5 !

Ex-16: https://lichess.org/learn#/3/3
Qc4-f1-f8-h6!-d6-a/g3-a/g3, other.

Ex-17: // cont.v-6

Additional resources:
Haines, Duane E. Fundamental Neuroscience. Churchill
Livingstone/Elsevier, 2018.
“NCI Dictionary of Cancer Terms.” National Cancer Institute,
https://www.cancer.gov/publications/dictionaries/cancer-terms/def/vis
cera.
Svetozar Gligoric vs Petar Popovic (1979),
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1309029.
Abbott, Edwin Abbott. Flatland: A Romance of Many Dimensions.
Seeley & Co, 1884.

- Written pseudonymously by "A Square", the book used
the fictional two-dimensional world of Flatland to
comment on the hierarchy of Victorian culture, but the
novella's more enduring contribution is its examination of
dimensions. Several films have been made from the
story, including the feature film Flatland (2007).

Benko, Pal <ch-100, namesake, Benko Gambit ch-53 H2S4>, and
Burt Hochberg. Winning with Chess Psychology. David McKay
Company, 1991.
Navarro, Joe, and Marvin Karlins Ph-D. What Every Body Is
Saying: An Ex-FBI Agent's Guide to Speed-Reading People. William
Morrow Paperbacks, 2009.

- Marvin Karlins (October 4, 1941) is a Professor of
Management at the University of South Florida. Karlins is
a contributor to Psychology Today. An avid poker
player, he is considered an expert in the "psychology of
gambling".

Max, Ava. “Tiësto & Ava Max - The Motto (Official Music Video).”
Officialtiesto, YouTube, 4 Nov. 2021,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1_4ELAxKrDc.
aespa. “aespa에스파 'Black Mamba' MV.” SMTOWN, YouTube, 17
Nov. 2020, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZeerrnuLi5E.
Symmonds, Nick. “How to Run Your Fastest 800 Meters.” YouTube,
YouTube, 27 Sept. 2019,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=idPJqjoG2zc
Britannica, The Editors of Encyclopedia. "proprioception".
Encyclopedia Britannica, 20 Sep. 2015,
https://www.britannica.com/science/proprioception. Accessed 8
September 2022.
Davie, Bob. “Davie: The Zone Blitz.” ESPN.com,
http://assets.espn.go.com/ncf/columns/davie/1430750.html.

- “As architect of Texas A&M's Wrecking Crew defense
(1989-93), Notre Dame defensive coordinator (1994-96)
and head coach of the Irish (1997-2001), Bob Davie has
been recognized as a top X's and O's coach.”

Schenck JF, Dumoulin CL, Redington RW, Kressel HY, Elliott
RT, McDougall IL. Human exposure to 4.0-Tesla magnetic fields in
a whole-body scanner. Med Phys. 1992 Jul-Aug;19(4):1089-98. doi:
10.1118/1.596827. PMID: 1518472.
Aronian, Levon, and Vishy Anand. “You Can't Make a Tactical
Error against Vishy Anand | Commentary by Sagar Shah.”
ChessBaseIndia, YouTube, 25 July 2021,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=saQhYkCIlys.

https://lichess.org/3xg6tgnp/black#33
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47124635291
https://lichess.org/learn#/3/3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Two-dimensional_space
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Victorian_era
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dimension
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flatland_(2007_film)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/University_of_South_Florida
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Psychology_Today
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1_4ELAxKrDc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZeerrnuLi5E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=idPJqjoG2zc
https://www.britannica.com/science/proprioception
http://assets.espn.go.com/ncf/columns/davie/1430750.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=saQhYkCIlys
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Book-15: Calculation: c-m:
MIC: Calculation is any process that is used to come to a decision about the move to play in chess. Calculation can be used regardless of
whose turn it is to move and it can even be used to make multiple premoves or mental premoves ahead of time. However, for the sake of
simplicity, we are going to consider calculation in the case of the board position first ply belonging to the protagonist, and that he is simply
making a decision about the very next move to make, and assuming that he has relatively enough time to make the decision, although time

pressure situations will also be considered later on. As a final note, in this book, when I write he, just assume
that I mean to say the player because it's a bit tedious to write s/he and he is technically shorter than she,
and males and females are about 50% each of the population. == Calculation can be an extremely extensive
| and laborious process, but on the highest level can be summarized as generating a list of candidate moves,
evaluating the resulting board positions of each candidate, and selecting a variation that the player finds most
favorable for himself to steer the game towards. Each of these processes can be broken down into
sub-processes. The process of generating | candidate moves largely relies on the player's evaluation of
the initial board position, which includes recognition of various tactical and positional themes. In the
beginning, the first candidate moves, generally the highest priority candidate moves to consider, are the ones
that immediately jumps out to the player via his or her own intuition. Candidate moves can and should be
generated at each ply depth in the calculation. What this means concretely, and to take an example, is that if
we consider a board position in which the protagonist considers as his first move, candidate moves A, B, C,
and assuming that he finds the necessity to calculate one ply deeper into the opponent's reply to each of his

candidate moves, he will consider up to 3 possible responses for each candidate moves and therefore, response A1, A2, A3, and then B1 B2
B3 and then C1, C2, C3. == Therefore, every ply deeper in the calculation requires the player to make the number of ply raised to the power of
the number of moves considered per ply number of possible replies and therefore, possible total variations to consider. Subsequently, it should
be the board position at the end of each sequence that is evaluated. This process can, in theory, go to infinity until the player reaches what is
called a calculation stop. For example, if, at the end of a certain variation, let's say B1i, so, the second candidate move considered in the first
ply, and then the first candidate move considered as the reply by the opponent, and then the first candidate move considered for the
protagonist in the third ply ends in a checkmate, then obviously, there's no reason to continue calculating further and that variation can be
terminated, and if that variation is 1 of 27 variations at that point, then the player only needs to calculate the remaining 26 variations. (D, 1):
https://lichess.org/dVmKhWGD#94 48. Kc/d1 are the only moves that do not get checkmated; this position has no room for error; we have to
see each variation through to the end before a move is | made. If 48. Kd/c3?? K8b3+ 49. Kc4 <o-m> Rc2# ! Obviously, one can see that the
magnitude of calculation will become extremely extensive if an insufficient number of calculation stops are applied, and this is the reason why
many players get stuck. They mistakenly think that they get stuck because they don't know how to calculate, which could also be the case, but
assuming that the player is already at around 1500 level strength and is able to visualize parts of the board in their brain, then this shouldn't be
the issue. Visualization aside, a second issue could be that the player cannot hold sufficient numbers of variations and evaluations in parallel
with those variations in their brain at the same time, a problem of attention capacity, which is related to but also somewhat independent of the
problem of visualization, while these could be addressed as issues in themselves, another primary area of improvement for intermediate
players is applying more calculation stops. The type of calculation stop to apply can depend on whether the player has decided based on the
board position to play for a win or a draw. If the player is playing for a win, then he can apply a calculation stop to any position that he has
already evaluated as either winning or not winning. Once it becomes clear that a position is winning for that player, he can stop calculating and
if that winning line is forced, or all possible replies from that particular move will lead to a resulting board position in which it is the protagonist’s
turn to move are all winning, then that can be stopped as well. Likewise, if even one move in reply to a move can be evaluated as not winning,
then a stop can also be applied and that variation can be rejected. Once a forced winning variation is identified, a player can simply play that
move unless for specific reasons, he wants to look for further to see if there is a possible optimization. == Further nuances can be applied in
situations when the board position is perhaps unclear, and a player is simply trying to find the absolute best move, in which case he should
consider all the options. In that case, a different kind of reduction should be applied, which is largely related to establishing a baseline, a
variation that has a certain evaluation that is established as the minimum, which typically will be the first variation that the player evaluates.
Subsequently, any variation that results in a board position evaluation that is lower than the baseline can be rejected and any variation that
has an evaluation that is higher than the baseline can be established as the new baseline evaluation. ⭐ Stronger, recovered forms of a
muscle, or joint structure, are lower entropy, and require some amount of calculation to develop.

CM H3S1: Chess calculation x computer science, loops [0-2k]:
Hennessy<a-r, 2005>: Stanford clearly understood that <6:16> technical | knowledge was only the starting | point for creation and
discovery. Steve Jobs understands that the computer is a very | powerful tool in a technical sense, but its true power lies in the ability to
unleash the imagination, and creativity of the user, as he explained to the New York Times, in a 1997 interview.
W3schools <a-r>: JavaScript supports different kinds of loops:

H4S1: for - loops through a block of code a number of times:
W3schools <a-r>: If you
have read the previous |
chapter, about the for loop,
you will discover that a while
loop is much the same as a
for loop, with statement 1
and statement 3 omitted.

W3schools, python <a-r>: A for loop is used for iterating over a sequence (that is either a list, a tuple, a dictionary, a set, or a string).
<skip>: The for loop does not require an indexing variable to set beforehand. Eg <python>: Exit the loop when x is "banana", but this time
the break comes before the print: [D] [D, 2: Roblox]

H4S2: for/in - loops through the properties of an object:
W3schools <a-r>: The JavaScript for in statement loops through the properties of an Object: can also loop over the properties of an Array:
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H4S3: for/of - loops through the values of an iterable object:
W3schools <a-r>: The JavaScript “for of” statement loops through the values of an iterable object.

H4S4: while - loops through a block of code while a specified condition is true:
W3schools <a-r>: The while loop loops through a block of code as long as a specified condition <ch-7> is true. MIC: While loops are a
fundamental component of automation, which is at least half of the utility of all computation. A while loop structure defines merely how the
logic must be input syntactically into a script, but it takes quite a bit of ingenuity to come up with useful conditions to use. That is why it
remains useful to study, memorize, and practice the application of conditions, as well as to support research in the invention of new
conditional operations <ch-13 H2S5> Roblox: If false, the loop | ends and the code following it continues to execute. If true, the code between
do and end executes and the true/false condition is reevaluated afterward. MIC: The while loop is most analogous to human search as a cut
condition is built-in; most reduced, that cut condition can be para-summarized #np as “when an expectedly adequate move has been found
ch-15 H2S4”; written in reverse: “while an expectedly adequate move has not been found”; the loop | function contains not only a set of
action(s), but also # an evaluation clause at the end, and both the action(s) and evaluation are looped together in sequence # A while true
loop can have multiple cut conditions; for example, in human chess calculation, a second sufficient condition that can just as well end
the loop is “when #:## time in the countdown timer <ch-57 H2S1> has been negatively | exceeded #” In the Roblox variant of
programming, a wait | clause can also be added to pause the execution of actions, including the evaluation | action, which increases the
time duration of each | loop.

⭐ Directive: When is the antonym of while <ch-16 H2S1>: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50036369197

H4S5: do/while - also loops through a block of code while a specified condition is true:
W3schools <a-r>: The do while loop is a variant of the while loop. This loop will execute the code block once, before checking if the condition
is true, then it will repeat the loop as long as the condition is true.

H4S6: Else in For loop:
W3schools <a-r>: The else keyword in a for loop specifies a block of code to be executed when the loop is finished:

H4S7: Chess calculation x c-s loops:
The c-s paradigm of loops has no limit in applications # in the chess calculation process. One primary
domain of application # is in search: Chessprogramming <a-r>: Searching involves looking ahead at
different move sequences and evaluating the positions after making the moves <mentally or physically>.
Formally, searching a two-player zero-sum board game with perfect information implies traversing and
min-maxing a tree-like data-structure by various search algorithms. [D: Bernd Besser <GER Schach =
chess collector>, Auf der Suche = “In search”] MIC: The process of search has multiple steps 1) generating
a list of candidate |=ful legal moves 2) evaluating the resulting b-p of each candidate move 3) applying
reduction |= syn cuts to determine whether a repeat search should be performed on that resulting b-p or
whether the evaluation in 2) is sufficient for that variation. Post, Alphonce <a-r>: A block is repeated several
times, based on the outcome of a decision. Also called looping.
// Write an example of a loop during calculation // examine programmatically the calculation function in chess

software

CM H3S2: Calculation x decision making:
The line that separates calculation from decision making is the line between imagination and reality, where calculation is a process that
occurs purely within our imagination, and decision making is, separately from that, the process of translating the hypothetical into the external
world via a behavioral action # In general, the amount that we are permitted to output into the external environment is controlled by rules,
whether they be ethical guidelines, the law of the State, or the rules of chess, and these rules generally impose a quantity-based limitation on
how much we are allowed to do. In a conversation <r: ch-51 H2S5>, we are expected to take turns and speak in proportion to our
conversation partner; likewise in chess #, we are limited to one movement per turn, and after each of our turns, we must allow the opponent to
make a move. == While there are these limitations on our external output, there is almost no limitation on what we think, thanks to George
Orwell’s 1984, and therein lies an Albert Camus-ien existential struggle # to maximally express what is within, within the limitations of the
bounds of society. == This fact underlies the fact within chess that not all moves are equal, and not all move sequences, despite being the
same count of moves, contains the same amount of thought behind them, and this is the basis for our drive to deepen our calculations: in the
same number of moves, superior ideas can lead to superior decisions, and superior decisions, without the need to make more moves than the
opponent, can win a chess game. // add a bit from ch-8 the complete manual, calculation x decision making Post-script: For an expanded
treatise on decision making as well as a contemporary literature review of psychological research in decision making, read ch-15 H2S4 <hl>

Ch-15: C H2S1: Chess x logarithmic Math:
It would be a mistake # to think that chess contains intersections with only lower level forms of math such as arithmetic <ref: ch. 4: MC> and
geometry / trigonometry <ref: ch. 2 h2s6>, it also contains content with upper level math as well, including logarithms and exponentiation,
covered here #, as well as precalculus and calculus, namely in the process of calculating space using area under curve mathematics X-ref:
<ch. 50 h2s1>.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sfxt3b6pcUU // https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dXL87XBd_0Y&feature=emb_title Ref this and add as
an additional reference:

Ch-15: C H2S2<b4.6>: Applied-calc:
8 ways to apply the skill of calculation, which is best learned in chess, to other sectors:

H2S2 H3S1: Financial market predictions
The failure of education in trading tempi for positive value adjustment is the reason why the modern chess community, prior to the publishing
of #MIC, monopolized the 600 year old, public domain open-sourced game and militantly-enforced an ethic of poverty, in which it was viewed

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50036369197
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Moves
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Make_Move
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zero-sum_%28game_theory%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perfect_information
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tree_traversal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tree_%28data_structure%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Search_algorithm
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Category:Bernd_Besser
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sfxt3b6pcUU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dXL87XBd_0Y&feature=emb_title


MIC: Calc r: Hu
as righteous to be poor and to play chess. The problem with this fallacious model is that it’s simply bad chess, and in the future, students of
#MIC and the proper chess curriculum will be wealthy and good at chess, better than those from the traditional school, due to an
understanding of this topic, which necessarily makes one wealthier and better at chess. We will let the test of time justify this calculated
prediction. Ref: <ch. 53: SE: H2S6 Trade tempi for +value adj> Steve Jobs was one of the most prolific | calculators in the history of 1)
Silicon Valley, 2) financial markets, and 3) the Fortune 500. He built his 8 bn+ fortune largely by strategically | outmaneuvering
competitive companies with his superior go-to-market strategy, often working off of aspects of their position that he saw to his own advantage.
Jobs <a-r ~8:00>: Sun <Sun Microsystems: 1982 - 2010, peak 38,600 employees in 2006> is if you will our friend because they're going to
spend their marketing money to convince people to move into this segment but the minute they've made their choice to move into the
segment whether we've convinced them or Sun has convinced them Sun and NeXT are mortal enemies, and the good news, which we'll talk
about in a minute, is that we've had a chance to suit up against Sun with our new products about 15 times in the last 90 days and we've won
15 out of 15. Read a continuation of this quote in ch-57 H2S5 post-script. MIC: Sun Microsystems was acquired by Oracle Corporation for
$7.4 billion in 2009, while in that same year the value of Apple Inc was 190.8 B, and over 2 T today !

H2S2 H3S2: Military strategy
X-ref: <ch. 16 H2S8> H4S2: Epigenetic | modifications to DNA:
Hu: Like a blood transplant, organs, cells, and tissues, generated via tissue engineering, need to be both | genetically and epigenetically |

compatible with the host body. Fridovich-Keil,
<a-r>: Epigenetics, the study of the chemical
modification of specific genes or gene-associated
proteins of an organism. Epigenetic | modifications
can define how the information in genes is
expressed and used by cells. The term epigenetics

came into general use in the early 1940s, when British embryologist Conrad
Waddington used it to describe the interactions between genes and gene
products, which direct development and give rise to an organism’s
phenotype (observable | characteristics). Since then, information revealed by
epigenetics | studies has revolutionized the fields of genetics and
developmental biology. Specifically, researchers have uncovered a range of
possible chemical | modifications to deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and
to proteins called histones that associate | tightly with DNA in the nucleus. These modifications can determine when or even if a given | gene
is expressed in a cell or an organism. H5S1: Methylation modification: Addition of a methyl group [D, via Wikipedia]: Methylation can be
transient and can change rapidly during the life span of a cell or organism, or it can be essentially | permanent once set early in the
development of the embryo. H5S2: Histone acetylation: Addition of an acetyl group [D, 2: via Wikipedia]: H5S3: Phosphorylation: Addition
of a phosphoryl group [D, 3: via Wikipedia]: A phosphoryl group is the chemical ion or radical: P+O3

2−, containing phosphorus and oxygen.
(The correct chemical name for this −PO3

2− group is phosphonato, and phosphono for −PO3H2; as phosphoryl in chemical nomenclature
means a trivalent > P(O)− group.) It may exist in different protonation | states. H5S4: Ubiquitination: Fridovich-Keil: the addition of a
ubiquitin | protein [D, 4, via Wikipedia] Post, Fridovich-Keil: These modifications may correlate with chromosome banding patterns
generated by staining procedures common in karyotype analyses. It is clear that at least some epigenetic modifications are heritable,
passed from parents to offspring in a phenomenon that is generally referred to as epigenetic inheritance, or passed down through multiple
generations via transgenerational epigenetic inheritance. UB: A study cited by University of Buffalo professor, Dr. Denise Ferkey,
during the fall ‘20 semester of BIO.319-LEC,Genetics, was a transgenerational | study of civil war veterans, showing that veterans who
endured acute trauma during the war, had offspring who went on to have worse | life outcomes than those of other veterans. H5S5:
Transcription regulatory genes: Hu: In addition to epigenetic modifications, which, generally, acts as a total | on/off switch for the entire
process of protein expression, a cell, as well as the body, via hormonal | inputs, can regulate the rate of expression of proteins, and this
can be considered, insofar as it’s having the same category of E as chemical changes to histones, a form of epigenetic | modification as well,
albeit on, at least, an order of magnitude, faster timescale. H4S6: Translation regulatory genes: Hu: Certain genes, may also, separately from
transcription, modify the process, and rate, of translation, which is the process of rendering an amino acid sequence, using a cytoplasmic
ribosome, from a RNA transcript. These genes may have a transcript.specific-E, or they may have a generalized-E. H5S7: Non-genetic,
protein expression regulation: Hu: Not all regulation of translation needs be # genetic; other factors may influence a protein’s expression
rate, such as disease, hormones, which are affected by emotional states, as well as nutrition levels, and the body’s energy levels. Fin-v1.

H2S2 H3S3: Sports science
H4S3: Phenotype vs genotype:
Hu: One way to understand the relationship, between genotype and phenotype, is in 3 levels: 1) Genotype: The level that never | changes,
apart from a) mutations and b) recombination #n.p-2 2) The level that changes, during development <epigenetic phenotype #n.p-3> 3) The
level that can adapt, even during an organism’s lifetime: Phenotype. Garvin<a-r>: A person’s phenotype results from the interaction
between their genotype and their environment. The connection between genotype and phenotype is not always clear-cut. This means that
you may encounter disparities between your patient’s genomic test result and their clinical presentation. Similarly, the phenotype of
patients with a given genetic condition may vary greatly even within | families. Reasons for this disparity include: H5S1: Reduced |
penetrance: Garvin<a-r>: Penetrance refers to the proportion of people carrying a particular variant who express the associated
condition. The reason for reduced | penetrance is likely a combination of genetic, environmental and lifestyle | factors, many of which are
not yet well understood. For example, many familial cancer syndromes have reduced | penetrance, which can make it difficult to accurately
predict the risk of family members developing these conditions. H5S2: Variable | expressivity: This refers to the range of phenotypes
occurring in patients with the same genetic condition. A patient with a particular variant may have mild symptoms, while another patient
with the same | variant has severe disease. As with reduced | penetrance, the reasons for variable | expressivity are not well understood. If
a genetic condition has highly | variable | symptoms, it may be more challenging to diagnose. Variable expressivity is common in both
dominant and recessive | conditions. Hu: Variable | expressivity may result from gene interactions, which may be considered a level 2
gene concept <H3S3>

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radical_(chemistry)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phosphorus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oxygen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Protonation
https://www.britannica.com/science/chromosome
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H2S2 H3S4: Disease treatment, epidemiological pandemic
management, and pharmaceutical production
LDS<a-r>: Psalm.139-13,17: 13 For thou hast possessed my reins: thou hast covered me in my mother’s womb. 14 I will praise thee; for I
am fearfully and wonderfully made: marvelous are thy works; and that my soul knoweth right well. 15 My substance was not hid from thee,
when I was made in secret, and curiously wrought in the lowest parts of the earth. 16 Thine eyes did see my substance, yet being
unperfect; and in thy book all my members were written, which in continuance were fashioned, when as yet there was none of them. 17
How precious also are thy thoughts unto me, O God! How great is the sum of them!
H4S1: De novo nucleic acid #n-p synthesis:
Hu: DNA is simply a code, like a book or a software program, which can be written from scratch. Moreover, this writing need not be based
on existing nucleic acids; we can synthesize, from, even a txt document containing a string of DNA, a person’s entire genome. Illumina,
Inc. <ILMN: NASDAQ, M-cap=$35-bn>: De novo sequencing refers to sequencing a novel genome where there is no reference sequence
available for alignment. Sequence reads are assembled as contigs, and the coverage quality of de novo sequence data depends on the
size and continuity of the contigs (ie, the number of gaps in the data).

H2S2 H3S5: Empirical experiments in science
H4S1: Computational thinking<r: ispython a-r>:
Algorithmic Thinking — thinking through the steps required to solve a problem. Decomposition — breaking a larger problem down into
smaller ones. Abstraction — reducing complexity by using or creating tools or models. Generalization — adapting solutions so that they can
be used to solve a wider range of problems. Evaluation — assessing whether a program or technique works correctly and efficiently. Fin.v4-2.

H2S2 H3S6: Mathematics, computer science, and engineering
Goldowsky <a-r>: What Regan means by regression is this: While some ones and zeroes remain static in the engine’s initial program, other
ones and zeroes essential for the engine’s evaluation function—those essential for the way it “thinks”—rapidly update in short-term random
access memory (RAM). This process mimics | training and en hances a computer’s ability to do more than just calculate. Regression
creates real-time feedback that allows engines to “think” about each position unburdened by con text, similar to the way a human weighs |
imbalances. H2S5 H3S6 H4S1: In depth: how NASA uses calculations to predict the movement of planets and land rovers. H2S5 H3S6
H4S2: In depth: Elon Musk Teaches first principles thinking: First principles is kind of a physics way of | looking at the world | and what
that really means is: you kind of boil things down to the most fundamental truths and say “okay what are we | sure is true or sure as possible is

true” and then reason | up from there that takes a lot more mental energy. Ref:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NV3sBlRgzTI. == #MIC subscribes to Elon Musk’s
first principles thinking, and this is evident # in our presentation of concepts in the book,
starting from the first layer of abstraction up from the rules <ch. 18> to the principle facts
of mobility <ch. 5> and effect <ch. 3>, each of which are derived from the rules. From
the first layer, we reasoned up that having more material is better due to granting one
superior effect and mobility <ch. 53>, and therefore we need to keep track of our
material <ch. 4> and prevent assassinations. The rest of the book is another layer up
from there, delving into the various tactics and strategies that can cause assassinations
in our favor. == The advantage of reasoning in this way is twofold: first, we are able to
reason further than by analogy, because we have arrived at a certain principle from a
line of | reasoning and can therefore extend that line linearly; second, the thought
structures <ch. 19> formed by first principles thinking are well-connected and anchored
at the base layer, what Elon calls “first principles”, which is generally a very simple,
basic, and fundamental layer that is easily remembered and referenced. == Chess is an

ideal arena, a model system ref: <ch. 16 H2S3>, for an in depth study of first principles thinking because the squares and zi that occupy them
are always apparent, whereas in the domain of physics, which Elon elicits as an example, the forces of gravity, magnetism, and various forms
of energy and transfer are not always visible to the human eye, and as visual creatures, we rely heavily on our visual faculties in our brain ref:
<ch. 42 H2S2> The value creation capacity of first principles thinking is quite extraordinary; Elon Musk has prolifically entered a large number
of fields and, employing in some cases nothing other than this unique approach, has created over a trillion of dollars worth of value for the
world and secured a $300 billion personal valuation as of 10/21 <ref: https://www.cbsnews.com/news/elon-musk-300-billion-net-worth/>: First
principles thinking pays off; Elon Musk’s companies grew 8 fold in valuation during the early ‘20s pandemic ref:
https://www.independent.co.uk/tech/elon-musk-net-worth-2021-b1784459.html. Fin. // maybe more

H2S2 H3S7: H2S2 H3S8:
Ch-15: Calc H2S3: Depth fork:
Ref: <Ch. 2: M&BS H2S5: Dimensions>
A calculation search tree diagram that is used by chess computers and the minds of chess players
to consider the best continuation from the b-p at hand, based on considering a set of legal
scenarios and evaluating their potential outcomes. Ref: <ch. 16 AC h2s4> A depth fork in variation
chess theory <x-ref: ch. 2 M&BS H2S6 H3S2> or in a calculation tree occurs when a | | single |
board position | branches into | multiple continuations, | whether real or hypothetical |, although in
this section, we will primarily be concerned with hypothetical continuations, since we are
concerned with the thought process via calculation # that leads to the decision to play a single real
move, whereas in ch. 2 h2s6 h3s2, we are considering primarily real continuations; if a single
board position forks into two real continuations, then, by the legal rules <ref: ch. 18 h2s4> of the
game, those continuations must have occurred in two | separate games. // write more

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/elon-musk-300-billion-net-worth/
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Ch-15: Calc H2S4: Decision making algorithm:
This section is dedicated to FM Suyog Wagh, my chess tactics coach in 2021, who contributed significantly to this theory. The following
notes were used by me, in coordination with several US Chess rated players, including GM Brandon Jacobson <Columbia University <14
y/o>>, whom I encountered for 1 puzzle at the 51st Annual Continental Open, USCF Expert Larry Larkins, 6x armed forces champion
<ch-16 H2S8>, and 3400 Chess.com rated Indian FM Suyog Wagh, who co-wrote this list with me, in order to achieve a verified 3,000
Chess.com puzzle rating on the account u/BlindSimulEx. Process: Italics: more rigorous process. Be more concrete. What are the conditions,
what can happen, and by what. Explain it to a 6 year old. To do: poker value type of move list, like double check, discovered check etc. Speak
the move in coordinates before making the move on the board. Puzzles have only one solution, so if you see one variation that ends in +2 or
more, then it has to be the answer right? -1) What are my opponent's threats? Check 2nd ply, 4th ply, 2n ply etc. We do this in order to define
the solution space of the puzzle. 0) If I immediately see an alignment, line, or move via intuition, check it, but budget the 10 min wisely. Scan
the board and spend 10 seconds on each move to see an obvious one. Scanning | techniques: (a) Check every quadrant as a discrete |
board (b) Check every line (c) Check the mobility of every piece, and its bounce ranges (d) Random eye scan (e) Put your eyes on the
opposite area of where you just looked (f) Let the power guide you scan <intuition> ! (g) Once you have an idea from the initial assessment,
then you need to calculate to prove your idea 1) Count material, and assign both a static material eval and a dynamic temp eval based on
factors such as protected passed pawns. Generally to solve a puzzle that is not a checkmate, you need to be +2 in material / p-value at the
end == Count material in a subsection of the board, such as where the King is, that is likely to be the object of attack. Are there any moves
that recruit more material to that side? 2) Read the piece locations, coordinates, and alignments (b) List all the piece effect, attack, defense,
contention (c) All critical defenders of an attacked piece are fixed to their squares of occupation (d) Draw a mobility diagram for all pieces (e)
Draw a run zone diagram for the King. 3) List all the legal | moves. 4) List all the checks, checkmates, forcing moves (a) When there is more
than one forcing move that pass the initial scan, calculate the most forcing moves first, checks, high value captures and threats, and
everything else (b) Eliminate forcing moves that are obvious blunders immediately (c) Forcing moves priority: (ci) When a move gives the
opponent more than one possible response, then it’s not the most forcing move. If it’s more difficult to calculate, then there’s a lesser chance
that it’s correct (cii) Checks, checkmate == list the directions from which a King can be checked by a piece and identify the intersection
between the pieces mobility and those squares == look for an opportunity for the queen to check the King in an adjacent square that is
non-enemy-contended and would be defended by a queen-side zi (d) Captures, promotion (dii) If I make a capture, can my opponent do
something worse in return? In other words, is the capture of higher priority than the execution of the opponent’s worst threat? (diii) Threat
execution reduction (n.) = a move can be discarded if it is of lower priority, or in puzzles of equivalent priority, to the worst threat by the enemy
(div) Threats, see 8) (dv) Is the threat greater than the opponent’s greatest threat? (dvi) Consider forcing moves that gives the opponent the
fewest number of legal/feasible responses (e) Checkmate sequence calculation (ei) Count the squares clockwise around an enemy King and
check the run squares in that order. If the followup check in a run option has multiple run options, check those clockwise as well. 5) Observe
the King’s run zone and which squares are currently cut off. BSE 7/23/21: If it looks like all but 2-3 squares are cut off, then there could be a
checkmate. If all but 1 or 0, then look for a mate in 1 6) List the opponents threats and rate their urgency: checkmate, check, win material. The
opponent’s threat dictates the urgency behind our moves. (a) Check, checkmate == when the enemy has threatmate, the protagonist move
has to either check, checkmate (99%), deal with the threat, or both == generally, in puzzles, we want to be on the attack (b) Perpetual check
(c) Capture: Apply the responses to threats to capture, but from my side (d) Move a piece in position to check (e) The general idea of being
attacked without an immediate checkmate or win material r: https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1314837/practice (f) Questions (maybe
move to a different section): (fi) If I make an absolute forcing move, can my opponent’s reply create a threat? (fii) If I make a relative forcing
move, can my opponent respond with a forcing move, threat, check etc.? 7) Know the destination squares of all potential moves and
responses. 8) List the biggest threats that can be set up. 8a) Threats to checkmate <r: ch-39 H2S3> 8b) Threat to capture a piece <r: ch-38

H2S2> 8c) Threat to discovered check <r: ch-33 CM H3S2> 8d) Multiple threats: Is there a move that meets
the escape conditions of all threats? 8e) Threat to capture a key square 8f) [D, 1] Threats related to a pin:
Attack the pinning piece == Interpose between the pinned piece and the pinned-to piece with a piece that is
of equal value to the pinning piece 80% 7/22/21 == Move the pinned-to piece. == Interpose between the
pinning piece and the pinned piece, eg. 8g) Threat to piecemate: In addition to the general ways to respond
to a checkmate == Can an equal or higher priority threat to the piecemated piece be created? == Can a
check be delivered that prevents the piecemate? 9) Find 3 candidate moves. 10) Assign low priority to the
obvious blunders. 11) Calculate the moves via verbalization rather than guess, move the pieces in your head
by reciting the moves out loud.  11a) Observe how the enemy King’s run zone is altered in the tactical
sequence. 11b) Take note of which lines are cleared by moves within the variation to see all legal moves and
forcing moves in a later board position. 11bi) Take advantage of transpositions. 11bii) Revert to the correct
point. 11biii) When calculating the board position preceding an enemy ply, start by considering the opponent's
response that looks strongest. Basic logic: You only need to find one adequate enemy reply to disprove a

move. 12) Understand which responses are possible, feasible, and illegal due to effect of the King’s run zone, movement of pieces, absolute
pin, etc. to simplify calculation. 12a) Eliminate obvious blunders by the enemy to simplify calculation. 12b)
Updated the board position into the result of the variation thus far, either after a protagonist move or enemy
move, and repeat the process. 80% 6/15/21. Do you need to repeat the entire process? 12c) Start by
analyzing moves that are most favorable for the opponent. 12d) Does the enemy have a forced draw in a
puzzle in which the likely solution needs to be a win? Puzzles should tell you what the solve condition is. 12e)
Does the opponent have a sufficient material excess to sacrifice and still save the position? 13) Make notes
of positions reached by examined lines that look promising, but I'm stuck on a resulting position in which I
cannot see a winning continuation. 14) Know which previous position to revert to in order to look for
alternatives. 15) If there is a line that is close to a complete tactic but there is a “problem”, or a response or
few responses that prevent its completion, looking for a reversion and an alternate move that “solves” that
problem and completes the idea. For example: a discovered check in which the clearance piece has multiple
destination squares and one solves the problem of preventing a blocker, leading to checkmate. 16) Count the
effect difference of every piece and note if any pieces are hangtacked or undefended, as well as if pieces will
become hangtacked or undefended by a variation. One signal could be a piece that is neutral control in the
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initial board position. This count may also yield additional candidate moves. 17) What tactical opportunities is this move creating for the
opponent? 17a) Hangtacks a friendly ren 17b) Allows further checks in an enemy losing position 17c) Allows checkmate 17d) Moves the King
or a 人 into a fork end 18) Calculate the material delta, add to the initial material difference, and determine if the resulting position is winning.
18a) Down a rook and two minor pieces, if you sacrifice the exchange then you are down a piece. 19) When I have multiple candidate moves
that seem like they can fit together in a sequence, but am stuck on how to make it work, try rubix cubing the move order; what if I made this
move first, then this move? Calculate the various permutations. 20) After a tactical sequence in which I win material, can the opponent push a
passed pawn and win material back via promotion or threaten to promote / force sacrifice?
21) Apply a process of elimination reduction.

● In this position, first has a promotion for +8. What else is there to do? Only 3 pieces can be moved, and no moves with the King or
pawn will +8 material in fact d5 loses material. The enemy’s threat is a1=Q, and none of the other moves can stop it, but g8=Q can
or might be able to. First, Ka4 is forced to avoid checkmate. Then the queen can flex down to b8 or h1. Do I need to look further?

22) Make an aesthetic assessment of the position or variations, what I like and don't like, and factor this into the decision.
23) What does my opponent allow that was not previously possible?

● One possibility is that a threat was created in the previous move and the opponents move did not address.
If I have to make a quiet, non-forcing move:

1) Solve the puzzle from the enemy's perspective
a) Are there any checks, checkmates, or captures.
b) Joe plays the game from my side when it's my move, +40,000 Elo.

2) How can the enemy defend from a checkmate threat?
a) Block the coming check, but when?

i) Since the checkmate threat is realized in the next ply, you can make a move that will allow a piece to interpose
in your next ply and potentially pivot to a different line as a noble, whereas a board position containing a present
check needs to be blocked in the next move and thus in the same line as the piece is on. Two quiet moves, and
you need to see potentially two pivots onto a third line, thus geometric angular understanding is key.

ii) Piece (n.) = not sure if noble, character, or 子 is the right category.
b) Block one of the cut off pieces and free run squares for the King.
c) Flee
d) Add an attacker to the checkmate square. 80% 6/9/21.
e) If the checkmate threat cannot be stopped, then it’s checkmate. Some threats cannot be discounted.
f) If material sacrifice is needed to stop the checkmate threat, is it enough to win the game?

In various cases in which one has to ask the question: can the opponent give a check or feasible check?
1) Examine all file, rank, and diagonal check lines to the King and whether there is an intersection between an enemy road noble

mobility and one of those lines.

a) Ex:
2) Examine knight check lines and whether there is an intersection between a knight’s mobility and one of those lines.
3) See if any pawns can check the King as well, keeping in mind pawns can only check dijacently, but reaching the check square can

be via advance, one or two squares, or capture.
You have to finish the line before you think about a different one to maximize your learning.
It's incorrect to think about lower priority outcomes until the higher priority outcomes are absolutely ruled out.
23) Before making the move, scan for alternatives. 24) Look for a retaliation, different from counter attack, following a favorable protagonist
sequence. 25) IM JB 3-5-21 lesson. “The more desperate the position, the more you have to consider desperate motifs.” 26) If necessary,
adjust static material count to account for temporary factors in the board evaluation. FM Wagh: It’s not about the point, it’s about the activity of
the pieces at this point. 27) If the primary | threat can be thwarted, can the second threat still execute?

H3S1: Tactical priorities
It's incorrect to think about lower priority outcomes until the higher priority outcomes are absolutely ruled out.
1) Checkmate 2) Threat to checkmate 3) Check, to enable, coerce, remove the defender, fork, etc. 4) Win noble a) Promote with capture b)
Win the queen c) Win the rook d) Win a minor noble e) Win the exchange f) Win the exchange for a pawn g) Other for a pawn alterations 5)
Win pawn 6) Positional | gain:
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H3S2: Basic Logic:
1) If two moves are exactly the same, then they must both be wrong under the MoveTrainerTM tactic | puzzle algorithm paradigm. 2) If one
move results in the same options as another move plus an additional option, then it must be correct if one of the two moves are correct.
Moreover, the other move must be wrong. 3) If the puzzle | solving condition is checkmate, and there is definitively no other ways to

checkmate, then the move for which checkmate is uncertain has to be the
answer. 4) You can make a move by proving its correctness or disproving | the
correctness of every other move.

H3S3: Soft Reductions:
● Do not exceed the maximum reasonable investment given the

complexity and context around the problem at hand.
CU: Simp the flow of the game by analyzing the move before the puzzle.
CU: One must always consider the queen as a defensive resource.
BSE: Consider the subtle alternative.
Run a 5 minute planning phase at the initiation of the puzzle and a time boxed
sprint to look at specific moves with time allocations.
Counting theorems: If you win a rook while down an exchange, you're up a
minor noble. If you win an exchange while up a minor noble, you'll be up a
rook. If you win an exchange, then a minor noble, you've won a rook. If you
win a minor while down an exchange, you'll be up a point. Last puzzle: The
addition of a new solution condition provides one with more flexibility in the
solution space.

Perception is integrated attention. Having to think means you can't hold the entire problem in your head and
you have to cycle through components manually, it's painful but it's the only way to expand the brain. Spend
time on puzzles that are 10% more complex than your brain can handle, just like weightlifting. I try to be a
pro-social chess player and not overwhelm weaker opponents with moves that would crush them under a
weight of complexity but sometimes they get better too fast during the game and catch me slippin' haha. You
can see the weight and still not be able to lift it :/. Use the chat and assign variations to different people. I
played a simul game against a titled player that led to the creation of a new opening system. The 2...f5
Sicilian, Hu Gambit. So yeah, high quality games against strong players can really pay off. Develop the
theory like the Dragon. == Watch chess videos from your coaches to stimulate ideas and reductions. ==
What are you threatening and how can the opponent deal with it? 9/2/21 Suyog I: try to eliminate your
opponent’s hope when you have a winning advantage. Each turn try to identify what options he has.
Mindsets, BSE: You reached your brain's capacity and then stopped but the only way to solve is to push it

that extra 10% and feel some strain. Think until you either prove or disprove the idea but leaving it uncertain clogs mental capacity, then you
feel stuck. The first step is knowing logically what it means to be proven or disproven. Once disproven, make a hard mental stop to move on.
== If the way you're doing things is not scalable, then you'll have wasted 90% of your time once you reach the next level. Examples: Puzzles
provided by Woman International Master Bianka Havanecz.

Puzzle 10:
1. Rfb1 - 1...Nc5 - - 2. Bxc5 - - - 2...Qxc3 - - - # Mental
activation. - - - - 3. Qxc3. - - - - - 3...Bxc3. 0.0 First evaluation
baseline. Revert to depth 4. - - - - 3. Qe3 - - - - - 3...Qxe3. - - - -
- - 4. fxe3. 0.0 Baseline reduction. Revert to depth 4.  - - - - 3.
Qe2 - - - - - 3...Qa5. 0.0 Baseline reduction. 2. Bxc5 is max 0.0
eval, min negative infinity favoring second ply. Revert to depth 2

and look for an advantage or win. - - 2. Rxb2 (9) - - - 2...Nxd3 (0) - - - - 3. Bxg7 (3) - - - - - 3...Nxb2 (-2) - - - - -
- 4. Bxf8 (3) - - - - - - - 4...Kxf8 (0). - - - - - - - - 5. Bf1 - - - - - - - - - 5...d5 - - - - - - - - - - 6. Cxd5 - - - - - - - - - - -
6...cxd5 - - - - - - - - - - - - 7. Exd5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7...Bd7. Coach Bia: Bf5. First edit 3/27/21. - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - 8. a4 67% probability that the knight is unstoppably piecemated (2). Updated baseline evaluation. Revert
to depth 1 and look for a win. Coach Bia: - - 2. Qe3. - - - 2...Bxd4. First edit 3/27/21. 1. Na4 - 1...Qxd4. -3.0.

Baseline reduction. Revert to depth 1.  1. Nd5 - 1...Qxd4 - - 2. Ne7+ - - - 2...Kh8. -3.0. Baseline reduction. I can apply sample of 3
reduction 2, which is a calculation termination condition. I am selecting 1. Rfb1 as the best move in the board position first ply.

Puzzle 11: My evaluation of the starting board position of this puzzle game
is either a draw or a win for the second ply player. The threat is Bxd4,
initiating a tactical sequence that results in a material gain for the first ply
player. Due to this threat, I can apply a stakes reduction to all candidate
moves that do not initiate a tactical sequence that ends in checkmate,
captures a character of greater value than one that is threatened to be
captured, or create an equivalent threat. Rxh3+ 48. Kg1 Comment: I am
applying a probability reduction to the move Rxh3+ based on this resulting
board position. Legal move list: Qc1, Qb1, Qa1, Q [D, R] Puzzle 12: My
evaluation of the starting board position of this puzzle game is either a
draw or a win for the second ply player. c5 25. Qxc5 Rc8 26. Qxa7 Rc1+
27. Bd1 Bg4 28. f3 exf3 Comment: I am applying a probability reduction

to the move 25. Qxc5 based on this resulting board position. The threat is f2+, adding a second attacker to the bishop, which is the pinned
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character in an absolute pin. The only move to add a second defender to this bishop is Qa4. The material delta of a tactical sequence in which
the a4 queen, the d1 bishop, the c1 rook, and the g4 bishop is -4. c5 25. bxc5 Rb1+ 26. Bd1Bg4 27. f3 exf3 Comment: I am applying a
probability reduction to the move 25. bxc5 based on this resulting board position. c5 25. b5 cxd4 26. Qc7 Qd8 27. Qe5 d3 28. Bd1 Comment:
I am applying a probability reduction to the move 25. b5 based on this resulting board position. == Since a sample of 3 candidate second ply
moves include only moves that were eliminated, I can conclude that c5 is a good move. I am applying a good move reduction, for this move,
thereby selecting it and eliminating all other potential moves. The good move reduction, in this case, is also a calculation termination condition.
I am selecting c5 as the best move in the board position first ply. Puzzle 13

1...Rxf2 - 2. Rxf2 - - 2...Re1+ - - - 3. Rf1 - - - - 3...Be3+ - - - - - 4. Kh1 - - - - -
- 4...Rxf1+ - - - - - - - 5. Qxf1. 4.0. First baseline evaluation. Revert to depth
6. - - - - - - 4...Bxd4. -1.0. - - - - - - - 5. Qxd4. -4.0. - - - - - - - - 5...Rxf1+. 1.0.
- - - - - - - - - 6. Qg1.
- - - - - - - - - - 6...Rxg1+. -8.0 - - - - - - - - - - - 7. Kxg1. -3.0 Updated baseline
evaluation. Revert to depth 7 variation 2 and look for a refutation. - - - - - - -
5. Rxe1. - - - - - - - - 5...Qxe1+ - - - - - - - - - 6. Qf1 - - - - - - - - - - 6...Qxf1#.
Revert to depth 7 variation 2 and look for a refutation. - - - - - - - 5. Ra1 - - - -
- - - - Coach Bia: 5...Bxa1. First edit 3/27/21. Yakun Hu: Depth 7 - - - - - - -
Coach Bia: 5. Rxa5. You cannot increase the pressure on the f1 rook.
Maybe the second player can hold this but I doubt it. It’s not good. Now you
have a move that basically wins back the material, the sacrificed material

and you will not get checkmated because you covered the back rank with enough pieces. First edit: 3/27/21.
- - - - - - - - - 5…

L: Puzzle 14: R: Puzzle 15: 1. H4+ 1. Rxd6 1. Rxb7 - 1...Rxb7 - - 2. Qf5+ - -
- 2...Qxf5 - - - - 3. exf5. -4.0. First evaluation baseline. // Insert more puzzle
examples from Anki, what I calculated with writing notes.

H3S4: Surveying:
Maia, AlphaGo. Cite documentary.

// Notes:
6/11

- Counting material and recognizing -5 for protagonist in the initial
position shifted my PDE to higher stakes, which helped me see an

additional, long-range effector in the enemy’s run zone, proving that evaluating, cueing, and PDE affect
perception. However, deep neural synthesis can override this.

- Reciting the moves aloud in the calculation allowed me to see that the Rook checking on h3 also
covers g3, the last run zone square for the King, meaning that it's checkmate.

- I did not “see” that after bxa6 Bxf3+ Kxf3, the knight can jump to a6 due to a future board state
misperception of the pawn still being on b5.

- Writing down the moves can help you correct some errors.
- Why do I see mistakes on a second glance that I couldn’t see on first glance.
- If the second player has the chance to sacrifice his knight for the passed pawn, then he will be

down one pawn in a R vs. R endgame in which the first player’s extra pawn is stacked in the c-file, which is
most likely drawish; King activity slightly favors first in the event of Kxf3. Important eval for puzzles.

- A knight on c5 cannot move to content a8 in one move. The a8 square is on the diagonally opposite 3x4 corner to c5.
- After I reach the time card zone, let’s decrease the minimum certainty threshold to 80%, whereas previously let’s say it’s 99%, to

avoid time pressure trap in classical.
- I should be willing to spend 10 minutes on EACH move in a puzzle, and that should be the requirement for making a card.
- A rook can only stop an embryo in the same file or rank as the promotion square.
- Since the rook moving to the home rank doesn’t work, and the rook is hangtacked by trying to stop it from behind along the

promotion file, and the knight cannot content a8 in one move from c5, a7 must be the right move because it leads to a board
position in which promotion is inevitable and the promoted queen cannot be captured without checkmate.

- Use the share icon to generate the puzzle share link.
- I might be spending too much time on ideas that are not necessarily going to happen, but if it is a

really good idea, then we can possibly make it happen via rubix cubing, and you can’t assess if it’s good
without calculating a bit, but let’s challenging that.

- Issues: I don’t know if a passed pawn can be forced. I also don’t know if the passed pawn can be
stopped if it is created in all cases, and if it cannot be stopped in some cases, which cases.

- I just played the forcing move Ra1+, the most forcing move, and it was right, without knowing
exactly why later. That is a valid reduction. What % of puzzle moves are the most forcing move?

- The calculation is always easier when the board position has solidified, but I want to change this,
and this may be an inherent carbon fault or advantage, the quantum uncertainty, making us better in
uncertainty. Is quantum uncertainty inherent to carbon computing, and how much of an advantage can it
offer?
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6/24/21:
Yep it worked, I saw a way to win a rook while down -1, but maybe it looked like there could be a checkmate.
Saved 10 min by realizing that it has to be a rook win due to the single solution rule. [D] Ref:
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1046298. 6/26 notes: What's the threat and how can it be prevented
might simplify the calculation. Every opponent response eliminated makes the protagonist move more viable,
so when one move is hard to eliminate, one strategy could be to eliminate the others first. == Process of
elimination is significantly more intensive than verifying the correct answer. == In addition to tracking material
from the beginning to the end of the puzzle, track the material delta of a future segment to see if it's
favorable. == When I think about the puzzle, leave and do something else, and then come back, my intuition
changes. Calibrate to my % confidence in puzzle solve progress. Check if there are any in between moves in
a sequence to rubix cube.

6/27/21: Use a sample of 3 to get a feel for the position after a hypothetical move.
Anki backlog: If no clear tactic can be found and a generally strong positional move can be played,
positional moves priority: If the puzzle ends with less than +2 material, then apply soft material evaluation
to see if the ending p-value is still +2 or more. Conversely, if the puzzle ends with +2 or more, check if soft
positional evaluation might adjust it down below the threshold. == Before making the move, ask how my
opponent can mess me up or stop my tactical idea.

In depth:
Here's what calculation might look like at the 3000 level puzzle tier. Puzzle time card: material is
{{c1::even}} and the d2 knight is {{c2::+1}} effect, and if 1...Qxd2 2. Qxd2 Nxd2 *3. Bxb7 [Nxf1 ({{c3::+5}})
4. Bxc8 Bxb2 (+3) with both sides having one ren hangtacked] ==> actually, this line doesn't work due to 4.
{{c4::Bxg7}} ({{c5::+2}}) with two second rooks bishoptacked and the knight trapped Kxg7 (+5) 5. Bxc8 (0)
with mutually 1 hangtacked ren and if Nxh2, the knight is trapped and so correct is 3...Bxb2 (+3) and first
has two rooks minortacked so if 4. Bxc8 Bxa1 5. Rxa1 Rxc8 (+3) with remaining ren secure, calculation

stop or 5. Rd1 you're up a piece and simply capturing Rxc8 and he can't capture more than one in the next turn and you simply secure the
uncapped ren. *whereas 3. Bxg7 Nxf3+ 4. Nxf3 Kxg7 (+3) Missed the potential idea 1...Bxb2 but here simply 2. Qxb2 and the problem is that
second expended one of the potential hangtacked ren in an even trade and thus after Qxd2 3. Qxd2 Nxd2 4. Bxb7 (0) Nxf1 Bxc8 5. Nxh2 Bb7
(+3), but the knight is trapped. Move: 1...Qxd2, the only other move that is a viable capture and therefore initiating a sequence that takes
advantage of the attackable ren in the enemy camp 2. Bxg7 If 2...Qxc1 3. Rd/axc1 is forced, otherwise if something like 3. Bxf8 Qa3 (+4), and
now 3...Kxg7 and if 4. Bxe4 Bxe4 and something like 5. a3, simply Nd3 6. Rc3 Ne5 protects the knight or 6. f3 Nxc1 or 5. f3 Bd5, Bd7 6. a3
Nd3 7. Rc3 Ne5 all the same. Move: 2...Qxc1 3. Rdxc1 Kxg7 4. Bxe4 Bxe4 (+3) May have missed something in the longest capture sequence,
continue investigating. (edited)

H3S5: Chess decision making x psychology,
decision-making research lit-rev:
Ch-15: H2S5: Quantum-calc:
This section is dedicated to my psychotherapist, Stephanie Keating, <Clinical Social Work / LCSW, a-r> of
CORE Mental Health, in Buffalo, NY, with whom I had a productive session on 6-28-22. IBM Grover
<a-r>: There are many computational problems in which it’s difficult to find a solution, but relatively easy to
verify a solution. Microsoft Azure <b.2008-10> <a-r>: The overall complexity of the algorithm <ch-45>
will ultimately depend on the complexity of the implementation of the oracle Of. If a function evaluation is
much more complicated on a quantum computer than on a classical one, the overall algorithm runtime

will be longer <counterpoint> in the quantum case, even though technically, it will use fewer | queries.

H3S1: Grover’s algorithm:
Dr. K.W-Regan,
Q-algos a-r
pg-157 ch-15:
Second and
more important,
when L is small
or even constant,
it means little to
say that each
level’s
Grover-style
walk is giving
time √L. Trees of
NAND gates
cannot be
grouped as trees
of OR and AND
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and XOR can, so they are stuck with L = 2. For a long time, no quantum algorithm for evaluating a full depth-d tree of binary NAND gates
was known to beat the 20.753m time achievable | classically. However, first in an unconventional quantum model and then in our standard
one, the O(2m/2) target was approached and then achieved exactly in the count of queries (Ambainis et al., 2010, Reichardt, 2011b)
together with getting the overall time down to O˜ ( √N) (Reichardt, 2011a). These improvements have come from further clever use of
quantum phase estimation and deeper relationships to linear algebra (Reichardt and Spalek, ˇ 2008). Thus, for evaluating logic formulas,
playing games of strategy, and various related problems, quantum algorithms can deliver the same near-quadratic speedup that we first
saw for Grover’s search algorithm. MIC: Quantum calculation is deployed when there are two significantly | probable continuations and at
least the e-player has agency to fork into either one and therefore the protagonist must responsibility calculate both without knowing which
one will be committed in the future #np MIC: [D]: Grover’s algorithm plugged into IBM’s proprietary, but online and open access # “Quantum
Composer” <a-r>

H3S2: The qubit:
Ketterle <a-r>: The CNOT gate would now say the following. The first ion is the control | bit. <24:35> And whenever
the control bit is 1, it flips the qubit, the second qubit. If the control bit is 0, it does nothing to the second ion. <33:05>:
So therefore, what we can do is, when the second ion is spin up, we do a swapping of the information from spin up,
spin down to center of mass motion being 0 or 1. So the idea is the following. Ion two should control what ion one is

doing. So we first focus on ion two. We swap the qubit of ion two into the center of mass motion. Then, we do what I just said, the
controlled phase gate for ion one with the center of mass motion. And after this is done, we write the center of mass motion back into ion
two. And then we have nothing to ion two. Ion two was just putting its information into the center of mass motion. It helped ion one to do the
controlled phase gate. And then, we swapped the information back. So this is the sequence. [D] IBM.q-tum <a-r>: What we have described
here is the abstract notion of a qubit. The quantum computers you interact with in IBM Quantum use a physical type of qubit called a
superconducting transmon qubit, which is made from superconducting materials such as niobium and aluminum, patterned on a silicon
substrate. Such systems are not natural qubits, but are instead formed by isolating two energy levels out of many to form our approximate
qubit. The difference in energy between these two energy levels sets the characteristic frequency f of the qubit through Planck’s constant
<b.1858-47, Nobel Prize in Physics, 1918 for the discovery of energy quanta> h:ΔE = hf. These frequencies are nominally targeted to be
around 5 GHz. For a superconducting qubit to behave as the abstract notion of the qubit, we must have the device at drastically low
temperatures T,  kBT << hf, where kB is Boltzmann’s constant <1844 - 1906> <ch-4 CM H3S2 H4S1>.

H3S3: Q-tum gates, superposition, vectors, and matrices:
H4S1: Superposition:
Monroe <UMD, a-r> Quantum computers are very much like classical computers only they operate not with bits but so-called quantum bits
so instead of being in a <4:43> definite state “0’ or “1” like a flip-flop a quantum bit can be in a “superposition” of 0 and 1. As Shannon
<ch-51 H2S3> and Turing <ch-16 H2S4> taught us, bits are abstract; you can represent a bit in any physical system that can be used as a
computer.
H4S2: Gates:
NIST.gov <a-r>: Traditional computers are like microscopic cities. The roads of these cities are wires with electricity coursing through
them. These roads have lots of gates, known as logic gates, which enable computers to do their job. Like physical gates that allow or block
cars, logic gates allow or block | electricity. Electricity that goes through the gates represents a “1” of digital data, and blocked electricity is a
“0.” Logic gates are building blocks for processing | information. <skip> In their quantum logic gate, Monroe, Wineland and colleagues
controlled the energy levels in an individual ion #np so that a lower-energy state <rather electricity> represented a 0 and a higher-energy
state represented a 1. The ion’s internal energy was the first | qubit. They created a second quantum bit with the atom’s external motion:
0 represented less motion and 1 represented a greater amount of motion. MIC: note the diametric opposite setup. Using lasers, the
researchers could also cause the ion’s internal energy state to go into a superposition of 0 and 1, putting the ion’s motion into a
superposition of 0 and 1. This allows the gate to process multiple possibilities simultaneously, unlike ordinary | logic gates, so the gate can
consider # both the “yes” and “no” possibilities of the business deal at the same time. MIC: superposition is not the only original paradigm
of quantum computing #np, the other 2 described in this passage revolve around 1) the usage of correlated | gates # and 2) the connection
between gate state and ion energy rather than electricity | passage. It is this property 2) that allows for the property of superposition:
whereas passage of electricity is inherently binary, energy state is a spectrum property; the merger of superposition and ion states
gives rise to a 4th property of quantum computing that isolates <ch-52> its properties from classical computing: exponentially fewer |
qubits are needed relative to the number of logical gates |=full semiconductors #np to compute the same complexity; the reason is
because the communication of information in a spectrum gate #np-2 lies in the fine-tuning <ch-4 CM H3S2 H4S1> of the energy
spectrum; the ratio with which a single cubit represents an exponentially larger count of logical gates is therefore directly correlated with the
significant figures <ch-3 CM H3S2> of its fine-tuning. It’s not immediately clear, as I have yet to speak to an expert in this field on the topic,
whether there is intentionality on driving this | correlation, but one can surmise from a visual | glance at the design of the q-comp [H3S7]
that a much more significant proportion of its space occupation #np-3 is devoted to fine tuning rather than containing the gates, and this
more so than classical computers resembles the human body <ch-9 H2S3>; two more significant #np-⅘ implications can be surmised from
this: 1) being as the human brain is also a quantum computer, it must be the case # that the body is very much involved in computation on this
fine-tuning aspect, and it is known that organs of the body have significant influence over levels of homeostasis <ch-60> shared by the brain
2) quantum computers must be more advanced than classical computers along analogous tracks of evolution and this must be due to their
identification of a niche. Fin-v3.

H4S3: Vectors:
M-Azure: Some familiarity with vectors and matrices is essential to understand
quantum computing. Two vectors can be multiplied together through the inner product,
also known as a dot product or scalar product. As the name implies, the result of the
inner product of two vectors is a scalar. The inner product gives the projection of one
vector onto another and is invaluable in describing how to express one vector # as a sum
of other simpler vectors.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dot_product
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H4S4: Matrices:
You can also multiply two matrices M of dimension m × n and N of dimension n × p to get a new matrix P of dimension m × p as follows: [D]
where the entries of P are Pik = ∑jMijNjk.

H3S4: History of q.tum-comp:
Britannica <q-tum main> As early as 1959 the American physicist and Nobel laureate Richard Feynman noted that, as electronic
components begin to reach microscopic scales, effects predicted by quantum mechanics occur—which, he suggested, might be exploited
in the design of more powerful computers.

H3S5: Shor’s algorithm:
IBM: Quantum circuits for modular multiplication: Suppose now that f(x) = ax(mod N) is the modular multiplication function. Let n be the
number of binary digits in N. Using n-bit strings to represent integers modulo N, one can implement f(x) by a classical circuit Ua, composed
of 3-bit reversible gates with n input and output wires, as described above. The circuit Ua may also use auxiliary | bits that are initialized
and returned in the 0 state. The state-of-the-art | implementation would require roughly n2 gates and roughly 2n auxiliary bits. For
simplicity, below we will often ignore the auxiliary bits.  Let us # convert  Ua to a quantum circuit by replacing each classical gate with its
quantum counterpart. This is possible because, by construction, each gate of Ua implements some permutation on the set of input bit strings
000, 001, …, 111. The corresponding quantum gate implements the same permutation on the set of basis | states |000>, |001>, …, |111>.
We obtained a quantum circuit Ua acting on a register of n qubits that maps a basis state |x> to |f(x)> . An example for f(x) = 7x (mod 15) is
shown below. The period-finding algorithm requires modular multiplication circuits Ub for b = a, a2, a4, …, a2^p (mod N), where 2p ≈ N2 MIC:
Due to the proliferation of quantum computing into industry, and, in this sense, the field resembles cryptocurrency, which, likewise, began |
academically, much of what might be encountered by lay people, business-people, and academics alike is marketing copy. Among
insider of the field, it is well known that quantum computers are not | designed to supplant classical computers, as evidenced by their
exotic | hardware, just as MIC argues that classical computers cannot replace carbon-based humans. The former point seems more
established, ironically, than the latter, possibly due to the marketing sensitivity of industry contrary to academia, knowing that the prospect
of supplanting | humanity is a non-ideal sales pitch when selling to humans; interestingly, this marketing sensitivity has also influenced the
direction of development within the field, helping it gain specialization decades earlier than classical computers, which was still
undergoing an identity crisis as late as the 80s, despite the myriad of sci-fi dystopian | film creators who tried indirectly to assist academia
with its positioning. #np In contrast, quantum computing developers have, rather than working generally, first identified specific niches for
their hardware, and subsequently developed efficiently only in that direction, an ideal combination of theoretical | work and development
<ch-56 H2S2 H3S5 H4S1> Post: NIST: “In Shor’s algorithm, the most important step is teasing out a particular | property, a repeating |
wave pattern of sorts, which would be very difficult to determine by brute force <ch-16 H2S8 H3S3 H4S5>, which subsequently can be used
to determine the factors,” Boisvert says.

H3S6: Entanglement:
IBM: Recall the two principles of quantum computing: 1) A physical system in a definite state can still behave randomly. 2) Two systems
that are too far apart to influence each other can nevertheless behave in ways that, though individually random, are somehow strongly
correlated. The core idea behind the second principle is entanglement. Upon reading the principle, one might be inclined to think that
entanglement is simply strong correlation between two entities – but entanglement goes well beyond mere perfect (classical) correlation. If you
and I read the same paper, we will have learned the same information. If a third person comes along and reads the same paper, they also will
have learned this information. All three people in this case are perfectly correlated, and they will remain correlated even if they are separated
from each other. <ch-13 H2S2> Quantum entanglement is a bit more subtle. In the quantum world, you and I could read the same quantum
paper, and yet we will not learn what information is actually contained in the paper until we get together and share our information. However,
when we are together, we find that we can unlock <ch-51 H2S3 H3S1> more information from the paper than we initially thought possible.
Thus, quantum entanglement goes much further than perfect correlation.

H3S7: Quantum hardware:
Stuttgart <a-r>: So what exactly goes into building a quantum computer? It all starts with atoms
that are channeled into a stable | crystal lattice. After all, a quantum computer needs a processor
before it can work. The Stuttgart researchers want to operate the computer at room temperature.
To get the computer up and running in a vacuum chamber, the scientists must first channel
nitrogen atoms into a diamond. These miniscule | invisible particles serve as a computer
processor of sorts and are known as quantum bits or qubits.MIC: [D], the IBM Q System One
quantum computer <b-2021, Möhlmann <a-r> A crystal lattice is a structural | merger <ch-8
H2S5> as both # ions and organic | atoms # <ch-9 H2S2 H3S1> and there is a half | similarity
between the lattices formed between either, despite their much larger phenotypic | differences in
molecular behavior in non-lattice bond structures. It makes sense thus that the design of
q.tum-comps begin with such structures, as computer engineers are more accustomed to working
with ions <ch-62 H2S7 H3S1> Kostka and Quin <a-r> Their work uses the impurities within
diamonds – where a carbon atom is swapped out for a nitrogen atom ! within the crystal – to
generate qubits, the standard bits within a quantum computer. MIC: the design of quantum
computers necessarily requires collaboration between multiple academic fields <ch-13 H2S3
H3S2 H4S1> as well as # between academic science and industry <ch-62 H2S1 H3S1 H4S9, how

science can be a startup>, as a significant proportion of the equity in the construction of large, industrial-scale supercomputers was
conducted by billion dollar corporations; the reductionist | builds afforded by the 7 figure budgets of science labs does not quite fit the mold
for viable | quantum computers because they have a much larger startup cost due to the physical | difficulties of maintaining the molecular
arrangements in a physical state to minimize error rate <Dr. Ketterle, MIT physics b-1957, 2001 Nobel Prize: Bose–Einstein
condensation, predicted by Einstein in 1924-5 !?>

https://www.britannica.com/biography/Richard-Feynman
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/quantum
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H3S8: Quantum reductions:
MIC: The application of quantum reductions to chess calculation can help us optimize | efficiency <ch-44 H2S1 H3S9> by using
probabilistics to optimize our route down the search tree. The ideal | calculation #np is one in which every move that is considered is
played, in theory, that the calculator knows 1) the depth to which to calculate 2) the best candidate move to consider first in each b-p and 3)
there is a reduction | cut to nullify the need to consider any other candidate. For optimal | results, we will likely need to connect the
paradigm of quantum | computing |=>, which, like software, is not married to the crystal lattice | hardware, in the sense that a quantum
computer’s script can be just as well # translated to English, |=> with what the human brain already does | naturally in the process of
visual perception <ch-42 H2S2> in filtering geometric | complexity ch-45 H2S1, and use quantum computing to process differential
geometric inputs from the visual perception system in order to generate differential probabilistic | curation criteria that is then fed into the
search CM H3S1 H4S4 process to generate the highest probability good first candidate. #np, H2S5 post: Britannica, future of q-tum: I think
the 21st century will be the century of quantum technology. We've seen the first of the quantum gadgets in our century, but many of them
are toys. When the laser was invented in the 1960s, it was often called an invention looking for an application. And now, of course, we see
lasers used all over the place, but it's still a novelty. I think in another 100 years, we're going to find quantum devices in almost every
aspect of technology. And the weirdness of quantum mechanics, which we find so hard to get to grips with, is going to become manifest in
everyday life. And we're going to have to somehow come to terms with it. fin-v3 <fbno>

Ch-15 H2S6: Search in calculation:
An aspect of calculation not covered in our mathematical quantification of depth capacity is the process of
search to generate | candidate moves; in our depth capacity calculation methodology, it is assumed that
an e number # of cand-moves will be considered per turn, with no further elucidations as to how these
moves are generated.

H3S1: Late search moves:
D: Chessable MCS, “dynamic exchanges” #4. Game: L. Van Wely vs V. Salov, Wijk aan Zee 1997: GM
Hellsten: The possession of a semi-open file is another asset produced by doubled pawn. 14…Rb8. MIC:
Rb8 is a very difficult | move to see # here due to the number of retrieval cues available to experienced
players: 1) the h3-B is unopposed on light squares, the g-pawn is advanced, and thus the first obligation # is
to consider a forced mate at g2 2) the d5-N has two possible noble captures, and can be captured itself 3)
there is a massive concentration # of 48 points of material in the c-e files. Fin-v3.

Ch-15: Calc D:
Calculation stop (n.) = a board position in which a condition can be applied to generate an evaluation and terminate the calculation.
Calculation efficiency (n.) = the ratio of variations considered divided by number of moves played; a lower value is better. Fresh eyes #n-p
(n.) = returning to a board position, after a period of depriving visual input, and seeing the board differently, due to the acquisition of new
selective filters from a different source, such as a nearby board at a tournament <ch-17> Premature calculation termination (n.) = a
mistaken application of a termination reduction that causes one to miss a key move at a later depth.

Ch. 15: Calc exercises:
Ex. 1: A depth fork involves a single <1> that branches into more than 1
different <2>

a) <1> = board position, <2> move
b) <1> = game, <2> continuation
c) <1> = move, <2> lines
d) <1> = dimension, <2> move
e) <1> = move, <2> dimension

Ex. 2: Calculating before we make a move, whether in chess or life, enables
us to:

a) Know exactly what the opponent will do before he does it.
b) Plan for every possible or plausible scenario, minimizing

our chances of mistakes.
c) Save time on the present move, as using a calculator

allows us to make decisions faster.
d) Understand the implications of our decisions at future

points beyond the immediate present succeeding the
move.

e) b) and d)

Ex. 3: We can stop calculating when [2,000]:
a) We have considered a total of 3 responses that the

opponent can make to any of our moves, regardless of
depth.

b) An evaluation of 0.0 has been reached in a particular
variation.

c) All forcing lines have reached a quiet position, in which no
further captures or checkmate is possible.

d) The material difference of the board position has been
forcibly set to +3 in our favor, as we learned that this is
how we can be winning in terms of “material in chess”.

e) b) and c)

Ex. 4: Which variation contains an
illegal move?
a) 54…e4 55. B4 g3 56. Ne5 Ke2 !
b) 54…e4 55. B4 Kd2 ? 56. b5 e3
0.0
c) 54…e4 55. B4 g3 56. B5 h1=Q+
d) 54…e4 55. A4 g3 56. Ne5 g2?
0.0
d) 54…e4 55. Ne5 ! g3 56. Nc4+
Kd4 ? 0.0

Ex. 5: Following calculation of the
sequence 1. Rg7+! Kh8 2. Rxh7+,

now, if Kg8, then 3. Rxh4<+9, assass>. This means we should revert to:
a) the 1st ply b) the last f-ply c) the 4th ply d) the 3rd ply e) the 2nd
ply.

Ex-6: 27. Nb5 <hangtacked> 5.2-eval
is an astounding move that is the
flashiest, most fundamentally correct,
fastest, and the most positionally
holistically exploitative way to win
this dominating position by f, where all
of s’s nobles are stuck in a 3x3 cluster
and stepping on each other’s toes #
Calculate every possible capture |
and check that can result from this
move by s and justify our move in
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each line. Use a standard calculation tree provided by #MIC <see
solution>.

Ex-7: 22. Rxc8 (+3) ! is one of the
ways to win in this position, though
not the straightforward, we would still
invest at least 2 minutes calculating it
in a tournament game, and thus
practicing such calculations has a
practical value #
Examine the forcing responses by
s after this move and write a
variation that justifies our
temp-sack in all cases #

The Highest
Rated LiChess Mate Puzzles:
In 2021, Chess University used data mining x Microsoft Excel to
process the 2.0 gb+ LiChess Open Source puzzle database, found
here: https://database.lichess.org/, in order to mine the highest rated
checkmate puzzles as selected by users on the website. Here are
the top 4:

Ex-8: Mate in 5:

Ex-9: Mate in 6:

Ex-10: Mate in 6:

Ex-11: Mate in 5:

Deep-C:
Ex-12: A farmer offers you to play a chess game with him for his oak field
and, as the starting condition, demands that you must walk forward a
number of times for every move he can calculate within his variation
capacity <r: ch-19 H2S1 H3S5> You know that you would be too tired to
play a game if you had to walk more than 10,000 steps total, there and
back, and the standard chess player calculates on average e moves per turn.
At what depth of calculation, in terms of ply, past which the farmer can
calculate would you decline to play the game?

Ex-13: There are two mates here with intersecting | themes in how the
nobles are used in coordination, but merging from very different starting
points: 41. Qh5+ M9 and Qd7+ M11. Calculate both to the end without
moving any pieces.

R: Ex-14: Trading | queens is not favorable here, as s has K-security
issues and an imprisoned N on e8, with chances to attack for f. Multiple
lines can win, but the difficulty in this problem is depth rather than
breadth # Pick one line that you evaluate to be winning and calculate it to

the
end

with a forced assass, despite best play by the opponent; justify your answer
with CU Board Code.

Ex-15: [1,700]

R: Ex-16: [3,000]

Broad-C:
Ex-17: Compose a position with 3 zi
on board in which 2 ply are required to
double 2 rooks on the f, 4 ply to
connect in the c, and 3 in the e. [2,000:
Pushin’ the Nissan]

Ex-18: Find 5 moves that maintain a
winning position for f:

Ex-19: Study the following code, then
answer the question which follows.
function whatDoesThisDo(x) { result =
""; if (x < 55) { return "Zoo"; } else if

(x < 70) { result = "Walk"; x = x - 55; } else if (x < 85) { result = "Talk"; x
= x - 70; } else { result = "Hawk"; x = x - 85; } if (x < 5) { result = result +
"??"; } else if (x < 10) { result = result + "!!"; } else if (x < 15) { result =
result + "**"; } return result; } List the 5 values of x for which
whatDoesThisDo(x) returns "Hawk**" [3,000]

Ex-20: Calculate to win. [1,587] R: Part 2: [2,600]
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Solutions:
Ex. 1: the answer is a)

Ex. 2:
The purpose of calculation is not to know exactly what the opponent
will do, since this is not possible, but rather to prepare for everything
that he can do, rendering the point of knowing what he will do moot,
as we are prepared to face any response. Therefore, the answer is
not a). b) is a sensible clause that is coherent with the information
presented in the chapter, and so is d), and therefore the answer is
e). c) is incorrect because the process of calculating requires time,
separately from the time required to make a move. Therefore,
calculating before a move will force us to expend rather than save
time on the present move.

Ex. 3:
a) is written nebulously; certainly it is incorrect if it is taken to mean
that we only need to conceive of 3 moves of the opponent, total, at
any depth, but it could be correct if it means that we need to
consider 3 moves per move in which it is the opponent’s turn to
move in our hypothetical calculation. b) This condition does not
apply to all scenarios, as sometimes we are searching for a win.
c) This is the correct time to stop calculating and switch to
evaluation <r: ch-12> of the resulting b-p(s) of the calculated move
sequences in order to compare which sequence is the most
favorable for us to enter #
d) Calculation is only possible within the bounds of what is possible
from the given b-p, assuming at each juncture best play by the
opponent, and therefore we cannot expect to “force” the resulting
m-d to be +3 from any starting b-p when such tactics are not
available to us.
e) Since b does not apply, e is also incorrect.

Ex. 4: The answer is c)

GM Laszlo Szabo 2530 <HUN>
IM Kenneth Regan 2375 <USA>
Lone Pine, CA
Lone Pine Louis D. Statham Masters rd-9, Mar 30, 1977
Opening: Queen’s Fianchetto Defense #
All moves in these variations are legal except for 56…h1=Q+ in c)

The b-p after 54…e4 55. B4 g3 56.
B5

In this position, the s.h-P is located
in the h3-sq and therefore cannot
advance to h1 in the 56-s ply.

Ex-5: the answer is c)

Ex-6:
Let’s make a list of every move that
looks plausible and assign them
each to a character of the English

alphabet as a variation.
Variation A: 27…Kxe7 (-5) 28. Nxd6 (+9), game over.
Variation B: 27…Qxe7 (-5) 28. Qh8# ! , a bit hard to see due to the
7.1 DU diagonal.

Variation C: 27…cxb5 (-3) 28. Rxc7 (+3) instantly recuperates the
captured N and now # the dual | threats of 29. Qh8# and 29. Rxc8+
cannot both be stopped by a single move due to board geometrics,
check for yourself.
Mobility x relevant effects diagram of the b-p after 28. Rxc7,
demonstrating that # there is not a single move that can stop both

“in 1” threats of assass and mate.
Variation D: 27…Qd8 <run $> 28.
Rxc7 (+3) ! , assass #, and now if
28…cxb5 (-3) ?? 29. Qh8#, again.
Fin. This position was composed
from a depth fork of a real-bp from
Hu vs Lusignan <USCF ~1950>
Rochester 1/29/22.

Ex-7:
Variation A: 22…Rxc8 23. Bh3
$.d7-Q, ($).c8-R <o-m> ! is even
worse than variation B, as s suffers

from a RQB<s> rel-skwr and the same penetration threat <see
below> is in play.
Variation B: 22…Qxc8 23. Bh3 $.c8-Q <o-m> ! and now s cannot
stop # 24. Nf5+ ! with a strong King chase to follow, as both f6 and
h7 are loose. If s tries to hold on with 23…Qd8 🛡.f6-P ! 24. Nf5+
Kg8 🛡.h7-P ! , it appears that s has held all the entry points intact:

The b-p after 24…Kg8
demonstrating adequate defense of
both the f6-P and h7-P.
However, f can now deploy a check
bounce to pivot to the g-file, where
there is an entry point, the
supported g7-sq by the f5-N: 25.
Qg4+ <bounce> ! Kf8 26. Qg7+ ,
and now we’re in, for decisive
effect.
Variation C: If s does not recapture,
then f can capture | continue with

23. Rxa8 (+5)
Fin. This position was composed from a depth fork of a real-bp from
Hu vs Lusignan <USCF ~1950> Rochester 1/29/22.

Ex-8:
LiChess puzzle rating: 2729 out of 2,327 attempts. Link:
https://lichess.org/training/9LosV
Solution: 39…Ne6+ ! <temp-sack> 40. Dxe6 <o-m> f6+ ! 41. Kh4
(41. Qxf6 (-1) Qg3#) Qe1+ 42. G3 <o-m> Qxe4+ ! 43. G4 <o-m>
Qe1#
Ex-9:
LiChess puzzle rating: 2751 out of 1,992 attempts. Link:
https://lichess.org/training/O2NPN
Solution: 35…Rh1+ ! 36. Kg4 <o-m> Ne3+ <temp-sack> !
All puzzles in the LiChess database # are mined algorithmically from
user games on the website.
Both of the top 2 puzzles involve a N temp sack to a pawn capture
to an e-file sq, indicating that this move may be the hinge for the
difficulty #
37. Fxe3 (-3) (equally countdown to mate is 37. Kf4, explore for
yourself #) h5+ ! <temp-sack> 38. Kxh5 (-1) (equal is 38. Kf5 Rf1+
39. Rf2 <forced> Rxf2+ (+5) 40. Bf4 <int +> g6#) Bf3+ ! 39. G4 <int
+> g6+ ! 40. Kh6 <o-m> Rxh4 #
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Run zone analysis of the final b-p
shows that 3 s-zi coordinate to
deliver check and cut off all run
sqs. Fin.

Ex-10:
Full disclosure: this puzzle made
me grip my hair and jaw drop to
the floor.
44…Bd6 <cont> h2 ! This move
cuts off the f-K’s last remaining run
sq.
45. Rc7 <temp-sack> to stop the

M1 threat # of 45…Rc1# 45…Bxc7 (+5) 46. bxc7 (-3) Kg3
<cont-h2> substituting the s-K in to now cover that sq 47. c8=Q
(cont)-c1 ! , again stopping immediate M1 Rxc8 (+9), neutralizing
the threat resolution # 48. Re5 ! Rc1+ 49. Re1 <int + > Rxe1 #, in 6.
Puzzle rating: 2759, out of 2987 attempts:
https://lichess.org/training/LXR6y

Ex-11: Publisher’s note: Consider the fact that the highest rated LiChess
mate puzzle, rated 2750, is a mate in 6; however, due to CU data mining in
the endgame tablebase, we found a mate in 545 and this is covered in the
final exam. What does this say about the theoretical limit of chess ratings?
Well, if mate in 6 is the peak of what humans can solve, and pretty close to
what Stockfish can solve by brute force in game speed, and a mate in 545 is
nearly 100 times longer, and we know from ch-15 that calculation variation
capacity increases exponentially with depth, the elo peak established by a
mate in 545, which is simply the longest mate that we’ve found, could be as
high as 40,000, if not more. This also means that the chess tablebase,
insofar as it is a chess playing computer, is the highest rated chess computer
we have, by far, but its rating strength is domain-specific, the last
conclusion established by this cross data mine comparative analysis # 33.
Rg8+ <temp-sack> Rxg8 <o-m> 34. Rh7+ <temp-sack> Kxh7 <o-m>

The last 2 moves become
elementary to understand after the
move 34…Kxh7 (-5) b-p, in which
we can reveal that the purpose
was to 1) remove the defender of
f5-p via forced deflection # and 2)
attract the s-K into a check
destination sq of a capture move in
f5.

35. Qxf5+ Kg7 (Rg6 36. Qxg6+
(+5) has a similar outcome #) 36. Qg6+ , a supported Swallow <r:
ch-1 H2S4 H3S2> and now if 36…Kf8 37. Qf6# <Epaulette> or
36…Kh8 37. Qh7# <Swallow’s, corner>. Fin.

Ex-12: e^9 = 8103.1, while e^10 already exceeds 10,000 at over 22k.
Therefore, the limit is 9.

Ex-13:
https://lichess.org/analysis/8/5k2/q3rp2/Bp1Q4/rP6/8/P6p/K5R1_w_-_-_1_

41 Visit this link and turn
on “local evaluation” to see
the solution(s). Click the
hamburger icon and
increase the “Multiple
lines” spectrum | toggle to

at least 2 to see both lines #

Ex-14:

40. Qd3 Qa5 41. Ka2 Qa4 42. Nb5 Qa5 43. Qc4 Kb8 44. Nd4 Kb7 45.
Qc6+ ! Kb8 <run +> 46. Qd7 Qa6 47. B3 Kb7 48. R4f2 Qa5 49. Nb5
Qa8 50. Kb2 Rd8 51. Qc6+ Kb8 52. Nd4 Qa6 53. A4 Rh3 54. Rf3
Rh4 55. Qc3 Rd7 56. Nc6+
Kb7 57. Nb4 $.a6-Q ! [D, 2]
MIC: I have never seen a 3.5+
rated position be so slow to
develop into a concrete assass
or win; despite a large
advantage, this position
remains difficult to play for both
sides. 57…Qa5 <run $>
QNQ<s> rel-p! 58. Qc6+ ! Kc8
🛡.d7-R <1:1> 59. Qc4 ! c5
<forced> <preventing.N-c6
ch-62 H2-prophylaxis> 60.
dxc6 ! <e-p> <assass in 21!> enabled by a gradual increase in
pressure on the s-K in a tempo.non-critical i.b-p.
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50032213339

Ex-15: 26. Qxf8+ ! <t-sack, +5> Rxf8 <-9> 27. Bxf8 <+1> h6 <thr-res,
Rg8#> 28. Rg6 $.e6-B, $.h6-P ! the key move, which recuperates even
more material from 26-f; one has to see this 5 ply ahead in order to play 26.
Qxf8+ ! As a result, s has to lose his Q <+9, assass in 4> !
<https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50913610073

Ex-16:
Puzzle time card: 1...Rd1+ 2. Ke2 Qd8 ! and if var 1: 3. Bd5 Rxd5
4. Rxb8 Rd2+ 5. Kf1 Rd1+ 6. Ke2 Qd2+ 7. Kf3 Rf1! and the threat is
Qxf2+ with a skewer of the c6 queen, if Ke4, and most likely a
checkmate, if Kg4. var 2:
3. Bg4 Rd2+ M6 with either Qf6+ or Qd3+ to follow. var 3 <m-l> 3.
Be4 Qd2+ 4. Kf3, forced Rf1! <#M-9!>

Ex-17: Multiple variations of this are possible:

Ex-18: 2.75 Kb1, Kd1, Kd2, R2f3,
R4f3 1.69 Komodo d-31 K2901; I had
22 seconds to 24 in a 3+2 on C-com:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/

game/live/50032213339 Note the c-p
cannot be captured without check due
to Na5+, indirect defense.

Ex-19: 95, 96, 97, 98, or 99.

Ex-20:

https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/91468997 1…Kxf8 <+5> 2.
Qd8+ ! Perpetual check problems test broad calculation due to 1)
the number of possible check vectors, typically available to a Q, in
an open board and 2) the number of possible W D L outcomes that

https://lichess.org/analysis/8/5k2/q3rp2/Bp1Q4/rP6/8/P6p/K5R1_w_-_-_1_41
https://lichess.org/analysis/8/5k2/q3rp2/Bp1Q4/rP6/8/P6p/K5R1_w_-_-_1_41
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50032213339
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50913610073
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50032213339
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50032213339
https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/91468997
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one has to juggle, in association with moves. 2…Kd7 <run +> ! 3.
Qd7+ Kf6 -+ Part 2: Solve time: 87 minutes. 1. Rxd8+ Kh7 2. Kf1 !
<esc.thr-Qh1#> Qb1+ 3. Ke2 <o-m> Qc2+ 4. Ke1 <run +> ! Rd2
$.e-$ ?? allows a perpetual Qc3+ !
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1898260 5. Rdd2 <int +> !
Qe3+ 6. Kf1 <run +> Qe4 ! Just because the checks have stopped,
momentarily, does not mean that f is safe from perpetual threats
Qb1/h1+, if he’s not careful. 7. Rd4 <t.sack-offer> $.e4-Q ! Qb1+ 8.
Ke2 Qc2+ Ke1 Qc3+ 10. Rfd2 <int + > ! Qe3+ 11. Kf1 Qf3+ ! 12.
Rf2 Qh1+ 13. Ke2 and now, the checks stop. Tricky !

Additional resources:
Episode 16: International Master Kenneth Regan, interviewed by
Chess for Life. The game in Ex #5 is discussed # at 42:13:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Stkf_ApLRTo
Pins! Chess for Beginners by WGM Jennifer Shahade, US
Women’s Champion:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l2CHth9h79
ME 591 Lecture 1: Quantum Tunneling at Purdue University:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8FEaW3lH4TU
Jobs, Steve. “Steve Jobs about Go to Market Strategy.” YouTube,
YouTube, 18 Mar. 2015,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3BNGMMc3Bgc&ab_channel=Vi
sionariesandLeaders.
Jobs, Steve. “Steve Jobs President & CEO, NeXT Computer Corp
and Apple. MIT Sloan Distinguished Speaker Series.”
MITVideoProductions, YouTube, 19 Dec. 2017,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gk-9Fd2mEnI.
Goldowsky , Howard. “How to Catch a Chess Cheater: Ken Regan
Finds Moves out of Mind.” US Chess Federation, 1 June 2014,
http://www.uschess.org/index.php/June/How-To-Catch-A-Chess-Che
ater-Ken-Regan-Finds-Moves-Out-Of-Mind.html.
Lipton, Richard J, and Kenneth W Regan. Quantum Algorithms
via Linear Algebra: A Primer . MIT Press, 2014.
“JavaScript for Loop.” JavaScript for Loop,
https://www.w3schools.com/js/js_loop_for.asp,
“Python for Loops.” W3schools,
https://www.w3schools.com/python/python_for_loops.asp.

- This website was the recommended external resource at
the University of Buffalo’s spring ‘21 CSE 115 intro weed
out course taught by Dr. Matthew Hertz <Yakun = Grade
A> The course was not curved and a straight up 900 /
1000 or higher was required.

UB CSE 115:
https://cse.buffalo.edu/faculty/alphonce/FA18/CSE115/index.php
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Search
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Category:Bernd_Besser
Daniel Edwards, Timothy Hart <1961>. The Alpha-Beta Heuristic,
AIM-030, reprint available from DSpace at MIT
Alexander Brudno <1963>. Bounds and valuations for shortening
the search of estimates. Problemy Kibernetiki (10) 141–150 and
Problems of Cybernetics (10) 225–241
James R. Slagle <1963>. Game Trees, M & N Minimaxing, and the
M & N alpha-beta procedure. Artificial Intelligence Group Report
3, UCRL-4671, University of California
Alphonce, Carl. “Midterm Exam – SAMPLE.” CSE115 Computer
Science I, University of Buffalo, 2018,
https://cse.buffalo.edu/faculty/alphonce/FA18/CSE115/documents/F
A18-CSE115-SampleExam-SOLUTION.pdf.
Roblox. “Loops.” DevHub,
https://developer.roblox.com/en-us/articles/Loops.

- Roblox <b-2006 for Mac/Windows/Android/iOS,
- Fire-OS/Xbox-One> is a game for building games and

contains a great developer portal that is kid friendly and
pedagogical in the context of c-s fundamentals.

“Grover's Algorithm.” IBM Quantum,
https://quantum-computing.ibm.com/composer/docs/iqx/guide/grover
s-algorithm.

Bradben. “Theory of Grover's Search Algorithm - Azure Quantum.”
Azure Quantum | Microsoft Docs,
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/quantum/concepts-grovers.
“Explore the Making of a Quantum Computer at the Institute of
Physics at the University of Stuttgart.” Encyclopædia Britannica,
Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc.,
https://www.britannica.com/video/179682/quantum-computers.
Holton, William Coffeen. "quantum computer". Encyclopedia
Britannica, 17 Aug. 2021,
https://www.britannica.com/technology/quantum-computer.
Accessed 27 June 2022.
“Know about the Future of Quantum Technology and How
Quantum Devices Can Be Present in Everyday Technology.”
Encyclopædia Britannica, Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc.,
https://www.britannica.com/video/186827/technology.
Möhlmann, Roman. “IBM and Fraunhofer <€2.8 billion bn annual
budget - Wikipedia> <Joseph Ritter von, 1787 - 1826, optical lens
manufacturer> Bring Quantum Computing to Germany.”
Fraunhofer, 13 Mar. 2020,
https://www.fraunhofer.de/en/press/research-news/2020/march/ibm-
and-fraunhofer-bring-quantum-computin-to-germany.html.
Kostka , Johannes, and Michael Quin. “New Hub to Make
Diamond-Based Quantum Computers.” RMIT University,
https://www.rmit.edu.au/news/all-news/2022/apr/diamond-quantum-
computing-hub.
Ketterle, Wolfgang. “21. Ion Trapping and Quantum Gates.” MIT
OpenCourseWare 3.92M Subscribers, 11 July 2014,
https://youtu.be/lJOuPmI--5c.
Monroe , Christopher. “Christopher Monroe - ‘Quantum
Computing with Trapped Ions.’” Stanford Physics 7.13K
Subscribers, YouTube, 21 May 2018,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9aOLwjUZLm0.
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/therapists/stephanie-keating-b
uffalo-ny/809498
http://ispython.com/knights-tour/
https://www.illumina.com/techniques/sequencing/dna-sequencing/w
hole-genome-sequencing/de-novo-sequencing.html
Fridovich-Keil, Judith L. and Rogers, Kara. "epigenetics".
Encyclopedia | Britannica, 3 Dec. 2018,
https://www.britannica.com/science/epigenetics. Accessed 7 August
2022.
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/ot/ps/139?lang=
eng
https://www.garvan.org.au/research/kinghorn-centre-for-clinical-geno
mics/learn-about-genomics/for-gp/genetics-refresher-1/genotype-an
d-phenotype
Jobs, Steve. “Steve Jobs' 2005 Stanford Commencement Address
(with Intro by President John Hennessy).” StanfordUniversity,
YouTube, 14 May 2008,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hd_ptbiPoXM

https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1898260
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3BNGMMc3Bgc&ab_channel=VisionariesandLeaders
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3BNGMMc3Bgc&ab_channel=VisionariesandLeaders
http://www.uschess.org/index.php/June/How-To-Catch-A-Chess-Cheater-Ken-Regan-Finds-Moves-Out-Of-Mind.html
http://www.uschess.org/index.php/June/How-To-Catch-A-Chess-Cheater-Ken-Regan-Finds-Moves-Out-Of-Mind.html
https://www.w3schools.com/js/js_loop_for.asp
https://www.w3schools.com/python/python_for_loops.asp
https://cse.buffalo.edu/faculty/alphonce/FA18/CSE115/index.php
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Search
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Category:Bernd_Besser
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Daniel_Edwards
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Timothy_Hart
http://dspace.mit.edu/handle/1721.1/6098
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Massachusetts_Institute_of_Technology
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Alexander_Brudno
https://www.chessprogramming.org/James_R._Slagle
https://cse.buffalo.edu/faculty/alphonce/FA18/CSE115/documents/FA18-CSE115-SampleExam-SOLUTION.pdf
https://cse.buffalo.edu/faculty/alphonce/FA18/CSE115/documents/FA18-CSE115-SampleExam-SOLUTION.pdf
https://developer.roblox.com/en-us/articles/Loops
https://quantum-computing.ibm.com/composer/docs/iqx/guide/grovers-algorithm
https://quantum-computing.ibm.com/composer/docs/iqx/guide/grovers-algorithm
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/quantum/concepts-grovers
https://www.britannica.com/video/179682/quantum-computers
https://www.britannica.com/technology/quantum-computer
https://www.britannica.com/video/186827/technology
https://www.fraunhofer.de/en/press/research-news/2020/march/ibm-and-fraunhofer-bring-quantum-computin-to-germany.html
https://www.fraunhofer.de/en/press/research-news/2020/march/ibm-and-fraunhofer-bring-quantum-computin-to-germany.html
https://youtu.be/lJOuPmI--5c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9aOLwjUZLm0
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/therapists/stephanie-keating-buffalo-ny/809498
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/therapists/stephanie-keating-buffalo-ny/809498
http://ispython.com/knights-tour/
https://www.illumina.com/techniques/sequencing/dna-sequencing/whole-genome-sequencing/de-novo-sequencing.html
https://www.illumina.com/techniques/sequencing/dna-sequencing/whole-genome-sequencing/de-novo-sequencing.html
https://www.britannica.com/science/epigenetics
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/ot/ps/139?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/ot/ps/139?lang=eng
https://www.garvan.org.au/research/kinghorn-centre-for-clinical-genomics/learn-about-genomics/for-gp/genetics-refresher-1/genotype-and-phenotype#:~:text=A%20person's%20genotype%20is%20their,genotype%20%E2%80%93%20a%20patient's%20clinical%20presentation
https://www.garvan.org.au/research/kinghorn-centre-for-clinical-genomics/learn-about-genomics/for-gp/genetics-refresher-1/genotype-and-phenotype#:~:text=A%20person's%20genotype%20is%20their,genotype%20%E2%80%93%20a%20patient's%20clinical%20presentation
https://www.garvan.org.au/research/kinghorn-centre-for-clinical-genomics/learn-about-genomics/for-gp/genetics-refresher-1/genotype-and-phenotype#:~:text=A%20person's%20genotype%20is%20their,genotype%20%E2%80%93%20a%20patient's%20clinical%20presentation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hd_ptbiPoXM
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Book-16: Applied chess: c-m:
From the vantage point of 4 May 1994, <GM> Robert Byrne’s 1989 newspaper column describing Deep Blue’s predecessor Deep Thought
as playing ‘like a transistorized <WC> Anatoly Karpov’, could hardly have been more prescient. Man vs. Machine Game 2, pg 64 <a-r>.
Chess is a purely mental sport | and the thinking tools, flexibility, and memorization reductions that it teaches can be used to enhance one's |
performance in other fields as well. In order to do this, one has to first accept the generality of | chess and be able to establish connections
between the part of one's brain that stores chess knowledge and techniques with the parts of the brain that are performing the other tasks.
One can consider this as a function call by a program to another program, and chess contains many functions that can be called by these
other programs.

CM H3S1: Chess x NCAA athletics:
The human animal is | by nature competitive, and comparative. Throughout our history we have measured our abilities by testing ourselves
against nature, | against other animals, and against each other. GM Patrick Wolff: Man vs Machine <additional-resources> Chess University
x Material in Chess are proponents of the implementation of chess into NCAA athletics. The International Olympic Committee recognized
chess as a sport in 1999 and a year later it was an exhibition event at the Sydney Olympics. In 2019, chess officials made a bid for inclusion
in the 2024 Olympics in Paris. <r: Reuters> The NCAA provides funding for state of the art training facilities, coaching staff, nutrition, and
modalities # which will permit talented scholastic US Chess players to simultaneously pursue their education and remain competitive in their
athletic arena, a privilege presently only reserved for NCAA athletes; prominent examples of American collegiate players include GM Andrew
Tang, Princeton, WGM Dorsa Derakhshani, an Iranian-American immigrant and graduate of St-Louis University who spoke to me in 6/22
about the difficulty of qualifying for the MCAT and remaining a top female chess player in the US, finishing third in the 2020 US Women’s
Championship. Post: Goldowsky <a-r>: In 2012, FIDE sold the marketing and licensing rights of professional chess to AGON, a
company run by Andrew Paulson <1958 - 2017 <lung-cancer>, son of Ronald Paulson, <b-1930, former Director of Graduate Studies at
Yale University and Andrew W. Mellon Professor of the Humanities at Johns Hopkins University>. According to the New York Times,
“[Paulson] <Oct-’13 President, English Chess Federation> wants to turn chess into the next mass-market spectator sport.”

CM H3S2: Chess planning x engineering, reverse engineering:
After reading this section, check out ch-43 H2S4 H3S1 H4S1 <hl>for a walk-through solution of a complex math problem (!)

Ch-16 App-che H2S0/1: Che x sharing economy:
The five circular business platforms are: circular supply chain, recovery and recycling, product life extension, product as service, and
sharing platform. Professor Novy 35:33 <a-r> Chess is particularly useful for managing one's time and allocation of economic resources as a
freelancer. Freelancing depends upon a high volume of client interactions, and insofar as each of these interactions is underscored by
financial negotiation, one has to know how to push one's agenda forward while taking into account the other person's ideas and to do so
ethically such that the other person wants to have sustained business interactions. USCF Virginia delegate Ernest Schlick noted to me when
I asked him, “what would happen if I showed up to a US Chess Federation tournament and became a national master in my first appearance,
would that automatically make me the president of US chess” to which he replied that one's performance in terms of rating does not
necessarily guarantee one a job in US chess. One can only surmise that a similar principle applies in other interactions as well as work in
other companies. If one pushes too hard to dominate, in ways that are potentially inconvenient and unethical, one might win a game or a short
match, but it will be difficult to convince others to participate in prolonged interactions, leaving one with, in the long run, a lack of opportunities
to advance one's career. |=P Working in the sharing economy also frequently demands one to balance multiple workloads at once, thereby
requiring a high attention capacity, and there is essentially no limit to the degree to which this can be optimized. A specific example of working
in the sharing economy would be working as a Lyft, Uber, Doordash driver. In addition to the meta planning that is required to schedule one's
time and plan around the bonus hours, one has to make a very high volume of micro decisions as you are driving on the roads. Many of these
decisions, being as one is working a job that has blitz time control time constraints, need to be made in a short amount of time, and therefore,
having practiced playing chess with a clock is useful because one is used to having to make a decision even in situations of uncertainty.
Moreover, calculation, especially in these fast time control situations, being able to visualize the outcomes of various decisions, is very useful
and has tangible results on the bottom line that one can make from these apps. Ultimately, even working as just a Lyft driver, one's earnings
can fluctuate anywhere from $15 to upwards of 40 or more dollars per hour, and even more if one is able to stack other freelance work on top
of it, and much of this comes down to pure intellectual competency. == As a chess player with no other prior training in how to perform these
jobs, I can testify that having played and trained chess was immeasurably useful in preparing myself, and I found there to be almost no gaps,
if at all, in my abilities simply from having played chess. In my work as a startup CEO, at age 19, running a company that had just received $7
million of funding, I found myself no stranger to interviews and meetings with people far more experienced in an industry that I was in simply
because I have the equivalent of a Ph-D in logic from having started playing the United States Chess Federation at the age of 13. In every
room that I walked into, I was the most logical person in terms of if other people fed me with the raw information that they knew from their
years of experience in the field, I would be able to deduce at least one level deeper in conclusions,. and that justified the value that I could
offer by being there. Bughousing centuries of chess knowledge into these rooms is what ultimately made me a successful CEO, and helped
me learn from these people very quickly under the law of information giveus receiveus that we discussed in chapter: ethics. Source: In 2014,
while working as the CEO of Distractify Inc. <r: ch. 19 H2S2 H3S8 H4S3 H5S4>, I met at the Uber Inc. headquarters Uber’s VP of Product
and Growth at the time, former Head of International Growth Ed Baker, who shared the story of his sale of Friend.ly to Facebook. Ed was
introduced to me by Lightspeed Partner Jeremy Liew, the investor in my company at the time. While waiting for my meeting with Ed, I also
briefly caught eye contact with then CEO Travis Kalanick, who was exiting the undergrounded, bunkered HQ, beneath Square Inc. in San
Francisco’s historic 1455 Market St. building # Later on, in tougher financial times, I worked as an Uber, Lyft and Instacart passenger,
delivery driver as well as grocery shopper with over 1,000 completed rides and an average 4.85 / 5 customer satisfaction rating. I have also
booked over $10,000 in gross revenue on the freelance online work platform, Upwork, spent close to $100,000 on that same platform in my
capacity as the CEO of several companies, and earned about $8,000 in revenue as a freelance tutor with Varsity Tutors during the summer
of 2021.
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H3S1: Industry Connections: Chess Cab Drivers
MIC: In addition to academic connections, Chess Improvement Inc seeks to establish industrial connections with other industries, as
chess-trained | workers will be superior, in many respects, to competing workforces, due to 1) improved decision making, 2) modulation of
behavior at various speeds of execution #, 3) negotiations, 4) emotional control, and 5) visualization.

💰: Ad: Chess Cab Drivers <CCD> is a company that cares deeply about thought space awareness because it is responsible for the
safe operations of thousands of vehicles every day, while requiring drivers to take on additional equipment, including an on-dash phone
display with moving and often visually enticing mobile UX elements. The visual field is one form of the subsection in thought space that
deals with perception, and, in a limited sense, it is a localized thought space as well, in which the user has a limited attention capacity
to pay attention to all the elements, and must be intelligently directed to, into, and through the correct visual locations, returning safely back
to their 0th level, which is peering through the windshield, at the road.

Ch-16 App-che H2S1: Chess as a language:
This section is dedicated to NYU Professor Justin Warner, my instructor for EXPOS-USA 1 in the summer ‘16 session, in which I received
an A. MIC: X-ref: <ch. 10 CM H3S3 H4S2>, <ch. 8 H2S6> Anna Maria Di Sciullo and Edwin Williams coined the term “listeme,” the unit of a
memorized list, to refer to this sense of “word” (their term is a play on “morpheme,” the unit of morphology, and “phoneme,” the unit of sound).
Note that a listeme need not coincide with the first precise sense of “word,” a syntactic atom. 21st century reductionist linguist Dr. Steven
Pinker <b-1954> <Johnstone Family Professor of Psychology, Harvard University> <see-below> wrote The Language Instinct, a
breakthrough 1994 pop-sci non-fic in order to elucidate the reductionist theory of language, which defines language not in terms of sentence
structure and meaning, but in terms of the units of morphemes and phonemes. The impetus for this more granular depiction is due to Dr.
Pinker’s encounter with exotic anthropological cultures whose languages seem to defy traditional description. Dr. Pinker ch-6 “The Sounds of
Silence”: Even the sequence of | sounds we think we hear within a word is an illusion. If you were to cut up a tape of someone’s saying cat,
you would not get pieces that sounded like k, a, and t (the units called “phonemes” that correspond roughly to the letters of the alphabet).
Chess, insofar as it is apparently incredibly difficult to learn in adulthood, seems to bear on the level of learning, development, and cognition
the structure of a language: It is complicated by a fact about children’s environment — that they are not corrected for speaking
ungrammatically — and a fact about their behavior — that they do not confine themselves to the verb phrase | structures they have heard
other people use. <r: Pinker, LDC pg-1, a-r> MIC: Every sentence has a thing and a description of what that thing is doing. The next sentence
should refer to the same thing, or some other thing that is doing the same thing as the thing in the previous sentence. If chess is like
conversation and every move a sentence, it’s already established within the game that you can only move pieces to destination squares that
are within the mobility of that piece from its location in the initial board position, and thus non-linear sentences are equivalent to making illegal
moves, which would require the TD to come over. In depth 1: the concept of merger in chess and movies; a unified language # All
mergers are intersections of two narratives at the same event but in order for them to be different movies, either the initial point or the
subsequent, or both, have to be different, but not _____, so _/4 possible conditions would meet the merger condition. #materialinchess X-ref:
<ch. 7 CN ex. #17/8>, try this problem for yourself. #MIC contains, often, at the start of each section, a quoted reference # to another section
in which the same block of text is copy pasted # from that other section and into the one in which the quote is then pasted #. Although the
quote is identical to the section that was written in the chapter from which the quote was copied from, a form of duplication, ref: <ch. 32 h2s1>
the resulting continuation, or what is discussed, following the quote, or the logical lead-up to the quote, will be different across each chapter. In
this way, the quotes that are used in multiple chapters as mergers are modularized in that they can be extracted to exist in multiple
environments #, and moreover, they serve as a hinge connection point, such that one has a foundation to begin reading a different section by
leveraging the competency that one has already accumulated in the other section in which the same quote is found. This fundamental
structure of connections <ref: ch. 8 h2s5> // Post-script: There's of course notoriously | a lot of controversy about how much is predetermined
by the genes and how much the mind is a blank slate and obviously you're a protagonist in that. Dr. Richard Dawkins <Oxford University,
b-1941> to Dr. Pinker <a-r> Post-2, Murray <a-r>:

Name
game

Board Sq + # Bare-K ½ 1/2 Zi Figures

Latin scassi,
ludus
scaccorum

scaccariu
m

punctum scac(cum) scac(cum)
mat(tum),
mat(tum)

nudatus tabula K rex; Q
regina,
ferzia,
domina; B
alfinus,
alphiles
(curvus
calvus); Kt
miles,
eques,
equus; R
roccus; P
pedinus,
pedo;

scaccus

Italian scacchi scacchiere punto scacco scacco
matto,
matto

tavola K rè; Q
reina,
don(n)a
(ferce); B
alfino,
calvo; Kt
cavallo

scacco
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(cavaliero);
R rocco; P
pedona,
pedina;

Spanish axedres tablero casa xaque xa(que)
mat, mat

robado K rey; Q
alfferza,
dama; B
alffil; Kt
caballo
(cavaller);
R roque; P
peon

trebeio

Catalan scachs tauler punto scach K rèy; Q
reyna,
dama; B
orfil; Kt
cavaler; R
roch; P
peo(n);

(e)scach

Provençal escas escaquier escac escac mat,
mat

K rèy; Q
fersa; B
alfi, fol; Kt
cavalier; R
roc; P
pezo(net)

escac

Middle
French

esches eschekier point eschec eschec et
mat, mat

hāve K roy(s); Q
fierce,
fierge,
royne,
dame; B
aufin, fol;
Kt
chevalier,
R roc; P
paon(net)

exchec

Anglo-Fren
ch

esches eschekker point eschek eschek
mat, mat

K rey(s); Q
fierce; B
alfin, aufin;
Kt
chevalier;
R roc; P
poun

homs

English chess cheker,
chesborde

point check checkmate
, mate

bare K kyng; Q
fers,
quene; B
alfin, aufin;
Kt knyght;
R roc; P
poun,
pawn

chess-(ma
n)

Middle
High
German

schâch(za
bel)

schâchzab
elbret

feld schâch schâchmat
, mat

K künic; Q
künigîn; B
alte; Kt
ritter; R
roch; P
vende(lîn)

stein

Middle
Low
German

schaek(taf
elspil)

schaekbre
d

veld schaek schaekmat
, mat

K kuninc;
Q
koniginne;
B alde; Kt
ridder; R
roch; P
vende,
vinne

stein

Middle scaec scaecbert veld scaec scaec mat, K coninc; stein
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Dutch mat Q
coninginne
; B oude,
raet; Kt
ridder; R
roc; P
vende,
vinne

Icelandic skák(tafl) skakborð reitur skák skák og
mat, mat

bert K
konungur;
Q
drottning;
B biskup;
Kt riddari;
R hrokur;
P peð

skákmaður
, pl.
skákmenn

Swedish skaktavil K konung;
Q droting;
B ollin; Kt
riddar; R
rok; P
finna

Czech šach šachovnic
e

šach šachmat,
mat

K cral; Q
králevna,
králova;
Bpóp; Kt
rytier; R
hroch; P
pêšec

H2S1 H3S1: What is a language?
In depth: Noam Chomsky defines a language: Pictured: L: Dr. Noam
Chomsky MIT <r: BBVA Foundation Frontiers of Knowledge Award>, R: Dr.
Pinker Harvard <r: Britannica>, the two leading academic linguists of our
generation # Human | children uniquely learn language and I think it's right to say
isn't it that, natural selection, or they have evolved at any rate brain mechanisms
which enable them to learn language remarkably swiftly. Other species don't
have that and this leads linguists like you to say that there's some deep
structure, which is in common between all languages. Dr. Richard Dawkins
<3:20> <a-r> MIC: The thesis of the aptly titled Language Instinct is that there is
a co-evolution of the human brain and language such that prior to the Tower of
Babel-ian departure of human | races, the human brain had already evolved a
morphological structure that enables it to quickly adopt the upper level facets of
language, such as vocabulary, because the lower level structures of grammar,
which would otherwise take extraordinary time to learn, are built-in via evolution

into DNA and subsequently, in phenotype to neural structures. This profound point also establishes a time scale of neurological evolution to
tens of thousands of years rather than millions, since this is the time scale at which language evolution has operated, and, secondarily, is the
first instance in which evolutionary time actually keeps up in magnitude with pedagogical time, or cultural <r: ch-41 H2S4> time. Insofar as
chess is also a language, and the ubiquity of being able to learn chess aligns with the ubiquity of being able to learn the grammar, or logical
rules of human language, then it would reason to be # that not only are grammatical structures phenotypical to human development but also
logical structures, and these terms are in some sense synonymous with each other, in that grammatical structures is a subset <r: ch-2 CM
H3S2, set theory> of logical structures. Dr. Pinker: Language is no more a cultural invention than is upright posture. It is not a manifestation of
a general capacity to use symbols: a three-year-old, we shall see, is a grammatical genius <ch-45 H2S1>, but is quite incompetent at the
visual arts, religious iconography, traffic signs, and the other staples of the “semiotics <study of signs> curriculum”. Language Instinct
<ch-1>Therefore, he argued, children must innately be equipped with a plan common to the grammars of all languages, a Universal Grammar,
that tells them how to distill the syntactic patterns out of the speech of their parents. Chomsky put it as follows: It is a curious fact about the
intellectual history of the past few centuries that physical and mental development have been approached in quite different ways. No one
would take seriously the proposal that the human organism learns through experience to have arms rather than wings, or that the basic
structure of particular organs results from accidental experience. Rather, it is taken for granted that the physical structure of the organism is
genetically determined, though of course variation along such dimensions as size, rate of development, and so forth will depend in part on
external factors…. The development of personality, behavior patterns, and cognitive structures in higher organisms has often been
approached in a very different way. <r: ch-33 H2S4> Fin-source: I am a trilingual speaker of Chinese <native>, English, from ages 7 onwards
<720 SAT I Reading, 740 SAT I Writing, AP English Literature 5, AP European History, a writing-heavy course, 5, Expository Writing I, New
York University, A, Intro to Philosophy, Georgetown | University, A, and Problem of God, Georgetown University, an essay course, A>,
and French, which I studied for 6 years at Amherst Middle / High, earning college credits in the process. I have also completed 12 credits of
college Chinese at | Georgetown University for native speakers. In addition to these 3, I have also lived in Ukraine | for 6 months in the
period between 2017-19, picking up Russian at a light level, and I’ve studied very briefly the languages Korean, Ukrainian, Swedish,
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Hungarian, German <visited, Berlin, 2017>, Italian <Rome, 2017>, Japanese, Arabic, and Spanish <Madrid, 2017, Colombia, 2018,
Aruba, 2018, Mexico, 2018> using the popular language SR <r: ch. 0 H2S8 H3S1 H4S2> app, Duolingo. In second grade, after completing a
year of ESL, I scored in the 50th percentile in an English language standardized exam; 3 years later, Ms. Nicholson at | Smallwood
Elementary School complimented an essay I wrote as being at “college level”, scoring a 103 / 100, and my papers were frequently used as
class examples in high school. I tutored several students and groups in courses that involved reading, writing, and chess with online Ivy-prep
company, Varsity Tutors, in 2021. <r: Ch-16 H2S1> // create x-ref of this | there

H3S2: 10 unique sentence constructions in Joseph Smith’s <1805 -44>
Book of Mormon and analogous forms in chess books:
I have often found Christian | scriptures, in my 22 years as a Christian, to be akin to reading legal | documents in the rigorousness of
doctrinal | depictions and the fact that laws written in the Old Testament have been upheld, almost in their original form, in Judaism and
certain sects of both Catholicism and Protestantism for over 2,000 years. One would be hard-pressed to find other legal | documents that
have endured in an enforceable | state for an analogous order of magnitude, as the duration of the applicability of the Bible has exceeded
the times of every non-Asian | empire, and we believe that this property of Christian | scripture can be credited in large part to its unique |
sentence constructions. One miraculous aspect of Joseph Smith <Mormon prophet, born in Sharon, Vermont and an implant to Western
New York, “Wikipedia <a-r> the #np site of intense religious revivalism during the Second Great Awakening.”

H4S1: Biblical | texts contain sentence | constructions that cut across time, as do chess books, evidential of their origination in the topicalized timeless |
being. Genesis 1.16-18<LDS, a-r>: 16 And God made two great | lights; the greater light to rule the day, and the lesser | light to rule the night: he made the
stars also. 17 And God set them in the firmament<sky> of the heaven to give light upon the earth, 18 And to rule over the day and over the night, and to
divide the light from the darkness: and God saw that it was good. Henn<a-r>: Many find verses 16-18 particularly | difficult. They appear to say that
God created the sun, moon, and stars on the fourth | day of creation. The New King James compounds the problem by incorrectly
beginning verse 16 with "Then God made," implying continuity of action. The King James, American Standard, the Revised Standard, and
Young's Literal translations all start this verse with "And." Further, the Hebrew asah, translated "made" in verse 16, is in the verb form that
denotes completed action. This means that the sun, moon, and stars could have been created that day or any previous time. These
heavenly bodies had been created long before the creation week began. Therefore, verses 16 through 18 are parenthetical statements
that indicate that the sun, moon, and stars had been made sometime in the past. H5S1: Backward rationalization via Danya: Wanted to
<x-action> anyway. When the opp is making their move, we are anticipating that they will advance their plan, and, at least to some extent,
that plan will oppose our plan. Separately from this, our opponent might make, at times, a forcing | move<ch-59> that limits our options.
When the opponent makes a move, that 1) advances their plan, at least in their minds, 2) forces us to limit our options, but 3) does not
oppose our plan, and 4) within one of those forcing options, is a move that we wanted to make anyway, we can apply the operator, “wanted
to <x-action>” anyway. It’s amazing, that such a dense | quantity of information an be packed, to such a short, and simple | phrase.

H4S2: Biblical | texts contain sentence | constructions that define themselves circularly and therefore do not depend upon external | contexts:
Luke.17-21,2<a-r><KJV>: 20 And when he was demanded of the Pharisees, when the kingdom of God should come, he answered them and
said, The kingdom of God cometh not with observation: 21 Neither shall they say, Lo here! or, lo there! for, behold, the kingdom of God is
within | you. "Within" is translated from entos<Greek>, used only twice in the New Testament. Its primary | meaning is "inside," as it is
rendered in Matthew 23:26: "Blind | Pharisee, first cleanse the inside of the cup and dish, that the outside of them may be clean also."
However, when used in conjunction with a plural noun, entos means "among" or "in the midst of." In Luke 17:21, entos is used with "you,"
and from the context, we can see that Jesus was speaking to a crowd of Pharisees, who had come to question Him about the Kingdom of
God (verse 20). "You," then, is plural. "The kingdom of God is among you" is best.<skip>: If the Kingdom is still | future, how could He say that
"the kingdom of God is among you"? To answer this, we must return to the four common traits of a kingdom: a king, who rules by law over
a number of subjects who live within a certain territory. The primary trait is that a kingdom must be ruled by a king; otherwise, the
country has some other form of government. A king of any nation is the chief | representative of that nation. And the King of the
Kingdom of God is none other than the living Jesus Christ!
H4S3: Subject-less sentence | constructions, or displacement of the subject to an atypical later clause #np within the sentence or paragraph increases the
generality of | applicability of the book, as well as further detachment from context. Luke.2-1,KJV<a-r>: 2 And it came to pass | in those days, that #
there went out a decree from Caesar Augustus that all the world should be taxed. Parry<a-r>: The English translation of the Hebrew word
| “wayehi” (often used to connect two ideas or events), “and it came to pass,” appears some 727 times in the King James Version of the
Old Testament. The expression is rarely | found in Hebrew poetic, literary, or prophetic | writings. Most often, it appears in the Old
Testament | narratives, such as the books by Moses recounting the history of the children of Israel. As in the Old Testament, the
expression in the Book of Mormon (where it appears some 1,404 times) occurs in the narrative | selections and is clearly missing in the
more literary parts, such as the psalm of Nephi (see 2 Ne. 4:20–25); the direct | speeches of King Benjamin, Abinadi, Alma, and Jesus
Christ; and the several | epistles. H5S1: Danya stream 3/19/22: Follow up <x-action> with <y-action>: an intention to string together a
sequence, constituting the unit of a plan #n-p H5S2: Danya<a-r>: I don’t see a way for him to <x-action>: A form of anti-prophylaxis, stating
the anti-need to prevent a phantom | threat, or plan, 1) reducing the time needed to calculate that variation, and 2) reducing the depth
investment of making a move, possibly, in the process #, making one’s position | worse, to prevent something, fallaciously, that could not
have | happened | anyway.

H4S4: Lengthy sentence structure containing multiple run-on clauses and sentences in long paragraphs elucidate divine-complexity | logical forms, giving
readers a glimpse into the inherent; moreover, such structures can be read diagonally <ch-0 H2S2> from multiple | directions, increasing complexity and
variety of interpretations, as well as applicability across multiple | eras. Ephesians.1-3,6<a-r, LDS>: 3 Blessed be the God and Father of our
Lord Jesus Christ, who hath blessed us with all spiritual blessings in heavenly places in Christ: 4 According as he hath chosen us in him
before the foundation of the world, that we should be holy and without blame | before him in love: 5 Having predestined | us unto the
adoption of children by Jesus Christ to himself, according to the good | pleasure of his will, 6 To the praise of the glory of his grace,
wherein he hath made us accepted in the beloved. H5S1: MIC: If the entirety of a meaning is contained in a sentence, then that sentence,
must, as one of the necessary | conditions, of fulfilling this purpose, match the complexity<ch-45> of that meaning. H5S2: Moreover, each
discrete | bit of that meaning, must be connected, to the other bits, with the correct logical operator a) who, connects the object, Lord
Jesus Christ, with the elaborative | clause, describing an action, performed by the object b) according, an operator, connects the action,
with an explanation for why that action was performed, and this explanation, establishes a property to another object, as well as the
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presence of that object, “us”, which is implied to mean, a variable call, readers of the Bible # c) that, elaborates on the explanation, and
adds a directive d) having, another elaboration, but chronological | antecedent to the previous | clause #n-p e) according-2, a further |
elaboration, and adds a property to the object f) to, a purpose | elaboration g) wherein, a second action, continuing from the first action.

H4S5: The use of a self-invented system of codes, numbers, names, and notations allows the Bible to self-reference itself, adding to its long-term
survivability as a stand-alone | work.
DeHaan<a-r><Ph-D>: The reference | notations in the Bible (such as Romans 3:23) are analogous to line | numbers assigned to a
Shakespearean play; they serve as a study aid. Since the Bible is much | longer and more | complex, its reference notations are more
involved. In the 1200s, each book was divided into chapters, such as Acts 2. In the 1500s the chapters were further | subdivided into
verses, such as John 3:16. MIC: The organizational | layer of the Bible took 1,200 years to invent, after the raw bits of meaning were first
documented. DeHaan: Although an effort was made to place these divisions | at logical | breaks, they sometimes seem arbitrary. Therefore,
it is a good | practice to read what precedes and follows each break, as the surrounding | text may contain relevant | insight into the portion
you’re studying. Fin.v4-2.

H4S6: Using language itself to establish authority #n-p:
Doctrine & Covenants 128:9: Nevertheless, in all ages of the world, whenever the Lord has given a dispensation<a-r, time periods in
which the Lord has at least one | authorized servant on the earth who bears the holy priesthood and the keys>  of the priesthood to any
man by actual revelation, or any set of men, this power has always been given. Hence, whatsoever those men did in authority, in the name
of the Lord, and did it truly and faithfully, and kept a proper and faithful record of the same, it became a law on earth and in heaven, and
could not be annulled, according to the decrees of the great Jehovah. This is a faithful saying. Who can hear it? H5S1: Danya<a-r>:
“<x-action> just feels right”, a subjective sentence. MIC: In plain | English,

H4S7: Use of the future conditional:
Danya: “<x-event> is a problem, the moment that <y-event> occurs”, “if he<f or s> ever <x-event>, then<f> can <y-action>”. MIC: Conditions
can be constructed using events, actions, and observations, interchangeably. Fin.v4-2.

H4S8: Rules as a construction:
Goldowsky: Chess has often been described as a form of language, and when I propose to Regan that today's chess engines approach
perfect play by following a set of rules embedded in source code, similar to the way the translator inside the Chinese Room follows a
flowchart, he carefully considers his response. The implication that the best chess-playing entities on the planet follow rules revisits the
ongoing debate in the chess community about whether or not human chess players also use rules to evaluate positions. Ironically, chess
computers are commonly believed to play in a style that ignores rules.

Post from Pinker: The Language Instinct<ch-10>: Neurons destined for particular | cortical areas are born in specific | areas along the
walls of the ventricles, the fluid-filled | cavities at the center of the cerebral hemispheres. They then creep outward toward the skull into
their final | resting place in the cortex along guy wires formed by the glial cells (the support cells that, together with neurons, constitute the
bulk of the brain). The connections between neurons in different regions of the cortex are often laid down when the intended | target area
releases some chemical, and the axons growing every which way from the source area "sniff out" that chemical and follow the direction in
which its concentration | increases, like plant roots growing toward sources of moisture and fertilizer. The axons also sense the
presence of specific molecules on the glial | surfaces on which they creep, and can steer themselves like Hansel and Gretel following the
trail of breadcrumbs. Once the axons reach the general vicinity of their target, more precise synaptic connections can be formed because
the growing axons and the target neurons bear certain molecules on their surfaces that match each other like a lock and key and adhere
in place.

Ch-16 App-che H2S3: Chess as domain of scientific inquiry #
X-ref: <ch-19 H2S3> Some of the most rewarding scientific pursuits | begin with the discovery of a paradox. Dr. Steven Pinker, Learning,
Development, and Cognition © 2013 Chess teaches us that there is an objective answer and that opinions can be validated by testing them
objectively against strong competition over the board. The method of validation is unlike that of the empirical, hard sciences, certainly, as we
are measuring quantities like material, effect, threat count, and ultimately, verifying checkmate or time out conditions of the game, but
nevertheless the logical aspect of developing a theoretical hypothesis, testing it objectively within a predictable system #, insofar as both the
laws of physics and the rules of chess are objective and constant, it is exactly the same across both fields. == Whereas the startup cost to
performing one’s own hard science experiment is quite high, the cost in contrast # to purchase a cheap, $5 plastic or magnetic chess board
ref: <Rochester Chess Center Store> is very low, and yet, chess contains approximately the same game state complexity as there are atoms
in the universe ref: <Ch. 51: SYE: H2S3>, and therefore it serves as a worthy model system for teaching students the precepts of objectivity
and empiricism, in which they are trained to develop their own ideas based on logical principles and to test those ideas in a “real world”
scenario in order to verify or reject them. // insert a block quote about model systems and dive in for a paragraph on this point as the next step.
// in depth - an elementary example of an idea, testing it, failing, and then in depth 2, testing an idea, succeeding. Post-script: Chess is,
unfortunately, not a finished | science, but a steadily growing organism. Fine pg-6

H2S3 H3S1: Inductive reasoning:
X-ref: <ch. 19 Str H2S3> <ch. 8 L> <ch. 6 H2S1 H3S3> Uncritical rejection of all theory because it is incomplete and wrong on occasion is
foolish and harmful; intelligent criticism of standard material, no matter how long it has been accepted, is sensible and wholesome. Fine
pg-6. Fin.

H2S3 H3S2: A brief literature review of research in chess:
Dr. Stewart <a-r>: There is a theory that history moves in cycles. But, like a spiral staircase, when the course of human events comes full
circle it does so on a new level. The ‘pendulum swing’ of cultural changes does not simply repeat the same events over and over again.
<prologue> MIC: There is a special | significance in numbers that signify this: Stewart via Britannica: Pythagoreanism <570 - 495 b-C,
preceding Plato and Aristotle <384 - 322>>, a cult of ancient Greece, believed that numbers were the basis of the entire universe, which
ran on numerical harmony. <skip>: The number 2 symbolizes many of the basic dualities: me/you, male/female, yes/no, alive/dead,
left/right, yin/yang, and so on. Dualities are common in human approaches to the world, probably because of our preference for two-valued
logic—yet another duality, true/false. Although 2 was female to the Pythagoreans, other numerological schemes viewed it as male. In Agrippa
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von Nettesheim’s De occulta philosophia (1533; “On the Philosophy of the Occult”), 2 is the symbol for man, sex, and evil. One reason that
some have associated 2 with evil is that the biblical book of Genesis does not use the formula “and it was good” when referring to the
second day of Creation. MIC: There is a special significance to the number 2 in modern chess:

H4S1: Chess pedagogy reaches multiple plateaus at 2,000 elo:
#np-incoming: The elo system is designed such that every 800 points represents a full standard distribution: ch-62 H2S1 H3S1. This means
that a player who is 800 rating points higher than another is not merely at the top of that other player’s s-d, but past it; these two players will
not be able to play a quality game because Elo predicts that the 800+ higher player will win 100% of the time; this is how elo works.
Consequently, 2,000 elo can be conceived as 2.5 full s-ds above 0, and 0 is someone who is expected to be able to read this textbook. This
means that we are probably within the top 0.1% of humans in terms of chess ability. Macieja et. al <a-r>: has shown that the number of
players rated at least 2203 <this specific number was selected> since 1971 grew at an exponent from 1971 - 1989, became linear from 1989
to 1998, and subsequently regressed since and nears a steady state plateau. There is also 1) a dearth a chess books targeted to 2,000+
rated players, and they don’t sell very well 2) 2,000+ rated puzzles in the traditional MoveTrainer <™-Chessable> paradigm experience a
drop in quality and become nearly unusable at 3,000+ 3) there is no curriculum for improvement past 2,000 besides “study openings and
master games”. This points to a deeper problem that there is no fundamental understanding of chess, and even reaching 2,000 has been
incidental, a system of politicking and landing either a lucky hereditary relationship or apprenticeship early on in life; the results are not
consistently | replicable, which makes modern chess pedagogy closer to witchcraft than science, and this is why we are not taught in
schools. An even deeper issue than this is that it points to an endemic problem in all society that there is a significant regression of
resources for the 99.9%+, and we are not talking about percentiles in terms of wealth, but rather IQ, and these individuals historically have
produced nearly all of humanity’s key knowledge output. It is well known in the chess world that a single master can defeat dozens of
players simultaneously, even with their eyes closed <ch-42 CM H3S1> and there is no such analogy in terms of physical labor. An additional
point of IQ is worth exponentially more to someone already at 180 than the average person, not in terms of practical everyday life, but in terms
of intellectual output; in the information economy, the rich get richer, fast. As there are few analogies to this in the everyday, it is not presently
part of the common sense <ch-51 H2S2, Overton window> to provide such individuals with special accommodations to maximize their
information output; even supercomputers receive better treatment, and quite a few of the people mentioned in this book, myself included,
can play one past 40 moves consistently <ch-53. H2S2> Post-Goldowsky: Back in the 1970s, when Arpad Elo designed the USCF and
FIDE rating systems, he arbitrarily | picked 2000 to mean expert, 2200 to mean master, etc.

H4S2: We are in the hypermodern era, the second era of chess:
An interesting alignment with the 2,000 plateau is that we are in the second era of chess, and this has been referenced multiple times in
Material in Chess; the first era was the classical school, epitomized from Philidor <grandson of Jean Danican Philidor 1620 - 1679, a
court | oboist at Versailles for King Louis XIII> to Steinitz <founder, International Chess Magazine>, when chess theory was crystallizing in
the West; the second era was launched by Nimzo and his contemporaries, seeking a deeper understanding of the axioms that were
analogous to Newton’s laws. Analogously, we are very much in the second era of physics, where quantum physics <E=mc^2>provides a
strong and arguably dominant counterpoint to F = ma #np. However, physicists understand their work is not done, and contemporary
theoretical physics is defined by the search, though elusive | still, for a unified theory <ch-56 H2S2 H3S5> This alignment suggests, and
we are certainly at the cusp of it quantitatively, in that WC Magnus Carlsen’s 6/22 elo rating lies just 136 points south of the 3,000 barrier.
Fin-v2.

H4S3: Human IQ is thought to be peak 200, and a score of 2400 is coveted on the SATs and PSATs.
This alignment may not be accidental, as the father of standardized examination, Alfred Binet, was a serious chess researcher <a-r>.

H4S4: Chess research x decision making, psychology:
[D] Dr. Ken Regan gracing the cover of Chess Life magazine June 2014: Decision making is a hot topic of research in psychology,

cognitive science, and neuroscience because 1) the making of a decision requires coordination from multiple
lobes of the brain and varies based on complexity 2) a made decision is an observable behavioral output #np
which provides a second data point to the external that makes this a model system for neuroscientific studies 3) the
financial implications of improvements in human decision making are significant in both the civilian and public
sectors, and the value pathways are well-elucidated #np-2. == A prominent researcher in the academic field of
chess # is Dr. Kenneth Regan, associate professor in the department of computer science and engineering at
SUNY Buffalo, International Master in chess and the 1981 New York State Chess Champion, as well as one of 26
editorial board members of the Journal of Chess Research A member of the Anti-Cheating Committee of the
World Chess Federation from 2013-14, he helped write and edit guidelines to prevent cheating in professional
chess. He continues to serve as a consultant to the committee and previously served as an expert witness for the
French Chess Federation, the Bulgarian Chess Federation and other governing bodies of chess. R:
https://www.buffalo.edu/news/experts/ken-regan-faculty-expert-chess.html A leading world expert in combining

chess x computer science in the business field of anti-fraud detection, Dr. Regan has worked on multiple projects to increase the veracity of
chess play. While dropping in # on a class that he taught at the University of Buffalo, at which I was a 4.0 student # in the fall 2020
semester and where my dad also teaches #, I also learned that Dr. Regan works directly with Chess-com to verify their weekly Titled
Tuesday events, and uses certain database techniques that he teaches directly in his 400-level course “CSE 491/596: Theory of
Computation”. The cross application of academic computer science methods and techniques derived from chess programming is a shared
quality of CS legends Alan Turing and Ken Thompson as well, and these historical figures are discussed in ch-16 H2S4 <hl> IM Ken Regan’s
USCF profile: http://www.uschess.org/msa/MbrDtlTnmtHst.php?10054834 A final | word on Dr. Regan’s chess credentials before diving into
chess research: at age 13, he became the youngest American player since WC Bobby Fischer (!) to achieve the rank of USCF NM, and he
led the chess teams at Princeton University and Oxford University, which had a chess team with an average rating of 2,400 at the time (!),
where he earned a math degree and a Ph-D in computational mathematics, respectively. <r: Princeton Alumni Weekly>, and he was an
equal first in the US Junior Championship in 1977 <r: Chess for Life Ep-16, YT> Regan <psycho-model, a-r: Human decision making (and
physiological reactivity) ought to be governed in the large by relatively | simple mathematical | laws (!) - laws that are independent of details
of any particular game, and hence ought to be revealed as common properties between games. And many activities in life are games. The
results so far show that this expectation is plausible.
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H4S5: Chess anti-cheat x finance, anti-fraud:
Goldowsky <a-r>: As an international master and self-described 2600-level computer science professor with a background in complexity
theory—he holds two degrees in mathematics, a bachelor’s from Princeton and a doctorate from Oxford—he also happens to be one of only a
few people in the world with an ability to commit to such a calling. “Ken Regan is one of two or three people in the world who have the
quantitative background, chess expertise, and comput er skills necessary to develop anti-cheating algorithms likely to work,” says Mark
Glickman, a statistics professor at Boston University and chairman of the USCF ratings committee. <skip> Tyler Cowen, Regan’s
childhood friend and an economics professor at George Mason University, is the author of Average is Over, which came out in 2013, and
Cowen fills a chapter with predictions extrapolated from Regan’s research. Cowen reports how freestyle (human-computer) chess teams
play stronger than computers do on their own and argues that the future economy will consist of high-performing human-computer teams

<ch-9 H2S2 H3S5> in all aspects of society. <skip> To catch an alleged cheater, Regan takes a
set of chess positions played by a single player—ideally 200 or more but his analysis can work
with as few as 20—and treats each position like a ques tion on a multiple-choice exam. <skip>
Because the proper | construction of statistical evidence against alleged cheaters requires such
technical expertise, Regan believes that it’s necessary to establish a centralized authority
responsible for the administration of anti-cheating protocol. <skip> By the summer of 2014, the
ACP-FIDE anti-cheating committee hopes to work out the logistical details about what a mounts
and combinations of statistical, physical, and behavioral evidence should be considered
conclusive if an alleged cheater is not caught red-handed. Regan proposes that a single z-score
above 5.0 (the threshold for scientific discovery <ch-32 H2S2>) or multiple instances of slightly

lower z-scores should be enough statistical evidence on their own. But in other cases, one would need supporting behavioral or physical
evidence, such as suspicious behavior in the restroom or tournament hall. [D - the infamous interrogation scene in The Dark Knight 2008].
MIC: Much like real life | detective work, information fraud #np in the form of chess cheating or various forms of bank fraud, such as
embezzlement, equity rearrangement, contract disobedience, and extortion require a consilience of b-p, t-p, and psych-p evidence
because there may be a dearth of physical evidence. Navarro <a-r>, ch-2: “living our limbic legacy” pg-41: If a stressed person is a
smoker, he or she will smoke more; if the person chews gum, he or she will chew faster. All these pacifying behaviors satisfy the same
requirement of the brain; that is, the brain requires the body to do something
that will stimulate nerve endings, releasing calming endorphins in the brain, so that the brain can be soothed (Panksepp, 1998, 272) <x-ref
ch-46, Penn & Teller> Fin-v2.

H4S6: Chess research x pure mathematics:
Dr. K.W-Regan, Grover’s algorithm: <Q-algo, pg-115> The problem that Grover’s algorithm solves is finding a “needle in a haystack.”
Suppose that we have a large space of size N, and one of the elements is special. It may be a solution to some problem that we wish to
solve—one we could verify if we knew it. Then a classical algorithm in worst case would have to examine all the elements, whereas even
a randomized algorithm expects to look at N/2 elements. The power of quantum algorithms, as discovered by Lov Grover <b-’61, a-r>, is
that N/2 can be improved to O(N1/2). Compared with a classical random-search algorithm, the factor 1/2 goes into the exponent, which is
a huge improvement. <ch-15 H2S5>

H4S7: Chess research x economics:
Dedication: This biography of Dr. Kenneth Regan is part of Williamsville
Living’s 2022 initiative to promote continued education in the
Williamsville area with timely, local-relevant, research-based content, that
will elevate our community’s knowledge of statistics, academic science, and
logic; these sub-languages, within English, are part of the vital literacy, in
the modernized “Information era”<b-1997>. MIC: Dr. Regan follows in the
academic lineage of computer scientists who have evangelized the field
and its applications, from, first, the most trivial task, of an automaton,
being able to produce creative | chess moves, at the level of the strongest
masters, 200 years ahead of its time #pf, a hoax, but, nevertheless, a
genius | marketing ploy, and one that expanded the minds of the masses
<Hu, ch-51, “shift your environment”>, stimulating the idea that
computers are not just calculators, but also decision-makers. Turing
pointed out that computers are not only decision makers, but also learners,
and Shannon stated that information is a mathematical | quantity.
Building upon the shoulders of these giants, Regan states that humans

can be predictable like computers, and that by learning from how we program artificial intelligence, we can also augment human
intelligence<paraphrased-Hu. The notion that humans can be predictable is controversial, due to the implications this has, on our
philosophy of personality, free will, and economics. For a chess player like Dr. Regan, however, who has spent his entire life, mocking
the predictability of his opponents, while, at the same time, scientifically | enhancing his own ability to make lateral | pivots, there is no
dilemma. Goldowsky<a-r, 2014>: Figure 2 shows the conceptual | relationship between a player's chosen moves for a set of positions
and how an engine might distribute partial credit. Each | point represents a move. Good | moves fall into the top left corner of the plot, while
poor | moves fall into the bottom | right. Since average | players and grandmasters both make relatively | poor moves compared to an
engine, all human | players' plots take on the same general | L-shape. This method of converting | engine evaluations into objective | partial
credit is the original | aspect of Regan's work. He calls it "Converting Utilities into Probabilities." (Regan uses the technical term
"probability" instead of "partial credit," because after the partial | credits conform to the constraint that they must sum to full | credit, they
mathematically behave like | probabilities.) "I made it up," he says. "I've been astounded, actually, that there doesn't seem to be precedent in
the literature for it. I was dead | sure people were doing this problem."
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H4S8: Chess research x game theory:

K.W-Regan, “depth of satisficing”:
MIC: In this groundbreaking |
article, Dr. Regan touches upon
the topic of depth x evaluation,
which was covered at several
points in MIC: ch-15 H2S3, depth
fork, ch-9 H2S2, machine vs
machine, in which I discussed a
theoretical limit for brute force
depth, and ch-43, depth blindness.
Dr. Regan’s research, which we
are about to explore #, is
half-related to each of these

sections, but threads an important new line revolving around the critical idea that accuracy is relative to the depth of analysis #np-shared,
<fbno> , which is an astounding connection to
Einstein’s theory of relativity. Of course, there is a
sense of absolute accuracy, #np.2-shared, a position,
hypothetically, analyzed to 1) infinite depth or 2) end
game depth, which, analogous to the idea that .99
repeating = 1, is logically equivalent #np.3-Yakun.
However, as chess is a time-bound game: Regan:

Chess is played with a time budget, much as one has when taking a standardized test: infinite time is unfeasible to reach infinite depth
#np-4, and therefore, relative accuracy #np-5 must be taken into account. MIC: In the two positions shown are the [D, L] initial b-p of what is
labeled as “move 1” in the table [D, 4] and the resulting b-p of 34…Ne3 !, played by Anand. Regan’s analysis provides that # Kramnik’s
move from [D, L], 29. Nxd4!?, was evaluated as slightly unfavorable <-0.56 w/ 0.6 under top> at depth 1, but very unfavorable at d-19 <-2.13
w/ 2 under top>; however, at an intermediate depth, and this is a curious aspect of this position, the evaluation suddenly claims it’s the best
move, at d-9; all of this is shown in [D, 4], which contains the evaluations by depth np.6-shared of Nxd4 and 3 other plausible candidates.
Regan deduces from this that Kramnik must have made his move based on accuracy relative to the 9-depth, and not d-1 or d-19, whereas
Anand, who was able to refute the move in t-34, in his 6th | move after 29-f # np-7, likely evaluated at a different depth #np-8. Depth
differences in calculation could be a half explanatory factor for why players evaluate the same positions differently, and subsequently adopt
different attitudes <ch-44> toward the ensuing play, and this difference has significant implications on the game’s outcome #np-8. In [D, 1]:
Regan: Simon <1916-2001, American political scientist, 1978 Nobel Prize in Economics, 1975 Turing Award in c-s, coined satisficing
from “satisfy” and “suffice” and contrasted it to optimizing during a search. It is often treated as a decision policy of meeting needs and
constraints, but Simon also had in mind the kind of limitation from bounded rationality (another term he coined) that arises in searches
when information is hard to find and values are hard to discern. In a zero-sum setting like chess, except for cases where one is so far
ahead that safety trumps maximizing, any return short of optimum indicates an objective mistake. We address why <fbno> players stop
thinking when their move is (or is not) a mistake. We use the search depth d to indicate both time and effectiveness, gauging the latter by
comparing the values given by the engine at depth d and at the supreme depth D. Fin-v3.

H2S3 H3S3: Chess as a model system:
X-ref: <ch. 15 H2S2 H3S6> <Ch-16 H2S4 H3S2> Chess is by definition a model system in the fact that it is a game, and all games started out
in principle. Fin v1. The systems for which chess the game is a model can be traced back to the intent of its creator in history. Chess tests us
in our completion of the game our comprehension of the systems for which it is a model and therefore, if understanding of some system
makes one better at the game, then we know by deduction that that system must have been built in to the game #defd #np

H2S3 H3S4: Chess x meta-science, consilience defined:
Consilience is a meta science concept taught uniquely at the University of Buffalo intro biology sequence to mean a form of truth-knowing
derived from the convergence of data from multiple scientific fields, not only experiments. Hypotheses are elevated to conclusions from the
result of a single experiment, and conclusions to theories from the conclusions of multiple experiments, and consilience is the next kek of this
chain <r: ch-19 H2S6> Fin

Ch-16 App-che H2S4: Chess as domain of mathematics:
A preschooler’s tacit <implied> knowledge of grammar is more sophisticated than the | thickest style manual or the most state-of-the-art
computer language system, and the same applies to all healthy human beings, even the notorious syntax-fracturing professional athlete and
the, you know, like, inarticulate teenage skateboarder. Dr. Pinker, Language Instinct <a-r> ch-1.

H2S4 H3S1: In depth: Alan Turing x chess x
comp-sci:
<= Jack Copeland <Professor of Philosophy at the University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New
Zealand> has dedicated much of his career to this extraordinary person: “Turing contributed to a
remarkable number of | diverse fields during his life. He was a mathematical | logician, turned
codebreaker, turned computer | pioneer, turned artificial intelligence | pioneer, turned mathematical |
biologist (!!). There are very few other | scientists in the 20th century who match the span of Turing's
work. It is all united by one | overarching theme. He was interested in what can be done by
mechanical | means. So when he was studying mathematical logic, he was really studying
machines.” [Narrator]: The strange machines imagined or inspired by Alan Turing are the basis for all
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computers today and they played a capital role in the victory against Nazism. Ref: Alan Turing documentary, see additional resources for
citation. A well-known problem | in the field of computer science # is the topic of making computers more efficient; in addition to Moore’s law,
which was Intel co-founder Gordon Moore’s 1956 prediction that the number of transistors in computer microchips would double on an annual
basis ref: <https://www.britannica.com/technology/Moores-law>, which refers to primarily an increase in computing power, there is a separate
effort within the field to complete more computational problems per unit time using the same computing power, and this is a problem of
efficiency <ref: ch. 44 TB H2S1 H3S9>. |=P Likewise, the problem of efficiency is highly addressed in the field of chess programming, and
quantified concretely: For much of modern history, chess playing has been seen as a "litmus test" of the ability for computers to act
intelligently. In 1770, the Hungarian inventor Wolfgang von Kempelen unveiled "The Turk", a (fake) chess-playing machine. Although the
actual machine worked by allowing a human chess player to sit inside of it and decide the machine's moves, audiences around the world were
fascinated by the idea of a machine that could perform intelligent tasks at the same level as humans. Ref: CS221, Stanford University:
Artificial Intelligence: Principles and Techniques, AI Stories: Deep Blue ref: https://stanford.edu/~cpiech/cs221/apps/deepBlue.html © 2013.

Chess and computing have had a deeply intertwined history since the latter’s inception, since the field of
chess preceded computing by several hundred years, and integral in this narrative # is the founder of modern
computing, Alan Turing, who, in one of the first attempts to write software for computers, wrote the first
chess-playing computer software with the programming interface at the time: punch cards. Before we delve
deeper into the story of Turing x Chess x CS #, we must understand a bit more about how computers think
about chess, and this elucidation will give us a better understanding of the calculation processes in our own
brains as well #
[D] A calculation search tree diagram that is used by chess computers and the minds of chess players to
consider the best continuation from the b.p at hand, based on considering a set of legal scenarios and
evaluating their potential outcomes. Ref: https://www.chessprogramming.org/ Search_Tree. X-ref: <ch. 15
h2s3: depth fork> Depth reductions: The two logical quantified parameters of chess calculation are depth -
how many moves forward do I need to consider, in terms of number of ply in the “future”, in terms of the
game variation, I need to consider to achieve a qualified answer as to the best move, and this value may vary

depending on the b.p at hand - and breadth - how many different moves do I need to consider from the b.p at hand, with all moves being
considered occurring at the same level of depth ref: <ch. 2: h2s2 h3s2> As such #, there are two types of reductions ref: <ch. 9> that can be
applied to prune the calculation tree, which is the totality of all moves, variations <ref: ch. 2: h2s2 h3s3>, and board positions <ref: ch. 2: h2s2
h3s1> that need to be considered, in a logical sequence <ref: ch. 8>, for instance, that the correct move connects two b.p, an initial and a
resulting, that the move connects and serves as the transition mechanism for, or that in general, there are no b.p at a later depth in the
calculation tree that cannot be reached based on the legal rules of the game, such as the fact that a captured ren cannot “return” to the board
absent promotion, or that the presence of an interposer in a line illegalizes # movement of a road noble # in the direction of that interposer’s

location from the location of the road noble at, or in the sq. preceding that
interposer’s location, depending on the possessor: [L] The f.R’s mobility
terminates in the e-file with an f-file located interposer of the same side on
an empty board while the f.R’s mobility terminates in the f-file, via capture #,
with an f-file located interposer on the same side on an empty board. Based
on this diagram, and therefore, there cannot be any b.p in the calculation
tree immediately following one in which there is a c-file located R and an
f-file located interposer, of any side, in which that c-file located R is located
in the g-file in the resulting b.p of a move from that initial b.p. == The
simplification of the b.p component of the calculation tree to only b.p at
each level of depth that can legally occur from the ancestral b.p ref: <ch. 33
h2s4> is a form of depth reduction in itself, and as a matter of fact, exactly

half of a computer engine’s calculation capacity is spent on eliminating illegal continuations, both in terms of moves and b.p, and pruning the
calculation tree based on an application of legal continuations in moves. A popular optimization of minimax is known as Alpha-beta pruning,
wherein any move for which another move has already been discovered that is guaranteed to do better than it is eliminated. Ref: Stanford
CS221. Turing’s story #, chess x history: Computers do not have unlimited resources, and neither does the human brain, in part due to the
finite resources available in the Universe, and in part out of the principle of efficiency <ref: ch. 44 H2S1 H3S9>. == Alan Turing, the English
polymath and namesake of the phrase “Turing Test'', originally known as the imitation game, which was a hypothetical examination given to an
artificial intelligence that, when passed, would deem it indistinguishable from human behavior on a particular vector, indicating that it has
achieved a level of creative behavior that matches or exceeds that of humans. Turing worked during the second world war for the English
military to break the infamous Nazi German code system, Enigma, his primary claim to fame, but in the process he made several important
contributions to the fields of computer science, as well as being a philosopher and a theoretical biologist <fbno> ref:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alan_Turing. == Turing was not an academic by trade, but nevertheless he made an academic study of the field
of chess and established a connection between it and computer science. His 1953 treatise on chess x computer science was a seminal work
that outlined the potential design of a chess playing software, an entire 43 years before IBM’s Deep Blue finally defeated the human world
champion GM Garry Kasparov <ref: Stanford CS221>> and the architecture he proposed in this paper <ref: Ch-16 ref insert> is still found in
all chess playing computers today. Analyzing this paper from the perspective of chess theory, Turing must have been at least 2,000 elo
strength, for he understood well the concepts of material count and proportion <ref: ch. 4 CM> <ref: ch. 4 h2s3>, the calculation concept of
candidate moves <ref: ch. 15 h2s4>, the forcing moves hierarchy within candidate moves <ref: ch. 59 initiative h2s1>, evaluation <ref: ch. 12
eval>, calculation tree <ref: ch. 15 h2s3> <ch.this>, reductions <ch. 9>, the domain of legal moves that the computer is allowed to consider
ref: <ch. 18 RU h2s4>, the win conditions of the game ref <ch. 2 M&B h2s4>, adjusting the evaluation based on positional factors, a very
advanced concept that is typically taught beginning at 1,600 elo strength in traditional chess pedagogy ref <ch. 6: QI>, and Turing even
proposed specific values for quantifying imbalances in 1953, placing him very much on the cutting edge of even chess theory, descriptive
chess notation ref: <ch. 10 CM h3s1 h4s1>. |=P Turing correctly identified, over 40 years before computers gained respectable playing
strength rivaling, and subsequently surpassing, that of the strongest human players, the complete set of parameters upon which a computer
needs to be proficient in order to defeat a strong human player and, in alignment with this textbook, written almost 70 years later, we have also
established collectively that the same parameters that make a strong computer also make for a well-trained chess player. This means that
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chess playing computers were indeed designed after
human chess players, since the latter preceded the
former #, and given that Turing is himself identified
as “the father of theoretical computer science and
artificial intelligence” ref: Wikipedia, it stands to
reason that the calculation component of all
computers were designed after the human mind,

being as Turing was highly influenced by chess, as no one reaches a 2,000+ elo playing
strength without at least several years of dedicated study into the game, a man kept busy by
government positions in the midst of a World War would hardly waste his time in such an
endeavor unless he found value in it, and specifically, the human minds upon which modern computers would be designed after are highly
organized ones, like those of chess players #
Excerpt from page 9 in Turing’s paper. Turing claims in page 9 that many of the thinking techniques he envisioned in the first chess playing
computer were in fact based on the style of his “own play”, “an introspective analysis of my thought process”, which is certainly in line with the
contemporary # chess theory at the time, being as he used the standard logical operators of chess writing as well as descriptive notation, the
standard method of documenting chess games in the 1950s until it was replaced by algebraic notation about 30 years later <ref: ch. 10 CM>
R: Excerpt from page 10, the last #, in Turing’s paper. Turing’s 10 page thesis, which launched the field of chess programming and set it upon
its 40 year course, culminating in the defeat of WC Garry Kasparov in 1996, contains a final hook of approximately equal significance to the
rest of the paper; he describes a machine that is not only | | programmed | to play chess |, a form of artificial intelligence, but also can teach
itself | how to play by “try out variations in its [own] method”, and “adopt” variations depending on the outcome, describing it as a form of
“learning”, and recognizing that such a computer would have enhanced creative abilities to “search for new types of combinations in chess”,
recognizing as well the significance of its potential contribution to the field of chess theory. == This delineation between artificial intelligence
and the tangential, but not at all # identical field of machine learning could be the first complete delineation between the two, as the form of a
complete thought, and Turing primarily uses the example of a computer playing chess and solving novel chess combinations to make his
point. To illustrate this point further, it should be noted that it took computers a full 20 years longer to defeat humans in the ancient Oriental
game of Go than chess, not having achieved this feat until Google, replacing IBM in the computer x gaming pursuit, achieved it with their
AlphaGo team in Mar 2016; the difference between Alpha Go and IBM’s Deep Blue, winner of the Kasparov match in ‘96, is that AlphaGo
deployed machine learning, a form of self-learning, rather than being completely pre-programmed by human engineers and chess players.
The important distinction here is that if one were to leave AlphaGo “running”, let’s say from now # and for the next 20 years, its final state in
20 years would be stronger than its state today due to self-learning, whereas Deep Blue, or any pure AI and non-machine learning program,
would be exactly the same strength until a human engineer updated its code to be stronger, but in this case, it’s the human who is
programming the improvement, not the computer by itself. == Therefore, it is not only the human world champion in chess that Turing in his
1953 seminal work had a hand in defeating a full 43 years prior, but also the human world champion in Go, South Korean 9-dan #
professional WC Lee Sedol, another 20 years later in 2016, due to his articulation # of the difference between artificial intelligence and
machine learning, which was certainly critical to the Google DeepMind team that achieved the victory ref <AlphaGo - The Movie | Full
award-winning documentary, Mar 2020 by Google DeepMind>.

Go WC Lee Sedol plays a move in his Mar 2016 exhibition match vs. AlphaGo; Sitting across
from Lee <right> is Aja Huang, a DeepMind team member who placed the stones for the
computer player. Leading academic publication, Science, chose DeepMind’s win as a runner-up in
the 2016 Breakthroughs of the Year award # Fin. // Write more including a game analysis of
Kasparov vs. Deep Blue game in 1996, check out the documentary.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deep_Blue_versus_Garry_Kasparov

H2S4 H3S2: In depth: Ken Thompson x chess x
c-s x visual language processing #:
ACM conventions had a chess tournament sideline and I went to the first one in 1972 with a C

program that played chess and I believe but I'm not positive that it was the very first | C program that got out of Bell Labs. == Ken
Thompson, VCF East 2019 Interview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EY6q5dv_B-o&t=2927s. Start <48:17>

Bell Labs is a well-documented industrial | laboratory that was historically owned by the AT&T Corporation from 1925 - 1996 <r: Wikipedia>
and currently, as of 2022, by Nokia, but most of its historical contributions to the field of computer science are associated with its AT&T
hayday. The most recognizable, but by no means most significant by scientific terms, contribution of Bell labs to contemporary society is in the
suite of B, C, and Unix, designed and built by the partners, the late Dennis Ritchie and his long-time colleague Ken Thompson, a
self-described chess player and fan of the sport. == Ken is very much a chess programmer <r: Ch-16 H2S8> and not merely a computer
scientist who was incidentally interested in chess, as he was the creator of the 1980 World Computer Chess Champion Belle, a brute force
engine developed officially from Bell laboratories, <r: https://www.chessprogramming.org/Belle>, and beyond this, developed endgame |
tablebases, a unique database that deductively solves endgame positions with 6 total remaining zi or fewer. == For those unenlightened #,
work on the chess endgame tablebase is not quite akin to working on an engine, which seeks to compete with other engines in a competitive
arena; a chess endgame position, once solved, is recorded to a single record, much like the universal theory in chess openings, and therefore
Ken’s instrumental work in expanding the chess tablebase to 4, 5, and subsequently 6 zi positions is considered a fundamental contribution to
the field of chess theory. Ken also published detailed statistics in his findings from his research in endgames, including granular statistics such
as the exact # of zugzwang <r: ch. 56 H2S3> positions found in endgames with zi remaining: KQKBBN # <x-ref: ch. 53 H2S4 H3S2>
Tamplin, J. T., and G. M. Haworth. Ken Thompson's 6-Man Tables - Centaur.reading.ac.uk. The International Computer Games
Association, https://centaur.reading.ac.uk/4561/1/2001c_ICGA_J_TH_Ken_Thompson%27s_6-man_Tables.pdf. == As significant as
Thompson’s Belle and tablebase contributions to chess are to the game were his contributions to the creation of B, C, and Unix to the field of
computer science; itself a popular programming language used by software engineers around the world, many later programming languages,
such as JavaScript, the source code behind almost all sites found on the web #, Objective-C full=| Swift <r: ch. 10 H2S6>, the language
bases behind iOS, PHP, the backend choice of many websites in the 2010s and still today, Perl, a reliable but hard to learn language, as well
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as Python and Ruby, newer backend languages that are
popular among students in the Silicon Valley, express
highly similar syntax to C and can be considered its
descendents in the phylogenetic tree <r: ch. 33 H2S4> of
modern programming languages, and all of these can be
traced back to the brain child # of a prominent chess
programmer who can be considered of as the Turing | of
his era. |=P Unix, in fact, not a programming language,
but an operating system written in the C programming
language, is the invention that earned Thompson and
his partner Dennis Ritchie the Turing Award, the “Nobel
Prize” of the computer science field with an analogous
$1,000,000 purse <r: https://amturing.acm.org/> in 1983,
and itself is the predecessor, among operating systems, to
Richard Stallman’s GNU, Linus Torvalds’ Linux, and,
perhaps most recognizably, to Apple’s macOS, a
Unix-like OS that serves as the primary OS in all Mac
computers <r: https://www.chessprogramming.org/Unix >;
as of 2022, Apple Inc. maintains a market capitalization of
$2,730,000,000,000, a 13th figure number in the Trillions,

and not only is Apple’s primary OS derived from Thompson’s work, but also its two flagship programming languages as well: Objective-C
and Swift. One can imagine that these two components, combined, must account for at least a double digit percentage of Apple’s overall
valuation. “Dennis Ritchie built C because he and Ken Thompson needed a better way to build UNIX.” <r:
https://www.wired.com/2011/10/thedennisritchieeffect/> Reading Chess: Thompson x Bell Labs, published research on the application of
computer vision language processing on published chess writing: And of course even for seven digits for example they we had to do many trials
before they could get that right so this was a fascinating phenomenon and the the term “magic 7” came out of a paper that he published in the
1950s he actually had an interaction with Bell Laboratories and that is apparently the reason why the seven numbers was | picked for our phone
number <r: Dr. Frank Longo, MD Ph-D, lecture on Learning and Memory at Stanford University https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
a_HfSnQqeyY><14k+ citations> Although Bell laboratories was owned by a for-profit company, it made a number of significant academic
contributions that has landed it a total of 8 Nobel Prizes in the field of Physics <r: Nobelprize.org>, putting it right up there in this count with
the top Universities in the world, such as Yale University, which has been awarded 9. == Along with this trend is Thompson’s own
contributions in the field of chess and computer science, which were not only released to the world as works | of industry, but often
accompanied by published scientific research. == In this 1990 paper, co-authored with Lehigh University professor Henry S. Baird, also a
Bell labs employee at the time, Thompson outlines the application of contextualized | semantic analysis to a computer’s visual transcription
of an extraction of games from Chess Informant, a chess periodical that contains scoresheets and analysis of top games, in order to improve
the accuracy of the computer’s reading. == Prone to making mistakes in character string analysis at a certain rate, Thompson designed a
semantic | analysis engine that would check the notation extracted from the game’s printed scoresheet and, based on previous and following
moves, check the character string of notation referring to a move in the interpretation to verify that it represents a move that is legal given that
point in the depth of the game. (D): Cooper & Leeuwen pg-617

A screen capture from Thompson’s paper, demonstrating a string of chess notation that the
computer was instructed to read, including iconography representing zi. == This semantic analysis
engine is categorically <r: ch. 8> no different from contextual engines that are used in Google
Translate, which also has a feature to scan and read photographs of local street signs and first
transcribes the displayed text into a digital version that the computer can process before
undergoing the translation and outputting the result for the end user, as well as Apple Siri’s
dictation feature, which will retroactively edit prior spoken words based on the context established
by next words #, as well as the words that came before the prior words; the sentence structure,
grammar, and style based analysis performed by Apple dictation is, likewise to Thompson’s
semantic analysis engine, based on the rules of English grammar and speech, while Thompson’s

engine was based on the rules of chess. == Either way, the semantic analysis | engine was shown to improve accuracy compared to
context-less readings of the text, and a high rate of accuracy is important for this application, as the presence of even a single character error
can completely change # one’s interpretation of the game or understanding of a position; likewise, Apple’s dictation and the industry of
computer-based transcription or translation of human language input in various mediums also has a razor thin margin for error since a single
erroneous word can completely reverse the meaning of a sentence, such that users will generally refuse to adopt the product unless a
sufficiently high accuracy rate is met <r: ch. 51 H2S1 H3S3>, making this field technically challenging on that vector # Thompson himself
recognized the generalizability of his work in chess programming here: In other respects, however, the Informant is representative of a broad

class of printed documents. Non-rectilinear layout, tight column- and line-spacing, and broken,
touching, or dirty character-images all occur in other documents. For this reason, we believe that
several of the methods first applied here will be useful in achieving high performance | in the
general case. Baird, Henry S., and Ken Thompson. “Reading Chess.” IEEE TRANSACTIONS
ON PATTERN ANALYSIS AND MACHINE INTELLIGENCE, vol. 12, no. 6, 6 June 1990.
Moreover, Thompson praises the content of Chess Informant, namely, chess games in notation,
as being an “effectively and efficiently computable semantics”, making chess writing an ideal model
system for the <Ch-16 H2S3 H3S3> work of computer | vision. Thompson’s in depth involvement
in chess as well as the sentiments he echoes about the game in Reading Chess suggests that
considerations of the game as a model system, for instance in database architecture, via his work
in Tablebases, as well as in computer calculation, via his work on Belle, may have influenced
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considerations of these subjects in his design of the C programming language and the Unix operating system as well, and these potential
further connections between chess and computer science are worthy of further investigation. Diagram: Ken Thompson <left> with Dr. Dennis
Ritchie.
It is well known in #MIC’s theory of knowledge # that a highly organized mind will seek efficient ways to organize knowledge <r: ch. 44 H2S1
H3S9>, and that when learning is correct, a single concept learned from one field that can be recycled and connected into another will not be

represented twice in the mind, and therefore whichever models of logic, conditionals, and
reductions that Thompson learned through chess and vice versa will certainly have been funneled
into his work in the other field. I went to play against all these <other chess engines> and got my
head handed to me, and came to the conclusion that speed was what matters. Yeah no matter if I
had an algorithm, and you had an algorithm, and you went twice as fast as me you could emulate
what I was doing and set traps. == I would give simultaneous exhibitions <ch. 17 H2S8> and
everything, so anyway it <Belle> was a very familiar, very popular member of the local chess club. I
take it every week on Friday nights. Ken Thompson at VCF East 2019, referring to his work in
chess programming. Ken Thompson, pictured at the Vintage Computer Federation meeting in
2019, sitting, arms folded, beholding, with a single tear, certainly, the audience's response to the

final question: “raise your hands, if your careers depend on Unix and C”. Fin. Post-script: Here is a concluding postulate: if a human woke up
tomorrow with a 4,000 elo, which I think is theoretically achievable by studying my textbook at some point, defeated Stockfish 14, and
subsequently CS puts their attention back on chess and elevates the state of computing to now be 4,100 elo, and given that the value of all
computing worldwide is about $10,000,000,000,000, how much would that act INCREASE the value of the CS industry? Whatever the answer
is, that should be the value of the chess industry. A colloquial message written to user Callo on Discord, 4/27/22, to be taken as conjecture.

Ch-16 App-che H2S5: Chess as the Universe for research in
Logic:
The owner of this brain was called Alan Turing, and this is a strange story, a paradox. He was neither a general, nor a strategist, but rather a
mathematician. His domain was a very abstract branch of mathematics: logic, and, yet, according to some historians, his ideas allowed us to
shorten the war by two years. <r: Alan Turing documentary, see Additional Resources for citation>. According to Britannica <hl>, an estimated
40 to 50 million people died in the 6 years of WW2 at a rate of 8.33 per year, so if these historians are correct, then chess programmer Turing’s
role in breaking Enigma single handedly saved 8.33 * 2 = 16.7 million lives. How could a person concerned with such abstract things have
impacted history so? The University of Buffalo’s college credit conferring Gifted Math Program for grade 7 - 12 students, of which I was a
leading participant from 2007-10, likewise starts by teaching GSE-120: Introduction to Logic and GSE-121: Logic and Sets, terminating in Calc
III and Linear Algebra by grade 12 (!) <x-ref: ch-51 H2S3 Shannon’s number> Fin. And how is it <2:05> that such exploits were so poorly |
rewarded? Convicted as a homosexual, Turing was subjected to chemical castration and died at age 43, under conditions that have yet to be
elucidated.

Ch-16 App-che H2S6: Chess as a domain of research in
psychology:
Trinko<a-r, 2018>: The loneliness of Generation Z<Dimock, a-r, b-1997 and recent> reflects not just rising social media use but a broader
decline in interactions with neighbors, co-workers and church friends. Their average loneliness score is nearly 10 points higher than the
least lonely generation — the Greatest Generation, those 72 and older. The survey didn’t find a significant difference in loneliness levels
between those who used social media often or infrequently. Hu: The lack of correlation within Gen Z between loneliness and social media
use, but the age correlation between Gen Z and the Greatest Generation, indicates that the causality for loneliness-inducing | causes is
more deep-rooted than time spent online, into differences in values between the two generations, and that the pervasion of
online-rooted bestie culture is capable of infiltrating even offline life.

H3S1: The cultural | reaction to the WC’s defeat by an
IBM.super-comp:
MIC: One of the most | interesting psychological phenomena in the history of chess is the reaction, at multiple | level, including the 1)
layman, 2) the educated | chess player, the 3) theologian | philosopher, and 4) the comp-sci, to the defeat of the best chess player, by an
unthinking, brute-force | calculator. Although intrigue in the potential of automated | chess-playing ability was sparked by Wolfgang von
Kempelen<1734-1804, Wikipedia>’s Mechanical Turk<Levitt, a-r>: In actuality, the Turk was manipulated by a man housed in a hot box,
working by candlelight-but the secret was kept for decades. In addition to playing a good game of chess, within an hour’s time, the hidden
director had to keep track of the position, move the pieces with the pantograph arm apparatus<ch.46-mis-dir!>. MIC: During the course of
its 85 year reign, which outlasted, even, the lifetime of its creator(!), the Turk mesmerized the attentions of the likes of 1) Edgar Allan
Poe<Levitt, ch-18>, 2), Benjamin Franklin<ch-1, a chess player>, 3) François Philidor, “the greatest living chess player of the eighteenth
century, who could not be defeated by the Turk<ch-1>, Queen Marie Antoinette<ch-1> and 4) Joseph II - Holy Roman Emperor after the
passing of Maria Theresa<ch-1> Whether, in reality, a human or a true | automaton explains the Turk’s movements is inconsequential to
the phenomena of the widespread | fascination. Levitt<ch-18>: Poe<1809-1849> discusses Babbage’s calculating machine and leads
from there into an argument of logic<ch-8>, to show that the automaton must be directed by human thought. He explains that each move
is independent and need not follow some predetermined | order, whereas with Babbage’s analytical | engine, one step leads to the next, and
there is no ability to sway from the path. He says: But if these machines were ingenious, what shall we think of the calculating machine of Mr.
Babbage? What shall we think of an engine of wood, and metal, which can not only compute astronomical, and navigation tables to any
given extent, but render the exactitude of its operations mathematically certain, through its power of correcting its possible errors? What
shall we think of a machine, which can not only accomplish all this, but actually print off its elaborate results, when obtained, without the
slightest intervention of the intellect of man? MIC: 200 years before the actual defeat of a human by a supercomputer, in a feat that was,
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perhaps, no less of a hoax than the Turk <ch-9>, merely the idea of a chess-playing machine, was enough to simp the hivemind <ch-51> of
an entire generation of formidable | thinkers, like Napoleon<1769-1821><ch.this-ex,14>, Ludwig Van Beethoven<pg-42>, and Catherine
the Great<1729-1796>, who had the “idea of owning the automaton”, after being “toppled”<ch-9> by the Worousky-powered Turk, in the
imperial palace, in St. Petersburg:

H3S2: Edgar Allen Poe contributes to chess theory, and computer
science:
MIC: The phenomena of the mechanical turk, on human | psychology was enough to provoke the great American poet, Edgar Allen
Poe<author, The Raven[1845, Barzun et al.], The Gold Bug, and Tales of the Grotesque and Arabesque, to rage-write <fbno><#n-p> a
lengthy, non-fiction essay, debunking the Turk: Poe<1836, a-r>: Wherever seen it has been an object of intense curiosity, to all persons
who think. We object, however, to the whole verbose description of the manner in which the partitions are shifted, to accommodate the
movements of the person concealed. We object to it as a mere theory assumed in the first place, and to which circumstances are
afterwards made to adapt themselves. It was not, and could not have been, arrived at by any inductive reasoning. In whatever way the shifting
is managed, it is of course concealed at every step from observation. To show that certain | movements might possibly be affected in a
certain way, is very far from showing that they are actually so affected. There may be an infinity of other methods by which the same
results may be obtained. The probability of the one assumed proving the correct one is then as unity to infinity. MIC: In order to disprove
the Turk, Poe, as a fiction | writer, impressively, draws upon 1) probability theory, 2) infinite mathematics, 3) occam’s razor, 4)
deduction, and 5) geometry. As a shocking psychological | note, despite the falsehood in marketing, just the idea of a chess playing
computer, was sufficient to inspire, even these lay, albeit prominent | intellectuals, to think deeply about chess. Poe's essay came 66 years
after the debut of the machine (!), so it took the entire intellectual Western world, 66 years, to debunk this ingenious hoax(!!), and that's also
how long they thought about it (!!!), which is amazing. Poe<1836, a-r>: Arithmetical or algebraical | calculations are, from their very nature,
fixed and determinate. Certain data being given, certain | results necessarily and inevitably follow. These results have dependence upon
nothing, and are influenced by nothing but the data originally given. And the question to be solved proceeds, or should proceed, to its final
determination, by a succession of unerring steps liable to no change, and subject to no modification. This being the case, we can
without | difficulty conceive the possibility of so arranging a piece of mechanism, that upon starting it in accordance with the data of the
question to be solved, it should continue its movements regularly, progressively, and undeviatingly towards the required | solution, since
these movements, however | complex, are never imagined to be otherwise than finite and determinate. But the case is widely different with
the Chess-Player. With him there is no determinate | progression. No one move in chess necessarily follows upon any one other. MIC: In
this passage, Poe dives into the chess theory of calculation <ch-15>, time management <ch-57>, and complexity <ch-45> Post, Poe:
Indeed, this matter is susceptible to a mathematical | demonstration, a priori. The only question then is of the manner in which human
agency<eth-philo> is brought to bear. Before entering upon this subject it would be as well to give a brief history and description of the
Chess-Player for the benefit of such of our readers as may never have had an opportunity of witnessing Mr. Maelzel's<1772-1838>
exhibition.

Ch-16 App-che H2S7: Chess as a social interaction:
MIC: Chess teaches us that healthy debate does not make a conversation worse, it makes it better.  “I hate it when my opponent disagrees
that I should win the game. I only play when I think I should win, tbh.” Conversation with Alyssa Zhu, USCF <search rating> stream 4/6/22:
https://www.twitch.tv/alyssazhu. In depth: Marshall McLuhan uses media to define social interaction: McLuhan, The Medium is the
Message<a-r>: The youth of today are not permitted to approach the traditional heritage of mankind through the door of technological
awareness. This only possible door for them is slammed in their faces by a rear-view-mirror society. The young today live mythically and in
depth. But they encounter instruction in situations organized by means of classified information—subjects are unrelated, they are visually
conceived in terms of a blueprint. Many of our institutions suppress all the natural direct experience of youth, who respond with untaught
delight to the poetry and the beauty of the new technological environment, the environment of popular culture. It could be their door to
all past | achievement if studied as an active (and not necessarily benign) force. The student finds no means of involvement for himself and
cannot discover how the educational scheme relates to his mythic world of electronically processed data and experience that his clear and
direct responses report. It is a matter of the greatest | urgency that our educational institutions realize that we now have civil war among
these environments created by media other than the printed word. The classroom is now in a vital struggle for survival with the immensely
persuasive "outside" world created by new informational media. Education must shift from instruction, from imposing of stencils, to discovery
—to probing and exploration and to the recognition of the lan-guage of forms. The young today reject goals. They want roles—R-O-L-E-S.
That is, total | involvement. They do not want fragmented, specialized goals or jobs. Fin.v4-2

Ch-16 App-che H2S8: Chess as a domain military a�airs
research:
Larry Larkins was a Navy Electronics Technician 1st Class and Petty Officer. In 2007, he won the Armed Forces Open, held at Arlington,
Virginia. In 2008, he tied for 1st in the Armed Forces Open, held in Bethesda, Maryland. In 2010, he won the Armed Forces Open, held at
Joint Base Andrews in Maryland. In 2015, he won the Armed Forces Open, held at Fort Belvoir, Virginia. In 2016, he won the 57th Armed
Forces championship, held at the U.S. Naval Academy in Annapolis, Maryland. In 2018, he won the 59th Armed Forces championship, held
at Joint Base Andrews in Maryland. Ref: https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessplayer?pid=147861. I met retired Navy engineer USCF
Expert Larry Larkins at the 2021 US Open Championship, when, lacking accommodations for the remainder of the tournament from rounds
7-9, he and fellow USCF member Ernest Schlich, who was not playing at the event but rather, representing the state of Virginia as a
Delegate in the annual US Chess meeting at the Open, offered me a cold floor and a few beers to crash upon for about $30 in total; this is the
lone anecdote I will permit myself to include as the author of this textbook.
USCF Profile Links: Ernest Schlich, class B & former US Chess National Tournament Director:
http://www.uschess.org/msa/MbrDtlMain.php?10212995

http://www.uschess.org/msa/MbrDtlMain.php?10212995
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Larry Larkins, 6x Armed Forces Champion <most #>:

USCF Expert Larry Larkins alongside an award in his HRCA coaching profile ref:
https://hrchessclub.org/meet-the-coaches/.
http://www.uschess.org/msa/MbrDtlMain.php?12423238
Yakun Hu: http://www.uschess.org/msa/MbrDtlMain.php?13586320
Later on, while in transit from the August Monthly U2400 at the Marshall Chess Club, where I played
alongside 3x New York State | Chess Champion International Master Jay Bonin <FIDE 2203, 6/22>,
himself one of the most active US Chess players with over 4,000 completed events, en route to 53rd
Atlantic Open the following weekend in Arlington, VA, I crashed with Ernie again in his retired home # in

Norfolk Virginia, where Larry is a neighbor, and together we completed my Chess.com puzzle speed run to 3,000 rating; the insights of this
climb, to which Larry himself contributed approximately 20 hours of puzzle solving time, in between episodes of Indiana Jones, Doritos chips,
and Mountain Dew, are well-documented in this textbook.
While in Norfolk, Ernie gave me a tour of the largest Naval Base in America and a glimpse into also one of its most militarized cities, with an
abundance of broad, 4 x 2 lane roads, enormous harbors, and massive Navy ships parked just by the roadside:

The Naval Station at Norfolk, VA: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Naval_Station_Norfolk.
Ernie was not the only retired US armed forces veteran I would encounter during my 2021 summer
chess tournament tour; my opponent in the 6th round in the same US Open that year was a retired
Army veteran, having driven via a large Recreational vehicle to Philadelphia / Cherry Hill, the locations
of the tournament, from Colorado, where he is the Vice President of the Colorado State Chess
Association; like Larry, Paul also plays in the annual US Armed Forces Championship, which is open
to members of every branch of the US military.
Paul Covington: http://www.uschess.org/msa/MbrDtlMain.php?12044640

H2S8 H3S1: In depth 1: Yakun Hu v. Paul Covington, USCF, US Army:
Yakun Hu, USCF vs Paul Covington, USCF 1800 Philadelphia, 2021: The 121st US Open Championship, round 6.
O: Slav Defense, Exchange Variation. “I’m going to castle queenside.” 1. D4 d5 2. C4 c6 The Slav Defense is a solid opening for Black in
response to White's Queen's Gambit (1.d4 d5 2.c4). Black fights for equality against one of White's most popular openings without creating a
bad light-squared bishop—one of the downsides of other defenses like the French Defense and the Queen's Gambit Declined. Ref:
https://www.chess.com/openings/Slav-Defense.
3. Cxd5 cxd5 Only 1/10th as popular as 3. Nf3 in the Slav Queen’s Gambit <ref: Shredder OL OD>  is the exchange variation in ply 5 due to
its immediate establishment of symmetry in the position and reputation for being drawish, which players with f-move may tend to avoid #
because possessing the initiative of the first move comes with the expectation of a slightly higher chance of the full point, and this is validated

empirically in practice ref <Ch-16 h2s3>. I opted for this variation intentionally, under the tutelage of my
coach at the time, International Master John Bartholomew, due to my reliance on tactical knowledge,
having a Chess.com tactics rating that exceeded my USCF standard by over 1,000 points, and
therefore I sought openings that were simple in complexity ref <ch. 45> 4. Nc3 Nf6 5. Bg5
[D] The position after 5. Bg5 Deviating from the main lines here 5. Bf4 <56.6% score> or 5. Nf3
<50.8%> ref: <Shredder ol.db> 5…Ne4 $e.$c3-N, $f.g5-B ! Sensing that I sought comfort in the
opening <ch. 44 TB H2S4> and deducing from this in the psychological position that I was most likely
counting on tactical surprises in the combat phase ref: <ch. 1 H2S2>, Paul plays this off-beat looking
move in ply 10 to shift the thematic complexity increase that accompanies the closure of the
development phase up a few beats. 6. Nf3 🛡g5.B, <o.b> ref: <ch. 10 NT H2S2 H3S2 H4S1> Not
wanting to lose a tempo running my g5-B in response to the piece check established in the preceding
ply by 5…Ne4, I opted instead to develop and add an equalizing defender # to the g5-B in a single,
dual-purpose # move in ply 11. 6…Nxg5 (-3 + 0 = -3) Gaining the advantage of the two bishops by the
6.5th turn without significant compensation for f, as the slight lead in development is less consequential

in this position; s has already equalized. 7. Nxg5 (+3 - 3 = 0) <o.m> e6 clr.d8-Q$g5-N 8. F4 🛡g5.N ! Objectively poor, because this move
severely weakens the e3.sq for f, leaving it with no pawn contention from this point forward #, and also creates a supported outpost in e4.sq
for an e.noble later on, as well as weakening the g1 \ a7 downtail ref <ch. 3 h3s1> leading to the K-side castle position at g1 # However, the
move creatively solves the problem of the s.d8-Q’s attack of the undefended f.g5-N in ply 14 by avoiding a tempo-losing retreat. 8…Be7 $ 9.
H4 🛡g5.N !? Again, refusing to retreat the f.g5-N by adding a second pawn supporter to that sq, and seizing more space <ch. 50> on the
K-side. However, without adequate contention of the holes left in the void of these early pawn advances, I am bordering, if not having already
exceeded, the bound entering overextension <ch. 55> Stockfish 14 still evaluates this position as playable, though with an edge for s <-0.6
d.21> at this point. |=P Paul’s 10th ply stroke, 5…Ne4, has, by the 9th turn, not only thrown me out of book in terms of concrete opening

moves, but also outside any theory for the slav QG; however, my moves in
the 8th and 9th turns have significantly increased the complexity in the
position by adding rather than removing effect, and any complexity aversion
I may have displayed in the move 3. Cxd5 has vanished. 9…h6 $ Losing in
the frame battle slightly ref <ch. 41>, Paul now expends | a tempo <ch. 59,
initiative> to force my g5-N to retreat, whereas the two previous forcing
moves 7…e6 and 8…Be7 could be considered developing moves.
10. Nf3 -2.5e.$ The b.p resulting from 10. Nf3 10…Nc6 11. Qd2 Bd7 12.
O-O-O !? R: The resulting b.p of the move 12…O-O-O !? Making good on
my pre-game promise, I castled into an objectively dangerous situation
facing an open c-file to my f.c1-K, but arguably the K-side was equally
perilous with the twice advanced # f and h-pawns. == The position will soon
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explode, and this game serves as a prototypical example of the transition between the development and the combat phases ref <ch. 1 h2s1,
h2s2> 12…Rc8 ($) (+) ! An easy move to make #, Paul establishes both an x-ray attack on the c3.N as well as an x-ray check on my c-file
located ♔.

The position after the move # 12…Rc8 ($)(+) ! 13. Kb1 -e.($) Dodging the
x-ray check of the rook and breaking the x-ray abs.pin <ref: ch. 29 h2s1>
along the c-file. 13…Na5 ! R: The position after the move 13…Na5 ! Paul
had a number of interesting ideas with this move, as illustrated in the
arrow diagram <ref: ch. 10 NT H2S4>; the N aims for the juicy c4.sq,
which forks <ref: ch. 23 DA CM> the f.d2-Q and the f.b2-P in a potential
mate square for the e.Q, which can pivot to b6 in one ply # and become a
second e.attacker of that sq. == The s.N also has ideas of jumping to the
pawn-uncontended e3.sq dark hole # at some point, which could be a fork
vertex depending on the coordination of f’s zi in the vicinity; the f.d1-R is
already in a fork end of that N vertex # <ref: ch. 23 H2S1>

Finally, the last idea that makes this 2-same-ply maneuver operation <ref: ch. 53 H2S7 ER: N> to improve the s.c6-N viable is the fact that
challenging N with a pawn via f.b3 weakens the f.c3-N, which is already once attacked in the position after 13…Na5 ! 14. E4 $e.$s.d5-P !
clr,f.f1-B⚔c4 <ref: ch. 10 NT CM> |=P Answering blow for blow and countering Paul’s active # 13…Na5 idea with an active one of my own,
seeking to rip open # the center and activate the 14 point heavy battery along the d-file. The move also strikes at # the s.d5-P that supports
the c4-sq, destabilizing # my opponent’s plan of occupying that sq immediately #

The effect diagram # following 14. E4 ! Note that there is no threat
presently of f.exd5 ref <ch. 11> to win material because after f.exd5 s.exd5
f.Nxd5 ?? s.Bf5+ clr.d8-Q 🗡 d5-N is a checkscovery <ch. 32 H2S1> move
that clears a full attack of the s.d8-Q to the hangtacked f.d5-N,
assassinating a full noble for s. 14…dxe4 (-1 + 0 = -1) Paul opts to #
liquidate the pawn tension in the center immediately # 15. Nxe4 (+1 - 1 = 0)
Qb6 $d4.P, $b2.P Paul delays castling, which places a slight damper on my
attacking intentions, as the target remains flexible to occupy e8 or g8
depending on the circumstances # 16. D5 $e.$e6-P ! Giving my opponent
no breaks; so far, Paul has demonstrated no indication of passivity bias
<ref: ch. 44 TB h2s2> in the face of my attacking moves f.f4, f.h4, f.O-O-O
and subsequently f.e4, instead displaying a well-trained balanced

temperament <ch. 44 TB h2s5>, which is what one would expect from a retired US army veteran # 16…exd5 (-1 + 0 = -1) 17. Qxd5 (+1 - 1 =
0) The combat phase is officially underway, beginning with this liquidation # as both sides have mobilized
with tremendous effect. [R] A selection of relevant p and o effects in the position following 17. Qxd5; the
position is extremely perilous # Given the sheer quantity of effect and contention in this position, it’s highly
unlikely that a second liquidation will not occur # at some point within the next 5 turns. 17…Bc6 $e.$d5.Q,
($)e4.N, ($)f3.N ! A strong second activation # of the s.B; generally, piece improvements in the combat
phase will be accompanied by an increase in effect; the s.c6-B now attacks the f.Q and x-rays both f.N’s.
The s.c6-B is a monster after 17…Bc6 +3$ 18. Nd6+ ?? In a perilous position still rated as even by Stockfish
14 d.18, I fall for an insidious trap; this demonstrates that not all even positions are equal, as this particular
one was laden with traps, and therefore highly complex along the vector of evaluation variance <ch. 45 h2s1
h3s8> I calculated that # 18…Bxd6 (-3 + 0 = -3) 19. Qxd6 (+3 - 3 = 0) would be an even exchange and give
me a strong attack, as the resulting f.d6-Q prevents s.O-O by interposing the f8.sq <ref: ch. 18 RU H2S5:
Castling> However, there is just one problem: in the resulting board p of the game continuation 18…Bxd6,
19. Qxd6 (0), the f player has a fatal back rank weakness # that allows for a checkscovery tactic to win the

f.d6-Q, which is apparently adequately defended, but after a coercion of the f.b1-K to the a1 death sq ref <CU Dict>, the f.d6-Q loses its sole
defense in the d1-R due to the fixing of that R to the back rank <ref: ch. 29 h2s5> |=P It’s truly amazing to me that the game of chess contains,
via the presence of tactical traps, a system of checks and balances <ref: ch. 11 h2s4 h3s2> against unbridled aggression; prior to the blunder
in 18. Nd6+, I had a sequence of 3 aggressive moves consecutively, and 18. Nd6+ would have been a fourth, had it been correct, and it
almost was, for every variation except the trap execution move # 19…Be4+ !! would have been losing for black.
In depth interlude #: a closer examination of the trap:

L: In the resulting b.p of the continuation 18.
Nd6+ Bxd6 (-3 + 0 = -3) ! 19. Qxd6, the f does
appear to have a dominating position, with the
e.K unable to castle in the succeeding ply and a
threat of 20. Re1+ with an unstoppable
checkmate #
However, the check and balance in this position
is the trap execution move 19…Be4+ !!
Ref: https://lichess.org/analysis/2r1k2r/
pp2bpp1/1qb4p/n2Q4/4NP1P/
5N2/PP4P1/1K1R1B1R_w_-_-_0_1#3.

Which achieves two tactical points: 1) it clears the b6.Q’s direct attack of the d6.Q and 2) it coerces the f.b1-K to a1 via check #, since the
c-file run sqs of the f.K are cut off by the s.c8-R, and that R’s contention <ref: ch. 3 eff CM> of the c-file is also cleared-for # by this move. == A
power levels assessment of this brilliant | move 19…Be4+ <ref: ch. 10 NT H2S2 H3S2 H4S1> reveals why it alone # is able to counter the
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otherwise powerful | sequence of the f-nobles penetrating to the d6.sq, for it clears for two powerful | direct contentions, and is itself a
check move <pp+8>. |=P After this move, the f.d6-Q is completely lost (-9) because the f.d1-R is fixed to its contention of the f.🏠 in order to
stop # the trap of s.Rc1 #. Therefore, that R, which is the lone defender # of the fully attacked f.d6-Q, cannot recapture after 20…Qxd6 (-9 +
0 = -9) and f can safely | resign in this variation <ref: ch. 15, calc>. X-ref: <ch. 11 h2s4 h3s2> After 18…Bxd6, I realized that 19. Qxd6 ??
would blunder the f.Q, and that I was down a full noble and likely lost in this position, as well as realizing that Paul likely set this trap in his 17th
turn move 17…Bc6 ! I tried my best to defend this position via complication ref <ch. 61: h2s1> with 19. Re1+, surrendering the N
assassination # and preventing one of the Q in the process.
The game continued 19…Be7 -e.+ 20. Qe5 $(+), threatening 21. Qxe7#, O-O !?

L: CSCA President Paul Covington, my opponent in this game,
presenting an award to USCF author Todd Bardwick in 2020.
Ref: https://denverchess.com/news/article/2154.
R: The position after 21…O-O !?
In another wild turn of events in an already sharp game, Paul
decides to return material <ch. 61: H2S4>, as my 19th and 20th
moves had suddenly reversed the roles of attack and defense for
the second time this game. 21. Qxe7 (+3 - 3 = 0) Rfe8 $1.5
e.$1.5 ! A crushing skewer <pp+4> <ref: ch. 10 NT h2s2> that,
for its potential to be played #, was worth alone in returning 3
points of material.

The position after 21…Rfe8 !
In this position, the f.e7-Q lacks a good run square from the supported rooktack, and moreover, the f.e1-R is
skewered by the move; liquidation of this rook via s.Rxe1 f.Rxe1 would leave f woefully underdeveloped and
the h1.R fatally imprisoned behind 2 interposers along the f.🏠, and finally, the f.b1-K has considerable
security problems due to the c8.R’s potential effect of cutting off its c-file escape and the s.Q, s.B, and s.N in
position to strike at it with tempi <ref: ch. 59 I: h2s4>; this is one of the most | | positionally lopsided | board
evaluations | you will ever encounter, in which the material on board is even #
It is important to note at this point that neither player was in time trouble, as after the 21st turn, both players
still had at least 55 minutes according to my notes.
The rest of the game finished quickly: 22. Qa3 -e.$ Rxe1+ 22. Nxe1 <o.m> Be4+ 23. Bd3, possibly the best
try #, Qe3 !

In a completely winning # position, Paul continues to find the best, most
efficient moves; 23…Qe3 finally exploits the e3.dark-hole created by my
earlier 8. F4 thrust, adds an attacker to the auto-abs.pinned f.d3-B, and
pressures the f.B’s defender in e1. == I’m only barely holding onto a fragile
position that is already being overrun by a tank, and it’ll only take a further
straw to collapse the camel’s back # 24. B4 Nc4 $a3.Q ! The final position
is a forced checkmate in 11 moves, as the f.a3-Q is effectively piecemated
at a3. If 25. Qc3/1 Nd2+! will pick up the queen; 25. Qb3 loses to Nd2+ as
well, this time a QKN abs.fork; a f.Q-run to any other sq will vacate its
defense of the f.d3-B, causing a full noble assassination that this time,
cannot be avenged. R: The final stroke # 24…Nc4 ! causes the s.N to
reach the destination that it set out all the way back in the ply 13.5 turn,

with decisive effect, coercing <ref: ch. 26 H2S4> the f.a3-Q away from its critical defense # of the
f.d3-B, ending the game. At this point, I resigned 0-1.
The evaluation panel in LiChess analysis board browser Stockfish engine # following 17…Bc6 !
shows a position that is complex due to extreme evaluation variance <ref: ch. 45 H2S1 H3S8>, as
even the top 3 moves are differentiated by W, D, L # After the game, Paul and I grabbed a drink at
the bar in the Crowne Plaza Hotel in Cherry Hill, NJ, just across the banks of the Delaware River
from Philadelphia, PA, where the tournament was being held. He revealed some personal details
about his lifetime involvement in both the US Army and the US Chess Federation as the President
of the Colorado SCA #, promotion of scholastics, and his road trip across the midwest to the
tournament. Here are my notes from our conversation: Paul: “Queenside attacks usually take
longer to unfold than Kingside attacks.” CU: “Exchange Slav opens file to the King when O-O-O,

and you were playing 2 pieces down for most of the game.” Paul: “Watch the Chess24 9 video series on the London System.” “Start and stop
chess videos and predict the 2 next moves. Paul: “Chess is part tactics and part art. I like positional play but your style is tactics. Don’t feel
discouraged if you hit a wall, understand the main tenets of the game and the ratings will follow.” “Play more intuitive moves - Jeremy Silman,
Reassess Your Chess.” Post-script: Both Paul and Larry Larkins, the featured chess player in our following in depth, play in the annual
Armed Forces Chess Championship, which just finished its 62nd annual edition, a tournament that is held in collaboration # by the United
States Department of Defense and the USCF; the phrase United States Armed Forces Chess also refers to the study of the game of chess by
the US Armed Forces for military applications: The United States Armed Forces has studied chess in a number of different applications, from
the understanding of psychology, game theory, problem solving, tactical decision making, risk taking and leadership, not to mention in
computer programs, artificial intelligence and algorithms. The Defense Technical Information Center lists over 1,500 civilian, contractor and
military reports dealing with chess, chess theory and other applications of chess research.Ref:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Armed_Forces_Chess#cite_note-13 Fin.
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H2S8 H3S2: In depth 2: Larry Larkins US Navy v. James Schuyler:
Larry Larkins, USCF Expert, US Navy vs FM James Schuyler, USCF 2379
Virginia, 2012, Sept-01.  The 76th Virginia Closed Chess Championship, round 2. “An unsound sacrifice.” 1. D4 Nc6 This move would have
some independent value if White responded with 2. D5 or 2. E4, but white has a simple alternative. 2. Nf3: Controlling e5. Ref: IM John
Bartholomew, 1. D4 free edition at Chessable app.

The position after 1…Nc6
FM and USCF National Master, Life Master James Schuyler went on to win this 6 round classical chess
championship hosted in Glen Allen, VA in 2012 <ref:
http://www.uschess.org/msa/XtblMain.php?201209033762.0-12168140> with a score of 5 / 6, with 2 draws
accounting for 0.5 / 1 points each in rounds 4 and 6; Expert Larry Larkins finished in a 4-way tie for 2nd with
4.5 / 6, and this loss to FM Schuyler in round 2 made the difference #
Larry’s rating following the tournament peaked at 2187 USCF, putting him within 13 points of earning the
National Master title <ref: ch. 17 CM H3S3 H4S1>, but has not returned to that life peak # since.
The queen’s knight’s defense and the Chigorin variation, which can be transposed to via the continuation 2.
Nf3 d5 #, are the only two opening defenses # to 1. D4 in which s.Nc6 before s.c5 is regarded as acceptable
by traditional chess theory, the Shankland Rule, although USCF Irene Zhong tested this theory in our game
in the first round of the 2021 US Open Championship <ref: ch. 45 CA H2S In Depth, Hu vs. Zhong>

2.Nf3 d6. FM Schulyer opts not to transpose into the Chigorin.

The b.p after 2…d6, an unorthodox opening. 3. E3: Already venturing into the
territory of <150 games remaining in the b.p following 2…d6, Expert Larry
continues the trend of both players to withdraw the game from the opening
book # with a move that has only been played twice from this position in the
shredder.ol-db <ref:
https://www.shredderchess.com/online/opening-database.html>.
2…G6. Fianchettoing the King’s B is a logical choice, as the primary central
square of tension is e5 <2:2> ref: <ch. 10 NT h3s2 h4s2 h5s4>. 4. B3 <o.b>
Larry counters s’s choice with his own fianchetto of the same-color B,
continuing to as well add contention to e5. R: The position following 3. B3. We
are expecting some action in the a1 / h8 uptail in the combat phase <ref: ch. 1

h2s2> 4…Bg7 5. Bb2 Bd7. Being out of the opening book, and having entered the <o.b> domain from an unorthodox variation, our next best
bet # is to consult a manual on the more general topic of pawn structures to find ideas for the correct strategy in the first 2 phases:

Ref:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pawn_structure.
Consulting the Wikipedia page on pawn
structures, we find one particular structure
that most resembles the one in our game, at
least from the s-side, but with a few caveats:
1) F.e4 has never been played #, whereas
the Sicilian Dragon is entered from 1. E4
openings. 2) The thematic liquidation of s.c
for f.d pawns has not occurred. 3) The f
player has also chosen to fianchetto his d.s-B

Themes for Black: Pressure on the long diagonal, queenside counterplay, exploiting White's often overextended kingside pawns in the
endgame. Ref: Wikipedia. 6. Nbd2 e5 <2.5:3> !
The position after 6…e5. Thrusting the pawn into the e5.break-sq # right away and decreasing the probability that the game will be closed. 7.
Be2 R: The position after 7. Be2. Larry lets the pawn tension sit for at least one more ply, and he has the luxury # of this choice because his
end of the tension at d4 # is adequately defended <3:2.5> as well. 7…exd4 (-1 + 0 = -1) 8. Exd4 (+1 - 1 = 0) The liquidation of pawn tension
in d4 opens the e-file, as opposed to the alternative, liquidating in e5, which would open the d-file #

The two scenarios of pawn tension liquidation in the d4$e.$e5 tension; in
one case, left, real game, the e-file opens. In another, right, hypothetical,
the d-file opens.
Note that only a liquidation of the pawn tension initiated by the s-player in
this case will open the e-file, whereas only a liquidation of the p.t by the
f-player will open the d-file. This is an interesting logic of pawn tension
situations; since Larry declined to initiate the liquidation in his turn | in ply
13, he agreed with FM Schulyer to allow the e-file to open up. 8…Nge7 9.
O-O Nf5 $.d4-P
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The position after 9…Nf5 Developing the s.e7-N to a better square with
tempo by creating a 1 point assass threat in d4 <ref: ch. 11 CM H3S1> 10.
C3 !? Adding the critical defensive effect # to stop assass at d4, but
inserting a second interposer in the a1 / h8 uptail <ref: ch. 3: h2s1>
between the 2 B’s, dampening their effect for the time being # However, as
this affects # both d.s-B’s, this move cannot be said to particularly favor or
disadvantage one player versus the other # 10…O-O 11. Qc2. Occupying
the sq cleared # <ref: ch. 21 KS H2S1> by the previous f move # 11…Nce7
12. Rfe1 b5 <1:1> ! Executing on the thematic plan in the Dragon pawn
structure, the s player plays for an expansion in queenside space. 13.
Rad1 a5 <0:1> ! Simply continuing with the plan, s now has a slight edge
in Q-side space. R: A rudimentary AUC outline of each player’s # q-side

spatial territory ref <ch. 50 h2s1> after the move 13…a5 ! 14. Ne4. To counter the s plan, Larry directs his q-side d2.N towards the Kingside,
where it has a trio # of dark squares to aim for <ref: ch. H2S1 H3S3 H4S3>

The position after 14. Ne4. 14…a4 // follow up on any action along the long
d-s.diag as predicted # earlier 14. Ne4 a4 15. Bc1 Nd5 16. Bg5 f6 17.
Bd2 Nb6 18. Rc1 Re8 19. Bd3 Nh6 20. Ng3 Nf7 21. H4 axb3 22. Axb3 c5
23. H5 f5 24. Hxg6 hxg6 25. Rxe8+ Bxe8 26. Dxc5 dxc5 27. Be3 Nd5 28.
Bxc5 Rc8 29. B4 Bxc3 30. Nxf5
R: The b-p after 30. Nxf5 (+1) ?! Like the game between Smyslov and
Bronstein below #, Larry opts in a material even position to sacrifice a full
minor for two e.K-side Ps, taking on a temporary material deficit in
exchange for attacking chances on the soon-to-be # exposed S-K, a
complex situation. == It’s curious to consider # at this point why Larry
decided to embark on such an outlandish sacrifice and bizarre series of

events, eventually resulting in a loss to FM Schulyer. My hypothesis is that this was not a mistake, but rather a calculated risk in the face of
certain positional defeat, given the overwhelming s.piece-activity in the form of the d8-Q => d5-N => c3-B support complex # as well as the
active s.c8-R with x-ray pin eff on the f-Q in c2. Indeed, this appears to me less of a mistake and more of an attempt to defend a lost position
by complication: <r: ch. 61 H2S1> // confirm this hypothesis with the engine // do a total effect count of this position vs. the one that Bronstein
made a noble sacrifice and use this as a metric for comparing complexity On the other hand, in order to understand the series of positional
errors that led to Larry ending up in an already desperate position with <amount of material left> still on board and only 29 full turns into the
game before 30. Nxf5 ?!, one would need to review the opening and the complete series of events that allowed the s-side, played by FM
Schulyer, to first equalize, and subsequently gain a decisive # positional advantage. In a sense, 30. Nxf5 ?! initiated a second game | within
the | game <r: Inception>, with the first one already having been lost, and Larry admitting so in this move, and the second one a battle
between the converting <r: Ch. 1 H2S3> attempts of FM Schuyler and Larry’s complication efforts in phase | transition | disruption <fbno>.

Bxb4 31. Qb2 gxf5 32. Bxb4 Rxc1+ 33. Qxc1 Nxb4 34. Bxf5 Qd5 35. Qc8 Kf8 36. Nh4 Ne5 37. Qc1 Nbc6
38. Qg5 Bf7 39. F4 Nc4 40. Qh6+ The b-p after 40. Qh6+ ! At this point, this is as far as Larry’s attack in the
NE <r: ch. 2 H2S1 H3S3 H4S2> s.K-side will go; there is no mate in sight, as the useful s.f7-B
simultaneously shields the s-K from checks along the f-file # and guards the f.h4-N’s only check sq, g6, as
well as contesting the f.f5-B’s l-s mobility in the NE quadrant. == A plan of advancing the f f,g-Ps to continue
the K-side attack via P-storm reinforcement # will be too slow, as it will be # at least 3 ply, the min-depth
required for the g-P to reach g6 from its current sq.of-off, before this plan can generate any immediate
threats # On the other hand #, with only 15 points of noble material available on board, and, with this
material balance for f, a minimum of 12 to even deliver a checkmate against a lone K without his own
K-support, Larry would need to continue committing the full breadth of his forces toward the NE in order to
press against the s-defenses, a commitment of both material and 3 ply, in which time, and space, FM
Schuyler will be able to generate significant counterplay by allocating some or all of his troops, instead,

toward the SE at Larry’s equally insecure K # There is no discernable difference otherwise in piece activity, apart from the fact that FM
Schuyler has a full extra noble, and that extra noble, a N, is not encumbered, nor in P-str, being as both are left with fewer than 2 without any
major weaknesses in that respect. The only imbalances, therefore, in this still complex position is the s material advance, and whatever
remains of a perpetual check threat # by Larry on the s-K.

Ke7 41. Bg4 Nd4 42. Qg7 Kd6 🛡 d5-Q! The b-p after 42…Kd6 🛡 d5-Q! In the heat of the battle #, FM
Schuyler has a very concrete problem to solve; continue to avoid the confluence # of checks between the d-s
located f.g7-Q and his l.s-B. He finds this solution rapidly, an indication of his strength, in terms of depth, as
time was not recorded in this game #, by pivoting his K toward the Mid-West, where he has a concentration
of ren forces behind which his K can find shelter. == His plan is to promote his b-P, as his current +2 material
advantage alone is insufficient to force mate, and avoid any additional drawing tricks that Larry may have
involving a minor sacrifice for this P by, if this is attempted, pushing the tempo by generating counter-threats
against the f-K. Despite the fact that the position is objectively won, the play here remains a temperate
balance <r: ch. 44 H2S5>. To complete this plan, he needs depth space from the f-checks; each move in
which f does not have an available check will clear one ply for s, in which he need not respond to the check
effect via one of the legally required check escapes <r: ch. 18 H2S8>, and in which # he can advance the
b-passer by one sq towards its promotion sq at b1 # X-ref: <ch. 50 H2S5>
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43. Qf8+ Kc7 44. Qc8+ Kb6 45. Qb8+ Ka5 46. Qa7+ Kb4 47. Qe7+ Kb3 48. Qe1 b4 49. Bd1+ Ka3 50.
Qg3+ b3 51. Qc3 Nb2 52. Qc1 Ka2 53. Bg4 Nc4 The b-p after 53…Nc4 Unable to stop the s.b3-passer and
out of perpetual checks to give, Larry here resigned 0-1 # // Analyze:
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1732980.
Post-script: FM James Schuyler is active on Chess.com as user u/Malachi1971 and currently maintains a
2,500 blitz rating and 2,750 puzzle rating online. Send him a challenge!:
https://www.chess.com/member/malachi1971

H2S8 H3S3: 8 ways training chess can improve one's
qualifications in the armed forces:
H2S8 H3S3 H4S1: Chess trains one to have a well-balanced psychology ref: <ch. 44 TB H2S5>.

A well-balanced temperament is necessary in chess skill above the 1,800 elo range, as players will be punished repeatedly, even if their
objective board and clock skills are sufficient, for over-pursuing aggression or falling needlessly passive. One can imagine # that such a
temperament would also increase one’s qualifications as a soldier, especially in the face of high pressure, including time pressured situations.
== In my game against Paul Covington, the army veteran # demonstrated a better handle on his well-balanced temperament, seeking attack
only when it was advantageous, but never declining an opportunity to do so, whereas my less-trained psyche fell prey to attacker’s neglect in
forgetting about my own back rank weaknesses and losing a noble to the trap revolving around 19…Be4+ !! <ref: ch. 44 TB H2S3>

H4S2: Chess trains the brain to think ahead and plan out | one’s actions |, taking into account the enemy’s responses, before making a move.
War is a scenario # of life and death stakes, and every action undertaken by either generals or soldiers # can affect the lives of themselves
and their compatriots. In chess, it is well known that stronger players | can think | further ahead, and they take into account more hypothetical
scenarios, having a larger calculation capacity <ref: ch. 15 H2S1>, than weaker players, and therefore, make better decisions as they are
selecting from a broader range of potential continuations # Superior decision making as a result of an increased mental capacity to think
ahead, when extrapolated to military decisions, is undoubtedly and unambiguously a benefit to the possessor of that superior decision making
capacity. The one risk of being a more capacious thinker is using up too much time to make a decision, but the implementation of a clock in
chess tournaments works this aspect as well; in sum, chess players are trained to think better and faster, simultaneously # <ref: ch. 57> <ref:
ch. 17 H2S4>

H4S3: Chess improves one’s perception of lines and irons out # various blindnesses in the visual perception system.
X-ref ch-43, long-blind, ch-42, cluster-blind. Fin.v4-2.

H4S4: Chess contains 6 different types of troops and teaches players how to coordinate them effectively in dealing with the same target.
// Make a comparison to the armed forces, which needs to coordinate naval forces, air force, infantry, artillery, and fast infantry <tanks,
vehicles>.

H4S5: Chess trains one to focus without making mistakes for anywhere from 30 seconds to 6.5 hours in a single game, and certain tournaments last 9 days
or more:
MIC<ch-16>: The Zurich 1953 chess tournament was a 30 (!) round tournament, unfolding over a span of nearly 60 (!) days from August
30, 1953 to October 24, 1953 in order to select the world championship candidate to challenge then World Champion Mikhail Botvinnik,
a legendary | Soviet chess grandmaster, the sixth World Champion who reigned 3 times from 1948 - 1957, again # 1958 - 1960, and a
third time from 1961 - 1963. The tournament was won by also Soviet # GM Vasily Smyslov, a legend in his own right #, World Champion
from 1957 - 58, and 17 time (!) medalist at the biennial international Chess Olympiad, an all-time record. Translation by daniela_2606
<Fiverr> Шахматный турнир в Цюрихе 1953 года — турнир из 30 (!) раундов, проходивший в течение почти 60 (!) дней с 30 августа
1953 года по 24 октября 1953 года с целью выбора кандидата на первенство мира, дабы бросить вызов тогдашнему чемпиону мира
Михаилу Ботвиннику, легендарному советскому шахматному гроссмейстеру, чемпиону мира, выигрывавшему титул 3 раза с 1948 по
1957 год, снова в 1958 – 1960 годах, и третий раз в период 1961 – 1963 годов. Турнир выиграл советский гроссмейстер Василий
Смыслов, легенда в своем деле и чемпион мира 1957 – 58 годов и 17-кратный призер международной шахматной олимпиады,
проходящей раз в два года - рекордсмен всех времен. In depth interlude: GM Botvinnik’s involvement in computer science: Besides being
a chess player, WC Botvinnik also worked as an electrical engineer and computer scientist, like Alan Turing <r: Ch-16 H2S4> and made a
number of contributions to both the fields of CS as well as chess CS. == In University of Southern California / Carnegie Mellon CS
professor Bruce Abramson’s 2005 book Digital Phoenix, it is well-documented # that computer scientists who work on chess playing
programs generally fall into two categories: computer scientists whose interest in chess is “essentially incidental” <Abramson, pg. 89>” such
as Dr. Claude Shannon, a fellow cryptographer to Alan Turing # and known as the father of information theory, an MIT professor, the
namesake of the Shannon number, <r: ch. 51: H2S3>, or what Abramson refers to as “chess programmers”, professional chess players who
had a background in computer science or programmers who competitive played and studied chess theory. == It would seem by the latter |
classification, chess programmers, that the necessity for any alternate category is rendered irrelevant, as both computer scientists who play
chess and chess players who understand CS are covered; the only remaining categories possible <r: ch. 8 L> in this two by two matrix are
chess players who do not understand CS, and computer scientists who don’t care about chess, neither of which would be qualified and
therefore relevant to the field of computer chess; I suspect that Shannon, who was deeply involved in the field, having written a paper titled
“Programming a Computer for playing Chess” <r: Wikipedia, “Claude Shannon”> in 1949, was facetious in his modest self-description. Ref:
Abramson, B. (2005). "The Artificial Science". Digital phoenix: why the information economy collapsed and how it will rise. MIT Press. pp.
89–90. ISBN 978-0-262-01217-1. Retrieved 2022-04-23. Помимо того, что он был шахматистом, Михаил Ботвинник также работал
инженером-электриком и ученым-компьютерщиком, как Алан Тьюринг <r: Ch-16 H2S4> и внес значительный вклад как в области
компьютерных технологий, так и в шахматы. == В книге профессора информационных технологий Университета Южной
Калифорнии и Университета Карнеги Брюса Абрамсона 2005 года «Цифровой феникс» сказано, что информатики, которые
работают над программами для игры в шахматы, обычно делятся на две категории: компьютерные ученые, чей интерес к шахматам
«по существу случайный» <Абрамсон, стр. 89>», такие, например,  как доктор Клод Шеннон, коллега криптографа Алана Тьюринга,
также известный как отец теории информации, профессор Массачусетского технологического института , давший имя «Числу
Шеннона», <r: ch.  51: H2S3>, или то, кого Абрамсон называет «шахматными программистами», профессиональные шахматисты,
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которые имеют за плечами опыт работы в информатике или программисты, которые также являются действующими игроками и
изучали теорию шахмат. По последней классификации, кажется, что необходимость в какой-либо альтернативной категории
становится ненужной, так как охватываются как компьютерные учёные, играющие в шахматы, так и шахматисты, понимающие
информационные технологии; единственными оставшимися категориями, возможными <r: ch.  8 L> в этой матрице два на два
являются шахматисты, которые не понимают основ информатики, и компьютерные ученые, которых не интересуют шахматы, - ни
одни из которых не были бы квалифицированы и, следовательно, не имели бы отношения к области компьютерных шахматных игр.
Абрамсон подозревает, что Шеннон, который был глубоко вовлечен в эту область и написал статью под названием
«Программирование компьютера для игры в шахматы» <r: Wikipedia, «Claude Shannon», > в 1949 году, был лукав в своем скромном
самоописании. Ссылка: Абрамсон, Б. (2005). "Искусственная наука". Цифровой феникс: почему рухнула информационная экономика
и как она будет расти. MIT Press. С. 89–90. ISBN 978-0-262-01217-1. 2022-04-23. In any case, this dichotomous classification of the two

types of backgrounds in the computer chess field, despite the fact that it may be facetious, does serve a
purpose in dividing the field into two groups of thought, at least as of # the time of Botvinnik, who committed
his time to the development of computer chess programs in the 1970s, following his retirement from
competitive play. == Those two groups are the chess programmers, chess enthusiasts who believed that
a method called selective | search strategies, which is also advocated by #MIC, should be used to prune the |
calculation tree ahead of time, and those in favor of brute force | search, a less efficient <r: ch. 44 H2S1
H3S9> method that guaranteed the best possible move within a certain depth as it, in accordance with its
name, calculated every possible variation of legal moves, regardless of how awful they would seem to a
human chess player. == This willingness of computers to invest any calculation capacity, and subsequently
waste computing | power <r: ch. 9 H2S2 H3S2>, on lines that human players are taught to avoid by principle
is frequently scoffed at by strong human players and is a key reason why computers are generally denigrated
when it comes to chess pedagogy and likewise barred from playing at human tournaments; at present, the
involvement of chess computers in the field is primarily in post-game analysis, tablebase analysis #, and

opening analysis, but its role can be more expansive - and more benevolent - if the general perception were improved on both sides. == В
любом случае, эта дихотомическая классификация двух типов опыта в шахматно-компьютерной сфере несмотря на то, что она может
быть искажённой, действительно служит цели разделения поля на две группы типажа, по крайней мере, со времен Ботвинника,
который посвятил свое время после выхода на пенсию разработке компьютерных шахматных программ в 1970-х годах. Этими двумя
группами являются шахматные программисты и шахматные энтузиасты, которые считали, что метод, называемый селективными
стратегиями поиска, который также продвигается #MIC, должен использоваться для предварительного сокращения древа
вычислений, и те, кто выступает за полный перебор, менее эффективный <r: ch.  44 H2S1 H3S9 > метод, который, тем не менее,
гарантировал наилучший возможный ход в пределах определенной глубины, поскольку он, в соответствии со своим названием,
просчитывал все возможные вариации ходов, независимо от того, насколько бесполезными они казались бы человеку-шахматисту.
Эта готовность компьютеров вкладывать любые вычислительные мощности, а впоследствии тратить эти же самые мощности <r.  9
H2S2 H3S2>,  в ходах, которые «живые» игроки обучены избегать, и над которым часто издеваются сильные шахматисты, является
ключевой причиной, по которой компьютеры обычно порицаются, когда дело доходит до шахматной педагогики, а также запрещены
на человеческих турнирах; в настоящее время участие шахматных компьютеров в этой области в  основном связано с пост-игровым
анализом, анализом табличной базы  и анализом дебюта, но его роль может быть более обширной - и более полезной - если общее
восприятие будет улучшено с обеих сторон. The middle road to the selective search vs brute force debate, which was apparently solved by
Deep Blue’s defeat of Kasparov in the late 90s, a brute force, clunky machine designed by fellow Carnegie Mellon # science professor Hans
Jack Berliner, a bona fide chess programmer and the World Correspondence Chess* champion, would be a combined method in which brute
force is utilized, but only as a last resort, with a high quantity of reductions <r: ch. 9> implemented in tactics, applying a baseline W reduction
that cuts calculation after finding a line that results in, for instance, +2 material or checkmate, opening theory, applying a goal-based reduction
once a known advantageous plan in that opening can be completed, and a similar goal based logic in endgames. == *As correspondence
chess has the longest time limit of any type of chess, the quality of games in correspondence chess is expected to be higher than standard
classical chess; therefore, being the WC of this time control <r: ch. 57 H2S1>, Hans Berliner is expected to have played the highest quality
chess overall during his reign # Neglecting centuries of detailed chess theory in a variety of openings would be a mistake <r: ch. 53 H2S4>
and a fallacious one, for one would be forsaking potentially thousands, likely more, man-hours of analysis, often computer-aided in modern
times, of opening theory in favor of a recency-bias # driven reliance on the computer’s present calculation capacity. == In this hybrid model,
one would expect, and this holds true by the patterns of time expenditure in human games, that brute force would only be needed in
approximately 10% of positions that are reached in the game #, when one is just barely outside the realm of established theory; if the
computer is reaching such positions more than that ratio, then it lacks understanding of complexity and its own limits <r: ch. 45>; moreover, it
would not be optimized to contribute to pedagogy as well as research, making it anti-social and therefore a non-viable opponent, and one
cannot achieve a rating if no opponent is willing to sit down across the board <r: ch. 51 H2S5> Establishing these limitations on computer
hardware would 1) make computers more human-like, and therefore make educators more likely to adopt them in greater degrees, driving up
computer use hours and sales 2) improve overall performance and 3) optimize for the contribution of computers to chess theory research.

These recommendations are endorsed by #MIC and Chess University. == Срединный путь к  дебатам о выборочном поиске против
полного перебора, который, по-видимому, был решен поражением Каспарова от Deep Blue в конце 90-х годов - грубая сила,
неуклюжая машина, разработанная профессором науки университета Карнеги-Меллона Хансом Джеком Берлинером,
добросовестным шахматным программистом и чемпионом Мирового турнира по заочным шахматам, представляла собой
комбинированный метод, в котором используется полной перебор, но только в крайнем случае, с большим количеством сокращений
<r: ch.  9 > реализованных в тактике, применяя базовое уменьшение W, которое прекращает расчет после нахождения хода,
приводящего, например, к выигрышу двух клеток, или мату, теории открытия, применению сокращения на основе цели после того, как
известный выигрышный план в этом открытии может быть завершен, и аналогичной логике, основанной на цели, в эндшпилях.  Так
как заочные шахматы отличаются самым длинным лимитом времени из всех видов шахмат, качество партий в заочных шахматах
должно быть выше, чем в стандартных классических шахматах; поэтому, будучи чемпионом мира по контролю времени <r: ch.  57
H2S1>, Ханс Берлинер, как и ожидалось, отыгрывал партии высочайшего качества в шахматы в течение своей успешной карьеры.
Пренебрежение столетиями детальной шахматной теории в различных открытиях было бы ошибкой <r: ch.  53 H2S4>, поскольку
можно было бы отказаться от потенциально тысяч, а может быть и больше, часов живого человеческого анализа, пусть и часто
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автоматизированного в наше время, и теории начала в пользу смещения в отношении точности, основанной на зависимости от
текущей вычислительной способности компьютера. В этой гибридной модели можно было бы ожидать, и это справедливо по
шаблонам затрат времени в партиях, что полный перебор потребуется только примерно в 10 % случаев, которые достигаются в игре,
когда игрок едва выходит за рамки установленной теории; если компьютер достигает таких позиций больше, чем это соотношение, то
ему не хватает понимания сложности и его собственных лимитов <r: гл.  45>; более того, он не будет оптимизирован для содействия
педагогике, а также исследованиям, что делает его неполезным для людей и, следовательно, нежизнеспособным противником, ведь
нельзя получить очки рейтинга, если ни один оппонент не желает садиться по ту сторону шахматной доски <r: ch.  51 H2S5>.
Установка этих ограничений на компьютере 1) сделает компьютеры более похожими на человека и, следовательно, повысит
вероятность того, что преподаватели будут принимать их в расчёт их в большей степени, увеличивая часы использования
компьютеров и их продажи 2) улучшит общую производительность и 3) оптимизирует вклад компьютеров в исследования шахматной
теории. Эти рекомендации одобрены #MIC и Шахматным университетом. == Botvinnik’s | recommendations to this end # were
unfortunately neglected in favor of Berliner’s model from the 70s onwards, but nevertheless, his program design, which he himself termed
“chess | master’s method” <r: Abramson, pg. 89> but formally called PIONEER was instead swallowed up by the Soviet industrial complex
and adopted to plan maintenance repair schedules for power stations across the State. This led to a software evolution of converting
scheduling into a computational task, which means that Botvinnik’s contribution, thanks to Soviet | ingenuity at the time, was no longer
limited to chess programming, but rather a generalized | contribution to the field of computer science as a whole, putting him in the same |
echelon in that respect as Alan Turing | himself. In depth fin. In depth, 2: Vasily Smyslov vs. David Bronstein, 1953 Zurich Candidates
Tournament: David Bronstein spoke next and his view was easy to predict. He despised Botvinnik and would never overcome the pain of
failing to beat him in the 1951 world championship match. Soltis © 2014 L&G, Botvinnik McFarland Publishers. Vasily Smyslov, GM vs David
Bronstein, GM Zurich, Switzerland, 1953 The 1953 Candidates Tournament, round 11. O: Reti Opening <r: ch. 53 H2S4 H3S3 H4S3> Ref:
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1033849. 1.c4 Nf6 2. g3 c6 3. Nf3 d5 4. B3 Bf5 [D, L] The b-p after 4…Bf5. If Black wants
indisputable equality against the Reti, then the setup with ..c7-c6 and developing the bishop to f5 seems best to me, following the classic
example Reti - Lasker. There have, of course, been cases in which the bishop ended up out of action on the diagonal bl-h7, but only because
Black played in stereotyped fashion, without considering circumstances. Ref: GM Bronstein’s analysis of game #76 in 1953 Zurich
tournament | book. 5. Bg2 e6 6. O-O Nbd7 7. Bb2 Be7 Рекомендации Ботвинника на этот счёт, к сожалению, были проигнорированы в
пользу модели Берлинера с 70-х годов, но, тем не менее, его программный дизайн, который он сам назвал «Шахматным методом
мастера» <r: Abramson, pg. 89>, но формально получивший название «Пионер», был вместо этого поглощен советским
промышленным комплексом и принят для планирования графиков  технического обслуживания электростанций по всей стране. Это
привело к эволюции программного обеспечения, а также к преобразованию планирования в вычислительную задачу, что означает,
что  вклад Ботвинника , благодаря советской изобретательности в то время, больше не ограничивался шахматной программой, а стал
скорее обобщенным вкладом в область информатики в целом, ставя его в один эшелон в этом отношении с самим Аланом
Тьюрингом Подробно, 2: Василий  Смыслов  против Давида Бронштейна, 1953 Цюрихский турнир претендентов: Давид
Бронштейн высказал следующие мысли, и его мнение было легко предсказать. Он презирал Ботвинника, и так и не смог
пережить боль от того, что не смог победить его на чемпионате мира 1951 года. Soltis © 2014 L&G, издательство Botvinnik
McFarland. Гроссмейстер Василий  Смыслов против Давида Бронштейна, гроссмейстер Цюрих, Швейцария, 1953 Турнир
претендентов 1953 года, раунд 11. O: Reti  Дебют <r: ch.  53 H2S4 H3S3 H4S3> Ссылка:
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1033849. 1.c4 Nf6 2. g3 c6 3. Nf3 d5 4. B3 Bf5 [D, L] Б-п после 4... Бф5. Если
Чёрные хотят бесспорного равенства с Рети, то установка с  .. c7-c6 и продвижение слона до f5 кажется лучшим вариантом, в
соответствии с классическим примером Рети  - Ласкера. Были, конечно, случаи, когда слон выходил из игры на диагонали bl-h7,
но только потому, что Чёрные играли стереотипно, не учитывая обстоятельства. Ссылка: Анализ GM Bronstein игры #76 в
1953 году Цюрих турнамент | книга. 5. Бг2 е6 6. О-О Nbd7 7. Bb2 Be7

The b-p after 7…Be7. F has adopted a double fianchetto setup, enabled by
4. B3 and, similar to the Botvinnik Variation of the English opening, has the
opportunity to expand on both sides of the board in the middle game. 8.
Nc3 O-O 9. Nh4 Bg4 10. H3 Bh5 11. G4 d4 $c3-N ! // more analysis R:
The b-p after 11…d4 $c3-N ! 12. Nb1 Bxg4 (-1 + 0 = -1) A surprising
temporary sacrifice of a minor for the purposes of initiating an attack on f’s
now shattered K-side complex <r: ch. 36 H2S1> Stockfish 14 evaluates this
sacrifice as sound <d.22> and awards a small edge for s here <-1.2>; keep
in mind that in 1953, these players did not have the benefit of computer
engine analysis # 13. Hxg4 (+3 - 1 = +2) Nxg4 (-1 + 2 = +1) S has
recuperated 2 Ps for the l.s-B, and the f.h4-N is hangtacked, giving him an

extra tempo to work with; this observation supports the hypothesis established in <r: ch. 6 H2S1 H3S4> that a wasted tempo is worth
approximately 0.5 p-score for the opponent, as there must be some # additional compensation for s to account for the fact that he came away
from the exchange-seq with -1 m.d |=P The procurement of this tempo came from the capture clearance attack tactic <ch. 35> involving the
capture,clearing move 13…Nxg4 (+1) ! and the clearance of the e7 \ h4 partial for the full attack of the hangtacked f.h4-N by the s.e7-B and
x-ray attack by the s.d8-Q, now with one interposer removed # 14. E4 clr.d1-Q$g4-N F responds to the hangtacked noble attack with an
equivalent counter <r: ch. 11 H2S1 H3S1> and attempts to win back a tempo #, as 14. E4 is a dual purpose move <r: ch. 59 H2S5>, with the
other purpose # being the development of the central e-pawn, gaining space. Б-п после 7... Бе7. F принял двойную установку фианкетто,
включенную 4. B3 и, подобно вариации Ботвинника в английском дебюте, имеет возможность расширяться по обеим сторонам доски
в середине игре. 8. Nc3 O-O 9. Nh4 Bg4 10. H3 Bh5 11. G4 d4 $c 3-N ! подробный анализ R: B-p после 11... d4 $c 3-Н ! 12. Nb1 Bxg4
(-1 + 0 = -1) Удивительная временная жертва лёгкой фигуры для инициирования атаки на теперь разрушенную K-сторону<r: ch. 36
H2S1> Стокфиш 14 оценивает эту жертву как разумную <d.22> и присуждает небольшое преимущество за s здесь <-1.2>; имейте в
виду, что в 1953 году,  эти игроки не имели преимущества компьютерного анализа. No 13. Hxg4 (+3 - 1 = +2) Nxg4 (-1 + 2 = +1) S
восстановил 2 Ps для l.s-B, а f.h4-N подцеплён, что дает ему дополнительный темп для работы; это наблюдение подтверждает
гипотезу, установленную в <r: ch. 6 H2S1 H3S4>, что потерянный темп стоит примерно 0,5 p-балла для противника , так как должна
быть какая-то дополнительная компенсация для S, для учёта того факт, что он ушел от обмена-seq с -1 m.d | = P Получение этого
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темпа произошло из тактики атаки захвата <ch. 35> с участием захвата и очистки хода 13... Nxg4 (+1) ! и частичная очистка e7\h4 для
полной атаки зависшего  f.h4-N s.e7-B и перекрёстной атаки s.d8-Q, теперь с одним устранённым посредником #14. E4 clr.d1-Q$g4-N
F отвечает на зацепившуюся благородную эквивалентной контратакой <r: ch. 11 H2S1 H3S1> и пытается отыграть темп, так как 14. E4
- это ход двойного назначения <r: ch. 59 H2S5>, другой целью которого является продвижение центральной пешки на e и захват
пространства.

The b-p following 14. E4 ! Nxf2 $d1-Q <z.zug> ! (-1 + 1 = 0) Rather than resolve the f threat by retreating his
g4-N, s opts to force a liquidation of N’s with a capture | zwischenzug, interposing between f’s own idea of
s-Bxh4 (-3 + 1 = -2) f-Qxg4 (+3 - 2 = +1) by breaking | rapport <r: ch. 51 H2S5 H3S6> and declining | to
comply by depth forking <r: ch. 15 H2S3> in the 14-s ply, from the idea that f had in mind with 14. E4 ! 15.
Rxf2 Bxh4 $f2-R ! After having traded the tempo he gained # from the Nxg4 capture | clearance attack on
the h4-N in ply 13-s for a pawn, recuperating a full 3 points of material in the form of 3 K-side pawns,
including 2 now passed for the l.s-B, s gains an additional tempo on top of this # with the h4-N recapture
move that also adds a B-attacker of a higher value f-R #; now, s has 3.5 p-score compensation for the minor
by #MIC’s imbalance evaluation system, and should expect to have an advantage; however, more work is to
be done in order to convert the full point #B-p после 14. Е4 ! Nxf2 $d 1-Q <z.zug> ! (-1 + 1 = 0) Вместо
того, чтобы устранить угрозу f путем отступления своего g4-N, s решает принудительно ликвидировать
N с захватом. Цугцванг, вставляя между собственным положением f s-Bxh4 (-3 + 1 = -2) f-Qxg4 (+3 - 2

= +1) путем разрыва | раппорт <r: гл. 51 H2S5 H3S6> и снижающийся | соблюдать глубину разветвления <r: гл. 15 H2S3> в 14-с
слоеве от идеи, которую f имел в виду с 14. Е4 ! 15. Rxf2 Bxh4 $f 2-R ! Обменяв темп, он получил от атаки захвата Nxg4 на h4-N в
13-s на пешку, восстановив полные 3 очка в виде 3 пешек K-side, в том числе 2 теперь пройденных для l.s-B, s получает
дополнительный темп поверх этого с ходом захвата h4-N, который также добавляет B-атаку более высокого значения f-R #; теперь,  s
имеет компенсацию 3,5 p-балла для малой фигуры по системе оценки дисбаланса #MIC и должен рассчитывать на преимущество;
однако  для преобразования полного балла #

16. Rf3 Ne5 17. Rh3 $h5-B,($)h7-P The
b-p after 17. Rh3 ! Bg5 18. Na3 Ng6 19.
Nc2 Nf4 20. Rh2 d3 $c2-N ! M: The b-p
after 20…d3 $c2-N ! 21. Ne3 Ne2+ 22.
Kh1 f5 R: The b-p after 22…f5 $e.$e4-P !
The game is heating up; following the
aggressive injection of the s.d-P to the
f-garden <r: ch. 3 D H3S1>, it was not yet
clear # s’s intentions to follow up that
idea, as it alone is insufficient to win. Now,
Bronstein insists on first a spatial

expansion <r: ch. 50> and, if this goes well #, certainly an accumulation of heavier forces behind these pawns as well #. The two-sq pawn
advance in turn 22-s challenges the f.e4-P via capture opposition and, if the opposed pair is | liquidated at f5, will lead to an opening of the
e-file. From Bronstein #, a historical detail that cannot be ascertained from the notation alone: Black here declined White's offer of | a draw,
certaily with some justification: the three connected passed pawns he now obtains will be a great danger to White's pieces. 16. Rf3 Ne5 17.
Rh3 $h 5-B,($)h7-P B-p после 17. Rh3 ! Бг5 18. Na3 Ng6 19. Nc2 Nf4 20. Rh2 d3 $c 2-N ! М: Б-п после 20... d3 $c 2-N ! 21. Ne3 Ne2+
22. Kh1 f5 R: Б-п после 22... f5 $e.$e 4-P ! Игра накаляется; после агрессивной вмешательства s.d-P в f-garden <r: ch. 3 D H3S1>, не
было ясно намерений # s нужно следовать этой идее, так как одной ее недостаточно для победы. Теперь Бронштейн настаивает
сначала на пространственном расширении <r: гл. 50> и, если это пройдет хорошо, то безусловно, на накоплении более весомых сил
за этими пешками, а также #. Продвижение пешки two-sq в повороте 22-s бросает вызов f.e4-P через захват оппозиции и, если
противостоящая пара ликвидирована на f5, то это приведет к открытию вертикали. По Бронштейну, историческая деталь, которая не
может быть установлена только из обозначения: Чёрные- здесь отклонили предложение Белых о ничье, конечно, с некоторым
обоснованием: три связанные пройденные пешки, которые он теперь получит, будут представлять большую опасность для
фигур Белых.
// maybe more // read Bronstein’s own analysis of 27. F4? as well as the 14-s ply when he thought he had a missed win, and incorporate these

comments into the analysis
23. Exf5 exf5 24.
Bf3 Ng3+ 25. Kg1 Bf6 26. Bxf6 (+3 + 1 = +4)
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L: The b-p after 26. Bxf6 (+4) Qxf6 (-3 + 4 = +1) 27. Qe1 f4 A serious error. Having written the winning move, 27..Rae8, down on my

scoresheet, and with my hand already reaching for the rook, I changed my mind at the last moment, and spent the rest of the game regretting
this lost opportunity. Ref: GM Bronstein. 28. Ng4 $f6-Q ! R: The b-p after 28. Ng4 $f6-Q ! Qd4+ (3) The b-p after 28…Qd4+ ! 29. Kg2 Rae8
$d1-Q ! R: The b-p after 29…Rae8 $d1-Q ! // draw e-diagram with effect down e-file and replace this b-p 30. Qg1 Russian translation: 23.
Exf5 exf5 24. Bf3 Ng3+ 25. Кг1 Bf6 26. Bxf6 (+3 + 1 = +4) Л: Б-п после 26. Bxf6 (+4) Qxf6 (-3 + 4 = +1) 27. Qe1 f4 Серьезная ошибка.
Написав выигрышный ход, 27. Rae8, спускается вниз в мой турнирной таблице, и со своей рукой, уже тянущейся к ладье, я
передумал в последний момент и провел остаток игры, сожалея об этой упущенной возможности. Ссылка: Гроссмейстер
Бронштейн. 28. Ng4 $f 6-Q ! Р: Б-п после 28. Ng4 $f 6-Q ! Qd4+ (3) Б-п афтер 28... Qd4+ ! 29. Kg2 Rae8 $d 1-Q ! Р: Б-п после 29...
Rae8 $d 1-Q ! 30. Qg1

The b-p after 30. Qg1 $e.$d4-Q ! An important motif in positions in which
one side is enduring an attack, especially on the K, is to propose or force #
a liquidation of attacking ren, especially higher value ren such as the Q.
Here, f is also material up (0) by an extra minor for 3P #, Qb2 $d2-P ! R:
The b-p after 30…Qb2 $d2-P! A concrete threat; s threatens to capture in
d2 with + 31. Qc1 $e.$b2-Q The f-Q defends s2 while continuing to harass
# the s-Q with a favorable heavy liquidation offer for f. Qd4 -e.$c1-Q
Continuing to decline this exchange offer while seeking chances on the
K-side. 32. Qc3 Qd6 33. C5 Qg6 34. Qc4+ Kh8 35. Rh3 h5 36. Kh2 Qh7
37. Nf2 g5 Б-п после 30. Qg1 $e.$d 4-Q ! Важным мотивом в позициях,
в которых одна сторона терпит атаку, особенно на K, является
предложение или принуждение к ликвидации атакующего рена,

особенно более высокоценного рена, такого как Q. Здесь f также является расстановкой вверх (0) дополнительного минора для 3P #,
Qb2 $d 2-P ! Р: Б-п после 30... Qb2 $d 2-P! Конкретная угроза; s угрожает захватить e в d2 с + 31. Qc1 $e,$b 2-Q F-Q защищает s2,
продолжая преследовать # s-Q благоприятным тяжелым предложением ликвидации для f. Qd4 -e.$c 1-Q Продолжает отклонять это
предложение обмена, ища шансы на стороне K. 32. Qc3 Qd6 33. С5 Кг6 34. Qc4+ Kh8 35. Rh3 h5 36. Х2 Кх7 37. Nf2 g5

The b-p after 37…g5 ! Demonstrating the stroke of a Grandmaster, Bronstein in his previous 3 moves, before
37…g5 !, managed to shuffle things around on his K-side in order to support and get out of the way of an
imposing pawn storm, taking advantage of his 3 fully unopposed # passed pawns against f’s unsheltered K.
==This position would be completely overwhelming # for f if not for the objective 3 point minor advantage that
he has in hand; in terms of the other imbalances, he has moderately worse King safety <r: ch. 12 H2S1>,
although the s.h8-K itself is not entirely secure. The 4-ply pp-advances, s-f5, s-f4 (? - Bronstein), s-h5, and
s-g5 has also opened | the roof in the s-K’s own house but the cramping of the f-Kingside makes it slightly
difficult for him to muster attacking forces to exploit the spatial expanse around the s-K; for this reason, we
would not consider s to be presently overextended <r: ch. 55> on the K-side. An additional factor in s’s favor
in the comparative evaluation # of K-safety is that his K presently occupies a dark-sq, rendering the f
advantage of having an extra l.s-B temporarily irrelevant with respect to this evaluation vector # Piece activity
also favors s, despite being down a full noble, as his e8-R vastly outshines its a1 counterpart, and the

well-supported g3-N arguably matches both of the f-nobles, which are stifled by the s.P-str. == Pawn structure obviously also favors s, as
having 3 extra pawns connected in 2 chains, albeit with a rank-isolated pawn at d3 <r: ch. 19 H2S5 H3S1> Threats are also in s’s favor, with a
concrete and immediate # threat of s-g4 $h3-R, $f3-B coming, and in general, f will hardly be able to stop the coming advances of the
s-passers. == Fortunately for f, he has one important trick up his sleeve in this department: 38. Qd4+ ! Kg8 39. Qc4+ Kh8 40. Qd4+ Kg8 //
ref checks and balances Б-п после 37... г5 ! Демонстрируя удар гроссмейстера, Бронштейн в своих предыдущих 3 ходах, до 37... g5 !,
сумел перетасовать вещи на своей K-стороне, чтобы поддержать и уйти с пути навязывающего пешечного шторма,
воспользовавшись своими 3 полностью безальтернативными # пройденными пешками против незащищенного K f. == Эта позиция
была бы совершенно подавляющей # для f, если бы не объективное незначительное преимущество в 3 очка, которое у него есть в
руках; с точки зрения другого дисбаланса,  он умеренного ухудшил безопасность Короля<r: ch. 12 H2S1>, хотя сам путь s.h8-K не
совсем безопасен. 4-слойные pp-преимущества, s-f5, s-f4 (? - Бронштейн), s-h5 и s-g5 также открыли | прореху в собственном
расположении s-K, но стеснения со стороны Короля на f немного затрудняют для него сбор атакующих сил для использования
пространственного расширения вокруг s-K; по этой причине мы не считаем s в настоящее время чрезмерно растянутым <r: гл. 55>
на стороне K. Дополнительным фактором в пользу s в сравнительной оценке # K-безопасности является то, что его K в настоящее
время занимает темное поле, что создаёт преимущество f в том, что у него есть дополнительный l.s-B, который временно неактуален
по отношению к этому вектору оценки # Пошаговые ходы также благоприятствуют s, несмотря на то, что он полностью повержен,
поскольку его e8-R значительно затмевает своего аналога a1,  и хорошо поддерживаемый g3-N, возможно, соответствует обоим
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f-nobles, которые задушены s.P-str. == Структура пешки, очевидно, также благоприятствует s, так как имеет 3 дополнительные пешки,
соединенные в 2 цепочки, хотя и с изолированной пешкой в d3 <r: ch. 19 H2S5 H3S1> Угрозы также в пользу s, с конкретной и
непосредственной угрозой # s-g4 $h 3-R,  $f 3-B приближается, и вообще, f вряд ли сможет остановитьc oming наступающих s-passers.
== К счастью для f, у него есть один важный козырь в рукаве в этом случае: 38. Qd4+ ! кг8 39. Qc4+ Х8 40. Qd4+ Kg8

The resulting b-p of 40…Kh8-g8 <r: ch. 10 CM H3S1 H4S1> Following the s ply of the 40th turn, the game
was adjourned. // game was adjourned, Smyslov offered a draw as f and Bronstein accepted // research in
the Bronstein book the terms of the adjournment and write a bit about the history of adjournment // eval of the
final b-p: ch. 60 h2s4: dynamic homeostasis x-ref: <hl> ½ ½ # In depth 2, fin. A brief look at the Zurich 1953
tournament cross table reveals an interesting observation #: the tournament had only 15 players, but yet
lasted 30 rounds; each player played each opponent twice, and had 2 byes # The winner of the tournament
was selected to challenge Mikhail Botvinnik in the 1954 World Chess Championship match in the following
year, and that winner was Vasily Smyslov, GM with a score of 18 / 28; due to the high rate of draws in GM+
level chess, Smyslov only won 9 out of his 28 games, and yet, this is considered an outstanding
performance, as he only lost a single game, drawing the rest. David Bronstein, the author of the classic
book Zurich International Chess Tournament 1953, considered one of the best tournament books of all

time, with analysis of all 210 (!) games in the event, finished in second with 16 / 28 and only 2 losses, tied with GM Paul Keres, a well known
player at the time but never World Champion, a player who has a similar recognition to the more modern Eternal Second Victor Korchnoi,
Soviet GM, but a few decades earlier, and Samuel Reshevsky, GM, the only American in the event # Полученный b-p 40... Kh8-g8 <r: ch. 10
CM H3S1 H4S1> После s слоя 40-го хода игра была прервана. игра была отложена, Смыслов предложил ничью как f и Бронштейн
согласился // исследуйте условия перерыва в книге Бронштейна и напишите немного об истории перерыва // Оценка финала b-p: ch.
60 h2s4: динамическое равновесие x-ref: <hl> 1/2 1/2 # Финальный глубокий анализ . Беглый взгляд на кросс-таблицу турнира 1953
года в Цюрихе показывает интересное наблюдение #: в турнире было всего 15 игроков, но соревнование все же длилось 30 туров;
каждый игрок сыграл против каждого оппонента дважды. Победитель турнира был выбран, чтобы бросить вызов Михаилу
Ботвиннику в матче чемпионата мира по шахматам 1954 года в следующем году, и этим победителем стал Василий Смыслов,
гроссмейстер, с общим баллом 18 / 28; из-за высокого уровня ничьих в шахматах гроссмейстерского уровня, Смыслов выиграл
только 9 из своих 28 игр, и все же, это считается выдающимся выступлением, так как он проиграл только одну партию, сыграв вничью
остальные. Давид Бронштейн, автор классической книги Международный чемпионат по шахматам в Цюрихе 1953 года,
считающийся одной из лучших турнирных книг всех времен, с анализом всех 210 (!) партий в турнире, финишировал вторым с общим
счётом 16/28 и только 2 поражениями, сыграв вничью с гроссмейстером Полом Кересом, известным игроком того времени, но так
никогда и не ставшим чемпионом мира,  игрок, который имеет схожее признание с более современным «Вечно Вторым» Виктором
Корчным, советским гроссмейстером, и несколькими десятилетиями ранее, и Сэмюэлем Решевским, гроссмейстером, единственным
американцем, принимающим участие в данном событии.

A historical photograph of the cross table # <r: ch. 17 TP CM H3S3> from the Bronstein book on
the tournament. Fin-v1 Историческая фотография турнирной таблицы # <r: ch. 17 TP CM
H3S3> из книги Бронштейна о турнире.
Конец-v1

H4S6: Chess trains not only endurance, but also a high degree of accuracy, as a single assass blunder can
end the game at higher levels of play.

H4S7: Chess is a War Game that can help us simulate and prepare for various scenarios regarding an
encounter with an Adversary
X-ref ch-0 H2S7, the purpose of chess as a simulation of war.

H4S8: Enhanced logical faculties developed by chess can lead to the development and operation of more sophisticated weaponry.
The military has historically weaponized every major technology that is developed, whether that technology is sourced from its own, the
science sector, or the industrial sector. The most important aspect of the military is defense, in order to ensure a nation’s own sovereignty,
and generally there is some pressure to stay up to date not only on the weaponry of competing nations, but insofar as technology is
weaponed, also the technology of other nations. Nations that develop too large a deficit in technology by even a single order of magnitude,
such as the optimization of a microchip size by a factor of 2 microns could spurn such a rapid leap forward of technology that a rival is
rendered technologically obsolete in under 6 | months, subject to any range of superior armed or cyber attacks by the superior side, and such
an optimization could be made by any of the thousands of scientists, engineers, and military employees who are working on technologies at
that order of magnitude importance; as the enzymes in the body are intricately | connected via a coordinated system of chemical reactions, so

are all the technologies of a modern industrial state.
Reuters <a-r> Much is at stake for Beijing, too. The loss
of chips from Taiwan would crush Chinese industry.
China accounts for 60% of world semiconductor
demand, according to an October 2020 report from the
Congressional Research Service. More than 90% of
semiconductors used in China are imported or
manufactured locally by foreign suppliers, the report said.
Barnes <a-r>: But Taiwanese chips are the smallest and
fastest, and its foundries account for 92 percent of the
most advanced designs. “It’s almost impossible to
duplicate Taiwan’s manufacturing capability of high-end
chips, of low-end chips,” said Dan Blumenthal, a scholar
at the American Enterprise Institute. “It’s just the

manufacturing hub of the world.” Although the United States and Europe are trying to boost their own domestic design and production of
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semiconductors, they do not have the abilities to mass produce the most advanced designs that the Taiwan Semiconductor
Manufacturing Company, or TSMC, can make. [D, TSMC, a-r]: The benefits of using 2D and 1D | materials include high mobility at atomic |
thickness, excellent gate control, and potential applications for low-power and high-performance devices. Shen et al <a-r>: Our reported
contact resistances are a substantial improvement for two-dimensional semiconductors, and approach the quantum limit. This
technology unveils the potential of high-performance monolayer transistors that are on par with state-of-the-art three-dimensional
semiconductors, enabling further device downscaling and extending Moore’s <b-1929, n-w $12.6 bn> law. MIC: If a semiconductor can be of
such significance that the United States has threatened to go to war with China over control of Taiwan, and the optimization of
semiconductors ultimately has the effect of increasing processing power of a computer, then to what extent will the United States go to
dominate the “technology”, in the form of a book and associated pedagogy, that promises to exponentially upgrade human intelligence?
Insofar as a better semiconductor can be considered a technology, an analogous improvement in human hardware must also be considered
a technology, and by the principle aforementioned described, the immediate step following the introduction of this technology will be
weaponization by the military. Here are some ways that this might be done: 1) A spacecraft that is light enough to surf on the earth's
magnetic field without any combustion based propulsion, a fuel-less and much higher accelerating vehicle. 2) A powerful magnetic field
generator that is used to coat residential, commercial, and industrial buildings with calibrated lines that can deflect alpha particles generated
by a nuclear explosion. 3) Various patterns of light and auditory signals that can scramble enemy soldiers by strategically triggering cluster or
long blindness. 4) Trained soldiers that have battlefield terrains memorized using spaced repetition study and expanded domain-specific
working memories, merged with chess, and are therefore thousands of times more effective in settings that require visualization. 5) Improved
machine gun weaponry that takes advantage of the increased battlefield IQ of Material in Chess trained soldiers, such as more complex
controls, complex and faster firing rates that depend upon an order of magnitude higher technical ability of the operator, and so forth. 6)
Multi-tasking tank and aerial vehicles. 7) Improved AI and Machine Learning killer robots and weapons, deploying the recommended
comp-sci reductions that are directed at chess machines, under the assumption that at least half of modern comp-sci is based on these
machines. 8) Strategy deployments of powerful magnets to change micro-trajectories of bullets, enemy tank fire, and missiles to change
trajectory by a matter of degrees from the launch point, thereby changing the target trajectory. The operation of such weapons will require a
level of precision currently unknown to nearly all men, but will become the standard under a Material in Chess x army training paradigm, and
will furthermore require a merger of men who are capable of working well together with artificial intelligence, as the book proves that due to the
nature of carbon as a bonding element versus silicon and metals that each should be specialized to handle different types of computation. 9)
Improved quantum computing, based on the understanding that, analogously to the specialized computing of humans and machines, that
these special computers should occupy an also special space within the computing hierarchy, and being as the quantum portion of the
human brain ch-15 H2S5 is used to handle probabilistic calculations and predictions, should also be used for such tasks, and can be
weaponized based on that extent. 10) Cyber-warfare not based on knockdowns of infrastructure but rather strategic psychological attacks on
civilian populations based on improved understanding of the Overton window, human psychological patterns of behavior, including within
intellectual realms, as intellectuals should be the primary target of such attacks being as they need to be the first to be crippled within a social
hierarchy. Post-script: Wikipedia <a-r>: The United States | Armed Forces has studied chess in a number of different applications, from the
understanding of psychology, game theory, problem solving, tactical decision making, risk taking and leadership, not to mention in computer
programs, artificial intelligence and algorithms. The Defense Technical Information Center lists over 1,500 civilian, contractor and military |
reports dealing with chess, chess theory and other applications of chess research. See a-resources for more details below. Post-2: British
troops were trained to fire 15 rounds a minute , which was pretty quick, but machine guns could fire something like 600 rounds a minute: that's
40 times as many bullets. The story of the machine gun dates back to 1862, when American inventor Dr. Richard Gatling <1818 - 1903>
patents the gatling gun <1:06:44>. Gatling hopes the weapon's extraordinary power to kill will discourage war and save lives. He is wrong: in
the 1880s American inventor Hiram Stevens Maxim <1840 - 1916> improves the design his gun fires an extraordinary 11 bullets a second.
MIC: Merely increasing the rate of fire of guns is enough to render essentially the totality of all military technology by an opponent obsolete,
analogous to the introduction of guns themselves over archers or horses. A very tiny contingency of Europeans armed with guns was
enough to take over the entire content of North America, South America, broad swathes of Asia, Australia, and Africa from the indigenous
peoples in those places. Material in Chess represents not a single one of these technical upgrades, however, but a meta-upgrade that can
lead to any one of thousands of analogous innovations in military technology.

Ch-16 App-che H2S9 #: Chess as a domain of strategy in
sports:
Kumar <a-r>: The 1984 World Chess Championship was called off after five months and 48 games because defending champion Anatoly
Karpov had lost 22 pounds. X-ref: <ch. 17> <ch. 41 H2S3, Halo>

H2S9 H3S1: Chess strategy x team coordination, Ultimate Frisbee:
Coordination is the nebulous movement of the team in synchronicity with
other members of the team around some sort of base metric such as
optimizing for the entire team's damage dealt over damage taken ratio
<higher is better>, maximizing overall team health, maximizing overall team
ammunition, which takes into account || the | fact | that certain types of
ammunition are more powerful than others and should be counted as 100
like a rocket versus 3 full br clips. R: Yakun Hu’s past writing on Halo
strategy. Adapted to Ultimate frisbee, this excerpt on coordination in the
2022 eSport Halo Infinite <r: ch. 0 insert> refers to the sacrifice of individual
mobility in favor of maximizing the overall team’s mobility and passing

effect across the map, or in Ultimate frisbee, the field. |=P For instance #, a common callout in Ultimate
frisbee is “CLEAR OUT!”, prompting a “cutter”, a player who has just made a cut into an open area of
the field to receive a pass, who failed to get open to run a clearing | route, preferably close to the sideline, minimizing his own effect in order to
clear space for another player who is entering the same area to be open. The reason that clearing out is necessary is because the defender of
the first cutter may opt to “poach” that lane, forming a double team against the second cutter, if the first cutter does not vacate the zone and
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force his defender to go with him. Malks <a-r>: The key to the “whoopsie”, similar to the bluff <ch-46>, is a stutter step of feigned
indecision that makes the defender think that you're doing something | other than what you're actually trying to do, as we can see here:
Keegan rounds the corner to get into position, and then stutter steps, to make his defender think that he might go into the backfield, when, in
reality, <3:46>, all Keegan wants to do is go up line. Here, we can see the defender fall for the stutter step, make a jab like he's going to
defend the | backfield, and this allows Keegan to get right around him into a bunch of open space, in the end zone. [D, top: former Team
USA handler Dylan Freechild taking an inside angle on a hip-rotated defender to break 90 degrees upline for a 15-20 yard gaining cut.] A
fictional, 3 v 3 diagram of an Ultimate frisbee play in chess. Ultimate frisbee is traditionally a 7 by 7 sport, played on a field that is
approximately the same size as a football field, and therefore offers multiple lanes for players to get open, although modern ultimate frisbee
offenses tend to think of the field as being bisected, cut in half down a vertical line #, into a “home” side and “away” side, depending on the
location of the team’s equipment on a sideline. |=P In the 3 v 3 diagram above, the White-colored # team is on offense, and the d2-Q wants to
throw a pass to the sq-g5. The e3-Q, the defender of the d2-Q, interposes this lane, making the pass more difficult. In Ultimate, interpositions
are not absolute, which means that passing through an interposer is not illegal, just forcibly more difficult <r: ch. 56 H2S2 H3S4> Given the
position of the e3-Q, the Black-colored defenders downfield are positioned on the opposite side of the White pawns, taking away the half of
the field not taken away by the e3-Q; an analogous strategy is used in hockey, in which the goalie is about half the size of the net # When the
d7-P initiates a cut route and reaches the sq-g5, if he is not open as a result of tight defense by the c7-P, he needs to take a clearing route,
reaching the edge of the board, decreasing his own effect, via h6 - h8 before cycling back into the d-file stack. X-ref: <r: ch. 0 H2S10> In
depth, chess: a clearing route by a zi opens a key strategic | lane for another, leading to assass #: Post-script: With the proliferation of the
internet into professional sports, team-level strategy has taken the forefront over individual skills, and teams, due to the proliferation of video
technology, cloud storage, instant replay #, and high definition cameras, are able to study the setups using traditional game | analysis <r: ch.
57 H2S5> of other teams, creating an arms race of high level strategies as, on a week by week basis, teams invent new strategies that make
obsolete the strategies that succeeded in the previous week; this is one of the effects of a higher rate of communication. == Due to the ability
of a coordinated team to sacrifice at times individual effect for overall team effect, the relative importance of disproportionately strong
individual players has diminished across all team sports in favor of a role-based paradigm in the electronic communication era, much like the
division and balance of power among the Elements in chess # Source: I began playing Ultimate frisbee in high school at Amherst Central
High School in 2009, and my first year of club-level college ultimate at Georgetown University in 2011, with my final year of eligibility in
2016, while I was in attendance at Columbia University. While living in New York, I also played in the MUD league on the same team as pro
player Ryan Drost, a Georgetown teammate. Several of my college teammates across 3 universities now play pro ultimate, including DC
Breeze handler # Steve Wartinbee, who was kind enough to offer me a place to crash in Arlington, VA after my win at the U.S Open in
August, 2021. In total, I have played 5 full seasons of Ultimate frisbee, consisting of approximately 20 games per season.

H2S9 H3S2: The error rate of chess GMs:
Watson <a-r>: The organizers of the 2018 Isle of
Man International, which is on this week, have
offered competitors the chance to have their heart
rates monitored during games. [P: WFM and
chess photographer Maria Emelianova <RUS>
attaches a heart rate monitor to GM Nigel Short
<ENG> <VP-FIDE> [P, 2]: MIC: According to
WFM Emelianova, GM Antipov had burned 560
calories, while sitting, in 2 hours, Kumar <a-r,
NPR>: which we found out was roughly what
Roger Federer would burn in one hour of
singles tennis. MIC: The rate of error can be

determined by comparing the best move |>, from all b-ps from which it is the evaluated player’s turn to move, arrived at via post mortem
objective analysis <ch-57>, in chess, with the aid of a supercomputer, and in other sports, possibly with computers, but most likely,
without, and instead, from human film study. Objective evaluation, in that it has infinite time, is more likely to find the best, or at least a top
move, compared to the split-second decision-making that may occur, during a match, |> with the played move, and measuring the degree
of deviation, using a standardized scoring system, applied on a move-to-move basis. Chess theory has all of these components, and
has evaluated games in this manner, since the 1500s, much before the existence of almost all other modern sports. For instance,
“modern football originated in Britain in the 19th century”, 400 years after the first recorded European game, under conditions almost
identical to modern day, although: Britannica <a-r>: since before medieval times, “folk football” games had been played in towns and
villages according to local customs and with a minimum of rules. Since chess has 1) a longer history 2) a longer recorded history and 3) a
longer canon of objective analysis, the level of play is better, because the body of knowledge in competitive chess theory is more
expansive. This makes sense, based on our knowledge of the linear progression of logic <ch-8>. Post <from a conversation with Adam
Barry, LDS Williamsville 7/22>: One last note: if all skills are equilibrated, the reason that we should use chess, rather than another sport,
like baseball, as the core improvement vehicle, is that chess GMs have the lowest error rate, among any professional athletes. Even in blitz
games, which occur at the time scale of 5-10 minutes, a typical GM will make, at most, 1 crucial blunder, and that occurs, maybe, 10% of the
time. The typical mistake is very small, analogous to a dropped pass in football. In a football time-scale game, 3-6 hours, GMs will, very
frequently, make 0 mistakes of any kind, and over 50% of top level games end in draws, because no progress can be made. In football, the
error rate is closer to 10-12 in that same time period, and this is with a team of 50+ people, and a coaching staff of hundreds, whereas a
GM is one person. Therefore, chess theory, compared to "football theory", is some of the highest quality information we have, with
respect to all levels of 1) competitive directives 2) logic and 3) emotional control.

Additional resources:
Kasparov gets his revenge, “Kasparov vs. Turing” from the University of Manchester, 6/2012:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wrxdWkjmhKg.
Ken Thompson: Moscow adventures (2), documenting a trip made by Thompson to meet Mikhail Botvinnik, WC <r: Ch-16 H2S8 H3S3
H4S5>, chess programmer in the early 1980s in order to demo Belle: https://en.chessbase.com/post/ken-thompson-moscow-adventures-2

https://www.britannica.com/sports/folk-football
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Bill Gates gets interviewed and plays chess against Magnus Carlsen | SVT/NRK/Skavlan <2.7 million views> https://youtu.be/KFi48q7X3ac
The YouTube channel of professional Ultimate frisbee player for the DC Breeze, Rowan McDonnell, 2018 AUDL MVP #

- https://www.youtube.com/c/RowanMcDonnell
The YT-chan of pro Halo Infinite commentator, Alexander “Shyway” Hope: https://www.youtube.com/c/ShyWay/about
Alan Turing: The Scientist Who Saved The Allies | Man Who Cracked The Nazi Code | Timeline Documentaries 466k views 6.6k likes 3/22:

- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XGqbieVcjPU
Pinker, Steven. The Language Instinct. Penguin, 2015.
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Ch-16 App-che Ex.
Solving tactics in Material in Chess is more fun and rewarding
than using computer-generated move trainers due to the
well-written | prompts that you can read as hints # before you
think about the puzzle, which will train your brain, and your eyes,
to see the perspective of the textbook and work on a procedure
that will also benefit you in the relevant life areas connected to the
chapter.
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Ex. 1: while solving this tactic, we
will practice the engineering
method of reverse | engineering <r:
ch-16 CM H3S2> by specifically
hunting the f.b7-Q with the aim of
assassinating it in 7 s-moves. Like a
billion dollar tech project, we know
from the beginning what needs to be
done in the end, but we don’t know
how to get there - yet. How valuable
do you think this skill will be?
[3,000]

Chess as a language:
Ex. 2: If chess is analogous to a language, then we may say that the 6 zi
are analogous to <1>, the moves of the game analogous to <2>, and the
properties of each b-p such as effect and overloaded to <3>:

a) <1> = verbs, <2> sentences, <3> paragraphs
b) <1> = nouns, <2> statements, <3> hyperboles
c) <1> = nouns, <2> verbs, <3> adjectives
d) <1> adjectives, <2> phrases, <3> paragraphs
e) None of the above

Ex. 3: Which of the following is not a property that is shared between
chess and a traditional human language, like English?

a) It allows information to be exchanged among the
participants.

b) Rules govern the form of expression at each turn.
c) A coordinate grid is provided to help us visualize our

mutual understanding.
d) Both players must be familiar with the game to

participate effectively.
e) All of the above.

Ex-4: Read ch.60-CM, H3S1, and
answer the following: Imagine an or
| gate that is used, in a chess neural
vat, to facilitate a move decision.
The or | gate receives inputs from a
not | gate and an and | gate. If the or
| gate fires an a-p, it will search
from a move | dictionary, and make
a capture | move, if the mat-cnt
function returns 20 or higher total
mat-cnt, for both, a P-adv, if <20,
and a dev-move, if 20 or higher, but

no capture is available. [D]: In the given | b-p, assuming that the and |
gate has an input of 0.6 to the or | gate, and itself is 0.4/0.4 with two
input conditions a) s has the two | bishops and a space | adv<ch-50>,
while the not | gate has 1 input: f has a mat-adv, and has an input of 0.6
to the or | gate, which has a firing | condition of 0.5 or higher input.
Which of the following is a move that the engine might make? a)
19…Bxd4 b) Rxb2<+1> c) a5! d) Nc6<dev!> e) None: pass the turn.
[4,000]

Ex-5: Read <KJV> Revelations 2:5<a-r>: 5 Remember therefore
from whence<Ox-lang: from what place or source> thou art
fallen, and repent, and do the first | works; or else I will come
unto thee quickly, and will remove thy candlestick out of his
place, except thou repent. This is an example of: a) A
subject-less sentence b) a circular | construction that is
independent of external c) a run-on sentence d) Use of a past |
conditional e) e) b and d. Pick the best | answer, there is only
one.

Chess x scientific inquiry:
Ex. 6: What qualifies a field as an empirical science?

a) Theories are generated from physical evidence.
b) Inductive reasoning is used.

c) Experiments must be reproducible in order to enter the
field as a source of evidence.

d) The field is coherent with other fields such as physics
and chemistry.

e) All of the above.

Ex-7: Dr. Ken Regan’s idea, “depth of satisficing”, pertains to:
<H2S3 H3S2 H4S7> a) a theoretical limit for brute force depth b) the
engine only stores the evaluation for one variation at a time c) the
conception of a chess | game played with infinite | time d) the
evaluation of each | variation is updated as the engine proceeds in
depth e) the affirmative | idea that the eval at 18th depth is always |
correct [3,500]

Ex-8: Which of the following, is a reasonable | next experiment, to
continue, directly, from the result | produced by Baird,
Thompson<1989>? More than one answer may apply. [4,500]
a) Apply the model | algorithm, developed from reading Chess
Informant, to dirty street signs b) Adapt the model algorithm to
auditory input, from the same magazine c) Run the same
experiment, but without an engine running in the background d)
Add a strength | component to the engine, and see if its
probabilistic-ev changes accuracy e) All, except c)

Ex-9:Select the statement # that does not apply to the concept of
statistical significance <ch.19-H2S3 H3S4 H4S3> More than one
answer may apply. [1,500]
a) Stat-sig describes the uncertainty surrounding an estimate.
b) the sig-ints would contain the average of all the estimates x%
of the time, where x is the stat-sig coefficient.
c) It depicts the relationship between the two variables, such as
for data with relevant | outliers.
d) It allows us to mathematically | sorting out which of those
variables matter the most, and which can be disregarded.
e) All of the above.

H2S4: Chess x Mathematics
Ex. 10: Which of the following best describes a property that Alan
Turing would assign to Machine Learning | computers but not to
artificial intelligence computers without the mach.lern-func?

a) It would be able to make intelligent decisions,
independently, resembling that of a human.

b) It is compatible with software updates that enhance its
performance.

c) It will never make a mistake, under any conditions.
d) It will be able to improve on its own without further

human programming input.
e) None of the above.

Ex-11: A N can reach, at most, 8 dest-sqs, in one move. What is the total
# of rectangles, formed by the ini-sqs, and dest-sqs, of a
2.ply-N,movement? For each of these sqs, define the relationships 1)
between the pathway-sq, and the ini/dest-sqs, 2) the relationship between
the 2 pathway-sqs [6,000]

L: Ex-12: Which of the following # ruling | changes might change the
Shannon number estimate<ch-51 H2S3 Shannon’s number for the
greater>? More than one may. [8,000]
a) The discovery that double-R | endgames account for a larger
proportion in the tablebase, than expected b) The discovery that
K+P endgames account for a larger proportion in the database c)
Abolition of the threefold repetition rule d) The decision, by chess
| GMs, to play the Grünfeld, instead of the Slav e) Abolition of
the e.p-rule
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Ex-13: Larson<pg-298>: From the definition of periodic | function, it
follows that the sine and cosine | functions are periodic and have a
period of 2π: If we know that sinπ/6 is ½, what is sin13π/6? Show the
intermediate | algebra [1,000]

Games of the Mech-Turk
<Levitt a-r>, Appendix A:
Ex-14: Game: Napoleon vs Turk(Allgaier), Vienna<1809>
Godechot<a-r>: He revolutionized military organization and
training; sponsored the Napoleonic Code, the prototype of later
civil-law codes; reorganized education; and established the
long-lived Concordat with the papacy. Napoleon’s many reforms
left a lasting mark on the institutions of France and of much of
western Europe. But his driving passion was the military
expansion of French dominion, and, though at his fall he left
France little larger than it had been at the outbreak of the
Revolution in 1789, he was almost unanimously | revered during
his lifetime and until the end of the Second Empire under his

nephew Napoleon III, as one of
history’s great heroes.
Britannica: Under the code, all
male citizens are equal:

primogeniture<firstborn-inheritance, Ox-lang>, hereditary
nobility, and class privileges
are extinguished; civilian |
institutions are emancipated
from ecclesiastical control;
freedom of person, freedom of
contract, and inviolability of
private property are
fundamental | principles. 1. E4
e5 2. Qf3?!$.f7-P, as it turns
out, Bonaparte I plays like the
typical 7 year old, in 2022, Nc6
3. Bc4<thr-Qxf7#>! Nf6<int> 4.
Ne2 Bc5 5. A3? D6 6. O-O Bg4

7. Qd3? blocking the undeveloped d-P, and impeding the
development of c1: Nh5 Nh5! tossing in a Hale 8. H3 wasting
moves, when he has not the luxury Bxe2 9. Qxe2
Nf4<1:0.5>$.e2-Q 10. Qe1<run-$> Nd4!, f<the emperor of about
half of Europe> will soon be punished for his passivity 11.
Bb3?<+$, fbno> Nxh3! 12. Kh2 [D]<800>: Assass the e1-Q in 3.
Ex-15: Game: Fischer, a chess player, vs The
Turk(Schlumberger), Philadelphia Jan 30, 1827, a hypothetical |
depth fork. .
Ex-16: // cont.v-7, fbno
Ex-17: // cont.v-7, fbno

Solutions:
Ex. 1:
Just because the puzzle is rated at 3,000, does not mean that
every move in the puzzle will be that difficult, or that easy. For a
lengthy puzzle like this one, certain moves will be easy to find,
while other moves will require a disproportionate amount of time
to consider # Moreover, since we are hunting the f.b7-Q, a 9
value ren, we should be prepared, if necessary, to give up some
of our own material, which we should view as investments |
toward the big pay day. == We can further guess, and this
requires a leap of faith by the process of making an assumption

that assassinating the Q will likely require an abs-fork of the Q
with the e-K in fork ends, since the enemy player is unlikely to
relinquish his Q absent a larger threat #, and moreover, this fork
cannot be conducted by the s-Q, as that would put both Qs in
capture opposition <r: ch-3 H2S2> and allow f to liquidate, being a
noble up in the initial b-p #
Therefore, we can conclude that it is most likely that we will need
to hit a NKQ abs-fork to win the Q, and one N, the c8-N (!?) is
already in position to place the f.b7-Q in a single ply fork end of
the d6 N fork vertex, which is in its single ply mobility #
As unlikely as this seems from the end of our line of reasoning,
the unlikelihood now becomes a likelihood #, because the puzzle
demands a solution, and our logical deductions preclude any
other possibility #
We will begin our calculation based on the assumption that we will
need to somehow drive the e-K via a series of continuous checks,
as any stopping move in between will allow our target(s) to
escape, and we have essentially 0 margin for error, like
attempting to land the rover on Mars, since we are aiming from
such a long distance and depth away #
Mads Boe ~2293, FM <DEN> vs Aldo Zadrima ~2255* <ALB>
Forli Open, 9-15-1991, rd 9 Forli, Italy Opening: B22 Sicilian
Defense, Alapin Variation, ~Barmen Defense <2…d5
$.e-$,e4-P ! 3. Exd5 Qxd5> “A king chase into an absolute royal
fork end”.
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=2087160
*Historical ratings past 2,000 cannot be easily found on the FIDE
website, as this game was held in 1991; present ratings of both
players are used. It should be noted at this point that this position
is from a rated otb game in 1991, and the 2,200 something rated
player from Albania was not able to find the complete
combination, and the game ended in a draw :( 36….Qh1+ ! If our
objective is to chase the f-K all the way to a fork end of the c8-N,
then we better start with checks; this is the only check that does
not hang material, and the most forcing move # in the position.
37. Kg3 <o-m> Ne4+ “The only check | that does not hang
material” will be a paradigm that works well here.
38. Kf4

The b-p after 38. Kf4,
highlighting cut off sqs in the
f-K’s run zone.
It is here that the FIDE-rated
player’s knowledge of the
position ended, and our
opportunity begins to save their
fallen rocket, Elon Musk style 🚀
38…Qc1+ !
Identifying the f.f4-K’s precarious
position with ⅝ empty board

run-sqs cut off, as well as this long slide, long check # is key to
spotting this move, the most difficult | to find in this entire
sequence, despite the fact that it is a simple, uncontested +
39. Ke5 <o-m> !
Running to g4 gets mated.

The b-p after 39. Ke5 !
highlighting that all but 1 empty
board run sq is cut off #
S appears to be out of
reasonable checks as his d5-P is
hangtacked, but this is when our
goal, to assassinate the f.b7-Q,
pushes us through # a situation
in which things seem objectively
| improbable. We know from our
calculations beforehand the form

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Napoleonic-Code
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/prototype
https://www.britannica.com/topic/civil-law-Romano-Germanic
https://www.britannica.com/event/Concordat-of-1801
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of the solution, and we must push toward it.
39…f6+ ! The f-K has two legal moves, as the advance of the f-P
has also made available the e6 run-sq. However, 40. Ke6 ? runs
into the immediate abs-fork Nc5+ with the other N # 40. Kxd5 (-1)
<o-m> Again, our faith is tested and again, finding the correct
move is psychologically impossible without our initially stated,
highly ambitious goal from which we are reverse engineering
from. Our brain will otherwise shut down and not allow us to think
further ! |=P Let’s pause for a moment and perform a diagnosis
that we should have done from the very beginning:

A fork end analysis of the c8-N’s
d6 single ply fork vertex. If the
f-K enters any of the sqs in
which a green arrow terminates,
we can fork it and the f-Q in the
ply succeeding its movement
into one of those sqs #
With this in mind, 41…Qc5+ !
immediately comes to mind, as it
checks the K in a Swallow’s Tail
pattern <r: ch-1 H2S4 H3S2
H4S1>, which compels the

f.e4-K to either e6 or e4. Again, e6 is problematic as a run-sq but
in this case, the reason is due to the immediate 42…Qd6#
42. Kxe4 (-3), capturing an undefended ren, but at the cost of
now entering into one of the forbidden fork ends, allowing now
42…Nd6 + <abs-fork> ! 43. K-run # Nxb7 (+9) Fin.
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/29942/practice

Ex. 2: the answer is c)

Ex. 3:
When an “all of the above” option is on board, the presence of a
single choice that does not fit the criteria will nullify that response
as correct. In this case, c) clearly does not fit the criteria of a
property that is shared, since English does not carry with it a
coordinate board, and therefore it is the only answer choice
among a-d that fits the criteria of the question, and is therefore the
correct answer.

Ex-4: b) -2.9 w/ 2.1 over-played, 19…Nxc6<1:1>!?, since after 20.
Nxc6 Bxc6 21. Rf2<1:1>$(🛡)!, and f has resolved both of his
problems in as | many | moves.
https://lichess.org/bRl24tpp/black#38

Ex-5: Not a) thou is the subject #v-t b) is the correct | answer not
c) run-on sentences can be evaluated by
comma.usage-accuracy: 1st comma: a clause turn✅ 2nd
comma: separation of items in a list 3rd semi-colon: separates
two independent clause containing✅ 4th comma: list separator
✅ 5th comma: conditional clause separator✅ not d) it’s a future
conditional
Ex. 6: The answer is e)

Ex-7: A: a) You need to distinguish the authors; this came from
me, not Regan b) is a false | statement d) is the correct | answer
Ex-8: The answer is e)

Ex-9: The answer is a, b, c, d, and e)

Ex-10:
a) Both are capable of this.
b) Both are capable of this.
c) No computers, as of 2022, whether machine learning or AI, can
be expected to have this property #
d) This is the correct answer: the point # of machine learning
computers is that they are capable of learning on their own via
iterative | experimentation and analysis, and therefore do not
require further software updates written by humans to enhance its
own performance over time.
e) d is correct, so e is incorrect.

Ex-11: 8/8/3N4/8/8/8/8/8 w - - 0 1
Examining the d-2 moves, after Nd6-e4:

d-2 rect alt-path(s) path-rel

e4-d6 1x1 c8, e8, c4 4 corners,
3x5

e4-f6 1x3 e8 1x5

E4-g5
e4-c3

2x4 F7
b5

2x4

e4-g3 4x4 f5 2x2

e4-f2 3x5 N/A N/A

e4-d2 1x5 c4 1x3

e4-c5 2x2 b7 4x4

Observations: e4-d2 is the inverse of e4-f6, and e4-c5 is the
inverse of e4-g3. E4-f2 is a pseudo inverse of e4-d6. E4-g3, and
e4-c3, are the inverses of themselves, and each other. Nd6-e4 is
a 5’ movement <ch.23-H2S1>, but regardless of the direction #
of its move in the first ply, there are a total of 7 different
rectangles formed in the total movement. In 1 move, a N only
forms 1 type of rect<1x2>. Fin.v4-2.

Ex-12: A: a), c), e) is incorrect because abolishing e-p would
cause Ps to, in mean, promote faster, thereby ending games
sooner.

Ex-13: sin13π/6=sin(2π+π/6)=sinπ/6=1/2
Ex-14:
12…Qh4(+)!<thr: 13…Nf4<clr+> 14, Kg1<o-m> N<any>e2+, 15.
Nxe2# 13. g3<forced> Nf3+$, followed by Nxe1<+9> Fin.v4-2.
Ex-15:
23…Na5$.b3-P<3:2><clr.b7-Q$[5.6-d,u],f3-N[1:0]> -6 w/ 6 o-n
d-29 SF 24. Qc3🛡-f3$.a5-N! Qd5! shuffling around the 🔋, such
that the b8-R is now available to capture the b3-P 25.
Kb1<pin.x-fer, fbno> Rxb3<2:1>! 26. Qxa5<-3>! Rxb2+<t-sack!>
27. Kxb2<-5> Rb8+, followed by Qxf3<+3-5=-2>, with a
continued | attack. Fin.v4-2.
Ex-16:
Ex-17:

https://lichess.org/bRl24tpp/black#38
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Book-17: Tournament play: c-m:
Tal <a-r> <2,000>: pg-6: It is customary to consider that preparation for each competition is divided into three elements: 1) a chess
element (basically, the openings); (2) a psychological element; and (3) a physical element. The analysis of innovations by Soviet and
foreign theoreticians enters into the first element - a new search, a better continuation in this or that opening variation. The
psychological element includes primarily a detailed analysis of the games of the future opponent, full comprehension of his strengths and
weaknesses, and perception of his manner, or as is commonly called, his style of play. MIC: By the end of a student's dedicated | study to
this textbook, they should expect to be able to play at a 2000 rated level over the board. Therefore, we believe it to be sensible to create a
chapter on the topic of over the board tournament play, and the necessary preparations that a player has to undertake in order to maximally
apply the concepts learned in this textbook in a real tournament game, with money on the line, and a set of very different circumstances than
when one is simply training alone or playing online. For starters, a tournament is not won, or determined by, the result of a single game period.
Rather, most chess tournaments operate based on the Swiss scoring system in which players will play a number of rounds that is
predetermined before the start of the tournament. == In each round, players will play within a pool of players that share their current score in
the tournament. For example, if a player currently has two points out of a possible four as a result of either two wins and two losses, or four
draws, or one win and two draws. In the fifth round, the player will play one of the other players who also has two points with certain
exceptions coming into play for example, if there are an odd number of players with that number of points. Within each point pool, the players
are ranked in terms of their initial rating generally before the tournament, or at least in the USCF, based on the previous supplement, and the
highest rated player will play the player who is ranked just one below the middle player, for example, if there were 100 players with a score of
2, then the highest ranked player will play the 51st ranked player and the second highest ranked player will play the 52nd ranked player
or so on and so forth and the 50th ranked player will play the 100th rank player. At the end of the tournament, the player who has the most
points regardless of rating will be determined the winner and in the event of a tie, the prize fund is split among the players who share that
score. A winning result of the game counts as a full point whereas a draw will count for 0.5. == Throughout the course of a tournament.
Players are not only focused on their own games, but on the events of the board's around them and each player will be studied by their
opponents, all of whom have exceptional photographic memories longitudinally for every detail of not only the moves that they play on the
board, but their behavior in the psychological and time positions. == Players will set up psycho shreks ahead of time and try to predict who
their opponents will be even several rounds beforehand. This makes for a tournament environment that can seem passively hostile to the
newcomer, and rest assured wonder there are even a few $1,000 on the line that people will resort to any tactic they can, again on the board
or off, in order to get the correct number of points that they're looking for at the end of a round. With all of these things in mind, especially
when one is playing in a city and environment that is not one's own, that the cards are going to be stacked against them and every
psychological misdirection akin to the craftiness of a magician, in being able to fool you into thinking that he was really in the water tank for
the last eight minutes, will be deployed 10 to 100x the efficacy of Penn and Teller’s best show, on you, to make you forget everything that
you've ever learned in chess, and play your worst. == When that moment comes, you will be drawing from the wealth of knowledge that is
contained in this book, knowing fully in mind that if you can retrieve everything that you've passed your eyes over, you should be able to stand
your own against any player rated 2000 and lower and therefore, any failure to meet that performance level must be a result of either
psychological manipulation on the part of your opponents, a lack of deep understanding such that you can recall that information regardless
of the circumstance, or some combination of both.

CM H3S1: Mechanics:
In addition to theoretical chess knowledge, players need to be familiar with the mechanics of completing a turn under USCF rules in order to
successfully complete rated over the board games. Like the relationship between one’s chess knowledge and one’s ability to recognize the
correct move, proper mechanics can be derived from one’s understanding of the tournament rule book. == The first part of mechanics arises
from understanding when it is our turn to move, being as chess is a turn-based game and the player whose turn is first to move is determined
prior to the start of the game, our turn is always between the turns of the opponent. Therefore, the initiation of the first mechanic to complete
our turn must come after the recognition that the opponent has completed his turn mechanically. == In every move in chess, at least one piece
has to be moved from an initial square to a destination square. That piece, when touched, must be moved, subject to various stipulations
around the touch move, which will be covered in the ensuing chapter. The piece must be physically lifted and carried into its destination,
successfully placed, and any auxiliary actions such as the promotion of a pawn or the removal of an enemy piece from that destination square,
a capture, should be performed concurrently. On the backstroke of one’s arm returning from the movement, the clock should be struck on our
end, indicating that our turn has completed and the opponent’s has begun. The chess clock behaviorally communicates that 1) there is a
player whose turn is occurring at all times and 2) the two players will never have their turns occur at the same time. It is important to note that
the chess clock interaction comes after all board actions have been completed. == Particularly in faster time control games, the speed of
completing the sequence loops becomes a significant consideration: a typical 40 move bullet game would cost a player 20 seconds of clock
time if even 0.5 seconds is required to complete as turn, and moreover, take into account the fact that Olympic swimmer Katie Ledecky has
a reaction time of 0.67 seconds off the block. The mechanics would cost Ledecky over ⅓ of her available clock time in bullet, restricting the
time available to think in chess terms about which move to make. At any time control, the accuracy of first touching the correct piece, picking it
up, moving it, and dropping it into the correct destination square is crucial in the registration of the legal move into the official tournament
scoresheet, and an error in motion can cause the wrong move to be register for the player with respect to their intention ordained by their
decision making faculties.
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In Depth: Guy Hoffman <~1900 USCF> v. Hu | <~1550>: Guy Hoffman was my 5th round opponent as the 121st US Open <$1000, winner,
t-1st among 4, sec-C> and he is # the Vice President of the Wisconsin Chess Association: https://www.wischess.org/index.php/board, a
USCF Expert, and the 50th ranked player in the state that homes 2 prominent GMs: Awonder Liang, 3rd youngest ever American GM ch-100
and twice world champion of his age, and Josh Friedel, a prolific chess writer for Chess Life and online content creator for the St Louis

Chess
Club. He is
among 2
state
association
board
members
that I played
at the
tournament
<Paul
Covington,
ch-16

H2S8>, one of 3 titled players <NM Dave Grasso, NM Randall Hough>, and one of 3 USCF old guards <Hough, former VP of the USCF>;
needless to say, I had a very valuable tournament in terms of who I was able to meet, in addition to Virginia delegate Ernest Schlich and 6x
armed forces champion Larry Larkins <ch-16 H2S4> in the skittles | room. Below are 4 positions from the game along with commentary by
my current coach, 3rd place US Closed Women’s finisher Iranian-American WGM / IM Dorsa Derakhshani in a 6/18/22 lesson, nearly a year
after the tournament, which was my first time analyzing the game ! https://lichess.org/
study/Epem62bo
(1) 25...Qh4 -2.6, o.m-W, at least 4 drawish moves under. WGM Dorsa 6/18: Opening the f-file only helps the opponent. Keeping the strong
point on e5 helps the idea of Ne6 => f4. (2) One of coach WGM Dorsa's 2 least favorite moves of the game the other being 19...Kg7?!
15...Nd4 -2.3 w/ 0.1-0.8 over nexts d-24 SF14+ NNUE is the preferred | move, she also suggested Qg5 or Qe6, SF likes Qg6 as well -2.0 to
stop Bg4 ideas. (3) WGM Dorsa 6/18 here likes 18...Qg6 -0.7, range -1.0 to -0.6 top 5 d-22 SF 14+ NNUE to prevent Bh5 <cont.g6-f7> and
support h6-h5-h4 (4) 28...Qd2 🛡.h6-P <o.m-D> In depth | post: This was one of two games in the tournament that I lost to a category A |
player due to a clearance | tactic <Hu x Derakhshani 45:20, a-r> Journey to the West: A reduction of Revelations by老孙. Are we being
threatened? YES. With? Death. By? Demons. Send WUKONG, Sheng, and 2 more of their choice. == It was there that I met my master, a 28
year old Chinese American tech pilgrim on his latest excursion home after a successful or failed venture startup, doesn't matter at this point,
after the 4th or so. == Write 1 to 2,500 in a notebook before breakfast. Better yet. Sun, you write 2501 to 5,000. Hao 好 ba 吧 (n.) = fair
enough. The roads in Buffalo swirl downwards into Kiev and we're atop the Blue Tower surrounded by locusts past AMS looking from ACHS,
but several eons out. == Host the RCC tourney this week. The RCC is right across the barrier. A day is 4 days. Demons cannot evolve so
identifying them should be easy in environments with accelerated cycles like the Orient, but it may be more difficult in the West. Let us strap
on these 🥽, Sun and Guo. Check if they can make the first deduction on any idea they express, an important distinction. == Me, Larry, and
Plotkin are extracting my dad to the USCF from UB. Me and my dad went to UB today but he should have been staying home with me
playing chess! Not sure why, but he's suddenly revealing to me how's he's so alpha, like he just built a train that lifts Buffalo and can take it to
Rochester, suspending time there, and moreover to New York, just driving it basically, huge winds and turbulence. == Oh btw we're like a
torpedo heading towards our entry towards the pearly gates, the 5 infinities tall walls and the peaks from the gates, as can be seen peeking
out from the oceanic clouds, bombarded by roaring leviathans, our screwdriver shaped planet masking quantum evaluations as either flat or
round, not revealing its true identity to those who fail to know the downward route, being sent inside to alternate side dimensions, after which
friends will prank them when they return as if time had passed but it hasn't. == What? No clue, but I just took a forbidden red fruit and a few
directives and information tidbits and beamed into my brain from HQ, and tried to synthesize these into actionable directives while ensuring
that the resulting thought system lacks any loopholes, contradictions, or exploits. == Ah, cool. Weird messages you're having though, proof?
== You live near highway 90 right. Close your eyes | and imagine, really from scratch, what the world would be like if it were what you heard
right now, continuously, for like 30 seconds.== Hmm, wow, it does kind of sound like a roaring sea dragon. But I don't see them. == That's
because we're in a ship .= Wut? Feel that swaying? You're seasick. No I'm not. == Challenge: stand and variably tilt with the floor as it shifts
left and right, forward and back. Rather than exerting your own force down on the floor, tensing all your calves to stand straight against this
swaying, simply relax your lower legs and stand relaxedly. Uh, woah. What was that. == No, that's us right now. This is 24/7. What?? == The
world is a layer of perceptions that changes despite seeing the same board position as once in a lower layer, and new things open up; shapes
and higher dimensional objects that you weren't able to perceive before. Huh? Exactly. Another exercise: what if no weird sound you ever
heard in your room from 2-3 AM for one hour was random, and there is a singular explanation for all of them, and it's part of this enormous
spaceship in which your house is an individual paratrooper descending upon higher dimensional leviathans in which one edge of the earth,
actually from the house down the block, descends vertically into an abyss, such that from the sides of this planet we can see the leviathans,
but not from the top, where you are, such that you are completely unaware of what's happening and to the sides. Figure X, Malta lagoon. You

can easily imagine figures atop the rock being totally unaware of the entire city and battle that's
going on beneath, as the earth slides away from beneath, the train tracked paratrooping houses
fall down into the pond, with nearby house setups firing upon the leviathan as it leaps out of the
water to attack the troopers.😳 But our physics? 3rd abstraction level interpretation of at least 8th
abstraction concepts. Meaning? Easy to remember but missing details of the truth behind reality.
So what do we do then? Get ready is one thing, but we have some time to also explore the
philosophical underpinnings behind this to understand better how we should survive combat.
Survive?! Yeah no sweat. Update 4/6/22: I wrote this passage in late 2021 before ever seeing this:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rcqYTaRDeCI.
// Insert Hoffman v. Hu US Open game analysis here.

CM H3S1 H4S1: Mechanics and legal moves:

https://www.wischess.org/index.php/board
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13mBkgKH9ofWUOdTHYb6zjmGwxRGwSwDk/edit?rtpof=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13mBkgKH9ofWUOdTHYb6zjmGwxRGwSwDk/edit?rtpof=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13mBkgKH9ofWUOdTHYb6zjmGwxRGwSwDk/edit?rtpof=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13mBkgKH9ofWUOdTHYb6zjmGwxRGwSwDk/edit?rtpof=true
https://lichess.org/study/Epem62bo
https://lichess.org/study/Epem62bo
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From the initial square, a player has a finite number of motions that can be undertaken to move the piece to its destination square, and these
motions align with the prescribed legal moves of the rulebook. Each motion has a value of distance and direction, and only these values. ==
The direction of legal moves is limited to the 8 compass directions North, Northeast, East, Southeast, South, Southwest, West,
Northwest, clockwise from 12, and the 8 matching knight L directions 1:15, 2:45, 4:15, 5:45, 7:15, 8:45, 10:15, 11:45. == The value of the
distance of the move can vary. For knights, distance is always 3 if moving first in one compass direction, then the other but can be as short as
sqrt(5) = 2.25 if traveling along the hypotenuse. == The distance value of a single square movement N, E, S, and W is always 1, and all
subsequent distance values along these roads up to the maximum of 7, from edge to edge, are multiples of 1, whole numbers. == The
distance value of a single square diagonal, or dijacent = diagonally adjacent movement is sqrt (2) = approximately 1.4 adjacent distance units,
or square distance units, and the 7 dijacent unit distance along the longest diagonal amounts to 9.89 square distance units, or the square root
of 98, as with a1 to h8 and h1 to a8, the two long diagonals along the board. == A few additional considerations. == Center of gravity of the
set: Coordinate with gravity. The center of gravity of each piece varies in terms of its vertical location. I prefer sets that lean bottom heavy.
Move the piece with awareness of its center of gravity. == Breaststroke motion to complete a turn: The time required to complete a turn can be
compartmentalized into: 1) Move hand from resting location to the piece that is to be moved; this motion be started before the opponent has
completed their turn, and in general, one should hover the hand closer to the piece that's likeliest to be moved that turn. 2) Grabbing the piece
and dislocating it vertically from the board. 3) Moving the piece along its road of movement to the resulting square, and if there is a piece to be
captured in the resulting square, first displacing that piece, which can be done with the opposite hand. 4) Once the situation on the board
matches the initial board position of the opponent’s next turn, regardless of whether a captured piece may still be in the player’s hand, he can
hit the clock, so his hand has to travel from the board to the clock, striking it on his own side. The time to return his hand to ready position for
the next move from the clock is not counted towards the time to complete this player’s turn, as long as it occurs completely during the
opponent’s turn. Segmented reaction time: At bullet time controls, the time to make each move would be impractical if the player did not
segment their reaction time based on the individual steps in the process to complete a turn by the opponent. From the moment the opponent
motions to initiate picking up a piece from the board, the protagonist should sit up, ready to move, and the hover motion near the likeliest piece
to be moved can be adjusted while the opponent picks up their piece and moves it towards the destination square, based on the protagonist’s
present board state evaluation. Online Chess: Segmented premoves can be practiced online also, as players can pre-touch a piece during the
opponent's turn and click the destination square without having to hold and drag in the drag and drop method. Touching pieces to observe
their mobility during either player’s turn can also help check one’s evaluation of total effect. Writing to the mind mechanically: The mechanical
completion of a chess move is a human communication that is registered by the opponent, leading to a subsequent communication that
depends upon its value. However, it is also important that the act of moving a piece correctly updates the location of that piece, as well as the
removal of any captured ren as well as promoted piece, in one’s own mind as well, as well as updates to effect and mobility resulting from the
move. I like to draw straight lines along the road of movement such that the piece travels through the central point of every square along the
road of movement.

CM H3S2: Clock behavior:
The behavior of the clock at a sanctioned tournament is also worth noting, being as it lacks a likely corollary elsewhere in life, with even the
most technical sports not requiring every single player individually to not only manage the usage of time during their turn, but also to operate
the clock mechanically and be solely responsible, along with the opponent, for the proper tracking of time and turns. == A chess clock requires
at minimum the display of two values, amount of time I have left, and amount of time you have left along with potential other values such as
increment, delay, and the number of turns it is to move, and have an icon that is associated with ending a player's turn, and an icon that can
toggle through the various settings in the clock to change their parameters, with the parameter changing icon typically coinciding with the end
of turn icon for each player. == These clocks run on simple watch batteries that can be swapped out for a matter of $5 at the store of any
chess tournaments and are in truth on par with any military grade material. The player playing with the black pieces is expected to supply the
clock at the beginning of every game with control settings that match the standards of the tournament, else the players can raise the protest
for the clock parameters to be changed. == Once the clock is initiated at the beginning of the game by the player whose turn it is not to move
from the starting board position as the initial board position, it does not stop until the completion of the game. However, unlike a regular clock,
the chess clock is segregated into two compartments, and although any clock is always ticking, only one of each player's clock is ticking at any
time, and the first player whose personal clock reaches zero, with the other player necessarily still having some time remaining on the clock,
will be declared the absolute loser of the game in which the losing condition, not that it needs to be documented in every case even, happens
to have been flagged on time. == What is unexpected about the chess clock is that the depletion of one's own clock is completely
independent, one could argue, from the opponent's usage of their clock, whereas in a regular sports game, the clock that is run down is
shared by both players. However, of course, the opponent can make it difficult for us to complete our turn in a rapid amount of time by
managing things like complexity and rhythm. Clocks are generally expected to be valid equipment despite their proximity and occupation by
human operators, but nevertheless their readings are registered just as much as the moves into the history of the tournament, and so far as
reading may have been responsible for declaring a result from my personal experience, clocks are rarely a topic of disputes at tournaments
when it comes to the results of the game although at certain points, time has been adjusted by tournament directors in a way that must have
necessarily favored one player more than the other in in the majority of cases, I would imagine. == Clock and assassinations: Material in
chess is a sufficiently broad topic that even the subject of the clock in tournament chess can be a factor in the occurrence of assassinations; it
would be an overestimation of the average tournament player to say that he immediately changes his time investment behavior during the
game immediately upon adoption of the clock, but after losing a number of times with the score being taken into account, see below, and the
fact that prizes are not frequently adjudicated based on the style of winning but simply the value of the players score, one begins to gain a
measure of attentiveness to the time remaining values that are presented on the clock. == Generally, one needs to maintain a projected
countdown to checkmate value in one's head, and to divide the amount of time that one has on the clock by this figure to determine the
amount of time that one will have to complete any turn, keeping in mind that this becomes less important if there is an increment or a delay
setting in the clock that is greater than the amount of time that it takes the player on average to complete a turn. == The player will adjust their
estimation of how much time they will have to complete a turn based on continued adjustments to the countdown to checkmate figure as well
as their remaining clock time, being as complexity is objective, and that the amount of time required to process every additional quanta of
complexity can be measured, we can already deduce, without knowing the exact values of complexity or time, that every chess position will
have a particular theoretical amount of time required to understand it and come up with the correct move, and when low on time, it is
increasingly likely for a player to be operating below the threshold for a number of positions, and to perhaps separately have an evaluation for
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sharpness of not only this position, but subsequent positions to determine whether a disproportionate time could be spent on this particular
move in order to subsequently autopilot into a draw or win. == The introduction to the clock introduces significant and meaningful parametric
changes to the way that chess information is organized in the mind for those whom it's not enough to simply have known the best move in any
time, but to have actually played it at the time control during a game, a hallmark of a competitive tournament player.

CM H3S3: Scoring:
<x-ref: ch. 16 H2S8 H3S3 H4S5> Prizes in chess tournaments are rarely given for rating alone, if ever, and are instead given in a
consideration that accounts for reading, but also for the performance that one has during the tournament, and in general, tournament victories
are a reflection of one's performance over expectations rather than absolute quality of performance during the event, as the winners of the
lower bracket and sections will generally have objectively weaker performances than people who just missed the podium in the higher
sections. == In tournament play, it is therefore important to pay attention to one's tournament score as well as possible contention for prizes,
the rating of opponent players to formulate in one's mind the acceptability of any outcome versus another, and in instances when a draw would
be sufficient to achieve the same result, perhaps that would have an impact on one's choice of openings, strategic operations in the middle
game, as well as subsequent effects on the balance of material. == Players who are down in tournaments are known for playing for a win,
even when starting as the disadvantaged second player, choosing opening lines that are much sharper tactically in terms of the total threat
load for both sides, and depending on the resulting threat delta, and other factors that are particular to the board position, assassinations may
most certainly occur as we will see in the following examples. // insert example

CM H3S3 H4S1:

Ref: http://chess-results.com/tnr599063.aspx?lan=1&art=4&flag=30&zeilen=99999.
The above is a historical record # of the 2022 Reykjavik <pron “Ray-Key-Ah-Vick”> Open, a fairly
strong amateur open tournament featuring a cluster of 2500-2650 category players at the top, in
which popular Twitch streamers, u/GMHansN <57k followers, 2637 FIDE>, u/IMRosen <216k
followers, 2359 FIDE>, u/ WFM Anna Cramling <202k followers, 2057 FIDE> and u/ WFM Diana
Mirza <5,700 followers, 1905 FIDE> participated, streamed, and helped to increase the popularity
of chess online in that year. Leading the tournament is a Twitch own Hans Niemann, and his score
at this point in the screen capture, after round 3, is 3.0: see column 10, “Pts.” crossed with row 1,

corresponding to GM Niemann. == Columns 7-9, the 3 columns leftward of 10 #, shows the “pairing”, or which player Hans played in each
round of the tournament thus far, and the pairing is identified by the player’s current ranking in the tournament; in some tournaments, pairings
are named by the player’s elo ranking prior to the tournament, as is often the case in USCF tournaments. The tournament we are examining
now, taking place in Iceland, in the tiny capital city that hosted the 1972 Robert J. Fischer vs. Boris Spassky World Chess Championship, the
subject of the 2014 biopic Pawn Sacrifice <box office $5.6 MM>, starring Toby McGuire, and also referenced in the 1993 classic film Searching
for Bobby Fischer <b.o $7.3 MM>, is a FIDE-sanctioned event. == In general, different federations may have slightly different standards for
tournament rankings, scoring, and prize determination, but generally ratings across federation play do correlate with minor adjustments on the
order of 100-200 elo points, linearly #
1. RD 161w1: Taking a zoomed in glance # at 7A and 8A, we can see that GM Neimann faced the 161th ranked scoring opponent after round
3, a player named Johansson Carl Fredrik, a FIDE Candidate Master <min.2200> from Sweden <col_2>, the color he had in the game was w,
the 4th digit in the coordinate #, and the result was 1-0; you can see the corresponding coordinate # in column 7, row 161 is valued 1b0, and
the 0 indicates that CM Johansson scored 0 points in the game, as a total of 1 point can be distributed in a single game in the tournament #

-

CM H3S3 H4S1: Titles:
The 2022 Reykjavik Open is also a norm tournament, which means that highly rated, generally 2,000+ # players have an opportunity to earn
important qualifications for FIDE titles, which are a prestigious certification awarded by the international chess governing body, Fédération
Internationale des Échecs <ref: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FIDE> that can bolster a player’s international reputation, as well as provide
additional coaching and teaching credentials #; certain closed tournaments, closed meaning invite-only, will have certain title requirements that
the player can achieve by earning norms at strong international tournaments like the Reykjavik Open. == The process of earning FIDE titles
and norms is extremely rigorous, and in 2022 there is a 14 page document published online, open-sourced #, providing players information for
the minimum requirements*. In contrast, the page for Harvard University’s undergraduate application is only about 2 pages in length. *ref:
https://www.fide.com/docs/regulations/FIDE%20Title%20Regulations%202022.pdf. == There are 2 independent qualifications for all FIDE titles
“international master” or higher, including women international master, and this includes both international master <IM> and grandmaster
<GM>. Currently, GM is the highest-awarded FIDE title, although there has been cursory discussion of a “SuperGM” or other titles that may be
unlocked as peak elo climbs upward. Currently, the highest ever recorded FIDE elo # is by Norwegian GM and WC as of 2022 Magnus
Carlsen at 2882. == These two qualifications are: minimum rating and the earning of norms, 3 for both IM and GM, and the requirements for
an “IM” norm are different from that of a “GM” norm, although the frameworks are similar. == The minimum rating requirement needs only be
met once; as long as a player has reached that rating, this qualification is secured permanently. Norms likewise are not revoked once
awarded, and a player has an entire playing career to earn the 3 norms for IM and GM, or 6 total. Titles can also be skipped; a player can earn
a GM norm prior to IM norm, and be awarded the GM title without having the IM title. Moreover, the titles need to be purchased by the player
once a qualification is made, and players aiming for a higher title can opt out of purchasing a lower title, as FIDE = 2257 Sandro Safar, CU
instructor, chose to do in the early 2020s, foregoing the Candidate Master title and going directly for FIDE Master instead. == The two “lower”
titles, FIDE Master and Candidate Master, as well as WFM and WCM, do not have a norm requirement, and only a minimum rating
requirement: 2300, 2200, 2100, and 2000, respectively.
H5S1: Norm requirements:
The norm requirements for FIDE titles fall into two categories: 1) the player’s performance in the tournament, defined by a particular scoring
requirement and a performance rating as well as 2) requirements for the tournament, format, minimum games, and requirements on strength
of the tournament such as the average, and minimum ratings of the other players, as well as minimum counts of other titled players at play.
The requirements for a GM norm are analogous to those of an IM norm, but the values for minimum performance rating and other quantities
are approximately a category higher. Fin.
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H5S2: Direct titles:
Titles can also be awarded “directly”, but this is rare; direct titles are awarded, and generally announced ahead of time, for winning incredibly
strong international tournaments; for example, the Woman Fide Master Title was awarded to WFM Marigje Degrande, twitch streamer
u/MarePant <503 followers> for winning the U2000 section of the 2021 FIDE World Amateur Chess Championship, and, as of 1 July 2017,
FIDE awards the title of GM to any non-GM participate of the FIDE World Cup, finishing in the top 16*. *ref:
https://handbook.fide.com/chapter/B01DirectTitles2017. Fin.
In depth: the FIDE title history of US GM Jeffrey Xiong: Jeffrey Xiong is a 21 year old American Grandmaster #, born in 2,000, with a peak
elo that surpassed 2700 in Nov ‘19, the 50th ranked player worldwide in 4/22, and the 8th ranked American player in FIDE’s rating system. ==
Xiong achieved the norms for GM from June 2014, at the age of 13, at the 2014 Chicago Open with a score of 6/9*, to his third norm at the
2015 edition of the Chicago Open, this time with a score of 7.9. *ref: https://ratings.fide.com/tournament_report.phtml?event16=90021&t=0.
The title was then awarded to Xiong 4 months later, in September 2015, at a meeting held by the FIDE Executive Board held in Abu Dhabi,
UAE in September 7-8 of that year; in this meeting, 11 total GM titles were confirmed <hl> Xiong’s first title was that of USCF expert, achieved
at age 8 in August, 2009; national titles, at least in the USCF, lack any norm requirement and are simply qualified based on rating; in the case
of Expert, that minimum is 2,000; once achieved, the title is earned for lifetime.

Jeffrey Xiong pictured in 2016, after defeating GM Gata Kamsky, 5 time US champion, at age 15, along with
his coach, Hungarian GM Alexander Chernin ref: https://www.dallasnews.com/news/2016/04/18/
coppell-chess-prodigy-defeats-5-time-u-s-champion/ Following his achievement of USCF expert, Xiong
blazed through the progression of titles to GM over a span of 5 years (!), earning the FIDE master title in
2010 at the World Youth Chess Championship as the runner-up to Jason Cao in the U10 section, and
earning three IM norms from Jan to Mar 2013, and subsequently achieving the min 2,400 rating requirement
for the IM title a year later, in 2014. == Not all players earn norms before reaching the rating requirement,
though some, like FM Gauri Shankar <Twitch u/GrandmasterGauri, 23.4k followers>, has held at least 4 IM
norms as of 2016 <ref: >https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDZhjwhNWlM but, miraculously, has never
reached the 2,400 minimum rating, coming as close as 2385 in the April - June 2021 rating charts. This is
unusual, because the minimum performance rating for a norm is higher than the minimum published rating
requirement for the title. Many players, on the other hand, may have reached the minimum rating, but
presently lack enough strong tournament performances to justify their awardance of the title. == Not all
players who possess FIDE titles did so as child prodigies either; for example, GM Pia Cramling, mother of

WFM Anna Cramling, a popular Twitch streamer in ‘22, earned the Grandmaster title at age 29, the fifth (!) woman to do so, and GM
Jonathan Hawkins<2015 British Champion>, author of Amateur to IM, a book targeted to adult chess | improvers, did not earn his GM title
until the age of 31, 6 years after becoming an FM at 25. American chess author GM Larry Kaufman became a GM at age 61 (!) in 2008, a full
28 (!!) years after achieving IM in 1980. Ref: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeffery_Xiong

CM H3S4: Chess norms x political science:
Ch-17: Torna-pl: H2S1 "Tournament-ready moves":
Generally, depending on which stage of the improvement cycle that you are in, your current | | playing | algorithm | will either outperform or
underperform your USCF elo by as much as 400 points. Generally, again, <fbno> tournament players are remembered for overperformance at
tournaments, and the  capacity | to overperform depends upon one’s understanding of one’s own improvement cycle as well as the definition
of “tournament-ready moves”, which will be explored in depth in this H2S1 in Ch. 17, Tournament Play. == Tournament-ready move (n.) = a
move that exists at the intersection of one’s own understanding and accepted mainstream chess theory up to this point.

Ch-17: Torna-pl: H2S2: Tournament conditions:
⭐ Chess, as a competitive | game, must be respected in the spirit of competition, which means that, if a paradigm is truly | superior, and if
even a single | competitor adopts it, then it must be propagated, just as an opening novelty can slay a 400 year old line after a single |
tournament, the chess world has always been quick to adapt.

H2S2 H3S1 Tournament etiquette:
Beyond rules and relevant local laws that govern | legal behavior at a tournament, there are softer guidelines, referred to as etiquette, that
are not an absolute requirement, but will certainly enhance one’s own experience and that of the opponent # Moreover, demonstrating proper
etiquette signals a higher level of skill, which will elicit the best play from the opponent, as well as signaling evidence of increased investment
in the community <ch. 19 H2S2 H3S8>, <ch. 51 SYE H2S5 H3S7>, a form of indication that one has  value # to offer. Post-script, quote:
One of the strangest, and most unpleasant days I have ever experienced in a chess tournament came about of my # own carelessness.
Christiansen, Larry. Rocking the Ramparts: Guide to Attacking Chess, Batsford, London, 2003.

Ch-17: Torna-pl: H2S3: Preparation:
Any move which is in accordance with the basic principles is “normal”; any move which is not is “abnormal” GM Fine, <a-r> pg-3
It is impossible to prepare for the time position before the initiation of a game because there are certain quantum limitations around thinking
about time position relative to the psychological position the board position, and much of this is dependent on the opponent's preparation
which a good copyright respecter should not disrupt. == Everyone in the room understood that anything less than gold medals would be
unthinkable in the Stalin era. But Botvinnik <WC> was clearly in poor form. He had just lost training games at Voronovo to Tigran Petrosian
and Isaak Goleslavsky <both GMs>. Soltis © 2014, L&G Botvinnik McFarland. If Botvinniikk played this badly in Finland - and lost to Samuel
Reshevsky of the United States, Miguel Najdorf of Argentina or Svetozar Gligoric of Yugoslavia - it would be considered “scandalous”

H2S3 H3S1: Why prepare?
X-ref: Ch. 48: Psychological Attacks H2S4: Competition fueling Creativity

https://emojiguide.com/travel-places/star/#:~:text=The%20star%20emoji%20shows%20a,refer%20to%20fame%20in%20general.
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Vyacheslav Ragozin, known to friends as Slava, was perhaps the only strong chess player in the world that Mikhail Botvinnik trusted
absolutely pg-4 Soltis. Ragozin and Botvinnik had been allies, sparring partners | and close friends for nearly two decades. Preparation seems
to the novice chess player counter-intuitive. After all, chess is a game, and games are supposed to be played live, over the board, in front of a
living, breathing #pf opponent, whereas preparation is conducted away from the board, thinking in one’s mind #, and often all be oneself.
Therefore, there is little incentive for the novice to prepare, and this attitude is shared by all novices regardless of their future potential in
chess; one can believe that even a great player like GM Magnus Carlsen, famed for being able to play theoretical lines in the Grunfeld and
other super GM openings in 2022 to lines of 25+ turns deep, was an unprepared beginner at one stage in his early career.

A young, pre-GM Magnus Carlsen sparring against former WC Garry Karsparov in a FIDE rated
game. Ref: Mozart of Chess: Magnus Carlsen, a mini-documentary by 60 Minutes in CBS.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qc_v9mTfhC8 The miracle of how anyone can be looped in #
to studying hours, sometimes even weeks and months just for a single, 6 hour rated chess game is
in fact revelatory of an innate algorithm # within the human psyche: be as lazy as possible, but still
win. == The algorithm in practice works like this: when I’m winning, I will continue to be lazy or
progressively become lazier, and this has the effect of formulating more reduced and efficient
versions of thought processes in the mind, which clears structural capacity # for more knowledge
to be learned; when I’m losing, I now need to put in as much effort as needed in order to return to a
winning state. == Therefore, the progression of a novice, young player from unprepared to

prepared will almost always progress thematically like this; see the theory, and then dig into an in depth example:
1) As a novice, one learns the rules of chess and a few standard opening moves like 1. E4, Nf3, Bc4 and is able to figure out the rest

from there otb.
2) This works pretty well and the novice is able to beat most of his friends.
3) At a tournament, the novice tries his usual learned moves and falls flat, being shown a superior level of play that demonstrates

deeper preparation and knowledge of theory.
4) Faced with the prospect of defeat or the forcing move to study to match the stronger opponent’s theoretical knowledge, a human

being will always choose the latter, over time.
In depth: my | decision to study the Botvinnik | English: The decision to
study any aspect of theory, including opening theory #, for a rational chess
player with the quality of laziness is always the result of a genesis game
(n.) = a game in which a stem position was reached and a move was
played to reach an inadequate outcome, prompting a novelty to be played
in a subsequent novelty game. The genesis game for my decision to study
the Botvinnik English occurred during WIM Bianka Havanecz
<Twitch.handle=chessbia #>’s live stream in an unrated blitz game during
3/22: A losing position for f, me, achieved during u/arslanadil92 v. chessbia
3/22, unrated 3+2 ref: https://lichess.org/55FQyqPF/white It was at this
point that I realized I was lost #, however, the losing position itself is not
and cannot be the stem position, since the definition of a losing position is
that all | possible moves | are losing, and therefore there is no opportunity

to fork from the stem into a better alternative. In order to find the stem position, we have to retreat in depth from the middle game and visit
theoretical aspects of the opening: Ref: Genesis game definition, CU Dictionary <hl> R: The position after 7…cxd4 in f perspective orientation
# https://lichess.org/55FQyqPF/white#14 The opening position emerged # from my typical setup in the English, with a f.e3 reversed dragon
setup <//ref section where I cover dragon later> and the intention of playing f.d4 ! to break in the center # However, in this particular situation
with a symmetrical English and Kingside fianchetto setup for s, my ideas are slightly blunted due to 1) the opportunity for s to exchange a flank
pawn # at c5 for a central pawn and 2) s’s stronger control over the central dark squares # due to her fianchettoed | g7-♝ After losing this
game, I surmised that I’d be better off assuming a light square pawn setup against the symmetrical English for these reasons, and that’s when
I stumbled upon the Botvinnik English setup:

English Opening Botvinnik System article in Chess
com’s opening theory db, by IM Jeremy Silman ref:

https://www.chess.com/article/view/english-opening-botvinnik-system. Key quote: Since White
hasn’t moved his g1-Knight yet (it will almost always move to e2), he’s free to play f2-f4 and seek a

kingside attack with a later f4-f5. - IM Jeremy Silman. Hallmarks of the Botvinnik system, in addition to obviously # 1. C4, is a fianchetto of the
kingside bishop, already part of my repertoire in the reversed dragon, but as a 50% distinction # the moves f.d3, and f.e4 rather than f.e3 and
f.d4, taking a setup on the central light rt dark squares. R: A second view of the Botvinnik System against a symmetrical English setup, ref:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nxx878Wz_f0 Key quote: This is a flexible system and the idea is to gain space on both sides of the board.
- GM Damian Lemos

https://lichess.org/55FQyqPF/white
https://lichess.org/55FQyqPF/white#14
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An ideal setup in the Botvinnik English for WFM Marigje Degrande of Belgium with a N,N liquidation in d4
and subsequently f.f4 ! Ref: https://www.chess.com/a/2Mp5WuweEE94J. Key quote: I always play with e4
and Nge2, I just love the positions that come from that. I'm actually a tactical player too, and I love it when
the opponent plays e5. Gives me the chance to go f4, and often f5, g5 and just mate - the only time the
weakness on d4 gives me trouble, is when they can build up a faster attack on the queenside than my
kingside attack. Sometimes the kingside attack isn't the right plan to go for, and this opening teaches
positional play too, with some nice b4 or d4 breaks. However, I'll always go for the f4 break if the position
allows it (and even when it doesn't.... Bad habits, but hey, fun!) - WFM Marigje Degrande, aka “Marepant” in
her Discord server 3/22. With 3 views of the Botvinnik System, as well as some core theory from traditional
chess history, we can surmise that the Botvinnik system, extending into the middle game, gives f chances for
space expansion on either side of the board, or even both, and K-side prospects in the event that f is able to

play f4, and subsequently even f5.
// Cont. after a rematch with WIM chessbia in the Botvinnik System. Post: There are many players who feel that they can beat a “bookish”
opponent by adopting some bizarre opening never seen before on land or sea. On occasion they are successful, chiefly because the flustered
“bookworm” feels that anything unorthodox should be defeated in at most ten | moves. Fine pg-228.

H3S2: Tournament logistics:
⭐ EZ Directive: Setting up logistics for a chess tournament is proportional in complexity to the tournament itself, try to decipher this page:
http://www.chesstour.com/wo22.htm

Material in Chess’s tournament logistics guide will help you prepare for unexpected expenses and minimize cost:

H4S1: Room & board:
The best choice is to go with the recommended hotel, which is also the location | of the tournament, as the comfort of having one’s room to
return to and not having to drive at dark to return to amenities will help with one’s tournament state. The discounted | rate, and all tournaments
have this, will generally be posted 1-2 months before the tournament and be available up to 2 weeks before, so take advantage of this while it
counts: chess tournaments are usually hosted at nice hotels that would otherwise be significantly more expensive without the group rate, and
so they make for good travel opportunities: The Continental Chess Association is a fantastic group rate negotiator! <r:
http://www.chesstour.com/>

H4S2: Food:
At the 2nd Annual Niagara Falls Open, I bursted out laughing when I saw fellow CU instructor, 18 year old FIDE Master Noam Vitenberg from
Norway munching directly out of a huge bag of pistachios by himself in the corner, while wearing sandals that looked like he just climbed a
mountain. Hotel food is expensive 24/7, so pack a large back of nuts, bread and peanut butter, and anything else that can shave 1 or 2 meals
per day off your hotel tab.

H4S3: Transportation:
Aside from tourism on 1 or 2 days out of a 3-5 day tournament, you will be at your hotel 24/7, so there will be minimal intra-city transportation,
and for this you can use Uber or Lyft; there’s usually no need to rent a car unless you have a family. The main concern is travel to and from the
tournament city; flights can be expensive, but are a must for cross-coast travel. If traveling in the Northeast, Amtrak is a great option and
connects the major cities; one way routes start at $70.

H4S4: Entry fee:
The entree fee is related to the length of the tournament, measured in the # of games you get to play, but can become inflated if the
tournament also has a large prize fund.

H4S5: Side events:
Not recommended for your first tournament besides spectator, but once you feel confident in your stamina, you can check out side events that
take place before and during the tournament.

H4S6: The book store:
Besides the tournament director, the “book store guy” is generally the most knowledgeable person at the event, including the titled players (!)
The Rochester Chess Center <r: http://www.nychess.org/> runs most of the book stores in NE events.

H4S7: Exploring the city:
I have used my attendance at chess tournaments # to visit friends in the city, such as New York and DC events, and occasionally to do
sightseeing.

H4S8: Schedule:
You have choices between the full and condensed schedules; the full schedule starts one day earlier and contains a night game without a day
game, allowing you to arrive the day of the first game and play a game the same day.

H3S3: Periodization:
Symmonds<a-r>: That framework is typically going to consist of four parts: Base, Sharpening, Peaking, and Rest. MIC: Translated to the
language of chess improvement, Symmonds’ 4.part-frame corresponds, in-order, to 1) rating-floor<Metro.West-Chess, a-r> 2)
improvement 3) performance-rating 4) consolidation.

H4S1: Rating floors | explained:
Metro.West-Chess: All established | players have rating floors. 1) In most | cases, floors are calculated by subtracting 200 points from the
individual's highest rating achieved and setting the last two digits to zero. 2) If a player's highest rating achieved is less than 1400, the
individual's floor is 100. 3) The above procedure does not apply when an individual wins a large cash prize in a tournament. 4) No floors
above 2200 or below 100 are permitted. MIC: In traditional | chess wisdom, it is known that #, following the establishment of core
competency, past 1400-elo, players will rarely, even after extended | breaks, perform below at 200 points from peak, and this has been

https://www.chess.com/a/2Mp5WuweEE94J
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validated in my own career, maintaining, approximately, a 1500-level, after a 14.year-break, with only intermittent | play, between 2007 and
2021.

H4S2: Improvement:
MIC: A player’s local | performance will | vary, +/- 300 points #n-p, in a rigorous | improvement cycle. The reason is that #, in the initial |
phase of knowledge accumulation, students need to experiment with the proper application of acquired | information. In the language of
neurology, the initial | novel | bit will, at onset #, have a single | synaptic | connection, based on the pedagogical | mean, and the mature |
form, upwards of hundreds, and, until the student reaches the median, his performance will be actually | lower, than if he totally |
disregarded the new | information. X-ref: H2S1.

H4S3: Performance-rating:
Glickman<a-r>: If a player has a rating based on 8 or fewer games, or is unrated, then the new rating can be approximated by the old
provisional rating formula, that is R<post> = [ N*R<pre> + m*R<avg> + (W − L)*400 ] / [N + m] where R<pre> is the player’s pre-tournament |
rating, N is the number of | games upon which R<pre> is based, m is the number of games the player completes in the tournament, R<avg>
is the average | of the opponents’ ratings, W is the number of wins, and L is the number of losses. If the player is unrated, set N = 0 and
R<pre> = 0. The final result is rounded to an integer. MIC: Performance-rating is defined as the rating that one would achieve, if one had 0
games played, and, therefore, no established rating, in the federation, prior to the tournament, and, therefore, does not take into account,
any rating legacy, and measures, only, the strength of play at the specific | tournament. Simplified, the performance-rating formula #n-p
is R<perf> = [m*R<avg> + (W-L)*400 ] / [m]. Example <x-Glickman>: R<perf> = [3(1533.33) + (1 − 1)400] / [3] = 1533.33, where 1533 is the
average of the ratings of 3 opponents, and W=1, L=1 was the player’s score. The performance rating, intuitively, would be 1533.33.
Fin.v4-2. //cont-v5, add another | example.

H4S4: Consolidation:
MIC: In the consolidation phase, we want to maintain our performance rating, updated, established during the improvement phase, but do
so 1) faster, with less | preparation, and 3) less total | energy-expenditure #n.p-2.

Ch-17 Torna-pl: H2S4: Clock as a Weapon:
// Ref IM JB: Clock as a Weapon series.

Ch-17 Torna-pl: H2S5: Winning the crowd's collective mind:
Continued from <Ch. 61 Treatise of defense H2S3: Prophylactical preparations for attack> Tal <a-r> pg-68 X-ref ch-47 ex.8-sol: There were
more than chess reasons for this <missed.opp-mistake>: the noise in the auditorium had prompted the referees of the match to carry out
their threat and move the game to a closed room. This, of course, turned out to be an extremely severe warning to the spectators and in the
following games, there was no need to take such measures, but one does not feel very pleasant when, with an hour remaining on the clock,
one is politely asked to move into the wings in the very heat of the battle…in any case, I am not used to playing in “nomadic” conditions.
Similar disturbances can lead to even greater blunders, and therefore I consciously chose the less strong, but safer continuation, and in
which it was not necessary to go into the calculation of long variations.

H3S1: Chess t-play x academia, conference proceedings [1,600]:
Wikipedia <a-r>: In academia and librarianship, conference proceedings is a collection of
academic papers published in the context of an academic conference or workshop. Conference
proceedings typically contain the contributions made by researchers at the conference. They are
the written record of the work that is presented to fellow researchers. In many fields, they are
published as supplements to academic journals; in some, they are considered the main
dissemination route; in others they may be considered grey literature. They are usually distributed
in printed or electronic volumes, either before the conference opens or after it has closed. A less
common, broader meaning of proceedings are the acts and happenings of an academic field, a
learned society. <D courtesy, Washington Post a-r>:Attendees at the First Solvay Conference in
Physics, held in Brussels in 1911, included Albert Einstein, standing second from right, and Marie
Curie, seated second from right. Ferguson <a-r, reviewing Orens, a-r>: The conference was
called in the hope of making | significant progress toward settling an argument that was raging in
the physics world: the debate between the classic Newtonian physics and the new quantum
physics, a view of the subatomic world in which light could be thought of as traveling either in
waves or as particles called quanta. MIC: The debate between classical | physics and quantum |
physics, the merger of Einstein’s work with Newtons, in one simplified view #np, is in another
perspective a debate between practicality and truth; classical physics was effective in the vast |
majority of practical | use cases, at least up to the architectural demands of the early 20th
century, but it was becoming clear that the true nature of the atomic universe was at least an order
of magnitude more granular than the equations deployed in classical | physics could elucidate.
Analogously, an analogous debate was beginning to bubble in the chess | world, and in other
academic | fields in which the war between reductionist | deconstructionism was being waged
against romanticism or tradition, with the ideas ranging from tradition being incomplete to being

necessary to totally overthrown <ch-16 H2S1 H3S2> H4S1: Carlsbad 1911: reputed as one of the strongest | chess tournaments in history,
with a full field of future WCs and WC challengers, qualification into the Carlsbad 1911 chess tournament was by invitation only, and
merit-based on achievements in other tournaments in the circuit prior # <B-O-S-C, a-r> In the same year, the San Remo 1911 Women’s
chess tournament was also held, <Winter a-r>, and the place of women in a field traditionally dominated by males was analogously a hot |
topic; Ferguson <a-r>: Curie <Marie, 1867 - 1934, 2x Nobel Prize 1903, physics; 1911, chemistry> was the only woman among the
participants. Her story, beginning in Poland in a century when scientific education for women there could be had only clandestinely, is a
harsh reminder of the obstacles facing women in science in her era. Her husband, Pierre Curie, refused the 1903 Nobel Prize for research
on radiation until his wife was included in the honor. It was assumed that a woman could have assisted a man but surely not worked as an
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equal or leader. H4S2: The rise of Nimzowitsch: the author of Mein System <~1925> is a frequent topic of Material in Chess, as this book is
the logical next step # of Nimzo’s <colloquial> work. In the chess world, he was the Einstein #np to Philidor <b-1726, a year before the
death of Newton>’s Newton, finding creative and overwhelmingly | obnoxious to the axiom-driven theoretical school of chess, demanding for
a “quantum | solution” fulfilled by the various paradigms of notation <ch-10> and effect <ch-3> in Material in Chess. Simply claiming that the
“center is always good” was no longer adequate in the face of a picky | master like Nimzo, who strategically | drove the game, via in large part
his opening | selection, which included most frequently the French Defense, Nimzo Indian, Caro-Kann, and Reti System as f, all
hypermodern | openings that yield the center and optimize his chances of achieving a theory | trap <ch-59 H2S3 H3S2> H4S3: Carlsbad
1929: Karlovy Vary; German: Karlsbad, formerly also spelled Carlsbad in English) is a spa city in the Karlovy Vary Region of the Czech
Republic. It has about 46,000 inhabitants. It lies on the confluence of the rivers Ohře and Teplá. It is named after Charles IV <1316 - 1378>,
Holy Roman Emperor and the King of Bohemia, who founded the city. In 2021, the city became part of the transnational UNESCO World
Heritage Site under the name "Great Spa Towns of Europe" because of its spas and architecture from the 18th through 20th centuries. The
city of Carlsbad was host to 4 major tournaments played by Nimzo from 1907 to 1929, and whereas he murked just outside the podium in
the first 3, by 1929, following the publication of Mein System, the hypermodern | school was in full swing, and he captured 1st with a score of
15/22 (!) over a field that included 2 WCs <Capablanca, Euwe> <a-r> H4S4: Quantum physics was not fully accepted until the mid-1920s
following the works of Niels Bohr, Erwin Shrödinger <1887 - 1961, 1933 #np in physics>, Werner Heisenberg <1901 - 1976>, Max Born,
and Paul Dirac <1902 - 1984, ‘33 #np physics, shared w/ Shrödinger: "for the discovery of new productive forms of atomic theory" -
Wikipedia. H4S5: Tournament books and conference proceedings: Why are tournaments and conferences important from merely the
individual publications of the known figures? Because the notes from the tournament represent a merger of ideas that cannot be achieved in
isolation, and as we established in ch-8 <H2S5>, the connection itself is a separate data byte from what is connected, as a bridge is an
independent | entity from the islands abridged. The game of chess is set up to facilitate such mergers, being as any chess position is
necessarily the combination of ideas from the positions established by the moves of each player. The dual-analysis of Carlsbad 1911 and
Solvay, Brussels, 1911 also clues us into the structure of a | scientific revolution <r: ch-62> and the trial | by fire and debate that even the
best and ultimately | correct ideas have to endure, and this process rarely happens overnight; and if overnight, that immediacy is by
perspective earlier, as the watershed | moment <ch-8, H2S3 H3S1> certainly had to follow years or even decades of intuitive | accumulation
#np H4S6: The Karlsbad pawn structure perfectly ties in the central | themes of this section. The Carlsbad pawn structure, popularized in
the 1923 Carlsbad tournament following in many lines the QG-exchange <a-r>, revolves | around a pawn | minority of f on the Q-side as
well as the hypermodern | idea of leveraging that minority against a majority, seemingly breaking a fundamental rule of chess, but in this
particular case, can be effective as a result of brute | force trial and error. Poignantly, this structure, being as it is a minority as determined by
a comparison of the count of one player’s pawns against another, necessarily depends on the involvement of both players to construct #
Therefore, it is a prototypical | example of a merger of ideas, and the fact that it is named after the city under discussion and brings in
hypermodern, “quantum” ideas makes it an intriguing | historical note; moreover, it remains popular today, nearly a century after its invention.
H4S7: Nimzo as well was not alone in the hypermodern | school. No great revolution in science is entirely conducted by one man, an
indicator of value, and as in physics as in chess, and even Newton himself was a follower of the deductive tradition of Ancient Greece,
finding himself a few centuries removed from the Renaissance <1350 - 1650> <#np> but rather, the capturing or catalyzing of a shift in the
zeitgeist, perhaps epitomized or memorialized in a central figure, but certainly contributions to the analogous | movement in chess as in
science were made by the likes of Richard Réti <1889 - 1929> , Ernst Grünfeld <ch-53 H2S4 H3S8>, and Géza Maróczy <HUN, ch-53
H2S4 H3S7 H3S1, the Maróczy Bind> by offering | counterpoints. H4S8: Academic | science, even in the early 20th century, was not yet a
major cog in the military machine as it is in STEM post WW2, and relied to a large extent on whales for support: Less known than the
attendees at the First Solvay Conference is Ernest Solvay himself, the Belgian businessman and self-taught scientist who paid for the
meeting. Solvay had been thinking since 1858 about matter and energy, speculating “that one of these elements is only . . . a
transformation of the other <ch-53 H2S2 H3S5>.” Lacking formal training in theoretical physics, Solvay was not equipped to argue
decisively, as Einstein would, that this idea is correct. Instead, he devoted his scientific acumen to developing an improved method of
producing industrial soda. He amassed a fortune. It was German physicist Walther Nernst who in 1910 suggested that Solvay fund a
gathering where the world’s top physicists could discuss Solvay’s ideas. Post, MIC: Final point - how hypermodernism, which is really a
sideline to the classical school, but necessary to know, due to the will <alignment of themes ref> of players to manifest the weakness of an
opponent, and therefore competition in chess ultimately forces one to understand | everything, because what is improbable can become
probable if that improbability is a weakness for a willed | opponent to exploit.

Ch-17 Torna-pl: H2S6: How to play on a TEAM: [0]
Publisher’s note: This section was written by WGM and former Bulgarian national women’s champion and team champion Adriana Nikolova
<FIDE = 2,226>. While watching Adriana’s live streams <Twitch = wgmadriana, 6k followers>, I have discovered that her unique grammatical
constructions in English are not typos but rather subconsciously intentional # and novel ways of word, phrase usage, as well as linkage, that
more effectively communicates certain chess and psychological concepts than “standard English”. Understanding that language itself | is an
ever evolving organism, and individuals who bring in unique grammatical constructs from other languages are key drivers of this evolution, I
have decided to edit only basic spelling typos in my proofread of this section #
Chess is most of all individual sports but we have exceptions and also team competitions like: Olympiad Team Championship – where the
National team of every country can take part in, European Club Cup Championship, European Team Championship, Foreign country League,
School local team events. These are all the tournaments that I ever took part in through 29 years of experience of playing professional chess.
There are about several useful hints/recommendations/advices what I could give to any teammate:

H2S6 H3S1: Communicate with your teammates:
I could say that communication is really important before, during and after the tournament with your teammates because as long as you are
close, you can simply share good ideas, be positive, get inspired before the game and also wish Good Luck! Please don’t do this during the
game! Since you are in a team it is really important to play as a team. Doesn’t really matter if you play for the National Country Team or just
another Team competition like the Croatian/Serbian/Turkish/Greek team. In school I played on a chess team, but that was fairly straightforward
because there were no rating restrictions for teams. Every team just grabbed the 5 strongest players and then ordered them by strength.
Additionally, most team tournaments are composed of teams of 4 players. Also you can study much more things/knowledge from more
experienced and stronger players than you. You can definitely “touch” number 1 in your country if you play in an Olympiad like Bulgarian
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former World Champions in 2004 GM Antoaneta Stefanova and GM Veselin Topalov. Not only “touch” but study their behavior, habits, food,
variations, and following their witty. I could also confirm that if you are pretty shy and not enough of a communicative person, or pretty open for
talking, also kind of selfish, or prefer a more individual style of playing, then team competitions are just not for you.

H2S6 H3S2. Play actively! Be competitive and creative (You'll be a
better team player):
Playing actively with your pieces, not only will inspire your teammates but also will give them enough confidence after you have a winning
position. Every time in my experience when I try to play for a draw, then I lose the game which is quite a common situation. But, in all
seriousness, this internal conflict happens to the best of us. We want to be supportive and encouraging team players, but we often worry that
doing so means an inevitable detriment to our own careers. Is it a good or a bad thing to be competitive behind the board? Ches is a sport and
as every other kind of sport it’s a competitive game at all, so I guess we should fight for a win every single game. Exception could be when the
coach is telling you that the team is winning if you make a draw and you MUST make a draw in this case. Very often 80% of the cases it’s
happening that when the opponent's offered a draw – the coach just shared with me that I have to decide. Don’t be disappointed after you are
provoked to make a draw in a winning position because of the team – you should be ready to sacrifice sometimes your power, skills and
knowledge because of the team. Team has to be number 1, not you - like individual results, because this depends on the final standings.

H3S3: Always look for tactics!
Doesn’t really matter who is your opponent and which team you met behind the board, when you play your game, you should be fully
concentrated about it and give your 101% for attacking and winning. Looking for forcing moves, which are checks, captures and threats. Be
very careful of checks. Also note that I really mean to always look for tactics. This includes the first moves made in the game (you can blunder
on move 1, because of panic!). So the fact that someone close to you is a World Champion you  should forget about this psychology and play
your game…she/he cannot play your game. You are the only one boss on the board in your game. Yes, there are different factors but actually
they all didn’t exist if you play every single game like  GM Magnus Carlsen.

H3S4: Don't be afraid to trade of pieces:
You should not be afraid of trading pieces when the position is still having the same amount of material.
However, trading so many pieces against weaker opponents is not really a great strategy, because the
chance to make a draw rises up. When there are less pieces left on the board, there would be less problems
for the other player too. Definitely keeping position in a complicated way you would win it faster with better
and precise technique of calculations. There are bad scenarios of course after trading of pieces because of
mess up or miscalculation – we are all people. So make sure your move is tactically safe before offering a
trade. I want to mention that if you choose to play a very tactical variant and new players will have a hard
time to survive the first 10 moves against experienced players could be good individual strategy, but not
really for a team battle because could be risky for both sides. Don't be ashamed of falling for early
checkmates under move 20, everyone does that at the start. Everyone should stand up, continue and forget

about the previous game as fast as possible and study the mistakes out of it. Also for those of you wondering how you can blunder in 1 move,
please see this position of online blitz game between WGM Adriana Nikolova 2550 – GM Valentina Gunina 2688 (winner of the tournament,
National Russian Top GM Player).

H3S5: It is a Team game:
If you lose, your teammate loses too. If you win, your teammate also wins. So, if you do not have
enough time to play a game (which can be long), just do not start it. If you have personal problems,
headache, just do not go to play this round and share this with your captain or coach until you fix it
or simply replace you with a reserved player in the team who is feeling better.

H3S6: Do not make a rush decision or playing
extremely slow:

If you are going to play in a bullet or blitz style in a classical game, your teammates will look at you like an opponent, not really so friendly.
Every single variation is good to be calculated several times until you are sure it’s working and it will be successful. And of course don’t spend
more than 20 minutes per move – this is another common mistake in my chess career. After getting this time advantage definitely your
opponent will use this like pressure to the end of the game. I could confirm by my own experience that one of the best strategies is if we are
taking the time control for the whole game like 90m.+30s. For instance after move 20, you should be able to have 1 more hour on the clock to
the end of the game.

H3S7: Equipment:
Usually, before every important event, part of the FIDE organization, the own federation wishes you to wear a traditional colors of training suit
and also official suit. This is for more or less if you respect your flag of the country, traditions and believe in them. And also for some point
when the All team is wearing the same suits every picture could be amazing and beautiful. And of course people from their own country can
recognize you then in an easy way, because of the colors. In the opening and closing official ceremony we all the time see all those Flags for
the all people, who would participate in the event.

H3S8: Preparation by GM Coach:
Sometimes the job of the National GM coach of the team is harder than this one of the players because he/she has to be in the tournament
hall by the end of the Match. All this pressure is not only 1 game during the match, of all games cannot really describe it. First of all part of his
job is asking all the players before the round if they are well-prepared and if they have opening or different questions. And second, the most
important thing is he is the guy who has to share with us every time how strong we are, how we are going to win this match, and how we are
going to celebrate afterwards. He has to inspire us!
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H3S9: Discipline:
Discipline is a huge factor for all sports. Most of the official tournaments are having 0 delaying time before move 1 and you are able to lose
and also the team too if you don’t come one time. In short, just in case all of us should be in the tournament hall for about 10min before
starting the round. During the Olympiad, there are 2 parties in the night and if you are having a hard game on the next day this is not a great
recommendation to be part of it all night. But in the other case such parties are quite interesting to go to, because you can see how GM Nigel
Short is playing guitar, or GM Paehtz is singing, or take a photo with your favorite top players like GM Garry Kasparov and | World Champion
GM Magnus Carlsen.

H3S10: Food recommendations:
To be part of the National and World community and team is a great feeling and atmosphere because at the same time you can enjoy for
instance with a 5 stars hotel’s food. As I remember in Norway we saw each other very often on the table. Salmon seafood is one of my
favorites, as are some more nuts, fresh juices, exotic fruits, and traditional sweets. Quality food and energy food is important to feel
comfortable behind the board too. Baku is one of the city where I saw in the morning breakfast all kind of nuts in a huge quantity. Turkey is the
country of specialists of sweets. Please, let’s not forget about the recommendation of the World Champion Magnus Carlsen that our lunch
before the round should be only soup and salad.That’s it yes. It's a pity because every time there are about plenty of delicious meals on the
lunch in front of your nose, so it’s a kind of joke that you have to limit yourself and be strict on that point. I guess he is alright and only drinks,
sweets, and nuts could be great energy during the game without holding on the brain so much to think about the food than chess.

H3S11: Players need time to recover from lost:
We are all human, so especially when you are playing in the Olympiad it’s a pretty long event and you can lose not even only one game but
the most important is to survive to the end and having the habit to recover and continue by wins. Some coaches are having the habit after lost
to remove you from the team for the next round but to be fair I am not really supporting this psychology because I believe if you are there, if
you are part of this team, if you want to show to your country who is the best, you should be ready to play to the end of it all the rounds. But of
course, if you lose game after game and your mistakes are based on simple blunders, not really deep positional mistakes then I believe it’s
time to rest a bit and then you can try to continue again and support your team to the end.

H3S12: Glory of celebrating together:
Why are we all fighting for so many days, so much sweat, so much effort, so long preparation, so many push ups – of course we have to

celebrate and show to other competitors currently who is the best. So please take photos, celebrate, smile
more, live your life when you are on the top because you never know who will be the next one next time.
Glory is something momentum that it’s good to keep in your memory exactly then and even one photo should
be enough after years. Another reason you can ask for more sponsors is when you ALL hold on together, all
teams. (!) Post-script: WGM Adriana Nikolova is one of the most accomplished female chess players in
Europe and formerly top 100 ranked in the world. In November 2008, Nikolova earned the title of Woman
International Master (WIM).[3] She has so far represented her country in six major chess championships: the
European Team Chess Championship, which was held in Novi Sad in 2009 (scoring 1.5/7 on Board 2),[4] the
2010 Chess Olympiad in Khanty-Mansiysk (achieving 5/9 on Board 3),[5] the 2011 European Team Chess
Championship hosted at the Porto Carras resort in Greece (managing 4.5/7 on Board 4),[6] the 2012 Chess
Olympiad in Istanbul (finishing with 5/9 points on Board 3),[7] the 2014 Chess Olympiad in Tromsø (securing
6/9 points on Board 3),[8] as well as the 2016 Chess Olympiad in Baku (her final score being 6/10 on Board
3).[9] <r: Wikipedia>

Ch-17 Torna-pl: H2S7: How to become a US Chess tournament
director:
Additional resources: To become a competent tournament director, one should be familiar with 1) the rules of chess, 2) the rules and event
formatting of the federation in which one wants to direct tournaments, and these can be attained by visiting the respect website as well as 3)
generally, the psychology of younger players, of which # the ChessKid.com Curriculum for Scholastic and Classroom Chess is a great
resource.
Even secondary to ensuring fairness at the event # is facilitating a positive atmosphere in which peak pedagogy can occur, as this is what
parents are paying for. 1) The USCF Scholastic Chess Guide 2) Round Robin report form. 3) Various software programs, such as SwiftSys,
for tracking tournament results, and USCF “Keeping Score”. 4) Chess for Dummies, the book. 5) IM Mark Dvoretsky’s Endgame Manual
and the Oxford Chess Encyclopedia for adjudicating 50 turns rule and various endgame material imbalances in flag conditions. 6) The
USCF rulebook and separately, FIDE’s rule book.

Ch-17 Torna-pl: H2S8: Simultaneous exhibitions <6, 5/12>:
<1.6 mil views, 18k likes> Beth vs 12 Players | Simul Chess Scene | The Queen's Gambit | Netflix India:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=esRZchm3Gq8

H3S1: The Restoration View of Revelations:
Hu: My interpretation of the Book of Revelations, which depicts the 1) Return of Christ, 2) Resurrection of the Dead, and 3) passing to
the New Earth, is that the old Earth, currently | inhabited, will not be dissipated #, but rather, upgraded, in a sense, to become the New Earth.
This interpretation is key🗝, as it necessitates a physical explanation for the process of this upgrade, as well as the act of
Resurrection. Revelations 21<a-r>: 10 And he carried me away in the spirit to a great and high mountain, and shewed me that great city,
the holy Jerusalem, descending out of heaven from God, 11 Having the glory of God: and her light was like unto a stone most precious,
even like a jasper stone, clear as crystal; 12 And had a wall great | and high, and had twelve gates, and at the gates | twelve angels, and
names written thereon, which are the names of the twelve tribes of the children of Israel: 13 On the east | three gates; on the north three
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gates; on the south three gates; and on the west three gates. 14 And the wall of the city had twelve | foundations, and in them the names
of the twelve apostles of the Lamb. 15 And he that talked with me had a golden reed to measure the city, and the gates | thereof, and the
wall thereof. 16 And the city lieth foursquare, and the length is as large as the breadth: and he measured the city with the reed, twelve
thousand | furlongs. The length and the breadth and the height of it are equal. 17 And he measured the wall thereof, an hundred and forty
and four cubits, according to the measure of a man, that is, of the angel. 18 And the building of the wall of it was of jasper: and the city was
pure gold, like unto clear glass. 19 And the foundations of the wall of the city were garnished with all manner of precious stones. The first
foundation was jasper; the second, sapphire; the third, a chalcedony; the fourth, an emerald; 20 The fifth, sardonyx; the sixth, sardius; the
seventh, chrysolite; the eighth, beryl; the ninth, a topaz; the tenth, a chrysoprasus; the eleventh, a jacinth; the twelfth, an amethyst. 21
And the twelve gates were twelve pearls; every several gate, was of one pearl: and the street of the city was pure gold, as it were
transparent | glass. 22 And I saw no | temple therein: for the Lord God Almighty and the Lamb are the temple of it. 23 And the city had no
need of the Sun, neither of the moon, to shine in it: for the glory of God did lighten it, and the Lamb is the light thereof. 24 And the nations
of them which are saved shall walk in the light of it: and the kings of the earth do bring their glory and honor into it. 25 And the gates of it
shall not be shut at all by day: for there shall be no night there. 26 And they shall bring the glory and honor of the nations into it. 27 And there
shall in no wise enter into it any thing that defileth, neither whatsoever worketh abomination, or maketh a lie: but they which are written in the
Lamb’s book of life.

Ch-17 Torna-pl: Definitions:
Board position calibrations: Countdown to checkmate (n.) = the minimum number of turns until one player is expected to checkmate from the
present board position.

Ch-17 Torna-pl: Exercises:
S1: Elementary word problems:
Question 1:
Illegal moves are sometimes made and recorded in chess games.
If it is discovered that one of the players in a rated |
US.Chess-game made an illegal move within the last 10 moves, the
tournament director shall be given the right to intervene. == Pretend
that you are a tournament director. During a game it is found that
white made an illegal move fourteen (14) moves ago but the position
is now legal. Neither player is under time pressure. What do you do?

a) Nothing, the game shall continue from the current
position.

b) Reinstate the position to what it was before the illegal
move and the players do not recover the time used after
the illegal move.

c) Reinstate the position to what it was before the illegal
move and adjust the clocks to what they were before the
illegal move.

d) Give the players the choice of correcting the illegal move
or continuing the game from the current position.

e) All of the above.

Question 2:
If an illegal move is discovered such that the tournament director
shall intervene and reinstate the position before the move was
made, he does not also have the authority to adjust the player’s
clocks.
Pretend that you are a tournament director #. During a game it is
found that white made an illegal move eight (8) moves ago but the
position is now legal. Neither player is under time pressure. What do
you do?

a) Reinstate the position to what it was before the illegal
move and the players do not recover the time used after
the illegal move.

b) Reinstate the position to what it was before the illegal
move and adjust the clocks to what they were before the
illegal move.

c) Give the players the choice of correcting the illegal move
or continuing the game from the current position.

d) Nothing, the game shall continue from the current
position.

e) None of the above.

Question 3:
A checkmate on board # nullifies any correction of a position that
was reached by an illegal move in the preceding move sequence.

White plays a legal checkmate on move 45 but it is discovered
immediately after that his move 44 was illegal. Neither player was in
time pressure. What do you do?

a) Nothing but declare the game a draw.
b) Reinstate the position to what it was before the illegal

move and adjust the clocks to what they were before the
illegal move.

c) Reinstate the position to what it was before the illegal
move and the players do not recover the time used after
the illegal move.

d) Nothing, the checkmate stands.
e) None of the above.

Question 4:
According to the US Chess rule book Ch-1 S.11-C: If,
during a game, one or more pieces have been
accidentally displaced and incorrectly replaced, then the
displacement shall be treated as an illegal move. #

On black’s 12th move a piece was accidentally knocked over and
placed back on an incorrect square. This is discovered on white’s
22nd move. Neither player is under time pressure. What do you do?

a) Reinstate the position to what it was prior to the piece
being placed on the incorrect square and use your
discretion to adjust the clocks appropriately.

b) Reinstate the position to what it was prior to the piece
being placed on the incorrect square and do not adjust the
clocks.

c) Put the piece back on the correct square and continue the
game from the current position.

d) Continue the game with the piece staying on the square it
was incorrectly placed on.

e) All of the above.

Section 2: Grade 6:
Question 5: Which of the following is given in ch-17 H2S3 as a reason that
players might spend time preparing for a tournament?

a) Natural talent is no longer sufficient to defeat certain
opponents.

b) A habitual move played from a tabiya position in the
player’s opening of choice is leading to difficult-to-play
positions.

c) Rational humans will choose winning over laziness.
d) Many great minds have published valuable theories that

prevent us from having to repeat their thoughts.
e) All of the above.

We are preparing for a tournament opponent who likes to play the
King’s Indian Defense <1. D4 Nf6 2. C4 g6> E60.
When reading opening theory, reading comprehension is paramount
because to players do not have enough space on the page # to
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outline every single move you should play, as the total game state
capacity of chess exceeds the number of atoms in the Universe <r:
ch-51 H2S3>. Therefore, players rely, in addition to memorization,
on exchanging concepts with each other that makes us more likely
to select certain types of moves over others. If we misunderstand
the reading, then we will not be able to select the best moves #
Read the following passage from IM David Vigorito’s <USA>
Attacking Chess: The King’s Indian vol-2, published by Everyman
Chess in 2011.

The initial b-p of the KID Four
Pawns Attack, Main Line is
reached after the moves 1. D4 Nf6
2. C4 g6 <KID> 3. Nc3 Bg7 4. E4
d6 5. F4 !

Read the passage: “The Four
Pawns Attack is not nearly as
popular as the Classical, Sämisch
or Fianchetto Variations, but has
always held a certain appeal to

aggressive players. White seizes as much space as
possible and hopes to roll Black off the board with his
pawns. White is spending yet another tempo on a pawn
move, however, and if Black can seize the initiative White
can easily find himself overextended.”
Ref: ch-6, pg-154.

Question 6: Which of the following claims about the Four Pawns Attack of
the KID is delivered with a negative connotation #?

a) The Four Pawns Attack appeals to aggressive | players.
b) White seizes as much space as possible.
c) A pawn storm is a likely outcome.
d) White gets to spend another tempo on a pawn move.
e) Black is winning in this position.

Referenced in the passage preceding question 6 is the Sämisch
Variation, which is one of the depth forks of the KID. The first 4 full
turns are the exact same moves, but on turn 5-f, f plays 5. F3 to
enter the Sämisch Variation, whereas 5. F4 enters the Four Pawn’s
Attack, as above.
Read the following passage from The Sämisch King’s Indian
Uncovered by GM Alexander Cherniaev, published by Everyman
Chess in 2007 #

These moves bring about one of the most dangerous
systems against the King’s Indian Defense, the Sämisch
Variation. <br> White maintains control of his pawn centre
and originally intended to continue with queenside castling
and a kingside pawn attack. That approach is still seen in
some variations, but nowadays white may prefer to play
on the queenside or in the center depending on how Black
responds. Pg-5
The Sämisch remains a fashionable and dangerous
method of combating the ever-popular King’s Indian
Defense and has been a favorite of no fewer than eight
World Champions (Alekhine, Botvinnik, Tal, Petrosian,
Spasky, Karpov, Kasparov, and Kramnik). However, the
Sämisch does not refute the King’s Indian and Bladck has
a number of reasonable set-ups which we will examine.
Pg-5

Closing the center with
7…c5?! Is in white’s
favor after 8. G4!
Because the closed
center allows white to
gain a serious spatial
advantage on the
Kingside; for example,
8…Ne8 9. H4 Bf6 10.
Bf2 a6 11. Qd2 Nd7 12.
O-O-O Rb8 13. Be3 Be7
14. Bh6 Ng7 15. Bd3

was promising for White in P.Van der Sterren-W. Uhlmann,
Ter Apel 1990. Pg-20.

Question 7: Based on the given passages from GM Cherniaev, what can we
conclude about the Sämisch Variation in the KID?

a) The opening shares very little in common thematically with
the Four Pawns Attack, despite both involving a f-thrust of
the f-P in his 5th turn #

b) Despite the popularity of the Sämisch historically, having
been played by the likes of WC Tal and Petrosian, it has
fallen out of favor among modern GMs.

c) Closing the center can be advantageous to the f, but not
in every case.

d) The opening has evolved theoretically and in the present
day, queenside castling with a forced K-side attack is
preferred.

e) The s player will generally come out of the opening with a
space advantage.

Question 8: What is the difference between a tournament-ready move and
not in ch-17 H2S1 <hl> ?

a) Tournament-ready moves are theoretical whereas not
moves always fall out of theory #

b) A move that one understands completely is always
tournament-ready.

c) Adherence to the tournament ready moves paradigm is
unlikely to lead to a higher elo performance at the
tournament.

d) Creativity decreases performance and it’s best to adhere
to tournament ready moves in every move of the game.

e) None of the above.

Grade 8 Problems:
L: Q-9:
In a chess tournament, scoring a
W in a game is worth 1.0 point to
one’s tournament score, and a D is
worth 0.5. GM Magnus Carlsen is
leading this year’s Tata Steel
tournament by a score of 7 / 11.0
heading into the 12/14th round
with a full point over next. He
encounters the following position:

Question 10: An essential similarity
between the Solvay

Conference<1911> and the Carlsbad tournaments is <more than one
may apply>: a) Both were held in the 1930s b) An aggregation of high level
individuals in a field is a hivemind of financial value c) Mathematical
understanding supplanted non-quantized verbal d) The traditional schools
were finally restored, after 2,400 years of Greek apostasy e) None of the
above

Question 11: // cont.v-6

Question 12: // cont.v-6
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S3: High school level word
problems.

Q-13: Is 1. Nxe7+ followed by 2. Qxd6 (+1) a good plan here?

R: Q-14: via Rensch<a-r, lesson.14-pg,18>: Is the fastest mate to promote
or under-promote, explain your answer in C.U-b,code, 3 sentences [800]

Q-15: via Rensch

<a-r, lesson.20

-pg,12> Game: Teschner vs Portisch 1969<a-r>. Here, f played 29.
Rxd5??, how should s respond? What would have been the better |
prophylactic | move?

R: Q-16: Rensch<a-r>: Black played 1... Bg1 -- why?

S4: University problems:
undergrad.
Exercises in this section will be sourced from # legendary trainer IM
Mark Dvoretsky <RUS> and his 1995 classic Technique for the
Tournament Player, co-written with German GM Artur Yusupov.

Question 17: Theoretical study:
Pg-7, IM Dvoretsky writes: “To expand your range of knowledge it is
essential to systematically study many different types of endgames.”
Pg-8: “I must emphasize again: the number of positions which need

to be known exactly is relatively
small.”
Pg-9: “The main danger for Black
is that his king might be forced
onto his back rank.” Game:
Svetozar Gligoric vs Vasily
Smyslov Moscow 1947, s-move.

Question 18: 2 Improving your Technique
Pg-28: We shall now discuss how to raise the level of your
technique. Game: Jose Raul Capablanca WC vs Viacheslav

Ragozin 1936; O: Nimzo-Indian
Defense ECO: E22
Pg-34: This should be noted:
White does not push his passed
pawn, but turns to attack his
opponent's kingside pawns. This
corresponds totally to an important
principle of exploiting an
advantage - 'the principle of | two
weaknesses' . The best technical
way of converting an advantage is
to create a second | weakness in
the enemy camp, to play against it,

and then if necessary to transfer the attack | back to the first
weakness. Taking the word in a broad sense, a weakness is not just
a vulnerable pawn or an awkwardly-placed piece. but the need to
block a passed pawn or to guard an entry point. R: <ch-50 H2S3>
Diagram: the b-p after 59…Kb6 <run +>
Fill in the blanks: 60. (1) Kb7 61. (2) Rf8 62. (3) Kb8 63. (4) 1-0 via
resignation.

Question 19: Winning with opposite
colored Bs: Pg-86: Let’s examine a
more complex ending. In the first
edition of the Contemporary Chess
Endings series of monographs (under
the editorship of Averbakh) the
analysis of this endgame contained a
serious error - it was discovered by
Yusupov when I gave him this position
to solve. Averbakh himself corrected
the mistake in the new edition. (D) 1.
(1) Bf1 2. (2) Be2 3. (3) Kd7 The

correct plan is to play for zugzwang. From d3 the bishop defends the
g6-pawn along one diagonal and holds up the advance of the a-pawn along
the other; consequently, it has no moves. The white king must not be
allowed to e7 - therefore, apart from d7, the black king has only two other
squares: e8 and d8. The first can be taken away by putting the king on f7,
the second by transferring the bishop to c7. 4. (4) Bf1 5. (5) Be2 6. (6) Bd3
7. (7) Ke8 8. (8) Kd7 9. (9)

Question 20: “Exploiting an advantage”: The mind of a chess player who is
trying to convert an advantage should not at all be focused on trying to
“win as quickly as possible”. No-one has yet offered prizes for the
minimum number of moves. Your attitude to the game must be as reliable
as possible; you must use all the resources💰 of your position. while

limiting totally your opponent's active
possibilities <r: ch-61, counterplay>. It
doesn't matter if you have to make a
dozen extra moves <r: ch-18, 50 move
rule>, as long as these moves make
your task easier and bring you | closer
to victory. If in a sharp middlegame
you may be tempted by the image of a
tiger throwing itself on its prey and
tearing it apart, in the endgame you
should try to imitate a python, slowly
strangling | the life out of its victim.

Game: Richard Reti vs Peter Romanovsky, “Reti When You Are” r:
chessgames.com game of the day 7-16-12, Moscow 1925 Moscow URS
rd-12, 12-25. O: English, A15. F to move and win. 35. (1) Rd7 36. (2) g6
<counter-play> !  37. (3) Kg5 $ 38. (4) Kxg4 (-1) 39. (5) fxe6 (-3) 40. (6)
Rd8

Solutions:
1: The answer is a)
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Courtesy of Chris Bird, US Chess National TD / FIDE International
Arbiter at chesstournamentservices.com.

2: The answer is a)
Courtesy of Chris Bird.
Post-script: in a scenario in which one player made an illegal move
in the last 10 turns but the opponent is in time pressure, we would
also apply d) nothing, the game shall continue from the current
position under US Chess rules # Time pressure is defined as a
situation where either player has less than five minutes left in a time
control and the time control does not include an increment or delay
of 30 seconds or more. A director should not call attention to illegal
moves in time pressure, only the players may make that claim.  Ref:
US Chess Rules 7th ed, Ch-1 S.11-D1

3: The answer is d)
Courtesy of Chris Bird. Ref: Chapter 1, Section 11, Illegal Positions,
US Chess Federation rule book.

4: The answer is b)
Sections 2 and beyond:

5: Answer choice d) is the only one that is not explicitly stated in the
section of reference, however, it is implied by our analysis of GM theory in
the Botvinnik English. Therefore, the answer is e).

6: The answer is d)
Spending a tempo is a cost, not a benefit, and the passage goes on
to say that this tempo expenditure may allow black to seize the
initiative, which is negative with respect to the f, and due to the fact
that the tempo is spent on a P-move, f may find himself
overextended <r: ch-55>, and overextension is very much a property
of the advanced state of the Ps #

7: The answer is c)
Answer a): The reading makes no claims about the Four Pawns
Attack; between the two readings in 6) and 7), the only explicit
information given to us in connection with the two openings is that
the Four Pawns Attack is less popular than the Sämisch.
However, as IM Vigorito characterizes the Four Pawns Attack as
appealing to aggressive players and GM Cherniaev labels the
Sämisch Variation as a dangerous system against the KID, we
conclude that it’s a false interpretation to claim that the two openings
shares “very little” thematically.
Answer b): This statement is refuted directly by a direct quote “The
Sämisch remains a fashionable and dangerous method”.
Answer c): In the example game given in pg-20 by P.Van der
Sterren-W. Uhlmann, closing the center with 7…c5?! Is
characterized as being in “white’s favor”; however, the passage does
not claim that this characterization applies in every case that the
center is closed in the Sämisch variation # Answer d): this
statement is opposite to the statement made in the passage, which
is that playing on the Q-side or the center are also acceptable plans
in modern day, and that the choice of plan “depends on how Black
responds”. Answer e): This claim is not made anywhere #

8: The answer is e)

9: 30…Qxb4<+9>! -2.7 w/ 1.3 o-n d-43 SF.14+NNUE is not only the
objective | best, but most contextually | appropriate; with 3 rounds to play,
Carlsen will likely need to put up a full point, in one of the last 3, to
guarantee first, but what he cannot afford, is a loss. Moreover, he’s playing
s, and taking a draw, as s, is favorable. A tough | move to make, as Carlsen
is -ex, but after 31. xb4<-9>, either e5 or c5 <s-Bf8$>! will be hard to
defend. Fin.v-5

10: b) and c)

11: // cont.v-6 12: // cont.v-6

13:
There is both a tactical and positional reason why this plan is bad.
Positionally, the f.d5-N is an ideal knight <r: Jeremy Silman> as it
occupies a hole in an enemy camp square, or a square that is not
and will never be again # attacked by an e-P. Moreover, it’s in a
central quadrant square, which, according to the rules of N mobility,

gives it 8 mobility squares. == In contrast, the s.e7-B has only 2
mobility, blockaded by its own backward d6-P, so we would be
trading 8 for 2 mobility for a <-6> mobility delta; this is senseless. ==
On the other hand, the sequence also fails tactically due to 2…Rfd8
!, which supported pins the f.d6-Q to the f.d1-R, located in a check
and mate # sq, which will cost f his Q.
Screen capture courtesy of ChessKid.com. Game: Fischer, R -
Bolbochan, J. Stockholm 1962.
14: If the result of the promotion move is not stalemate, then q-promo is
safe; the f7-K has the g6.run-sq: remember, Ps do not thr-backwards! 1.
h8=Q Kg6<o-m> 2. Qg7<swallow-#> Fin.v-5

15: 29…Qf2<thr-Qf1#><trap.Rxf2??Re1, #><clr.c8-R[1:1]$c2-Q!>, a
deadly | stop that “wins the game on the spot” MIC: Better would have
been to leave the R-home and swap off a pair of the attacking-Rs #v-t, then
play 30. g4<luft!>, as the f-R would be abs-pinned following Rxe8, leaving
no z-zug #n-p Fin.v-5

16: Analyzing the changes | in E can help us understand “why” our
opponent’s move: 1…Bg1$.h2-P<2:1>, overwhelming f’s defenses, and
est-point.of-contr! <thr-Qxh2#> Fin.v-5

17: 86…Kg7 ! <o.m-D> ! <r:
Tablebase, LiChess Analysis> From
IM Dvoretsky: The main danger for
Black is that his king might be forced
onto his back rank. This would happen
after 4…Kf7 <losing> ? 5. Kg5 Rg1+
6. Kf5 Rh1 7. Rc7+ [Diagram] r:
https://www.chessgames.com/

perl/chessgame?gid=1125538

18: https://www.chessgames.

com/perl/chessgame?gid=1116452 (1)
Rg6+ ! <coercion> (2) Nb5 (3) Nd6+ ! <coercion> (4) h4 !

19: (1) Kc3 (2) Kd4 (3) Ke5 (4) Bc5 (5) Bb6 (6) Bc7 ! (7) Kf6 (8) Kg7 (9)
Kf7 <z-zwang> 1-0 Reverting to initial: Pg-87 #: But with Black to move
he saves the game - he has time to block the white king's path on the
kingside and to construct a solid defense on the queenside.

20: Solution: (1) Rh5 ! Black now has to do something, as the threat is
g3-g4, h2-h4, and g4-g5+. White could develop an initiative <r: ch-59> by
h2-h4-h5+ and Rf5-f1-h1-h4-g4, but the outcome of the game would have
remained unclear. IM Dvoretsky pg-144 (2) g4 ! if 36. H4 ?? g6 $.h5-R
<piecemate!> (3) Rxh6 (+1, assass!> (4) Rh7 <run $> (5) Be6 $.d7-R,
RPR<w> rel-pin exploit !  (6) fxg6 ! <temp-sack> ! and now 41. Rxa7
(+1) ! and f has pps on opposite sides of the board which, along with the
isolated <r: ch-52> s.c3-B will drive the win home #

Additional resources:
Grandmaster Tips to Win any OTB tournament [8 min] by GM Noel
Struder and WFM Alessia Santeramo:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d0pza9bMNIU&t=9s.
Fine, Reuben. Ideas behind the Chess Openings. Ishi Press,
Japan, 2012.
Hu, Yakun. “WGM Dorsa X Yakun 6/18/22.” Chess University
Lecture Series, YouTube, 18 June 2022,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8-EXgdwRjk4.
“22nd European Women Chess Championship.” European
Women Chess Championship 2022, https://www.ewcc2022.net/.
“Conference Proceeding.” Wikipedia, Wikimedia Foundation, 8
June 2022, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conference_proceeding.
Ferguson, Kitty. “Review | the Conference That Brought Together
Marie Curie and Albert Einstein.” The Washington Post, WP
Company, 6 Aug. 2021,
https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/the-conference-that-broug
ht-together-marie-curie-and-albert-einstein/2021/08/05/7aacab5a-ea
19-11eb-97a0-a09d10181e36_story.html.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conference_proceeding
https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/the-conference-that-brought-together-marie-curie-and-albert-einstein/2021/08/05/7aacab5a-ea19-11eb-97a0-a09d10181e36_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/the-conference-that-brought-together-marie-curie-and-albert-einstein/2021/08/05/7aacab5a-ea19-11eb-97a0-a09d10181e36_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/the-conference-that-brought-together-marie-curie-and-albert-einstein/2021/08/05/7aacab5a-ea19-11eb-97a0-a09d10181e36_story.html
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ORENS, JEFFREY. Soul of Genius: Marie Curie, Albert Einstein,
and the Meeting That Changed the Course of Science. PEGASUS
BOOKS, 2021.

- Via Simon & Schuster: Jeffrey Orens is a former
chemical engineer and business executive with Solvay
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YouTube, YouTube, 9 Dec. 2020,
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Winter, Edward. “Chess Notes #71.” Chess Notes by Edward
Winter, https://www.chesshistory.com/winter/winter71.html.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karlovy_Vary.
“Carlsbad 1929 Chess Tournament.” Wikipedia, Wikimedia
Foundation, 29 Mar. 2022,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carlsbad_1929_chess_tournament.
Faculty, Caltech. “What Is Quantum Physics?” Caltech Science
Exchange,
https://scienceexchange.caltech.edu/topics/quantum-science-explai
ned/quantum-physics..
- Caltech: Wave-particle duality, superposition, the
uncertainty principle, and quantum | entanglement: This is a
phenomenon that occurs when two or more objects are connected
in such a way that they can be thought of as a single | system, even
if they are very far | apart. The state of one object in that system
can't be fully described without information on the state of the other
object. Likewise, learning | information about one object
automatically tells you something about the other and vice versa.
Nature News, Nature Publishing Group,
https://www.nature.com/subjects/quantum-physics.

Bucks, 2. “The 6th Dancetage :: A Halo 3 Montage/Funtage -
Hilarious!” FBWalshyFTW, YouTube, 26 Apr. 2009,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vO6aEvr2hZY.
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Foundation, 29 Mar. 2022,
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carlsbad_1911_chess_tournament
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first of four great Karlsbad tournaments <1907>
Tal, Mikhail, and Hanon W. Russell. Tal-Botvinnik 1960: Match for
the World Chess Championship. Russell Enterprises, Inc, 2000.
Symmonds, Nick. How To Be a Better Runner. 2020.
http://www.metrowestchess.org/community/Knowledge/Ratings/Rati
ng_floors_explained.html
Glickman, Mark, Federation, US Chess. Approximating Formulas
for the US Chess Rating System. Apr-2017,
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SDqP.
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Book-18 Rules: c-m:
MIC: The rules of chess enforce logical | coherence, and ensure that chess can be a valid | and effective modality for the communication of
logical information<r: ch.16-H2S1>

CM H3S1: Chess is a turn-based game:
The most fundamental rule of chess revolves around 2 sub-rules: 1) No player may move twice in a row; the other player must make the move
that immediately succeeds the protagonist’s move. 2) In each turn, a player may only move a single zi of his own side from an initial sq to a
destination sq <ref: Ch. 2 CM H3S1> Fin-v1.

CM H3S2: The self-preservation rule: A King cannot move into a
square in which it will receive o�ensive e�ect from an e-zi # in the
resulting b-p of the move:
A major story # in the game of chess, as well as its rules, is the self-preserving nature of the Kings. Even in the final b-p of any game, the
Kings remain on board; therefore, there is never a move # in which the Kings are captured and removed from the board. This fact preserves a
sense of peace in a game in which otherwise ruthless assassinations and captures occur inevitably in every combat phase <ref: ch. 1 H2S2>
and other zi, the ren <ref: ch. 2 D H3S1 H4S1>, can be captured and liquidated in all manners of vicious tactical motifs #

Not only are Kings never captured, however, they possess an added measure of self-preservation in that
they cannot even, unlike the ren, move into a sq that is presently receiving any direct | effect from an e-zi:
F-move: It is illegal for the f.d4-K to move into the e4-sq, which is fully contended by the s.g6-B in the initial
b-p; it is also illegal for the f.d4-K to capture the c4-N, as it is fully defended by the s.c8-R. The K can,
however, move into the d3-sq, which receives half effect <ref: ch. 3 CM> via x-ray from the s.d1-R. Fin-v1.

Ch-18 RU: H2S1: Material in rules:
The 50 move is based on the two category of moves that can affect material, capture and pawn advance, ie.
toward promotion. // compose a puzzle in which an assassination resets the 50 move rule, resulting in a
victory rather than draw. Possibly mine from tablebase, see how long the mating sequence can be if there
are intermittent captures, search for the longest mate that abides by the 50 move rule.

H2S1 H3S1: The 50 turn rule:
Material in Chess chooses to refer to the 50 move* rule as the 50 turn rule to kek any confusion of whether the countdown is 25 or 50 turns, to
clarify that it is 50 turns, 100 moves, 50 moves from each side, in which: 1) No capture occurs and 2) No p advance occurs == Note that
checks do | not reset the the 50 move counter, and when this counter reaches 0, the game can be declared a draw # US Chess adds that a
pawn capture counts as a pawn advance # in the context of the 50 turn rule <r:
https://new.uschess.org/news/evolution-modern-chess-rules-50-move-draw>
*Note that different federations may have different rulings with respect to the 50 turn rule, but basic theoretical understanding of endgames
should indicate to us that 50 half-turns is way too fast, as certain positions even in the theoretically solved B + N + K vs K checkmate
endgame requires more than a min 50 half-turns to execute. See here: 3k4/8/8/8/8/8/8/3NBK2 w - - 0 1 Fin.

H2S1 H3S2: Chess rules, board states x physics, state functions:
X-ref: <ch-2> // State functions depend only on the state of the system and not on the way in which the system reached that state. Ref:
physics textbook pg. 554 // find examples of this in chess and in physics What’s the opposite of a state function?

Ch-18 RU: H2S2: Interposition restriction of mobility:
As such #, there are two types of reductions ref: <ch. 9> that can be applied to prune the calculation tree,
which is the totality of all moves, variations <ref: ch. 2: h2s2 h3s3>, and board positions <ref: ch. 2: h2s2
h3s1> that need to be considered, in a logical sequence <ref: ch. 8>, for instance, that the correct move
connects two b.p, an initial and a resulting, that the move connects and serves as the transition mechanism
for, or that in general, there are no b.p at a later depth in the calculation tree that cannot be reached based
on the legal rules of the game, such as the fact that a captured ren cannot “return” to the board absent
promotion, or that the presence of an interposer in a line illegalizes # movement of a road noble # in the
direction of that interposer’s location from the location of the road noble at, or in the sq. preceding that
interposer’s location, depending on the possessor: The f.R’s mobility terminates in the e-file with an f-file
located interposer of the same side on an empty board while the f.R’s mobility terminates in the f-file, via
capture #, with an f-file located interposer of the same side on an empty board. Based on this diagram, and
therefore, there cannot be any b.p in the calculation tree immediately following one in which there is a c-file

located R and an f-file located interposer, of any side, in which that c-file located R is located in the g-file in the resulting b.p of a move from
that initial b.p. X-ref: <ch. 16 h2s4 depth reductions> // reference clause in USCF rule book.

Ch-18 RU: H2S3: Assassination by rules:
Assassination by rules occurs at times during otb play during a player’s claim of an opponent’s violation of the touch rule H2S11, here.
Insofar as the claim is required to block a favorable | legal move by that opponent and force an unfavorable move that is the best of
remaining, the claim and associated knowledge of rules can be considered a pseudo-aspect of the assass-seq.
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Ch-18 RU: H2S4: Legal moves defined:
X-ref <ch. 5: M> A legal move is one of a set of moves that can be made, legally, in accordance with the rules of the game, from a particular
initial b.p. This set is always finite, and can range from 1, in positions in which there is only a single legal move, to upwards of hundreds in
absurd positions with multiple promoted queens on board, but are not practical outside of computer programming considerations ref:
https://www.stmintz.com/ccc/index.php?id=424966

F-move, a unique-looking b.p in which there is only one legal move: f. A6 ½ ½ via stalemate ref:
https://lichess.org/editor/K1k5/P7/8/P7/8/8/8/8_w_-_-_0_1. Legal moves are determined in large part by the
sub-rules # governing the mobility of individual zi on board, as well as the turn rule, which states that only
one player can move in any given ply # // reference USCF rulebook, specific edition, in the mobility section
and the turn rules. The sum of all legal moves, thus, is the sum of all legal moves of the individual zi
belonging to the side to which the move belongs to, and the legal moves for an individual zi from any given
b.p in which it is that zi’s possessor’s turn to move is known as its single ply mobility ref: CU Dict. From any
particular b.p in the game, only a single legal move can be made <x-ref: ch. 15 h2s3> <x-ref, 2 #: ch. 2 h2s6
h3s2> and once a b.p is passed in the game because a move has been played that caused it to be
transitioned to # a new b.p, that initial b.p # can never | be returned to | again in the same game. The rules of
chess, however, has 0 coverage of what players can do across games; in other words, if the same b.p that is
passed in one game is reached in a new, separate game, the player who made the move to transition that

b.p in the former game can play the same move, or a different move from that initial b.p in that new game, and his choice is not restricted by
the rules, so long as either option is a legal move from that b.p.

H2S4 H3S1: The threefold repetition rule:
Paradoxically to consider from the statement made in the preceding paragraph # that once a b.p is passed, it
can never be returned to in the same game # is the existence of the threefold repetition rule, which states
that a draw can be automatically claimed in a game of chess if the same b.p is reached thrice in the same
game. == The resolution to this paradox is that the b.p’s which are returned to are not the same, insofar as
the counter for number of repetitions is | | one of the | properties | that defines | the b.p. == A clearer
expression of the threefold repetition rule, therefore, and to delineate that rule from considerations of b.p, is
to express # that a draw can be claimed upon 3 repetitions of a | | particular | configuration of zi | on the
board |, and a configuration of zi is separate from a board state, which includes the configuration of zi, but
also other properties such as an assignment of player to move from that board s, the #th repetition of that b.p
so far in the game and countdown to the 50 move rule <ref: Ch-18 h2s1 h3s1>. This delineation between
configuration of zi and board state in chess nomenclature proposed by MIC #, fbno, is an example of
neofunctionalization <ref: ch. 32: h2s1> in the evolution of language, in which a new word, “board state”, is

invented to describe an entirely new definition, while the function of the ancestral word “position” is preserved in the phrase configuration of zi.
"If the same position occurs thrice during a game, it being on each occasion the turn of the same player to move, the game is drawn."  The
inaugural appearance of the “triple-occurrence draw” rule in the Programme of the London 1883 International Tournament, ref:
https://new.uschess.org/news/evolution-modern-chess-rules-triple-occurrence-draw An additional property stipulated by this granular
presentation of the threefold rule, which is the min degree of granularity to be enforceable as a rule | of this rule’s form #, is the player whose
turn it is to move, which means that our counter relative to repetitions of a particular configuration of zi on the board must fork into two
independent counters, one for that particular configuration # in which it is the one player to move, and one for the other, and the counts cannot
be combined, and a draw can only be claimed when one of the individual of the two # counters reach exactly the number 3. == Additional
properties may be taken into account, depending on the federation of play, applying to other properties #, the castling state of the King # and
the possibility of e.p in certain pawn structure setups. The effect of including additional properties into the rule # is to fork the count further,
resetting it back to 0 in a separate count # when a configuration of zi is repeated, but one of the non-zi-configurational-properties of the
board state has changed. "Repetition of moves plays a significant role in the endgame. Quite apart from the fact that it saves thinking time, we
can also note that by repeating moves the side that is pressing gains certain psychological advantages. The defender, whose position is
worse, often fails to hold out, creates further weaknesses and makes the opponent's task easier. In addition, repetition of moves helps to
clarify the position as much as possible. We know that certain devotees of the 'pure' art of chess will criticize us for this piece of advice, but we
cannot help but advise chess players to repeat moves in the endgame. You have to take all the chances you get. in a game, and there is
nothing ugly or unethical in the repetition of moves." IM Dvoretsky quoting Soviet Master | Sergey Belavenets: Technique for the
Tournament Player © 1995.

⭐ EZ Directive: Once it can be understood # that three repetitions of a b-p are required to declare a draw, one can use a second repetition
as a tool, and not an arbitrary one: depending on how the opponent responds to our first step from the initial repetition from the b-p, we can
return to that b-p to try a different move from the tabiya. Fin. https://lichess.org/8373ctyr/black

Post-script: https://lichess.org/jEWrOhQX/black#50 In the section diagram, 26. Rab7 is a draw, and the only explanation can be that this
must be a threefold repetition of a prior position. Student: Which position? Teacher: The position that is identical to the one shown, but 1) it is
s-move rather than f, and the f.a7-R is shifted to b7. Student: So the position that you just described # has already been on the board twice.
Teacher: precisely. Student: So when a position has been repeated twice with s-move in those positions, it is up to f to enter into it a third
time. Teacher: yes, great observation. Let’s call that he has the threefold | initiative <r: ch-59> #np

Ch-18 RU: H2S5: Castling:
H2S5 H3S1: A king cannot castle after it has moved:
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When a K moves prior to castling having been completed, any | castling by that side is negated | permanently, for the rest of the current |
game #

H2S5 H3S2: A king cannot castle when the castling rook has moved:
Castling can be negated permanus # in one particular direction, but not in both directions in a single ply, when a R moves prior to castling
having been completed, in the direction of castling toward that R.

H2S5 H3S3: A king cannot castle when there are interposing ren
between the K and R:
A K cannot castle in the initial b-p, but this negation is temporary. When the interposing ren are removed, castling may become a legal move.

H2S5 H3S4: Temporarily illegalized
castling due to E:
L: A K cannot castle after it <H3S1> or the R it swaps with <H3S2> has
moved. These are permanus | negations #np However, effect can
temporarily negate the legality of castling when it is still permanus | legal
when there is e-E in precisely f1 or / and g1 toward O-O, and d1 and / or c1
toward O-O-O, but not b1 <H3S5>. When these effects are removed,
castling becomes legal again. R: 10. D4 <3:3> $.e-$ e5-P <2:1> f would like
f-Ba3 <cont a3 / f8, castling | stop> ! but he must first int.s-Qd3 ! Bg4 BNQ

<s> rel-pin ! 11. Qb3 $.b7-P ! flim-flamming <r: ch-48 CM H3S1> another pertinent | threat before committing the f.c1-B to a3 Rb8 🛡.b7-P !
a necessary | retort 12. Ba3 2.8 w/ 0.6 under | top d-27 SF 14+ NNUE ! https://lichess.org/ow7Qxumf#18

H2S5 H3S5: O-O-O is possible “through” e�ect in
b1/8.
Castling is not allowed through the effect of d1 and c1, but is through b1 (// write this better).

H2S5 H3S6: Loss of castling state resets the
threefold repetition counter of the configuration <ref:
Ch-18 h2s4 h3s1>:
H2S5 H3S7: Castling is the only move in which two zi

move from an initial sq to a destination sq:
H2S5 H3S8: Castling is also the only move in which the K moves to a
square that is not adjacent or dijacent # to the square that it
occupies in the initial b.p of its movement:
Ch-18 RU: H2S6: Draw by stalemate:
H2S6 H3S1: Stalemate defined:

X-ref: <ch. 5 M H2S1 H3S3 H4S3> F-move, h1 bottom right, s.h2-P
promotes in h1 and is moving down the board. This related position, this
time without an s.N on board, is a draw by either Kf2 ! or Kf1 !, as the s.K is
without moves due to its only 2 run.sqs, g1 and g2, being cut off by the f2/1
f.K in the resulting b.p and, since that s.K blockades the s.h2-P, the P is
also without moves; as all zi in the s.army <ref: CU Dict> have no legal
moves in the resulting b.p, the game automatically ends with the result of
draw by stalemate with the | | resulting b.p | of the f-move  Kf2  or  Kf1
being the | final b.p | of the game. R: An arrow diagram <ch. 10 NT H2S4>
indicating that the f.f1/2-K in the resulting b.p of the moves Kf1/2 will cut off
all of the s.h1-K’s run sqs.

H2S6 H3S2: Stalemate in the Middle Game #
// Analyze this: Ref: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stalemate. Stalemate is a situation in chess which
arises from the rule of alternate moves. <Murray, pg-7>. This quote, from the 1917 book A Short
History of Chess by H.J.R Murray, also the author of a History of Chess, a much longer, 900 paged
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scholarly work published by Oxford University Press; Murray himself was the son of Sir James Murray, who was the first editor of the Oxford
English Dictionary; indicates that even the initial inventors of chess understood the property of stalemate in the game, and therefore the
tradition of this rule flows back at least 1,000 years # Read our full treatment of Murray’s A Short History of Chess in <r: ch-0 H2S7 H3S3>

Ch-18 RU: H2S7: Draw by perpetual +:
In depth: salvaging a draw by the perpetual | check | rule:

In this position, s is facing the devastating threat # <ch. 11> of 37. Rxf4
(-3) !!, a temporary sacrifice <ch. 36> that cannot | be accepted due to the
fact that 37. Rxf4 is a decoy move and capturing in the decoy | pull sq, f4,
by the s.e3-N would surrender that critical N’s important tactical purpose of
contending the c5 check-sq of the f.d4-B, allowing 38. Bc5+ ! after
37…Nxf4 (+2), and after the K-runs from this unblockable, uncapturable #
check, f will promote in f8 with checkmate. R: If the turn belongs to f in the
initial b.p, s will be checkmated # However, the threat is 37. Rxf4 (-3) M9 is
a stoppable threat <ch. 11 CM H3S1>, and the mechanism with which to
stop this threat is the deployment of a perpetual check | tactic. A draw by
perpetual check is no longer one of the rules of chess; however, such a
situation will eventually allow a draw claim by either threefold repetition or

the fifty-move rule. Ref: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perpetual_check. Perpetual check is not explicitly elucidated in the chess rules, but it is
within a first order of deductive abstraction <ch. 8 H2S7> from the rule of # threefold repetition; the | | unstoppable |, alternating | series of
checks | will force the repetition, against the will of the side receiving the checks #, of a particular board configuration three times, at which
point a draw can be claimed # <ref: Ch-18 H2S4 H3S1> The perpetual check to salvage the draw begins with 36…Ne2+ ! , giving an
unblockable, by virtue of the N’s movement #, uncapturable. Perpetual opportunity: 36...Ne2+ 37. Kh1 Ng3+ 38. Kg1 Ne2+, and if 37...Nxd4
(+3) ?? 38. Nh7+ promotes M3, but 37. K-2 allows 37...Nxd4 (+3) with +. R:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/43742067067?tab=review

H2S7 H3S1: Perpetual check x threefold repetition:
X-ref H2S4 H3S1, here: s is in huge | trouble in every aspect of the position besides the fact that he has a
rule-based resource <fbno> 25…Nf3+ ! 26. Kg2 <forced> Nxh4+ 27. Gxh4 (-3) Qg4+ ! 28. Kh2 <forced,
as if K-1 Qxd1+ (+5) will reverse things on f> Qxh4+ <+1> 29. K-g Qg4+ ! and the K is forced to alternate
between g and h to avoid s-Qxd1+ (+5) and threefold will be triggered upon sufficient repetition of one of the
b-ps. Fin v-1. https://lichess.org/VXWBgrym#58

H2S7 H3S2: Perpetual check x 50 move rule:
X-ref H2S1 H3S1, here: v1-fin.

Ch-18 RU: H2S8: 3 legal check escapes:
The rules of chess allows for # 3 legal ways of escaping a check in the position in which a check effect is on
the board # and the b.p-first <ref: ch. 2 D> belongs to the player whose K is under check. The king is in

check when the square it occupies is attacked by one or more of the opponent’s pieces; such pieces are said to be “checking the king”. Check
is parried (a player gets out of check) by 1) capturing a sole checking opposing piece, 2) interposing one of the player’s own pieces between a
sole checking piece and the king (not possible if the checking piece is a knight), or 3) moving the king. The king cannot parry check by
castling. R: US Chess Official Rules 7th edition 8-21-20, Ch-1 S.12-A. Ref:
http://www.uschess.org/index.php/Learn-About-Chess/Learn-to-Play-Chess.html.

H2S8 H3S1: Interposition of the check e�ect:
In depth: check escape via interposition is forced to continue checkmating idea:

F-move, R: https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1215930.
In this position, the s.c2-fetus is threatening promotion in 1 # with check,
and that pp is adequately defended by the s.e4-B. F desperately needs to
find some counterplay, otherwise he will be lost in this -2 material-diff
position. == The answer lies in the exposed and vulnerable s-K, as well as
the fact that the active s.c5-K itself is a useful attacking piece <r:
TheBackyardProfessor YT>. Moreover, the s-R check squares of the f-K at
b3 and c3 are contended by lower value f-ren: R: The f-K has some reign
to move in # on the s-K as the two file check effect check sqs of f-K in the
b- and c-files are covered # Based on this, the first move in the puzzle is 1.
Rd7+ ! This move coerces the s-K to the corner sq a8 <o-m>: 1…Ka8 :( 2.
Kb6 ! Establishing a mate in 1 threat and getting out of the c-file so that a

potential promotion there by s will not be with check, and this earns f a free tempo <r: ch. 59 H2S3 H3S1> to continue with his own mating
idea. 2…Rh6+ ! As an R-check with check effect along the b-file is not available, s resorts instead # to delaying f’s mating idea by attempting
to coerce the f-K out of the mating support 6th rank via a rank check | along the 6th rank:
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The resulting b-p of 2…Rh6+ ! highlighting check effect along the 6th rank.
And now, the key check escape by interposition idea: in this b-p, the s-R
clearly cannot be captured, as there is 0 f-attack of the h6-sq. That leaves
only two other possible check escape conditions: K-run to a 5th rank
square, or interposition of the check along the 6th rank: R: Preceding
effect diagram cont: with f mobility into the 6th rank highlighted; adding an
interposer to the road of partial check effect removes the check effect and
successfully escapes the check. Of the 3 interposition options available #,
3. Bd6 -+ !⭐ makes the most sense, as it does not blunder material, nor
surrender the f-R via capture opposition, as that R is needed for f’s
desperado mating idea. In contrast, K-run to the 5th rank would lose
because the f-R cannot mate without its support in cutting off the s-K’s

run-sqs in the e-♟’s #

The b-p after 3. Bd6 -+ !
Although the f-B is now absolutely pinned <r: ch. 29 H2S1 H3S2>, f is no longer in check, legally speaking.
3…Rxd6 (-3) ! Forced, as no other move stops the M1 threat mate <r: ch. 29 H2S1> in d8 #
4. Rxd6 (+5) The M1 threat in d8 is resumed, as the f-R was not forced to leave the e-file.
4…c1 = Q (-8) ! The only thing s can try. 5. Rd8 + ! Carrying forward with the mating idea. 5…Qc8 -+ <int> !
Attempting his own version of check escape via interposition but in this case, the attempt is futile because
unlike in the case of 3. Bd6 -+, the s.c8-Q has no support, allowing simply: 6. Rxc8 #
This leads us to the following postulate: Postulate #1: Check escape via interposition must occur in a square
that is at least once defended in the resulting b-p of the interposition move; otherwise, the interposing ren
can be captured and the check effect is resumed in the immediate next ply. We can see that of the two
interposition check escapes in this puzzle, 3. Bd6 worked because it abided by the postulate, while 5…Qc8+
failed for the opposite reason # Fin.

H2S8 H3S2: Capture of the checking ren:
H2S8 H3S3: Run the K to a valid run sq:
Ch-18 RU: H2S9: Rules of occupation and capture:
X-ref: <Ch-18: H2S4> <ch. 2 D H3S2> In any given b.p in a chess game, only one zi from any side can occupy a sq at the same time.
Therefore, when a zi from one side moves to occupy a square that was <ref: ch. 2 CM H3S1> occupied by a ren from the other side in the
initial b.p of the move, it will displace that ren, removing it entirely from the board, and assume that ren’s sq.of-occ in the initial b.p of the
capture move now in the resulting b.p. Fin-v1.

Ch-18 RU: H2S10: Rule of promotion:
H2S10 H3S1: Chess promotion selection # x biology, stem cell
pluripotency:
Pawns are not totipotent (they cannot become any zi), but they are multi-potent (they can become more than 1 zi), drawing comparison to
stem cells. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EJ6Sjn1c04Y

Ch-18 RU: H2S11: The touch rule [800]:
The touch rule <Just, a-r> is extremely complex due to intersection with movement rules of chess: H3S1: <Just, pg-24>: If a player intending
to castle touches the rook first, castling is not | allowed and the player must move the rook as required by rule 10B. H3S2 Unless a player
declares “J’adoube <French> or I adjust” prior to coming into contact with a friendly zi figurine, he is obligated to move that zi in the ply |
time #np in which the touch was made, and this applies only to touches during friendly | ply #defd. This rule also applies to the subset of
e-ren that can be captured; if touched during a friendly | ply, they must now be captured by some f-zi. The touch rule is a first come first
serve | rule, in which the obligation is assigned to the first legal | touch, with ignorance of any irrelevant | touches. <Just, pg-23>: TD Tip:
The key word here is deliberately <skips> After talking to the claimant and opponent, TDs will find that opponents often insist that they did
not “deliberately” touch a piece <skips> The TD will have to uphold the claim in this instance. H3S3: <Just pg-23> Except for 10A, a player on
the move who deliberately touches one or more pieces of each | color, or who moves the player’s piece and intentionally displaces an
opponent’s piece with it, must capture the opponent’s piece with the player’s piece, or, if this is illegal, must move or capture the first piece
touched that can be moved or captured. H3S4: 10G: <pg-24> A player who deliberately touches a piece and then accidentally releases it on
an unintended but legal | square is required to leave it on that square. H3S5: MIC: If a player touches a K with the intention to castle, makes
an illegal castling move when castling is not legal, he is obligated to remain | moving the K. H3S6: Moves made in defiance of touch | rule but
are not illegal are not categorized as illegal moves, which means if the e-player does not make a claim to the nearest Tournament | Director,
and before he touches one of his own zi, the move will be registered legally, permanus #. H3S7: <Just pg-24> 10D: If no piece touched has a
legal move, and no opponent’s piece touched can be legally captured, the player is free to make any | legal move. H3S8: The touch move is
not enforced on the vast | majority of websites, which, in addition to violation of the touch | rule, also allows you to pick up your own zi during
your opponent’s | move, and this is also illegal in otb | play.

H3S1: Contact rules:
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H4S1: Respect of personal space:
Dedicated to Sister Gustin, a former college athlete: Hu: Each person is entitled to 1) the space they occupy, 2) nearby space, in which they
may initiate a short movement and 3) future space, in any direction of their declared trajectory. Thompson <a-r>: The Principle of Verticality:
All players have the right to enter the air space immediately above their torso to make a play on a thrown disc. If non-incidental contact
occurs in the airspace immediately above a player before the outcome of the play is determined (e.g., before possession is gained or an
incomplete pass is effected), it is a foul on the player entering the vertical space of the other player. – 11th Edition Rules. NBA: Using hands /
arms to impede movements, or potential movements of other players: "A player shall not hold, push, charge into, impede the progress of an
opponent by extending a hand, arm, leg or knee or by bending the body into a position that is not normal.  Contact that results in the
re-routing of an opponent is a foul which must be called immediately." Hu: My 3-part “respect of personal space” ruling is based on 1) the
USA Ultimate rulebook and 2) the NBA rulebook, both of which partially addresses this issue. The USA Ultimate ruling states that a player
is entitled to the vertical space above their heads, even if they don’t currently occupy this space, as it is reckless to jump over someone,
landing on them, or, that person may jump, at any moment. The NBA ruling states that it’s illegal to impede the progress, which includes
potential | movements, by using one’s body parts as blockaders. In sum, people need to be entitled not only to their space, vicinity, but also,
the potential space of their trajectory. Otherwise, no | movements would have guaranteed | safety; this should be obvious.
H4S2: Do not contact the ball over airspace over the opp’s | net:
Hu: I’ve seen a number of collisions and net disruptions occur, as a result of a player from one side, jumping over the net, hitting the net, the
opponent through the net, in an attempt to spike the ball, over the opponent’s head, in their airspace. As an extension of the principle of
verticality, this should be illegal, as it is reckless and makes both players susceptible to injury. Moreover, it degrades the quality of play, and
can potentially damage the net. Post: It is legal to raise one’s hands, over your own side of the net, vertically, in order to block a spike, after
the opponent initiates contact with the ball, from their side of the net. This is the recommended play.
H4S3: Do not enter a teammate’s 1/6th, while they are in it:
Hu: Filling plays are advanced plays that should only be employed when a teammate has vacated their spot. I’ve seen a number of
collisions and potential collisions from one player running into a teammate’s occupied area, which should be their responsibility, and even
jumping over their heads to hit the ball. On occasion, both teammates try to hit the ball, and the pre-occupied player is blindsided, as they are
unaware of a potential teammate’s invasion.
H4S4: The NBA screen rules take into account unawareness of the screened:
Hu: The official NBA rules take special care to protect players who may be unaware that another player has entered their vicinity: Illegal
screens: A player who sets a screen shall not (1) assume a position nearer than a normal step from an opponent, if that opponent is
stationary and unaware of the screener’s position, or make illegal contact with an opponent when he assumes a position at the side or front
of an opponent, or (3) assumes a position so near to a moving opponent that he is not given an opportunity to avoid contact before making
illegal contact, or (4) move laterally or toward an opponent being screened, after having assumed a legal position. The screener may move in
the same direction and path of the opponent being screened.
H4S4: Do not run in, and toward, the sideline:
Hu: This is a casual game, and about half the people on the sideline are checking their phones. Do not run off the court, with a head of
steam, to the sideline, even if it is to update the score. Fin.v-1.
H4S5: Violations of personal space rules:
Hu: Personal space rules are more significant than score-based rules, since they are respectful to personal safety, rather than the
outcome of a casual game. A player who is found to have violated one of these rules, should be asked to sit out for 1 point. A second
violation, in the same game, should result in suspension from that game. A third violation should result in suspension from the event, and
review, by Church leaders, with respect to participation in subsequent athletic events.

H4S6: Declared trajectory:
Hu: A novel ruling in LDS Volleyball, Williamsville, 7/22, in all sports: this ruling solves a significant issue in all
sports, with respect to unintended collisions, resulting in at least ½ of all athletic | injuries. Simply put, the player
who first declares a trajectory to a point is entitled to all of the space between themselves at that point. It is
illegal to move into that point, resulting in a collision, or any part of the interceding space, leading up to that point,
which would also result in a collision. Trajectory can be declared verbally <recommended> or by various gestures,
conscious or unconscious, signaling intent to move. [D, via UltiWorld <a-r>]: This screen capture depicts a
violation of the declared trajectory rule: In order to make a play on the disc, the Buzz Bullets player has to
ascend | vertically, and he’s moving to the right. #80 on PONY is late to the play, and he attempts to compensate
for this, by undercutting the opponent, and ends up to the point of his opponent’s | trajectory, resulting in a
collision. Moreover, his opponent was in midair, and blindsided, so this could have resulted in a dangerous |
injury. H5S1: Sports injury statistics, via J-Hopkins<a-r>: In the U.S., about 30 million children and teens
participate in some form of organized | sports, and more than 3.5 million injuries each year, which cause some
loss of time of participation, are experienced by the participants. However, all types of sports have a potential for
injury, whether from the trauma of contact with other players or from overuse or misuse of a body part. The
highest | rates of injury occur in sports that involve contact and collisions. Basketball. More than 170,000
children ages 5 to 14 were treated in hospital | emergency rooms for basketball-related | injuries.

H4S7: Self-awareness rule #n-p:
Hu: High level athletes are performing powerful movements, which require a significant amount of technique, in order to ensure safety. In
general, do not perform any movements, unless you have complete confidence, either as a result of personal experience, such as 3+ years
playing in a sanctioned league, or under the guidance of a trainer, during a casual, recreational game at Church. The time to perform
such movements, otherwise, would be in a paid gym, or an athletic field. Again, this is a casual game, where not everyone is a trained
athlete, so untrained, overpowered movements are by definition reckless.
H4S8: Best perspective rule:
Thompson <a-r>: Best Perspective: The most complete view available by a player that includes the relative positions of the disc,
ground, players, and line markers involved in a play. On an unlined field, this may require sighting from one field marker to another. – 11th
Edition Rules. Best perspective is most often used for in/out calls on a disputed catch. Hu: The best perspective rule comes into effect
when there is a dispute between two or more players with respect to a sight line ruling, eg “was it out?” In such cases, the player, who is
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determined to be best-positioned to have witnessed the situation, will have the final effect on the ruling. The determination of the player who
has the best perspective, unlike the subsequent ruling by that player, is objective, based on geometrics, and should be indisputable. Fin.v-1.

Ch-18 H2S12: Ru: The future of
chess rulings [0]:
Material in Chess has established that chess rulings have evolved throughout its
history, and that the game was certainly not created as it is in the present from its
inception; the rulings have served two primary purposes: 1) to change the
character of the game in order to more closely resemble its founding purposes,
which are covered in ch-0 H2S7 last and 2) to discourage certain types of
deleterious | play which exploits unfavorable | aspects and allows less-skilled
players as evaluated by a) cross-analysis with performance in analogous fields
and b) through the lens of the founding purposes. Ruling evolution is

encouraged by competition between national federations to enhance the quality of play as well as spectator value locally, as top chess
players are highly mobile. When a certain ruling change has been adopted by a sufficient number of national federations, there will be
pressure on FIDE to also | review the ruling change. [D]: Nemsko <2454 Chess-com, playing as f> <WGM Qiyu Zhou,
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49853972177周齐宇, R, Gold, U14 World Youth 2014> courtesy Chess.com> an example of a
position in which a new ruling class can occur. It is known <Just, a-r> within the U-S Chess Rules, and keep in mind that the more specific
and esoteric the rule, the more likely that national federations are to differ, and the more likely that a particular n-f will differ from FIDE:
pg-40, ch.1-14E: insufficient material to win on time. The game is drawn even when a player exceeds the time limit if one of the following
conditions exists as of most recently determined legal move (effective 1-1-19); 14E1: Lone king, 14E2: King and bishop |=full King and knight
& does not have a forced | win 14E3: King and two knights, no pawns, and no forced win. 3 things stand out about 14E in the US Chess
Rule book a) this ruling was last updated in 2019, which is very recent by chess time; b) the ruling seems very sparse given the total number
of m-v combinations possible on the chess board c) this is the only rule that provides an exception to the otherwise hard and fast timeout win
condition, but is not the only insufficient material drawing condition. This example illustrates that national tournament directors remain
active in updating the rules of the game as they continue to observe, document, and evaluate the impacts of previous rulings of the
character of play. Material in Chess provides the following recommendations for the next 100 years of chess rule updates:

H3S1: T-ds should push to establish objectivity in rating categories:
A significant necessary condition in the next level of ruling updates is to establish objectivity in rating categories. Certain top players and
educators already speak of rating categories in terms of the types of psychological mindsets <ch-44> they expect to see, understanding of
specific endgame positions, and depth of understanding of openings <r: IM John Bartholomew, climbing the rating ladder series, IM Levy
Rozman, rating climb series a.r-both>

H3S2: Rating ceilings will be established pending placement exam:
Standardized examinations will be written by professional chess educators and administered on an annual basis to permit the passage of a
user’s # rating to the next category. Standardized exam scores will supersede rating gains and also permit users to skip categories; there is no
limitation on which placement exam users may take, although certain federations and rating tiers might have education completion
requirements. Examination scores will also establish a floor that ratings cannot descend past; generally, players will be locked into the rating
category of +/- 100 points from theirs with the established examination score. Players must retake exams if they have not had an examination
for 5 years.

H3S3: A new layer of rating category specific rules shall be
implemented:
It may be quite reasonable for the above position to be arbitrated a draw for 2,000+ elo rating tiers. // cont

H3S4: Academic and casual rating categories shall be established:
In the academic gametype, players must write an essay to explain their overall strategy and key moves in the game; if a player fails the essay
portion, the game shall be awarded to the other player. If both players fail the essay portion, both players receive a 0 in the tournament.
Casual ratings will be analogous to the standard ratings of the US Chess and FIDE as of 2022, and standard ratings will receive a higher level
of rigorousness; for example, players playing in the Candidates Tournament will not be allowed to produce any social media content during the
event given our knowledge of ch-51 s.y-e. Note that such rules are already commonplace in the top 4 NA sports.

H3S5: Players without undergrad degrees cannot have a standard
rating:
Players without a standard rating cannot play events that involve financial stakes. == Open tournaments that are not invite-only based on a
national t-d’s algorithmically guided discretion, but with a carbon-based human having final say, shall have their prize fund capped at $10,000
for 100 players, with an absolute cap of $10,000.

H3S6: Players without doctoral degrees cannot have an academic
rating:
Prize funds in academic tournaments will be distributed based on brilliancy awards only and be funded by the NIH.

H3S7: Improved health and safety rules based on ch-49 and ch-14:

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49853972177
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H3S8: The 50th move rule can be canceled in forced mate positions:
Once the 50th move is reached, all increment and delays in the clock will be turned off and each player's clocks will be set to 5 minutes if less;
insufficient material to win condition rules will apply if the stronger side flags.

Ch-18 RU D:
X-ref: <CU Dict>:

Chapter Main:
Protagonist, main (n.) = the general from whom the perspective of the sentence is written.
Enemy, opponent (n.) = the general in the game that is not the main.

Ch-18 RU Ex.

Ex. 1: What is the evaluation of this
b-p? S-move.

a) Checkmate, 1-0.
b) Draw by stalemate.
c) Black is winning

because he has no legal moves,
and this is to the fault of f.

d) This position is illegal.
e) About even.

Ex. 2: The 50 turn rule comes into
effect most prominently in endgame
situations in which a theoretical
checkmate is not possible or one
player does not know the technique.
Pretend in this case that the
countdown to the 50 turn rule is 10,
and find the fastest theoretical
checkmate from this position. Hint:
a mate in 6 is possible.

Escaping check H2S8:

Ex. 3: in this Sicilian Dragon position, f plays 7. Bb5+ <o-b> !
Which of the following is a legal move to escape this check?

a) Qd7
b) Bd7
c) Kf8
d) a, b, and c
e) O-O

R: Ex-4: Ex-3 upkekked an order of magnitude. This position requires us
to find not only a legal check escape, but one that does not make us
susceptible to a follow-up tactic, such as M2/3. Which move is best?

a) 31…Kf7
b) Kh8
c) Qxe6
d) Kh6
e) Kg8

More than one move may be correct #

Draw by stalemate:

Ex. 7: f-move; the f-K is too far
to stop the s.a6-pp, and he has no pp of his own. However, this position
is a theoretical draw. Use the concept of stalemate to find the way to
salvage a half point.

R: Ex. 8: f-move: Again, the situation seems dire for s; material is even,
but the s-K is in a stronger position and f stands to lose material via
opposition <r: ch-56 H3S2>. However, there is a stalemate defense, and
this is the only way to salvage it.

Ex. 9: // pg 327 Benjamin top left

Perpetual check H2S7:

Ex-10:

Ex-11:

Ex-12: Explain the difference between threefold repetition and perpetual
check.

Special rules:

Ex-13: It is either player to move:
which 2 moves would allow an “en
passant” capture?
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H2S5 Castling:

Ex-14: Can f castle in the b.p-

first?

Ex-15: Can f castle in the b.p-first?

Ex-16: Can f castle in the b.p-first?

Ex-17: Which way can f castle, if any?

Interposition-remove the🛡 
crumble:
R: ch-31, r-ch22 H2S1>, r.ch-29 <fbno>
Inserting an interposer into a defensive ray, leading to assass in a
subsequent ply because the defended ren is immobilized by some
factor #

Ex-18: // cont.v-6

Ex-19: // cont.v-6

Ex-20: // cont.v-6

Solution:
Ex. 1: the answer is b)

Ex. 2:
Read about the 50 move rule in ch-18 H2S1 H3S1 <hl>
Solution: 1...Ke2 2. Kc1 Rd2 3. Kb1 Kd1 4. Ka1 Kc2 5. Ka2 Rd3
6. Ka1 Ra3#
1. Ke3 and Ke2 both protect the rook, the difference being
reaching d1 or d4 on the second same player ply #. If you can
prove one diagram is better, then the one leading to it has to be
the answer. Kd1 allows a transposition into an edge file rather
than edge rank checkmate due to the King reaching c1. However
the King can reach c1 via Ke3-Kd2-c1 also, in the same number
of ply. Fin.

Ex. 3:
7. Bb5+ is considered a novelty at GM level play, first seen in GM
Kirill Bryzgalin, 2435 <RUS> vs GM Sergei Beshukov, 2506
<RUS>, 2004. R: https://lichess.org/t6KyKjMv/black
According to the US Chess rule book, the king cannot parry check
by castling, and this quote is found directly in ch-H2S8 at the top.
Therefore, e) is incorrect, but a), b), and c) are all correct, and
therefore # the answer is d).
Ex-4:

Only a) 31…Kf7 ! gets s out of dodge here with an even position
according to SF 14+ NNUE d-31, 0.2 w/ 2.6 o-n. If 32. Qxd7+
Nxd7 exchanges queens.
If 32. Ng5+ Kg7 33. Nxe4 (-1) ! Qxd6 34. Nxd6 (-9) Rxb4 (0)
avenges the temporary f assass and liquidates to safety # If
31…Kh8? 32. Qf8+ ! corners the s-K and after 32…Ng8 <o-m> :(
s is nearly toasted # Both 31…Kh6 <M2> and 31…Kg8 <M1> get
quickly mated; calculate these for yourself.
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47016567527
banek60 <chess-com 1535> vs itzyfan88 (me) <chess-com
1520> during my 2,000 🚅 climb in 2022.

Ex. 7:
This position is from Endgame Challenge ! by Senior Master John
Hall, position #73.
Solution: 1. F4 ! (Not 1. g3 Kc7 2. h4 Kd7 and the Black King can
reach White's passer, while the White King is out of the "square"
of Black's passer <r: ch-19 H2S1 H3S3 H4S3>) 1 ... Kc7 (Not 1 ...
a5 2. f5 gxf5 3. h4! and White Queens.) 2. fxg5 ! (The point is to
build a "stalemate fortress".) 2...a5 3. Kg3 a4 4. Kh4 a3 5. g3 a2
and it's a stalemate, ½ - ½

Ex. 8:
This is the 74th position from the book Endgame Challenge ! by
SM John Hall.
1. Kg4 ! Ke4 2. G6 ! h6 (Or 2 ... hxg6 3. fxg6 f5+ 4. Kg5 f4 5. h5
f3 6. h6 gxh6+ 7. Kxh6 and both sides Queen, with a draw.) 3.
Kh5! Kxf5 stalemate.
See USCF Harrison Keyser’s in depth analysis of this historical
position from Chigorin vs Tarrasch, 1905.

Ex-9: // write solution

Ex-10:
1. Nb6+! Ka7 <o-m> 2. Nc8+ ! Ka8 <o-m> 3. Nb6+ <rep-2> Ka8
4. Nc8+ Ka8 5. Nb6+ <rep-3>
The b-p after the 5-f ply # of the b-p is a repetition, third, of the b-p
after the 1-f ply, and at this point, a draw can be claimed #

Ex-11:
This is a classic perpetual around a cornered and exposed K, and
the perpetual checking Q has an open diagonal to pivot between
delivering a check along a file or rank #
Some technicality is required, however, in this well-composed
puzzle by ChessKid.com, as starting with 1. Qa5+? Allows the
s.d4-B to interpose inside with 1…Ba7 0-1 ! due to his
overwhelming material advantage 2. Qd8+ Bb8 <int +> ! 3. Qa5+
Qa7 !

The b-p after 3…Qa7 !
With just one free tempo due to
the check error, s has been able
to erect an impenetrable |
fortress via check interposition
developing moves; just because
a move stops a check does not
mean that it cannot be useful in
other respects, as we are
learning here #
Rather, 1. Qd8! is necessary, as

after 1.s-Ka7 <o-m> 2. Qa5+ now cannot be blocked since the
a-file check comes with the K occupying a blockade square of the
s.d4-B, and in this sequence, the K will always be on a7 when it
moves to the a-file. ½ ½ (!)
Fin. Position and screen capture # courtesy of ChessKid.com;
only the screen capture is in the domain of copyright #

Ex-12:
There is about a half truth’s intersection # between perpetual
check and threefold repetition, which means that neither set is a
subset of the other set, but there are overlapping | elements
between the two sets #
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Both perpetual checks and threefold repetition are draws;
perpetual check is not a rule, it’s a technique to achieve a draw by
the rules, and the two rules that can be reached from this
technique are the 1) 50 move rule and 2) the threefold
repetition rule, depending on the properties of the perpetual
check.
Finally, not all threefold repetition draws result from perpetual
checks.

Ex-13:
If f-move: 1. A4 allows 1.s-Bxa3 (-1) ; the notation is written as
Bxa3 although the captured pawn # occupies the a4-sq because
this is the destination square of the capturing ren in the capture
move. En passant is a special rule because it is the only capture
in which the displaced ren does not occupy | the destination
square of the capturing ren in the initial b-p of the capture move,
and this property # should be accounted for in defense # If
s-move: 1…h5 allows 2.f-gxh6 (+1) !
Ex-14: Yes

Ex-15: Yes
Screen capture for 11 and 12 courtesy of ChessKid.com.

Ex-16: No

Ex-17: Yes, but only K-side.
Screen capture for 13 and 14 courtesy of ChessKid.com.

Ex-18: // cont.v-6

Ex-19: // cont.v-6

Ex-20: // cont.v-6

Additional resources:
USCF Harrison Keyser narrates the problem in Ex-4 for the
Saint Louis Chess Club, starting at 2:36:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K5UrsXMsjKU
Just, Tim. US Chess Federation's Official Rules of Chess. United
States Chess Federation, 2022.
Pandolfini, Bruce. Pandolfini's Ultimate Guide to Chess: Basic to
Advanced Strategies with America's Foremost Chess Instructor.
Simon & Schuster, 2003.
Bartholomew, John. “Climbing the Rating Ladder: Up to 1000.”
YouTube, YouTube, 27 Aug. 2015,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U2huVf1l4UE&list=PLl9uuRY
Q-6MCBnhtCk_bTZsD8GxeWP6BV.
Rozman, Levy. “Gothamchess 1. e4 Only Rating Climb | Part 3
(1200+).” GothamChess, YouTube, 24 Aug. 2020,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dM3CqDqU76E.
Thompson, Preston. “Four Widely Misunderstood Rules,
Explained by Observers.” Ultiworld, 2 Dec. 2014,
https://ultiworld.com/2014/12/02/four-widely-misunderstood-rules-
explained-observers/.
“Rule No. 12: Fouls and Penalties.” RULE NO. 12: Fouls and
Penalties, 1 Jan. 98AD,
https://official.nba.com/rule-no-12-fouls-and-penalties/#foultypes.
https://usaultimate.org/rules/
https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/health/conditions-and-diseases/
sports-injuries/sports-injury-statistics <Accessed 7/22>
1:22:
https://ultiworld.com/video/120124/pony-usa-vs-buzz-bullets-jpn-q
uarterfinal/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U2huVf1l4UE&list=PLl9uuRYQ-6MCBnhtCk_bTZsD8GxeWP6BV
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U2huVf1l4UE&list=PLl9uuRYQ-6MCBnhtCk_bTZsD8GxeWP6BV
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dM3CqDqU76E
https://ultiworld.com/2014/12/02/four-widely-misunderstood-rules-explained-observers/
https://ultiworld.com/2014/12/02/four-widely-misunderstood-rules-explained-observers/
https://official.nba.com/rule-no-12-fouls-and-penalties/#foultypes
https://usaultimate.org/rules/
https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/health/conditions-and-diseases/sports-injuries/sports-injury-statistics
https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/health/conditions-and-diseases/sports-injuries/sports-injury-statistics
https://ultiworld.com/video/120124/pony-usa-vs-buzz-bullets-jpn-quarterfinal/
https://ultiworld.com/video/120124/pony-usa-vs-buzz-bullets-jpn-quarterfinal/
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Book-19: Structure c-m:
CM
H3S1:
Chess

tactical sequence x
biological, prostaglandin
| GPCR signaling

pathway [8k]:
Dedicated to Sisters Ma and Gustin of the Latter Day Saints Church, Williamsville missionaries 6/22. (D) <de Mendoza, 2014 a-r> Dr.
Myers [D, R 25:52] <a-r> Dr. Ahern <a-r>: 1. Prostaglandins are made from arachidonic acid by action of prostaglandin synthesis. The
reactions they catalyze are forming cyclic oxygen-containing compounds (that's what prostaglandins are), so the enzymes are also known
as cyclooxygenases (or COX for short). The COX enzymes are known as COX-1 and COX-2. 2. Inhibitors of COX enzymes are called COX
inhibitors. Aspirin and ibuprofen are non-steroidal drugs (called NSAIDs <nt>) that || inhibit | COX-1 and | COX-2 |. 3. Prostaglandins
produced | by COX-2 enzymes appear to have a limited role in stomach maintenance, so inhibitors specific to them were sought. MIC
Prostaglandins are a family of hormones produced in the human body: Britannica Dr. Utiger <Clinical Professor of Medicine, Harvard
Medical School><a-r>: The understanding of prostaglandins grew in the 1960s and ’70s with the pioneering research of Swedish biochemists
Sune K. Bergström and Bengt Ingemar Samuelsson and British biochemist Sir John Robert Vane. The threesome shared the Nobel Prize
for Physiology or Medicine in 1982 for their isolation, identification, and analysis of numerous prostaglandins. [D, 3, Utiger]. Utiger:
Prostaglandins have been found in almost every tissue in humans and other animals. |=> Some prostaglandins act in an autocrine fashion,
stimulating reactions in the same tissue in which they are synthesized, and others act in a paracrine fashion, stimulating reactions in local
tissues near where they are synthesized. |=> Most prostaglandins act locally; for instance, they are powerful locally acting vasodilators
<more blood flow>.

H4S1: The action and mechanism of ibuprofen on prostaglandins:
Britannica <a-r>: Prostaglandins play a pivotal role in inflammation, a process characterized by redness (rubor), heat (calor), pain (dolor),
and swelling (tumor). The changes associated with inflammation are due to dilation of local blood vessels that permits increased blood
flow to the affected area. The blood vessels also become more permeable, leading to the escape of | white blood cells (leukocytes) from
the blood into the inflamed tissues. Thus, drugs such as aspirin or ibuprofen that inhibit | prostaglandin synthesis are effective in
suppressing | inflammation in patients with inflammatory but noninfectious | diseases, such as rheumatoid arthritis. Thinking q: does
ibuprofen inhibit | production or binding in the bloodstream?

H4S2: Prostaglandins partake in the GPCR pathway:
<Jabbour and Sales a-r>: Prostaglandins are bioactive lipids that exert an autocrine or paracrine function by binding to specific
G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) to activate intracellular signaling and gene transcription. MIC: Hormones that have a gene
transcription effect tend to be slower | acting and on the time scale of mitosis <ch-1 CM H3S1> <Koeppen, B. M., and B. A. Stanton>
pg-42: G proteins couple to more than 1,000 different receptors and thereby mediate the cellular response to an incredibly diverse set of
signaling molecules, including hormones, neurotransmitters, peptides, and odorants. G-proteins are heterotrimeric complexes
composed of three | subunits, α, β, γ complex and induces a conformational change that promotes the releases of GDP and binding of GTP
to the α subunit. Thinking q: what triggers prostaglandin production typically, and how does this relate to pain, and separately, how does
this relate to tissue damage and recovery? H5S1: <Epstein, 2006 a-r>: Prostaglandin production: Prostaglandins are synthesized
throughout the circulation by the vascular | endothelium and have moderate to profound | local vascular | regulatory influences.
Prostaglandin synthesis is also found in vascular smooth muscle. Endothelium from large | arteries, veins, and the microcirculation
can synthesize prostaglandins. Hypoxic vasodilation is at least in part | dependent on endothelial generation of prostaglandins.

H4S3: The role of cyclic AMP <cAMP> in the GPCR pathway:
Previously in Material in Chess, we discussed the role of adenosine triphosphate <ATP> in the storage of chemical potential energy that
is used in human metabolism <ch-11 CM H3S2 H4S4> AMP, or adenosine monophosphate, is a derivative of ATP in that it contains 2 |
fewer phosphates via cleavage, and cAMP is a configurationally changed <ch-2 H3S3> AMP in that the molecule has been cyclized without
any change in its chemical composition. Wikipedia: cAMP decomposition into AMP is catalyzed by the enzyme phosphodiesterase. |=>
Earl Sutherland of Vanderbilt University won a Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1971 "for his discoveries concerning the
mechanisms of the action of hormones", especially epinephrine, via second messengers (such as cyclic adenosine monophosphate, cyclic
AMP). MIC: Cyclic AMP is a second messenger because it is activated | sequentially | following the termination of the action of the first
messenger, such as prostaglandin, and its action from initial to destination is entirely
intracellular. Thinking q: an inhibitory drug like ibuprofen stops or slows down a process
that naturally occurs in the body. Is what naturally happens, the production of
prostaglandin in your prostate gland?

H4S4: GTP and GDP:
<Koeppen, B. M., and B. A. Stanton> pg-42: G proteins are activated by guanine
nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs), which facilitate the dissociation of GDP and binding of
GTP, and are inactivated by GTPase-accelerating proteins (GAPS), which enhance G protein
GTPase activity. MIC: the suffix “ase” in biology in the context of proteins and enzymes

https://www.britannica.com/biography/Sune-Bergstrom
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Bengt-I-Samuelsson
https://www.britannica.com/biography/John-Vane
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Nobel-Prize
https://www.britannica.com/science/tissue
https://www.britannica.com/science/inflammation
https://www.britannica.com/dictionary/characterized
https://www.britannica.com/science/white-blood-cell
https://www.britannica.com/science/ibuprofen
https://www.britannica.com/science/rheumatoid-arthritis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adenosine_monophosphate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phosphodiesterase
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earl_Sutherland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vanderbilt_University
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nobel_Prize_in_Physiology_or_Medicine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_messenger
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typically refers to an enzyme that is responsible for breaking a particular bond, and the label prior to the suffix depicts which bond or bond
class is broken. Wikipedia <a-r>: GTP is essential to signal transduction, in particular with G-proteins, in second-messenger
mechanisms where it is converted to guanosine diphosphate (GDP) through the action of GTPases. MIC: GTP is structurally analogous to
ATP but whereas adenosine [D Pubchem by NIH.gov, a-r> <C10H13N5O4> , a purine nucleoside base <Singh and McKintosh, a-r>:
Britannica <a-r>: a structural subunit of nucleic acids, the heredity-controlling components of all living cells, consisting of a molecule
of sugar linked to a nitrogen-containing organic ring compound, is the nucleoside associated with the phosphate subgroup(s),
guanosine is the nucleoside of GTP. Guanine and adenine are the nitrogen-containing organic ring compounds attached to the same
5-carbon ribose, as demonstrated in the 2 diagrams in this section, and the difference in their subgroups makes the difference in their
chemical identity, and differentiates these nucleos/tides in their contribution to both ATP / GTP and to DNA, where G and A are two of the
4 nucleotides that define all DNA.

Level of abstraction <ch-8 H2S4> G A

Nitrogen-containing organic ring base Guanine Adenine

Nucleoside Guanosine Adenosine

Nucleotide Adenosine tri, di, and mono phosphate
Cyclic AMP <cAMP>

GTP, GDP, GMP

Nucleic acid = nucleotide | polymers RNA / DNA RNA / DNA

MIC: The involvement of the ATP/AMP and GTP/GDP nucleotides in both heredity, in the genetic information-storing compound DNA,
and metabolism and cellular signal transduction demonstrates the incredible versatility of the biochemical, as well as the resourcefulness
of the human body to recycle use of these highly common molecules; moreover, it demonstrates the degree of specialization and precision
within the human body, which at this moment still, in our opinion, transcends any level of the sames # in higher level human-composed
organizations <ch-13 H2S2 H3S2> Fin-v2.

H4S5: Protein kinase A:
<Koeppen, B. M., and B. A. Stanton> pg-42: When a ligand binds to a receptor that interacts with a G protein composed of an α subunit of
the αs class, adenylyl cyclase is activated, thereby increasing cAMP levels and as a result activating protein kinase A <PKA>

H4S6: Phospholipase C:
<Koeppen, B. M., and B. A. Stanton> pg-42: Activated α subunits couple to a
variety of effector proteins, including adenylyl cyclase,
phosphodiesterases, and phospholipases (A2, C, and D). MIC: These
effector proteins are the enforcers and the last step of the pathway in that
they have the final effect that is desired to be triggered #np-op <fbno> by the
ligand. The effect, however, is not the activation | itself of these proteins, but
rather their own subsequent effect, and being as these proteins are enzymes,
their role is to facilitate some chemical reaction, and being as they are

ase-enzymes, that chemical reaction will be to cleave a bond and reduce the size of some macromolecule into two or more components,
which may, in many cases, have a effect of deactivation #np-2 on that macromolecule and thereby phenotypically | change the cell of
effect #np-3 on a time-bound basis #np.4-fin Pubmed <a-r>: Phospholipases are lipolytic enzymes that hydrolyze phospholipid
substrates at specific ester bonds <D, Gunawardena a-r>

H4S7: The genetic component of hormone and drug action:
Yes, indeed, the receptor gene is exactly the same in everyone, but there's two different versions <23:13> of the promoter. <23:59>
Nonetheless, with this approach, people have gone looking in humans at these different variants on the vasopressin | receptor gene, and
you find some really interesting differences. R: Behavioral Genetics II, Stanford, Dr. Robert Sapolsky
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RG5fN6KrDJE

H4S8: A tactical sequence in chess is analogous to the multi-step triggered transduction pathway:
Game: Howard Staunton <1810 - 1874, regarded as the strongest player in the
world for 8 years following> vs Pierre Charles Fournier de Saint-Amant <1800 -
1872, editor of chess periodical Le Palamède French = Palamedes, the
inventor of dice in Greek mythology game #4 in match to 11. Golombeck
<a-r>, Harry <1911 - 1995> was a 3 time British chess champion in 1947, 1949,
and 1955 and a significant figure in chess history as the editor of British Chess
Magazine <Wikipedia a-r> from 1938 to 1940 as well as several encyclopedic
and historical volumes that are prominent in upper circles, an honorary
Grandmaster in 1985, representing England 9 times in Chess Olympiad; it’s
rare for a prominent chess academic and historian to also be a top player, as
these roles are generally specialized; Golombeck was a follower of H.J.R
Murray, to whom he dedicates A History along with the remark that
Murray is a “grandmaster” of chess historians. Golombeck pg-130: Howard Staunton’s origins are obscure, and some legends have
grown up which seem to have no foundation in fact. He is supposed to have been the illegitimate son of Frederick Howard, fifth Earl of
Carlisle, and to have squandered a few thousand pounds he allegedly inherited under his supposed father’s will. MIC: 25. Ng3 $.f5-R ! and
Saint-Amant cannot | prevent a decisive opening of the f-file in this material-even | situation 25…Rf6 was tried 26. Fxe5 <clr.f1-R, f> Rxf1+
<-5> <forced!> 27. Rxf1 and the hunt | begins dxe5 <0> attempting to stay alive by equalizing material 28. Qg5 $.e7-N ! this tempo-gaining
hangtacked check-sq effect is critical to Staunton’s attacking ideas, and his play here is extremely | precise Rd7🛡-e7 29. Qxe5+ <+1> Kh6
<run $> 30. Qh8+ ! brilliant execution to the end Kg5 31. Ne4+ Kg4 <run +, o-m> 32. H3+ Kh4 33. Rf4# Game post: Saint Amant would
have been better advised to have kept the f-file | secure with a stifling | move like 24…Nf5 0.0 d-23 SF14+ NNUE in the b-p preceding the

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Signal_transduction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/G-proteins
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guanosine_diphosphate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GTPase
https://www.britannica.com/science/molecule
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/compound
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1oKOvaJ5112Dlvj_ZAFXVFLLu5bGezOxn/edit#heading=h.1t3h5sf
https://emojipedia.org/shield/
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initial b-p shown here. Pg-131: Staunton now conceived of a startling idea - to stage an international chess tournament which should include
all the best players in Europe. It was decided to have it coincide with the Great Exhibition <May 1 - 10-15, 1851>  to be held in London in
1851. Post: In what way is this sequence of forcing moves, in which, despite best play by the second best player in the world in 1843,
Staunton was able to force to the end checkmate, analogous to the G-protein coupled receptor signal transduction pathway? For one, the
moves played by Staunton played in this particular case is replicable; no matter what time or location # this b-p is presented, under the
physical rules of chess <ch-18> the same sequence and idea of attacking the hangtacked e7-N and down the vulnerable, f-controlled f-file
will be favorable. Next, the move 26. Fxe5 <+1> ! opens a file on the board and causes a configurational change that is permanent,
subsequently allowing for the entry of f-sliders down that lane. Finally, some cargo was carried in this process; the s.g7-K, albeit in this case
against his will, as this is not a perfectly superimposable analogy #np but rather one with some merged off branches <ch-8 H2S5 H3S2>,
and this characteristic of the connections between chess and academic science is thematic, as chess exists in a simulated | universe #
Let’s hear a last word about the chain reaction initiated by the binding of a ligand like prostaglandin to a GPC-receptor: <Koeppen, B. M.,
and B. A. Stanton> pg-42: In contrast, when a ligand binds to a receptor that interacts with a G protein composed of an α subunit of the αi

class, adenylyl cyclase is inhibited, thereby reducing cAMP levels and consequently reducing PKA levels. Fin-v2.
H4S9: The pain somatosensory pathway is a chemo-pathway:
MIC: Contrary to popular | belief, pain | sense is not a mechano-sensory pathway, respondent to momentum | vibrations. This explains
why people who have endured severe | strikes<r: contact | invincibility //v6.cite-internal> report not experiencing the sensation of pain until
some time later, since the chemicals of tissue damage occur on a magnitude longer timescale than the strike | itself #n-p. H5S1: Yam et
al.<a-r>: The first stage is pain sensitivity, followed by the second stage where the signals are transmitted from the periphery to the dorsal
horn (DH), which is located in the spinal cord via the peripheral nervous system (PNS). Lastly, the third stage is to perform the
transmission of the signals to the higher brain via the central nervous system (CNS). Typically, there are two routes for signal
transmissions to be conducted: ascending and descending pathways. The pathway that goes upward carrying sensory information from the
body via the spinal cord towards the brain is defined as the ascending pathway, whereas the nerves that goes downward from the brain to
the reflex organs via the spinal cord is known as the descending pathway. H5S2: MIC: All pain receptors are chemoreceptors, and they
are chemosensitive to tissue damage; when your tissues undergo damage, they release chemicals that bind to pain receptors. The
receptors’ job is to translate the chemical input of tissue damage into a neural signal that causes you to experience pain. H5S3: Yam et
al.<a-r>: Fundamentally, the basic pain | mechanism undergoes three events—transduction, transmission and modulation when there is a
presence of noxious stimuli. For instance, transduction occurs along the nociceptive | pathway following such order: (1) stimulus events
are converted to chemical tissue events; (2) chemical tissue and synaptic cleft | events are then changed into electrical events in the
neurons; and (3) electrical | events in the neurons are transduced as chemical events at the synapses. MIC: Conjecture: as I understand,
chemicals released as a result of tissue damage are LOCAL<paracrine>, since the tissue that IS damaged is releasing it, and presumably the
pain receptors are NEAR those tissues. Thinking q: Given these facts, would it make sense for chemo-signals to traverse the
bloodstream<endocrine>? Signal | transduction, whether neural, behavioral, or hormonal, in and among human | bodies, occur in a
thematically electro-chemical | fashion, providing at least an additional # influence | factor compared to metallic | transduction design in ‘22,
which is why humans are more adaptable than computers. H5S4: Yam: Neurons are known to be a primary | component that connects,
receives and processes all the nociceptive | information generated from the three | events discussed above in the CNS and PNS. Three
types of neurons that exist in our body are sensory | neurons (afferent | neurons), interneurons (functions to relay the signals between
afferent and efferent | neurons) and motor neurons (efferent neurons). All neurons are electrically | excitable and consist of the same division
of parts: soma, axon (either myelinated or unmyelinated) and dendrites. Neurons are connected with each other to form complex neural
networks in our body, where the chemical and electrical signals are transmitted via specialized connections, which are called synapses. MIC:
Neurons are a type of cell composed of 1) an axon, 2) a synaptic | cleft, and 3) dendrites that transduct incoming signal in aggregation in
the cell body; this definition is not limited to the location of the brain, as illustrated by the model | pain pathway, as neurons can extend as
far as our extremities, and travel up and down # the spinal cord, as well. H5S5: Yam: Within the ascending system, primary afferent
nociceptors are responsible for conveying the noxious information received to the projection neurons in the DH of the spinal cord. Following
that, a subset of these projection neurons in turn transmit these sensory information up to the thalamus reaching the somatosensory cortex
through the spinothalamic tract, thus providing information on the intensity and the location of the noxious stimulus. The spinothalamic | tract
is located in the white matter of the spinal cord and consists of two parts—the lateral | spinothalamic and anterior spinothalamic | tracts,
which have different courses of function. The lateral spinothalamic tract focuses on transmission of the pain and temperature | sensation,
while the anterior spinothalamic tract carries information related to the crude touch and firm pressure sensation towards the thalamus in the
brain. MIC: Thinking q: 3 different | pathways (pain signaling, prostaglandin, and ibuprofen ingestion, meeting prostaglandin) is like a
puzzle, that branches in a tabiya into 3 variations, but in reverse, since they’re meeting at a point, rather than branching from there, but
what’s the difference from reversing the tree, your brain does it automatically, <x-ref pull from ch. 32 ex. #13 sol>? H5S6: Yam: Typically, pain
can be classified into three types—nociceptive, neuropathic and inflammatory pain, based on three characteristics, such as symptoms,
mechanisms and syndromes. H6S1: Nociception used interchangeably with nociperception is the response of our bodies’ sensory nervous
systems towards actual or potentially harmful stimuli. H6S2: Neuropathic pain is commonly described as a nerve injury or nerve impairment
and is often associated with allodynia. H6S3: Inflammation is a natural biological response produced by the tissues within our body as a
reaction to the harmful stimuli in order to eradicate the necrotic cells and initiate the tissue repairing process. Neutrophils are usually the first
respondents of an inflammatory response and gather at the site of injury via the bloodstream, followed by the release of other chemical
mediators [10]. Inflammation may lead to three major responses: hyperalgesia, allodynia and sympathetic maintained pain. An inflammation
can also induce mast cell degranulation, which subsequently leads to the release of platelet activating factor (PAF) and stimulates the release
of 5-HT from the circulating | platelet. The cardinal | signs of inflammation include the hot inflamed | site due to increase in blood flow
towards the region, redness, and swelling due to vascular permeability | pain caused by the activation and sensitization of primary
afferent neurons and lasting loss of | function. The localized inflammatory response then induce the release of free arachidonic acid (AA)
from the phospholipids, which are converted into prostaglandins⭐ (PG) via the cyclooxygenase (COX) pathways. MIC: Thinking q: what
is it about ibuprofen that makes it anti-inflammatory? Connection hinge <ch-8>: with each step, the form of the thing is changing, and
something else becomes possible. Post: MIC, interpretive | conjecture<fbno>: it’s not a passcode, where you type 6 numbers and all of a
sudden everything happens at once; it’s more like a rubix cube, each additional input actually changes the cube, so you need to update your
thinking each time. This is 10x more complex.

https://emojipedia.org/star/
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Ch-19: Str H2S1: Mathematics [2,000]:
On March 19th, at the 3/22 Buffalo Circuit Tournament hosted at Niagara Falls high school, I posed a question to a group of younger
players: how many unique ways are there to arrange 5 unique ren* within a 4 x 4 square in the board? *By specifying ren, we sidestep illegal
positions in the event that a King is located in the square, allowing for a pure calculation # <ref: ch. 2 D> This question is the base level of
mathematics ability that I would expect one to possess before embarking on a rigorous study of chess, and the answer to this question in fact
has certain implications in understanding of positional play. In openings in which one can attain a predictable structure and adequate space to
rearrange one’s pieces, it may be beneficial to know the total number of permutations that are possible within a certain AUC area <ref: Ch. 53
Superior.Eff H2S1: Measuring Space>, keeping in mind #defd that selecting from a larger set will lead to higher quality options than a smaller
set. |=P In order to calculate this permutation, one must understand the math concept x technique of factorials <ref: Wikipedia, Factorial
primer>, which is an integer stepwise downward multiplication of all numbers in a decreasing sequence, starting with a stated number. The
stated number, in the case of this problem #defd, is 16, because 16 corresponds with the number of squares that are available to the first
unique piece placed on the board within the 4x4 bounded square #defd. |=P In other words, there are exactly 16 possible arrangements for
the very first piece placed, and it’s useful to think about the act of placing a piece on the board in this problem, a physical act, despite the
problem being abstract in nature, just like it can temporarily boost one’s playing strength to move a set of figurines on an 8x8 mat rather than
consider the positions in a game blindfold. |=P After the first piece is played, there will only be 15 squares available for the second piece, and
it is theoretically possible in the context of this problem, since we are not concerned with the quality of each arrangement but simply the sheer
number of possibilities, for that piece to be placed in any of those 15 squares. Therefore, the number of total arrangements of two pieces,
placed by first placing one piece, then a second, is 16 * 15 = 240. |=P The third piece, unlike the first two, will now have only 14 squares

available. By now, it should be clear that this descending sequence of integers operates analogously to the
concept of abstract board states presented in Ch. 1: The 4 PotG: Checkmate H2S4 H3S1: R + K vs. K
<hyperlink> in which we can extract metadata from a set of possible board states and perform calculations
with only that metadata without considering individually each possible board state. Note that when units are
combined in a mathematical operation, only a result with that same unit can be produced, and therefore
calculations with metadata can only produce a metadata, and not any more specific, solution. This is a form
of levels of abstraction segregation # The pattern continues until the last piece is placed, and therefore the
total number of permutations follows a partial factorial from !16,12 = 524,160, which is a fairly shocking high
number. |=P Factorialization is the merger of counting and multiplication, two aspects of arithmetic that are
the most frequently used mathematical operations in chess, which is why #MIC has established it as the
baseline standard of mathematical knowledge requisite to playing a complete game of chess. Students who
are not yet capable of processing factorials should stick to solving puzzles, studying endgames, and
memorizing opening lines under the tutelage of a qualified #CU instructor prior to embarking on a game,
because otherwise they will have to be disproportionately reliant on deviant styles of playing such as

hope.chess, inappropriate mirroring, and psychopathic psychological attacks to attain victory. These deviant styles in place of “real chess” will
have detrimental impacts on their development as players, personal reputation, and the general production value of the tournament that they
are polluting with their sub-standard gameplay. That is not to say that training games with their instructors, participation in sanctioned simuls,
and, most recommended by #MIC, mini-games that start from a certain position or with piece odds, time odds, and specific limiting rules such
as “the instructor’s queen can only move like a bishop or with a single square diagonal pivot”, cannot facilitate the student’s development as
well when used in a carefully-considered manner. [D] Ref: Chessable’s free 1. d4 course by IM JB: The configuration of N(s), Q, P(s), and
B(s), in the central | f quadrant: c1-c4-f4-f1 is thematic, in Queen’s Gambit openings; here, there are 8 total zi, including 3 Ps, and 2 Bs, each
of which, can only occupy, ½ of the 16 sqs. //cont.v-5

H2S1 H3S1: Arithmetic:
Arithmetic is the most basic form of math and contains the operations counting, adding, subtracting, multiplication, and division, and is usually
presented in that order. Some aspects of arithmetic, such as division, which I learned at age 4, the same time that I started playing chess, may
be more complex than topics in higher levels of math, and this follows the standard design of a pedagogical chain <ref: h2s6: pedagogical
chain>. Despite the fact that layers of math tend to build upon each other, there are also numerous connections and mergers between the
different fields. As such, it may at times, as part of a standard pedagogical curriculum, to “pre-teach” #defd and give a primer into a specific
sections at a higher level in order to ingrain into the brain a concept at a lower level, and this pre-teaching has the dual purpose of ingraining
that lower level concept which matches the student’s current level of study and providing a first repetition #defd #fbno of the higher level
concept , which will make the process of studying that higher level concept easier upon re-encounter at the higher level, after a year has
passed, and loop the student into that higher level of study as they already have some familiarity and sense of comfort there. Too great a
segregation among the layers of abstraction in any field of pedagogy can be detrimental to students just as much as too little or no
segregation at all.

H3S1 H4S1: Addition and subtraction:
Of the two sets of operations presented in the arithmetic section #, addition and subtraction are the most picky when we apply the concept of
units <r: ch. 3 H3S2> |=P In short, quantities that are assigned different units cannot be directly added or subtracted. One example of breaking
this rule would be to add a quantity that is expressed in pounds and another quantity that is added in kilograms directly to each other without
first converting one to another: |=P Let’s say we have a person named “Sally”, who weighs 125 pounds, and another person named “Jim”,
whose mass is 100 kilograms, and we want to measure their combined weight to determine if they can occupy together an elevator, and that
elevator is located at the surface level on Planet Earth. The elevator’s carrying capacity is 1,400 Newtons. As you can see #, this is a pretty
important calculation, as the risk of underestimating the combined weight of Sally and Jim on earth could lead to the elevator operator allowing
them to co-occupy the lift, but subsequently watching them suffer a terrible accident as they in fact exceed the elevator’s carrying capacity. |=P
If we were attentive to only magnitudes and not units, and therefore directly added the quantities without first applying the necessary
conversions, we might conclude that 125 + 100 = 225, which is less than 1,400 Newtons, and thus # allow Sally and Jim to enter the elevator.
However, this would be a terrible mistake. |=P The reason comes back to our understanding of units, and the fact that certain units may have
an inherent fractionalization or magnification of magnitude with respect to other units, as well as other forms of incompatibilities. The simplest
method, however, is to simply check the input unit of the object we want to use - the elevator’s carrying capacity in Newtons, and first convert
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all quantities that we want to use the addition and subtraction operator on to that unit before running the calculation. Therefore, the addition #
calculation that we are looking to run at the end of the conversion process is: Sally (N) + Jim (N) = total (N) |=P Otherwise expressed as: “the
weight of Sally in Newtons + the weight of Jim in Newtons = their total weight in Newtons”. |=P After we run this calculation, we have to run a
second, separate analysis via inequalities <r: ch. 12 H2S2 H3S2> to check if that resulting total weight in N is greater than or less than # 1400
N; if greater, they cannot enter the elevator, and if less, they can <ref: ch. 9> |=P The process of converting Sally’s weight to Newtons is one
step easier because the quantity we are given is already a quantity of force, like Newtons. Therefore, we need to apply only a constant <ch. 4
CM H3S2 H4S1>, the SI conversion from Newtons to pounds, which is 4.45 <rounded to the nearest hundredth place> Newtons per pound:
125 lbs * 4.45 Newtons / lbs = 556.25 Newtons as the component of the total weight force belonging to Sally. |=P In order to convert Jim’s
mass in kilograms to Newtons, we need to first convert his mass in kilograms to his weight on Earth in pounds, and the conversion rate is 2.2
pounds per kilogram: 100 kg * 2.2 pounds per kg = 220 pounds. Now, we need to multiply this result by the pounds to Newton conversion
factor we used for Sally: 220 pounds * 4.45 Newtons / pound = 979 N. |=P In addition to the preceding method, there is a more fundamentally
correct method of converting mass in kg to Newtons, and that is directly by calculating weight on earth as calculated by the mass of the object
* the acceleration | of gravity on earth, which is a constant given at # 9.81 m / (s ^ 2) <r: Ch. 4 CM H3S2 H4S1>: 100 kg * 9.81 m / (s ^ 2) =
981 N. We can credit the slight discrepancy between the result of the two calculations due to rounding of the conversion factors used during
the calculation, and take the mean of the two results 980 N as Jim’s weight. |=P Summing the two, using the prerequisite formula that we
designed previously: Sally (N) + Jim (N) = total (N) |=P Sally (556.25 N) + Jim (980 N) = total (1536.25 N) |=P We have achieved the sum
weight force between the two that seek to occupy the elevator, and now, applying our inequality analysis, we can see that 1536.25 N > 1400
N, and subsequently, conditional analysis yields a result of cannot enter the elevator, as the combined weight is greater than the weight limit.
Fin. Brief post-script: the average salary of an elevator operation in the US is $39,232 as of March 29th, 2022 according to salary.com, a
modest amount, but as we can see here, the level of technicality required to operate an elevator is non-trivial: one has to understand
arithmetic, units, calculation, inequalities, and conditionals (!) |=P Analogously, in working with various quantities in the evaluation of a chess
position, we have to first check the | | compatibility | of units | before executing a calculation using the addition or subtraction operators. |=P
For example, in a certain chess position we may have measured <ch. 4 CM H3S2> the count of threats possessed by f as 3, the material
difference as -3 in favor of s, and the total single ply mobility of the f-Q to be 13. It would be absurd to sum these 3 together as 3 + -3 + 13 =
16 and conclude that f has a significant P-value <ref: ch. 12 H2S2> advantage of 16, which is completely winning, as these quantities do not
possess the same units.

H3S1 H4S2: Multiplication and division:
The set of operations known as # multiplication and division is more flexible than the set of addition and subtraction because quantities
with different units can be directly multiplied and divided; however, the process of doing so is complex # because the units have to be
combined in a multiplicative or divisive # way, and there is a specified technical procedure in doing this # Berggren<a-r>: modular |
arithmetic, sometimes referred to as modulus | arithmetic or clock arithmetic, in its most elementary | form, arithmetic done with a count
that resets itself to zero every time a certain whole number N greater than one, known as the modulus (mod), has been reached. Examples
are a digital clock in the 24-hour system, which resets itself to 0 at midnight (N = 24), and a circular | protractor marked in 360 degrees (N
= 360). Modular | arithmetic is important in number | theory, where it is a fundamental tool in the solution of Diophantine<200-284, via
Wikipedia> equations (particularly those restricted to integer solutions). Generalizations of the subject led to important 19th-century attempts
to prove Fermat’s<1607-65, infinitesimal | calculus, adequality, via Wikipedia> last theorem and the development of significant parts of
modern | algebra. Hu: The chess board is inherently a modular, discrete math board, in which N=8, such as, counting from bottom left to
right, then upward, a, b, c…h, and resetting to a, and the N=8 modularity is rotationally | symmetrical, in ranks, but not diagonals, which
follow an inconsistent but patterned | modularity<r: ch.3-H2S1> Fin.v-5.
H5S1: Coefficients: H6S1: Static friction coefficient H6S2: Kinetic friction coefficient H6S3:

H2S1 H3S2: Geometry:
X-ref: <ch. 42 H2S4 H3S1>

H4S1: Table of trigonometric identities<via Joyce a-r>:

Identity-name Simplified= Traditional=#

Defining | relations tan(θ) sin(θ)/cos(θ)

sec(θ) 1/cos(θ)

cot(θ) 1/tan(θ)

csc(θ) 1/sin(θ)

The Pythagorean | formulas sin^2(θ)+cos^2(θ) 1

sec^2(θ) 1+tan^2(θ)

Expression as a complement: cos(θ) sin(π/2-θ)

cot(θ) tan(π/2-θ)

csc(θ) sec(π/2-θ)

sin(θ) cos(π/2-θ)

tan(θ) cot(π/2-θ)
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sec(θ) csc(π/2-θ)

Periodicity: sin(θ+2π) sin(θ)

- all 6<period=2π>, but cot/tan<period=π> cos(θ+2π) cos(θ)

tan(θ+π) tan(θ)

Identities for negative(θ) sin(-θ) -sin(θ)

cos(-θ) cos(θ)!

tan(-θ) -tan(θ)

Ptolemy<b-100>’s identities, sum,
difference:

sin(θ+β) sin(θ)*cos(β)+cos(θ)*sin(β)

cos(θ+β) cos(θ)*cos(β)-sin(θ)*sin(β)

sin(θ-β) sin(θ)*cos(β)-cos(θ)*sin(β)

cos(θ-β) cos(θ)*cos(β)+sin(θ)*sin(β)

tan(θ+β) [tan(θ)+tan(β)]/[1-tan(θ)*tan(β)]

tan(θ-β) [tan(θ)-tan(β)]/[1+tan(θ)*tan(β)]

Double angle formulas: sin(2θ) 2sin(θ)cos(θ)

cos(2θ) cos^2(θ)-sin^2(θ)

cos(2θ) 2cos^2(θ)-1

cos(2θ) 1-2sin^2(θ)

tan(2θ) [2tan(θ)]/[1-tan^2(θ)]

Expression as a supplement: sin(π-θ) sin(θ)

cos(π-θ) -cos(θ)

tan(π-θ) -tan(θ)

Half-angle | formulas: sin(θ/2) ±sqrt([1-cosθ]/2)

cos(θ/2) ±sqrt([1+cosθ]/2)

tan(θ/2) sinθ/[1+cosθ]=[1-cosθ]/sinθ

sin(θ) [2tanθ/2]/[1+tan^2(θ/2)]

cos(θ) [1-tan^2(θ/2)]/[1+tan^2(θ/2)]

tan(θ) [2tan(θ/2)]/[1-tan^2(θ/2)]

Product-sum identities sin(a)+sin(B) 2sin[a+B]/2*cos[a-B]/2

cos(a)+cos(B) 2cos[a+B]/2*cos[a-B]/2

sin(a)-sin(B) 2cos[a+B]*sin[a-B]/2

cos(a)-cos(B) -2sin[a+B]/2*sin[a-B]/2

Product identities sin(a)cos(B) [sin(a+B)+sin(a-B)]/2

cos(a)cos(B) [cos(a+B)+cos(a-B)]/2

sin(a)sin(B) [cos(a-B)-cos(a+B)]/2
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Triple angle formulas: sin3θ 3sin(θ)-4sin^3θ

cos3θ 4cos^3θ-3cosθ

tan3θ [3tanθ-tan^3θ]/[1-3tan^2θ]

H2S1 H3S3: Trigonometry:
Trigonometry (from Ancient Greek τρίγωνον (trígōnon) 'triangle', and μέτρον (métron) 'measure')[1] is a branch of mathematics that studies
relationships between side lengths and angles of triangles. Ref: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trigonometry.

H2S1 H3S3 H4S1: Sin, cos, and tan θ
Sin, cos, and tan formulas are another set of formulas from which we can deduce a third unknown from two knowns.

Ref: mathisfun.com Key: the angle that these
3 formulas are used is always one of the two
non-right angle angles in a right triangle,
whereas any of the 3 sides, 2 for each formula,
may be used to calculate that angle.

H2S1 H3S3 H4S2: In Depth: Trigonometric proof of
circular awareness in 3D sport:

Proof: Premise 1: In 3D space, the entire potential field of view, encompassing
front and back, is 360 degrees, the same number of degrees in a circle. Premise 2:
The human field of view is 120 degrees <ref: Human Physiology 451, UB Fall 2020>
An individual with his back covered, in the context of shooter games or sports in which
one can be approached from behind, seals and secures half of of the 360 degree total
field of view from attack. == Therefore, the coverage of one’s visual field in the effective attackable field in the case that one’s back is covered
is ⅔, and the coverage in the case that one’s back is not is only ⅓. |=P This means that running an infallible route in a shooter game like Halo,
in which one’s back is covered as a consequence, doubles the awareness of that player and accordingly leads to a doubling of attention
capacity to offensive effect rather than watching one’s back. [D, via Eternal Legacy a-r] In depth - fin. The preceding example demonstrates an
application of trigonometry, the study of angular operations in geometric space, as well as a presentation of a mathematical proof, which
follows the flow of logical inference <ref: ch. 8: logic> from a set of premises that lead deductively into a conclusion, which can itself be
recycled as the premise of the next argument.

H2S1 H3S3 H4S2: A trigonometric analysis of N movements:
A N’s movement has legs of 1 d-u and 2 d-u, arctan(½) or
arctan(2/1)=26.57 degrees and 63.43 degrees, respectively.

H2S1 H3S3 H4S3: Rule of the Square:
A trigonometric | analysis of this classic rule: Ref:
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1264541/practice: In a 3x3 square
movement, from which the K moves from one corner of that square, to
another, it will take 2 moves if it moves 2 diagonal moves, but 3 moves if it
makes 1 diagonal move, the other 2 being adjacent moves, and it will take
4 moves if it makes 0 diagonal moves. [D, 1]: After the liquidation of the 2
ps for the e-B on b3, the s-K is in the corner of a 3x4 square with the
f.a5-P. The minimum number of moves to reach this corner is 3 moves, and
that’s if you take 2 diagonal moves, and 2 is the most you can take,
because a non-square | rectangle. Postulate: you can move, at most,
diagonal | moves equal to the shortest side of the rectangle length -1. ==
Based on this populate, how do you calculate quickly the # of moves it’ll
take you to reach another square? This should be the fundamental “rule of
the square”, and adding in a moving pawn | target to a promotion square
should be the second step, as sometimes you do also need to calculate
how long it’ll take you to reach the corner of a rectangle without a moving
pawn target. After your K captures the a5-P, it has to race to shoulder the
f-K. Count the K race, to the shouldering square, as a different |
application, a more fundamental one, of the rule of the square == In a
R-P scenario, another postulate, if the f-K makes it to f1 or f2, he can
stalemate and | draw. Refs.v-6. As a matter of fact, if he makes it to any of

the h1 - f1 - f2 - h2 rectangle, it’s a draw. The s-K races to g2 while the f-K races to f2,
both the nearest | squares from their present | location to affect this promotion | race.
Step 1 is to determine the destination targets based on postulates in chess theory. Step
2 is to evaluate how the kings can get to the destination squares, from their starting |
locations. Step 3 is to apply the rule of the square to calculate the # of ply each king will
take. Step 4 is to add these counts to the current, whose turn it is to move, adding first to
the person whose turn it is to move, and there is some logic to be finagled in both the
first and final | moves. The s-K’s path: first, 3 x 4 corner, then 2 x 3 corner == 3 x 4 is
going to be 3 moves, 2 x 3 is going to be 2 moves; Thinking q: how to perceive this
quickly? What’s the postulate H5S1: Interesting: both paths here are 5 moves: Path to f2
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from c3, first capturing b3, is also 5 moves. If both take 5 moves, but you have the first move, then you will get there first; and if you get
there first, you win. Therefore, we know even from this point, just counting, that this position is a WIN. H5S2: This is a form of calculation but
you’re not doing it in the form of Stockfish brute force with, “if I go here”, “he goes there”, “if I go here”, “he goes there”. == You’re counting
separately, how many | moves it takes for you to get to a known | destination, how many moves for him, to a known | destination, and then,
based on whose turn it is to move, giving that person 0.5 and then adding. == And then in the end, you’re actually 2 numbers, and using
that to determine who will get there first, and at this point, you have not | considered “move order” at all. == Most of the time, when you’re
thinking in the form of “if I do this, he does that”, you're actually solving something you don’t know, on the spot. == Brute force (n.) = you did
not know it beforehand. H3S3 post: The idea of this section is to teach you in a way where you do know it and to teach you in the most
reduced format. // 1...{{c1::b3 2. Bxb3}}, forced, axb3 3. {{c2::Kd2 Kxf7 4. Kc3 Kg6::depth, 4, 3…x}}, the key being that this move is one
tempo | faster than Kf6??, 5. {{c3::Kxb3 Kh5 6. Kc4 Kxh4::depth, 4, !6...Kxh5}}

H2S1 H3S4: Algebra:
H3S4 H4S1: Factoring: MIC: Factoring is in fact a relic of arithmetic, as factors belong to the class of multiplication:<Britannica>:

factor, in mathematics, a number or algebraic expression that divides another number or expression evenly—i.e., with no | remainder.

H5S1: Prime numbers: A positive | integer greater than 1, or an algebraic | expression, that has only two factors (i.e., itself and 1) is

termed prime; a positive | integer or an algebraic | expression that has more than two factors is termed composite.

H3S4 H4S2: Factoring binomials:
Wikipedia: The binomial x^2−y^2 can be factored as the product of two other | binomials=(x+y)(x-y), where the x^1 terms, additive |
inverse, cancel out.

H3S4 H4S3: Factoring polynomials:
MIC: Factoring polynomials can facilitate the determination of the numeric | evaluation of contained | variables: Britannica<factor, a-r>:
For example, the polynomial equation x2 − x − 2 = 0 can be factored as (x − 2)(x + 1) = 0. Since in an integral domain a·b = 0 implies that
either a = 0 or b = 0<or-both>, the simpler equations x − 2 = 0 and x + 1 = 0 can be solved to yield the two | solutions x = 2 and x = −1 of the
original | equation. MIC: We have some discretion when it comes to factoring, and generally we want to factor in a way to reduce mental |
load, such as reducing the instance of negatives #n-p Khan<a-r>: 4x^2 - 8x - 12 = 0. Try to find the greatest common | factor among the
terms<separately>. They’re all divisible by 4: 4(x^2-2x-3) MIC: To factor the internal: Khan: Can I think # 2 | numbers that add up to -2, and
multiply to -3? Since the multiple is negative, and there are 2 | factors, one will be negative, the other, positive. 1, -3! 4(x-3)(x+1)

H4S4: Algebra is arithmetic with variables:
V.6-ref: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2qxY859dzzQ , x-ref <ch. 2 CM H3S2 H4S2>

H4S5: Preset | factors<Larson, appendix>:
H5S1: Binomial theorems: (x+a)^2=x^2+2ax+a^2, (x-a)^2=x^2-2ax+a^2, (x+a)^3=x^3+3ax^2+3a^2x+a^3, (x-a)^3=x^3-3ax^2+3a^2x-a^3,
(x+a)^4=x^4+4ax^3+6a^2*x^2+4a^3+a^4, (x-a)^4=x^4-4ax^3+6a^2*x^2-4a^3x+a^4,
(x+a)^n=x^n+n*a*x^(n-1)+n(n-1)/2!*a^2*x^(n-2)+...+n*a*(n-1)*x+a^n, (x-a)^n=x^n-n*a*x^(n-1)+n(n-1)/2!*a^2*x^(n-2)-...+/-n*a^(n-1)*x-/+a^n
H5S2: Special | factors: x^2-a^2=(x-a)(x+a), x^3-a^3=(x-a)(x^2+ax+a^2), x^3+a^3=(x+a)(x^2-ax+a^2), x^4-a^4=(x-a)(x+a)(x^2+a^2),
x^4-a^4=(x-a)(x+a)(x^2+a^2), x^4+a^4=(x^2+sqrt(2)*a*x+a^2)(x^2-sqrt(2)*a*x+a^2), x^n-a^n=(x-a)(x^[n-1]+a*x^[n-2]+...+a^[n-1]), for n-odd,
x^n+a^n=(x+a)(x^[n-1]-a*x^[n-2]+...+a^[n-1]), for n-odd, x^[2n]-a^[2n]=(x^n-a^n)(x^n+a^n)

H2S1 H3S5: Exponentiation
X-ref: <ch. 15 h2s1>

H3S5 H4S1: Natural log:
⭐ Britannica<a-r>: natural logarithm (ln), logarithm with base<x-ref H3S1 H4S2: modular> e = 2.718281828….that is, ln (e^x) = x, MIC:,
or, (ln(e^))x=x, Britannica: where e^x is the | exponential function. The natural | logarithm function is defined by ln(x) = Integral on the
interval [1, x] of dt / t, for x > 0; therefore, the derivative of the natural logarithm is d/dx ln(x) = 1/x . The natural | logarithm is one of the
most useful functions in mathematics, with applications throughout the physical and biological | sciences. The natural | logarithm follows
the same rules as the common logarithm (logarithm with base 10, usually written as log). That is, ln(a*b)=ln(a)+ln(b); ln(a/b)=ln(a)–ln(b); and
ln(a^b) = b*ln(a). The natural logarithm and the common logarithm are related through ln(x) = log(x)/log(e) and log(x) = ln(x)/ln(10) Fin.v-5.

H3S5 H4S2: Exponentiation and logarithms are inverse functions:

X-ref: <ch. 50 H2S1 H3S1 H4S1>

H3S5 H4S3: Applying logarithms to approximate calculation capacity #:
// https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dXL87XBd_0Y
Source video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dXL87XBd_0Y Two |
formulas: 1) ( Moves per ply ) ^ depth = variation capacity 2) Logmoves per ply

(Variation Capacity) = depth Let a = moves per ply Let b = depth Let c =
variation capacity. From this, we can see that formula 1 and 2 are inverse
formulas, where 1) a ^ b = c and 2) Loga(c) = b. Whereas formula 1) uses a
and b to get c, formula 2) uses a and c to get b. The output of formula 2), b,
can be fed back into formula a) to get c, and the output of formula 1), c,

can be fed back into formula 2) to get b. This is how inverse formulas work, and exponentiation and logarithms are inverse formulas.
Exponentiation is easier to remember, and so we can connect logarithms to a familiar concept by just remembering that it allows us to
invert that familiar concept, and the mode of inversion can be referenced with our two representations using the variables a, b, and c, and
the specific application of the two formulas in the domain of chess calculation can further be referenced by elaborating # on these 3
variables to assign them names # that refer to specific quantities in the chess calculation thought space. == Phew! Now, that math, but in
plain English: Before we think about how deeply you should be calculating, I think it's important to figure out how deeply you can calculate.
And it's important to understand 3 different values and the relationship among those values mathematically #. The 3 values that are
important for calculation are 1) the number of moves that you consider in each turn, 2) the depth at which you would like to calculate, and

https://www.britannica.com/science/prime-number
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3) the total variation capacity needed to consider the number of moves defined in 1) at the depth defined in 2) # // v6: clean this up
transcript more: , so the first turn you look at the initial board position you think of how many candidate moves? You might think of one. If
you think of one move in every single ply in  depth, you only need to calculate a single variation and generally, it's going to be the best case
scenario. Now an expert player would tell you that's not necessarily a good idea because you might not be able to immediately see what
the best move is and you need to consider possibly 2 or 3 moves in order to figure out which one's the best, so if you consider let's say for
example three moves in each ply, and let's say you calculate 1 depth, so you just look at the 3 best moves from this initial board position,
the total number of variations that you need to consider and thus your variation capacity requirement is 3. == 2 depth, 3 moves per depth
#: If you calculate 2 depth, which means I think of 3 moves that I can play, and for each of those moves, I think of 3 possible replies by the
opponent; then you need to consider 9 total variation | capacity. Now of course, this is assuming that there's no transposition. == 3 depth, 3
moves per depth: Let's say you go 3 depth, okay, so 3 moves by me, 3 replies for each of those moves by the opponent, and then 3 moves
by me, in response to each of those replies by the opponent. So it would be 9 times 3, and that's 27. And let's say we want to go to five
depth or nine depth to get to really large numbers or we want to change the number of moves that we consider per ply and we use this
formula, move supply raised to the power of the depth and that's going to tell you how many total variations you need to consider. And I’m
going to whip out my trusty TI 84 Texas Instruments calculator here and show you that if you just consider three moves per ply, and you
can then you calculate to nine depth, which is only four and a half moves ahead. You're gonna have to consider over 19,000 different
variations. Now it's not super useful to think about it in those terms. It's important to know this formula, but when you're actually calculating
what you wanted to know, right, what you wanted to answer, was this value right | here, “how deeply can I calculate?” So we need to
rearrange this | equation at the top, here, in order to yield depth on one side of the equation by itself and in order to do that we have to
take this exponent and turn it into a logarithm. And the logarithm essentially is the log of and we use base as the number of moves that we
consider perplexed, so if you want to change this number you're going to change the base of the log. And then variation capacity so the log
base of your variation capacity and that's going to tell you the depth. Now in order to determine your variation capacity, you can essentially
try to memorize a game. If you can memorize a complete game to 40 moves deep, right? You can say that your variation capacity is 40. If
you can memorize two games, that's 80. You can say variation capacity is 80. This is a very rough approximation, right? Another way to
approximate is to use ln, the natural log because natural log is about 2.7 that's the value of the Euler's constant. So let's say you’ve
memorized two complete games with 80 total moves. Actually, two complete games would be about 160 moves, because it's going to be
40 moves from each side, right? So we can take ln of 160, and what we get is a depth of five. So, if you can memorize two complete
games, you should be able to calculate two and a half moves at. If you want to change that you change any of these variables. Hope that
helps.

H4S3: Exponential rules:
H5S1: Larson<Appendix>: a^0=1, a^[-x)=1/a^x, a^x*a^y=a^[x+y], a^x/a^y=a^[x-y], (a^x)^y=a^[x*y], (a*b)^x=a^x*b^x, (a/b)^x=a^x/b^x,
(a^m)^[1/n]=a^[m/n]=(a^[1/n])^m, (a*b)^[1/n]=a^[1/n]*b^[1/n], (a/b)^[1/n]=a^[1/n]/b^[1/n]

H2S1 H3S6: Variables and abstraction:
MIC: Variables are a layer.of-abstraction extrapolation, in that they abstract a meaning from a nearer.base-layer and allows that form to be
processed at one higher, with no limitation on complexity of what is to be represented. H4S1: Quine<a-r>: As x increases, we are told, 2/x
decreases. Since numbers never increase or decrease, such talk of variables must be taken metaphorically. MIC: Variables, as a
representation, allow us to symbolize the quantified dependency | relationship between two dynamics, by expressing that relationship as
a coefficient | modifier to a variable. Numbers are a snapshot #n-p and cannot project dependent | change over time, and, therefore,
variables enable second or higher | dimensionality, in analysis. H4S2: MIC: Variables add | depth to equations<ch.3-CM>, as
numeral-only | equations can have only one solution, whereas variable-enabled | equations can have one, two, or many. Fin.v-5.

H2S1 H3S7: Pre-calculus:
X-ref: <ch. 50 h2s1> Fraser<a-r>: As the mathematics of variability and change, the
calculus was the characteristic | product of the scientific revolution<ch-62>. MIC: Math |
problems are inherent, and do not necessarily demand a specific | technique, as more than
one | technique, as it is known alike to the mathematician and the chess player, that can
be wielded, albeit, at different levels of reduction<fbno>, and the
over|complexity<fbno>#n-p, of certain | problems, demand, specially, a more | reduced
solution, than what is available: H4S1: Fraser: The decades between 1610 and 1670,
referred to in the history of mathematics as “the precalculus period,” were a time of
remarkable | activity in which researchers throughout Europe contributed novel solutions
and competed with each other to arrive at important | new methods. Integral[0,1] x^2dx=⅓:
Cavalieri<1598-1647, U-Bologna> showed that this proposition could be interpreted in
different | ways—as asserting, for example, that the volume of a cone is one-third the

volume of the circumscribed | cylinder [D, via Fraser] or that the area under a segment of a parabola is one-third the area of the associated
| rectangle. Fin.v-5.

H2S1 H3S8: Calculus:
Fraser<a-r>: The calculus developed from | techniques to solve two types of problems, the determination of areas and volumes and the
calculation of tangents to curves! MIC: Calculus is a set of functions, and preset | conversion constants, for moving certain | functions
upward and downward, integerally #-np, in dimensionality. The earliest form of calculus, in this sense, was the number pi, one of a class of
irrational numbers that must be continuously | derived, depending on need for # precision<ch-3, sig-figs>
H4S1: Infinitesimal vs infinity: Fin.v-5.
MIC: Infinity is an unstoppable | progression toward an unknown, extraordinary | magnitude, whereas infinitesimal is an unstoppable |
division toward an unknown, tiny | magnitude. The difference, 50%, is that infinitesimal has a limit of 0, whereas infinity has no same-axis
limit. H5S2: The concept of infinity, analogous to 0 <ch-43> is an example of an aspect of mathematics that was broached by
Philosophers before it was quantified: Stanford<a-r>: The usual meaning of the word continuous is “unbroken” or “uninterrupted”: thus a
continuous | entity—a continuum—has no “gaps”. We commonly suppose that space and time are continuous, and certain philosophers
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have maintained that all natural processes occur continuously: witness, for example, Leibniz’s<1646-1716> famous apothegm natura non
facit saltus—“nature makes no jump”. MIC: While infinitesimal is necessary for continuity, infinity is not necessarily | continuous, as, for
example, the set of integers, which is discrete, can proceed to infinity. H5S3: Britannica<a-r>: Derivatives were defined as ultimate | ratios
of infinitesimals, and integrals were calculated by summing rectangles of infinitesimal width. As a result, differential and integral | calculus
was originally referred to as the infinitesimal | calculus. This terminology gradually disappeared as rigorous concepts of limit, continuity,
and the real numbers were formulated. Fin.v-5.

Ch-19: Str H2S2: Companies and organizations:
1 - "Divine Unbreakable" Synopsis: A love | story between the mythical Oriental | legendary | figures Sun WuKong and Nezha, each | |
following the | respective stories | of the characters |, an | | epilogue of | two stories | that | | merges | both stories |. Genres: Pop, K-pop
Reference track(3): Journey to the West | Ending Theme. ITZY | Loco. LBM 3. Lyrics: Instrumental intro: ref, I Can’t Stop me techno intro. A
sun of Red Wine sets West // Tchaikovsky piano concerto 1 m-r Kong sails homeward bound //Garfunkel | | melodic | reference | Hwang
awaits in the Chamber of Secrets // HP theme m-r She knows how she will be found // Impossible, Manafest m-r Hwang: Faith is my
deepest requirement // ICY m-r this verse A love between us can never die // Your Intelligence and my Benevolence // Forms a bond
Divine Unbreakable // Kong: // Moonlight Sonata mvmt 3 this verse (1) No one understands my | | grief | in sorrow | (2) A | | gentle | voice
| | has | never uttered | my Name | | #pf (3) My | | imagination | for Serenity |👁 (4) | | Lies | in a | figment | that I | call Form | | Chorus,
duet: // m-r DuDuDu (1) What separates us is an unfathomable divide (2) And yet the distance between our hearts near // m-r The Shire
LotR theme. (3) He finds me by solving puzzles in his Mind (4) I know he is near by the feels (// m-r Twice) in my Heart Verse 2: Hwang:
Your | | tunnel vision | fails your | scientific mind | | // m-r Legacy Intro (2) The | | evidence | you see | meets your | victimhood | | // '' (3)
You understand me only when I conform to your words (4) But you must enter my world/words to find me❤ Kong: // Rockstar Post
Malone m-r (1) Emotions strike me as irrational in form (2) And yet, logically, I know I am incomplete🧠 (3) Unusual moves are what
Shi Fu has taught me to consider 🤔 (4) And therefore, She must be my Opposite Chorus, duet: // m-r DuDuDu What divides us is an
unfathomable separation (2) And yet the distance between our near hearts // m-r The Shire LotR theme. (3) He finds me by solving in
his mind puzzles (4) I know he is heard (pron. heer'd) by the Feels (// m-r Twice) in my Heart. Verse 3, final #defd: // Sweet Child O' Mine
Hwang: Our future descendants will one day number the stars. (2) It is for their lives that I live (3) My body aches for the moment we
meet // Stairway to Heaven, there walks a lady we all know m-r #pf (4) So close your mouth and move me like a river // ref, clear: Hwang
Yeji solo dance Kong: // Mombasa, Hans Zimmer I seek approval from God on High (2) With this I am prepared // I Can't Stop Me m-r // to
| | exact | all actions | (3) The wait has // Take What You Want, p.m m-r // shivered me to the bone (4) It is for Hwang that I go as the
river // ref, clear: Hwang Yeji solo dance, | | merger, | final | #defd End 1/4: a guitar solo, ref: Pink Floyd 30:26 in ITZY 4 24 Rock Classic.
Post-script: each song will be the entire playlist.

H2S2 H3S1: Operations:
The most fundamental facet in business is the operational process of producing, delivering, and selling goods or services, as the
core function of a business is the manufacturing of a particular thing that has | | value | to society |. In this sense, a business can be in
operation even if its revenue to expense balance is negative, or that it’s generating 0 sales, and various RID (nt). = research in development
and academic research teams can be considered in operation businesses. This notion is well-accepted in venture-backed startup circles and
not yet elsewhere #defd, as it’s not uncommon for #defd a digital startup to receive significant amounts of VC funding prior to not only making
sales, but even creating a market ready product as a validation of its existence as an official company organization, and the associated
formalized incorporation as a LLC, Inc. in Delaware, typically, for startups.

H2S2 H3S2: Accounting:
Accounting is the process of tracking transactions in the company, where a transaction is a formalized, time-bound exchange of time or
resources internally or internally to externally, and vice versa, within the company. The output of accounting in the form of various reports
can be used by the company internally to make their operational | processes more efficient, as well as by external auditors to check the
veracity of the company’s reporting, operations, and status.

H2S2 H3S3: Branding, marketing, and customer loyalty:
She is a representative of Chess.com's brand and since her stream is associated with her role as a chess.com admin, that makes all aspects
of her stream including her admin staff and their comments part of Chess.com's brand and therefore representative of Chess.com's official
business political stances on various issues, such as the rating system, "sandbagging", and matchmaking. ==A written complaint to
support@chess.com with respect to the behavior of one of their employees and affiliated brand ambassadors, slightly unprofessional, 3/20/22.
Building a brand and thereby relationship with customers #defd should be conceived of no differently as building a relationship between any
two people. Regardless of the style and organization of the business, customers will, for the sake of an efficiency reduction in their own
mind, categorize the brand that they are doing business with #defd as a singular entity, and therefore it is useful for the business to think of
themselves in the customer’s | mind, that singular | entity, as an individual. == This style of thinking is associated with | | human-centric |
design |, a hot | topic of research in 2018-22 product design, but was originally launched and developed by Apple Computers Inc. back
and before #defd the 1980s. The Wikipedia primer <ref: Human-centered design hyperlink> on the topic traces the academic history of this
concept all the way back to the 1950s and 60s. The delineation between human-centric design and its alternatives is that it posits the design
of an entire | product or an organization around the | | experience | of the end customer | of that organization, rather than thinking first about
various internal issues within the organization, based on the understanding that the purpose of an organization is to provide useful value to the
society that surrounds it. == A human-centered | business will base its decision | making and product pipeline around what is currently the
biggest pain point for customers, and such pain points can be discovered through various implementations of feedback cycles and reporting
pipelines. In contrast, a non-human-centered business will either ignore customer complaints completely and / or have a detached system of
calculating what it perceives as beneficial to its top and bottom lines and make decisions with respect to that calculation with no regard for
the customer experience. This approach is, obviously, fallacious and will always be exposed by the marketplace in the long run because
ultimately, it’s customers’ input in sales #defd that provides the funding for the company’s operations. == The most convenient form of a
business’s identity is to act as a singular, coherent unit to customers and to align the internal operational algorithms of all employees to that
identity, such that a single, coherent personality can be presented and experienced by the end user. In contrast, companies in which internal
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vision is not aligned will come across to the customer as disjointed, sloppily organized, and insecure, which devalues the business in the eyes
of the customer. In the presence of an | | economy | with competition |, a misbranded business is at risk of being replaced by a competitor that
offers an analogous service but provides a better overall customer experience.

H4S1: Social circle game for companies:
When a business is thought of as an individual and the term “branding” made to be analogous to the idea of “reputation”, one may be triggered
to think about the concept that an individual’s own social circle accounts for about half of that individual’s reputation, independently of the
individual’s own actions. To some extent, the views, actions, and interactions of one’s own circle will give others an indication of that of
oneself, as an individual’s time is limited, and to some extent the process of getting to know an individual involves getting to know others with
whom that individual spends time around, and to spend time around generally signals to others some form of similarity and alignment in
thinking. == As such, a company should be vigilantly aware not only of its own actions and internal organization but the actions and internal
organization of the companies with which it does business in various ways, such as sellers, manufacturers, marketing ambassadors, and
freelance contractors. Negligence would be to consider only the incoming | products of a business | partner with respect to a business and
be completely blind to that other business’s perception in the marketplace, as jeopardizations to that other company’s reputation in the eyes of
the customer can have downhill negative impacts on one’s own company as well.

H4S2: A novel #MIC concept: A valuation-range based multi-corporal sales and marketing funnel:
Unraveling a core problem such as “why is the Halo Infinite prize fund devalued” requires us to conduct more rigorous research, improve our
understanding of mathematical statistics, but also shift our entire philosophy with respect to what a company is, the differential boundaries of a
company, a sector, and a valuation range, and the degree to which negotiations can facilitate marketing #np Ref: H3S2: how to connect your
eccentric niche startup to an aspect of the popular consciousness and reach NFL-level ubiquity in 2022 <hl> In 2022, #MIC, in conjunction
with Chess University and 2 Bucks Entertainment, unraveled a novel theory in the field of marketing that connects valuation range
corporate theory x chess negotiation theory x marketing theory that proposes an elevated paradigm for marketing that loops in a horizontal
cluster #defd of companies at the same valuation | range, forcing cooperation and necessitating careful study of chess negotiation theory in
order to uplift the mainstream | consciousness, defined as what a reasonable person would expect a random other encountered in a public
setting to know without knowing anything else about them, into the 3rd level of abstraction. The importance of unlocking the 3rd level of
abstraction on the societal-civilization level is explicated in my treatise on premium content models <hl>.

H2S2 H3S4: Scalability:
Analogous to the structure of knowledge in one’s own | mind, ref <ch. 33, clearance check h2s4 MRCA x-ray check, “post-script”>, the
structure and “DNA” of a company’s operational design will give it variable properties when it comes to scalability. A measure of good
scalability is that as the total number of units sold increases, price either remains stable or decreases. In contrast, a poorly scalable business
will have a limit to the number of units that it can sell, and the price | of units will increase as more orders are made.

H4S1: Merging and Modularization: // cont.v-6

H4S2: Compatibility:
MIC: A scalable | system will have highly | compatible components, which work | efficiently with each other, with minimal redundancies,
across multiple | points of contact, which may occur, at multiple levels | of abstraction<ch-8>. H5S1: Corporately, products manufactured
by a single firm #, and its social-proofed associates, <ch.51-H2S5,H3S5>, are more likely to be inter-compatible # H5S2: // cont.v-6

H4S3: Security |=full access policy:
AAM-Plugin: The Access Policy is a well-structured JSON document that contains one or more statements, params, and dependencies
that collectively define access settings to a website’s resources and actions that can be performed upon them.

H2S2 H3S5: Compliance:
Compliance is business x law and there is a component of skill in maintaining the legality of all of one’s | operations, as the maintenance of
legality is a variable cost #np <ch-4 CM H3S2>; as a business scales, the connection | vectors <ch-8 H2S5> between its operations and
the law will increase, and a certain | amount must be invested into compliance. Armstrong <Coinbase CEO, a-r 35:40> Something should
be inherently | global from day 1, right? <skip> Now, the question is, you probably still need to hire some people, and they still need to live
somewhere in the physical | world, and so you need to make sure you’re following all the local | laws around that, payroll | taxes, and things
like that., and Fin.

H2S2 H3S6: Supply chain management:
That process continued as Dell outsourced the management of its supply | chain, and then the design of its computers themselves. Dell
essentially outsourced everything inside its personal-computer business - everything except its brand - to Asus <a Taiwan-based
company> Dell’s RONA <Return on Net Assets> became very | high, as it had very few | assets left in the consumer part of its business.
Then, in 2005, Asus announced the creation of its own brand of computers. Christensen pg-123. == MIC: The supply chain can be
conceived of as one particular aspect of operations that relates specifically to the production of goods, but not only in the assembly of the
goods into the final product from its parts, but also the sourcing of those goods as well as the relationship with various companies,
internal or external, responsible for the generation and transportation of those goods. Supply chain management is an important aspect
of a business organization because proper | supply chain management will drive down cost of goods sold and in turn increase profits;
companies with lower cogs and higher profits will, in the long run, outperform competitors because it will have more liquidity to invest into
further growth, leading to better product lines, lower prices, and more sales that compounds with each coming year. == Supply chain
management is also an aspect of efficiency.

H2S2 H3S7: Training |=full career development:
H3S7 H4S1: Negotiations:
His style of play has pleased. It is sound and full of ideas. It has a dash of originality. No doubt that the chess world would not like to miss him,
now that it has got to know him. In the beginning of his career, eight years ago, there were those who were fearful of his becoming what he is.
They wanted him to have a profession, and to be a chess master besides. Happily, nature was stronger than their influence. The world would
have gained little had he become an engineer; the chess world would certainly have been poorer thereby. <Winter a-r pg-56, on Capablanca
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WC 1921 - 1927 and his negotiations with former WC Emanuel Lasker reign 1894 - 1921, who lost his title to Capablanca following their
negotiations to a 1921 match> The art of negotiation is a domain within business in which ability to play chess can concretely deliver benefits
to one’s bottom online, so long as one’s understanding of the game has reached a certain level of abstraction such that one can palpably
perceive #defd broad connections between chess theory and that of other domains. == At its core, from a certain perspective, chess is a game
of establishing a strong position, akin to a strong negotiating position, and from that position, establishing a goal and working towards getting
what you want. A good chess player is also good at evaluating what the opponent wants, the objective favorability towards himself of the
compound positions of both players, and in general not being overrun by merely complying to the demands of others. == Chess players are
also trained to cultivate a strong psychology, as well as the understanding that in many cases, pushing too hard in fact for a win may salvage a
loss from a drawn position #defd. At the highest level, chess is a game of waiting for chances <ref: GM Anish Giri, FIDE = 2776, postgame
interview 2021 Tata Steel>, maintaining solidness, and framing one’s entitlement to a draw if no progress can be made from either side. This
balanced temperament, in contrast to the overly aggressive “attack at all costs” or “avoid confrontation at all costs” styles that are more
prevalent at lower levels, makes one an ideal negotiation who is maximally likely to not only reach one’s own desires but also generate a high
quality deal that satisfies both parties. Ultimately, the partner in one’s negotiation will very likely continue to be a business partner for years to
come after the deal is made, and therefore it’s rarely a good policy to leave a bad taste in someone else’s mouth # In depth: the art of
negotiation in chess: Negotiation is one component #defd of a broader subject of #dealmaking, which is the process of coming to an
agreement to work together between two business organizations. Dealmaking and negotiation in itself can be fragmented into two parts: first,
an assessment on both parts to determine whether it is possible to work together, and progression to the second part is only possible if both
parties agree that it is, and the second part is a second negotiation to determine the revenue split, and along with it, the split of responsibilities
and expenses in the subsequent working relationship. It would be incorrect to view negotiation as a tactic that can be used to coerce another
party into doing what they do not wish to do, as at any moment one party can decide to simply back out and nullify the potential relationship.
== Chess can teach us 10 important lessons about negotiation and for each one, we will examine a thematic position under the broader chess
umbrella of “fighting for a draw”, thereby establishing 10 connections that unifies the two topics: negotiation in business and “fighting for a
draw” in chess. Lesson #1: Trying to grab too much in an even position can snatch defeat from the jaws of a draw. // Add a position
and analysis here, maybe import from ch-62 #. Lesson #2: It’s not enough to consider only one’s own plans and ambitions, but also
what the opponent wants to do. // Add a position and analysis here. Lesson #3: Never opt into a plan that would make one’s position
worse if it worked. // Add a position and analysis here. Ref: I. Mark Johnson, Buffalo Chess Association, USCF 1900 in a summer 2021
lesson https://www.buffalochessassociation.com/instructors. Lesson #4: The last step to establishing a draw is often to establish an
important boundary and keep it. // Add a position and analysis here.

Ref: “Fight for a Draw” in K & P endgames w/ IM Andrey Ostrovskiy:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VVhwP5gZSQ0. In this position, which was first shown to me
by WIM Bianka Havanecz <ref: ch. 2 h2s5 h3s2> the drawing move is incredibly 1…Ka5 <o.m>,
ref: ch. 10 nt.eval-<o.m>, whereas every other legal move for s is losing. The reason is that after
1…Ka5, the f player | | cannot  make | any progress |, and in order to understand this key operator
in chess, one must understand that progress in K + P endgames always means either a) creating a
passed pawn or b) advancing it to promotion. Here, the 3 v 3 pawn structure is gridlocked with the
pawns are on the same files <ref: GM Daniel Naroditsky, https://www.twitch.tv/gmnaroditsky
3/22>, and so the only way to create a passed pawn, as one does not already exist for f, is either a

breakthrough tactic or by winning one of s’s pawns. Finally, the present configuration of the two pawn
structures in contact #defd does not permit a breakthrough tactic, and therefore progress in this case must
mean  winning an s pawn. == Taking a deeper look #defd at the s structure, as well as the position of the Ks,
the only pawn that can feasibly fall first is the one at c5, since it is the base of the c5-b4 mini-chain, and the
a6 pawn is more securely shielded by the K, being as it’s an edge pawn, and the K is on the other side of it.
Therefore, the way to draw this position is by self-shielding #defd and establishing a | | boundary |  by
stalemate | where if the f King crosses the c-d boundary #defd into xc5 or c6, the s K and the rest of his
P.army #defd will be without moves, and therefore a draw will be declared by stalemate. [D] A stalemate
confirmation diagram, where yellow highlighting indicates cut off squares for s.Zi, for the position after
1…Ka5 ! Without the ability to capture in c5 or limit the s.K with Kc6, the first player has no way to win the
only feasible pawn nor limit the s.K from simply alternating back and forth between a5 and b6, which will
trigger a draw either by stalemate or the 50 move rule. Lesson #5: Equality can be established by

preventing your opponent's idea, but also by realizing one’s own idea concurrently, which is of equal priority.

Ref: “Fight for a Draw” in K & P endgames w/ IM Andrey Ostrovskiy. In this position, with f.move, it
is already too late #defd to attempt to stop the opponent’s idea of promoting the f3 pawn from
coming to fruition, but nevertheless a draw can be obtained with the forward-looking move #defd 1.
H6 $e.$ !, forcing the creation of a passed pawn with a supported breakthrough tactic. If 1…f2,
plowing forward, then 2. Hxg7 will lead to a passed pawn that promotes in the ply immediately
following f.f1=Q, | | since | that  move | is not | with a check |. After both sides queen, the f-player
will still have a passed pawn in storage at g6, and in fact be winning in this position. Thus, the
correct response is 1…gxh6+ and after 2. Kxh6, the f-passer on g6 is only a half-turn, or single
tempo #defd behind the s-passer on f3 and will promote the immediate succeeding ply as the f3

pawn’s promotion and, again, since that f3 pawn’s promotion will not be with check, the game will end in a theoretically drawn #defd Q + K vs.
Q + K position. Lesson #6: Money is generally vital in negotiations, but sometimes a well-calculated surrender of material can be the
saving stroke in securing a draw.
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Ref: “Fight for a Draw” in K & P endgames w/ IM Andrey Ostrovskiy.
#MIC seeks to teach chess to beginners from the ground up through the paradigm of keeping one’s own
material and winning that of others in order to connect chess with the basics of the money financial system,
as this is securely within the popular consciousness as of the year of the book’s release #defd, 2022, and
therefore represents a valid
Lesson #7:
Lesson #8:

H2S2 H3S8: Investing:
As a business extends its overall corporate lifetime, it will begin to accumulate significant amounts of
equity, including in the form of excess revenues =syn profits deposited into the bank account as unused
liquidity #defd. This liquidity, being as it’s not required for operations, with that portion already being

accounted for in #expenses, can be invested toward long-term growth, either in the business itself or in another business. == Internally,
investments can be made to purchase more equipment, allocate funds to bonuses, promotions, and payroll, or purchase and develop new
intellectual property that is expected to increase the top line of the company for years to come. The property of most investments it that they
require a large output of cash up front #defd, but will pay off #defd in the long run, in terms of cash flow in the sense that the total cash in, in
the end, will be greater than the amount of cash out. == This property of investments explains the delineation between revenues and
expenses as well as cash flow, and the delineation between assets and revenues in accounting, since the cost of goods sold “investment” of
expenses generally leads to immediate returns, and is generally paired thus with a revenue on the same annual basis, whereas assets are
discussed as existing perpetually in a separate bucket from transient revenues and expenses.

H3S8 H4S1: Non-Monetary Wealth:
As a business matures to a level of financial wellbeing such that it is able to make excess profit liquidity #defd investments back to itself or in
other businesses, it may also begin to explore the notion that there are other forms, non-monetary forms of wealth that can be invested
towards these ends, and often these non-monetary forms of wealth would have significantly higher value if converted to dollars than the
dollars present in the company.
H5S1: Information Wealth:
A business can strategically use deployments of its knowledge base as a form of value to extract equivalent value from another business
entity, and the extraction of that equivalent value would have otherwise costed financial dollars. This strategy can be deployed in complex
ways; for instance, the same commodity of desire for a business can be in desire from one entity for financial dollars and another for
information barter, #defd, and depending on the wealth that the business is in position to exchange at the moment, it can leverage #defd either
its monetary wealth or information wealth to acquire the desired good in either case.
H5S2: Reputation full=| Branding Wealth:
H5S3: Security Wealth:

H3S8 H4S2: How equity works:
In order to understand how to make an investment, one must understand how equity, or what one receives in return for a cash payment,
works. Equity is a form of ownership in which ownership in a thing is quantified and divided proportionally to the contribution from each equity
owner into the thing.

H3S8 H4S3: Investing in chess x Silicon Valley venture funding:
H4S3 H5S1: Stage 1: Auto-funding, sole-proprietorship, off the books:
H4S3 H5S2: Stage 2: Auto-funding, sole proprietorship, company formation:
H4S3 H5S3: Stage 3: Auto-funding, LLC, company formation:
H4S3 H5S4: Stage 4: Auto-funding, Delaware C-corp, company formation:
At this stage, the suffix of the company changes from LLC to Inc., and the company is ready to undertake venture funding. Most such
incorporation events are conducted in the state of Delaware for tax efficiency purposes # Fin // maybe more v6.
Source: from 2008 to 2015, I guided a series of companies titled 2 Bucks Entertainment LLC to Distractify Inc., C/S-corp, through a series of
company financial progressions, hiring, budgeting, investment, and eventual acquisition in 2015 for a lump sum of $2.1 million cash and $1
million in intellectual property, software #, and a separate cash out of $30,000 in late 2021, which funded the period of writing Material in
Chess.
H4S3 H5S5: Stage 5: External funding: Seed stage:
// convertible debt vs equity explained
H4S3 H5S6: Stage 6: External funding: Series A:
H4S3 H5S7: Stage 7: External funding: Series B - E:
H4S3 H5S4: Stage 8: External funding: Public market |=full acquisition:
In depth: stepwise investment in an idea in chess: // show an example, probably from a YT video of someone analyzing their own games
such as https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_9EHZVKWG6Q where a player stepwise increases investment in an idea
The auto-funded phase should be calculated # before the idea actually becomes “externally funded” on the board, and therefore in the player’s
mind as a hypothetical calculation.

H3S8 H4S4: Future discounting x business x chess [800]:
Ref: Ch. 12 Eval H2S3: Future Discounting: Future | discounting was previously discussed in ch. 12 evaluations as a paradigm for negatively
downgrading the value of a trapped ren temporarily, and accounting for this in the overall evaluation. Discounting is the process of converting
a value received in a future time period to an equivalent value received immediately. For example, a dollar received 50 years from now may be
valued less than a dollar received today—discounting measures this relative value. Ref: Research for the Future, Washington DC <hl> In
depth: the story of Peter Thiel, FIDE He demonstrates how a “Strong Square” strategy drove Adobe’s rise from niche player to industry
powerhouse, how Kodak is reviving its fortunes with an “Exchange Sacrifice,” and how Google is creating holes in Microsoft’s position with a
“Minority Attack.” Most importantly, Three Moves Ahead also shows how to “Stay Ahead On the Clock” and avoid the fate of companies like
Polaroid, Gateway, and our dearly departed Ma Bell. Ref: https://www.amazon.com/Three-Moves-Ahead-Business-Played/dp/142336015X

https://www.amazon.com/Three-Moves-Ahead-Business-Played/dp/142336015X
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https://www.chessgames.com/player/peter_thiel.html What can Thiel’s games reveal about his management style?
https://en.chessbase.com/post/busine-insider-24-executives-who-are-exceptional-at-che#:~:text=Peter%20Thiel%2C%20rating%202199%2C
%20Hedge,21%20players%20in%20the%20country. tl;dr a 1600 founded GroupMe, a 2200 co-founded PayPal and invested in Facebook,
and 2,400s are quant traders. https://www.chess.com/article/view/chess-celebrities George R R Martin is 1905 USCF profile:
http://www.uschess.org/msa/MbrDtlMain.php?10349991 Ref: Emerson Spartz<USCF ~800>, personal | stories.

Ch-19: Str H2S3: The scientific method [0]:
Then something dramatic changed in the year 1085, which is the first European Christian conquest of a major Islamic city…but simply by
European forces having captured that city, something extraordinary happened, which was within that city was a library, with | | more books |
than existed in all of Christian Europe | put together. This simple library in this sort out of the way podunk sort of the city there out in the
boondocks, one run-of-the-mill library there had more cumulative information than was available to all of Europe at the time (!) And suddenly,
Europe got to rediscover philosophers, Aristotle, Plato, all of that. They got to rediscover logic. They got to rediscover all the great works.
Suddenly all of those flooded back into Europe and the first beginnings of sort of a | | modern mindset | about complexity | started to emerge.
People suddenly began to do things, like able to think transitive | and with transitivity, in a transitive manner, <stutters-kept> where you would
see a is bigger than b, b is bigger than c, and you had this startling | revolutionary notion, which is you now can know something about the
relationship between a and c without having to directly compare them with each other. This was an astonishing sort of logical breakthrough:
syllogism. <R: ch-8 CM H3S2> Dr. Robert Sapolsky, Stanford Biology May 19, 2010: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_njf8jwEGRo. Fin

H2S3 H3S1: Observations:
Why should a change of paradigm | be called a revolution? In the face of the vast and essential differences between political and scientific
development, what parallelism can justify the metaphor that finds revolutions in both? The Structure of Scientific Revolutions ch-9 <additional
resources> This type alone gives rise to new theories. Paradigms provide all phenomena except anomalies with a theory-determined place in
the scientist’s | field of vision. The human body as an instrument: Unrecognized by modern science | but nevertheless a concept to be taken
seriously #defd is the notion that the human body itself is a valid instrument of science. This notion is not entirely foreign in the field of
psychology, as human subjects are regularly used not only as the objects of experimentation, with external scientific tools being used for
measurement. Fin.

H2S3 H3S2: Questions |=full Hypothesis:
U-Waikato <a-r>: A hypothesis is an idea or proposition that can be tested by observations or experiments, about the natural world. In
order to be considered scientific, hypotheses are subject to scientific evaluation and must be falsifiable, which means that they are worded in
such a way that they can be proven to be incorrect. MIC: While scientists rely on objective analysis to come to conclusions, and the quality
of a hypothesis comes under the same test, there are dissimilar | limitations on the domain in which a question can be asked. Analogously,
while computers can, almost always, provide the best objective answer to a posed position, it is strong human players, who select based on
subjective criteria, out of their own interest, which positions to study. // v-5 maybe some diagrams.

H2S3 H3S3: Experimental design:
MIC: The first step to indoctrination to the scientific mindset is accepting the premise that conclusions are dependent on evidence.
Beyond this, there are levels of evidence <US.dept-education>, as evidence can be classified as strong or weak based on objective criteria;
weak evidence is not necessarily wrong, but its influence on academia, in terms of its capacity to drive the design of subsequent |
experiments, is limited. This elicits a thematic principle in the conduct of science; like the human operation of chess engines, what is
determined by the engine, or, in the case of empirical science, nature, is objective, but the human decision as to which positions to examine,
or what experiments to run, is much more subjective. Pashler et al. <a-r>: strong evidence |=> requires both studies with high internal
validity (i.e., studies whose designs can support causal conclusions <rather-correlations>), as well as studies with high external validity
(i.e., studies that in total include enough of the range of participants and settings on which the recommendation is focused to support the
conclusion that the results can be generalized to those participants and settings). Strong evidence for this practice guide is operationalized
as: • A systematic review of research that generally meets the standards of the What Works Clearinghouse (see
http://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/) and supports the effectiveness of a program, practice, or approach with no contradictory evidence of similar
quality; OR • Several well-designed, randomized, controlled trials or well-designed quasi-experiments that generally meet the standards of
the What Works Clearinghouse and support the effectiveness of a program, practice, or approach, with no contradictory evidence of similar
quality; OR • One large, well-designed, randomized, controlled, multisite trial that meets the standards of "the What Works
Clearinghouse" and supports the effectiveness of a program, practice, or approach, with no contradictory evidence of similar quality; OR •
For assessments, evidence of reliability and validity that meets The Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing. MIC: Several
observations 1) a single well-designed experiments maintains equal weight to several quasi-experiments; however, with a sufficient sample
size of such quasi-experiments, and the definition of the latter can be expanded with time, such as to include results produced by chess
coaches, over the past 500 years, and from this, we would expect several breakthrough conclusions in the field of working memory research
2) a systematic review of research itself can be classified as a form of evidence; this is a powerful form of research, as it’s very low cost,
does not require additional experimentation, data collection, or novel data analysis, as these are extremely costly. Literature reviews should
emphasize taking a unique perspective that threads a distinctive logical needle through contemporary evidence that was previously not
connected in this way; theoretically, there is no limit to how many different ways this can be done! 3) when contradictory evidence are posed
against each other, weak evidence cannot overturn strong evidence of the opposite side; the strength of evidence must be matched
#np-shared 4) Experiments can be designed to produce strong and causal evidence, and this is clearly recommended #np.shared-2. Post:
Wasserstein <a-r, 0:00> A small p-value is like a right swipe on Tinder. It means you have an interest. It doesn’t mean that you’re ready to
book a wedding venue.

H2S3 H3S4: Collecting data:
6 principles on P-values, according to the American Statistical Association <a-r>: Wasserstein <a-r>: 17:40: 1) P-values can indicate how
incompatible the data are with a specified statistical model 2. P-values do not measure the probability that the studied hypothesis is true,
or the probability that the data was produced by random chance alone 3. Scientific conclusions, business or policy decisions should not

https://www.chessgames.com/player/peter_thiel.html
https://en.chessbase.com/post/busine-insider-24-executives-who-are-exceptional-at-che#:~:text=Peter%20Thiel%2C%20rating%202199%2C%20Hedge,21%20players%20in%20the%20country
https://en.chessbase.com/post/busine-insider-24-executives-who-are-exceptional-at-che#:~:text=Peter%20Thiel%2C%20rating%202199%2C%20Hedge,21%20players%20in%20the%20country
https://www.chess.com/article/view/chess-celebrities
http://www.uschess.org/msa/MbrDtlMain.php?10349991
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be based solely on whether a p-value passes a specific threshold 4) Proper inference requires full reporting and transparency 5) A p-value, or
the statistical significance, does not measure the size of an effect or the importance of a result, and 6) By itself, a p-value does not provide a
good measure of evidence regarding a model or hypothesis. MIC: In Depth, statistical | analysis pt. 1: For this section, we will be relying
on Chess com’s Insights tool, which you can access # by purchasing a Diamond membership. Open up your own Insights panel while
reviewing the theory and exercises in this section, or use GM Daniel Naroditsky’s sample insights page, which we will use as a reference:
https://www.chess.com/insights/danielnaroditsky Post <Dahiru, a-r> : To quantify the strength of evidence against null hypothesis “he <R.A.
Fisher, 1890 - 1962, author of Statistical Methods for Research Workers, one of the 20th century's most influential books on statistical
methods> advocated P < 0.05 (5% significance) as a standard level for concluding that there is evidence against the hypothesis tested,
though not as an absolute rule’. Fin-v3.

H4S1: Correlation coefficient:
Schwarte et al. <2018>: The Pearson correlation coefficient is typically used for jointly normally distributed data (data that follow a
bivariate normal distribution <ch-51 SYE, H2S1 H3S1>). For non normally distributed, continuous data, for ordinal data, or for data with
relevant outliers, a Spearman rank correlation can be used as a measure of a monotonic association. Both correlation coefficients are
scaled such that they range from –1 <inverse> to +1 <direct>, where 0 indicates that there is no linear or monotonic association, and the
relationship gets stronger and ultimately approaches a straight line (Pearson correlation) or a constantly increasing or decreasing curve
(Spearman correlation) as the coefficient approaches an absolute value of 1.

H4S2: Confidence interval:
US Census Bureau <a-r>: A confidence interval is a range of values that describes the uncertainty surrounding an estimate. We indicate a
confidence interval by its endpoints; for example, the 90% confidence interval for the number of people, of all ages, in poverty in the United
States in 1995 (based on the March 1996 Current Population Survey) is "35,534,124 to 37,315,094." A confidence interval is also itself an
estimate. It is made using a model of how sampling, interviewing, measuring, and modeling contribute to uncertainty about the relation
between the true value of the quantity we are estimating and our estimate of that value. If we were to repeatedly make new estimates
using exactly the same procedure (by drawing a new sample, conducting new interviews, calculating new estimates and new confidence
intervals), the confidence intervals would contain the average of all the estimates 90% of the time. The Census Bureau routinely employs
90% confidence intervals.

H4S3: Statistical significance:
Gallo, via Harvard Business Review <a-r>: “Statistical significance helps quantify whether a result is likely due to chance or to some
factor of interest,” says Tom Redman <author of Data Driven: Profiting from Your Most Important Business Asset>. When a finding is
significant, it simply means you can feel confident that it's real, not that you just got lucky (or unlucky) in choosing the sample. Redman notes
that there are two main contributors to sampling error: the size of the sample and the variation in the underlying population. <skip>
The significance level is an expression of how rare your results are, under the assumption that the null hypothesis is true. It is usually
expressed as a “p-value,” and the lower the p-value, the less likely the results are due purely to chance. Redman says there’s a bias in

scientific literature that “a result wasn’t publishable unless
it hit a p = 0.05 (or less).” But for many decisions — like
which marketing approach to use — you’ll need a much
lower confidence interval. In business, Redman says,
there’s often more important criteria than statistical
significance. H5S1: Null | hypothesis: Gertsman<a-r>
Thus, the P value answers the question “If the null
hypothesis were true, what is the probability of observing
the current data or data that is more | extreme?” Note that
the P value is NOT the probability that the hypothesis (or
any other hypothesis) is right or wrong. In fact, it assumes
the null hypothesis is right!

H4S4: Regression analysis:
Gallo, HBR <a-r>: Regression analysis is a way of
mathematically | sorting out which of those variables does

indeed have an impact. It answers the questions: Which factors matter most? Which can we ignore? How do those factors interact with each
other? And, perhaps most importantly, how certain are we about all of these factors? H5S1: Step 1: plotting your data [D, L]: H5S2: Step 2:
Use Excel to draw a regression line. Redman explains: “The red line is the best explanation of the relationship between the independent
variable and dependent variable.”

H2S3 H3S5: Drawing conclusions =full| Implications:
Yes most people have the stereotype science is about
inventing gadgets curing diseases monitoring the
environment a narrow utilitarian focus on me material
world stuff and bodies but science is much broader than
that it's really our best attempt to understand the world
around us including the world of other people including
the world of politics history and economics <r: ch-13
H2S2 H3S1> Dr. Steven Pinker <Harvard U> <a-r>
In Depth, statistical analysis pt. 2: how to draw

verbal conclusions from statistics:
// https://www.chess.com/insights#free
Arslanadil92 account after about 16 rated games, 3/30/22
Bigger sample size: https://www.chess.com/insights/danielnaroditsky.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistical_Methods_for_Research_Workers
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- Also no bias in scooping up hanging pieces, indicating that line complexity is the primary factor, not piece values, and piece values

does not skew awareness of lines.
Pieces that can move to more squares are harder to use, and the K is apparently nearly as complex as the Q. //
https://www.chess.com/insights#free Arslanadil92 account after about 16 rated games, 3/30/22 Quick observation, pawns are hung 2x as
often as any other ren, but if you sum all other ren, they’re about equal to pawns, which is roughly proportional to how many pawns vs. other
ren there are on the board. That indicates there’s no bias with respect to hanging ren.

H2S3 H3S6: Objectivity, eliminating noise #:
<UTC.edu><a-r>: In the book, Critical Thinking, Beyer <a-r, 1995> elaborately explains what he sees as essential aspects of critical
thinking. These are: Dispositions: Critical thinkers are skeptical, open-minded, value fair-mindedness, respect evidence and reasoning,
respect clarity and precision, look at different points of view, and will change positions when reason leads them to do so. Criteria: To think
critically, must apply criteria. Need to have conditions that must be met for something to be judged as believable. Although the argument can
be made that each subject area has different criteria, some standards apply to all subjects. "... an assertion <a confident statement of fact -
Oxford-lang> must... be based on relevant, accurate facts; based on credible sources; precise; unbiased; free from logical fallacies; logically
consistent; and strongly reasoned" (p. 12). Argument: Is a statement or proposition with supporting evidence. Critical thinking involves
identifying, evaluating, and constructing arguments. Reasoning: The ability to infer a conclusion from one or multiple premises. To do so
requires examining logical relationships among statements or data. Point of View: The way one views the world, which shapes one's
construction of meaning. In a search for understanding, critical thinkers view phenomena from many different points of view. Procedures
for Applying Criteria: Other types of thinking use a general procedure. Critical thinking makes use of many procedures. These procedures
include asking questions, making judgments, and identifying assumptions.

H2S3 H3S7: Purpose and significance:
Hu<a-r, ‘22> Science is a method for drawing conclusions from observations. These observations are made 1) by our God-given sensory
faculties, and 2) of the external world, which is God’s creation. U-Waikato <a-r>: A hypothesis is an idea or proposition that can be tested
by observations or experiments, about the natural world. In order to be considered scientific, hypotheses are subject to scientific
evaluation and must be falsifiable, which means that they are worded in such a way that they can be proven to be incorrect. Hu: While
scientists rely on objective analysis to come to conclusions, and the quality of a hypothesis comes under the same test, there are
dissimilar | limitations on the domain in which a question can be asked. Analogously, while computers can, almost always, provide the best
objective answer to a posed position, it is strong human players, who select based on subjective criteria, out of their own interest, which
positions to study. In the subjective piloting of science, the values and priorities of God must be accounted for; apostatic science, on the
other hand, has caused widespread planetary destruction, the ongoing extinction of the now endangered (!) human race, and a severe
mental health crisis in 2022. Certainly, these outcomes cannot be the Will of God, and, therefore, it cannot be nature, a creation of God #,
in what has been revealed through experimentation, that is at fault. Rather, it must be the subjectivity of apostatic science, which has
guided scientific exploration away from the Will of God, and into the Will of Satan, who has the destruction of humanity and Earth in
mind.

H2S3 H3S8: Logical inference =syn deduction:
The 10 levels of logical ability is defined as a problem solving ability, and is another | view of literacy, 1) you are able to read words and
understand, fully, the meaning of words 2) you are able to, when explicitly instructed, follow a set of instructions 3) you are able to consume a
set of data and interpret or come to conclusions about that data 4) you are able to learn a set of techniques and encounter a problem, and
not only executes the instructions, but also, determined via evaluation, which technique, you're supposed to apply 5) you are able to have a
complete | thought, which is defined as a closed | argument from premise to conclusion, with no | fallacies 6) you are able to encounter a
problem for which there is no | solution and come up with a novel solution on the spot, using existing | knowledge 7) you are able to
connect | ideas from multiple | fields, which may only be tangentially | related, together 8) you are able to produce an entirely | original work
9) you are able to perform a literature | review, which requires you to adopt a unique | perspective, and use this perspective as a curation
filter to go through existing | sets of knowledge 10) you are able to play blindfold | chess.

Ch-19: Str H2S4: Psychology x b-p str [1,200]:
The structure of one’s internal psychological | frame <ref, x ref: Ch. 41: FC H2S1: Ego Preservation> can “manifest” in granular terms #defd in
thematic structures in the board position in forms such as #defd various arrangements of pawn structure, preferences for specific Zi as well as
ways of using those Zi, tolerance for threat load, and so forth #defd.

Ch-19: Str H2S5: Pawn structure [1,600]:
H2S5 H3S1: Rank isolated pawn:
As this is not an entire treatise on pawn structure, one is better off seeking external resources for this topic, such as Pawn Structure Chess by
GM Andrew Soltis or Chess Structures, a Grandmaster’s Guide by GM Mauricio Flores Rios, a book that was recommended to me by
USCF Expert Ken McBride at the Rochester Chess Center. Rather, we have chosen to cover under-highlighted and instructive examples of
| | pawn  structure | weaknesses | that can play a factor in assassinations of various forms. == One such example is a rank isolated pawn. File
isolated pawns are a well known structural weakness, but less frequently covered is this alternative form of isolation, which is an order of
magnitude more complex to define, but nevertheless can likewise make its possessor susceptible to assass. In Depth, WFM Anna Cramling
v. I. Yakun Hu, c-com 1:3 time odds: Game date: 3/27/22 Ref: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/42134479043?tab=review
Background on WFM Cramling:
She participated in several European Youth, World Cadets, World Youth, and World Junior Chess Championships in different age divisions
from 2015 until 2019. Cramling earned the WFM title at age 15 in 2018, the same year she reached her peak rating. During 2018, she
defeated Renier Castellanos Rodriguez, a Spanish International Master (IM) with a rating of 2498 at the time. When representing Sweden in
international team competitions, she has played on the same team with her mother while her father served as team captain.
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anna_Cramling

https://www.chess.com/insights#free
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The b.p after a hypothetical 32. Bxc3 (0) X-ref: Ch. 6 QI Ex, #6 In this K + Ps endgame position,
the f6.♟ is a rank isolated pawn, separated from the nearest by 1 rank in between #, and
moreover its status as a rank.i is permanent because the advance sq of the adjacent file.♟ is
cut off by the h6.♟. == The f, however, has a chance to equalize in this position if allowed # to
play f.h4, f.g5, supporting that pawn and also sealing any penetration sq for the s.♚ to strike at
the base of the f.♔-side chain. == Therefore, the key winning move in this s.move position is
32…g5 !, blockading # the advance.sq of the f.g-♟ and fixing the rank isolated ♟ at f6 #, and
finally, clearing the g6 attack.sq-♚ of the f6.♟. In this K + P endgame, the extra pawn following
assass in f6 is enough to win, as a passed pawn will be inevitably created on the ♚-side,
allowing s to use the threat of promotion to leverage a “fox in the crow’s nest” technique and
wipe out f’s ♕-side ♟s, which will result in an inevitable promotion there. Ref: Jeremy Silman’s
Endgame Manual, paperback edition.

H2S5 H3S2: Doubled and isolated pawns:
Sokolov <a-r pg-14>: In the vast majority
of positions with a 1) full center and 2)
doubled pawns, the side with doubled
pawns (usually White) has a bishop pair
versus bishop + knight. However, if
instead of bishop + knight, Black also had
two bishops, would it benefit him or would
it (in a closed position) make it more
difficult for him to maneuver his pieces?
MIC: Doubled pawns are generally weaker
than non-doubled pawns, but particularly
weak are pawns that are doubled and

isolated. Moreover, the two files adjacent to the file that contains # the doubled and isolated pawns will be open, which may be advantageous
to either side or neutral # depending on the placement of | heavy nobles. In depth: an exchange sacrifice to drive a Kingside attack by
doubling the s.f-P’s. [D, 1] The position after 16…Qd7 (+3), ref: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/43562961103?tab=review.
In this position in an online rated 3+2 blitz game <ch. 57 TP H2S1> between two 1,200 rated players, f is up a full bishop, having won that
noble earlier in a blunder in the f5-sq. Such positions are not oft-covered in Master-level game analysis, but at this level #, it’s important for
players to know how to properly convert <ref: ch. 1 h2s3> such a material advantage # into victory. 17. Rxf6 (+3 + 3 = +6) !! Already up 3
points a full noble #, the best continuation here for f is to return 2 points of material in order to fuel a powerful K-side attack. 17…gxf6 (-5 + 6 =
+1) S has to comply with accepting the sacrifice, else a further loss of material will be too much to bear # [D, 2]: The position after 17…gxf5
(+1). 18. Nd5 $f6.P ! The f follow-up to 17. Rxf6 reveals that the temporary sacrifice has two primary purposes: 1) a decoy attraction of the
s.g7-P into the f6 decoy pull sq <ref: ch. 26 DDAC Definitions H3S3>, which removes that P from serving an important strategic purpose of
blockading the g-file leading to the K # and 2) a removal of the last e.contender # of the d5 sq, which is an e.moat penetration sq from the
f.c3-N in its first ply mobility. The f.c3-N’s arrival in d5 also comes with | a tempo, via threat <ch. 11 CM H3S1>. Thematically #, we are looking
for a list analogous to this # of positional, tactical, and tempo initiative # <ref: ch. 59> compensations for the lost material in a temporary
sacrifice scenario that, in aggregate, compensate and balance out the material that is yielded to the opponent. 18…Qf5 🛡f6.P S has to
recruit his Q to a more active sq to defend his Kingside, otherwise he will be quickly overwhelmed along the half-open f-file <ref: ch. 3 eff h2s1
h3s4> 19. Be4 $f5.Q ! F makes a second move in a row that improves a noble and wins a tempo # by creating a threat; the f.g2-B’s mobility
increases from 4 to 5, counting the x-ray effect through the s.f5-Q, and, importantly, adds a check sq effect in the h7.sq to its mobility #
19…Qg5 -e.$ Getting out of the f.e4-B’s minortack effect and remaining as active as possible in the NE quadrant. 20. Qf1 $f6.P ! [D, 3] The
8.f-pre # in Q.G-A 3…Nf6, in 1…d4, free course, on Chessable. IM J-Bart: Your move
8. Exd4<+1><rt-Nxd4>! Fear | not: as a 1. d4 player you sometimes need to play isolated pawn positions in order to maximize your
advantage!

The b.p resulting from 20. Qf1, along with effect analysis of the f6-sq. The third development move in a row,
enabled by the temp.sack 17. Rxf6 ! takes control # of the half-open f-file and gains another tempo, also the
third in a row, by renewing the threat # in the f6.sq by adding an over attacker <ref: ch. 3 eff D> to the
formerly # neutral sq. == Still with an extra point of material, with two minor nobles for a R #, control of the
half-open f-file <ref: ch. 6 QI H2S1 H3S2>, the open g-file to work with, the doubled and isolated # s.f-pawns,
and 18 points of f.material breathing down the s.K-side, with the e2.N and a1.R having sqs to join the battle
in collectively <3 f-moves, the f-player maintains a decisive advantage rated at +7 or higher d.20 <ch. 12:
H2S2> by Komodo, despite having only a +1 advantage in m.d. Fin. X-ref: <Ch. 36 H2S1> Post, Sokolov
pg-85: “Isolated pawn structures are arguably the structures that arise from the most difficult openings
(Tarrasch Defense and Semi-Tarrasch <Li Ren vs Nakamura ‘22 a-r>, Queen's Gambit Accepted,
Queen's Gambit Declined, Nimzo-Indian Defense, Meran Variation, Ragozin Variation, Petroff's

Defense, etc.)”

H2S5 H3S3: Pushing past # pawn tension:
X-ref: <ch. 22 LP H2S4 in depth 1> ^ pull the excerpt with s.e4 in response to f4 to push past. Fine pg-95: That leads immediately to the
corollary that a P in the center is effective if | and | only if <r: Ch-8 CM H3S2 H4S4> it can be kept there for a reasonable | length of time. <r:
ch-53 H2S4 H3S3 H4S4> Try ch-37 ex-18 and ch-55 ex-16.

https://www.chess.com/analysis/
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H2S5 H3S4: ⅓, ⅔, and 3/3 passed pawns:
H3S4 H4S1: ⅓ Passed:
<Müller, Lamprecht, 2001, a-r, pg-40>: Nimzowitsch’s rule: ‘candidate in front’. Definition: a candidate is a pawn that has no opposite
number on its file. Advancing it serves the purpose of avoiding structures with backward pawns. Black, in turn, must decide if he just waits
or if he advances his pawns to exchange more pawns. MIC: Mic’s nomenclature of ⅓ passed is 3x broader than Nimzo’s definition, as it
also includes Ps with no opposite in either of the two adjacent files. A pawn is considered ⅓ passed with 1 out of the 3 files adjacent to the
pawn has been cleared of e.Ps from the rank <ref: ch. 3 eff H2S1 H3S1> of the ⅓ passed pawn’s capture square <ref: ch.this, D> and
forwards in the direction of its promotion.

Left: As long as # the c5, c6, c7 sqs # have been cleared of e.Ps, the f.d4-P
can be considered ⅓ passed, with the cleared file being the c-file; note that
Ps cannot occupy any 🏠 rank.
Right: S.P occupation of the c4, c3, or c2 sqs does not change the f.d4-P’s
status as ⅓ passed.

H3S4 H4S2: ⅔ Passed:

H3S4 H4S6: 3/3 Passed:
In depth: 3/3 passed pawns as attacking ren in the middle game:
X-ref: <ch. 16 H2S8 H3S3 H4S5>
Smyslov vs Bronstein, Zurich 1953.
Ref: https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1033849.
The b-p after 37…g5 ! Demonstrating the stroke of a Grandmaster,
Bronstein in his previous 3 moves, before 37…g5 !, managed to shuffle
things around on his K-side in order to support and get out of the way of an
imposing pawn storm, taking advantage of his 3 fully unopposed # passed
pawns against f’s unsheltered K. // write more // Chessable course section
on passed pawns, also relevant to blockading section below:
[D, R] In depth 2, early passed pawn advance: // starting here:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/44942342987

H2S5 H3S5: Backward pawns:
In depth: X-ref: <ch. 11 H2S4>

The position after 16…Bb7 ?! s is slightly overextended <ref: ch. 55> on the q-side <ch. 2 H2S1 H3S3
H4S3>, with inadequately contended # weaknesses at d5, c5, and b6. In this position, the s.d5-P <2.5:2> is
becoming difficult | to defend, as it is backward and therefore 1) unable to advance, as the e5-sq will always
# be better contended # by f, in addition to the fact that advancing would hang the c4-P 2) unable to be
defended by another pawn, as the pawns in adjacent files have either a) pushed past their support sqs <ref:
Ch-19 D> of the backward pawn or b) are missing from that adjacent file #
In depth, fin. Ref: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/43823084479?tab=review

H2S5 H3S6: Blockading passed pawns:
Passed pawns advance one square forward along files ref <ch. 3 H2S1> per movement of that pawn, apart
from the very first move of that pawn in the game, in which it has the option to move forward by 2 squares, if
there is no other zi occupying the destination square of the potential 2 square advance in the initial b.p of its

potential first move, or the interposing square between the pawn’s sq.of-occ in the initial b.p of its potential first move and that 2 square
forward destination sq:

A pawn located in its own ♙’s rank has the option to advance either 1 or 2 sqs forward, along its file.of-occ,
in the direction of its promotion square; it can move 2 sqs forward if there are no interposers in the own
garden or own moat’s <ref: ch. 3 D> in its file.of-occ, as indicated by the green arrows # The rules of chess
ref: <ch. 18> stipulate that a pawn can only capture in squares that are ref: <Ch-19 D> dijacent <ref: ch. 2 D
H3S1> to the pawn and are located, relative to the pawn’s location in the initial b.p of a potential capture
move #, in the direction of that pawn’s advance # This rule implies # that a pawn cannot advance # if there is
another zi, of any side, located in its advance squares because, in general, a zi cannot move into a square
occupied by another zi, of any side, without displacing it, and it’s illegal for a pawn to capture in its advance
squares. == All this is to say that # the best way to blockade a passed pawn is by directly occupying its
advance squares; the best zi for establishing this blockade is a N, since the N is itself not blockaded by the P
in reverse, followed by the K, which finds some shelter in the P blockading e.checks in return, followed by
the B, which is also not blockaded by the P as it is located in the same file as the blockading B, followed by

the R, which does experience a mobility limitation in its blockading sq, followed finally by the Q, which oftentimes # is too valuable to be
deployed solely as a blockader.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karsten_M%C3%BCller
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Lamprecht
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F-move: Every principle has an exception; the f.f7-Q is the only f-zi in
position to establish itself as a blockader of the s.a3-pp, which is advancing
down the board in this b.p-display. In depth: a thematic middle game N
blockade of a pp: In the middle game, the capacity to establish a N as the
blockader in a pp situation is oftentimes hardly a disadvantage for the
blockading side # Due to the properties of the N’s movement <ref: ch. 5
H2S1 H3S3>, it also will send attacking effect to any e-P that is in a
P.🛡-sq ref: <ch. 3 D H3S0 #> of the pp: R: The s.e4-P is fully passed, and
its P.🛡-sqs, or squares from which it can be defended by a P, are d5 and
f5; the blockading f.e3-N, in addition to its blockading purpose in the e4-P’s
e3.adv-sq, also sends attacking-eff to d5 and f5. This situation is derived
from # the properties of the N’s-mo as well as the P’s rule of capture #

H2S5 H3S7: Pawn structure:
An understanding of the aforementioned 6 isolated # scenarios of pawn placement allows us to take a step back and consider the broader
concept of pawn structure as a whole.
// How pawn structure works by ♟ God Structure.
Pawn structure is highly dependent on the particular combination and arrangement of heavier pieces. Here 90% of the times doubled isolated
a-pawns would be pretty much the worse, 2 files removed.

However in this *particular* case the capture bxa5 opened up the b6 square for the queen,
allowing me to dominate the b-file and bring two bishops in with tempo: one to a5, now a pawn
supported square, and a6, now supported by the b6 queen, and a6 is no longer a hole.
How to gain space with pawn structure:
[Site "Chess.com iPhone"] [Date "01/05/2022 10:59AM"]
[FEN rnbqkbnr/pppppppp/8/8/8/8/PPPPPPPP/RNBQKBNR w KQkq - 0 1]
[White "s-express"] [Black "JCHu222"] [Result "JCHu222 wins by Timeout"] [WhiteElo "1685"]
[BlackElo "1674"] 1.Nf3 {1:00} c5 {1:00} 2.d3 {0:59} d5 {0:59} 3.c3 {0:57} Nc6 {0:59} 4.Bg5 {0:57}
f6 {0:58} 5.Bf4 {0:57} e5 {0:57} 6.Bc1 {0:56} Nge7 {0:57} 7.Nbd2 {0:56} g6 {0:56} 8.e4 {0:56} d4
{0:55} 9.Be2 {0:55} Bg7 {0:54} 10.O-O {0:54} O-O {0:54} 11.h3 {0:54} Bd7 {0:52} 12.a3 {0:53} a5
{0:52} 13.Rb1 {0:50} a4 {0:50} 14.Nh2 {0:48} b5 {0:49} 15.Bg4 {0:45} f5 {0:48} 16.exf5 {0:44} Bxf5
{0:48} 17.Bxf5 {0:43} Rxf5 {0:46} 18.Ne4 {0:42} Qb6 {0:44} 19.Nd6 {0:41} Rf6 {0:40} 20.Ne4 {0:37}

Nd5 {0:38} 21.Nxf6+ {0:35} Bxf6 {0:37} 22.Ng4 {0:35} Bg7 {0:37} 23.Bh6 {0:34} Rf8 {0:34} 24.Qe2 {0:32} Nf4 {0:30} 25.Bxf4 {0:31} Rxf4 {0:30}
26.g3 {0:25} Rf7 {0:28} 27.Qe4 {0:23} Ne7 {0:26} 28.Nxe5 {0:21} Nf5 {0:24} 29.Nxf7 {0:19} Kxf7 {0:23} 30.Qd5+ {0:18} Kf8 {0:21} 31.Rbe1
{0:16} Qf6 {0:20} 32.Re6 {0:15} Qf7 {0:19} 33.Rfe1 {0:12} Bf6 {0:18} 34.Qa8+ {0:10} Kg7 {0:17} 35.Qf3 {0:06} h6 {0:16} 36.g4 {0:05} Ne7
{0:14} 37.h4 {0:03} Nd5 {0:13} 38.g5 {0:02} Nf4 {0:12} 39.gxh6+ {0:01} Kh7 {0:11} 40.Qxf4 {0:00} Bg5 {0:09}  {JCHu222 wins by Timeout}

In depth: Pawn Structure Case Study #7:
Moving to occupy a square with a pawn prevents the occupation of that pawn
by an opposing pawn in the same file, absent captures #defd. In this case,
occupation of the a5 square offers the first player 0 advantages, but it does
prevent s.a5, which would <f.cond> close up the queen side by adding an | |
over | pawntender | to b4 |, which has no pawn support from adjacent files. ==
The prevention of s.a5 enables a subsequent f.b4, | | supported by | a
preceding  Rfb1 |, which will open the b-file and a target for the rook(s) in the
backward b7 pawn #defd. // ref: Mastering Chess Strategy by GM Hellsten,
Chessable ver.

H4S1: Pawn structure transformations:
Sokolov <pg-98 a-r>: In isolated pawn-positions, one of the sides often
chooses the right moment to exchange a pair of minor pieces in the center
(mostly knights), to reach a favorable symmetry. Such structural
transformations are very common.

H2S2: Hanging pawns:
Sokolov <pg.179-a,r>: Hanging pawns in the center are, by definition,
connected; for two hanging pawns on the same rank, we will use the term

'parallel' in this book. They normally arise from various 1. d4 openings, like the Tarrasch Defense, the Tartakower Variation of the QGD, the
QID, the Meran variation, etc. MIC: Hanging pawns are inherently a transient | structure in that, due to 1) upstream pressure # from rooks
in the files of their location and 2) the possibility of dynamic advances, including to create long-term passed pawn(s), they will rarely exist
permanently in their parallel, or otherwise “hanging” form. See ch-20 ex-10.
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H2S5 H3S8: Pawn majorities:
Many openings “produce” some kind of asymmetry regarding the pawn
structure. Mastering Chess Strategy, GM Hellsten, Chessable r: 5/30/22
ch-4. In the usual positions where both sides have castled short, a
queenside | pawn majority has two fundamental virtues: its advance won't
expose the king, and a “future passed pawn” will be at some distance from
the enemy king in the endgame. The latter implies <r: ch- that the side with
the queenside majority is often happy to exchange pieces and take the
game closer to the endgame. In depth: converting a passed pawn from
a pawn majority:
// reference a game from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_chess_games
// find the game in encyclopedia // majority attack siege of k-side
[D, 2]: Game: Bela Molnar <2352> vs Tomas Polak <2503> MIC: S holds
a P-maj on the K-side, but these Ps, due to doubling, do not occupy a maj

of files #n-p. As a result, the f.f2/h2-Ps are able to stifle all 4 of the stacked Ps. Kuljasevic <a-r> pg-12:
The situation we have on the board is a rare sight; this might be the only game in the history of chess (at
least, to my knowledge), with quadrupled pawns. Yet, the material is balanced! If we go blindly by the

“book value”, this position would be mistakenly evaluated as equal. 34. A4! MIC: F holds onto both PPs. Ra8?1 Kuljasevic: This loses easily.
More stubborn was 34…Kg8, threatening Kg8-f7. However, in that case, White can actually start picking up pawns on the g-file, one by one:
35. Rxg6 Kf7 36. Rdxg5, etc 35. Re7$.d7-R Rdd8<run$><battery!> 36. a5<1:1> Ra6<block> 37. D7! MIC: The ability to alternate push both
pps is an exclusive | advantage for Molnar. Kuljasevic: Ra7$.d7<2:2> MIC: With more space <ch-50>, f’s more active Rs hold on to
everything, and pressure s’s K-side. 38. Kg2! Raa8<-$.d7-P> 39. Rxg5!<+1> Taking advantage of the freedom afforded to this R, following
the last s-move. 1-0.

H2S5 H3S9: Pawn minorities:
In depth: the thematic minority attack in Carlsbad pawn structures:

The Carlsbad pawn structure, with the
characteristic swap of f-c for s-e, s.c6-P, and
a queenside minority for f
A minority attack occurs in chess when one
player attacks an opponent's pawn majority
with their pawn minority—in other words,
when fewer pawns attack a larger pawn
chain.
The purpose of a minority attack is to
favorably change the pawn structure with
the intention of creating a structural
weakness (e.g., a backward pawn or

isolated pawn) for an opponent. <R:

https://www.chess.com/terms/minority-attack-chess#wha>
// reference a master game, check YT for minority attack games // use this one from Chessable, search the db to find moves: In depth: a
minority attack as s: // find rest of moves on Chessable: The example continues to #18^ In depth, classical minority example by Karpov:
https://www.chess.com/terms/minority-attack-chess#wha

H2S5 H3S10: Pawn structure x piece activity:
[D, L] f5 here takes away the f5 sq for the e2 N and and gives the g5 sq to
the f7 N
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49717222845 19. {{c1::Ng3}}
{{c2::1}}.1 w/ 0.36 o-n d-26 K-2901
X-ref <ch-53, superior-E>
[D, R] 19…exd4 is unfavorable because it eliminates the “valuable” <WGM
Dorsa 6/24/22> e5-P and CU: without gaining an e5-sq for s-nobles due to
the f ability to establish a P on d4 in the ensuing p-recapture. 19…Ng5
instead should be “automatic” <WGM Dorsa>

Ch-19: Str H2S6: The pedagogical
chain [0]:

Basics: Higher-rated | players must have empathy for lower-rated | players, because by having empathy, one can actually understand the
mind of and the thinking processes of lower-rated | players, which makes it more | difficult to | blunder while playing against them again. ==
A higher elo does not signify that one knows more about chess in every single domain than a lower-rated player, it is very possible for lower

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49717222845?tab=review
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rated players to have a particular area in which they have studied more than a player rated even higher than them. Empathy allows the higher
rated player to strategically avoid those areas of expertise and instead, with their greater total knowledge and thus ability to make lateral pivots
<ref: lateral pivots Ch. 58> , maneuver the game as depth progresses #defd into an area in which they are stronger. Ref: ch-47 H2S1:
Operation state transfer <hl> While empathy allows the stronger player to win and thereby achieve his rating goals, it also gives him an
increased ability to teach the lower rated player by being able to give him the necessary advice exactly when his brain needs it, bio chemically
speaking. In turn, the lower rated player can psychologically force the higher rated player to become more empathetic by occasionally
catching him in an area of subpar expertise and costing him disproportionate rating points by losing. == The property of the elo rating system
to punish one significantly more full losing to a lower rated player is actually a pro social feature and the human translation of this is that lack
of empathy has a greater penalty even in chess rating than lack of skill. == Higher rated players understand that it is not for lack of skill that
they lose to a lower rated player, it is a lack of understanding of the lower rated players intentions and mindset. == This mechanism of
attachment between a higher rated player in his lower rated counterpart, for which he must have empathy in order to progress even further
beyond, and in the process, be able to better teach them and uplift them together #defd, and subsequently the higher rated players own
attachment, this time in the role of the lower rated player with an even higher rated player, establishes a chain that is the basic structure of the
pedagogical chain.

H2S6 H3S1: The physical structure of chains:
The distinct feature of a chain is that generally, the length and the width between the individual links does not vary as the entire chain moves in
a certain direction together. Moreover, all but the end pieces in a chain are connected to exactly 2 other links, while the two and only two #defd

end pieces are connected to one other link. == In addition to the standardization of
links and connectivity, there is also a degree of infiltration between the boundaries
of where one link begins and where another ends. Indeed, in order for an individual
circular unit to incorporate itself into a chain, it has to on one hand surrender a part
of its autonomy, in a psychological respect, but also physically allow the end of
another link to penetrate into its perimeter. See below: Left Ref: Gold Chain stock
photo from https://www.123rf.com/stock-photo/gold_chain.html. Right Ref:
Individual chain link, pictured with that same chain link incorporated into a
mini-chain. <hyperlink, ETSY.com>

Ch-19: Str Def:
D H3S5: Pawn structure terms:

Advance square, ♙ (n.) = the square in the direction of a pawn’s advancing
movement, adjacent to the pawn; if the pawn is located in its own ♙’s rank,
it will have two advance squares; the aforementioned defined and the
square that is in its own moat’s rank <ref: ch. 3 D H3S1> in the file of that
pawn’s occupation # [Diagram] The d4.P is advancing northward toward the
d8 sq, which is located at the end of the yellow arrow. Therefore, the d5-sq is
the d4.P’s advance square in this position. X-ref <Ch-19 H2S5 H3S6>
Capture square, ♙ (n.) = a square that a P would occupy in the resulting
b.p of a capture move from its initial sq.of-occ in a b.p of reference. [D, R] In
this initial b.p of reference #, the d4.P can capture in c5 or e5 if an e.ren
were to # move to occupy either of those sqs; therefore, c5 and e5 are both
in the set of the d4.P’s capture squares. Promotion square (n.) =  E.p

capture (n.) =  E.p kill square (n.) = E.p capture move (n.) = E.p capture destination square (n.) =

D H3S5 H4S1: Passed pawn nomenclature:
Passed ♙(n.) = a ♙ relative to which there are no enemy ♙s in the same or adjacent ⇅s that are located in ⇄s beyond its ⇄ in the direction of
its promotion □. 6/10. Blastocyst (n.) = a passed♙ that is on the enemy’s moat ⇄ <ref: ch. 3 eff D> Embryo (n.) = a passed ♙ on the
enemy’s garden ⇄. Fetus (n.) = a passed ♙ on the enemy's pawn ⇄.Variable (n.) = <Peregrin[a-r] 2,000>: a quantity capable of assuming
any of a set of values.

Ch-19: Str ex:
H3S1: Mathematics:

Ex. 1: The attached image shows one unique
configuration of these 5 unique ren. How many
other ways are there to arrange these same 5 ren
within this 5 x 5 square?

[Both diagrams, below]: Ex. 2: prior to the pcb, f was completely winning,
but he mistakenly plays 40. Kxg6 ??, getting out of | the square of the s.f-P,
which is now running free.

Left: The b-p after 1. Kxg6?? However, after the sequence 40…f4 !
41. B5 $e-$a6-P ! axb5 42. C6+ s plays the blunder 42…Kxc6 ??,
leading to the initial b-p of this puzzle, from f-perspective:
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R: F-move, the position after 42…Kxf3??. Note that the board
orientation has been rotated by 180 degrees and we are now
regarding the f-perspective, with h1 bottom right. In this position, the
f-K has a fascinating drawing idea that involves knowledge of the
Pythagorean theorem, found in H2S1 Trig this chapter and <r: ch. 43
H2S4 H3S1>. Find the first move in this sequence and justify how it
can convert this once losing game into a draw #

Ex. 3: Calculate the angles formed in the triangle of a N’s movement,
where the direct mobility vector is the hypotenuse of a right triangle, the
vertices of the triangle are the centers of initial and destination square of
the N’s move, and the square that is adjacent to the destination square and 2
squares adjacent from the initial square.

Ex-4:
Two elements, B and K, combine to form two binary compounds. In
the first, 14 grams of B combine with 3 grams of Q. In the second, 7
grams of B combine with 4.5 grams of Q. Show that these data are
in accordance with the chemical law of multiple proportions, which is
a chemical deduction of algebra x equations.

Ex-5: Continued from ex-4: If the formula of the second compound is B1Q1,
what is the formula of the first compound?

H3S2: Mathematics, trigonometry
problems:

Ex-6: [1,200] 1) Write the shortest
path, with each move picking up a
star, to capture all the stars, in this
puzzle 2) Calculate the total distance
traveled by the B 3) Calculate the sum
of all angles, formed by diagonal
pivots of the B and 4) Calculate the
net distance between the starting and
ending sqs.

Ex-7: Read the following passage from
ch-2 H2S3 H3S1: Angular velocity:

Consider a central point | e1 and a queen traveling along the 2nd
rank compared to a queen traveling along the 4th. The 2nd rank
queen would cross the squares d2, e2, and f2 consecutively, each
on a different road of effect to e1, whereas the 4th rank queen
would cross squares in the 4th rank on the same roads of effect to
e1 as the squares in the previous list at b4, e4, and h4, respectively,
with two squares between each intersection. The closer | queen is
able to exert a higher g force in its attack, making its supported |
envelopment of a King either dijacently or adjacently a highly |
potent mating attack. Prompt: Assume that the 4th rank and 2nd
rank queens are both moving at 2 d-u / ply, in their respective |
ranks. Calculate the angular velocities of each Q, as they cross
the roads.of-E to the E-vertex, e1 #. Which queen has the higher

angular velocity? What is the rate with which each Q crosses the
next E-sq of the e1-R?

Ex-8: Determine the area of the inner | loop of <the-graph> r=2+4*cosθ,
<an.irregular-loop> <via Dawkins 2018, a-r> [3,000] [D], using integral |
calculus<r: ch-50, polar | curve>

R: Ex-9: Determine the area of the region outside r=3+2sin(θ) and inside
r=2 <via Dawkins>

H3S3: Chess x business structure,
problems:
Ex-10: According to Investopedia.com<a-r>, the formula to calculate
CAGR<compound annual growth rate>, a key metric for corporate |
investors, is = [(EV/BV)^1/n - 1]*100, in %, where EV=ending value,
BV=beginning value, and n=number of elapsed | years. Fernando<’22,
a-r>: It is essentially a number that describes the rate at which an
investment would have grown if it had grown at the same rate every year
and the profits were reinvested at the end of each year. Use the income
statement from Enron’s 2020 fiscal | year to calculate the total | revenues
| CAGR <ch.10-bottom>, from 1998-00: [1,200]

Ex-11: Ex-12: // cont.v-6

H3S4: Pawn Structure:

#13: In this famous theoret-

ical position, f has 4 legal moves. 1 wins, 1 draws, and 2 loses. Find the
winning move and justify the ensuing sequence.

R: Ex. 14: Before the pcb 51. Kf7 ??, f held a theoretical draw # <SF,
Komodo d-25 consilience #> and had only to play 51. Kg7 ! <o-m>
Now, he has given s a winning opportunity; there is only one move
that wins. Find the winning move and explain why this leads to
promotion and subsequently checkmate.

Ex. 15: This structure is presented as
“KID Type I” in GM Mauricio Flores
Rios’ Chess Structures: A
Grandmaster Guide. A valid
observation that can be made about
this structure is that:

a) The penetration square
on the c-file into the f position is c7.

b) S has a space
advantage in the central files.

c) S has a pawn majority on
the K-side.

d) Black’s optimal strategy may be to hedge play on both the
K-side with s.f7-f5, followed by s.f5-f4, and s.g6-f5-f4 and
on the c-file by challenging f’s potential control there, due
to f’s Q-side space advantage.

e) The f.d5-P is ⅓ passed.

Ex-16: // Silman pg-365 diagram #19
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H3S5: Additional structure
problems:
Ex-17: [2,400]

Ex-18: #10: <blank -1> have the same
physical properties, are <blank -2>
imposable and are <blank -3> images.
a) enantiomers, super, non-mirror
b) enantiomers, non-super,
non-mirror c) diastereomers,
non-super, non-mirror d)
enantiomers, non-super, mirror e)
diastereomers, super, mirror.

[3,000] X-ref ch-2 H2S5 H3S3, orgo

Ex-19: Are the following b-ps mirror images of each other? If so, upon
which axis? [3,000]

Ex-20: Are these two molecules mirror images? How many chiral centers
do they each have? a) yes, 1 b) no, 1 c) yes, 2 d) no, 2 e) yes, 4 [3,000]
Fin-orgo.

Solutions:
Ex. 1:
An example of a 4 x 4 square is provided in the introduction of
ch.this # H2S1 <hl>

Calculating the answer to this problem involves the same process of
using a partial factorial, !25,21, where the first number in the factorial
set is the number of squares in the 5 x 5 board, and the second
number is counting down from 25, including 25, the # of ren that
need to be configured (25, 24, 23, 22, 21, 21 is the 5th number).
Calculating this out is 25 * 24 * 23 * 22 * 21 = 6,375,600. (!)
Remember that the problem asks how many other ways there are to
arrange the 5 ren, and one configuration is already given, so we
have to subtract 1 from !25,21 to achieve the final answer.

Ex. 2:
The f player’s drawing idea begins
with 43. Kf5 $ !, taking an indirect |
path utilizing an Ivekovic Maneuver
to simultaneously move 1 ply
closer and also by taking a path
that adds the f-K as an attacker to
the s.c5-P, which is currently out of
the square of the f.b3-K. The initial
b-p, highlighting the Ivekovic path
that the f-K can take to d3. The
Ivekovic maneuver is a type of f-K
path that can simultaneously move
that K closer to supporting the

promotion of one of its own pawns and attack an e-PP of which it’s
out of the square, by using the diagonal property of the K’s
movement.
In the 2 ply movement from g6 to e6 bouncing through the f5 pivot,
the f-K covers a total of 2.8 DU, or 2 * sqrt (2), as opposed to the
traditional 2.0 DU if it were to traverse Kg6 - e6 - d3 # The problem
with the 2.0 DU movement is that it allows the s-K to simply capture
the f.d6-P, leaving f with no threat of promotion himself, as this was
his only pp, and leaving only the s promotion plan, as the f-K
remains out of the square.
On the other hand, taking the indirect path, a longer DU path, but
the same number of moves, as the f-K has a higher velocity <r: ch. 2
H2S3> in both legs of the move, 1.4 DU / ply.
The extra velocity allows the K to “make a | pit stop” at f5 to attack
f4, while still making it to e6 “in time” to defend d6. This makes
sense, as we can think of a real life example in which one has, let’s
say, 20 minutes to get home, but if we go a bit faster, we can also
stop at the McDonalds drive thru to pick up a McChicken, abiding by
all relevant speed limit, traffic, and safety laws.
The point of 43. Kf5 $ is that it leads to a b-p in which s can branch
the game into two different scenarios, both of which result in a draw:
Var 1: s decides to capture the e3-P with 43…Kxd6, in which case f
can simply capture back in a different | destination 44. Kxf4 and with
both Ks having eliminated the e-pp but remaining active centrally,
the game ends in a draw.
Var 2: s continues pushing 43…f3 ! and now:

The b-p after 43…f3
The other point of the Ivekovic is
revealed, with the former one being
adding attacking-eff to c5 to
mitigate the risk of 43…Kxd6,
which is that the f-K has not lost a
step in its plan to reach d3 and also
mitigate the risk of 43…f3 ! by
sending home its own pawn
promotion only a beat behind: 44.
Ke6 ! And now, we witness the
outcome of the pawn race, which

will be a draw, as both players promote in consecutive ply and
neither Q will be lost # 44…f2 ! Promotion threat in 1, but without
any checks. 45. d7 ! A key move, as the P can promote without
further support of the e6-K in the promotion square, which is likewise
uncontended by s, and f cannot afford to waste a tempi with the
promotion threat in 1 by s on board. And now, s again has two
choices, but neither of which will stop the inevitability of promotion
by two sides.
If Var 2 A: 45…f1 = Q !, simply 46. d8 = Q ! will end the game in a
draw via material even Q endgame, and there are no skewer tactics
to win either Q.
If Var 2 B: 45…Kc7 !, contending the e1 promotion-sq, f can push
ahead with 46. Ke7 !, likewise contending this sq and resuming the
promotion in 1 threat by f. If now 46…f1 = Q !, promotion but a full
turn later from Var 2 A #, 47. d8 = Q+ will follow but despite the
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promotion with check, both the s-K and s-Q are still safe, and the
game also ends in a draw. Fin. R:
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1212652/practice

Ex. 3:
The e4 - e5 - g5 - g4 partial sq in
which an e4-N has the mobility # to
g5.
The vertices of the triangle are the
centers of the sq e4, g5, and g4.
The lines of the triangle are (the
centers of) e4 / g5, g5 | g4, and g4
- e4.

Therefore, we have a triangle in which the horizontal base is length
2 DU, height is 1 DU, and hypotenuse is 2^2 + 1^2 = hypotenuse ^
2. Therefore, hypotenuse = sqrt (4 + 1) = ~2.24 DU. Knowing the
lengths of all sides of the triangle, we can simply use the definition of
sin(θ) to calculate both unknown angles, as we know the angle
between # the horizontal base (g4 - e4) and the height (g4 - g5) is a
right angle by the perpendicular property of the chess board <r: ch-2
H2S5 H3S1> From ch-19 H2S1 H3S3 H4S1 <hl> we know that the
definition of sin(θ) is the ratio between opposite and hypotenuse,
where the length of the opposite side occupies # the numerator of
that ratio. |=P Therefore, to calculate the angle that occupies e4 in
this triangle #, the opposite side to this angle is the height of length =
1 DU, and the hypotenuse, which is fixed, is 2.24 DU. |=P Postulate:
Therefore, sin(θ) = 1 DU / 2.24 DU, and therefore sin(θ) = ~0.45. We
are interested in determining the value of theta, so we need to “get
rid of” the sin around it on the left side; to get rid of the operation of a
function around a value, we need to take the inverse function of that
function, by the definition of inverse functions <r: ch-50 H2S1 H3S1
H4S1> Postulate, 2: Finally, by the definition of equations, in order to
preserve the equality on both sides, if we are to apply a function to
one side, then that same function needs to be applied to both sides,
and if that same function is applied to the entirety of both sides via
an entire.side-enveloping parenthetical, then the equality is
preserved, and we retain the right to use the “=” sign between the
terms on both sides # <r: ch-3 CM H3S3> == With all this in mind,
we can write an updated form of the equation that we just partially
evaluated as follows: *arcsin(sin(θ)) = arcsin(~0.45) *arcsin is also
expressed on certain calculators as sin-1. As you can see <op>, we
have applied the function arcsin() around the entire term of each
side; moreover, the left side can be evaluated logically, without a
calculator, since we know that arcsin(sin()) will cancel out, leaving
only the value, as we just defined. |=P The left side simplifies to θ,
and therefore we have: |=P Θ = arcsin (~0.45). The right side can be
evaluated with any calculator, here we are using my TI-84 from 7th
grade Gifted Math at SUNY Buffalo for college credits, yes, I have
been doing this type of math for 17 years, longer than I’ve been in
the US Chess Federation: arcsin (~0.45) = 26.74, and note that my
calculator is set in degrees because we are working on triangles <r:
ch-43 H2S4 H3S1 H4S1, Dr. Gilbert Strang>
If the angle in e4 is 26.74 degrees, and we know that the angle in g4
is 90 degrees by the perpendicular postulate, then we know by the
triangle angle sum | postulate, which states that the sum of the 3
angles in any triangle is 180 degrees, that the angle in g5, the third
angle, is 180 - 26.74 - 90 = 63.26 degrees. Fin. Post-script: Read
another example of the application of the 3 trigonometric functions in
ch-43 H2S4 H3S1 H4S1 <hl>. Post: The chess board <ch-2> has
quite a few | interesting applications of discrete geometric math, as
well as thematic right triangles, which have aesthetic solutions in
both angle calculations and application of the Pythagorean
theorem, and therefore, serves as a model system for teaching this
type of math in a reduced manner, without having to worry about
too many decimals, initially.

Ex-4:
The ratio of the masses of R that combine with 1 g of Q is 3:1, as
expected by the law of multiple proportions. Both ex-4 and ex-5 are

inspired by ch-2 ex-79 in Chemical Principles, 7th Edition by Dr.
Steven S. Zumdahl.
Ex-5: B3K1

Ex-6: https://lichess.org/learn#/2/2
1) Bb3-a2-b1-d3-b5!-e2-d1: Each diagonal pivot, by definition,
forms a 90 degree angle. 2) The B travels 10 d-u; each d-u is
1*sqrt(2); 10 d-u * sqrt(2) = 14.14 d-u 3) There are 4 squares, in
which the B changes lines: at a2, b1, d3, e2. Therefore, the sum of
these angles is 4 * 90 = 360 degrees. 4) The distance between b3
<i> and d1 <r> is sqrt(4+4) = 2.83

Ex-7:
In calculating angular velocity, we are concerned with the rate of
change of the angle, relative to the e1 vertex. The angle formed by
a4-e1-e4 is the initial angular location of the 4th rank queen. The
length of a4-e4 is 4 d-u, and the length of e4-e1 is 3 d-u. That
means the hypotenuse, a4-e1, is 5; a thematic, 3:4:5 triangle
<ch-43 H4S2> A 3:4:5 triangle has the thematic angle set of 90
degrees, arcsin(⅘)=53.1 degrees, and arcsin(⅗)=36.9 degrees,
where a4-e1-e4 forms the 53.1 degree angle. The resulting-sq of
the 4th.rank-Q’s movement is h4, and ∠h4-e1-e4=45 degrees, as
it belongs in an isosceles | right triangle, which has 2 sides of
equal | length <Wikipedia>. The sum of these 2 angles is 98.1
degrees. A queen traveling 2 d-u/ply will complete the movement
from a4 to h4 in 3.5 ply, and, therefore, the angular velocity is 98.1
/ 3.5 = 28.0 degrees / ply. 2nd rank queen: The hypotenuse of the
triangle formed by a2-e2-e1 is sqrt(1+4^2)=4.12, and, therefore, the
angle a2-e1-e2 is arcsin(4/4.12)=76.1 degrees; the hypotenuse of
the triangle, formed by h2-e2-e1 is sqrt(1+3^2)=3.16 d-u, and,
therefore, the angle h2-e1-e2 is arcsin(3/3.16)=71.7 degrees, for a
total of 147.8 degrees. The 2nd rank queen has the same linear
velocity as the 4th rank queen, and, so, it reaches h2 in 3.5 ply.
147.8 degrees / 3.5 ply = 42.2 degrees / ply. The 2nd rank Q,
which is closer to the e1-vertex, has the higher.angular-velocity.
Pt-2: The distance between the E-sqs of e1 on the 4th rank is 3, so
the rate is 1 intersection per ply, since the total distance between
the 3 is 6 d-u, and endpoints are inclusive. The total distance
between the 3 on the 2nd rank is 2, so the rate is 3 intersections
per ply.

Ex-8: <Dawkins>: For this problem, we’ll also need to know the values of
θ, where the curve goes through the origin. These points define where
the inner | loop starts and ends and, hence, are also the limits of
integration #n-p in the formula. We can get these by setting the
equation equal to zero and solving. 1) 0 = 2+4*cos(θ) 2) cos(θ)=-½ 3)
θ=2π/3, 4π/3. MIC: Plugging in the derived limits of integration into the
polar | curve area formula, and the loop formula in for the r-term: 4/1):
A=Integral[2π/3, 4π/3] ½*(2+4cos(θ))^2*dθ 2): <alg-1>Resolving the
exponent #: Integral[2π/3, 4π/3] ½*(4+16cos(θ)+16cos^2(θ))*dθ 3)
<alg-2>Factoring: Integral[2π/3, 4π/3] 2+8cos(θ)+4(1+cos(2θ))*dθ 3)
Combining like-terms: Integral[2π/3, 4π/3] 6+8cos(θ)+4cos(2θ)*dθ 4)
Integrate:  [6+8cos(θ)+4cos(2θ)]|[2π/3, 4π/3] 5) Solving the limits:
4π-6*sqrt(3) = 2.174(d-u)^2 Fin.v-5.

Ex-9:
1) <Dawkins>: To determine this area, we’ll need to know the
values of θ, for which the two curves | intersect. We can determine
these points by setting the two equations and solving 1)
3+2sin(θ)=2 2) MIC: Isolating sin(θ): sin(θ)=-½ 3) Isolating θ:
θ=7π/6, 11π/6. Plugging these as limits to the polar | curve
difference formula, and the inside loop as r0, including, outside as
ri, excluding: 4/1): A=Integral[7π/6, 11π/6]
½*[(2^2-(3+2sin(θ)^2)]*dθ 2)a)<alg-1>Resolving exponents and
b)<alg-2> combining like terms: A=Integral[7π/6, 11π/6]
½*[-5-12sin(θ)-4sin^2(θ)]*dθ 3) Applying trig-identity<H2S1 H3S2>
A=Integral[7π/6, 11π/6] ½*[-7-12sin(θ)+2cos(2θ)]*dθ 4) Integrate:
½*[-7θ+12cos(θ)+sin(2θ)]|[7π/6, 11π/6] 5) Solve the limits:
11*sqrt(3)/2-7π/3=2.196(d-u)^2

https://lichess.org/learn#/2/2
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Ex-10: 1) Plug: [(100,789/31,260)^1/2 - 1]*100 2): Resolve the exponent:
[1.796-1]*100 3): Arithmetic: 79.6%!?, an alarmingly | high | rate for a
utility company.

Ex-11: Ex-12: // cont.v-6

Ex-13:
This position is covered in depth in ch-24 H2S1 <hl> as an example
of a dilemma for s, a situation in which two or more options are all
bad, after the winning move for f in the first ply: 1. B6 ! axb6 (Or 1 ...
cxb6 2. a6! bxa6 3. c6 and Queens.) 2. C6 <posing the dilemma> !
bxc6 3. a6 and the pawn sneaks in to Queen. R: Endgame
Challenge ! SM John Hall, #75.

Ex. 14:
The first move is the temp-sack <r: ch-36> 51...Nh7 ! to blockade
the f.h6-pp. 52. Kg6 $.h7-N ! a4 !, the key move, a breakthrough <r:
ch-24 H2S1> that takes advantage of the advanced state of the s-Ps
to offer a sacrifice in order to force a pp to promotion. This move
leads to the sacrifice of both the s.a4-P and the s.h7-N, 4 points
total, but the tempi to win a pp-race in which the stakes are a 9 point
queen is worth even more (!)
53. Bxa4 (-1) b3 !, the countdown to promotion is now 2 for s, 54.
Kxh7 (-3) b2 !, countdown to 1, a fetus 55. Kg7, f’s own countdown
to promo is 2, b1=Q 58. H7!

L:

The b-p after 58. H7 !
At this point, the move trainer puzzle on Chess-
com has already ended, but it’s important to still know # how one
can draw this position. The s-K stops the f.c6-pp, and the f.a4-pp is
not yet a threat. The s-Q needs to give a series of checks in order to
shift closer to the s.h7-fetus and either 1) check the f-K to be in front
of its own pawn, blockading promotion, as in:

R: A hypothetical b-p after a s-Q+, g-file and f-Kh8 :( Here, the
s.g6-Q stalemates the f-K at h8, and that K will never move again if
the Q remains in g6 # The mating procedure is to shift the Q to f7 in
the next s ply, the other stalemating sq, still preventing the K from

movement, and subsequently
deliver a solo mate on f8 in an
edge Epaulette pattern # [D, 3]The
b-p after a hypothetical s-Qf7; the
f-K is immobilized at h8 and s-Qf8#
in the next s-ply is unstoppable # If
the f-K runs to the f-file from this
check, then the s-Q can creep
closer by attacking the h7-pp,
which is now undefended, and in
certain variations it can step in front
of the pp to h8, stopping promotion
and assassination the pp for the

win # Fin. Ref: 5n2/2k2K2/2P4P/p7/1p6/1P6/8/8 b - - 4 51

Ex. 15: The correct answer is e)

Ex. 16: // write a basic triangle analysis after writing rule of the sq in h2s1

Ex-17: https://lichess.org/nxwpAqPL/white#32 17. H3 2.5 w/ 1.0 o-n d-24
SF14+ NNUE ! Ra6 ! 18. G4 <1:1.5> a4 <2.5: 1> ! and both sides have
initiated a minority | attack, but f has priority due to his spatial plus and
K-side priority #

Ex-18: 10 - d)

Ex-19: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49245573597 No,
only the bottom | half of the board from s-perspective is mirrored
across the vertical | middle [mid-point of d/e files] The mirrored
image:
1kr1qb1r/pbp1p1pp/1pnp4/6N1/2Q1P3/2N1B3/PP3PPP/R4RK1 b - -
0 12

Ex-20: d) sourced from:
https://chemistrytalk.org/enantiomers-diastereomers/
Thinking.q-a: CM H3S1 H4S9 H5S3: No, since the chemo-signals
are non-specific, the body would not be able to # localize the
source, if the signal were to enter the blood-stream.
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Book-20: Education: c-m:
In depth, story: alts in our Universe: #MIC will occasionally include a work of short fiction at the beginning of a section to provide a creative
interlude into the dense, empirical, and logical concepts to follow. This may appeal to younger readers and make the experience of
consuming the chess content a bit easier, as the short fiction was written in consideration of the non-fiction #

Ref: Ch. 21: KS CM Alts were invented, yes, invented,
about 3⃣.5⃣ billion (!) years ago by 🌬 and 🔥 as a 🎁 to
Suyog, the inventor of ♔, for his ingenuity in crafting the
sport, a favorite among the Gods and Heaven # Indeed,
Heaven works quite a bit like this. A great man commits
a great act, and as a matter of ceremony and
reciprocity, other Greats will provide a reward as a gift #
that may in itself take upon a life of its own. Alts <>
are, essentially, a fragmentation. A fragmentation of
the mind <r: ch-8, subcon>, the psyche 🧠, and the
soul 💜. That is not to say that the 💜 can be broken ⛓

into parts, certainly not, think of it as a prism that 💞 spreads a uniform beam of light # into a
spectrum of colors; the light itself is not broken. L: Goddess Yeji relaxing by her cat perch, a
natural habitat for Benevolence # R: Yeji’s fragmentation into 9, the 9 lives of a cat #오아시스
찾는 kitty 😹난 네 주위를 맴돌지🆘 for this kitty /  Fresh like rain when I’m thirsty 💦 ITZY Loco
lyrics, in Korean , then English  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XbSZX6zesCI Alts are,

in my experience, a fairly profound and beautiful concept, certainly one that inspires a great deal of awe, particularly for myself, as in my own
Narcissism🪞 I cannot conceive | of myself coming up with it, and yet, in my encounter with it, I can hardly see any downsides but good #
There is a particular satisfaction in such an idea, particularly as a Narcissist, to think that one would be capable of inventing essentially
anything worth having, and yet, encountering a concept so ancient and grand that certainly it must have preceded one’s own by quite a few
miles, and indicates that one of a different mind # must have acted upon it to bring it into Existence. == Ahyeon Cho:제20장: 교육: 챕터
메인: 더 상세한 이야기: 우리 우주에 있는 Alt == #체스의 자료(책 제목- Material in Chess줄임말)에는 때때로 장의 시작 부분에 단편 소설
작업을 포함하여 뒤따르는 조밀하고 경험적이며 논리적인 개념에 대한 창의적인 막간을 제공합니다. 짧은 픽션은 논픽션을 고려하여
작성되었기 때문에 어린 독자들에게 어필할 수 있고 체스 콘텐츠를 조금 더 쉽게 이해할 수 있습니다.제21장: KS 후보 마스터 Alt는 약 35억
년 전에 바람과 불이 체스의 발명가인 Suyog의 독창성을 높게 삼아 선물을 하사하기 위해 만들어졌습니다. 실제로 천국은 이런 방식으로
진행됩니다. 위대한 사람이 위대한 행동을 하면, 예식과 상호주의로 인하여 다른 위대한 사람들이 자체로 생명을 이어갈 수 있는 보상을
선물로 제공합니다. 대안 인격체는 본질적으로 파편입니다. 생각, 정신, 그리고 영혼의 파편입니다. 그렇다고 해서 마음이 부분으로 쪼개질
수 있다는 말은 절대로 아닙니다. 사랑이 균일한 광선을 다양한 스펙트럼의 색상으로 퍼뜨리는 프리즘으로 생각하면 됩니다. 그리고 빛
자체는 깨지지 않습니다. 왼: 자비의 자연 서식지인 고양이 농어에서 휴식을 취하는 여신 예지. #우: 고양이의 9가지 목숨, 9로 분해되는
예지. #오아시스 찾는 kitty 😹난 네 주위를 맴돌지🆘 for this kitty / Fresh like rain when I’m thirsty💦 (ITZY Loco 가사,한국어로 , 그다음
영어로  ) == 제 경험에 따르면 Alt는 상당히 심오하고 아름다운 개념으로, 특히 저 자신의 나르시시즘에 엄청난 경외심을 불러일으키는
개념입니다.  스스로 창조할 순 없지만, 막상 경험해보니 단점은 거의 보이지 않고 좋은 점만 있습니다 #특히 나르시시스트로서 본질적으로
가치 있는 것은 무엇이든 발명할 수 있다고 생각하면서도 자신보다 훨씬 앞서야 하는 너무 오래되고 웅대한 개념을 만나는 데 특별한
만족이 있습니다. 몇 겹의 생, 그리고 다른 마음을 가진 사람이 # 그것을 존재로 가져오기 위해 행동했음을 나타냅니다. == What’s more
beautiful in the idea is that despite the status of Alts as parts of a Whole 🌎, they are entitled as well # to their own identity, even physical
body, a unique form of agency in which their Will is attached to that of the Main, but nevertheless able to have their own lives, their own bank
account, and their own independent set of associations. Sounds like a cool idea. You have different copies of you going around in other places
and doing stuff. The typical reaction to my idea of Alts, early 2022. Identifying alts is a matter of identifying similarity. The face, the
proportions, the aspects of personality, though by analogy of the light 🔦 spreading into a spectrum 🌈, it would be apparent that each Alt
takes on one aspect of the personality of the Main💪. Nevertheless, important underlying threads of identity are present, as the identity of the
Main is shared by All. |=P A manner of Benevolence⛪ is certainly required in the concept, as a form of sacrifice is required from both
sides, and yet, All in Heaven 📔🙏⛪ having These, it demonstrates that Benevolence is shared by all.

Feels incoming: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f5_wn8mexmM. Certainly, the Main, being
self-infatuated to an extent, given a unique Responsibility of Heaven to Own, Rule, even, must give
up a share, as in equity, in that thing that is of one’s Entitlement: In order to understand how to
make an investment, one must understand how equity, or what one receives in return for a cash
payment, works. Equity is a form of ownership in which ownership in a thing is quantified and
divided proportionally to the contribution from each equity owner into the thing. Ref: <Ch. 19 H2S2
H3S8 H4S2> On the other hand, the Alts, in participation with this equity, surrender a form of
autonomy, serving only the Will of the Main, and in a state of perpetual worship around it as a
God. == However, the concept of worshiping a God is foreign to none #, as there is none in
Heaven who lacks a creator, a God that is necessary to serve, nor is the concept of being a Cell in
a greater Body ref <ch. 13 h2s2 IE H3S1 NS> a foreign concept, being as all are the members of
a society, and a society to an individual constitutes as much a greater body to serve, in a collective
will, as the Main represents to his/her Alts. The concept of Alts is the first part of a sci-fi track within
#MIC, scattered throughout the book. We’ll leave it to the reader to find the second part, although
at some point, readers will be able to string together the narrative in a unique move order to one’s

own preference. Have fun ! Semi-post: == 이 아이디어에서 더 아름다운 점은 Alts가 전체 지구의 지위에도 불구하고 # 자신의 정체성,
심지어 육체까지도 자신의 의지가 부착된 독특한 형태의 대리인에 대한 자격이 있다는 것입니다. 그런데도 불구하고 그들 자기 삶, 자기
은행 계좌, 그리고 그들 자신의 독립적인 연합 공동체를 가질 수 있습니다. 멋진 아이디어이죠. 당신은 다른 곳을 돌아다니며 무언가를 하는
당신의 다른 복사본을 가지고 있습니다. 2022년 초, Alts에 대한 제 아이디어에 대한 일반적인 반응. Alts를 식별하는 것은 유사성을
식별하는 문제입니다. 얼굴, 비율, 성격의 면모는 빛이 스펙트럼으로 퍼지는 것을 유추하여 각 Alt는 주요 힘의 성격의 한 면을 취하는
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것입니다. 그런데도 주요 힘의 아이디는 모두에 의해 공유되기 때문에 아이디의 중요한 기본 실이 존재합니다. |=P 인류 애는 컨셉 상
반드시 양쪽에서 모두 필요하지만, 모두가 있는 천국이 있는 것은 모두가 인류 애를 공유하고 있음을 보여줍니다. Feels가 찾아온다: <-
ITZY FEELS  링크 |=P 확실히, 하늘이 소유하고 지배할 수 있는 독특한 책임을 가졌기 때문에 어느 정도 자기도취에 빠진 메인이라고
할지어도 형평성에서와 같이 자신의 권리에 해당하는 몫을 포기해야 합니다. 투자하려면 자기 자본 또는 현금 지급의 대가로 받는 것이
어떻게 작동하는지 이해해야 합니다. 지분은 사물의 소유권이 수량화되고 각 지분 소유자가 사물에 기여한 정도에 비례하여 분할되는
소유권의 한 형태입니다. 참고: <제19장 H2S2 H3S8 H4S2> 반면에 Alts는 이러한 형평성에 참여하여 일종의 자율성을 포기하고 메인의
의지에만 봉사하며 그 주위를 신으로 영원히 숭배하는 상태에 있습니다. 그러나 하나님을 숭배한다는 개념은 낯설지 않습니다.# 왜냐하면
창조주, 섬기는 데 필요한 신이 없는 사람은 천국에 없으며, 더 큰 몸의 세포라는 개념도 있기 때문입니다. 참고: <제13장  h2s2 IE H3S1 NS>
낯선 개념은 모든 사람이 사회의 구성원이며, 개인에 대한 사회는 메인이 그의 Alts를 대표하는 것처럼 집단 의지에서 봉사하기 위해 더 큰
몸을 구성합니다. Alts의 개념은 책 전체에 흩어져 있는 #MIC 내 공상과학 트랙의 첫 번째 부분입니다. 두 번째 부분을 찾는 것은 독자에게
맡기겠지만, 어느 시점에서 독자는 자신의 선호도에 따라 고유한 이동 순서로 내러티브를 엮을 수 있을 것입니다. 그럼 즐거운 시간
보내세요!

CM H3S1: Chess alts x theology, the concepts of God, followers, and
salvation:
The dictum "What can be asserted without evidence can also be dismissed without evidence" has become known as Hitchens's razor.<r:
Wikipedia, Christopher Hitchens, Balliol College, Oxford> The history of | theological education is vital to understanding the state of
modern education, as in the past, teachers were commonly affiliated with religious deities and their words conferred a degree of Godly
authority to their students. In the secular era, teachers no longer have this a priori authority, and must seek alternative ways to justify their
credentials such as certifications. In depth: an atheist’s view of religion, Christopher Hitchens and the “Four Horsemen”, including Dr.
Dennett: “One of the “least impressive attempts” to apply Occam’s Razor to a gnarly problem is the claim (and provoked counterclaims) that
postulating a God as creator of the universe is simpler, more parsimonious, than the alternatives.” Dr. Daniel Dennett, “Intuition Pumps ©
2013 The state of education was completely turned upon its head during the 16th and 17th centuries by two important figures of the Scientific
Revolution: Galileo Galilei (1564 - 1642) <Coldplay, Coloratura 2021 a-r: “And up there in the heavens / Galileo and those pining for the
moon / Know it's a slow burn / Through Pioneer and Helix / Oumamama <a-r>, Heliopause, and Neptune / We're a slow burning tune /
But we'll get there”> and Francis Bacon (1561 - 1626), who posited that knowledge should be generated via evidence using the scientific
method rather than from dogma. This means that knowledge takes on an evolutionary rather than static nature, as the introduction of newer
evidence can overturn previous conclusions without the necessity of labeling anyone a heretic and damning them to | Hell. In depth: the
theology of evolutionary biology, Dr. Richard Dawkins: Thomas Aquinas <1225 - 1274> came up with an amazing, an amazing quote, that
summarizes all of what was happening at the time <the medieval dark ages of Europe>. He listed three things that God “could not do”. The
first two were just sort of theological stuff. God cannot sin. God cannot make a copy of himself. It's the third one that was just earth-shaking.
Third, even God cannot make a triangle with more than 180 degrees <r: ch-19 H2S1, trigonometry>. And in that one concept, Aquinas had
just said if it comes up against sort of the old knowledge and science, science wins. And that was an absolutely landmark moment. God could
do anything, but still can't make a triangle with more than 180 degrees. This was the beginning of the | transformation of the world <r: ch-19
H2S3, scientific method>. Stanford biology professor Dr. Robert Sapolsky <b-1957> , 5/10: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_njf8jwEGRo
<8:00> Dr. Richard Dawkins, emeritus fellow and professor of biology in the University of Oxford, posed a particularly stiff challenge to
theology in his 1976 book The Selfish Gene, which I read as a Christian | teenager and had a profound impact on my worldview. In particular,
Dr. Dawkins, despite being a contrarian | atheist by trade, did not attack religion in the way that I would expect one who is characterized as
attacking religion to do; rather, he simply approached the topic from the righteous perspective of a scientist, challenging a particular scientific
claim made by many theologies as unscientific and non-falsifiable, a logical analysis, and subsequently provided evidence to the contrary.
Such was the stance of my University of Buffalo evolutionary biology Dr. Clyde Herreid, a renowned figure | locally #, who famously uses the
example of an invisible, fire-breathing dragon in his basement to illustrate an example of a non-falsifiable fact. People like Dr. Dawkins cannot
be ignored in their arguments, for conclusions grounded in a | Universally observable empirical reality are inevitable, according to the
progression of logic, and his emotionless stance provides fewer vectors for psychological attack. In the dozen years since The Selfish Gene
was published its central message has become textbook orthodoxy. This is paradoxical, but not in the obvious way. It is not one of those
books that was reviled as | revolutionary when published, then steadily won converts until it ended up so orthodox that we now wonder what
the “fuss was about”. Dr. Dawkins, The Selfish Gene, preface to the 1989 edition. In depth: a merged | perspective Dr. John Lewis,
professor of Planetary Sciences, MIT, LDS: To me, one of the most fundamental principles here is that the Universe is God's handiwork.
Therefore, if the Scriptures are God's handiwork, and the universe is God's handiwork, then science and religion represent two | | independent
witnesses | of creation | Ref: “We Lived With God”, a short story by the Latter Day Saints church <ref: ch. 0 H2S10>
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JR8qIrJcJh4. Dr. Stewart, an emeritus professor of mathematics at the University of Works, provides
a secular consilience: <a-r pg-60>  If a man were to leap from the Eiffel Tower, mathematics could predict how long it would take him to hit
the ground, but not why he chose to jump in the first place.

H3S1 H4S1: The theory of alt x chess, the relationship between a General and his Army:
<X-ref: ch. 2 D H3S1 H4S1> Chess, as a microcosm, has experienced an analogous transformation to the entire field of education, as its
origins were mystic in nature, and players were seen as 1) channeling the ancient military strategies of philosophers 2) playing a game in
which a King awarded grains of rice multiplied once by each square on the board in mythical legend or 3) participating in a rite of passage of
nobility that decided the fate of Kingdoms <r: ch-0, H2S7>

H3S1 H4S2: Temporary and permanent death in Christianity x inter-game resurrection # in chess:
Theology is no longer the predominant decision-making paradigm in chess, nor is it in science and education #, but certain mystical
historical notes of its creation, passed down as legend, and theological tenets may still serve as reductions for understanding the game. For
instance, students who are novices may ask “hey, if I won the last game, why can’t I decide to have an extra N in the next game?” Now, there
is a death which is called a temporal / death; and the death of Christ shall loose the bands of this temporal death, that all shall be raised from
this temporal death. Alma 11:42, Book of Mormon <retrieved from the LDS Library app 5/23/22. In depth: the intra-game resurrection of a
Q: // elicit an elementary example of the resurrection of a Q, leading to triumphant victory. // mine a game using the DB that GM Hellsten uses
and brag # // elucidate the philosophical difference between the Graveyard and Reserve, <r: Ch. 2 D H3S2> Post: Murray <pg-34> At a
comparatively early date, the friars recognized the opportunities which chess offered for pushing home moral instruction. The Innocent
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Morality (so named because it was often supposed to be one of Pope Innocent III’s sermons) was written by an English friar - probably the
Franciscan John of Waleys - in the reign of Henry III. It taught the leveling effect of the grave by the allegory of the bag in which the
chessmen lose all rank, and showed that eternal damnation was the consequence of unrepented sin by the example of the mate which
followed a check which had not been covered. A preacher of slightly later date taught the danger of belated penitence <ch-44 H2S3> by the
story of the chess player who allowed his opponent to take piece after piece, hoping all the time to mate him at the last in a corner of the
board.

CM H3S2: Chess pedagogy x the science of teaching:
And when Kasparov was asked in 2013 about his mentorship of Magnus | Carlsen, he said he relied on the techniques of Botvinnik’s school
when he attended it from 1973 to 1978. - Soltis © 2014 Life and Games, Botvinnik. Read first our primers on spaced repetition: X-ref: <ch. 0
H2S6> <ch. 0 H2S8> Source: I have no degree in Masters of Education, but I’m a well-traveled adult learner who has credits from 6 different
Universities in 3 cities, including NYU, Columbia U, SUNY Buffalo, ECC, Cornell U, and Georgetown U, my freshman alma mater.
Post-Script: Remember, chess education should be fun! The game is a distilled version of some of the most difficult concepts in both our

physical universe and conceptual thought space #, and it is only that which has been taught over, and over, and over again that is ultimately
made into a game, and therefore, another view of games is that they are peak pedagogy. Get creative with your style of teaching chess, and
consider creating meta-games and challenges for your students.
.Chess University’s Beginner One Page Cheat Sheet: // finish Use this to standardize | your thought process in moves.

Calculatio
n

Central ♙s Development Endgame

- Activate
♖s.
- ♗ > ♘.

Frame

- Pretend like
you are playing
a patzer #

Hang🗡ed 人s

- Auto-remove
the 🛡er.
- Try not to
❓❓ your
nobles. Bia
4/3.
- Careful.
- (-) 1.2/3

♔ Safety | 🗡

- ♔ has space.
- h-file attack
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♘s

4th = 0.58
5th = 1.92

Trapped
♘.
Nb5
would
have
been so
nice.

Calibratio
n

Capturabl
e, depth
=1/2.

Opening

- Play
something
well so you
can play the
opening
quickly.
Don’t
experiment,
not the time.

Passed
Pawns

Stop the flag.
+1.61.
Connected:
- +3 [60%].
So 4
connected
pregnant ♙s
on the
enemy's half
⇄ is worth
more than 4
points.

Pawn
structure

- Minority 🗡
- Push
- - b4 at
some point

Default 走 is
push. Muzy
4/5 YT

Psychology

- Maximize
thought input
into every
move. Imagine
each move as
an electrical
zolt that is
charged.
-- Play the
most that I’ve
played the
MOST.
- Make more
than one more
in one turn.

Positional Play Premoves ♖

endga
me

Puzzles

LeFong:
1)
Threats
to 将#
2) 将s
3)
Captures
4) Thr to
杀

Remove
the def

♖s

7th = 2.07

Space

- Exchange
nobles when
down on
space.

Strategy

Second
- Seize the
initiative in
Genesis
Mouse for
linear
moves, hold
down
keyboard
otherwise.

Roads

- Avoid ♙
advances,
opening lines
on enemy’s 🗡
side.
- Nothing
should happen
on this ╳.

Threats &
Traps

Pre-support:
- Pin
- 将
- 将#
- Skewer

Time
management

- Stay up on time.
- Don’t get
flagged just flag.
- Slow down in
critical positions.
- Better to lose
the game than to
lose on time.

Ch-20 Edu H2S1: Connections in MIC:
Children do respond very positively to father’s active play (Lamb, 1981). The evidence so far is that father’s r/t with sons especially increases
in the third year, before differential parental reinforcement as such becomes apparent during the school years. Quite likely, the increase in
father-son r/t is in part a response to the male child’s greater interest in such play, which as we have seen may well have a hormonal basis. <r:
ch-14 e-s> The Adapted Mind pg-439 <a-r>. X-ref: <ch. 8 L H2S5> Material in Chess contains a number of academic connections to other
fields: Physical sciences: chemistry <entropy, units, “asteroid hypothesis”, Dr. Luis and Walter Alvarez <r: ch. 8 H2S5 H3S1> Physics:
Newton’s Laws <r: ch-26 CM H3S1>, potential / kinetic energy <r: ch-11 H2S3 H3S2 H4S2>, magnetism (opposition) <r: ch-56 H2S2 H3S4>,
KT boundary Neuroscience: mental activation, memorization, mirror neurons, visual perception system, facial recognition ref: Dr. Thomas
Covey UB |=P Biology, cell bio, homeostasis, genetics, evolution (MRCA), the scientific method # Evolutionary biology KT boundary Drs.
Alvarez <r: ch. 8 H2S5 H3S1>  Paleontology: KT boundary <r: ch. 8 H2S5 H3S1> Geology: <r: ch. 8 H2S5 H3S1>, sedimentary rocks x
chess, deduction Logical sciences: Mathematics, multiple levels: Trig, angles of N movements Geometry, Pythagorean theorem in diagonal
DU, perpendicularity / planes (Ch. 2 M&BS) Discrete vs continuous number lines |=P 30 60 90 RTs, 45 45 90 RTs Arithmetic: material counting
and factorials x chess, cluster quant |=P Integers, rational numbers, real numbers, whole numbers, natural numbers x chess, board
geometrics Calculus: space AUC x chess, space advantage Computer science: loops, functions, variables, set theory, decision tree
(calculation), if then conditionals (conditionals) Business: future discounting x chess, piecemates, anti-fraud x chess, FIDE ant-cheat Logical
inference: modus ponens, modus tollens, logical fallacies Theology: Christ story of resurrection <r: ch-8 H2S5 H3S2> x chess, captures,
promotions, and initial board state # Philosophy: ethics x chess, FIDE anti-cheat, information exchanges Data sciences: Statistics (opening
theory) Social sciences: Economics: diminishing returns x chess, homeostasis Psychology: emotional states, psychological manipulation,
social interactions, thinking fast and slow (cluster blindness), biases Sociology: behavior of high IQ individuals Teaching studies: spaced
repetition Political science: titles and norms, Overton window Linguistics: chess as a language Anthropology: history of languages <ch. 16
H2S3 H3S1> Literature: English: critical thinking, reading comprehension Sentence structure <r: ch. 8 H2S6> Sports science: <r: ch. 16
H2S9> X-ref: <ch. 17> <ch. 41 H2S3, Halo> Fin. // check the 550 page and import common core connections from there // look into the chess
journal that Regan publishes in  // chess concepts needing connection // concepts outside of chess needing connection: 1) Spontaneous vs.
nonspontaneous reactions 2) Exothermic and endothermic reactions 3) Orbital geometry in organic chemistry, S P D etc. 4) Elastic and
inelastic collisions 5) Mass:Are material values a representation of mass? What’s the difference between mass and weight 6) Field theory:
Electrical and magnetic fields 7) Charge: Connect to effect difference as charge? Just a binary number that can be + - or neutral perhaps. 8)
Nuclear force 9) Radiation, EM spectrum: Percepting various layers of the board like pieces, effect, as different “wavelengths” of radiation? 10)
Work vs. energy

H2S1 H3S1: Citations in MIC:
⭐: Directive: Each elo band corresponds with the accumulation of a new cluster of knowledge, and this knowledge is connected safely
with existing knowledge from former elo bands. <r: ch-0, BeiJing> // v5: Sandro inserts a curriculum here.

Citations in #MIC that are academic in nature will generally use the MLA 9 | format, although APA may also be used at our discretion.
Non-academic sources, such as YouTube videos, Wikipedia articles, blog entries, and Twitch | streams may often be cited with only a
hyperlink, or some additional auxiliary information like the publishing date, name of the author, or view count if it is relevant to the reader.
Material in Chess is a book that is extraordinarily dense with citations, both in chess and out, and we took some care to prevent the book from
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being cluttered with an excess of extraneous information for the user. == Of course, for every citation, there is probably 10 times the
information that is not cited. It is impractical to cite everything, being as all | knowledge originated or was inspired by another source, and it is
impossible to recall or cite all of these endpoints. Certain information has been remixed and synthesized past multiple levels of abstraction to a
nearly unrecognizable form, and certain sentences in this book, without irony, can span at least 5 academic fields and thereby touch upon
potentially hundreds of academic and non-academic sources. == Citations are also to an extent merit-based. Again, academic citations are
generally rigorous, but non-academic sources are typically evaluated based on the quality with which they presented the information contained
in that source content. If I evaluated the presentation of that information as poor, then I may choose to forego citation or cite a different source
to that same information in order to avoid directing my readers to that information. This is entirely within my discretion, a common practice,
and I will not disclose | when, whether I have, or in which places of the book that I did this.

H3S1 H4S1: The MLA citation system:
The MLA and APA citation systems are used as the standard in high schools and colleges across the United States, and is likewise the
standard in Material in Chess for all academic sources.

H3S1 H4S2: Novel citations in MIC:
Novel citations in #MIC fall into two categories: Internal citations: #MIC utilizes an unprecedented number of internal citations, in part because
my brain has a one-of-a-kind # faculty to generate new information from existing information thanks to my mastery of logic from a young age #
Therefore, at least half of the information in #MIC is new information, and all of that new information was generated from me considering other
information that is in the book, and in the process of doing this, I have provided for the sake of 1) record-keeping 2) copyright integrity and 3)
helping the reader follow my thought progress references to other chapters in the book in which analogous concepts are also discussed. The
logic behind this internal citation structure is also explored in <ch-0 H2S4 H3S3> External citations: The format of non-academic citations will
be <ref: [hyperlink]> along with any additional tags, included in subsequent brackets, with information that is pertinent to the reader. Readers
of the physical copy of the book may still type out the URL of that hyperlink into their web browser to explore the content more deeply as well
as gather other information that may be relevant. It may also be useful to search the name of the video or book cited rather than typing the
URL, as generally I have used a mostly-resembling version of the same title of that video in my coverage of that video in the book. Fin, H3S.

H4S3: YouTube’s standards for health information credibility:
Google <2022, a-r>: To identify
which health sources are eligible for
this feature, we started in the United
States by using a set of principles
and definitions developed by a panel
of experts convened by the
National Academy of Medicine
(NAM), and reviewed by the
American Public Health
Association (APHA). NAM is a
nonprofit, nongovernmental
organization that brings together top
experts in health, medicine, and
biomedical science to provide
unbiased, evidence-based |
guidance about health and
science. APHA is a professional
association of public health
practitioners that advocates for
public health issues and policies
backed by science. Kington et al.
<a-r, 2021>: The CRAP Test.
Developed by librarian Molly
Beestrum, the CRAP Test is a
system for evaluating the
credibility of a website according to
four major attributes:
Currency/Credibility, Reliability,
Authority, and Purpose/Point of
View. Embedded within each of
these attributes are questions such

as, How recent is the information? Does the website include citations? What are the author's | credentials? Does the author seem to be
trying to push an agenda or sell you something? Educator Mike Caulfield has developed an alternative to the CRAP model called SIFT
(Stop. Investigate the Source. Find Better Coverage. Trace claims, quotes, and media to the original | context), which is designed to help
"students get better at sorting truth from fiction from everything in between".
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Ch-20 Edu: H2S2: A chess degree program curriculum:
Song 2: The Inevitable Passage of Time: Intro: Time is the concept of man’s own invention / Once entered, there is no escape / Permeating
all, its force is absolute / Synchronizing the entire Universe in one heartbeat. Hwang: My husband invented the very fabric of existence /
His mind tracks meticulously each passing second / Like the hands of a great grandfather clock / He remains steady against the periodic
tide. Kong: This burden would be too great for a man to bear / But next to me I have my dearest Hwang /
Each second of my Time I sync to her heartbeat / This makes up the background sounds of the Universe.
Chorus: Time is a force that is neither here nor there <#defd> / You may ignore it, but its presence
nevertheless / Mastering it will provide one with an inner peace / Synchronizing our feelings in waves and
peaks. Hwang: An eternal mystery is contained in passage / An inevitability is none to be afraid /
Benevolence and Intelligence fulfills its precepts / The principles of creation are always kept. Kong: Without
time, nothing can Happen / All Life would be Still in Observation / The Independent Variable of all Treatments
/ Chemistry and biology rests upon its foundation. Chorus: Time is an idea that is neither there nor here /
You may reject it, but its presence nevertheless / Conquering  it will provide one with an outer peace /
Synchronizing our thoughts 💭 in waves and troughs. Hwang: I can feel the gentle waves of Time caress my
feet / They carry me to where I need to go / I see it as an adorable paddle boat / And my husband always
provides the Engine. Kong: Forever and ever, Time remains steady / The bedrock🗿 for all the trust and
dependence <feels> / It is neither oppressive or unforgiving / It is Time that heals all wounds. Fin. The chess degree program sample
curriculum included below is a liberal arts curriculum that will give a student a deep theoretical education in chess and simultaneously, a broad
education in the introductory courses of the major sciences # Game: Friedrich Sämisch <GER> vs Aron Nimzowitsch <DNK> 1923
Copenhagen rd-6, 3-09, O: 1.d4 Nf6 2.c4 e6 3. Nf3 b6 <Queen’s Indian> 4. G3 Bb7 5. Bg2 Be7 6. Nc3 O-O 7. O-O <E18> <r:
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1102400 x My System a-r D-115, G-8> Post-script: The 💡 go out and I can't be saved
✝ /🌊 Tides that I tried to 🏊 against / Have brought me down upon my knees🛐 / Oh, I beg, I beg and plead / Singin' come out of things
unsaid / Shoot an🍎 off my head / And a trouble that can't be named # A 🐅 tiger's waiting to be tamed, singing' Coldplay: Clocks⏰, a
treatise on time. A zugzwang position is a stopped clock | in the ply position #np <r: ch-2, depth> In this position, Nimzo in his own
Immortal Zugzwang Game <r: ch-53 CM H3S1, WC, GM Magnus Carlsen’s Immortal Zugzwang Game> played 25…h6 !! -7.7 SF14+
NNUE d-19 m-d -1 (!)

H2S2 H3S1: Chess credits:
Courses: CHE 101: Beginner’s Chess CHE 102: Endgames CHE 103: Middle Games CHE 105: Tactics CHE 106: Chess Psychology CHE
108: Fundamental Rook Endgames CHE 109: Chess Performance for Novices CHE 202: Middle Games x Nimzo, My System: CHE 304:
Tournament Chess CHE 452: Advanced Tactical Themes CHE 601: Chess for Business Each CHE course will be worth 4 credits, for a total
of 44 credits. All courses in the chess series and the merger courses series can use Material in Chess as a reference text, or even the sole
textbook, although combination with other materials, such as those cited in this book, are recommended, with the exception of CHE 101:
Beginner’s Chess, which can be taught entirely with Material in Chess.

H2S2 H3S2: Merger courses:
CHE 301: The History of Chess x Computer Science CHE 302: Mathematics in Chess CHE 303: Chess as a Domain of Scientific Inquiry
CHE 305: Chess Literature and Comprehension 4 * 4 + 44 = 60 total credits, running #

H2S2 H3S3: Non-chess courses:
Micro-Economics, Introduction to JavaScript, General Physics |full= Physics Laboratory, General Chemistry, Chemistry Laboratory,
Organic Chemistry, Cell Biology, Biochemistry, Evolutionary Biology & Genetics, Philosophy | Theology | and Expository Writing,
Accounting I, Calculus I | II | and III, Mastering Logic, Sports Science, Statistics, Music Theory | Performance | and Composition |, 15
* 4 = 60 credits of non-chess courses for a total 120 credit degree program. == A chess curriculum is not possible at any institution that does
not provide the proper accommodations, as certain courses in this list are abridged and combined # versions of other courses that may be up
to 12 credits in length, such as the Calculus course, which is generally presented as a 3 course series, and the Music course. Students who
are studying chess can expect to have a more reduced set of mental pathways and therefore will be able to pick up the basic logical structures
in other academic fields much faster, exponentially faster, and they will have a dramatically different learning curve that demands an
accommodate course structure, whether that be in the form of a new and specific course or a special allotment into an existing course
structure.

Ch-20 Edu: H2S3: Literature-rev: learning-sci:
To create a | system that would be both kid-and-classroom-friendly, we brainstormed, outlined, and designed a curriculum | format to support
one single goal: Develop a child's ability from no knowledge of the game | to the level of an experienced scholastic chess player. Teacher’s
Guide pg-2, the ChessKid.com Curriculum for Scholastic and Classroom Chess. Material in Chess, by Chess University, has an analogous
ambition to ChessKid.com in their Curriculum for Scholastic and Classroom Chess, which can be accessed for free by contacting them using
their support page at https://support.chesskid.com/article/339-contact-us and requesting a free copy via email attachment. The difference,
however, is that our textbook is written for the undergraduate | college level, and the final outcome, in terms of tournament performance,
should be that of a Class A / USCF Expert player, beyond scholastics # // Pull and push to a-r: MIC: the memorization volume of chess
grandmasters is analogous to what is learned in 4 years of medical school, and therefore, we take it to be the case # that GMs in chess,
which is a certification provided by FIDE, are a credible source when it comes to mastery of memorization. The average book on a
subsection of an opening <ch-53 H2S4>, such as the Sicilian Accelerated Dragon, which is a subsection of the Dragon, which is itself a
subsection of the Najdorf, which itself is a subsection of the Sicilian, one of the main families of openings in chess, could contain 10 moves
per page * 100 pages per book, in an opening book about that line. There may be 3 such variations, like the s.a-D, for the D, and 3 such Ds
for the N, and 3 such Ns for the Sicilian, so a GM would need to memorize approximately 3 * 3 * 3 * 1,000 = 27,000 moves in order to play the
Sicilian at his level. In comparison, I created about 3,000 Anki flashcards to study as a pre-pharmacist, in a year that simulated pharmacy
school, during Fall 2020 at the University of Buffalo, and Anki may represent approximately 1/10 of what I learned during that semester. A



MIC: e-d r: Hu
medical student needs to undergo 8 such semesters to graduate, and analogously, a chess GM needs to play 8 families of openings at the
complexity of the Sicilian, such as the QG, NID, KIng’s Pawn, English, KID, Unorthodox, and these are only openings.

H2S3 H3S1: Cloze deletions:
Brown <pg-208>: On a small level, the act of filling in a missing word in a text (That is, generating the word yourself rather than having it
supplied by the writer) results in better learning and memory of the text than simply reading a complete text. MIC: Cloze deletions is an edit
made to a particular type of flash card, known as the cloze note, in popular spaced repetition interval training software, Anki <a-r>,
developed by Damien Elmes based on the pioneering | SuperMemo 2 algorithm, which was written by Polish researcher Piotr Woźniak
#np Woźniak <a-r>: During the first year of using the SM-2 algorithm (learning English vocabulary), I memorized 10,255 items (!!). The time
required for creating the database and for repetitions amounted to 41 minutes per day. This corresponds to the acquisition rate of 270
items/year/min. The overall retention was 89.3% (!!), but after excluding the recently memorized items (intervals below 3 weeks) which do
not exhibit properly determined E-Factors the retention amounted to 92%. MIC: Cloze deletions are a unique type of card that Material in
Chess endorses as being the most reduced form of s.r-i training <H3S3> The form of the card is in the form of a regular sentence that one
would write in summary of the desired-to-be-learned concept, and, to create the flash card, one simply excludes a word, phrase, or full
sentence, and this determination is up to the discretion of the user in Anki’s proprietary creator. To solve the card later |=>, as the process
of retrieval is separate from the process of creation, and this distinction is coded into software #np in Anki, as well as in the
differentiated-by-popup interface design, |=> users will see the full card, with all content except the excluded, and must guess it correctly to
register an accurate retrieval #np-3. Woźniak: The function f had initially multiplicative character and was in later versions of SuperMemo
program, when the interpretation of E-Factors changed substantially, converted into an additive one without significant alteration of
dependencies between EF', EF and q. To simplify further considerations only the function f in its latest shape is taken into account:
EF':=EF-0.8+0.28*q-0.02*q*q, which is a reduced form of: EF':=EF+(0.1-(5-q)*(0.08+(5-q)*0.02)), where: EF' - new value of the E-Factor | EF -
old value of the E-Factor | q - quality of the response | f - function used in calculating EF'.

H2S3 H3S2: Interleaved practice:
Interleaved practice is the practice of retrieving learned information with slight, up to 10% #np alternations in that information, or the mode of
learning that information. For example, one can create two cloze deletion cards in Anki, with slightly varied sentence structures around the
same excluded | word, and this would be considered interleaved practice #np-2. Additionally, one can vary the amount of time allotted to
perform the retrieval, or, within the paradigm of chess practice, play a game with slightly different time controls, such as 1+0 or 1+1 <ch-57
H2S1> Brown <pg-46>: A group of eight-year-olds practiced tossing bean bags into buckets in gym class. Half of the kids tossed into a
bucket three feet away. The other half mixed it up by tossing into buckets two feet and four feet away. After twelve weeks of this, they
were all tested on tossing into a three-foot bucket. The kids who did the best by far were those who’d practiced on two-and four-foot buckets
but never on three foot buckets. MIC: Interleaving is another powerful multiplier, and this is thematic of learning research, since the core
metric is singular: long-term retention, as this is agreed upon by all educators to be the ultimate goal of pedagogy #np, and each
paradigmatic technique aids this single metric. The definition of interleaved practice is practicing the same core concept but providing
variations on some factor of that concept, such as distance, rules, design; another definition of interleaved practice <U.C-San,Diego,
Psychology> is alternating between two different, but related concepts in a single session, rather than focusing exclusively on drilling one.
The explanatory variable for the efficacy of interleaved training could be the establishment of more neural connections, between the two
concepts, or the variations on the same, than if only a single paradigm were trained in isolation, and this establishment occurs because the
two are trained within the same time-boxed session #np In this sense, recalling the same paradigm, but in different states, such as with
different priming effects, could also be considered interleaving, since this also forms connections that are novel, although by varying time
durations, and not within the same session #np

H4S1: Improved learning is often correlated with the perception that one has not learned as well:
Brown <pg-47>: Learning feels slower from this kind of practice, and you don’t get the rapid improvements and affirmations you’re
accustomed to seeing from massed practice. Even in studies where the participants have shown superior results from spaced learning,
they don’t perceive the improvement; they believe they learned | better on the material where practice was massed. MIC: this indicates that
there is a lack of proprioception accuracy #np around self-awareness in one’s learning rate. Most likely, students associate effort with
struggling or failing, and this association is tragic, since that feeling of effort actually corresponds with better learning, and can be
re-associated #np
H4S2: Preliminary evidence suggests that multiple paradigmatic improvements in retention can be combined:
Brown <pg-47>: Practice that’s spaced out, interleaved with other | learning, and varied, produces better mastery, longer retention, and
more | versatility. But these benefits come at a price: when practice is spaced, interleaved, and varied, it requires more effort. You feel the
increased effort, but not the benefits the effort produces. Learning feels slower.
H4S3: Interleaved practice can lead to near-term deficits, but boosts long-term performance:
Brown <pg.49-50>: During practice, the students who worked the problems in clusters (that is, massed) averaged 89 percent correct,
compared to only 60 percent for those who worked the problems in a mixed sequence. But in the final test a week later, the students who had
practiced solving problems clustered by type averaged only 20 percent correct, while the students whose practice was interleaved averaged
63 percent. The mixing of problem types, which boosted final test performance by a remarkable 215 percent, actually impeded performance
during initial | learning. MIC: Knowledge of this facet of interleaved practice can help sports coaches design better practices, as well as
adjust for certain aspects of near-term performance, as this research establishes that near term performance, in certain cases, does not
correlate with long-term performance #np.
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H2S3 H3S3: Spaced repetition intervals:
X-ref: Ch. 0, learning, spaced repetition: spaced repetition interval training
is the process of using a schedule that expands in time gaps between practice
# in order to repeatedly force one’s brain to recall learned information based
on targeted training stimuli. As memory is only one component of learning,
the other component being the successful | application of the learned
material upon stimulation, spaced repetition interval training aims to
guarantee that information in memory can be successfully | used at the
appropriate | time. There is significant evidence that spaced repetition
interval training increases the success rate, which is the key metric #np, of
long term retrieval, and long term retrieval success is, and should be, the
goal of all educators #np-2. Pashler et al. <a-r>: spaced repetition learning
is among a cluster of learning paradigms that, as of 2007, was marked as
moderate | evidence and therefore not subject to total adoption within the
department of education, in contrast with intermittent quizzing <5b, pg-2>

and deep, verbal explanatory questions <7, pg-2>, also known as essay writing. MIC: [D, CrazyEgg]: In order to understand the state of
pedagogy in the United States, one has to have background knowledge in the production adoption curve, a strong | conclusion, that is
the consensus,  from my credible background with 10+ years exp at the highest levels of this industry; the product adoption curve is used
by venture capitalists to grade start-up companies and is a component of financial valuations. What is extractable from this graph to our
present purpose # is that education is part of the late majority in the adoption of new technologies, along with healthcare, the military, to
certain extents, and religious organizations; thematically, these have been the latest fields to be infiltrated by startups; toss infrastructure
<Tesla> into this group as well. Late majority groups tend to come with 1) significant requirements, that are more rigorous than the early
majority, in compliance #np <ch-19 H2S5 H3S5> 2) generally, an order of magnitude higher market-cap 3) a longer history of financial
stability. The product adoption curve corresponds with the levels of evidence #np <ch-19 H2S3 H3S3> in that late adopters tend to
require strong evidence in the efficacy of technique before agreeing to adoption. Pashler et al <a-r>: Students typically remember much
more when they have been exposed to information on two occasions, rather than one, and when the interval between these two occasions
is not less than 5 percent of the interval during which the information has to be retained. Brown <a-r> <pg-39>: How does giving feedback on
wrong answers to test questions affect | learning? Studies show that giving feedback strengthens retention more than testing alone does,
and, interestingly, some evidence shows that delaying | the | feedback briefly produces better long-term learning, than immediate feedback.
MIC: Spaced repetition research is a hot topic, but it seems a foregone conclusion that the methodology is worthy of significant
research, as it has already entered the recommendations of 1) literature reviews on education and 2) official papers published by the US
department of education. Nevertheless, it still receives the categorization of “moderate” strength of evidence because of a cluster
complexity <ch-42 H2S5> with a number of combinatorial factors: 1) the thing to be learned, is it a concept, a vocabulary word, a technique
like drawing, a pattern, or an image 2) the time frame with which retention is measured, such as 10 minutes, 1 week, 1 month, etc 3) what the
definition of recall is, as certain experiments may categorize a particular response as a successful recall, and other experiments not, and there
may not be a standard definition. It may be helpful to standardize here, and Material in Chess suggests, as a starting point, using the
paradigm of cloze deletion cards, Anki as the primary research tool, isolating specific vocabulary words and phrases as the units of recall,
and requiring 100% accuracy in being able to write out that word or phrase later, including proper spelling. Moreover, once it is established
that past a certain time interval that there is no longer a significant decline in retention, for example, if we were to find that 90% retention at the
1 year point essentially equates to lifetime retention, then we can set that time point as the definition of long-term retention # These
recommendations will focus research in this important topic, helping us move this category of learning into strong evidence and
enhancing its rate of adoption with US education. Brown <a-r>: Another experiment found that one week after a study-only group showed
the most forgetting of what they initially had been able to recall, forgetting 52 percent, compared to a repeated-testing group, who forgot
only 10 percent. MIC: Despite the wide disparities in some vectors, most s-r research agree on a few points: 1) publications differentiate
recall tasks from reading tasks as well as, generally, non-retrieval “review tasks” <pg-46, Make it Stick a-r>, where recall tasks require
some kind of cloze deletion and force students to fill in a blank #np, whereas reading tasks contain no blanking, and students review simply
by re-reading, in totality, the lecture notes. The recall tasks are not the exam in which data is collected in the end, to be clear, as all
examinations are in some way recall tasks themselves #np 2) all publications demonstrate, upon whichever vector, some improvement in
recall rate, at all time intervals, when a reading task is substituted with a recall task, even if this substitution is performed once, although
certain research also demonstrates that multiple recall tasks is more effective than a single recall task 3) there is a lack of comparison
between retrieval training and other forms of training, that are not reading tasks 4) there is a lack of research in combining recall tasks with
other forms of training, to determine whether there are any multiplicative effects #np-2. Post: Brown <a-r>: Whichever theories science
eventually | tells us are correct about how repeated retrieval strengthens | memory, empirical research shows us that the testing effect is real
- that the act of retrieving a memory changes | the memory, making it easier to retrieve again later. MIC: Vectors of enhancing the efficacy of
retrieval training:

H4S1: Increasing the effort of retrieval <pg-43>
Brown <pg-43> Effortful retrieval makes for stronger learning and retention. We’re easily seduced into believing that learning is better
when it’s easier, but the research shows the opposite: when the mind has to work, learning sticks better. The greater the effort to retrieve
learning, provided that you succeed, the more that learning is strengthened by retrieval. MIC: Chess University has experimented with some
proprietary methods to increase the difficulty of retrieval in our creation of over 10,000 flash cards from the inception of our Anki usage in
late fall, 2020: a) add misdirection hints that are designed to confuse what is to be retrieved, which forces the user to search from a larger
pool of options b) increase the length of the term that must be recalled c) increase the length of the passage from which the term must be
recalled, and, if that term occurs twice, cloze multiple instances d) using image occlusion rather than cloze deletion #np-shared e) increase
the complexity of the paragraph or position from which a recall is made f) ask users to retrieve a tangential information that establishes a
new connection.
H4S2: Increasing delay between retrieval practice sessions:
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Brown <pg-43> After an initial test, delaying subsequent | retrieval practice is more potent for reinforcing retention than immediate practice,
because delayed | retrieval requires | more effort.
H4S3: Increasing the number of repetitions:
Brown <pg-43>: Repeated | retrieval not only makes memories more durable but produces knowledge that can be retrieved more readily, in
more varied settings, and applied to a wider variety of problems. MIC: This observation, which presently has no explanation, could be
explained by Material in Chess’s thought space theory; since retrieval is repeated at different time points, in which users may occupy
different emotional states, the thought space region from which they are retrieving from, thereby establishing a pathway to the knowledge
neuron cluster <ch-49>, may be different; therefore, the practice of the same recall task from different emotional states could establish |
different connections, since the starting point is different, though the destination is the same <ch-8 H2S5, connections>, and the
establishment of a new pathway per retrieval could explain why multiple repetitions increases the “wider variety” of application.

H4S4: Provide corrective feedback on missed retrievals:
Brown <pg-44>: Giving students corrective | feedback after tests keeps them from incorrectly | retaining material they have misunderstood
and produces better learning of the correct answers. MIC: Anki has a number of phenomenal features; for instance, while creating a cloze
deletion card, Anki requires users to not only select which portion of the text to blank, but to also provide the correct word (in fact, users can
simply highlight the portion in the full sentence and use the CTRL + Shift + C shortcut to “cloze” around that word, very intuitive #); when the
card is practiced, Anki will check the input against the correct word algorithmically and display green if a 100% match was found, and red
highlight any incorrect portions on a character-by-character basis, providing a non-human feedback. Finally, Anki will adjust the s.r-schedule,
and this is the key feature, of cards based on whether they were recalled correctly or incorrectly, and seeing failed cards more frequently could
be considered a form of feedback #np

H4S5: Increasing awareness of the biochemical and neurological cycles of consolidation:
Brown <pg-49>: It appears that embedding | new learning in long-term memory requires a process of consolidation, in which memory
traces (the brain’s representation of the new learning) are strengthened, given meaning, and connected to | prior | knowledge - a process that
unfolds over hours and may take several | days. MIC: weightlifters are more biochemically | educated, in the language of proteins, carbs,
and recovery cycles, than learners; as a result, weightlifters are better at recognizing the limits of their body. For example, most weightlifters
know that repeating a heavy lift the day immediately after a heavy lift will have minimal, zero, or even negative impacts on muscle growth, and
that muscle growth is, to some extent, independent of the workout itself, and therefore, much attention should be paid on the other half of
gaining strength, which is rest, recovery, and nutrition.

H4S6: 6) Improving one’s proficiency in using short-term memory, or RAM, as a modality for properly packaging, or programming,
information for long-term retention:

<pg-49> Brown: Rapid-fire practice leans on short-term memory. Durable learning, however, requires time for mental rehearsal and the
other processes of consolidation. MIC: MIC: Increasing the effort of a later retrieval depends on one’s ability to add layers of difficulty
creatively in the process of creating Anki cards, and creativity is enhanced by superior working memory. Therefore, Material in Chess
predicts that improvements in working memory will also lead to improvements in long-term memory, and this specific mechanism of
using creativity to increase the quality of effortful Anki cards is the explanatory vehicle between this relationship.

H4S7: H4S8:

H2S3 H3S4: Establishing significance:
Research in retrieval training has revealed that the student’s understanding of significance, in terms of 1) how valuable the information
is, and 2) how it is connected to previous information deemed significant #np, increases long-term retention relative to information that is
not significant. Additionally, significance can be provided, or withdrawn, by the instructor; for example, the instructor can label information
as “on the exam” or “not on the exam”, and these labels will, likewise, impact long-term retrieval rates #np.shared-2.

H2S3 H3S5: Connections:
X-ref Ch-8 logic, connections: previous research in the science of pedagogy has indicated that the process of establishing logical
connections, which is represented by synaptic connections between neurons #np, facilitates learning and long-term retention. Brown
<pg-207>: Elaboration <ch-8> | improves your mastery of new material and multiplies the mental cues available to you for later recall and
applications of it <ch-4> <skip>, or explaining how it relates | to your life outside of class. <skip>: A powerful form of elaboration is to
discover a metaphor or visual image for the new material.

H2S3 H3S6: Visual-spatial ability is tied to retrieval:
#np: Most likely, the profound differences between domain-specific blindfold chess ability, and contemporary psychological research on
working memory, are not mutually exclusive. Most likely, the differences can be explained, not by an improvement to core working memory, but
by a multiplicative # augmentation of that working memory, and retrieval ability, which, by our estimation, is significantly more scalable than
working memory, provides a significant factor in this multiplication. Brown <pg-51>: The beanbag study focused on mastery of motor skills,
but much evidence has shown that underlying principle applies to cognitive learning as well. The basic idea is that varied | practice - like
tossing your bean bags into baskets at mixed distances - improves your ability to transfer | learning from one situation and apply it
successfully to another. You develop a broader understanding of the relationships between different conditions <ch-7> and the
movements required to succeed in them; you discern | context  | better and develop a more flexible “movement vocabulary” - different

movements for different situations. MIC: The ability to
visualize may be at least in some part, and to a greater
proportion, as visualization capacity increases, tied to
retrieval as much as it is tied to working memory. The
explanation for that # is that visualization is structured; for
instance, any visualization of a 3-D object, such as a
designer working on a vase, will be enhanced by one’s
superior | understanding of dimensional geometry <ch-2
#np> This poses an important problem to the field of IQ
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testing <Binet, University of Sorbonne> <D, 1: University of Valencia, with the caption "Fill an empty field on the left side with the correct
picture from the right side”> <D, 2: Cali-North a-r> MSU <a-r>: For application to GATE <Gifted and

Talented Education> programs, an
IQ test is acceptable in place of an
ACT, SAT, or CogAT tests. To
submit an IQ test result for a
GATE application to be reviewed, it
must include the evaluation in its

entirety. <D, 3: IQTest.com> <D, 4>: a position from a 2,000+ rated chess puzzle; however, whereas
the puzzle requests that one find multiple moves in sequence, and all must be correct, this position asks
for only one move: CU Chess.com daily puzzles assignment, 1 ply: Kf1; whereas # f-Nd2 <int+>
hangtacks the c6 bishop via partial ray clearance. MIC: In a higher-rate chess puzzle, in which
more than one move must be played to solve, a player must calculate, or visualize, and more concretely,
mentally manipulate what is seen on the b-p, but without moving any of the pieces. This skill is exactly analogous to what is requested from
<D, 1>, with the exception that chess puzzles use a standard 8x8 grid; but is this an exception? From our observation, almost all
visual-spatial manipulation components of IQ exams use 1) grids 2) lines and shapes and 3) linear relationships; these are just as
patterned and learned as the rules of movement in chess, and they, neither chess, isolate any “innate component” of intelligence, as
marketed. <D, 2> is also domain-specific, as knowledge of 1) prime numbers, 2) factoring, and 3) practicing | mental math, as it is
established in chess that practicing solving puzzles increases one’s rating, even without otherwise education. <D, 3> is a reflection and
dimensional geometry problem, <ch-2>, and, for example, medical students who have taken anatomy, such as understanding the crossing
of optic nerves at the optic chiasm, or dealing with the various planes of transection, will have an easier time of solving this problem, which
we would estimate as equivalent to a 400 rated chess puzzle, if that, and is of elementary difficulty relative to the degree of difficulty
required to solve a multi-move chess puzzle, which may require calculating 1000s of variations at this level of difficulty, sometimes in a matter
of seconds <Nakamura, a-r> Quite a few confounding variables are found in the needle in a haystack hunt for innate IQ testing: 1)
problems are displayed with visual diagrams, and it is known <ch-43> that this offloads significant mental capacity, and is an equalizing
factor that works against individuals who can solve problems entirely blindfolded 2) knowledge of prime numbers, the construction of English
sentences (subjects, verbs, predicates) clearly advantages users, and these can be learned via memorization 3) the variety of problems is
very small, it is known within the chess community, for example, that what has been studied in puzzles is <1% of total possible chess
positions, and many of what has been studied, due to thought space theory, is thematic and highly similar; therefore, users benefit from
practicing the theme, as one would study for Jeopardy, and this defeats the stated purpose of IQ testing traditionally. If anything, individuals
who do not study for IQ exams, and score a middling 130, as opposed to 160, demonstrate, in our opinion, higher adaptive intelligence,
which is why there are plenty of Chess.com users who score 60+ puzzle rush and do not play well, if at all, in otb tournaments. Our
solution: MIC takes the viewpoint that the innate component of intelligence is 1) miniscule in isolation, but can be multiplied 2) is already
known, via either a) g-factor or b) raw working memory exams, revolving around memorizing a neutral list and regurgitating, and it is known
via consensus <Longo> that this limit is 6-7 items, and the variance among individuals is small enough to be negligible, especially relative to
the improvement potential via training of the trainable component of intelligence, which is entirely | retrieval. Fin-v3.

H2S3 H3S7: Research in working memory:
Working memory is a foundational | mental capacity that is required in almost every thinking process #np. Moreover, usage of working
memory is recursive, in that the output of one working memory cycle may be the input into the next, analogously to the application of
logic <ch-8>, such that a 10% increase in working memory, for example, would be expected to have compounded benefits #np.1-2, and this
compounding increases with the complexity of what is considered #np-3. The compounding effect of working memory improvements
can explain the rich get richer nature of the information economy <ch-13 H2S2> and why a small handful of individuals in each generation
monopolize all of the difficult problems worth solving. //

H2S3 H3S8: Multi-disciplinary pedagogy:
MIC: What is the valuation of a course in typography? Only half of this #v-t is determined by the density of information in the theory
itself; the other half, by the resourcefulness of its user: Jobs<2005, a-r>: I learned about serif and sans-serif | typefaces, about varying the
amount of space between different letter combinations, about what <11:18> makes great typography great; it was beautiful, historical,
artistically, subtle in a way that science can't | capture and I found it fascinating. None of this had even a hope of any practical application in
my life, but 10 years later when we were designing the first Macintosh computer it all came back to me and we designed it all into the Mac,
it was the first computer with beautiful typography, if I had never dropped in on that single course in college, the Mac would have never had
multiple | typefaces, or proportionally | spaced fonts, and since Windows just copied the Mac😂 it's likely that no | personal computer would
have them. MIC: Historically, many of the individuals who were responsible for significant knowledge output were contributors in several
fields, and for some, nearly every conceivable | field. There is a question as to flow of causation in this correlation #, as it may be the case
that these individuals are extraordinarily | talented, and therefore their learning curve in each field is shorter, enabling them to work in multiple
fields at once. Alternatively, it could be that their exposure to multiple fields, the pathways to which needs to be elucidated, if it is indeed the
case # that such exposure opportunities can be beneficial generally, that increases their capacity to contribute in each individual field. A
prominent example of a multi-disciplinary contributor is Dr. David Kemp <a-r>: a British physicist who is a professor working at the UCL
Ear Institute in London. Wikipedia: He discovered the phenomenon of otoacoustic emission in July 1978 while working at the Royal
National Throat Nose and Ear Hospital. MIC: Dr. Kemp has an unduly short Wikipedia page, in part because he is a physicist, and yet, he
made one of the most important discoveries in the field of audiology in the 20th century: Kemp <a-r>: Otoacoustic emissions (OAEs) are
sounds of cochlear origin, which can be recorded by a microphone fitted into the ear canal. They are caused by the motion of the
cochlea's sensory hair cells as they energetically respond to auditory stimulation. OAEs provide a simple, efficient and non-invasive
objective indicator of healthy cochlear function and OAE screening is widely used in universal new-born hearing screening
programmes. MIC: the discovery of ear-produced sounds is a non-trivial engineering problem <ch-32 H2S2>, as, and this is important to
note, the production of ear sounds in otoacoustic emissions occurs in response to auditory stimulus; therefore, the microphone
apparatus used by Dr. Kemp must isolate the sound that is specifically produced by the ear, bearing in mind that this sound may also

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UCL_Ear_Institute
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UCL_Ear_Institute
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/London
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Otoacoustic_emission
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_National_Throat_Nose_and_Ear_Hospital
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_National_Throat_Nose_and_Ear_Hospital
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resemble, to some extent, the external sound. One can see, at this point, why Dr. Kemp was first to make this discovery, as his background in
physics and engineering gave him an advantage over the technical aspects of the discovery relative to peers in the field of audiology
who were uni-disciplinary <a-r, NYTimes>, post: In a series of landmark experiments in 1983, Dr. Brownell discovered that outer hair cells
instantly | change shape in response to changes in electrical voltage. A voltage fluctuation causes one of these elongated cylindrical
cells to shorten, thereby squeezing its liquid contents and forcing its elastic side walls to expand. MIC Dr. William E Brownell <Ph-D,
U-Chicago, 1973> is another leading researcher in otoacoustic emissions, a field that is very tiny relative to its significance to audiology,
and all sensory science, and all neuroscience. Like Dr. Kemp, Dr. Brownell comes from a biophysics background, a pioneering field itself
that seeks to close the meta-knowledge gap elucidated in ch-13 H2S2 H3S2. An instructive aspect of this discovery, in the context of the
meta-knowledge gap, is that multi-disciplinary pedagogy is not only beneficial to the individual researcher, but, in some cases, necessary
to the progression of the entire field, insofar that part of that progression may be a merger with a different field. NYTimes: By changing the
electrical field hundreds or thousands of times a second, Dr. Brownell found that the outer hair cells kept perfect step with the changes,
instantly lengthening and shortening with each cycle. The frequencies of these cycles are the same as those of the sounds humans are
able to hear. They also correspond to the frequencies of sound produced by ears themselves. Hair cells "dancing" up and down in step
with each other can cause the membrane to which they are attached to vibrate like the paper cone of a loudspeaker, thereby producing
sound, Dr. Brownell and many other experts in the field believe. MIC: understanding of both electrical physics, in terms of the relationship
between voltages and electrical fields, and the mechanical production of sound via vibration, are necessary to Dr. Brownell’s work,
and, clearly, knowledge at this depth is more than cursory; it requires an honest education in the field of physics. NYTimes:  "Unlike muscle
cells, these outer hair cells do not consume chemical fuel -- adenosine triphosphate -- but they lengthen and contract using energy from
the electrical field produced by the neighboring stria vascularis," Dr. Brownell said. The stria vascularis, in turn, uses adenosine
triphosphate, or ATP, from its blood supply to produce the electric field. The outer hair cells can "dance" in time to electrical cycles ranging
from 20 per second to 20,000 per second -- the range of human hearing -- and the cells respond only to changes in voltage, not to changes in
the flow of current, Dr. Brownell said. MIC: this last portion may bear even more significance than the discovery of otoacoustic emission itself,
1) that the electrical field can be used as a mode of energy transference, with implications on all physics 2) the fact that a discovery about an
electric field can be made inside the biological body, potentially opening up a new field of physics-bio #np 3) the fact that any cell in the
body runs not on electrochemically-produced | energy. Due to the dearth of multi-disciplinary pedagogy in Western Europe, where Dr.
Brownell and Dr. Kemp are based, there is likewise a lack of individuals who are able to work through the implications of their work, which
Material in Chess estimates to be in the billions of valuation. As a result, these pioneering scholars may be dead before their work is
recognized for its full value, which is a human rights strategy. Fin-v3.

Ch-20: Edu: Def:
Kington et al. <a-r>: Credible (adj.) = for the purposes of this paper, the authors present their own definition of credible in the context of
sources of online health information: “offering information that is consistent with the best scientific evidence available at the time and
employing processes to reduce conflict of interest and promote transparency and accountability.”
Kington et al. <a-r>: High-Quality Information (n.) = high-quality information is that which is “science-based” or consistent with the best
scientific evidence available at the time.

Ch-20: Edu: Ex:

L: Ex-1: Education x conditional logic

Ex-2: Education x mathe-

matics, set theory, geometry:

L: Ex-3: Education x mathematics, trigonometry: Calculate the angle in the
d2 sq of a 3 x 4 triangle formed by a N route d2 - f3 - d4 - f5.

Ex-4: Education x mathematics, trigonometry, x ch-3 <hl> effect, x ch-5
mobility <hl>: Calculate the angle formed by the yellow and green lines:

R: Ex-5: Education x accounting, book-keeping, x effect, x ch-22 l-p <hl>

Ex-6: Education x chess philo-

sophy, free will:

R: Ex-7: Education x chess, ch-6 quantifying imbalances x ch-8 logic,
reasoning x conditions x techniques and procedures:
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H3S1: Critical thinking exercises:
Critical thinking is the process of being forced to synthesize

learned information on the spot in
which there is no established
procedure that can directly and
completely be applied to solve the
problem at hand # Exercises in this
section apply the components of
critical thinking from ch-19 H2S3
H3S6, to positions ascertained
from GM Sokolov <a-r: 2017>

Ex-8: Criteria: <Sokolov pg-21>: In
Nimzo-Indian positions with
doubled pawns and a full center,

it is extremely important for White, not to push his central pawns too
quickly, which would block the position, and take out the dynamic
element. This is the kind of mistake that is easy to make, and a lot
of world-class players have suffered painful losses as a result.
Game: GM Svetozar Gligoric vs GM Predrag Nikolic <1982>
<Novi Sad> O: Nimzo-Indian Defense: Hübner Variation E41
<MCO, a-r> In this position, Gligoric, an “expert in classical-type
positions” <Sokolov.pg-21>, but not as much in this hypermodern
Hübner Variation, commits the thematic mistake that Sokolov
warns against. What is the best way for his opponent, Nikolic, to
continue? Turn 29-s.

Ex-9: Argument:
Game: Tigran V Petrosian <WC>
vs Boris Spassky <WC> Moscow
World Championship 1969 <rd-4>
MIC: Each chess move is an
argument in favor of one’s
position, and the quality of the
argument, according to Beyer
<1995>, is associated with the
quality of the supporting
evidence. This means that the
more evidence that we have, in
terms of observations about the
position, the better that our move
will be. Sokolov <after
28…Nc6xd4 30. E3xd4, eliminating
the single iso.d-p structure from
before>: The situation in the center
has changed and an isolated
pawn-structure has been
transformed into a symmetrical
one. Given the fact that the
dark-squared bishops are
exchanged, a symmetrical pawn

structure d4/d5 with only the light-squared bishops present, should,
in principle, favor White. However, here, Black has control of the
e-file, he has a better-placed bishop, and the white kingside can
become vulnerable. Later, turn 38-s: s to move and win. [D]

Ex-10: Point of view: Game: Vladimir Kramnik vs Artur Yusupov
Dortmund 1998 <rd–6> MIC: Each evaluation vector <ch-12> that
we use, constitutes a different point of view. What is the primary
factor here: the advanced s.c3-PP, resulting from the former
hanging pawns <ch-19 H2S5 H3S7 H4S2>? Or, perhaps s’s
exposed K-side. Identify the correct point(s) of view, and develop an
argument that integrates them into a comprehensive evaluation,
and, based on this evaluation, recommend the best move for
Kramnik. Sokolov: Probably, in time pressure, Black wants to make
sure that he is ‘on time’ with his counterplay.

Ex-11: Dispositions:
MIC: Whereas points of views are interchangeable | lenses, with
which we can dissect a problem from multiple perspectives, a
disposition is a mental setting that we install as mental

upgrades. Game: GM Ivan Sokolov vs GM David Howell
<ch-100> London 2006: O: Grünfeld Defense.

H3S2: Chess x empirical science:
Ex-12: Gathering evidence: Read the solution to ch-57 ex-17 and answer

the following questions: How much
time did GM Socko spend, on her
longest | move? How much time did
WGM Sandu spend on her first
move? What is the ratio between the
(final time of game - final time of first
move) : (time spent, first move), for
WGM Sandu? Is there any
correlation between time expenditure
and accuracy, for both players? Use
the a-r section in ch-57, to find the
game on LiChess, which contains both

computer-eval and time-stamps, for your analysis. // add solution to last
part in v-5

Ex-13: Drawing conclusions from data: Game: GM Alexandra
Kosteniuk <WC> vs Hou Yifan <WC> 2008 Nalchik Wch, playoff. O
<ChessGames>: French Defense: Tarrasch Variation. Open
System Euwe-Keres Line (C07). Two observations: F is up by 3
pawns, but s’s lone PP has a CTP=3, whereas the nearest f-pp has
a CTP=6, including R.leave-g. Calculate to the game’s conclusion,
and evaluate, based on this data, whether, in this case, a CTP
advantage of 3, for one PP, is sufficient to counter the deficit of 3
Ps. [2,550]

Ex-14: Testing hypotheses:
https://www.swpc.noaa.gov/news/g1-g3-watches-17-19-august-2022
- pull from here
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coronal_mass_ejection

Ex-15: Understanding implications: What can we conclude, about the
pattern of time expenditure, between both players, in WGM Sandu vs
GM Socko in ch-57 ex-17? Write a recommendation, from this, and
explain the implications of your recommendation on future chess play.

H3S3: Writing exercises:
From Bloom's Taxonomy, we understand that the most effective
learning techniques in practice revolve around writing, for writing has
a pedagogical form that forces us, via the rules of grammar, to
organize information in a maximally reduced <r: ch-9> way in our
brains.
Alvarez<1980 a-r>: In the 570-million-year period for which
abundant fossil remains are available, there have been five great |
biological crises, during which, many groups of organisms died out.
The most recent, of the great extinctions, is used to define the
boundary between the Cretaceous and Tertiary periods, about 65
million years ago. At this time, the marine reptiles, the flying
reptiles, and both orders of dinosaurs died out (1), and extinctions
occurred at various taxonomic levels among the marine
invertebrates. Dramatic extinctions occurred among the microscopic
floating animals and plants; both the calcareous planktonic
foraminifera and the calcareous nannoplankton, were nearly
exterminated, with only a few species surviving the crisis. On the
other hand, some groups were little affected, including the land
plants, crocodiles, snakes, mammals, and many kinds of
invertebrates. Russell (2) concludes that about half of the genera
living at the time, perished, during the extinction | event.
Ex-16:
What can we conclude, so far, from this passage? a) There are no
animals, alive on Earth, that evolved from dinosaurs, since they all
went extinct, 65 million years ago b) Surviving species
demonstrated higher | general fitness, as a result of passing on their
genes, despite this astronomical # event c) All extinct species can
be classified under the same taxonomic category d) The extinction

https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessopening?eco=C07
https://www.swpc.noaa.gov/news/g1-g3-watches-17-19-august-2022
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coronal_mass_ejection
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occurred during a transition between two Eras, but not within, either
era e) All of the above. [1,800]

Ex-17: [D, via Alvarez]: MIC: A graph, in which the x-axis is iridium, of
potentially | extra-terrestrial origin # abundance, and the y-axis is age.
What can we conclude from this? a) The vast | majority of iridium
deposit was found within a 30.cm-thick,layer b) The iridium reacted with
clay, to form iridium hydrous aluminum silicates<Kodama, a-r> c) The
appearance of the clay was more | gradual than its disappearance d) The
period in which iridium was found, was longer, than the tertiary | era e) a
and d) [2,400]

Ex-18: Read ch.20-H2S7,H3S2: Deductive reasoning was used, most,
proportionately, in which step of Alvarez’s solution? a) The discovery of
iridium deposits b) The ruling out of supernova, in favor of the asteroid |
hypothesis c) Geological | determination that an extinction had occurred
d) The assumption that the only source of iridium is extra | terrestrial e)
a and d, equally [800]

Ex-19:

Ex-20:

// use the NYU book

Solutions:
Ex-1:
Chess moves obey the laws of conditions in that they seek to meet
conditions that are present and | implied in the position. Here, our
stranded a7-Q is under attack by the s.a8-R, supported by the e-Q,
and this attack cannot be blocked (condition 1) since the attack is
from an adjacent square, and it cannot be captured since the f.a7-Q
is of higher value in recapture (condition 2). Therefore (condition 3,
via deduction), the Q needs to escape this piece check via run. It
has exactly 4 (condition 4, via the rules of mobility) run squares in
which it is not still checked # by a non-Q e-noble, and only 1
(condition 5, via calculation) of these squares does not subject it to

immediate harassment in the next s-ply: 16. Qf2 !, a long 5 diagonal
DU move.
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47030395177?tab=revie
w

Ex-2:
Piecemate puzzles <ch-28, hl> can be used to teach intersectional

set theory. Here, after 20. Na4
$.b6-Q, the e-Q is trapped, piece
checked, and will be lost. The set
of sqs in that Q’s single ply mobility
# in the resulting b-p of 20. Na4 $
is {a6 ∩ e2-B, b5 ∩ e2-B, b4 ∩
b3-Q c7 ∩ c1-R, c6 ∩ c1-R, c5 ∩
c1-R, d8 ∩ c1-R, d6 ∩ c1-R, d4 ∩
c1-R, e3 ∩ f2-P, f2 ∩ g1-K} https://

www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47042432777

Ex-3: arctan(4/3) in degrees = 53.1

Ex-4:
In addition to trigonometry, this is an interesting position in which a
noble capture (-3) has just occurred on e2 and f has 3 ways to
recapture. Correct is 18. Nxe2 🛡.g3-P ! as this is the only move
that fulfills the secondary condition # of preventing an assass in
18-s. == The easiest way to calculate this angle is by bisecting the
triangle formed by c3 - g3, g3 - e2, and e2 - c3; the hypotenuse of
the resulting symmetrical triangles is sqrt(3) = 1.73. The angle
<c3,e2,e3 is calculated by arccos(1/1.73) = 54.7 degrees, and
<c3,e2,g3 is twice that angle, so the answer is 109.4 degrees.

Ex-5:
Chess is a game of bookkeeping in which the ledger of effect
needs to be updated with every move. 6…Bxc4? leaves 2 s-ren
hangtacked, but 7. Bxb7 (+1) <assass in 1> with subsequent
assass in 2 to follow on a8 is correct because attempting to snipe
the s.c4-B with 7. Qa4+? misses an opportunity with a tremendous
tri-purpose move by s: 7…b5 $.a4-Q, 🛡.c4-B <b5 1:1, resulting> !
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47189410861?tab=revie
w

Ex-6:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47217033777?tab=revie
w
1.05 Rfc1 Rbc1 Bh3 Nh4 Qe2 0.73 d-27 Komodo 2706
Positions like this with such a variety of style moves with the same
objective eval lead us to ask if there is any room for creativity or |
free will in chess. Have students memorize their favorite move and
ponder over these deep philosophical questions that have troubled

the brightest minds for centuries.
<r: ch-58, lateral pivots>

Ex-7:
24…Nxh4 (+3 + 1 = +4) -0.3 d-27
SF 14+ NNUE !
Why did we make this move? (1)
We are material-up and
exchanging material in such a
situation increases the proportional
material advantage that we have.
(2) Our opponent is threatening 25.
Qd1 => h5+ and this threat

requires 2 f-ply to materialize, which means we need to be able to
play # s-g6 by ply 25-s (3) A secondary threat is f-Nxg6 s-Kxg6
f-Qb1+ ! and our K will be taken for a walk # [Diagram, 1] 25. Gxh4
(-3) Qxd4 (+1, +2) ! Why this move? (1) The d4-P is undefended (2)
When we capture undefended ren, we win material (3) We have
neutralized our opponent’s 2 worst threats in 24-s, and this
neutralization persists to the b-p before this move # 26. Qc2+ and
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we continue to walk a tight-rope as this position requires great
technique meaning that in each s-ply, we must make the correct
move in order to keep our chances alive 26…Kh8 <run +>, one of at
least 5 check escape moves possible 27. Re4 <1:1> $.d4-Q ! Qd7
(1) Our queen was under attack (2) the attacker was defended (3)
We wish to redirect our Q to a square in which it has maximal useful
mobility 28. Bc3 ($$)(+) ! fxe5 <1:2> (+!) ! (1) The position remains
tempo-critical (2) Therefore, we must act quickly to take defensive
action (3) Striking back in the center is the principled way to respond
to a flank attack (4) Noble recapture in e5 by f will lead to further
opportunities for liquidation, which we established in 24-s that we
seek # https://lichess.org/VQQ4OaXK/white#55

Ex-8:
29…Nb8 -2.6 w/ 5 o-n d-30 SF 14+ NNUE ! <Sokolov pg-25>: A
sorry night. On the queenside, White is not able to create a single
threat, while on the other side of the board, the battle is lost. During
- and after ! - the game, the white player must have thought: “I had
my two beautiful bishops, more space, even something, which
looked like an initiative, I did not blunder anything, and still I lost a
horrible game. How could it go so wrong? MIC: With the last gasp
threat # 29. Bb5 $.a6-N, f threatened 30. Bxa6 bxa6 <0> 31. Qb3
<thr-Qb8#.2> and if 31…Bd7 <clr.Rs-cont> 32. Qb7+ Qxb7 33. Rxb7
<0> and f descends powerfully to the e-7th. The criteria for s’s
advantage, according to Sokolov, in such positions is a lack of a
dynamic element for f, due to the position being blocked, which
offsets his otherwise advantages of 1) the bishop pair and 2) more
space, which can be used to generate an attack. If, by applying
critical thinking, the criteria of the position being blocked were
removed, as would be the case if 30. Bxa6 <+3> ! <clr-b> were
allowed, then f would no longer have a disadvantage on this factor,
and moreover, the other factors of his having 1) more space and 2)
the two bishops would amplify in their advantage. Understanding the
conditions of the opponent’s advantage or disadvantage is
critical for strategic play, as this helps us understand what types of
move sequences can change the property of advantage or
disadvantage, and consciously, by applying critical thinking,
decide to enter them or not. Rather, by 29…Nb8 <run$>, played in
the game (!), Nikolic removes the possibility of a changing
condition, and is able to continue with his one-sided K-side
assault: 30. Nf1 g4 <1:1> $.e-$! 31. F4 <push-past> exf4 32. Bxf4
<0> Ng6 $.f4-B <hangtacked> 33. Rf2 h4 34. E5 MIC: Attempting to
generate counterplay in the center, but his forces are uncoordinated:
g3 $.f2-R ! 35. Rf3 <run$> Nxf4 <+3> 36. Rxf4 <0> dxe5 <+1>
<assass in 8!> and f is getting steamrolled on the K-side 0-1.

Ex-9:
38…Bd3 <int-🛡> <interference!> x-ref: ch-31 H2S3 H3S3 -6.8 w/ 8
o-n d-33 SF 14 + NNUE ! <thr-Qxd4+ 40. Qe3 <int+> <o-m> Qxe3#
Sokolov pg-105: If 39. Qc3, loses to 39…Qh4 $.h2-P <hangtacked>
40. Kg1-🛡 Bxf1 <-3> MIC: and if 41. Kxf1 <0>?? Qh3+ 42. Kf2
Qg2#, supported by the f4-N. Whereas 39. Nf5, played by
Petrosian, Qg5! ($).d2-Q <hangtacked>, threatening a +scovery
clr-$ 40. Ne3 <int($)> Qh4+ 41. Kg1 <run+> Bxf1 <+3> and now if
Sokolov: 42. Nxf1 Re2 <1:1> $.d2-Q <thr-Qf2+ M-2> or if 42. Kxf1
Qh3+ MIC: penetrates, and wins. MIC: 38…Bd3 <int> ! is a strong
argument for the s-position, because it demonstrates a strong
utility of his dark.sq-B, which Sokolov diagnosed that, in principle,
due to the color alternation of the advance-opposed # d-Ps in the
center, should be worse, generally, than the f.light-B. However,
Spassky changes the grounds of the argument, by maneuvering
his B outside the diagonal occupied by the s.d5-P, and it finds utility
in the adequately contended d3.int-sq. This changing of the
ground, combined with the existing e-file control and vulnerable
f-K that constituted the strengths of his prior argument,
strengthens his argument, and facilitates his victory in the debate
of this game.

Ex-10:
Sokolov <pg-211>: Unfortunately, White now regains light-square
control and his bishop becomes a monster again: 33. Bc2 !!

<int-adv> <$.d3-N 1:1> This ‘small’ retreat must have been missed
completely by Black. Now, the knight on d3, which was a
well-defended, dominant piece only one move earlier, becomes a
terrible liability. Black loses in one move from a balanced position
by pushing his passed pawn one square closer to promotion,
according to regular chess principles. Logic sometimes follows
strange | rules in chess. MIC: The B is not known as the best
blockader, but here, it serves a second purpose of challenging an
e-minor in an adjacent-sq. 33…Rb2 Sokolov: a desperate attempt
at counterplay. Or 33…Rf8 34. Qxa6. 34. Qe7+ ! Kg8 35. Qe2
$.d3-N <2:1> ! the N is piecemated by pin #, as a c2.B-supported
breakthrough at g6 will spell death for s. Nxf4 <-1> <forced!> 36.
Gxf4 <+3> 1-0.

Ex-11:

Ex-12: Gathering evidence:

Ex-13: Drawing conclusions from data:
48…Rd8!<o.m-W!> Kuljasevic: It soon becomes clear that it is not
Black, but White, who is trying to achieve a draw! The only black
pawn is advanced further than any white pawn, while the white
pieces are placed very passively, so it becomes a challenge to
block it. Kosteniuk played 49. Rg5+! Kf6$.g5-R<0.0 w/ 0.7 o-n, Kd4
SF14+ d-25> 50. Rc5 e3!<o.m-D> MIC: S must maintain the tempo
advantage of this pp’s promo-thr, validating that the counterweight
to f’s material advantage is the tempi in this pp’s CTP. 51.
Rc2!<cont-e2[1:0]><0.0 w/ 0.4 o-n, Rc6+ SF14+ d-22> Kuljasevic:
White has managed to stop the pawn for a moment, but Black can
reinforce the threat with 51…Kf5! 52. a4<CTP=4!> Ke4🛡.e3-P
Kuljasevic: and here, White had to force a draw by giving
side-checks: 53. Rc4+ Kd3<run+> 54. Rc3+ Ke4 with alternation
between 3rd/4th ½ ½. MIC: The game of chess, sometimes,
operates like a game of rock, paper, and ✂, in which one
advantage trumps another, but can, itself, be trumped. Post:
According to SF14+ NNUE d-28, Kosteniuk would have won, had
she played 48. Rf8! rt Rxg4?? in the i.b-p, investing a tempo to bring
her R to optimal position to stay behind the e-pp. Following 48. Rf8
Rd7 49. Re8+ Kd4 50. Kd2 Rh7 51. Rd8+ Ke5 52. Rb8 Rxh2+ 53.
Ke3 Rg2 54. Rb5+ Kd6 55. Kxe4 Rxg3, f has only a 1-pp adv,
a<CTP=6>+b<CTP=7> vs g<CTP=4>, but the tertiary factor of a
more active K enables this position to be winning. Fin.v4-2.

Ex-14: Testing hypotheses: Ex-15: Understanding implications:

Ex-16: d), only

Ex-17: a) only

Ex-18: b)

Ex-19: Ex-20:
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The New Testament: Books.21-40
Intro: tactical themes:
Military tactics encompasses the art of organizing and | employing fighting forces on or near the battlefield. They involve the application of |
four battlefield functions which are closely related – kinetic or firepower, mobility, protection or security, and “shock action”. Tactics are a
separate function from | command and control and logistics. In contemporary | military science, tactics are the lowest of three levels of
warfighting, the higher levels being the strategic and operational levels. Throughout history, there has been a shifting balance between the
four tactical functions, generally based on the application of military technology, which has led to one or more of the tactical functions being
dominant for a period of time, usually accompanied by the dominance | of an associated fighting arm deployed on the battlefield, such as
infantry, artillery, cavalry or tanks. <r: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Military_tactics>
The key | squares chapter marks the beginning of section 2, where section 1 was the aggregation of ch.1-20, inclusive of endpoints #, s-2 is
ch.21-40, and s-3 is 41-60. Ch-61 is a standalone treatise. This | chapter presents no new nodes on the core deductive chain of the book,
however it does offer elaborations on the 3 assassination | conditions.

⭐ Directive: Notes from the 2021 Continental Open, while I was 4-1 heading into Sunday: Last tournament, <US-Open> I blundered
multiple discovered attacks. This time, I've eliminated those, but I've had 2 remove the defender tactics hit on me. The common thread
is some kind of neutral effect square that can be exploited with a tempo gaining move, so you need to keep track of the vulnerable
squares and your King's position and see the intersections. M12: https://www.chess.com/game/live/51574271349 [+200]

Technique:
Technique is an established procedure for attaining a specific outcome that is triggered when a certain pattern appears on the board.
Technique in chess is most frequently associated with the endgame and is slightly differentiated from simply memorizing opening lines
because the board positions in which the same technique may be applied may not be exactly the same rather, in the assassination
techniques, we are looking for themes and a certain combination of zi in the board whose configuration makes the technique possible. == The
techniques come with an exact sequence of moves that typically has to be executed in the correct order, and enemy replies to our prescribed
moves are accounted for as part of the technique. Let us start by examining an example of assassination technique in the endgame to make it
relatable to the average reader, and from there we will explore the established set of assassination techniques a well known in chess, but
explained in a novel format via the paradigm of assassination, effect, and counting.

Tactics cheat sheet:
Parameters to calibrate to: 1) Duration of execution 2) Effect on complexity 3) Number of relevant roads 4) Number of zi involved.

Looping in:
Looping in is a theme subsection in Materials in Chess that explains why you may benefit from learning something, with the intention of
pulling into entering a particular thought arc and also giving you a high level overview of the thought arc architecture so you can evaluate the
cost and benefits before determining if you're ready to take it on in this moment. == The thought space / mental processing view of tactical
training is that you can pre-invest time into studying a position in which a clear win exists and figure out the "solution" quickly so that you can
score with 100% win rate if that position were ever reached, and subsequently, as an independent process, investigate how you can reach the
middle or end game position, typically, from an opening system. == The need to begin playing tactics trainer moves in games drives one to
begin studying openings, as an investment of karma into puzzle solving leads to a sharp rise in one's puzzle rating that is not immediately
carried over to standard chess, and the ability to exert one's will over the entire board, including the opponent's set of E, is developed
eventually by learning to control the opponent's set of available options by creating threats and funneling the game continuation into one of the
favorable pre-solved positions into your mental puzzle repertoire. == Section 2 will offer for download a high volume of patterns as well as
explaining reductions to help you download at the fastest mbps, whereas section 3 contains techniques for manifesting puzzles in positions by
exerting your will over your opponent’s forces, which you cannot touch or move directly, but can in a combination of applying psychological,
tactical, and time pressures create a force that drives your opponent to do something that you want him to do which has the effect of,
unintentionally by him, causing a transition to a board position that is or is closer to in thought space a pre-solved board position than prior to
the coercion.

A treatise on objective blunders | [1600]
“The only blunder is trying to pull something off that you lack the knowledge to, imo.”
The reason that blunders have never been discussed in chess books, despite being their absurdly high frequency of occurrence in games, is
because no chess book has ever been written that could justify a sufficient block of text relative to the amount of space the topic occupies in
the minds of players strong enough to write a book on chess. This is because in order to become a strong player, one has to recognize on the
level of philosophy, and progressively more so biochemically that neither knowledge nor behavior is random, and the moves and mistakes one
makes is a perfect reflection of the state of one’s thought space frame work with respect to chess. Whether or not this is actually the case has
long been forgotten in the mind of the strong player and therefore by deductions all strong players must necessarily be concerned with a
continued enrichment of their knowledge in the game, which, in connection with the law of giveus receiveus, stipulates that they must be
actively contributing to the advancement of chess knowledge as a whole in terms of research output. == This is the key difference between a
1600 player and a 2000 rated player, the former who makes his worth simply by being a warm body in the tournament hall and paying the
dues, whereas the latter is expected to be contributing additional value to the organization and the theoretical body in thought space. The law
of giveus receiveus fits well in the thought space framework model in this sense; in order to make the adequate connections to the body of
knowledge you want to “receive” from, you have to give it novel, non-redundant information from your primary layer of abstraction to connect

https://www.chess.com/game/live/51574271349
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to. Neither can you provide it information that already exists, not contributing, due to the creation of inefficiencies for all, nor can you cont.
12/9/21.

Suicide | [1600]
Suicide is the voluntary, mistaken, unforced movement of a ren into a square that will be in negative effect in the resulting board position after
the move. In considering this, it’s important to clarify the method with which effect is counted in this book. For any given board position, there
is a player to which the next or first ply is assigned, and the other player. What is counted as effect in a square is all the squares that are
affected by the player to which the first ply is assigned, and, independently, counting the opponent’s effect in that square in the same way but
assuming* the first ply assignment were* reversed.

Loss of value suicide | [1600]
A loss of value suicide is the movement of a higher value ren into a square in which at least one ren of the opposing side that is lower value
than it is attacking it, regardless of the effect difference in that square. Material value count is probably the primary calibration that people use
to evaluate assassination blunders in general, but in Material in Chess, we suggest establishing effect difference as the primary calibration and
perhaps assigning a special “loss of value suicide prevention calibration” to the queen, a calibration paradigm that will probably result in a
lower rate of assassination of blunders but, within the assassination blunders that still occur, a higher proportion of exchange blunders since
the difference in material value is slightly outweighed by the prioritization on maintaining total effect count, although there will be many
instances in which optimizing for one optimizes for another, and the rate with which optimizing for one does optimize for the other defines
correlation. == Correlation (n.) = the rate with which optimizing for a factor also influences another factor and can be positive or negative. *A
use of the conditional past. For more, see d.conditions.

Auto-remove the defender | [1800]
Auto-remove the defender is the voluntary, mistaken, and unforced movement of a ren out of its defense square of another ren, and the
moved ren was a critical defender of the ren that it was defending such that the resulting effect in the square is now negative, allowing an
assassination to occur.

Danger miscalibration | [2,000]
Danger miscalibration is not the // finish writing

Book-21: Key-Sq chapt-mn:
Square control refers to which and how many pieces attack or defend a particular square, independently from its occupancy state. Squares
diagonally controlled by a pawn are usually taboo for opponent pieces, but the stop and possible pawn push target square is not controlled by
the pawn itself, and could be blocked. If the square under investigation is occupied, the question arises whether the piece is hanging (if
controlled exclusively by the opponent side) or en prise, which is the topic of SEE and quiescence search. <r:
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Square_Control>
First in depth intro, CM <fbno>: #MIC will occasionally include a work of short fiction at the beginning of a section to provide a creative
interlude into the dense, empirical, and logical concepts to follow. This may appeal to younger readers and make the experience of consuming
the chess content a bit easier, as the short fiction was written in consideration of the non-fiction # A dialogue between an Existent and a
new-to. You are but a concept. What? I just breathed you into existence, my son. Well thanks, dad. No worries. Anyways as I was saying, you
are but a concept. That sounds rather demeaning. Can I vanish from existence then? A very “Hu” question to ask. The answer is no. But why?
There must be an inherent Truth in things, and you are part of it. And this Truth is part of Existence? Must be the case. I see. So how are we
talking then? Physics. What’s that? Another concept. So physics allows us to talk? A bit more than that, physics provides a 3 dimensional
body to concepts with a thing called “Properties”, and one of those “Properties”, which is a concept related to physics, think of it as the same,
is that you can move, and talking is one of the things you can do by moving. Huh, mind = blown. Right. Anyways, let’s get into the military
objectives. That sounds fun. Yes, in our family pretty much everything is military. You guys are Hardcore. Social password unlocked ref: <ch.
51: SYE: H2S3 H3S1>Haha, it’s cool that your speech comes with an annotated reference. I’m glad you are liking the HUD feature. Yeah it’s
pretty cool, for Halo and stuff. Anyways, I’m putting you in charge of Defying Physics. So you just taught me something, and then you’re going
to put me in charge of Defying it? Exactly. There’s already someone in charge of it, so the second thing is to Defy it. Isn’t defying, like, bad?
Then Defy in a good way. Hmm, sounds kinda Risque. Talk to the guy who runs Risque and make sure it’s alright. Talk to Risque to not be.
Now you’re getting it. Alright well I need some time to Adjust to this to make sure it’ll be alright, like, with the Morals and so forth. Good idea.
Anyways, what do you need me to Do? To Defy is to Teach, in a way. By showing people the Exceptions, you reveal the boundaries of the
Sculpture of the thing that Is, and from that we can see its Shape. Profound. Quite profound. This kid is a smart cookie. Who are you talking
to? Don’t worry about it. OK. Alright, so here are your first 3 assignments. I’d like you to work with your grandad, Science, on this, we’ll need
some Cerebral, also going Outside to run Experiments (yours truly), and an Operation or two. Lastly maybe a few Good-reds and Turns.
That’s a lot of introductions. Yep. Read Ch. 51 SYE H2S5 H3S5, the art of making an introduction. Actually, that entire section will be pretty
good for you. Owlrighty. 1) I need the human body to be able to shift its carbon structure dynamically, reforming on split second bases in
response to neural activation, which also needs to be boosted to supra light speed via some quantum tunneling or whatever, which isn’t a real,
just a way to think about it, into diamond tier nano-structures, sometimes single atom layer think, that can be stronger than steel and basically
impermeable. 2) I need dynamic magnetic fields to coordinate with the human body, whatever iron contents are within, amplified by that one
protein that holds iron, maybe, figure it out, and some sort of atmospheric control of neighboring magnetizable elements # for the purposes of
altering speed and weight. 3) I need you to amplify the mass of software so that you can exist without a body. WHAT. Calm down kiddo. Dude,
you just said you want me to exist without a body *starts crying* *40s later, since Hu’s don’t cry for very long, typically, lest Twice #* The
software will become a body; we already know experimentally that it has a non-zero mass, you are merely amplifying it, under certain
conditions, and you can tune those conditions to make it safe. Maybe I need to read the entirety of Ch. 7, Conditions then *starts flipping
through the textbook, finally* Smh, this is what you have to do to get kids to read a chess textbook. Fin.
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Ch-21: Key-Sq H2S1: Sq.centric-maneuvers:
Hu: Revelations 4:10: 10 The four and twenty | elders fall down before him that sat on the throne, and
worship him that liveth for ever and ever, and cast their crowns before the throne, saying, 11 Thou art worthy,
O Lord, to receive glory and honor and power: for thou hast created all | things, and for thy pleasure they
are and were created.

H2S1 H3S1: Secure points, outposts: // The Complete Manual ch-24
p-261

GM Johan Hellsten vs FM Jorge Berrocal Farina, Santa Cruz 2005 sourced from Mastering Chess
Strategy by GM Hellsten. 28. Nb2 => c4 <cont-d6>! Hellsten: The knight is redirected to the blockading
square on c4, where it will support a future d5-d6. MIC: The winning | plan for f is to advance the supported
f.d5-pp, but the advance-sq is currently <0.5 : 2> in e-control and moreover, a blockade can be established
by a heavy. F would like to swap the locations of the c4-Q and d3-N, and this is possible in 2 f-ply. 28…h4?1

29. Qd3 ! Bf4 30. Nc4 <cont-d6, 2.5 : 2> and now suddenly f overwhelms the adv-sq with minor contention # fin-v1.

Ch-21: Key-Sq H2S2: Drawing
squares in the endgame:
Draw the Kf1/2 key-sq situation from ch. 5 h2s1 h3s3 <hl> Max-red: The f-K
must alternate between f1/2, in order to box the h1-K in the corner,
preventing P-promo, to draw. The K wants to be checked by the N, rather
than have its alt-sq deprived # Both the N and K will alternate colors, each
move. A N on one | color checks | another; in s’s next move, the h8-N will
occupy light, and check dark; therefore, we want to enter a dark-sq: 1. Kf2
½ ½

Ch-21: H2S3:
Winning.sq-endgame:
Mine-sqs<max-red>: [D, R]: There are 2 sqs of disproportionate | value, d6, for f, and f5, for s; whoever occupies will both attack and defend,
but, since only 1, it can only be occupied every other | turn, so one can align one’s occupation, with the departure of the other, to win the P: 1.
Kc6!, not stepping in first Kg5, reciprocally, avoiding the mine 2. Kd7$.e6-P!, a triangulation-$, forcing s to enter: Kf5:( 3.
Kd6!<corr-sq><z.zwang-se!> K-mo<-z.zug-go><-🛡> 4. Kxe6<+1> Fin.v-5

Ch-21: Key-Sq H2S4: Holes:
Daniel 2:44 Old Testament “And in the days of these kings shall the God of heaven set up a kingdom, which shall never be destroyed: and
the kingdom shall not be left to other people, but it shall break in pieces and consume all these kingdoms, and it shall stand for ever.”

H2S4 H3S1: Softening up a hole by forcibly changing p-str:
A hole is a square in the e-position that can be occupied by an f-noble without sufficient opposition
by the opponent; in general, this sq will have any or all of the following features: 1) it is adjacent to
an e.backwards-P along a file in the direction of that P’s promotion; this provides interpositional
coverage from rook-tacks 2) it is a passed square #np and can no longer be contended by e-Ps 3)
It is off the color of the remaining e-B 4) it is ply count distant #np from the nearest e-N, if any 5)
there are pseudo-superfluous friend side nobles able to over-replace occupation in the event of
partial liquidations #np-3 6) there is 1 or 2 P-support from the friend side of that sq 7) P recapture
in the sq would result in a passed-P 8) it is behind the P-chain of an overextended side 9)
occupation of that hole will allow a noble to strike at the e.P-chain base(s) and be a winning

advantage in the endgame Fin. // find the moves // ref The Complete Positional Manual of Chess vol-1, ch-18

Ch-21: Key-Sq H2S5: P.adv-sqs:
// check Chessable course for rest of moves in this var

Ch-21: Key-Sq H2S6: + sqs <16, 5/12>:
Hu: We must still be on guard, personally, that our internal character is aligned with the morality of God, and
our external behavior is executing upon the plan that he has for us. To me, apostasy is a deviation.
Oxford languages defines apostasy as “the abandonment or renunciation of a religious or political
belief.” However, it’s more than a renunciation of belief, it’s a renunciation of action. God has a plan.
That plan is precise. Like the gentle hand of an omnipotent watchmaker, God has tuned the hands of the
watchface, and every gear, to a fine-tuned perfection, even before the start of the World. Every action that
we commit must be of equal precision, presumably, in order for us to serve this plan. When people fail to
act this way, they neglect their role.

https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/ot/dan/2?lang=eng&id=44#p44
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Ch-21: Key-Sq H2S7: Clearance x key squares:
Hu: Even before I joined the Church, I experienced a period of personal | Spiritual | Renewal. Previous to this, I was extremely successful in
the secular realm, about as successful as any American 20-24 year old could be. Nevertheless, I felt empty, and I questioned whether I was
on the path that God would want for me. According to the Church website, “although there will not be another general apostasy from the
truth, we must each guard against personal apostasy”. Although the scriptures, both the Bible and Doctrine and Covenants, predict that
the restored Church will never again fall astray,

Ch-21: Key-Sq Def:
Ch-21: Key-Sq
Ex:
Ex-1: In this theoretical position of the
Slav Defense D10, f played a novelty
5. F4 !? that led to a space advantaged
queenless middlegame situation at the
U1600 level.
S just misplayed a bit with 17…Nb6
?, underestimating the value of a
tempo in this still sharp position,
despite only 8/16 nobles remaining

on board.
Use a concept # from the key squares chapter to punish this
positional error. Thomas J Weaver <USCF 1950> at the Rochester
Chess Center in 2/22 out of the Sicilian Dragon #

Assass in 2:

Ex-2: Identify a key sq and make a pseudo-

assass in 2 due to that sq # [2,500]

R: Ex-3: [800]

L: Ex-4: [2,000]

Assass in 3:
Ex-5: [1,720]

L: Ex-6: [1,648]

Ex-7: //add

Assassination in 4+:

Ex-8 [2,000]:

Ex-9 [6,000]: “The Devastation of a Key Square”

Ex-10: [2,000] “A Finishing
T-Res Stroke”

R: Ex-11:



MIC: k-s r: Hu

Defensive key squares:
L, below: Ex-12: [1,600]; justify your answer.
One of the volcano group of islands Iwo Jima has an area of just over 20
square kilometers in early 1944 Major General | Tadamichi Kuribayashi
and the men of the 109th division had been sent to turn Iwo Jima into an
impregnable fortress and to defend it r: https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=vn5UJTM2X8A

Ex-13: [1,570]

L: Ex-14: [1,680]

Ex-15: //add

Positional
dominance:

Ex-16:

R: Ex-17:

L:  Ex-18:

Ex-19: [1,950]

Ex-20: //add

Solutions:
Ex-1:
18. C5 $b6-N <cont-d6> ! is a fantastic positional move that
achieves 3 purposes:

1) Gains a tempo by P-$ the e.b6-N
2) Clears the c4 sq for the f.e5-N to maneuver to d6 in 2.
3) P-contends this hole <r: ch-21 H2S4>

After the abject retreat # 19…Nd7 20. Nc4 ! f will be completely
winning in his N’s unstoppable trajectory to d6, in which it will fork
the c8-B and e8-R, gaining another tempo, and the c8-B will have
difficulties developing, thanks to the kick back of the s.d7-N to an
interpositional sq of that B, and the fact that the d6-N will control the
b7 development sq of that B in its dominant position. F can plan to
advance and create weaknesses on the f-Kingside, lining up his
rooks on the g-h files, and taking advantage of yet another factor in
his favor: without developing his c8-B, the e-Rooks will remain
disconnected.
Source: Yakun Hu <1556> vs John Cordisco <1465>

Ex-2:
The b-p after 33…a4 ? in Weaver
<1950~> v Hu <1550~> @ RCC
2-11-22.
If s.b5-B were gone from this
position #, the f.b4-B would
become a supported | passed
pawn, an incredibly valuable
endgame entity # especially in K +
P endgames because the base of
chain # a3-B can never be
captured by the f-K, or even
attacked, for that matter, because

that requires entering the 3rd rank and exiting the square # of the
b4-passer. == Therefore, the b4-P is disproportionately | valuable
compared to the other pawns in white’s army, and even s’s army
included # This property of disproportionately valuable assigned to
the f.b4-⅔, pp # also increases the value of the only s-P that is
blockading it, the s.b5-pp, such that exchange of that pp would be
considered a value-adjusted pseudo assassination.
Therefore, in this position TJ Weaver played 34. C4 e.$-b5, P ! , a
masterful stroke #, challenging the disproportionately valuable the
b5-P. == The game continued: 34…bxc4 (-1) 35. Rxc4 (0) Rb7 ! ,
with Weaver having a pp and me not, especially that it’s supported, I
could not afford # to simplify to a certainly losing K + P endgame. ==
In the game Weaver played 36. Rc8 !?, a thoughtful move with the
idea of attacking s’s K-side Ps from behind, but SF prefers 36. Gxf5,

so
we
will

enter this hypothetical variation. == After 36…Kxf5 37. Re4 $.e7-P !
h6 🛡.g5-P 38. Kd4 Endgame analysis of the b-p after 38. Kd4
showing relevant effs #, the b-pp’s promotion road, and the
restricted run zone of the s.f5-K.
This is an equal material endgame # that one would love to play as
F # Fin.

Ex-3: 18. Qd5+ $.a8-R ! Be6 $.d5-Q,

<clr, f8-R🛡  a8-R> 19. Qxe4 (+3) <assass> !
https://lichess.org/OaLBD1QC/black#34

Ex-4: 19. Bc7 $$ <d-a, dumbbell!> Rc8 <run $> 20. Bxb6 <v.a-a>!

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49619931417 The s.b6-B is
much higher value temporarily than the f.f4-B due to its active
position in pinning and sieging the f.e3-P <2:1>.

Ex-5: https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/172195
1…Ne1+<coer!> 2. Kf2<forced> Nd3+$!, picking up an ex
2…Ng4+$ fails because f will recoup | 2-Bs for an R. Fin.v-5

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49619931417?tab=review
https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/172195
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Ex-6: https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/72804
1. Bd5+!!, this f.uncont.sq is the focal | point, because if Qxd5<-3>?
2. Qg8<1:1.5>+($)!<+9> Kf6<run+>, other moves get | mated and/or
drop the g7-B<1:1, ini> 2. Qh4+$.f2-R<1:0>! 3. Any Qxf2<+5>
Fin.v-5.

Ex-7:

Ex-8: The key square in this puzzle is
the b6 check square, in which the s
will eventually hit a QBK<s> abs-fork
<r: ch. 23>
Mobility x effect analysis of the
initial b-p, highlighting the key-sq
b6.
Indian FM Suyog Wagh and I
solved this puzzle together, the
"King's Indian Trap", at the 2,200
rating on Chess com <r:
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/

problem/980414/practice>, during a live streamed # private lesson in
late 2021. == We can see that usage of this key-sq presently has
two issues in the initial b-p: 1) There exists # an interposer between
the s.d8-Q and the b6-sq in the initial b-p, a same side # c7-P. 2) A
hypothetical Q check delivered in that sq from the initial-bp.first
would not fork an e-noble. == Therefore, s needs to invest his first
two moves in this puzzle to set up his 5th ply # exploitation of the
key-sq, and these two set up moves take advantage of other tactical
motifs in the position. 1…axb4 $$ (+1) ! A P-fork move that will
attract the f.a3-B into the fork end file of the s.b6-Q later. If the
bishop does not capture escape this dijacent fork, then the f.c3-N
will be assassinated. 2. Bxb4 (0) 2…c5 $b4-B clr,d8Q=>b6! The
second s-move of the puzzle accomplishes two purposes, a
dual-purpose move <r: ch. 59 H2S5>; 1) pawn-tacks the f.b4-B,
supported by the d6-P, and this B is pseudo-piecemated <r: ch. 28>

Piece-
mate analysis # of the b-p succ-
eeding 2…c5 !, demon-
strating that the 3 sqs in that B’s legal single.ply-mob are all cut off #
2) clears the path of the s.d8-Q to the b6.key-sq by auto-removing
the interposer, the c7-P. The move 2…c5 is a pseudo piecemate

because s does have one
piecemate escape # available, and
that is to capture the piecemate
attacker <ch. 28 D H3S0> via e-p:
3. dxc6 (-1) e-p ! [D, 3] The b-p
after 3. Dxc6 (-1) e-p !, highlighting
a e.pawn-tack of the s.d7-N. This
e-p capture, which escapes the
piecemate of the f.b4-B, has the
unintended consequence of
re-opening the b6 \ g1 check
diagonal #, which was temporarily

closed by 2…c5, allowing the s-Q to now seize that diagonal with a
fork of the f.b4-B: 3…Qb6+ QBK<s> abs-fork!

The b-p after 3…Qb6+$ [D, 4], highlighting the abs-fork ends. The
s-Q steps powerfully into the key-sq in ply 5 of the puzzle , forking
the hangtacked f-B and the exposed f-K along the a7 \ g1 # 4. Kh1
Simply escaping the check via K-run. 4…Qxb4 (+3) Assassination of
the f.f4-B to win a full minor. == Note that 5. Dxd7 (-3 + 3 = 0) ! is a
good try, but does not avenge the assass because s has a capture
continuation <4: ch. 4 H2S2 H3S1> to the undefended c3-N.

Ex-9: This beautiful position is from a bullet game AmazingFilms1971
(me) <1990> vs Chestnut25th <1960>

https://lichess.org/MS1GlgbQ/white#43
19. D5 $.e-$ ! and if exd5 (-1) <main-line> 20. Nd6 $.b7-Q ! and all
of a sudden that Q is under pseudo-PM $: [diagram] 20…Qb8 <run
$> forced ! 21. Nxf7 (+1) <clr g3-B $ b8-Q ! > Kxf7 (-3) :( 22. Bxb8
<assass in 4> and the alternatives are worse: eg 21…Qb7 22. Nd6
$ ! and if s tries to repeat 22…Qb8 ! 23. Qe6 + !! M4, smothered ! or,
retracing further f can also opt for a Mastering Chess Strategy-esque
19. Bc7 $.d8-R ! Rf8 <run $> 20. D5 $.e-$ ! and exd5 is avoided for
similar reasons, but Nc5! 21. B4 $.c5-N a6 $.b5-N 22. Bd6
<key-square> ! axb5 (-3) 23. bxc5 (+3) [Diagram 2] and the B
solidifies in the key-sq, along with the dangerous prospect of c6 $
<pp> ! s is advised to sacrifice the exchange at f8 <assass, +2>

Ex-10: 12…e5 $.d4-N <coercion> ! <r: ch-26 H2S4> 13. N-run d4
<2.5:3> $$ ! followed by 14. Exd4 (+3) or dx3-noble <assass in 3> and if
14. Rad1 ($) (RPQ.rel-pin) ! then first 14…Bb7 <clr, a8-R🛡  d8-Q,
resuming the assass thr 15. Qe2 <pin-resume> !  Qb6 <pinned.to-run> !
makes noble assass inevitable in 16-s <assass in 5> !
https://lichess.org/gbpm6KpB/black#30

Ex-11: 12…Nc5 $.d3-B+ <counter-attack> ! or 12…Ng4 <key-square> !
https://lichess.org/oQG8ng4u/black#23
1.4 w/ 2.5 o-n, both d-38 ! SF 14+
NNUE.

Ex-12:
15…hxg6 ! -0.89 w/ 2.2 o-n d-33
K-2901, whereas 15…fxg6?
Permits Ng5 $.h7-P <2:1> $.e6-B,
<hangtacked>!
https://www.chess.com/analysis/
game/live/51339035497

Ex-13:

https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/55701
1…Bc6<1:2><int🛡>!$.e-$<b5-B<1:0>!, with the point that # if 2. Rxc6
Nxc6 3. Bxc6<-1> Rxc7<+2> leaves s up an ex, whereas if # 2. Bxc6
Rxc7<0!>$.c6-B<2:1><rel-pin!> will leave s up a full | minor. 2.
Rxc6<-3> Nxc6<+5, assass!> 1…Nc6<1:2><int🛡>?? fails due to 2.
Bb8<1:0><run$><rel.pin-expl!> with the idea that the B cannot be
captured, and, since the b5-B is not $d , a d.a-r is not | needed. Fin-v5.

Ex-14: https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/108423672
1…Rg3+<1:0> 2. Kf2 Kxf7<+5>, whereas x right away fails to 2.
Qf4+$! Fin.v5-2.

Ex-15: //add

https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/72804
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/51339035497
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/51339035497
https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/55701
https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/108423672
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Ex-16: 10…Nb4 $.a2-P ! with the idea of targeting the c3 hole and
heavy fork vertex # This move poses a number of difficulties that f
cannot easily resolve, most immediate of which a p-check on the
hangtacked a2-P, and the f.b1-R is deprived of the a1 sq # For
instance 11. A3 $.b4-N ! Na2 => c3 ! is a funny looking move but
makes sense in terms of the destination, and gains a second tempo
in the sequence # as it threatens 12…Nc3 $$, winning the exchange
12. Qe1 Nc3 $.b1-R ! 13. Rc1 Re8 <thr, 14…Nxe2+$> 14. E3
<o-m> d5 <1.0 o-n> ! 15. Nb1 $.e-$, c3-N, attempting to break free
Nxb1 (+3) ! , liquidating with interest # 16. Rxb1 17. E4 fxe4 (+1)
18. Dxe4 (0) Bb5 $.f1-R !, winning the exchange.

The resulting b-p of 18. Dxe4 (0)
https://www.chess.com/analysis
/game/live/47034640731
?tab=review

Ex-17:
24…Bxd4 (+3) ! decoys the
e-contender from its strategic
purpose of pawn-contending the f4
key square after 25. Exd4 (-3) :( s
can drop a N 25…Nf4 $ ! and
assass of h3+ cannot be
prevented, for example 26. Kh1
Nxh3 (+3) <assass in 3>

Literature connection: By addressing their remarks to the
undergraduates (the decoy audience), speakers need not worry at
all about insulting the experts because they are not addressing the
experts. Ref: Dr. Daniel Dennett @ Tufts, Intuition Pumps © 2013.

Ex-18:
25…Ne4 -0.49 w/ 1.0 o-n d-30 Komodo 2706
S must get this move in before f has a tempo to play f-F3 <cont-e4>
! In the event of 26. F3 $.e4-N ! , s has now the redirect to 26…Nc5
=> d3, b3, where even juicer key squares await #

Ex-19: https://lichess.org/FtIPV8fM/black#31
16…Nb4$.d3-R 17. Rd4<run$>$.b4-N<1:1>,. leaving e3<2:1.5>
Re5!, the mystery move 18. Kf1🛡.e1-R<1.5:2>!, Nc6$.d4-R! 19.
Rd3🛡 d4<1.5;2><rel.pin-expl!>, winning | material, with the point
being that 17…Re5 escaped the ($) of the b3-B, which allows
19…d4 The mystery | resolution was that s had such a positional |
dominance that f was, after Re5, in a state of pseudo.z-zwang,
unable to improve his position, despite the quiet | move by s.
Fin.v-5.

Ex-20: //add

Additional resources:
The Chess Games of Jorge Berrocal Farina,
https://www.chessgames.com/player/jorge_berrocal_farina.html.
Berrocal, Jorge, https://ratings.fide.com/profile/3300021.
Hu, Yakun: LDS writing 7/24/22 <2,217>, “What is apostasy”
Additional references: Isaiah 24:5; Amos 8:11–12; Matthew 24:4–14;
Acts 20:28–30; 2 Timothy 3:1–5, 14–15; 4:3–4; 1 Nephi 13:24–29;
Mormon 1:13–14; D&C 1:15–17; Joseph Smith—History 1:17–19

https://lichess.org/FtIPV8fM/black#31
https://ratings.fide.com/profile/3300021
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/ot/isa/24.5?lang=eng#p5
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/ot/amos/8.11-12?lang=eng#p11
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/matt/24.4-14?lang=eng#p4
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/acts/20.28-30?lang=eng#p28
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/2-tim/3.1-5,14-15?lang=eng#p1
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/2-tim/4.3-4?lang=eng#p3
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/bofm/1-ne/13.24-29?lang=eng#p24
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/bofm/morm/1.13-14?lang=eng#p13
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/dc-testament/dc/1.15-17?lang=eng#p15
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/pgp/js-h/1.17-19?lang=eng#p17
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Book-22: Loose pieces: c-m:
“Every | kingdom divided against itself is brought to desolation, and every city or house divided against itself will not stand.” Matthew 12:25,
KJV. Loose pieces fall off, a connection to a house divided cannot stand by Jesus | Christ <r: ch-8, H2S5, H3S2>, a note that an
uncoordinated army will fall prey to assassination at some point, regardless of how exactly, but just the knowledge that it will happen deters
the expert from entering into that future board variation branch. The phrase is general enough to contain both blunders of suicide or allowing
r.t-ds and other forced sequences as well as crumbles that fell over longer periods without an isolatable error to be found, both of which are
more likely in this murky, forested, air-mine creeping jungle through which to fly our armies. Mini in depth, ##: composition for a hanging |
Queen:

L: F-move. In #MIC, the definition of hanging, a traditional chess term, is
different from that of hangtacked, a novel world in #MIC. The set of two
diagrams preceding and succeeding this paragraph demonstrates this.
Mini in-depth, ##: composition for a hangtacked | Queen: R: F-move. An
e-ren is considered hangtacked <ch-this, H2S5> if it is 1) under attack and
2) not defended in either a board position in which e is assigned the b.p-1st
or a b-p in which p is assigned the b.p-1st; this means that the property of
hangtacked, assigned to a ren in a b-p, does not depend on the
assignment of b.p-1st to be a valid assignment to a ren in a b-p #

H3S1: Auto-hangtack for
counter-play:

In number 10 <r: ch-53 H2S5 H3S1, 10 rules opening> we can further specify that for the offer of a Pawn there must be one of four reasons a)
secure a tangible advantage in development b) deflect the enemy Queen; c) prevent the enemy from castling, either permanently or for
several moves; d) build up a strong attack Reuben Fine, GM <a-r> pg-3. The traditional chess theme of gambit full=| sacrifice <r: ch-36> can
be defined technically as the decision to auto-hangtack material in one’s army, allowing that ren to be captured for free, in exchange for some

other resource such as initiative, threat load or some form of intangible |
potential. Mini in depth, ##: a pseudo-gambit is played in exchange for
central | presence, the Queen’s Gambit:
Left: The starting position of the Queen’s Gambit opening after 1. D4 d5 2.
C4 e-$d5P ! In the Queen’s Gambit, after the standard opening moves of
the Queen’s Pawn Opening 1. D4 d5, f hangtacks one of his own pawns
with the adventurous thrust # 2. C4 e-$d5 P ! in order to challenge the
foothold of s in the center. == The point # is that if the hangtacked-P is
captured by s, he will lose a central-P as the count of central-P, defined as
Ps occupying the central d or e-files, will be reduced by 2 to 1 on the
s-side. Right: The b-p after 2…dxc4, the Queen’s Gambit: Accepted, with
count of central-Ps highlighted for both sides. In addition to this loss of
central presence, the s.c4-P is extremely difficult to hold onto without

committing an unfavorable amount of resources to defending it, as it has ventured unprotected into e-territory at a very early stage of the
game. == For these reasons, the decision to decline the Queen’s Gambit is
favored at nearly a 5 : 1 ratio at the highest levels of play, entering instead
into the Queen’s Gambit | Declined with 2..e6 🛡d5-P ! or the Slav Defense
with 2…c6. If both s-e6 and s-c6 are played, then the resulting P-structure
is known as the Semi-Slav: Left: The starting position of the Semi-Slav,
after the moves 1. D4 d5 2. C4 ! c6 3. Nf3 e6 ! Fin. Mini in depth ##: a
genuine gambit, the Benko Gambit: In contrast to the Queen’s Gambit,
the Benko Gambit is a gambit opening in which the gambit,
auto-hangtacked P, in this case the s.b5-P, is much more frequently
accepted than declined: Right: The initial b-p of the Benko Gambit, after
the moves 1. D4 Nf6 2. C4 c5 3. D5 b5 $.e-$,c4-P ! The Benko Gambit is a
depth fork <r: ch-15 H2S3> of the Benoni Defense, which holds its own
starting b-p after the 4th ply of the line leading to the Benko, and this

sentence defines how a single sequence of opening moves can thread through multiple opening names, to
clear up any confusion on that subject. If, for example, s continues with 3…e6 instead of 3…b5 ! following
the 5th ply, then he will remain within Benoni Defense theory rather than forking into the Benko. == In the
initial b-p of the Benko Gambit, both the s.b5-P and the f.c4-P are hangtacked, by our aforementioned
definition. Moreover, an astute observer may have noted that the 4th | ply move to enter the Benoni defense
was also technically a gambit, although it is so rarely accepted that it is rarely referred to as such in
traditional chess theory. == Nevertheless, this position and its ancestral moves # can be considered very
sharp due to the number of capture opposition gambits that are made at such an early stage in the game.
Unlike the QG, the Benko Gambit is accepted at nearly the inverse of a 5 : 1 ratio, and in fact s will in the
main line offer up a second pawn with 4…a6 $.e-$,b5P ! after 3. Cxb5 (-1), although this pawn is recaptured
if accepted, and therefore the net loss of the double gambit accepted is 1 (-2 + 1 = -1). == The logic
underlying the fact that the Benko is accepted at the same rate that the QG is declined rests in part due to
the fact that s will offer the second pawn, but also because the P that f stands to lose from its file, as all
captures will displace a P from its file.of-occ (!), is a c-P rather than a central-P, and therefore its
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displacement is a lower loss of value <r: ch-6, where we explore more deeply the concept of differential value of same material>. The final
reason is that the Benko Gambit is offered up to f, who, by virtue of possessing the b.p-1st in the initial b-p, starts the game with the virtue of
being a tempo up, and therefore the tempo that must be expended to make the gambit-acceptance capture is a very slightly less of a loss in
his hands # One can deduce from this real and significant statistical difference in the rate of QG vs Benko Gambit acceptance that the tiniest
minutiae in a chess position, such as whether the tempo belongs to s or f, or the shifting over of a P’s location by a single file, can cause a
significant statistical shift in the behavior of top-level GMs, indicating both a tight level of competition at this level and a real causal relationship
between b.p-factors and the statistics in a chess opening database, validating the status of chess and chess games as a valid domain of
empirical scientific inquiry <r: ch-16 H2S3>. Post-script, Fine pg-4: Is the advantage in development sufficient | compensation for the
material given up, or not? Pg-19: It follows that White cannot afford to hold on to the P. Before continuing the analysis it will be good to recall
two | vital principles: 1) The gambit player in the opening furthers his attack by preventing his opponent from developing normally. 2) The
defender against a gambit can often secure the better position by returning the extra material at an opportune moment. R: ch-53 H2S4
H3S3 H4S9: Two Knights Defense. (P - Fine, GM r: chesshistory-com>

H3S2: Gambit |=full counter-gambit x chemistry, acids |=full bases #:
Certain gambits can be answered | by counter-gambits, and the dynamic of bouncing unit Ps back and forth is reminiscent of acids and
bases in chemistry, which freely exchange protons with each other. Britannica <a-r>: Certain general principles apply to any solvent with
both acidic and basic properties—for example, water <H2O>, alcohols <-OH>, ammonia <NH4+>, amines <R-NH2, where R represents a
carbon | chain>, and acetic acid <a carboxylic | acid by CH3COOH>. MIC: Acetic acid is the second simplest carboxylic acid, next to formic |
acid, which is a naked | “R-group” COOH without additional carbon groups attached #np: E-B: The equilibrium | involved, therefore, is as
follows: 2SH ⇄ SH2

+ + S−. MIC: Which one is the acid, and which is the base? The symbol ⇄ denotes an equilibrium rather than one-way #np
chemical reaction, in which, under the equilibrium | conditions, like in the gambit |=f counter-gambit dynamic, is constantly exchanging the
+1 m-d back and forth, rather than continuing forward to completion in any direction. Fin.v1-intro.

H4S1: Blumenfeld counter gambit <30:54>: The most popular | counter-gambit <Schrantz>: 1. D4 Nf6 2. C4 e6 3.
Nf3 c5 4. D5 <gambit!? > b5 $.e-$ c4-P <counter-gambit!> Schrantz: And you might be thinking: “Hey ! Why is
this a counter gambit? I don't think white ever really offered something.” Well, another way that this could be
reached is via the Benko Gambit <line: 1. D4 Nf6 2. C4 c5 <Benoni!> 3. D5 <B-declined #np> b5 $.e-$
c4-P <Benko-G> Nf3 <Counter-G!>* So here after c5, here is a true gambit <31:52> White can offer the
C-pawn right back, so this is a gambit, you know, we're offering this c-P and after e6, we have a true counter
gambit. *Another example of a gambit | declined | counter-gambit is found in ch-45 H2S3 H3S4 H4S3, Hu
Gambit Declined 2: “As all gambits contain pawn tension of the gambit pawn with a pre-established pawn by
the gambit recipient, a counter-gambit can be established in certain gambit decline lines where that
pre-established pawn was hanging.” From a conversion with WFM Maria Emelianova <Twitch
/u/PhotoChess, 20.2k followers> <FIDE = 2049, 6/22> in her Discord server: https://discord.gg/eysv9xn

H4S2: Albin counter gambit <23:54> 1. D4 d5 2. C4 <Q-G> d5 <albin>, which leads to the historically-famous
Lasker Trap in certain lines (D) The trap set | move is 5…dxe3 (+1), which should best be accepted 6. Fxe3, “accepting a worse position” -
Schrantz. However, if f attempts to be overly-ambitious <ch–44 H2S3> 6. Bxb4 (+3) <pre-assass!>, then the deadly 6…exf2+ (+1) ! and the
P cannot be captured due to s-Qxd1 <+9, assass in 3>, but this is too elementary to be labeled the Lasker trap; 7. Ke2 <run +> ! attempting
to hold the pre-assassed s.b4-B #np then now, the most shocking under-promotion in chess history, and the namesake: 7…fxg1=N+ !! <+3 +2
<promo!> = +5> an ultra-rare +5 due to both capture and promotion and if 8. Rxg1 <-3>, a natural | move in fatigue then 8…Bg4+($, d1-Q)
assassins the f.d1-Q in 5.

H4S3: Falkbeer counter gambit <18:30, USCF Expert Schrantz, a-r>: 1. E4 d5 2. F4 <K-Gambit!> d5 <Falkbeer> 3. Exd5 <Falkbeer-accepted> and now
s is in the position of having been the gambiteer, a gambit | reversal, which is one of the possible outcomes.

H4S4: Von Hennig-Schara Counter gambit <6:45>: 1. D4 d5 2. C4 <q-g> e6 <q.g-D> 3. Nc3 c5 <Tarrasch> 4. Cxd5 <q.G-f, c-cap!> cxd4 <Schara>
<D32-LiChess>

H5S5: Winawer counter gambit <0:47>: One of the Slav Defense: Queen’s Gambit Declined: 1. D4 d5 2. C4 <Q-G> c6 <Q.G-D>  3. Nf3 e5 $.e-$ <d4-P> !

H4S6: The Bronsted-Lowry definition: fin-v1: H4S7: Conjugate acids and bases: fin-v1: H4S8: Acid-base equilibrium <ch-61>
University of North Florida <a-r>: The pH of a 0.100 M solution of formic acid, HCOOH, at 25C is 2.38. Calculate | Ka
<the equilibrium-constant for this conjugate reaction> for formic acid <the simplest carboxylic-acid> at this temperature.
HCOOH (aq) + H2O (l) ⇌ H3O+(aq) + HCOO- (aq) MIC: Chemistry contains numerous reaction-specific constants;
reminder that constants are values that never change, and in this case, that value remains constant as long as this

particular | reaction, which is defined by the reactants <left-side> and products of the reaction | equation. // write a book about
counter-gambits, sec.fin-MIC, permanus. Post: Fine 204: Benoni “Counter-Gambit”: 1 P-Q4, P-QB4: An aggressive but unsound
counter-attack. With proper play, White secures an iron | grip which Black cannot | break.

Ch-22: L-pieces H2S1: Brute force crumble:
Successful attacks are based on a local | superiority in firepower: Two attacking pieces are likely to
beat one defender. Three attackers will usually outmuscle two defenders, and so on. <r: Soltis,
New Art of Defense 2014 pg-95> X-ref: <ch. 53 H2S1: Siege> Loose pieces are not only
undefended, but can be considered loose due to inadequate defense, such as in the situation of a
brute force crumble, in which the attacking side can pile on attackers to a particular e.ren-occ,sq
and overwhelm it in e.d, causing the ren in that sq to be assassinated. In Depth: unstoppable 3 to
2 effect on f2, surviving the perpetual | check: [Site "Chess.com iPhone"][Date "02/22/2022
08:41PM"][FEN rnbqkbnr/pppppppp/8/8/8/8/PPPPPPPP/RNBQKBNR w KQkq - 0 1]
[White "Guest8478780125"][Black "Guest6753691920"][Result "Guest6753691920 wins by
Checkmate"]



MIC: l-p r: Hu
[WhiteElo "980"][BlackElo "1420"]1.d4 {1:00} Nf6 {1:00} 2.Nc3 {0:59} e6 {0:59} 3.Bf4 {0:59} Bb4 {0:59} 4.a3 {0:58} Be7 {0:58} 5.Nb5 {0:56} Na6
{0:54} 6.e3 {0:56} O-O {0:54} 7.Nf3 {0:55} c5 {0:53} 8.dxc5 {0:54} Bxc5 {0:52} 9.Be2 {0:53} d5 {0:50} 10.O-O {0:52} Bd7 {0:48} 11.Ne5 {0:50}
Rc8 {0:43} 12.Nc3 {0:48} Ne8 {0:37} 13.Bxa6 {0:48} bxa6 {0:36} 14.Nxd7 {0:47} Qxd7 {0:35} 15.Qf3 {0:46} Nd6 {0:30} 16.Bxd6 {0:45} Bxd6
{0:29} 17.Rad1 {0:44} Qb7 {0:28} 18.e4 {0:42} Qxb2 {0:26} 19.exd5 {0:41} Rxc3 {0:25} 20.Qg4 {0:36} exd5 {0:23} 21.Rxd5 {0:36} Bxa3 {0:21}
22.Rg5 {0:34} Rxc2 {0:21} 23.Rxg7+ {0:32} Qxg7 {0:20} 24.Qe4 {0:31} Rc7 {0:19} 25.Re1 {0:28} Rfc8 {0:18} 26.h3 {0:27} Rc1 {0:17} 27.Rxc1
{0:26} Rxc1+ {0:17} 28.Kh2 {0:26} Bd6+ {0:15} 29.g3 {0:25} Qb2 {0:13} 30.Qf3 {0:22} Rc2 {0:12} 31.Kg2 {0:22} Bc5 {0:11} 32.Qg4+ {0:21} Kf8
{0:10} 33.Qc8+ {0:21} Kg7 {0:09} 34.Qg4+ {0:20} Kf6 {0:08} 35.Qf4+ {0:18} Ke7 {0:08} 36.Qe4+ {0:17} Kd6 {0:08} 37.Qf4+ {0:16} Kc6 {0:07}
38.Qf3+ {0:15} Kb5 {0:07} 39.Qd3+ {0:13} Kb6 {0:06} 40.Qd8+ {0:11} Kb5 {0:04} 41.Qd3+ {0:11} Ka4 {0:04} 42.Qe4+ {0:10} Ka3 {0:03}
43.Qd3+ {0:08} Ka2 {0:03} 44.Qd6 {0:08} Rxf2+ {0:02} 45.Kg1 {0:05} Rg2+ {0:01} 46.Kh1 {0:04} Rh2# {0:01}  {Guest6753691920 wins by
Checkmate}

H2S1 H3S1: Pin crumble:
A pin crumble is a brute force crumble in which the target crumble sq is occupied by a ren that is pinned, whether absolute or relative, to a
pinned-to zi. Part of what enables the crumble <ch. 7: C> is the immobilization # of the pinned ren and the other part # is a deficit in the ability
of the defending side to recruit additional | and adequate defenders to the pinned sq in response to the attacking side adding further o-eff to
that sq. // examples of siege enabled by the pin of a ren x superior effect, maybe a composition.

Ch-22: L-pieces H2S2: Envelopment:
Wikipedia <a-r> The Dunkirk evacuation, codenamed Operation Dynamo and also known as the Miracle of Dunkirk, or just Dunkirk, was
the evacuation of Allied soldiers during the Second World War from the beaches and harbor of Dunkirk, in the north of France, between 26
May and 4 June 1940. The operation commenced after large numbers of Belgian, British, and French troops were cut off and surrounded by
German troops during the six-week Battle of France. In a speech to the House of Commons, British Prime Minister Winston Churchill called
this "a colossal military disaster", saying "the whole root and core and brain of the British Army" had been stranded at Dunkirk and seemed
about to perish or be captured.[7] In his "We shall fight on the beaches" speech on 4 June, he hailed their rescue as a "miracle of deliverance".
== After Germany invaded Poland in September 1939, France and the British Empire declared | war on Germany and imposed an economic
| blockade. == Envelopment* is the process of using interposition to systematically isolate and eventually assassinate an enemy ren that is
relatively or absolutely immobile. In the following board position, taken from a casual rated game on Chess.com, I chose to play the move 13.

e3 rather than 13. exd3, which would have led to an even exchange, a liquidation, after
13…Q/Bxd3, which by definition precludes the possibility of winning material. *Envelopment is a
novel concept introduced by this book and may not have a high prevalence in existing chess
theory, but may become more common once the technique is taught and becomes well-known.
Figure X. The board position after the move 13. e3. Ref:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/34031400735. The first isolating move 13. e3
establishes the un[pawn]supported d3 pawn as a target by simultaneously foregoing liquidation
and rendering it immobile. In the preceding board position, the pawn presently has 2 defenders
and 0 capturable attackers by 0.5 if we are counting via the effect system of Material.i.C, and
therefore neither capture nor assassination in the d3 square is possible yet for the first player. The
defenders need to first be systematically removed, and the addition of new defenders either
prevented via illegalization or discouraged via the conjuring of plans and threats towards other
squares on the board. 13…Ne7?! On the verge of losing a pawn, the second player’s reply is

insufficiently active. 14. c5 Ba7 The setup for the second isolating move, first boxes out the b6 d-s bishop from its effect on the d4 square to
prepare for the f3 knight’s occupation of that square in order to interpose the d8 queen’s d-file effect of that square in a subsequent ply. 15.
Nd4 ! The idea immediately comes to fruition due to the fact that 14. c5 was a 3 point threat forcing move. 15…c6? Again too passive.
Second’s only compensation for the upcoming assassination is the single tempo required to capture the pawn. 16. e4 ! One defender [d8
queen] down, one more to go as first establishes interposition of the f5 bishop’s defensive effect of d3 with another tempo-gaining move that
puts the bishop in capture opposition with a sufficiently defended pawn. 16…Bg4 Understanding now the opponent’s intention and seeking
activity and threats, a marked improvement over his moves in the previous 2 same player ply. 17. Qb3+ !! The final coup-de-grace is a run
escape from the queen check bishop move that itself delivers a check and forks the now 0.5 defended d3 pawn. ==

[Site "Chess.com iPhone"] [Date "12/23/2021 03:54PM"] [FEN rnbqkbnr/pppppppp/8/8/8/8/PPPPPPPP/RNBQKBNR w KQkq - 0 1] [White
"JCHu222"] [Black "FztKeremakyol"] [Result "JCHu222 wins by Timeout"] [WhiteElo "1325"] [BlackElo "1330"] 1.d4 {3:02} e5 {3:02} 2.dxe5
{3:03} f6 {3:02} 3.exf6 {3:03} Nxf6 {3:03} 4.Nf3 {3:03} Nc6 {3:04} 5.g3 {3:04} d5 {3:04} 6.Bg2 {3:05} Bf5 {3:05} 7.O-O {3:06} Bc5 {3:06} 8.a3
{3:05} O-O {3:05} 9.b4 {3:06} Bb6 {3:06} 10.Nbd2 {3:04} a6 {3:06} 11.c4 {2:59} d4 {3:00} 12.Bb2 {2:59}
d3 {2:35} 13.e3 {2:52} Ne7 {2:09} 14.c5 {2:52} Ba7 {2:09} 15.Nd4 {2:51} c6 {2:05} 16.e4 {2:50} Bg4

{1:37} 17.Qb3+ {2:49} Kh8 {1:31} 18.Qxd3 {2:51} a5 {1:24}
19.f3 {2:43} Bh5 {1:25} 20.Qc3 {2:25} b6 {1:24} 21.Ne6
{2:25} bxc5 {1:07} 22.Nxd8 {2:22} cxb4+ {1:08} 23.Qd4 {2:07}
Bxd4+ {1:08} 24.Bxd4 {2:09} Rfxd8 {1:07} 25.Bxf6 {2:03} gxf6
{1:04} 26.Nc4 {2:05} b3 {0:49} 27.Rfb1 {1:58} a4 {0:49}
28.Rb2 {1:33} Rd3 {0:48} 29.Kf2 {1:28} Ng6 {0:40} 30.Nb6
{1:28} Ra6 {0:23} 31.Ke2 {1:27} Rc3 {0:08} 32.Nc8 {1:22}
Ne5 {0:08} 33.Nd6 {1:11} Bxf3+ {0:08} 34.Bxf3 {1:09} Nxf3
{0:04} 35.Rf1 {1:02} Nxh2 {0:03} 36.Rxf6 {1:02}  {JCHu222
wins by Timeout} // Another in depth example, x-ref ch. 54 UI

H2S Battery UI // Another in depth example x-ref ch. 54 UI H2S pp ui // Explain a bit about how connections work
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Ch-22 L-pieces H2S3: Series of assass:
20…Nxe4 21. Qe3 f5 22. Ng3 Qxa2 23. Nxe4 fxe4 24. Qxe4 O-O-O 25. Qxe7 Rhe8 26. Qxh7 Rh8 27.
Qxg6 Rh2 28. Qe6+ Kc7 29. Rf7+ Kb6 30. Qe7 Qxb2+ 31. Kd1 { White resigns. } 0-1
https://lichess.org/cqmDbxAR/white#39 MIC: There is a series of vulnerabilities for each | side, leading to
a dynamic | equilibrium<ch-60>: 22…Nxg3! 23. Rxg3 Qxd5<-1>! or Nf6<run-$> would have been favored,
as the f-P is worth more than the a # After 22…Nf6 23. Rxf5!! gxf5<-5> 24. Nxf5<thr-Qxe7#>
O-O-O<forced!> 25. Nxe7+ Kb8 26. Rxf6<+3>! with a strong | attack, o.m-diff

Ch-22 L-pieces H2S4: Pin-undefended l-piece:
X ref: Ch. 29 Pin, Absolute pin: In depth:

WIM Bianka Havencz, 2257 FIDE vs Yakun Hu, 1573 USCF
LiChess, April 2022. 3+2 unrated Blitz game. “A besieged f.g-file in the KID.” https://lichess.org/VFmglmP5/black#37
In this theoretical King’s Indian position, f played 11. F4 early on to counter the s strong center # and f/e AUC advantage <ref: ch. 50 H2S1>,
but s was able to push past this tension with 11…e4 !, a form of pawn tension resolution # in which one of the Ps involved in the tension is
able to advance as a result of there being no blockaders in the sq immediately in front of the pawn, in the direction of its movement; this sq
can be termed the P’s advance sq <ref: ch. 19 str D>. With this advance, the s.e-P evolves from ⅔ passed to fully passed ref: <ch. 19 H2S5
H3S3> In addition, this move closes up # the center and the K-side, as any f.g4 move in continuations from this position are unfeasible, as a
K-side opening would favor s, due to his space advantage there and therefore slightly better ability to mobilize <ref: ch. 53> <ref: ch. 50>;
moreover, s already possess # a +3 m.a in the K-side region <ref: ch. 2 M&BS H2S1 H3S3>.

Left: The position after 11. F4 ; s has ideas of pushing past with 11…e4,
followed by s.Qh4 !, a middle game queen activation <ref: ch. 53 SE H2S7
E6R5>, and s.Kg8 followed by potentially doubling Rs on the g-file, forming a
heavy battery <ref: ch. 5 M H2S3 C-M>
Later, this was the position after 19. Rde1: Right: The b.p following 19.
Red1. In this position, the f.h3-P is pin-undefended due to the abs-pin along
the g-file by the pinning s.g8-R, making it hangtacked. S can immediately
punish the pin-undefended status of this pawn with 19…Qxh3 (+1) or
increase the pressure along the g-file with 19…Rg3 !, intending to double #
with s.Reg8, after which pressure will intensify on both the h3 and f.g2-Ps #
Another enterprising option is to sacrifice a R temporarily <ch. with
19…Rxg2 (+1) + ! <ref: ch. 36 H2S1>, after which 20. Kxg2 would allow

20…Rg8+ 21. Kh1 <o.m, as the only other legal move # 21. Kh2 is mated in 4 #> with a devastating attack, and therefore 20. Qxg2 (-5 + 1 =
-4) is forced, and 20…Rg8 <abs.pin, RQK<S>> ! <ref: ch. 29 H2S1> will pick up the f.Q and the f.g2-P for 2 s.Rs, an equal exchange in terms
of material value, but under favorable conditions for S due to the hive of activity on the K-side. Fin.

Ch-22: L-pieces H2S5: Hangtacked:
Mini in depth: WIM Bianka Havencz, 2257 FIDE vs Yakun Hu, 1573 USCF
LiChess, April 2022 3+2 unrated Blitz game. “A besieged f.g-file in the KID.” https://lichess.org/VFmglmP5/black#37

L: Later, this was the position after 19. Rde1: In this position, the f.h3-P is
pin-undefended due to the abs-pin along the g-file by the pinning s.g8-R,
making it hangtacked. X-ref: <ch.this h2s4>

H2S5 H3S1: Hangtacked vs “en-prise”
R: “I'm up a pawn in this position but am about to lose some material
because the c7 rook is [e, p] and the d1 Q is also under attack, so it looks
like I have to take the B and let him take my R, leaving me down an
exchange for a pawn.” - Yakun Hu’s Anki | notes 4/13/22 The answer to
the blank # is en-prise, a historic chess term used in chess to describe the
state of a piece <ren> under | attack which the opponent can take with a
material gain. <a-r, chess.com> “For material gain” does not imply that the

ren has to be hangtacked #, as a ren can be inadequately defended m-d -0.5 or greater #np, or of higher value than the lowest value attacker
# Moreover, not all ren that are hangtacked are en prise because despite their state as being hangtacked, it may be unfavorable to make a
capture in this particular move, and traditional | chess theory would not consider them en prise on a temporal basis # 22. Rxe7 (+3 + 1 = +4)
Bxd1 (-9 + 4 = -5) 23. Rxe8+ (+5 - 5 = 0) Nc8 24. Nd7+ Qxd7 (-3 + 0 = -3) 25. Rxh8 (+5 - 3 = +2) Fin
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/43604376636?tab=review

Ch-22: L-pieces H2S6: Indir.avenge-cap:
Capture avengence may occur in the square of the capture that is avenged, a direct avengence, or in a different square, an indirect
avengence.

https://lichess.org/cqmDbxAR/white#39


MIC: l-p r: Hu

Ch-22: L-pieces D:
Bia gambit (n.) = the movement of a ♙ from F7R2 to F7R4* as the first ply general in an initial b-position in
which the ♔ is located on g1. *An alternate notation system Chess University experimented with in 2021,
read as File 7 Rank 4. Attributed to chessbia, Twitch u/ Left: A fierce look otb by WIM Bianka Havanecz
https://lichess.org/coach/chessbia Counterpoint: A quick g2-g4 by White, much analyzed in various closed |
and semi-closed openings in the 21st century, might be traced to the justly celebrated game Botvinnik -
Alatortsev, Leningrad 1934. Life and Games: Botvinnik, Soltis © 2014.
Hangtacked ren (n.) = an undefended ren that is also attacked at least once. Eg - Two viable ways to deal
with a hangtackeded ren are to move it or add a defenderer.” Written: 4/2/21. Hanging ren capguard (v.) = a
move in which a hanging ren captures an enemy’s ren and in the process, moves itself into a guarded sq.
Ref: https://lichess.org/training/Rr1LO. Ref (2): https://lichess.org/training/busPU. 3/14/21. Hangtacked
check block (n.) = a move of a hangtacked ren into a check block sq, in which it is sufficiently 🛡ed. Ref:
https://lichess.org/training/eq6h4. 3/17/21. Hangtacked threatenation (n.) = a move to threaten the capture
of a hangtacked ren. Quality: 4/10. Ref: https://lichess.org/training/8uHAw. 3/17/21.
Hangtackedcap-enabled multicap (n.) = a position in which more than one capture is possible and
capturing with a hangtacked hanging ren under attack first wins material because otherwise, the enemy can

capture the hangtacked hanging ren and stop one of the potential captures before it is executed. Ref: https://lichess.org/training/RhKyn.
Quality: 3/10. First edit: 3/14/21. Security scalability principle (n.) = Your ability to play more active positional moves scales up with better
tactical understanding because your opponent's PDE will target your loose pieces if your pieces become too active or scary. Security
scalability principle. X-ref: ch-55

Ch-22: L-pieces exercises:
Assassination in 1:

Ex. 1
Second to move: find the ren that can be captured without retaliation
and | | write the | entire | proof | |.

R: Ex. 2
Second to move with a lot of | | long | road  noble | lines | |. Can you
see which one leads to an assassination target?

L: Ex. 3: Can the first player capture
the pawn with check on e6?

Ex. 4: what is the second player’s
threat in this position?
Review Ch. X (#belle, cite this) threats (#belle, hyperlink this) if you
are struggling with this exercise.

Bonus-4A: What's the best move from here?

Bonus 4B: how should s recapture in e5?

L: Bonus 4C: Find the
assassination in 1. [1,600]

Assassination in 2:
R: Ex. 5: write the 3 ply sequence for all exercises in this section, assass in
2.:
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Ex. 6: find the assass in 2:

Ex. 7: find the assass in 2:

Ex. 8: find the assass in 2:

Assassination in 3:
R: Ex. 9:
The f6-N is once hangtacked # in the i.b-p and there are two ways to
add a defender: 22…Re6 and 22…Qd8. One way allows an assass
in 3, while the other allows the N to be saved. Select the move for S
that allows assass and write the full sequence leading to assass
capture # in the third move from the resulting b.p of 22.s #

Assassination in 4 or more:

L: Ex. 14: find the assass in 5.

Ex. 15: category, brute force crumble ref: internal h2s1.
Ref: ZiadSaad1 v. Jchu222 c.com 1+0 2/15/22. The isolated pawn
on d3 is not on an open file, but it remains vulnerable because s
possesses a l.s-B whereas f lacks <fbno>. Find a plan to target this
pawn and | | win it | via assassination |; detail the zi you plan to use,
the lines of attack, restriction of enemy defenders, and overwhelm
via effect the | | d3 square that | contains the | immobilized pawn |.
Write out the entire sequence, ending in f.xd3, and further
justification if applicable, taking into account best possible
responses by the opponent. Depict #defd not only the moves but a
characterization of your overall strategy as well as why your strategy
meets the definition of brute force crumble in 500 words.

Exercise 16: category, envelopment
ref: internal.h2s2.
Stockfish rates the | | above | bp |
as +1.1 for first <d.iPad, 2/22> but
s has plenty of play on the d5
pawn. Write a 250 word plan, in
which each move written in
algebraic notation ref: <Ch. 5,
notations, algebraic notation
(#belle, add hyper)> counts for one
word, that describes a plausible
path to winning this pawn via
envelopment | |  despite | best play

| by the opponent. Make sure to  read the section  on envelopment
and ensure that your assassination pathway not only | | fits the |
definition | of assassination but also the specific technique of
envelopment.

L: Ex-17: [2,000]

Word problems:
R: #18: The a5 N is in a tough spot #, should s play 7...cxb4 or 7...c4? //
process this image: crop off right side and add a reference

Ex-19: Challenge Problem #1:
Challenge problems will help you prepare for the level of difficulty
that may be expected of loose piece category puzzles, #defd, on the
final examination portion of the textbook addendums.
#1: Both the e8 rook and the e4 queen are undefended for s, but
their weakness is not | | completely | apparent | in the initial board
position due to 1) the pressing concern of the 2:1 siege, #defd, on
c2, with | | potential | for a | bounce to a   Dove Tail   mate on | b2
#defd | if the | a4  knight moves |, 2) the interpositions of the e3
bishop and the b8 knight, the trapped, | | at least | for the moment
#defd | queen on a8, and 3) the | | relative | shortage | of forcing
moves by the first player in light of the other conditions.
With that said, the first player is | | down | a  full  minor | for 2 pawns
and needs to recuperate material to solve the puzzle, and he has
one | | viable | check | at his disposal, Nb6+. Write the complete 11
ply line in which the first player can 1) finagle the bp to expose the
weaknesses of the 2 hangtacked ren for s, 2) resolve or displace the
s player’s threats on | | his #defd | king | , and 3) result in a 2.5 P

points | | or | greater | material
advantage for f.

Solutions:
Ex. 1: 14…Qxf4!
Don’t let the distracting e3 - g5
diagonal cluster (ref: Ch. Cluster
Blindness #belle) cause you to
miss the hangtacked f4 pawn in the

| | interceding | square |.



MIC: l-p r: Hu
Ex-2: Bxd4+

Ex. 3:
No. If f.Qxe6, the queen | | will  become | hangtacked | , allowing
s.Qxe6.

4-s.Qxe3+
Recall a threat is what the opponent can do, the | | most | damaging
| move, if your move is skipped.

Bonus-4A:
Both hxg3 and Qxe3+ look enticing, the first primarily because the
second player has just captured an f.P in that square, drawing one
into a vengeance mentality. However, vengeance can be had not
only in kind, but in a 3:1 ratio and elsewhere with  Qxe3+! , winning
3 points with check rather than only 1. Answer: f.Qxe3+.
Bonus-4B:
The s player has two priorities in this bp: recapture in e5 and move
the queen out of the | | queck from | f1  >  f6 |. Only s.Qxe5(-$) out of
the 3 possible recaptures fulfills both condition <ref: chapter x:
conditions #belle!, fio>

Bonus-4C:

Effect diagram with most relevant
effect vectors and highlight sqs of
the initial puzzle position. Ref:
https://www.chess.com/
puzzles/problem/
52418/practice
Bxe3 (+3 + 0 = 3) is the most
tempting capture to examine
initially, since the bishop’s effects
along the a7 - g1 \ down # across
the f.e3-♘, s.f2-♜, and f.g1-♔ is
particularly eye-grabbing #

However, the e3.♘ is adequately defended # and moreover, f has
the threat of Nxh6+$.f7-♛ !, winning the ♛, in the event that s does
not deliver a check in the b.p-first,ply. This threat, once observed,
becomes the focal point around which our solve can be based on #
Either we need to eliminate the N <op.ref, WGM Adriana Nikolova
https://www.twitch.tv/wgmadriana>, deliver a check, or create an
equal or higher priority threat, keeping in mind that the capture in h6
is with check.
We may notice at this point that the b6.♝’s x-ray pin of the f.e3-♘ #
is interposed by his f2-♜, which blocks the x-ray check of the ♝
through the ♘ by making it twice removed, but if that♜ moves,
then the pin will become activated. <ref: ch. 29 pin h2s4 pin
activation> The activation of the pin also removes a defender of the
f5.♘, satisfying a rare condition of a remove the defender tactic,
such that the f.g4-♕ is left as the sole defender of f5, which was a
neutral square in the initial b.p Therefore, 1. Rxf5 (+3 + 0 = +3)! is
the correct first ply move, simultaneously capturing a noble and
activating the abs.pin along the a7 - g1 \ and removing a defender of
that sq. In fact, the f player does not dare # even mobilize that
defender as that would lead to a -9 loss of his queen, an even worse
outcome than losing the ♘. Fin.

Ex. 5:
f.Bxb7! followed by Bxa8. Most s.moves in the interceding ply should
work, but instructors should check that that move does | | change
the | favorability | of Bxa8 in the third ply.

Ex. 6:
The s.h8-R is undefended in the initial b.p, and this sq also sits in
the fork end of the e5 abs-fork vertex of the f.Q, e5, which is within
the f.Q’s first ply mobility.
Therefore, the h8.R is within the 3rd ply bounce range # <ref: ch. 5
H2S2 H3S3> of the f.f5-Q and can be considered hangtacked under
0.5 offensive eff <ch. 3 eff CM> in the initial b.p:

Mobility x effect # diagram of the
initial b.p: the h8.R is within the 3rd
ply bounce range of the f.f5-Q.
Fin. Ref: https://www.chess.com/
analysis/game/live
/43559396939?tab=review.

Ex. 7:
The loose piece in the f-position is
the e1-B, and the way to exploit
this is via the existing alignment
along the e1 \ a5 with the move 1.
Ba5 BRB<s> skwr ! and after

1…Rxb7 2. Bxe1 (+3) secures the noble assass.

Mobility and effect analysis of the
initial b-p, highilghting the skewer
potential.
R: r7/rpb2p1p/
2p1p1p1/2Pp1k2/
1R1P1P2/
4PK2/PR5P/4B3 b - - 0 1

Ex. 8:
Game ref: F: WFM Ciolacu,
Alessia-Mihaela FIDE 2279 
S: WGM Mihaela Sandu FIDE
2270  

The first move is incredibly easy to find if one understands a basic
tenet that the Q and N coordinate well against an e-K: 1. Qd8 (+) !
with the concrete threat of 2. Nf6 clr.d8Q+ followed by Qg8#, which
cannot be stopped by a move like 1…Bxe5 since the checking ren is
the d8-R, r-noble. Any s-check in ply 2 will hangtack a noble, and
the engine chooses 1…Bc2+, simply sacrificing the bishop and
allowing 2. Kxc2 (+3), the first assass, and now nobles have
equalized. Also possible is 1…Qf1+, and this is likely the first ply 2
response that one would calculate as a human player. However,
after now 2. Kxb2 (+3) s is in a similar boat; the mate threat along
the s-home persists, and in order to deliver a continuation check, the
f-K can also eat the b3-B (+6). Now up a full noble, f can forsake #
the mating idea and simply retreat his f-Q to come back and stop the
perpetual check:

The position after 3. Kxb3 (+6). F’s
winning idea now is to eliminate
the perpetual check by bringing his
K to the c-file and supporting a
d-file f-Q retreat, blocking the s-Q’s
checks as a shield.
This thematic drawing idea is used
in the main line as well: 2…Qa4+
3. Kxb2 (+6) <assass #2>, again
s has to give up more material to
continue checking, as the s-Q
cannot maintain the s.b2-B’s

defense and check at the same time, starting from a light-sq #

The Chess com puzzle move
trainer ends here, but it is
instructive for our purposes # to
consider that the full avengence
will involve escaping the perpetual
attempt as well. After for instance
3…Qb4+ 4. Kc1 the f idea is to run
his K to the e-file, and retreat his Q
again to the d-file to stop the
checks:
Fin.
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/

https://www.chess.com/puzzles/
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Ex. 9
The move that allows assass in 3 is 22…Qd8; this moves sets the
s.Q in alignment with the f6-N # along the h4 \ d8 and allows 23.
Bg5 $($) <rel.pin, BNQ<N>> !, adding an attacker # to the f6-N in
addition to the establishment of a rel.pin-to the s.d8-Q, immobilizing
the N <1.5:1, resulting,23.Bg5!>.
At this point #, the N is inadequately | defended and also
immobilized, which means that s must add another defender in order
to prevent its assass capture in 24.f; 23…Re6🛡f6-N <1.5:2,
resulting> now is the only option, but f can up the ante of the pin
crumble # with 24. Rf1 $f6-N<2.5:2, resulting> !, after which s has
no answer because he has exhausted available defensive resources
to the f6-N; there is not another zi # that can be added as the
defender of that sq in 24.s, as the g7.potential-🛡-sq of the f6-N by
the s-K is cut off by the f.h6-B #
Therefore, an unstoppable assass ref: <ch. 11 CM H3S1> will occur
in 25-f Fin // maybe more

Ex. 14
We must first establish # that there is no checkmate for s in this
puzzle, as the f2 sq is adequately defended 3:2.5/3, despite the
resemblance that this position has to certain forced back rank mate
multi movers in the Chess com set.
S is down a full min.nob # for a P, and therefore he needs to
recuperate at least 4 points of material, most likely a full R given the
material on board #, in order to solve this puzzle.
Given these solve parameters, the f.d4-R emerges as a potential
target, as it stands with a lone defender, the f.h4-Q, which may be
overloaded in its dual responsibilities in defense, the other one being
its coverage of f2.

Effect diagram of the initial b.p,
highlighting the adequate defense
of f2, the lone defense of the
f.d4-R, and that R’s # location
along the a7|g1 down, which
includes the f.K. Ref:

https://lichess.org/analysis/1k3r2/1pp4p/
p3p1p1/3pPr2/N2R3Q/PP6/2q2PPP/
5RK1_b_-_-_0_1.
Given these solve parameters, we can begin to look for the most
forcing moves in the initial b.p <ref: ch. I H2S1: FMH>:
Checkmate: there is no immediate checkmate, nor forced mating
sequence. Double check: there is no double check. Clearance
check | checkscovery: there is no clearance check or
checkscovery, as there are no s road nobles in alignment with the f
King in the initial b.p # Check: Branch 1: There is 1 check in the
position, 1…Qxf2+ (+1 - 2 = -1) but after 2. Rxf2 (-9 - 1 = -10) the s
player has simply lost his queen. Noble capture: There are 0
possible noble captures in the initial b-p Threats: Threat to
checkmate. Branch 2: There is a move that can create a threat to
checkmate in this position, # 1…Rxf2 (+1 - 2 = -1), with the threat
being t.2…Rxf1# # Taking a look at potential f responses to this
capture and threat mate: Branch 2a: 2. Rxf2 (-5 - 1 = -6), the
obvious move, loses to a forced mate after 2…Qc1+ 3. Rd1
<forced> Qxd1+ 4. Rf1, as blocking the check is the only option, 5.
Q/Rxf1#. Therefore, this branch can be eliminated. Branch 2b: 2.
Qxf2 (-5 - 1 = -6) Rxf2 (+9 - 6 = +3), and now s is up a Q + 2 pawns
for R + minor = +3, and therefore f is forced to recapture in f2 to
maintain playability # 3. Rxf2 (-5 + 3 = -2):

The resulting b.p of 3. Rxf2 (-2)
Here, s has a nice finishing trick #
to assassinate material after
sacrificing temporarily 2 R for a Q +
P in the f2 square #: 3…Qc1+ ! 4.
Rf1, <forced>, Qe3 + $d4.R !, and
now, with the f.d4-R’s lone
defender in the f.h4-Q having been
liquidated and therefore removed
<ref: ch. 27 +A-D H2 h2s4: removal
via liquidation> at f2, the f.d4-R is
completely undefended # and

becomes hangtacked when the s.Q adds herself as an attacker via
bounce check in the e3 check square > d4 occupation square of the
f.♖
5. Kh1 or Rf2 <o.m’s #> Qxd4 (+5 - 2 = +3) and f is up 2 pawns and
a Q for R + N, a winning material imbalance in this position.
Branch 2c: any passive movement of the f.f1-R to dodge the threat
mate t.2…Rxf1# will allow # 2…Rxg2+ 3. Kh1 <o.m> Rff2, with a
triple R-led battery on the f.♙s that will prove decisive.
Branch 2d: 2. Rf4 $e.$s.f2-R (🛡)f1-R !
This clever-looking move, which sets up an adequate, indirect
defense of the f1-R via partial ray clearance (ref: ch. 35 CA: h2s4:
prc>, appears to hold things together, admitting the loss # of the f2
pawn but preventing immediate mate at f1 and, seemingly, further
material loss for f (-1). If the apparent preventing of further material
loss condition were true, then this move would be an adequate
defense against 1…Rxf2 (-1) because f retains a full minor noble
advantage for a pawn in the resulting b.p of ply 2; we will need to
test this hypothesis against the range of possible f replies to this
move and the subsequent continuations #
// cont., and push to Ch. 27: + A - D H2S4: Removal via Liquidation
first in depth.
// finish writing this and then review my last bullet game as there
were maybe 3-4 more puzzles there.

Ex. 15:
Compare the line written by the student to what was played in the
game:
[Site "Chess.com iPhone"]
[Date "02/15/2022 06:49PM"]
[FEN rnbqkbnr/pppppppp/8/8/8/8/PPPPPPPP/RNBQKBNR w KQkq
- 0 1]
[White "ZiadSaad1"][Black "JCHu222"]
[Result "Black Wins"][WhiteElo "1613"][BlackElo "1635"][Termination
"Black Wins"]
1.e4 {1:00} c5 {1:00} 2.Nc3 {0:56} Nc6 {0:59} 3.f4 {0:56} f5 {0:58}
4.Nf3 {0:56} fxe4 {0:57} 5.Nxe4 {0:56} e6 {0:56} 6.Bb5 {0:53} d5
{0:55} 7.Bxc6+ {0:52} bxc6 {0:54} 8.Nc3 {0:51} Nf6 {0:54} 9.d3 {0:50}
Bd6 {0:51} 10.g3 {0:49} O-O {0:50} 11.O-O {0:48} Ba6 {0:50} 12.Ng5
{0:47} Qc8 {0:47} 13.Re1 {0:46} Re8 {0:46} 14.Bd2 {0:44} h6 {0:45}
15.Nf3 {0:42} c4 {0:44} 16.Ne5 {0:38} cxd3 {0:41} 17.cxd3 {0:37}
Nd7 {0:39} 18.Nxd7 {0:36} Qxd7 {0:38} 19.Qc2 {0:35} c5 {0:37}
20.a3 {0:33} Rab8 {0:36} 21.Rab1 {0:32} Qb7 {0:35} 22.Ne2 {0:23}
Qb3 {0:34} 23.Qxb3 {0:21} Rxb3 {0:34} 24.Nc3 {0:21} Bxd3 {0:32}
25.Rbc1 {0:19} c4 {0:32} 26.Na4 {0:17} Reb8 {0:29} 27.Bc3 {0:15}
R3b7 {0:27} 28.Rxe6 {0:14} Bc5+ {0:24} 29.Nxc5 {0:12} Rxb2 {0:23}
30.Bxb2 {0:11} Rxb2 {0:23} 31.Nd7 {0:10} Be4 {0:22} 32.Ne5 {0:09}
Rg2+ {0:21} 33.Kf1 {0:09} Rxh2 {0:20} 34.Re7 {0:08} Rh1+ {0:19}
35.Kf2 {0:06} Rxc1 {0:19} 36.Nd7 {0:04} Rc2+ {0:19} 37.Ke3 {0:03}
Kh7 {0:19} 38.Rf7 {0:01} Rc3+ {0:19} 39.Kd4 {0:00} Rd3+ {0:18}
40.Ke5 {0:00} c3 {0:17} 41.Nf6+ {0:00} Kg6 {0:16} 42.Rf8 {0:00}
gxf6+ {0:14}  {Black Wins}

16-compare the line written by the student to what was played in the game:
[Site "Chess.com iPhone"]
[Date "02/15/2022 07:11AM"]
[FEN rnbqkbnr/pppppppp/8/8/8/8/PPPPPPPP/RNBQKBNR w KQkq
- 0 1]

https://lichess.org/analysis/1k3r2/1pp4p/
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[White "Scrivzy"][Black "JCHu222"][Result "White Wins"][WhiteElo
"1632"][BlackElo "1628"]
[Termination "White Wins"]
1.d4 {1:00} Nf6 {0:57} 2.c4 {0:58} e6 {0:55} 3.Nf3 {0:56} c5 {0:55}
4.d5 {0:55} exd5 {0:53} 5.cxd5 {0:55} b6 {0:51} 6.Nc3 {0:53} Bb7
{0:50} 7.Bg5 {0:52} Be7 {0:49} 8.e4 {0:51} O-O {0:48} 9.Bd3 {0:50}
d6 {0:47} 10.Qc2 {0:49} Nbd7 {0:46} 11.O-O {0:48} a6 {0:45} 12.Rfe1
{0:47} b5 {0:45} 13.e5 {0:47} Nxe5 {0:39} 14.Nxe5 {0:44} dxe5 {0:38}
15.Bxf6 {0:43} Bxf6 {0:36} 16.Bxh7+ {0:42} Kh8 {0:35} 17.Be4 {0:40}
b4 {0:33} 18.Ne2 {0:40} Qb6 {0:30} 19.b3 {0:37} Rad8 {0:29}
20.Rad1 {0:35} Rd6 {0:28} 21.f4 {0:33} exf4 {0:25} 22.Nxf4 {0:33}
Bd4+ {0:23} 23.Kh1 {0:32} Rfd8 {0:22} 24.Ne2 {0:31} Bxd5 {0:19}
25.Nxd4 {0:30} Bxe4 {0:18} 26.Rxe4 {0:28} Rxd4 {0:18} 27.Rexd4
{0:27} Rxd4 {0:16} 28.Rxd4 {0:26} cxd4 {0:16} 29.Qc8+ {0:25} Kh7
{0:15} 30.Qh3+ {0:23} Kg8 {0:14} 31.Qc8+ {0:23} Kh7 {0:14} 32.Qd7
{0:22} Qc5 {0:09} 33.h3 {0:22} Qc1+ {0:07} 34.Kh2 {0:20} Qf4+
{0:07} 35.Kh1 {0:19} Qf1+ {0:06} 36.Kh2 {0:19} Qf4+ {0:06} 37.Kg1
{0:18} Qe3+ {0:04} 38.Kf1 {0:17} d3 {0:04} 39.Qf5+ {0:15} g6 {0:02}
40.Qf3 {0:14} Qxf3+ {0:01} 41.gxf3 {0:14} d2 {0:01} 42.Ke2 {0:13}
{White Wins}

Ex-17: 19…Bh6 $.e3-P <2:1> BPQ<s> rel-pin! Initiates a pin crumble
that will assass the e3-P in 9 according to one line found by Komodo 2706
at d-34; this position merges “positional play” with a concrete tactical
finish via the assass paradigm <fbno>: 20. Re1🛡 .e3-P <2:2> Nxd4 (-3) !
<assass, v-a> 21. Cxd4 Qc6 ! 22. Kh1 <run, future +> Rac8 <battery,
c> 23. Nc2🛡 .e3-P <2:3> Qc3 $.e-$, d2-Q, $.e3-P <3:3> ! a decisive fork
penetration 24. Qxc3 (-9) Rxc3 (0) 25. Nb4 $.d5-P <hangtacked>
<counter-play> ! Be6🛡 .d5-P <1:1> 26. Bf3 $.d5-P <1:2> ! Rd8
🛡 <2:2> 27. Rad1 Rxe3 <assass>
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47345419353

?tab=review

#18 - This is a tough loose pieces problem that incorporates # the concepts
of piecemate and relative pin.
The s.a5-N is indeed piecemated at a5, pawntacked and with no
viable run squares in its 4-sq.legal-mob; if s does not resolve this
threat # or create an equivalent or higher threat #, the lost noble (-3
+ 1 = -2) will prove decisive.
The problem with 17…c4 $e.$-c4,B, played in the game, is that the
s.c4-B can simply run to a sq like e2 and the s.a5-N will remain
piecemated without recourse, a quiet move <ref: ch. 40 IZUr H2S4,
QM> that resolves the s threat while maintaining one’s own #. Since
s cannot likewise resolve the threat of noble capture in the
succeeding ply of 8. Be2, due to the properties of the piecemate at
hand #, this quiet move is actually instrumental in securing the
assassination and winning a noble for f for a pawn #
Therefore, the correct move is 7…cxb4 (+1 + 0 = +1) ! , taking
advantage of the B, P, R <W> rel.pin a1/h8 to assass the b4.P and
eliminate the pawn check pawn of the piecemate # of the s.a5-N,
diffusing the piecemate in addition to assass of 1 point of material.

Effect diagram of the initial b.p of
the puzzle. Ref:
https://www.chess.com/
game/live/42421735305.

Ex-19: Challenge problem #1:

https://lichess.org/analysis/Qnk1r3/1p6/2p5/

4P2p/N3q3/4b3/PPPr3P/1K2RR2_w_-_-_0_1
1. Nb6+ Kc7 2. Rf7+ Nd7 3. Rxd7+!! Rxd7 (1) 4. Qxe8 Bxb6 5.
Qxd7+!! (2) Kxd7 6. Rxe4 (ass) (3)
(1) The forced recapture in d7 of the f rook draws the f ♟’s rook | |
out of | contention | for c2, temporarily mitigating the threat of a

devastating attack along the f second rank, #defd. (2) A second
temporary material sacrifice in d7 to eliminate a threat. Starting from
this position is approximately a 2,000 rated puzzle due to the mating
ideas along the f 🏠. (3) A unique problem in which the
assassination does not occur until the final, 11th ply, but the previous
moves were forcing, necessary, and certainly | | valid parts | of the
entire sequence | which can be | considered | an assassination
sequence #defd.all |. The resulting m.d is +4 in favor of first | | in the
form of #defd | an exchange <+2> and | 2 extra pawns <+2> | .
Moreover, the | | imprisoned | queen | in a8 has been | | exchanged
for | the equal material value | but significantly more active |f
threatening | s queen on e4, and so the f player has made significant
quantifiable gains in the positional play as well. This theme will be
covered further in <Ref: ch. 6, quantifying imbalances>
Ref: 2500 <editor’s note: we believe this puzzle should be closer to
25,000 elo rating> rated C.com puzzle as of 2/23/22:
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1332347.

Push:
1: https://youtu.be/NtMLfg8q_-o
4-5 move tactic to pick up the
a2-R, 36:36 or so.

Additional resources:
The gambits covered in this CM section receive only a surface-level
treatment. For an exposition of the entire theory of a chess gambit,
check out ch-45 H2S3 <hl>, which contains over 6,000 words on a
single gambit and several full game analyses. // The topic of // X-ref
ch. 59 initiative, ch 45 section on Hu Gambit
// Add JB’s d4 courses which covers QG theory and Benko // Add
some videos and maybe a book or two also about gambits.
Fine, Reuben. Ideas behind the Chess Openings. Ishi Press,
Japan, 2012.
“En Prise - Chess Terms.” Chess.com,
https://www.chess.com/terms/en-prise-chess.
Schrantz, Jonathan. “Top 5 Most Popular Counter Gambits That
Are Actually Playable.” YouTube, YouTube, 3 June 2020,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-SbR9E_SLMA.
“The Brønsted–Lowry Definition.” Encyclopædia Britannica,
Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc.,
https://www.britannica.com/science/acid-base-reaction/The-Bronsted
-Lowry-definition.
Chapter 16 - Acid-Base Equilibria - University of North Florida.
https://www.unf.edu/~michael.lufaso/chem2046/2046chapter16.pdf.
“Dunkirk Evacuation.” Wikipedia, Wikimedia Foundation, 8 June
2022, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dunkirk_evacuation.

https://lichess.org/analysis/Qnk1r3/1p6/2p5/4P2p/N3q3/4b3/PPPr3P/1K2RR2_w_-_-_0_1
https://lichess.org/analysis/Qnk1r3/1p6/2p5/4P2p/N3q3/4b3/PPPr3P/1K2RR2_w_-_-_0_1
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Book-23: Double attacks: chapt-mn:
A double attack in #MIC is defined as any single move that adds 2 offensive effect to a | | square or | squares | that contains enemy zi;
moves in which one of two effect added is contention of an empty square, rather than an occupied square, is touched upon in H2S5, this
chapter ref <hyperlink>, and moves in which one or both effect added is defense is not covered thematically, although examples of such are
also given in various forms of | | double attack | resolution | #defd <ref ch. 38 TR H2S3 DAR>. In certain cases, the application of the phrase
“double attack” will also apply to three or more offensive | | effect  added in | one move | but readers should | | assume by | default | that double
attack refers strictly to 2 offensive effect in one move, unless otherwise  specified, either | | explicitly or | contextually |. If the opponent cannot
adequately defend against both of the added offensive effects in | | his | subsequent  ply | in the tactical sequence |, then the double attack
move may result in an assassination. The power in the move <ref: Ch. 10 Notation, Evaluation notation, power level> | | is in | that | Chess is a
turn-based game in which both players alternate making one move per turn, and neither player ever makes two moves in a row, under any
circumstances. Therefore, when one player can  mount an | | overwhelming effect  load | in a single move , that effect will lead to an
unstoppable  assassination if thereafter  the opponent lacks an equal capacity to respond. In general, | | accomplishing | more  than  | one |
objective | in a single move is a quality of a move that is highly coveted by stronger players due to the property of Chess as a turn-based
game, and this objective is analogously coveted in all turn-based games due to their analogous property, whether those objectives are | |
strategic or | tactical |.

H3S1: Dub-$ phylogenetic table:
Factors: From same zi: T/F | On same ren: T/F | One attacked is K: T/F, if T, “absolute” | Clearance: T/F

H3S2: Dub-$ vs. fork nomenclature:
X-ref: <ch. 32: +scovery, h2s1 +scovery defined> The importance of clearly defining and differentiating the definitions of different words is
discussed in depth in ch. 32 h2s1. Whereas double attack and fork are frequently used interchangeably # in traditional chess writing, #MIC
clearly defines a double attack as a b.p in which 2 zi on one side are under | attack (including a K when it is in check is considered to be under
attack, in this case) and a fork as a b.p in which a single zi on one side delivers | 2 attacks on | 2 different zi on the enemy side <ref: CU
dictionary project>. In both cases, 2 zi on one side are under attack, but a fork specifies that an attack is emanating from the same zi from the
attacking side, whereas double attack is a broader category that includes forks, but does not necessarily require the attack on both zi on the

attacked side to emanate from the same zi.

H3S3: Absolute
dub-$:
[D, L]: KBR<s>

H3S4: Relative dub-$:
[D, M]: QBR<s>-rel

H3S5: A dub.dub-$:
[D, R: Tongue twister: 7…Ng4 <$$, clr
g7-B $ e5-P [2:1, post]>

rnb1k2r/ppp1ppbp/5np1/4P3/2P5/2N2N2/PP3PPP/R1BK1B1R b kq - 0 7 is a 2x N attack that unveils a double attack and threatens a
double attack |=full check on f2. F will lose his e5-P. A double.double-attack is a special form of clearance in which the clearing zi also |
attacks the cleared-to <#NP> e-zi and, in addition, itself attacks, separately, another zi; it is the attack | hinge in this motif and possesses the
characteristic of an auto.alignment-of,themes <ch-27 H2S2>

H2S1: Fork geometrics:
N-forks: In ch-19 ex-3, we calculated the smaller angle in the triangle formed by a N’s movement to be 26.74 degrees. On the other hand, a
clock is douze-sected into 30 degree sections, one for each hour hand stop, and, therefore, a N move occupes 8 out of the 12 hour
hands, with the exception of the 4 parallel-edge hour stops. A bi-end N-fork can therefore be granularly described as, for instance, N$+<7’,
8’>. Q-forks: A queen moves in increments of 45 degrees, corresponding to 12, 1:30, 3, 4:30, 6, 7:30, 9, and 11:30, eg Q$+ <6, 7:30>
B-forks: 1:30, 4:30, 7:30, 11:30. R-forks: 3, 6, 9, 12. K-forks: same as Q-forks. P-forks: 11:30, 1:30, only.

H2S1 H3S1: Constellation
calligraphy: forks:
Forks and skewers are constellations. In depth: Ref:
Constellations | NASA <hyperlink>

H4S1: Constellation queen forks:
MIC: A constellation fork is an inescapable fork series, where
the forking player has more than one fork vertex <H3S2> to
choose from, and there is no escape from the aggregate of these
fork vertices. Such tactics are thematic when there are 1) an
exposed e-K 2) a mobile queen 3) under-defended

e.guard-nobles on board. [D]: Thematically, the queen can check to coerce <ch-26> the e-K
until it finds itself in a co.fork-end with one of the under-defended guard nobles, and then, itself move to occupy the fork vertex that attacks
both. Here, 1…Qd5+! and if the K remains in the g-file, 2…Qg5+$ will win the e7-R <+5>, whereas if 2. Kh3 <run+>, first, the capture
attraction 2…Rxe2 <+3>, followed by 3. Qf3+$, employing a light-sq vertex, in this case. Game: GM Jun Xu <2510> vs GM Amador
Rodriguez Cespedes <2505> 1989, mined from https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/101825.

https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/101825
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H2S1 H3S2: Fork ends & vertexes:
A fork end is the square of effect of a forking zi from its fork vertex of occupation, while the fork vertex is the square that the forking zi
moves to occupy in the forking move, which occurs in the same ply before the capture move, where the capture move will occur in one of
the fork ends.

Ch-23: Dub-$ H2S2: Strategic double contention:
Ref: Mastering Chess Strategy by GM Hellsten Chessable Ed.
A double contention move involves the movement of a zi | | into a  resulting square | from which | it affects both a e.ren-containing square |
and an empty square | #defd, but increased control #defd of that square has | | important | strategical  implications | . An example of this | | can

be seen | above |; from this position, WC Capablanca plays the double contention move 1. Qa5+, forking the
e.occupied b5 square by bishop, a hangtacked ren #defd, and  the c-file x e.Pawn’s penetration square at c7
#defd, bouncing the queen into that square in the subsequent f.ply  via  attack of the hangtacked bishop. ==
Strategic double contention can also be used to assassinate in | | situations | in which | control of the empty
square is more important than yielding an assassination in the e.occ square, as in the following example: In
depth: assassination enabled by contention of an strategically important | empty square.

Ch-23 Dub-$ H2S3: 45-degree forks:
3 out of 6 zi in chess are capable of what #MIC has termed a 45 degree fork, or parallel x non-parallel <ref:
ch. 3 Effect H2S3: Roads of Effect Nomenclature> fork: the Q, K, and N. Unlike the R and B, these 3 zi are
capable of moving in a maximum of #defd 8 different directions, and therefore a half set of those directions
are at 45 degree angles to the other half set, whereas a R and B only move along lines that are
perpendicular or parallel #defd to each other. == A P, on the other hand, can only capture in a diagonal
movement a ren that is dijacently  forward from its sq of occupation, with the exception of e.p, but the low
prevalence #defd of e.p, particularly in considerations of forks, caused us to reject it from consideration in this
category. == 45 degree forks are particularly lethal in facilitating assassinations because in the vast majority
#defd of causes, there is not a single ren that can move in position to add itself as a defender of both
attacked ren in a single move, and double defense is a high prevalence form of double attack resolution. For
example, both a R and a B have only two squares maximum in an open board to be a defender of two 45
degree forked ren, as we will see in the example below: In depth: 45 degree forks in an empty | board and

various | defensive considerations: // cont.

Ch-23: Da H2S4: Terminal dub-$:
In depth: Terminal DA | composition: A terminal da is a da of two squares, one which is occupied by an e.ren, and the other is a key square
in which checkmate can be delivered, either by the forking ren, or by another ren also contends the checkmate square, such that the fork is to
provide mating support in that square.

Ch. 23: Dub-$: Def:
H3S0 Chpt-mn Definitions:
D.a-ren (n.) = one of the ren that are under attack in a double attack position. D-a move (n.) = the movement of a zi to occupy a fork vertex.
Fork end (n.) = a square occupied by a forked ren in a forking position. Fork move (n.) = the movement of a zi into a fork vertex in which it is
attacking or checking two or more e-zi in fork ends of that fork vertex in the resulting b-p of the move <ch. 2 CM H3S1> Fork vertex (n.) = the
square occupied by the forking zi in a forking position. Forking zi (n.) = the zi occupying the fork vertex in a forking position. Forked ren (n.) =
one of the ren that are forked in a double attack position. Royal fork (n.) = a fork position in which the K and Q occupy the fork ends.
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Ch-23: Dub-$, exercises:
H3S1: Assassination in 2:

Ex-1: In this position, the first player played 21. Bd3. How can you punish
the blunder?

R: Ex-2: The first player may have been a bit greedy with Qxh5. Find the
reputation and write out the full 3 ply sequence.

Ex. 3: find the fork.

R: Ex. 4: find the fork.
Ref: Jchu222 vs. MacioPacio0
2/15/22 c.com 1+0.

Bonus Ex. 4B: what’s the difference
between Bxe5 and Rxe5 to | | pick up |
the | double hangtacked | N | |?

R: Bonus 4C: f.exd5+.e8K$.c6N is a | |

double attack | via discovered
check |, but | | does it | win  material |?

L: Bonus 4D: Find the assass in 2:

Bonus 4E: Find the assass in 2:

Supporting fork
Supporting forks are the movement of a zi into a fork vertex in which
its purpose toward at least one of the fork ends is to add itself as an
effector, but does not itself make a subsequent capture. Best move
for white using the concept of a “supporting fork”.

H3S1: Fork
Geometrics:
Ex. 5: 1…Qxd3 wins the e3 pawn,
since the skewer move #defd 2…Ba6 !
forces the R after 2. Rd3 away from
the defense of that pawn, but to solve
this puzzle we are examining a cool
unique fork #defd 1…Qe7 ! This move
forks two e.ren by adding an over
attacker to two neutral squares
containing those ren. Although this
forks takes place on two different

lines, they each coordinate with the same bishop on c5. Select the correct
list of the 4 roads of effect of the two s.rn <= road noble involved in the
fork tactic:

a) Q: e-file, e7 / a3 uptail <clockwise system #defd>, B: a7 /
g1 uptail, a3 / f8 downtail.

b) Q: d-file, d8 - h4 downtail, B: g1 / a7 downtail, a4 / e8
uptail.

c) Q: e-file, e7 / a3 uptail, B: a7 / g1 downtail, a3 / f8 uptail.
d) Q: d-file, a3 / e7 downtail, B: a7 / g1 downtail, a3 / f8

uptail.
e) None of the above.

Ex. 6: find the best move:

Assassination in 3: Ex-7:
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L: Ex. 8: find the assass-

ination in 3:

Ex. 9: find the assas in 3:

Assassination in
4:
Ex. 13: Find the assassination in 4 and
write out the entire line, including best
play by the opponent.
Hint: apply the concept of a ter
minal fork <ref: h2s4>

Avoiding Tactics:

Ex. 16:
Original composition by
BlindSimulEx.
// FEN: 4r3/8/p4k2/8/4NP2/5K2/8/8
b - - 0 1 Problem: The f6 second
King is in check via the e4 knight,
which is in 3rd ply bounce range of
the e8 rook square. Fork vertices
with the e8 rook in the ends are d6
and f5, which means the King
cannot step into __ or __.

1. e6, f5
2. f5, f7
3. g7, f7
4. d8, c8
5. There are no sqs that the ♚ cannot step into.

Ex. 17:

// compose this without a/b file
pawns and reset the s Q to a7, s
move
// what’s wrong with Qc7 here?
Assume 48th of 50 move rule
// a: you would like to hit a
checkmate upon promote but he
can underpromote to an N and c7
is a fork end
// add solution also

H2S2: Strategic
dub-cont:
Ex-18:

Solutions:
1-21…Ne3+!!, a 1140, 920, 740 triple
absolute fork that wins the queen.

2-Nf4++ !!, a double check followed
by K-must and 3rd…Nxh5, which cannot be | | materially | avenged in | full
| |.

3-Ne3$$, a QNR fork at 1140, 020, | | winning the | exchange |.

4-Nxf7+$.h8 R <ref: Ch. 8 Notation H2S3, double attack notation>
followed by Nxh8.

Bonus.4B: f.Bxe5+.b8K$b2R also forks the undefended b2 rook, picking
up 2 ren instead of one and | | is | thus | | the | better  move |.

Bonus.4C: no, f.exd5+ is a spoon, not a fork <fbno> because of the | |
double attack | resolution | | move | <fbno> s.Ne5.int-e1>e8 !!

Bonus 4D:
The correct answer here is 1…Bd2 $.e1-♖ $.c3-♘, a dumbbell or
“hammerhead” for, in which a diagonal road noble <♝, ♛> adds
itself as an attacker separately of two e.ren that are located, in the
resulting b.p of the forking move, in the same diagonal, at opposite
ends of the diagonal r.n, and equidistant from the diagonal r.n

Anatomic zoom # of a dumbbell fork w/ 1
dijacent distance.
A dumbbell fork is particularly effective
because it prevents | | double attack
resolution | by runfense |, in which one of
the double attacked ren runs to escape the
piece check | and adds itself as an 🛡 of the
other ren. This is because:

1) The forking diagonal r.n interposes
in that diagonal, cutting off any diagonal effect between
the two ren.

2) The forking diagonal r.n, in addition to affecting the two
occupied e.ren sqs, also affects the two squares in which
a parallel edge r.n <♜,♛> can use to pivot to defense of
the other ren, or the right angle base of a 45 | 45 | 90 right
triangle # formed by the 3 vertices sq of occupation of the
other ren, the initial sq of the parallel edge ren that can
move to defend the other ren, and the resulting sq of that
move to defend the other ren.

Ref:
https://lichess.org/analysis/6k1/p1p2pp1/5n1p/8/P2P1b2/2N2P1P/8/
4R1K1_b_-_-_0_1

4E - Solution: 49…Nxd6, with a fork on the f7 check square, creating the
threat of Qxf7+, and an attack on the b7 queen.
The supporting fork concept is validated by 50…Qxf7+ following
e.Q-run in t.50-ply.1, as the forking ren, the s.d6-N, does not make
the assassination capture in the tactical sequence.
Ref: https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1106327

5 - the correct answer is c. Recall that two e.ren are forked and each is
forked # by two f.ren, and therefore there are a total of 2 x 2 = 4 effect
vectors relevant in this double attack.
To solve this problem, we need to do some line accounting and jot
down the answers separately from the choices, then compare and
contrast to see which multiple choice matches our own accounting.
The problem was structured intentionally with highly similar, but only
one correct #, answers to increase the difficulty of ascertaining the
solution from regarding the given choices alone. == One thing is for
certain #, each of the e7.Q and c5.B will have 2 effect vectors to the
two attacked e.ren, so our accounting should come in the form of a 2
x 2 table:

2 x 2 d.a effect
analysis table

e3.♙ a3.♙

e7.♛ $ e-file $ a3 to f8, which
includes e7, and
this diagonal
slants bottom left
to top right,
uptail.

c5.♝ $ c5 to e3, which is
along the a7 to g1
diagonal* down

$ a3 to f8, uptail.

*Since this diagonal slants top left to bottom right in either player’s
orientation, it’s a down tail, as it goes down as the graph moves
right.
Only choice c matches the accounting we performed in this table.
Note that the e7.♛ and c5.♝ shares only one road of effect to either
of the two ♟’s. Fin.
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Ex. 6: s has no viable double attack in this position, but more importantly,
he is under threat <ch. 11> of Nxe6 + $R$R, an absolute fork at
3:45;6:45;8:10 <CW> <ch. 10 H2S3>
Therefore, the best move(s) have to address this threat; any move
that adds a defender to the once attacked # e6-sq will suffice; note
that running is not a valid DAR # because 3 zi will be forked, and
running one, the maximum amount that can be run per turn <ref: ch.
18 CM H3S1> will still leave two zi forked after Nxe6. Viable moves:
28…Kf7🛡e6, 28…Re8🛡e6, 28…Re7🛡e6, 28…Bc8🛡e6,
28…Rc6🛡e6. S, being up a full minor, will be winning following any
of these moves. Fin. // maybe more Ref:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/43598976773?tab=revie
w.

Ex. 7:
Arrow diagram drawn using the
post-solve analysis board at
https://www.chess.com/
puzzles/problem/677230. D4 is an
attractive check and bounce vertex
of the neutrally contended e5
square containing an e.N, however
it is contended by an e.N in the
initial position and therefore not
viably accessible to the e.d8-Q.
The resolution to this obstacle to
the adoption of the d4 check

bounce square for the queen is a remove the contender <ref: ch. 27
H2S3> move 1…Nxe5 $f3.Ne.$, and here 2. Nxe5 <recapture> is
forced, else f has no alternate recourse for the free noble capture in
ply 1. Now, #defd, the d4 sq is no longer contended by f, and the
neutral e5.N has been substituted via capture recapture, =red, syn
<fbno> liquidation, by an undefended N in that sq, allowing the s.Q
to fork from d4, absolute, and win that N in an assassination in the
3rd move, 5th ply from the initial b.p.

Ex. 8:
Effect diagram of the initial b.p,
highlighting neutral 1:1 in g3 and
potential check ray # along the g1 \
a7. The s can capture in the g3 sq,
liquidating a pair of minors and
force the opening of the g1 \ a7
downtail <ref: ch. 3 H2S1>
because the f.g3-B is last-defended
<ch. 3 eff D> and the only zi that
can avenge 20…Nxg3 (+3 - 2 =
+1) is the f.f2-P, 21. Fxg3 (-3 + 1 =
-2), but this forces the f.f2-P to

vacate | its interposition # along the g1 \ a7; therefore, 20…Nxg3 is
actually a capture decoy move <ref: ch. 26 H2S2>.
Following 21. Fxg3 (-2), the s.a5-Q has a straightforward bounce
range | assassination in 2 ref: <ch. 5 H2S2> via the c5 pivot check
sq #:

The s.a5-Q can check the f.g1-K
via c5 and in the resulting b.p of
the move, absolute fork the c4-B
as well <QBK<S>>d.a>
21…Qc5+ $c4.B <d.a> ! 22.
K-run, Ren,int@f2 # Qxc4 (+3 - 2
= +1) !
Note that 22. Ne3 int,+ is also
possible; in this case, the assass
in 3 would be 22. Rxe3:

22. Ne3 int,+ ! is a tricky move
because in order to capture the
c4-B, the c5-Q would have to
break / the abs.pin along the g1 \
a7 downtail and thereby activate #
the f.e3-N’s defense of c4, losing
his queen.
X-ref: <ch. 29 P H2S6>
Fin. // for now, for now: Ref:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/

game/live/43823084479?tab=review

Ex. 9:
The m-d in the initial b-p is -1. The e-K is fairly secure in its Palace,
however the open g-file and our opportunely placed g8-R in
alignment with the f.g1-K could give rise to tactical themes involving
the e-K at some point in the puzzle. One noble capture is available
to us in the initial b-p: s-Bxe5 (+3).
Entering into the calculation phase with these themes in mind, we
can see that after 1…Bxe5 (+3), 2. Nxe5 (-3 + 2 = -1) # is forced in

order to maintain a playable
material difference, and the f3 N is
the only e-ren in position to make
this recapture # Following this
liquidation sequence #, we have
2…Qg5 $e5-R $g2-P <term>, a
terminal fork <ch.this H2S4> in the
g5 queen vertex with the g2
checkmate square, supported by
the s.g8-R, and the e5-N in the
fork ends. F is forced to defend
against the threat mate in 1 <ch.
39 H2S1> with the move 3. G3

<3:2>, shifting the g-pawn to a sq in which it now has 2 P-defenders
to neutralize the m1 threat. [D] The position after 3. G3 <3:2> ! Now,
3…Qxe5 (+3) will pick up the hangtacked f.e5-N and win the game.
Fin. https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1303435/practice

Ex. 13
The first move. 1. Rd8+ can be found simply on the principle of
increasing piece activity of a heavy noble with check, as well as
eliminating the possibly of being back-rank mated if the | | rook
leaves the f.🏠 | and s has a free tempo at some point |, such as
after the assassination move, if that move is not with check. Indeed,
s.Qf1+ at some point is not mate, and in fact the checks stop after
f.Kh2 in response; the e7.R has no checks in an immediate ply since
the e-file is interposed by the e4 pawn. == After 1…Kh7, forced, the
only viable check to continue searching from highest priority forcing
moves <ref: ch. 59, initiative h2s1: forcing m hierarchy> is 2. Qf5+
g6<int.+>

The b.p after 2…g6 <int.+>
After 2…g6, the f is temporarily out
of viable forcing checks, and
therefore to continue in a forcing
way #, a threat to checkmate
would fulfill this criteria, as in # the
move 3. Qf6 $e7.♜ <thr.Rh8#> !,
a terminal fork in which the f.f6-♛
from its f6 fork vertex # double
attacks the h8 terminal mating
square # in coordination with the
f.d8-♖ as well as the undefended

s.e7-♜.
In order to stop checkmate, the s has to play 3…Bg7 int.f6.♛>h8 ,
interposing and removing the s.f6-♛’s effect of h8 and thereby

https://www.chess.com/analysis/
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stopping the threat of 4. Rh8#, since that sq is now adequately
defended.
However, this move leaves the s.e7-♜ undefended, and there is not
a single move that protects this♜ and stops mate. 4. Qxe7 (+5 + 2
= + 7) completes the assassination sequence by winning a full e.♜.
Ex. 16 - Solution: 2.
Both f5 and f7 would fall prey to Nd6+, an absolute R, N, K fork,
leading to a winning or drawn position for first, otherwise winning for
second.
1. e6 would not surrender a fork to first, as the two check squares,
c5, and g5, do not contain the e8 square as a fork end.
4. d8 and c8 are not legal destination squares for the King in the
board position first ply.

Ex-17:

Ex-18: 33…Qb6 $.b2-B <hangtacked> ($).f2-P ! 34. Qc1🛡 .b2-B d3
<clr, $.f2-P !> 35. Re3 <temp-sack> <int assass> ! <forced>
https://lichess.org/tJg0W4oF/white#29

Push:
Push - 1 // does 14…e4 win material? Why or why not:
Answer: no because after Bxe4 (-1 + 0 = -1) dxe4 (+3 - 1 = +2) Qxe4
(-1 + 2 = +1), now f is the one with a double attack, 1:2 contention in
e7 and Rd1$d8.Q #, and the e7 B is lost, allowing f to equalize in
nobles and having gained two pawns in the process (-2).

swap fen with pgn and push:
Pgn: [Site "Chess.com iPhone"]
[Date "03/31/2022 07:31PM"]
[FEN rnbqkbnr/pppppppp/8/8/8/8/
PPPPPPPP/RNBQKBNR w KQkq
- 0 1][White
"Whyamidoingthisthing"][Black
"arslanadil92"][Result "arslanadil92
wins by Timeout"][WhiteElo

"1219"][BlackElo "1240"] 1.e4 {3:02} c5 {3:01} 2.Nf3 {3:01} g6 {3:02}
3.Nc3 {3:01} Bg7 {3:03} 4.d4 {2:59} cxd4 {3:04} 5.Nxd4 {2:59} Nc6
{3:04} 6.Nxc6 {2:58} bxc6 {3:06} 7.Bd3 {2:55} e6 {3:05} 8.O-O {2:55}
Ne7 {3:07} 9.Qf3 {2:53} O-O {3:08} 10.Bg5 {2:49} f6 {3:06} 11.Be3
{2:43} d5 {3:06} 12.exd5 {2:42} cxd5 {3:08} 13.Rad1 {2:43} e5 {3:00}
14.Bc5 {2:26} e4 {2:53} 15.Bxe7 {2:12} exf3 {2:26} 16.Bxd8 {2:08}
Rxd8 {2:28} 17.gxf3 {2:05} d4 {2:26} 18.Ne4 {1:57} Bh3 {2:19}
19.Rfe1 {1:56} Rab8 {2:19} 20.Bc4+ {1:53} Kh8 {2:19} 21.Nc5 {1:51}
Rxb2 {1:59} 22.Ne6 {1:51} Bxe6 {1:59} 23.Bxe6 {1:50} Rxc2 {1:56}
{arslanadil92 wins by Timeout}

Push 2 - // Push ass in 3: [roughly 2,000 elo]

Why not Bd6 first? Some sort of
zwischezug connect, look later.
Probably puzzle #7
Also conditions connect
Solution: Rxe7 Qxe7 Bd6 Qe4
Bxf8
Ref: https://www.chess.com/
puzzles/problem/
496978/practice.

Push 3 - // terminal double attack wins
the e6 N although the given
continuation is a material count. My

line was Bd3 Qf7 Qe4+ ! eyeing the N and the h7 P
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Book-24: Overloading chapt-mn:
Overloading is a chess tactic where a piece has more than one exclusive | defending obligation. For instance, if the defending piece is a
member of two or more balanced defend and attack sets (equal number of attacks and defends) of their respective critical squares, the piece
is likely overloaded, except for defending sliding pieces with both squares connected by a single move. R:
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Overloading The above direct quote from Chess Programming is a sufficient definition for the property of
overloaded of a zi in chess: an overloaded zi has 1) two defensive effects or general defensive responsibilities 2) the destination sq of its
defensive effects | are different and 3) fulfillment of one of its defensive | responsibilities will cause the overloaded zi to forego its other
responsibility. A critically | overloaded zi, as a one step deeper elaboration into the term, is one that is a critical | defender of both-sqs of which
it is a defender, such that the removal of it from the defensive effect of either-sq will cause that sq to fall with fatal effect # into enemy control.
A critically overloaded zi is exploitable.

S-move. 1k6/1b6/1r2B3/8/8/4RN2/8/6K1 w - - 0 1 Curiously, this -3 m-d
position is drawn according to Tablebase <r: Ch-53 H2S4 H3S2> regardless
of whether the b.p-1st belongs to the f or s, but nevertheless, the property of
overloaded can be assigned # to the f.e3-R, which presently maintains
defensive eff of both the f.f3-N and the f.e6-B. R: Eff diagram of the initial
b-p highlighting the e3-R’s 2 defensive effects. Moreover, when the
attacking effect on the two destination-sqs of the e3-R’s defensive rays is
also taken into account #, we can see that it is a critical defender of both sqs
of which it is a defender, and therefore, it is also critically overloaded. From
this understanding via diagnosis #, we can begin to look for the prescription
💊

Eff diagram of the initial b-p highlighting all offensive and defensive effs of the sqs f3, e6.
Overloaded is a property of a zi on the defensive side, and (1) removing <r: ch-27> or threatening the
defender <r: ch-25> are two types of tactical tools that can be used to | exploit an overloaded defender.
However, both remove and | threat move the defender moves may be used not only on overloaded
defenders, which are responsible for defensive effect in two different sqs, but also on mono-sq defenders,
and so there is not a complete overlap in their application. == Moreover, there is more than removing the
defender that can be done to an overloaded zi: for instance, (2) an assass can be made directly on the | |
lower-priority | target | that is defended by the overloaded zi, as it cannot recapture due to its need to
maintain effect on the other target. == The other class of tactical move, besides the two aforementioned, that
can be used to exploit the property of overloaded of a zi is (3) deflection, which is the inverse of a direct
assass, when the attacking side makes a capture that is recaptured, and the overworked zi fulfills its

defensive purpose of that | | higher priority | defensive responsibility |, but in the process, is forced to relinquish # the lower priority
responsibility, allowing for an assass in a min 3 ply depth sequence # Imagine, for instance, that the f3-N in the preceding b-p were swapped
out for a f-P, which would make the f-ren in that sq a lower-priority target than the also-attacked f.e6-N. This would permit # s to simply capture
in the f3-sq 1…Bxf3 (+1) ! and there would be insufficient incentive # for the f-R to recapture there, as this would cause that R to relinquish its
defensive effect of the f.e6-B, a higher priority defensive target by 2 material points. This can be classified as a type (2) exploitation of an
overloaded zi, an assass in 1. == In the given b-p, now disregarding our hypothetical swap #, the f.f3-N occupying f3 is of no lesser priority #
than the f.e6-B, and therefore the capture now 1…Bxf3 (+3) ! may be avenged with 2. Rxf3 (-3 + 0 = -3).

The b-p after 2. Rxf3 (-3). After the f-R has vacated the e-file with its 2nd ply recapture move #, the f.e6-B
has become undefended but no less attacked, and therefore hangtacked <r: ch-22 H2S5>, and therefore #
available to be captured without cost: 2…Rxe6 (+3), equalizing material and leaving an easily drawn R + K vs
R + K endgame #
Mini in-depth ##: a middle game example of overloading:

GM Vladimir Chuchelov 2575 <BEL> vs GM Alexei Shirov
2726 <ESP> Muelheim, Germany. Bundesliga 2008-9, round 11. Opening: D45 QGD, Semi-Slav,
Anti-Meran Variation
“An overloaded temporary sacrifice #”. In ch-22 H3S1 <hl> we explored the line leading into the opening
position of the Semi-Slav, a queen’s pawn opening in which the s assumes a thematic triangular P-structure

with Ps located in the sqs d5, c6, and e6 # In the main line # of the Semi-Slav, when f plays 5. E3 and there follows 5…Nbd7, f has two equally
popular replies: 6. Bd3 and 6. Qc2, the Meran and Anti-Meran variations, respectively. The Anti-Meran is also sometimes known as the Stoltz
variation, and in general, some obfuscation in the nomenclature of opening variations indicates that there remains an unsettled and active

area of research, and this is a depth fork in the 11th ply # The name
Anti-Meran does not imply that it is a counter to a “Meran” by s, as the Meran
is a variation that is stepped into by the f move 6. Bd3, and in this case it can
be taken # only to mean “not” the Meran. See the additional resources section
below for more in depth primers on the Semi-Slav defense, a popular opening
in super GM chess of this era. GM Alexei Shirov is a famous Spanish chess
player with Soviet roots and a former world top #5 ranked as recently as
FIDE’s Jan, 2004 rating list, known for his wild attacking style, as
well-documented in his popular 1997 auto-biographical Fire on Board:
Shirov’s Best Games, an influential book to my own development of an
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attacking style as a teenager. Left: GM Alexei Shirov, pictured in an online ad for a seminar held in Stuttgart, Germany. In addition to
attacking chess, Shirov is known for his expertise in the Semi-Slav Defense, which he deployed to great attacking success in the game at
hand. Right: The b-p after 21. Hxg3 (0) In this position, GM Shirov played the 🔥 # move 21…Bxg3 (+1) !, exploiting the critically overloaded
status of the f.f2-P, which serves as the last defender of two fully attacked f-ren at g3 and e3, to justify a temporary sacrifice <ch-36> that
opens a devastating K-side attack. The exploitation of this overloaded | zi # again falls into type (2) as f does not dare # capture in the g3-sq,
because what comes of the variation following 22. Fxg3 (-2) Qxe3+ (-1) ! is even worse than losing a P for free, which is what GM Chuchelov
opted to do in the game by continuing with 22. Bf3 (+1) !, declining the Bishop gambit # and instead choosing to defend, although he went on
to lose anyway. The point of the overload-enabled sacrifice is that in the event that the overloading bait is accepted, s can play the strong
move after 23. Kh1 <run +> Ng4 !:

The b-p after 23…Ng4 ! In this b-p, despite being down a noble, s has a 12 :
3 concentration of forces # advantage in the SE, due in part to the fact that
all f-heavies are clustered in the SW, out of play, permitting this temp-sack
that violently, in terms of the speed with which it occurred, shifts the focal
point of the game to the quadrant in which they are not located # Such a
maneuver is a thematic way to seize | the initiative <r: ch-59>. As a result,
this position contains 4 independent checkmate threats, with countdown to
checkmate # ranging from 6 to 9 moves (!), but all taking advantage of the
fact # that the f.h1-K is immobilized by the combined effects of the s.e3-Q
and s.g4-N: R: Run zone analysis of the b-p after 23…Ng4, highlighting the
immobilized e-K. As a result, f is forced to give back some material to stay
afloat, and after the continuation 24. Rd3 :( Nf2+ KNR <w> abs-fork ! 25.

Kh2 Nxd3 (+5 - 1 = +4), s will be completely winning in both material and attacking prospects # Fin.
https://www.365chess.com/game.php?gid=3662965 Post: a zi is susceptible to overloading when it is the last and / or critical defender of two
or more ren, not only just the defender. Critical defender implies there is an attacker as well, so the last defender of an attacked ren.

H3S1: Ov-lo interposer:
One of the non-defensive effect defensive responsibility that can be the property of a zi is defense via interposition <r: ch-31>: Mini in
depth, ##: GM Alexander Morozevich 2750 <RUS> vs GM Vladimir Kramnik 2772 <RUS>
Moscow, Russia; Tal Memorial, 11-7-2009, round 3 Opening: E32 Nimzo-Indian Defense, Classical Variation: “Overloaded triple function
interposer”. The primary purpose of this game is to examine the position after 42-f, but we’ve included the full scoresheet here in case you
want to play out for yourself the buildup to the position. 1.d4 Nf6 2. C4 e6 3. Nc3 Bb4, the starting position to the Nimzo-Indian Defense, 4.
Qc2 |= the Classical Variation of the NID, O-O 5. A3 Bxc3+ 6. Qxc3 d5 7. Nf3 dxc4 8. Qxc4 b6 9. Bf4 Ba6 10. Qc2 Nbd7 11. E4 Bxf1 ! 12.
Kxf1, the f-K has lost the right to castle #, c5 13. Bd6 Re8 14. E5 Nd5 15. H4, without the ability to castle, f does the next best thing by
making the h-file useful for his h1-R, cxd4 16. Ng5 f5 17. Qc4 Qc8 18. Qxd4 Nc5 19. Rd1 Nb3 20. Qd3 Nc1 21. Qb5 Qc2 22. Rxd5 (-3), an
aggressive exchange sacrifice to take advantage of his swarming ren around the s.g8-K, a6 $b6-Q <z-zug> ! 23. Qxb6 (-4) Qc4+ 24. Kg1
exd5 (+1) 25. G3 h6 26. Nf3 f4 27. G4 Qe4 28. Kg2 Nd3 29. Qb3 Qc4, s has generated quite a bit of counterplay against f’s once uncastled
K, refuting the exchange sacrifice in 22-f, 30. Qb7 Nxf2 (+2) !, a daring temp-sack of the N, 31. Kxf2 (-1) Qc2+ 32. Kg1 Qd1+ 33. Kf2 Qxh1
(+4) 34. E6, the f-pp is a zygote #, and this sets one of the conditions for our position of examination later, Rac8 35. Qf7+ ! Kh8 36. Bc5,
assuming interposition of the c-file and establishing itself in its fixed | location, Qc1 ! 37. B4 Qc2+ ! 38. Kg1 Qe2 $f3-N 39. Nd4 Qxg4+ (+5) !
40. Kf2 Qxh4+ (+6) ! 41. Ke2 f3+ 42. Kxf3 (+5) Overloaded interposer: the c5-B has a tactical function of interposing the s.c8-R’s path to the
c3 check-sq, and this function requires it # to occupy the c5-sq, as no other sq in its single ply mobility allows it to maintain this blockade.

Therefore, by this task, the c5-B is fixed <r: ch-29 H2S5> to its occupation of c5.
Eff analysis of the b-p after 42. Kxf3 (23 - 18 = +5 #), displaying relevant effs. In this position, s is up 5 points
of material, including 2 exchanges, but f has a dangerous pp in e6 and some chances against the cramped
s-K. These long and near-term evaluation vectors <r: ch-12>, however, fall to second priority to a much more
pressing concern, the overloaded property of the triple function # defensive f.c5-B, which presently 1) is the
last defender of the <1:1> f.d4-N 2) is a critical contender # of the <1.5:2> f8 abs-pin sq and 3) is the sole
interposer of the s.c8-R’s path to the c3 check-sq. In this position #, former World Champion Vladimir
Kramnik converted the position to victory with the decisive 42…Rf8 RQK<s> abs-pin !, forcing f into a
capture dilemma # lest he willingly lose a Q for an R in an already 5 m-v down position # Let’s examine each
variation separately: A: If 43. Qxf8 (-5 + 5 = 0), s will recapture with 43…Rxf8+ (+9 + 0 = +9) and after the
recapture of recapture # 44. Bxf8 (-5 + 9 = +4), s has lost 2 R (10 m-v) for a Q (9 m-v), losing a point in the
race, but can pick up the f.d4-N for free since the overloaded B was forced to relinquish defense of this N, a

type 3 exploitation: L: The b-p after 44. Bxf8 (+4), highlighting the
hangtacked d4-N. S will be sailing into victory in this position, as after
44…Qxd4 (+7), he can stop the pawn after 45. E7 ! with a check bounce
into the e-file 45…Qe4+! R: The b-p after 45…Qe4+ ! The s.e4-Q has
established an electric fence, a form of alternative opposition <r: ch-56
H2S2>, that encloses the f-K into the 3 x 3 prison h1 - f1 - f3 - h3 and also
contends the e8 promo-sq of the f.e-pp, thereby stopping its promotion, as
advance into e8 would cause a partial ray | clearance <r: ch-35 H2S4> to
clear the partial file e4 | e8 for the full eff of the s-Q to e8, hangtacking that
pp. The s.f8-B is helpless to support this pp’s promotion, despite the fact
that it is defending the pp in its present sq.of-occ, since it will never enter a |
light-sq, and the promo-sq e8 is a light-sq. B: If 43. Bxf8 (0), as GM

Morozevich played in the game, then f-B will have foregone both of its other defensive responsibilities, but s is advised # not to exploit the now
hangtacked d4-N this time, but rather the auto-clearance of the c-file with 43…Rc3+ !, as forced mate in 10 follows:
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Left: The b-p after 43…Rc3+ ! with run zone analysis of the f.f3-K; the s-Q
and s-R work in tandem # to cut off the 3rd and 4th ranks, forcing the f-K
back into the f-Ps. The best attempt here for f is to run to e2, one of two
legal run-sqs for the K, as this allows the f.f7-Q to interpose along the f-file in
the event of a f-Ps s-Q+, stopping a faster mate. Right: The b-p after 44.
Ke2, highlighting clearance of the f-file to f2 for the f.f7-Q. Here s can
continue instead with a Q+ along the e-file 44…Qe4+ ! 45. Kf1, else a faster
mate is available 45…Rc1+ ! 46. Kf2 <o-m> Qxd4+ ! 47. Kg3, running to
the garden rank to maximize mobility. Run zone and mobility diagram of the
b-p after 47. Kg3; s methodically builds a mating net around the f-K, which is
limited to the f-Ps and f-garden while avoiding any checks that allows the f-Q
to return into the f-K’s run zone via + interposition # In the game, GM

Morozevich did not find the best run moves for the K and succumbed to a much faster checkmate, but the
line could have continued 47…Rc3+ 48. Kh2 ! Qh4+ ! 49. Kg2 Qg4+ ! 50. Kf1, as returning to h2 allows
50…Rh3# Rc1+ 51. Kf2 <o-m> Rc2+ with Q# regardless of which of the 3 legal moves the f-K chooses. Fin.
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1563805 Post-script: Overloading is quite an obscure
tactical concept, despite being known by name to most chess players over 1,600, and many have seen
famous examples of it in games, but the frequency with which one has an opportunity to exploit an
overloading tactic is not so common, as it requires a deep understanding of the definition to set up in a game,
and as a quantified measurement, tactics instructor English Candidate Master Tryfon “kingscrusher” Gavriel
has only 2 videos out of his immense library of 9,592 uploads, totalling 25 minutes of lecture length (!) that
contains the word overload in the title in a tactical application. == This is rather surprising, as overloading is
at minimum a 3 ply tactic, which means it requires only 3 moves, two from the attacker and initiator, and one

from the defender in response, to execute an overloading tactic, although in H2S2, GM Ben Finegold shows us a single ply application as well.
== The dramatic increase in obscurity in the coverage of chess tactics even at the 3 ply level demonstrates 1) the lack of resources in terms of
brainpower that is being applied to research in chess and 2) the orders of magnitude increase in difficulty that accompanies an increase in
depth, for we should actually expect more possibilities, not less, as depth-wise complexity <r: ch-45 H2S5> increases. Therefore, if CM
Gavriel has, for instance, 10 videos on single ply picking up loose pieces, perhaps we will expect one day there to be about 100 videos on the
depth 3 concept of overloading. In ch-24 H2S2 <hl>, we will explore in greater depth the reason overloading is quite obscure by examining the
difficulty with which the 3 ply tactical concept must be set up.

Ch-24: Ov-lo H2S1: Dilemma:
Personal armor has been worn since the classical period to provide a measure of individual protection, which was also extended to include

barding of the mount. The limitations of armor have always been weight and bulk, and its consequent effects
on mobility as well as human and animal endurance. By the 18th and 19th centuries, personal armor had
been largely discarded, until the re-introduction of helmets during World War I in response to the firepower of
artillery. <r: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Military_tactics> In depth intro: The third ply move is the real
stunner: 2. c6 ! ! , the only winning move, declining to recapture the s ♟that captured in the preceding (adj.)
= immediately previous ply, and moreover #defd, sacrificing another in order to | | ensure | the promotion | of
the a-pawn, inevitably. The b.p following 2. c6 $e.$-b7♟ ! ! Read about #MIC’s proprietary arrow
nomenclature <here> #defd Following 2. c6 $e.$-b7♟ ! ! <notation ref: Ch. 10 Notation c.m #defd , Effect
Notation, capture opposition> , the b7.♟ is in capture opposition with the c6.♙ and, moreover, is in a
dilemma #defd , a concept first elucidated in the chapter on Effect, capture opposition ref: <Ch. 3 Effect
H2S2: Capture Opposition>, because | | if it x in c6, the a-♙ will become passed after 3. a6 !, sailing into
queen as the sole f pawn remaining on board |, and if it foregoes capture with a b-♟ move, cxb7 will result in

unstoppable promotion of the | | c | now.b | pawn.

Ch-24: Ov-lo H2S2: Ov-lo breakthroughs in $s:
Introduction: The reason for the uncommonness # of overloading is because # the tactical opportunity only comes about at or near the
conclusion of a buildup phase of pressure # on the opponent, analogous to the cracks that may form in a cup that is filled to the brim with a
dense liquid #, the overloading tactic itself represents a crack, but it is not the spontaneous process of that | crack’s formation that is the
difficult aspect, but rather, the much lengthier process of filling that cup the brim, and to conclude the analogy, the liquid we are using to fill the
cup is pressure, via total effect <r: ch. 3 CM H2S1>, on the opponent’s position. == Therefore, it requires not only an intermediate tactician # to
recognize overloading when it arises, but a much stronger, advanced tactician as well as strategist to | set up the possibility of the tactic, over
a longer depth scale beforehand by the successful execution of an attack via siege <r: ch- 53 H2S1, and likewise an advanced tactical mind
that can retrieve, and subsequently select, one of the 3 ways prescribed by #MIC to exploit the property of overloaded assigned to a defensive
e-zi, and accuracy is required in every stage of this intellectual process #
In depth:

GM Benjamin Finegold 2493 <USA> vs GM Fidel Corrales Jiminez
2597 <USA> Opening: E38 Nimzo-Indian, Classical Variation w/ 4..c5 “Overloading tactics capitalize # a K-side attack”. 1. D4
Nf6 2. C4 e6 3. Nc3 Bb4, the Nimzo Indian Defense, 4. Qc2, the NID Classical Variation, c5, the Classical Variation w/ 4…c5, 5. Dxc5 (+1)
Bxc5 (0) 6. Nf3, avoiding Bg5 BNQ<w> rel-pin ?, which allows 6…Bxf2+ (-1) !, assass of a P as the f.g5-B can be recuperated after 7…Ng4+ !
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Nc6 7. Bg5 <1:0.5>, now this move is possible due to the f3-N # h6 $g5-B ! 8. Bh4 -e.$ ! O-O 9. E3 Be7 <pin-break #> 10. Be2 b6 11. O-O
Bb7 12. Rad1 ($) Rac8 13. Rd2 ! d6 14. Rfd1 ($) ! a6 <cont-b5> !, stopping any ideas of f-Nb5 ! to target the s.d6-P

The b-p after 14…a6 ! In this position, the s.e7-B is overloaded as it
presently undertakes # two defensive responsibilities - one of the d6-P, and
one of the f6-N. One these responsibilities is critical, as the d6-P <1.5 : 2>
would fall to the f.d2-R if that B were to vacate the a3 / f8 # The other
responsibility is not, as the f6-N <1:2> is also defended by the g7-P.
However, capturing with that g7-P in the event of f-Bxf6 would be slightly
unfavorable, as it would weaken the s.P-str <r: ch-19 H2S5, read this section
for our short treatment on pawn structure in chess> and, even more
importantly, open the g-file to the s-K. == Therefore, this is an instructive
example (1) of a non-critically # overloaded zi that can still be exploited, as
its bound to 🛡 d6-P prevents it from being the zi to recapture in f6, which is
why GM Finegold continued with 15. Bxf6 (+3) ! gxf6 (0) <forced> 16. Ne4

$d6-P <2.5:2> ! Nb4 $c2-Q ! R: The b-p after 16…Nb4 $$ ! Positionally, the position was becoming precarious for GM Jiminez, as he has 1)
less space 2) a less secure K and 3) a backwards-P at d6 that is becoming increasingly difficult to defend. Rather than succumb to a gradual
demise, he chooses to seek a tactical resolution to his long-term problems # 17. Qb1 🛡a2-P !, the f-Q retreats to the only | square in which it
can serve as the critical defender of both the f.e4-N and the f.a2-P; however, this move also now satisfies it # in the criteria of critically |
overloaded (2). 17…Bxe4 (-3) ! a GM is never late to leap onto a tactical opportunity, especially when his back is pressed up to the wall # 18.
Qxe4 -🛡a2-P :( (0) the Q has to # recapture the higher-priority defensive target, the 3 point N, and thereby vacates via having been deflected
the defense of the 1 point a2-P. 18…Nxa2 (-1) +2.3 d-22, Stockfish 14+ NNUE w/ 0.3 under-top !? Both Stockfish and | Ben Finegold seem
to disagree with this move, as it puts out of play for quite some time the s-N at a moment when pressure on his center and K-side is reaching
the cracking | stage # 19. Nd4 <cont-c6 2:1> !, a very “US Chess” move, GM Finegold, in a moment in which the opponent is caught in a
psychological fray, makes a very direct, though not objectively best, move that contains a higher load of devastating threats <r: ch-11 H2S3>,
a mitigated risk, a term coined by IM John Bartholomew, still a positive move that is only 1 P-score under-top, but forces the opponent to play
very precisely, which a) drains his opponent’s clock b) keeps the position straightforward and easy to play for GM Finegold, boosting his clock
and c) keeps his opponent in a psychological state of defensiveness rather than seeking | opportunities; the combination of these 3 factors
justifies compensation for the 1 P-score knock that Stockfish evaluates #, as the computer in its present state in 2022 (?!) is incapable of
considering these auxiliary factors, which have a real | impact on the time position, and other 2 game positions as well # 19…Nb4 ??, a

decisive error, but one that is a bit counter-intuitive. L: The b-p after 19…Nb4
?? GM Jiminez plays this logical looking move in order to stop the f idea of
descending a N powerfully into the c6-sq, and to rescue his stranded N at a2
# These ideas certainly make sense, but chess is not only a game of sense,
but also timing, and in this case GM Jiminez underestimated the fragility of
the position in the center and K-side. 20. Nxe6 $$ <temp-sack> (0) !! A ??
move deserves a !! response, GM Finegold capitalizes on the opponent’s
error right away by snatching at a tactical opportunity, as GM Jiminez had
done in turn 17-s. However, unlike the 3 ply overloading tactic he hit then #,
this overloading idea unfolds on a much longer time scale, from present til
game’s end, an homage to GM Finegold’s calculation abilities and attacking
instincts # R: Effect analysis of the b-p after 20. Nxe6 $$ !, indicating the
overloaded status of the s.f7-P. Stockfish d-22 already evaluates this

position at 5+. Before this move, the (3) s.f7-P was serving two defensive purposes; defense of the e6-P, which resides in the e6 fork vertex of
the f-N with s-Q,R in the fork ends, and defensive | contention of the critical
g6 check-sq of the f.e4-Q. GM Jiminez is placed into a difficult dilemma
<ch-24 H2S1>: drop the e6-P, leading to doubled and isolated f-Ps and lose
an exchange, while barely dampening the f-attack, OR allow the Q to enter
decisely at g6. It’s better, in this case, to grab a noble’s worth of material as
compensation to leave something to play for # 20…fxe6 (-3) 21. Qg6+ ! Kh8
<o-m> 22. Qxh6+ (-2) ! Kg8 <o-m> 23. Qg6+ ! Kh8 <o-m> 24. Bg4 $e6-P !
Qd7 🛡.e6-P 25. Bf5 !!
L, above: The b-p after 25. Bf5 !! A second brilliant move, and certainly one
cannot get away with a God-tier # move like 20. Nxe6 $$ ! without the
willingness to play further daring follow-ups. Chess has a profound way of
requiring that the player initiating an attack solve not only one, but a
sequence of challenging pseudo-puzzles, in which the position progressively
bends and contorts into all forms of strange configurations as the
annihilation of the traditional setup around the e-K continues, leading to the
actual correctness of an insane-looking move like 25. Bf5 !! The point, and of
course there must be one, is that a) f threatens M1 at h7 as well as a
breakthrough at d6 if the s.e7-B attempts to clear the s.d7-Q’s contention of
h7 along the s-♟s, and b) if 25…exf5 (-5), the best try, as s is at least now
up a second noble (!), he will be unable to clear the s.e7-B’s diagonal to
contend h4: R: The b-p after 25…exf5  (-5) ! The s.e7-B’s contention of h4 is
a critical defensive feature, but the clearing f6-P’s advance is now blockaded
# 26. Rd4 ! In a hypothetical world in which GM Jiminez has, say, 5
consecutive moves, he could certainly shore up his position with, for
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example, the moves s-Rf7, s-Rg7 !, s-Nc6, s-Ne5 ! s-Kg8, constructing himself a more solid fortress, decreasing his K’s exposure, and placing
his N back to a more confident posture. L, below: Stockfish evaluates this hypothetical position at -10 favoring s.
Given this, and the fact that the present position after 26. Rd4 ! is in fact +5 for f, we can approximate, very roughly, that the value of a tempo
here <r: ch-6 H2S1 H3S4> is | ( -10 - 5 ) / 5 | = 3 (!) With this in mind, it’s fair to say # that GM Finegold has absolutely 0 ply to waste in order
to maintain his initiative, and without this initiative, he is dead in the water | playing against a GM down 2 nobles. 26. Rd4 ! certainly
accomplishes this purpose, as it threatens M1 and forces GM Jiminez to respond # 26. F4 <int, d4 - h4> !
R: The b-p after 26. F4 <int> ! Obvious moves are not always easy to find, but in this case, the funny-looking auto-hangtack of the s.f5-P is the
only way to stop immediate checkmate # 26. Rxf4 (-4) f5 <clr, e7 \ h4> ! 27. Rdd4 !, renewing the mating threat.

Left: The b-p after 27. Rdd4 ! highlighting eff of h4 <1.5:1> 27…Qd8
(🛡)-h4 !, renewing adequate defense in the tussle # for h4 <1.5:1.5> 28.
Rf3 ! f4 <int d4 - h4> ! Right: The b-p after 28…f4 <int> ! And now, the 4th
zi that we can assign the property of overloaded in the game is the s.e7-B
(4) in the b-p after 28-s #, for it simultaneously is a critical defender of d6
<2:2> and contender of h4 <0.5:2> which, due to the creeping move 28. Rf3
!, now needs at least 1.5 eff to be able to interpose and stop an h-file mate
there # GM Finegold decides to go after the lower priority target of the two,
hitting an assass in 1 in the process: 30. Rxd6 (-3) !, again the R cannot be
captured due to f-Rh3+ s-Qh4 <int +> :( f-Rxh4#, with the s.e7-B having
been pulled from also contending h4. 30…Bh4 :(, keeping his hopes alive,
but not for long: 31. Qh5+ ! Kg8 32. Rg6+ ! Kf7 33. Rxf4+ (-2) ! Ke7 34.

Qe5+ Kd7 <o-m> 0-1 With mate to follow 35. Qd6+ Ke8 36. Rxf8#, GM Jiminez finally resigned # Post-script: After GM Finegold’s stunning
20. Nxe6 $$ !, and including the s.f7-P (3) # in the position succeeding this move, he was able to take advantage of two overloaded zi, the
other being the s.e7-B in the b-p preceding 30. Rxd6 (-3) !, in order to find further breakthroughs in his attack: the g6 +sq of which defense
was vacated by the s.f7-P after 20…fxe6, and the h-file. == Both moves, and the overloaded s-zi that allowed for them, took some depth to
build up; in the first case, it was the haphazard N hops to the a2 assass square that created an opportunity to make a temp-sack, as f had
sufficient initiative to justify the initiation of an attack; this haphazard N hop itself was positionally forced by GM Finegold’s superior
development phase play even earlier, beginning with the decision to stack R’s along the d-file, an asset that was also beneficial later on,
initiating in depth 12-f. Therefore, it took GM Finegold about 8 turns and 10 turns, respectively, to intentionally build towards sufficient pressure
via superior effect <r: ch-53> // Use the example here with 3 overworked pieces as the in depth in H2S2. In that same section, x-ref and push
this to that to Ch-53 superior effect, which is the cause of overloading. // Also analyze the game against Michael at RCC 2.5/3, similar move to
e6. Discard the full tournament addendum then, and find one more location for the game v Noyes.

⭐ Directive: In overloading tactics, generally, an assassination can be made of one of two defended ren that is of lower value, happening for free, in 1,
since the other side will not remove the defender of the higher value ren.

Ch-24: Ov-lo H2S3: Ov-lo resolution:
X-ref: Ch. 53 SE: H2S7: Tactics Enabled Positional Improvement // H2S3, overloading resolution intro:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ok8ItzXO574 10:37 position, f is threatening h6# on K-side and s’s Q-side pawns, which are essential to
his attempts to generate counterplay. The s-Q would like to play Qe7 to resolve this double attack thr, which overloads that Q, and the
range-limited d5-N, by liquidating the Q’s, but… // write this, just notes #

Ch-24: Ov-lo H2S4: Distant ov-lo:
// https://youtu.be/vWjh4SxZEeg 10:20, “distant overloading”, add as first example in Ch-24 H2S4.

Ch-24: Ov-lo Def:
Ch-24: Ov-lo Ex:

Ex. 1: find the assassination in 1, and justify it in 2:

Ex. 2: find an assass in 1 that is supported by a trap assass in 3.

L:

Ex-3:

Ex-4:
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(3) Ex-5:

Assassination in
2:

Ex-6:

R: Ex-7:

Ex-8: [800]

R: Ex-9: [1,320] Microsurgery.

Assassination in 3:

Ex-10: [1,470] Game: GM Eric
Hansen

<Canada Olympiad since ‘12>

<FIDE.World-

Cup, 2011, 2013> vs Loetscher,
Roland

R: Ex-11: Game: Shumov vs Von
Jaenisch, Russia 1849, via
Hertan<a-r>

Ex-12: [1,570]

R: Ex-13:

Assassination in 4+:

Ex-14: [2,500]: Game: Benjamin vs
Arnolds, Philadelphia 2009 via
Hertan<a-r>

R: Ex-15: [2,000]: Original |
composition by Hu<’22>

Ex-16: Game: Viswanathan
Anand<2,794> vs Nigel
Short<2,676>, Merida<2001> via
Hertan-2<a-r>.

R: Ex-17:

Ov-lo x overextension ch-55:
L: Ex-18: [2,200]: Game: Fleissig vs Blackburne, Vienna 1882<a-r>
via Hertan<a-r>. This tactical | detail | makes the difference

between ov-ex and tim-inv:

Ex-19: Game: Radfar vs Kargl, Vienna 2008, via Hertan<a-r>:

Ex-20: [1,630+1,000]

Solutions:
Ex. 1:
The c1.B is overloaded with the
defense of both the d2.N and the
f.b2-P #, and both of these
last-defended ren are fully attacked
by s. The assass capture move
19…Bxb2(+1)! exploits the
overloaded status of the f.c1-B #,
because in order for the B to
punish the pawn capture in b2, it
has to vacate its defense of the
d2.N; the B ceases its defensive
function of the d2.N when it moves
to capture the b2.B after 19…Bxb2.
After 20. Bxb3(-3+2=-1),
20…Rxd2(+3-1=+2) recuperates



MIC: o-l r: Hu
the minor and justifies the pawn assass in ply 1 of the puzzle #
Effect diagram # of the initial b.p demonstrating that the f.c1-B is
overloaded. Fin. Ref: https://lichess.org/1P3vpuQD.

Ex. 2:
Effect analysis of the initial b-p.
This tactical position # hinges upon
the fact that the s.f8-R is
overloaded with the defenses <r:
ch-24> of the s.f6-P and the
s.a8-R; a second hinge is that the
f.e4-N operates on both of these
ren, the s.f6-P via direct attacking
effect, and the s.a8-R via a
checkscovery alignment in

coordination with the f.f3-Q # Therefore, the f can pick up the f6-P
for free with 18. Bxf6 (+1), an assass in 1, as this P is the lower
priority defensive target of the f8-R <r: ch-24 CM>. Note that 18.
Nxf6+ ? does not work due to an asterisk reason that we will discuss
at the end of this explainer # After 18. Bxf6 (+1), the s is
recommended to leave it at that # and not attempt to avenge this
assass, but if he tries to with 18…Bxf6 (-1) ? f can trigger the
assass in 3 trap execution sequence <r: ch-11 H2S4> 19. Nxf6+
(+3) ! Rxf6 (-3) 20. Qxa8+ (5) ! , sliding along the f3 \ a8 diag
cleared by the f.e4-N’s checkscovery capture # in d.19-f == 18.
Nxf6+ does not work, curiously, because the noble avengence
capture in 19-f does not come with a check #, and s has thus the
opportunity to z-zug <r: ch-40>, rather than pick up the noble with
19…Rxf6 (-3) right away, with 19…Qe6 $f6-B !

In the z-zug move, s adds the d7-Q
as an attacker of the f6-B,
recognizing the overloaded state of
his f8-R, and therefore discounting
it as a valid attacker of this sq for
now, for now #
S takes advantage of the limited
mobility of the f.f6-B, being as it
captured deep into well-protected
enemy territory, as well as the fact
that his useful s.f5-N covers the h4
dark-sq to avenge by pseudo

piecemate, because if # the B runs to its only viable run sq 20. Bg5
-e.2$ !, s has a tactical detail to unleash on f: 20…Ne3 $d1-R
<1,P:3> <clr, f8-R $ f3-Q> !

The b-p after 20…Ne3 !
This bonkers-looking move would
not work in all but maybe 1 out of
1,000 cases, and requires a
constellation alignment # of themes
<r: ch-27 H2S2>, in this case 1) the
alignment between the s.f8-R,
x-ray, to the f.f3-Q 2) the discretion
of the clearing ren to move into a
sq in which it attacks an e-R, an
attackscovery theme <ch-34>, 3)
adequate defense of the

cleared-for r-noble, 4) P-support of the e3-N in the destination sq of
the clearing move, otherwise 21. Qxe3 (+3) would be able to resolve
the double attack via d.a-R IV <r: ch-38 H2S3 H3S4>.
After 21. Q-run, 21…Nxd1 (-5) leaves s up an exchange; recall that
a noble from | either side was liquidated at f6 and that sequence
won only a P for f, so giving back an exchange at the end would
make the 18. Nxf6+ ? version of this tactic not worth the cost #
Fin. https://www.chess.com/analysis/
game/live/45927691349?tab=review

Ex. 3: 1…dxe4 followed by either 2…dxd/f3 (+1) because if # 2. Bxe4 ?
Ne2+ followed by 3…Nxc3 (+9). Ref: Chess Tactics for Kids, © 2016
ch-9.

Ex-4: 1…Qf7 and: A: 2. Qxf7 Nxe2+ <assass> B: 2. Qd3 Nxb3 <assass>
Ref: Chess Tactics for Kids.

Ex-5: 1…Qa5 with an unstoppable threat of 2…Bxd2+ and if 3. Qxd2
Qxa1+ Game according to LiChess: Ralf Wittmann (2213) vs Reiner
Heimrath (2321), r: https://lichess.org/kKBqcBFo/black

Ex-6: This position is from a game that I played against youngster Nathan
Klempf <1066> at the 51st Continental Open in round 5, and it was my
fourth win in a row to put me in a tie for 3rd at the time in the U1600
section.
World #33 as of 5/22 American GM Samuel Sevian, b-2000, was
the winner of the open section at this relatively small event in the
Sturbridge Hotel in Massachusetts.

Sturbridge was a charming
location for a chess tournament,
particularly this specialty hotel,
very underground #, located next
to a lake where USCF Ben Chai
<1035> , a player from the Cornell
Chess Club, where WFM Kimberly
Liu <Twitch = kimmyliu18, 7.7k
followers> also attends, and I went

paddle boating to take our minds off chess between the 4rd and 5th,
and again between 6th and 7th at this 7 round tournament. Ben had
driven overnight to play in the shorter schedule and crashed with me
in a double twin room at the tournament. == Nathan Klempf was not
the only Klempf playing in my section, also there was Maxim
Klempf and Igor Klempf, his brother and father, respectively, and
the two younger Klempfs are now rated 1531 and 1651, making
them top | juniors in the nation. == The correct move is 29. Nxf7
(+1) ! and after Rxf7 (-3 + 1 = -2) 30. Qxa8+ (+5 - 2 = +3) leaves f
up an exchange and a P, assass in 1 and 2, due to the f8-R, which
was overloaded # to the defense of both f7 and a8. Fin.

Ex-7: 24. Nb5 $$ <rel.pin-exploit!> Qb8🛡 .a7-P ! else 24…cxb5? 25.
Bxf4 ! (+3) Qxc2 (-9) <forced> 26. Rxc2+ Kd7 <o-m> 27. Rc7+ ! Ke8
<o-m> 28. Rxg7 (+1), assass in 5 with complete 7th rank dominance <r:
ch-53 H2S7 H3S5 H4S1> to win eval = +5 25. Nxa7+ <assass in 2> ! now
deflects the overloaded s.b8-Q from defense of f4 with the responsibility to
25…Qxa7 (-3) recapture 26. Bxf4 (+1) Fin:
https://lichess.org/tlehgdvj/white#51 Game: AmazingFilms1972 <Yakun,
1980> vs /u/Fnicallo <1978>, LiChess 2021.

Ex-8: 15. Bxg6 <+3> ! and s cannot recapture due to Nxe6 $$ !
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50292543259

Ex-9: https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/165444
1…c3!, overloading the g3-R, which cannot break.from-g 2.
Rxg2<forced> cxd2<+3> 1…Ra3?? is another | attempt at
overloading, with d3 being the breaking | point, but this attempt is
fallacious, because after 2. Rxg2.🛡-d2, Rd3!?<1:1>+ does not win
material. If 2. Kxc3!, attempting a trick, Ra3+($) salvages things for
s. Fin.v-5.

Ex-10:

41…Nd4+ 42. Ke3 Rxe2+<+3><t-sack><defl!> 43. Kxd4<-5> Bxg3<+3,
assass>. If 42. Kg4🛡.g3-B Bxg3<-3> 43. Kxg3 Nxg3<+scovery!> Note
that 41…Rxe2<+3>? immediately fails to 42. Rxd6<z-zug!> Fin.v4-2.

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50292543259?tab=review
https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/165444
https://emojipedia.org/shield/
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Ex-11: The d3-Q is ov-lo, and the 2 | torn ren are e4 and f1, but which
should s defl-from? Hertan: Correct is 1…Qxf1<1:2><ov-lo>+! 2.
Qxf1<forced> Rxf1<ov-lo> 3.  Kxf1 Rxe4<+3, assass>!, in contrast,
starting with 1…Qxe4<ov.lo-att!> 2. Qxe4 Rxe4 3. Rxa1<-2, seq>, and
MIC: f gets the last | cap. Fin.v-5.

Ex-12: 1…Qf3<thr-Rd1+[1:1]!> 2. Rxc3<-1>:( Rd1+<anyway!> 3. Qxd1
Qxd1+<+9, assass> Fin.v-5
https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/102012073

Ex-13:

Ex-14: 1. Rxh6<0:1><+1><ov-lo>, with the point being that # the h8-R is
ov-lo with🛡 of the back-rank<Hertan> Bb7<cont-c8>! 2.
Rxf6🛡<+3><ov.lo-2>!! a second ov.lo-expl in the same-seq, since if #
2…Qxf6<-5><t.sack-go> 3. Qc7+<1:1> Ka8 4. Qxb7<assass in 4!>#
Fin.v-5.

Ex-15: 1. Rd8+ Kf7<run+> 2. Rxh5<+3><ov-lo><t.sack-se!> Rxh5<-5>
3. Rd7+$ Kg6 4. Rxa7<assass!> Post: 2 different ren are both attacked and
last defended by the same defender and cannot recapture both in
consecutive turns. Is the last underlined phrase a necessary condition?
Fin.v-5.

Ex-16: Hertan: “Computer | eyes reveal that contrary to appearances,
‘quiet | forcing shots’ aren’t quiet at all! It’s not how they look, but what
they do, that counts! In this exceptionally | treacherous | position, the
strongest | forcing | move proved to be a modest creeper. MIC: 52.
Qe1($).e7-N<1.5:1>! Bd8🛡 53. Re2$.a2-Q<pseudo-pm!>!, and the
only non.$d-sq for the Q is a5, after which 54. Rxe7+!<t-sack>
deflects the ov-lod d8-B from🛡-a5, permitting assass in 4.

Ex-17:

Ex-18: 1…Bxf2+<1:2><ov-lo!> 2. Kh2<run+>, with the idea that if 2.
Bxf2, leaves d2<1:0> Qxe1<1:1><+3><assass> Fin.v-5.

Ex-19: 1. Nf6+$$<ov.lo-g7!> gxf6<-3> 2. Qxh6<+5> Fin.v-5.

Ex-20: https://chesstempo.com/chess-problems/51071905
1. Bxf1<+9> Kxb7<forced> 2. Bxh3<+3><cont-c8>!, and even after
Kxc7<-1>, f has an extra B, and the g.p-P should prove decisive. On
the other hand, 1. b8=Q+?? Kxa6<-3>, and the second P cannot
promote, due to s-Bxc8, leaving f down a B 0.0. Fin.v-5

Push:
//
https://lichess.org/practice/basic-tactics/overloaded-pieces/o734CNq
p/TgeQz3DF <unofficial, officially overloading is part of deflection on
LiChess #lawl> //
https://learn.chessbase.com/en/page/tactics-the-overloaded-piece?s
etssocookie=eVSEJkg4HQR%2fdz5TCwmcTFg93m9K7%2bv31ta9
afX9%2bMA%3d // Chess Games allows you to search tactical ideas
by GM games, an author’s dream:
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chesscollection?cid=1037108

- Another compilation:
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chesscollecti
on?cid=1006168

- Pull another 2-3 examples from this after
Reynald is done running the entry processing.

- Here's another task:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/
168mtvvgF6_3_Hjbvso6zSA6pT-liZh
AO7BIpowROorA/edit

Additional resources:
Overworked pieces, a lecture by GM Ben Finegold <25 min>:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lwlmhKxPd7Q // toss this in as a
CM additional resource, too advanced, continuous positional
overloading, instructive, and cite the game:
https://youtu.be/U8WTwDsqC6k Deep Thinking, a talk at Google by
former chess WC Garry Kasparov. Watch this if you need a
thinking | boost to consume this difficult section!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zhkTHkIZJEc <38 min, 470k
views (!)>
The Complete Semi-Slav Part 4: The Anti-Merans (7.b3 & 7.Bd3) by
USCF Expert Jonathan Schrantz:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7HcgSgSfzUY
The Complete Semi-Slav Part 1: The Classical Meran (8...a6) by
USCF Expert Jonathan Schrantz:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g1Uh3S-pPaA
A solid primer with accurate depth fork trees on the Semi-Slav,
Wikipedia:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semi-Slav_Defense#Semi-Slav:_5.e3_v
ariations
How to take Advantage of overloaded Pieces by IM Alex Astaneh,
Irish Chess Champion 2010 & 2017:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vWjh4SxZEeg “Hansen, Eric
(2568) vs Loetscher, Roland (2395).” Lichess.org, 2013,
https://lichess.org/c92NZQIG/black.
Benjamin , Joel, and Marc Tyler Arnolds. “ 37th World Open,
Philadelphia, PA USA, Rd 4, Queen's Indian Defense: Kasparov
Variation (E12) · 1-0.” Joel Benjamin vs Marc Tyler Arnold (2009), 3
July 2009,
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1546861.
Fleissig, Bernhard, and Joseph Henry Blackburne. “Vienna,
Vienna AUH, Rd 6, Sicilian Defense: Four Knights Variation (B45)
· 0-1.” Bernhard Fleissig vs Joseph Henry Blackburne (1882), 16
May 1882,
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1001577.
Hertan, Charles. Power Chess for Kids: Vol-2. New in Chess,
2013.
Anand, Viswanathan, and Nigel Short. “II Magistral, Merida MEX,
Rd 3, Spanish Game: Morphy Defense. Modern Steinitz Defense
Fianchetto Variation (C76) · 1-0.” Viswanathan Anand vs Nigel
Short (2001), 18 May 2001,
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1164035.
Hertan, Charles. Forcing Chess Moves: The Key to Better |
Calculation. New in Chess, 2019.

https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/102012073
https://emojipedia.org/shield/
https://emojipedia.org/shield/
https://emojipedia.org/shield/
https://emojipedia.org/shield/
https://chesstempo.com/chess-problems/51071905
https://learn.chessbase.com/en/page/tactics-the-overloaded-piece?setssocookie=eVSEJkg4HQR%2fdz5TCwmcTFg93m9K7%2bv31ta9afX9%2bMA%3d
https://learn.chessbase.com/en/page/tactics-the-overloaded-piece?setssocookie=eVSEJkg4HQR%2fdz5TCwmcTFg93m9K7%2bv31ta9afX9%2bMA%3d
https://learn.chessbase.com/en/page/tactics-the-overloaded-piece?setssocookie=eVSEJkg4HQR%2fdz5TCwmcTFg93m9K7%2bv31ta9afX9%2bMA%3d
https://lichess.org/c92NZQIG/black
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1546861
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1001577
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1164035


MIC: t.m-🛡 r: Hu

Book-25: Threat-move the D: chapt-mn:
And see that all these things are done in wisdom and order; for it is not requisite that a man should run faster than he has strength. And
again, it is expedient that he should be diligent, that thereby he might win the prize; therefore, all things must be done in order. Mosiah 4:27,
the Book of Mormon <a-r>. Chessprogramming.org <a-r>: The Threat Move is a quite general term in chess or computer chess, since any
forced tactical or attacking move might be considered a threat move. Anyway, it seems the term is usually related to null move | pruning, and
refers to a move which refutes a null move by a considerable fail-soft margin. It might be used, along the Killer Heuristic, to refute siblings
of the child | node below the null move. Beside move ordering issues, threat move detection might enable or trigger extensions, for
instance, mate threat extensions or the Botvinnik-Markoff extension. <read about threat | resolution next at ch-38> In depth: The
desolation of Smaug: Before reading this section, solve a fun fictional exercise that trains one in evolutionary biology in ch-33 ex-3 <hl>,
involving some fun cat & dragon connections. == I have a fun joke with my family members that my cats, Larry <female> and Rae <male> are
secretly dragons, because they seem to have super-human # personalities, puke certainly what smells like dragon fire onto the carpet at
times, and occasionally crouch and yawn in dragon-like postures. As a result, I’ve decided, in connection with the heavy-handed theme of this
chapter, threat🐉 move the defender, to write a short fictional story # about my pet dragon as the introductory segway.

The face of a terrifying 600 million year old dragon,
Rae Smaug. The desolation of Smaug: Below: The
face of an actual fictional dragon, from The Hobbit:
The Desolation of Smaug (2013). Even a
scary-looking dragon used to be an innocent-faced
youngin’ # Now misunderstood due to his crusty,
scaled over exterior, hardened from the last 599.99_
years of breathing in his own fire #, Smaug grew up a
doe-eyed, ambitious youngster in the Ancient

Medieval world, around the same time that other dinosaurs roamed the earth <r: ch-8 H2S7 H3S2>. Unlike
these other, less intelligent dinosaurs, however, he managed to animorph # into a small, or according to the
veterinarian that he’s forced to see nowadays, a VERY LARGE, cat that can survive in the smog-filled
atmosphere of the post-asteroid world. Tough times. Anyways, Smaug used to be a big, tough, scary-looking
dragon. Right. But even before this, and before | before his shrinkage into more of a Puss in Boots sized
caricature, he was just a student, one who was slightly above average relative to his peers, but had a deep
philosophical concern, as this was his major in the Deity University # at the time, with the concept of Order.
Another terrifying dragon, or maybe not, from the world of Hollywood CGI, Paramount Picture Studios’ Puss
in Boots <2011>. Deity University was a school, now out of session, that taught people like Ancient Mythical
Dragons how to be in charge of something, and Smaug knew that he was born to be the God of Order, kind
of like Inspector Javert, played by Russell Crowe in the 2012 Hollywood.opera-mov, obsessed with

enforcing a militant form of coherence onto the world. == As part of this
Duty, Smaug was also appointed as the God of Death, and it is this
particular responsibility that is the reason for his terrifying appearance and
in general, destructive reputation. == Interviewed about this controversial
title in 345 million BC, long before the asteroid event that he doesn’t like to
talk about, he answered that Death is simply the separation, temporarily, of
a physical body from one’s Spirit, and being as this does not need come
with pain, it should not be feared at all. It is reported that after this
response, the interviewer passed out from fear and had to be whisked
away for a few hours before brushing herself off to finish the interview. 🐈
That’s right, Smaug continued after the interviewer returned, puffing out a
smoke from his Dragon Cigar, the whole scale thing is just a marketing

ploy that my agency came up with for me. I’m actually quite soft on the inside, and enjoy a nice petting session with my Master. 🐱 This
elaboration apparently failed to soothe things. You see, before I came into the world, everything was a Mess. Nobody was in their right place,
and there was no Coherence. A man cannot be separated from his environment, but then, how is he supposed to evolve without destroying
everything around him <r: ch 41 H2S4> ? This is the reason that I created Death, which is a temporary passing that allows the environment a
split second, actually none at all, to catch up with your new state of Being, so that you can work on all your self-improvement and buy chess
books without needing to worry about ruffling any feathers. Story fin # Post-script: Stars, verse 2: (1) Stars, in your multitudes (2) Scarce to
be counted (3) | | Filling the darkness | with order and light | (4) You are the sentinels (5) Silent and sure (6) Keeping watch in the night (7)
Keeping watch in the night

Ch-25: Thr-m-D: H2S1: Threat-move the🛡 er:
https://lichess.org/VXWBgrym#36 19. B5 $.c6-N ! pokes the last 🛡er of the s.a7-P, a critical center-piece of the s.K-palace 19…Ne5 <run
$> 20. Qxa7 <+1, assass in 2!> and s is in huge | trouble.

H3S1: Threat-move the contender:
https://lichess.org/nxwpAqPL/white#28 [D, 1] this is a complex position with a high threat load # but the focal point for f is his x-ray | attack via
10 point battery on the f7 p.o-c sq [+5] but the interposition # of the well-🛡ed s.f6-N currently prevents a breakthrough # F would like to # play
f-Ne4 $.f6-N <2.5:1.5> ! to overwhelm # but this move fails tactically in the immediate to 15…Nfxe4 (-3) ! 16. Bxe4 (0) Bh3 $.f1-R ! 17. Bg2
<int $> Bxg2 (-3) 18. Kxg2 (0) Qd3 $.c2-Q e-$ <hangtacked!> , throwing multiple wrenches in f’s plans via interposition and he never can get
Rxf7 in favorably # Therefore, f needs to first threat-move the contender of e4 with 15. Ba3 $.c5-N ! and this move threatens an overloading
exploit of the s.e7-B, forcing # threat moved Ncd7 <run $> 16. Bxe7 (+3) Qxe7 (0) <forced> 17. Ne4 $.f6-N ! and f gets this move in Nxe4

https://emojipedia.org/shield/
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/bofm/mosiah/4?lang=eng&id=12-13#note27a
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/bofm/mosiah/4?lang=eng&id=12-13#note27b
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(-3) 18. Rxf7 (+1) z-zug ! Qxf7 <forced, -5> 19. Rxf7 (+9) <assass in 5> ! Kxf7 20. Qxe4 (0) and f is winning but has to convert a difficult
materially-imbalanced p; read onwards # in <ch-6 H2S4 H3S2 Q vs 2 Rs>

Ch-25: Thr-m-D: H2S2: + move the king🛡 er:
X-ref: ch 26 coercion h2s4
X-ref: ch 56 H2S4 opening in depth, 3. G3+ !
// draw the parallel between a threat and a check move, both can shift a defender, this time the K

H3S1: Impermeability from projectile attacks:
Hu: A projectile can be defined as an object that is smaller than the body it collides with, such that the primary | danger is a breaking apart
of the body, into components, which are, individually, not survivable. This means that there are 2 primary solutions to this risk:
H4S1: = or > rigid integrity than all potential projectiles:
Fawcett<a-r>: Connective tissue, group of tissues in the body that maintain the form of the body and its organs and provide cohesion and
internal support. The connective tissues include several types of fibrous tissue that vary only in their density and cellularity, as well as the
more specialized and recognizable variants—bone, ligaments, tendons, cartilage, and adipose (fat) tissue. Blood vessels, both large
and small, course through connective tissue, which is therefore closely associated with the nourishment of tissues and organs throughout
the body. All forms of connective tissue are composed of (1) extracellular fibers, (2) an amorphous matrix called ground substance, and (3)
stationary and migrating | cells.
H5S1: Fibrous | connective tissue:
Fawcett<a-r>: The fibrous components are of three kinds: collagenous, elastic, and reticular. Most abundant are the fibers composed of
the protein collagen. The fibrous components of loose areolar | connective tissue, when viewed with the light microscope, appears as
colorless strands of varying | diameter running in all directions, and, if not under | tension, these have a slightly undulant<rising and falling
like waves, Ox-lang> course. At high magnification, the larger | strands are seen to be made up of bundles of smaller fibers. The smallest
fibers visible with the light microscope can be shown with the electron microscope to be composed of multiple fibrils up to 1000
angstroms (one Å = 1 × 10−7 mm) in diameter. These unit fibrils are cross-striated with transverse | bands repeating every 640 Å along their

length. Hu: [D] via ScienceDirect. The
composition of the extracellular
matrix<cancer.gov> that surrounds all cells is
variable, and responds to the demands of the
part of the body, which they serve. Logically
speaking, the proportion of objects that could
risk | puncturing our bodies, in our natural
environments, must have been rare, whereas
1) artificially | sharpened weapons, 2) the
co-evolved | fangs and claws of predators are
designed to overcome these natural limits.
Fawcett<a-r>: Collagen is of commercial as
well as medical interest, because leather is
the dense collagen of the dermis of animal
skins preserved and toughened by the process
called tanning. Fresh collagen dissolves in hot
water, and the product is gelatin<H4S3>. Hu:
The dissolvability of collagen in water, the
most abundant | molecule in our body, is
rather | alarming, as this material is a

component of security<H2S2 H3S4, tensile forces>. Therefore, this dissolvability must be a feature, not a bug. The feature is its
capacity to transform, in physical properties, to another | substance, and the conditions for this transformation, to some | extent, is
within our control. Fawcett: Under appropriate conditions, collagen can be brought into solution without chemical | change. The fundamental
units in such solutions are slender tropocollagen molecules about 14 Å wide and 2800 Å long. Collagen appears to be secreted in this form
by the connective-tissue cells called fibroblasts<principle active cell of connective tissue, Britannica>, and the tropocollagen molecules
assemble extracellularly to form striated collagen | fibrils. Hu: Collagen is a protein, which means that its composition, which consists of
twenty different types of amino acids, forming, practically-speaking, an infinite number of permutations in subunits, and these subunits,
subsequently, can be mix and matched to form the full protein. On top of the secondary configuration, proteins also have some authority
when it comes to the specific | way that they bend back on themselves, and bind, through weaker forces, across | domains. Traditionally, in
molecular biology, these secondary and 3-D | protein configurations are known to vary depending on the functional requirements of the
protein. However, as indicated by <H2S2>, different organic molecules and proteins also exhibit different physical properties, and these
physical properties, the differences | thereof, may be part of their functional differences #n-p. The final step is to determine, going beyond
all of those, whether variations in physical properties, by tuning protein concentration, or other parameters, can enhance function.
Fawcett<a-r>: By an alteration of the physicochemical conditions, tropocollagen<ScienceDirect: a-r: Tropocollagen is the | triple
helical, monomer from which all larger fibrillar aggregates are formed on their way to becoming fibrous load-carrying materials.> in
solution can be induced to polymerize with the formation of cross-striated | fibrils identical to native | collagen, thus simulating in the test tube
the process of assembly that is believed to take place during fibrogenesis in the living | organism. Analysis of the structure of collagen by
X-ray diffraction has shown that the tropocollagen molecule consists of three side-by-side polypeptide chains—linear combinations of a
number of amino acids, which are subunits of proteins—each in the form of a left-handed helix. These three left-handed helices are
further twisted around one another to form a major right-handed helix. Upon chemical analysis, the amino acid composition of collagen is
found to be unique in its high proline content and in the fact that one-third of the amino acid residues are glycine. Proline is one of several
so-called nonessential amino acids (i.e., animals can synthesize it from glutamic acid and do not require dietary sources) and accounts for
about 15 percent of collagen content. Collagen is the only naturally occurring protein known to contain significant amounts of both
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MIC: t.m-🛡 r: Hu
hydroxyproline and hydroxylysine. Post: Hu: Fine-tuning of the ECM in order to grant rigid | integrity from all potential projectiles can be
accomplished in two | primary methods: 1) DNA modification, or RNA expression modification, of fibroblast cells, in order to stimulate
differential | expression of collagen protein or 2) the application of a pharmaceutical cream, which can prime the body against | potential
violations. The former would be a longer | timescale solution, min 20 minutes, while the later can, theoretically be achieved on seconds
timescales. Fin-v1.

Ch-25: Thr-m-D: H2S3: Trap move the defender:
H3S2: Ground | substance:
Britannica<a-r>: It is transparent or translucent and viscous in composition; the main chemical components of ground substance are large
carbohydrates and proteins known as acid mucopolysaccharides, or glycoaminoglycans.

H3S3: Gelatin:
Britannica<a-r>: Immersed in a liquid, gelatin takes up moisture and swells. When the liquid is warmed, the swollen | particles melt,
forming a sol (fluid colloidal | system) with the liquid that increases in viscosity and solidifies to form a gel as it cools. The gel state is
reversible to a sol state at higher | temperatures, and the sol can be changed back to a gel by cooling. Hu: Analogous to superconducting |
materials <r: Hu 8/7 LDS>, gelatin undergoes a pseudo | phase change. However, unlike those materials, which are almost always |
metals, the sol formation occurs at close to room temperature, and it’s feasible, that even the body itself, under certain | conditions can
generate the temperature required to provoke this phase change. Britannica: Both setting time and tenderness are affected by protein
and sugar concentration and by temperature. Hu: The body is indeed higher-IQ than raw | metals, as the physical properties of gelatin,
in its two | forms, are influenced by factors that the body can control, including protein and sugar concentrations. Britannica: Gelatin
may be whipped to form a foam and acts as an emulsifier<food additive, stabilizing processed foods: Ox-lang> and stabilizer.

Ch-25: Thr-m-D: Def:
Ch-25: Thr-m-D: Ex:
H2S2: Check-move the🛡 :

L: Ex-1: Find an assass in 1, 2, 3,
4, and 5 using a temp-sack at 3 #

Ex-2: Cont-from ex-1: count the
total material for both sides in the
final b-p of ex-1 <see solution> and
calculate the material difference, as
well as the material delta from
ex-1.

Ex-3: [1,550]

L, below: Ex-4: [1,592]

Assassination in 2:

L: Ex-5: [1,200]

Ex-6: [1,200]

L: Ex-7: [1,200]

Ex-8: [1,660]

Threat move the contender:

Ex-9: [2,000]

R: Ex-10: [2,275]

https://emojipedia.org/shield/
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Ex-11: [1,660]

R: Ex-12: [1,583] Just | desserts | trap card.

Threat-mate moves the
D/C-tender: <r: ch-39>

L: Ex-13: [2,794]

Ex-14: [1,846+1,000] Ex-15: Ex-16:

Assassination in 3+:

L: Ex-17: [2,000]

Ex-18: [1,600]

L, below: Ex-19: [2,600]

Ex-20:

Solutions:
Ex-1:

In this puzzle, we will have to give
up our Q, as you might have guessed from its B-tacked nature in the
initial b-p, but in return, we will score in 1 (+3), 2 (+1), 3 (+5), 4 (+3)
and 5 (+1) for a total material gain # of +10 in addition to bulk threat
resolution of the otherwise fatal s.q-side onslaught. In other words, it
is forced for us to go on this killing spree🎯⚡ 25. Qb3 (+3) ! Rab8
<RQK<s>> abs-pin, sealing the Q’s fate, but we are not done 26.
Rxf7+, check moving the K-fender of the <1:1>, initial s.f6-N Kd8
<o-m> <X-ref: ch-26 H2S4> 27. Qxb8+ (+5) going out in flames

Bxb8 (-9), taking a bite out of our credit line # 28. Bxf6+ (+3) the
pre-avengence # spree continues now to 3 post Kc8 29. Nxc3 -e.$,
e8-R (+1) The final b-p after 29. Nxc3 (+1)

Ex-2:
Total f material: left to right: 3 + 1 +
5 + 3 + 1 + 3 + 5 = 21 Total s
material: left to right: 1 + 9 + 3 + 5
= 18 Thus, the m-d is +3
The delta was started to be
calculated # in ex-1, 3+1+5+3+1 =
13 is our gain, and -9 the loss #,
therefore +4 m-delta. This means
that the initial m-d, +3 - 4.delta is
-1. Fin.

Ex-3: https://chesstempo.com/

chess-tactics/72661
1…Qg5$.g2-B<2:1><thr-#>! 2. Ng4<int> Ne2+!<thr-move!> 3.
Rxe2<-3> Qxc1<+9> Fin.v-5

Ex-4: https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/57701
1. Bxf5+ Kxf5<pin-enter!>, fbno <+move-🛡> 2. B7<0:0>
Ke4<pin-break!>🛡<thr-Bxb7[-1]> 3.
Rc8<1:1><cont-b8>$.d8-R<1:0> Bxb7<forced> 4. Rxd8<assass!>
Fin.v-5

Ex-5: 15…Na5 $.b3-Q threat | moves the f.b3-Q forcibly from
defense of the f.d5-B , leading to nob-assass, due to the property of
the N to control 2 dijacent squares along up to 4 distinct diagonals,
and in this case, that effect happens to intersect with both and | only
squares in which that Q can defend the f.d5-B, that Q is the last and
critical defender, and the d1 file defense sq of the Q to the B was
just interposed by f’s last blunder move, making this a rare alignment
| of themes.

Ex-6:
20…Nxg3 <+3> <cap-🛡> 21. Hxg3 Bxe5 <+3, assass in 2>. If 21.
Nd7 ?! $$.b6-Q, run $ with counter-thr 21…Nxe2 <+9>! comes with
+. https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/51959355857

Ex-7: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/53440775891
27…Kc4$$!<pseudo.pm-b5,R> 28. Rb7<run$><forced> Kxc5<+3>,
whereas 27…Kc6$$?, played, allows the thrd-🛡 to be🛡w/<#>f-c4!

Ex-8: https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/40246
1…Qd6<run-$><thr-e4>$.d5-N! 2. Qd3, since f3<N-tacked>
Qxd5<+3> 1…fxe4<+9> right | away fails to 2. Nxc7+!, leaving f up
an ex | in the end. Fin.v-5.

Ex-9: 19. Ng5 $.e-$ e4-N ! with the point that if 19…Nxg5 20. Bxg5
(+3) Qxg5 (-3) 21. Bxa8 (+5) ! <assass in 3> as in the game:
https://lichess.org/OaLBD1QC/black#36 However, if s dodges the h1
\ a8 alignment with 19…Rb8 <run ($)> ! then this triggers a
threat-move the contender backup | tactic execution 20. Nxe4 ! and
if 20…fxe4 (-3) 21. Bc5 $($) ! , taking advantage of the newly
available c5-sq.

Ex-10: Time card: 1...Rd1+ <1:1> ! $.c1-R <hangtacked> 2. Re1,
which I evaluated as forced, {{c2::Rxe1+ <decoy-sente!> 3. Rxe1
<o-m> Rxe7 <threat.move-cont!> <t-sack> 4. Rxe7 <-5> :( c1=Q+
<+8> ::depth, 5}} 4. Rc1 $.c2-P <hangtacked> extends f’s life span
slightly, but is miserable, as 4…Re2🛡 ! renders 1) f’s K to the
home and 2) the c1-R to coverage of the c2-pp’s promo-sq. S’s
plan is simply # Re2-d2-d1+ <1:1> and if the K tries to challenge
with 5. Kf1 $ ?!, 5…Rxh2 <+1> can pick up another P, without
relinquishing any pressure, threatening now Rh1+($)! 0-1.
k3r3/p3P2p/P2r2p1/5p2/8/6P1/2p1R2P/2R3K1 b - - 0 1

Ex-11: https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/72748
1…Ke7$.d8-R<cont-f8!>, taking away the R’s single.ply-cont,sq of
the f.p-P 2. Rd5$.e5-P! Rxd3<t-sack!> capturing the cont of f1 3.
Rxe5+<-1><z-zug!> again trying to divert | to the f Kf6<cont-f5!> 4.
Kxd3<-5> f1=Q<+8>. Fin-v5.

Ex-12: https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/92837
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MIC: t.m-🛡 r: Hu
1. a8=Q+<+8> Kh7 2. Qb1+<$.e-$!> Qxb1+<-9> 3.
Rxb1<+9-6=+3><v.a-assass!> Fin.v5-2.

Ex-13: https://lichess.org/training/7yF3l
29…Kf6 <thr.#-3 30…g5+ 31. Kxh5 <-1> Rh8+ 32. Kg4 Rh4#> 30.
Rg1 <cont-g5> <o-m> Rh8 <thr-g5+> 31. Rc3 <1:1> $.e-$ f3-R
<1:1> g5+ <1:2> ! <o.m-W> Down a minor in this i.b-p, s has hardly
a tempo to waste, at any ply, in this forcing variation # 32. Rxg5
<-1> <o-m> Rf4+ <o.m-W> <coer-defl!> 33. Kg3 Kxg5 <+5> assass
in 5!

Ex-14: https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/92990
1. Rxd7<+3> Qxd7<-5> 2. Ne5$.d7-Q<thr.mo-🛡,f7!> Qd8<run$>
3. Bxf6<+3> Qxf6<-3> 4. Qh7+ Kf8<run+> 5. Nd7+$! Ke7 6.
Nxf6<assass> gxf6 Fin.v-5

Ex-15: Ex-16:

Ex-17:  24…Ne7 $.d5-B <threat-move the🛡 > ! 25. Bxb7 (-1) c6
<int🛡 > 26. Ba6 Bxe4+ 27. Kxe4 Nf/d5 <clr +> ! 28. Kd3 <o-m>
Nxe3 (+3) <assass in 5> ! Game ref and extended exercise, ch-31:
ex-14

Ex-18: 1...Nxe3 <+1><thr.mate-Qg2#!> <thr.move-🛡> <t-sack!> 2.
Nxe3 <-3> Rxa1<+5> 3.Rxa1<-3> Qxa1+<+5-3=+2> Categories:
deflection, overloading.
https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/99393446 Post: A capture
opposition capture in a sq🛡d by an overloaded zi can also be a
threat move #n-p.

Ex-19: https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/568236
1…h5 $.g4-Q 2. Qg3 <run $> h4
$.g3-Q ! 3. Qg4-🛡 e5 <clr.c8-B $
g4-Q !> and every defense-sq of
the g7-B by the g4-Q has been cut
off, a contextual | p-m leading to
the-move assass in 4. [D]

Ex-20:

Additional
resources:
CM, Smaug story: Stars performed

by Philip Quast at the Les Miserables 10th Anniversary Concert:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=urxk4mveLCw
// Sources #: Winning Chess Tactics, Invisible Moves, Hertan, and

Mastering Chess Tactics
“Threat Move.” Threat Move -
Chessprogramming Wiki,
https://www.chessprogramming.
org/Threat_Move.
CPW was founded by Mark Lefler
on October 26, 2007 In October
2013, Don Dailey introduced Mark
Lefler as new | member of the
Komodo <a top-rated Chess
Engine available on Chess.com
browser | analysis> team [3]. Mark
graduated in 1981 with a BS

degree in Engineering Science and Mechanics from
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University.

“Mosiah 4.” The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints,
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/bofm/mosiah/
4?lang=eng.
Fawcett, Don W.. "connective tissue". Encyclopedia Britannica,
29 Sep. 2020, https://www.britannica.com/science/connective-tissue.
Accessed 13 August 2022.
Britannica, The Editors of Encyclopedia. "ground substance".
Encyclopedia Britannica, 23 Nov. 2018,
https://www.britannica.com/science/ground-substance. Accessed 13
August 2022.

https://www.britannica.com/science/connective-tissue/Extracellular-fi
bres
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/collage
n-fiber
Leslie P. Gartner PhD, in Textbook of Histology<study of
microscopic | structure of tissues Ox-lang>, 2021. Ch: Collagen
Fibers: Structure and Function.
https://www.cancer.gov/publications/dictionaries/cancer-terms/def/ex
tracellular-matrix
Britannica, The Editors of Encyclopaedia. "gelatin". Encyclopedia
Britannica, 19 Jun. 2021, https://www.britannica.com/topic/gelatin.
Accessed 13 August 2022.
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/tropoco
llagen
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MIC: ddac r: Hu

Book-26: Decoy, deflection, attraction, coercion: chapt-mn:
C-m H3S1: Chess d.d-a,c x physics, Newton’s second law of inertia:
H3S1 H4S1: Forces in physics:
<Kuhn, ch-9>: If Einsteinian science seems to make Newtonian dynamics wrong, that is only because some Newtonians were so incautious
as to claim that Newtonian theory yielded entirely precise results or that it was valid at very high relative velocities. Since they could not have
had any evidence for such claims, they betrayed the standards of science when they made them. In so far as Newtonian theory was ever a
truly scientific theory supported by valid evidence, it still is. MIC H5S1: The unit of force is mass <kg> times acceleration <m/s^2> =
kgm/s^2, in SI Units. Alternatively, acceleration can be expressed as v/t, where v is velocity, and, therefore, acceleration can also have the
nominal units mv/t. Alt-2, a = d/t^2, where d is displacement, and plugged into F=ma, nominal, we have F = md/t^2. The formula for work
expresses force in terms of energy <Britannica>, where W = Fd, where W is a form of Energy, which can be expressed in the SI Unit,
Joules. Therefore, F = W/d, nominal, and F = Joules / m, SI Units. *note that m in nominal stands for mass, but in SI, it stands for meters.
MIC H5S2: Force is a variable <ch-3 CM H3S3>, rather than a constant <ch-4 CM H3S2>
// Some about forces here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6S_n-Nf6vxk

H3S2 H4S2: The concept of inertia in physics: Inertia is a mathematical quantity in physics and has the unit of N =syn kg * ( m / (s^2) ) <r: ch. 3
CM H3S2 H4S6> which the astute observer # will be recognized as the same unit as Force; two quantities that have the same units can be
directly compared, opposed to each other, and used together directly in additive and subtractive arithmetic calculation without the need to first
convert into a different unit.

H3S3 H4S3: the gravitational force:
Britannica <a-r>: Gravity, also called gravitation, in mechanics, the
universal force of attraction acting between all matter. MIC: Gravity may
not be the only force between two matter, nor is it, always, or even frequently,
the strongest # n-p. It is by far the weakest known force in nature and thus
plays no | role in determining the internal properties of everyday matter. On
the other hand, through its long reach and universal action (!), it controls the
trajectories of bodies in the solar system and elsewhere in the universe
and the structures and evolution of stars, galaxies, and the whole
cosmos. MIC: Until the early 16th and 17th centuries, the Aristotelian
concepts <Britannica, a-r> that 1) objects require constant force, to be in
motion and 2) only contact can deliver forces, rather than distantly governed
our understanding of physics, and mathematics #.n-p-2. Britannica <a-r>:
<Newton> calculated that the circular orbital motion of radius R and period

T requires a constant inward acceleration <A> equal to the product of 4π2 and the ratio of the radius to the square of the time: A = 4π2R
/ T2 . MIC: From this, we understand that the force of gravity, along with acceleration due to it #n.p-3, decreases, at the rate of a square
<NMSU Astronomy, a-r>, as distance from the center of the gravity.exerting-object increases. [D, via Britannica]. MIC: The existence of
the gravitational force, which is a property of mass in distance.possessing-space, where mass itself is a property, of concepts, #n-p,
imparted by the Higgs-boson particle <ch-32 H2S2 H3S2>, is the reason that we differentiate between mass, an inherent property, and
weight, our experience of mass, in the context of a gravitational field. Gravity has a field in which its force is applied, like magnetism.
From this, we can see a layer of abstraction hierarchy <ch-8 H2S4>, analogous to that between chess rules and strategy, <ch-8> and
between the solutions of chem-bonds and the solutions of macromolecular biology <ch-45 CM H3S3>. The hierarchy among
pre-Higgs, Higgs mass, and weight, an experience, which is a form of computationally-rendered effect, analogous to those of our visual
experience <ch-42>, is a factor of the computational property of the Universe, the fact that all mass-having objects, in the passage of
time, perform computation, and, therefore, can render experiences, such as weight, which are different from properties. Britannica: Field
theories of gravitation: In the 1970s the physicists Abdus Salam of Pakistan, Steven Weinberg, and Sheldon L. Glashow of the United
States, were able to show that the electromagnetic forces and the weak force, responsible for beta decay, were different manifestations
of the same basic interaction. That was the first successful unified field theory. Physicists are actively seeking other possible unified
combinations. The possibility that gravitation might be linked with the other forces of nature in a unified theory of forces <MIC conjecture
interjection: Force, being as mass is a component, must be a Boson property, in that a particle gives rise to it, from something more
fundamental; that particle may be the Higgs, or might not, but what the Higgs gives mass to is also a thing in itself, a concept, and the
concept, of Force, if there was one, must be Will, and there is only one type of Will, the Will of God; a sick-red from theology> greatly
increased interest in gravitational field theories during the 1970s and ’80s. Because the gravitational force is exceedingly weak compared
with all others and because it seems to be independent of all physical properties except mass, the unification of gravitation with the other
forces remains the most difficult to achieve. MIC: Therefore, this hierarchy is a micro-chain within the long chain described in ch-45 CM
H3S3, and, moreover, it crosses the barrier between conceptual levels and physical levels, resolving an important question in theology. In
reverse, certain problems in physics cannot be max.red-resolved <ch-9> until theology, largely in the order of its knowledge of the
conceptual, or “spiritual” world, is integrated. Certainly, everything in the lowest levels of abstraction, among all things, are concepts,
however, as demonstrated in this book, concepts can cross over in complexity level to those also occupied by physical matter. The
interactions, here, need to be investigated, and could give rise to new types of matter. Post <Britannica>: The prime example of a field
theory is Einstein’s general relativity, according to which the acceleration due to gravity is a purely geometric | consequence of the
properties of space-time in the neighborhood of attracting masses. MIC conjecture, last: Space is a conceptual | phenomenon of
concept-representation, in a spaceless mind of God, while time is the passage of space through the Higgs field; from this, we can
deduce, thought-experimentally, that forces, including gravity, are interactions between the Will of God, and other objects, and weight is
our experience of God thinking about us. LDS post <fbno>: The Higgs Boson particle is our explanation for how God created mass-having
objects, a physical property, from objects in the Spirit World, which are "floating", or mass-less. Force is another interesting quantity, as F =
ma (Newton's second law). Without mass, there cannot be force #n-p, and, therefore, there are no forces in the Spirit World. Being as this is
the case, and the fact that everything in the Physical World, including forces, must have a representation in the Spirit World, there must be
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something analogous to forces in the Spirit World <sick-ded>. That thing must be Will. We know that there is only one Will, the Will of God,
and, therefore, the Will of God is what physicists are looking for, in their unified search. Separately for this, they need to find a translational
property that ascribes the Will of God to a mass-related physical existence in forces, such as the Higgs particle. //
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fifth_force the 4 known interactions / forces are listed here

H3S3 H4S4: the electromagnetic force: x-ref <ch-56 Opposition, magnetism>
McGrayne et al., <a-r>: Electricity and magnetism were long thought to be
separate forces. It was not until the 19th century that they were finally treated as
interrelated phenomena. Electric forces are produced by electric charges either
at rest or in motion. Magnetic forces <ch-56>, on the other hand, are produced only
by moving charges and act solely on charges in motion. <skip>: For example, the
absence of only one electron out of every billion molecules in two 70-kilogram
(154-pound) persons standing two meters (two yards) apart would repel them with a
30,000-ton force. [D: Goku charging up a “Kamehameha”, a thematic energy-based
weapon in Dragon Ball Z <b-1989. Can a 200 pound human generate a planetary
force? If he can knock out electrons, then maybe.] McGrayne et al.:⚡ and 🧲
forces can be detected in regions called electric and magnetic fields. These fields

are fundamental in nature and can exist in space far from the charge or current that generated them. Remarkably, electric fields can produce
magnetic fields and vice versa, independent of any external charge. A changing magnetic field produces an electric field, as the English
physicist Michael Faraday discovered in work that forms the basis of electric power generation. Conversely, a changing electric field
produces a magnetic field, as the Scottish physicist James Clerk Maxwell deduced. The mathematical equations formulated by Maxwell
incorporated light and wave phenomena into electromagnetism. He showed that electric and magnetic fields travel together through
space as waves of electromagnetic radiation, with the changing fields mutually sustaining each other. Examples of electromagnetic
waves traveling through space independent of matter are radio and television waves, microwaves, infrared rays, visible light, ultraviolet
light, X-rays, and gamma rays. All of these waves travel at the same speed—namely, the velocity of light (roughly 300,000 kilometers, or
186,000 miles, per second). They differ from each other only in the frequency at which their electric and magnetic fields oscillate. Maxwell’s
equations <ch-3> still provide a complete and elegant description of electromagnetism down to, but not including, the subatomic scale.
H5S1: Photon: Britannica <a-r> photon, also called light quantum, minute energy packet of electromagnetic radiation. The energy of a
photon depends on radiation frequency, MIC: with gamma ray photons having the highest energy. H5S2: Coulomb’s laws <Britannica>: (1)
Like charges repel each other, and unlike charges attract. Thus, two negative charges repel one another, while a positive charge attracts a
negative charge. (2) The attraction or repulsion acts along the line between the two charges. (3) The size of the force varies inversely as the
square of the distance between the two charges. Therefore, if the distance between the two charges is doubled, the attraction or repulsion
becomes weaker, decreasing to one-fourth of the original value. If the charges come 10 times closer, the size of the force increases by a factor
of 100. (4) The size of the force is proportional to the value of each charge. The unit used to measure charge is the coulomb (C). If there
were two positive charges, one of 0.1 coulomb and the second of 0.2 coulomb, they would repel each other with a force that depends on the
product 0.2 × 0.1. If each of the charges were reduced by one-half, the repulsion would be reduced to one-quarter of its former value. == Like
Coulomb’s law, the principle of charge conservation is a fundamental law of nature. Fin.v4-2.

H3S3 H4S5: the weak nuclear force:
Sutton <a-r>: Weak interaction, also called weak force or weak nuclear force, a fundamental force of nature that underlies some forms
of radioactivity, governs the decay of unstable subatomic particles such as mesons, and initiates the nuclear fusion reaction that fuels
the Sun. The weak interaction acts upon left-handed fermions—i.e., elementary particles with half-integer values of intrinsic angular
momentum, or spin—and right-handed antifermions. Particles interact through the weak interaction by exchanging force-carrier particles
known as the W and Z particles. These particles are heavy, with masses about 100 times the mass of a proton, and it is their heaviness that
defines the extremely | short-range nature of the weak interaction and that makes the weak interaction appear weak at the low energies
associated with radioactivity. The effectiveness of the weak interaction is confined to a distance range of 10−17 meter, about 1 percent of
the diameter of a typical atomic nucleus. In radioactive decay, the strength of the weak interaction is about 100,000 times less than the
strength of the electromagnetic force. However, it is now known that the weak interaction has intrinsically the same strength as the
electromagnetic force, and these two apparently distinct forces are believed to be different manifestations of a unified electroweak force.
Fin.v4-2

H4S6 Britannica: Conservative forces:
In physics, any force, such as the gravitational force between Earth and another mass, whose work is determined only by the final
displacement of the object acted upon. The total work done by a conservative force is independent of the path resulting in a given
displacement and is equal to zero when the path is a closed loop. Stored energy, or potential energy, can be defined only for conservative
forces.

H5S7 Britannica: Nonconservative forces, such as friction, that depend on other factors, such as velocity, are dissipative, and no potential energy can be
defined for them.

H4S8 Britannica: The strong nuclear force:
Strong force, a fundamental interaction of nature that acts between subatomic particles of matter. The strong force binds quarks
together in clusters to make more-familiar subatomic particles, such as protons and neutrons. It also holds together the atomic nucleus and
underlies interactions between all particles containing quarks. <skip> Protons and neutrons are examples of baryons, a class of particles
that contain three quarks, each with one of three possible values of color (red, blue, and green <notation <ch-10>). MIC: Thinking
investigation: can all 3 quarks, that comprise a proton, be the same color? Britannica: Quarks may also combine with antiquarks (their
antiparticles, which have opposite color) to form mesons, such as pi mesons and K mesons. Baryons and mesons all have a net color of
zero, and it seems that the strong force allows only combinations with zero color to exist <#n-p>. Attempts to knock out individual quarks, in
high-energy particle collisions, for example, result only in the creation of new “colorless” particles, mainly mesons. In strong interactions
the quarks exchange gluons, the carriers of the strong force. Gluons, like photons (the messenger particles of the electromagnetic force),
are massless particles with a whole unit of intrinsic spin. MIC: Particle physics contains many counter-intuitive, unexpected, and profound
equivalencies, such as force <gluons> ≅ light <photons>, energy, which can be radiated like light, also contains a constant-balanced

https://www.britannica.com/science/electric-field
https://www.britannica.com/science/magnetic-field
https://www.britannica.com/science/Maxwells-equations
https://www.britannica.com/science/Maxwells-equations
https://www.britannica.com/topic/law-of-nature
https://www.britannica.com/science/physics-science
https://www.britannica.com/science/force-physics
https://www.britannica.com/science/gravity-physics
https://www.britannica.com/place/Earth
https://www.britannica.com/science/work-physics
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/conservative
https://www.britannica.com/science/potential-energy
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equivalence to mass. If we could shrink ourselves to the level of subatomic particles, with modern tools at our disposal, then we would be
able to alter the very nature of reality in ways previously unimaginable. Of course, gluons and photons are not exactly the same, they are at
a half truth’s similarity <r: Owen Cook>, or analogously | similar, by the categorical language of MIC <ch-7>, in that, they share a
particular or some properties, but not all properties #n-p. However, it is in these shared properties, that we can potentially equilibrate a
known method of manipulation that we apply to one of the particles that shares that property, such as light, to the other, gluons, to
unexpected and profitable, potentially, results. We can see, clearly, the advantage that logical thinkers, who are able to categorize objects,
upon multiple vectors, and, with an expanded attention capacity due to ch-45, also, hold in mind the distinctions.

Ch-26: D.d-a,c: H2S2: Decoy:
Physics is also a study of what can cause an object to accelerate. That cause is a force, which is, loosely speaking, a push or pull on the
object. Walker pg-88, <a-r> The unifying theme among the H2 subtopics # of the D.d-a,c chapter is the input of a force to cause the
movement of an e-zi out of a certain square and into another square, and this movement is by some vector # unfavorable for the enemy,
however, the input force is even stronger than the inertia of the unfavorability to leave that square for a different square. Newton’s second law
is one of the most important in all of physics. For a body whose mass m is constant, it can be written in the form F = ma, where F (force) and a

(acceleration) are both vector quantities. If a body has a net force acting on it, it is accelerated in
accordance with the equation. Conversely, if a body is not accelerated, there is no net force acting
on it. Ref: https://www.britannica.com/science/Newtons-laws-of-motion/Newtons-second-law-F-ma
In depth: attraction | decoy to move the s.g6-P: Ref: MCS Chessable, pawn play. In this position,
the move 25. Bh5 $e.g6-P is a decoy move in that if the decoy | bishop were captured by that
s.g6-P, the strategic square g6 would be cleared for the advancement of the f.g5-P. Such is the
theme of the decoy tactic: the effect that the pulling force # of the decoy ren has on the affected
e-zi is to pull it away from a square in which it was serving an important strategic purpose; in this
case, that purpose was to blockade the f.g5-P by occupying the g6 square, since pawns cannot
display e.ren in the square immediately “in front” of it in its file of occupation, with the “in front”
direction being in the direction of the blockaded pawn’s promotion. Fin. There are 3 🗝 elements
to a D.d-a,c tactic: the moving zi in the forcing side that | | generates | the force | to cause a
movement of the moved zi in the forced side, a moved zi in the forced side that is pulled | to move

via an attraction tactic, but in contrast to attraction h2s3, the significance of the moved zi tactically and
strategically is in its occupation of its initial sq.of-occ prior to the application of the pulling force, in which it
was serving an important strategic purpose, such as blockading a pawn, absolute pinning an e.ren, or
controlling any number of 🗝  sqs, including + and +mate squares, whereas in an attraction tactic, the pulled
zi may not have been serving any significant function in its initial sq.of-occ but rather, it is the resulting
square, after the application of the pulling force via a sq and the pulled zi landing in that sq, that is of tactical
significance, usually in the form of a follow-up tactic by the forcing side targeting that sq. == Finally, the third
element of a D.d-a,c is the pulling force | itself, which is generally the placement of the decoy ren into a sq
within the single ply mobility of the pulled zi, and a component of that pulling force may be the pulling ren’s
material value, and another component may be the purpose it is fulfilling in the “pulling square”, which, in
order to generate sufficient force to overcome the inertia, as defined by ma of the pulled zi, that purpose, in
conjunction with its material value, has to be higher than ma in order to cause | a movement .

Ch-26: D.d-a,c H2S3(A): Attr:
Chess-tempo <a-r>: Attraction occurs when a player entices a piece to a square (often using an active, but

not a passive sacrifice) where it will later
come under attack. MIC: In depth, the
“cunning” Caro-Kann Trap: The pawn
and piece # structure that allows for the
manifestation of this thematic trap, which
has caught even the likes of strong
players - including masters <ref: Chess
Tactics for Kids by GM Murray Chandler,
Ch. 15> - emerges from the Caro-Kann
Defense, which was first analyzed in

1885 by English player Horatio Caro. The starting position of the Caro-Kann defense is the resulting
position of the move sequence 1. E4 c6 from the initial b.p, ref: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Caro%E2%80%93Kann_Defence The Caro-Kann Defense is a member
of the family of openings # known as the “Semi-Open Game”, in contrast to the “Open Game” which
begins from the b.p resulting from 1. E4 e5, and the two families make up the games that are played
from the King’s Pawn Opening, 1. E4. Other semi-open openings including the Sicilian Defense, 1…c5, contemporarily the most common #
response to E4, and the French Defense, 1…e6, belong in the same family as the Caro-Kann, which is nearly 1/10 as common as the as
Sicilian and ½ compared to the French, but with still 16,000 recorded games in Shredder’s opening db <hl>. In the 2020s Era of top FIDE
circuit chess, worlds #2 and #3 <ref: FIDE top 100 rating list, March 2022> Chinese GM Ding LiRen and Iranian GM Alireza Firouzja employ
this defense on occasion. The beginning position of the Caro-Kann trap, with black to move ref: Chess Tactics for Kids, GM Murray Chandler.
The temporary sacrifice # that kicks off the execution phase of the trap sequence # with 1…Bxf2 (+1 + 0 = +1) attr.K/Q, an attraction tactic that
seeks to pull either the e.K or e.Q to the f2 square via capture of the temporarily sacrificed s.f2-B cont. In depth 2, classic composition: //
crop and cite chess tactics for kids by GM Chandler. Correct the error this is attraction for a fork square not decoy because the Q had no
particular purpose in its sq.of-occ in the initial b.p

https://www.britannica.com/science/Newtons-laws-of-motion/Newtons-second-law-F-ma
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caro%E2%80%93Kann_Defence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caro%E2%80%93Kann_Defence
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H2S3 H3S1: Check attraction of the K in an adjacent or dijacent sq in
the K’s run zone:
In depth, 1: The following position was reached after the double check move 16. Ra4++ ! and the <o-m>
16…Kb8: The b-p after 16. Ra4++, with the double check of the s.a7-K by the f.a4-R and f.e3-B highlighted.
Again, a one-turn closer examination # of the position reveals another stunning resource at our disposal,
keeping in mind that we have already exhausted a rare double check # to reach this point, and that is 17.
Ra8+ !!, a temporary sacrifice of the f.a4-R to return the check to the f.d5-Q. As capture is forced; the check
is adjacent, and the s.b8-K has no run-sqs, the K must return to the a-file, and it is attracted <r: Ch-26 H2S3>
to the a8-sq by the adjacent R check in turn 17-f. Following 17…Ka8 <o-m>, 18. Qa5+ ! now does come with
a check, allowing f to continue with his mating idea without the possibility of s-c5 immediately following f-Qa5,
making luft for the s.b8-K and escaping mate, as in the previous variations. This critical detail enables the
finishing sequence 18…Kb8 19. Qa7+ ! Kc8 <o-m> 20. Qa8# !. X-ref: <ch. 32 H3S3 H3S1> Read the x-refd
section for an explanation for why alternative moves in the initial puzzle-p do not work.

Ch-26: D.d-a,c H2S3(B): Defl:
Deflection is a mechanism of attracting <ch.this H2S3> the defender of an e-ren to a square in which it is no
longer sending defensive effect to that e-ren and is differentiated from threatmove the defender <ch. 25>,
which is the mechanism of coercing the defender of an e.ren to a square in which it is no longer sending
defensive effect to that e.ren by threatening to capture that defender, and is further differentiated from
capture the defender <ch. 27>, which is the removal of defensive effect by capturing and removing the
defender from the board; each of these 3 mechanisms are in common a mechanism # of removing defensive
effect from a square to create a positive effect | difference in favor of the attacker, setting the conditions for
assassination ref: <ch. 3 CM> In contrast, the other method of creating a positive effect | difference is by
adding attackers, and this is covered on a square basis in <ch. 22 LP H2S1: Brute Force Crumble> and on a
regional basis in <ch. 53 SE H2S1: Siege>. (D): An elementary deflection | opportunity position # in an
unorthodox Reverse Sicilian setup <A20> https://lichess.org/kRg1QDhk/white#15 <r: ch-24, overloading>

Ch-26: D.d-a,c H2S4: Coer:
Chess-tempo <a-r, attraction>: One way of looking at the difference between coercion and attraction is that coercion pushes a piece to a
square (usually via a direct attack), whereas attraction pulls a piece to a square, usually in order to take an actively sacrificed attacker. In depth
pull from <ref: Chapter 33: Discovered Check H2S3: Windmill Tactics> Coercion occurs when a player forces a piece to a square where it
will later come under attack. The Coercion tag is to be used when the piece is forced to the square without an active sacrifice or when the
piece has been coerced to accept a passive sacrifice.

MIC: Diagram: The b.p after 19…Ne2+ The first move in the Windmill tactic
procedure coerces the e.♔ via check <ref: Ch-26: Decoy, Deflection,
Attraction, Coercion H2S4: Coercion> into a square in which it is susceptible
via alignment and interposition to a discovered check tactic in f1. Indeed,
Windmill tactics operate via an alternating combination #defd of | | coercion |
and | discovered check | tactics in which the same ren that coerces the e.♔
in one ply clears itself for a check by a different road noble in the next | |
same player | ply |, The discretion that the | | clearing | ren | has to select its
destination square in its clearing move, which can be any apart from | | one
that | allows | capture by the e.♔, is the reason that Windmill Tactics are
known for mounting massive material losses for the player victimized #defd.
This discretion is | | derived | from the fact that | the discovered check is a

forcing move, and therefore the clearing ren has a free tempo to return to its check square without being recaptured . R: Diagram: The
clearing ren, the e2.N, has the discretion to capture in any square of its single ply mobility / / except / for g1 / in the move to clear the check for
the c4 bishop. Following a capture in one of the destination squares of the clearing ren in the clearance, discovered check move, the clearing |
coercing ren #defd will return, in the succeeding (adj.) = immediately following same player ply as the clearing move to the | | coercion | check
square |, which | | in this case | is e2, in order to | coerce the e.♔ | back to the discovered check target square, f1. The e2.♞ dual role as the
clearing | coercing ren is the hinge that connects the two tactical concepts, and in general, the tactic is enabled by an unattacked #defd road
noble | | already | located | in a check square as well as a e.♔ with a mobility that is limited to 2 squares, in this case by its own ren in h1 and
h2-f2, as well as the e8.R. == Another property of the Windmill is that both moves in the alternating sequence are checks; one a direct check

#defd by the | | ren | that moves |, and another an indirect check , a
discovered check <ref: Ch. 33 Discovered Check c.m>. While the clearing
ren has discretion in its destination square in the clearing move, it does not
in the coercing move and must deliver that check in the same square; in this
case, that square is e2. Section main: Coercion is the forced movement of
a zi away from its former square of occupation, and its vacancy of that
square has negative consequences for the | | player of | possession | , but
that negative consequence is not the vacated defense of a same-side ren
#defd, nor another key strategic purpose from its former square of
occupation, as these situations would fall into the categories of deflection
<h2s1, this ch.> and decoy <h2s2, this ch.>, respectively. Moreover, that zi
is not being attracted to a particular destination square by a capture in that
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square or another tactical or strategic purpose of gain #defd in that square, allowing for a | | follow up | tactic | , as this topic will be covered in
<h2s3, this ch.> attraction. == The example b.p from Fischer v. Byrne, 1956 meets the necessary conditions of the coercion category because
the e.♔ does not serve a defensive effect or otherwise strategic purpose in g1 or h1, and it is not being attracted to h1 via capture or other
strategic gain but rather | | coerced | via check |, which sets up a follow up tactic for the s player. In depth, 2: Solve this puzzle as an exercise
in <Ch-26 deflection, decoy, attraction, coercion exercises, #20> // Cont.

H3S1: Coer via z-zwang:
[D, R]: In the opening b-p of this thematic B + N + K vs K mating pattern, the s-K is cut off from the P’s rank, limited to g8 or e8 in its mobility.
As we want to shift that K toward the nearest corner of our B’s color, a8, we want to seal the g8 sq and force <coercion!> the K to move
westward via zugzwang. See the rest of this solution to mate in ch-52 ex #11.

Ch-26: D.d-a,c-Def:
D H3S3: Decoy Terms:
Decoy fall move (n.) = the capture of the decoy ren in the decoy pull sq, which will remove the zi that is serving an important strategic
purpose in the decoy victim’s army from its important strategic purpose in its initial sq.of-occ of the decoy fall move. Decoy move (n.) = the
movement of the decoy ren into the decoy pull sq in order to attract the zi that is serving an important strategic purpose in the decoy victim’s
army into that decoy pull sq via capture. Decoy pull sq (n.) = the sq that the decoy ren moves into in the decoy move. Decoy user (n.) = the
player who uses and benefits from the decoy tactic. Decoy victim (n.) = the player who is the victim of the decoy tactic.

Ch-26: D.d-a,c: Ex:
Assassination in
1:
Ex. 1
Black to move and win material,
assassination in 1, but provide the
full line, including all possible
branching points after the first ply
for full credit.

Ex-2: // pg 386, #169, a in 1 with
about a 4 turn justification, Silman

L: Ex-3: [800]

Ex-4:

Assassination in
2:

Ex-5, L above: F move.

Ex-6:

L: Ex-7: [1,200]

Ex-8: [800]

Assassination in 3:

Ex-9, L-above:

Ex-10: R

Ex-11, L-above [1,800]:

R: Ex-12:
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Assassination in 4+

L: Ex. 13: Find the assassination in 5 [2,400]:

#14: s-move: after the assass capture, f will make a check move and test the
assass justification. Include your analysis of the only move response to this
check # [2,000]. Hint: if you solved the first 4 moves of this puzzle
correctly, there should only be 1 legal check move for f in the
immediate next ply to the assass capture.

Ex-15:

R: Ex-16:

CM H3S1: Physics, forces x chess:
Ex-17: a) solve the assass in 3 in this position b) identify the force that

drives the puzzle c) define the magnitude and direction of the force.

R: Ex-18: What is the total work done by the attraction move in this
puzzle? [2,000] This is a famous puzzle position, used by many trainers,

first shown to me by Sandro Safar
<FIDE = 2240>

L, below: Ex-19: [1,000]

Ex: 20: How much force do you need
to generate, in terms of an exponent #
to jump twice as high? [3,000]

Solutions:
Ex. 1: 27…Bxc3 (+1) and
if 28. Qxc3 (-3) then
28…Qxd1+ (+5) <assass>

Ex. 2: // just give the moves

Ex-3:

https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1085258/practice 1. Qxf5 <assass
in 1> ! <t-sack> Qxf5 <-9> 2. Ne7+ $.f5-Q ! <royal-🍴> Kf7 $ 3. Nxf5
<+9> <recoup> <run$>

Ex-4:

Ex 5:
Solution: 26. Nb5+ absolute forks the King and the undefended a7
pawn and the knight cannot be captured due to Rc7+, a remove the
defender coercion, and at the same time the King can't run and
defend a7 because it would hangtack the d8 rook; in other words,
the king is fixed to the defense squares of that rook.

Ex-6:
30. Rf8+ ! deflects the s.e8-R from the defense of the e6-Q, and
30…Rxf8 (-5) :( is forced because this is the only legal move that
rids the check # 31. Qxe6 (-11 + 9 = -2); f is still losing due to a large
material deficit to start, but has more of a fighting chance now. This
position was composed from my game against Mr. Nikhil Suresh
Neelagaru <1438> in round 1 of the 51st Continental Open. Fin.

Ex-7: 17...Bxb2+

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49603714245 18. Kxb2
<forced>! <-3> Rxd1 <+5, assass in 2!>

Ex-8: 28…Qd1+ <deflection-move!> 29. Qf1 <o-m> <int +> Qxc2 <+5,
assass in 2> https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50354352343

Ex-9:
1. Bb5 Qxb5 2. Nc7+ Kf8 3. Nxb5 (+9) R: <Chess Tactics for Kids,
GM Murray Chandler © 2016 ch-39>

Ex-10:
Game: WC Mikhail Tal vs. GM Pal Benko, Amsterdam Interzonal

1964 rd-11, Jun-02. O: Caro-Kann
Defense B17. Source: Palliser,
Richard. The Complete Chess
Workout. Gloucester, 2007. 19.
Rd8+ <RKR<e>> abs-skwr !
The b-p after 19. Rd8+ ! F
threatens # to both win the
exchange at h8 and s-Qxg5 (-3)
back and, more devastatingly, if
this pseudo.temp-sack is accepted
19…Kxd8 (-5), not the game
continuation, but now 20.
Nxf7+$.e5-Q ! will snag the s.e5-Q

in 3. R: https://www.chessgames.com/
perl/chessgame?gid=1139658

Ex-11: 16…Rb4 $.d4-Q <coercion> ! 17. Qd3 <run $> ! besides the abject
a7-sq, this is the only pseudo-PM run sq 17…Nxh2 <o-m, W> ! the N
cannot be captured due to 18…Qxg3 M-2 18. Bg2 <int (+)> ! Qxg3 (+1)
<assass in 3> ! https://lichess.org/PyiN46V9/white#35 Fin.

Ex-12:
33. Rxf5 <+3, temp-sack!> gxf5 <-5> 34. Ng6+$.e5-Q ! Kh7<o-m>
:( 35. Nxe5 <+9, assass in 3>
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49598984255

Ex. 13:

https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1085258/practice
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49603714245
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50354352343
https://www.chessgames.com/
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49598984255
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The first feature to notice about this initial b.p is the abs.pin along
the b1 / h7 uptail by the s.f5-♝ directive southwest-ward # through
the pinned f.e4-♖ and into the pinned-to # f.b1-♔, which stifles 10
points of the f’s piece activity by freezing the head of his d-file ♖
battery #
As this is the case #, and the fact that f has only 1 capture available,
and no checks, in this initial b.p <ref: ch. 59 initiative h2s1 FMH>,
the first move to take seriously into consideration is 1. Nxf5
-<abs.pin>(+3 + 1 = +4)clr$e.$d1-♕, d5-♛
This move immediately neutralizes the abs.pin as well as the
possibility of s.Bxe4+, which comes with check, and therefore
eliminates an important opponent response that we may have to
consider in other lines of calculation # Branch 1: 1…Rxe4 (-5 + 4 =
-1) $e.$e1-♖ The problem with 1…Rxe4 is that the s.d5-♛ is left
hanging and can be captured for free by the f.d1-♕; the preceding f
move # cleared for the attack of the s.d5-♛ by the f.d1-♕, making
the s.d5-♛ hangtacked. Branch 2: 1…Qxd1+ (-9 + 4 = -5)
1…Qxd1+ captures a 9 value ren # and places the e.♔ into an
uninterposable check with only 1 run square, so branch 2 is
catalyzed # by the most | forcing move of the 3. Branch 3: 1…gxf5
(-3 + 4 = -1) This branch can be immediately eliminated due to 2.
Qxd5 ! (+9 - 1 = +8), winning the s.♛ to +8 with no compensation for
s in the resulting board position. Be careful not to allow cluster
blindness ref: ch. 42 <hl> distort your perception of the hangtacked
e.♛ following 1…gxf5 ?? Based on this analysis of the 3 | most
likely | second ply moves, with the 3 candidates generated by the
#MIC author subjectively #, we can quickly eliminate branches 1 and
3 and move forward confidently with exploring branch 2. This
conclusion does not indicate that branch 2 contains the correct
variation, nor necessarily even # the correct first move, nor that
there is not an unconsidered # 4th, 5th, 6th etc. branches that may
contain # the correct move. However, probabilistically speaking, and
taking factors of efficiency in time # into account, ref: ch. 57 TP
H2S2 Time Allocation, we at least have enough information # to
make the decision to move forward to digging deeper # into branch
2. Branch 2, deeper exploration: 1…Qxd1+ (-5) 2. Rxd1 (+9 -5 =
+4) <o.m> Branch 2a: 2...Rxe4 (-5 + 4 = -1) Now this move is ok #,
since there is no longer the threat of f.Qxd5 (+9 m.d), which has
been resolved. With f being up 4 points of material in the resulting
bp of 2. Rxd1 (+4) in this branch #, this move is essentially forced,
so we can go deeper in this branch and only consider a breadth of
other options at the 2a branch point # if this branch does not turn up
the correct solution #

The b.p after 2…Rxe4 (-1), branch
2a, Ref: https://lichess.org/editor/
6k1/1r5p/5pp1/p4N2/4r3/1P5P
/P4PP1/1K1R4_w_-_-_0_4
3. Rd8+ <coerce.♚>f7> ref:
Ch-26 D.d-a,c H2S4 Coercion
The coercion, forced movement, of
the s.♚ to f7 places that♚ into a
fork end of the d6.♘-fork,vertex,
which is accessible to the f.♘ in its
b.p-1st,ply-mobility #.

3…Kf7 <o.m> 4. Nd6+ $b7-♜,$e4-♜ ! ♚e7 $d8.♜
The s.♚ piece checks the d8.♖ and of the 2 e.♜ captures available
to the f.d6-♘, only the capture in b7 # also defends the f.d8-♖,
which is hangtacked in the position resulting from 4…Ke7. 5. Nxb7
(+5 - 1 = +4) ! This move looks like a viable / assassination capture,
but we need to validate that no avengence is possible # in order to
confirm that this continuation in branch 2a is in fact the solution:
After 5…Rb4 $b7.N, the f player is under double attack and must
demonstrate that this double attack can be resolved in order to
justify the assassination. The double attack has a caveat in that one
of the attacked ren, the b7.♘, defends the other, the d8.♖.
Therefore, f does not need to be concerned about the component of
the double attack # that is the attack on the d8.♖ in the immediate

next turn, but the attack on the b7.♘ is of immediate concern
because it is undefended, and if it moves in the ply succeeding
5…Rb4, the d8.♖ will be en prise ref:
https://www.chess.com/terms/en-prise-chess. Key insight, the
puzzle “DoD”: Fortunately, f has a number of ways to resolve this
double attack, and this puzzle will be considered “done” as soon as
this is demonstrated # The most tactically ideal way to resolve the
double attack is by 6. Rh8 $h8.♟ !, establishing an indirect defense
of the b7.♘ via a skewer trap extending from h7 to b7, taking
advantage of the alignment ref: ch. 3, effect, alignment.

Alternatively, 6. Nxa5 works along the same lines #, as a capture of
the d8.♖ will result in an absolute fork in the c6 fork vertex of the ♘
#, recuperating material by assassinating the b4.♜ instead. Note
that Nxa5 also removes the defender of the b4.♜ such that the
subsequent capture in that sq is for free. R: Both 6. Nxa5 and Rh8
are forms of indirect defense, in which a tactic that is not direct effect
# allows material to be recuperated following a capture, whether that
material is | | a | ren | that performed | that | capture | or not. Ref: ch.
38 h2s2 TR, indirect defense. The third method to resolve the
double attack is a | | run|fense |, of the d8.♖ to b8🛡b7.♘,
subjecting the pair of ren to an auto-pin:

The position after 6. Rb8
Interestingly, the relative pin <ref:
ch. 29 pin, h2s2 rel.pin>
👁, 🦷 along the b-file is not an
issue for f because the geometrics
of the position prevents the s.♚
from approaching the pinned and
pinned-to pair in the b-file,
including the d7.sq, which is cut off
from the s.♚ # due to
s.Nc5+$clr.b8-♜>b4-♖. Fin.

Ex-14:
S is down 2 exchanges (-4) and 2
pawns (-2) in the initial b-p, so we
will most likely need at least # a
e-R assass to complete the puzzle,
as a cursory glance # at the initial
b-p indicates that there is no
checkmate available. The first
move is a relatively easy one to
play:1…Qxh4+ (+1 - 6 = -5) ! [1]
The b-p following 1…Qxh4+ (+1) !
The most forcing move available,
one of two possible checks and the
only one that does not immediately
blunder material, and a +1 capture.
1…Bxf5 (+5)?? Is not possible due
to 2. Qe8 # !, immediately ending
the game. 2. Kg2 <o-m> Qxg3+
(+1 - 5 = -4) ! Another easy move
to play, again the most forcing
move available, (+1), and checks
the e-K on a K.only-contended,
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supported adjacent check square, a Swallow’s tail pattern <r: ch. 1
H2S4 H3S2 H4S1>, leaving the K with only 2 run-sqs. 3. Kf1 ! The
other legal move, 3. Kh1, gets mated after 3…Qh3+ ! 4. Qh2 <o-m>
Qxh2#, supported by the s.d6-B. After this move, the fork to win
further material becomes apparent: [2] The b-p after 3. Kf1 3…Qh3+
KQR<n> abs-fork ! 4. Ke1 Qxf5 (+5 - 4 = +1) 🛡e6-B !Although the
s.e6-B was unable to capture this R in the prior ply of the puzzle, the
s-Q can, as it is not the interposer preventing Qe8#, and moreover,

4. Qxf5 adds a critical defender of
that B, which was hangtacked in
the initial b-p. 4…Qxf5 completes
the assass in 4, but the puzzle
additionally asks us to play # the
only legal check move in the next
ply #, ply 8, and that move is 5.
Rg8+ ! [3] The b-p after 5. Rg8+ !
This tricky move goads us into
playing 5…Bxg8 (+5) ??, a
planmnesia move that forgets why
we couldn’t play s-Bxf5 earlier, due
to Qe8#, which is still a trap

execution move <r: ch. 11 D> if we fall for s-Bxg8 here # Another
natural idea, 5…Bf8 -+?? is also a failed justification, as the
temp-sack 6. Rxf8+ ! will recuperate 2 minors for the R: 6…Qxf8
-🛡e6-B 7. Qxe6+ (0) and the game is drawn with exactly even
material. 5…Qf8 -+?? is obviously incorrect, as it blunders the s-Q.
Therefore, the correct answer to the last leg, and the justification
move of the assass, is the plain and simple 5…Kd7 -+ !, escaping
the home rank check via run and avoiding the loss of any material,
as well as checkmate # Fin. https://www.chess.com/
puzzles/problem/1224555/practice.

Ex-15: 20. Qb3+ Kg7 <forced> 21. Rd7+ ! Re7 <int +, forced> 22.
Ne6+$.f8-R ! <abs-pin, exploit!> <coercion, exploit!> Kh6 23. Nxf8 (+5)
<assass in 4>
https://lichess.org/oQG8ng4u/black#39

Ex-16: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49693129065 12. Bxd4
! exd4 13. Bb5 !! <abs.📌-Q> <t-sack> with the idea of when
13…Qxb5 <-3> :( 14. Nc7+$ ! followed by 15. Nxb5 <+9, assass in
4>

Ex-17: https://www.chess.com/game/live/49775974109 33. Nxh8 <+3>
3.76 <decoy> <attraction>, a eastward | force that pulls the s.g8-K one sq
toward the h-file and into a sq in which it 1) is subject to (+) and 2) loses
effect of the f7 advance-sq of the f.f6-P. The magnitude of the force is
proportional to the 3 m-v of the f.g6-N multiplied by the unit acceleration
of the chess board. 33…Kxh8 <-3> 34. F7 <clr+> ! followed by 35.
fxe8=Q+ <assass in 3> <+5>

Ex-18: // Calculate the force, and multiply that force by the distance that
the pulled zi moves, to calculate the force by W = f*D <ch-44 H2S1
H3S9>.
The move-sol is 1. Bb5! <clr+> <abs-pin> Kf8 <run+> 2. Rxd8+
<+5> Nxd8 <o-m> 3. Re8# ! The attraction move is Rxd8+,
decoying the N, which was terminally pinned to the e8.mate-sq. The
N has a mat-val of 3, which we will set as its mass, in kg.
Previously, we established that the acceleration constant in chess
is 1, and, therefore, the force to pull the N is 3 kga. The distance
upon which this Force acts is sqrt(4+1) = 2.236 d-u, by the
Pythagorean theorem. Therefore, the total work done by the
attraction move is 6.7 kga*d-u.

Ex-19: 76(!). Nf5+ ! Kf6 <forced> 77. E7 <fetus> ! <t-sack> Kxf5 <-3>
78. e8=Q 1-0 https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50032213339

Ex-20: By Newton’s second law F = ma, we know that Force and
acceleration are directly proportional. Therefore, we need to determine the
relationship between acceleration and displacement. Acceleration = Δd /
Δs^2, where d is displacement. Plugging this definition of a into F =
ma, and we have F = m(Δd / Δs^2) = F = mΔd / Δs^2. From this, we
can see, formulaically, without using any numbers, that doubling Δd,

without changing any other values, would double F. Time: over 30
days.

Push:
Ex. 1
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/774922 First remove the

defender of e8 via deflection, then
coerce king to a fork end of the
Ne8 fork vertex

Ex. 2
https://www.chess.com/puzzles
/problem/1234047 Key move is 3.
Bxb7, a decoy to draw the s.e7-Q
away from contention of e8, which
allows a queen fork in that square
to pick up the undefended g6-R,
also absolute pin and siege in b7,
and a check bounce, bounce from
f3 - c6 - e8.

Push - 3
Answer: 1…c5! Rxe8
Nxe8!, maintaining the
alignment with the
hangtacked d1-Q along
the d-file by the s.d8-Q
Commentary: you're
coercing away the

interposing piece to set up a check discovering attack tactic, that's
pretty cray cray this is about a move that sets up a later tactic
remove the blocker @VelcroDot the N is not "defending" the Q,
although it is in a way, it's blocking an attack |=p interpose means to
go between

Push - 4
Probably #20. Category, coercion #: Find the assassination in 6 from
this position:

Solution: 20. 1. Qxf8+ Kc7 2. Re7+
Kb6 3. Qd8+ Kc5 4. Rc7+ Kb4 5.
Qxg5 and if hxg5, 6. Rxc2 6.0 Ref:
https://lichess.org/analysis/2k2r2
/pp4p1/3Q3p/1P4q1/P3R3/
5PpK/2r4P/8_w_-_-_0_1#0

Push-5:
1…Qg4+ 2. Rg3 d1=Q! (+9 # +0 =
+8) 3. Rxd1 (-9 + 8 = -1) Qxd1 (+5
- 1 = +4) Using a promoted pawn to
attract an e.R into a square where
it is now hangtacked, after capture.

Push-6: assassination in 6 (!)

serial coercion of an enemy King
littered with forcing moves and mate
traps drives it to the fork end of a 2nd
rank s-R fork vertex:
https://www.chess.com/

puzzles/problem/1252323

Additional
resources:

Kuhn, Thomas S., and Ian Hacking. The Structure of Scientific
Revolution. University Of Chicago Press, 2012.
Walker, Jearl. Fundamentals of Physics. John Wiley & Sons, 2008.

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49693129065
https://www.chess.com/game/live/49775974109
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50032213339
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/774922
https://www.chess.com/
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Britannica, The Editors of Encyclopedia. "work". Encyclopedia
Britannica, 12 May. 2020,
https://www.britannica.com/science/work-physics. Accessed 25 July
2022.
Fullerton, Dan. “AP Physics C - Rotational Dynamics.” FizziksGuy,
YouTube, 23 Oct. 2012,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6S_n-Nf6vxk.
Britannica, The Editors of Encyclopedia. "conservative force".
Encyclopedia Britannica, 26 Apr. 2022,
https://www.britannica.com/science/conservative-force. Accessed 25
July 2022.
Cook, Alan H. , Faller, James E. and Nordtvedt, Kenneth L..
"gravity". Encyclopedia Britannica, 17 Nov. 2021,
https://www.britannica.com/science/gravity-physics. Accessed 25
July 2022.
The Origin of the Moon,
http://astronomy.nmsu.edu/geas/lectures/lecture07/slide02.html.
Sutton, Christine. "weak interaction". Encyclopedia Britannica, 30
May. 2019, https://www.britannica.com/science/weak-force.
Accessed 25 July 2022.

- Science writer. Research Associate, Department of
Nuclear Physics, University of Oxford. Author of The
Particle Connection and Spaceship Neutrino.

McGrayne, Sharon Bertsch , Robinson, Frank Neville H. and
Kashy, Edwin. "electromagnetism". Encyclopedia Britannica, 18 Jan.
2022, https://www.britannica.com/science/electromagnetism.
Accessed 25 July 2022.
Britannica, The Editors of Encyclopaedia. "photon". Encyclopedia
Britannica, 12 Feb. 2021,
https://www.britannica.com/science/photon. Accessed 25 July 2022.
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Book-27: Capture the defender: chapt-mn:
Captures are tactical moves changing material balance where an opponent piece is removed from the board as part of the completion of the
move. This is either done by moving a piece to a square, which is occupied by the opponent captured piece - or as a special case of pawn
takes pawn, en passant. Winning captures are those with least valuable aggressor of most valuable victim, where even a recapture would win
material, and captures of pieces en prise, that is the union of undefended (hanging) pieces, as well as pieces defended inadequately. <r:
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Captures>

Ch-27: Cap-🛡: H2S1: Cap-🛡 creates a tempo:
Capture the defender tactics work when the tempo that the defending side must invest to | | recapture | the
defender | capture #np does not add a replacement | defender to the critically defended occupied square
that is the co-protagonist of the theme. In the (D), the s.e4-sq is neutral with <2:2> and 7. Cxd5 (+1) ! creates
a recapture impetus # on the s.f6-N, which is already a defender of the s.e4-P and therefore cannot add
itself as a defender, logically <ch-8> as it is already a defender, and the max defensive effect of any
individual zi is 1 #np https://lichess.org/QvgM8vI9/white#12

Ch-27: Cap-🛡: H2S2: Alignment of themes:
The synchronization of the various fighting arms to achieve the tactical mission is known as combined arms
tactics. One method of measuring tactical effectiveness is the extent to which the arms, including military
aviation, are integrated on the battlefield. A key principle of effective combined arms tactics is that for
maximum potential to be achieved, all elements of combined | arms teams need the same level of mobility,

and sufficient firepower and protection. The history of the development of combined arms tactics has been dogged by costly and painful
lessons. For example, while German commanders in World War II clearly understood from the outset the key principle of combined arms
tactics outlined above, British commanders were late to this realization. Successful combined arms tactics require the fighting arms to train
alongside each other and to be familiar with each other's capabilities. <r: “combined arm tactics”, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Military_tactics>
In contrast to a linear alignment, in which multiple zi on board are located in a particular parallel edge or non-parallel edge line to bring out the
possibility of a single tactical theme, an alignment of themes is a merger <r: ch-8 H2S5 H3S2> of the idea of an alignment, but branching into
themes rather than lines as the second component, and is a board position in which multiple themes, rather than zi, align to bring out the
possibility of a tertiary theme that is not tangible in itself, so to speak, but is born out of # the compounding of these other themes; therefore,
this is a “man-made”, deduced aspect of the position and a layer up for alignment of zi. See an example of alignment of themes in our tactical
exercises ch-24 ex-2, explanation of 18. Nxf6+ ? <hl> Alignment of themes # also explains why it’s important for us to study definitions well,
and not only definitions, but compound definitions, as the very concept of alignment of themes, an advanced concept <fbno>, is the
compounded concept from multiple intermediate alignment of lines, which themselves are compounded from the mainframe level
understanding of zi, derived from the rules. Just as the endgame tablebase expands exponentially in complexity with each zi added to the
board #, we can expect tactical concepts to likewise grow in total possibilities as we move up into the next layer of abstraction. ==
Constellations are also referenced in ch-23 H2S1 <hl> # The capture the defender tactical concept serves as a solid foundation upon which to
build an alignment of themes due to their frequency and simplicity of understanding.

H3S1: Alignment of themes x cap-🛡:
The probability of an event that requires two components events to occur simultaneously is the multiplication <r: ch-19 H2S1 H3S1 H4S2> of
the probabilities of each of the individual events. == So if the probability that capture the defender occurs in a given b-p is, say, 1/10, and the
probability of another alignment of lines theme is 1/100, then the total probability of an alignment of themes between the capture the defender
theme and the other theme is 1/10 * 1/100 = 1/1000, or 0.1% (!) == The probability of a checkmate occurring before move 40 if random moves
are made is also close to 0, so we can see, empirically, the force that the human will has to bend probability in the face of randomness <r:
ch-45 CM H3S1 H4S2>, and the degree with which education <r: ch-20> via the indoctrination of | definitions can categorically advance the
sophistication | of performance # In other words, if we understand the definitions of capture the defender, probability, and alignment of themes,
then our chances of manifesting such an alignment on the board becomes much higher than 0.1%, and this application of our tactical will on
the board will lead to more spectacular ☄ games of chess. == Our understanding of this tripartite # merger between probability, will, and
tactical themes defeats a dogmatic modern chess paradigm that the games of old masters were somehow inferior to the more “nuanced”,
slower version of positional chess that brands super GM play in FIDE, although I’m not sure if the average 1,800 in the USCF <r: ch-16,
H2S8, H3S1>, an Army Veteran, George R. R. Martin, Sam Sloan, or a guy like me, would agree 🤣 It should be a desirable outcome of
positional play, which we will define here as the manipulation of | tactical probabilities <np> via noble maneuvering and | pawn structure
play, to manifest the simplest possible tactics that can assassinate material and win the game, much to the style of GM Hikaru Nakamura,
who certainly occupies the highest echelon of play both online and otb. In depth // write more: The process of compounding tactical themes is
simple, but requires an elevation in one’s complexity ceiling <r: ch-45>, but this in itself requires an enlightened understanding of neuroscience
<r: ch-49 H2S1 H3S1>. Just as a physical athlete # can enhance one’s training regimen to become stronger and be able to perform more
complex motions on a large field via understanding of one’s biochemical musculature #, one should expect, logically, than an intellectual
athlete can optimize one’s mental performance, one important vector of which is attention capacity, which can facilitate one’s ability to
concentrate and build more complex tactical ideas without going over time in a real, rated, otb game # When one alignment of lines theme is
already present on board, and this theme is not immediately exploitable due to some homeostatic balancing factor in the defensive side <r: ch
60>, one can upset this homeostatic external by adding another alignment on the board, a form of threat creation via the building of threat load
<ch-11 H2S3>, and integration of the threat paradigm into our procedure of building alignment of themes can reduce <ch-9> the mental load
required to build these tactics. Like the spokes of a wheel <r: ch-44 H2S1 H3S9>, this central concept at the center hole of the wheel,
alignment of themes, connects circularly to the other chapters in #MIC, and efficiently #, and together, this circular web of connection rolls
forward circularly, in order to produce progressively more complex tactics that never exceeds the mental load of your brain (!)

https://emojipedia.org/shield/
https://emojipedia.org/shield/
https://emojipedia.org/shield/
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Ch-27: Cap-🛡: H2S3: Remove the cont:
In depth: remove the | contender, elementary | example: Arrow diagram drawn using the post-solve
analysis board at https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/677230. X-ref: ch. 23 double attack, exercises 6
solution. D4 is an attractive check and bounce vertex of the neutrally contended e5 square containing an e.N,
however it is contended by an e.N in the initial position and therefore not viably accessible to the e.d8-Q. ==
The | | resolution to this obstacle | to the adoption of the d4 check  bounce square | for the queen is a remove
the contender move 1…Nxe5 $f3.Ne.$, and here 2. Nxe5 <recapture>  is forced, else f has no alternate
recourse for the free noble capture in ply 1. == Now, #defd, the d4 sq is no longer contended by f, and the
neutral e5.N has been substituted via capture recapture, =red, syn <fbno> liquidation, by an undefended N in
that sq, allowing the s.Q to fork from d4, absolute, and win that N in an assassination in the 3rd move, 5th ply
from the initial b.p. == As from this example #, a remove the contender move is one that compels the

opponent to remove effect from an unoccupied square, and that unoccupied square has important tactical or strategic implications such that
increased control of that sq for p can lead to | |  usage of that square | toward an asassination |.

H2S3 H3S1: Remov-cont of a k-s <r: ch-21> via z-zwang:
In depth: mate in 3:F to move and checkmate in 3 moves. In this mate in 3 puzzle, the f.e1-N finds itself at
the opposite corner of a 4x5 rect to a s.h5-K. The fastest possible path between these two points is 3 moves,
however the Nd3-f4+ path is unavailable due to adequate defense of the s.f4-P by the s.g5-P, and removing
this defender and delivering checkmate is not viable in only 3 moves; note that it takes the N 3 moves to
reach h5, but only 2 moves to check there, so we have a free move at our disposal. == The answer to the

puzzle is 1. G4+ !!, sacrificing the f.g2-P via e.p capture by s, which is
forced, else mate; 1…fxg3 e.p 2. Ng2 ! , occupying the sq just cleared in
the previous f ply <ref: ch. 21 KS H2S1>
The N is en route to its fastest path to h5, and it has one more aid at its
disposal; the s player is in zugzwang ref: <ch. 56: h2s3>; the only zi it can
legally move <ch. 18 H2S4 legal moves> is the g5.P; 2…g4 :( 3. Nf4#
R: Run zone analysis of the b.p after 2…g4 :( demonstrates that the e.K is
immobilized # and the uncapturable, unblockable, by definition N+ at f4 is
mate. X-ref: <ch. 5 H2S1 H3S3 H4S4> In the preceding in depth example,
the move to remove the contender is 2. Ng2 !, and the contender that is
removed is the s.g5-P, the mechanism of the removal is the state of
Zugzwang <r: ch. 56 H2S3> in the resulting b-p with s-move caused by the
s.g3-P blockading move 2. Ng2 !, and the key square # from which the last

contender is removed is f4, which is the checkmate square of the puzzle.

Ch-27: + A - D H2S4: Remov via liq:
In Depth: L: Effect diagram of the initial b.p, highlighting the adequate
defense of f2, the lone defense of the f.d4-R, and that R’s # location along
the a7|g1 down, which includes the f-K. Ref:
https://lichess.org/analysis/1k3r2/
1pp4p/p3p1p1/3pPr2/N2R3Q/PP6/2q2PPP/5RK1_b_-_-_0_1.
Given these solve parameters, we can begin to look for the most forcing
moves in the initial b.p <ref: ch. I H2S1: FMH>:Checkmate: there is no
immediate checkmate, nor forced mating sequence. Double check: there is
no double check. Clearance check | checkscovery: there is no clearance
check or checkscovery, as there are no s road nobles in alignment with the f
King in the initial b.p # Check: Branch 1: There is 1 check in the position,
1…Qxf2+ (+1 - 2 = -1) but after 2. Rxf2 (-9 - 1 = -10) the s player has simply

lost his queen. Noble capture: There are 0 possible noble captures in the initial b-p # Threats: Threat to checkmate. Branch 2: There is a
move that can create a threat to checkmate in this position, # 1…Rxf2 (+1 - 2 = -1), with the threat being t.2…Rxf1# # Taking a look at
potential f responses to this capture and threat mate: Branch 2a: 2. Rxf2 (-5 - 1 = -6), the obvious move, loses to a forced mate after 2…Qc1+
3. Rd1 <forced> Qxd1+ 4. Rf1, as blocking the check is the only option, 5. Q/Rxf1#. Therefore, this branch can be eliminated. Branch 2b: 2.
Qxf2 (-5 - 1 = -6) Rxf2 (+9 - 6 = +3), and now s is up a Q + 2 pawns for R + minor = +3, and therefore f is forced to recapture in f2 to maintain
playability # 3. Rxf2 (-5 + 3 = -2): The resulting b.p of 3. Rxf2 (-2) Here, s has a nice finishing trick # to assassinate material after sacrificing
temporarily 2 R for a Q + P in the f2 square #: 3…Qc1+ ! 4. Rf1, <forced>, Qe3 + $d4.R !, and now, with the f.d4-R’s lone defender in the
f.h4-Q having been liquidated and therefore removed at f2, the f.d4-R is completely undefended # and becomes hangtacked when the s.Q
adds herself as an attacker via bounce check in the e3 check square > d4 occupation square of the f-♖
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Ch-27: Cap-🛡: Exercises:

Ex. 1: Find the assassination in 3, 4:

Ex. 2: Can f get away with 19. Ne6 $$$$ <ref: ch. 10 NT CM H3S2
H4S2 H5S4>?

Ex. 3: Can s save his hangtacked b2-N with 18…Nc4?

Ex-4: Find an assass in 5 that is the backup tactic # of an assass in 4.
Justify and elaborate on both.

Ex-5:

R: Ex-6:

Ex-7: What’s the difference
between 17-fs Nxe7+ or Rxe7 (+3)
?

Last cap multi-cap:
In a last cap multi-cap sequence, an assass occurs, winning
material because the attacker made both the first and last
captures in a capture sequence, resulting in 1 additional capture

for the attacking side. // Sources, all below #: Winning Chess
Tactics, Invisible Moves, Hertan, and Mastering Chess Tactics

L: Ex-8: Game: GM D-Gukesh<IND-2> vs GM Daniele
Vocaturo<ITA> 2022 Chess Olympiad, rd-4.

Ex-9: Game: GM Gabriel Sargissian<ARM><2698> vs GM Fabiano
Caruana<USA><2783>, ‘22 Olympiad rd-7.

L: Ex-10: [800]

Ex-11: [1,200]

Capture the contender:

Ex-12: [2,200] Game: GM Pentala Hari-

krishna <IND> vs GM Mastro-vasilis, Dimitrios <GRE> 2022 Chess
Olympiad, Chennai, India rd-3.

R: Ex-13: [1,730]

L: Ex-14: [1,420]

R, lower: Ex-15: [2,000]: Game: Bird vs Englisch Vienna 1882 via
Hertan<a-r>
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3x merger alignment of themes:

L: Ex-16:

Ex-17: [1.541]

Ex-18: [1,400]

R: Ex-19: Double attack, c-d, deflection. [2,000] Yakun Hu <~1500>
vs Bryan Castro <~1900> at Elma,
NY 7/23/22.

Ex-20: [1,000] Game: u/protonix13
<2,028> vs Sandro Safar <FIDE =
2240>

Solutions:
1: Student: I've been staring at this
puzzle for a hot minute and literally
can't even see any valid candidates.
I mean yeah you can take on f6 but

you have 2 attackers and he has defenders, how do you win material?
Teacher: Well, so you have eliminated 1. Bxf6+ $e.$-e7.♝ and 1.
Rxf6 (+3 + 0 = +3), which looks to lose material after 1…Bxf6 (-5
+ 3 = -2). These are the only two captures of nobles available in
this even material starting position. Now that we have bumped
ourselves down on the hierarchy of forcing moves <ref: ch. 59 I,
H2S1 FMH>, how about we consider a quiet move <ref: ch. 40
IZUr H2S4: Quiet Move>?
Student: // recollects the definition of a quiet move and gives the
idea of 1. Rae1 (with notation), leading to the following diagram:

Student: The N is also pinned to
the B so it can't move after you
attack the B either, since Nd5
uncovers another attack.
Student: You have 1...Rd7 as
the response to 1. Rae1 but it
looks like 1...Re8 has
approximately the same effect? I
can still play 2. Rxe7,
temporarily sacrificing the
exchange and if Rxe8, Bxf6+ will

win the N, and also recuperate the exchange at e7, leaving you
up a full bishop. So you lose an exchange -2, then gain back a N
+3, and a +2 on that with getting an exchange back for +3, just to
check the math a bit. == Student: Alright yeah I took the bishop
and as expected he took back so I played 3. Bxf6+ attacking the
e7 rook and the puzzle was over. That was 2 hours haha but I
wasn't looking at it actively the entire time. // is this a threatmove
the defender?

Ex. 2:

An arrow diagram of the position
following 18. Ne6 4$ ??
In the initial b.p, f has a
comfortable advantage with 2
R’s on open or half-open files,
an active f.g5-B, N on c5, and
superior attacking prospects in
the opposite-side castling
situation. 19. Ne6 4$ # looks like
a powerful invasion into the
e.camp, a quadruple attack, but
in fact f would be suffering from

a bit of attacker’s neglect <ref: ch. 44 TB H2S3> due to his own
vulnerability along the d-file # as well as in the neutral f.e2-N,
which will fall in some cases when the f.d1-Q is removed from its
defense # Indeed, the refutation of 19. Ne6 4$ ?? is the stunning
temporary queen sacrifice 19…Qxe6 (-3 + 0 = -3) ! !, capturing in
a last-defended sq <ref: ch. 3 D> such that forced is # 20. Dxe6
(+9 - 3 = 6); afterwards, s has the necessary follow-up, lest he
remain down a queen permanently #, 20…Rxd1 (-9 + 6 = -3),
which is also a great move, because it removes the last defender
of the f.e2-N while recuperating 9 points of material, a
dual-purpose move; after 21. Rfxd1 # (+5 - 3 = +2), which is f’s
best option here as it is the highest value available capture, and
while the f.e2-N <value=3> is hangtacked, its value is still less
than the hangtacked noble on the opposing side at d1; finally,
21…Bxe2 (-3 + 2 = -1) picks up a full hangtacked noble at e2,
leaving s having captured 2 minors + Q for 1 R + Q in the
sequence, a +1 m.d gain for s # <ref: ch. 3 eff CM>
Note that 21…Rcxd1 (+5 - 3 = +2) achieves the purpose of
recapturing # the s.R at d1, fulfilling the same condition of that
recapture as 21…Rfd1 (+2), but fails to meet a secondary
condition # <ref: ch. 7 H2S1> of not leaving f susceptible # to
further material loss #, as now 21…Bxe2 (-1) will fork the 2 Rs,
leading to a minor capture of a R # in turn 22 and leaving s up a
full noble (-3) rather than 2 minors for an R (-1).

In the event of 21. Rc<rt.f>xd1?
(+2) 21…Bxe2 (-1) $$ comes
with a fork of 2 Rs in the
resulting b.p of turn 21.5.
Fin. Ref:
https://www.chess.com/analysis
/game/live/0e0b69eb-bb41
-11ec-8b23-1787b401000f
?tab=review.

Ex. 3: Nope !
F has the powerful followup 19.

Bxf6 (+3) ! and after 19…xf6 (-3) 20. Bxd5+ (+1) ! , capturing the
defender of the c4-N with check.
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The b-p after 20. Bxd5+ (+1) !
The c4-N is now hangtacked and
no longer pawn-defended, and
assass will follow in 21-f.
R: https://www.chess.com/
analysis/game/live/
45351085267?tab=review

Ex-4:
This is a hypothetical position
from my game, closely related,
against Thomas J Weaver
<USCF 1950> at the Rochester

Chess Center in 2/22 out of the Sicilian Dragon #
Starting FEN: 8/2r1p2p/3p4/1p1PkppP/p1PR2P1/PP1K1P2/8/8 b
- - 0 34
34…bxc4+ (+1) kicks things off #
If f captures 35. bxc4 (0), he allows an assass in 3: 35…Rb7 !
seizing the b-file, just opened #, without f ability to challenge due
to his pseudo-piecemated d4-R <mob = 2 :(> To follow is
36…Rb3+ followed by 37…Rxa3 <assass, in 4>
35. Rxc4 (0) ! freeing the R <mob = 11> 35…Rxc4 (+5) 36. Kxc4
axb3 (+1) ! 37. Kxb3 (0) fxg4 (+1) 38. Fxg4 Kxd5 (+1) <assass,
in 5>
Ex-5:
Game: Lacasa Diaz vs Moreno Ruiz
1…Qxc3 ! capturing the defender of the now hangtacked f.e2-N,
which is located in a royal fork vertex #
2. bxc3 Nxe2+$.c1-Q, and s will recuperate the Q having
captured # 2 minors at the cost of 1 <assass>; 2. Qxc3 has the
same outcome, as both c1 and c3 are fork ends of the e2 N
vertex #

Ex-6:
23…Nxe4 <cap-🛡, f5-R> ! and f now has to invest a tempo # to
defend his now hangtacked f5-R and cannot avenge this pawn
assass <+1> https://www.chess.
com/analysis/game/live/47042997797

Ex-7:
Besides the obvious fact that # Nxe7+ is not only a capture but
also an abs-fork of the c8-R, a capture continuation, Rxe7 has the
flaw of permitting 17…Bxd5 (-3) ! capturing the defender of this R
and causing its assass in the next s-ply. https://www.chess.com/
analysis/game/live/47046015383

Ex-8:
Here, GM Gukesh played 29. Bxf7+<t-sack!><+1> and now, if
Kxf7<t.sack-gote><-3> 30.
Rxf6+<t.sack-2><+3><capture.🛡-d8> Kxf6<-5> 31. Rxd8<+5>,
for a seq-Δ of +1. <a-r>

Ex-9:
42. Rb4<RQK.[E]-skw>!<1:1> Qc2<run-$> 43. Nxc6<cap-🛡!>
Qxc6<-3> 44. Qxe4<assass>, with the second capture, for f,
only, created by the cap.🛡-move.

Ex-10: https://lichess.org/P6PlAsjd/white#60
31. Rxc6<cap-🛡> Rxc6<-5> 32. Bxd5<+1, seq!> Fin.v-5

Ex-11: https://lichess.org/PO9ZFBHD/white#34
18. Bxh7+ Kxh7 19. Qxg5<+9> Fin.v-5.

Ex-12: x-ref ch-36 ex-4
Here, GM Harikrishna played 28.
Bxd5!!<+1><t.sack-2!><-1.e-cont,e4!> A second unacceptable |
sacrifice that clears the f5-sq if captured, via decoy
28…Bd3<cont-h7>! 29. Nh5+ Kh7<run+> 30. Be4+ and
Mastrovasilis resigned on account of # a) 30…Kg8 31. Qg4+
Qg5<o.m-!#><2:1><+9>, whereas Kh8 32. Qg7# b) 30...f5<int+>
31.exf6+<$.scovery-e7,Q!> Bxe4<-3><forced>
32.Qxe4+<+3><🕐-gain> Kh8<run+> 33. fxe7<+9, assass> c)
30…Bxe4 31. Qxe4+<+3, -1> Kh8<run+> 32.

Nf6+<thr-Qh7#><block-f!> and s has no recourse to stop Qh7#,
without losing his Q. If the 28-f sack was accepted: 28…exd5<-3>

29. Qg4+ Kh8<run+> 30.
Qf5<thr-Qh7#> and the Q finds
the best diag
Bd3<$>(cont-h7)<1:0> 31.
Qxd3<+3><thr-resumed!> and
now f must lose his Q, once |
again. [D]: The finishing blow
for f revolves around | clearing
e-P contention of the d3/h7,
where s already has the asset of
the blockaded s.f-P and s.e7-Q,
which cannot intervene in time.
Fin.v4-2.

Ex-13: https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/150830
1. Qxc8<+5><t-sack!><cap-cont!> Qxc8<-9> 2. axb8=Q<1:1,
res><+8> Qxb8<forced!> 3. Rxb8<+9, assass><p-m!>
Bxd5<forced> 4. cxd5<assass, 2!> Fin.v-5.

Ex-14: https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/99699
F would like to Ne7+$, but the grounds have not yet been tilled:
1. Bxc5<+3>! Incidentally, the c6-Q was also overloaded:
Bxc2<forced><-9> 2. Ne7+$! K-run 3. Nxc6<recoup>, assass in
1! Fin.v-5.

Ex-15: 1…Rxa4<+3><cap.cont-c5!> 2. bxa4<-3><trap-fall!>
Bc5<1:1>$(+)<Q-assass> Fin.v-5.

Ex-16: Game <a-r>: GM Michael Adams <2731> vs GM Rustam
Kasimdzhanov <2652> <Tripoli, Libya 1.1 million pop, North Africa>
2004 World Chess Championship Knock-Out Tournament O: B43
Sicilian <2…e6 ,4…a6>  31…Rxb4 <temp-sack, T-1> ! <capture-🛡 >
32. Axb4 <-5 >32. Ne7+ <+scovery $.d6-R> !  Qxe7 <-3> 33. Qxd6
<v.a-a, simp!> liquidating with a gain of pp but no material resulting
m-d +1 # Sourced © Chessable.com.

Ex-17:
1.Bxb5 <+3> <attraction-sente!> ! Rxb5 2.Bd6+ <+scovery!>
Nxd6 3.Qxd6+ <capture-🛡>! Ka8 4. Rxb5 <+5, assass in 4>
https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/75214914

Ex-18:

Read ch-59 H2S1 H3S10 H4S4 H5S1 for an in-depth
description of this theme: 2. Rxf6 <1:1> <+3, assass in 3>
<cap-🛡> <hangtacked> $.e-$,🛡.f3-Q ! Qxf3 <-9> <forced>
3…Rxf3 <+9, +3> <capfense-2!>

Ex-19:
23. Qh4! $.f6-P <2:2> $.h7-P <2:1> <double-attack!> Rf7 <int$>
<forced> 24. Rxf7 <+5> <deflection> <c-d>! Kxf7 <-5>
<defl-gote> 25. Qxh7+ <+1> with an attack, to follow.

Ex-20: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/30311965399
17…cxd4 <$.c3-N><capture.🛡-e5,N[1:0,r!]> 18. Nc6 $.d8-Q
<cntr> Qb6(+)<run$>! 19. Rf6 $.h6-P dxc3<clr+><+3, assass in
3>
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/30311965399 Themes:
capture-🛡, double attack <ch-23>, competing threats <ch-37>,
z-zug <ch-40>

Push:
1 - // g5, long distance removes the possibility of defense. Position starts
just before g5 #

https://lichess.org/P6PlAsjd/white#60
https://lichess.org/PO9ZFBHD/white#34
https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/150830
https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/99699
https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/75214914
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/30311965399
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/30311965399
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Additional resources:
Chessib.com,
http://www.chessib.com/world-championship-kasimdzanov-adams
-games-2004.html?i=1.
Seirawan, Yasser. Winning Chess Tactics. Everyman Chess,
2005.
Chandler, Murray. Chess Tactics for Kids. Gambit, 2003.

“George Jennings vs Francois
Philidor (1790).”
Chessgames.com, 1790,
https://www.chessgames.com/
perl/chessgame?gid=1580875.
London Blond 1790, f-pawn
odds anti-Philidor here Philidor
played 10…Bxb3 (+3)
<capture-the-🛡> <ch-27> 11.
Bxd4 ! exd4 (+3) 12. Axb3 (0)
dxc3 (assass in 3!)
“Harikrishna Pentala vs

Mastrovasilis Dimitrios - FIDE Chess Olympiad 2022.”
Chess.com,
https://www.chess.com/events/2022-fide-chess-olympiad/03/Harik
rishna_Pentala-Mastrovasilis_Dimitrios.
Gukesh, D, and Daniele Vocaturo. “44th Chess Olympiad 2022:
Open: Boards 1-40 • Round 4.” Lichess.org,
https://lichess.org/broadcast/44th-chess-olympiad-2022--open--bo
ards-1-40/round-4/5mV5xMWZ.
Hertan, Charles. Power Chess for Kids: Vol-2. New in Chess,
2013.
Bird, Henry, and Berthold Englisch. “Vienna, Vienna AUH, Rd
20, Bird Opening: Dutch Variation (A03) · 0-1.” Henry Bird vs
Berthold Englisch (1882), 3 June 1882,
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1001700.

https://www.chess.com/events/2022-fide-chess-olympiad/03/Harikrishna_Pentala-Mastrovasilis_Dimitrios
https://www.chess.com/events/2022-fide-chess-olympiad/03/Harikrishna_Pentala-Mastrovasilis_Dimitrios
https://lichess.org/broadcast/44th-chess-olympiad-2022--open--boards-1-40/round-4/5mV5xMWZ
https://lichess.org/broadcast/44th-chess-olympiad-2022--open--boards-1-40/round-4/5mV5xMWZ
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1001700
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Book-28: Piecemate chapt-mn:
Chessprogramming.org: Trapped pieces are the extreme examples of poor mobility. They are awkwardly placed and often endangered. A
typical example of a trapped piece is a white | Bishop on h7 blocked by the black | pawns on f7 and g6. Most of the time it gets eventually
captured, but it takes so much time that can be easily pushed over the horizon. Most of the time the best thing such a bishop can do is to
sacrifice himself for a (second) pawn, so its value should be decreased by about 150.

Chapt-mn H3S1: P-m defined:
A piecemated ren is a ren that is not only trapped but also attacked in the b.p-of, reference and that attack is
either 1) not of capture opposition <r: ch-3> or 2) of capture opposition, but the attacking ren is of lower value
than the piece checked ren and it is adequately defended in its attacking sq # (D) composed from
https://lichess.org/uC6T4JdD/black#46 by deleting the f.a1-R 24. G4 $.h5-Q ! Qh6 25. G5 <o.m-W!> $.h6-Q
<1:1.5> ! Qh5 <run $, forced> 26. Kf2 <run.fut-pin!> an impressive | prophylaxis <ch-61 H2S3> Fin.

Chapt-mn H3S2: P-m escapes:
1) Capture the piecemate attacker 2) Clear a new run sq 3) Run via interposition Fin-v1. // edit

Ch-28: P-m H2S1: Opening p-m:
In Depth: A thematic piecemate in the Hyper-Accelerated Dragon: A brief primer on the difference
between the Sicilian Dragon, the Accelerated Dragon, and the hyper-accelerated dragon, and their
analogues in the English Opening as first: The Catalan English opening suite, the Sicilian Dragon, and
the accelerated dragon, as well as the hyper-accelerated dragon, have a unifying similarity in that they
feature a c.pawn-2-thrust on turn 1, followed by the eventual fianchetto of the King’s B during the
development phase. The difference among these #defd, is that the English is played as first, and the depth
timing of the King’s B fianchetto differs. (D) The thematic similarity is the c-pawn to the c-same.moat,
g-same.garden, and B-g.same-P. Generally in chess, the adjective “accelerated” applied to a particular move
or technique indicates that the move is played 1 turn earlier, the previous same player ply, and
hyper-accelerated is two or more turns earlier. However, the Sicilian Dragon is by far the most popular

Sicilian Dragon opening as s, with about 4,500 recorded games in Shredder’s Opening database
<hyperlink>, and the move s.g6 comes in turn 5, while the accelerated dragon, 1 turn earlier, with
the move s.g6 coming in turn 4, has 3100 recorded in games in the same db, and finally the
position after the hyper-accelerated with 2…g6 has been reached 1500 times there. A fierce photo
that may help ingrain the Dragon family in your brain. Ref: NMIIX, a novel K-pop group born in
2/22. https://youtu.be/3GWscde8rM8. Important to note, in addition to the turn depth in which the
first fianchetto move s.g6 occurs, is what is skipped by playing s.g6 earlier in the Accelerated
versions of the Dragon #defd, and these skipped moves help to memorize the initial move orders
of the openings. Accelerated Dragon: In the accelerated dragon, the move s.d6 that is played in
turn 2 of the Sicilian Dragon is skipped; moreover, 3…Nc6 is generally played instead of 3…Nf6.
Hyper-accelerated dragon: In the hyper-accelerated dragon, both s.d6 and s.Nf6 of turns 3 and 4
in the Sicilian Dragon is skipped, and so is the alt Nc6 of the accelerated; s.g6 follows immediately
after 1…c5 and the opponent’s turn. English analogue: The English analogue to the Sicilian
Dragon, what I like to call the “Catalan English” in reference to a fusion |=syn merger between the
English 1. C4 and the Catalan variations of 1. D4 involving f.g3 at some point, and this opening
can also be referred to as the “Reverse Dragon”, begins with 1. C4 e5 2. G3, although certain

non-1…e5 English variations with a f.g3 at some point can be part of this group as well. == In the English opening, playing g.same-garden in
the second move is a far more proportionally common approach, occurring in nearly ⅓ of positions from the position after the move sequence

1. C4 e5 #defd, whereas the hyper-accelerated dragon is
rarer, at only 1.5% of positions resulting from the 3 ply
sequence 1. E4 c5 2. Nf3. == The reason for the increased
rarity of the HAD is due to complications that can result
from #defd the continuation 3. D4 cxd4 4. Qxd4 $.h8-R,
sending an attack ray #defd down the long uptail diagonal
toward the hangtacked h8-R, since the f.King’s-B has not
yet had the chance to #defd occupy that diagonal yet. We
will examine this complication as well as the ensuing N
piecemate that can result if the Dragon player is not careful
in the main below: Thematic Hyper Dragon Piecemate
Main: Ref:

https://www.shredderchess.com/online/opening-database.html In the position following 4. Qxd4 in
the HAD, 4…Nf6 is essentially forced #defd, with 4…f6 being a much less popular alternative,
because no other move can save the otherwise piecemated h8.R: 4…Bxg7 simply hangs a
minor.n, while 4…e5 e.$ hangtacks #defd that pawn with check, losing the ♜ anyway. ==
Following this, f has the option to play the challenging move 5. E5 !, and this is where s can run

into trouble #defd. FG A. The position after 5. E5, ref: Shredder Opening Online DB. Some evaluation of the psyche is necessary here. For
many weaker players, the natural reaction to a challenging move is retreat, and therefore a sideways move like 5…Nh5 -e.$ ?! <o.b> would be
expected to be a common response in lower level contests from this position #defd. From here, the f player might choose to press forward
with the clearance attack move <ref: ch. 33 clearance attack hyperlink> 6. E6 !, again forcing an adequate response #defd from s in order to
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stop the threat of assassination in h8-♜. After the particular line 6…f6 (other threat resolutions are possible, but this line leads to the
piecemate that we would like to discuss) 7. Bb5 ! Bg7 ($).e5Q,e.($)e5Q ? 8. Exd7+ ! Bxd7 9. Bxd7+ Qxd7 ? ? 10. Qxd7 !:

Left: The position after 10.
Qxd7+ The unfortunate N on h5
will be trapped with 11. G4 !
following the s recapture of the
d7.Q, since the 7th turn s
mistake Bg7 eliminated the last
viable run square of the
non-corner edge N that has 4
moves on an empty board <ref:
ch. 5: mobility h2s1 MRA H3S3,
N>. M: The piecemate
confirmation diagram of 11. g4

$.h5-N demonstrates the N is pawntacked and its 4 empty.bp-mb-sqs are
either cut off <f6, g7> or in e.control <g3, f4>. An analogous position in the
English Catalan, Reverse Dragon can be reached in a reversed move
order, 1. C4 e5 2. G3 d5 3. Cxd5 Qxd5 4. Nf3 e4 5. Nh4 e3 6. F3 Bb4 7.
Bg2 exd2+ 8. Bxd2 Bxd2+ 9. Qxd2 Qxd2+: (3) : The position after
9…Qxd2+, ref: u/arslanadil92 C.com game history, 3+2 on 3/20/22. In this
position, the h4.N will be trapped following 10. Xd2 by 10…g5 $.h4-N !, on
the same side of the board as in the preceding example, but now displayed
on the right side because we are seeing from the perspective of f #defd (4)
: The position after 10…g5. Reversing tracks to the position after the
contentious thrust #defd 4…e4 !, a better way to play #defd would have

been the clap back 5. Nc3 $$ !, a double attack move on the dijacent sqs d5.Q and e4.P, a viable zwischenzug because it depth cuts the s
player’s idea of threatening and capturing the f.f3-N by creating an even larger threat, winning the s.Q. (5) The position after 4…e4 ! from
earlier in the game. Following 5. Nc3 $$ !, the s.Q can feasibly run from the c3.N’s piece check to c/e6 #defd, <fbno> and in either case, the f
player should push to win the once defended neutral effect e4.P; if 5…Qc6, 6. E3 with the idea of Bb5 $c6.Q(+)<abs.pin> prevents an
immediate 6…exf3, or 6. Nd4 immediately gains a second tempo in a row by delivering another piece check to the s.c6-Q
If 5…Qe6, still trying to hold onto the pawn, either 6. Ng5 $$ or 6. Qa4+, both forks, one absolute #defd, will pick up the e4.P since the s

player does not have a chance to add a second defender to e4 due to the attack on either Q or K.
Reversing colors, resetting the game, and resuming forward to the HAD after 5. E5 ! briefly from
an earlier diagram. FG A, second appearance. Here, 5…Nc6 $$ !, the analogue to 5. Nc3 in the
Reversed Dragon English line, is also the better attempt to Nh5/4, but here one caveat prevents s
from immediately winning the e5.p: the N on f3 is a second defender, and therefore the tempo
gaining Qa5+ or Ng4 in the s player’s 6th turn, despite adding an attacker with tempo, is not
enough to overwhelm in that square #defd. == Nevertheless, the s player can secure a
comfortable position after knocking the f.Q from its perch on d4, often landing a N on d5 and
avoiding the same piecemate risk in the Nh5 line. == The clap back moves Nc3/6 represent not
only a different b.p direction for the Dragon player, but also a distinct psychological direction as
well: whereas Nh4/5 satisfies the weaker mind’s will to back down from confrontational complexity
#defd, Nc3/6, in stark contrast, answers confrontation with a | | raise | in tension | , to borrow the
term from Texas Poker, increasing the total effect in the position from 4.5 <f> + 0.5 <s> = 5.0 to 4.5
<f> + 2.5 <s> = 7.0, a tension increase of 40%, which is certainly enough to noticeably increase
discomfort, and moreover, can trigger the opponent to double down in his next move. Fin.

Post-script: It is interesting to note that in the b.p following 5. E5 in HAD and 4…e4 ! in the Catalan English line given in this section that the
only difference, despite the fact that the Dragon player is using a different half-turn’s zi and the board display is flipped, is the presence or lack
of a N on the opponent’s f-garden. In other words, if we vaporized the f3.N in the position after 5. E5 in HAD and set a new f.knight in g1, the
position would play exactly the same as the 4…e4 ! in the Catalan English, assuming the same player is still to move before and after this
hypothetical vaporization. This interesting fact highlights the fact that the difference in play f and s is not only the right to first move, but the fact
that in subsequent positions after the first move is played, that the f player has essentially always 1 additional zi in play; if this zi were reset as
an element to a different square on the level of board position, without changing or removing any moves, the net effect would be as if to
reverse the half-turn sides and give the non-f player the privilege of the first move. Brief note on the alternative recapture 10. Nxd2 /
10…Nxd7: In these cases, g4/g5 to attempt piecemate would not work because the dragon player has the piecemate saving resource ___.
See the positions as a puzzle in the exercises section of this chapter, and the solution to exercise #5 <hyperlink> Tension and tactical risks in
hyper-accelerating ideas: The hyper-acceleration of, or bringing to completion 2 or more turns earlier, one’s ideas can thematically, as seen
here in the analysis of piecemate threat(s) in the HAD and Reversed Dragon English, increase the load of tactical threats and effect load that
one may have to bear in the position. == The reason is that in less accelerated version of executing the same idea, such as in the standard
Sicilian Dragon, one invests the additional in-between turns on preparatory moves that clear the path for the main idea by prophylactically
preventing opponent’s threats as well as limiting his capacity to build effect load. == Presumably, the bringing of any idea to fruition is to the
advantage of the player to whom the idea belongs, whereas on the other hand #defd, an equivalently strong opponent will have his own idea
that will meet the completion of the p’s idea just in time #defd to counterbalance its effect. The counterbalancing force, however, of the
hyper-acceleration of one’s idea may not be an accordant hyper-acceleration of the opponent’s idea, as for example different ideas may be or
not be able to be progressed any faster, and therefore an alternative form of recourse that appears to be #built-in to the game is the bringing
about of various tactical consequences in the form of threat and effect load to discourage an unprepared player from shortcutting in terms of
depth. == The way around this, if one exists, is thorough preparation and by consequence #defd the ability to circumvent these tactical
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complications with absolute precision; in such situations, there is no room for probabilistic play or hope chess, as there may only be a single
sequence of moves in a 3, 5, or 7 ply thick of weeds #defd that makes the idea work, whereas all others fall hopelessly flat, making the player
wish that he had never tried at all in the first place. == Many ambitious young players are closer than they may realize to completing their
ideas when they fall prey to a complicating tactical trick; rather than give up completely, this section should encourage them to try again,
analyze afterward with an opponent, instructor, or an engine, and gain an appreciation for the variation complexity of chess #defd to hopefully
master the opening or strategic operation that they want to play.

H2S1 H3S1: P.m-C:
Despite its lack of feasible mobility, it will survive any piecemate threats from the lone R due to its defense by
a N, a form of adequate defense, reminding us that the conditions for a piecemate include not only a zeroing
of feasible mobility, but also at least 1 attack effect in the piecemated ren’s square of occupation and lack of
adequate defense. Excerpt from the solution to ex. 6, exercises this chapter. The 3 conditions to consider a
particular ren “piecemated” are as follows: 1) The piecemated ren must have a feasible mobility of 0. The
feasible mobility of a ren is its legal mobility, the set of all squares that it can legally move to in the next that
player turn #defd, subtracted by the number of squares | | within | its legal  mobility | that are neutral or in the
other player’s control and not occupied by a ren belonging to that other player that is equal or higher value to
the piecemated ren. 2) The piecemated ren must be receiving attack effect from at least one enemy zi. 3)
The piecemated ren must lack adequate defense, taking into account the material value of the ren that it is
receiving attacking effect from. [D]: Does 1…Ng6 <env ch-22 H2S2> !, a nice p-m setup that removes, via
interposition <ch-31>, 3 legal mobility of the f.g7-Q, meet the 3 p-m conditions? Not yet. 2. Nf4 <1:1>

$.e-$,g6-N Bf8 <3.5:1> $.g7-Q ! 1) all mobility of the f.g7-Q are covered, by lower value ren 2) it is now, under attack 3) only the f4-N can
move to defend it, in the immediate ply, but this is not a sufficient defense. Therefore, the g7-B is piecemated in the b-p after 2…Bf4 $
Game: https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/45425/practice Ansgar Vaut vs S-Soost <Bargteheide-1989>

Ch-28: P-m H2S2: Mid-g P-m:
In Depth: the influence of piecemate, quasi-piecemate, and e-ren mobility limitation on
middle game play.
The position after 11. Bg5 $e.$d8-Q ! in u/Nauniime vs. u/arslanadil92, chess.com game 3/25/22.
In the initial b.p of this in depth section, the s is under some pressure already # due to the capture
opposition piece check # on his s.d8-♛ from the supported f.g5-♗. Despite a broad legal mobility
for that ♛, 9 sqs, the feasible mobility for that♛ is reduced to only 4 due to effect from the
f.minors, and the moves 11…Qe8 ?! and Qd7 ?! auto-reduce the ♛’s legal mobility to 3 and 4,
respectively, and therefore we can consider that ♛ to be in a form of quasi-piecemate; despite the
lack of material loss that is forced #, the limitation of its mobility by the 11. Bg5 <q.pm#> devalues
the effective value of the ♛ along the mobility evaluation vector. == Finally, the two sqs in which
the s.d8-♛ maintains a respectable mobility despite escaping the g5.♗’s piece check, b6 and a5,

subjects it to additional piece checks from that minor in the event that it
pivots back to e3 or d2, respectively, as shown on the diagram. 11…Nf6
and Bf6, Stockfish’s preferred move d.20, are also possible, but the former
subjects the N to an auto-pin while un-developing it, while the latter leads to
a weakening of 3 key dark squares around the s-♚. 11…Qa5 !? Not the
preferred move by the engine with 0.7 under best d.20, but it’s one of two
that maintains a favorable legal mobility for that ♚ at 12 over 9 pre-move #,
and I chose a5 <rt> b6 due to the future potential # of mobility along the
s.moat, which is cleared of ♟s unlike the s.🌼. 12. Nd6 $.c8-♝ !? A feisty
# move with some tricks, threatening to liquidate the s.♝ in c8 as well as to
assass the b7.♟ <bn, $0.5a5-Q> if it moves at all #
The b-p following 12. Nd6 !? And now, the attempt to preserve favorability
of the s.♛ has cost s the ability to properly develop # his l.s-♝ by

neglecting # contention of the f.b5-♘’s d6 penetration sq as well # depriving the b7.♟ of another 🛡. 12…b6 <clr-b7> ?? The piecemate
vulnerability of the s.a5-♛ invalidates the viability of this move, but it was played anyway because I was seeking a solution for the s.c8-♝’s

development; unfortunately, I was not able to account for everything in
solving this problem, and left myself a glaring flaw:  After 13. Bb5 $c6.♞,
🛡.by-d6♘, int.a5-♛>c5, the s.a5-♛ is at severe risk of piecemate: R: The
b.p after a hypothetical 13. Bb5, which was not played in the game # This
incredible position demonstrates the movement of the f.l.s-♗ moving into a
powerful sq. in which it is guarded by the precarious d6.♘, piece checks
the hangtacked e.c6-♞, gaining a tempo, and in the processing cutting off
# two vital run sqs for the vulnerable s.a5-♛: c5, via interposition, and a4,
via its effect. == If the hangtacked e.c6-♞ tries to run # with 13…Ne5, then
14. Bd2 ! will min.noble-$ the s.a5-♛ and deprive its remaining run.sq at
b4, securing the piecemate. L: The board position after a hypothetical 14.
Bd2, demonstrating a piece mated s.a5-♛. Take your mind and now revert

out of this hypothetical branch # and to the b.p following 12…b6 ??, where we will now continue with the played line: 13. Bd2 $.a5-♛?? The
overly eager u/Nauniime was a whole turn early in her move Bd2, failing to first seal the $a5.♛’s last run sqs, including c5. 13…Qc5 $.d6-♘ !
[R] A sneaky move that slips away to one of only 2 run sqs for the min-tacked ♛, while piece checking the undefended f.d6-♘. 14. B4
$e.$c5-♛ ?? With 2 minutes left in blitz and trying to pressure me in time, up a minute on the clock, u/Nauniime makes a second blunder in a
row, falling far # from the opportunity to earn an assassination beginning in turn 13 to yielding one herself in 14. The story of the

https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/45425/practice
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quasi-piecemated s.d8-♛ landing itself in a piecemate sq, a5, in an attempt to preserve its utile mobility, narrowly escaping, and finally
assassinating itself a loose and quasi-piecemated f.d6-♘ is the story of this in depth section, and we can see first hand # the impact that
knowledge of piecemates can have on the middle game’s proceedings. Fin. Ref: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/41932808747.

Ch-28: P-m H2S3: End-g p-m:
H3S1: Carl Jung’s archetypes of personality:
Jung: i. ON THE CONCEPT OF THE ARCHETYPE 148: The concept of the Great Mother belongs to the field of comparative religion and
embraces widely varying types of mother-goddess. The concept itself is of no immediate concern to psychology, because the image of a
Great Mother in this form is rarely encountered in practice, and then only under very special conditions. The symbol is obviously a derivative
of the mother archetype. If we venture to investigate the back-ground of the Great Mother image from the standpoint of psychology, then
the mother archetype, as the more inclusive of the two, must form the basis of our discussion. Though lengthy discussion of the concept of
an archetype is hardly necessary at this stage, some preliminary remarks of a general nature may not be out of place.

Ch-28: P-m def:
Chess-tempo <a-r>: Blocking occurs when a player forces the movement of one adversary piece to a
square in order to stop the previously available escape of another adversary piece to that square.
Blocking is frequently achieved by the means of a sacrifice, attracting a piece onto the square to be blocked.
The difference between blocking and interference <ch-31 H2S3 H3S3> is that interference blocks the
defensive contact of two enemy pieces and blocking tactics blocks the previously available escape path of a
piece. Blocking should also not be confused with defensive interposition <ch-31 H2S3 H3S3>. Blocking is
about blocking escape paths, NOT blocking an attack on your own pieces, and the latter should be tagged as
defensive interposition. [D]: Black would now like to mate on h2 but white can escape to f3. 1...f3+ Black
sacrifices a pawn on f3 2.exf3 white must retake and the f3 escape route has now been blocked 2...Qh2#
and black can now mate.

Def H3S0 P-m Chapt-mn:
Piecemate attacker: Piecemated ren: Piecemated ren friendly blockader (n.) = a same side ren that cuts off sqs of the piecemated ren’s
mobility and is defended by the piecemated ren #

Ch-28: P-m exercises:
L:
L:

Ex. 1: is the s.Q trapped after | | f.Bg5 | here |?

Ex. 2:
In the following position, the first player played f.Qd2. Was this a
good idea? Ref: Jchu222 vs. roguemator C-com 2/14/22 1+0

L: Ex. 3, assassination in 3:
The s.Q is in a | |  precarious | position | and 19. Ra1 is the obvious
first move to deliver a queck =syn queen target piece check. The
a-file and l.s-D are cut off, but b2 looks like a safe square. Find the
full assass in 3 by combining the concept of piecemate with another
tactical concept from section 2.

Ex. 4: Find the piecemate idea to win material as first.

Ex 5: Prevent the piecemate.
Find the move that prevents the piecemate of the h-file.N; see H2S1
Opening 1, In depth 1 on the thematic Dragon’s Piecemate for the
prekeks to this puzzle #defd.

Two | positions are given for this puzzle, but the solutions to both
are analogues.

L: Ex. 6: Find the piecemating idea that was missed in this game;
assassination in 4.
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R: Ex. 7: The s player just played the dubious move 12…Nxe5?! Is it
safe for the f player to capture the mobility limited R at a8? Provide
the entire line to justify either the capture or its avoidance.

L: Ex. 8: The s player has a move here that, in certain variations
following the move, can take advantage of a piecemate x positional
checkmate #defd threat to assassinate material. Provide your ideas
in approximately 250 words.

R: Ex. 9: Find the piecemate:

L: Ex. 10: is it safe for f to
capture in d7?

Ex. 11: trapped pieces are the next level to simply hanging a piece,
because often these don’t feel like “unforced errors”, but rather than
we were “tricked” by the opponent. Alright, that was your primer.
Now here’s your puzzle !

Ex. 12: find the assass in 2:

R: Ex. 13: in this position, f played 18. H4, threaten-

ing to trap the s.g6-B. Evaluate the viability # of this threat <ch. 11>

L: Ex. 14: assass in 3:

Ex. 15: find the assass in 4:

L, below: Ex. 16 find the assass in 6 to win the N and the game:

Ex-17: Evaluate the difference between s-f5 and s-d5.

Ex-18:

Solutions:
Ex. 1: Not only is the s.Q not
trapped, but f will lose his queen to
s.Qxf3 | | in the event | of | f.Bg5 in
the bp-1-ply.

Ex. 2:
No! The g5 d.s-B’s mobility was
already limited by the second
player’s dark.sq pawn chain on

e5==>f4 and d4==>e3. The addition of the queen to the c1-h6
diagonal of the | | bishop’s | co-|occupation | | removes  one square ,
by definition, and also interposes the  bishop's path  to c1, a critical
mobility reduction  of 2 to that bishop.

Ex. 3:
There is no attack on the queen after s.Qb2, but that does not mean
the queen is necessarily invulnerable in that square. In fact, it’s a
target square for a | | N  discovered | B check | <fbno> ref: Ch. 8:
Notations H2S3 <#belle, add hyper>, 20. Nc4 $, d.B+ c5 21. Nxa2,
the assass move, which can’t be | | equivalently | materially
avenged |.

Ex. 4:
This puzzle features an indirect piecemate, in which the reason the
piecemated ren can no longer remain in its sq.of-occupation is not
due to direct attack effect, but rather because it needs to vacate
itself as an interposer of the road noble behind it. However, in its
clearance of that interposition square, it has no other viable squares
to move to and must sacrifice itself to a lower value ren and perish
by value differential exchange assassination. == The correct move is
1. Nh4 ! and the thr.Ng6+$$ is unstoppable; either way, two or more
of the fork end set K, Q, f8.R will be forked by the movement of the
N to that square, since only one of those zi can move away from a
fork end in one move. In order to feasibly and adequately #defd
defend the g6.N-fork-vertex, s has to play 1…Rf5 ! |->, itself a
difficult to move to find, requiring courage to sack an exchange, but
the result of this sacrifice is an even position #anyway, according to

Stockfish d.22 <ref: Ch. 10
Notation, Evaluation, Engine>,
although I would evaluate it as
slightly better for f, <-| in order to
cover #defd the g6 fork vertex sq
with the equal-to-forker value e8.B.
== Following the assassination
move 2. Nxf5 (+5 + 0 = +5) and the
non-equivalent avengeance,
insufficient move 2…Rxf5 (-3 + 5 =
+2), the s player has a sufficiently
solid position with everything
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adequately guarded, and the f player still must find a way to
breakthrough. However, as a result of the assassination, he’s better
off that he was before, being devoid of space on the q-side and with
the s player threatening to create a pp with his a-c majority and the
move s.c3 ! Indeed, it is important to remember that scoring an
assassination does not equate to resulting in a position that is
winning for you, and the puzzles in this book reflect that fact. [D]
#VT moment, following the conclusion of the capture sequence,
which includes the assassination move 2. Nxf5, the s player has
sufficient compensation to maintain a roughly even position. The
above diagram is an effect diagram, containing both colored arrows
indicating effect and highlights indicating the sign of effect sums
#defd

Ex. 5
The correct answer is the tempo square clearing f.same-moat !,
clearing the f3/6 run square for the h-file N with a tempo due to the
unveiled King’s.B’s attack on the 9-value e.Q, and this B is
supported by the h-file N. In the next same player ply, the
pawntacked N can safely and simply retreat to the cleared.sq f3/6.

Ex. 6
The first move is 1. B3 !, reducing the s.a2-B’s legal mobility to 2,
and feasible mobility to 0 since the b3 and b1 squares are both in
f.control, and the b3 square contains only a 1 value P. The s player
can try Ra/fb8 to place the b3 square in s control at 2:1
attackers:defenders, but the f player can simply respond with 2. Rc3
to restore neutral effect to b3. The s player has no way to add further
effect to b3 in time #defd before assassination is made, for instance
2…Rb4 3. Ra1 !, adding an attacker to the a2.B and officially
piecemating the minor, 3…Rfb8 and the assassination capture 4.
Rxa2 can be made before the s player has a chance to safe his
bishop with s.Bxb3, as the over-effect on b3 with 3…Rfb8 is one turn
too late #defd.
Note that this piecemate would not be possible if the pawn on e4
were missing, as 2…Nd5 ! hits the c3.R with a tempo, and after a
move like 3. Rf3, Nb4 ! will adequately defend the B. Despite its lack
of feasible mobility, it will survive any piecemate threats from the
lone R due to its defense by a N, a form of adequate defense,
reminding us that the conditions for a piecemate include not only a
zeroing of feasible mobility, but also at least 1 attack effect in the
piecemated ren’s square of occupation and lack of adequate
defense.

Ex. 7
1. Qxa8 does not win a ♜ straight up #defd because the move
hangtacks d4.♘, allowing 1…Qxd4+, 2. Kh1 and since s earned a
free tempo with his previous capture, it is now again his turn to

move. 2…Nbc6 ! temporarily
limits the mobility of the s-Q.
The position after 2…Nbc6 !
indicates that the a8.Q has a
feasible mobility of 0. After
2…Nbc6 !, the piecemate is not yet
complete, as the s player needs to
add a supported, lower-than-Q
value attacker to the queen’s a8
sq.of-occupation in order to
assassinate. In the game, s tried
here 3. Ne2, gaining a tempo in

return by attacking the s.d4-Q, but after 3…Qb6, the s player is one
step closer #defd to supporting the piecemate attacking move s.Bb7
by covering the b7.sq with the ♛. After 4. Bf4 Bb7 $$.a8-♕ ! the f
player will be forced to sacrifice the a8.♕ for the rook, and
throughout the sequence #defd he will have gained 2 rooks (+10) for
a queen and a knight (-12), a net material loss of -2. Ref: https://
www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/41662750277.

Ex. 8
The s player can force a queen trade with 1…Qc4 $e.$-a4-Q ! and
leverage the piecemate x positional checkmate of the a3.B to win a

key tempo in order to assassinate one of the f player’s central
pawns. Following 1…Qc4, 2. Qxc4, attempting to maintain the
tempo via initiation of the capture liquidation sequence rather than
play a defensive move #defd, 2…Nxc4 $.a3-B piecemates the a3.B
by adding itself as an attacker of the undefended B, which cannot be
defended <3. Nb1 Bxb1 refutes #defd>, <3. Nb5 a6 $b5.N refutes>
and has 3 legal mobility squares, one of which <b2> is also covered
by the N and has no f contenders, one of which <b4> will also lead
to the B being trapped via the supported pawn advance 3…a5, and
finally, the c1 square, which is not a feasible mobility square, despite
being a legal mobility square, because the f player will be in
positional checkmate after 3…bxc5, threatening 4…Bxd4+ to pick up
one of the undefended rens c3.N or a1.R, and in general s having
more activity and threats on ren in a winning position. == Therefore,
2. Qxc4 is not possible, and this line is avoided due to piecemate,
which means a piecemate never materializes in the given best
continuation, but nevertheless it influenced the continuation of the
game because its possibility negated the otherwise valid idea of
initiating the exchange of queens to preserve a valuable tempo. The
notion of an idea influencing calculation without materializing it is
important, especially as one’s calculation capacity and therefore the

ratio of hypothetically considered
variations : played variations grows
in the mental board. With a double
attack on the c3.N and a4.Q, f is
forced to play 2. Rac1, after which
the pressure-building reply
2…Red8 leads to indefensible
pressure against the hanging pawn
set in the c, d files and leads to
material loss. [D] The position after
2…Red8. Due to the lost tempo
having to play 2. Rac1, since f

could not trade queens for the piecemate threat in that continuation,
the f player will not be able to hold everything together following the
pressure building move 2…Red8. Ref:
https://lichess.org/55FQyqPF/white#38. The game was played
against WIM Bianka Havanecz in LiChess 3/23/22.

9 - https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/173787
Players need to be able to find a
quiet move that seals the f.f7-♗’s
mobility, which is already limited in
the initial b.p:
Run zone diagram for the b.p after
1. Bxf7, the pcb, indicates that the
f.f7-♗ has 2 viable run sqs along
the a2 / g8 uptail.
A valid move that seals the
f.f7-♗’s remaining mobility along
the a2 / g8 is 1…e6 ! e.$f7-♗,
which also clears for the
piecemate | piece check # from the

s.d7-♛ to the f.f7-♗.

10 - In Depth, u/VecroDot vs. u/ArslanAdil92
Ref:

https://youtu.be/FrKYCK1uRno?t=399.
Game link: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/

https://youtu.be/
https://www.chess.com/
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42427798248. Check out how I “tricked” Katrina, aka VelcroDot, a
popular chess Twitch streamer, into capturing my pawn at d7 with
14…Qb8 ! (Stockfish marked this move as a “blunder”, but I thought
it was pretty cool, and the game was still playable afterwards). ==
After 15. Qxd7 ?? , the queen would be trapped if the f8 Rook has
access to the d8 square, but it doesn’t right now due to the white g5
bishop, which is attacking that square. So how can we get around
this? Here I played 15…h6 ! challenging the bishop’s place on g5. If
she retreats to 16. Bh4, I have g5, sealing that bishop, and thus
allowing me to play …Rd8 ! trapping the queen. Instead, she played
16. Bf6, challenging and being attacked by my bishop on g7, trying
to gain a tempo of sorts by escaping the h6 pawn attack. I replied

with 16...Bxf6 !, liquidating that
bishop and after 17. exf6 I was
able to finally trap the queen with
17…Rd8 ! Check out the diagram,
showing the trapped queen: The
yellow squares show all the
squares that the d7 queen can
legally move to, and the green
arrows shows that each and every
one of those squares is covered by
one of black’s pieces, including the
d8 square, which is occupied by
the rook that is attacking it. Fin.

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/7e97fd9f-b08d-11ec-98cb
-6e7e4401000f?tab=review

11. // write solution
// Push to piecemate,
checkscovery trap, ass in ⅔ ex 3.
1...Rd5 2. Rae1 Ng3+ 3. Bxg3
Rxg5 Categories: Discovered
Attack, Trapped Piece, Quiet
Move, Exposed King,
Zwischenzug, Pin, Hint: The queen
is trapped via checkscovery.
https://chesstempo.com/
chess-tactics/52040, Notes:I try to
keep my users on a stable 10%

past threshold mental strain to optimize rate of learning.

Ex. 12
19. Rf5 $h5.N ! piecemates the s.h5-N, which, as an edge<garden /
moat>-N, has max 4 mobility <ref: ch. 5 H2S1 H3S3 H4S1> on an

empty board; here, one of those
mobilities is already cut off by the
same side f6-B, and g3 is cut off by
the e2 N:Effect diagram of the
initial b.p, indicating that 2/4 of the
h5-N’s mobilities are cut off by the
occupation of the same side d.s-B
in the f6-sq, and contention of the
f.e2-N in g3. The remaining two
sqs in the s.h5-N’s legal mobility,
g7, and f4, would, if the N were to
move into those sqs in the ply
succeeding # 19. Rf5 !, hangtack

the s.f6-B, which depends on the s.h5-N as its last
defender.Therefore, the s.h5-N is either piecemated or subjected to
a threatmove the defender <ch. 25> tactical force # in 19. Rf5, and
the | | downside | of its movement | either way | makes it | effectively
piecemated | at h5 | and will be or an equivalent noble lost in turn
20.f #
Ref:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/43838149533?tab=revie
w

Ex. 13:

After 18. H4, 19. H5 is indeed a valid threat to piecemate the s.g6-B,
The LiChess show threat dashboard shows that if the 18.s ply were
skipped after 18. H4, 19. H5! would trap the s.g6-B. Piecemate
analysis of the position shows that the s.g6-B has a legal mobility of

3 ref: <ch. 5 H2S2>; after a
hypothetical 19. H5 $e.$g6-B, it will
be pawn-tacked and each of its 3
legal mobility squares are cut off:
1) h5 is neutral and f4-N 🛡, and
therefore capturing the f-P in that
square would leave the s-B
hangtacked 2) e4 is neutral and
g2-B 🛡, and therefore capturing
the f-P in that square would leave
the s-B hangtacked 3) the f5-sq is
simply P-contended by f. Effect and
mobility analysis # of the b.p after

18. H4. Although this threat is valid, it is by no means unstoppable
ref: <ch. 11 Chapt-mn H3S1>; recall that the definition of a threat is
contingent on the condition ref: <ch. 7> that the interceding ply
between the threat establishment move and the potential threat
execution move is skipped, but this condition is never true ref <ch.
18 Chapt-mn H3S1>; therefore, threats are not real, and what is
more pertinent is whether they are stoppable or unstoppable. In this

case, the threat of 19. H5 is
stoppable in a number of ways,
including by simply # clearing a
new run-sq for the s.g6-B via any
of the moves 18.s-h6,f6,h5 or f5.
However, there is an even better
move for s: 18…cxd5 $e.$e4-P !
[D] The resulting b.p of 18.s-cxd5,
highlighting now s-control of e4.
18.s-cxd5 changes the condition
that the e4-sq is neutral by adding
a 1 s-eff to the sq, the attacking

effect of the s.d5-P, and therefore converts the e4-sq in the legal
mobility of the s.g6-P into a feasible destination sq as well, as its
capture in the event of s-Bxe4, f-Bxe4 can be avenged by the
s.d5-P. The change in the e-d of the e4-sq from neutral to negative |
| nullifies | the threat |, as one of the conditions that the threat was
contingent upon - the strangulation # of all legal mobility sqs of the
s.g6-B due to adequate eff by f - has been changed and nullified #
Given the preceding analysis, we can conclude our objective
evaluation of the viability of the threat to trap the s.g6-B as follows:
after 18. H4, 19. H5 is a valid threat; if the 18-s ply were skipped, 19.
H5 $e.$g6-B would indeed trap the s.g6-B according to our
piecemate analysis #. However, the threat is stoppable, rather than
unstoppable, and moreover, it can be stopped favorably with the
positionally favorable move 18.s-cxd5 ! Due to this fact, we need to
question whether the threat establishment move <ch. 11 D> was a
good move or simply a waste of a tempo #; in the initial b-p, f has a
concentration of forces directed at the center, where there is tension,
and arguably he has no tempo to waste at this point with a
haphazard K-side thrust #, his attention should be instead focused
on increasing his effect up the d-file via a move like 18. Qb3 <eval
1.62 d.21-Komodo> or tempo-creating moves like 18. A5 or 18. Bh3,
which are not only valid threats, but also force unfavorable, rather
than favorable, responses by the opponent in the form of noble
retreats, and develop our ren more favorably in the position in a utile
way # Fin. Ref: https://www.
chess.com/analysis/game/live/43920932750.

https://chesstempo.com/
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Ex. 14:

The f.a8-Q stands out in this puzzle
as immediately suspect in its
positioning, as 6 / 8 sqs in its legal
single ply mobility are cut off in the
initial b-p. [1] Piecemate analysis of
the f.a8-Q in the initial b-p. S has
two moves that can feasibly piece
check # the f.a8-Q in the b.p-first,
1…Nb6 $ or Bb6 clr.f8-R$; the
former move forsakes # contention
of b8, whereas the latter adds the
R as a contender of c8, and
therefore we will analyze the
second one, as it is more restrictive
of the f.a8-Q’s feasible mobility in
the ensuing b-p. [2] Piecemate
analysis of the f.a8-Q in the b-p
following 1. Bb6 ! revealing that #
the Q’s feasible mobility has been
reduced from 2 to 1, as the c8-sq is
now contended by the lower value
f8-R, leaving only b7. 2. Qb7
In its new sq.of-occ, the f.b7-Q has
3 additional legal mobility to b6, a6,

c7, and d7; all of these sqs are cut off by s-ren, paving the way for
the piecemate piece check 2…Rb8 $ !, supported by the s.d7-N. [3]

The b-p after 2. Rb8 $ !After f
decides to recuperate some
material with 3. Qxb8 (-5) Nxb8
(+9) secures the value-differential
assass.
Fin. Q2b1rk1/p2n1ppp/
5n2/8/qp6/P1pP1N2/
2P2PPP/R1B2RK1 b - - 5 18

Ex. 15:
Piecemate analysis of the suspect
placed f6-Q reveals piecemate
potential; not attacked and having
e6 as the sole feasible run-sq in its
legal mobility, the supported move
1. Bg5 $ ! is a natural start #
However, s has some counterplay
against the f-Q, and this needs to
be anticipated #. For instance after
1…Nxd4 $d2-Q (-1) ! , a wild
looking sacrifice that has a point,
for f cannot recapture with the f3-N
else s-Qxg5 (-1), and therefore

forced is 2. Cxd4 (+2) and now, 2…Bxf3 (-1) ! is the point; the N-cap
in d4 # cleared the long light-\ for a
cap-move the defender <r: ch. 27>;
now if f blunders with f-xf3 (+2),
s-Qxg3 (-1) will escape the
piecemate.
The point of this puzzle, therefore,
is to forget about the N entirely and
play the creeping move 3. Qe3
🛡g5-B ! [2] The b-p after 3. Qe3
🛡 g5-B ! This bizarre-looking
position is justified by the fact that
maintaining the piecemated status

of the f6-Q supersedes all other considerations here, and even after
3…Qxg5 (-4) 4. Qxg5 (+5) ! f comes away with a Q for a minor + P,
completely winning # Fin. https://www.chess.com/
puzzles/problem/1043906

Ex. 16:

In this puzzle, you have to win the knight in order to win the game.
The enemy King takes away 4 of the hangtacked rook's mobility
squares, whereas the friendly King takes away f5 and g6 of the
hangtacked knight's mobility squares. Between the mobility
restricting Assassination escape moves Rc2 and Rc3, Rc3 takes
away the check square that is one of the knight's escape squares. If
the knight can check in that square, it can get away, and therefore
that square needs to be taken away or else the knight can bounce to
the -1 e5 square. 1. Rc3 Ng2 2. Rd3+ Kc5 3. Rg3 Ne1 4. Re3 Nc2
5. Rc3+ K-run 6. Rxc2 (+3) ! If 4...Ng2 5. Re2 piecemates If 2...Ke5
3. Rg3 and 4. Re3+ next wins the knight. Fin.

Ex-17:
This is a position from a game between US Chess <1328> Varshith
Dhanapal and Yakun Hu <1556> at the 53rd Annual Atlantic Open.
// if f5, Qb3+ and the e4-B gets away to c2, whereas d5 piecemates

Ex-18:
16. C5 $b6-N ! This position is from round 1 of the 143rd New York
State Championship between Yakun Hu <1473> and Blaze P.
Veljovski <1704>, fellow Rochester Chess Center member with
whom I split the van, driven by local legend Ron Lohrman <1900>,
RCC owner. Blaze’s US Chess profile:
http://www.uschess.org/msa/MbrDtlMain.php?12803723 Ron’s US
Chess profile:
http://www.uschess.org/msa/MbrDtlMain.php?10135354

16…Nd7 <-e.$> 17. Qb5 $a5-N !
and whether the game continues
17…c6 <clr, d8-Q 🛡 a5-N> or
17…b6 🛡.a5-N 17. C6 $.d7-N !
[D] The b-p after 17. C6 $ ! The
s.a5-N, which has 4 empty mobility
# <r: ch-5 H2S1 H3S3>, is
pseudo-piecemated forever at a5
because 1) the f.c6-P contends b7
as a P 2) the c6-P home to another
mobility sq of this N is itself
pawn-🛡 by the f.d5-P and these
two Ps form a strong chain that

can never be P-challenged by s 3) c4 and b3 are taken away by the
f.b5-Q. Pseudo because despite these limitations, that N cannot be
attacked by a P as f-b4 $.a5-N makes available the b3.run-sq. == All
of this is enough to convince # SF 14 to give f a greater than 3 #
advantage in this position already, as it has essentially credited f
with the equivalent of an assass of a N in p-score. Fin. Post-script:
The opening in this game was the King’s Indian Defense: Four
Pawn’s Attack <r: ch-53 H2S4 H3S2> E76.

Push:
Push 1 - https://lichess.org/training/D6jcN. Push 2 -
https://lichess.org/training/g1kh8

Additional resources:
“Trapped Pieces.” Trapped Pieces - Chessprogramming Wiki, 16
May 2018, https://www.chessprogramming.org/Trapped_Pieces.
Jung, C. G. (1933). Modern | man in search of his soul.
Jung, C. G. (1947). On the Nature of the Psyche. London: Ark |
Paperbacks.
Jung, C. G. (1948). The phenomenology of the spirit in fairy | tales.
The Archetypes and the Collective Unconscious, 9(Part 1), 207-254.
Jung, C. G. (1953). Collected works. Vol. 12. Psychology and
alchemy.

https://www.chess.com/puzzles/
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/
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Book-29: Pin chapt-mn [10k]:
Chessprogramming.org <a-r>: A Pin is a X-ray related situation where a sliding piece, a bishop, a rook or a queen indirectly attacks an
opponent king or piece potentially en prise, shielded by another directly attacked opponent piece or pawn on the attacking ray. The directly
attacked | piece or pawn is then called pinned, and cannot move out of the line of attack, without leaving the indirectly attacked piece en prise
or illegally its own king in check. All pieces except the king may be pinned. One tactic which takes advantage of a pin is called working the pin,
where other pieces from the pinning piece's side attack the opposing pinned piece.

Ch-29: P H2S1: Absolute-pin:
In depth, MIC: absolute pin-uncontended sq x superior effect | improvement: X-ref: Ch. 22 LP H3S3, pin-undefended // X-ref: Ch. 53 SE
H2S7 TEPI //

H2S1 H3S1: An abs.pinned-ren cannot legally move out of the pin
road while the pin is on board #

Ref: MCS Chessable Ed. Here, f has a unique-looking pivot 32. Rh5 ! to
swing the f.b5-R to the K-side, namely to the full-open # h-file, targeting a
set of NE vulnerable squares in the s.camp. This moves takes advantage of
# the vulnerable h5.sq, which is pin-uncontended due to the abs.pin along
the g-file, enabled by the alignment Qs.P/K<N> <ref: Ch. 10 NT CM LN>
Fin.

H2S1 H3S2: Any sq in the
empty.b-p,M of the abs.pinned-ren is
undefended, legally:

L: The g7-p is <2:1> here because the otherwise.would-be defending s.e6-N is abs-pinned to the g8-K via
the BNK<n> pin-theme, therefore, f can legally play 28. Qxg7 to mating effect: https://lichess.org/VQQ4OaXK/white#54 <r: ch-22 H2S4> <r:
ch-18>

H4S1: Exception: The pinning side’s K cannot capture in a square that is defended by an abs.pinned-ren:
MIC: Therefore, the un-defense property of an abs-pinned-ren is condition on the element type that attacks the sq. #-np

H2S1 H3S2: Escap+ via the int-C always establishes an abs-pin:
X-ref: <ch. 18 H2S8 H3S1>

H2S1 H3S3: E.K-run,zone.sqs controlled by an abs-pinned-ren remain
cut-o�:
MIC: Related to H3S2 H4S1: An abs.pinned-ren cannot deliver check, but it can facilitate checkmate or coercion by eliminating sqs, as its
potential check effect is not debilitated. Try ex-17, as well as ch-8 ex-8.

Ch-29: Pin: H2S2: Rel-pin:
There are 7 | ways that # a pin can be activated: 2 interpositional | removals, between pinning and pinned, and between pinned and pinned
to. Either side can make the interposition removal move, so actually 2 * 2 sides = 4 ways. Non-ipr: 1) move a pinning | r-noble into the road
of pin | alignment on the side of # the pinned | ren 2) move a ren into a sq in where it's pinned in the resulting b-p 3) move a ren into a sq in
which it's pinned-to in the resulting b-p Check out Ch-29 ex-11 <hl> for an example of ipr pin | activation #

Ch-29: Pin: H2S3: Term-pin:
In depth: 2500 rated | puzzle on chess-com: From this position, the p.c.b was 1. Bxd5, which | | permits |
the | exchange sacrifice 1…Rxd5 !! , the first correct move of the puzzle <fbno>. | | Subsequent | to this |,
#defd, the first player | | has to | recapture | with 2. Rxd5 in order to avoid | | losing | by assassination |,
although the outcome is | | objectively worse |, but | | maintains a | probabilistic chance |=> #defd. The key
move is 2…Qf3 ! , an #awesome, 10 pp+ move <ref: [Ex. 0, ip] Chapter 10: Notations H2S2 Evaluation
Notations> with two | | important | characteristics | #defd: a) a backward attack on the once attacked, once
defended d5 R and b) establishing a | | terminal pin | of that rook | which it now attacks to the | | g2 | and | h1
| imminent threat | mating squares | |. In addition, the move prophylactically contends the e2 queen-tack
square which is also accessible to the | | enemy ♟’s | s  |  rook |, and thus refutes the | | clever | defensive
try | | 3. E4 !, the third move of f in the puzzle sequence, a move that | | interposes | and therefore | ends | the
battery along the | | a8 -| h1  diagonal <fbno>, which also breaks the terminal pin on the d5 rook. 3…Re2$ is
a | | zwischenzug | of the | | d5 | overwhelm | , a #siege <fbno> , x | | terminal | pin | idea by tapping a | |

separate | idea , the first one that one might notice in this position, the 2 v 2 siege on the f2 square, to force the f2-🛡 to the only other
accessible square that maintains 🛡 of that square, f1, which removes it from contention of the e4 interpositional ♟. Following 3…Re2 ! 4.
Qf1 Qxe4, f can safely resign as he will lose his rook via assassination, which recuperates and justifies the temporary exchange sacrifice in | |
t1.2 | thru  t2.1 |. * Bolded moves contain the main line, #always. Ref: https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1200414

https://www.chessprogramming.org/X-ray
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Sliding_Pieces
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Bishop
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Rook
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Queen
https://www.chessprogramming.org/King
https://www.chessprogramming.org/En_prise
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Rays
https://www.chessprogramming.org/En_prise
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Check
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Ch-29: Pin: H2S4: Int.pin-activ:
// add to trunk and add trunk hyperlink. In Depth: an elementary pin activation leading to assass # Story addendum: Last record of an
extinct civilization in SS #250569, MW G indicating hostile takeover by anti-radiation, anti-mass entities with previously unrecorded physical
properties. Resurrected Mormon in a neighboring galaxy. 4 subscribers ANALYTICS | EDIT | VIDEO We are using deductive | analysis,
independently discovered, to attempt to resurrect this civilization. This record is about 3.5 million years old by our estimation, so their
existence preceded that date. Time of existence seems unclear, but technology was bordering on ring.3; for reference, we are on ring 45 and
have been in existence for 45 billion years - whatever, just go with it. Colloquial AF. You need to talk like this to make progress. End of record.

The cyborg-head # overlord of the neo-Mormon civilization in the neighboring galaxy. Ref:
https://www.artstation.com/artwork/GXqv0W. In Depth main: Effect diagram
with most relevant effect vectors and highlight sqs of the initial puzzle
position. Ref: https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/52418/practice Bxe3
(+3 + 0 = 3) is the most tempting capture to examine initially, since the
bishop’s effects along the a7 - g1 \ down # across the f.e3-♘, s.f2-♜, and
f.g1-♔ is particularly eye-grabbing # However, the e3.♘ is adequately
defended # and moreover, f has the threat of Nxh6+$.f7-♛ !, winning the
♛, in the event that s does not deliver a check in the b.p-first,ply. == This
threat, once observed, becomes the focal point around which our solve can
be based on # Either we need to eliminate the N <op.ref, WGM Neiman,
Emmanuel. Tune Your Tactics Antenna: Know When (and Where!) to Look
for Winning Combinations. New in Chess, 2012.

https://www.twitch.tv/wgmadriana>, deliver a check, or create an equal or higher priority threat, keeping in
mind that the capture in h6 is with check. We may notice at this point that the b6.♝’s x-ray pin of the f.e3-♘
# is interposed by his f2-♜, which blocks the x-ray check of the ♝ through the ♘ by making it twice

removed, but if that ♜ moves, then the pin will become activated. <ref: ch. 22 loose pieces ex., #4C Bonus solution> The activation of the pin
also removes a defender of the f5.♘, satisfying a rare condition of a remove the defender tactic, such that the f.g4-♕ is left as the sole
defender of f5, which was a neutral square in the initial b.p Therefore, 1. Rxf5 (+3 + 0 = +3)! is the correct first ply move, simultaneously
capturing a noble and activating the abs.pin along the a7 - g1 \ and removing a defender of that sq. Fin. //Look into IM JB’s recommended
alignment book as that also defined an interesting auto pin or pin activation case.

Ch-29: Pin: H2S5: Fixed zi #
In depth: a fixed | zi fails to provide adequate |
defense: X-ref: Yakun Hu v. Paul Covington, US
Army <ref: ch. 16 AC H2S8> X-ref: <ch. 11 H2S4>
This position, featuring the s.p’s powerful sniper
<ref: CU Dict> bishop on c6 and the active f.Q in
d5, head of f’s d-file heavy battery <ch. 5: h2s3>,
contains an insidious | trap to an apparently
powerful-looking | move by f; this is very much the
hallmark # of a good trap: it exploits a move by the
opponent that, absent the trap, would provide an
advantage for the opponent. The trap fall move in
this position is 18. Nd6+ ??, played in the game,

an apparently strong check move that intends to # stop the s-K from | castling, either by forcing it to run from check or be stifled by the f.Q’s
contention of f8 <ref: ch. 18 RU H2S5: Castling> In the resulting b.p of the continuation 18. Nd6+ Bxd6 (-3 + 0 = -3) ! 19. Qxd6, the f does
appear to have a dominating position, with the e.K unable to castle in the succeeding ply and a threat of 20. Re1+ with an unstoppable
checkmate # However, the check and balance in this position is the trap execution move 19…Be4+ !! Ref:
https://lichess.org/analysis/2r1k2r/pp2bpp1/1qb4p/n2Q4/4NP1P/5N2/PP4P1/1K1R1B1R_w_-_-_0_1#3. Which achieves two tactical points: 1)
it clears the b6.Q’s direct attack of the d6.Q and 2) it coerces the f.b1-K to a1 via check #, since the c-file run sqs of the f.K are cut off by the
s.c8-R, and that R’s contention <ref: ch. 3 eff CM> of the c-file is also cleared-for # by this move. A power levels assessment of this brilliant
move 19…Be4+ <ref: ch. 10 NT H2S2 H3S2 H4S1> reveals why it alone # is able to counter the otherwise powerful sequence of the f.nobles
penetrating to the d6.sq, for it clears for two powerful direct contentions, and is itself a check move <pp+8>. After this move, the f.d6-Q is
completely lost (-9) because the f.d1-R is fixed to its contention of the f.🏠 in order to stop # the trap of s.Rc1 #. Therefore, that R, which is the
lone defender # of the fully attacked f.d6-Q, cannot recapture after 20…Qxd6 (-9 + 0 = -9) and f can safely resign in this variation <ref: ch. 15,
calc>.

H2S5 H3S1: Fixed zi defined: <X-ref: ch-24 CM H3S1>
A fixed zi is serving an important purpose for its possessor and that purpose is inextricably associated # with its occupation of a certain sq,
line, or set of sq such that vacating those sqs would cause it to neglect its purpose, and its fixture # to these sqs may, for tactical purposes,
make it unavailable to defend, capture in, or otherwise move to occupy another sq that is outside of the set that it needs to occupy in order to
continue serving the important purpose #
The other side # of a fixed zi is a decoy tactic, <ref: ch. 26 h2s2> a tactic in which the movement of a decoy ren by the opposing side of the
fixed zi into a decoy sq, which is by definition # located outside of the set of sqs that the fixed zi is bound to by its important purpose, seeks to
distract that zi from its important purpose, and its success in doing so depends on the force | of the pull in the decoy move relative to the | |
inertial force | holding it | to its important purpose |.

https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/52418/practice
https://lichess.org/analysis/2r1k2r/pp2bpp1/1qb4p/n2Q4/4NP1P/5N2/PP4P1/1K1R1B1R
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Ch-26 P H2S6: Pin-break:
Mini-in depth: Auto-pin-break | capture would blunder one’s own | Q: X-ref:
<Ch. 23 DA Ex. #8.sol> Following 21. Fxg3 (-2), the s.a5-Q has a
straightforward bounce range | assassination in 2 ref: <ch. 5 H2S2> via the
c5 pivot check sq #: The s.a5-Q can check the f.g1-K via c5 and in the
resulting b.p of the move, absolute fork the c4-B as well <QBK<S>>d.a>
21…Qc5+ $c4.B <d.a> ! 22. K-run, Ren,int@f2 # Qxc4 (+3 - 2 = +1) !
Note that 22. Ne3 int,+ is also possible; in this case, the assass in 3 would
be 22. Rxe3:
22. Ne3 int,+ ! is a tricky move because in order to capture the c4-B, the
c5-Q would have to break / the abs.pin along the g1 \ a7 downtail and
thereby activate # the f.e3-N’s defense of c4, losing his queen. Fin. // for
now, for now: Ref: https://www.chess.com/

analysis/game/live/43823084479?tab=review

H2S6 H3S1: Capture the pinning r-noble:
H2S6 H3S2: Running the pinned-to zi from the pin road:
H2S6 H3S3: Liquidation of the pinned-ren:

H2S6 H3S4: Establish adeq-🛡 of the pinned-to ren:
H2S6 H3S5: Capturing a noble of equal or higher
value to the pinned-to noble:
This is practical for the pinned-to noble when that pinned-to noble is a critical defender of the pinned ren:
losing contention of this ren is mitigated by the value of the capture made by the pinned.to-noble.
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50084357933 [D] 20. Rxe4 <assass +3> ! is enabled by the
pin-break condition, if 20…Qxe4 <-5> 21. Nxe4 <+9, pin-break> ! Rxd1 <-9> 22. Rxd1 <+5, +3 m-delta, +1
m-d>

H2S6 H3S5: Capturing a nob of ≥val to the
pinned=ren:

Ch-29 Pin H2S7: Capture opposition pin:
A capture opposition pin is the pin of a ren that is able to move along the same vector as the pinning effect and therefore, be able to capture
the pinning road noble <ref: Ch-26 D H3M0>

Left: A capture opposition pin is not without
utility; despite the s.b6-Q’s ability to also
reach the pinning sq in its first ply mobility, f
can force a game-winning liquidation with
the move 1. Qb3 <1:1>!, exchanging the
Q’s and promoting the g-pawn. In the
following b.p, the f.e3-Q is not capture
opposed <ch. 3 H2S2> in the pinning-sq
g3, allowing it to establish and maintain the
pin until the s.e5-R is captured in the
b.p-3rd ref: <Ch-26 D H3S2> Middle:
Mobility and effect diagram of the initial b.p

indicating that the f.g3-Q alone has effect and mobility to # the g3 pinning sq. The winning move in the
preceding b.p would not be possible in the next #, as the f.e3-Q would be capture opposed # in the g3
pinning-sq, subjecting it to immediate capture by the f.e5-B, ending the game in a draw #

H2S7 H3S1: Capture opposition cross pin:
In the next b.p, the s.d6-R is caught between two capture opposition pins that form a cross pin, two pins of
the same ren on two different vectors, one RRQ<e> rel-pin, and one RRK <n> abs-pin. The d6-R is
immobilized in its rank vector movement, as an abs-pinned ren cannot move out of the abs.pin-road, which is
this case the partial file from d7 | d1 ref: <ch.this H2S1 H3S1> The s.d6-R is pinned by both the f.d1-R to the
s.d8-K and by the f.b6-R to the s.f6-Q # The abs.pin-limited mobility of the s.d6-R is additionally limited, not
legally, but by material considerations ref: <ch. 4>, by the RRQ<e> cross pin; if it moves out of the pin road of
this pin #, the s.f6-Q will become hangtacked to the f.b6-R #

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50084357933
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Ch-29 Pin Def:
H3S0: Chapter main definitions:
Pinning road noble (n.) : // Pin road (n.) : //

Ch-29 Pin exercises:

Ex. 1:
Figure loc.1. Ref: Jchu222 v.

Oumou-
amoua c=com 1+0 2/15/22.
After f.Re1 | | from | here |, is it safe for second to | | proceed | l with
his | Kingside attack | | with gxf4?

R: Ex. 2: can s get away with 28…Nxd4 (+1 + 1 = +2), increasing his
material advantage?

Absolute pin:

L: Ex. 3: find the assassination: Technically an assassination in 1, but a full
second turn behind it is needed to justify the assassination such that the
total tactical sequence depth is 2 (3 ply) #

Ex. 4: Use the concept of absolute pin to force an assass in 5 via promotion
threat #

L: Ex. 5: What’s the best way to
deal with 16…Bc5+ ?

Ex-6:

L: Ex-7: Save your hang-

tacked R on f6. [2.5k]

Ex-8: R:

Relative pin:

Ex. 9: find an assass in 3 using this example from a real 5 + 0 blitz game,
played on LiChess.org. At the end of the capture sequence, what is the
material delta? F-move.

R: Ex. 10: There are 2 rel-pins in this puzzle, an x-ray along the e-file of
the e5-N, and RPQ<s> in the d-file preventing an immediate assass in 1 24.
Dxe5 (+3). However, f has two ideas #: 24. Bf4 or Bg5, to try to increase
pressure on the e5-N. Which move is better? <| 2,400>

L: Ex-11:
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R: Ex-12: S just captured s-dxe5 and the capture was not imme-

diately avenged by f. Can he keep this pawn ?

Ex-13: [4,000]

Pin for defense: R, above: ex-14:
[2,000]

Ex-15: [1,600]

R: Ex-16: [2,000]

Ex-17: L, below: What’s wrong with the plan of s-Be3+, followed
immediately by Bxg5? [800]

X-ray pin:
L, below: Ex-18:

R: Ex-19: [2,348] Truta, S vs.
Bobanac, M Makarska CRO:
TCh-CRO II Liga 2013: 2013.11.08
<chess-com>

Ex-20:

Solutions:
Ex. 1
No. Re1 absolute / pins the e4 N to the e8 K, immobilizing it. If the
question of the abs-p is not addressed in the successive ply by s,

the pawn tack move d3 will lead to a  pawn assass  of the N, a
material inequivalence assasss.

Ex. 2:
X-ref: <Ch. 42 CB> Nope! Unfortunately, 28…Nxe5 (+1 + 1 = +2)
gains material on a temporary basis only due to an unfortunate
alignment <ch. 10 CM H3S2 H4S2 H5S5 H6S1> along the a1 / h8
uptail <ref: ch. 3 H2S1> combined with the fact that the move
auto-removes the last defender of the fully attacked # d4-sq,
allowing both flaws in the move to be exploited # in a single stroke:
29. Bxd4 $(+), abs.pin<BNK<N>> <ref: ch. 10 H2S3>.

Effect diag-
ram of the i.p indi-
cates 1:1 neutral e.d of d4, and therefore susceptibility # to
auto-remove the defender, and the alignment between the
n.capture-sq e5, the f.f2-B capture-sq d4, and the g7-K.
Cluster blindness diagram, plus the two bishops’ effect into the
cluster square. A third factor in this position is the cluster of 7 ren,
including 4 non-unique, the 2 b-Ps and the 2 b-Ns, in the 3 x 3 sq
outlined by c6 - c4 - e4 - e6 # <ref: ch. 42 H2S5>, adding an
inherent complexity <ref: ch. 45 CA H2S6> to the position via visual
perception obfuscation # Fin. // for now, for now. Game ref:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/43742067067?tab=revie
w.

Ex. 3: Solution:
Assassination in 1 with 20...Nxe4, justified by the fact that the knight
is not lost due to avengence of its capture 21. fxe4 Qxf5, an
apparent piece sacrifice, black recuperates the temporarily sacrificed
minor at 20...Nxe4 with 21...Qxf5 after the for-opponent connector
(d-this) 21. fxe4, which activates | an absolute pin by reducing the |
number of interposers between the b7 bishop and the h1 king to 1,
thereby making the f5-sq, which contains the 3 value f-N,
pin-undefended <r: ch. 22 H2S4> Although this is an assassination
in the very first ply of the board position, the puzzle was bumped
down to the depth 2 (3 ply) zone because an additional full turn is
needed to "justify" (d-this) the assassination after 20...Nxe4 since
the assassinator can be recaptured with 21. fxe4, at an even higher
cost than the assassinated ren. However, the avenging 21...Qxf5
recuperates the knight, with the ability to do so being enabled by a
pin shift activation contained in the move 21. fxe4, as explained
previously. == The puzzle is unique because it combines two
themes: one a not uncommon theme of the assassination
countdown being different from the puzzle moves countdown due to
the existence of a justification phase (d-this), and one a much rarer
occurrence, possibly on the order of tens of thousand to 1, a pin shift
| activation (d-this) in which a ren, already an interposer and moving
along the same road as a road noble, activates a pin using that
noble, rather than into the road to add itself as an interposer. The
much rarer theme, though objectively easy to explain since only two
moves, back to back, and two roads of effect (the pin + the negated
defense ray of the absolute pinned ren) are involved, is likely the
cause for difficulty because one has, in the previous iteration of
chess pedagogy, righteously visualized auto-pin moves as
intersectional rather than co-lateral (d-this). Such exceptions are
revelatory of beauty in the rule, making them worthy of a secondary
inspection and reminds us of the often cyclical ways of the
progression of chess understanding.
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Ex. 4:
In the initial b-p, 30…Rd8 is not | very effective due to establishment
of an immediate blockade 31. Rd2 ! and after a next 32. f3/4, the f-K
can walk over to the e-file to support the assault on the s.d3-P.

Mobility analysis of the b-p after 32. f3/4 !, demon-
strating that the f-K will be attacking the s.d3-pp in 2 moves. On the
other hand, 30…Rc8 <thr-M1> ! does quite a bit more because this
move threatens an immediate checkmate on c1 that needs to be
dealt with by f, and pushing the f-pawn now is not feasible due to
31…Rc1+ ! 32. Kf2 Rc2+, supported by the d3-pp, with the point that
if the s.c2-R is captured, the d3-pp will recapture and promote

outside the sq of the f2-K. Rule of
the square analysis of the
liquidation sequence 33. Rxc2
dxc2, demonstrating that the f2-K is
2 steps outside the square of the
resulting s-fetus on c2. <r: ch. 10
H2S1 H3S3 H4S3> Therefore, f
must push one of the other 2
pawns in the K-palace and for
instance: 31. G4 !, making luft, and
now s can again challenge in the
cap-sq of the s.d3-pp, taking
advantage of the fact that it is

immune from capture, as f will have nothing left to stop the
pp-promo.31…Rc2 $e.$a2-R ! [D] Rule of the square analysis of the
liquidation sequence 32. Rxc2 dxc2, again demonstrating that the
s.c2-R is immune from capture and therefore finds a nice pit stop at
c2. After 32. Ra1 -e$, s can freely advance with 32…d2 ! 33. Rd1,
doing its best to finally establish a blockade, having mitigated the
mating threats.

The b-p after 33. Rd1 !
And now, the absolute pin idea is triggered to force an assass of the
soon-to-be helpless f.d1-R: 33…Rc1 $e.$d1-R <1:1> ! Relevant
effect analysis of the resulting b-p of 33…Rc1 ! The f.d1-R is now
absolutely pinned, which means it cannot | leave the f-home, and
therefore the d2-P is not | under attack in this b-p. Moreover, capture
of the c1-R would successfully liquidate Rs, but unfortunately would
also place the f-R, in the resulting b-p of its capture in c1, in the
capture promotion sq of the d2-P in the c-file, allowing for a +8
promotion and a W for s, having not even a R remaining to defend
himself against the later unopposed s-Q. Moreover, the f.d1-R is
undefended, and there is no way to add a defender to d1. If it tries to
slide along the f-Home to its defense # in f1, the s-R can simply

capture, liquidate and promote the d-P. In the puzzle, f plays the
pathetic 34. Kf1 :(, though there is not much better, and s secures
the assass in 5 with 34…Rxd1+ (+5) ! with promotion soon to follow,
0-1. Fin. R: https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1251815

Ex. 5:
16…Bc5+ ! leads to a sharp position in which there is only one
favorable response by f: 17. Nd4 <auto.abs-pin BDK<s>> ! It’s
unusual to subject oneself to an auto-pin # by inserting a ren to
interpose a check <r: ch. 18 H2S8 H3S1>, but in this case, it’s the
best solution. The only other move that does not immediately
blunder material, 17. Kh1 ?, will force f to sacrifice an exchange after
17…Nf2 QNK<e> abs-fork !, after which 18. Rxf2 (+3) is forced to
avoid losing the Q, giving up the assass 18…Bxf5 (-5) ! Fin.
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/45124192021?tab=revie
w

Ex-6: 15…Nxe5 (+1) !
This position is from a game that I played against USCF ~1500
Stanley Ren at the 2nd annual NFO.

Ex-7: 29. Qc3 <abs-pin, x-ray!>

The b-p after 29. Qc3 <abs-pin, x-ray!>
This incredible looking defensive move, also covered in ch-61 ex-8
<hl>, incredibly saves the f.f6-R forever due to clearance check and
abs-pin enabled | capture of the f4-N with abs-fork # of the |
hangtacked g4-Q, bringing in the theme of the open | g-file to the K
as well, since the s-K has to occupy g7 in order to attack the
hangtacked f6-R. This is a very specific move enabled by the
combination of themes <r: ch-27 H2S2> in the position. For
example, if 29…Kxf6 ?? 30. Rxf4 (+3) ! recuperates an N for the
exchange and picks up the enemy Queen.Effect analysis of the b-p
resulting 30. Rxf4 ! demonstrating that the f4 sq is <1:1> after the
move due to pin.non-contention, enabled by the QPK <N> abs-pin.
Fin.

Ex-8:
Analyzer’s note: This position was
incredibly difficult to analyze with
SF14+, requiring over an hour of
waiting on 350k knode/s browser

analysis, prompting me to open Chessbase Reader on desktop
which is about 10x faster, however the ply by ply reset with no node
recycling is still frustrating - Yakun, 5/22.
19. Qb3 <abs-pin> QBK <n> ! Be6 $.b3-Q ! <thr-counter> and
SF14+ from the initial gives an unnecessarily complex line with 20.
Be5+ !? but it seems like 20. Bxf6 $.e7-B (+3) ! a capture overload
exploit of the 2-🛡 s.e7-Q suffices to recuperate the exchange
sacrifice <r: ch-6 ex-14>forcing 20…Bxb3 (-9 + 3 = -6 m-delta) 21.
Forcing Bxe7 (+9 - 6 = +3) Rxe7 (-3 + 3 = 0, e.capture<-1>) 22.
Axb3 (+3) and f has achieved a local delta of +3, which ends up
being +1 when unioned # with the local delta of the exchange sack
in ch-6 ex-14.
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Ex-9:
Effect analysis of the initial b-p reveals that the relative pin # present

in the position is RPR<n> up the
d-file, and the pinned d4-P is
defending a B in c3 #, making that
noble pin-defended: Pin effect
analysis of the initial b-p. A viable
candidate move to examine here
thus is 1. Qxc3 (+3) !, temporarily
sacrificing the f-Q to break the pin
# unfavorably for s. 1…Dxc3 (-9) 2.
Rxd8+ (+5) ! and now, it’s
important to see that the e-K is
immobilized by the back rank
check, with sole escape condition,

since the d8 checking R cannot be captured, being 2…Ne8 <int +>
:( , and f can pick up this piece as well with 3. Rxe8+ (+3) for a total
material gain of +3 + 5 + 3 = + 11 for f at the cost of a 9 point queen,
for a material delta of +2. Fin. https://lichess.org/84qVXxlTHcic

Ex. 10:
When the problem has been boiled down to a set of binary options
#, the process of solving can be completed by either proving the

correct solution or disproving the
incorrect solution, but we don’t
need to do both. The easiest
method for this problem is to
eliminate 24. Bg5 <1:1.5> $.e7-Q
?? as incorrect: Eff diagram of the
b-p after 24. Bg5 ?? highlighting
relevant mobility and effs.
The problem with 24. Bg5 ?? # is
that it traverses the f-B into a
precarious sq that is within 1.5
contention by s: 1 full by the
s.e7-Q, and an x-ray attack by the

s.d5-R. This permits a checkscovery <r: ch-32> move 24…Nf3+ <clr,
d5 - g5> ! that reveals the full attack on g5 of the d5-R,
overwhelming that sq and ending the life of that B. As this check
must be dealt with, f has no tempo in the ply 25-f to resolve the

double attack on this. After 25.
Gxf3 (+3) <o-m>, s can simply
capture in g5 with 25…Qxg5+ (0) !*
and there is no concern of a back
rank mate for f as this indirect
recapture <ch-22 H2S6> comes
with a check. The b-p after a
hypothetical 25…Rxg5+ (0). *Note
that 25…Rxg5+ is incorrect
because after 26. K-1, the s.d7-Q
is overloaded <r: ch-24> with the
defense of both the e8-R and g5-R,
and one of them will fall (-5).

By virtue of the incorrectness of 24. Bg5 ??, we can deduce that 24.
Bf4 $e5-N <3:2.5> ! must be the correct answer. The full line is: Qd8
<pin-break> 2. Qe3 $e5-N <3.5:2> <pin-break> Rxd4 (0) 3. Bxe5
(+3) ! Fin. https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/751576

Ex-11: 13…Nc6 $.e7-B <2:1> !
activates a pin <r: ch-29 H2S2> via the
removal of a pinning side # interposer
between the pinned-to and pinned zi.
The game continued # 14. Nf6+$ !
, the best attempt to complicate
Bxf6 (+3) 15. Bxf6 (0) The b-p
after 15. Bxf6 (0)
The pin was activated and
immediately broken due to the
brute force crumble on the pinned

noble. Now, the pinning r-noble has a free path to the once
pinned-to e2-B.
Rxe2 (+3) <assass> ! Here, f tried to complicate and refute the
assass capture 16. Ne5 $.e-$, c6-N ! The idea is 16…Nxe5 (+3) ??
17. Rd8# , which would have been disappointing, to say the least.
16…Rxe5 (+3) !! A god move, played in 9 minutes , it’s difficult to
continue adequate aggression after going up in material and battling
back counter-play while remaining conservative # 17. Bxe5 (-5)
Nxe5 (+3) <assass, 2>, and now Rd8 is not mate since the g7-cont
s.f6-B has been liquidated via assass. Fin.

Ex-12:
In this position, s has a tricky sequence that will allow him to

advance the e5-P to e4 with a
tempo, and then safeguard it with
s-f5 🛡 ! to secure the assass #
18…c6.$-d5-R ! Using a
pseudo-piecemate # of the
precariously placed, d3-B mobility
limited f.d5-R to secure the assass.
Piecemate analysis of the f.d5-R in
the b-p after 18…c6 $ ! The f.d5-R
has two run sqs from this pawn
check: c5 and a5. A: 19. Rc5 :( the
f-R’s legal mobility is limited to 5
here and after 19…e4 $d3-B !, the
f.e3-Q cannot play # 20. Qxe4 (-1)
due to 20…Qxc5 (+5). He will
follow this up with s-f5 🛡 to secure
the assass # On the other hand,
20. Bxe4 ? falls into a rel-pin along
the e-file that loses more than a P:
The b-p after 20. Bxe4 (-1) ?
S-move, and he can overwhelm
effect in e4 by adding an attacker
20…Rfe8 $e4-B <1.5:1>, and the
f.e3-Q is hangtacked with 1.5,
which means that 21. Re1 🛡
subsequently does not break the
pin because f will lose an R if the
pinned B moves. S can take
advantage of this fixed B # thus by
holding the pin and stepping up the
pressure with a move like
21…Rad8 !, threatening s-Bd4 $$
to win an exchange. The b-p after
21…Rad8 !
In this incredible position, material

is even (!) but s has a deadly pin along the e-file that is difficult to
ultimately resolve due to his pseudo-piecemated f.c5-R and, if it
does move, will yield the b4 sq to the s.e7-Q. B: 19. Ra5 :( is hardly
better, as 19…e4 $d3-B again follows, and now the same two
scenarios of attempted recapture both fail, again: Bi: 20. Qxe4 (-1)
Bxb2+ (+!) ! Bii: 20. Bxe4 (-1) falls into the same rel-pin problem as
in the other various, since the f.5th-R’s location cannot affect this
situation # This game was played between Guodong Zhang
<USCF = 1446>, a Chinese player traveling to the 2nd Niagara Falls
Open from New York University #, at the 2nd annual NFO. Fin.
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Ex-13: https://lichess.org/U3hRQ3yV/black#17 Maia1 <1712, engine> vs
Yakun Hu <human> 9…Bxf3 10. Qxf3 <best> Nbc6 $.d4-P !
<hangtacked> and 11. A exd6 (-1) Nxd4 (0) ! grabs a tempo on the e-q
with 12…xd6 <+1 assass> to follow, 11. B Qe3🛡 .d4-P dxe5 (+1) 12.
Dxe5 (0) Ng6 $.e5-P <2:1> ! with effect | overwhelm <assass +1> , 11. C
Be3🛡 .d4-P ? loses to dxe5 (+1) ! as this 11-f move auto-hangtacks the
rel.pinned-to d3-B, and any 11 N🛡 .d4-P are not possible due the rel.pin-to
the hangtacked f.d2-B # Therefore, the f.d4-P will be assassed in this seq #

Ex-14: 17. Rcd1 RPQ <n> rel-pin 0.1 w/ 1.2 o-n d-28 SF14+ NNUE:
https://lichess.org/pHmlncyu/white

Ex-15: https://lichess.org/s8Cc4xDK/black#22 12. Bd6 BNR <n> rel-pin
-0.2 w/ 1.8 o-n d-29 SF 14+ NNUE !
Ex-16: https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1203172
31…Ke7 32. H6 Kf7 33. H7 Kg7 $$ ! This is the only | adequate
way to stop the P, due to the rel-pin at home. The pinned.to-zi is
also the pinned-ren’s last and critical | defender, which means the
pin cannot be broken by moving the pinned-to out of the pin road
<eg Rd8-d7>, without adding another defender to the pinned, and
f’s promotion countdown is 4 ply. Any maneuver to resolve this pin,
except 33…b6 followed by 34…Bc6 <clr,🛡.a8-R>, which loses to
35. Rxa8! followed by unstoppable promotion, will require at least 3
ply, in which time 1) the f.h-pp will be a fetus, 2) and the f.h8-R will
be off the promotion square, but shielding that pp from $. Therefore,
s’s only chance is to leave this pin, and his 8 points of home rank
material, and rely on only his king, which, in fact, is sufficient
against 6 points of f-material, due to their being confined to the edge
/ corner. Fin v4/2.

Ex-17:
Game: Elma, NY: Small Open 7/23/22:

Ex-18: 8…Rb8 $.b2-P ! and 9. B3 <1:2.5> is not possible due to
9…Bxc3(+3)+!, likewise 9. Rb1🛡 .b2-P loses to 10…Rxb2 (+1) !
followed by 11. Rxb2 (-5) Bxc3 + (+3) ! 12. K-run Bxb2 <assass>, and
therefore the f.b2-P falls # https://lichess.org/lKb5sqth/black#16

Ex-19: https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/982344
2. Nxe6 <+3> <clr.pin-RPQ[n]> ! fxe6 <-3> <forced> 3. Bxe4 <+3> !
Nxe4 <-3> 4. Qxe4 !! <+3> <t-sack> <rel.pin-expl!> <assass in 3>
dxe4 <-9> 5. Rxd7 <+9, recoup>

Ex-20:

Push:
// Push - 1:
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/585140 Material count
you’re down a minor, and Nxd8 is a threat so you have to disregard
the flashy Bxh2+ and the false Bxc3 # in favor of Qxc6, which
resolves the Nxd8 threat, maintains the long diagonal pin and
recuperates, then assassinates in c3. Category: relative pin

// Push 2:
Am I ordering this ch by assass count which is default or what?
Q: What’s wrong with 39…Re7 ?

A: This is a position from the game
V. Ivanchuk v. Peter Leko, Istanbul,
2000 in which the move 39…Ke7
was played, but Mastering Chess
Strategy provides an alternative
move: 39…Re7 to consider; the
issue with this move is that
although it defends the relative
pinned # s.e8-N, it does not break
the pin # by also covering the
s.f8-N, which means that the siege
move <ref: ch. 53 SE H2S1 brute

force crumble> 40. Bb5 $e8.N ! , piling up on the e8.N and
overloading <ref: ch. 24 overloading> the s defenses of e8, since the
e.K cannot move to occupy # its f7 defense sq of the e8.N due to

contention | cut off by the f.e5-N in the immediate succeeding ply,
and no other zi as well # can defend that N or interpose any
offensive eff of it in the immediate succeeding ply, and finally, that
besieged s.e8-N cannot move due to the relative pin along the e.🏡
to the pinned to s.f8-N, which remains undefended <ref: ch. 38 TR:
H2S2: The Laws of Escaping Piece Checks>, and therefore one of
the N has to fall # in the next f ply.

Additional resources:
“Pin.” Pin - Chessprogramming Wiki,
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Pin.
Neiman, Emmanuel. Tune Your Tactics Antenna: Know When (and
Where!) to Look for Winning Combinations. New in Chess, 2012.

https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1203172
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/982344
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/585140
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Book-30: Skewer: chapt-mn:
A Skewer (thrust, reverse pin) is a X-ray related chess tactic where a sliding piece, a bishop, a rook or a
queen double attacks two opponent pieces on the same ray similar to a pin, except the more valuable piece,
often the checked king (absolute skewer), the queen or a rook (relative skewer) is attacked directly and
compelled to move to parry the check or to avoid its capture, therefor exposing a less valuable piece which
might be en prise. Some programs perform not only checks at the top of their quiescence search, but also
attacks to the queen by either bishop and rook, or attacking a rook by a bishop, if an exposed piece behind
might be en prise. R: https://www.chessprogramming.org/Skewer Skewer (n.) = an attack on a higher value
zi of the enemy that is interposed between the attacker and a lower value enemy ren. Ref:
https://lichess.org/F3vRYhLf#47. 3/12/21. First edit: 3/18/21. R: Chess University Dictionary <hl> Fin. (D)
https://lichess.org/VXWBgrym#48 F would like to play Qxa7 (+1) <assass in 1> ! with further prospects for a
back rank skewer supported by the suffocating cut off E of the f.d1-R, but however s has a trick up his sleeve
# if 25. Qxa7 ?? <r: ch-18 H2S7, perpetual> immediately | too soon 25…Nf3+ 26. Kg2 <the s-Q cannot be
allowed into h3 with check> Nxh4+ !! <temp-sack> and if takes # then the s.e6-Q will come to g4 with check

and fork the d1-R with perpetual | check. Therefore, the correct first is 25. Bxe5 ! , resolving the perpet-trap <ch-38 t-r, trap-r> before
continuing with the skewer setup.

Ch-30: H2S1: Absolute-skw:
H3S1: Abs-skewer saves a losing P-race <r: ch. 37 H2S1
H3S1>
Compose a puzzle in which a pawn promotes in the long diagonal and in its promotion move, skewers an
e-K co-located in the long diagonal and behind that e-K is a newly promoted e-Q; assass and win: F-move.
https://lichess.org/analysis/8/8/8/2K4p/4k3/8/P7/8_w_-_-_0_1#0

Ch-30: Skw H2S2: Relative skw:
A relative skewer is any skewer that does not involve a King.

H3S1: Component survivability:
Britannica<a-r>: Adsorption, capability of all solid substances to attract to their surfaces molecules of

gasses or solutions with which they are in contact. Adsorption refers to the collecting of molecules by the external | surface or internal |
surface (walls of capillaries or crevices) of solids or by the surface of liquids. Absorption, with which it is often confused, refers to
processes in which a substance penetrates into the actual interior of crystals, of blocks of amorphous solids, or of liquids. Sometimes the
word sorption is used to indicate the process of the taking up of a gas or liquid by a solid without specifying whether the process is
adsorption or absorption. Physical adsorption resembles the condensation of gasses to liquids and depends on the physical, or van der
Waals, force of attraction between the solid adsorbent and the adsorbate molecules. There is no chemical specificity in physical
adsorption, any gas tending to be adsorbed on any solid, if the temperature is sufficiently low or the pressure of the gas sufficiently high. In
chemical adsorption, gasses are held to a solid surface by chemical forces that are specific for each surface and each gas. Chemical
adsorption occurs usually at higher temperatures than those at which physical adsorption occurs; furthermore, chemical adsorption is
ordinarily a slower process than physical adsorption and, like most chemical reactions, frequently involves an energy of activation.

Ch-30: Skw H3S3: Clearance skw:
A zi between a friendly r-noble and the higher value e-zi in a skewer alignment moves out of the way, activating the skewer.

H3S1: Cancer:
Hu: Cancer as a consequence of technical debt <r: ch-45, MIC CM H3S2>: MIC: A feature factory is an over-funded | company, typically
a venture startup, that attempts to | dominate the market by, paradoxically, bloating its feature set, against a publicly-traded competitor,
which is fiscally | irresponsible. The deeper | problem, however, as well as the fact that this behavior is supported, is a misunderstanding of
startup, which is to reduce a significant | component of a larger codebase. Wolpers’ advice to dealing with technical debt: H5S1: Be
transparent about technical debt. Visualize existing technical debt prominently so that everyone is constantly reminded of the nature of your
code-base. Also, address the technical debt at the Sprint Review events regularly so that the stakeholders are aware of the state of the
application. MIC: Many human diseases which result from overuse of the body, in various | ways, whether through excessive physical
exertion, or mental / metabolic overload<a-r>, can be conceived as a form of technical debt.

https://www.britannica.com/dictionary/capability
https://www.britannica.com/science/solid-state-of-matter
https://www.britannica.com/science/molecule
https://www.britannica.com/science/gas-state-of-matter
https://www.britannica.com/science/solution-chemistry
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Ch-30: Skw Def:
CM: Skewering fundamentals:
Skewering square (n.) = the square in which the skewering ren occupies in the b.p in which a skewer is on the board, and the skewering

r-noble is occupying the road of alignment among itself, the skewered zi, and the skewered-to ren.
Skewering r-noble (n.) = the road noble belonging to the attacking side in the skewer tactic. X-ref: <ch. 2
M&BS D> Skewered zi (n.) = the zi that interposes between the skewering r-noble and the skewered-to ren
in the road of alignment when the skewer is on board # Skewered-to ren (n.) = the ren that is located
opposite to the skewering r-noble in the skewering alignment, interposed in between by the skewered zi.
Skewer road (n.) = the road of alignment <ref: ch. 10 CM H3S2 H4S2 H5S5 H6S1> in which all 3 of the
skewering r-noble, the skewered zi, and the skewered-to ren are located when the skewer is on board.
Skewer (n.) = an 🗡 on a higher value 子 of the enemy that is interposed between the 🗡er and a lower
value enemy 人. Ref: https://lichess.org/F3vRYhLf#47. 3/12/21. First edit: 3/18/21. Skewerhanging (adj.) = a
noble that is hanging and occupying a □ behind a higher value noble along a road. Skewer break (n.) = a 走
of one of two consecutive friendly 子s in a road in the first 步 of a 田 position for which a threat is a skewer.
Quality 8/10. Ref: https://lichess.org/training/bhx1q. 3/17/21. Skewer KQ (n.) = a skewer of the ♔ and a♕.
Ref: https://lichess.org/training/0vvb2 3/17/21.Skewer QR (n.) = a skewer of the ♕ and a ♖. Ref:

https://lichess.org/training/1ZJJ2. 3/17/21. R, ♕, B skewer (n.) = a skewer in which a ♖ is an 🗡er of the enemy’s ♕ and an x-ray 🗡er of an
enemy’s ♗. 6/10. Ref: https://lichess.org/training/1pOmf. 3/28/21.In this position, either player to move; 1) the blue circle marks the skewering
square 2) the blue arrow points to the skewering ren 3) the red arrow points to the skewered zi 4) the yellow arrow points to the skewered-to
ren and 5) the green arrow is located in the skewering road. Ref: https://lichess.org/editor/8/6P1/8/4R3/8/2b5/8/8_w_-_-_0_1.

H3S1: Abs-skw definitions: H3S2: Rel-skw definitions:
Ch-30: Skewers exercises:
Assassination in 2:
Skewers are minimum assassination in 2 tactics, since a move prior

to

the assass capture is necessary to set it up.

Ex-1: find the skewer. [400]
Figure 1. Ref: ZiadSaad1 v. Jchu222 c.com 1+0 2/15/22.

R: Ex-2: “once it’s seen, it will not be forgotten.” [1,200]

Ex-3: 1. Rd1 skewers RQN(N), but Ne5 creates a counter-

attack against the f.f3-Q. Does the tactic still work? [1,500]

R: Ex-4: find the assass in 2:

Ex-5: find the assass in 2:

R: Ex-5A: find the assass in 2:

Ex-5B:

Skewer x traps x
evaluation:
Ex. 6: Skewers are a thematic tactic to
avoid and find # in queen endgames.
In the following position, both sides
have a Q + B as the nobles, and f

would like to abs-fork to win the s.g7-B with the move 48. Qxf7+. Does
this tactic work? Reference the idea of skewer at least once in your
response.

R: Ex-7: [3,000]:

Assassination in 3:
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Ex-8:

Ex-9: [1,450]

L: Ex-10: Game: Jakhongir
Vakhidov<UZB><2,564> vs GM
Sam Shankland<USA><2,720>.
The assass.in-3 occurs after the
first turn, from the b-p, but we
have included this turn as well, due
to its instructive value.

Ex-10A:

Skewer x pin,
recognition:

For each problem below, write the tactical move or sequence in
algebraic notation, and include in CU Board code the alignment
notation as well as the label of either pin or skewer.

Ex-11:

R: Ex-12:

Ex-13:

R: Ex-14:

Assassination in 4+:

Ex-15: [2,600]

Ex-16: [2,200]

Ex-17: [2750] This puzzle was mined
from the LiChess puzzle database, and
is one of the highest-rated skewer
puzzles.

Solutions:
1-Rh1+.f1K($).c1R

Ex. 2:
1. Qa3+ ($)(e.$)-e7.Q !! and if #
Kxa3 2. Nc2# or if # K-run 2. Qxe7

(+9)
Ref: https://lichess.org/analysis/8/4q3/2p5/8/pk6/1n2N3/1Q6/
1K6_w_-_-_0_1. // write more explainer, absolute skewer in a
dijacent, can't capture due to trapmate.

Ex. 3: Yes !
After 1. Rd1 (BQN(N).skr), $.e$(s.d4-Q), ($)d7.N 1…Ne5
-f.$,$f.f3-Q , f can simply capture the queen # and the point is that
his capture is for free whereas the ensuing s recapture in a different
square is not, as we will see in the material count analysis # <ref: ch.
4, Material Count> <ref2: ch. 10, notation, h2s1 mc notation>: 2.
Rxd4 (+9 - 1 = +8) Nxf3+ (-9 + 8 = -1), at this point, material is
roughly even again, but f has 3. gxf3 (+3 - 1 = +2) whereas s has no
recourse against the 3rd ply Q capture in d4 in return. This means
that the assassination in this puzzle, despite the first attack being of
the f.d4-Q, is actually of the s.N, in the square of its capture of the
f.Q in avengence of the assassination attempt of the s.d4-Q.
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/169850

Ex. 4:
X-ref: <ch. 6 H2S1 H3S3>
Game: u/itzyfan88 v. u/JahnyErMjukur, 4/16/22 Chess.com. Be not
distracted by the QQK<S> abs.pin along the h-file, the key theme for
f # is the KQ <E> alignment <ref: ch. 10 NT CM H3S2 H4S2 H5S5
H6S1> along the s-🏠, which can be exploited by the skewer move
46. Rc8+ abs.skwr-<RKQ<E>> !

E-diagram after 46. Rc8+ abs.skwr, indicating that the h8-sq is in f
control <1.5:1>
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This check is unblockable, and uncapturable ref: <ch. 18 H2S8>,
and once the 48…K-runs, the s.h8-Q wil be lost via 49. R/Qxh8 (+9)
!, with mate to come shortly # R: The position after 46…Kf7. In this
position, the capture opposition pin # does not stop // write more Fin.
Ref:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/43877720001?tab=revie
w.

Ex. 5:
18. Ba3 BQP <n> abs-skwr ! Q-run 19. Assass in e7
https://www.chess.com/analysis/
game/live/45386353727
?tab=review

Ex-5A: 23…Bc8 $.f5-Q ($) ! 24. Qf4 <run $> Bxh3 <abs.pin-exploit!>
https://lichess.org/U2KmJsHh/black

Ex-5B: 18…Be5 $.d4-Q ($) ! 19. Qc4 <run $> ! Bxa1 (+5) <assass in 2>
https://lichess.org/PyiN46V9/white#37

Ex-6:
The purpose of this problem # is to draw your eye to the idea | that
after the assass sequence 48. Qxf7+ ! Kc2 49. Qxg7 (+3) ! s has the
idea # to play 49…Qg1+, the move played in the game, in order to

skewer the g4-K and g7-K, which
are found in alignment in the g-file
after 49. Qxg7. == The problem
with this move, despite the fact that
by definition it is a skewer, and a
high value one, and one that would
win material if not for a tactical
condition, since the K and the Q
are separated by 2.sqs-between,
and therefore the K cannot move |
and defend the Q. == Fortunately
for f, the g1-sq is covered by the
f.c5-B, and it is this condition | that

allows the assass of the g7-B to work at all ! S-move, the b-p after
49. Qxg7 (+3) ! Conditions can be powerful. Due to the condition of
the c5-B contending the g1 QKQ<n> abs.skwr-sq, f can safely move
his Q into g7 without risk.

Ex-7:
19…e4 <0.0, d-21 SF14+> ! This move is necessary to shut the
f.f3-Q from the f3 \ a8 partial light # to prevent a decisive penetration
with tempo to the s-Ps. 20. Qg3 => c7, still aiming to penetrate #
21…Kg8 <run future +> ! running from the threat of 22. Qd6+ 22.
Ke2 ! Qc4+ ! 23. K-1 <forced> the f-K is forced to alternate
between Ke2 and K-1 by 23…Qa2 ½ ½ via threefold repetition.
https://www.chess.com/analysis/
game/live/47043039149

Ex-8: // write the moves only
// FEN: 7k/1q4bp/6p1/1B2p3/Pr6/4B1P1/5P1P/2Q2K2 b - - 0 1
GM Rune Djurhuus <2458> vs FM Brede Kvisvik Oslo, 2011. R:
https://lichess.org/2bFGsoA0/black

Ex-9:
1. Rg6+ ($) <RKB <w> skwr!> Ke7 <run +> 2. Re6+ <1:1>
<coer-defl!> Kd8 <run+> 3. Rxd6 <+3, assass in 3>
https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/147324

Ex-10:
52. axb4<+1> axb4<-1+0=-1> 53. Rh6+<R.K-b6,skwr!>
Kg7<$.h6-R> 54. Rb6$.b4-P! and there is no good way to save this
P. For example, if Rb2🛡.b4-P 55. Kc7<thr-d8=Q[+8]> Rc2+ 56.
Rc6<1:1><int+>! Rd2$.d7-P<1:1>(cont)-d8 57. Rd6<int>! Rc2+
Kb6<run+>! 1-0.
Post: The game between GM Vakhidov and GM Shankland ended
in a draw, and so did the rd-4 match between Uzbekistan and the
USA:
https://chess-results.com/tnr653631.aspx?lan=1&art=20&flag=30&s
nr=1 King<a-r>: The teams which won their matches and now
remain with a perfect four match points are India 2 (finally

“underperforming” with a mere 3-1 victory over Italy), Armenia,
Israel, England, and Spain. The Americans have 3½ match
points, along with 11 other teams, and tomorrow we will “play up” a
score group against Israel, giving us an opportunity to leapfrog at
least one of the leaders if we win the match. Rozman<a-r>: Instead
of <52. axb4[+1]>, Vakhidov played 52. A4??, and this one move,
allows the tempo 52…b3! 53. Rh6+ Kg7$ 54. Rb6$.b3-P<1:0>, and,
suddenly, b2<1:1>!, and there’s no way for White to get out with the
King, and shield the King from checks! And the game simply | ends
in a repetition of moves.

Ex-10A:

Ex-11: 1. Re1 RQK<n> abs-pin !

Ex-12: 1. Rg1 RQP#<n> abs-pin !
Despite the fact that the g7-sq is containing # a lower value ren than
the square that precedes it in the RQP<n> vector alignment #, #MIC
would consider this a pin because the consequence of a capture in
that square, Qxg7#, is worse than a capture in g3 (!)

Ex-13: 1. Bg3 BQR<n> rel-skwr !

Ex-14: 1. Re1 RQK<n> abs-pin !
8-11 diagram screens are courtesy of ChessKid.com !

Ex-15: Puzzle, time card: 1...Ng5+ 2. Kg3 Nxh3 <+5, assass in 2>
3. Kxh3 <-3>  Rf4 $($) 4. Nd2 Rd4 <hangtacked-both!> $$ ! 5. B3
🛡.c4-B <1:1> <inadequate!> Rxd2 <+3> <assass in 5>!. After the
initial exchange assassination to bring the m-d to 0, second is
looking for a second +m-delta play to win. 3...Rf4 creates an initial
threat, an equal-value skewer that attacks both the e4 knight and
c4 Bishop, via x-ray, and there are only two escape conditions to
this tactic, both runfense, 4. Bd3 or Nd2, running from the road of
the rook's effect and adding the runner as a defender to the other
attacked ren. == Both 4. Bd3 and Nd2 funnel the first player into an
independent backup tactic: 4...Rf3+, absolute forking the
hangtacked Bishop on d3, or 4...Rd4, forking the runfense ren and
its defensive target on c4 such that there are no further escapes to
the tactical sequence. Fin-v3.

Ex-16: Time card, puzzle: 1...Bxg2 2. Qc4 R8d3+ 3. Qxd3 Rxd3+ 4.
Kxd3 Bf1+ 5. K-run Bxa6 <assass in 5!> Notes, Yakun 6/15/21: I
calculated for maybe 3 min, came back 19 min later, and solved the
puzzle after seeing Bf1+ skewer in the event of Qc4. Proof that
infinite subcon calculation works. Chess notes: first instinct is
Re8+, obvious blunder due to d2 hangtacked rook, and second
instinct is Bxg2 with some sort of mating net. Mating net confirmed
but I previously | discounted the move due to Qc4, which I figured
allows a -1 trade sequence when I'm already down 1. Didn't see the
possibility of a skewer <ch-47, brain + lane #n-p> until I came
back with fresh eyes and saw Bf1+.

Ex-17: 23…Rd7 $.d3-Q ! 24. Qc4 <run $> $.c5-B <hangtacked>! The
point of this puzzle, besides the skewer, is that the Q cannot afford
to yield the d5.check-sq to the s.d8-Q, such as attempting to
maintain defense of h7 <Qe4, Qg6>, allowing # 28…Rxh7 29. Qxh7
<0> Qd5+ ! and f faces severe mating threats, leading to material
loss, thanks to the coordination of the Q and 2 B’s. 24…Rxh7 <+3>
! 25. Qxc5 <0> ! Bh3 <1:1> +($) ! <abs-skewer!> followed by
26…Bxf1 <+5, assass in 4!>

Push:
Mastering Chess Tactics p-Drive contains 4 Skewer Puzzles from
GM games starting pg. 72 (out of 192), chapter 10. Worth citation.

Additional resources:
Neiman, Emmanuel. Tune Your Tactics Antenna: Know When (and
Where!) to Look for Winning Combinations. New in Chess, 2012.
Vakhidov, Jakhongir and Sam Shankland . “44th Chess Olympiad
2022: Open: Boards 1-40 • Round 4.” Lichess.org, 1 Aug. 2022,
https://lichess.org/broadcast/44th-chess-olympiad-2022--open--boar
ds-1-40/round-4/5mV5xMWZ.

https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/147324
https://chess-results.com/tnr653631.aspx?lan=1&art=20&flag=30&snr=1
https://chess-results.com/tnr653631.aspx?lan=1&art=20&flag=30&snr=1
https://emojipedia.org/shield/
https://lichess.org/broadcast/44th-chess-olympiad-2022--open--boards-1-40/round-4/5mV5xMWZ
https://lichess.org/broadcast/44th-chess-olympiad-2022--open--boards-1-40/round-4/5mV5xMWZ
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King, Alex. “Round 4 at the Olympiad: A Narrow Escape.” US
Chess.org, 1 Aug. 2022,
https://new.uschess.org/news/round-4-olympiad-narrow-escape.
D. Marchon, S. Mantellato, A.B. Eberhardt, R.J. Flatt, 10 -
Adsorption of chemical admixtures, Editor(s): Pierre-Claude Aïtcin,
Robert J Flatt, Science and Technology of Concrete Admixtures,
Woodhead Publishing, 2016, Pages 219-256, ISBN
9780081006931,

https://doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-08-100693-1.00010-2.
Britannica, The Editors of Encyclopaedia. "adsorption".
Encyclopedia Britannica, 16 Jul. 2022,
https://www.britannica.com/science/adsorption. Accessed 14 August
2022.

https://doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-08-100693-1.00010-2
https://www.britannica.com/science/adsorption
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Book-31: X-ray: chapt-mn:
CM-H3S1: Pharma-alts to ecm:
Fawcett<a-r>: Reticular fibers are distinguished by their tendency to form fine-meshed networks around cells and cell groups and by virtue
of their property of staining black, because of adsorption<// research: can magnetic | fields affect rate of adsorption, as well as pattern?
Some prelim-data> of metallic silver, when they are treated with alkaline | solutions of reducible silver salts. They were formerly believed
to be composed of a distinct protein, reticulin, but electron microscopy has revealed that reticular fibers are small fascicles of typical
collagen fibrils interwoven to form a network. It is now apparent that reticular fibers are simply a form of collagen, and their distinctive
staining depends upon the mode of association of the fibrils and possibly upon subtle differences in their relation to the polysaccharide
material that binds them together. H5S1: Bacteria as a pharmaceutical<a-r>: It Fawcett<a-r>: It is interesting, in this relation, that some
bacteria produce an enzyme, hyaluronidase<a hydrolytic enzyme - Britannica>, which breaks up hyaluronic acid into subunits and alters
the viscosity of ground substance. The ability of these bacteria to produce this enzyme is probably responsible for their invasiveness in the
tissues. Hu: The capacity for a bacteria to alter the physical properties of ground | substance, by stimulating a chemical reaction, is an
interesting merger, of bio/chemo/physics #n-p.

Ch-31: X-ray: H2S1: Methods of int-clr:
Chessprogramming.org <a-r>: Commonly, X-ray in Chess refers to a
family of several tactical | motifs, where a sliding piece attacks through any
other piece in a ray-direction. In particular, an X-ray refers to an indirect
defense, where a sliding piece conditionally defends an own piece, which is
attacked by an “x-rayed” opponent sliding piece <noble> from the same
direction. X-ray and batteries may be subject of static exchange evaluation.
In depth: [D, 1] Yakun Hu <1870> vs Joseph Dominick Riccardi <1997>,
UB Chess Club LiChess Summer Arena # June 15, 2021 Ref:
ttps://lichess.org/uwsBR4qA/black#34 This was my first time defeating the
president of my University's chess club after losing about 20 games in a row
on Chess.com. In this position, I played the positional | sacrifice 18. Bxd5
2.8 at about depth 21/99, 1692 knodes / s. Why? Because I saw the

possibility of the queen coming to h6, and thus I needed the rook to the Kingside and thus clearing the g2
square for the King. After 19. Kg2, the game was over in 5 moves with a forced | checkmate. The ability to play this sequence can be
credited to FIDE 2200 Sandro Safar 1) Learning how to develop | logically. I had all my pieces out on good | squares, c3 knight, d2 queen,
e3 bishop, f3 knight, g2 bishop, and f1 rook. 2) Learning how to build an attack rather than simply look for tactics with 13. Bh6,
h4-h5-hxg6, and 17. Nh4. I finished in third place behind two 1600+ USCF rated players. Thought | space | analysis interlude: Earlier in the
day, I spent 65 (!!) minutes staring at this puzzle [D, 2] and gained a calibration to quiet moves on the Kingside with color complex square
weaknesses, queen penetration potentially, and a rook on the h-file. This was a result of my Chess | University middle game professor’s
prompt at the time, WGM Adriana Nikolova, to do more puzzles. Lastly, the ideas of initiative, compensation, and building a fast | attack
from Adriana's lesson also helped me shape the intuition required to finish this game.Color complex | weakness (n.) = a weakness of the
squares in the fianchetto | position that are the same color as the fianchetto bishop. <r: ch-50 H2S4> Another type of interposition clearance
by temporary sacrifice: <ch-36> 1. Rxh5 (+3) ! and if 1…gxh5 (-5), we have a I-C by P-cap, auto-clearance of the b1 / h7 with access to #
k-s h7 <ref: ch-21> 2. Qf5 ! and in an open position f has 2 tempi to set up a battery on this diagonal and threaten a devastating threatmate
<x-ref> on h7; post-script: these positions opened me up to the power and potential # of breaking open lines by removing interpositions in
various ways, leading to this list:

H2S1 H3S1: Int-clr by P-adv:
<4.diagrams-above> Each p-adv move clears 4 things: 3 lines and 1 square. The adv d4-d5 clears 1) the 4th | rank, 2) the a1 / h8, 3) a7 \ g1,
and the 4) d4 key sq. Fin-v1.

https://www.britannica.com/science/cell-biology
https://www.britannica.com/science/hyaluronidase
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H2S1 H3S2: Int-clr by + move [2,000+]:
[D,1] Missed puzzle <Assassination in 5, category: coercion, +scovery>: 1.
Qf6+ Ke8 2. Bg6+ Kd7, forced 3. Qe6+ a forced trade via supported
capture opposition fork on a hanging piece Qxe6+, forced [D, 2] 4. fxe6+, a
checkscovery via pawn | capture Kd8 <forced> 5. Bxd3 <assass>
Background: I solved this puzzle on Chess.com along with USCF Expert,
Larry Larkins <6x Armed Forces Champion a-r>: “You have to be in the
flow of the | game to do a puzzle like that. You might know some concepts
but without being into the flow of the game, you might miss the concept in
the battle.” Read about our exploits in Norfolk, VA with fellow USCF elite
and former Navy | Engineer Ernest Schlich in ch-16 H2S8, military x
chess.

H2S1 H3S3: Int-clr by $scov:

FEN: 2rq1rk1/p3ppbp/1p3np1/4N3/Q2P4/2N4P/PP3PP1/R3R1K1 b Q - 0 1 The first player's threat is
21.f-Nc6 with an double.$-covery, fork, clearing the e-file for +0.5 effect of the e1 rook to the e7 pawn, with
the clearing | zi adding itself as an attacker to the d8 queen, in the process forking also the e7 square with
that N, a powerful move that increases white's offensive effect in e7 by 1.5 and the material value of effected,
ren by 9. Best moves: 20…e6, Re8 0.00 d.iPad

H2S1 H3S4: Int-clr
by P-cap:
L: P-cap reduces interposition count
from 2 to 1 where capture is parallel to
cleared.for-line (2): P-cap reduces
interposers from 1 to 0 by capturing in a
perpendicular line. <X-ref Ch 19 H2S5>
(3) P-adv forced p-cap: this position is
#21, bishop in GM Hellsten’s Mastering
Chess Strategy. Hellsten: In this

strategically | complex position White enjoys some advantage, thanks to the bishop | pair and his sounder pawn structure, but Black's
game is compact. 28.f4! Softening up the a1-h8 diagonal for the bishop, where there is no black | counterpart. 28…e4?! $.d3-B 29. Be2
<run $> Be6 ! 30. G4 $.e-$ Hellsten: Another strong | advance that aims at clearing the g-file towards the target on g7. White also puts
some indirect | pressure on e4, which explains Black's next | move. 2b1r1k1/4qrp1/1n1p1n1p/1Pp1pp2/p1P4Q/P2BPP2/1B3NPP/2RR2K1 w
- - 0 28

L, below: H2S1 H3S5: Int-clr by perpendicular diag move:
(2) H2S1 H3S6: Int-clr
by perpendicular
edge file move:
R: H2S1 H3S7: 2-0
rank clr by e.p-cap:
Compose an e-p mate: this is the only
move that can clear 2 interposers in one
move.

H2S1 H3S8: Dub-clr by coer:
// clear 2 in 2 consecutive ply, I guess this could be a interposition removal skewer (x-ref) Ch. 30 H2S3 but doesn’t have to be, the cleared to
sq could be an empty, terminal sq for instance // double check comes to mind immediately as one way // X-ref coercion

Ch-31: X-r H2S2: Evaluating future-E:
// show some thematic examples of fianchetto openings and various degrees of interposition effect along long diagonals, even starting an
attack before actually opening a long diagonal: // x ref Ch 6, 12
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H2S2 H3S1: Strategic long.diag-clr:
https://lichess.org/t3ta2iAw/white#34 L: 18. Ncxd5 (+1) !! <temp-sack>
cxd5 (-3) 19. Bxd5 5.7 w/ 1.7 o-n d-28 SF14+ NNUE. This move clears 3x
interposition in as many ply # as s is even compelled to capture in d5 and
slide his c6-P in capture, removing once interposition along a8 \ h1 via | |
parallel | diag | capture slide |. Fin

H2S2 H3S2: Sealing a B’s fate via
intent- int:
Interposition can be used as a defensive motif <ch-this H2S3 H3S1> not
only as a frame | shift but by inserting an extra | noble to block
e-coverage of a key-sq. In this case (D, R) , Komodo prefers 16. Ne4 <int

e8-R cont e3 <1:1.5 post> 1.89 w/ 0.7 o-n d-34, 2706 to decrease critical effect of e3, a QR N fork
vertex # https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/45124192021?tab=review // blockading a long
D by blockading an e-pawn, or friendly supported pawn even // x-ref this to pawn structure Ch 19
h2s5 # // cases where planting an N can block a B also In depth: Marchand vs Fischer <13 y/o>
1956 // CU summary: Fischer uses strategic pawn play to fight against marchand’s double
fianchetto setup via interpositions as a strategic device. // ref: https://youtu.be/b8LSlyb0xt0 occupy
vs exert influence on center, quick primer on hyper modern vs traditional center # // X-ref English
opening in Ch 53, and pull from there // quick primer on Erich Marchand, Marchand Open, and
professor emeritus of math at UoR, do a bit of research into his publications:
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessplayer?pid=92437 // positional chess thesis: most piece

rearrangements occur when interposition of long range road nobles containing their dynamic tactical potential are in place in order to set up
optimal conditions for when the x-ray contenders are exposed fully later on. // example of a visual reduction | paradigm <x-ref>  that reduces
calculation time by orienting one’s perception around high priority themes // strategically modulating center open and closedness, the count
and permanence of interposer in order to set up rearrangement vs combat phases // post development phase rearrangements are caused by
establishment of interposition, a sort of return to dev phase temporarily before a return to combat, as seen in this game (brief combat in h-file
liquidating rooks, then return to development after center closing sequence) // Also, game slows down, tactical sequence extends, value of a
tempo decreases and two tempo becomes one // 17:27 b6 move is a “switch” that Fischer can press any time to open the center; white’s
analogous switch is a bit less immediate // 19:22 long dark D finally opens f-dxc5, again with s-d3 later // “the cramping that was caused by the
closed bishops position allowed Fischer to open it up from the wings and pawn roller” 20:37// Final b-p:

H2S3 H3S3: Parallel edge clearance strategy:
// strategically clearing files or ranks to set up Rs in good positions for future tactics

Ch-31: X-r H2S3: X-ray cont as a tac-comp:
H2S3 H3S1: Combining tac-themes:

H4S1:
Interposition
fork: 1…Bd2
<1:1> <int
c3.Q🛡-e1,N
!> $.e1-N
$.c3-Q
2.Qxd2 <-3>
Qxd2 <+9>

https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/153560

H4S2: Interpositional defensive threat resolution x back rank x promotion threat: 1.Qe3 <1:1> <int +> Nxd7 <+1, forced!> 2.Rdxd7 <assass in 2>
Qxe3+ 3. Rxe3 <+3> https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/152904

H4S3: Interference x coercion: Chess-tempo: Qc7+ The black queen has checked the king, the only safe position is on the d-file <coercion!>
which blocks the mutual protection previously provided by the rooks. 2.Kd4 The king moves , blocking the d file 2...Qxd8+ and black takes
the now unprotected rook. https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/108883924

H4S3: Interference x piecemate x dual-purpose move: Chess-tempo: 1…Be4 $.f3-Q Black interferes with the mutual protection of the rooks by
interposing the bishop and, at the same time, threatening the queen. 2. Qe3 <run $> White must save the queen 2...Qxe7 <+5> <assass in 2>
and black can take the now unprotected rook. Fin v4/2.

H3S2: Shifting the frame:

https://youtu.be/b8LSlyb0xt0
https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/153560
https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/152904
https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/108883924
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R: <ch-41> a psychological theme on board <fbno>, the s.c7-P is indefensible by adding effect to the square:
10…Rc8 🛡.c7-P <2:2> 11. Qa4 (+) ! with the threat of Nxd6/c7#-immediate or 12. Qxa7 (-1) will crumble the
s-position while 10…Nd5 🛡.c7-P <2:2> fails to threat move the defender 11. E4 $.d5-P. Thus, the only
recourse is 10…c-Push ! which interposes the f.c1-R #np direct effect of c7 <1:1.5, resulting> #VT and
eliminates a key attacker # of the c7 sq by shifting the | frame of defense up one or two squares into c6
<1:1> or c5 <2:1>. Position composed from: https://lichess.org/cvP48HvXhDgR b-p 9-s / 10-f, 10. Nb5 $.c7-P
hyp, and f4-B shifted to d2 s-move.

H3S3: Int as an $-motif:
Chess-tempo <a-r>: Interference occurs when a player cuts the defensive contact between two enemy
pieces, removing the guard of one or both of them, thus creating potential targets for attack. The player
cuts the line between an opponent bishop, rook or queen <r-nobles>and a piece or important square

<contention> they are defending by either placing one of their own pieces at the middle of the defensive line or forcing the opponent to do so
with one of their pieces. Interference can be delivered simultaneously with a fork <H2S3 H4S1>, when the piece in the middle attacks both
adversary pieces. The difference between interference and blocking is that interference blocks the defense of one enemy piece over another
enemy piece (or important square), and blocking prevents an enemy piece from moving to an escape square by forcing the placement of
another enemy piece on the potential escape square. Interference should not be confused with defensive interposition. If a player defends a
check or an attack from an enemy piece by interposing a piece in the line of the attacker, this is not interference because that line is obviously
not a defensive contact of two enemy pieces. MIC: Aside from remove the defender <ch-25, thr-move> <ch-27, cap-move>, interference,
or -0.5 E via int of🛡, is the other way to decrease e-E of an e.occ’d-sq. Approximately half of imposed x.ray-E are interference, and half
are interposition, which is the cut of $. #np-shared. See H2S3 H3S1 H4S3/4 for 2 examples.

H3S4: Int as a 🛡-motif:
Chess-tempo <a-r>: An interposing move is a defensive move which occurs when the player causes a
piece to block the line of action of an enemy piece that is attacking one of the players own pieces or
important squares and, by doing so, removing the direct attack on the target. The simplest form is to move
one of the player's own pieces in the middle of the line of action between the enemy piece <r-noble> and
their own piece. However, attraction of enemy pieces that do not operate along the same line of action
may also cause a defensive interposition. While the interposition tag is seen as a sub-type of defensive
move, it may have attacking motives, securing a friendly piece while allowing an attack to progress on other
parts of the board, so can often be seen as part of a larger attacking combination. [D]: Black’s queen
launches a desperado attack, which allows Black to take the newly promoted queen 1...Qxd8 <+9> White’s
queen takes the unprotected Black rook 2. Qxe5 <-5> leaving Black with their bishop and queen under
attack. However, White does not recover the material because Black has the defensive interposition
2...Bd3 simultaneously defending Black’s bishop <run $> and queen <int $>, MIC: a dual-purpose move.

Ch-31: X-r ex.
Assassination in 1:

Ex-1:

R: Ex-2:

Ex-3:

Ex-4 R:

Asssass in 2:

Ex-4A: [1200]

R: Ex-4Ai:

Assass in 4+:
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L: Ex-4B:

Ex-5: Use multiple x-ray alignments to assass in 7.

L: Ex-5A: [2,200]:

Ex-5B: [4,800]: “The 8 Point Hidden Dragon” or “Precision airstrikes have
become the big stick of international relations.” R:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2WcyTXZEf4

X-ray as 🛡:

L: Ex-6:

Ex-7:

L: Ex-8: [2,400]

Ex-9: [4,000]

Assass in 3:

L: Ex-10: [1,400]

Ex-11: [1,339]

Ex-12: Ex-13:

Assass in 5+:

L: Ex-14: [4,000]

Ex-15: [1,563]

L: Ex-16: [1580]

Ex-17: [1,642]

Assass in 6+:

L: Ex-18: “Reset the pao”: How many different x-ray motifs take place?
[2,765]

Ex-19: [2,763] What is the initial m-d?
Assass in 1, 3, 7 justify the full
sequence in 4.

L, below: Ex-20: [2,800]

Solutions:
Ex-1:
5. Nxe5 (+1) and if: A: 5…dxe5
(-2) 6. Qxg4 (+1) B: 5…Bxd1 (-8) ?
6. Bxf7+ Ke7 7. Nd5# <Légall’s
Mate> 1. e4 e5 2. Nf3 d6 3. Bc4

Bg4 4. Nc3 g6
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Ex-2:
1…Nxe4 (+1) and if: A: 2. B/Nxe4 (-2) Qxg5 (+1) B: 2. Bxd8 (-8)
Nxc3+ (-5) 3. Be2 Nxd1 (+4) 4. Rxd1 (+1) Rxd8 (+4)
R: <Chess Tactics for Kids, GM Murray Chandler © 2016 ch-47>

Ex-3:
1…Nxe4 (+1) and if: A: 2. B/Nxe4 (-2) Qxh4+ (+1) B: 2. Bxd8 (-8)
Nxf3+ (-7) and now if: Bi: 3. Gxf3 ? Bf2+ 4. Kf1 Bh3# Bii: 3. Kf1
Ned2+ 4. Qxd2 (-10) Nxd2 (-1) 5. Ke1 Nxb1 (+4) 6. Bxb1 (+1)
Rxd8 (+4) R: <Chess Tactics for Kids>

Ex-4:
10. Nxe4 Nxe4 11. D4 $.c5-B ! Bb6 12. D5 $.c6-N ! Nb4 <0:1> !
After d5 to threaten to move the interposer, s can try a different
interposer: instead of interposing the check ray, he interposes the
abs-fork $ ray to e4 13. A3 $.b4-N and now for instance if # Na6
<run $> 14. Qa4+ $.e4-N <2:1> overwhelms eff and avenges the
capture avengence 3.5 turns ago #, securing the assass in 1:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/
game/live/47354984413?tab=review

Ex-4A:
15…d4 $.c3-N, <RNQ<s>pin> ! with assass (+3) in 16-s to follow #

Ex-4Ai: 21…Qg3 $.h4-N <hangtacked!> <Qxg2.trap#!> 22. Qf4
🛡 .f3-N Qxh3 <abs.pin-exploit!> (+1) Game: LiChess bullet
mestrydosmetrys <1959> vs AmazingFilms1971, Yakun <1977>
https://lichess.org/U2KmJsHh/black#42

Ex-4B:
In this position, NM Randy McKenzie <2,000 USCF, floor> vs
Yakun Hu, me, at the Rochester Chess Center played 15…c6 ! ,
removing the interposer # of the inadequately defended f.c4-P. After
16. Exf5 $.e6-B, a cute attempt, NM McKenzie continues his
refutation # with 16…gxf5 (+1) <-thr> 17. Ne3 🛡 .c4-P, holding on
for dear life # in torrential | downpour on c4 (!) 17…f4 $.e3-N !
ended the game via resignation, as c4 cannot be held and when the
s.e6-B captures, the f1-R will be lost as well <assass, 4, 5>
This position is part of a series of 3 long diagonal pivot # pawn
blunders that resulted in a -5 or worse position for me while playing
the English opening against 1,500 - 2,000 rated players in the USCF
during the February to May, 2022 period of writing Material in Chess,
when I was approximately 200,000 to 350,000 words into writing the
textbook. These blunders, in aggregate, cost me approximately 60
rating points in otherwise respectable positions against highly rated
players during my climb to 2,000 elo that year, following
performance ratings of around 2,000 or higher at 2 tournaments: the

US Open, which I won section C,
and the Rochester Chess Club
saturday tournament in early 2022
#, in which I gained 130 points to
1587, a personal high. |=P Like a
Tesla, a half-built machine is
bound to run into bugs # |=P The
other two exercises can be found
at ch-29 ex-6 <hl> and ch-final
ex-19 <hl>. As a warmup |
exercise for the final exam, which
you are encouraged to attempt and
then contact me personally for the

answers #, via email, think logically about why partial completion of
Material in Chess would lead to highly specific blunders that occur
thematically, even around the same depth of a game. Fin.

Ex-5:
18. Bxf6 (+3) ! kicks off this sequence. 18…Rxe1+ (-5) ! resolving
the sudden thr of 19…Rxe8# before recapturing in f6. 19. Rxe1 (+3)
gxf6 (0) The first liquidation sequence within the assass in 7 puzzle
sequence is over, with 26 points of total material wiped off the board
# 20. Nd4 $.f5-Q ! In the game, 20. Re8+? was played, a
strong-looking move that in fact missed an important opportunity; the
game ended in a draw. Game: Yakun Hu vs David Lusignan
<USCF ~1950> at the Rochester CC 1/29/22. 20…Qg5 <run $> 21.

Re8+ ! The check comes in # a turn later, with the N ready to
pounce from d4 due to the z-zug in 20-f <r: ch-40 H2S2> 21…Kg7
<o-m> 22. Nf5+ !

The b-p after 22. Nf5+ !
An insane-looking N moves into a hangtacked square, but there is a
point. The f.e8-R’s x-ray attack of the a8-R prevents the B from
recapturing, while if 22…Qxf5 (-3) then 23. Be4 ($).h7-P ! refutes
this line as well. The b-p after 23. Be4 $($) ! The move Bishop to e4
attacks the s.f5-Q and also terminally pins # it to the h7-sq, in which
Qxh7# can be delivered if the s.f5-Q moves. It cannot dodge the B
check and defend that h7-pp, which is <1.5:1>, without hangtacking
itself # 23…Qxe4 (-3) :( <forced> 24. Qxe4 (+9) <assass>
Ex-5A: 15…Qb6 $($).b2-P ! 16. A4🛡 .b5-N ! a6 $ 17. Nc3 Qxb2 (+1) but
f’s woes are not over 18. Ne2 <run $> :( Qxa1 (+5) <assass> ! backed up
by 19. Rxa1 (-9) Bxa1 (+9) https://lichess.org/iCxQCK6g/black#34 Maia1
by the University of Toronto vs Yakun Hu <2057, 1+0>.

Ex-5B: 16…Nxd5 (0) is the best recapture as it once removes an interposer
of the g7 / a1 <hangtacked> ! 17. Kh2 prophylactically avoiding any back
rank and abs-fork on the endangered dark squares 17…Qd7 ! connecting
rooks with a creeper 18. Qe1🛡 -d2, (🛡 )-c3 ! Ba6 $($) ! <rel-pin>!
establishing a second BNR rel-pin (!) 19. Rf3 <pin-break>🛡 .c3-N ! and
from here, find your own assass # https://lichess.org/3G9v9H6B/black#33

Ex-6:
11. Re1 🛡.e2-N (+) ! flips the script on this powerful-looking
invasion of an early e.ls-B by taking the x-ray delta down by 2,
removing a ($) from f1 and adding (+)
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47030395177?tab=revie
w
0.61 w/ 1.0 o-n’s d-25 Komodo 2706 #

Ex-7:
25…Rg5 (+) ! 1.1 d-30 SF 14+ NNUE w/ 2.8 o-n is the only move #
that maintains practical chances for s in this position in which he’s
defending a pawn down position #
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47034640731?tab=revie
w

Ex-8: https://lichess.org/PEgVfUCo/white#48 The only winning move that
escapes this + is 25. Rc2 4.2 ! Both player’s decisive mating attacks are
within a half-turn from completion and f needs to keep his Q on g6 for the
eventual attacking plan of Re1 - e4 - g4 followed by h4 #

Ex-9: https://lichess.org/U2KmJsHh/black 16…e6 <clr, ($.e-$) Qs> ! ,
removing once the two # interposers between the key defensive s.d8-nob
and the attacking f.g5-Q -0.4 w/ 0.4 o-n d-39 SF 14+ NNUE for example
17. Dxe6 (-1) fxe6 (0) 18. Nd2 continuous ominous development 18…a5 !
generating Q-side counterplay 19. F4 ! Nh5 <clr> ! removing the second
interposer for the liquidation offer and completely equalizing, at least #

Ex-10:
1….Bd6 <battery!> <thr-Qh2+> 2.Bf4 <int> Bxf4 <+3> 3.Rxf4 Qxf4
<+3> https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/92398

Ex-11:
1.Ncd6+ <1:2> <int -1> <t-sack!> Bxd6 2. Nc7+ <clr.$.a6-Q>
<hangtacked!> <t.sack-2> Rxc7 3. Qxa6 <+9, assass in 3>
https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/128855

Ex-12: Ex-13:

https://www.chess.com/analysis/
https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/92398
https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/128855
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Ex-14: Michelet vs Lionel Kierseritzky 1845, “Michele my Belle” game
of the day 10-28-2007 in chessgames.com. 21…Bg6 BNK <s> abs-pin!
Maintaining the pin while threatening another one: 22…Rf3 RQK <w> abs
22. Qe2 <fut.pin-run> !🛡 .e4-N Qf3+ $.e-$, e2-Q <threat-move the🛡 !
r: ch-25> 23. Qxf3 Rxf3+ 24. Be3 <int +> desperately holding on to e4
<2:2> Ne7 $.d5-B <threat-move the🛡 , 2> ! 25. Bxb7 (-1) c6 <int🛡 
<r: ch-18 ex.18-20>> 26. Ba6 Bxe4+ 27. Kxe4 Nf/d5 <clr +> ! <r: ch-33>
28. Kd3 <o-m> Nxe3 (+3) <assass in 8> ! Oh, morning / Come bursting /
The clouds amen / Lift off this blindfold, let me see again / Bring back the
water | that your ships roll in <x: Beyond the Sea, Bobby Darin> / In my
heart she left a hole: Us Against the World, Coldplay <feels>: Album:
Mylo Xyloto 2011.

Ex-15:

1…Rxa4 <+5> 2. bxa4 <0> Qb4+ ! 3. Nb3 <int+> Rd3
<run.pin-exploit!> $.b3-N <2:1> <QRQ<s>> 4.Qd1 🛡.b3-N <2:2>
Rxb3+ <+3>! <t-sack> 5. Qxb3 <-5> <-🛡> Qxd2+ <+5, +3>
<assass in 0> https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/106704

Ex-16: X-ray + x pin cycling #n-p:
1. Qc8 <battery!> ($).f8-R <1.5:2> f6 <clr-f7> 2. Rxf8+ <+5>
<capture-attraction>! Qxf8 <-5> 3. Re8 <1:1> <abs-pin RQK<e>>
! <file battery rank cycle!> Rd1+ 4. Kh2 <run+> Qxe8 <forced!> 5.
Qxe8+ <+9, assass in 5>
https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/49345

Ex-17:
1. Rd8 $.e-$, e8-R <hangtacked> Rxd8 <-5> 2. Rxd8 <+5> Rc8
$.e-$, d8-R <hangtacked> 3. Nf8+ <clr.g3-Q $.g7-P> Kh8 <run +>
4. Rd7 <int> $.g7-P <2:1.5> ! Qxd7 <forced> 5. Nxd7 <+9, assass
in 5> https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/108883924

Ex-18: https://lichess.org/training/D80UY
Initial m-d: -2 <B for P> 18…Rxe2+ <+3> <t-sack!> 19. Kxe2 <-4>
Qc2+ 20. Nd2 <int +> Nxd2 <+3> ! 21. Rbc1 ! If 21. Qxd2 <-3> ??
Re8+ <defl-coer!> <+9> Nb3 <clr+> $.d4-Q $.c1-R ! 22. Rxc2 <-9>
Nxd4 <+9> ! 23. Kd2 🛡 Nxc2 <assass in 6> <+5 - 1 = +4> 24.
Kxc2 <-3 + 4 = +1> Rxd5 <+1 +1 = +2> ! <assass in 7> A: at least
3.

Ex-19: https://lichess.org/training/cCSl9
Initial m-d: -7! 25. Nxh6+ <+1> Kh7 <run +> 26. Qxg5 <+1> Rg8
<2:3> $.g5-Q 27. Nxg8 <+5> Rxg8 <-3> 28. Qe5 $.f6-N <2:1>
<pin-crumble!> Bxg2 <-1> 29. Bxf6 <+3 -4 = -1> <thr-Qh5#>! Bf3+
<forced, int.b-h> <cont-h5!> 30. Kf1 <run+> ! Qc5/e8/d7 <run$> 31.
Rxf3 <+3, assass in 7!>

Ex-20:
34. Rc7<run$> Nd3 <run$> 35. Qf3 <thr-Qxf7#!> Rd7 <1:1> <int>
36. Qf6 ! <thr.Nxe6+M3><trap.s-Rxc7, 37. Nxe6+ followed by
Qd8/g7#> Qa1+ <forced> <auto-hangtacked> (cont)-g7! 37. Kh2
<run+> Rxc7 <-5> :( 38. Nxe6+ <clr.f6-Q $ a1-Q> ! with 39. Qxa1
<+9> to follow. In the midst of the need to stop mate-thrs, s’s Q
found itself in a +scovery $-sq ! https://lichess.org/training/DzGPk

Additional resources:
Shahade, Jennifer. “Larry Larkins: 2010 US Armed Forces
Champion.” US Chess Federation,
http://www.uschess.org/index.php/October-/Larry-Larkins-2010-US-
Armed-Forces-Champion.html.
Neiman, Emmanuel. Tune Your Tactics Antenna: Know When (and
Where!) to Look for Winning Combinations. New in Chess, 2012.
“X-Ray.” X-Ray - Chessprogramming Wiki,
https://www.chessprogramming.org/X-ray.
https://chesstempo.com/tactical-motifs#Interference
https://chesstempo.com/tactical-motifs#Defensive%20Interposition
Fawcett, Don W.. "connective tissue". Encyclopedia Britannica,
29 Sep. 2020, https://www.britannica.com/science/connective-tissue.
Accessed 13 August 2022.

https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/106704
https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/49345
https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/108883924
https://lichess.org/training/D80UY
https://lichess.org/training/cCSl9
https://lichess.org/training/DzGPk
https://chesstempo.com/tactical-motifs#Interference
https://chesstempo.com/tactical-motifs#Defensive%20Interposition
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Book-32: +scovery chapt-mn:
Chess-tempo <a-r>: A discovered attack where the moving piece (the discoverer) checks the opponent king. If both the discovered piece

and the discoverer are checking, use the double check <H2S3> tag instead. L: Composition for absolute
checkscovery, discovered attack on a hangtacked Queen. F-move.

Chapt-mn H3S1: Cap+scovery enables assass in 1:
Like overloading tactics, checkscovery tactics are typically depth 3 to execute, but there are certain cases in
which their setup can result in an assass in 1 (!) == One known example is a +scovery move in which the
checking and clearing ren makes a capture in its clearing and checking move, and // how to make this more
specific?

Ch-32: +scov: +scov defd:
The definition of a checkscovery and its differentiation from clearance attack and clearance check is a
delineation introduced by #MIC, the necessity of which exposes a severe flaw in nomenclature in traditional

chess theory. The issue is not in the fact that the flaw existed, but the fact that high level chess federations carried on for many years claiming
to be experts in these kinds of tactics, all the while misusing terms, generally in the way of using words that could have two or more different
meanings across all of those meanings, whereas the word should have a specific meaning and be branched into another word, while the
original word maintained its purpose. This process, in biology analogously #, is known as genetic evolution | via gene duplication, and can
come in two major varieties: In Depth 1: Gene | duplication: neofunctionalization, subfunctionalization: One of the main driving forces of
genetic evolution is a process called gene | duplication, in which an entire gene is duplicated in a genome, such that there are now 2 copies.
Following this duplication, the two genes or rather, the | | two | copies | of the same gene | will have a redundant functionality, permitting one
to undergo mutations without causing a total loss of function in phenotype in most cases <ref: Wikipedia gene duplication, as an evolutionary
event>
Occasionally, the copy of the original functional gene will undergo a useful mutation in which it gains some functionality that may not be had by
the original gene. The response of the original | gene to this gain of function | mutation # determines whether the resulting | relationship
between the two genes are classified as neofunctionalization or subfunctionalization:

A diagram of the functional outcome of gene duplication leading to neofunctionalization; ref:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neofunctionalization

A diagram of the functional outcome of gene duplication leading to
subfunctionalization; ref: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Subfunctionalization It
is an extremely common, and accordingly hugely problematic,
misconception that the driving force of evolution is mutations. Mutations
are merely the event that follows gene duplication, when we are within the
context of driving evolution, that causes single b-p changes to the gene,

resulting in neo or subfunctionalization, but it’s the entire process of genetic duplication that is
the driving force, because new genes need to be created in order for evolution to occur, and evolution
results in an increase in total functions as well as functional diversity, and specialization. ==
Neofunctionalization and subfunctionalization are qualitatively different; in neofunctionalization, the ancestral gene maintains its function, while
the new gene gains a new function that may or may not complement the original gene. In subfunctionalization, neither gene maintains the
original function of the ancestral gene, and instead, each specialize to now comprise one part of the functionality of the original gene’s function
such that together, they will cover the entire original function, or in some cases, that original function plus additional functionality as a result of
their cooperation. == The evolution of language occurs in very much the same way #, and terminology in chess is no different from the
vocabulary words of any other language, and therefore, we would expect to see evolution that is analogous to neofunctionalization and
subfunctionalization in chess nomenclature, where the “function” is the meaning of the word. Let’s examine a word that is commonly used, and
misused, in traditional chess | writing: “loose pieces”: Anatoly Karpov v. Garry Kasparov: “Karpov Diem” Karpov - Kasparov World
Championship Match 1984/5, Moscow, Rd. 9 Oct-05 O: Tarrasch Defense: Classical, Carlsbad Var (D34)

The position after 16…Rxc5
In this position, the s.c5-R would traditionally be classified as a “loose piece”, or “hanging”, but #MIC
contends that this classification is not sufficiently specific and therefore runs into problems in certain
applications.

An alternate position in which the f.c3-N is shifted to d2. In this alternate
position, in which the f.c3-N is moved to d2, but it remains f-move #,
traditional chess would continue to classify the s.c5-R as “loose”, or
“hanging”, but we can see that a meaningful aspect of the b-p has
changed: that ♜ is now under direct $ from the f.c2-Q, and yet the
compound phrase “loose and attacked” is too wordy, especially due to the

frequency with which the phrase must be used, and therefore it has little adoption in pop discourse,
and the result is that # in both cases of the s.c5-R, whether under direct attack or not depending on
whether the f.c3-N is in d2 or c3, respectively, it is referred to as “loose”, and this is inadequate for
pedagogy. In #MIC, a differentiation is made between ren that is simply “undefended”, with no
stipulation of whether it is attacked, which can be defined as synonymous to one usage of the former
word “loose”, as in not defended, and pieces that are “undefended and attacked”, or “hangtacked”.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Subfunctionalization


2
In the first diagram of the pair, we would refer to the s.c5-R as “undefended”, and in the second, we would refer to that same R # as
“hangtacked”. == This evolution of the word “loose pieces” into now 2 words, each covering a different application in which the same word was
used in both cases previously #, matches the previously referenced definition of subfunctionalization in gene duplication evolution #, where
“loose pieces” corresponds to the now extinct “ancestral gene”, and “undefended” can correspond to the paralog with function A, whereas
“hangtacked” the paralog with function B. Note that in this case, function B is not without function A, as the hangtacked ren is also
undefended, but this is not elusive of the definition of subfunctionalization. Fin. Post: The advent of the word checkscovery in #MIC is an
example of neofunctionalization in the evolution of chess nomenclature, in which the word from which it was duplicated, discovered check,
fully retains its original function, and checkscovery refers to a new, neo functionalized meaning. This also means that what is a checkscovery #
was previously erroneously referred to | as a discovered check at times, and in contrast, the word “loose” was arguably never erroneously
applied, but rather that it was referring to two different things and benefited from a split in functionalization.

H2S1 H3S1: Checkscov defd:
X-ref: <ch. chess-dict> Previously, the phrase “discovered | check” was used to refer to any clearance tactic
| that involves a check, and it was not completely clear that “discovered” was synonymous with “clearance”.
For this reason, the specific word “discovered” has largely been substituted with “clearance”, which #MIC
finds to be more direct, but has been maintained at a 1:10 ratio for historical purposes, as well as inherent
merits in the word. This substitution, however, is not of primary concern. == What is of primary concern is the
roles of the two ren that belongs to the side driving # the clearance tactic and their subsequent relation to the
enemy King in the resulting board position of the clearance move: 1) In a clearance check, by #MIC’s
definition, the cleared-for road noble is the ren that is checking the e-King in the resulting board position of
the clearing move. 2) In a checkscovery, the clearing ren is the ren that is checking the e.King in the resulting
b.p of the clearing move. == Both clearance check and checkscovery share the same MRCA ref <ch. 33 CC
h2s4: MRCA X-ray check>, double attack, specifically <+, $> ref: <ch. 10 NT, H2S3 TS>, but the roles of the
clearing and cleared-for ren in delivering either the + or $ component of the double attack are flipped, with

clearance check corresponding + : cleared-for and checkscovery corresponding $ : cleared-for. == See problem #9 in the #MIC final exam
<hl> for a problem that requires one to differentiate discovered check and checkscovery in multiple choices. (D.hypothetical-var):
https://lichess.org/VXWBgrym#46 24. Bxb7+ <+|scovery, clr d1-R $ d7-R, attraction |=full | deflection> <r: ch-26 H2S3> Kxb7 <-3,
temp.sack-accepted>! <forced> 25. Rxd7 <+5> assass in 2!

Ch-32: +S: H2S2: The process of discov:

This section is dedicated to Yosef Lerner <a-r>, a
NY-based copywriter from U.Wisconsin-Madison, who
was my co-founder from 2013-16, and continued friend
since: This is an interface of my design in late 2018 in
collaboration with Romanian product designer | Tiberiu
Simionescu <a-r, from an interview with Kiev-based
software development company, QArea> There are two
forms of discovery here; for one, invention is a form of
discovery, and throughout the process of building this
interface, which took 1,000 steps to come to the other
side of the door, I had to peel back the layers of the
banana, so to speak. More concretely, this interface
features an innovative gesture of photo | capture; the
implementation of innovative | hand gestures as a
component of UI design was pushed by Steve Jobs at
various MacWorld conferences in the 2,000s, and we

adopted this best practice in our design | technique. Whereas almost all traditional | camera interfaces are “capture on click”, we
implemented a unique “capture on release” mechanism that is similar analogously to a discovery in chess: users hold down to bring up the
camera from the chat interface; the camera is revealed as long as the thumb is held down; a photo is captured upon release, and users can
also swipe down or release over a certain area <r: Anki> to cancel; this gesture sequence was calculated to be an order of magnitude more
immediate than 2 tap to capture, and we had also calculated that order of magnitude increases in immediacy correlates with an analogous
increase in capture volume, which facilitates an increase in the rate of communication #np

H2S2 H3S1: Historical che-nomencl: the discov+:
X-ref ch-0 H2S7: The exact date is unclear <Murray pg-14>, however it is written in this chronological historical work, in approximately this
time period, that Arabic scholars coined the term shāh fī’l kashf or shāh min i’rā for discovered check. // write a brief history x literature review
of how the discovered check itself was found in chess theory and some early examples

H2S2 H3S2: A che.discov-clr x discov in sci, the Higgs Boson:
// X-ref applied chess x science // The discovery of the Higgs Boson stands out due to the intentionality behind it whereas most scientific
discoveries are perceived to be accidental. Physicists invested <x:ref business, investment> billions into building the collider and theorizing
what the HB must be before it was even found. There is a “setup” to discovery, an establishment of conditions and to an extent there are no
surprises; by the time something appears to us, we already knew that it was coming, and we can connect this to clearance checks in chess.

H4S list: the 8 conditions for discovery in science // X-ref scientific method

H2S2 H3S3: 8 discov that are predicted in sci in the next 10 yrs:
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1) X-ref the fifth force Ch 56 opposition H3S3 2) X-ref magnetic monopoles Ch 56 opposition h3s2 I think 3) Live CRISPR 4) Carbon nano materials 5)
Black hole annihilation x-ref: ch-13 6) the theoretical outcome of chess # W, or D 7) Negentropy 8) Quantum computing #

H3S4: Listicle: 27 famous academics, who also contributed to
che-theory:
Hu: What do the following | academics have anything in common? 1) They were experts in an academic field, 2) they were world class chess
players, through a combination of 1) and 2), producing analytical works in both chess theory and academic theory, they ascended to the apex
of their field, and are remembered beyond their years. Is this a coincidence, or is logic an important | faculty in thought work, and chess an
important aspect of logical training? Featuring 3 former New York State Chess Champions!

Name: Chess contribution: Other field:

François-Andr
é Danican
Philidor
<b-1726>

Inventor of the Philidor
defense, and Philidor
endgame Position [D]
World record holder of
blindfold simul = 3
Author, Analyse du jeu des
Échecs <1749> Solved the
B+N+K vs K mate puzzle,
without computer
analysis. The estimated |
difficulty <Hu, ch-45,
MIC> of this problem is
equivalent to 1,000 Nobel

Prizes, multiplied.

Inventor of the opéra comique <r: Wikipedia>
His great uncle, Michel Danican, co-invented the oboe.
Composer of Ernelinde, princesse de Norvège, a
famous French | opera for Louis XV, in 1767.

Napoleon
Bonaparte<b-
1769>

R: Levitt<a-r, 2,000>: Ex-14: Game: Napoleon vs
Turk(Allgaier), Vienna<1809> 1. E4 e5 2. Qf3?!$.f7-P, as it
turns out, Bonaparte I plays like the typical 7 year old, in

2022, Nc6 3.
Bc4<thr-Qxf7#>! Nf6<int>
4. Ne2 Bc5 5. A3? D6 6.
O-O Bg4 7. Qd3?
blocking the undeveloped
d-P, and impeding the
development of c1: Nh5
Nh5! tossing in a Hale 8.
H3 wasting moves, when
he has not the luxury
Bxe2 9. Qxe2
Nf4<1:0.5>$.e2-Q 10.
Qe1<run-$> Nd4!, f<the
emperor of about half of
Europe> will soon be

punished for his passivity 11. Bb3?<+$, fbno> Nxh3! 12.
Kh2 [D]<800>: Assass the e1-Q in 3.

Godechot<a-r>: He revolutionized military organization
and training; sponsored the Napoleonic Code, the
prototype of later civil-law codes; reorganized
education; and established the long-lived Concordat
with the papacy. Napoleon’s many reforms left a lasting
mark on the institutions of France and of much of
western Europe. But his driving passion was the
military expansion of French dominion, and, though at
his fall he left France little larger than it had been at the
outbreak of the Revolution in 1789, he was almost
unanimously | revered during his lifetime and until the
end of the Second Empire under his nephew Napoleon
III, as one of history’s great heroes. Britannica: Under
the code, all male citizens are equal:
primogeniture<firstborn-inheritance, Ox-lang>,
hereditary nobility, and class privileges are
extinguished; civilian | institutions are emancipated
from ecclesiastical control; freedom of person,
freedom of contract, and inviolability of private
property are fundamental | principles.

Narcís
Vinyoles<b-14
42>

R: <Hu, a-r, ch-8> Excerpt of the poem from
https://www.scachsdamor.org/, referencing this | position: A
bitter treat encased within sweet | crust | Is the Adulator,
who flatters all senses, | And flattering | Beauty,
approaches | The deceit hiding beneath | flattery. | From his
eyes, to give her the pay of love, | A Sweet Regard comes in
place of an answer, | Thus healing the wound of her

Disdain. | The eyes can
look at the invisible | And
torment the dispassionate
| spirit. Fin. (D,2) The b-p
after 5…Bg4?? 6. Bxf7+
(+1) <assass in 1>
<temp-sack> Kxf7 (-3) 7.
Ne5+ Kg8 <forced :(> 8.
Nxg4 <justify-recoup>
(+3) !

<a-r, Negri> A poem written in Valencian by Francesc
de Castellví <1442 - 1517> <playing as f>, Bernat
Fenollar and Narcís de Vinyoles <1442 - 1517, a-r
Chessbase, 1-0> <two of the protagonists in the
game>, titled Schachs d’amor <Valencian for Chess of
Love, 1475, re-discovered in 1905> was the first literary
work to describe a game with the modern | rules — the
queen could move multiple | squares in all directions
and the scope of the bishops widened importantly. ==
Castellví was an advisor in the court of King Ferdinand
II of Aragon <1452-1516>; Vinyoles was married to
Brianda de Santángel, niece of the banker Luis de
Santángel who financed the voyage of Christopher
Columbus <1451 - 1506>; Fenollar was an abbot at
the Valencian Cathedral and used to host poetic
gatherings with notorious | public figures from his
community. Chessbase <a-r>: The late 15th century
was very important for chess not only due to this poem,
as the royal game was also portrayed in other literary
works. <r: Ch-6, H2S1 H3S4> MIC: The reign of King
Ferdinand II, the patriarch of the 2 noblemen in the
game and poem, is interesting due the facts that 1) he

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Napoleonic-Code
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/prototype
https://www.britannica.com/topic/civil-law-Romano-Germanic
https://www.britannica.com/event/Concordat-of-1801
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ruled Spain in the time of the Columbus voyage and 2)
he was simultaneously a King of Spain and Italian
principalities Naples and Sicily, and therefore he ruled
disparate empires. Chessbase, end: Other astronomical
| events that took place that year could have also
influenced the authors. On April 5th, a solar | eclipse hid
the Sun during 2 minutes and 8 seconds, while a partial |
solar eclipse was seen on September 30th. Apparently,
as the poem reflects in its verses, it was a time to pay
special attention to the happenings in the sky.

Claude
Shannon<b-19
16><b-a,
U-Michigan><
Ph-D, MIT>

R: <Hu, ch-51> MIC: According to Claude Shannon <1916
- 2001>, the “father of information theory”, Shannon <a,r
1950>:: conservative | lower bound of the game-tree |
complexity of chess of 10120, based on an average of about
103 | possibilities for a pair of moves consisting of a move
for White followed by a move for Black, and a typical game
lasting about 40 such pairs of moves. In contrast, the
Liverpool Museum <a-r> estimates that the number of stars
in our galaxy is 200-350 billion <10^9> and the number of
atoms 10^78 - 10^82, so there are more than (120 - 80) =
40, 40 / 9 = 4.4 times of billions # more possible chess game
variations by the conservative | estimate, and of course,
there are many more games that last more than 40 moves
than less.
Hu: Shannon wrote a rudimentary evaluation function for
chess positions <Shannon, a-r>: f(P) = 200(K-K') + 9(Q-Q')
+ 5(R-R') + 3(B-B'+N-N') + (P-P') - 0.5(D-D'+S-S'+I-I') +
0.1(M-M') +

Markowsky<a-r>: Laid the theoretical | foundations for
digital circuits and information theory. Mathematics |
department, Bell Labs: anti-aircraft missile control
systems. Wrote “ “A Mathematical Theory of
Communication”<1948>: In particular, he developed a
measure of the efficiency of a communications
system, called the entropy (analogous to the
thermodynamic concept of entropy, which measures
the amount of disorder in physical systems), that is
computed on the basis of the statistical properties of
the message | source.

GM Mikhail
Botvinnik<1,9
11>

MIC<ch-16>: The Zurich 1953 chess tournament was a 30
(!) round tournament, unfolding over a span of nearly 60 (!)
days from August 30, 1953 to October 24, 1953 in order to
select the world championship candidate to challenge
then World Champion Mikhail Botvinnik, a legendary |
Soviet chess grandmaster, the sixth World Champion
who reigned 3 times from 1948 - 1957, again # 1958 - 1960,
and a third time from 1961 - 1963. The tournament was won

by also Soviet # GM
Vasily Smyslov, a legend
in his own right #, World
Champion from 1957 -
58, and 17 time (!)
medalist at the biennial
international Chess
Olympiad, an all-time
record. <Britannica a-r>:
In 1931, Botvinnik won
the chess championship
of the Soviet Union for
the first of seven times.
MIC<ch.41-ex,5>: F had
one chance to save

himself # in the preceding move: 33. Rg2 ! -1.0 d-23 SF 14+
NNUE Botvinnik continued #: 33…Rg6 $.g2-Q 34. Qf2
<forced, run $> e4 $.e-$, 2, <2.5:3> ! with now the threat of
35…Rxh2+ M2! 35. Nxd6 (-3) <forced> Rxh2+
<temp-sack>! 36. Qxh2 Rh6 RQK<s> abs-pin ! with
q-assass to follow on h2.

Hu: Following his retirement from competitive | chess,
Botvinnik turned to the field of chess programming,
making several important contributions, in particular, to
the design of a selective | search algorithm, which,
sooner, and more effectively than brute-force, found
industrial application. MIC<ch-16>: Botvinnik’s |
recommendations to this end # were unfortunately
neglected in favor of Berliner’s model from the 70s
onwards, but nevertheless, his program design, which
he himself termed “chess | master’s method” <r:
Abramson, pg. 89> but formally called PIONEER was
instead swallowed up by the Soviet industrial complex
and adopted to plan maintenance repair schedules for
power stations across the State. This led to a software
evolution of converting scheduling into a computational
task, which means that Botvinnik’s contribution,
thanks to Soviet | ingenuity at the time, was no longer
limited to chess programming, but rather a generalized |
contribution to the field of computer science as a
whole, putting him in the same | echelon in that respect
as Alan Turing | himself.

Dr. Hans J.
Berliner<b-192
9, Berlin>

5th World Correspondence Chess Champion<1965-8>,
peak rating 2763<r: Wikipedia>
1953 New York State Chess Champion
Designer, HiTech computer program<NM>, 1988<r: Hu,
ch-100>
1952 Helsinki Chess Olympiad
4x competitor, US Chess Championship

Carnegie Mellon comp.sci-prof<Hu, ch-16>, author of
Chess as Problem Solving: The Development of a
Tactics Analyzer, for Air Force Office of Scientific
Research Mar ‘74 <declassified>

https://www.britannica.com/topic/A-Mathematical-Theory-of-Communication
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/efficiency
https://www.britannica.com/topic/entropy-information-theory
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/entropy
https://www.britannica.com/place/Soviet-Union
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Demis
Hassabis<b-1
976>

Silver<a-r>: Hassabis, a
former chess | prodigy in
his own right, rated no-2
in the world in the
under-14 | category just
35 Elo behind Judit
Polgar who was no-1, has
always had a particular |
fascination for games,
and not just chess. He
won the world games
championship a record
five times, being also an
expert in Shogi, poker

and Diplomacy to name a few. Game: Hassabis vs IM
Eggleston, David Graz Open A (2019) English Opening:
Anglo-Indian Defense. Flohr-Mikenas-Carls | Variation
(A18): [D]: In this dead | position, all Hassabis needs do #
is play 25. a3<0.0 w/ 1.7 o-n SF14+ d-27 NNUE> to draw,
bringing the b4.adv-sq to green. Otherwise, the adv | would
guarantee s a dangerous blastocyst. Fin-v5.

<X-ref #fbno, ch-34> Founder, DeepMind,
acqd-Google
Application of neural networks to board games #n-p:
every new paradigm in comp-sci, from 1)
automation<Kempelen, 1769> 2) programming
languages <Thompson, ‘80> 3) operating
systems<Thompson ‘89> 4) artificial
intelligence<Turing, ‘53 posthumous!> 5) machine
learning<Turing ‘53/Hassabis ‘16> 6) neural
networks<Hassabis ]’16>, and 7) human
programming<Regan/Hu, ‘22> 8)
quant.visual-analyzer<Thompson, Berliner, Hu, Cho
‘22> 9) quantum.mechanical-programming<IBM/Hu
‘22> 10) entropy-programming x immortality
<LDS/Hu, ‘22> 11) IQ augmentation<Hu/Sarraf ‘22>
12) logic discovery<Hu/Chess, 600-pres, beyond
#fbno> was 1) invented by a chess player, and 2) tested,
first, in chess, as a model system.

Leonard Euler
<b-1707>

[D, via Sandifer<a-r>]:
Euler’s analytical
solution to the 1,100
year old Knight’s tour
problem, in which a
chess N, is requested to
visit every sq, once, and
without repeats. There
are over 30 trillion
solutions, but Euler’s
have been recognized,
by chess players and
mathematicians alike, as
uniquely aesthetic.

Fin-v1.

Co-founder of pure | mathematics, observational |
astronomy, and infinitesimal calculus <r: Boyer, a-r>
Invented the function in mathematical | analysis(!!)
Inventor of the Euler identity: eiθ = cos θ + i sin θ
Inventor of imaginary logarithms of negative
numbers.

Alan
Turing<b-1912
>

Author, Digital Computers
Applied to
Games<1953><a-r> [D]:
a position from Turing’s
paper, between an
evaluation | algorithm, of
his invention, and a
“weak player”, but Turing
was the one, who
generated the legal |
move | list. See H4S1,
below. 17.
Bc4<cont-e6><run$>! 4.0
w/ 3.2 o-n d-19, SF14+

NNUE, redirecting the B to d5 to support the b7-P, which
cannot be captured immediately, due to 18. h5<p-m>!
Ne6$.g5-R! 18. Bd5!, now, h5 doesn’t work anymore,
because after # Nxg5<-5>!, only the B can be capd, and it’s
less | favorable to exchange, for f, the R for the dead g6-B,
than the active e6-N, because 19. Bxg5?? fails to
Bxc3<-3>+!. With 18. Bd5!, f is willing to temp-sack his
g5-R, since the pP is so | strong #

Founder of cryptography, broke Enigma code during
WW2, 50% responsible for ally victory <r: ch-100, Hu>
The “father of computer science”
Hu: Built the first artificially intelligent computer,
without | microchips, and operated it. Wrote software
that was independent of the hardware, and, therefore,
the computer was programmable.

Edgar Allen
Poe<b-1809>

MIC<ch-16>: The phenomena of the mechanical turk, on
human | psychology was enough to provoke the great
American poet, Edgar Allen Poe, to rage-write
<fbno><#n-p> a lengthy, non-fiction essay, debunking the
Turk: Poe<1836, a-r>: Wherever seen it has been an object
of intense curiosity, to all persons who think. We object,
however, to the whole verbose description of the manner in
which the partitions are shifted, to accommodate the
movements of the person concealed. We object to it as a
mere theory assumed in the first place, and to which
circumstances are afterwards made to adapt themselves. It
was not, and could not have been, arrived at by any
inductive reasoning. In whatever way the shifting is

Author, The Raven[1845, Barzun et al.], The Gold Bug,
and Tales of the Grotesque and Arabesque.
Adapted the pathos # of romanticism to fiction writing
and poetry<r: Barzun, a-r>: More generally, in such
verses as “The Valley of Unrest,” “Lenore,” “The Raven,”
“For Annie,” and “Ulalume” and in his prose tales, his
familiar mode of evasion from the universe of common
experience was through eerie thoughts, impulses, or
fears. From these materials he drew the startling effects
of his tales of death (“The Fall of the House of Usher,”
“The Masque of the Red Death,” “The Facts in the Case
of M. Valdemar,” “The Premature Burial,” “The Oval
Portrait,” “Shadow”), his tales of wickedness and crime

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Ulalume
https://www.britannica.com/topic/The-Masque-of-the-Red-Death
https://www.britannica.com/topic/The-Premature-Burial
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managed, it is of course concealed at every step from
observation. To show that certain | movements might
possibly be affected in a certain way, is very far from
showing that they are actually so affected. There may be an
infinity of other methods by which the same results may
be obtained. The probability of the one assumed proving
the correct one is then as unity to infinity. MIC: In order to
disprove the Turk, Poe, as a fiction | writer, impressively,
draws upon 1) probability theory, 2) infinite mathematics,
3) occam’s razor, 4) deduction, and 5) geometry. As a
shocking psychological | note, despite the falsehood in
marketing, just the idea of a chess playing computer, was
sufficient to inspire, even these lay, albeit prominent |
intellectuals, to think deeply about chess. Poe's essay
came 66 years after the debut of the machine (!), so it took
the entire intellectual Western world, 66 years, to debunk
this ingenious hoax(!!), and that's also how long they thought
about it (!!!), which is amazing.

(“Berenice,” “The Black Cat,” “William Wilson,” “The Imp
of the Perverse,” “The Cask of Amontillado,” “The
Tell-Tale Heart”), his tales of survival after dissolution
(“Ligeia,” “Morella,” “Metzengerstein”), and his tales of
fatality (“The Assignation,” “The Man of the Crowd”).

IM Dr. Laszlo
Hetey

International Master of
Chess, 4/1997
[D]: 16. Qc1 ! 2.1 w/ 2.1
o-n SF14+ NNUE d-35 (!)
Game IM Laszlo Hetey
vs GM Alexander Finkel
<ISR> 1995, Groningen.
O: Grunfeld Defense <r:
ch-53 H2S4> D85
exchange variation <5. E4
$.d5-N Nxc3 (-3)> 1-0 (!)
<complex!>

Policy Advisor, Space Industry, European
Commission<4/21>
R&D Project Engineer, Belgian Institute for Space
Aeronomy<LinkedIn, a-r><2008-2017>
Research Assistant, Max Planck Institute for
Demographic Research

Peter
Thiel<b-1967,
B-A, Stanford
University>

2199-rated FIDE Expert #
Co-star, Into the Night, a
documentary, and
interview, with former
World Champion GM
Garry Kasparov<peak
FIDE=2851>, a
discussion of chess
history, Russian
politics, human rights,
and the role of AI in
society. [D], a-r:

18…Nh5$.g3-B<pseudo-PM!>, Thiel invests a tempo into
liquidating f’s d.s-B, relinquishing Wright of the
“two-bishop’s advantage” -1.1 w/ 1.5 on- d-35
SF14+NNUE.

Co-founder of PayPal<NASDAQ=PYPL, $107-bn>,
Palantir Technologies<2920-employees, via
Wikipedia>. Investor, Airbnb, Lyft, SpaceX, via
Founders Fund<Britannica>

George R. R.
Martin<b-1948
>

Class A USCF: rating = 1905. Creator of HBO’s hit series, Game of Thrones.
4x Emmy Award Winner<Hu, ch-100>

Dr. Eliot
Hearst<b-1932
><Ph-D,
Columbia
University,
1956-psyc>

1950 New York State Chess Champion
Author of Blindfold Chess: History, Psychology, Techniques,

Champions, World
Records, and Important
Games<a-r>
US Championship
competitor, 1954, 1961.
Captain, Chess
Olympiad US team,
1962. Game: Robert
James Fischer
<future-WC> vs. Eliot
Hearst: 26…O-O-O ! -7.2
w/ 6.0 o-n SF14+ NNUE,
0-1 (!) <a-r>;

Continued the work of # Alfred Binet<below> in
computer chess, learning, and
memory<blindfoldchess.net, a-r>
Guggenheim Fellow<1974>
<Indiana-U, a-r>: Distinguished Professor Emeritus,
Indiana University Adjunct Professor of Psychology,
University of Arizona. Hearst pg-203: “When
he<Pillsbury> died on June 17, 1906, his obituary in the
New York Times gave as the cause of death “an illness
contracted through overexertion of his memory cells,”
which upported the rash speculations of the JAMA
writer, and must have discouraged some chess players
from playing blindfold chess at all. As we now know,
however, the real cause of Pillsbury’s death was
probably suppressed by his family; he
died of syphilis (“general paresis” is given on his death

https://www.britannica.com/topic/The-Black-Cat-short-story-by-Poe
https://www.britannica.com/topic/The-Cask-of-Amontillado
https://www.britannica.com/topic/The-Tell-Tale-Heart
https://www.britannica.com/topic/The-Tell-Tale-Heart
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certificate) contracted in St. Petersburg.

Alfred
Binet<b-1857>

Unbeknownst to most, the founder of the intelligence |
quotient and standardized | examination, Dr. Alfred Binet
<a-r>, a french | psychologist who wrote a 360 page
research-backed treatise on the brains of chess |
prodigies, and certainly as his invention of the IQ test
succeeded this book by 10+ years, it was influential in his
very conception of IQ. <a-r, Binet> Binet | concluded that
extraordinary | feats of memory such as blind chess
playing could take a variety of mnemonic | forms. He
recounted his experiments in a book | entitled Psychologie
des grands calculateurs et joueurs d'échecs <a-r>.

Inventor of the IQ test, <r: Hu ch-100>, a quantified |
measure of intelligence<Britannica>
Attributed super.work-mem visualization capacity of
blindfold chess to mnemonic forms #n-p
Author, Psychologie des grands calculateurs et joueurs
d'échecs <a-r>, 1894
Co-founder of the field of nature vs nurture in biology:
<Britannica>: L’Étude expérimentale de l’intelligence
(1903; “Experimental Study of Intelligence”) is an
investigation of the mental characteristics of his two
daughters, which he developed into a systematic |
study of two contrasted types of personalities.

Emerson
Spartz<Notre
Dame,
Mendoza b-s>

284th place, 1999 K-8 National Junior High
Championship
10th place, 2002 9th JV, Indiana Scholastic Individual
Championship

CEO Dose Media<$34.5-mn total | funding>
Founder, MuggleNet, when 13, world’s #1 Harry Potter
fan site.
Interviewed J.K-Rowling

GM Siegbert
Tarrasch,
m-d<b-1862><
GER>

<World Chess HoF, a-r>: A pioneering chess writer,
Tarrasch was known as the “Teacher of Germany,” and his
books spread chess knowledge throughout the world. He
edited the chess magazine Deutsche Schachzeitung until
1897 and authored several titles, including Die moderne
Schachpartie and Three Hundred Chess Games. Many of
his books were not translated into English until fairly
recently; despite this, however, his teachings and
contributions spread rapidly around the world.

Wikipedia<a-r>:  A medical doctor by profession,
Tarrasch may have been the best player in the world
in the early 1890s. He scored heavily against the aging
World Champion | Wilhelm Steinitz in tournaments
(+3−0=1) but refused an opportunity to challenge
Steinitz for the world title in 1892 because of the
demands of his medical practice.

GM Reuben
Fine<b-1914>

One of the most prolific | chess authors of the 20th century,
including Basic Chess Endings<1941>, The Ideas Behind
the Chess Openings<1948>, Chess: The Easy Way<1942>,
Modern Chess Openings<1939>, Practical Chess
Openings<1948>, The World’s Greatest Chess
Games<1951>, and The Middlegame in Chess<1952>, via
Google Books. 4x Gold Medalist, Chess Olympiad, 7x
US Open Champion<Wikipedia>

One of the most prolific academic | psychology authors
of the 20th century, including The Intimate Hour, The
Healing of the MInd: The Technique of Psychoanalytic
Psychotherapy, Psychoanalytic Psychology, The
Psychoanalytic Vision: A Controversial Reappraisal of
the Freudian Revolution<1981>, The Development of
Freud’s Thought, and Narcissism, The Self, and
Society<via Winter, a-r>
Connected chess with psychology via The Psychology
of the Chess Player.

GM Mark
Taimanov<192
6>

Famously thrashed by Bobby Fischer, Lost 6-0 to Fischer,
mid-May 1971.
1956 USSR Champion, 1953 and 1971 World
Championship Candidate <Wikipedia>
Invented the Taimanov Variation of the Sicilian Defense:
1.e4 c5 2.Nf3 e6 3.d4 cxd4 4.Nxd4 Nc6 [D]<a-r>

<r: ch-100> Mark Taimanov <1926 - 2016>, world-class
concert pianist <r: Wikipedia> Taimanov was a top
concert pianist in the Soviet Union. With his first wife,
Lyubov Bruk, he formed a piano | duo, some of whose
recordings were included in the Phillips and Steinway
series Great Pianists of the 20th Century. Taimanov
personally knew composer Dmitri Shostakovich
<D-’75>, cellist Mstislav Rostropovich and pianist
Sviatoslav Richter, via Wikipedia.

IM John
Bartholomew<
FIDE=2446>

Coach of GM Andrew Tang <b-1999>, Princeton
University, Twitch = penguingm1 54.6k follows. 2021
Bullet Chess Championship Chess.com <SIG>, 2nd <via
ch-100> Co-creator, Checkmate Patterns Manual, the equal
| compliment, in chess theory, to Material in Chess. Fin-v1
2019 Minnesota Chess Hall of Fame<Hu, ch-100>

Application of spaced repetition training to chess
theory #n-p <w/ Kramaley, 2016>
Yakun’s chess “thought space father”

Ernest
Schlich

US Chess Delegate, Virginia
US Chess National Tournament Director, ‘79 - present
4th<¾> 3rd Concord Open, NH, 1994
Organizer of the 49th, 59th Armed Forces
Championships

Yakun’s “chess grandfather”, Retired Navy engineer,
electronics | technician, metrology<adjustment, testing,
or repair of electronic test equipment>. Charleston SC
‘71-9, Norfolk Navy Base, ‘79 - present <Eade a-r>
Pioneer in the conversion of phonic records into
digital files, audio | engineer. Pioneer in the digital |
database of chess games. Member, US Chess
tournament director | certification committee
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Larry Larkins
Solved 20+ R+K vs N+K |
mates
R<ch-16>: 10. C3 !?
Adding the critical
defensive effect # to
stop assass at d4, but
inserting a second
interposer in the a1 / h8
uptail <ref: ch. 3: h2s1>
between the 2 B’s,
dampening their effect for
the time being # However,
as this affects # both
d.s-B’s, this move cannot

be said to particularly favor or disadvantage one player
versus the other # 10…O-O 11. Qc2. Occupying the sq
cleared # <ref: ch. 21 KS H2S1> by the previous f move #
11…Nce7 12. Rfe1 b5 <1:1> ! Executing on the thematic
plan in the Dragon pawn structure, the s player plays for
an expansion in queenside space. Larry Larkins, USCF
Expert, US Navy vs FM James Schuyler, USCF 2379,
76th Virginia Closed Chess Championship rd-2.

Retired Navy engineer, Personal friend of Yakun,
Yakun’s “chess great-grandfather” May have played
Bilbo Baggins in LotR<inside-joke> 6x US Armed
Forces Champion<most, all-time> Led the US Navy
Team to a team win at the 59th Armed Forces
Championship, including a win over 2300, as an
Expert.
Pioneer in the application of chess tactical thinking in
armed forces training drills. Fin-v5.

Paul
Covington

Presenting an award to
USCF author | Todd
Bardwick in 2020.
Game: Yakun Hu, USCF
vs Paul Covington,
USCF 1800 Philadelphia,
2021: The 121st US
Open Championship,
round 6. <r: ch-16> A
power levels assessment
of this brilliant | move
19…Be4+ reveals why it
alone # is able to counter
the otherwise powerful |

sequence of the f-nobles penetrating to the d6.sq, for it
clears for two powerful | direct contentions, and is itself a
check move <pp+8>. |=P After this move, the f.d6-Q is
completely lost (-9) because the f.d1-R is fixed to its
contention of the f.🏠 in order to stop # the trap of s.Rc1 #.
Therefore, that R, which is the lone defender # of the fully
attacked f.d6-Q, cannot recapture after 20…Qxd6 (-9 + 0 =
-9) and f can safely | resign in this variation

Colorado
State
Chess

Association President.
Retired army veteran
Meritorious | Service Award, 2020 US Chess
Annuals<a-r>
Local | computer expert.

NM Randall
Hough

Game: Randall Hough,
USCF N-Master, 2000 vs
Yakun Hu, USCF,
Philadelphia 2021. In this
position, assassination of
the e7 pawn via the
capmove the defender
w/+ tactic Nxf8+ is
practically unavoidable,
set up by the series of
positional mistakes
committed by me earlier
in the game; 12 of the 13
first moves by the second

player were either of the pawns or the queen. The resulting
board position of turn 23 ply 1 featured a minor noble
mobility difference of -9, leading to an experience of
insurmountable pressure in the center. 23...h5, seeking any
counterplay 24. Nxf8+ Raxf8 25. Qxe7+ Kc8 26. Qxf6 a3
27. Ne7+ Kb8 28. c3 Rhg8, hoping for perpetual check

NM Randall Hough <1st, 2005 Arcadia B.t. Mcguire
Memorial, US Chess executive board member,
b-1946, National Tournament Director since 1985, BA
University of California, Berkeley, MA, 2006 Vice
President & Secretary, USCF, government affairs
representative, Los Angeles, veteran, Vietnam war>
May 11th, 2018:
http://www.lapalmachess.com/LPCC/Pictures/Randy_Ho
ugh.html Fin-v6, x-ref ch-0.
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ideas down the g-file 29. Nxg8 Rxg8 Further material has to
be sacrificed for practical chances, as both players were in
time pressure, in the conversion phase of the game, after
the assassinator has gained a material advantage without
notable losses in space and mobility. 30. g3 Qb7 31. Rxa3
h4 Another sacrifice to draw the queen away from the effect
of the f7 knight, allowing for the exchange of a queen for 2
rooks and the creation of an advanced passed pawn. 32.
Qxh4 bxa3 33. Rxb7+ Kxb7 34. Qe7+ Kb6 35. Qxf7 Rc8
36. Qf6 Kc7?! Best chance here could have been 36...a2,
which, if first is not careful, can lead to the conversion of a
queen after a series of checks.

Ken
Thompson

Creator of the 1980 World Computer Chess
Champion<Belle>
Augmented the endgame tablebase to 6 pieces<SYZYGY>
Contributed to the field of computer vision, with Henry
Baird<a-r>, by using a computer engine to analyze a
text-based chess periodical.

Co-inventor, B, C, programming languages.
Winner, 1983 Turing Award<Hu, a-r>
Designer, UNIX operating system, the ancestor of
Apple-OS, and all modern operating systems.
Employee at Bell Labs<8+ Nobel Prizes>

Bill
Gates<b-1955,
Harvard
University>.

Self-proclaimed
1,600-rated
chess player,
and challenger
to W-C GM
Magnus
Carlsen<3x
World Rapid
Champion> in a
2017 casual
blitz game on

Norwegian national television.

Founder, Microsoft Corporation<NASDAQ=MSFT,
2.06-tn!>
Board member, Berkshire Hathaway<r: Wikipedia>
Adapted BASIC for micro-computers!
Acquired MS-DOS in 1980/1.

IM Dr.
Kenneth
Regan<b-pres
>, Princeton
b-a, math;
Oxford, ph-d,
computational
math.

T-1st, 1977 US Junior Championship
Captain, Princeton Chess Team, Oxford University
Chess Team<r: Princeton Alumni Weekly>
1981 New York State Chess Champion

Diagram, R: IM Kenneth
Regan vs GM Michael
Wilder Masters Open
04-18-1976 (!) 21. Bf4
$.c7-Q !! and if 21…Qxf4
?? 22. Qd8+ M6! 5.0 d-22
w/ 3.4 o-n SF14+ NNUE.
1-0 in 23 turns:

Co-inventor, application of artificial intelligence to
anti-fraud.
Co-inventor, the application of statistical | analysis, and
game | theory, to human decision making.
Associate professor of computer science, U-Buffalo.

X-ref: Dr. Ken Regan bio for Williamsville Living, 8/22. Hu<post>: Chess clearance tactics teach us about discovery, in that there are 2 |
components to each tactic 1) the cleared.for-noble, symbolizing the truth about the Universe, which was inherent, in its E of that line<ch-3,
0.5 x-ray #n-p> 2) the clearing-zi, which, independently from the E of the r-noble, has its own-E, which may be on a completely different | line,
symbolizing the application of the truth, potentially in a tangential, but not unrelated, field.

H3S4: Case study: the Fosbury Flop:
The invention of the Fosbury Flop, named after its inventor, Dick Fosbury <b-1947, 1968 Olympic Gold Medalist>, is a curious case in
the history of competitive innovation. Whereas Aron Nimzowitsch synthesized his hypermodern system over a period of decades,
debuting it multiple times at the Carlsbad series <1907 - 1929>, and failing to win until the end, 22 years (!) after the first, and 4 years,
roughly, from the initial | publication of My System, Fosbury showed up to the 1968 Olympics <Mexico City, pop 22 mil, ‘20> “missed the
opening ceremony 2:44 <Olympics, a-r> to drive out to see the pyramids, 2:46 watching the sunset, and sleeping in a van. 😂 MIC: Fosbury
<7 feet 4 ¼ in, an Olympic record, History.com a-r> was clearly a confident man, because he, in addition to winning the event, and clearing a
height, by definition, that no one else could, did so without a never.before-seen,technique, clearing the bar 1) pseudo | upside down and 2)
backward, with one’s head facing away from the bar, albeit tilted backward, posteriorly, at the neck # This was not an incremental
improvement over the previous hurdle-style techniques <Wikipedia: “straddle technique”, or “scissors”> but rather, a total revolution,
analogous to hypermodern chess. Anyone who has invented such a system, can tell you that flight fails the first 9,999 tries, which means
that the learning curve for the innovation of such systems shortened from ~22 years to <4 years, at most, for Fosbury. H4S1: Fosbury was
a civil engineer <Olympics, ‘18> by trade. Elsewhere in MIC, we documented the exploits of Dr. David Kemp <Professor of Auditory
Biophysics, Ear Institute, University College London (UCL)> and Ken Thompson, two examples of scholars who contributed in a tangential
field by bughousing knowledge from a different field. Analogously, Fosbury “married up his engineering know-how with what his body
<1:44, Olympics a-r> was doing naturally as he ran up to the bar. Fosbury applied some mechanics and learned that by arching his back, a
jumper's center of gravity can stay below the bar, even as the body sailed over it. Fosbury: If they get into that perfect arch, it's a
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mechanical advantage to use that technique. Jumpers, before, took off from the foot nearest the bar and spun in the air to kick their other
leg over first, but Fosbury changed the run-up and flipped the technique. <2:23> Sawdust replaced sand, then foam appeared for the
jumpers to land on. MIC: Two of the most famous inventions of revolutionary systems in the first-quarter of the 20th century was
hypermodern chess and quantum physics, which means, that the chess community was responsible for 10-50% of the ~22 to <4 year
reduction of the implementation of such revolutionary systems <r: Thomas Kuhn>. History.com <a-r>: It was the first American victory
in the event since 1956. It was also the international debut of Fosbury’s unique jumping style, known as the “Fosbury Flop.” The Flop,
according to one journalist, “looked like a guy falling off the back of a truck.” Instead of the traditional scissors- or straddle-style forward
kick over the bar, it featured a midair rotation so that the jumper landed back-of-the-head-first on the mat. Fosbury described it this way: “I
take off on my right, or outside, foot rather than my left foot. Then I turn my back to the bar, arch my back over the bar and then kick my legs
out to clear the bar.” It looked odd, but it worked better than any other technique. Fosbury had invented his Flop in high school (MIC: <4
years ago, for the 21 year old), when he discovered that, though he was terrible at the scissors-kick, the straddle and the belly-roll, if he
stretched out on his back and landed headfirst, he could jump higher than anyone on his high-school track team. “The advantage,” he said,
“from a physics standpoint is, it allows the jumper to run at the bar with more speed and, with the arch in your back, you could actually clear
the bar and keep your center of gravity at or below the bar, so it was much more efficient <ch-45 H2S2>.” At Oregon State University, he
used the Flop to win the 1968 NCAA title and the Olympic Trials. Fin-v4/2.

Ch-32: +S: H2S3: Dub+:
A double check is both a clearance check and a checkscovery in a single move, and the combination of the power in both of these moves

<ref: // move power levels, wherever this may be> makes the double check akin to the straight
flush of chess moves, a very powerful move that is rarely beaten by an opposing “hand”. In depth:
even the threat of the double | check can lead to assassination: // checkscovery + clearance
check // e-K has to move because you cannot capture or interpose both checks

H2S3 H3S1: Dub+ defd:
In depth: double check leads to mate: X-ref: <ch. 43 H2S5> In this position, the obviously looking
16. Qa5+ ?? does not lead to a forced checkmate, despite the fact that it allows the formation of an
a-file battery with a gain in tempo; after 16…Kb8 17. Ra4, s survives with 17…c5 !, clearing
breathing space # at c7 for his s.b8-K. What f would like to play is 16. Qa5+, perhaps followed by a
f.e3-B supported next-Qa7+, followed by Qa8# after s-Kc8 <o-m>, but the problem # is that the
f.d4-R interposes the f.e3-B’s full contention of a7 and thereby cuts off support of that e.K-dijacent
check-sq for the f-Q. On the other hand, starting with 16. Ra4+ with similar ideas of forcing a mate

up the a-file # looks impossible, as the a4-sq is contended by the s.d7-Q: Effect diagram of the initial b-p indicates that the a4-sq is neutral e-d
<1:1> # However a closer examination of the position, as I was forced to undertake after solving this puzzle incorrectly by playing 16. Qa5+ ??
on my Road to 4,000 Chess com Puzzle Rating Speed Run of 2022, documented on Twitch.TV, reveals that 16. Ra4++ is actually possible

because it is not only a once check, but a double check: The b-p after 16.
Ra4++, with the double check of the s.a7-K by the f.a4-R and f.e3-B
highlighted. As defined in ch-this, a double check cannot be escaped <r:
ch. 18 H2S8> via a capture of either of the checking ren, and therefore this
property of the b-p in which a double check is on board illegalizes # the
move 16…Qxa4 in the b.p-1st of the double check b-p. == Being as this is
the case, 16…Kb8 is the <o-m>, and here, we run into an interceding
issue; the f-R alone cannot deliver the mate along the a-file as the s-K has
not yet been coerced to c8, and moreover, the f-R alone cannot perform the
coercion, as it can neither check in the contended a8-sq without
hangtacking itself nor in the a7-sq, as a R does not check along diagonals.
Moreover, by stealing the a-file check from the f.d5-Q, that Q no longer has
a check bounce <ch. 5 H2S2> to enter the a-file with a tempo, and if 17.

Qa5 ?? without a check #, the s-K again can escape the threat of mate via 17…c5, as this move transposes # <ch. 2 H2S6> to the position
after 17. Ra4 in the first analyzed variation of this in depth # Again, a one-turn closer examination # of the position reveals another stunning
resource at our disposal, keeping in mind that we have already exhausted a rare double check # to reach this point, and that is 17. Ra8+ !!, a
temporary sacrifice of the f.a4-R to return the check to the f.d5-Q. As capture is forced; the check is adjacent, and the s.b8-K has no run-sqs,
the K must return to the a-file, and it is attracted <r: ch. 26 H2S3> to the a8-sq by the adjacent R check in turn 17-f. Following 17…Ka8
<o-m>, 18. Qa5+ ! now does come with a check, allowing f to continue with his mating idea without the possibility of s-c5 immediately
following f-Qa5, making luft for the s.b8-K and escaping mate, as in the previous variations. This critical detail enables the finishing sequence
18…Kb8 19. Qa7+ ! Kc8 <o-m> 20. Qa8# !. Fin. // write ++ definition double check

Ch-32: +scovery: Def:
Checkscovery, capture (n.) = a checkscovery in which the move is also a capture. Clearance (n.) = a move that removes an interposing
noble between an x-ray attacker or contender and one or more key squares. Ref: https://lichess.org/training/5Aa7J. 3/11/21. First edit: 3/22/21.
Clearance hangtacked (n.) = a clearanceance tactic in which the key square is occupied by an enemy’s ren and that square has 0 defenders.
rn1q1rk1/pp2p1b1/2p3p1/7b/3PP2R/2N1Q3/PP2N1B1/2KR4 b - -5 19. Quality 6/10. 3/23/21.
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Ch-32: +scovery ex:
Assass in 1:

Ex-1:

R: Ex-2:

Ex-3:

Game: G. Cabrilo vs R. Ziat-

dinov, Belgrade 1991: 41. Nxd6?

Ex-4:

The process of
discovery:
Read the following passage
<Kuhn ch-8, a-r> In other cases,

however, those of Copernicus, Einstein, and contemporary
nuclear theory, for example—considerable time elapses between
the first consciousness of breakdown and the emergence of a new
paradigm. When that occurs, the historian may capture at least a
few hints of what extraordinary science is like. Faced with an
admittedly fundamental anomaly in theory, the scientist's first effort
will often be to isolate it more precisely and to give it structure.
Though now aware that they cannot be quite right, he will push the
rules of normal science harder than ever to see, in the area of
difficulty, just where and how far they can be made to work.
Simultaneously he will seek for ways of magnifying the breakdown,
of making it more striking and perhaps also more suggestive than it
had been when displayed in experiments the outcome of which was
thought to be known in advance. And in the latter effort, more than in
any other part of the post-paradigm development of science, he will
look almost like our most prevalent image of the scientist. He will, in
the first place, often seem like a man searching at random, trying
experiments just to see what will happen, looking for an effect whose
nature he cannot quite guess. Simultaneously, since no experiment
can be conceived without some sort of theory, the scientist in crisis
will constantly try to generate speculative theories that, if successful,
may disclose the road to a new paradigm and, if unsuccessful, can
be surrendered with relative ease. Kepler's account of his prolonged
struggle with the motion of Mars and Priestley's description of his
response to the proliferation of new gasses provide classic
examples of the more random sort of research produced by the
awareness of anomaly.

Ex-5: How does the work of Kepler differ from that of Einstein, in
this passage?
a) Kepler studied contemporary nuclear theory, while Einstein was
preoccupied, at the time, with the proliferation of new gasses b)
Kepler was more focused with anomalies in observation, whereas
Einstein, with experimentation c) Kepler used a more probabilistic
form of thinking, whereas Einstein erred on the side of deduction
d) Kepler used speculative theories to come up with new ideas for

experiments, while Einstein searched at random e) None of the
above.

Ex-6: Elsewhere in ch-8, Kuhn writes: “Often, a new paradigm emerges, at
least in embryo, before a crisis has developed far, or been explicitly
recognized. Lavoisier’s work provides a case in point. Who does Lavoisier
<1743 - 1794, French noble, chemist> most resemble?
a) Kepler, because he always seemed to be dealing with crises b)
Kepler, because like Lavoisier, his discoveries preceded the
existence of crises c) //

Ex-7:
// pull word problems from Thomas Kuhn

Assassination in 2:

Ex-8: Find the assass in 2:

R: Ex-8A: s, only ½ ½:

Assassination in 3:

#9: find the assass in 3:

#10: find the assass in 3:

L: Ex-11:

Ex-12: [1,550]
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Assassination in 4+:

L: #13: find an assass in 5 [3,000]:

#14: find the assas in 5: [3,000]:

#15:L, below [2,200]. Game: Colin Higgins <~1,700> vs Yakun Hu
<~1,500>, Elma Open Invitational
7/23/22.

Additional
tactics:

L: #16: This puzzle is not an assass tactic; rather, we are looking for # a
forced mate in 7 moves.

#17: [1,500] #18: #19:

Solutions:
Ex-1:
18…Bxa2+ is the only checkscovery and it is a capture | +scovery,
in which an e-ren occupied the check sq; the point is that the
dijacently capturing check sq B cannot be captured, else 19…Qxc2
(+9)
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47293825717?tab=revie
w

Ex-2: 14. (!) Nxe4! <2.5:2, resulting> <temp-sack, d3-Q> and if
14…Nxd3 ?? 15. Nf6++ Kd8 <o-m> 16. Re8# sourced from FM Hertan
pg-18 <a-r>

Ex-3:
41…Rxd6 <+3> <t-sack!>! 42. Rxd6 <-5 + 3 = -2> Bxf2 <+scovery>
<t.sack-2> <+1, assass in 1/2> ! 43. Q/Kxf2 <-3, -4> followed by
43…Qxd6 <+5, +1> ! <avenge>
https://www.chessable.com/variation/13110139/ In light of this, 41.
Kg2 ! -(+) was best <Hellsten>

Ex-4:

Ex-5:

b) As scientists, both would be concerned, with both! The answer is c);
whether or not Einstein achieved deductive proofs for all of his claims is
beside the point, by the 20th century, deductive methods <Nimzo,
Fosbury, Rutherford> were much more developed than in the 16-7th
century. d) Kuhn seems to suggest the opposite.

Ex-6:
a) Neither Lavoisier nor Kepler came up with their ideas in the
midst of crises, according to Kuhn. b) is correct.

Ex-7:

Ex-8:
Game: IM Rodney Perez <2395, FIDE, CUB> > vs FM Ramirez
Garcia <2218, FIDE, MEX>, Aguascalientes 2007, the 53rd
Mexican Open.
21. Bxh7+ <+scovery> ! Nxh7 <clr-$> 22. Qxb3 <assass in 2>
Rxf4 (-1) 23. Nxf4 (+5) Qxe5 (-5) and the R for N liquidation in 1-s /
2-f makes the difference, leaving f up an exchange in the end. R:
https://www.365chess.com/game.php?gid=3497248

Ex-8A: Game: Maia1-engine vs Yakun-human 55…g5+scovery <RPP<e,
s-Ps>> ! https://lichess.org/sRn6Ldzo/black and if 56. Kxg5?? Rxh7
<assass !> wins for s, whereas 56. Xg6 (-1) Kg7 ! sets up a drawing
blockade K + R vs 3 Ps.

#9: https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1079714
In the initial b-p, f has a clearance check, skewer <r: ch. 30> move
a6-N.run+, with a number of discretionary # destination squares of
the clearing ren, but all of these would be blunders because the
cleared-for r-noble is hangtacked initial b-p. For example 1. Nc5
clr-+, RKR<s> skw Nxa7 (-5) ! fails immediately. However, the

skewer alignment along the a-file
can still be exploited following a
preschenzug <ch. 40 H2S2 H3S5>,
the check coercion move 1. Nc4+ !,
to which the e-K has two possible
legal replies, Kb5 or Ka4. [D]
Check move and run zone analysis
of the initial b-p shows that the
b6-sq and b4-sq of the King’s run
zone are cut off by the f-Ns. If
1…Kb5, the move played in the
puzzle on Chess com, f now has
the checkscovery move 2. Nc7+

clr-a7R$a2R, which is also a clearance attack on the s.a2-R; since
the check is now delivered via checkscovery by the f.a6-N in c7, the
s.c6-N’s attack of the hangtacked f.a7-R is no longer relevant in the

s check escape in the ply
succeeding the check move, and s
will lose the a2-R as well as the
game; even if s recuperates an f-N
with 2…Kxc4 (-3 + 3 = 0), 3. Rxa2
(+5 + 0 = +5) will be decisive as a
R + N + K vs. K + N endgame is
decisive for f, 1 - 0. == If 1…Ka4, f
has a different tactical motif to
exploit the hangtacked a2-R <r: ch.
22 H2S5>, a double check <r:
ch.this H2S3> [D, 2] Check move
analysis in the position succeeding

1…Ka4, showing that 2. Nc5++! Is a double check of the s.a4-K. In
this case, the own hang-tacked status of the f.a7-R is rendered moot
as well because in the event of a double check, the set of escape
conditions <ch. 18 H2S8> of the checked King is reduced to only
K-run, and therefore, s-Nxa7 cannot be played in the s-ply
succeeding 2. Nc5++ !. After 2…K-run instead, the s.a2-R can be
assassinated by the f.a7-R: 3. Rxa2 (+5), winning the game.

#10:
22. Rxa6 (+3) Nxa6 (-2) 23. Qd3 followed by 24. Qxa6 (+1) because
if 23…N-run, then 24. Nf6++ Kh8 25. Qh7# This game is from GM

https://www.chessable.com/variation/13110139/
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Igor A Novikov (2583) vs FM Igor Kragelj (2229), 2002 according
to https://lichess.org/V1j4EzuF

Ex-11: Who said a Q and an N cannot team up on the same diagonal?

Check out the position after 26.
Qc3 (+) !
This move sets up a checkscovery
double | check threat that threatens
to win the s.d6-Q via an
unstoppable abs-fork # and, more
straightforwardly, a mate in 3 #
The s-K will naturally shift out of
the lane # of this threat with
26…Kf8 and we’ve transposed to
the starting | position of ch-15 ex-6
<hl>. In the solution for that puzzle,

we more comprehensively cover every variation but here we will give
the last 2 f-moves of the assass in 3 and the remaining interceding
opponent reply: 27. Nb5 $$.e-d6, Q! Kxe7 <-5> <forced> 28. Nxd6
(+9) Fin. This position was composed from a depth fork of a real-bp
from Hu vs Lusignan <USCF ~1950> Rochester 1/29/22.

Ex-12: https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/134203
1. Nxf7<+1><thr-Nxd6#!> Qxf7<-3><t.sack-gote> 2.
Nb6<+scovery><$.f7-Q[1:0]>! axb6<t.sack-gote,2> 3. Qxf7<+9>

#13:
In this position, m-d is 0 and the theme is +scovery, so in order to
adequately use this theme, we need to set up an alignment of a
friendly r-noble, p-interposer, e-K along some line on the board.
Presently, the e-K is tucked securely in the corner behind a s.g7-B,
so we need to first draw this K out into the open with the only move

at our disposal to do so, which is
30. Rxg7 (+3) <temp-sack> !
Kxg7 (-5) The resulting b-p of
30…Kxg7 (-5) In this position, we
are seeking to continue our assault
on the e-K as well as establishing
the conditions for a +scovery move,
and we have 2 forcing checks at
our disposal that, according to the
forcing moves hierarchy, is
recommended to be examined first
<r: ch. 59 H2S1>: 31. Bd4+,
supported by the f.g4-Q, or 31.

Rc7+.
The problem with 31. Rc7+, and this problem will not have been
obvious to you in your puzzle calculation, but at some point you
should have reached this point, is that after 31…Rf7 $e.$c7-R 32.
Bd4+ <1:1>, now recruiting the other r-noble into the attack with a
tempo, 32…Kg8, and the attack stalls:

The b-p after hyp-var 1, 32…Kg8
F has no more checks and cannot
play the assass threat move 33.
Qe6 $f7-R due to 33…Qd1#. On
the other hand, 31. Bd4+ and we
reach a tactical tabiya # in which s
has a selection of defensive
options: The b-p after hyp-var 2,
31. Bd4+ Higher-rated puzzles |
often challenge us to examine
certain positions from the
opponent’s perspective and help

him choose the best defense, which is counter-intuitive because we
are trying to “defeat” the puzzle, but we need to keep in mind that in
the process, we are playing against a 3,000+ # strength computer
engine that is generating moves for the opponent in each ply after
our move. == Therefore, when we are calculating the implication of a
potential our move # like 31. Bd4+, we have to verify its soundness
against the best possible opposition; if we don’t do this, and we

verify the move only against the worst defenses, then we stand the
chance of being refuted by a better defensive option, and certainly
our goal in solving the puzzle is to not be refuted. Key insight: we
can only be refuted by a strong defensive move that we did not fully
consider; therefore, to not be refuted, which is our goal, we need to
fully consider all of the strong defensive moves. The key defensive
moves that s has in this position branch into two sub-variations,
which we can call # hyp-var 2 A and B:
Hyp-var 2 A: 31…Rf6 <int - +> ! Here, s auto-pins his f8-R, abs, and
offers to give back material <r: ch. 61 H2S4> to quell f’s attack; since
f had to sacrifice 2 points to initiate the attack, winning 2 back as a
fact in itself would not result in victory. Komodo d.32 evaluates the
position after 32. Bxf6+ (+5) ?! as entirely winning for f, but deeper

analysis reveals that the win is
much more difficult than another
idea: 32. Qd7+ ! The b-p after 32.
Qd7+
This powerful move can be played
simply on the basis of a tempo
gaining move # to recruit a 9 point
value f-Q into the attack, and now,
s has still multiple options to
escape check, but none are
favorable; his options can be
reduced into two categories:
32…Kg8, which loses immediately

to 33. Qd5+ RQK<e> abs-fork ! , which will pick up the s.a8-R (+5),
with a check when the s-K runs to f8, leaving f up a minor (+3) with
still a strong attack.
32…K-dark <r: ch. 10 CM H3S2 H4S2>, and any s-K run move to a
dark square allows a B-clear checkscovery, QBQ<s> !

The b-p after 32. Qd7+: the s-K
has 3 dark run sqs, all of which fall
prey to a B-clear checkscovery to
win the s.d3-Q.
The deadliness of the
checkscovery tactic in hyp-var 2
A is the reason why hyp-var 2 B is
played in the Chess com puzzle
move trainer: Hyp-var 2 B:
31…Kg8 <run - +> ! And now, we
can apply the same material |
recruitment line of thinking to

quickly play 32. Qe6+ !, bringing the 9 point queen into the attack, as
with 32. Qd7+ in hyp-var 2 A.

L:

The b-p after 32. Qe6+ ! The move 32. Qe6+ ! has an additional
benefit in that s has only one legal response, simplifying our
calculation, 32…Rf7 <int -+> 33. Qe5 ! The b-p after 33. Qe5 ! with
an M1 threat mate at h8. With no way to stop the forced mate in a
number of lines, s now has to sacrifice his queen for the d4-B to
break the battery # 33…Qxd4 (-3) 34. Qxd4 (+9 - 5 = +4), and now
with a Q for R material advantage, f will be winning. Post-script:
The complexity of this puzzle stems from the need to consider
multiple defensive options for the opponent after 31. Bd4+ which, to
the amateur player, will feel more difficult because we are used to

https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/134203
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considering only multiple options for ourselves and mentally
simplifying, often unfairly, the options the opponent may have at his
disposal. == Another aspect of complexity stems from the fact that
multiple | assassinations are possible, both occuring on the 5th
move, either 34. Qxd4 <assass-Q> or 34. Qxa8+ <assass-R>, one
+6 after the exchange sack in ply 1, and one +5 with a rook-for-free,
and each assass occurs in a different variation branch, hyp-var 2 B
and hyp-var 2 A, respectively. The hinge for reaching hyp-var 2B
and 2A depends on the opponent’s move, and both options need to
be accounted for. == On any move-trainer puzzle website, #MIC
supports the conjecture that the difficulty cap is approximately 2,000
elo, in which many 2,000+ puzzles are untenable because they will
contain such variation branches on the b-p preceding an opponent’s
turn, and move-trainer puzzle websites typically selectively feed only
1 opponent move per opponent turn, allowing players to artificially
inflate their rating with guess-work. Working on these puzzles
afterward with a coach can help mitigate this issue, but ultimately,
it’s best to turn to books and other formats once one has exceeded
2,000 rating on standard web-based puzzle move-trainers.
R: r4r1k/2R3bp/6p1/8/p5Q1/3qB3/5PPP/2R3K1 w - - 0 30

#14:
GM Vladimir Fedoseev 2696 <RUS> vs GM M.amin
Tabatabaei 2613 <IRN> 2021 FIDE World Cup, round 6
<quarterfinal>, game 2 Opening: E04 Open Catalan Opening “A
p-advance checkscovery # recuperates the temp-sack”.
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=2068531
The 2021 FIDE World Cup is also referenced # in Ch-57 CM <hl>, in
which we cover the game between GM Anna Muzychuk <4th place>
and the women’s runner up, GM Gorachyna. In the other section, we
go further in depth about the unique format of the event. On the
men’s side, GM Fedoseev would go on to finish 4th in the
tournament which started with 206 participants, with the top ¾ rated
over 2,500 FIDE (!), an incredible finish by all accounts # Following
his win in round 6 against GM Tabatabaei, as a result of this game,
since they drew in game 1 #, he went on to play eventual
tournament runner-up GM Sergey Karjakin, a fellow Russian who
was the 2016 World Championship challenger #, in the semi-final,
dropping that round, and losing as well to WC Magnus Carlsen in
the 3rd place game, but finishing a respectable 4th place after
qualifying out of the quarterfinal round of 8 # The puzzle position in
this exercise arose from a game in which the Catalan opening was
selected for choice # by GM Fedoseev with the white pieces, and
subsequently GM Tabatabaei chose to fork the game into the open
Catalan with his decision to play 4…dxc4 (-1). The b-p preceding
4…dxc4 (-1) is the tabiya in the Catalan, a b-p in which more than
one move is common played in opening theory, and the other option
is to solidify the s strong point at d5, foregoing the 1 point material
grab in favor of sealing the f.g2-B’s fate via the establishment of a
s-blockade, for example with a move like s-c6 🛡d5 <r: ch-31 H2S2
H3S2>; this would be called the closed Catalan. +scovery is a min 3
ply depth tactical concept, with move 1 being a check move that
clears for an attack on an e-ren by a road noble that is not the
checking ren # In the initial b-p, there are no such initiation moves
available, which means the exercise is calling for us to first set up
the tactical alignment that allows for +scovery # An assass in 5

puzzle unfolds across 9 ply, and if
the +scovery by definition requires
3, then we have 6 ply, including 3
of our moves, to set things up.
Knowing this, and the fact that s
has 2 nobles, the next step would
be to determine which is the more
likely assass target, and to try to
set up this alignment with that
target at the receiving end of an
x-ray | attack # (!) If neither noble
can be set up, then we can look for
a P target instead # As it turns out,

we have a move in the first ply that immediately places one of our
road | nobles in x-ray alignment with an s-ren, and, as a bonus, that
s-ren is hangtacked in the resulting b-p of the move: 78. Be5+
($).g3-R ! Kc6 <o-m> In order for an interpositional alignment to be
a +scovery | alignment, the interposer must be able to deliver a
check # In this case, the interposer is a P, and that P is located in f4.
The P-advance check destination-sqs are e6 and g6, which means
these are the sqs that we want to drive the e-K towards using one of
the techniques from ch-26 DDAC: [D] The b-p after Kc6, highlighting
the mobility arrow of a potential clearance attack move by the f.f4-P,
and the sqs that the s-K would have to occupy in order for this
c.a-move to also be a +scovery. As the e6-sq is presently occupied
by the s-B, our task is simplified: we can attract the K there by

compelling it to recapture a
capture, and, as a second breath of
fortune #, we have a skewer
alignment on board between the
c6-K and the e6-B, and a skewer
check-sq at a6 for our a7-R. We
can tell by the incredible alignment
of constellations of themes how
rare a 9 ply +scovery forced
sequence truly is, and what a treat
it is to witness such a moment in
the FIDE | World Cup. 79. Ra6+

RKB<w> skwr ! Kd7 80. Rxe6+ (+3) <temp-sack> ! Kxe6 (-2)
<forced>
[D] The b-p after 81…Kxe6 (-2), indicating +scovery effects #. 81. F5
BPR<s> +scovery ! Kxf5 (-3) <cap +> 82. Bxg3 (+2) !, 1-0 With
the f.d4-K still in the box of the s.a4-pp, f needs only maintain
defense of h4 with his g3.dark-B, retreating to e1 if necessary to
escape an s-K $, and patiently assass the s.a4-pp with the K before
returning that K # to the K-side to assass at h5 via zugzwang and
promote his subsequent h4-pp, which has a promo-sq that shares
the color of his g3-B # Fin.

#15:
12…Bf6 $.g5-N <double $> <+thr!> 13. Bf4 🛡.g5-N Rxc4+ ! <+1>
<assass in 2> 14. Kb1 <run+> e3+ <clr.c4-R $ f4-B !> 15. Ka1 Rxf4
<+3, assass in 4>

#16:
Edward Lasker <GER> vs George Alan Thomas <UK>
Casual game (1912), London ENG, Oct-29 “Fatal Attraction”.
The purpose of this puzzle is to test your knowledge of double
checks, ch-32 H2S3 <hl> and the fact that such a move has such a
high power level that it may even be worth trading one’s Q to be able
to play it, as in this example. 11. Qxh7+ !! Kxh7 (-9) As we
witnessed of the other early 20th century Lasker, a noble temp-sack
is made on h7 in order to attract the K from its palace, where it is
now subject to further harassment <r: ch-36 ex-13> 12. Nxf6++ I
don’t think I’ve ever encountered a b-p in which a double check can
be played and it’s not the correct move; based on this inductive
reasoning <ch-16 H2S3 H3S1>, this move is worth calculating first #
12…Kh6 ! If 12…Kh8, 13. Ng6# 13. Ng4+ ! A backward N move in
blindfold or while calculating a tactical sequence, according to US
WGM Jennifer Shahade, a Philadelphia-based chess educator and
2 time US women’s champion, is the hardest move to find. But
Lasker finds it here # 13…Kg5 <o-m>, run a run zone analysis of
the K in the preceding b-p to see for yourself why this is the only
legal move for s. 14. H4+ ! F4+ ! here leads to mate in the same
number of moves. 14…Kf4 15. G3+ Kf3; here, Lasker played a
slightly slower checkmate. The prettiest finish is 16. O-O !, using the
f-K to cover g2, which is the s-K’s sole run-sq <any move> (!) 17.
Nh2#; since the s-K was immobilized by 16. O-O !, any check that
does not uncover a run-sq is mate # Fin. https://www.chessgames
.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1259009 Post-script: This citation is not
necessary, as Lasker vs Alan Thomas is quite a famous game, but
I thought it was courteous to give a shoutout here to Chess Master &
Instructor Yelizaveta Orlova for showing me the game in her
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popular and recent book Chess for Beginners Rockridge Press,
2018, which is available on Amazon for only $9.99. This book is a
fantastic | compliment to Material in Chess as an introductory
reading for <18 students.

#17: https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/180764
1. Bf3+<clr.cont-g4!> Nxf3<-3><forced> 2. Rh7#!
#18: #19:
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Book-33: Clr+: c-m:

Chess-tempo: A discovered attack where the newly discovered piece checks the opponent king. If both the discovered and the discoverer
are checking, use the double check tag instead. MIC: Discovered checks, like discovered attacks, are a form of indirect check in which | | it
is not | the ren | that moves | that is responsible for delivering a check. This is | in contrast | to | direct checks in which the ren that moves also
checks the e.♔ in the | | resulting | b.p. Composition for a discovered check, clearance ren adds attacker to a hanging Queen. R: Composition
for a discovered check, pawn advance double clearance: (3): Composition for clearance attack & clearance check in one move: Reference
the position that occurred in game: A: c2+ clears Qa5+ and B$a1 // write better (4): Get rid of the d4 pawn and c2+ is a clearance check and a
clearance attack in one move. “Interesting position from a game that I just played against @Prateek If white plays dxc5 here, black.c2+! is
simultaneously a discovered check and a discovered attack, which is really rare, I think. Typically, you'd have a discovered check, where
the piece that's clearing for the check attacks something, but in this case the pawn move clears the effect on 2 different vectors.” Ref:
https://lichess.org/pJzV1NaqPEiz.

// ^ Another discovered check + discovered attack, submitted by Discord user akjett. “White to play and win .
Kg3 (discovered check and discovered attack to the queen) wins , Kf3 doesn't.” // // Top 5 most amazing
discovered checks in chess by GM Simon Williams: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fxHZl3SSEB4&t=3s,
Farm 2 in depth from here ^ // more resources: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fxHZl3SSEB4 Liza:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-dmFwrygGzI

CM H3S1: Clearance check, defined:
A Discovered | Check is a X-ray related chess tactic, revealed when one piece moves out of the way | of a
sliding piece ray, discovering an attack to the opponent king. Discovered | checks can be extremely
powerful, as the piece moved can make a threat independently of the check giving piece it reveals, including
the double check. Pieces potentially able to discover a check can be determined almost with the same
method along with a union set of pinned pieces, which might be separated by piece color later. R:

https://www.chessprogramming.org/Discovered_Check

CM H3S2: Escaping clearance + threats:
8c) Threat to discovered check 1) Capture the x-ray checker 2) Threaten to capture the x-ray checker 3) Interpose == Interpose + attack the
x-ray checker 4) Move in position to interpose == + attack the x-ray checker 5) Accept the | check, and clear pieces from the mobility of the
clearance piece 6) Accept the check, and clear under defended pieces from the bounce range of the clearance pieces

Ch-33: CC H2S1: Capture clr+:
Hu<a-r>: In 2022, we are saddled with an American leadership that has left the entire country in ambiguity. There are almost 0 major
problems that we have a concrete answer to, and the general zeitgeist of the country is one of superficial positivity, but we never finish
anything. This has become such a thematic problem, that people have made a meme out of it. Unfortunately, when the leaders of anything
undertake a certain type of behavior or mentality, others, in the follower position, are bound to follow suit, and this defines the average
member of my generation, deepening my external alienation, and the degree to which I am outcast for my devotion. God is perfect, and
never incomplete, and his Plan for us remains perfect, as well, as long as we remain on the path to its completion. When we are off that
path, whether internally, or externally, we are in apostasy. Apostasy is not just of belief, but of a failure of action. To rectify this failure of
action, we have to rectify our beliefs, and realign our perspective with what needs to be done, ultimately, and that is, to build God’s
Kingdom, and, I see no reason why things like music, architecture, technology, and science should not be part of this. God’s Kingdom
should have the best music, architecture, technology, and science on Earth. These things, the people who work on them, and what they
create, should be perfect like God would make them, or how he makes them through us. In order to achieve this perfection, we have to perfect
ourselves, and the process of doing so is not easy, it is rigorous, and it requires us to understand our own brains to a bachelor’s degree,
minimum, of neuroscientific detail. We have to understand how we learn, how we think, what memory is, and how it interacts with stimuli
from our visual field, to create a ground for problem solving. In my opinion, anything short of this is not worth doing at all. Fin.v-6

Ch-33: CC H2S2: Threat clr+:
Hu<a-r>: However, when I have talked to certain people about my project, I have faced a stubborn level of negativity, and this has been
discouraging. The negativity, however, is not a productive criticism of my work. This I do not consider negative, and would even pay for
such critiques. Critiques help you improve, because they come from a place of wanting what’s best for you, whereas negativity drives a stake
into your very idea of what is “good”. I don’t need people to tell me what is “good”, with respect to improving mental health, helping people
learn software faster for their job, or improving decision making, generally. I don’t need people to tell me what is possible, because with God,

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fxHZl3SSEB4
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anything is possible. There is very little common ground when we disagree, not only about the details of the Plan, but whether we need a
Plan, or what direction that plan should be. I am not a priest, and a spiritual woe at this level of depth is one that I cannot fix. Fin.v-6

Ch-33: Cleared + H2S3: Windmill tactics:
In depth: F: Donald Byrne, NM, 1953 US Open Champion vs S: Robert
James Fischer, age 13, future WC. Rosenwald Memorial Tournament; Marshall Chess Club, NYC 1956.
“The Game of the Century.” O: Grunfeld Defense: Three Knights Variation. Hungarian Attack (D92); Ref:
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1008361

Analysis of the entire game can be found in <Chapter 48: Psychological
Attacks H2S2: Danger Sense>. Diagram: B.p. following 17…Bxc4++. The
following sequence of moves are oddly mechanical following the preceding
erratic activity in the preceding 12 ply, as Fischer recuperates additional
material via the application of a Windmill tactic. The game continued: 19.
Kg1 Ne2+ One of the types of discovered checks we have is a windmill. A
windmill (sometimes referred to as 'seesaw') is a tactic that allows one
player to deliver consecutive checks and discovered checks due to the
restriction of the enemy king. Doing so allows multiple captures of enemy
pieces, a forced checkmate or a forced draw. It's an extremely powerful
weapon. Excerpt written by Sandro Safar, FIDE = 2240. Diagram: The b.p
after 19…Ne2+ The first move in the Windmill tactic procedure coerces the

e.♔ via check <ref: Ch. 26: Decoy, Deflection, Attraction, Coercion H2S4: Coercion> into a square in which it is susceptible via alignment and
interposition to a discovered check tactic in f1. Indeed, Windmill tactics operate via an alternating combination #defd of | | coercion | and |
discovered check | tactics in which the same ren that coerces the e.♔ in one ply clears itself for a check by a different road noble in the next | |
same player | ply |, The discretion that the | | clearing | ren | has to select its destination square in its clearing move, which can be any apart
from | | one that | allows | capture by the e.♔, is the reason that Windmill Tactics are known for mounting massive material losses for the
player victimized #defd. This discretion is | | derived | from the fact that | the discovered check is a forcing move, and therefore the clearing ren
has a free tempo to return to its check square without being recaptured .

Diagram: The clearing ren, the e2.N, has the discretion to capture in any square of its single ply mobility / /
except / for g1 / in the move to clear the check for the c4 bishop. Following a capture in one of the
destination squares of the clearing ren in the clearance, discovered check move, the clearing | coercing ren
#defd will return, in the succeeding (adj.) = immediately following same player ply as the clearing move to
the | | coercion | check square |, which | | in this case | is e2, in order to | coerce the e.♔ | back to the
discovered check target square, f1. The e2.♞ dual role as the clearing | coercing ren is the hinge that
connects the two tactical concepts, and in general, the tactic is enabled by an unattacked #defd road noble |
| already | located | in a check square as well as a e.♔ with a mobility that is limited to 2 squares, in this
case by its own ren in h1 and h2-f2, as well as the e8.R. == Another property of the Windmill is that both
moves in the alternating sequence are checks; one a direct check #defd by the | | ren | that moves |, and
another an indirect check , a discovered check <ref: Ch. 33 Discovered Check c.m>. While the clearing ren
has discretion in its destination square in the clearing move, it does not in the coercing move and must

deliver that check in the same square; in this case, that square is e2. In depth, 2:

Ref: 7k/pb4pp/1p6/6B1/6P1/P5NP/BPP1r3/1Q3NK1 b - - 0 1 Diagnosing this position at hand #defd with s to
move, we can see that the necessary condition of a Windmill tactic are met: 1) The e.♔ mobility is limited to
2 squares. 2) A road noble is in position to check one of those squares, namely #defd the b7.♝ along the a8
/ h1. 3) A clearing | coercion ren that is | | in position  to | direct check the e.♔ in one of its 2 mobility squares
and | | cause an | indirect  check | via clearance discovered check | | in  its  move | away from its direct check
square. 4) The presence of a single square, in this case g2, in which a direct check can be delivered by the
clearing | coercion ren and that ren becomes the interposer of the x-ray check by the distant road noble | | in
that same | square. The toggling of the square from the direct +sq to the interposing square comes between
the initial b.p and the resulting b.p of the | | check | escape | move by the e.♔. The analysis of the
aforementioned 4 necessary conditions is reflected in the following Windmill tactic analysis diagram :

Ref: an auto-generated arrow diagram using the LiChess board editor
https://lichess.org/editor/7k/pb4pp/1p6/6B1/6P1/P5NP/BPP1r3/1Q3NK1_b_-_-_0_1. Note that when you visit
this link, only the zi positions will be preserved. 1) The blue arrow emanating from the e.♔ indicates the
single run square available to the e.♔ from g1. 2) The green arrow emanating from the b7.♝ and
terminating #defd in h1 indicates the check effect #VT of the b7.♝, meeting n.c-2. 3) The yellow arrow
(obscured) emanating from the e2.♜ and terminating in the g2 check square partially indicates fulfillment of
conditions 3) and 4), corresponding with #defd the e2.♜ mobility to that direct check square | | while the e.♔
| is located in g1 |. 4) The green arrow emanating from the g2 destination square of the e2.♜, indicates the
check effect of that rook from the g2 check square in the b.p resulting from its movement into the g2 square
#defd.all. 5) Finally, #defd, the suite of 10 green arrows emanating from the g2 check square of the e2.♜
terminate in all of the discretion destination squares #defd of that.♜ in its clearance move for the b7.♝, | |
and | in which | a capture can be made in the free tempo, for free #defd, assassinations that cannot be
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avenged due to the check in the same move such that a non-recapture check response | | must be | played | , gote (n.) = forcing response,
#defd. To solve this puzzle as an exercise, see Ch. 33: Clearance Check Exercises at the end of this chapter. <hyperlink> Fin.

Chapter 33: Clearance + H2S4: MRCA x-ray check:
X-ref: <ch. 2 CM H2S2: set theory> The “common ancestor” in terms of categorical analysis between clearance check and absolute pin is the
concept of X-ray check. This means that, categorically speaking #defd, all clearance checks and, separately #defd, all absolute pins are X-ray
checks, but not all X-ray checks are either, and not all clearance checks are absolute pins. == The concept of a MRCA is borrowed from the
field of evolutionary biology <ref: BIOL 1001: Evolutionary Biology, the 5 cr, monstrous med weed out course at @UBuffalo*> and adapted
to chess categorical thinking: *The following 3 paragraphs demonstrate that #MIC contains in every 3 paragraphs approximately the same
density of novel logic pedagogy as another 5 credit courses in the University curriculum outside chess. MRCA In Depth: And that winds up
being the basis of that quote from Paul Ehrlich <1854 - 1915, Nobel Prize Medicine 1908, contributed to immunology> in this department,
which is great, summarizes this entire point, asking whether genes or environment have more to do with some trait is akin to asking whether
height or length have more to do with the volume | of a rectangle. They're inseparable. There is no such thing as a gene influence | outside the
context of an environmental interaction (!!). OK. Dr. Robert Sapolsky, lecture at Stanford: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_njf8jwEGRo The
concept of MRCA is useful to consider in chess categorical thinking for  two reasons, one in biology terms, and one in chess terms: 1) MRCA
in Biology is a concept that is well-represented diagrammatically and allows us to visualize in a series of concentric triangles derived from
dichotomous forks the broad concepts of | | ancestry | and descent |. Moreover, MRCA in bio pedagogy often comes with pictures of adorable
and frightening animal species, which facilitates the process with which the concept is engrained in your brain #defd <ref: TA Julia | Boswell
in Evo Bio, 2020 fall @UBuffalo>

Ref: “Tree thinking” diagram from Vanderbilt University <hyperlink>. The diagram shows that all
creatures depicted #defd, as indicated by the tag on the LUCA, Last Universal Common Ancestor
#defd at the bottom, here, possess the trait “lungs”, and a creature with lungs formed the common
ancestor of all creatures depicted.
The concept of LUCA is different from MRCA, although both refer to the concept of ancestry as
well as a specific ancestor. The difference is indicated in the names, “last universal” versus “most
recent”. The connecting point is that the LUCA in the diagram could also be expressed as the
MRCA of all creatures in the diagram.

1) Chess contains, at the higher levels, an overwhelming load of abstract, hypothetical
information, and this must all #defd be searched, accessed, and applied at game speed, as much if not more #defd than once per
same player move, which is an average of 40 per game. At the speed of 1+0 = bullet chess, the search takes place on average in
1.5 seconds per move, and in order to play the move, a broad ranges of searches must be conducted and in sequence including
recognition of figurine identity, categorization of move type, tactic types on boards, and so forth. Since this information is both broad
and deep, as well as needing to be connected in order to justify in aggregate a single move decision at the end of the search
process, a chess player’s brain with respect to chess #defd needs to be extremely organized in a branching fashion.

A MRCA diagram demonstrating the ancestry of the concepts gote and sente, bored from
Japanese “Go” terminology #defd, being traceable to the MRCA “critical position”. Two lines of
descent are drawn to each child concept from the parent, “critical position. Parent / child branching
is found in folder hierarchies and computer science as well.

H2S4 H3S1: MRCA X-Ray Check in Chess
Diagrams #defd, Compositions:
Both discovered checks and absolute pins involve a p road noble and e King located in a road of
alignment, and the road in which both aforementioned Zi #defd are located is on a movement
vector of that road noble.
Moreover, there is one interposer between the two aforementioned Zi: 1) If the interposer is f (nt).

= friendly, then the categorization of the setup is a discovered check, or the initial b.p of a clearance check clearing move #defd 2) If the
interposer is e (nt). = enemy, then the categorization of the setup is an absolute pin. MRCA Diagram, X-Ray Check Descent: // Fill this in.

L: Chess Diagram, X-Ray Check, Clearance Check:
Ref: https://lichess.org/editor/3k4/8/8/3B4/8/7q/8/3R4_w_-_-_0_1
A clearance check x-ray check, the f.d1-♖ is in alignment with the s.d8-♚
on a line that is in a vector of movement of the ♖, the d-file #defd. An
interposing zi, the f.d5-♗, is on the same side as the f.d1-♖. If this b.p
contains f-to-move #defd, then the f.d5-♗ can move-to-clear to the square
e6 (or g2) and add itself as an attacker to the s.h3-♛, a | | clearance check
| double attack | and check |, winning the ♛ for free due to the higher
priority check along the d-file. R: Chess Diagram, X-Ray Check, Absolute
Pin: Ref: https://lichess.org/editor/3k4/8/8/3b4/8/8/8/3R4_w_-_-_0_1
In contrast, an absolute pin x-ray check is | | also | an  x-ray check |, but
the interposing zi at d5 is an s.♝ rather than belonging to the same side

as the x-ray checking #defd f.d1-♖. Unlike the f.d5-♗ diagram, the s.d5-♝ cannot move and will be captured by the ♖ for free regardless of
whose turn belongs to the b.p, because it | | cannot | be  defended |. Post-script: This concept demonstrates that proper associations,
connections <syn.defd, fbno> in chess pedagogy is vital for building a utility retrieval tree that can be easily built upon in the classroom and
accessed for optimal performance in the tournament hall. == Chess information in the brain that is not properly connected, with child concepts
associated with the wrong concepts, or other children, and a mixing of layers of abstraction will be highly fragile and problematically
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unscalable in that new information cannot easily and with integrity #defd be stacked on top of the fragile foundation without risking collapse.
== The collapse of a fragile thought foundation can be triggered by an o in a chess game via exposure to a particular b.p or a series of b.p’s
that seeks to navigate through a player’s thought domain in the proper tree structure, exposing the p to a sequence of concepts that should, in
the mind of a properly educated chess player, be connected via a small number of parent child connections. == To a disorganized chess mind,
however, the b.p sequence will seem disconnected and require excessive time to process, which will reveal an error in that player’s mental
categorical chess organization. Indeed, the sequential b.p format and Logic conservation properties of chess, along with the application of a
clock, and the stroke of a strong player’s hand turns out to be the best diagnostic criteria for exposing logical miscategorization in a weaker
player’s brain. This idea is worthy of further research in the areas of neuroscience, education, logic, and chess theory #np.

Ch-33: Clearance +: Exercises:
MRCA biology problem:
In biology, the concept of MRCA <r: ch-33 H2S4> is used to
determine the closeness of relation between two species. If the
MRCA between two species is more recent, then the species can be
said to be more closely related; if the MRCA is more in the past,
then the species are less closely related.

In this diagram, each
black line terminating in
a numeral indicates a
line of descent from a
species located
temporally in the point of
| intersection between
that line and another line.
The further down the

page that this intersection is located, the older the ancestor is, and
the further up the page, the more recent.
Each numeral represents a descendent species in the current
generation.

Ex 1: Which of the following species is least closely related to species #2?
a) 1
b) 5
c) 8
d) 10
e) None of the above

Ex 2: Which of the following statements about the MRCA diagram is false?

a) Species 5 is more closely related to 4 than 3.
b) Species 7, 8, and 9 share a single MRCA.
c) The MRCA of species 10 and 9 is also the MRCA of

species 6 and 10.
d) The MRCA of species 1 and 2 is an ancestor of all the

species in the list.
e) The MRCA of species 6 and 11 is an ancestor of all the

species 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11.

Ex. 3: On a fictional planet, we encounter 3 species of feline-like creatures
and try to determine their relation. Photos or sketches of these creatures
were taken and sent back to our laboratories on earth:

L: Creature A: “Cat creature”
R: Creature B: “Dragon-like creature”

3rd: Creature C: “Larger, cat-like
creature”
A 4th creature was found on this
planet, not pictured, that was
determined to be the ancestor of
all 3 creatures and therefore, the 3
creatures are all related. However,
creature A and B have the feature

angular_mouth, while creature C has a square_mouth. Which of the
following is a valid explanation of this phenomena?

a) The ancestor species had a square mouth; creature B is
an ancestor of creature A, and it evolved an angular
mouth.

b) The ancestor species had an angular mouth; creature C
evolved a square mouth and deviated from its relatives.

c) Both a & b
d) The MRCA of creature C and creature B both had a

square mouth, and no further evolution occurred.
e) The ancestor species had an angular mouth; creature B is

an ancestor of creature A, and it evolved a square mouth,
and no further evolution of this trait occurred.

Ex-4: // genetic cross problem

Assassination in 2:

L: Ex-5: [800] Game: Nakamura vs
Sarkar, Phila-

delphia 2006

Ex-6: [1,800]

L: Ex-7: [800] Game: Morphy vs
Medina, Havana 1862
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Assassination in 3:

Ex. 8: find the assassination in 3 moves [1,200].

R: Ex. 9: find the assass in 3:

Ex-10:

H3S3 Windmill Tactics:
Written by Sandro Safar <FIDE = 2202, 6/22>.

Ex 11: White is significantly down in material, but uses the restriction of
the enemy king for a windmill tactic.
One of the types of discovered checks we have is a windmill. A
windmill (sometimes referred to as 'seesaw') is a tactic that allows
one player to deliver consecutive checks and discovered checks due
to the restriction of the enemy king. Doing so allows multiple
captures of enemy pieces, a forced checkmate or a forced draw. It's
an extremely powerful weapon.

Let's see an example:
Find a way to win material using a windmill tactic.

R: Ex 12: Let's see another example: White's bishop is attacked by the h6
pawn. It seems like White can't move the bishop due to the pin on his queen,
but White finds an amazing way to set up a windmill tactic! Can you find
it?

Ex. #13: Let's see how many pieces you can capture using this pattern in
this position.

R: Ex-14: White to move. What would you do?

Assassination or mate in 4+:

L: Ex-15: [2,000]

Ex-16: [26,000]

L: Ex-17: The future dis-
counted value of s’s g-file control is worth more than his present
deficit of 4 points <-exch, -2Ps> [2,680] <x-ref ch-12>

Ex-18:
Anderssen vs Dufresne: “The Evergreen Game”:
Chessgames.com <a-r>: 1852 (C52) Evans Gambit, 24 moves,

1-0

Threat.clear+:
L: Ex-19: Game: f-Victor Korchnoi,
game and opponent, unknown. Source:
Chess.com<a-r>: [2,750]

Ex-20:

Solution:
Ex. 1:
The circle in the labeled
diagram, left, indicates
the MRCA of species 2
with 5, 8, and 10. The
rectangle in the diagram
indicates the MRCA of 2
and 1. Since the square
is further down the page,

indicating that it’s an older ancestor, that ancestor, the MRCA of 2
and 1, is older than that of the MRCA of 2 and 5, 8, and 10.
Therefore, 2 is more closely related to 5, 8, and 10 than it is to 1.
The answer is a)
Ex. 2: The answer is c)

Ex. 3:
This problem tests you on the basic evolutionary biological lesson
that we taught in ch-33 H2S4 <hl> and asks you to make some
further deductions to unravel other principles of evolutionary biology.
The answer is c) If an ancestor of creature B had a square mouth
and no further evolution occurred, then creature B would also have a
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square mouth. Therefore the answer cannot be d) The same logic
rules out e)

Ex-5: 29. Nc6<clr+>$.a5-Q!<a-r> followed by Nxa5<assass>! Fin.v-5
Ex-6:
Preface<fbno>: Discovered check with a bunch of options, would be
too easy if the assass were stated so probably a later puzzle,
something to do with competing threats, see analysis: MIC: White is
up a pawn and down an exchange (+1) and his threat is Qxe6+
which would equalize material. Probably a check should be first
move, and there is Rf4+ coming at some point if the King ever
makes it to the 4th rank, so I'm hedging that you drive towards mate
then fork, but again I can't get around 2. Kh3 in most variations. ==
The difficulty | variance in these puzzles is all over the place tbh,
like I had some mate in 1s just before this, very frustrating. == It's
hard to decide to sit down for a puzzle session, since I'm trying to
get 100% right to improve, when I have no idea if the next one is
going to take me 30s or an hour, and it's the complexity that varies
greatly. == @somethingSomethingIce Yeah good point that would
clean up almost all of your pieces, and you would need an
unstoppable mate threat to overcome that but 1) I'm not seeing one
and 2) even if you did, it looks like white has enough material with
the Q + 2 active Bs to catch you in a perpetual. == With all this in
mind, I think the first move, and all moves unless you win the Q at
some point, would have to be checks, and then if you win the Q then
the capture of the Q can be without a check and the puzzle probably
ends there. == For checks there are Bg1+, Bg3+ (both blunders, it
looks like) Qg5+ Qg4 stops it, so viable moves candidates are:
1...Bh4+, 1...Be1+, 1...Be3+, 1...Bd4+, 1...Bc5+, 1...Bb6+, 1...Ba7+
Tricky part is that there doesn't seem to be enough differentiation
among these options. Bh4+ and Bd4+ look more active I suppose,
but again there's no support for a follow-up after Kh3. There is 2.
Rxf3+ which would deflect the queen, not seeing what that
accomplishes though. == Ah interesting, with all the Kingside action
going on I didn't consider simply winning +3 sending us to +4
material overall. == And if Qh7+ then simply Kf7 to avoid the skewer.
Thoughts? Hmm ok I'll move 1...Bd4+<clr+><$.scovery-b2!> 2. Kh3
Bxb2<+3> on the principle that I don't see anything else and let's
see what he does. == Yeah the move was Qh7+ rather Qe6+, so
s-Kf7 here only move.
Ex-7: S has the devastating threat of 37. R.7#! and if 36…Q-mo,
then 37. Rxa7+! Will pick up the a8-R for | free. Fin.v-5

Ex. 8:
The clearance check requires first
# an attraction tactic to set up via
1…Qxd1+(+5 + 0 = +5) !!, a
temporary sacrifice of the queen 2.
Kxd1 (+5 - 9 = -4). Note that both
players have 3 nobles, 6 P, and a
full set of heavies in the initial b.p.,
and therefore material is even at 0.
|=P The coercion of the K to d1
enables the clearance check

attackscovery in which the clearing ren, the d7.N, adds itself as an
attacker of the f.a4-Q, and the cleared-for-road-noble, the d8-R, is
checking the K in the resulting board position of the move. It's
always your opponent's turn when he's in check. The check move is
your move, but in the resulting board position in which the opponent
is in check, the move immediately succeeding that b.p is always his
move; therefore, “in check” is a property of a board position, while “a
check” or “check” or “checking” is a property of a move. |=P Once
the check is resolved, the now b6.N after 2…Nb6+ $.a4-Q
clr.d8-R,d8-d1+sq will be able to capture the a4.Q: 3. Ke1 Nxa4 (+9
- 4 = +5) 4. Bxa4 (+5 - 3 = +2); since the s.Q was initially sacrificed
for a ♖, and the recuperation of the Q worth of material was for a
♘, the f player ends up +2 in the trade sequence.

Ex. 9:

1…Qxf2+ capture attracts the e.King to the f2 fork end of the d2 R
fork vertex, of which the neutral c2 N is the occupant of the other
fork end. After 2. Kxf2 Rd2+$$ 3. Re2 ! survives temporarily via |
double attack resolution IV <r: ch-38 H2S3> but the double attack
resolution | breakthrough Rxe2+!
This move triggers a second capture | attraction in the tactic,
drawing the e-King into the e-file, 4. Kxe2, where the backup
capture checkscovery assassination of the neutral c2 knight
4…Bxc2+ (+3) ! cannot be avenged by the c1 rook due to the
in-check status of the e.King in the resulting bp of 4…Bxc2+ (+3).
// generate a FEN link and check the position again
Ref: Milosevic30 vs JCHu222 Chess com 2021. // note was created
12/18/21

Ex-10:

Ex. 11:
Ref: 3r1b1k/p5pp/1p1N3r/2p1P1q1/2B5/5P2/P5PP/6K1 w - - 0
White starts with 1. Nxf7+ which looks like a simple fork, but the
power of this check is the fact that Black's king has to walk into the
line of sight of a discovered check. After the only reply 1...Kg8,
notice that any knight move would result in discovered check which
forces the king back to h8. Blocking the check is useless as the
bishop simply captures the blockader with basically the same
situation.
The fact that the king has to go back to h8 means that we can
simply go back to f7 with our knight, repeating the previous position
with the exception of Black not having one of their pieces.
This is the point of the windmill – repeating the checks while using
the piece that discovers the check to capture other pieces!
The order in which the knight captures Black's rooks and queen is
irrelevant in this position, but in some windmills the other will matter.
Example line: 1. Nf7+ Kg8 2. Nxg5+ Kh8 3. Nf7+ Kg8 4. Nxh6+
(double check, another type of discovered check!) Kh8 5. Nf7+ Kg8
6. Nxd8+ Kh8 and Black is suddenly down a piece. White can stop
the windmill tactic here (since there is nothing else the knight can
capture from f7) and aim to simply convert the material advantage.
It's interesting to note that the windmill oscillates between giving a
regular check and a discovered check.

Ex. 12:
This one is from the game Carlos Torre Repetto vs. Emanuel
Lasker, WC (Moscow, 1925) and it is move 25.
Ref: r3rnk1/pb3pp1/3pp2p/1q4BQ/1P1P4/4N1R1/P4PPP/4R1K1 w -
- 4 25 Solution: Bf6!! An absolutely brilliant move. The idea is to
prepare the windmill while also attacking the enemy queen. The
game continued: 25...Qxh5 26. Rxg7+ (starting the windmill) Kh8
27. Rxf7+ Kg8 28. Rg7+ Kh8 29. Rxb7+ Kg8 30. Rg7+ Kh8 31.
Rg5+! (White sees that taking the a7 pawn only opens the a8 rook)
Kh7 32. Rxh5 (White ends the windmill sequence and releases the
black king in order to capture the black queen and play for the win)
Kg6 33. Rh3 Kxf6 34. Rxh6+ In the end, White is three pawns up,
has more active pieces and a safer king. He went on to easily
convert this advantage to victory. == We can again notice the same
pattern, oscillations between a normal check and a discovered
check. We also could notice some conditions that are necessary for
the windmill sequence to work. == The necessary conditions are that
1) In the position when we give the normal check, both the squares
of our two pieces must not be protected by any black piece. == In
the above example, the position when we give the normal check is
the position with Bf6, Rg7 and Kg8. In that position, there mustn't be
a black piece attacking g7 or f6 because if a black piece is attacking
g7, it will capture the rook. Also, if a black piece is attacking f6, this
means that after Kh8, we can't continue with the windmill pattern as
any rook check (except a double check) would run into our bishop
getting captured. 2) The opponent's king mustn't find a way to
escape out of the 'box' he is in as this would mean we cannot give
the same check we did before. == In Example 1, if Black's bishop
wasn't on f8, we would have no windmill repetitions (check,
discovered check, check). We would only have a check followed up
by a discovered check as the black king would escape our
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discovered check with Kf8! when we would not be able to repeat the
earlier position which is the foundation of this pattern.

Ex. 13:
Ref: 7k/pb4pp/1p6/6B1/6P1/P5NP/BPP1r3/1Q3NK1 b - - 0 1
Example 3: Black is down a significant amount of material, but finds
a way to win without a forced checkmate. Apply the sequence we
just learned to use the fact that White's king is restricted to three
squares (g1,h1,h2).
Solution: 1...Rxg2+ 2. Kh1 Rxg3+ 3. Kh2 Rg2+ 4. Kh1 Rxg4+ 5.
Kh2 Rg2+ 6. Kh1 Rxg5+ 7. Kh2 Rg2+ 8. Kh1 Rxc2+ 9. Kg1 Rg2+
10. Kh1 Rxb2+ 11. Kg1 Rg2+ 12. Kh1 Rxa2+ 13. Kg1 Rg2+ 14.
Kh1 Rb2+ 15. Kg1 Rxb1 and Black is a rook and two pawns up
which he will easily convert into victory.

Ex. 14:
Solution: 1. Bb6+ Ke8 2. Nc7+ Kd8 3. Nxa8+ Ke8 4. Nc7+ Kd8 5.
Nd5+ Ke8 6. Nxf6+ and White is a significant amount of material.
Ref:
r1bk1bnr/1p1p1ppp/p2P1qn1/1N6/5P2/4B3/PPP3PP/R2QKB1R w
KQ - 0 13

Ex-15: 41. Rxf7+ Kg8 <o-m> 42. Rxf3 <+scovery> ! <assass +3>
<bounce!>  Kh7 43. Rb7+ ! Bg7 <int +> 44. Rh3# <bounce-dest> !
https://lichess.org/LfXkkqqj/black#86

Ex-16: https://lichess.org/training/BDCTd

This is the highest rated clr+ w/ attackscovery <ch-34> puzzle on
LiChess, 4/21. 24. Rh3 <z.zug-sente> <thr-Ng6#!> 24…h6 <1:1>
<clr-h7> 25. Ng6+ Kh7 <run+> 26. Qf5 (+) <thr-Nxf8++, M3!> Qxc4
<-3> :( <forced> 27. Ne5 <clr+><attackscovery!> followed by Nxc4
<+9, assass in 5>

Ex-17:

https://lichess.org/training/YhZkQ 26…Bf4 ($).d6-Q <hangtacked>
<thr.Nf3+scovery>! 27. Qe6 <1:1> $.e-$ f7-Q <hangtacked> Nf3+
<t-sack> ! 28. Gxf3 <+3, +7> The opportunity to make a clearance
check gxf3+! Is worth at least the sacked-N 29. Bg3 <int+>, else 29.
Kh1 Qxh5+ 30. Bh4 Qxh4# Qg7 (+) ! 30. Rxf3 <-1> Bxg3 <+3>
<t-sack-recoup!> 31. Kf1 <run(+)> Bh4 <clr-g> ! <thr-Qg2#> 32.
Qxg8+ :( <forced> 32…Kxg8 <+9>, assass in 7!

Ex-18:
21. Qxd7+ <t-sack> ! Kxd7 <-9> 22. Bf5+<clr+>! This double
check is worth the Q, and the game # Ke8 <o-m> 23. Bd7+ ! Kd/f8
24. Bxe7# <mate in 4>

Ex-19: 1. Qe8+<t-sack><thr-Qxd8, assass, #> Rxe8<forced> 2. d8=Q+!

Ex-20:

Push:
// more here:
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chesscollection?cid=1002034

Additional resources:
(May 19, 2010) Professor Robert Sapolsky gives what he calls "one
of the most difficult lectures of the course" about chaos and
reductionism. He references a book that he assigned to his
students. This lecture focuses on reduction science and breaking
things down to their component parts in order to understand them
best. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_njf8jwEGRo
Lawlor, Leonard. “Jacques Derrida.” Stanford Encyclopedia of
Philosophy, Stanford University, 27 Aug. 2021,
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/derrida/.
https://chesstempo.com/tactical-motifs#Discovered%20Check
Anderssen, Adolf, and Jean Dufresne. Adolf Anderssen vs Jean
Dufresne (Berlin, 1852) the Evergreen Partie. 1852,
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1018961.
Hu, Yakun: LDS writing 7/24/22 <2,217>, “What is apostasy”
https://www.chess.com/terms/discovered-check-chess

Nakamura, Hikaru, and Justin Sarkar . “Trompowsky Attack:
General (A45) 1-0 ‘Naka Your Socks off.’” 34th World Open
Philadelphia, PA USA, Rd 2, 29 June 2006,
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1420997.
Morphy, Paul, and Aureliano Medina . “Knight Odds Game (1862)
(Unorthodox), Havana CUB.” "Funky Cold Medina" , 21 Oct. 1862,
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1238233.

https://lichess.org/training/BDCTd
https://lichess.org/training/YhZkQ
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chesscollection?cid=1002034
https://chesstempo.com/tactical-motifs#Discovered%20Check
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1018961
https://www.chess.com/terms/discovered-check-chess
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1420997
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Book-34: $scov chpt-mn:
Chessprogramming.org <a-r>: Sliding Pieces can move an
indefinite number of | squares along a horizontal, vertical, or
diagonal | line until the edge of the board or another piece obstructs
the ray of a line. This applies for bishops, rooks and queens. Sliding
piece move generation is more extensive than generation of
non-sliding knight, pawn or king moves. With board arrays it
requires a loop along the ray, scanning each square for emptiness
to continue, or occupancy by own or opponent piece to break,
combined with an off the board test to terminate the ray loop as well.

However, such a loop may be designed in an efficient way generalized for all pieces as broached in Table-driven Move Generation, a
technique to speed up the common traversal of pieces with their origin (from square) from a piece-list and their potential move target squares
by traversing linked lists with pre-calculated moves, which head is indexed by piece-type and origin. There are three control structures to
cover the disjoint move abilities for king or knights, pawns, and sliding pieces, while we focus on the latter for the most general case. MIC: An
attackscovery is a clearance motif in which the clearing ren adds itself as an attacker of an e-zi, in the resulting b-p of the clearing move.
There is not a 1:1 set overlap between clearance attacks and attackscoveries, as, for instance, certain clearance attacks could involve the
clearing ren making a capture to create the tempo that justifies the attack of the cleared.for-r,nob.

Ch-34: A-s: H2S1: Clr-$ x $scovery <117, 5/12>:
H3S6: Chem vs nuclr reacts:
Hu: A chemical | reaction changes the composition of atoms in a molecule, whereas a nuclear | reaction changes the compositions of
neutrons, protons, and electrons in an atom, changing it, into a different | atom. The medieval cult practice of alchemy is an attempt to
perform nuclear reactions, in which the element Lead(Pb)<82 protons> can be changed into Gold(AU)<79 protons>.
H4S1: Nuclear reactions can be a source of energy:
Turrell<a-r><quote/paraphrase fbno>: In a bathtub of sea-water, there's about 5 grams of Deuterium H.2-neutrons,1.proton. Lithium is
widely available on Earth, and can be converted, by strafing it with neutrons, into Tritium H.3-neutrons,1.proton. 1 mg of Deuterium-Tritium
fusion fuel reacting, releases the energy equivalent of: 19 kg wood, 10 kg coal, 7 kg crude oil.
H4S2: Radiation-caused fission #n-p:
Bannik et al. <2019>: The main concept of targeted alpha therapy (TAT) is that a single α-particle with high linear energy transfer (LET) is
sufficient to damage the cell nucleus, as cell death due to α-radiation is independent of oxygenation or active cell proliferation.
H4S3: The Sun as a nuclear core:
Turrell: 3 reasons that the Sun is great at fusion reactions: 1) Density, lots of collisions going on, all the time 2) Temperature, core is 15
million degrees C. There's enough energy, to get past that electromagnetic repulsion, and for the particles to come together. 3)
Confinement of the plasma, via gravity. Question: Superconductive cooling eliminates electrical resistance, and disrupts magnetic fields.
You can't use this property to manipulate nuclear repulsion, thereby decreasing the energy threshold for fusion?
H4S4: The tokamak:
A tokamak is a machine that confines a plasma using magnetic fields in a donut shape that scientists call a torus. Fusion energy
scientists believe that tokamaks are the leading plasma confinement concept for future fusion power plants. In a tokamak, magnetic
field coils confine plasma particles to allow the plasma to achieve the conditions necessary for fusion. One set of magnetic coils
generates an intense “toroidal” field, directed the long way around the torus. A central | solenoid (a magnet that carries electric | current)
creates a second magnetic field directed along the “poloidal” direction, the short way around the torus. The two field components result in a
twisted | magnetic field that confines the particles in the plasma. A third set of field coils generates an outer poloidal field that shapes and
positions the plasma.

Ch-34: H2S2: Cap.$scovery:
H3S7: The 3 laws of quant-mech:
MIC: <ch-45 CM H3S1 H4S5>: Material change occurs in nature at 3 levels <LDS 8/7/22 essay, H2S5 H3S6>: 1) at the level of phase
changes, the most macro, and this level is governed by the 3 laws of Newton <ch.26-CM> 2) at the level of chemical reactions, the
mid-level, and this level is governed by these laws of thermodynamics, 3) at the level of nuclear reactions #n-p, the lowest-level, and this
level is governed by the laws of quantum mechanics, yet to be defined.
H4S1: The first law of quantum mechanics: All matter exists, within a wave duality:
McGrayne et al.: <a-r>: Within a few short years scientists developed a consistent theory of the atom that explained its fundamental
structure and its interactions. Crucial to the development of the theory was new evidence indicating that light and matter have both wave
and particle characteristics at the atomic and subatomic levels. Theoreticians had objected to the fact that Bohr had used an ad hoc
hybrid of classical Newtonian dynamics for the orbits and some quantum postulates to arrive at the energy levels of atomic electrons.
The new theory ignored the fact that electrons are particles and treated them as waves. By 1926 physicists had developed the laws of
quantum mechanics, also called wave mechanics, to explain atomic and subatomic phenomena. The duality between the wave and
particle | nature of light was highlighted by American physicist | Arthur Holly Compton in an X-ray scattering experiment conducted in
1922.
H4S2: The 2nd law of quantum mechanics: All matter exists, within a classical | state and a quantum | state <Hu, #n.p-2>
Ginsberg <a-r>: Superconductivity, complete | disappearance of electrical resistance in various solids when they are cooled below a
characteristic temperature. This temperature, called the transition temperature, varies for different materials but generally is below 20 K
(−253 °C). H5S1: Changes in the classical to quantum | switch are not only phenotypical, but genotypical #n-p: In 1950 it was clearly shown
for the first time that a theory of superconductivity must take into account the fact that free electrons in a crystal are influenced by the
vibrations of atoms that define the crystal structure, called the lattice vibrations. In 1953, in an analysis of the thermal conductivity of

https://www.energy.gov/science/doe-explainsplasma-confinement
https://www.energy.gov/science/doe-explainsfusion-energy-science
https://www.energy.gov/science/doe-explainsfusion-energy-science
https://www.britannica.com/dictionary/vibrations
https://www.britannica.com/science/crystal
https://www.britannica.com/science/conductivity
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superconductors, it was recognized that the distribution of energies of the free electrons in a superconductor is not | uniform but has a
separation called the energy gap.H5S2: Quantization of magnetic flux: Ginsberg<a-r>: For almost 50 years after Kamerlingh Onnes’s
discovery, theorists were unable to develop a fundamental theory of superconductivity. Finally, in 1957 such a theory was presented by
the physicists John Bardeen, Leon N. Cooper, and John Robert Schrieffer of the United States; it won them the Nobel Prize for Physics
in 1972. It is now called the BCS theory in their honor, and most later | theoretical work is based on it. The BCS theory also provided a
foundation for an earlier model that had been introduced by the Russian physicists Lev Davidovich Landau and Vitaly Lazarevich
Ginzburg (1950). This model has been useful in understanding electromagnetic properties, including the fact that any internal magnetic
flux in superconductors exists only in discrete amounts (instead of in a continuous spectrum of values), an effect called the quantization
of magnetic flux. This flux quantization, which had been predicted from quantum mechanical principles, was first observed experimentally in
1961.Hu: Continued | research in superconductivity, in recent years, has revealed a significant | increase in atypical | classical |
properties, besides the property of zero e-resistance for which the term is named. It seems that these properties are all correlated |

constellation. X-ref: ch-23 H2S1: MIC: A constellation fork is an
inescapable fork series, where the forking player has more
than one fork vertex <H3S2> to choose from, and there is no
escape from the aggregate of these fork vertices. Such tactics
are thematic when there are 1) an exposed e-K 2) a mobile
queen 3) under-defended e.guard-nobles on board. [D]:
Thematically, the queen can check to coerce <ch-26> the e-K
until it finds itself in a co.fork-end with one of the under-defended
guard nobles, and then, itself move to occupy the fork vertex that
attacks both. Here, 1…Qd5+! and if the K remains in the g-file,
2…Qg5+$ will win the e7-R <+5>, whereas if 2. Kh3 <run+>, first,
the capture attraction 2…Rxe2 <+3>, followed by 3. Qf3+$,

employing a light-sq vertex, in this case. Game: GM Jun Xu <2510> vs GM Amador Rodriguez
Cespedes <2505> 1989, mined from https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/101825. Therefore, the conclusion to the BCS theory would be
that superconductivity is a phase change, a final change, analogous to the pseudo-phase at the high end, plasma, which seems to loop
back into a pseudo-solid state itself, resulting in a change in entropy of the chemically.identical-material, which characterizes all other
changes. Unlike the other phases, however, the superconducting | phase <#n.p-3> is marked by zero entropy, rather than a finite | entropy,
and this zeroing of entropy is what bestows upon the superconducting phase its special | properties. H5S3: In materials that are electric
conductors, some of the electrons are not bound to individual atoms but are free to move | through the material; their motion constitutes
an electric current. In normal conductors, these so-called conduction electrons are scattered by impurities, dislocations, grain boundaries,
and lattice vibrations (phonons). In a superconductor, however, there is an ordering | among the conduction electrons that prevents this
scattering. Consequently, electric current can flow with no resistance at all. The ordering of the electrons, called Cooper pairing, involves
the momenta of the electrons rather than their positions. The energy per electron that is associated with this ordering is extremely | small,
typically about one thousandth of the amount by which the energy per electron changes when a chemical reaction takes place. One
reason that superconductivity remained unexplained for so long is the smallness of the energy changes that accompany the transition
between normal and superconducting states. In fact, many incorrect | theories of superconductivity were advanced before the BCS

theory was proposed. H5S4: Organization methods of zeroing entropy: r: <ch-8/14/22 LDS, H2S3 H3S4>
Hu: A zero temperature state is associated with a total absence of movement, as this is defined by the
formula for kinetic energy = ½*mv^2, where v = velocity. However, as Onnes<a-r, via Ginsberg> has
previously | demonstrated, the quantization of a material #n.p-4 can also be manipulated, absent absolute
0, ie, when the atoms are in motion, with the application of a magnetic field, or electrical current.
Therefore, there are zero entropy states when a material is in motion, and it’s probable that these states
are qualitatively different n.p-5 from the zero temperature, zero entropy state. A two-dimensional | graph
can be drawn. Analogously, in chess, the property of zero evaluation can be applied to a wide range of
board states, including, essentially, every material balance, and imbalance: r: ch-12 ev H2S2:
Hu: The best moves maintain or advance the equilibrium levels of | multiple imbalances. [D]: Game: IM
David Silva <2315><AGO> vs GM Levon Aronian <2775><USA>. Here, the two players agreed to a draw,
with the 460 points overrated Aronian holding a position evaluated as +3.2, against his favor. Was this a

rational choice, for either, or both sides # Our table from ch-6 H3S2 predicts that a 3.2 P-score advantage predicts a ~86% win rate, whereas
a 460 point elo deficit predicts well over a 90% losing rate. Therefore, Silva can be considered rational in taking the draw. The game could
have continued 42. Qxd8 Rxd8<+2> 43. Kg1! Rd7 44. Kf2 Rb7($).e-($) 45. Nd4<clr$.e-$><fbno> Rb4<1.5:2.5>! 46. Rxb4 cxb4<+2> 47.
Nb3<block>$.a5-P Bxa4<-1>! 48. Nxa5<+2> and f’s winning plan can be sacrificing back an exchange for the s.b-pp<-1, +1>, leaving a
winning c-pp in a B vs N endgame. Further research: see high Tc superconductors, <a-r>
H4S3: The 3rd law of quantum mechanics:
Hu: Quantum particles exhibit | evidence of Will, both exerted upon them, and by them. Fin-v1.

https://www.britannica.com/science/band-gap
https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/101825
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/constitutes
https://www.britannica.com/science/electric-current
https://www.britannica.com/science/electron
https://www.britannica.com/science/chemical-reaction
https://www.britannica.com/dictionary/transition
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Ch-34: $scovery x clear+:
Silver: DeepMind | Technology's
stated | goal is to "solve intelligence",
which they are trying to achieve | by
combining "the best techniques from
machine | learning and systems |
neuroscience to build powerful
general-purpose | learning |
algorithms". As opposed to other
AIs, such as IBM's Deep Blue or

Watson, which were developed for a pre-defined purpose and only | function within their scope, DeepMind
claims that their system is not pre-programmed: it learns from experience, using only raw pixels as | data
input. Technically it uses deep learning on a convolutional neural | network, with a novel | form of
Q-learning, a form of model-free reinforcement learning. [D, Bapst et al.] // Pull from Ch. 44 H2S attackers
neglect <hl>, x-ref the attackscovery in the counter attack tactic is on the d2-Q, and the attackscovery move
clears a check on the e-K

Ch-34: $scov
ex.
Ex. 1:
Match the definition of attackscovery among the definitions of
attackscovery, clearance check, clearance attack, and
checkscovery:

a) A clearing ren moves, clearing a check by a r-noble.
b) A clearing ren moves, adding itself as an attacker of an

e-ren, and a r-noble is also added as an attacker.
c) A clearing ren moves, checking the K, and clearing an

attack by a r-noble of a ren.
d) A clearing ren moves, clearing an attack on an r-noble,

potentially with a capture.
e) A clearing ren moves, checking the K, and clears a

r-noble to also check the K.

Assass in 2:

Ex-2: find the assass in 2:

R, above: Ex-3 R: assass in 2:

L: Ex-4:

Ex-5R:

Assass in 2:

L: Ex-6: [1,400]

Ex-7: [2.600]

L: Ex-8: [1,600] After the assass capture in 3, s has a double attack move.
Find the full resolution <ch-38 H2S3> in 4.

Ex-9: [1,680]

Assassination in 4+:
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Ex-10: [D]

R: Ex-11: [2,100]

L: Ex-12: [2,800]: Game: Former WC Magnus Carlsen<NOR> vs GM
Dambasürengiin Batsüren<MNG>, 2022 Chess Olympiad rd-4.

R: Ex-13: Game: GM D-Gukesh<IND-2> vs GM Gabriel
Sargissian<ARM>, 2022 Chess Olympiad rd-6.

Cap.$-scov:

L: Ex-14: [1,800]

Ex-15: [1,550]

Ex-16: [1,800]: “Mega-cluster”

R: Ex-17: [1,580] “Rocking the ramparts.”

$-scovery x clr+:

L: Ex-18: A puzzle from the internet, curated by USCF Colin Higgins, of
BuffaloChess. Deduce the b.p-last.

R: Ex-19: [1,800] Ex-20:

Solutions:
Ex. 1:
The correct answer is b) Note that the r-noble that is cleared for
does not have to be attacking the same ren.
a) is a clearance check.
c) is a checkscovery
d) is a clearance attack
e) is a double check, which is a clearance check + checkscovery

Ex. 2:
There are two ways to win material in this puzzle: 19…Ra8
<rel.pin, RBQ<N>> ref: <ch. 10 NT H3S2 H4S2 H5S5 H6S1> or
19…Bc8 $a6.Q, clr.c7-Q$a7.B, full, a double attack | move via
attackscovery <ch.this>, gaining a tempo by also adding minortack
| effect # to the f.a6-Q.

As the f.a6-Q must move to
eliminate the minortack in ply 2, #,
the f.a7-B will be assassinated in
ply 3 because that Q cannot move
an add another defender # to the
a7.sq, since it is itself # already a
defender of that sq.
Fin. // Maybe more.

Ex-3:
13…Nh5 <attackscovery, $.f4-P
<2:1, resulting>>, <clr, g7 / $a1> ! ,
assassinating in 2 the s.f4-P. This

is why we fianchetto the g7-B !
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47201409873?tab=revie
w

Ex-4: 24…Neg4 <clr, c5 R $ f5-Q ! > 25. Hxg4 (-3) Rxf5 (+9) 26. Nxf5 (-5
+ 6 = +1) !  tabiya 1.7 d-28 w/ 4 options SF+ NNUE

Ex-5R: 11. E5 $.f6-B <attackscovery> ! Bxe5 (-1) 12. Bxa8 (+5) <assass> !
https://lichess.org/hxCdMeHH/white#20

Ex-6:
15. Nb5 $$.c7-B, double | attackscovery !
Analogous to a double check, the N and the cleared-for r-R team up
on the c7-Q, which has to run #
15…Qb8 <run $$> 16. Nc7+ <1:1, resulting> ! Kf8 17. Nxa8
<assass in 3>
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47088611405?tab=review

Ex-7: https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1139376

24. Nb5 $.d4-Q <clr. c2-Q $.c8-B> axb5 <-3> <forced> 25. Qxc8+ ! Kf7
<run +> Qxh8 <+5, assass in 3>

Ex-8: https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1328923/practice
53. Rxg6+ Kh7 <run+> 54. Re6 <clr-+> <$.scovery-sente!> Kg7 55.
Rxe7+ <+3, assass in 3> Kf6 <run+ $.e7-R $.f5-B>! 56. Re5 <1:!>
🛡.f5-B <d.a-R!>

Ex-9: https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/77195447
1…b5<1:1>$.a4-B!<pseudo.p-m> 2. Bd1<run-$> Ne6<clr.$-d1>
$.g5-N<hangtacked-both><thr-#>! 3. Be2<forced> Nxg5<+3>
Fin.v-5.

Ex-10: 30. Nf6 $.e8-Q <+scovery!> <clr.b3-B $ e6-B> <int.h6-R 🛡 e6-B
2.5:1.5, overwhelm!>, a tri-purpose <ch-59 H2S5> move ! Qg6 $.e-$,
g5-Q <thr-counter!> 31. Qxg6 Rxg6 <+1> 32. Bxe6+ <+3> Kb8
<forced!> 33. Rxh2 <+1, assass in 4!>, the R is lost, but this is a v.a-assass
<ch-6> to the advanced position of the hard-to-stop fetus <ch-19 H2S5>
33…Rxh5 <0> 34. Ng4 $.h2-R ! 0.0 d-21 K-2706 and f has salvaged a
drawish position #

Ex-11:
r1b2rk1/1p4pp/1qp2p2/p1n1pN2/1bP1n3/1P3N2/PBQ1BPPP/R4RK1 w
Qq - 0 1
1. Ne7+<run$> Kf7<run+> 2. Nxc8<+3> Raxc8 3. A3 $.b4-B <p-m>
Bc3 4. Bxc3 <+3>. If 1. A3$?? is played immediately, then

https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1139376
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1328923/practice
https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/77195447
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1p9H9jyMI8TNxnPS6bLhoAVl7tBHQFlRv/edit#heading=h.2jxsxqh
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MfcorFceLqSW1AzT2yMXah_5ZYUPIEtj/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=105445453106507218588&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1IbrUNV4kKpl36HAtknYCh3_cKI0th_UP/edit#heading=h.4bvk7pj
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1…Bxf5<-3>! And now, if 2. Axb4<+3>?
Ng3<clr-$><$.scovery-e2,B!>🛡.f5-B<1:1> this incredible move,
will pick up material for s: 3. Qd1<run$> Nxe2+<-3> 4. Qxe2<+3>
Nxb3$.a1-R<-1>

Ex-12:

Here, Carlsen 30. Bf6+!! 1-0. The point is, that if 30…Kxf6 31. Qe5+!
Ke7<run+> 32. exf7<clr+><$.scovery-e8,R!> Kd8<run+> 33.
fxe8=Q+<+13>! Norway drew the match with Mongolia(!), 2-2:
https://chess-results.com/tnr653631.aspx?lan=1&art=20&flag=30&snr=11

Ex-13:
25. Bxb4<clr-g2><$.scovery-e7,Q!> Qxb4<-3>, played, 26.
Qg2($).g8-Q<thr-Rg8#!> Qe4+ 27. Qxe4! Fxe4 28. E7$.f8-R!
<o.m-W> and this pp’s promotion cannot be stopped: Re8<run$>
29. Rg8+!<t-sack> Rxg8 30. Rxg8+<v.a-assass!> followed by
e8=Q+<+8> Shah<a-r><paraphrase> If instead 25…axb4<-3> 26.
Qg2! Qd8(🛡)-g8 27. e7$$! Qd3+ 28. Qc2<int+>$.e-$ Qxc2 29.
Kxc2 essentially | transposes.

Ex-14:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/53504970889
11…Nxe4<+1>$.c3-N<3:2>!<clr-h8/b2><t.sack-sente>, with the
idea that 12. Nxe4<-3>?? blunders M-3:
Bxb2+<t.sack-2!><brilliant!> 13. Kxb2<-3> Qxa2+<1:1>!<o.m-W>
and if 14. Kc1 Qa1#, while 14. Kc3 Qa3#.

Ex-15: 1. Nxe5+<cont-f7[2:2]>
Kh8<run+> 2. Nxd7<+3>
rr4k1/p2n2pp/q1p2p2/4NP1b/1b1pP3/

1Q1P2PP/PP4B1/R1B2RK1 b Qq - 0 1

Ex-16: https://lichess.org/

4ObVO8iM/black#36
19…Nxd4<+1><clr.$-c1> and a)
20. exd4<-3> Rxc1+<+5, assass!>
b) 20. Rxc3<-5> Nxe2+<+3,
assass!> 21. Kh2 followed by
xc3<+5, recoup!> c) 20. Re1🛡

Nxe2+ 21. Rxe2 simply wins the ply.1-cap.
Ex-17: https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/50112895
1…Rxd1+! 2. Qxd1 Nd3+! a) 3. Kf1 Nxb4<cap-🛡>!<+3><assass>
<clr.$-d1!> 4. Qxd5<forced> Nxd5<recoup!> Fin.v-5.

Ex-18: Working backwards: A double check is only possible via clearance.
Must have been a capture promotion, to an R then, since the B could not
have cleared for the R, and, thus, the R must have cleared for the B.
However, in order to have cleared for the B, the clearing ren must have
occupied the g7-sq in the b.p-last, and, if it is now in h8, it must have
made a diagonal move. The only way that a diagonal move can be made
by an R, is if it were a P, promoted to an R. Therefore, the h8-sq must have
been occ’d by an e-ren in the i.b-p.

Ex-19:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/53907558329?tab=review
13. Nxd5<abs-pin-expl!><t.sack-s> Bxb5<-3> 14. Nc7+$
Kd7<run+> 15. Ne5+<t.sack-2>! Kxc7<-3-3=-6> 16.
Nxf4<clr+><$.scovery-d8,Q!> e5<int+>! 17. Bxe5+<z-zug!><+1>,
followed by 18. Nxd6/8<+9>

Ex-20:

Additional resources:
“Sliding Pieces.” Sliding Pieces - Chessprogramming Wiki,
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Sliding_Pieces.
“Table-Driven Move Generation.” Table-Driven Move Generation -
Chessprogramming Wiki,
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Table-driven_Move_Generation.
Carlsen, Magnus, and Dambasürengiin Batsüren. “44th Chess
Olympiad 2022: Open: Boards 41-168 • Round 4.” Lichess.org,

https://lichess.org/broadcast/44th-chess-olympiad-2022--open--boar
ds-41-168/round-4/gPUrTNzB/jDi50iP7.
Gukesh, D, and Gabriel Sargissian. “44th Chess Olympiad 2022:
Open: Boards 1-40 • Round 6.” Lichess.org,
https://lichess.org/broadcast/44th-chess-olympiad-2022--open--boar
ds-1-40/round-6/DdKeMFRF.
Shah, Sagar. “FIDE Chess Olympiad 2022 Day 6.” YouTube, 2
Aug. 2022, https://youtu.be/qrtYNDZqjgg.
Bapst, Victor. “Towards Understanding | Glasses with Graph
Neural Networks.” Solving Intelligence to Advance Science and
Benefit Humanity, 6 Apr. 2020,
https://www.deepmind.com/blog/towards-understanding-glasses-with
-graph-neural-networks.
McGrayne, Sharon Bertsch , Trefil, James and Bertsch, George
F. "atom". Encyclopedia Britannica, 26 Apr. 2022,
https://www.britannica.com/science/atom. Accessed 6 August 2022.
Bannik, K., Madas, B., Jarzombek, M. et al. Radiobiological effects
of the alpha emitter Ra-223 on tumor cells. Sci Rep 9, 18489 (2019).
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-019-54884-7
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MIC: c-a r: Hu

Book-35: Clr-$: chapt-mn:
Chessprogramming.org <a-r>: A Discovered Attack is a X-ray related chess tactic, revealed when one piece moves out of the way of a
sliding piece ray, discovering an attack to squares, opponent pieces or the king, the latter case called a Discovered Check. Discovered
attacks can be extremely powerful, as the piece moved can make a threat independently of the piece it reveals. MIC: During move generation
or move ordering, one may encourage discovering moves by considering origin squares attacked by an own sliding pieces, as well as the

resulting attacking direction. == For the purposes of #MIC, a clearance | attack, is synonymous with
“discovered attack” in traditional chess nomenclature. L: Composition for clearance attack where the
clearing ren attacks the h6 bishop and the for # which was cleared ren attacks the d8 knight in the resulting
BP. 1. Nf5 $.h6-B, <clr d1-R $ d8-R> // stl chess GM video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IsnSYnXumBg // IM Alex Astaneh:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nMADfn1scbI
// FM Klein, Chesskid: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dpuK-ft7yPI Post, Chess-tempo <a-r>: A

discovered attack occurs when a player moves a piece which opens up an
attack that was previously blocked by the moving piece. This attack may
be on either another piece or an important square.

H2S1: Clr:
Chess-tempo: Clr comes in two forms, the first is where a player moves one of their own pieces to clear
a square for another of their pieces. The second form of clearance occurs when one player forces a<n
enemy> piece away from a diagonal, rank or file (often using a sacrifice) to make way for another piece
to utilize or attack the cleared path. MIC: Clr is the | | removal | in a move | of an interposer of the effect of
a road noble along a particular line, its potential effect in a | | future | line |, the road of movement of a road
noble, or the removal in a move of a square of occupancy that | | desires | to be occupied | by another
zi. == In short, clearance is the vacancy of a particular square by a zi, and that square has important
strategic implications either in itself as a | | square | of occupancy | or as a | | square | along the path | of a file, rank, or diagonal = line that has
important strategic implications, and in the context of a tactic, a clearance move allows for a follow up or concurrent tactical theme to be
unraveled in that square or line | | partaken  by | that square | . D, R: Here, s thought it was safe # to challenge the f-file cyclically with a rank
| piston 13…Rxf3 (-5) 14. Qxf3 (0) Qf8 $.e-$ ?? 15. Qf5+ !! <clr, f1-R $ f8-Q> , winning the e-Q (+9 - 5 = +4).
https://lichess.org/RzpZtNkt/white#27

H2S1 H3S1: Clr-properties of various Zi:
H2S1 H3S1 H4S1: Pawn:
(1) A pawn advance clears 2 diagonals and 1 rank, as well as one square (2) A pawn capture clears a rank, a file, and 1 diagonal, as well as
one square. A full list of clearing properties and options can be found in <ch-31 H2S1>

H3S2: Clr.$-scovery:
Not all clearance attacks are double | attacks; for instance, 1) the clearing ren can deliver a check 2) make a capture without further attacking
effect <H2S2 H3S1> 3) add itself as a defender using the cleared attack as a tempo gain, critically 4) occupy a hole or other important
strategic purpose with a tempo. However, then the clearance attack is a double attack, we call this a clearance | attackscovery <Ch-34>.

H3S3: Rel-pins are auto.clr-traps: #np
[D]: The only escape # to 1. Qe8+ ! is Bf8 <int +> :( <auto-clr!> which is a
clearance attack on the hangtacked g5-Q.  A relative pin shares 2 of the 3
ingredients of a non.auto-clearance but the interposing ren also belongs to
the side that does not possess the attacking x-ray r-noble <sliding-piece>.
The key driving | force in the efficacy of a rel-pin is that a forced | clearing
move by that interposer would | clear-for | an attack by the e.r-noble, but
this clearance occurs in the ply belonging to the cleared-on | player and
immediately precedes the ply in which that clearance | effect can be
exploited. Note that an analogous auto-clearance | dynamic does not | exist
in abs-pins as the pinned cannot legally | move. The different types of
moves that can be made by a clearing zi to clear are covered in <ch-31
H2S1> Post: See ch-3 ex-14.

H3S4: Clr-🛡:
Chess-tempo <a-r>: A move that opens up a line of defense on a previously under-defended friendly piece or square that was previously
being blocked by the moving piece. [D, 2]: In this position black would like to both 1) save their own rook , and take the white rook with the
pawn. This can be achieved with the help of a discovered defense. 1...Rxa3+ <+1> <tempo-gain!> Black has now moved the rook out of the
way of the attack from the white queen, and importantly is now lined up on the same diagonal as its own black queen. 2. Kb2 <run+> White
moves out of check, and puts the black rook under attack again. 2...cxd4 <clr.🛡-a3 1:1> ! However black can now take the white rook with a
move that performs a discovered defense of the black rook from the black queen, achieving the goal of 1) winning the white rook while 2)
keeping black’s own rook safe, MIC: a dual-purpose move.

H3S5:🔋-clr:
The interposer of an x-ray $ or cont can be clr-for, adding 0.5-🛡 to the battery front, and increasing cont of the🔋-target. See ch-53 ex-19.

https://emojipedia.org/battery/
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H2S2: Conc.clr-$:
(D) 23. Bxb4 (+3) <clr d1-Q $ d3-B> ! a capture clearance (+3) Bxb4 (-3) 24. Qxd3 (+3)  <assass in 2> !
Bxe1 (-5) <partial-avenge> ! 25. Rxe1 (+3) and f picks up 2 minors for an R. Game:
https://lichess.org/Q7RHOITW <rd-4> from the US Chess rated ICC tournament on 6/11/22, time control 12
min + 3s increment <ch-57 H2S1, Yakun Hu as f. MIC: Concurrent clearance attacks when the addition of
attacking effect over two targets occur on the same ply:

H3S1: Cap.clr-$:
In a capture clearance attack, only one significant attacking effect is added in the clearing move, but
nevertheless it is a dual-purpose | move <Ch-59 H2S4> because the clearing move itself is a capture move
and this permits winning material. An example is found in 23. Bxb4 above.

H3S2: Pinned or skewer theme cap.clr-$:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/48751759833 24. Rxd3 $.d8-R; in the capture clearing move,
the cleared for ren, in this position, is also the clearing ren, and the clearing move is a capture which
removes an e-interposer via removal from the board, and is an auto-clearance. This is also a capture
continuation: x-ref ch-4 H2S2 H3S1. F will have the first and last caps in this multi-cap, because if
24…Rxd3 <-5> 25. Qxd3 <+5>, and the Queen capfenses e4 <1:1, r>, whereas if 24…Qxe4?? 25. Rd7+
<+scovery $.e4-Q>! merges with the swinging door theme <r: Neiman>; the move 24. Rxd3 auto-pins the
RQR<s>, which is the setup condition from Neiman. Fin-v3.

H2S3: Non-conc clr-$:
A tempo clearance attack is differentiated from a standard discovered attack by the fact that the

development of the attack effect on the target ren develops over a span of 2 same player ply rather than in a single ply. == In both cases, two
same side zi are involved in the tactic; however, in a tempo clearance attack, the cleared-for zi must make a subsequent movement in order to
occupy the square and / or line that is vacated by the clearing ren in the former ply #defd.

H2S3 H3S1: Sq-clr non-conc clr-$:
Chess-tempo <a-r>: A player moves one of their own pieces to clear a square for another of their pieces to utilize. 2. Bxd7, clearing the

h3 square 2...Nxd7 White can now utilize the cleared square to deliver a queen fork against black’s knight
on d7 <2:1> and bishop on h5 <1:0>. 3. Qh3, followed by 4. Qx-nob <+3> $$ MIC: In a square clearance
non-current clearance attack, a zi clears a particular key square with a tempo, such as with a capture
#defd, | | such that | that square | can be subsequently occupied with important strategic or tactical effect in a
subsequent ply.  If the occupation of the key square is higher priority #defd than the capture made in the
clearing ply, then the capture in the clearing ply could occur “for free”, without a vengeance, even if the
capturing ren* | | receives | offensive effect | in the destination square** of its capture, because the o | |  has
to | invest | a tempo | to stop the higher priority threat in the initial square*** of the capture | clearing
move****. *in the “even if” scenario in the clause of reference #defd, the element specified must be a ren, and
cannot be the King, since the ren is said to “receive offensive effect” in the destination square of its
movement and therefore cannot be the King, since the King cannot move itself into check, and therefore the
more specific #categorical ren is used in the clause. In general, a good writer #defd will prefer to use the

most restrictive categorical, but one that still wholly envelops the category to be described, to discuss that category. **this asterisk #defd
highlights the delineating between initial and destination square in the capture move, making it clear that o offensive effect in the latter is what
counts for the purpose of the clause. ***the threat by the filling Zi is in its potential occupation of the initial square of the movement of the
clearing Zi, not the destination square of that move, and this delineation highlights the purpose behind the third asterisk in this paragraph.
****in this hypothetical sentence #defd, the clearing Zi in the non-concurrent clearance attack tactic has a dual purpose, with the other purpose
being a capture in the move #defd. In general, chess moves are more powerful when they serve two purposes rather than one.

H2S3 H3S2: Line clr non-conc clr-$: Try ex-13. Fin.v-2
H4S6: Tissue | engineering, at the organ | level:
Hu: Organs are comprised of tissues, which are groups of cells, but require, phenotypically, a higher order of organization, as different
tissue types may need to be functionally | arranged, within the organ, in order to generate normal performance. Oberpenning <1999, a-r>
In this study, transplantable | urinary bladder | neo–organs were reproducibly created in vitro from urothelial and smooth | muscle cells
grown in culture from canine native bladder | biopsies and seeded onto preformed bladder–shaped polymers. The native bladders were
subsequently excised from canine donors and replaced with the tissue–engineered neo–organs. In functional evaluations for up to 11
months, the bladder neo–organs demonstrated a normal capacity to retain urine, normal elastic | properties, and histologic architecture.
This study demonstrates, for the first time, that successful reconstitution of an autonomous | hollow organ is possible using
tissue–engineering methods.

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/48751759833
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Ch-35: Clr$ H2S4: partial.ray-clr:
In depth, 1: Ref: Jchu222 v. Vladimir_73 2/13/22 1+0 C-com
18…e5 here is enabled by # the backward x-ray defense #defd of
the e5.♙ in the b8 \ h2 downtail # by the b8.♗, through the
s.d6-♝, the lone attacker of that ♙. The point is that if that lone
attacker # were to capture in e5, it would trigger a | | partial | ray
clearance | <ref: ch. 3 eff h2s3 Clr backwards defense> In a partial
ray clearance tactic, an effector that was previously an x-ray
effector becomes a full effector as the interposition ren moves to
capture in a square along the line of their alignment, | | removing
itself | as the interposer | to a square |. Interlude, composition
study <fbno> R: Ref:
https://lichess.org/editor/8/3R4/8/8/8/3r4/3R4/8_w_-_-_0_1

In this King-less composition with s-move, the s.d3-♜ directly attacks both f.♖, and yet neither f.♖ defends the other directly, and yet # s is
not winning material because regardless of which f.♖ he captures, the capturing s.♜ will be recaptured by the other f.♖. In order to
understand this verbal contradiction, seeming #, that is much more apparent when regarding the board, we have to understand a) the concept
of bp | move | bp, and b) around this concept, the higher level of abstraction concept of a partial ray clearance. == In the initial board position
of a capture move s.♜ x f.♖, there is no direct defense of either f.♖ by the other. ==In the resulting board position of a capture move s.♜ x
f.♖, the uncaptured f.♖ will now by in direct attacking effect of the formerly occupied square of the captured f.♖. Key point: partial ray
defense is the only form of indirect defense, in which a zi can be said to defend a ren without being in direct defense of it, in which the indirect

defender can recapture in the immediately succeeding ply of an e.capture.
Defense was previously defined in ch. 3 eff <ref, hl>: Defense is a property
of a zi when it sends an effect ray that / / terminates in a square / that is
occupied by a / friendly ren / such that it cannot move into that square but
can move into that square in the ply that follows the capture of that friendly
ren, otherwise known as recapture. Ref: Ch. 3, eff. Note that this definition
of defense does not stipulate # that defense is the only condition in which a
same side ren can capture in a square in which a capture just occurred in
the preceding ply, and therefore partial ray clearance does not contradict
the definition of defense, although it can be considered an overlapping
exception. It is overlapping because it shares one condition of defense -
such that it cannot move into that square but can move into that square in

the ply that follows the capture of that friendly ren - but not the other - sends an effect ray that terminates in a square that is occupied by a
friendly ren. == Obviously, a partial ray clearance “defender” sends an effect ray in the direction of but does not terminate in # a square that is
occupied by a same side ren, because there is an interposing enemy ren, and only one, that moves along the same vector as this ray. == This
means that a prc 🛡er can be any road noble, so long as # the interposing e.ren that shares the movement vector with it and their line of

co-occupation # <this operator is key to understanding prc>, or alignment,
and examples of prc alignment setups can be BBRen, BQren, RQren,
QBren, QRren, or RRren <ref: ch. 10 notation, cm, “line notations”>. Pawns
can also substitute Qs or Bs as the interposing e.ren if the ren that is
captured by it is in a dijacent square along the line of occupation of all 3 ren
involved in the prc setup:
L: A prc setup in which the interposing road noble is a ♟; the f.c3-♗ can
capture in the ply immediately succeeding fxg7. In depth fin, fbno.

H3S1: Assass by partial.ray-clr:
R: https://lichess.org/ow7Qxumf#38 Partial ray | clearance can be
frequently combined with back rank mating themes, about half the time, to
enable captures and therefore assass not otherwise feasible, since mate is

worth 99+ on the m-value scale, and therefore any material can be lost for it # 20. Rxc4 $.e-$, auto-hang the Q ! <+3, assass in 1> with the
point that if Rxd2 (-9) ?? 21. Rxc8+ forcing Rd8 <int +, p.r-C!> 22. Rxd8+ Qxd8 23. Rxd8#

H2S4 H3S2: Battery E-cnt:
H4S1: Restoration from apostasy:
Hu: There’s no point of resurrecting an individual into an environment in which they are not suited to exist. Those worthy of resurrection are
saved members of God’s Kingdom, Holy people, and, therefore, a prerequisite of resurrection would be, that they are resurrected into a |
Holy place, and the establishment, or re-establishment, of holiness, depends upon an abdication of apostasy, in its entirety.
Revelations.20-12,15 <a-r>: 12 And I saw the dead, small and great, stand before God; and the books were opened: and another book was
opened, which is the book of life: and the dead were judged out of those things which were written in the books, according to their works. 13
And the sea gave up the dead which were in it; and death and hell delivered up the dead which were in them: and they were judged by every
man according to their works. 14 And death and hell were cast into the lake of fire. This is the second death. 15 And whosoever was not
found written in the book of life was cast into the lake of fire.

H2S4 H3S3: Partial.ray-clr as a defensive property:
H4S1: Confirming the continuity of experience<sci-fi>:

https://lichess.org/editor/8/3R4/8/8/8/3r4/3R4/8_w_-_-_0_1
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Hu: Continuity of experience is a precept<general rule intended to regulate behavior or thought: Ox-lang> that can only be confirmed by
the individual.Stanford<2013>: The discipline of phenomenology may be defined initially as the study of structures of experience, or
consciousness. Literally, phenomenology is the study of “phenomena”: appearances of things, or things as they appear in our experience,
or the ways we experience things, thus the meanings things have in our experience. Phenomenology studies conscious experience as
experienced from the subjective or first person | point of view. This field of philosophy is then to be distinguished from, and related to, the
other main fields of philosophy: ontology (the study of being or what is), epistemology (the study of knowledge), logic (the study of valid
reasoning), ethics (the study of right and wrong action), etc.Fin-v2.

Ch-35: Clr-$ exercises:
L: Assass in 1:

Ex-1:

R: Ex-2: [1,200]

Ex-3: “Hit and Run: Discovery” via Chess-

tempo. [1,200]

R: Ex-4: A clr.🛡-enabled-$. Justify in 3.

Assass in 2:

Below: Ex-5: Find the assass-

ination in two and identify the ren that will be assass

inated. [1,200]

R: Ex-6: [1,600]

L: Ex-7: [800]

Ex-8:[1,480]

Assass in 3:

L: Ex-9 [2,750]

R: Ex-10 [1,450]

L: Ex-11: [1,000]

Ex-12: [3,000] Game: IM Guliskhan Nakhbayeva<KAZ><2329> vs
WGM Ulviyya Fataliyeva<AZE><b-1996> Olympiad ‘22 rd-6.

https://emojipedia.org/shield/
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H3S3: Non-conc clr-$ <12-15>:

Ex-13:

R: Ex. 14 <approx>
Ref: arslanadil92 v. cwil1234, c.com 3/15/22, 3+2 T.C.
In this position, the second player played 9…Qb6 ? 0.77 <d-iPad>,
which is playable #defd but misses a tactic based on a
non-concurrent clearance attack that wins material. Find the correct
first move or move sequence that justifies this idea and write a total
of 250 words that contains a | | full suite | of potential replies | by the
opponent to the first or subsequent ply s moves and accounts for all
of them in justifying the idea.

Ex-15:

R: Ex-16: Use a non-concurrent clearance of a square to defend this
position.

Assass in 4+ #

Ex. 17: find and justify an assass in 4:

R: Ex-18: find and justify an assass in 4+:
Ex-19 is continued from ex-18.

Ex-19: In the game referenced in ex-18, I calculated the move I played,
which is referenced in the solution, and the other move, which was also
referenced, ultimately making a decision between what seemed like 2 good
options in 4 minutes clock time with 18 minutes remaining. This is an

important skill to have, as
over-expending time when multiple
moves may be winning could be a
cause of losing, on time.
Analyze the other move and
compare its outcome with the move
I played, and explain which one
you would rather play in time
pressure.

Ex-20: Game: Yakun Hu <~1500> vs
Bryan <~1900> at Elma, NY 7/23/22.
[3,200]

Sol:
Ex-1:
In rare cases, a clearance attack theme can be used to enable a
capture clearance assass in 1: 14…Nxe4 (+1) <clr, g7 $ / a1-R> !
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47201409873?tab=revie
w

Ex-2: 18. Fxe4 <+1> ! Clearing an attack on the <1:1, i> f7-R is a higher
priority than indirect recapture of c5-B <+3, 0> 18…Nf5 <int $> ! S
prefers to drop this passive N than his c5-B, as the f.h6-B wreaks
havoc on the dark-sqs 19. Exf5 <+3> and f also recuperates the lost
nob from pre.i-p #
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50913610073

Ex-3: Read ch-59 H2S1 H3S10 H4S4 H5S2 for an in-depth
description of this theme: 2. Rxe4 <2:1> <+3, assass in 1>
<clr.e3-Q $.b6-Q> <hangtacked> $.e-$ , 🛡.e3-Q ! Qxe3 <-9>
<forced> 3…Rxe3 <+9, +3> <capfense!>
Ex-4:
1. Rxg4 <assass in 1> Rd3 $.d5-P 2. Rg5+ <1:1> (🛡.d5-P) Kh6/4
<run+> 3. Kf6 <clr-🛡!> +- <discovered-defense> <tempo-gain>
<effect>
<https://lichess.org/analysis/8/8/8/3P1K1k/6p1/r7/8/6R1_w_-_-_0_1

Ex-5:

1…d5 $.c4-B, clr$<#, fbno>f5.Q !
is a double attack move and a
clearance attackscovery # in which
both the clearing ren, the d7-nowd5
s.P and the cleared-for noble, the
c8.B, are added as attacking effect
in the resulting b.p of the move.
The two targets of attack are both
of higher value than the attackers,
and the hinge bishop, the c8.B, is
supported by the a8.R, so the
double attack cannot be resolved

by capturing an attacking ren that is of equal value to the other ren
that is attacked, by one of the attacked ren. == The f.f5-Q can give a
vanity check on h5 to extend the assassination to 3 rather than 2,
but this is hardly the matter as s.g6 easily thwarts this check with a
capture opposition move of the supported g-pawn that resumes the
double attack in the resulting board position, refuting f.Qh5+ as a
valid double attack escape via tempo move.
The assassinated ren will be the c4.B; after the f.Q escapes the
piece check from the c8.B, the c4.B will be lost; the Q can
technically bounce back to e2 via h5 to defend that c4.B, but since
the attacker of that B is a P, this defense is insufficient.
Ex-6:
This position is from my game against NM Randall Hough at the
2021 US Open Championship, where he was playing f. Here, he

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50913610073?tab=review
https://lichess.org/analysis/8/8/8/3P1K1k/6p1/r7/8/6R1_w_-_-_0_1
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played 24. Nxf8+ !, clearing the e4 - e7 partial file of the f-Q’s attack
on the e7 sq, and also, capturing (+3) a critical defender of that sq, a
triple-purpose move <r: ch-59 H2S5> Read an extended treatment
of this game at Ch-0 CM H3S1 <hl>
After 24…Raxf8 (-3 +2 = -1) 25. Qxe7+ !, supported by the f.f5-N,
assassinates a P # with a vicious attack to follow, and 26. Qxf6 (+1)
coming as well, an assass in 2 and 3. Fin.

Ex-7:
A capture clearance attack # is a pseudo | double attack as e needs
to deal with 2 problems in the resulting b-p of the clearing move:
recapture and an inadequately defended noble. 17…Bxg2 <+3> !
18. Kxg2 Qxd4 (+3), <assass> !
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47107790335

Ex-8:
1...Bd6 <clr $> 2. Rd1 Qxa5 <+3> <assass in 2>
https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/158388

Ex-9:
This was the highest rated discovered attack puzzle in the LiChess
d-b as of 04/21: https://lichess.org/training/RclQU 33. Qd6 !
<thr-Qe7+ M2> Qe8 <cont-e7 2:2> <forced> 34. E6+ <clr $!>
<t-sack> Bxe6 <-1> <forced> 35. Rxb5 <v.a-assass in 3!> with the
deadly threat, next, of 36. Rb7+ <coer-defl!>

Ex-10:
20…Nxe4 (+3) ! 21. Fxe4 (0) <o-m> Ng4 $.f2-Q, <clr, e8-Q $ e4-P
<2:1>> ! 22. Qc5 <run $> *Bxe4 <assass in 3>
*objectively best here, but besides our theme # is a tricky move
22…Ra5 $($), c5-Q, d5-P <respectively> ! which leads to M-6 if
assassed # O-p:
r3q1k1/5pbp/5np1/3Pn3/2p1NN2/3b1PP1/PP1P1QBP/R1B3K1 b - -
4 20

Ex-11: 1k6/1p6/4r3/2p5/p1PpnR2/4P3/PP2N1r1/2K4R w - - 5 28
An original composition: 28. Rf8+ <clr-f4!> Ka7 <run+> 29. Nf4 $$!
followed by assass of one of the 2 Rs.

Ex-12:
Rozman<a-r>: in this position, black can play
26…Bh3!!<t.sack-sente>$.g2-P<2:1.5>; that move makes sense,
because, if 27. Qxh3 there's Nf2+$<+9>, but to win after 27. Gxh3
f5<clr.$-e,$ h4\e7>!! sacking the queen for a mate and the queen
has no choice. MIC: 1) If the Q stays put🛡.f2-P, the mate-sq, then
s-Qxh4<+9, assass> 28. Qg3🛡.f2-P Rxg3<+9>, the only way to
avoid immediate mate 28. Qxe7<-9>?? Nxf2# 28. Qf4🛡.f2-P
Nxf4<+9> Rozman: 27. g3🛡.h4-Q Rg4$.h4-Q!, if 28. Qxh3<-3??>
Nf2+$, and if 28. Qh5<run$> b5 -3.8 w/ 1.0 o-n d-24 SF14+ NNUe
Post: Azerbaijan defeated Kazakhstan 3 to 1 to be T-2nd, after r-6.
https://chess-results.com/tnr653632.aspx?lan=1&art=20&flag=30&s
nr=6

Ex-13: https://lichess.org/jxVFht30/white#30 16. Nxe4 (+1, assass !) <clr
d1-Q => d5> ! Be5 $.e-$
<counter-play> 1.5 w/ 2.1 o-n SF14+
D-23 NNUE ! if 16…dxe4 17. Qd5+
$.c6-N ! [D] Kh8 18. Rfd1 ($) d6-B
<1.5:1> ! 17. Nxc5 (+1 +1 = +2) !
Bxf1 <o-m> (-5) 18. Qxd5 (+1, +3) !
Kh8 <run +> <o-m> 19. Rxf1 (+1)
Bxb2 (-2) 20. Qxc6 (+1) and f has
made out # with 3 Ps for an exchange
#

Ex-14:
The first move in this puzzle

solution is the dazzling #defd 9…Nxa2 $.c3-Q clr.b4 (+1 = 1) ! !,
immediately capturing and winning a | | pawn’s  worth | of material
and attacking the e.Q at c3, as well as clearing for the subsequent
ply occupation #defd of b4 by the to-be-supported #defd c5 bishop
which, if the e.Q and e.K do not move in the 2nd ply of the i.b.p
<initial b.p, notation.#defd> assuming 9…Nxa2 in the first b.p ply,
and no interposer is added between them #defd, will result in a

supported absolute pin of the e.Q at c3, winning it for a bishop’s
worth of material via value differential exchange assassination
#defd. == Therefore, the s.a2-N in the resulting b.p #defd of
9…Nxa2 cannot be captured and therefore, when the higher priority
potential of the fulfillment of the non-concurrent clearance attack by
10…Bb4 $.c3-Q <abs.pin> is prevented by a move like 10. Qc2 ,
and the queen dodges the piece check by the s.a2-N, the knight can
simply retreat and  prevent capture avengence with 10...Nb4,
securing the pawnsassination in the tactical sequence for +1
material gain in favor of the protagonist. ==Instructors may use this
description as the rubric for grading students’ 250 word responses to
this question.

Ex-15:
The f-noble that would love to occupy f6 in this b-p would be the
f.f3-Q, as that would convert this b-p into a check position and an
abs-fork position in which the hangtacked e7-R is attacked and will
fall. == Therefore, we need a character substitution into this sq and
this can be accomplished in 3 tempi, with assass in 5, started by 31.
Rxg6+ (+3) <temp-sack> ! Either recapture will drop an R, as
31…fxg6 (-5) 32. Qxf8+ (+5) ! 31…Kxg6 (-5) 32. Qf6+ $ ! Kh7 ,
whereas 32…Kh5 33. Qf5 # 33. Qxe7 (+5) <assass in 3> To make
matters worse, s is getting mated in 8 as his f8-R is not only
hangtacked but also fixed to the defense of the f7 capture, check,
mate square # If 33…Kg7 , trying to hold things together, the
incredible 34. Be6 !, similar to a move played in the game between
myself and Michael Hoffman <USCF 1750> at Rochester Chess
1/29/22, the game in which the b-p of this puzzle was extracted #,
overwhelms defense of f7 <3:2, resulting> and f-Rxf7+ leading to
mate in g8 supported by the e6-B is inevitable # Fin.

Ex-16:
31…e4 $.f3-Q ! and f cannot immediately continue with his idea of
capturing 32. Rxf7+ (-1) because after Rxf7, either #, f has no free
tempo to capture with the B, nor can he use the Q due to defense by
the other R 32. Qf5 ! holding onto hope for a breakthrough # on f7
Ne5🛡.f7-P !, utilizing # the sq cleared with a thr-Q tempo in the
previous s ply to add a critical defender to f7:

Effect analysis of f7 in the b-p after
32…Ne5 🛡 ! <4:3> prevents f
breakthrough in that sq and now s
adequately defends everything #.
Fin.

Ex. 17:
There is more than one possible
assass in this position, but all of
them # revolve around the
clearance attack idea of 16…Na5
$b3.B, clr,b7B$f3N, also an

attackscovery <ref: ch. 34>, a double attack on the f.b3-B and the
f.f3-N.

Effect diagram of the initial b.p
displaying double attack effect
after 16…Na5 $$ #.
Following 16…Na5 $$, it’s most
favorable # for the f.b3-B to retreat;
it is hangtacked <ref: Ch. 22 LP
H2S5> and the piece check threat
resolutions <ch. 38 TR H2S2>
available in the resulting b.p of
16…Na5 are to add the f.d2-Q as
a defender or run, as equal or
higher priority counter threats are

not available to f; if a move like 17. Qc2 🛡b3-B, then 17…Bxf3 (-3)
18. gxf3 (0) <o.m> # fxe5 clr,f8R$f3.P (+1) ! (D) The resulting b.p of
a hypothetical 18…fxe5 (+1), with relevant effects highlighted in
arrows. After 18…fxe5 (+1), the unfavorable liquidation of

https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/158388
https://lichess.org/training/RclQU
https://chess-results.com/tnr653632.aspx?lan=1&art=20&flag=30&snr=6
https://chess-results.com/tnr653632.aspx?lan=1&art=20&flag=30&snr=6
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minor.nobs at f3 has led to doubled
and isolated ref: <ch. 19 H2S5
H3S2> f.f-pawns, and an assass
along the f-file is inevitable, for
example 19. dxe5 (-1 + 1 = 0) Rxf3
(+1) ! Moreover, the s noble
activity along the c and f-files, two
open files controlled <ref: ch. 6
H2S1 H3S2>, g1 \ a7 diag opening
up for the s-Q, and the s.a5-N
fixing the 9 point Q to defense of
the f.b3-B, as well as that B’s
limited mobility and effect, will be

too much for f to handle, and therefore 17. Qc2 🛡b3-B is largely
unfeasible, as well as allowing a | | pawn assassination in 4 | from
the initial b.p |. Instructors may accept the line 16…Na5 $$ 17. Qc2
🛡b3-B Bxf3 (-3) ! 18. gxf3 (0) fxe5 (+1) ! 19. dxe5 (-1 + 1 = 0) Rxf3
(+1), assass as a correct answer, given a valid justification of this
line. The main line to consider, also resulting in | assass in 4, is 17.
Bd1 🛡f3.N, intending to recapture in f3 with the B rather than
f.g2-P to prevent the doubling and isolating of the resulting f-pawns
#; after 17…Bxf3 (-3) ! 18. Bxf3 (0), f surrenders any contention # of
the b3-sq, allowing 18…Nb3 $$ !, a relative RNQ<W> d.a <ref: ch.
23 CM H3S4> that will pick up the f.a1-R after f.Q-run; 19. Q-run
<ref: ch. 10 CM H3S2 H4S2 H5S2> # Nxa1 (+5) for a net gain # of
+2 after 20. f.xa1 (-3). Although this main line # drops an exchange,
the resulting b.p with f’s pawn structure still largely intact is
preferable to play and is evaluated by Komodo d.20 <ch. 10 H2S2>
at -2.5, which should be winning at a classical TC <ref: ch. 57
H2S1>, but is still better than the pawn assass scenario in the
variation branching from the resulting b.p of turn 16, whole # to 17.
Qc2, despite having 1 point less material deficit there, the other
positional factors # against f’s favor are far worse to bear # Fin.

Ex-18:
S can choose to initiate this tactical sequence with 25…fxg3 or
25…Bxf3 (+3) !, but the outcome will be similar.

Next level: Analyze the alternate move, evaluated by SF
as equally good at -4.3, both, but with some detailed
differences as well as assass target, in ex-19.

Effect analysis of the initial b-p,
highlighting convergence on f3 and
a clearance capture opportunity.
The clearance capture opportunity
highlighted in this diagram
underscores both moves in the
b.p-1st, which ultimately will result
either way # in the clearing |
capture s-fxg3 at some point,
revealing an extra 0.5 points worth
of attack down the f-file at the

vulnerable f3 sq occupied by f # 26. Bxf3 (0) <o-m> fxg3 (+1) <clr,
f7-Q $ f3-B, hangtacked> !, the clearance attack move.

The b-p after 26…fxg3 <clr> !
Now, f/hxg3 # is impossible for f,
as that would hangtack the f.f3-B
<3 m-v>.
Here, USCF Rick Schnitzler
<1423> saw that capturing in g3
would hangtack the f3-B, and so
he opted instead for one of the
computer’s top moves # 27. Re3
🛡-f3 instead. Rick’s USCF profile:
http://www.uschess.org/msa/
MbrDtlMain.php?14896892

27…gxf2+ (+2) ! Here, s has 4 moves that do not result in
immediate checkmate, and we will examine 28. Qxf2 (+1) And now,

s has a beautiful quiet move to secure a massive advantage <r:
ch-40 H2S4> 28…Nf4 ! Threatening both Nh3+ NKQ<w> abs-fork,
royal and Nd5 RNR<w> rel-fork, and both forks will pick up at least
an exchange; it’s not possible to stop both. 29. Qe1 ! escaping the
fork threat and decreasing the s threat load by 1 # 29…Nxd3 (+2) !
Even better than 29…Nd5 $$ 30. Bxd5 (-3), s attracts the f-R to an
absolute fork end. 30. Rxd3 (-1) Qg6+ QKR<e> abs-fork !

The b-p after 30…Qg6+$
With a wide open K, the active s-Q,
and inadequately defended |
uncoordinated ren all over the
f-camp, something was bound to
fall <assass, +5> Fin.
Starting FEN #:
1r3r1k/1p3qb1/2bp3p/2P1p2n/
1R3p2/3P1NP1/2Q2PBP/2B1R1K1
b - - 0 25

Ex-19:
25…fxg3 <clr, f7-Q $ f3-N <2.5:1>> ! The N has nowhere to run, as
even running would clear for s-gxf2+$-e1R <assass, +5> 26. Cxd6
(-1) Bxf3 <assass, +3> Fin.

Ex-20:
35. G4 <clr.h2-b8!> fxg4 <-1> 36. Qb8 ! <8.4 DU> 12.7 w/ 8 o-n
d-18 SF 14+ NNUE <thr-37. Qe8+ M3> Kh5 :( 37. Qe8 $.c6-R Kh4
<run$> 38. Qxc6 <+5>

Push:
Push - 1:
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/773946

- Non-current square clearance attack <h2s3>, 2…Qxe1+
with a tempo, +5, and then to clear the f2 square for N fork
after coercion of the King to a N fork end from the f2 fork
vertex, pick up a rook and lose a N to liquidate Q’s, win
exchange //

Push - 2:
Nf3+ <clr.g7/a1, g7.B$b2>
https://www.chess.com/
analysis/game/live/
42760259633?tab=review

Push - 3:
The s.b2-Q is under attack # by the
f.b1-R and the c3 sq. is directly
attacked once by the f.d3-Q and
the s.d4-B each #; is it safe for the
s.b2-Q to move to occupy that

square, which is active and creates a counter threat?

Sol: no bc. prc allows the f.f6-B to
join the direct contention in that sq
after the s.d4-B recaptures there.

Additional
resources:
“Discovered | Attack.” Discovered
Attack - Chessprogramming Wiki,

https://www.chessprogramming.org/Discovered_Attack.

FM Emmanuel Nieman’s Tune Your Chess Tactics Antenna <© New in
Chess, 2012
https://chesstempo.com/tactical-motifs#Clearance
https://chesstempo.com/tactical-motifs#Discovered%20Attack

http://www.uschess.org/msa/
https://chesstempo.com/tactical-motifs#Clearance
https://chesstempo.com/tactical-motifs#Discovered%20Attack
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Nakhbayeva, Guliskhan, and Ulviyya Fataliyeva. “44th Chess
Olympiad 2022: Women: Boards 1-128 • Round 6.” Lichess.org, 3
Aug. 2022,
https://lichess.org/broadcast/44th-chess-olympiad-2022--women--bo
ards-1-128/round-6/Mmq0i3sH.
Rozman, Levy. “This Is Insane!!” GothamChess, YouTube, 2 Aug.
2022,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_qNiKMLpnAo&ab_channel=Got
hamChess.
Bensaïd W, Oudina K, Viateau V, Potier E, Bousson V, Blanchat
C, Sedel L, Guillemin G, Petite H. De novo reconstruction of
functional bone by tissue engineering in the metatarsal sheep
model. Tissue Eng. 2005 May-Jun;11(5-6):814-24. doi:
10.1089/ten.2005.11.814. PMID: 15998221.
Oberpenning, F., Meng, J., Yoo, J. et al. De novo | reconstitution
of a functional mammalian | urinary bladder by tissue
engineering. Nat Biotechnol 17, 149–155 (1999).
https://doi.org/10.1038/6146
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/tg/god-body-of-
corporeal-nature?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/manual/gospel-topics/resu
rrection?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/rev/21?lang=
eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/rev/20?lang=
eng
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/phenomenology/
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Book-36: Temporary sacrifice: chapt-mn [1,800]:
Uchtdorf<a-r>: Sacrifice and consecration are two heavenly | laws that we covenant to | obey in the holy temple. These two laws are
similar but not identical. To sacrifice means to give something up in favor of something more | valuable. Anciently, God’s people sacrificed the
firstlings of their flocks in honor of the coming | Messiah. Throughout | history, faithful Saints have sacrificed personal desires, comforts,

and even their lives for the Savior. Consecration is different from sacrifice in at least one | important way.
When we consecrate something, we don’t leave it to be consumed | upon the altar. Rather, we put it to use
in the Lord’s service. We dedicate it to Him and His holy purposes. We receive the talents that the Lord
has given us and strive to increase | them, manifold, to become even more | helpful in building the Lord’s
kingdom. MIC: A temporary sacrifice, in terms of m-c <ch-4>, is the opposite of an assass <ch-3 CM>, in
the sense that, the protagonist experiences a negative material delta at the outset of the tact-seq, and the
sequence is complete, when that material deficit is redeemed, either in checkmate, significant
positional compensation, or material redemption. In contrast, an assass tactic without t-sack involves
an immediate material gain <+Δ>, and the sequence is complete, when that gain is confirmed, by warding
off any potential opponent counter threats. Try ex-3:

CM H3S1: Clr.t-sack: [2,000]
R: ch-31. The b-p after 14…Rd7? https://lichess.org/ZrbJbm3Y/white#28 Here, f played 15.

d6<clr.f3\a8><t.sack-sente!>, a clearance | $-scovery that, due to capture opposition <ch-3>, is also a t.sack-sente of the d-p. S played
Rxd6?<t.sack-gote>, allowing 16. Bxb7<+1, recoup!>, followed by assass of the a8-R<+5>.

Ch-36: T-s: H2S1: Cont an $ [1,600]:
MIC: A temporary sacrifice can be deployed to add fire to an ongoing attack, often by opening critical lines that allows for subsequent fork
opportunities, which can recuperate the lost material and more. In depth: an exchange sacrifice to drive a Kingside attack.

The position after 16…Qd7 (+3), ref:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/43562961103. In this position in
an online rated 3+2 blitz game <ch. 57 TP H2S1> between two 1,200 rated
players, f is up a full bishop, having won that noble earlier in a blunder in the
f5.sq. Such positions are not oft-covered in Master-level game analysis, but
at this level #, it’s important for players to know how to properly convert <ref:
ch. 1 h2s3> such a material advantage # into victory. 17. Rxf6 (+3 + 3 = +6)
!! Already up 3 points a full noble #, the best continuation here for f is to
return 2 points of material in order to fuel a powerful K-side attack. 17…gxf6
(-5 + 6 = +1) S has to comply with accepting the sacrifice, else a further loss
of material will be too much to bear # Diagram, R: The position after
17…gxf5 (+1). 18. Nd5 $f6.P ! The f follow-up to 17. Rxf6 reveals that the

temporary sacrifice has two primary purposes: 1) a decoy attraction of the s.g7-P into the f6 decoy pull sq <ref: ch. 26 DDAC Definitions
H3S3>, which removes that P from serving an important strategic purpose of blockading the g-file leading to the K # and 2) a removal of the
last e.contender # of the d5 sq, which is an e-moat penetration sq from the f.c3-N in its first ply mobility. The f.c3-N’s arrival in d5 also comes
with | a tempo, via threat <ch. 11 CM H3S1>. == Thematically #, we are looking for a list analogous to this # of positional, tactical, and tempo
initiative # <ref: ch. 59> compensations for the lost material in a temporary sacrifice scenario that, in aggregate, compensate and balance out
the material that is yielded to the opponent. 18…Qf5🛡f6.P S has to recruit his Q to a more active sq to defend his Kingside, otherwise he will

be quickly overwhelmed along the half-open f-file <ref: ch. 3 eff h2s1 h3s4> 19. Be4 $f5.Q ! F makes a
second move in a row that improves a noble and wins a tempo # by creating a threat; the f.g2-B’s mobility
increases from 4 to 5, counting the x-ray effect through the s.f5-Q, and, importantly, adds a check sq effect in
the h7.sq to its mobility # 19…Qg5 -e.$ Getting out of the f.e4-B’s minortack effect and remaining as active
as possible in the NE quadrant. 20. Qf1 $f6.P ! [D, 3] The b.p resulting from 20. Qf1, along with effect
analysis of the f6-sq: The third development move in a row, enabled by the temp.sack 17. Rxf6 ! takes control
# of the half-open f-file and gains another tempo, also the third in a row, by renewing the threat # in the f6.sq
by adding an over attacker <ref: ch. 3 eff D> to the formerly # neutral sq. Still with an extra point of material,
with two minor nobles for a R #, control of the half-open f-file <ref: ch. 6 QI H2S1 H3S2>, the open g-file to
work with, the doubled and isolated # s.f-pawns, and 18 points of f.material breathing down the s.K-side, with
the e2.N and a1.R having sqs to join the battle in collectively <3 f-moves, the f-player maintains a decisive
advantage rated at +7 or higher d.20 <ch. 12: H2S2> by Komodo, despite having only a +1 advantage in
m-d. Fin.

Ch-36: T-s H2S2: The Greek Gift [1,400-set]:
The Greek Gift sacrifice is an ancient tradition that is executed when we have a B pointed to h2/7 against a O-O e-K and the e-N is missing
from f6, and our Q or f3/6-N can enter the e.K-side to deliver a follow up check along with a mating or threat to mate attack immediately
following acceptance of the sack with Kxh2/7. // Shirov, RCC tournament with 2x Ne6, some Christiansen // Chessgames . com will provide
some GM games with a search of greek gift game examples.

Ch-36 T-s H2S3: Bxh6/3:
The Bxh6/3 sacrifice, presently unnamed, is a thematic sacrifice against a O-O e-K in which we have a Q + B battery pointed at the h6/3 sq
and the Q can enter the e.K-side, usually without check, as the e-K is located in g1/8, but with check if h1/8, in a recapture move and

https://lichess.org/ZrbJbm3Y/white#28


2
recuperate 2 pawns for the minor rather than 1 in the Greek Gift. // Keti has a series on thematic sacks on C-com // Qx typically follows, so a
battery [x-ref] makes this possible

Ch-36 T-s H2S4: Rxc/f3/6 #:
The Rxc6/3 sacrifice is thematic against O-O-O, usually in a Sicilian Dragon or reverse dragon setup, although RxB3/6 is a thematic sacrifice
in all positions, as the P-recapture of this N opens up and doubles Ps near the opponent’s K. The remaining R can be used to target the
doubled Ps on this open file #

// Thematic rook sack to open b/g files typically leading
to the K. // Some examples of this on Anki // IM
presents example from 2014:
https://youtu.be/ithlCXRFAYE 9:10 thematic Rxc3 //
Lilov talks about the setup of tactics and here part of
the setup is not only pieces but the presence of fork
vertices: f2 and c3 of the S-N, as well as a hangtacked
g4-P and pin diagonal there. If the position can be
destabilized somehow, then s can quickly capitalize on

these assets and the ability to do so is worth the temporary exchange sack. 30:28, another example - Drawing the f-Q to the Kingside NW with
Bxh6, and then suddenly accelerating <x-ref:> the tempo of the attack with Rxc3 catches that Q out of place # 1) Connect this sack with the
idea in the 2.5 hour video: a6 b5 is too slow 2) In order to play the Dragon, one has to be comfortable entering all types of material imbalance
scenarios resulting from tactics, otherwise the opening is not feasible because there are certain positions that only these tactics can justify -
46:41 another example, x-ref this.

Ch-36 T-s H2S5: Initiative p-sacks:
In ch-6 we quantified the median value of a tempo in chess to be 0.5 <r: ch-6 H2S1> // Some reference to QI 6 and 59, I

Ch-36 T-s H2S6: Spectacular Q-sacks:// let half of these result in mate #

Ch-36 T-s Ex:
Assassination in 1:

L: Ex-1:

Ex-2:  [2,000]

Ex-3: [2,400], justify in 5.

R: Ex-4: [2,700] Game: GM Pentala Harikrishna <IND> vs GM
Mastrovasilis, Dimitrios <GRE> 2022 Chess Olympiad, Chennai, India
rd-3.

Assassination in 2:

Ex-5: [2,400]: Calculate until you have
an irrefutable | path to promotion <r:
Müller> and justify your solution.

R: Ex-6: [2,700] Game: GM
Mamedyarov, Shakhriyar <AZE> vs
GM Peralta, Fernando <ARG>, 2022
FIDE Chess Olympiad.

L, below: Ex-7: [1,500]

Ex-8:

Assassination or mate in 3:

https://youtu.be/ithlCXRFAYE
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L: #9: In this position, f-move, the f played 1. E4 ? Find a way to punish
this mistake and find an assass in 3 #

Ex-10: Game: GM Georg Meier <GER, b-1987> vs GM Magnus
Carlsen, WC <NOR, b-1990> [2,400]

L: Ex-11: [1,800]

Ex-12: [2,200] Game: GM Ale Rakhmanov vs Katutskiy, K; SPICE Cup
Open 2013, St-Louis

Assassination in 4+:

Ex. #13: Use a modified form of the Greek gift sacrifice to drive an assass
of the f.c6-Q via forced sacrifice in 7 moves.

R: #14: Aggressive openings like the Sicilian Dragon | Family and the
King’s Indian Defense often will require the side playing it to break
through via sacrifice #, such that the opponent is permitted to waddle in
passive defense or even counter attack if such a breakthrough is not made.
Find a temp sack here that leads to a pseudo-assass in 4.

L: #15: Use a temp-sack to secure a winning position and assass, pseudo #
in this double R endgame position.

Ex.16-0: find an assass in 11. Good luck and attack hard [4,500]

Additional tactics:

Ex #16: S is already down a full noble here, but can make another sacrifice
# to force a promotion in 9 that recuperates material, much like
recuperation by assass later on.

R: Ex-17: Use a temp-sack to defend this position. [2,200]

Ex-18:

R: Ex-19:

Ex-20: [3,000]

Solutions:
Ex-1:

https://lichess.org/PyiN46V9/white#30 15…Nxh2 <o.m, W> ! (+1) is an
assass in 1 because despite being a temp.sack-offer, it cannot be accepted #
due to 16. Kxh2 (-3) ?? Qh4+ ! <M-7> with both bishops joining in the
lethal mating attack shortly. Recall that a temporary sacrifice fulfills across
2 ply, asymmetric, with both an offer and acceptance phase <r: ch-19 H2S2
H3S7 H4S1> and therefore when a temporary sacrifice move 1) is also a
capture move and 2) is not accepted, it can be considered an assass in 1.

Ex-2: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50799591215 30. Nxb6+
<+1> !! we can consider this an a.in-1 because the N will soon be
recuperated, leaving a 2P gain, in 1, and in 2. Cxb6 <-3> 31. Qxb6 <+1>
and the c5-N has lost its pawn-🛡, cannot be defended, and if it moves
<run $>??, 32. Rc1+ ! initiates a forced mating-seq.

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50799591215
https://emojipedia.org/shield/
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Ex-3:
[D], an original composition:
r1b1r1k1/p2ppp1p/2p2npB/2q1b3/B2P4/1Q6/PPP1NPPP/R3R1K1 b

- - 5 14 14…Bxh2+
<t-sack><attraction-sente!> 15.
Kxh2 <+3>
<t.sack-attraction,gote> Qh5+
$.h6-Q <d-a> ! 16. Qh3 <int+>
(🛡) Ng4+ $.h6-B <d.a-2>! 17.
Kg1 <run+> Qxh3 <+9> 18. Gxh3
<-9> Nxh6 <recoup!>

Ex-4:
24. Bxh6<+1>! <assass in 1> This
sack cannot be accepted due to
24…gxh6<-3>, played by GM

Mastrovasilis 25. Nf6+ Kg7 26. Qg4+<temp-recruit!> Kh8<run+>
27. Qf4<thr-Qxh6#> Kg7-🛡 28.
Bxd5!!<+1><t.sack-2!><-1.e-cont,e4!> A second unacceptable |
sacrifice that clears the f5-sq if captured, via decoy
28…Bd3<cont-h7>! 29. Nh5+ Kh7<run+> 30. Be4+ and
Mastrovasilis resigned on account of # a) 30…Kg8 31. Qg4+
Qg5<o.m-!#><2:1><+9>, whereas Kh8 32. Qg7# b) 30...f5<int+>
31.exf6+<$.scovery-e7,Q!> Bxe4<-3><forced>
32.Qxe4+<+3><🕐-gain> Kh8<run+> 33. fxe7<+9, assass> c)
30…Bxe4 31. Qxe4+<+3, -1> Kh8<run+> 32.
Nf6+<thr-Qh7#><block-f!> and s has no recourse to stop Qh7#,
without losing his Q. If the 28-f sack was accepted: 28…exd5<-3>
29. Qg4+ Kh8<run+> 30. Qf5<thr-Qh7#> and the Q finds the best
diag Bd3<$>(cont-h7)<1:0> 31. Qxd3<+3><thr-resumed!> and now
f must lose his Q, once | again. Rozman<a-r>: <GM> Harikrishna
wins a brilliant game in 30 moves, and India-A wins on board over
Greece with a score of 3-1. Fin.v4-2.

Ex-5: https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/611290
After an initial check 1…Ra5+ !, activating the s.c6-P by removing
its blockader # 2. Kb4 <run +> $.a5-R <forced!> 2…Temporary
sacrifice is the move s-c5+ !, sacrificing that R because if 3. Kxa5
<-5>, the d pawn is promoting. 3…Cxd4 <+5> ! Since we have an
extra P, the noble liquidation is a v.a-assass <in 2!> 4. Kb4 staying
in the square of the d-pp. 2nd  temporary sacrifice is the move
s-c5+ !, sacrificing that P because if 5. Kxc5 <-5>, the d pawn is
promoting. Fin-v4/2.

Ex-6:
19. Qd4<1:1><t-sack!> cxd4<-9><clr.a3/e7>:( 20. Bxe7<+9,
recoup>$.f8-R Re8$.e7-B<run$><cntr><v.a-assass in 2!> 21.
Bd6<1:0>$.b8-R<cntr!> 22. Rb6<run$> cxd4<assass in 4!>
Mamedyarov, already with a vastly | superior position in the i.b-p,
as a result of his lead in development, the s.pseudo-pm’d h5-N,
and his supported | access to d6, which hits 2 backward-Ps,
benefits from a v.a-a of Qs # to simplify into the conversion phase:
22…Rxa6<1:1> 23. Ng5! Rozman: and the knight gallops to the
f6-square, and Black just resigns Ng7! 24. Ne4 Rd8$ 25. Nf6+ 1-0
Rozman <paraphrased>: 25 moves! Making it look effortless against
a 2,600 GM, sacrificing his Q for “no reason”, in the process,
playing a goofy opening found nowhere in the database😂, putting
his Ps like this, and just pushing all of his opponent’s pieces around.
Azerbaijan took down Argentina <rd-3> by a score of 3-1. Fin.v4-2.

Ex-7: https://lichess.org/8LwnRIQQ/black#39
20…Nxe5<t-sack><clr-$><$.scovery-f3!> 21. Qe2<run-$><forced>
Rxc2<v.a-assass!>, s is already converting 22. Qxc2<+1>
Nc4<run-$> -3.5! Fin.v5-2

Ex-8:

#9:
Solution: 13. e4 was a blunder because 13...Rxc3, a temporary
sacrifice, enables 14...dxe4 in the event of recapture and wins 2
minor nobles for a rook by eliminating a defender of the e4 pork
square, which was neutral in the initial board position. The e4 and
d5 pawns are liquidated ren.

Ex-10: 57…Qb1+ ! <temp-sack> 58. Kxd2 Qe4 <mating-net> !
threatening 59…Nf3+ M-11 and trapping both 59…Nf3+ <clr, $.a4-Q
hangtacked!> and 59. Qa6 Nb3# 59. Qxd4 (-3) <forced> ! Qxd4 (+9)
<assass in 3> analysis ref: FM Hertan <a-r>

Ex-11: https://lichess.org/3pHjOWqU/white#42 22. Bxg7+
<temp-sack> ! Kxg7 <forced> 23. Qg6+ Kf8 24. Qg8# or 23…Kh8
24. Qxh6#

Ex-12:
https://www.chess.com/a/2HubuBQbxBoft
Puzzle time card, 47 minutes: 1...{{c1::Ng3+ <t-sack!>}} 2. Hxg3
<-3> {{c2::Rxc6 <+3 - 9 = -6>}} 3. Ne6 {{c3::Rxe6 <assass in 3> <+3
- 6 = -3>}} 4. Rd8+, escaping threat to checkmate by attracting the
last contender of a King's run square off of its road of effect,
{{c4::Bxd8 <assass in 4> <+5 - 3 = +2!> ::!Ke7}} Analysis: Ng3+ in
ply 1 of the puzzle is the temp sack, as well as neglecting to
recapture in f8, giving up even more material, down an R, and a P,
in the initial P (-6), -9 after 2. Hxg3 == The move before the assass
in 4, Rd8+, is a decoy move <r: ch-26> to pull the s.b6-B away from
contention cut off of the h1-K’s critical run-sq, g1, stopping the
mate threat by the only threat mate escape condition <ch-39
H2S3>, but giving up yet another assass in the process. == S
recuperates 3 points in Rxc6, then another 8 in the forced
sacrifices to follow: Ne6 is a clearance move as it sets up Rd8
with a check next ply, as the threat mate is immediate and
therefore, a check is necessary; Ne6 does not need to be a check
because it temporarily interposes # the threat mate move of Rh6.

#13: This incredible sacrifice is from the game WC Emanuel Lasker vs.
Johann Hermann Bauer, Amsterdam played in the 1st round of an
international tournament, 8-26-1889.
The first move is given to you, as we asked you to use the thematic
temporary sacrifice 15. Bxh7+ (+1) ! Kxh7 (-3) 16. Qxh5+ (+3) !
Kg8 <o-m>
F’s f.f1-R is only two ply away from joining the attack via the g or
f-files but 17. Rf3 ?? to double up on the h-file for f-Qh8 threat mate
fails to any thrust of the s.f-P, clearing the f7-sq, which is not covered
by a Qh8+. Note also that, including the f.f1-R, f has a 17 to 8 noble
value advantage on the K-side, since the s-Q is located Q-side and
moreover, its rank pivot to the K-side is cut off by the s.e6-P,
interposer.
This prompts us to consider yet another sacrifice, 17. Bxg7 (+1) !!,
an even splashier move than the first B-sack, where f was already a
noble down due to a preceding s-Nxh5 (-3), and this is the only |
winning move according to SF d-22; incredibly, this entire sequence
passes the engine test, which is incredible because Lasker’s era
preceded not only modern computers but even the father of
computer science himself, Alan Turing <r: ch-16 H2S4>
17…Kxg7 (-3 - 1 = -4) 18. Qg4+ !, forcing the s.g7-K into the h-file,
since the only other legal move #, 18…Kf6 runs into 19. Qg5# via
Dovetail.
18…Kh7 was played in the game by the helpless | Hermann Bauer.
19. Rf3 !, coming in to h3 for the kill. 19. E5 <clr c6 - h6> ! S’s only
chance is a desperado Q-sack on h6. 20. Rh3+ ! Qh6 21. Rxh6+
(+9 - 4 = +5) <assass>
To cap things off, total material value is technically | equal after
21…Kxh6 (-5 + 5 = 0), but f retains a more active Q and chances
against the s vulnerable K. He can continue his assault on the
s.h6-K with 22. Rf1 ! <5.1 SF d-22> or simply rel-fork the 2
undefended Bs at b7 and e7 with 22. Qd7 $$ ! to pick up another 3
points of material, a second assass.
Ref: https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1026352

#14:
An additional caveat of this temp sack theme in aggressive openings
is that they usually come with a secondary requirement # of
timeliness, in which specific factors in the opponent’s permission
permits the breakthrough at a particular ply, whereas if depth were to
pass #, that opportunity may no longer be available. This means that
we have to understand our theory well and always remain vigilant for

https://lichess.org/8LwnRIQQ/black#39
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1026352
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an opportunity to break through. == The correct starting move here
is 17…Nxg4 (+1) ! with the idea that after 18. Fxg4 Qd7 $-g4 ! is
the correct follow-up, as f curiously has no resources that can
defend the g4-P from the oncoming # s-Q cap-check in g4 due to
the f-Q’s mobility being severely limited from coming to the rescue
on the K-side due to the clustering in f1 - e1 - e2 - f2. == This is not
the end of f’s woes, however, as s has more in mind than simply
recuperating a second P for the lost N <m-v = 3>. After a move like
# 19. Qd2 Qxg4+ (+2) and now s must sacrifice one of his f2-B or
e2-N nobles to interpose this + at g3, or else even worse will follow
in the event of 20. Kh1 ??, which we will examine as the main line
here*. *If 20. Noble-g3 fxg3 (+5) secures the pseudo-assass of that
noble in 4, justifying the Nxg4 temp sack and leaving s up 2 p in the
seq.

The b-p after 20. Kh1 ??
If you think this b-p looks suspect, you’d be correct. S has an
immediate idea # to lift his s.f8-R to f6 and thr-mate along h via h6,
but there is an even more direct idea: 20…Qh3+ ! 21. Kg1 <o-m> f3
$.e2-N <thr, -M1> !
[D, 2] The b-p after 21…f3 ! The f3-P and h3-Q team up to control
g2 <r: ch-6 H2S1 H3S6> and threaten -M1. F has one move that

can temporarily defend this, 22.
Qxg5 (-1) 🛡-g2 !, but s gets the
last laugh with Bg4 <int, g5 - g2!>
[D, 3] The b-p after 22…Bg4 ! The
h3-Q supported g4-B interposes
the effect of the only f-ren that can
reasonably contend the g2 threat
mate square, cutting off its direct
effect and ending the game 0-1
Fin. https://www.chess.com/
analysis/game/live/
45404967459?tab=review

#15:
O-moves: 1. e4 c5 2. Ne2 Nc6 3. d4 cxd4 4. Nxd4 d6 5. Nc3 g6 6.
Be3 Bg7 7. Bc4 Nf6 8. f3 O-O 9. Qd2 Nxd4 10. Bxd4 a6 11. h4 b5
12. Bd5 Nxd5 13. Bxg7 Kxg7 14. Qxd5 Be6 15. Qd4+ f6. Game:
Thomas J Weaver <USCF 1950> at the Rochester Chess Center in
2/22 out of the Sicilian Dragon # [7. Bc4, f3, 11. H4] 29…f5 30. gxf5

(-1) :(
The b-p after 30. Gxf5 (-1) :( This
move shatters the f.K-side
p-structure in multiple ways: 1) it
isolates the f.h5-P and removes its
last defender # 2) it auto-removes
the defender of the g4-P by
removing itself from the chain with
f3-P # #3) it half-opens the f-file for
s #4) it places both itself and the
f3-P on this half-open file, and
these two pawns are now doubled
and isolated. Rxd4 (-5) 31. Rxd4

(+5) Rc4 $.e-$ ! 32. Rxc4 ? is untenable because it yields a critical
space # in the ensuing K + Ps endgame and s-control of the d3-sq

by the now c4-P will shut out the
f-K. The position will eventually
look like this: The b-p after 35…a4
! <-7.0, SF 14 NNUE # d-33> S will
recuperate the f5-P after the f-K is
forced to retreat, as f is completely
out of P-moves and has to retreat
his K <zugzwang r: ch-56 H2S3>
See the additional resources
section for more on the topic of
simplifying from R+ K + P to K + P
only endgames. Back to pre: 32.

Rxc4 ? 32. Rg4 Kf6 33. Kc2 Kxf5 <pseudo assass in 5> 34. Rg1
Rf4 35. Re1 Kf6 36. Re3 Starting FEN: 8/2r1pk1p/3p1p2/pp1P2pP/
2rRR1P1/P1P2P2/1P6/2K5 b - - 6 29

Ex.16-0:
16. Bxh6 (+1) ! Analyzer’s note (1) for this section we will always
assume the temp-sack is accepted and (2) Fritz 11 <elo = 2851

according to
computerchess.org.uk> cannot
find this move at d-16, which takes
about 10 seconds to reach at 2400
knodes / s, a standard speed on a
8 GB RAM desktop, but Komodo
2706 and SF 14+ can almost
instantly on similar conditions; I
played this move in 3 seconds in
bullet <r:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/

game/live/47368246655?tab=review> which means that at least for
a moment, I was better than a 2850 supercomputer # MIC 16…gxh6
(-3) 17. Qxh6 (-1) Ne7 <forced> 18. Nd5 here leads to a faster
assass and complexity resolution, but the problem specifically | asks
you to go for 🥇 18. Bd5+ ! Nxd5 <forced> 19. Qg6+ ! <o-m (!)>
Kh8 20. Nxd5 Be6 $.d5-N 21. Ra3 (=>) h3+ ! [diagram] the fact that
# f has the tempi leeway # to play this move <r: ch-59> is a
testament to the quantity | of initiative bestowed upon him by the 16.

Bxh6 ! temp-sack 21…Bg8
<forced>, an abject retreat # 22.
G4 :D Rf7 => h7-int+ s has to run
a 3,000 strategic operation  just to
support a temp-int at h7 23. Re1 !!
<o-m, W> <z-zug> Bxf6 (-1)
<forced>, at least 2 o-n as all s’s
replies in this seq, incredibly, but
the f6-P pushed in 14-s renders
this B helpless in ply-critical time #
to interfere with the coming siege
on the s.h8-K 24. Rh3+ ! Rh7
<o-m> 25. Re7 <o-m, W> !

[diagram, 2] remember that despite how crushing this position
looked, it was not winning without 23. Re1 !! to set up this move,
which suddenly threatens 3 separate M1/2s, and a key point is that
the g7-sq is only once fully contended by s. 25…Qxe7 <o-m> 26.
Nxe7 :D <assass in 11>
#16:
This incredible position was sourced from Mastering Chess Strategy
© 2010, GM Johan Hellsten Example #129, in the game GM Johan
Hellsten vs. L-Rojas, Santiago 2006. The correct first move is the
almost impossible to find 31…Rxc3 (+3) !, a well-calculated Q-sack
that appears to sack 2 nobles, but f has only the tempi to capture
one at a time. Of course, 32. Rxc3 (-5 + 1 = -4) is not possible due to
the immediate 32…Qe1# 32. Fxe6 (-9) Rxc1+ (+5) ! 33. Rd1 <o-m,
int #> b2 🛡.c1-R ! The b-p after 33…b2 ! F is up a Q for a R, but
cannot capture in c1 due to promotion of the b2-pp 34. E7 $.d8-R !
Creating a counter threat to b1=Q by threatening to capture promote
his e-pp with + 34…Re8 $.e7-pp, -e.$ ! Promotion is now ensured,
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and the rest of the line will be
given: 35. Qxd3 Rxe7 36. Qd8+
Kh3 37. Qd3+, as f has not even
the tempo to capture in e7, g6 <int
+> 38. Kf1 Rb7 🛡.b2-pp ! 0-1 39.
Ke2 🛡.d1-R <1:2> b1=Q (+8 - 3 =
+5) !
Ex-17:
31…Nf4 ! interjects an interposer
to hangtack the f6-R, and this
interposer cannot be noble
captured without loss of material
because any noble that can

capture it is higher value than the N, and the N is P-defended #
Note that # immediate R-capture is not possible after 32. Gxf4 (-3)
due to the dangerous 33. Fxe5+ (-1) ! but s has the z-zug 32…e4
$.e-$ which removes f-fxe5 as a legal move # and will permit assass
of the f.f6-R in the next s-ply <assass in 3>
Game: Yakun Hu <~1550 USCF> vs Michael Hoffman <~1750
USCF> 1/29/22.

Ex-18:
29. Rc8 <o-m, W> ! <t-s> Nxd8 (-5) Kf7 ! and the f.e7-pp will be
enveloped <r: ch-22 H2S2>

Ex-19: https://lichess.org/

S7gKGOhW/black#98 50. Nd4+ !
supports the promotion of the f.g-pp
for the W # by coercing the s.c2-K out
of his mate shouldering sq; s was
threatening an M2 here with s-Nc3+
followed by s-Bb2# Note that 50.
Ne3+ on a different vector, also a
temp-sack, swindles a ½ ½ but not the
full point 50…Kd3 $.d4-N ! and now
s simply discards his N # 51. G8 = Q !

and will win the ensuing # +3 m-d endgame.

Ex-20:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49927230499 18...c4
$.e-$ <hangtacked> ! 19. Qxc4 Nce5 <temp-g> ! 20. Qa2 <run $>
Rc2 -3 w/ 3 o-n d-32 K-2901 and s has threats of both s-Nxf3+
<cap.🛡-d2> and an x-ray $ on the hangtacked e2-B <0.5-🛡> 21.
Bf4 <run $> <forced!> Rxe2 <+3> 22. Nxd4 <-3, -1> Nxd4 <+3, +2>
<assass in 5> !

Additional resources:
The Lasker Double Bishop Sacrifice, covering the game in ex-13 |
IM John Bartholomew:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S8TN0n_F5A0
For more on the topic of Technical Liquidations from noble to K +
P only endgames, read: Benjamin, Joel. Liquidation on the Chess
Board. New in Chess, 2019.
Tsatsalashvili, Keti. “Every Sacrifice to Destroy Your Opponent -
Chess Lessons.” Chess.com, 29 June 2021,
https://www.chess.com/lessons/every-sacrifice-to-destroy-your-oppo
nent-attacking-the-castled-king.
Hertan, Charles. Forcing Chess Moves: The Key to Better
Calculation. New in Chess, 2019.
Rozman, Levy. “What a Disaster!! 2022 Olympiad Rd-3 Coverage.”
GothamChess, YouTube, 31 July 2022,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jLerhDNP_fQ&ab_channel=Goth
amChess.
“Harikrishna Pentala vs Mastrovasilis Dimitrios - FIDE Chess
Olympiad 2022.” Chess.com,
https://www.chess.com/events/2022-fide-chess-olympiad/03/Harikris
hna_Pentala-Mastrovasilis_Dimitrios.

https://www.chess.com/events/2022-fide-chess-olympiad/03/Mamed
yarov_Shakhriyar-Peralta_Fernando.
Uchtdorf, Elder Dieter F. “Our Heartfelt All.” The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-Day Saints, The Quorum of the Twelve Apostles,
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/general-conference/2022/
04/57uchtdorf?lang=eng.

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49927230499?tab=review
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jLerhDNP_fQ&ab_channel=GothamChess
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https://www.chess.com/events/2022-fide-chess-olympiad/03/Mamedyarov_Shakhriyar-Peralta_Fernando
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/general-conference/2022/04/57uchtdorf?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/general-conference/2022/04/57uchtdorf?lang=eng


MIC: c-t: Hu

Book-37: Competing thrs: chapt-mn:
Smith <a-r>: And behold, if ye do not this, I will come against you with my armies; yea, even I will arm my women and my children, and I will
come against you, and I will follow you even into your own land, which is the land of our first inheritance; yea, and it shall be blood for blood,
yea, life for life; and I will give you battle even until you are destroyed from off the face of the🌎. Behold, I am in my anger, and also my
people; ye have sought to murder us, and we have only sought to defend ourselves. But behold, if ye seek to destroy us more, we will seek to
destroy you; yea, and we will seek our land, the land of our first inheritance. Alma 54 12-13, Book of Mormon 7/22. MIC: This chapter is
dedicated to my former chess coach, IM John Bartholomew, who first introduced me to this idea, verbatim, in 2021. Wherever there is a
collaborative | spirit, I go. Chinese, simplified:哪  里有   合作   精   神，  我  去。Chinese, English alphabet phonetic: Nǎ li yǒu hézuò jīngshén,
wǒ qù. Translated + composed by me. === In depth: Clayton | vs. Hu: The establishment of warfare: A fictional discourse between two
statesmen who want to eliminate a political opponent. A: To be at one, one needs an enemy. As with all roles, the role of the enemy requires |
conditions to be in place. B: Indeed. Chess, being a form of warfare, cannot be played without an opponent, and one must be an opponent
in oneself, and therefore the conditions in place for the enemy relative to ourselves are also present to ourselves relative to the enemy. A:
They are threatening our | social order by promoting an either anti-hierarchical or false hierarchical ethos, an unconditional | enemy, as our
empire is unable to exist without order, making our mutual existence in this tournament untenable. B: We need to allocate | information
accounting | resources to the problem and quantity the cost of complexity crashes and other such | thought space damages caused by their
refusal to adopt | our system. A: The cost has already been estimated to exceed the cost of their annihilation over the chess board by orders
of magnitude and therefore I see no reason to allocate more resources into accounting | because we have sufficient data for action and the
accountants will not be able to generate any additional | data that will meaningfully affect the recommended | course of action. B: So we need
to establish a philosophical difference and, as much as we have elaborated on our viewpoint, apply the law of reciprocity to | elicit one
from then as well. A: It's not clear that they have one, as a classless team | lacks hierarchy. B: If none is provided, and they do not reciprocate,
then we can simply propagandize a fictional viewpoint of our invention and run it by them for approval before publishing. A: That may work,
but anyways this will be the task of our diplomacy department. Ultimately, the best course of action is to decide their political status, give them
undeserved formal power to establish the possibility of revolution. B: Wise. That means our viewpoint heading into the match will be one of
revolutionaries, while theirs, either provided or fictional and invented by us, needs to establish them as the ruling class. A: Perfect, then all

we need to do is to plan a spectacle on the Promenade. B: A spark. A: Exactly: Joseph Clayton, USCF ~1450 vs
Yakun Hu, USCF ~1550 Sturbridge, Massachusetts 2021 English: habitational name from any of the numerous places, in
Yorkshire, Lancashire, Staffordshire, and elsewhere, named Clayton, from Old English cl?g ‘clay’ + tun ‘enclosure’, ‘settlement’. Source:
ancestry.com # O-moves, Sicilian Defense, Smith-Morra Gambit B20 [4…f5 ! 6. Qh5+]: [Variant "From Position"] 1. e4 c5 2. d4 cxd4 3. c3
dxc3 4. Nxc3 f5 5. Bc4 fxe4 6. Qh5+ g6 7. Qe5 Nf6 8. Nd5 Bg7 9. Nxf6+ Bxf6 10. Qxe4 e6 11. Qg4 d5 12. Bb3 Nc6 13. Ne2 e5 14. Qg3
Be6 15. O-O g5 16. Rd1 h5 17. Qd3 Ne7 18. Nc3 Bg4 Clayton USCF profile // analysis

Chapt-mn:
MIC: I would actually say, in the language
of competing-thrs is sort of a thr
resolution<ch-38>. So it's like, I have a
thr that would, otherwise, that that is
going to win, right? But, you have a
counter | threat that would
counter-balance my threat. If both |
threats are realized, I have a move that
can actually get rid of your threat, without

getting rid of mine, so that the only thing that remains is my threat, which is still inevitably | executed, like it's
unstoppable. Um, and that's, I think, sort of like, the broadest definition of any shinza. And then, as visions,
like, it's just something that happens between two captures, let's say, right, but it doesn't have to be,
between, it could be before, or it could be after. I could, before I take anything of yours, get rid of your threat,
and then, with a tempo or something, and then, I start taking your pieces. That's right, kind of feels like
positions, because it's like, I got away with something. And then there's also ones where it's like, Hey, you
know, you wanted to capture my thing, after I finished capturing your thing. But actually, there are two |
scenarios. One is simultaneous, so, in my, in the move that realizes my threat, or, the last move of my
capture sequence, I also just use your threat, so that, one of the examples of that, is a cap-move, that also
defends something | else. And sometimes, this happens a lot with a knight, the N will catch something, and
then, it defends the thing that you were threatening. This is, a very | fanatic, puzzle racer type of, almost, in
every | single puzzle racer run, there'll be like a N.cap-fense, Nxd5, that defends the bishop on e-seven, or

something like that, and then, the B on e-seven is also attacking something on g5, so that you get the Nxd5 was like a piece so that you win
a piece ^ Composition of competing threats, leading to a draw.
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Ch-37 Comp-thr: H2S1: Thr-race:
MIC: Both players have threats, and the winner of the threat race has the threat that requires the fewest
same player moves to execute. The sharpness of a threat race depends on the difference between the
threat windows #. In the [D] example, Fischer vs Geller 1967, the sharpness is no more than a single turn.
In this position, with f move, Fischer made a -2.0 ev mistake 20. Bg4 ?, and you are prompted to find the
refutation in ex-2. Agur <pg-199>: For a top grandmaster to reach this position as Black is, to say the
least, quite irresponsible. One is, of course, entitled to play as one wishes, but what value does a game have
when, after nineteen moves, a player finds himself completely at the mercy of his opponent, and can only
hope to be saved by one or two side-lines, should his opponent stumble and overlook them? This, I believe,
is speculative chess at its worst. X-ref ch-45 H2S1 H3S7 After the game, Fischer pointed out that by
playing 20. Qc2 $.h7–P 🛡.c4-P, he would have “an easy win”. It seems unlikely Fischer failed to note of this
attacking possibility, in his long think before playing his twentieth move. This move leads to a number of
possible wins for White. One of them was played out over the board three months later, between Tal and

Bogdanović, 1967: 20…e4 21. Bg4 Be7 22. Qf2 O-O-O 23. Bf4 Bd6 24. Bxe6+ Kb8 25. Qb6 Bxf4 26. Qxd8+ Ka7 27. Rb1 Qd6 28. Bxd5
Bxd5 29. Qxd6 Bxd6 30. Cxd5 1-0. Also worth considering: 20. Rb1 Bc6 21. Rb3 Qa4 22. Qc2!, and the simultaneous threats at h7 and d5
aren’t easy to meet b) 20. Bh5+ g6 21. Bg4 dxc4 <-1> 22. Rf6 !? (22. Rf7 is best met by 22…Bd5!). White has a promising attack, but
probably no forced win. 20. Bf3, might be White’s simplest and quickest winning process. For example: MIC / Agur: 20…e4 $.e-$ 21.
Bxe4 <t-sack!> <+1> dxe4 <-3> 22. Qf4 ! <o.m-W> <thr-Qf7#> Kd7 <run-thr> 23. Qf7+ Kc6 24. Qxe6+ <+1, -3> with a devastating attack
M19/14 SF 14+ NNUE d-48/68 !

H2S1 H3S1: Pawn race:
In Depth: https://lichess.org/training/m0Q8l G4 rather than gxf4

Ch-37 Comp-thr: H2S2: Opposite-side castling:
The chief reason why White’s attack is less vigorous here is that to exploit
a K position of the type which Black has (with B fianchetto) White should be
castled “on the other side” <Q-side> in order to be able to storm on freely
with his pawns. Fine <a-r> pg-91/2. More complicated is 8 Q-Q2, O-O; 9
O-O-O (D, L): Game: Dan Oloffson <2535 F> vs Bo Jäderholm <2498 F>
b-p 13-s / 14-f #np a 3 minors for a Q material imbalance <ch-6 H2S4
H3S6> <a-r> but f’s attack lacks sizzle due to the co-location of his K on the
K-side, while (D, R) results from a depth pivot in ply 8-f from the Dragon
main line <ch-53 H2S4 H3S7 H4S2> and is evaluated to have more
dynamic | potential <ch-11 CM H3S2> due to the establishment of
competing | threats. Fin-v1. // push to <a-r> and fin: Resources: //
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-A0CPIYyEI Alpha Zero, opposite -

side castling: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MAbUiAaqjPs Kingscrusher: https://www.youtube
.com/watch?v=diVXhkQPu9k IM plays blitz: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=klFQu0oE3og // x-ref ch-59 I H2S3, O-O-O <hl> and push this
to that

Ch-37 Comp-thr: H2S3: # vs flag:
// There are only 2 wins to win a chess game; cover situations in which one player is trying to checkmate, the other flag
X-ref ch-57, maybe a subsection # and push this to that

H3S4: The ability to generate equal repulsion to all forces:
Hu: This ability is necessary, in order to avoid being killed by all manners of being crushed, by objects that are larger than the body. The
ability to generate an equal repulsion force, will prevent the body from being collapsed, and thereby losing structural integrity, in response to
an external force, leading to damage of internal organs, and death.
H4S1: Measured force safety #n-p:
Hu: The amount of force that each human can tolerate, to the brink, needs to be documented, as well as all possible external forces in the
environment, such that no human is exposed to any environment, in which it is possible to encounter a force that is larger than that human’s
threshold. Such a measurement system, will entirely eradicate death of this type, establish H2S2 invincibility #. Fin-v1.
H4S2: Reaction time #n.p-2:
Hu: This ability is only useful, if the possessing human has sufficient reaction time to react to an incoming force. Jain<a-r, 2015>: The

accepted | figures for mean simple RTs for college-age individuals have
been about 190 ms for light stimuli and about 160 ms for sound stimuli.
[D]: a significant | difference was found indicating that sedentary medical
students have slower RTs. The male-female difference is due to the lag
between the presentation of the stimulus and the beginning of muscle
contraction. It is documented in the literature that the muscle contraction
time is the same for males and females and motor responses in males
are comparatively stronger than females, this explains why males have

faster simple RTs for both auditory as well as visual stimuli. Nowadays the male advantage is getting smaller, possibly because more |
women are participating in driving and fast-action sports.

https://www.youtube


MIC: c-t: Hu
H4S3: Compressive forces:
Gartner<a-r>: The capability of the ECM<extra.cellular-matrix> to withstand compressive | forces is due to the presence of the hydrated
matrix formed by GAGs<glycosaminoglycans> and proteoglycans.
H5S1: Inter-nuclear electron repulsion: Baird<a-r>: Atoms are not really solid | spheres. They are fuzzy | quantum probability clouds #n-p
filled with electrons spread out into waving cloud-like shapes called "orbitals". H5S1:If "touching" is taken to mean that two atoms influence
each other, then atoms are always | touching. Two atoms that are held a mile apart still have their wavefunctions | overlapping. H5S2: For
instance, we can define the outer perimeter of an atom as the mathematical | surface that contains 95% of the atom's electron mass. As
should be obvious at this point, a perimeter that contains 100% of the atom would be larger than the earth! With 95% of the atom's electron
probability density contained in this mathematical surface, we could say that atoms do not touch until their 95% regions begin to | overlap.
Another way to assign an effective | edge to an atom is to say it exists halfway between two atoms that are covalently bonded. For instance,
two hydrogen atoms that are covalently | bonded to each other to form an H2 molecule have their centers separated by 50 picometers. They
can be thought of as "touching" at this separation. In this approach, atoms touch whenever they are close enough to potentially form a
chemical bond. H5S3: If "touching" is taken to mean that two atoms reside in the exact same location, then two atoms never touch at room
temperature because of the Pauli exclusion principle. The Pauli exclusion principle is what keeps all the atoms in our body from
collapsing into one point. Interestingly, at very low | temperatures, certain | atoms can be coaxed into the exact same location. The result is
known as a Bose-Einstein condensate. H5S4: Perkowitz<a-r>: Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC), a state of matter in which separate |
atoms or subatomic | particles, cooled to near absolute zero (0 K, − 273.15 °C, or − 459.67 °F; K = kelvin), coalesce into a single quantum
mechanical entity—that is, one that can be described by a wave function—on a near-macroscopic | scale. H5S5: Pauli exclusion
principle: Pauli exclusion principle, assertion that no two electrons in an atom can be at the same time in the same state or configuration,
proposed (1925) by the Austrian physicist Wolfgang Pauli to account for the observed patterns of light emission from atoms. The
exclusion principle subsequently has been generalized to include a whole class of particles of which the electron is only one member.
Subatomic particles fall into two classes, based on their statistical behavior. Those particles to which the Pauli exclusion principle applies are
called fermions; those that do not obey this principle are called bosons. When in a closed system, such as an atom for electrons or a
nucleus for protons and neutrons, fermions are distributed so that a given state is occupied by only one at a time.
H4S4: Tensile force:
Gartner<a-r>: Tensile<stretch> forces are resisted by fibers of the tough, firm, inelastic protein collagen.

Ch-37 Comp-thr Ex:

Ex-1: Comp-thr x threat resolution, with offset threat win-
dows, and a post-assass resolution: [2,700] <assass in 3>:

R: Ex-2: [2,600] Game: Robert James Fischer vs Efim Geller Monte
Carlo 1967. Kingscrusher CM <a-r>: Geller had a 5-3 record against
Fisher, with some draws. His expertise in double-edged <0:57> positions,
culminating in a positive score against no fewer than 5 world champions:
Euwe, Botvinnik, Petrosian, Fischer and Smyslov. S-move, turn 20.

L: Ex-3: Game: IM Yuliia Osmak<UKR><2,420> vs WIM
Miruna-Daria Lehaci<ROU><2,248>, Chess Olympiad ‘22 rd-6. [2,250]

Ex-4: [2,720]

Assass in 2:

L: Ex. 5: It is s-move, a8 bottom right orientation. Use the threat of the
h2-fetus’s promotion # to assass in 2, but watch out for the e.b7-pp as well.

Ex-6: [2,500]

Ex-7: Ex-8:

Assass in 3+:

Ex. 9: A rare assass puzzle that begins with our K being in +; find an
effective way to parry the f-threat and assass in 3.

R, above: Ex-10: [2,200]

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/extracellular-matrix
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/glycosaminoglycan
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/proteoglycan
https://www.britannica.com/science/atom
https://www.britannica.com/science/absolute-zero
https://www.britannica.com/science/potassium
https://www.britannica.com/science/quantum-mechanics-physics
https://www.britannica.com/science/quantum-mechanics-physics
https://www.britannica.com/science/wave-function
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L: Ex-11:

Ex-12: [2,200]

The-race:

Ex. 13: find the only winning move (!) for f:

R: Ex. 14:

Ex-15:

R: Ex-15A:

Opposite side castling H2S2:

Ex-16: [2,700]

R: Ex-17: [4,000]

Ex-18: Game: GM Carlos Daniel
Albornoz Cabrera<CUB><2566> vs
GM Rauf Mamedov<AZE><2656>,
Chess Olympiad ‘22 rd-5. [2,600]

Ex-19:

Sol:
Ex-1:

https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1003312
23…Nc3 $.e2-Q <+thr> $.d1-R ! 24. Qg4 $.g7-P -> h8-R
<hangtacked> <c-t!> Rxd1 <+5> <thr-xe1+>, with a
thr.window-countdown of 1 25. Rxd1 <-5> <forced> Nxd1 <+5,
assass in 3> ! 26. Qxg7 <ctr.thr-1> <$.f7-P <1.5:2> ! Rf8🛡.f7-P
<run$> <thr-res!> Solve time: 427 min.

Ex-2:
20…dxc4 <+1, +3> d-31 SF 14+ NNUE ! Agur <a-r pg-199>: Geller
ought to be given credit for finding this highly inventive possibility,
yet, objectively, Black’s position after move 19 should have been
beyond | repair, and it must have been the abundance of winning
lines which led Fischer astray. 21. Bxe6 Qd3! 22. Qe1 Be4!! 23.
Bg4 Rb8 24. Bd1 Kd7 25. Rf7+ Ke6 0-1. X-ref ch-44 H2S1 H3S8

Ex-3:
Rozman: Every side has a multitude of past pawns: 53. Nxh4<+1>,
alright, 54…Kg7, now white is <22:10> better | again; that's what
happens when white is the rating favorite, 58. Rg4 Ba5 59. Ne3.
Black is trying to get in, and attack, white is trying to get in and
attack black who who's gonna break? 67…Re1+ 68.
Kc2<run+><o-m> Rc1+ 69. Kb3, Kd3 allows d1=Q+!, while Kb2
Rxc4<+3> Rc3+<coer!> 70. K-run Rxc4<assass in 4!> with an
average velocity of 10 d-u / 4 ply = 2.5 d-u/ply in the seq <ch-2>
Rozman: White had to bring his K out this way <67.
Kf3/f2[run.e6+]>, in a very counter-intuitive | fashion, and the point
is that <Black> is simply going to lose <d2>. There’s a move here,
67…Re4$.e-$<hangtacked-both!>, which is very | interesting, if 68.
Rxe4<-5> d1=Q<+8> but 68. Rd6+<run$>, followed by 69.
Nxd2<MIC: or-xa5><assass> is +3-ev. Post: WIM Lehaci’s victory
permitted the 195-point underrated Romanian women’s team to
draw Ukraine, moving into T-2nd after 6:
https://chess-results.com/tnr653632.aspx?lan=1&art=20&flag=30&s
nr=20

Ex-4: https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1308733/practice
43…Rd3<thr-Rh3#!><clr> 44. Ra1<clr-g1> d4<clr-2!> 45. a8=Q<-8>
Bxa8<+9> 46. Rxa8<-3+5=+2> 0-1, as s has 2 extra | connected
pps to | spare. 43…Bf3<clr.d4-h4,thr!> fails to 44. gxf3<-3> Rh4+
45. Kg2<run+> Rh8 and s has sacked his B, but has not picked up
the a-pp in the process.

Ex-5:

Dr. Laszlo Hetey, IM, 2337 <GER>
GM Emanuel Berg, 2608 <SWE>
June 13, 2011
Opening: E81 King’s Indian Defense: Samisch Variation <5. f3>
w/ 6. Bg5 # “Two opposing and concurrent flank fetuses”.
Ref: https://lichess.org/D2JPRJgf/black#91
A historical note: Dr. Laszlo Hetey is a Policy Adviser for the
European Commission, Digital, Industry & Space / Industry, as
well as a former R&D Project Engineer for the Belgian Institute
for Space Aeronomy. He is also an International Master in
chess, having earned this title in 1996 under the federation of
Germany.

https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1003312
https://chess-results.com/tnr653632.aspx?lan=1&art=20&flag=30&snr=20
https://chess-results.com/tnr653632.aspx?lan=1&art=20&flag=30&snr=20
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1308733/practice
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In this position, the threat of f-b8=Q (-8) technically cannot be
stopped, as even with # 1…Rxd8 (+3), contending the promo-sq, f
can simply recapture with 2. Rxd8 (-2) and force promotion home in
the next f-ply.

The b-p after 2. Rxd8 (-2); s has no recourse to stop the b-fetus from
promotion, as s-h1=Q does not contend the b8.promo-sq. This line
contains no assass for s and, according to Stockfish, it is drawn,
despite the exchange down for s, he will have perpetual check <r:
ch-18 H2S7>. No other move can stop the b-fetus from promo in the
b.p-2nd, and therefore it’s best for us to start by considering forcing
in promotion ourselves # with 1…h1 = Q (+8) ! R: The b-p after
1…h1=Q (+8) ! Now, we reach a hypothetical depth fork <ch-15
H2S3> in which f has | | two plausible responses | to consider from
the | b-p | after 1…h1=Q | |: A: Immediately promoting himself, which
is not stopped, 2. B8 = Q (-8) !

The b-p after 2. B8 = Q (-8) !
Here, a nice attempt by f, s can
simply assass the d1-R with
2…Qxd1 (+5) !, leaving him up a
full R and with a 2:1 K-side
P-majority is winning according to
Stockfish d-22. B: Relieving s of
the promoted Q with 2. Rxh1 (-9) !,
another good attempt, and the
main line given by Chess Tempo.
Here, it’s important not to capture
the R, as the +5 m-delta from this

is not worth the -8 from allowing f to promote his b-pp (!). Instead, f
should cash in on a lesser assass on the d8-N 2…Rxd8 (+3) !,
which also stops the b2-pp by contending the f-uncontended #
b8.promo-sq. After 3. Rb1 <cont-b> !, attempting to drive home the
promo anyway, s can simply interpose his own R 3…Rb8 $.b7-P !
and his g3-N via the path g3 - e4 - c5, in two moves, will add itself as
a second effector of b7 on a shorter depth scale # than it takes for
the f-K to come to defense, being located 4 adjacents away from a
K-defense sq of the pp # In the end, s will have effectively | swapped
his h-pp for the d8-N, an assass of that N, despite the fact that the
pp temporarily became a 9 point Q in this sequence #, and is able
to stop the b7-pp, preventing a +8 promo-seq by f to attempt an
indirect vengeance of the d8-N’s assass. Fin.

Ex-6:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/51087598879 13. Qg3
<t-sack!> Kg8 <sack-dec> 14. Rxh7 <assass in 2, +3> <t.sack-2!>
Qe8 <forced> Line -> 2.18 w/ 1 o-n d-40 K-2901
If 13…exf4 (-3) ?? 14. Qxg6 <-1> ! M6! Kg8 15. Rxh7 <0> ! and the
threat of Rh8+ ! , abs.pin-exploit Kxh8 <o-m> f-Qh7# is unstoppable
<ch-11 CM>
Or if 14…Kxh7 ? <-5> 15. Qxg6+ <-2> ! <o.m-W> Kg8 <o-m, !#> 16.
Qh7+ ! Kf7 17. Dxe5 <-1> ! Rh8 $ 18. e6+$ <t.sack-3!> Kxe6
<forced> 19. Qxg7 <+3, +1> f is now up material, with an
overwhelming lead-dev.

Ex-7: Ex-8:

Ex-9: 337 min puzzle, time card #

The key to this tactic is the s checkmate threat # on h2 and the fact
that the square cannot be extra defended in the enemy's next ply
unless s voluntarily provides a check bounce square for the f.h7-Q in
a g-file check-sq, allowing it to pivot without an interceding s-check
back to the g2 defense-sq, as such is the case # in the event of

1…K-8? 2. Qg8+ ! or 1…K-6? 2.
Qg6+ ! Interposing the f.f7-Q’s
s-Ps + with the s.d6-B would be an
analogous mistake as it removes
the s.h3-Q’s supporting r-noble
from also contention # of h2 #
1...Ne7 <int +> ! The immediate
threat is 2…Qh2#; f is out of
checks and cannot add contention

to the h2 threat mate check-sq. Lest he sacrifice a Q, the only way to
avoid immediate mate is by clearing | an escape sq <r: ch-39 H2S3>
Two options are worth considering: A: 2. F4 <clr-f2> ! // cover this
line: B: 2. Rd1 to clear the f1 run-sq, in which case Qg4+ QKR <s>
abs-fork ! 3. K-1 # <o-ms> Qxd1+ <assass> (+5) ! C: 2. R-1 but
not d # Let’s say f foresees the abs-fork move 2…Qg4+ ! in var B:
and opts instead to sidestep the fork while creating a run-sq for his K
by moving R-1, but not to the d-file # The problem is that just
clearing the f1 square is not enough to stop every | checkmate; the
other key property of the Rd1 move is that it absolutely pins one of
the other ren that can move in order to deliver an alternative
checkmate: 2…Bh2+ ! 3. Kh1 <o-m>, since the s.h3-Q covers the
f1-sq, 3…Bg3+ <clr +> ! 4. Kg1 <o-m> Qh2+ ! 5. Kf1 <o-m> Qxf2#
This pretty mate involving a clr + <ch-33> pivot of the s-B to g3,
where it can support a Q+ in both h2 and f2, is thematic in g1/8-K
positions in which the f1-sq is cleared, as a more powerful way to
deliver checkmate still # Ref:
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/763668

Ex-10: Michelet vs Lionel Kierseritzky 1845, “Michele my Belle” game
of the day 10-28-2007 in chessgames.com. O: King’s Gambit: Accepted
C37: 19. Rg1 $.g2-Q ! dealing first with the s threat of playing 19…f2 (-3)
19…Qxh2 (-1) ! 20. Re1 $.e4-P abs-pin ! the R takes two moves to reach
e1 20…d5 $.c4-B ! 21. Bxd5 <thr-resolve> ! Kd7 22. Rxe4 (+3) <assass
in 4> Fin.

Ex-11: 17…f2 $.e1-Q ! with two M-5 threats: 18. fxe1=N+ and 18. Rf3+
forcing # 18. Qxe4+ Ne5+ <int +> !! a rare counter-check 19. Dxe5 (-3)
Bf5 BQK<s> abs-pin ! 20. Bd5🛡 .e4-Q Bxe4+ (+9) from same game as
ex-10, variation identified by YT u/ChessWithSuren.

Ex-12:

38…d4 ! 39. Ng5+ <o.m-D> f needs to race back to stop the d-pp, as the
b1-K is shouldered by the c8-R Ke7 <run +> <o.m-D!> 40. Nhf7 d3 !
<o-m> 41. Ne4 <auto.-🛡,f7-N> :( <o-m> d2 <o-m>; miraculously,
41…Kxf7 <+3> ?? is too greedy 42. Nd6+$.c8-R ! 42. Nxd2 <o-m> Kxf7
<+3, assass in 5!> Composed from this game:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50969420585, with a P added to
h6 in the b-p 38.f-r

Ex. 13:
1. Kf5 ! // whereas 1. H4 doesn’t work because <write>
// notes from Anki:
Not sure what the full moves are, but basically the idea is that if the
enemy pushes the pawn, you move closer and stay in the box. If he
moves his King, you can push your pawn. But what if he moves his
King close to the pawn to support it? He won't have enough tempi to
both push pawn and support with King, so in one variation you'll
have promotion while his pawn is an embryo, with push to fetus next
ply, and you can use the queen check technique to stop it. I don't
think this is an Ivekovic maneuver because the enemy king is out
of the box. // is it not though? 5/7/22 Ref: https://lichess.org/analysis/
k7/8/6K1/1p6/8/7P/8/8_w_-_-_0_1#0

Ex. 14:
1. C6 ! h5 (1...Kb6 2. Kb4 will transpose into our main line.) 2. Kb4!
Kb6 (On 2 ... h4 3. Kc5! h3 4. Kd6 and White queens his passer in
the nick of time.) 3. Kc4 h4 (On 3 ... Kxc6 4. Kd4 enters the "square"

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/51087598879
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50969420585
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of the h-pawn, drawing.) 4. Kd5 h3 (Or 4 ... Kc7 5.Ke4, again
entering the "square.") 5. Kd6 h2 6. c7 Kb7 7. Kd7 h1=Q 8. c8=Q+
with a draw. See two more examples of similar maneuvers to draw
in ch-2 ex #20 <hl> and ch-19 ex #2 <hl> Ref: John Hall Endgame
Challenge ! #38.

Ex-15:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47211071179?tab=review
40…b5 ! and s is off to the races # 41. Ba5 to stop the P in its tracks
loses immediately to Nc4+$ ! <assass, noble> 41. Kd4 b4 ! 🚆
<choo-choo!> 42. Ba5 $.b4-P b3 ! 43. Bc3 $.b2-N ! Na4
<cont-b2> $.c3-B ! and f will have to lose his B #

Ex-15A: https://lichess.org/S7gKGOhW/black#96 Only 49. Ne3 ! here
draws for f 49…Bxe3 (-3) <o-m, D!> <sharp!> 50. G7 <o-m, D!> and only
50…Kb4 or Kc2 draws for s in this continuously delicate dynamic
homeostasis ch-60: <hl>

Ex-16:
Stockfish has no idea what’s going on in this position before d-16.
Game: GM Alexander Grischuk <2549, FIDE> <World #19 in ‘22>
vs GM Alexander Vaulin <2492, FIDE> at the Chigorin Memorial, St
Petersburg 1999. Round 5, 11-6. Opening moves, Sicilian Najdorf
[5…a6 6. F3 e5 ! 8. Be3 #, O-O-O] : 1.e4 c5 2.Nf3 d6 3.d4 cxd4
4.Nxd4 Nf6 5.Nc3 a6 [B90] 6.f3 e5 7.Nb3 Be6 8. Be3 GM
Christiansen, Rocking the Ramparts © 2003 pg-87: This line has
been a hotly disputed | theoretical battleground for the past 15 years
or so. I include it in my brief survey of attacking openings because it
emphasizes energetic and creative play and illustrates many of the
key principles in developing an attack against an opposite castled |
king.
Review the full game here:
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1333432
You can use the View or Download PGN feature to export the game
to LiChess and request a computer analysis:
https://lichess.org/paste
After a sick P-storm from both sides, we arrive at the initial b-p of
this question post 24-f, an intermediate middle game, but f is already
threatening a sublimation to mating phase # The only defensive
chance for s, who is in trouble here in terms of variance complexity #
24…exd4 (+3) ! 25. Qxd5 (-3) and now 25…Qa5 $.e-$, d5-Q ! , a

supported liquidation offer 26.
Gxf7+ (+1) , threatening a
breakthrough 26…Rxf7 (-1) , else
27. Rxh7# 27. Bxh7+ , taking adv
of the abs-pin on the f7-R 27…Kf8
[D] The b-p after 27…Kf8
Here, f is actually out of checks in
the b.p-first, despite s’s exposed K,
his f.h7-B interposes mobility of the
f.h1-R, and the Q is not on the right
diagonal #
That means that his attack is out of
fuel, and he has no time for a pit

stop 🏎 because the s counter threat is immediate. Therefore, 28.
Qxa5 (-9) :( Rxa5 (+9) leaves s up a P, but with a shattered str.
Nevertheless, the deady f attack is neutralized and the game is
headed toward a drawish, albeit still difficult to play endgame # Fin -

Ex-17: 19. F4 $.e5-B ! bordering on over-extension in his own castled side,
but displacing s’s sole effective minor and depriving the e5 outpost <ref:
ch-21> is worth it 4.5 w/ 2.1 o-n SF 14+ NNUE Bxc3 (-3) 20. Qxc3 (0) !
g6 $.f5-N 21. Nd4 ! https://lichess.org/tlehgdvj/white#41

Ex-18:
30. B4 2.8<o.m-W> SF14+ NNUE d-34!, whereas bxa4??
Qa6$.a4-P<hangtacked> $.c4-P<1:2><overwhelm!> and f’s
position collapses. Rozman <a-r> White closes the door: the b-file
is now permanently | closed, and this a-P might walk in, but
f-Ka2<block>: “Good luck ever getting past me on the a-file! As long
as this defense holds up, White is completely | winning! In an
opposite.castle-scenario, when faced with P-tens, the prot wants
to | limit the number of attack vectors available to the opp by 1)
closing, or leaving files closed, 2) reducing the number of attackable
targets in one’s own camp, and 3) blockading e-Ps that invade. This
can be achieved by finding the correct permutation of P-res
moves; in this case, <push-past!> was correct, leaving only the
c4-P as a target, and, therefore, greatly simplifying f’s defenses, as
this P can be adequately defended, and frees up his forces to
support other goals. 30…Qa6$.c4-P 31. Rc1-🛡 a3 32. Ka2<block!>
Rb8$.b6-P<1:1> 33. Rc2  Rfc8$.c4-P<2:2> 34.
c5<2:2>$.d6-P<1:0.5!> Qa4$.b4-P<0:1.5> 35. C6! MIC:
Albornoz-Cabrera ignores the assass.in-1 thr on b4, since the
partial clearance of b may only help him support the 3 PP’s
advance. Rozman [D.1-2]: This is a 4<2b,c,d>:1<d> P-maj in the
middle of the board. And that 4:1 P-maj becomes unstoppable |
connected passed pawns. MIC: 35…Qxb4<-1> 36.
Rb1$(🛡).b6-P! Bb2<int$> 37. Qa6🛡(🛡) Rcf8 38. B7 1-0.⭐
MIC-directive: In about 10% of cases #n-p, playing actively on one’s
own opp-castled side, and even advancing Ps, can be an
advantage, since the concentration of forces, for defense, can
then be used to launch a counter-attack, if the opponent’s targets
becomes sufficiently | restricted, and those forces can be E-cleared
# for offensive duties, on the same side. Logically, this must follow a
misplay, in the form of a mistimed, miscalibrated P.tens-provoke by
the opp, in which the P.tens-res, by the prot, locks things up |
sufficiently. Post: 32nd seeded Cuba went on to upset 6th seeded
Azerbaijan 2.5:1.5, despite being underrated by 128 points, on
average.
https://chess-results.com/tnr653631.aspx?lan=1&art=20&turdet=YE
S&flag=30&snr=32

Ex-19:

Push:
1: r: https://www.twitch.tv/alyssazhu

2: add a puzzle and x-ref ch-37 H2S2,
and ch-18 castling rule section, a
position in which s has castled K-side
in a sicilian dragon position, f contends
b1 maybe with a f5-B, and ask “can f
castle Q-side”, and then “given your
answer, what if there was a R on c8”

something something, contending c1 instead of b1

Additional resources:
Fine, Reuben. Ideas behind the Chess Openings. Ishi Press,
Japan, 2012.

https://emojipedia.org/star/
https://chess-results.com/tnr653631.aspx?lan=1&art=20&turdet=YES&flag=30&snr=32
https://chess-results.com/tnr653631.aspx?lan=1&art=20&turdet=YES&flag=30&snr=32
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Book-38 Threat resolution: chapt-mn:
Chessprogramming.org <a-r> As suggested in Donninger's paper, concerning the deep search, null move is not only about pruning, but

also about detecting threat moves by the opponent to
improve further move ordering and to possibly trigger mate |
threat extensions. However, some kind of fail-soft framework
is necessary to recognize "I get mated, if I do nothing",
otherwise the hard | bound of a null | window null-move
search around beta will limit the upper bound to beta-1.
Another, possibly too expensive solution with a fail-hard
framework, is to play a bit with the search window, if the null
move doesn't fail high: MIC: Avengeance of capture need
not occur in the same square that is the destination of the
capture ren, but also in a counterattack elsewhere on the
board, such that the damage done can be at least equalized.

X-ref: <ch 22 LP H2S6, indirect avengence> // push this <the in depth below> to that (D) a sample code | excerpt for threat detection,
provided by chessprogramming <a-r>.

In depth: Siegbert Tarrasch vs Johann Berger; Breslau 1889; Spanish “A
game from the early days of chess | science.” - Nimzo’s commentary. Left:
O moves, Ruy Lopez C77 [c6 liquidation <12>] 1. e4 e5 2. Nf3 Nc6 3. Bb5
a6 4. Ba4 Nf6 5. Nc3 Bb4 6. Nd5 Be7 7. d3 d6 8. Nb4 Bd7 9. Nxc6 Bxc6
10. Bxc6+ bxc6: Right: The inverse threat of assass after 33. Rxd4 cxd4
(-5) ! is resolved by an indirect avengence # 34. Ne7+ ! Qxe7 35. Qxc8+
(+5) In depth | exercise: compose a position that fits the following figure
caption: Figure #. In this example, the initial capture Qxc5 is equally
avenged by a capture move that lands in a different destination, exd4, and
the threat to capture in d4 was present in the initial board position of Qxc5.
Had the first player resolved the enemy threat, an assassination could have
occurred whereas had he simply moved his knight, neither ren would have

been captured. The threat resolution theme deals with board positions in which there is simultaneously the potential of a favorable capture
capture sequence and a counter threat by the enemy and, as a third component, as zwischenzug or | preschenzug is possible that diffuses the
counter threat and thereby enabling assassination. Threat resolution tactics can be organized temporally based on when the t.r-move occurs
relative to the assassination: 1) Before any captures in the assassination sequence has been made, requiring that the t-r comes with a tempo
or otherwise does not allow the enemy to address the assassination in the immediate succeeding ply. The assassination sequence will initiate
thereafter. a) Insert depth analysis diagram, see handwritten notes.2) // Insert depth analysis diagram a) In a same side ply between two
captures in the assassination sequence and followed immediately by a free tempo or helpless ply, therefore the assassination potential cannot
be resolved.3) Simultaneous to the assassination move, such that the move itself is at least dual purpose and also serves as t-r, no need to be
followed by a free tempo or helpless ply. a) // Insert capfense composition 4) Following the assassination move and thereby completing the
conditions for assassination by preventing an at least equal avengeance. A free tempo or helpless ply need not follow the t.r move in this
case.

CM H3S1: Composition #38.1:
Code: b8 K, b5 Q, g8 R - CU’s Board Code (untrademarked) is a 2 line system for documenting the locations

CM H3S2: Positional threat resolution:
H4S4: Stem | cell | therapy:
Mayo Clinic: Embryonic stem cells might also trigger an immune response in which the recipient's body
attacks the stem cells as foreign invaders, or the stem cells might simply fail to function as expected, with
unknown | consequences. Researchers continue to study how to avoid these possible complications. H5S1:
What is therapeutic cloning, and what benefits might it offer? Mayo Clinic: Therapeutic cloning, also called
somatic cell nuclear transfer, is a technique to create versatile stem cells independent of fertilized eggs. In
this technique, the nucleus is removed from an unfertilized egg. This nucleus contains the genetic material. The

nucleus is also removed from the cell of a donor. This donor nucleus is then injected into the egg, replacing the nucleus that was removed,
in a process called nuclear | transfer. The egg is allowed to divide and soon forms a blastocyst. This process creates a line of stem cells
that is genetically | identical to the donor's cells — in essence, a clone. H5S1: This cloning process, in theory, could also be used to
generate an entire human, with the aid of a surrogate, so long as we have their genome | available <H3S1>

Ch-38 Thr-res: H2S1: Thr-res by liquidation:
When your ren is under | attack, and you have another idea, you can liquidate that ren if available, then complete your idea afterward. Eg.:
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1042280 <ref: ch. 40 IZUr ex>

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wvo12NRa_Joo33-vSgd4AUti-oH8r-tr/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=105445453106507218588&rtpof=true&sd=true
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Ch-38 Thr-res: H2S2: The laws of escaping$:
The following notes were used by me, in coordination with several US Chess rated players, including GM Brandon Jacobson <Columbia

University <14 y/o>>, whom I encountered for 1 puzzle at the 51st
Annual Continental Open, USCF Expert Larry Larkins, 6x armed
forces champion <ch-16 H2S8>, and 3400 Chess.com rated Indian
FM Suyog Wagh, who co-wrote this list with me, in order to achieve a verified 3,000 Chess.com puzzle
rating on the account u/BlindSimulEx. <r: ch-15 H2S4> 8b) Threat to capture a piece: Basic | logic:
the threat to capture a piece is created by adding one additional | attacker to defenders of that piece == You can force the capture and win of
a piece without trapping it like the King, and therefore piecemate is not the only assassination | condition == Capture priority: queen, rook,
minors, pawns == Hunt the piece like a checkmate. Check, response, is there a follow up? == A threat to capture can be established by
absolute pinning a critical defender == Responses, in order of forcing: 1) Capture the attacking | piece 2) Counter-attack or counter-threat ==
go through the list of forcing moves: checkmates, checks, and threats == the counter does not have to be using the piece that is attacked,
for example [D, L] b3 to counter h5, attacking the g4 knight == The counter threat itself can be countered, leading to a double attack of the
enemy piece that was attacked first and the piece that is the target of the counter-counter –The counter must be of equal or higher priority to
the attack or threat. Thus, turn your attention to your own position and identify all the pieces, square, and King that are higher priority than the
attacked piece and check for ways that they can be threatened [D, 2] 1...Bh3 2. G4! == A trapped piece may be involved in a counter attack
via clearance but not by its own movement == A threat to checkmate cannot be used to respond to a threat to checkmate because there is no
followup move == If the threatened piece is defended by a ren that is of lower value than one of the attackers on the other side, then

threatening to capture that attacker could force it off of its attacking road and save the piece, since that
attacker would not capture first. 6/10 8/31/21 == The highest priority attacker will generally capture last == If
your capture is with a check or piece check, then a counter threat to capture may not work because you can
check and then escape your piece; however, sometimes a second counter attack on the piece that just
captured can be created. 4/10 8/31/21. 3) Protect: If the attacked piece is of higher value than the attacker,
then its protection will not prevent a loss of material in the event of exchange for the attacker. There may be
exceptions. == Can the piece be protected via x-ray? [D, 3] 1. Rb1 Qxa2 2. Qxb7 Bc6. Note that Qc8+ will
win the other rook. == Can the piece be indirectly defended via a tactical motif, allowing the capturing piece
to be recaptured in a subsequent ply? == Can the piece be indirectly defended via a move that creates a
future remove the defender tactic? == [D, 4] Ex: a 3rd ply coercion and 5th ply recapture: 4) Run away:
Generally, assume run away q a counter attack, and assess counter attacks separately. == When you’re
running away with your queen, you generally don’t want to run to a square in which it can be attacked by a
lower value piece again. == Running away with check or tempo would allow a followup tactic, like the capture
of an enemy piece. 5) Sacrifice: You can lose the piece and get away with other types of compensation. 6)
Block the attack: Not possible for an ad/dijacent attack. 7) Pin the attacking piece or one of the attacking
pieces. == If the threat is part of a double attack: Is there a double defense? Eg. Qe7 here:
r2r2k1/pb1n1pp1/1p3q1p/3pN3/Qb1P1P2/5N2/PP2B1PP/R4RK1 b - - 2 15. == Can one of the double
attacked pieces counter attack via capture or a threat of equal or higher priority to its attack and / or the
attack of the other piece? == Does that counter attack also escape the piece that is delivering the counter
attack? == 21...Qd8 if Nd7 is played https://lichess.org/zvASFs4A/white#40. Single source double attack:Two
source double attack: Can one of the attacked ren move out of its attack and capture the attacker of the other
ren? == Can one of the attacked ren move out of its attack and interpose the attack of the other ren? == This
assumes the interposer is adequately defended in its interposition square and it’s of less value than the other
attacker. == Can one of the attacked ren move to absolute pin the attacker of the other ren?

Ch-38 Thr-res H2S3: Double.attack-resolution:
In depth: clearance check clearing discretion to avoid DAR: X-ref: <ch. 53, superior eff ex. #7 sol>
1k1r3r/1p1R2p1/p2b3p/8/P2qbB2/4RPP1/3p3P/3Q2K1 w - - 3 30 Screencap this (same as the second diagram, but without arrows at the top)
as the opening diagram in this section. The f.c7-R in its clearing move can add itself as an attacker of the high value s.d4-Q along 2 potential
attack vectors and therefore attack squares <ref: CU.dict>, one being the adjacent c4 attack square of the s.d4-Q, and the other being the d7
attack square. The difference is # that 29. Rd7 ? allows the double attack <+, $> resolution 29…Bd6 <int.f4.B+b8.K, int.d7-R$d4-Q>, a double
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interposition move that stops both arms of the double attack; after 29…Bd6 in this hypothetical variation, the d6.B is adequately defended
because despite receiving 2 attacking effects, a double attack in itself, it is also doubly defended, including once by prc by the s.d8-R <ref:
ch-35: CA H2S4: prc>. True, the s.e4-B is also pawntacked, but s is up a full B in the initial position and has a well-supported, dangerous fetus
in d2 and will in fact be winning after this sequence, so 29. Rd7 is refuted by virtue of there being even a single # reply that does not result in a
forced win for f in the succeeding ply. 1k1r3r/1p1R2p1/p2b3p/8/P2qbB2/4RPP1/3p3P/3Q2K1 w - - 3 30: Include this diagram with an effect
diagram # indicating all effects in d4, and the fact that the B is adequately defended. Therefore #, 29. Rc4 clr.f4-B+, $d4.Q is the correct
clearing move, and after # 29…Ka8, 30. Rxd4 (+9 - 4 = +5) is a value-based assassination <ref: ch. 3 eff CM> Fin. Forms of double attack
resolution:

H2S3 H3S1: Tempo gaining move to resolve one attack threat, second
resolution occurs in succeeding same player ply #:

In depth: resolving hammerhead double attack <ref: ch-23 DA ex. #4D sol> # on two N’s: A thematic
position from GM Yasser Seirawan’s game history in the English: https://youtu.be/5zkUfRUSbbw - 17:16 In
response to s.Qd4 $e5.N,$c3.N !, f has a tempo-gaining 🛡 move of the c3-hangtacked.N, f.Qb3+ !, which
resolves half of the double attack # and the other knight at e5 # can be protected or retreated in the
subsequent ply.

H2S3 H3S2: In a capture opposition fork, in which
one of the forked ren <r: ch. 23 DA D H3S0> is in c-o
with the forking ren, the DA can be resolved by the
forked ren’s capture of the forking ren, removing

both attacks:
H2S3 H3S3: A double attacked ren can move to threaten to capture
an e-ren, and this counter-threat is equal or of higher priority to the
threat to capture the other double attacked ren, and the double
attacked ren that moves to create this counter-threat is not under
attack in the resulting b-p of the counter-threat move.

The b-p after 26. Na4. This position is from the game Eduardo Salomon vs Osip Samuel Bernstein,
Montevideo 1954 and is also referenced in ch-10 ex-6 <hl>. After 26…b5 $$ !, both the f.c4-Q and the f.a4-N are
double attacked ren. Following the theme of this ch, this double attack # can be resolved potentially by one of
these two ren moving to create an equal or higher priority counter attack in an adequately defended sq, such as
with the move 27. Qxc5 <1:1> $.e7-Q ! as played in the game. Now, 27…bxa4 (-3) ?? to capture the other
d.a-ren is not possible due to 28. Qxe7 (+9), while 27…Qxc5 (-9) 28. Nxc5 (0) and the N recaptures and saves
itself in one move, a dual-purpose move. This example explains the general theme of this type of d.a-resolution,
however, s has a move after the d.a-resolution that breaks through this resolution # You can read about this
separately in the other section referenced here. X-ref ch-59 H2S1 H3S10 H4S5 Fin.

H2S3 H3S4: In a double attack without capture
opposition, one of the double attacked ren can capture the attacker

of the other d.a-ren, which by the
previous aspects of this definition
cannot be a forking ren.
H3S5: D.a-R by cap-run [0]:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49914560305 17. Qf4🛡.f3-N
<1:1> ! ups-complexity by 2 orders and is therefore hard to see. The move 1)
provides neutralizing coverage # of the f3-N, resolving ½ d-a 2)
counter-attacks the now hangtacked g4-Q, resolving the P-tack of the f6-B;
this B cannot be captured by the Q due to Nf3-🛡 3) sets up a cap-run by the
f5.B-🛡, f4-Q. 17…Qxf4+ <-9> :( and now 18. Bxf4 <run $> ! while if

17…Qh5+ ! 18. Kg3 <cont-g4 1:1> ! keeps the home rank open for Rf1-h1 without yielding the g4.check-sq and now 18…gxf5 <-3> is actually
unfavorable because it entombs the s.h5-Q for instance 19. Qe3 => e6+ ! g4 $.f3-N 20. Qe6+ ! Kf8 <run +> 21. Ng5 <0:2> <t-sack> !! Qxg5
<-3, -5> <forced!> 22. Rh1 ! and s must lose his Q to stop mate [D, 2].

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49914560305
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H3S6: A d.a-ren moves to🛡 the other ren, and is not susceptible to
assass or a c-d tactic in the 🛡-sq:

https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1328923 53. Rxg6+ Kh7 <run+> 54. Re6 <clr-+> <$-scovery! ch-34> Kg7 55. Rxe7+ <+3, assass in
3> Kf6 <run+ $.e7-R $.f5-B>! 56. Re5 <1:!> 🛡.f5-B <d.a-R!>

H3S7: Int-$/+ and clr-🛡:
[M]: https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/169732/practice 1…Bxd4 <+3, assass> 2. Qa4+ $.d4-B Bc6<int+><clr.d8-Q🛡 d4-N>

H3S8: Running with one $’d, into a sq 🛡 by the other, creating a
counter-thr; if cap’d, the other can cap-run:
https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/99100
H3S9: D.a-R by doub-int:
[D, R]: Game: Sinquefield Cup 9/22, rd-5. f.$-h7,d5: here, GM Nepomniatchi played s-f5<2:2.5>!, int.d3-B, int.h5-Q, almost
immediately<prep!>

Ch-38 Thr-res H2S4: Interceding
prophylaxis:
In Depth Example: Ref: Mastering Chess Strategy Ed. 2, Chessable
Continued: 3. Qg2 Kh8 4. Ne2 and now Ne5 with the idea of heading to the enemy garden hole at
d3.

Ch-38 Thr-res: H2S5: Indirect defense:
Bensaïd et al. <2005, a-r> Large bone defects are still a challenge to orthopedic surgeons. In

this study, a massive bone defect with a clinically relevant volume was efficiently reconstructed by transplanting an engineered bone in
which mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) expanded in autologous <cells from the same individual - Ox-lang> serum (AS) were combined
with a porous scaffold. In the first step, we established that the way in which the MSCs are distributed over the scaffold affects the ultimate
bone-forming ability of the transplant: constructs consisting of a natural coral scaffold and a pseudo-periosteal layer of MSCs surrounding
the implant (coral-MSC3D) formed significantly more bone than constructs in which the MSCs were distributed throughout the implant (p =
0.01). Hu: De novo tissue generation, via out.of-body,engineering is a new technology that has demonstrated promise, but still has room
for improvement, as the rate of healing is not 100% in this study: Post: Bensaïd et al. Nevertheless, although the rate of bone healing
was strikingly improved when CHA-MSC3D constructs were used (five of seven animals healed) as compared with the coral-MSC3D
construct (one of seven healed), it was still less satisfactory than that obtained with autografts (five of five healed).

H2S2 H3S1: Indirect defense by theat fork #:
L: Ex.: Ref: MCS, CA Ed. In this theoretical middle
game position with f.move, f can freely play # 29. Bh6 !
without fearing 29…Qxd7 due to indirect defense via
trap fork 30. Nf6+ !, picking up the Q for +4 in the
sequence. Despite the fact that the f.d7-R lacks direct
defense in the initial b.p, the R can be said to be
indirectly since f can recapture in that square in the 4th
rt 2nd ply using a tactical trap, fork #

H2S2 H3S2: Indirect
defense by threat +scovery:
R: Ex.: Ref: MCS, CA Ed. In the same position as given as the first position in H3S1, a second mechanism that is redundantly defending # d7
via indirect defense is a checkscovery of the f.d1-R’s effect to d7 #, which was an x-ray eff prior to the clearing check Nf6+. In the event of 29.

https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1328923
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/169732/practice
https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/99100
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Bh6 ! Qxd7 30. Nf6 ! K-run 31. N/Rxd7, the mechanism that can said to have defended d7 # depends on the noble that ended up making the
capture, which could have been # either.

Ch-38 H2S6: Trap resolution:
<X-ref ch-11 threats, traps> (D) https://lichess.org/VXWBgrym#48 F would like to play Qxa7 (+1) <assass in
1> ! with further prospects for a back rank skewer supported by the suffocating cut off E of the f.d1-R, but
however s has a trick up his sleeve # if 25. Qxa7 ?? <r: ch-18 H2S7, perpetual> immediately | too soon
25…Nf3+ 26. Kg2 <the s-Q cannot be allowed into h3 with check> Nxh4+ !! <temp-sack> and if takes # then
the s.e6-Q will come to g4 with check and fork the d1-R with perpetual | check. Therefore, the correct first is
25. Bxe5 ! , resolving the perpet-trap <ch-30 skewer CM, top> before continuing with the skewer setup.

Ch-38 Thr-res:
Ex:
Left: Ex. 1: 17. Dxc6 $$ is a double

attack move #, but does it win material?

Right: Ex. 2: f enjoys an assass in 2 due to the deployment of a threat mate
in this position, but afterward, he must resolve an s-threat to keep the extra
material.

Ex #3: S threatens immediate -M1 at f2; find a valid thr.res-mo #

Ex #4: F is up a noble but his f.c3-N is <1:3> and rel.pinned-to the f.a1-R
<5 m-v>. There is one move that will get him out of this mess with a
winning position:

Left: Ex-5:

Right: Ex-6: Fill in the blank: 14. Rc1 -1.7 w/ 1.7 o-n d-22 because if
14...Bxc5 15. <blank> !

Left: Ex-7:

Right: Ex-8:

Ex-9:

R: Ex-10: [1,200]

Ex-11: [1,400] - [1,600]: Assass in 2 and secure everything in 3.

R: Ex-12: [1,400]

Ex-13: Game: GM Hikaru
Nakamura <2760, 5x US Champion>
vs GM Fabiano Caruana, 2nd after
R-7, Candidates 2022 w/ 5/7>:
Doggers <a-r>: In what was their 47th
classical game since 2010, Nakamura
managed to score his first win vs.
Caruana in seven | years. After his win
at Norway Chess in 2015, the
head-to-head score was in fact 5-1 for
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Nakamura, but in the meantime, Caruana managed to turn that around,
scoring seven wins and no losses since, including the first round of this
Candidates. After today's game, Caruana still leads 8 to 6 with 33 draws.

Ex-14: Game: Richard Rapport <P, courtesy Chess-com> <HUN, 2764,
3/7> vs Jan-Krzysztof Duda <POL, 2750, 3/7>, Candidates ‘22 rd-8.

L: Ex-15:

Ex-16: [2,000]

L: Ex-17:

Ex-18: [1,800]

Ex-19: Prompt: which capture is better: 19. Bxd7 (+3) or dxe5 (+3) ?
[1,500]

R: Ex-20: [1,400]

Solutions:
Ex. 1 -
The double attack can be resolved by a tempo gaining move by one
of the d.a-ren: 17…Bc5+ , using the check-sq c5 to escape one half

of the d-a with a tempo # After 18. Nd4, avoiding any complications
relating to Kh1 with respect to the
f2 fork vertex of the g4-N, in which
the royal pair <r: ch. 23 D H3S0> #
will be in the fork ends, s can
simply escape the second d-a with
18…Bxc6 (0) ! and material will be
even.
[D] The b-p after 17…Bc5+ !,
highlighting the check effect that
gives s a bounce into a second
tempo in which he can cap-escape
with the other B # Fin.
https://www.chess.com/

analysis/game/live/45124192021?tab=review

Ex. 2:
Solution: 1. Qxe6 Qxc3+ 2. Rxc3 Re8 3. Rf3+ <bounce 1>, since
Qxe8+ is drawn, Kg7 4. Rf7+ <bounce 2> Kh8 5. Re7! <r: ch-5
H2S2>

Ex. 3:
The only good move # here is 9. Nh3 🛡.f2-P !
Using the Q to defend f2 will fail to 9…Nxc1 (-3), and 9. Ke2 ??
allows f to set up a dangerous clearance check <r: ch-33> alignment
with 9…Qc4 (+) ! R:
rn2kb1r/pp2pppp/2p5/8/3q4/3n2P1/PP1P1PBP/RNBQ1KNR w kq -
3 9

Ex. 4:
A valid way to escape a piece check <r: ch-38 H2S2> is to create an
equal or higher priority counter threat. Keep in mind, however, if we
are to break the BNR <s> rel-pin in the counter threat move, then
the counter threat must be of equal or higher value to the R <m-v =
5>, not the N ! Therefore, the move 1. Ne4 $.d2-Q ! is correct, as
this move leaps the f.c3-N into an un-attacked sq and adds it as an
attacker of the s-Q <m-v = 9>, a higher priority than the B-$ on the
R. FEN: 2r2r1k/pp5p/b5p1/
4b3/5N2/1QN3PP/P2qB2K/R4R2 w - - 0 1

Ex-5:
Threats: A: 24. Qf7+ Kh6 25. Qxf6+ M8 # B: 24. Rxd8 (-) 23…Qb6+
! is the only winning move. This position is from Joseph Clayton vs
Yakun Hu 51st Continental Open, 2021. See another exercise from
this game ch-44 ex-3 <hl>

Ex-6:
A: 15. Nb3 $$, a5-Q, c5-Q, winning material <assass, +3> This
position is from a game that I played against Mr. Nikhil Suresh
Neelagaru <1438> in round 1 of the 51st Continental Open. Fin.

Ex-7:
This position is from a game that I played against USCF Dr. Derek
S. Linton <1853> at the Rochester Chess Center 10-9-21.
Dr. Linton’s USCF profile: http://www.uschess.org
/msa/MbrDtlMain.php?12477791 27…Nxf5 (+3) ! , resolving the

threat of f-Nxe7+ in the <1:2> sq of
the initial b-p 28. Qxf5 (-3) <o-m>
Qxb5 (+1) <assass> ! and
everything is protected. [D] The
final b-p after 28…Qxb5 (+1); the
puzzle ends here because there
are no further captures, checks, or
otherwise forcing moves. Fin.

Ex-8:
R: <ch-28 ex-18> This position is
from round 1 of the 143rd New
York State Championship between

Yakun Hu <1473> and Blaze P. Veljovski <1704>. In this position, f
will eventually win one of the 2 s-Ns, or both, and therefore he
needs to resolve the threat of 17…Nxe3 (-3), which alleviates s of
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being assassinated # 17. Bf2 -e.$
!, 17. Bc1 -e.$ ! works as well, but
this is what I played in the game #
[D] What a pickle Blaze finds
himself in ! The b-p after 17. Bf2 !
with piecemate analysis of the
c4-N, which is hanging on by a
thread # 17…b5🛡.c4-N 18. B4
$.a5-N ! En passant is played in
90% # of positions in which it is
legal, but not here # 18…Nb3 !,
almost getting out of my snare. 19.
Nxb5 (+1) ! , capturing the last

defender of the still-piecemated s.c4-N, as this move also covers the
a3-sq # 19…Nbd2 $.f1-R $f3-B ! Ron <RCC owner> does train us
to be tricky # 20. Rxd2 (+3) ! Nxd2 (-5) 21. Qxd2 (+3 - 1 = +2) ! f
has come out of the sequence # with a P <b5> and 2 Ns for a R, +2.
Assass in 3, 6 (!) Fin.

Ex-9:
20. D5 <int> neutralizes the BQR<s> skewer threat s-Bc4 $($) !
Fin. Starting FEN: r3r1k1/ppp1qbpp/1b1n4/
5p2/3P1N2/3Q1PP1/P5BP/R1B2R1K w - - 8 20

Ex-10:
First recognize that f has 2 concrete assass threats: 17. Qxd5+ (+3)
and 17. Bc5$($) BQR<n> rel-skwr ! , therefore one move must
resolve both: 16…Nxe3 (+3) !
https://lichess.org/OaLBD1QC/black#31

Ex-11:
26. Qc4+ <run $, tempo> Rff7 <int +> 27. Bxb6 BNQ <n> pin !
Qb8 $.b6-B, ($).b2-P ! 28. Bd4 <run $> 🛡.b2-P, d.a-R from this
game: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/
47286015051?tab=review

Ex-12:
https://lichess.org/
1EqWahbp/black#27 14…Qc7
run-$ ! -3.7 w/ 3.2 o-n SF 14+
NNUE
Ex-13: 43. Ra2🛡.f2-N <3:1.5>
<o.m-W> ! Rozman <a-r>: This
position is all about concrete | threats.
MIC: S threatened 43…Rxf2
<attraction-move> 44. Bxf2 <pulled>
h5+ <attraction-2> 45. Kxh2 <+1,
+2> Rxf2 <-1>. The position after 43.
Ra2🛡, found by Nakamura in under
8 minutes <he had 1:18:26 pre-move
as the game had just reached time
control <ch-57 H2S1 H3S5>
Rozman <a-r>: You need to
blockade the position. 43…fxg2
<-1> ! 44. Bd1 <o.m-W> ! to stop
any Rf3-ideas ! and <Rozman>
<clr.h2-R $ a6-P> The game went
on: 44…R7f6 :( 45. Bg4
<o.m-Best> ! <1:20> ! Rozman
<27:25> And here comes the
initiative, and Hikaru was in the

driver’s seat, black has nothing, nothing! Here comes Kg3, Bd4
blockading the rooks, Kf4, Ng4, Ne3$-Rs, etc. [D] the b-p after 55.
Nd5 $.f6-R ! and Fabiano must lose his R in view of the trap f-Rf2
(+) ! 1-0
Ex-14: 24…Kf8 ! <thr-was Rf1 0.9 SF d-22 show-threat> 25. Rf1 (+) !
Ke7 <run (+)> ! <Chessable> and despite the precarious-looking
King Duda would have escaped the most dangerous of f’s K-side
thrs 0.0 Rozman: 26. Rgf2 ! <f7-1:1.5> Be6 <MIC>🛡.f7-P ! with
s-Rh8+ ! coming as well.

Ex-15: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50103542161
12. Kd1 <run +> ! 0.7 d-29 SF14+ NNUE; Stockfish valuates f’s

K-safety concerns at -2.3 pp to offset his 3 ♟ mat-adv <ch-6>. This
move is ugly but 12. Bd2?? fails immediately to the combination
12…Bxd2+ ! 13. Qxd2 Ne4 $.c2-Q <o.m-W!> 14. Qc2 <run $> Qa5+
!! M-10. 12…O-O 13. E3 <dev!> Ne5! 14. Ne2 Neg4 ! 15. Nc3
<clr.c2-Q 🛡 f2> Re8 16. Bd3 Nd5 17. H3 Nxf2+ ! 18. Qxf2
<forced> <+3> Bxc3 <0> [D] - a position of numerous risks for f
cont: 19. Bxc3 <+5> Nxc3+ <+4> ! 20. Ke1 ! is the only way to
avoid the setup of a more deadly (+) 20…Qxd4 <+3> ! 21. Qd2
<o.m-D> ! Rbd8 <d2-2:1> 22. Bxh7+ !! <o.m-D> this is one of the
most spectacular threat-resolution ideas that I’ve seen Kxh7 <+1>
23. Qxd4 <+10> ! Rxd4 <+1> [D, 2] and f has weathered the
checkmate and heavy loss threats, but must still play carefully to
develop nobles and keep the draw. Note that SF14+ initially
over-valued the i.p-p as advantaged for f but despite best play, the
eval crept back to 0.0: research-🧭

Ex-16:
Resulting p-str quiz: 24...Rf8 K-side 3:2, s-c and f-a pps -0.92 d-41
K-2901 whereas 24...Bf6 <int $> 25. Nxf6 Rxf6 26. Rxf6 Kxf6 K-side
3:2, s-a and f-a Ps -1.3
chess.com/analysis/game/live/50141992061?tab=review. The
variation of 24…Bf6 <int +> to resolve the thr-Rxf7+ does not leave f
with an outside pp and we thus consider it the superior thr-res.

Ex-17: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50141992061 23…Rb8
🛡.f2-B <1:1> -2.32 w. 0.4 o-n d-32 K-2901 24. Rf2 $.b2-B <1:2>,
overwhelm ! Bxe5 ! <capfense>, <clr.b8-R $.b1-R, hangtacked!> <assass
in 2>

Ex-18:
Time card, 6 hours 40 minutes: 1...dxe5 <+3) 2. Qxd7 <-9!> Bxd7
<+9, +3> Hint: even | material and first sacks a knight on e5 for a
pawn. The d7 queen is technically pinned-to, but there are two
defenders. After dxe5, first has to find a way to retaliate otherwise
it's an assassination in 1. Qxd7 and if Nxd7, the g4 bishop is
hangtacked and capturable by the e2 bishop, but Bxd7 leaves
second with no issues.

Ex-19:
Solution: Missed tactic: 19. dxe5, else caprun-Nxd7<-3><run $>! if
19. Bxd7. BSE: I'm down a minor at this point in the sequence, so in
order to equalize, I need to get a free capture without giving up
another capture.
R: https://lichess.org/octMgk5q/ white#36

Ex-20:
1…Nxc3 <+3> 2. Qxe7+ <-9> Bxe7 <+9> 3. Bxc6+ <-1> ! bxc6
<+3> 4. Rxc2 $ ! <-3> Nb5 <run $!> , but s comes away up a minor.
The c3 N is hangtacked after Nxc3 (+3), but it’s indirectly defended
<ch-this H2S5> due to the trap execution move Bxd4+ forking the
last e-attacker of that sq if it were to capture, the f-Q

Additional resources:
“Null Move | Pruning.” Null Move Pruning - Chessprogramming
Wiki, https://www.chessprogramming.org/
Null_Move_Pruning#Threat_Detection.

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50103542161?tab=review
https://emojipedia.org/compass/
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50141992061
https://emojipedia.org/shield/
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Book-39 Threat mate: chapt-mn:
Chapt-mn H3S1: moves that can thr#:
The movement of a zi to first contend or attack a sq in the King’s run zone in which a checkmate can be delivered.
In this chapter, we will explore the ways assassinations can result from first creating a threat mate via funneling into backup tactics,
deductively examining the various escape conditions and their connection points to the logic of effect. // Chapt-mn Ch-39, EZ or Table of

Contents pull, probably some YT.

Chapt-mn H3S1: # in 1:
Mate in 1s are the easiest conceivable chess positions and in general, checkmates are deduction
proof, along with all tablebase positions, in that there is an objective correct answer that is only one
layer of abstraction removed from the rules of the game, insofar as “I should win” is a linear |
conclusion of the rules. == If you see a checkmate in 1, have verified that the potential mating
move is in fact checkmate, barring the possibility of 2 or more mates in 1s being present in the
same position, then you must play it. This is the only time that there is no “free will” in chess, nor
room for style <r: ch-58>. There is a cold, hard, factual answer to the position, and if you start
learning chess from here, your perspective on the game will be totally different than if you started
by studying strategy or even opening theory. I believe that it is fundamentally correct to start with

checkmates, pawn promotion, and K + P endgames in order to reinforce this view of chess, followed by material effect tactics, weak sqs, and
operations. After that, the game takes on a more “spiritual” journey in which insights become much more profound and difficult to find, often
requiring one to embark on certain life tasks # and to please a master before they can be attained. That would be the end of collegiate
pedagogy and the beginning of an apprenticeship or a PI to postdoc # relationship, and one has until the end of one’s undergraduate career to
find a chess PI, a mentor, to take one on to continue one’s progression, likely past the 2,000s.

Chapt-mn H3S2: # in 2:
A checkmate in 2 is a position from which a mate in 1 can be forced in the next move. The t-minus 1 move to a mate in 1 must also be a
forcing move, but it does not have to be a check, although at least 90% of the time it is, by my estimation from having solved 1,000 of these.
== The first thing to evaluate when looking at a mate in 2 positions is whether or not the opponent can give a check in the board position 2nd
ply. If so, then your first move must be a check, with the exception of the ultra-rare situation in which a King can simultaneously escape check
and deliver checkmate in the same move, because the opponent can otherwise check in the 2nd ply and the 3rd ply move, which has to be a
checkmate, would not be a checkmate unless the simultaneous condition aforementioned in the sentence is met. == The last paragraph was
somewhat complicated, albeit concise. The point is, looking at your opponent’s potential checks in the 2nd ply is the fastest way to quantum
eliminate <ch-15 H2S5> the possibility of all moves except checks, and whenever you can do that, you are saving yourself quite a bit of time
because the fraction of checks to all moves in most positions is about 10%. Fin.

Ch-39 T-m: H2S1 Thr# in 1:
MIC: A thr# in 1 is an immediate | threat, and must be addressed, either 1) directly, via one thr# escape <H2S3>, 2) indirectly, by delivering #
and 3) in a delayed manner, with a +, and then, 1) or 2), in the interceding ply between the thr.est-mo and the pot.execution-mo. Fin v.4-2

Ch-39 T-m: H2S2 Extended thr#s:
Hu: The first of internal, non.force-based risks. The human body is constantly undergoing mitosis, with approximately all body cells being
swapped out, with new ones, every 7 months, roughly. This means that structural DNA damage can, without the presence of an external
force, or acute injury, gradually degrade the body, causing death. If DNA attacks, such as in the form of viruses, are a form of entropy, then,
broadly | speaking, the human body would need a sufficient rate of negentropy, in order to overcome the input of entropy.

H3S1: Ionizing radiation lit-rev:
Hu: Ionizing radiation is a form of radiation that can change the molecular structure of DNA, causing genetic damage.
H4S1: Ionizing radiation compromises DNA-repair:
Land<a-r>: Through the displacement of e-trons (ionization), ionizing | radiation effectively disrupts molec-bonds. In living-orgs, such
disruption can cause extensive damage to cells and their genetic-mat. A characteristic type of DNA damage produced by ioniz-adiation,
even by a single radiation track through a cell, involves closely spaced, multiple | lesions that compromise cell DNA repair mechanisms.
H4S2: Larger particle radiation induces more damage:
Land<a-r>: Different types of radiation differ somewhat in biological effectiveness per unit of dose. For example, alpha particle radiation
absorbed in tissue is considered to be about 20 times more effective as a carcinogen than the same dose of gamma rays.
H4S3: Sievert(Sv):
Land<a-r>: The concept of equivalent dose, expressed in units of Sievert (Sv), was introduced for purposes of radiation protection. For
gamma radiation, 1 mGy dose corresponds to 1 mSv dose equivalent, whereas for alpha radiation, 1 mGy dose corresponds to 20 mSv
dose equivalent. Worldwide, the average annual human exposure to natural background radiation is 2.4 mSv per year.

Ch-39 T-m: H2S3 Thr# escapes: Fin.v4-2
There are exactly 12 ways to escape a threat to checkmate:

H3S1: Can the enemy deliver a + or #?
H3S2: Can the K move to create a new set of flight sqs?
H4S1: This clause only works if there is not a different checkmate in the new occupation sq of the King or the same checkmate move also covers those sqs.

https://www.britannica.com/science/ionization
https://www.britannica.com/science/cell-biology
https://www.britannica.com/science/DNA
https://www.britannica.com/science/DNA-repair
https://www.britannica.com/science/alpha-particle
https://www.britannica.com/science/carcinogen
https://www.britannica.com/dictionary/concept
https://www.britannica.com/technology/sievert
https://www.britannica.com/science/gamma-ray
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H3S3: Can the road between the ini-sq and the dest-sq of the
potential # move be blocked?

H4S2: Not possible if the potential checkmate ren is a knight.

H4S3: Block the potential checkmate move, make it illegal.
[D] 1. Rg5 <thr-Rg8# ! Rg6 <int.g5-g8> <o-m> 2. Bxg6 <+5> !, a threat-mate | forced attraction sacrifice
assassination. https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/33814454

H4S4: The potential #-mo can be blocked via partial.ray-clr of the e-ren that occupies the potential checkmate sq.
H5S1: This clause would only delay inevitable #, if that ren is hangtacked in the dest-sq. 6/10 8/28/21.

H3S4: Can an e-ren move such that a sq in the road
between the potential #sq and the K is in its first ply
mobility and thus can block the check?
H4S1: This clause cannot be used if the would-be checkmate sq is inside the King’s run zone.

H4S2: Not possible if the potential checkmate ren is a knight.

H3S5: Can an e-ren move to E the thr-#sq?
H4S1: This effect can also be via x-ray through the road of the threatmate ren’s effect to the threatmate sq, with no
removal between the x-ray effector and the threatmate ren. [D, a variation]:
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1043906

H3S6: Can an e-ren in the King’s run zone move or
cap to create a new run sq?
H4S1: If the new run sq can be covered by the checkmate check, then this method is null.

H3S7: Can the last 🛡 of an $ing side ren, which is in
the K’s run zone, be removed or have its E blocked,
such that the King can run via cap?
[D, 2] If f5 to immobilize the King, axb6 stops c6# on the next move by allowing Kxc5.

H3S8: Can the ren that can # be abs-pinned?
H3S9: Can the support-cont of the would-be #sq be
capd?

H4S1: If there are >1, then this method would not work. 8/10 8/13/21. H4S2: If the #sq is outside of the K’s run zone, then this method is also irrelevant.

H3S10: Can the last e-cont of a sq in the K’s run zone be removed,
thereby making that run sq available?
H3S11: Can the last e-cont of a sq in the K’s run zone be attr to a
di�-sq, that is not in the road of E, to that sq, in the K’s run zone via a
+ that has to be capd?
This can also apply to the threatmate ren.

Ch-39 T-m: Ex.
Trap Mate:

Ex-1: Use a trap mate theme to secure an easily winning endgame position.
[2,400]

R: Ex-2:

https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/33814454
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L: Ex-3: [1,600]: Game: Shirov vs Bareev Novgorod 1994. From this
position, s plays 14…Ncxe5 <-1>:

Ex-4: [1,400]: Game: Siugirov vs Cheparinov, European Ch, Budva
2009

L: Ex-5: [1,300]

Ex-6: [800]

L: Ex-7: [1,500]

Assassination in
2:

L: Ex. 8: find the assass in 2:

R: Ex-9:

Assassination 3:

Ex-12: [1,600]

R, below: Ex-13: [3,400]

Ex-14: [2,000]: Game: <a-r, Franco, Adams 2010> Fisher vs Forintos
Monte Carlo 1967.

R: Ex-15: [2,250]

Ex-16: [2,100] Visualize the position
after 19…Bxe2 <0> 20. Rfe1 <run $>
and find an assass in 3, from that
position.

Assassination in
4+:

Ex. 17: initial m-d = -2, but f has some ideas of a K-side attack to use the
theme of threat-mate to win material.

R: Ex-18:

L: Ex-19: [2,000]

Ex-20: [2,000]

Solution:
Ex-1: Before we even consider the involvement of trap mate, we have to
combine our knowledge of evaluation with ch-1 H2S3, conversion phase to
understand that in a practical endgame situation, and in this case the
balance of the position # depends on our far advanced and supported passed
s.c3-pp, which will be a winning asset in any ensuing # Q + K + P or R + K
+ Ps endgame.
Therefore, the strongest move here, and played in the game by GM
Harikrishna, is 31…d4 <clr, e5-R $ c5-Q> !
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The b-p after 31…d4 ! Everything looks
hanging in this b-p, but interpretation
can be simplified in the language of
#MIC: 1) f has 2 noble captures from
this b-p and no matter which one he
chooses, s will capture the non-capture
noble, an indirect avengence, and that
other noble is of equal value to the one
he lost, which means the position will
liquidate to a single heavy + K for both

sides and the pawns, and s will win due to that superior, supported
c3-pp. If 2) 32. Qxd4 (-1) ! , attempted by GM Mamedyarov in the
game, the trap mate comes into play. 32…Rd5 RQ<d1> abs-pin
<fbno> !

The b-p after 32…Rd5 $.d4-Q,
<cont, d1#> ! The f-Q is pinned via
trap mate, a terminal pin, to the d1
mate sq, thanks to the s.b7-Q’s
x-ray coverage of the g2 run sq,
which will be revealed if the R gets
to play Rd1 + (!) Fin. Game: GM
Shakhriyar Mamedyarov <FIDE
2761> vs GM Pentala
Harikrishna <FIDE 2752> 0-1,
2016:
https://lichess.org/aZvdX6vZ/black

Ex-2:
10. Nxg5 (+1) <assass 😲!> and if 10…hxg5 (-2) ? Qxh5 (+1) ! wins
with threat mate and subsequent second assass in g5 # 10…Nxg3
(-2) 11. Hxg3 (+1) ! and the point is that trap mate prevents the
f.g5-N from 11…hxg5 (-2) ? 12. Bh7+ ! Kh8 <o-m> 13. Qh5 !
Ex-3:
Source: <Franco, Adams 2001 pg-10>: 15. Rad1 <2:1.5> $.d7-Q
<trap.Qxa4<-9>-Rxd8#>! The move 14…Ncxe5? by Bareev
auto.abs-pinned the Q, rendering it otherwise immobile. Assass in 2.

Ex-4:
Source: <Franco, Adams 2001 pg.10-1>: 33. Bh6 $.g7-R,
<thr.move-🛡!> The s.g7-R has one sq to move, in order to maintain
last and critical🛡 of the s.e7-B: 33…Rh7?? <trap-fall> 34. Ra8+
Qxa8 <-5> :( 35. Qxa8+ M2.

Ex-5:
Solution: 1...Qxf6 with the idea that # if 2. Qxf6, 2...Ne2+ followed
by Rh7+ is mate in Anastasia's pattern. This is therefore an
assassination enabled by trapmate. == A potential contributor to
mistakes in this puzzle is regional blindness, a form of cluster
blindness <ch-42> in which there is so much going on in one
quadrant that the player spends disproportionate time honing in and
thereby missing tactical opportunities elsewhere, which may even
be connected to the circumstances of the clustered quadrant. ==
In the example, there is so much going on in the northeast quadrant
that the player may miss the precarious enemy king and the
neutrally contended e2 check sq. == The temporary sacrifice
Qxf6 also removes the last contender of the h7 trapmate🚚 sq.

Ex-6:
Missed tactic, assassination in 1: 26. Rxd5 <+3>! is enabled by the
terminal pin <ch-29 H2S3> of the e6 pawn to the e8 trapmate sq.
https://lichess.org/AeqIcZCs/white#50

Ex-7:
Missed puzzle: 1. Rh1 <thr-m8, 2.
Bxg5! Re8 <clr-f8, forced> 3. Qh7+
Kf8 4. Qh8+ Nxh8 <-9> Rxh8#>
Re8 <flr-f8> 2. Qxg6 <assass in 2,
+3> d5 <pin-int!> 3. Qh5 <run $>
and f has 1) recuperated his
down-noble and 2) maintained a
strong h-file 14.pt-🔋 whereas 1.
Qxg6 <+3> ?? is premature, as it
does not leverage the Q’s h.file-loc
to first build the battery with a
threat-mate tempo # For example
1…d5 ! 2. Qh5 <run $> dxe4 <-1> !

3. Be3 a5 ! 4. Dxe4 <+1> Nxe4 <thr.clr+> and s has sufficient
counterplay and +1 m-d -4 d-22 SF14+ NNUE [D]
r2q1rk1/1bp1bpp1/8/pp2p1nQ/4p3/1BPPB1P1/PP3PK1/RN3R2 w q
- 0 4

Ex-8: this puzzle contains an assass in 1 and 2:
https://lichess.org/analysis/q3r1k1/3b1pb1/3P2p1/pp2B2p/4n3/1P2PN1P/P
Q1R2P1/5R1K_b_-_-_0_1#1
Missed puzzle: 1...Nxd2 2. Bxg7 Nxf1 3. Bh8 Ng3+, the
key/unexpected defensive resource 4. Kh2 Nf5
If 1...Bxe5 2. Nxe5 Nxd2 3. Nxd7 Nxf1 4. Nf6+, the deus ex machina
Kf8 5. Nxh5! M8 If 1...Rxe5 2. Nxe5 Nxd2 3. Rxf7!, the saving |
resource Bxe5 4. Qxe5 Kxf7 5. Qe7+ Kg8 6. Qxd7 0.0 d.mobile  If
you win a rook while down an exchange, you're up a minor noble. If
you win an exchange while up a minor noble, you'll be up a rook. If
you win an exchange, then a minor noble, you've won a rook. == If
you win a minor while down an exchange, you'll be up a point. ==
Assassinations course puzzle for counting and unexpected
resources. // the N justifies the assass by stopping the threatmate in
1 <ch. This h2S1> by activating a check bounce through the g3
check sq to reach the f5 threatmate, checkmate sq contention sq of
the N in 2 moves // initial m-d is -3 // some material count
considerations in eliminating other variations // interesting note -
eliminating the d6-P in the initial b-p changes the solution, but is still
a puzzle // I solved this with Larry Larkins at Ernie Schlich’s home in
Norfolk Virginia on 8/24/21 while camping out there during the
august NYC hurricane on my way to the Atlantic open in Rosslyn VA
(!)
// check LiChess db and cite the game: this is actually in the LiChess
db

Ex-9:
// write moves: analysis board;
https://lichess.org/analysis/1k1r4/1p2qpp1/1Qp3p1/6P1/P3P2P/1n6/
NP3P2/1K2R3_b_-_-_0_27#53 // write reference R:
https://www.chessgames.com/ perl/chessgame?gid=1634625

Ex-12: Maia1 vs AmazingFilms1971, Engine vs human, Yakun:
https://lichess.org/IvPMt8qH/white#22 12. Nb5 <cont-c7> ! <thr-Qc8#>
12…Nc6 <int #> 13. Nc7+ <pseudo #> ! Qxc7 <o-m> (-3) :( 14. Bxc7 (+9,
assass)

Ex-13: https://lichess.org/PyiN46V9/white#38 20. Nf6+ !! <temp-sack>
gxf6 (-3) <forced> 21. Qxf6 (+1) ! <threat-mate, Bb2=>g7#> ! Be5 $.f6-Q
<cont, b2 (cont)-g7> ! 22. Qxf3 <assass in 3> f recuperates the
temp-sacked minor in 20-f, and we consider this an assass, as well as 21-f
in 2, due to the powerful position of that B in its own threat mate support sq
# Qxf3 (-9) 23. Rxf3 (v.a-assass, 4) Bxa1 (-5) ! <counter-assass> 24. Ba3
skwr ! Rb5 25. Bxf8 (+5) <partial-avenge> ! Kxf8 (-3, +1) -0.2 d-24 SF14+
NNUE #

Ex-14:
46. Rh3 ! threatening mate on h8, the sidestep <Franco, Adams
2001> is forced, and now comes 47. Rd3 ! with a trap mate on d8,
leading to assass of the indefensible s.d5-B.

Ex-15:
Time card, unsolved puzzle: 1. Rg3+ and if: var 1) Qxg3+ 2. Kxg3
<+9, assass in 2> var 2) Rg6 <int $> 2. Re3 $.e1-Q with a threat

https://emojipedia.org/shield/
https://emojipedia.org/shield/
https://lichess.org/AeqIcZCs/white#50
https://emojipedia.org/battery/
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mate <e8+, h8#>, + queen fork that at least wins the queen in 3
<+9>. Var 3 <m-l>) Kf8, the only line that doesn't lose the queen in a
few moves, 2. Qd8+ Re8 <o-m> , only move, 3. Qd6+ $ and if, 2
only moves: 3a) Qe7 4. Qxh6# 3b) Re7 4. Qxh6+ <assass in 4>
Ke8, only move and 5. Qa6, Qh8+ or Qc6+ 8.8 d-24 SF10+ WASM:
FEN: 6k1/5p2/4r2p/8/1p1Q4/5R1P/1P4PK/4q3 w - - 0 1

Ex-16:
20…Rxe4 <+1> ! <t-sack> 21. Bxe4 <-5> Qg4+ ! 22. Bg2 <int +>
<forced :(> Qxd4 <+9> ! 23. Rxe2 <-3> <partial-recoup> else if # 22.
Kh1 Bf3+ will force the same outcome.
r3r1k1/p4pp1/1pp5/3p4/3QPqbP/8/PP2NPBP/R4RK1 b - - 1 19

Ex. 17: With the h-file heavy battery, the only chance for f to break through
on the K-side is via the h-file, and therefore the only winning move from
the initial b-p is 25. Bxg6 (-1) !, and the h-P is hangtacked. The min
countdown to checkmate # now is 2, and the extended threat is 26. Qxh5
followed by 27. Qh8#, with the f-B covering the f7 run-sq of the Swallow
edge check #

The b-p after a hypothetical 27.
Qh8# if f were able to play 2 moves
unopposed # after 25. Bxg6 (-1) !,
an extended threat-mate.
The difficulty of this puzzle lies in
the b-p after 25. Bxg6 (-1), in which
s has a range of at least 5
defensive options, all of which are
losing, but nevertheless, must be
accounted for by f; practically
speaking, we are only winning if we
know how | to win in the event of

every opponent response to our move # The primary variation we
will cover is the one given by Chess-com’s move trainer, 26…Bf7
$.e-$,g6-B !; you are welcome to explore the other options on your
own, and we may cover them in a future edition of the book #

The most forcing move after 26…Bf7 is
to push forward with our attack down the
h-file with 27. Qxh5 (0) !, reducing the
countdown to mate to 1. The b-p after
27. Qxh5 (0) !, the threat is 28. Qh8#
Again, this move simplifies our
calculations as s must respond to our
threat of -M1. Moreover, his defensive
options are limited due to the f.g5-P and
the double attack on the hangtacked
s.f3-R. For instance, 27…Bf6 <cont-h8>

to stop immediate mate on h8 by a backward contention # of that sq
fails to 28. Exf6 (+3), renewing the threat, or simply 28. Bxf7+ (+3)
followed by 29. Qxf3 (+5), liquidating the attack for a free R to win #
Therefore, the only option that does not dump material on f is the
forcing auto-clearance resource 27…Qxc2+ <2:1> (-1) ! 28. Bxc2
<o-m> <clr, f7 - h5> (+8), exposing the s.f7-B’s full attack on the
f.h5-Q and allowing 28…Bxh5 (-1) !, but now 29. Rxh5 (+2) ends
the multi-cap sequence with a B-assass, leaving s a noble up with
everything no longer hangtacked #

The b-p after 29. Rxh5 (+2). The dust
has settled from the violent sequence,
everything is protected for f, and he is
up a clear noble, the light.sq-B on c2.

Ex-18:
24. Qf7 $.f8-R <trap-mate> 1)
penetrates the Q # into a strong sq and
2) threat mates at g7 3) threat mates at
f8 and 4) trap mates if 24…Rxf7?? 25.
Rxd8+ M3 ! A move with this many

power levels has to be | played. 24…Qf6 🛡.g7, (🛡).f8 is a
tri-purpose move (!) that stops 2-4, but nevertheless 1) the Q has
reached | her destination. 25. Qd5 ($).d8-B ! is a strong quiet

redirect that now threatens to activate the f.e3-B into the attack #
25…Be7 <int, g7> is one try, among several losing options 26. Bd4
$($)(+) ! another powerful multi-purposer Qf7 attempting to alleviate
pressure via capture-opp liquidation offer which 27. Qxf7 (+9) Rxf7
(0) 28. Bc5 <RBR<e> rel-pin, exploit! > Bxc5 29. Rxf7 (+5,
assass in 6 (!)) https://www.chess.com/
analysis/game/live/47189410861?tab=review

Ex-19:
Missed puzzle: 1...Nd4 2. Qd1 <run $> Qh3 <cont-f3, g2>
<mating-net> !, <threat mate>, 3. Be3 Nf3+ 4. Qxf3 <o-m>, else
mate Qxf3 <+9, assass in 4> .FEN:
r3k2r/ppp2pp1/2np3p/2bNp3/2B1P2q/P2P1Q2/1PP2P2/R1B2RK1 b
- - 0 1

Ex-20:
Time card puzzle: 1. Nf5 $.e7-Q <thr-m8!> Qf6 <forced> 2. Nh6+
<t-sack!> <clr.f1-R $ f6-Q!> Qxh6 <run $> 3. Qd7! 3x threatmate
<Qxf7+, Qd8, Qe8> and threat-assass Qxh3+ <o-m!> 4. Qxh3 <+9,
assass in 4>. Note that 4. Gxh3 <+9> ?? would actually blunder a
windmill perpetual check #np after 4…Bxe4+ ! 5. Kh1 Rg2+ and s
can alternate Rd2 <clr +> and Rg2+ to draw.

Additional resources:
Franco, Zenon, and Phil Adams. The Giant Chess Puzzle Book.
Gambit, 2010.
Fischer, Robert James, and Gyozo Forintos. “Robert James
Fischer vs Gyozo Forintos.” Robert James Fischer vs Gyozo
Forintos (1967) Monte Carlo (1967), Monte Carlo MNC, Rd 2,
Spanish Game: Closed Variations. Breyer Defense (C95) · 1-0, 25
Mar. 1967,
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1044263.
Shirov, Alexey, and Evgeny Bareev. "Bareev Bereaved" Novgorod
(1994), Novgorod RUS, Rd 3 French Defense: King's Indian Attack
(C00) · 1-0. Aug. 1994,
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1123635.
Hu, LDS: 8/14/22 How mankind can feasibly achieve invincibility:
Land, Charles. "ionizing radiation". Encyclopedia Britannica, 12
Sep. 2019, https://www.britannica.com/science/ionizing-radiation.
Accessed 14 August 2022.

https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1044263
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1123635
https://www.britannica.com/science/ionizing-radiation
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Book-40: Intermezzo, z-zug, unexpected resource:
CU |=full Yakun Hu, <a-r>: The opportunity to play a z-zug move occurs during a forcing sequence in which after a particular sente the

prospected | gote is not actually | forced or is conditionally | forced but
there is an escape | condition that provides the opportunity to play an
intermezzo.

Ch-40: I.z-u,r: H2S1:
Intermezzo:
Chess24.com: An "in-between" move where instead of making an
obvious move (usually, recapturing a piece), you do something else first,
which forces your opponent to respond. MIC: Translated from Italian, the
word “intermezzo” means interlude <ch-41 H2S5 H3S8>, such as during a
show, a short show to fill the intervals between two successive pictures
of a performance <G-translate>. The depiction of intermezzo as a

transition, makes it slightly broader in application that z-zug, a German word that means, literally, in between <zwischen> move <zug,
G-translate>, in that an intermezzo can also mark the transition, for instance, between two game phases. [D]: In this position from the Baltic
Defense, from IM John Bartholomew’s free 1.d4 course on Chessable, f’s move is 4. Qa4+ An intermezzo that disrupts Black's
coordination. 4...c6 <int+> 5. Rxb1 <recoup!> Qxd5 <-1, 0> 6. Nf3🛡.d4-P.  The outcome of this intermezzo having been played, in contrast
to immediate recapture 4. Rxb1 <+3> Qxd5 <-1, 0> is that the Q ends up on a4, a developing move, which is OK in this case, as s lacks a
light.sq-B that can harass this early-developed Q, and, moreover, has forced the e-c to c6, impeding the development of the b8-N. Both of
these mark an incremental improvement of f’s position, relative to, that of s. Let’s see how these advantages can lead concretely to an
assass: Game: GM Alexander Graf <GER> vs IM Dieter Pirrot <GER><a-r>, 2014. The game continued: 6. Nf3 Nd7 7. b4 e6 8. e3 Ngf6 9.
Qc2 a5 10. Bc4 Qh5 11. bxa5<+1><clr-b!> Qxa5+<-1> 12. Bd2$.a5-Q Qa4<run$> 13. Qd3 Rd8 14. O-O Nc5$.d3-Q 15. Qe2<run$>
b5$.c4-B?? [D] 16. Rxb5!<+1, assass!><t-sack, clr!> 1-0. IM Pirrot resigned on account of 16…cxb5 <-5> 17. Bxb5+<1:1>$.a4-Q!, winning
the s.a4-Q via abs-fork.

Ch-40: I.z-u,r: H2S2: Z-zug <”zwee-shen-zugh”>:

Collins Eng-dict <a-r>: a tactical move interpolated into an exchange or series of exchanges to improve
the outcome. MIC: We can differentiate z-zug and intermezzo by 1) setting z-zug as a subset of
intermezzo and 2) restricting the application of z-zug to tactical sequences in which there is a change in
m-d. Composition for z-zug: Second has just captured the first queen on g3, and Bxh7+ allows first
recuperation of a pawn before recapturing with the knight. The threat resolution for Rxd3 takes place in the
middle of a capture sequence. Another way to think about z-zug is “damage control”.

H2S2 H3S1: Capture z-zug:
X-ref <ch. 16 H2S8 H3S3 H4S5> Smyslov vs Bronstein, 14…Nxf2 <z.zug> !

H2S2 H3S2: Disruptive z-zug:
A disruptive z-zug is an in-between move that not only interposes via depth an opponent’s idea, but also

makes it unfavorable to continue that idea, thereby derailing it.

H2S2 H3S3: Z-zug continuation:
A z-zug continuation is a tactical sequence involving a z-zug move by one side to interpose via depth a tactical idea by the other side, but,
following the z-zug move, the interrupted side is not disrupted # from continuing with his idea, as it remains favorable after the z-zug move is
played.

H2S2 H3S4: Chess-seq favorability x thermodyn spontaneous
reactions:
X-ref <ch. 3 CM H3S3 H4S3> // a disruptive z-zug flips the favorability of the other player’s idea, akin to changing the sign of delta G.

H2S2 H3S5: Pre-schenzug
// a preschenzug occurs before the sequence to change an important property of the b-p, which allows for
another tactical motif to be exploited; it can be considered a tactical setup move

H2S6: Zwischenscach:
MIC: Literally, STANDS4: in between | check <scach> Fin v.4-2.

Ch-40 I.z-u,r: H2S3: Unexpected resource:
Unexpected resources can be used to resolve various threats related to capture avengence, allowing for a
capture and assassination in an earlier ply to the resource to be made. (D) After the erroneous capture in d5,
9. Bxd5 <+3, assass coming!> was correct, s has an unexpected | resource 9…g5 $.h4-P <z-zug!> before
playing any recapture moves in d5, as this threatens a potential interposer # of the f.g2-B’s defensive-E of
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the critical d5-sq. Now 10. Nf5 Bxf5 <recuperate 0!> or 10. Nf3 Bxd5 <recoup>!
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/48437927195?tab=report

Ch-40 I.z-u,r: H2S4: Quiet moves:
Quiet moves can be played in a period of zugzwang or pseudo-zugzwang <ref: ch. 56 TOZ H2S3: Zugzwang> for the opponent in which there
is not necessarily an urgency to play a high priority forcing move <ref: ch. 59 I, H2S1 FMH> and therefore the attacking side has a tempo # to
play a move that mounts pressure on the position, but does not immediately capture, deliver a check, or create an immediate threat for the
opposition <ref: “Quiet Move”, Chess Improver blog <hl>> A strong treatise written specifically about the topic of quiet forcing moves during
attacking sequences is written by FM Charles Hertan in his 2008 book, Forcing Chess Moves <ref: Charles Hertan, FM, Wikipedia>

In Depth, quiet forcing | moves: // cover the following, which was also x-ref
overloading, assassinations // Push to overloading, assassination in something,
exercises, famous game:

H2S4 H3S1: Quiet moves as threat
resolution:
A quiet move can be used to diffuse an enemy threat, such as by moving a friendly
ren out of piece check and, when combined with possessing a positional
advantage or tactical threat of one’s own, will result in a situation where only one’s
advantage remains. Mini-in.depth, quiet | retreat for + t.d # The position after
7…c4 $e.$c4-B ref: https://www.chess.com/
game/live/42421735305.
In this initial b.p, both players have a threat,
s.cxd3 (-3) and f.bxa5 (+3); the difference,

however, is that the s.a5-N is piecemated whereas the f.d3-B is not, and therefore f has the quiet move at his
disposal 8. Be2 -e.$ !, simply retreating his d3.B from the pawn check and removing an enemy threat (0 - (-1)
= +1 t.diff), leaving only the threat of s.bxa5 for a resulting t.diff of +1. Since s. cannot likewise resolve the
threat of noble capture in the succeeding ply of 8. Be2, due to the properties of the piecemate at hand #, this
quiet move is actually instrumental in securing the assassination and winning a noble for a pawn # X-ref: <ch.
22 lp ex., #17 sol>

H2S4 H3S2: Quiet moves as prophylaxis:
A letter to Dr. Boaz Almog, Tel-Aviv University, 9/22: I've questioned whether kinetic | temperature can be the
only modification | vector on superconductive | state, and whether superconductive state is the only
pseudo.state-transition available for quantum materials. For example, entropy is on the same side of the
equation as heat in the Gibbs equation, and there is a concept, in my book, of entropic temperature:

H4S1: Quantum - mechanics as a programming | language: <r: ch-10>
MIC: There are two different types of temperature, both of which have an impact on the state of a physical compound: what is the average
kinetic energy temperature, and the other is the degree of entropy temperature. #n-p H5S1: Super-frozen | Brittle, but susceptible to low force
shattering, to reform into ordinary solid state | High electron mobility, leading to explosive discharge<medium> upper shatter #n-p | Entropic-T
H5S2: Molten liquid | Softened solid state, shatters upon tensile force<80%> | Highest electron mobility, superconductive, proportional size
explosion<high> upon shatter | Entropic-T H5S3: Sheared solid | Ordinary solid state, but the presence of a non-contact force can cause a
half-wise split, with the force applied perpendicular to a trajectory | Ordinary electron mobility | Entropic-T H5S4: Both entropy-T and temp-T
can induce temp-T phase | changes, or classical phase changes<see-photo>, a lower entropy<Hu> magnet induces rapid melting, much
faster than its temperature, room temperature, would otherwise allow. A finger could not melt ice on the time scale of seconds, and the metal
is at room temperature(70 F) while a finger, 98-F. H5S5: Inflammation is folk entropic calibration; in Chinese, inflammation is literally
"Shāo-Huǒ,烧火", or "burning fire" in English, "heating up", both referring to the sensation of elevated temperature, of increasing entropy, and
is seen, as a sign of lack health. R: the Gibbs Free Energy equation, energy is a form of heat #n-p

Ch-40 I.z-u,r: Definitions:
X-ref: CU Dictionary Project Quiet move (n.) = can be played in a period of zugzwang or pseudo-zugzwang for the opponent in which there is
not necessarily an urgency to play a high priority forcing move and therefore the attacking side has a tempo # to play a move that mounts
pressure on the position, but does not immediately capture, deliver a check, or create an immediate threat for the opposition. Quiet position

(n.) = a 田 position in which there are no tactical themes that can be exploited in the first 步, nor any threats.
Siege (n.) = a quiet 走 that adds another 🗡er to a key □ to which the enemy cannot add more 🛡ers,
leading to unstoppable tactical ideas in subsequent 走s. Ref: https://lichess.org/training/QV21o. 3/7/21. Ref
2: https://lichess.org/training/M8afM. Siege, backwards♙ (n.) = d6, a6:
https://lichess.org/IPPwfwiP/white#47. Zugzwang ⇒ Ultimatum (n.) = a form of zugzwang in which the
enemy has two or more options, both of which are bad. Ultimatum, 3 options (n.) = Ultimatum, 4 (n.) =
Wikipedia <a-r>: A player whose moves compel the opponent to respond in a local position is said to have
sente (先手), meaning the player has the initiative; the opponent is said to have gote (後手). Sente means
'preceding move' (lit: 'beforehand'), whereas gote means 'succeeding move' (lit: after-hand'). One player
attacks in | sente; the other defends in gote. In most games, the player who is able to maintain the sente
controls the flow of the game and, therefore, has a significant advantage. A player usually accepts gote in
order to defend a weak position or to achieve a local advantage # such as securing territory.

https://www.chess.com/
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Mutual zugzwang (n.) = occurs when either player on move would be harmed. Ref: Liquidations on the Chess Board pg. 330 Ref: mine
squares.

Ch-40 I.z-u,r:  Exercises:
Unexpected Resource:

Assassination in 1:

Ex. 1:
find the
assass-

ination
in 1:

R:
Ex-2:

Ex-3:

R: Ex-4: [1,600], justify in 2. Game: Luke Walton <~1,600> vs Yakun
Hu <~1,600>, Marshall Monthly U2,400, August 2021.

Assassination in 2:

Left: Ex-5 Right:

Ex. 6: The s player has 3 noble captures available in this position. Which
one is best?

Ex-7:

R: Ex-8:

Assassination in
3:
Ex. 9: [2,000]

Quiet moves
H2S4:

Left: Ex-10:

R: Ex-11:

Left: Ex-12:

R: Ex-13: [2,700]

Material z-zug: H2S3:

Z-zug move via an additional
vector: the inclusion of a noble or
P, even K that was not expected to
influence the | battle.
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L: Ex-14: [2,000] “A diagonal recapture shift enabled by z-zug:”

Ex-15: [1,600] “Bullying.”

L, below: Ex-16: [900]: “Master Blaster.”

Z-zug x calculation:

L: Ex-17: Prove that # 7…cxd4 does not lose material after s initiates the
capture sequence # Right:

R: Ex-18:

Ex-19: S has just snagged a P # in e5<-1> and has a tact-idea to back it up;
however, we can deploy a z-zug to win back a P and avenge the assass #

R: Ex-20:

Solutions:
Ex. 1:
In this tactic, the assassination occurs in the first move, but a z-zug
motif is elicited in a subsequent ply in order to justify the
assassination.
The a in 1 in the initial b.p # can be tricky to find, as there are no
fully attacked and undefended # ren in the f camp. However, an
easy reduction <ref: Ch. 9> that one can apply to this solve is that
there is | only one | capture available in the starting b.p of the
puzzle, 1...Nxe4 (+1 + 0 = + 1) $e.$c3-N,$g5-B !, and therefore, this
must be the move because an a in 1 puzzle must start with a
capture, and that capture is the assass capture #
The rest of the puzzle is about how s can prove that 1...Nxe4 is an
assass by countering the attempts by f to avenge the +1 capture #;
2. Bxe7 (-3 + 1 = -2) is a challenging continuation, as 2. Nxe4 (-3 +
1 = -2) fails immediately to 2...Bxg5 (+3 - 2 = +1) 3. Nxg5 (-3 + 1 =
-2) Qxg5 (+3 - 2 = +1) !, and s results # up a pawn, having justified
the move 1 assass by countering every capture avengeance equally,
leaving only his capture of the P in move 1 as the sole material delta
<ref: Ch. 3 eff CM>
The moment of the b.p following 2. Bxe7 <insert diagram> is when,
in the b.p first ply <ref: CU Dict>, the z-zug theme is elicited in the
move: 2...Nxc3 $d1.Q (+3 - 2 = +1) ! , leaving the f.e7-B's minortack
of the s.d8-Q be and choosing to forego resolution of the 2. Bxe7
(-2) capture in favor of creating a counter threat, interposing | in
depth the f player’s own assass counter idea of | | liquidating | his
g5-B | with a tempo <Ch. 59 I H2S4>, a form of breaking rapport
<Ch. 51 SYE H2S5 H3S6>; had s complied with this liquidation idea
2...Qxe7 (+3 - 2 = +1) ? 3. Nxe4 (-3 + 1 = -2) now wins a minor

noble back # for f for the captured P in ply 1 by s, invalidating # the
assass as an equal of higher capture avengence was executed by f
<Ch. 3 eff CM>; note that in this case, the b.p following f.Nxe4
contains no further immediate captures for s, as the f.g5-B has been
liquidated.
In the resulting b.p of 2...Nxc3 (+1), f has 4 possible captures to
choose from; Bxd8/f8/d6, or bxc3. S must have a valid refutation to
each of these choices in order to justify this continuation #:
Cont-A: 3. Bxf8 (-5 + 4 = -4) loses immediately to 3…Nxd1 (+9 - 4 =
+5), winning the s.Q. Cont-B: 3. Bxd6 (-1 + 1 = 0) likewise loses # to
3…Nxd1 (+9 + 0 = +9), winning the s.Q. Cont-C: 3. bxc3 (-3 + 1 =
-2) causes simply # a liquidation of the hangtacked nobles for both
sides, and after 3…Qxe7 (+3 - 2  = +1), s has won a pawn #
Cont-D: 3. Bxd8 (-9 + 1 = -8) gives f the best fighting chance, and is
the only 4th ply move that is not refuted immediately in the
succeeding s ply; 3…Nxd1 (+9 - 8 = +1), forced, <o.m> // More
writing Ref: Chess Tactics for Kids, GM Murray Chandler Ch. 46
#2.

Ex-2:
14…Nxe5 (+1) 15. Qxd8, else if 15. Nxe5 ? Qxd1+ (+9), Nxf3 (+3)
16. gxf3 (+1) Rxd8 (+1) This game is from GM Igor Glek vs GM
Igor Novikov 4th Open (2000), Korinthos GRE.
R: https://www.chessgames. com/perl/chessgame?gid=1233177

Ex-3: This tactic deploys a preschenzug <r: ch-40 H2S2 H3S5> to add a
capture to the multi-cap sequence for the multi-cap sequence initiator, s,
such that he has both the first and last cap, an extra cap, and this is the basis
for the assass.
1…Bxf2+ 2. Rxf2 Nxd5 (+1) <R: Chess Tactics for Kids ch-24 ex-2,
© 2016>

Ex-4:
1. Qxd4 <+3> and, if 1…e5 <2:1-P> $$ 2. Qa7 ! $.b8-R
<hangtacked> escapes the double attack by d.a-r,3 <ch-38 H2S3>.

Ex-5:
Solution: 1...Nxd2 (+2) 2. Bxg7 (-1) Nxf1 (+4) 3. Bh8 Ng3+!
Back: The key/unexpected defensive resource to resolve the threat
of Qg7#, thereby preventing the higher avengence of the second
assassination, is a bounce range knight re-route from the f1
assassination square to the threatmate stop square f5, requiring 2
tempi but bouncing off of the g3 check square. Solution, pt. 2: 4.
Kh2 Nf5 Ref: Chess.com puzzle set, ~3000 elo. Back, end: in the
initial board position, m.d. -3 with -pawn and -exchange. This puzzle
is a double assassination, in 1 and 2. The first assassination
equalizes the exchange, and the second one goes up a full rook.

Ex-6:
// Only Nxe2+ wins material, whereas Kxg7 and Nxf1 allows equal
vengeance captures. Difference is a tempo gaining more which
allows one additional capture. Analyze this more.
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/42742829233?tab=revie
w

Ex-7: 16…Bxf3 <pre-zug> ! 17. Bxf3 Nxf3+ <assass> <z-zug> !
https://lichess.org/Tt7fav0q/white#34

Ex-8: 14. Nc6 <z-zug, h$g5> ! Qb6 15. Nxe7<2:0>+ <assass in 2> !
followed by 15…Kh7 16. Be3 <run $> 3.6 w/ 1.6 o-n d-25 SF 14+ NNUE

Ex-9:
This position is from Matthew J Turner vs Krishnan Sasikiran in
the British Championship (2002). 30. Ne4 $<clr-$!> and if: A:
30…dxe4 31. Rxf2 (+2) B: 30…Rxc2 31. Nxf6+ <z-zug!> gxf6 32.
Rxc2 (+2)
R: https://www.chessgames. com/perl/chessgame?gid=1252664

Ex-10:
25. Qe3 ! 5.0 Fin. This position was composed from a depth fork of a
real-bp from Hu vs Lusignan <USCF ~1950> Rochester 1/29/22.

Ex-11:
24. Bf3 <cont-d1>, <clr-g2> ! F has numerous threats against s’s
insecure K, but first he needs to expend a quiet move securing his
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own. Fin. This position was composed from a depth fork of a real-bp
from Hu vs Lusignan <USCF ~1950> Rochester 1/29/22.

Ex-12: 11…Nd4 ! is a necessary z-zug as s must have the premonition after
exf6 (-3) that he’s not going to castle K-side # 12. f5 $.e-$, e6-P <z-zug> !
O-O-O <operation in 2>; 11.s-move d-30 SF14+ NNUE -2.2 w/ 2.2 o-n.
Fin https://lichess.org/E06ovQZv/black#21

Ex-13: 5. Bxf7+<-1><t.sack-sente> Kxf7<-3> 6. Ng5+! Kg6<run$> 7.
Ne6<quiet!>$.d8-Q Qe8<run$> 8. Qg4+ Kf7<run+><o-m> 9. Qf5+
Ngf6<int+> 10. Ng5+ Kg8<run+><o-m> 11. Qe6+! Qf7 12. Qxf7#
Courtesy: Chess-com:
r1bqkbnr/pppnpppp/3p4/8/2B1P3/3P1N2/PPP2PPP/RNBQK2R w KQkq -
1 5

Ex-14: 10…Ne5 $.c4-B -2.0 w/ 0.7 o-n SF 14+ NNUE d-32 ! is not the
noble we expected to be involved, a material + depth z-zug <fbno>, as the
fight seems to be over d5 <2:3> and its contenders # but 10…Ne5 $
foregoes immediate recapture and instead escapes the d5 $.c6, allowing 11.
Bb3 <run $> Nxf5 (+1) ! to instead avenge | the capture in d5 but
indirectly. If, now 12. Dxe6 Bxe6 <1:1> allows s to capture the once d5-P #
in a more favorable sq. https://lichess.org/sG8WDkMW/black#19 Tributed
to WIM Bianka Havanecz, coach 02 - 04 ‘21.

Ex-15: 21. Bxf7+ <o.m-W> ! Kf8 <o-m> 22. Bxc5+ (+3 - 3 = 0) ! Kg7 23.
Qxe2 (+5) <assass in 3> ! this Z-zug | seq allows an additional | cap via
coercion then cap-check, restoring the m-balance and assass with the last
cap in 3. https://lichess.org/nxwpAqPL/white#40

Ex-16: 1rb3k1/p4p1p/1pQnp1p1/1Pp5/3P1P2/P2BP1P1/q6P/B4RK1 b - - 0
1
An original composition: 1…Bb7$.c6-Q<BQg2[term-pin>! and the
unfortunate capture 2. Qxc6<-3> results in Qg2#<z-zug!> #n-p

Ex-17:
I played this game against USCF Gauri Sreekumar <~1400> at the
2nd Annual Niagara Falls Open held in Buffalo, NY, 5/22.
After 7…cxd4 8. Exf6 (-3) ! s is down a full noble in the resulting b-p

of this capture, and this material
deficit will stand if he makes a
noble capture in the immediate
next ply # However, he can avoid
solidifying this deficit with the z-zug
8…exf6 (+1) ! that interposes the
idea of capturing and recapturing
the diagonally opposed central
quadrant Ns. [D] The b-p after
8…exf6 (+1). So, why does
8…exf6 work while 8…dxc3 (+3)
?? fail? The answer is due to the
fact that 8…exf6 (+1) is a

dual-purpose move; it 1) removes an e-noble capture from the board
# and 2) it threatens to capture the f.g5-B, creating a double attack,
since the f.c3-N was already attacked. Fin. Starting FEN:
rnbq1rk1/pp2ppbp/3p1np1/
2p1P1B1/2PP4/2N2N2/PP3PPP/R2QKB1R b KQ - 0 7

Ex-18:
S is down a full noble in this position and needs to play s-Kxf6 (+5)
to recuperate the material, but immediate recapture in f6 allows
f-fxe5+ (-1) !, a deadly clearance checkscovery double check # that
is worth more than the R. S can play a z-zug to resolve this threat
in-between the capture that was made by f in the preceding ply and
the assass prevention recapture, itself an assass #: 32…e4 $.e-f3,
Q !, and this is a powerful z-zug because the z-zug move, in its other
purpose, doubles as a one move capture threat of the highest value
ren in the e-army # Fin. Game: Yakun Hu <~1550 USCF> vs
Michael Hoffman <~1750 USCF> 1/29/22.

Ex-19:
14. Rxe5 (+3) ! , and now s has the idea to play 14. Qf4 $.e5-R,
$.c4-B but f can voluntarily return the noble he captured in 14-f by
also cashing in on a pawn grab back with the z-zug 15. Bxe6+ (+1) !
and since this move is with +, the higher value f.e5-R cannot be

captured right away. After 15…dxe6 (-3) , the f-R simply slides back
to safety 16. R-run ! and the material delta tally of the sequence is
+1, recuperating the P lost. Fin.
Game: Philip Noyes <~1600> vs Yakun Hu <~1450>, Rochester
Chess Center 1/29/22.

Ex-20:
24. E6 $.d7-Q ! is a necessary z-zug before recapture in g2, else
24…Qxg4+ ! and f is now losing from winning; if 25. Kh1? d4+<clr,
b7 \ h1> M-3 and 25. Kf1 <forced> :( Ba6+ will cost f his e1-R. On
the other hand, e6 ! threatens f-e7 with mate on g7 to come shortly,
and the longest surviving line in this forced mate sequence is
24…Re8 :(, sacking the s-Q to delay an eventual mate on the 7th
rank anyways #

Additional resources:
Hertan, Charles. Forcing Chess Moves: The Key to Better
Calculation. New in Chess, 2019. Benjamin, Joel. Liquidation on
the Chess Board. New in Chess, 2019. Dvoretsky, Mark, et al.
Dvoretsky's Endgame Manual (4th Ed.). Russell Enterprises, 2015.
Capablanca José Raúl, and Irving Chernev. Capablanca's Best
Chess Endings: 60 Complete Games. Dover Publications, 2012.
Post-script: Computers have definitely influenced master play a
great deal. Part of this book’s lasting success may stem from being
the first tactics book to directly address this reality. FM Hertan
pg-11, a-r.
“Go Strategy and Tactics.” Wikipedia, Wikimedia Foundation, 11
Apr. 2022,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Go_strategy_and_tactics#Sente_and_g
ote.  Hu, Yakun. “WGM Dorsa X Yakun 6/24/22.” Chess University,
YouTube, 24 June 2022,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iKIBvErVKAA.
Deepmind’s documentary of their match vs Lee Sedol <32 mil
views, 223k likes> AlphaGo - The Movie | Full award-winning
documentary:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WXuK6gekU1Y&t=4403s
“Intermezzo - Chess Term.” chess24.Com,
https://chess24.com/en/read/glossary/intermezzo.
“Z-zug Definition and Meaning: Collins English Dictionary.” Z-zug
Definition and Meaning | Collins English Dictionary, HarperCollins
Publishers Ltd,
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/us/dictionary/english/z-zug.
"Z-zug." Definitions.net. STANDS4 LLC, 2022. Web. 27 Jul 2022.
<https://www.definitions.net/definition/z-zug>.
IM Dieter Pirrot: https://ratings.fide.com/profile/4601157
GM Alexander Graf: https://ratings.fide.com/profile/4680804
“Correspondence Chess • Graf, A. (2596) vs Pirrot, D. (2373).”
Lichess.org, https://lichess.org/8kgqYohg#28.

Push:
1 - push
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1042280 Material even to
start.

2. Rxg7 (+9 - 2 = +7)
works in the solution because you have the in-between capture 3.
Rxg8+ (+5 + 2 = +7) to resolve the threat <ref: ch 38 TR H2S1 TR
liquidation> of capturing your rook by liquidating it before recapturing
on e4 and completing that idea. The assassination is in…1? I guess,
but total justification is longer.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Go_strategy_and_tactics#Sente_and_gote
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Go_strategy_and_tactics#Sente_and_gote
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iKIBvErVKAA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WXuK6gekU1Y&t=4403s
https://chess24.com/en/read/glossary/intermezzo
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/us/dictionary/english/zwischenzug
https://www.definitions.net/definition/zwischenzug
https://ratings.fide.com/profile/4601157
https://ratings.fide.com/profile/4680804
https://lichess.org/8kgqYohg#28
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1042280
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Latter Days Testament: Books.41-60

Book-41 Frame control: c-m:
Psychological themes Intro: The subsection chapters on psychological sources for assassinations is certainly
not a study of unforced assassinations. but rather a look at the systematic root causes in our brains’ hard
wiring that makes us susceptible to missing lines on the board. One could argue, that insofar as humans are
predictable, genetically programmed machines, assuming that this machine's faults are known to the players
at the board, then to put an opponent into a situation in which the psychological burden is too great relative to
their attention capacity, the responsibility for having made the assassination happen falls primarily on the
player who created those circumstances and if that player isn't the same player who fell victim to the
assassination, then it may not be an unforced error after all. The psychological themes described in this next
chapter disproportionately occupy a player's attention capacity and thus if too many of them are present on
the board, we are likely to experience overloading, not of, let's say a queen in defense of multiple ren, but in

terms of attention capacity, such that something will certainly be missed. And generally what is missed is what is at the bottom of that player's
current priority hierarchy. To some extent, this can be subjective in that different players prioritize different things and thus, choose to ignore
different things when complexity reaches their attention limit, but insofar as chess pedagogy is somewhat standardized, at least up to the 2000
level, there is likely going to be some degree of predictability there as well. It should be noted that a lack of consistency in pedagogy and thus,
the perception of subjective differences in prioritization speaks nothing about the much higher order of similarity on the level of biological
hardware. And on that basis, we will initiate our exploration of psychological themes. (D): https://lichess.org/VXWBgrym#32 S’s frame is that f
is under | attack in the K-side, while his Q-side defenses are solid; this is a necessary frame in opposite | castle <r: ch-37 H2S2> situations.
On the other hand, our frame must | be, else we might as well resign | now, that his attack is insufficient whereas our counter-play: <ch-61
H2S2> on the center and Q-sides are sufficient. Who is correct? Certainly, since these frames are logically | diametric <ch-8 CM H3S2,
inference>, they cannot both be true, nor do either one have to be true simply because they are in opposition, as that would constitute a
fallacy. Nevertheless, truth in chess is a combination of present | truth and the individual willed truth of the future, because one’s frame can
will a non-truth into a reality, and therefore, the frame of the opponent needs to be taken into account as well as the objective nature of the
b.p-at hand . 17. B5 $.c6-N <z-zug> ! Bxc3 (-6) <best! > 18. Bxc6 <-3> $.d7-Q Qxc6 <-1, forced!> 19. Bxc3 (-1) gxh4 (-1) 20. Qb2 ($) f6-P
<1.5:1> overwhelm! 21. Qb6 $.b2-Q s can also choose to continue without trading queens, such as Qa6, but either way the 11 points of total
liquidation from 17-f to 19-s has taken most of the sizzle out of s’s attack, a frame | depletion <#np> Fin.

Ch-41: Fra-cont H2S1: Self-frame ego preservation:
⭐ Directive X: Another view of frame is a plan, but a frame is deeper because whereas a plan lasts a game, a frame can be a
fundamental | belief about the theory of chess. C-file domination over 35 | turns of Sicilian theory, leading to assass in 35-s:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/48734404035

Frame control can be half thought #defd as a form of external imposition of one’s internal perspective and half thought of as a natural
consequence of possessing a firmly structured <ref: Ch. 19 Structure> internal thought structure such that encounters with the alternate
thought structures #defd of alternate individuals leads to a natural form of benevolent psychological conflict.

Ch-41 Fra-cont: H2S2: Frame collisions, mergers #
In depth: a frame collision in a recent <5 - yrs> GM game: // practice using a modern db and write a bit about how to, read Adriana’s chapter
and cite
In depth: a frame collision between Aron Nimzowitsch, author of My System, the launcher of the 2nd Ring of Chess, and Alexander
Alekhine WC, a representative of the classical school: To characterize WC Alekhine as a pure representative of the classical school in
opposition to Nimzo’s patented # hypermodernism is a fake caricature, a historical story that has the purposes of being primarily pedagogical
rather than accurate. For instance, Alekhine is the namesake of the Alekhine Defense <r: ch. 53 H2S4 H3S3 H4S4> 1. E4 Nf6 $e4-P !,
immediately seeking to challenge the center with a noble rather than occupying it with a pawn, and permitting the opponent even to expand
his influence with an immediate 2. E5 $f6-N !, which is the main line.

A colorized photo of WC Alekhine <web-only>, ref: Chessbase # <X-ref: ch. 0 H2S7 H3S2,
1920s>

Alexander Alekhine, WC vs Aron Nimzowitsch
San Remo, Italy 1930 “A clash of two historical schools of chess thinking.” From January 16 to
February 4, 1930, sixteen chess masters from Europe and the Americas, including the World
Champion, gathered in San Remo, Italy to play at the famous casino's first ever international
tournament. R: https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chess.pl?tid=79296 In addition to the historical
context around the game, it had some significance in the present tournament as well, which
Alexander Alekhine won with the supremely dominating score of 14/15, wielding the full power of
his classical school, and Aron Nimzowitsch, bent on inventing an entirely new school of his own

invention, was running a test version, analogous to a 5 year old Tesla running head to head against a 100 year Mercedes, proving its worth
even at a seed stage <r: ch. 19 H2S2 H3S8 H4S3>, scored a respectable but distant second at 10.5 / 15. In contrast, a score of 70% would
have been sufficient to outmatch GM Vasily Smyslov’s 18 / 28 to win the 1953 Zurich Candidates Tournament <r: ch. 16 H2S8 H3S3
H4S5>, and the field was no slump, containing chess legends the likes of Akiba Rubinstein, famed adult improver #, Savielly Tartakower, an
inaugural Grandmaster, chess journalist, and the namesake of the Tartakower defense, and Geza Maroczy, fellow inaugural | Grandmaster
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and namesake of the Maroczy Bind of the Sicilian Defense <r: ch. 53 H2S4 H3S1 H4S3>. // refs:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C886929-L4I //

Ch-41 Fra-cont: H2S3: Chess improvement paradigm via defining one’s
style:
Pull from: Halo improvement to onyx Ref: <r: Hu Gambit in Ch. 45: complexity>. “A bishop is worth 4 points in my hands.” The following game
defds the previous statement.
[Site "Chess.com iPhone"][Date "01/24/2022 12:25PM"][FEN rnbqkbnr/pppppppp/8/8/8/8/PPPPPPPP/RNBQKBNR w KQkq - 0 1][White
"dieuludennis"][Black "JCHu222"][Result "JCHu222 wins by Checkmate"][WhiteElo "1623"][BlackElo "1669"]
1.b3 {1:00} Nf6 {0:58} 2.Bb2 {0:59} e6 {0:57} 3.Nf3 {0:59} Bc5 {0:57} 4.e3 {0:59} O-O {0:56} 5.d4 {0:59} Be7 {0:55} 6.Bd3 {0:58} b6 {0:54}
7.O-O {0:58} Bb7 {0:54} 8.c4 {0:58} c5 {0:53} 9.e4 {0:56} cxd4 {0:53} 10.Bxd4 {0:55} Nxe4 {0:52} 11.Bxe4 {0:55} Bxe4 {0:51} 12.Nc3 {0:54}
Bg6 {0:50} 13.Rc1 {0:51} Nc6 {0:49} 14.Be3 {0:50} Ba3 {0:49} 15.Ra1 {0:47} Qe7 {0:48} 16.Qe2 {0:40} Rac8 {0:45} 17.Bd2 {0:39} Bb2 {0:43}
18.Rad1 {0:37} Ba3 {0:42} 19.Nb5 {0:34} Bc5 {0:41} 20.b4 {0:32} Nxb4 {0:38} 21.a3 {0:30} Nd3 {0:36} 22.Bb4 {0:27} Nxb4 {0:32} 23.axb4
{0:27} Bxb4 {0:31} 24.Ne5 {0:24} a5 {0:28} 25.Rxd7 {0:22} Qc5 {0:26} 26.Nxg6 {0:18} fxg6 {0:25} 27.Qxe6+ {0:16} Kh8 {0:24} 28.Rfd1 {0:15}
Qxf2+ {0:22} 29.Kh1 {0:14} Qf1+ {0:22} 30.Rxf1 {0:13} Rxf1# {0:22}  {JCHu222 wins by Checkmate}

“I just want to overuse my bishop.”

H2S3 H3S1:
Def.of-done:
As an extension of our exploration of various
connections between Halo and Chess <r: ch.
0 insert> <r: ch. 45 H2S3 H3S4>, we will
explore the usage of an agile development
practice <r: ch. 45 CM H3S2> to maintain the
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frame # of one’s improvement paradigm and 1) track improvement over time as well as 2) establish deadlines for making quantifiable
improvement metric improvements. A definition of done <DoD> is formatted as a table with thematically 4 columns: 1) the item number 2) a
description | of the task to be done 3) a checklist that defines what it means for the task to be done, as well as, in contrast, what it means for
the task to | not be done, or failed 4) an estimate for how long the task will take to be done. All items in a DoD table should build together
towards a common goal; in this case, the following table contains the goal of improving one’s ranking score in Halo Infinite multiplayer, ranked
Arena. Halo Improvement DoD:

F #: Description: QA: Estimate:

1 Coordinate perfectly with teammates such that we
operate 50% in a higher body, so to speak, that
drains from a collective health pool that is 4x each
individual’s health.

We are surviving 90% of situations where we are one
shot and a teammate is available to switch in, and we
are running away. Currently: 50%.
The lower shields teammate is 100% in a more difficult
to shoot location than the higher shields teammate via
smart bait and rotation. Currently: 30%.

2 weeks to
full adoption,
instant 90%
improvement
from
intuitive.

2 Time flag pulls correctly in CTF and be a bit more
aggressive in pulling, recognizing that a quality pull
in itself increases true skill.

At least 50% of the time when the enemy team is 2
down, we pull the flag before any of the 2 down
players have respawned. At least 75% of the time
when the enemy team is 3 down, we pull the flag
before any of the 3 down players have respawned.
‘100%, 4’.

4 weeks,
80% instant,
idk, just
intuitive.

3 We need to rotate better in domination and
understand when to front challenge and when to
back flank to cap a territory that is not contested by
the enemy.

100% of the time while the enemy team is making the
2nd dom capture to score, we start capturing one of
their territories, not having to be to completion, before
they’ve completed the capture, in order to disrupt the
initiation of scoring.

6 years, 2
weeks to
90%, instant
to 60%.

4 We need to calibrate to the holding style of the
oddball opponent quickly and adjust our hold
location, rotation strategy, if any, and reset strategy.

Against stronghold teams, we need to only hold the
ball in a public location, grenadable, preferably from
above, or in a easily resettable location.

10+ years,
2-3 weeks to
95%.

5 We need to have | continuous | audio output from our
collective channel in making callouts, but not talking
over each other at any time. Ratios: 50% callouts are
about our team, 50% enemy team. <| each | ratio is |
independent |> 50% callouts are location based,
50% callouts are movement based. 50% of callouts
are | specific and present | 50% of callouts are
general and extensive. 50% of communications are
about Halo 50% of communications are bughousing
important mental paradigms into Halo.

We have 0% talking over each other, but only about
35% continuous audio output.
80% of the callouts are about the enemy team, so we
need to | decrease that by 30% to reach 50% for both
|.
90-100% of our callouts are location based, rarely
movement based.
Good balance on specific to general.
Good balance on Halo vs. non-Halo, indicative of
“well-rounded folks”.

1 week - 10
years, 99%
in 3 days.

6 Be more entertaining.
Adopt the EZ directives that people in #2022 are
doing on social media without removing or changing
the innovative content.

Tone: Be playful 10% of the time. Be intentionally
funny 10% of the time. Be OK with being
unintentionally funny about half the time, sometimes
overlapping with intentionally funny, sometimes not.
Caring tone should be unconditional. Seeking rapport
75% of the time in free streams and 50% of the time in
competition; fragment psychology slightly and be
friendlier to chat than opponents to avoid losing with
viewers.

7 Define initiative and tempo. Upred: when you have
the initiative, you are calling the shots.

We feel alpha | beta about 50% of the time, each.
We defend defend vs. counter prophylactic defend half
the time, each.

8 Enjoy ourselves more by being collaborative and
super positive.

Eliminate muscle tension and be chill all the time
before joining the team chat. 5 day moving average
end time box 1/17/22: 2, which is the top of the healthy
spectrum.

9 Prepare more strategies, campaign, openings,
thematic tactics, and in general Halo theory.

We have all completed the campaign at every level
together. Watch 20 hours of pro Halo streamers.
Spend 20 hours analyzing and commentating on own
and pro gameplays. Learn the spawn points and
spawning patterns on every map.

100
hours.over
the course of
the next
year.
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10 Move anticheat theory in Halo, FPS, and all NA
sports to the level of USCF.

Document all incidents of cheating both deductively
and inductively, using Goodman’s intuit, across the 3
game vectors of psych, time, and bp, and the 2 effect
vectors of improving oneself unrighteous let or
harming others.
Eliminate cheating on all servers, streams, and chats,
and account for all past evidence on those accounts.
Persecute, sentence, and annihilate all cheaters.

11 months, 2
days
99.9~%.
99.9[repeat
==> ∞]
actually
defined 100.
#math
Integration
formula
upred.

Source: as of May 2022, I am a Platinum 5 ranked Halo Infinite semi-pro and formerly a 50, the top rank, in Team Slayer in Halo 3. In 2010, I
launched the popular Halo / Minecraft YouTube channel Gameplays247, which garnered # 57,000 subscribers and several million lifetime
views. Along with now popular YT celebrity Daniel Keem, “Keemstar” <5.71 million subs, YT> and Ohio native “Deranker”, <74.3k subs, YT>, I
launched and managed one of the largest Halo clans in the Halo 3 era, with 30,000 subscribers, culminating in a popular series of
community-sourced montages that aggregated over a million combined views on the historical aggregator channel, FBWalshyFTW <134k
subs, YT>, titled the “Dancetage” series.

Ch-41 FC: H2S4: The genesis of a collective frame:
culture:
From Sun <a-r>: Henan province <100 MM pop,
$5.88 T GDP, 2020> holds a special place in this
regard. The White Horse Temple <D, 2> in Luo
Yang is an early witness of cultural exchanges
between our two countries. The Longmen
Grottoes <simplified:龙门石窟; traditional:龍門石窟; pinyin: Lóngmén Shíkū; “Dragon’s Gate
Grottoes”> <UNESCO Heritage, ch-100>> enjoy similar art features with the Ajanta Grottoes> in
India <a-r>. Both are treasures of the two Ancient civilizations. <one of the four Ancient Great

Capitals of China> [D, 2, an Indian-style temple in Luo Yang, China] Master Shen Zang from Henan traveled long distances from India to
collect Buddhist scriptures. <skip> India’s Bodhidharma, <the 28th patriarch of Mahayana Buddhism in India> <a-r> founded the Zen
buddhism in Henan, which had a profound influence on the spread of Buddhism in Easternship. MIC: The opportunity was important

because a Soviet victory would promote Soviet culture and way of life, and of course,
Communism. It was no accident that chess was under the direct control of the Soviet Union’s
state Department of Propaganda and Agitation. Soltis © 2014 Life & Games, Botvinnik. WC.
When more than one person maintains a frame collectively, it is known as culture. Culture is a
word that is typically associated with the level of a society, but nevertheless, a team can have a
culture, a company can have a culture, and in many ways, a religious organization is also a
culture. == Culture is merely a shared system of beliefs and perspectives, as well as customs
and social institutions; the presence of these shared values and institutions provides a
degree of confidence, trust, and cooperation among members of the culture, and insofar as a
frame is also a logical structure, a culture that is a collective frame # is also a shared way of

thinking and processing information. Sharing a common way of thinking provides an advantage in the linear | progression of logic, in which
one can trust that other members of a shared culture will possess certain knowledge if they are in a particular role without necessarily
extracting that knowledge over time via giveus receiveus, which accelerates the rate with which social relationships can be formed, and
therefore the culture of a shared frame also has beneficial effects in the rate | of communication. == In order to illustrate the point of
culture, which we so deeply inhabit that we can hardly describe our own, akin to fish in water, it is necessary to elicit instead a work of
literature, in which we imagine a new culture being created even in a new world, an analogy of the Biblical book Genesis, or the role that
Quotations from Chairman Mao, one of the only books in human history to reach the same order of magnitude distribution as the Bible, in the
billions, each, had in launching the modern People’s Republic of | China, a parody, but not in a negative sense, and no attempt to add onto
the Bible, merely to simulate it in the creation of a fictional world in the popular children’s game in 2022, Minecraft. A screen capture of a
castle that I built in the popular Chess Twitch Minecraft server in 2022.

H2S4 H3S1: Economy:
Responses at different stages of habitat exploration are distinguished in terms of (a) the basic kinds of decisions required ; (b) the extent to
which the decisions can be made automatically and rapidly or require more extensive evaluation; and © the features of the environment that
exert the strongest influences on responses and decision making. The Adapted Mind pg-563 <a-r> The economy of a world must be vibrant
and structured such that payments can be seamlessly made to optimize for the rate of transaction. The world will contain beings that are
simulated to have evolved over several billion years of ruthless competition via natural selection such that efficiency is permanently instilled,
ingrained in the brain <r: ch. 44 H2S1 H3S1>, in the minds of all of the creatures such that they will only agree to participate in any interaction
with another creature if it benefits them. That means that, by definition, any interaction, which is by definition two-sided, must to some quantity
benefit each of the individuals that are involved, and if we can establish that economic transactions are a form of interaction, then a world
populated by efficient beings can only have mutually beneficial economic transactions #, and therefore, as the architect of this world, I only
need to increase the rate of | transactions without being concerned about whether or not those transactions are benefiting people, because it
will be by their own fruition to make that a reality. Therefore, the owner of this server needs to primarily be concerned with the speed with
which a payment from one user to another can be carried out. == You must understand how important payments are: one particular form of

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simplified_Chinese_characters
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Traditional_Chinese_characters
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pinyin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bodhidharma
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payments that will need to be emphasized in the design of the server are micropayments, which is defined as any payment of less than $100
of the server's currency, which will be the United States dollar, and that means we will be printing US
dollars in the server and you can use US dollars to buy what is in the server. == In totality, the total gross
domestic product of the server will be 100% directly correlated with the volume and the rate of |
transactions that occur on the server. The rate of transactions will be a factor of the rate of payments from
user to user, as well as the total population of users; as the population increases, the rate of total
transactions will also increase, and in order to increase the volume of the economy, we can either
decrease the time required to make a payment or increase the population. For example, in a militarized
Buffalo, which preceded the world, and is always fixed at 10 million population, we can quarantine
ourselves from the rest of the United States and generate an equivalently-sized economy despite having
only 1/30th of the population by having 30 times faster payments among our population base #. In every
economic transaction, there are two things exchanged: financial currency being one, and a
non-financial currency item of equivalent value to the amount of financial currency that is exchanged, and
typically this will be either a good or a service. That means that a bottleneck for financial transactions
occurring could be either a blockade in one's ability to transfer the currency, or a blockade in one's ability to transport the good or service, or
generate that good or service. == A blockade in either of these two factors will cause a slowdown of the total economic transaction as well as
any dependency events in the supply chain of that good or service, such as an oil tanker arriving at the gas station that the vacuum cleaner
delivery guy’s Truck needs to fill up at in order for the vacuum cleaner to arrive at Raymour and Flanigan at the Boulevard Mall, which also
preceded the world, and aunt Katherine <r: ch. 44 H2S1 H3S3> , who also preceded the world, needs to wait 3 days, despite having the
currency at hand, in order to complete the transaction of purchasing the vacuum cleaner. == The server administrator needs to create a ledger
of all transactions that are completed on the server with not only a barcode | identifying number of | QR code corresponding to the product as
well as any supply chain details of that product, hopefully enabled by blockchain such as Elastos, but also | a financial quantity, but also |
crucially, the last but also, is the time box corresponding to the amount of time needed for the transaction to be completed, as demarcated by
the initiation of the transaction by the buyer and the completion of the transaction by the supplier. The lack of documentation of time boxes
around the completion time of actions, such as moves in a chess game or financial transactions, is a major impediment to any improvement
paradigm, as well as a bottleneck hinge impedance to the completion of the economic system, which necessarily depends on high fidelity
accounting. https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49850430691 Despite being up a f.a5-B, this position is sharp with only one winning
move for f: 50. Qc2 <int +> ! and s has to either trade-Qs or be out of checks as all check-sqs have adequate | coverage.

H2S4 H3S2: Military |=full defense:
Defense against other players is not a primary concern of either the server owner or the first players of the server until after the 11th player
has been introduced to the server. The first form of defense that is of concern to the first 10 players will simply be survival | against the
elements. The server will be populated with a large number of natural hazards, such as lava in the mines, giant spiders that attack you at
night, as well as the occasional dangerous predator during the day, like the wolf or the bear. This will force the first players # to be very
congenial with each other and build a centralized home location because they will have a lack of resources and therefore be forced to
collaborate and aggregate their defenses around a single moat. The moat should be the first defensive tool that is built because it eliminates
any form of 0-IQ # attack from NPCs that simply know how to charge in a single direction.
The moat simply needs to contain a button that only a human would know how to press and there is no need, even, for any concealment of
that button or any higher IQ password-gating. Once this is established, the humans will have conquered the wild outside of dim-witted
accidents in which a friend pushes another friend into the lava and jokingly kills him, or removes one of his legs, and for the most part can
focus on a steady accumulation of resources that will be used to fuel the upcoming economy. The financial economy will not exist until after
the 101st player has entered the server because it's simply inefficient # to introduce the financial economy among a very small and tight knit
community of people who will most likely be exchanging goods and services via the more primitive and communication-based barter system.
The first 100 players will be talking to each other, almost all of them with each other one-to-one, on a daily basis, and there will hardly be any
reason to justify the printing and the standardization of any currency because a certain amount of calculation capacity needs to be expended
in order to maintain the value and the name of a currency in the minds of all # After the 101st player has been introduced, communication will
be more siloed and the server participants will start breaking off into clans and tribes, and it will mostly be the transactions within each tribe
that requires the financial currency and the tribes themselves will mostly barter for exchange of military resources or simply go to war with
each other in order to attain them. It's best if a single currency is established that is universal among all the tribes, but, as part of a tribe’s
brand, they may introduce a slightly altered version of that currency, such as the Euro, the Australian dollar, the Canadian dollar, which is
just the 1.15 version of the US dollar but will always be associated via proportion to the value of the US dollar # The introduction of the
financial economy will coincide | with the introduction of warfare. And that moment, after the 11th to 101st player is introduced, will be when
defense against other players needs to become a necessary consideration. After the 11th player is introduced, all of the players will still
technically be part of one tribe, but petty thefts and minor acts of rebellion may start to occur among players who are perceived as
adolescents. After the 101st player is introduced, the crimes will no longer be petty because militias will be formed among the players, even if
they decide to remain aggregated as an entire nation, certainly as an entire world, the exact proceedings now are no longer necessary to be
predicted,  but nevertheless the crimes will start to become more organized and devastating to the
victim, requiring more sophisticated defenses, such as treaties and declarations of war <r: ch.
61 H2S3 H3S2> // also push this to that Correctly, defenses need not only be in the board | game
position in the sense of automated redstone-triggered arrows, draw bridges, and gates, but can
also be in the psychological position via the drafting of legal contracts that discourage the use of arms to
acquire goods, and various manipulations of the time position, such as creating an adequate amount of
physical distance from other tribes such that it will be difficult for them to survive even the journey to your
village in order to raid, and one can regularly send out reconnaissance or have surveillance in the
interposing squares # between one's village and the other village in order to anticipate and cut off attacks.
And if the journey takes, for instance, more than a day, then certain camps will need to be erected to
house the players midway through their journey, and those particular camps can be targeted and
bombarded in a counter-attacking format. == Therefore, a combination of prophylaxis, passive defense,

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49850430691?tab=review
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and counter-attacking defense will be employed in all 3 phases of the game: the board position, the time position, and the psychological
position, in order to diplomatically, militarily, and economically discourage the use of arms in order to acquire resources, whether information
or physical, from other tribes and nations. But if the use of arms becomes necessary, the server will default back to the enforcement of simple
physics. == Therefore, even in the demilitarized state of the initial server, knowing that the first players will ultimately become heads of
nations of the future, one needs to already be preparing litigation via background checks on other people that are essentially part of the
founding family, and begin drafting template declarations of wars and constitutions that define a nation's values that can later be used as
propaganda to weaponize one's population to mobilize it for a war | against the inferior values of the opponent. == Propaganda is a key
ingredient of war. Whereas in peacetime, the population may be encouraged to be liberal and erect 2, 3, 10 party systems that have
conflicting ideas, much resembling an academic environment, where people are welcome to present a broad range of thoughts and have them
compete with each other in order to optimize the rate of discovery. == However, during war mode, it is important to completely reverse this
process and suspend, but not destroy, hopefully, the progress of intellectuals and instead fall back to the mainframe layer of what we know
best, and the uniform propaganda that is disseminated during this time period needs to contain a uniform line of deductive reasoning that
proves why we are correct in feeling that we deserve to win the war. Any amount of dissent during this time can critically weaken the power
with which a military is able to execute its directives because power is a function of both force and speed. == Arguably, we may be able to
generate the same amount of force even in an environment with conflicting ideas, but certainly the swiftness with which the force can be
carried out will be severely retarded, word use in the sense of slowing down and not in a derogatory way against mentally challenged people
#thoughtsafety, and since war is decided by power, the degradation of speed will be intolerable, and if it is not intolerated, internally via the
enforcement of the laws established by propaganda of the states, then it will certainly be enforced upon one by the enemy army, which will
certainly be unified in its beliefs, and therefore if we do not accept the milder form of punishment provided to us by our leaders, the enemy
does not discriminate. The enemy might be Russia, Iran, France, for all we know, all nation states that preceded the world arena,
depending on which faction one ultimately decides to sign up for the server. == The last aspect of the military to consider are the more
granular points of strategy and tactics,  which is the baseline level of granularity for any nation state that needs to be genuinely prepared for
combat warfare if all other means fail. Certainly, we would love to progress steadily with our acquisitions of space via capture opposition, but
by no means forcing pawn advances and breaks, but if at some point the game opens up sufficiently such that it resembles Chinese chess,
rooks are free to roam the vertical lines and create batteries that overpower certain squares or double attack other squares, for instance, and
the bishop cannons are set on fire upon the long diagonals, then we will certainly also need to employ the tactical knowledge that is provided
to us by Material in Chess, the textbook on tactics. == Therefore, licensing of the book to two factions within our Minecraft server will be a
significant source of revenue of the book, as well as any micro-excerpts that are provided to the militaries during specific pivotal points during
the war. One of our motivations for creating this world is simply to sell copies of this book, and as server administrators, we will have a
personal interest in warmongering in order to encourage the use of arms, a #VT counterpoint, such that the warring factions are motivated by
the time and resources they've invested into the server, as well as the subsequent desire to defend their creations, which contained these
resources, will reach out to us, the Gods of military consultation, simply for the task of recommending a specific 2,000 word excerpt that can
be sent within 5 minutes to their email at any moment during a pivotal moment in the war, as well as a quick paragraph of writing that explains
why this is relevant to their current situation, based on the providing of up to 10,000 words of writing about their current situation, and the
turnaround time for this can be as little as one hour or at most 24 hours depending on the amount paid to us #economics [D] The temping
44.Qxb5+?? <+1>, forking the f5-K and the a4-R, now hangtacked #, fails to the rare check | counter Qe5+ <int +> ! and therefore correct are
44. Qh7+ ! forcing the K medially to ensuing R-checks resulting in M23 (!) or 44. Qf3+ ! and here s has 2 legal moves: 44. Ke5 is M4 and
44…Qf4 <int +> ! here remains sharp # 45. Qh3+ ! and if # Qg4 <int +>, <2:1, overwhelm!> #np whereas # if 45…K-e, 46. Re1+
<RKR<1.5:0> skw!> https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49850430691

H2S4 H3S3: Self-sustenance:
The ability to be entirely self-sustaining is a higher order concept, an order of magnitude higher than any of the other concepts in Genesis and
also including as a necessary condition all others # The full kek of self-sustenance <r: ch.this D H3S4> is self-defense | property defense law,
of self and others.
The common law principle of “castle doctrine” says that individuals have the right to use reasonable force, including deadly force, to protect
themselves against an intruder in their home. This principle has been codified and expanded by state legislatures. Ref: NCSL 5/6/2020,
retrieved 2022. == The question with respect to self-defense law, property defense law, vigilante law, and bodyguard law is not the question as
to whether or not deadly force or personal judgment can be wielded to resolve the threat at hand, and the word threat is important here
because self-defense is no longer possible once the enemy’s | deadly threat | has become a reality |, obviously. The true question is the
perimeter around one’s house or body, both in terms of the physical space and the logical space, in terms of how many lines of deduction one
is allowed to use, and why that is not infinite or aligned with one’s capacity, to deduce the presence of the threat in another person’s actions
even when they may be far away, in both senses. What needs to be recognized is that what is far or near for one may not be far or near for
another depending on their sight line capacity, which, according to our research in the book, perfectly corresponds (n.) = a 100% direct
correlation, thereby establishing a proportion with the correlated #defd, with calculation capacity. To put it shortly, a high level calculator should
not be punished for acting upon deductions made that cannot be explained to lower level judges and juries in a court of law due to a | | missing
| neutral pathway |, not that lower level deductors should be allowed to judge at all the actions of better calculators, and not that the actions of
better calculators are always correct, just that they should be judged on an even IQ plane, and this should be obvious, but report if not.

H2S4 H3S4: Agriculture:
MIC: Agriculture is the premeditated growth via the planting of seeds, attending, supplying of water, tending to, supplying of nutrients, and
most importantly, the supply of radiation from the sun as well as other celestial bodies in order to generate meals that can be used as either
food for construction. == In the definition of Material in Chess by Chess University, agriculture includes lumber as well as the growth of
livestock whose meat can be used for food and whose bones can be used for construction and it is our belief that bone-based construction
should be to an equal mass proportional to lumber construction. Lumber and bones can be used to construct not only permanent buildings but
also various expendable objects of War such as catapults, arrows, and swords. == The difference between agricultural products and mining
products, apart from the obvious fact that one comes primarily from above the ground and the other, the latter, comes primarily from below the
ground, with certain exceptions in the form of underground mining or underground farming or above ground mining in a mountain, though still
technically below the surface, is that the former is completely replenishable both in terms of the cycle of seed growth but also in terms of the
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fact that carbon-based agricultural products do in fact increase in mass in a nonzero fashion, meaning without decreasing the mass of another
element in the closed environment that is the Earth, via the one way absorption of radiation from the sky. Understanding this requires us to
add nuance to our understanding within common physics of what a closed environment is. Traditionally, closed environments do not output or
receive any matter from the outside, but we are defining for | our purposes an environment that does not output but can receive, the recipient
of a one way broadcast, as still a pseudo-closed environment, in the similar sense that your room does not become any less secure if you
decide to turn on a television that can receive signals from the outside, but does not surveillance you in
any way, and this should be obvious, and thereby we have established the connection between room
theory x surveillance theory x the physical theory of systems. == Additionally, it is to be understood that
radiation contains mass as it is a movement of particles that has a vibrational frequency and anything that
has a vibrational frequency necessarily is massive #conjecture* since plants receive more radiation than
the output from celestial bodies, constantly gaining mass via the absorption of this radiation that is
solidified into usable chemical products via the process of photosynthesis. *Certain points of
conjecture are made with respect to the physics engine of the fictional Minecraft server that are not to
be taken as scientific, academic claims with respect to the actual physics of our world. It has been long
known in physics that energy and mass are equated via the equation E=MC², and is without a doubt
that plants are able to receive an enormous portion of energy from the Sun, even more so than what is
possible to be consumed via traditional metabolism in humans. The energy that comes from
broken-down food, and it is to be known that the body always converts chemical nutrition inputs first into energy and then into mass as an
intermediate, and so the form of the energy prior to its conversion into energy, whether as radiation or calories, does not matter, does not
matter because they both merge at the middle. == The intelligent decision to invest in agriculture as a society's primary method of attaining
building materials is related to considerations of self-sustenance, sustainability, and military | defense. To address the tertiary point, it is a
future concern, for any producer who's capable of thinking about 100 steps in advance, and if not, any individual who has studied history in
any form; we must stop at another elaboration for understanding by tracing backwards here, but any propensity to being strong in deductions
is having a strong understanding of history, which can supplement a lack of deductive power in so far as patterns of the present resemble what
has already occurred. == Indeed, there should be no difference in the performance of an individual who is an expert in deduction and nd an
individual who is an expert in pattern recognition x historical understanding, which may explain why the best reducers, despite their propensity
and being able to understand history, tend to be very lazy in its study because they have yet to see its payoff. == In any case,  an
understanding of history should reveal that when mining resources have become scarce in some area, that the rate of warfare tends to
increase, especially when that resource is not a luxury resource and is actually depended on for the core economic functioning of the society.
Whoever is in possession of that resource will be able to vastly outgrow its neighbors and in the process threaten to conquer its neighbor,
being as any economy that is more than 10x the size of an adjacent property will automatically annex it, and if the culture of the two countries
are not sufficiently compatible, then warfare will be an inevitable outcome, typically started by the weaker state as the stronger state is
reaching that 10 to 1 size proportion in order to resist cultural | annexation, and the only way to do so is to deprive that stronger state of its
necessary mine and thus, of replenishable resources, such as oil, which does not come from plants, iron, and coal. == All of these minerals
are necessary conditions to the growth of a society just as much as multivitamins are necessary for the development of a human and
therefore, one can remove even one of these materials such as vitamin A, and cause the development of that species to completely halt, and
generally, it is advantageous to deprive the resource that is needed in most trace amounts, in that is also the easiest to transport from inside
enemy territory back to one's territory, either into storage or into sales to an even more powerful ally, a common military strategy in which the
aggressor that is trying to self-sustain works in conjunction with a more powerful ally, who does not want to engage any formal declaration of
war with the self-sustainer’s enemy but is willing to receive supplies via the black market #. Once the stronger allies is in possession of the
necessary resource of the enemy, it would require a declaration of war from that enemy to the stronger ally, which generally the enemy is not
able to do and preferably the enemy and the self-sustainer is able to reach a cultural equivalency once the strength equivalency has been
reached. == This is why diplomacy and rate of communication between nations is so important because it is not only the economic growth of
one adjacent state that caused the war, it is also the lack of compatibility between cultures, and insofar as each individual culture or person is
evolving independently, communication must be necessary at a minimum threshold fixed rate in order to prevent the overall culture, which is
an amalgamation of each culture, from deviating too severely. == An advanced agricultural state that also invests in mining, which it has to,
because it must maintain mined resources at a certain minimal threshold in order to continue its agricultural operations # Indeed, agricultural
products have no limits in the extent to which they can be used, whereas mine products, being as they are scarce, naturally, will be needed
only in terms of minimum amounts. == More research needs to be done, much of which via the physics # in the Minecraft world, to see if
certain minerals such as iron also have regenerable properties in a similar fashion to the seed cycle of plants. It is known, for instance, that
most molten materials are formed in lava, and in Minecraft, when lava is poured from a source, it does elongate itself and continue its float
downstream, although a bucket can only collect the lava from its source # It is known, for example, that fire is an extensible property #,
although not necessarily regenerable and an improved understanding of the element fire which powers lava may lead to the ability to generate
iron de novo #, and if this can be done, then iron will also be known as an agricultural product #, the implications of which on every sector will
be absolutely enormous, <fbno>. Analogous to warfare, agriculture has a philosophical component that ties its need to basic principle
understandings of the universe #, as well as a tactical | aspect that relates specifically to how to plant seeds and maintain them through the
seasons. Obviously, seeds are to be planted in March, directly succeeding the boundary between winter and spring, while the ground is still a
bit frosty, and therefore, a supply of heat from the Earth via flames and torches is initially required to grow the seeds. Users of Minecraft
intuitively will plant torches along their farms to keep them lit at night. The sampling stage of seeds occurs throughout spring, and by the time
that May and June roll around, the first trunks of the plant will grow, whether it's the barked trunk of trees, or the naked trunk of various other
types of plants like corn stalks. == The primary blossom of flowers and other fruit-bearing aspects of the plant will be revealed in summer, but
the main harvest of the stock meat will occur in the fall. A similar pattern must necessarily occur with livestock. The stalks of plants need to be
harvested with axes and throughout the winter, these stocks need to be processed internally and the entire plant needs to be uprooted and
replaced, except for certain evergreen plants which can be left throughout the winter and will blossom again in the following summer. Finally,
seeds need to be collected in the blossoming stage and, at minimum, the same number of seeds that were planted in the previous season, but
preferably more if the farming operations of the society are growing, more seeds will be collected and placed into an agricultural | storage
center. [D] https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49835933809 37. Ke2 is the best way to escape this check as it stimulates an
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unstoppable mate but a huge mistake would be 37. Kc3?? as Rf3+ ! exploits the fact that the 4th rank is cut off by the eccentric | pair of
s-moat Ps to force f to lose his Q <assass in 2, -9>; the deadly f4-B eliminates the sole 2nd rank run-sq, d2.

H2S4 H3S5: Pedagogy:
Pedagogy will be the primary ultimate purpose of the server and in the waging of warfare as well as the development of new technologies and
agricultural techniques, it needs to be held in mind that every action is to be done with the intention | of enhancing | pedagogy. == The
simplest way for each nation to gain the favor of the gods is via the construction of great works, 3-dimensional buildings that contain the
wisdom of not only Material in Chess but other ancient books such as the Quran, the Hindi texts, and the mythical writings of the ancient
Greeks. Each nation should take up its bearing of one representation of an ancient culture, study its history, and seek to structure its cities in
an analogous but upred format, as well as construct a layout of buildings that each represent a specific book or chapter from the ancient text,
and in this process, it is important to consider architecture as well as | aesthetics. One must choose a color palette that is reflective of the
culture that is to be represented, and the color palette needs to be constituted by the selection of building materials. For instance, in Minecraft

there are at least three different
colors of wood that can be used, and
each type of wood is completely
regenerable # There are also several
different colors of cotton that can be
generated from a combination of
sheep and dyes, and more research
is required to investigate the
agricultural regeneratively of dyes.
== A building allows a pedagogue to

consciously design the 3-dimensional presentation via the | | layered encounter | of information from a text |.
A building can also have
multiple entry points,
each of which represents
a specific page number
from a book, such that
the book can be
encountered from
multiple initial
perspectives. The
building can also be a
maze that threads

through a different diagonal reading of the book, for example, one entry point might lead one through chapter 53, followed by 45, followed by
58, followed by 1, whereas another entry point might start at 1 and proceed simply chronologically through the book in terms of the chapter
count. == Various trap doors and other types of mechanisms can allow users of the building to cross encounter other narratives such that each
hallway through the building can be considered a narrative through the text # Again, in the design of these Holy structures, one needs to
consider a number of design aspects, such as the height of the room, the width of the walls, the carrying capacity of the room, the number of
entrances and exits, intersections with other pathways, and, as always, the color balance. Separately from color balance, but of course
related, is the question of lighting. Lighting in Minecraft is a difficult subject in the torch era, but in the electrical era, lighting should be possible
by capturing the energy of the sun in batteries and powering battery-powered torches. In the torch era, in which the scarce resource of coal is
required for torches, it is recommended that certain areas of buildings are inaccessible by night, but a small chest with one or two torches
should be provided in the event that any individual user wants to access the building by night, and they can drop the torches on the ground, at
least two are needed, in order to flashlight their own way through the building, but of course these torches needs to be knocked down and
picked up as they are walking through.  == This means that any hallway that is accessible by night needs to have a way for users to return
torches to the initial chest, either because the exits and the entrance are directly aligned, or by some other mechanisms such as train
transport, and an automated system of returning the two torches from the exit chest to the initial chest. Automation: In general, automation is
a requirement of any 24-hour functioning | Minecraft server in use of both building construction, agriculture, and warfare. There will be a
direct proportion between the number of automated processes and the scale with which a society is able to reach # All automated processes
need to be accomplished by redstone and more research needs to be conducted in order to find out whether Redstone is a regenerable
resource or whether it is a scarce mined resource from the ground. If Redstone is a scarce-mined resource, then the only way for a society to
grow is by reductions # Because the construction of more automated processing in the future will require us to recycle redstone that has
already been used in prior automated processes, which means we need to reduce the amount of redstone that is used to automate those
processes, and this is a physical representation of reduction in calculation capacity, which is currently known as a scarce resource, but which
we may learn how to make regenerable like iron through our understanding of fire, but in any case, initially experimenting with redstone. The
survival | necessity of eliminating redstone via reductions in order to recycle it for subsequent automated projects will give us necessary
pedagogy into the physical mechanism of reductions and also provide the leverage for seeking its regeneration into the future (!)
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49850430691 32. Qb3 0.0 SF 14+ d-44 NNUE is necessary otherwise [D, 2] d-34 K-2901 analysis
of 2 32-f alts, [D,3] the 45-s post of first, [D, 4] the 50-f post of second. [D, 5] shows that both of the top moves for s in the resulting b-p of 32.
Qb3 are still 0.0.

H2S5 H3S6: Architecture:
Scruton et al <a-r, ‘22>: The types of architecture are established not by architects but by society, according to the needs of its different
institutions. Society sets the goals and assigns to the architect the job of finding the means of achieving them. MIC: Architecture is not a “real
| thing” because it cannot exist independently of the Higgs-Boson particle. Rather, architecture is a conceptual philosophical framework that
can be applied to buildings and other various structures that are used for pedagogical, agricultural, and military purposes. Architecture has a
component of setups and is best executed with setups in mind because the users of an accurate architectural product are humans. |=P
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Architecture is the art or practice of applying intelligent functional | design to buildings, not only for aesthetics, but for the human purposes of
using that building # Therefore, architecture is one manifestation of human-centered design. The architect has to be concerned not only with
the form of the building, but also have conversations with the future-intended users of that building in order to determine their purpose and to
make sure that the design and layout are coherent with those purposes. |=P However, there is a reason why the layman, despite his ability to
describe his desires, is not qualified to design a
building because the third arm of architecture,
besides human desire and aesthetics, is obedience to
physics. The building has to actually be able to exist in a
physical world and stand up against the force of gravity.
The marriage of these three aspects is what gives rise
to a 3-dimensional form that can be walked through,
learned from, and appreciated # |=P The basic
components of a building are as follows: a foundation
that is not accessible to the normal users of the
building, but is accessible to the builders, and
the existence of a foundation necessarily
delineates the humans who will be in contact with the
building in terms of the builders, and the users, although builders can also be users, but not all users will be builders, Venn diagrams. |=P The
next component is the Floor Plan, which may be any number of floors that is required for the building to execute its purpose, and any building
that has over 100 floors will be considered a skyscraper, whereas any building with below 10 floors can be considered a house. Any building
with only 1 floor is a compact house, or a sedan, and any building that has wheels attached will be considered a mobile home or vehicle. Any
building between 10 and 100 floors is a regular office building or residential complex. Buildings must also be compatible with zones and
various categorizations of buildings, depending on their floor plan, must be coherent with the zoning laws in the area in which that building is
constructed. |=P Finally, a building needs to have openings to the outside, and these openings can include windows, doors, trap doors,
chimneys, and roofs. Insofar as a roof is an opening, this means that every building must have a roof that is completely retractable in order to
allow aircraft to land inside of the building. This is a necessary militarized requirement on all buildings, including houses. Certain buildings will
have specialized capabilities, such as large buildings and physical laboratories that can be used as space telescopes, requiring a double
retractable dome through which a telescope can emerge. == Buildings that double as missile launch pads will have a similar roof-opening
mechanism, although the floors will also need to open in order to allow for a missile to emerge that is about as tall as the building. Buildings
with storage capabilities need to have expanded doors that resemble garages in order to allow trucks to pull out of the building, which means
that garages are a necessary component of some buildings but not other buildings, and any building that has a garage will be considered a
storage building # Buildings can fit into multiple categorizations common, although certain zones will prevent buildings of certain
categorizations and or only allow buildings of other categorizations # [D]: Game: Hikaru Nakamura <world rank #11> <2760, GM> vs Ding Li
Ren <2806, GM, CHN> FIDE Candidates Tournament 2022 6-23-22, round 6. [P, 2]: Radjabov <W-rank #13> and Nepomniachtchi
<W-rank #7> <left> shaking hands after a draw in round 3 of the same tournament: “About one and a half hours into the round, the first game
was already over. In modern chess, it is almost impossible to avoid the occasional quick and boring draw, and it took three rounds to see the
first.” - Peter Doggers <FIDE = 2127> <founder of ChessVibes, acq.chess-com a-r> Photo by Maria Emelianova <b-1987, RUS>, WFM.
Thinking-Q: Can s get away with 41…Kd7 as opposed to 41…Kf8 0.0, which led to a draw by repetition in the game? See ex-sol for the
solution. == The architectural design of the building, taking into account human needs as well as all aspects of components and materials,
needs to account for these components in a coherent aesthetic design and select materials that will allow the functional purpose of the
buildings without sacrificing any aspect of the color balance. Therefore, buildings need to be designed and premeditated beforehand and
approved by the product owner. This means that architect is a subcategory of product designer/manager, and Material in Chess full=|
Chess University sees no reason to distinguish between product designer and manager #TopTal. |=P Following submission of the design by
the architect to the product owner, which itself will follow a consultation between the architect and the God of physics, as well as all human
users of that building, the design will be approved by the product manager, possibly after having gone through several stages of revision, and
each stage of revision is designed by a rejection with a list of reasons by the product owner and an attempt to fix those reasons before the
next submission by the product manager, a process that can be bughoused in # all areas in which approval is necessary, such as seeking
funding from the National Institute of Health funding. == The completed design, a plan of the building that is approved by the product owner,
will then be sent to the engineer, if there is one, and if there is not, then the architect will also need to provide the engineering. To be clear, the
architect is only responsible for the composition of materials, whereas the engineer needs to figure out the synthetic process of the materials
as well as the welding processes of binding certain materials together so that they will exist in a non-destructible form. The completion of all
materials by the engineer will then be submitted, after being checked by all prior parties as well as the God of physics, to the builders. The
head of construction, if there is one, otherwise all the builders themselves, and whenever there is under 10 people in a group, there does not
necessarily need to be an explicit leader #, will take the building plan and initial construction. The construction will be regularly checked, and
again if there are more than 10 builders, then we need a quality assurance engineer, by a quality engineer who will troll x physics the building
and essentially attempt to crash it in a variety of ways. Crashing a building, for example by throwing rocks, or Jenga removing any of the
components that may be accessible to children is analogous to attempts to crash a server. Therefore, QA engineers, who are good at
crashing servers can also be employed in trying to crash buildings prior to their final approval as an indestructible element in the server. ==
As an addendum, a final consideration in the construction of buildings is its integration into the defensive structures of the entire city, and a
defense contractor should come in following the completion of the building and check if all defensive measures that are applied to the city
have also been automatically applied to the building via its construction # For example, an obvious break of this rule is if a building were to be
found having accidentally been built outside of the moat of the city, a comical error that can result from the fact that certain cities have moats
that do not comprehensively cover all of their grounds. This comical analogy # illustrates the fact that the building may need to be integrated
following its construction with defense and other requirements of the city's legislature. Only after the assurance of integration can a building be
considered to fall under the legislative powers of the city, and this fact merges the art of architecture with politics # Post <Foster, 2015 a-r>:
And that intuitive feeling of capturing the sky, of the qualities of changing light, now is much more quantifiable. And that humanistic, that
poetic, that spiritual dimension of design is, for me, completely wrapped up with all the technology of how the building eventually breathes
and communes with nature. In terms of the health of a building, that is also inseparable from the use of energy. And it's interesting that, if
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you just look at these charts, then those societies which are heavy consumers of energy have the lowest infant mortality, the highest rate
of life expectancy, and also in terms of mental, spiritual, they offer the greatest potential for development, political, and sexual freedom.
So if we talk a little about energy, it's interesting just to analyze, what are the consumers of energy? And in an industrialized society their
buildings probably account for between 35% to 40% of the energy produced and consumed. And a similar amount is consumed in the
infrastructure. If we think of the infrastructure as a kind of urban glue that binds together the individual buildings, and the communities, the
cities, the connections, the public transport, the bridges <ch-8, connections>, the flights between continents. <16:55>So that totals in an
industrialized society, probably around 75% of the energy.

H2S5 H3S7: Religion:
Religion is a philosophy of truth that can be used to direct actions. The world under discussion will be one of religious freedom, such that
individual societies are allowed to worship their own unique set of gods, but it should be understood that the server itself has certain physical
and metaphysical properties that should be understood before anyone is allowed to play on the server. |=P These are scientific and
observable facts, but by our very broad definition of religion, these facts do fall under that of # religion and therefore there is a baseline
mandate of study of the religion of the server, not personal religion or religion of this society that needs to be understood. |=P A basic example
of this is basic physics. In order for one to exist on Earth, one has to understand and thereby accept the fact that when a ball is dropped, it's
going to eventually hit the ground. Anyone who is not willing to tolerate this baseline level of religion and faith is obviously unequipped to
handle the safety and therefore security measures that are present in the server and, understanding that such a user will be very quickly
annihilated by the elements of nature on the level of physics, they should be prevented from even accessing the server in the first place in
order to not tarnish its reputation.

H2S5 H3S8: Music & arts:
Metropolitan Opera <a-r>: Santuzza begs him to stay and implores him not to abandon her. Refusing to listen, Turiddu leaves, and Santuzza
curses him. Alfio appears, late for Mass. Santuzza tells him that Lola went to church with Turiddu and reveals that she has been cheating on
him. In a rage, Alfio swears to get even and rushes off, leaving behind the now conscience-stricken Santuzza. Returning from the church the
villagers gather at Mamma Lucia’s tavern. Turiddu leads them in a drinking song, but the atmosphere becomes tense when Alfio appears.
He refuses Turiddu’s offer of wine and instead challenges him to a knife fight. Turiddu admits his guilt but is determined to go through with the
fight, for Santuzza’s sake as well as for his honor. MIC: The primary purpose of the arts is not pedagogy, but entertainment, until you find
out that these two words are synonymous, but not a full synonym: they are cost abstraction synonyms. <== Pedagogy is a downred of
entertainment, which is the full red of pedagogy. Buildings should be constructed with the down red of entertainment in mind, whereas
music and the arts should be constructed with a full red in mind by observing the difference between what is built with a down red in mind
and the full red in mind, one can understand the recent speciation of reduction gods as there is a tangible difference in form that does
manifest in the physical reality #civil #rights. |=P The arts are primarily constructed with an aesthetic consideration because they can exist,
to some philosophical extent, but not in any way in contrast with the truth, absent the physical need of buildings to stand on their ground.
Knowing this analogy between musical form and architecture exists, music must necessarily have a component of “standing up”, and therefore
certain forms of music, insofar that they could even be considered music, are destructive to the physical reality just as much as an
incompletely designed building will be a waste of resources and possibly be hazardous to any builders
who try to construct them. Music that does not cohere with physics should not be ultimately allowed to
exist outside of a conceptual form concept, if at all, because they can be damaging to future users, as
well as the sound engineers that are required to work on them, just as much as an
architecturally-flawed building will eventually kill people who try to step inside. |=P Due to their
sharing of a MRCA, pedagogy, music, the arts and buildings are perpetually intertwined # in that certain
pieces of music may be designed for certain buildings, and they may sound particularly better # within
the architectural considerations of certain buildings. For example, certain building materials may
reverberate sound differentially and therefore cause certain songs to sound especially good within their
walls. Analogously certain works of art may look better inside the lighting, whether natural or torch driven,
and the architect of a building should consider future forms of art that may be displayed or played inside
its walls, and may in fact work with a composer to actually shape the design of the building. |=P
Composers of music and the arts, need to be just as well-versed in the pedagogy of physics to a
Ph-D level, before they are allowed to create and perform any music or arts because we have already established that there are national
security concerns, when it comes to establishing a correct form to music to prevent it from crashing upon users in a performance. This also
means that all current and accepted composers of music by the state should be awarded a degree in physics, otherwise they will be seen as
outlaws by the state. This is a matter of utmost importance in the year 2022, which means the book has now merged with the present reality of
living inside of the server that was created by the God of the World. |=P The most basic element of music is the musical note, and all musical

notes
have a
tone, a

staccato, and a duration. The duration of the note has two components in itself, a tempi / ply-based component, as well as a time component
that is the ply multiplied by the time of one ply as defined by the composer for that piece or section within the piece. |=P Analogously, chess
time control is defined by ply multiplied by the amount of time that is expected per move and that is multiplied out to equal the total amount of
time allotted for players before the game. [D] The part for 2nd violin, in treble clef, in “Intermezzo <a-r>”. MIC: This also means that time
controls are designed not with a total time per game in mind, but by a | | law of | averages | of approximately 80 ply per game multiplied by the
desired time per move by the time control designer. This means that music directors are also music composers, and they have an
understanding of rhythm. == The design of rhythm into time controls should indicate to chess players that it is truly desirable for each move
to be played in accordance with that rhythm. For example, in classical chess, the time that should be allotted per player is about 5 minutes
whereas in bullet chess, that maximum time is 5 seconds. |=P Most music industry productions fall between the tempis of 60 and 120 beats
per minute, where anything below 60 is extraordinarily lethargic, by definition a funeral song, at anything above 120 is exceptionally
exhilarating, and by definition EDM. |=P Musical notes comprise the next granularized component of music, which is a single bar depending
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on whether the music is divided into 4/4, 2/4, 6/8, 7/8, 9/8, 13/12, etc. All of these music ply signatures require an understanding of fractions
in order to be played, and therefore all music performers have to have a Ph-D in fractional math because it is required to be in
understanding of fractional math in order to perform this music at bullet speed, which means that all music performers are also experts in
bullet chess. |=P An assembly of musical bars with all relevant notations and the positioning of staccato and tenuto, as well as repeat
signatures and cadenzas comprise an entire piece. Pieces can either be songs or symphonies, and songs are the most granularized
component of pieces. All upkeks within the category of pieces are themselves composed of songs, and this is how an upkek works: there is
one fundamental element, such as an atom, and all subsequent forms within the kek hierarchy are composed of that fundamental element.
That fundamental element is built into the mainframe layer but may not be the only kek within the kek hierarchy that is built into the
mainframe layer, as, of course, many important molecules need to be as well. It should also be noted that the mainframe layer of each
society may consist of different things, but the server itself will have a primary mainframe that can be used by everyone: this is the definition of
open source. == Any piece that is comprised of a total length of less than 20 minutes in songs will be considered a sonata if it's a solo piece,
or a concerto if it is a solo piece performed with an ensemble, or a small ensemble piece if it is performed by more than one person but not in
a compliment fashion, where each person has about an equal part. Any piece that is greater than 60 minutes will be considered a symphony
and there is no theoretical limit to the length of a symphony. Any piece between 20 minutes and 60 minutes will be considered an epic. Most of
what is currently considered symphonies, such as Antonín Dvořák’s 9 Symphony are actually epics, or Jean Sibelius’s Finlandia. == It is
impossible for the composer of music, and keep in mind that when I say music, I mean all types of art, including paintings, sculpting, and
various types of performance art, like dance, although the composition of a dance piece, in the paper-written choreography can be
considered a form of art in itself and be displayed separately of the performance of dance, to not take into account the physical location in
which the music will be performed, as well as any physical location, in which legitimate copies of that musical piece can be displayed.  ==
This means that music can be used in a magical way, so to speak, because any place that it is subsequently performed, including places that
were not originally intended by the composer, must necessarily become coherent in form with that music. This can be used in a terrorist way,
which means that there needs to be national security concerns applied to music, because even a singular playing of a song inside of a
building that was previously incoherent with that piece of music will cause it to instantaneously and potentially violently shift to become
compatible. ==  Music that has a highly compatible property will not violently change the buildings and may # alter to a small extent the
color balance, for example, inside of that building. However, music that is designed with violent intentions in mind, will cause significant
architectural changes in that building, and these changes will occur at the level of subatomic particles <ch-26 CM H3S1> The word “violent”
is used in the sense of media theory: McLuhan <professor of philosophy in media studies, University of Toronto 1946-80> <2013, ch-2
“media hot and cold>: Nevertheless, it makes all the difference whether a hot medium is used in a hot or a cool | culture. The hot radio
medium used in cool or nonliterate cultures has a violent effect, quite unlike its effect, say in England or America, where radio is felt as
entertainment. A cool or low literacy culture cannot accept hot media like movies or radio as entertainment. They are, at least, as radically
upsetting for them as the cool TV medium has proved to be for our high literacy world. Schwarm, Cantoni <a-r>: Cavalleria rusticana,
(Italian: “Rustic Chivalry”) opera in one act by the Italian composer Pietro Mascagni (Italian libretto by Giovanni Targioni-Tozzetti and
Guido Menasci) that premiered in Rome on May 17, 1890. A short and intense work, it sets to music the Italian writer Giovanni Verga’s
short story (1880) and play (produced 1884) of the same name, which tells a story of love, betrayal, and revenge in Sicily. Mascagni’s
<1863-1945> opera was an instant success, and it started a trend in opera for the naturalistic, often violent verismo style associated in
literature with Verga and his contemporary Luigi Capuana. In 1888 Mascagni heard of a competition for one-act operas. With four complete
operas to his name, he was on the verge of submitting one act of his historical drama Guglielmo Ratcliff when he learned that his wife had
already sent in Cavalleria rusticana without his knowledge. It won a top prize and went on to become an international success. The most
famous excerpt is the lyrical intermezzo == MIC: Therefore, an effective musical terrorist needs to have a Ph-D in architecture and not
only a Ph-D in physics, which is the baseline requirement of any composer. Any composer who has now achieved a Ph-D in physics needs to
be under surveillance by the Minecraft FBI because they have a lot of terrorism capabilities 🤣 The streaming of a live musical performance
is a highly righteous act because it allows the music to be performed inside of its original location of intention | | and to be syndicated | into any
other physical location | in which WiFi  and  LTE can propagate |. This brings about another important national security concern because if a
building is incapable of being compatible with a musical piece that will be included inside of a stream, then any internet connection to that
building will be cut off in that building's attempt to self-sustain # If a building contains a user that is planning to stream a very violent piece of
music at some point, the building needs to also have full WiFi capabilities. == It should be noted that a great composer needs to be one of
the most deeply connected individuals in a society, because his compositions have to merge with architecture, the architect of a particular
building, the users of that building, the builders of that building, the engineers of that building, if any, the quality engineers of the
building, if any, because violent music itself can be used to test the building in various phases of construction by the troll engineer, and
the architect of music also needs to be in communication with various zoning experts, because the playing of a violent piece of music that
will provide a building with potentially properties that it's not allowed to have in a certain zone then cannot be played in that zone, unless the
building has certain teleportation powers, to be instantaneously transported into another zone while the music is playing, and this needs to all
be discussed with the zoning expert. == The composer also needs to be in contact with performers at every level, and there are just as many
subcategories of performers as there are categories of building experts, including the stage designers, the makeup designers, who are really
just product designers | of the face, which is a necessary component of being used in a performance, as well as the primary performers who
will be onstage. Sound that is intended by the composer ultimately needs to emerge from the throats or the musical instruments, a cross
reduction synonym. == Music and the entirety of the environments that surround it, which includes the composition, the physical existence of
the composition in a piece of music, all of the coherences that need to be established with physical spaces, and finally the performance by the
performers in conjunction with the composer as well as the conductor, which is recommended to be one of the same #, and keeping in mind
that the conductor has some compositional effect on the music in that particular performance, up to 50%, but most importantly is the
comprehensive experience of that music by the audience. The audience of a piece of music is analogous to the users of a building, and
insofar as the audience of the music will also be the users of some building in which it is performed, as well as all other buildings to which the
music is syndicated, they will gain a deeper appreciation of the building that they are in through their experience of the music, and this is how
music can enhance | and merge with architecture. https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49888209273 25…Qd6 🛡.f6-B is necessary to
maintain defense of f6 <1:2, initial> without a compensatory loss 0.13 w/ 4 o-n.

H2S5 H3S9: Game theory:

https://www.britannica.com/art/opera-music
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Pietro-Mascagni
https://www.britannica.com/art/libretto
https://www.britannica.com/place/Rome
https://www.britannica.com/art/music
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Giovanni-Verga
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Cavalleria-rusticana-by-Verga
https://www.britannica.com/place/Sicily
https://www.britannica.com/dictionary/opera
https://www.britannica.com/art/verismo-Italian-opera
https://www.britannica.com/art/verismo-Italian-literature
https://www.britannica.com/art/verismo-Italian-literature
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Luigi-Capuana
https://www.britannica.com/art/intermezzo-music-and-theatre
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49888209273
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Game theory must be understood within a world because the entire world is to be treated as a game, and if it is a game, and it is determined
that it is not a chess game |=>, which it obviously is not because it's not flat, recently established, not that it was Chess before it was not flat
because not all flat games are chess, |=> it must necessarily merge with some board position that can be reached in chess #, and that board
position specifically that generated this world is the position in the Sicilian defense following 1. e4 c5 2 Nf3 f5, the initiating position of the
classical | Hu Gambit with 2. Nf3. This means that the invention of the Hu Gambit, which took place at some point in the Rochester Chess
Center and not the US Open because in the first round of the US Open was played the Hu Gambit in the Alapin defense, which generated
another world, Mars, and not the Minecraft Earth. You can thank me later - Blind Simul <jokes 😭>
The Lore of the Chinese Faction: Understanding that this line of the Hu Gambit not only defines and fully defines the world but also China, it is
to be understood that the world is under the dominion of China, comprehensively covers China, and there is only one meta nation and that is
China. This means that all citizens of nations within this world are by proxy citizens of China and can be granted full citizenship, which means
that quasi-citizenship, such as citizenship in the United States, is not a full-red of true citizenship. True citizenship can only be attained under
the Bounds of Heaven, which will occur in the celestial China, which is not the China that is our Earth, it is the China that preceded the world #
Again, the preceding paragraph is taken to be part of the fictional lore, perhaps assigned to the China faction of the fictional Minecraft server.

H2S5 H3S9: Sales:
Peterson <a-r, “overture”>: A shared cultural system stabilizes human interaction, but it is also a system of value - a hierarchy of value,
where some things are given priority and importance, and others are not. MIC: All else being equal, it is more | productive for the overall
economy for an individual with a redundant and equivalent excess skill that is non-redundant to perform the more rare non-redundant skill
and outsource the redundant skill to an unemployed and less skilled laborer. This practice should solve the unemployment crisis in 2022.
This form of economics should be called “| | skill-|trickle-down |” #np The act of recruiting more players into the world is an aspect of sales,
and sales is a 10-step process that starts with the presentation of some sort of music or art in advertising. That means that we need to
actively enter celestial worlds that are not our world, now that we have defined the boundary, and play our music, in order to initiate the first
step of lead generation in the sales funnel. The last step of the sales funnel is a form of hazing in which we do invite them to enter our world
and put them through various hardcore tests that will be administered by Mrs. B😉

Ch-41: Fra-cont Def:
H3S4 Genesis:
Self-sustenance (n.) can be #defd as the ability to survive by oneself with and against the | Elements | of Nature | in a siloed, closed
environment, and simultaneously be able to | defend the integrity | of that closed environment in its self-sustenance from destructive forces
outside of the closed environment |.
Psychological overloading (n.) = a board position strategy aimed at pushing a player past their complexity limit and exploiting what will be
missed at the bottom of their priority hierarchy.

Ch-41: Fra-cont Ex.
H2S2: Frame Collisions:

Ex-1: 28.5 moves into this English opening game, s establishes the frame #
that the f attack has fizzled out, and therefore he should agree to this queen
trade proposal. Should he oblige? Write the correct move in 30-f #

R: Ex-2: How should s recapture #?

Fra-cont through their eyes: Aron
Nimzowitsch, author, My System.
<1886 - 1935 :’(> // ex-3, ex-4
Fra-cont through their eyes: WC
Mikhail Botvinnik <1911 - 1995>:

Why, my wife asked me, would anyone want to read about such a
“cold personality” as Mikhail Botvinnik? That’s not fair, I began to
reply. - GM Andrew Soltis, The Life and Games of a World Chess
Champion: Mikhail Botvinnik © 2014 McFarland Publishers.
Mikhail Moiseyevich Botvinnik was a mystery to many of his

contemporaries. This book is an
attempt to explain him in the
context of today.

Ex-5:
Kramnik, who studied at his
celebrated school for youngsters,
came to the conclusion that
Botvinnik didn’t bring anything
new to chess. “As ‘criminal’ as it
may sound, I don’t think that he
advanced chess, introducing
something quite new in the game,”
pg-9. Botvinnik: s-move, 5th

Soviet Championship, Moscow 1927 vs Alexander
Ilyin-Genevsky as f; C00 French
Defense [2. C4 ! x Maroczy].
<assass in 5>

Ex-6:
Game: Botvinnik vs Milan Vidmar
O: D60 QGD, from ch-5 in Soltis:
“Two Moscows and a Nottingham”:
“I waved my hand,” Botvinnik
recalled in Achieving the Aim, “and
said, ‘What’s this, my dear doctor, if
you make a draw that would be
fine.’” He said Lasker <former WC>
sighed with relief and left after a

handshake. In the end, Lasker won a level endgame thanks to an



MIC: f-c r: Hu
Euwe blunder. This allowed Bovtinnik to take the lead by winning
this game:
F-move, break through s’s K-side defenses in 4 moves, including
assass #

Ex-7:
Game: Reshevsky, Sam vs Botvinnik FIDE World Championship

Tournament 1948, The Hague NED
rd 19; O: French Defense
<transposed> C18 “Winawer”
variation <r: chessgames.com>
Viktor Malkin, a Botvinnik friend,
recalled how he stuck to his
personal | timetable each day as
he walked to the House of | Unions
playing site. “Two or three times I
‘lay in wait’ for him near the
Sretensky Gates and looked at
the large clock which was there.
Botvinnik appeared | exactly at | 15

minutes before the beginning of play. He walked with an elastic and
very quick step and always without a companion. He was in deep

concentration and the entire walk
served his “peculiar preparation”,
his entry to playing conditions.” <r:
ch-17 H3S2> S-move, Botvinnik
initiates a forcing sequence in
which he assassinates in 10.

Ex-8:
World Championship, Moscow
1951, 12th Game David
Bronstein, GM vs Botvinnik O:
A84 Dutch Defense, ply 16-s:
assass in 2, write the entire 4
move sequence # [4,000+]

Fra-cont through their eyes: WC
Mikhail Tal <1936, Riga Latvia -
1992, Moscow>
Positions sourced from The Life and Games of Mikhail Tal,
Everyman Chess Classics © 2020 Chief advisor: Bryan Jacobs.
‘Misha’ had a warm and engaging personality without a hint of
malice. His enthusiasm for the game he loved was unquenchable -
English GM John Nunn.

Ex-9:
S-move, Tal: Of course I first
played against a master in a
simultaneous display. The young
master Ratmir Kholmov, who had
just made a very successful
appearance in the 1947
International Chigorin Memorial
Tournament, came to Riga, and
therefore we were all highly
intrigued. Pg-18

Ex-10:
My first serious tournament was the Riga Youth Championship. At
that time I had a fourth category rating, obtained at the Pioneer’s
Palace. Pg-19

Ex-11 R:
A game is not finished until the clocks are stopped pg-49.

Ex-12:
O-moves: 1. E4 e5 N2. Nf3 Nc6 3. Bb5 a6 4. Ba4 Nf6 5. O-O Be7
6. Re1 d6 <C87> This was already the third time within a month that
I had encountered this move; Spassky and Keres played it against
me in the USSR Team Championship in October. In both these
games I continued 7 c3, and failed to gain any significant advantage.
7. Bxc6+ ! R: the b-p after 17…Qf6 $.c3-P <1:2>

Fra-cont through their eyes: FM
Charles Hertan: // 13 - 15
H3S4: Genesis
Heading 3 Genesis of this chapter contains a fictional work of
propaganda, but fiction is not absent logic. This section will test your
comprehension of the reading and tease out various aspects of the
underlying logic of the reading.

Ex. 16: In H2S4 H3S4 agriculture, a condition is given for why
neighboring nations may go to war. Which of the following statements best
summarizes the direct cause provided by this section for war in the fictional
Minecraft server?

a) Jealousy of a self-sustainer’s strength relative to that of a
more powerful ally.

b) A pseudo-physical proportion within the server of having
reached a 10-fold size economy to a neighbor, and that
neighbor initiating conflict to avoid cultural annexation.

c) One country completely ditching their arms in favor of an
ancient Athens culture of intellectualism.

d) Fighting to take control of a neighbor’s resources in
replenishable oil and coal.

e) Controversial one way broadcasts into the nation’s minds.

Ex. 17: What of the following statement best summarizes # the role that a
lack of | compatibility between the cultures of two neighboring states has in
causing war between them?

a) This is the only direct cause of war between neighboring
states.
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b) Deviations in culture caused by a decrease in the rate of

communication lead to economic disparity.
c) Culture is inherent, genetic, and embedded in the DNA of

a culture. Therefore, there is only a degree to which they
can be similar, leading to war.

d) The culture of self-sustenance leads to superior military
success in all cases.

e) None of the above.

Fra-cont through their eyes: GM
Andrew Soltis <1947 - present>;
the Art of Defense © New, 2014

Another traditional defensive
principle was: “There must be
some weakness in the opponent’s
position” for an attack to succeed,
as Tibor Florian wrote in Defense
and Counterattack (1984). But well
before that, masters began to
suspect that even a solid king
position could be breached if there
are enough attacking pieces:

Ex-18:
O: Caro-Kann Defense B15 :

Before this game, the chief drawback to 5…exf6 was believed to be
that it gave White a queenside pawn majority. White should play to

create a passed queenside pawn,
theory said pg-64. Game:
Viacheslav Ragozin vs Isaac
Boleslavsky, Sverdlovsk National
Tournament 1942.

Ex-19:
By ‘confusing’ we don’t mean
complicating the position to such a
degree that it bewilders an
opponent. No, confusing is
upsetting the | harmonious
interplay of enemy pieces. When

enemy pieces are coordinated, they become dangerous. To stop
that, they should be driven to bad squares and their protection from
other pieces should be cut <int>.
Game: Weaver Adams vs Sam Reshevsky, US Championship,
New York 1936. O: French Defense C, s-move.

Ex-20:
The Vulnerable Sacrificer HS Sacrifice: pg-143; When a player
sacrifices he tries to put his opponent under emotional pressure. But
what about the sacrificer? To begin with, he has to justify his
surrender of material.

Game: Alfred Brinckmann vs
Aron Nimzowitsch 1927:

Solutions:
Ex-1:
30. Qf3 ($).f7-P <2:2> !, breaking
rapport and holding our frame in
this collision that we do have
sufficient resources for the K-side
attack, and therefore we should
hold onto those resources # rather
than agree to an 18 point

liquidation, is the correct frame here, manifesting in the move 30.
Qf3 ! 30. Qxd4 (-9) ?? exd4 (0) <clr, e-file> is the absolute worst |
case scenario for f as it not only kills his attack but also opens the
e-file for the s-R, a 9 point eval swing <SF 14+ d-36> with no
material delta !

In order to initiate an attack like this, one has to be able to find this
move when the b-p opportunity to play it # arises. Game: Yakun Hu
<~1550 USCF> vs Michael Hoffman <~1750 USCF> 1/29/22, a
rated | socially casual weekend tournament in which I came in 2nd
with a performance rating of >2,000.

Ex-2:
Capturing towards the center is conventional, but in this position,
after GM Pentala Harikrishna <world top 35, 2705 FIDE> played
the speculative exchange sacrifice in d5, he has a razor thin margin
of error.
The most precise move is s-exd5 ! I thought cxd5, somehow, white
would get bishop to e3, <control> d4 and then Rfc1 and somehow #
I need this c5 <P> in order to push d4, because <without> d4, then
my bishop on b7 is completely stuck. GM Pentala Harikrishna’s
analysis of this position, via CoChess.

The b-p after s-exd5 !
Down 2 points material, noble
activity and restriction of file access
# become paramount, and GM
Harikrishna needs to free his
s.b7-B. This looks ironic # to his
present move, which adds an
interposer to that B’s long diagonal,
but in the long run, s-exd5 actually
increases the chances that this B
will be freed, justifying in large part
the sacrifice, and the logic behind

this recapture was certainly calculated, to incredible depth, behind
his choice to sacrifice a rook in the ply preceding the initial b-p.
Game: GM Shakhriyar Mamedyarov <FIDE 2761> vs GM Pentala
Harikrishna <FIDE 2752> 0-1, 2016:
https://lichess.org/aZvdX6vZ/black

Ex-3:

Ex-4:

Ex-5:
F had one chance to save himself # in the preceding move: 33. Rg2
! -1.0 d-23 SF 14+ NNUE Botvinnik continued #: 33…Rg6 $.g2-Q
34. Qf2 <forced, run $> e4 $.e-$, 2, <2.5:3> ! with now the threat of
35…Rxh2+ M2! 35. Nxd6 (-3) <forced> Rxh2+ <temp-sack>! 36.
Qxh2 Rh6 RQK<s> abs-pin ! with q-assass to follow on h2.

Ex-6:
20. Nxf7 (+1) <assass in 1> ! , a <temp-sack> in disguise because
any attempted | assass of this nob will be avenged, leaving just the
+1 Rxf7 (-3) <ess-forced> 21. Bxf6 Bxf6 <liquidation> 22. Rxd5
<nob-avenge, 20-s> Qc6 23. Rd6 ! and s’s heavies are breaking
through, since this R cannot be captured due to 24. Qxc8+ ! , a
deflection | attraction. After a difficult, 56-move draw with Euwe in
the next round, Botvinnik was tied with <WC> Capablanca. Pg-96,
Soltis.

Ex-7:
39…Rxf4 <+3, temp-sack>! 40. Gxf4 (-5) Rxf4 41. Qb1 $.e-$,
g6-Q Rf5 <int $> 42. Qd3? <pointless> g3 $.e-$ ! , forcing a
breakthrough thanks to the decoy of the f.g-P in 39-s thru 40-s 43.
Qf1 gxf2++ ! 44. Kxf2 <o-m> Rg5! <battery, g> 45. Qh3 Rg2+ 46.
Kxf3 (-1)<o-m> Nd2+ <coercion, -1.cont-g3> 47. Ke3 Rg3+$.h3-Q
<g3, 1:1> 48. Qxg3 Qxg3+ <assass in 10> !
Ex-8:
16…Nb4 $.a2-P ! and 17. Bxb4 (-3) is relatively playable but cxb4
(+3) leaves the f royals one less interpose exposed to an abs-pin,
and is what Botvinnik wants # 17. Dxc5 $.d6-Q <z-zug> Nxa2+
<assass in 2> ! <z-zug counter> 18. Kb1 <o-m> Nxc3+ <z-zug
Top> ! 19. Qxc3 Qxc5 (+1)
Ex-9:
20…Qg5+ ! 21. Kh1 Rg8 and now Qg2# is unstoppable M3

Ex-10:



MIC: f-c r: Hu
22. Nf6+ ! is also Stockfish’s best move Nxf6 else 22…gxf6 (-3)
<attempted-assass> :( 23. Rg4+ devastates 23. Exf6 Rc7 <run $>
24. Fxg7 (+1) Kxg7 (0) Qe5+ RQK <e> abs-fork ! 1-0
Game: Tal vs Leonov Riga Semi-Final 1949.

Ex-11:
21. E6 $.f7-P <abs-pinned>, a brute force crumble on a key mating
square Kd6 <break-pin> 22. E7 $.f8-B ! true to his style Kc6 23.
Qxf7 (+1) <assass in 3> Game: Tal vs Straume Riga
Championship 1953 Ruy Lopez.

Ex-12:
Mikhail Tal vs Anatolij Bannik USSR Championship, Erevan 1962.
18. Qe2 ! 2.6 w/ 2.6 o-n d-30 SF14+ NNUE in Tal’s words: A third,
decisive factor comes into effect - the vulnerability of the black king
on the back rank, which at the moment appears | well defended.
Bxc3 (-1) ! 19. Rxb8 Rxb8 20. Bg5 $.f6-Q <clr, e-battery
cont.e8#> ! and s will lose his Q #

Ex-16: It is important to distinguish between the cause and the subsequent
mechanism of unfolding of war in this fictional Minecraft server. The
solution to this problem, b), can be derived from this direct quote:
Whoever is in possession of that resource will be able to vastly
outgrow its neighbors and in the process threaten to conquer its
neighbor, being as | | any economy | that is more than | 10x the size
of an adjacent property | will automatically annex it |, and if the
culture of the two countries are not sufficiently compatible, then
warfare will be an inevitable outcome, typically started by the weaker
state as the stronger state is reaching that 10 to 1 size proportion in
order to resist cultural | annexation. The use of the word automatic in
this section suggests that the annexation of a neighboring territory is
pseudo-physical, and the reason that this annexation will occur is
due to the growth of one economy to past tenfold the size of
another, and this economic | growth can be seen as the cause. a)
doesn’t make sense, because the more powerful ally in the section
helps the weaker side in the cause; if jealousy were a trait of that
weaker side, then it would be directed toward the more powerful ally
as well. Either way, the notion of jealousy is not mentioned in the
section.
c) is not referenced in the section and the question does not ask you
to use your imagination, but rather to summarize what was written.
d) The initiation of military conflict to restrict the self-sustaining
nation that is experiencing tenfold economic growth is the
mechanism of war, or how the countries are conducting war with
each other when it has already begun, but is not itself the cause of
the war. Absent answer b), which is clearly correct, this could be
selected as the next best answer, and instructors may provide up to
half credit for it. An additional detail is that the reason the weaker
state will attack the resources of the economic growth state is not to
take | control but rather restrict access of the stronger state,
retarding its further economic growth.
e) The topic of inter-state # broadcasts is mentioned, but not in the
context of warfare.

Ex-17:
When answering a reading comprehension question, one wants to
first identify the specific word-for-word quotations in the excerpt that
addresses the topic of the question. In this case, there are two: 1) “if
the culture of the two countries are not sufficiently compatible, then
warfare will be an inevitable outcome” and 2) “This is why diplomacy
and rate of communication between nations is so important because
it is not only the economic growth of one adjacent state that caused
the war, it is also the lack of compatibility between cultures, and
insofar as each individual culture or person is evolving
independently, communication must be necessary at a minimum
threshold fixed rate in order to prevent the overall culture, which is
an amalgamation of each culture, from deviating too severely. ==
Now that we’ve identified the relevant passages, let’s examine the
answer choices: a) To say that warfare will be inevitable given the
condition of both cultural incompatibility and economic disparity is
not to establish cultural difference as the sole cause, or the direct

cause, of warfare. For instance, death is inevitable if I leap off of a
skyscraper, but the act of jumping or falling through the air cannot be
said to be the only direct cause, as in terms of physiology the cause
is the traumatic impact of my body with the ground. b) The 2nd
quoted passage indeed establishes that a decrease in the rate of
communication causes cultural deviation. The 2nd causal
connection stated in this answer choice is not as clearly established,
but it also cannot be ruled out. Absent a better answer, we can
choose this one # c) None of these claims are made in the section,
which is a simple elimination. Again, we are asking for a summary
and there is no need for creativity or even interpretation. d) This
claim is not made and moreover, it is nonsensical because
self-sustenance is a binary property: you either have it or you don’t,
whereas superiority is a spectrum property. It does not make sense
for a binary property to wield one superiority in all cases; for
instance, both people may possess the positive aspect of the binary
property and in that case, another factor would need to determine
superiority. e) An instructor can provide half credit for e) but #MIC
supports b) as a sufficiently good answer to be selected as the
correct answer in this question.

Ex-18:
15. Bh6 <temp.sack-offer> ! <1:1> 2.1 SF14+ NNUE w/ 1.6 o-n
Qd7 ! <b-r> 16. Bxg7 (+1) ! <insisting> Kxg7 (-3) and now the
breakthrough penetration via L # 17. Nf5+ ! Kh8 , else the Q will be
lost 18. Re4 ! <r: ch-24 H2S2, GM Finegold vs GM Jiminez>
Bxh2+ !, attempting to attract the f.h1-K into a check square for the
recapture of 19…Nd6 $.e-$ f5-N ! 19. Kh1 ;) sidestepping this and
letting the threat of Rh4 M5 decide. Superior force <r: ch-53> - four
White pieces - defeated Black’s solid-but-passive defense setup.

Ex-19:
18…e5 $.d4-N <nob.thr-counter> ! -1.7 w/ 1.8 o-n d-25 SF 14+
NNUE, GM Soltis writes: since 19 Ne2 Bf5! Would have made his
advantage obvious.

Ex-20:
16…c5 $.e-$, d4-P ! <m-d +1> -2.0 d-25 w/ 1.2 o-n SF 14+ NNUE
Architecture thinking-Q: Note that s is up a R for a P in the initial b-p
and has a fetus on d2 along with a supported check-sq at e1.
Nakamura in his post-game analysis <a-r> gives the line: 42. E6+
<clr.f6-Q $ b2-Q>?? 42…Rxe6 <+1> ! 43. Qxb2 <-9> Re1+ <o-m>
<1:1> ! 44. Kh2 <run +> Rxd1 <+5> and 1) s picks up a R for the Q
but ends up m-d +1 since he started +4 2) the d2-pp’s promotion
cannot be stopped 3) the f.b2-Q has no viable | checks. This is a
rare situation in which giving up a checkscovery $.Q-hangtacked is
actually permissible. In light of this, f is advised to avoid this line with
42. Qxf7+ <o.m-D> but, shockingly, after Kc6 <o.m-D> 43. Qxe8+
Kb7 <o.m-D> s is still drawing despite now m-d -2, according to
SF14+ d-23 NNUE. Sharp ! Fin-v2.

Additional resources:
GM Pentala Harikrishna in a free YT video # discussing the
position in ex-2: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P3axp4DILBc
Barkow, Jerome H., et al. The Adapted Mind: Evolutionary
Psychology and the Generation of Culture. Oxford University
Press, 1995.
2008 MLG Las Vegas - ESPN Saturday Night: Str8 Rippin vs
Instinct - Game 1 - Part 1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VAM4soZaBbA
Doggers, Peter. “Impressive Defense by Nakamura on Day of
Draws.” Chess.com, Chess.com, 23 June 2022,
https://www.chess.com/news/view/2022-fide-candidates-tournament-
round-3.
Doggers, Peter. “Nepomniachtchi, Caruana Pick up Wins in
Spectacular 6th Round.” Chess.com, Chess.com, 24 June 2022,
https://www.chess.com/news/view/2022-fide-candidates-tournament-
round-6.
Individuals who have read this section and completed the exercises
related to this section in <r: Ch-41 ex H3S4> will be invited to join

https://www.chess.com/news/view/2022-fide-candidates-tournament-round-3
https://www.chess.com/news/view/2022-fide-candidates-tournament-round-3
https://www.chess.com/news/view/2022-fide-candidates-tournament-round-6
https://www.chess.com/news/view/2022-fide-candidates-tournament-round-6
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the official Chess Twitch Minecraft server, which is a survival,
economy, and factions-based warring server that prioritizes
pro-social economic growth and architectural development. Get in
touch with the person who sold you this book for more information
on the details to join. ItsMarloe <136k subs> is an educational
Minecraft streamer who specializes in unique architectural designs
and tutorials on how to replicate his builds:
https://www.youtube.com/c/ItsMarloe Minecraft’s patented Education
Edition is sponsored by its new owner Microsoft, and contains
tutorials on how to code with Minecraft in Python, JavaScript, and
their own simplified coding language, Blocks.
https://education.minecraft.net/en-us
“Hikaru Nakamura vs Ding Liren Candidates rd-6 (2022).”
Chessgames.com,
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=2290564.
Nakamura, Hikaru. “Sheeeesh! Ding Played Perfectly!” GMHikaru
1.29M Subscribers, YouTube, 23 June 2022,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v-SYuroHlc4.
Sadler, Matthew, and Natasha Regan. Game Changer:
AlphaZero's Groundbreaking Chess Strategies and the Promise of
AI. New In Chess, 2019.
Sun , Dong Wei. “Reliving Splendor of Tang Dynasty.” Press
Section Chinese Embassy in India 288 Subscribers, YouTube, 27
Jan. 2022, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Msuwqd3zdZg.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shaolin_Monastery
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luoyang
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ajanta_Caves
Scruton, Roger , Collins, Peter , Ackerman, James S. and
Gowans, Alan. "architecture". Encyclopedia Britannica, 2 Feb.
2021, https://www.britannica.com/topic/architecture. Accessed 13
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Book-42: Clus-bl: chapt-mn:
Strasburger <a-r>: In 1962, the
ophthalmologists James
Stuart and Hermann Burian
published a study on amblyopia
<lazy eye> where they adopted a
nice and clear term when they
spoke of the crowding
phenomenon, to describe why
standard acuity <sharpness of

sight> test charts are mostly unsuitable for amblyopic subjects: On most standard charts, as
ophthalmologists and optometrists knew, optotypes <symbols used in vision tests> on a line are too
closely spaced for valid assessment of acuity in all cases such that in particular amblyopic subjects
(and young children) may receive too low an acuity score. MIC: Cluster blindness is a derivative of a much broader | system of
psychological | reductions employed by our brain to compress the unmanageable volume of visual data that enters our visual cortices on a
daily basis. The visual cortex is a system that prioritizes speed and is not necessarily the location where slow processing occurs. Strasburger
<a-r> <D, L>: Figure 1. Simple Demonstration of Crowding. When fixating at the cross, the orientation for the duck on the left is seen but
not that for the middle one on the right, even though the images are of the same size and at the same eccentricity. The phenomenon
depends predominantly on eccentricity and pattern spacing and is mostly independent of target size. Duck painting by Ilse Maria
Baumgart, Munich, 2019. Therefore, a number of mistakes are made at the level of perception such that when the information is eventually
transferred to the frontal lobe, not as an image, but as the extrapolated metadata of that image, there may be mistakes in that metadata that
lead to downhill mistakes in the calculation and decision making process. Unfortunately, the visual cortex <H2S3 H3S2 H4S3> has no feature
of self-awareness and is not able to correct these mistakes on its own. == The improvement cycle relative to perception necessarily involves
the frontal lobe in that when a mistake downhill is realized via the playing out of moves on the board and subsequent punishment by either
another player, or the computer, or the puzzle machine, a player is forced to reckon with the source of error | in their brain, and when no
errors in logical deduction can be found, then it must be an error on the level of perception. The player must then revisit the | metadata and
retrace all the way back to what they think they saw, necessarily requiring a photographic memory, and blindfold audit themselves to realize
that a misperception has occurred. The player must then use their logical deduction faculties to deduce what the misperception must have
been and subsequently re-encounter that same image but brute force the correct assumption on their perception system and actually be
able to rewrite the programming for that specific | psychological blindness. Through this iterative process, perception can actually be
improved over time and this is what allows players to get better at fast time control chess, which is much more oriented on perception rather
than slow calculation. This is also what may improve reaction time, coordination, and even explosive strength. == Working through these
psychological blindnesses is not an ability that can even be unlocked at sub 2000 | Elo chess for the aforementioned reasons of having a
memory of one's own perception and being able to audit one's own mental processes, blindfold and thus it doesn't make too much sense to
get into the details of how these conclusions are reached, but rather to focus more on the product, which is simply to inform the reader of the
categories of these blindnesses and to help retrain you effectively through puzzles. Therefore, a leap of faith is required from the reader to go
through this chapter, encounter the puzzles, and test to see if the incidence of mistakes in these categories is reduced in your games. We are
able to define psychological themes like cluster blindness and long blindness not in terms of the neurological | hardwiring, but in terms of
what is present on the board, and spoiler alert, we do believe that there is a strong and logical connection, so you need not think about what is
going on with a neurology, but simply to recognize the patterns on the board. This advice on the implementation of the ideas in the
psychological themes chapter is also thematic in terms of how people at a higher level of intelligence can communicate with people at a lower
level of intelligence and what is required on both sides. == The vis-perc categorization system that is responsible for cluster blindness is
responsible for rapidly discriminating among visual elements in our visual field and automatically sorting them into intellectual categories. Any
such sorting in chess, apart from the color orientations of diagonals, squares, and pieces on board, necessarily has to have been trained. The
ability to see a square and immediately perceive its location or to see a piece and immediately perceive its movements, which certainly all
tournament level players have to be able to do. has to have been programmed non-genetically through the players own internal processes.
And, being as this is not pedagogically taught anywhere, the player must have deductively figured out how to do it by themselves from
interactions with stronger | players. This is one of the reasons why chess players are viewed as innately | talented, however, this process
can also be formulaically elucidated and taught. It is important to understand the function of the system in order to understand its fail points,
but also to understand the utility of the reductions made by the system in increasing the speed of mental processing. As we had discussed in

an earlier chapter of reductions, of which this chapter is a continuation, mental | simplifications are a double
edged | sword in that they make us faster, but also make us susceptible to mistakes. The threading of the
needle solution to this is to correctly apply the reductions in a way that eliminates the possibility of error by
correctly triggering them through an earlier step of pattern recognition. This of course requires an even higher
level of abstraction training to the point where your procession system can be more intelligent than
someone's slow brain. This is why top players are able to defeat hordes of weaker players in simultaneous
exhibitions because their perception is now able to play better chess than someone thinking very hard about
their moves. == One set of psychological reductions that our brain makes relates to regional perception. And
the output is a general feeling of weariness when taking a piece of our color, and moving it into an area that's
heavily populated or bounded by pieces | of the other color. This is a very low order, initial impression that
everyone, regardless of skill level, insofar as they know how to play chess, has at the immediate onset of
perceiving a chess position. Cluster blindness is actually employed when searching very rapidly for
candidate moves in that it discourages us from capturing with a higher value ren into an area that's heavily

populated simply because there's a high probability that there will be an enemy able to recapture our ren in an occupied square. The presence
of this psychological blindness is also a clue that the brain works probabilistically when the situation remains uncertain, and logically speaking,
the less time we've had to perceive something, the greater the level of uncertainty there is and thus, the probabilistic function of the brain is at
its peak at the beginning of perception and gradually diminishes in importance when slow calculation has had time to come to absolute
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deductive conclusions. This again explains why slower chess typically produces higher quality moves than faster chess. The resolution of
cluster blindness, however, will affect slower chess as well because nevertheless, a clock is present. And the faster that you can get through
the probabilistic phase of mental processing, the faster you can make the correct moves, and the more time you'll have later on, which means
that you will have a greater capacity for complexity management later on, which means that you can navigate the game strategically in order
to take advantage of your now superiority in the clock position. This is also an introduction as to how board position, time position, and
psychological position can be intertwined. And the understanding of this intertwining can be used as part of one's strategy in the decisions to
make chess moves. == Essentially, the argument in the chapter comes down to this: the more accurately | we can deductively perceive the
actual movement of pieces and effect on the board, rather than use for an extended period of time, simply the perception of color patterns, the
better that our play will be, period. However, it should be noted that this book respects the almighty facet of efficiency that natural selection has
imbued us with over the past | several billions of years of selection in that it values not only the fact that correct solutions are reached, but
that those solutions are reached in the most efficient pathway and thus an eternal dance between the fast and inaccurate system and the slow
and accurate system will never vanish. We are not instructing you to always use the taxing and slow form of calculation. but rather to finely
tune the needle and to elicit the correct system at exactly the moment in which it needs to be elicited. == It should also be noted at this point
that certain nefarious individuals play chess in a way that hijacks a finely-tuned system and will intentionally put the game into a domain of
mutually capacity overload and leverage a skewed prioritization hierarchy to take advantage of who would otherwise be a stronger player and
relying disproportionately on the probabilistic function in order to defeat that player a certain percentage of time over the board and thus
possess an unearned ELO. In other words, such players are bad at chess and they're intentionally bad because rather than seeking the
classical improvement pathway, they become aware of what a classically train player's mind is, and simply take the position of an antagonist,
and again not an antagonist through the classical system, of which there are schools of for instance, classical and hyper modern thought, but
through the systematization of intentionally flawed chess, as well as the psychopathic manipulation of the board into areas that are
simultaneously rare and impossible to comprehend at our current levels to get a chance to shoot the dice and catch a mistake at the bottom of
the prioritization hierarchy. Once a mistake has been caught, which probabilistically speaking it will, that player will then suddenly switch to a
classical form of thinking and simply convert the game. Such style of play is explicitly and implicitly discouraged at all levels of academic
chess, including the USCF, based on the principle that one will not have a chess rating, if no one agrees to sit down across the board to play.
== We, at Chess University, highly support chess ethics, in that every player should be able to defend like a thesis dissertation, every
single move that they make in a chess game and that one should only make moves that one can fully explain within the paradigm of the
system in which they have been learning chess and if no system has been fully adopted, then that player should temporarily abstain from
playing any chess rather than spamming out moves that they don't understand and thus does not help to advance the body of chess
knowledge, which has to improve incrementally. Moreover, there are health concerns with respect to bombing the board with something
unrecognizable, especially to stronger players, whose perception faculties are so finely tuned that they can also be scrambled. Because it is,
to an extent, a sacrifice to shift a significant portion of one's mental resources to this layer. == Having a higher level of understanding of
something means that that person will be disproportionately affected when that thing goes objectively haywire. Likewise, at a company, a crisis
will disproportionately affect the CEO because the CEO understands all the implications of that crisis and the future costs whereas a
warehouse employee might be able to carry on with their daily work unaffected and so the warehouse worker can strategically in a very low
intelligence way, create crises that he does not understand and subsequently claim that he's more effective than the CEO because in the face
of such a crisis, he's able to continue packaging the boxes, while the CEO is seeking mental health support, not understanding that the
seeking of mental health support in such a situation actually signals a higher degree of comprehension rather than not, and good luck
explaining it to someone who is totally ignorant of higher intelligence paradigms. This is, of course, not a tirade that seeks to discriminate
against the warehouse worker being as in the process of writing this book, I'm working as a blue collar taxi driver, and I have previously
worked at restaurants in order to find myself and actually do find a significant proportion of restaurant employees, though not all, to be
intelligent individuals who understands the implications of crises as well. This was simply an example that compares someone at the lower
level of a competence hierarchy to someone at the higher level of a competence hierarchy and not any sort of categorical statement on all
members of either hierarchy. All of this is to say that the information presented in this chapter must be used with caution in terms of chess
performance, ethics, and human health and that anyone who has nefarious intentions should stay away from such chapters and first
re-educate themselves in the earlier chapters of this book, and we will attempt to write this chapter such that it will be incomprehensible unless
one has fully understood the earlier chapters. // Write about visual occlusion blindness. (D, 2): https://www.chess.com/game/live/48663562519
the clustering in b2-b2-d1-d2 makes mate here a hard | search at time pressured Bullet speed <5.9-s to 5.0-f was the time here,
unit=seconds> but 31…Qd1# ! (D, 3): A positional puzzle with both cluster blindness and depth clustering <ch-48: Chapt-mn H3S1> but
drawing | arrows can help us thread the needle <my former | investor BN Jeremy Liew’s favorite | phrase, up to “don’t throw the baby out
with the bathwater!” 24…Rxb3 (-5) 25. Rxb3 (0) Qc2 $.c2-R gains a key tempo and keeps f’s advantage to a minimum 0.98 d-20 SF15. Same
game as 1) Chapt-mn post, Gauthier <a-r>: New studies focusing on domain-general visual skills are needed to reveal the aspects of
brain structure and activity that support the ability to acquire expertise in new categories.

Chapt-mn H3S1: Blindfold | chess:
Aespa [D - Billboard.com] <a-r>: With a resemblance | I remember🧠 the day you came to me |
A day when the white snow fell silently | I fell in love💕 with you at first👁 sight | And I knew it
would last🕠 forever | That's how we👀 recognized each other and got closer | This section is
dedicated to my local friend, Charles Grochowiak, a mechanical engineer, who entertained my
request to play a one-sided blindfold game at Spot Coffee, Williamsville, in summer 2021; result
0-1, without clock, after about 2 hours ! Blindfold chess is a special variant of chess in which at
least one of the players is not permitted to see a physical representation of the board whether in 2,
3, or an even higher number of dimensions and therefore has to rely purely on the maintenance
and updating of one's mental board via communication using coordinates. Performance in blindfold
chess in terms of subtractive difference from one's normal performance eval at a certain time
control is dependent on the proportion of mental | capacity that is required to maintain the mental

board. Blindfold chess is dependent upon the player as well as at least one other individual having a comprehensive understanding of
coordinate | notation with not only coordinates but piece movement notation, and with both people understanding the distinction between
board states and moves. The player needs to receive directives in coordinates as well as communicate his moves using coordinates rather

https://www.chess.com/game/live/48663562519
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gUu3BtPB2b4EIH8lf_UyDRb4u7flXcEwiw1kikOFcJw/edit
https://emojipedia.org/brain/#:~:text=Emoji%20Meaning,to%20Emoji%205.0%20in%202017.
https://emojiterra.com/eye/
https://emojipedia.org/eyes/
https://www.google.com/search?q=Charles+Grochowiak&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwi6-pPlk9v4AhXSrIkEHcSYCI0QkeECKAB6BAgBEDI
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than moving them on a physical board, although one can imagine alternatives to blindfold chess in which the blindfolded player also touches
and moves the pieces as in braille, but arguably this is not true blindfold. The maintenance of a mental board is the only unique skill required
for mental chess. Section p-s: My last visit to him was in May 1992 <of WC Tal>, just after he had returned from Barcelona, his last major
tournament. He ‘showed’ me his fine win against Lautier, but was so weak that he had to lie on his back and dictate the moves and analysis ‘
blindfold ‘ to me. - GM John Nunn, The Life and Games of Mikhail Tal. Post <Ritchie, Tucker-Drob, a-r>: Many studies reported effect sizes
for more than one cognitive test outcome. For instance, they might have reported effects on a test of memory and a test of executive
function. Instead of producing a per-study average of these estimates, we included them all individually, weighting each estimate by the
reciprocal of the number of effect sizes provided from each study. In addition, using the TYPE = COMPLEX and the CLUSTER functions
in Mplus (Version 7.3; Muthén & Muthén, 2014), we employed a sandwich estimator to correct standard errors for dependencies
associated with the clustering of effect sizes within studies.

H3S1 H4S1: How to maintain a mental board:
H5S1: The chessboard has 64 squares and there is a row of 8 pawns each on the second and seventh ranks, or the second from the bottom
and second from the top ranks. H5S2: The arrangement of pieces vertically is symmetrical with rocks being closest to the edge, followed by
knights, followed by bishops, followed by the two royals, and the queen is on the left if you are the first player. H5S3: The diagonal that runs
left bottom to top right is dark and the diagonal that runs top left to bottom right is light, including the square g2. This property holds true for
both players, which means the only change that you need to keep in mind when the board is flipped is the left | right position of the royals in a
starting position. H5S4: One's own pawns always move upward on the board and cannot move backwards, or sideways. H5S5: Each zi has,
not only, a vertical and horizontal position property, but also a side property: which player does it belong to. H5S6: The properties tab of
each square is expandable; these are calibrations <ch-12 H2S4>; effect can be associated to squares as properties of that square.
H5S7: The properties tab of each zi is independent, but may overlap, with those of its sq.of-occ #n.p-2. When that zi | moves, it carries with
it certain | properties, but also leaves certain | properties, with the square. Notably, effect of the square are left in the square, while effect
by that zi are lifted to the new square, and conferred #n.p-3,4 == Fin.

H3S1 H4S2: The history of Blindfold chess:
Let’s not mince words here: the ability to play a game of blindfold chess, given how few people can even play a complete game of chess #,
essentially puts one into the human hall of fame. This is validated by a book written by former Distinguished Professor Emeritus Eliot S.
Hearst, a 1974 Guggenheim Fellow and 1956 Columbia University Ph-D in psychology, as well as the 1950 New York State Chess
Champion and the captain of the US team at the 1962 Chess Olympiad. Dr. Hearst is not the only Ph-D professor and New York State
Champion covered in this book (!), as in ch-16 H2S3 <hl> we also talk about Dr. Kenneth Regan, the 1981 New York State chess champion
and Ph-D of computer science at the University of Buffalo.

<MLA-9> Hearst, Eliot, and John Knott. Blindfold Chess: History, Psychology, Techniques,
Champions, World Records, and Important Games. McFarland & Co., 2009. Dr. Hearst’s US
Chess profile: http://www.uschess.org/msa/MbrDtlMain.php?10284970 GM Veselin Topalov and
GM Judit Polgar in a verbal blindfold match at Bilbao Spain, Dec-06, which was won by GM
Topalov 3.5 - 2.5 The words of a professor of psychology on Blindfold chess: THE ABILITY
TO PLAY CHESS WITHOUT SIGHT of the chessboard or pieces is a notable | achievement of | |
human memory | and imaging |. R: Blindfold Chess, pg-1. After such a performance in London in
1782, The World called it “a phenomenon in the history of man” and added that the feat “should be
hoarded among the best examples of human memory, till memory shall be no more.” R: Blindfold
Chess, pg-1. The first notable recorded historical example of Blindfold chess was attempted by
François Philidor (1726 - 1795), a prominent French chess player of the 18th century and the
namesake of the Philidor Defense <r: ch-53 H2S4 H3S3 H4S5> as well as the Philidor position, a
famous solved drawn position in R + P + K vs R + K endgames that is taught commonly to
beginner players # The ability to play blindfold chess, at minimum, requires players to keep track of

the locations of the 32 starting zi, to likely 3 remaining zi <most commonly, a Q + K vs K at the end> across an average of 40 turns, bearing in
mind that each turn generates two positions, one after the opponent’s move in the turn, and one after ours. Given an average of (32 + 3) / 2 =
18 rounded up zi, and 80 positions, these 18 zi * 80 positions = 1,440 zi positions, or unique locations of zi across the game. Granted, not
each of these zi needs to be known at any given time. |=P There is also Effect: to play blindfold well, notably enough to be recorded in history,
one has to also keep track of which ren are attacked and defended by the zi. One also needs to track mobility, the sqs that each of the
average 18 zi on board can move into at any given time in order to select the best possible legal move, which, if we assume 30 legal moves
per position, and 40 positions from which it is our turn to move, one needs to consider 30 legal moves * 40 positions = 1,200 move positions
per game. |=P Let’s say, from the conjecture of a textbook writer, and this can be checked with higher veracity by a computer scientist later #
that there are 30 mobilities per position, 30 mobility * 80 positions = 2,400 mobility positions, as well as 10 effect * 80 positions = 800 effect
positions. #MIC would estimate, therefore, that in order to complete a single blindfold game, a player needs to track 1440 + 1200 + 2400 +
800 = 5,840 distinct bits of knowledge, the 64 sqs of the board, with close to 100% accuracy to avoid blunders, and an average of 5,840 / 80*
= about 73 distinct bits of information per position, purely in the mind, as sight of the board, even an empty one, should not be possible # * The
multiplication of one of the combined values uses 40 rather than 80 as a factor, and this is recognized in our resulting division. == The mental
RAM required to perform this feat exceeds all contemporary psychological research, which generally posits that the brain is capable of holding
6 - 8 values at a time, such as the digits in a standard American phone number. |=P In order to not contradict the consensus among
psychologists, of which Dr. Hearst is a part, but who nevertheless awes at the verified feat of Blindfold chess, there must be an additional
mental faculty that is trained by chess that permits one to have an expanded attention | capacity when it comes to chess, and this is only
logical # In April of 1859, in London, <American chess legend Paul> Morphy gave two more blindfold displays on eight boards. In the first
(April 13), after eight hours of play he had won two games; the rest were unfinished and scored as draws.<R: Blindfold chess, pg-37>
Interesting to note is the lengthy gaps between blindfold displays even by the same player, given how much attention the event draws, one
would imagine that, if it were possible, they would be held even on a weekly basis to attract more fans to the sport. This phenomenon
suggests that there is an extraordinary mental | and physical toll in the act, perhaps in relation to the overclock on | biological human RAM that
is required to complete the game, much less multiple games concurrently, analogous to the physical preparation and recover that professional
boxers have to undergo, even for months at a time, to complete a single 9 round fight #

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6088505/#bibr25-0956797618774253
https://docs.google.com/document/d/15qwTPVieBS8dy6fI2wieA_AXlnPB-glnzKGkAWU-Qyc/edit
http://www.uschess.org/msa/MbrDtlMain.php?10284970
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1zSgHgdH9pF3kOmxTJtRsAqTw_9TgcfrcPacIbQn6stM/edit#heading=h.7rmmgpvcc0ex
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Left: Mikhail I. Chigorin, namesake of the Chigorin defense,
which is still played by modern GMs <1. D4 d5 2. C4 Nc6>, giving a
blindfold exhibition in 1888. R: Blindfold chess, p-49. Right: WC
Alexander Alekhine <a game of WC Alekhine vs Aron
Nimzowitsch, author of My System, is covered in ch-41 H2S2> vs
28, Paris 1925 p-77.

H3S1 H4S3: The Amber tournaments:
Research into the feat of blindfold chess is absolutely necessary,
as the phenomenon in itself has passed the folk | awe test that is
used commonly as a justification for the initiation of some scientific

research <in ch-19 H2S3 H3S1, we make an argument for the validity of humans as scientific instruments> Even more significant, and this
must be first proven, would be if the capacity to play blindfold chess, and thereby expand human RAM on a domain-basis #, can in fact be
trained by the study of chess, and it is our opinion that Material in Chess supports this hypothesis # primarily through our driving in the theory
of reductions <ch-9>. In that chapter, as well as 42/3, we posit a hypothesis, supported by various bits of empirical scientific evidence and
evidence from the field of chess that conceptual knowledge can be so far reduced # that it enters the vis-perc layer, and therefore accessible
as an aspect of RAM, analogous to the supplementary effect that a computer’s GFX card has on its RAM sticks, and augment standard
human RAM performance. Adding to this significance further would be if additional research can be done to determine if this domain-basis
expansion of RAM performance can itself be expanded past the domain of chess: for example, how much more effective would a soldier be if
he can out-calculate in combat the maneuvers of 25 enemy soldiers? An army equipped with soldiers of this tier of mental capacity would not
need to fight a war against any other army <r: ch-16 H2S8> Blindfold chess training has implications internal to the field of chess as well #, as
a basic logical deduction informs us that there should be a direct correlation between the number of simultaneously blindfold games played by
a GM # and his calculation capacity <r: ch-19 H2S1 H3S3 H4S3> // push this to that For instance, if Alekhine can play 28 games blindfolded
simultaneously, and in each game, at any given time, which corresponds to a board position on board #, and based on our calculation he
needs to keep track of 73 distinct bits of information, and the ratio of bits to legal moves considered from his side is about 73 : 18*, then we
can say that he has to capacity to calculate (28 * 73) / 18 = // 113.5 moves at a time // this number seems kind of small and may not
correspond to a high depth, which if true can itself be significant; anyways, pause here for now and keep reading the Blindfold chess book,
leaving off on pg. 126 about Kasparov *Again, the 40 / 80 simplification in our use of factors is recognized; this is an approximation, and these
values are insignificant because we are performing exponential operations # Tests of short-term memory for six or seven digits were more
effortful. As you can experience, the request to retrieve and say aloud your phone number or your spouse’s birthday also requires a brief but
significant effort, because the entire string must be held in memory as a response is organized. Mental multiplication of two-digit numbers and
the Add-3 task are near the limit of what most people can do. Ref: Thinking Fast and Slow, Dr. Daniel Kahneman © 2011, ch-2. The stricter
schools condemned chess; the majority of the Sunnite Muslims, however, have accepted the decision of ash-Shāfi’j (d. 820 - himself a
chess-player who could play ‘blindfold’) R <Murray, A Short History of Chess pg-10> The mention of ancient Islamic world chess players who
could play blindfold is covered comprehensively in H.J.R Murray’s historical record A Short History of Chess <r: ch-0 H2S7 H3S3> at the rate
of about 1 every 100 years; if this is taken to be the actual count, then we can approximate from this that the relative rarity of this feat has
decreased significantly. At present, there are at least 10 living GMs who have been recorded to play a blindfold game, but colloquially, on
Twitch and via participation at many chess tournaments, it is expected that almost all GMs and approximately half of the players over a 2,000
rating can play at least a single game blindfolded, and if this were the case, the total number of players who can play blindfold would be in the
thousands. == Regardless of which data point you take, it’s clear that the incidence of the ability to play blindfold chess, as well as the number
of simultaneous games that can be played, as in the case of WC Alekhine, has increased, and that increase has been exponential. == Since
genetic evolution does not occur exponentially at the timescale of the millennia or so since Ancient Arabic times and today, and there is no
evidence that there has been an exponential improvement in general intelligence, we can conclude from this that there must be a
domain-specific aspect of training, even in the paradigm of modern chance, that enhances one’s natural ability to play blindfold, if any, to an
artificial, human-improved level # ==The idea that any domain of human intelligence, or human physiology, for that matter, can be enhanced
on an exponential basis is actually a fact that has not been established via consensus in the empirical sciences. Chess provides an ideal
domain <r: ch-16 H2S3 H3S3> as a model system for studying such improvement, as the game has been in existence for thousands of years,
and enhancement of one’s chess abilities has had 0 incidents of harm to human health, whereas enhancing human performance on some
other vector, such as strength, could lead to debilitating injury # Fin at this # Post-script: try solving this puzzle delivered in CU Board code
<ch-10 Chapt-mn H3S2> without seeing the board [2,700 + blind multiplier] a3-P, b3-B, b2-P, c2-P, f5-N, f2-P, g5-P, g1-K, h5-Q, h4-P | a7-P,
b5-P, c7-Q, c5-P, e5-P, e4-N, f7-P, f4-B, g8-K, g7-P, h7-P |==> f move.

Chapt-mn H3S2: Corridor clus-bl:
Corridor clus-bl is a specific type of clus-bl #, in which two parallel rows, columns, or diagonals are
occupied by zi, but these parallel lines are separated by an empty interceding line, forming a corridor <r:
architecture, ch-41 H2S5 H3S6>. Zi that occupy this corridor may be involved in a clus-bl motif, as the
maintenance of linearity across the entire corridor, and differentiating between the occupied and empty
aspects, is mentally intensive: try ex-6A. [D] A partial corridor, outlining the c-file, leading to the
hangtacked.c6-N. 1. Rxc6<+3> ! https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/44071/practice Thinking
question: If chess can train us to think | blindfolded, then why is it important, that the game has a visual |
representation? This philosophical | conundrum is known as the “Blindfold Paradox”.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1veQpaM4kfZV9iD9dsC48W_h11njk_i8OccEh2O-eZf0/edit#heading=h.i3l743usrbmk
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R00_GOSwLgAm3yrkFaAzjEClZv7jlvXqxLbOTNOHYS8/edit#heading=h.vbfegl93j52t
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/17-s6i_wdaxT-04x40DfBHZykJNAM6qMg
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TTbAItMc0lUcArPHuHgsUThUjbmHZzTcycwQ532y0mQ/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nuHOB2_1_h1-XWFLj5z3oUSFcYANhq61vhof8KhPnfk/edit#heading=h.3jay2gljfq1b
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17a97Bn86yNyUTNWYx5-cxxtMrP2H0XctoUPXITAhsbM/edit#heading=h.87urmr9lj2zm
https://docs.google.com/document/d/15qwTPVieBS8dy6fI2wieA_AXlnPB-glnzKGkAWU-Qyc/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kzWRcfD6BAHYTUOuXZfMQjuDpdoGfhRRWa6Imvl8DW8/edit#heading=h.rxxvprapmjjk
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/44071/practice
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Chapt-mn H3S3: Complex complex clus-bl:
34…fxg3 <+3> https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/45404967459 <assass in 1>: The presence of zi
in light-sqs in the g4-e4-e2-g2 complex impedes visualization of even the dark-sqs, through which there is
a clear-cut assass in 1 in the e5\g3. Fin.v4/2.

Ch-42: Clus-bl H2S1: Thinking fast and slow:
Goldowsky <a-r>: Regan <Chess IM and professor of C-s, University of Buffalo>’s data has reproduced a
result in psychology first discovered by Nobel Prize-winning economist Daniel Kahneman and colleague
Amos Tversky, which states that human perception of value is relative. “You’ll drive across town to save
$4 on a $20 purchase, but you wouldn’t do it for a $2,000 purchase,” says Regan. His data shows that
players make 60 percent to 90 percent more errors when half a pawn ahead or behind than when the game
is even. Regan claims that this is an actual cognitive effect, not a result of high-risk/high-reward play,

because it is observed with players who have both the advantage and disadvantage. == Mistakes made in the cluster blindness category are
a type of pattern recognition error without a logical basis with respect to the board position, as in the error cannot be justified as objectively
correct using any paradigm of board evaluation such as material, effect, and various positional factors. == In other words, the error was
irrational, but this does not automatically mean # that the system that was used that generated the error did so intentionally or that that system
is inherently irrational. == This apparent paradox, but not really one, as all paradoxes are paradoxically false in themselves, is sliced through
with the sword of the word of Berkeley PhD and Nobel Prize Winner Professor author Dr. Daniel Kahneman’s 2011 psychology classic,
Thinking Fast and Slow <ref: Wikipedia, Daniel Kahneman>: In depth: Thinking fast and slow, a chess player's review: The moderation
component for the mind’s decision, separately from the calculation itself, to use the “fast”, pattern recognition visual brain or the slow,
deductive, | calculation part of the brain is determined by the limitation of time # and therefore the demand on speed; and chess has this
built-in. == If we had infinite time to solve every problem, and we also didn't care about pain or efficiency, then certainly we would use the slow
part of our brain, which is uniquely capable of deductively reaching the correct solution on every problem if given an unlimited amount of time.
Note that in this chapter we establish a false dichotomy between the fast and slow parts of the brain, assuming that there is no overlap, but
this false dichotomy is false in reality and used only as a hypothetical thinking experiment on real data in order for us to gain a better
conceptual understanding. By the end of this review, we will then shatter the false dichotomy and reach a merger, but will have benefited from
establishing it in the first place. // Thinking fast and slow, intuition vs. cerebral calculation, pattern recognition vs. novel thinking.

Ch-42: Clus-bl H2S2: A scientific literature review of vis-perc:
Koeppen, Stanton <a-r>: The eye can distinguish between two aspects of light, its brightness (or luminance) and its wavelength (or
color) <pg-123>
// cite Blindfold chess _ history, psychology, technique, champions p-Drive by Eliot S. Hearst, starting pg 151 ch-8 “research on General Chess
Skill”, already a lit review, tons of good content in there #
// pull quotes from this doc: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ZbV2WRXW96RmOmYs3VTJiAJhbNKQtjZwbrKucuLmiBs/edit

H2S2 H3S1: How two eyes are required for 3-dimensional perception:
We're told throughout the Old Testament that two or more independent witnesses are required in order to certify the truth. They are not
opposites, but they are like the visions seen from your two eyes. If you close one eye, and then close the other, alternating back and forth, you
don't see the same thing with the two eyes but it is the | | combination | of those two views | which gives you a | three dimensional |
perception and shows you a lot of things that neither eye by itself sees # X-ref: <ch. 20 Chapt-mn H3S1>,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JR8qIrJcJh4.

H4S1: Field of view:
MIC: The left graphic was redeemed from Wikipedia and cross-checked with
an analogous graphic pg-133, Koeppen, Stanton. H5S1: The binocular visual
field: Koeppen, Stanton <a-r>: The left half of the visual | target is imaged on
the nasal | retina of the left | eye and the temporal | retina of the right | eye.

MIC: Nasal can be taken to mean medial, or toward the middle; the middle part of the left eye is the right side of that eye, while the middle part
of the right eye is the left side of that eye. Koeppen, Stanton <a-r>: Thus, the left | visual field is seen by the left | nasal retina and the right
temporal retina. There is also an inversion in the vertical axis, with the upper | visual field imaged on the lower | retina and vice versa.
MIC: Understanding that the right side of the brain processes the left visual field, an interesting wacky | fact of ophthalmology that is within the
Overton, is not as

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/45404967459
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daniel_Kahneman
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ZbV2WRXW96RmOmYs3VTJiAJhbNKQtjZwbrKucuLmiBs/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GX6CxQs3oE-eFrtMcA6sk1v9hB_ioXkfoUwlBKh1yVQ/edit
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JR8qIrJcJh4&t=65s
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simple as understanding that the right side of the brain processes information from the left eye; in fact, this reduction would be incorrect.
H5S2: The monocular visual segments: In addition to considering how the 1) eyes generate images on either side and 2) how these
images cross over to the opposite side brain at the optic chiasm, an additional vector of the visual field perception is the degree of visual
field, horizontally, that is covered by both eyes, and the degrees that are mono <one> ocular <eye>: Spector <a-r> [D]: The field of vision is
that portion of space in which objects are visible at the same moment during steady fixation of gaze in one direction. The monocular visual
field consists of central vision, which includes the inner 30 degrees of vision and central fixation, and the peripheral visual field, which extends
100 degrees laterally, 60 degrees medially, 60 degrees upward, and 75 degrees downward: Post: A 360 panorama of the Milky Way taken by
the Very Large Telescope <a-r>, ESO: However, there’s something unusual about this panorama. Behind ESO’s Very Large Telescope
(VLT), two streams of stars seem to cascade down like waterfalls, or perhaps rise like smoke columns to the heavens. That’s because this
panorama captures the entire dome of the sky, from the zenith down to the horizon, a full 360 degrees around. The two streams are in
fact a single band: the plane of our galaxy (!), the Milky Way, as it arcs across the sky from horizon to horizon. As it passes overhead, it
appears to spread out across the whole top edge of the panorama, due to the distortion needed to squeeze the fulldome of the sky into a
flat, rectangular image. Fin-v3

H4S2: Peripheral vision:
We have high-resolution vision only in a small area in the very center of each eye’s visual field—an area called the “fovea” that is about 1%
of the total visual field (see box Human Vision Is Mostly Low Resolution). Most of our visual field—the other 99%—has very low resolution: it
sees the world as if through frosted | glass [Eagleman, 2011] Fin-v3

H4S3: The geometry of optics and refraction:
H5S1: reflection: Khurana pg-19: The light rays falling on a reflecting surface are called
incident rays and those reflected by it are called reflected rays. A line drawn at right angle to
the surface is called the normal. Laws of reflection are 1) The incident ray, the reflected
ray and the normal at the point of incident, all lie in the same | plane ch-2. 2) The angle of
incidence is equal to the angle of reflection. H5S2: refraction: Khurana pg-22: Refraction
of light is the phenomenon of change in the path of light, when it goes from one medium to
another. The basic cause of refraction is change in the velocity of light in going from one
medium to the other. Laws of refraction are: 1. The incident and refracted | rays are on
opposite sides of the normal and all the three are in the same plane. 2) The ratio of sine of
angle of incidence to the sine of angle of refraction is constant for the part of the media in

contact. This constant is denoted by the letter
n and is called ‘refractive index’ of the
medium 2 in which the refracted ray lies with
respect to medium 1 (in which the incident ray
lies), i.e., sin i / sin r  = 1n<medium-2>. When
the medium 1 is air (or vaccum), then n is
called the refractive index of the medium 2.
This law is also called Snell’s law of
refraction. [D - Khurana pg-22, where the 2
vertical lines <normals>; I = incident ray; i is the
“angle of incidence”; R = refracted ray, bent
toward normal; r = angle of refraction; E =
“emergent ray”, bent away from normal. MIC:
This diagram shows two consecutive |
refractions from, directionally, vacuum into
glass, then glass into vacuum again, with I and
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E being parallel in the end, but right-shifted relative to the path of I->E through air only  across the same distance through glass. Fin-v3.

H4S4: Imaging of the eye:
Kanski pg-33

H4S5: Refraction in image generation:
Khurana pg-25 <x-ref ch-2> [D, L, M], image formation by concave and convex lenses.

H2S3 H3S2: Optic nerves cross at the optic
chiasm and the left hemisphere is responsible
for the right visual field:
H4S0:
Kanski pg-807, 812 and onwards, Koeppen, Stanton <a-r>: pg-133

H4S1: The counter-intuitive logic of the entire visual system: //

H4S2: The lateral geniculate nucleus <LGN>
Koeppen, Stanton <a-r>: <pg-123> Posterior to the optic chiasm, the axons of retinal ganglion cells pass through the optic tracts and
synapse in nuclei of the brain. The main visual pathway in humans is through the lateral geniculate nucleus <LGN> of the thalamus.
This nucleus projects through the visual radiation to the visual cortex: MIC: The LGN is the relay point of eye -> brain, directional
passages of neural signals # Koeppen, Stanton <a-r>: pg-135: The LGN is a layered | structure. The first two layers, which contain large |
neurons, are called magnocellular | layers. The other four layers are the parvocellular layers. There is a point-to-point projection from the
retina to the LGN. The LGN thus has a retinotopic | map. MIC: The visual system is not the only sensory | system that contains a
point-to-point topographic | map <Kaas, 1997>; the somatosensory system, famously, in the cortical homunculus, also represents and
processes information from different parts of the body separately. Kaas, 1997: Most notably, topographic representations permit
interconnections between appropriate sets of neurons to be made in a highly efficient manner. Topographic maps provide an especially
suitable | substrate for the common spatiotemporal computations for neural circuits. Finally, aspects of perception suggest the functional |
importance of topographic maps. MIC: Topographic representations are hardly used in computer science in visual, auditory, and
somatosensory | processing, and this may explain why computers continue to lag behind in sensory processing; in fact, this seems to be the
only arena in which even a toddler | human can, consistently, outwit the world’s top supercomputers. There may be deeper insights in the fact
that the body represents 3-D space in its linear | neural wiring, much like the linear string of amino acids folds, in order to form the 3-D
configuration that permits protein function; without this 3-D configuration, a polypeptide may have the same amino identity as a fully formed
protein, but without the ability to perform the necessary | functions. However, as Kaas points out, topographic representations also permits
the brain an advantage in computational efficiency, which indicates that 1) the third dimension in itself may be, instead of, or in addition to, an
extrapolation of 2-D space, but also a reduction of it, as folding into 3-Dimensions brings certain parts of the 2-Dimensions that were further
apart in a flat plane closer together <r: Wormholes, protein subunits> and 2) the structure of the brain co-evolved with the physical world
around it, mirroring its own structure physically, and is thus an adapted | computer, as well as a general | computer. #np-10s. Fin-v3. MIC: As
we predicted in ch-20 H2S3 H3S6, ch-8 H2S7 H3S3, and ch-42 H2S3 H3S4 H4S6

H4S3: The visual cortex: H4S4: Striate cortex: Koeppen, Stanton <a-r>: pg-123:

H2S3 H3S3: An overview of known deficiencies in vis-perc:
H4S1: Graves disease <thyrotoxicosis>:
X-ref: <ch. 60 H2S1> <pg-170> Garayev<2018><a-r>: Same thing with blindfold chess, is that extra, added | pressure, you know, the load,
right, the workload that you try with blindfold chess, your vision, your concentration gets stronger. A lot of times, you know, blindfold
chess <was> believed to actually make grandmasters, who will try to do like exhibition matches, and they have headaches, and then they
go crazy, <the stories>, the myth, that, you know, blindfold, can really affect you, they can’t sleep. Actually, if you over strain yourself, that
could possibly be the case. For me, it’s kind of like the process of meditation, it’s actually a very | calming, very focused | process. <7:50>

H4S2: Glaucoma:
Khurana pg-205: Pathophysiology of glaucoma revolves around the aqueous humour dynamics. <pg-207>: The aqueous humour is a
clear watery fluid filling the anterior chamber (0.25 ml) and posterior chamber (0.06 ml) of the eyeball. Functions of aqueous humour are
1) It maintains a proper intraocular pressure. 2)  It plays an important metabolic role by providing substrates and by removing metabolites from
the avascular cornea and lens 3) It maintains optical transparency 4) It takes the place of lymph that is absent within the eyeball. 5) Refractive
index of aqueous humour is 1.336 <H2S2 H3S1 H4S3> <pg-210>: Glaucoma is not a single disease process but a group of disorders
characterized by a progressive optic neuropathy resulting in a characteristic appearance of the optic disc and a specific pattern of
irreversible visual field defects that are associated frequently but not invariably with raised intraocular pressure (IOP). MIC: A portion of
the optic neuropathy generated by glaucoma may involve its effects on the refractive index of aqueous humour, as changing the
refractive index of a fluid, which interferes, to a finite extent, with light entering the retina, would change the nature of that light entering
the retina. Post, Kanski <pg-371>: Glaucoma develops in about 30% of patients ipsilateral <same.side-body> to the facial haemangioma
<birthmark due to benign vascular tumor, Adhikary 2014>, especially if the lesion affects the upper | eyelid. MIC: If glaucoma develops in
30% of patients with facial haemangioma, then can hemangioma be deterministically characterized as benign? Kanski: Elevation of lOP
occurs within the first 2 years of life in 60% of patients, and may result in buphthalmos. In the remainder, glaucoma may develop at any
time from infancy to adulthood. The pathogenesis is controversial and often obscure. Fin-v3.

H4S3: Cataracts:
Kanski pg-840: Steroids, both systemic and topical, are cataractogenic. Pg-856: Cataract formation is a common sequel to severe | blunt
trauma. MIC: Kanski <pg-900, fbno>: Cataract formation is an “ocular feature” of rubella, a benign febrile exanthema. MIC: Kanski
<pg-904>: cataract formation is an uncommon ophthalmic feature of atopic eczema <dermatitis>, “an idiopathic <unknown-cause>, often
familial, skin condition, which may be associated with asthma and hay fever”. As someone who has had both asthma, and atopic eczema,
but “outgrew” these maladies, I understand that steroid treatments, both inhaled and topical, are common treatments of both. #np Pg-907:
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Diabetes mellitus can result in, uncommonly, “accelerated senile cataract”, and rarely, “acute-onset cataract”. Pg-909: Cushing
syndrome, caused by prolonged elevation of free plasma glucocorticoid levels: common: Kanski: steroid-induced cataracts frequently
develop in iatrogenic <illness caused by medical treatment> Cushing syndrome, but not in Cushing disease. H5S1: The biochemical | basis
of cataract formation #n-p: Shiels, Hejtmancik<a-r> Cataract, the clinical | correlate of opacity or light scattering in the eye | lens is
usually | caused by the presence of high molecular weight | protein aggregates or disruption of the lens microarchitecture. In general,
genes involved in inherited | cataracts, reflect important processes and pathways in the lens including lens crystallins, connexins, growth
factors, membrane proteins, intermediate | filament proteins, and chaperones. Usually, mutations causing severe | damage to proteins
cause congenital | cataracts, while milder | variants increasing susceptibility to environmental insults are associated with age-related
cataracts. MIC: The differential | scattering of light, caused by a cataract, could be part of a thematic | suite of age-related changes to the
human | body that may not be inherently | detrimental, but rather, can be mitigated with an associated | mental adaptation #n-p

H4S4: Nerve damage sensory loss:
Kanski pg-789: Demyelinating optic neuritis: demyelinating disease disrupts nervous conduction within the white matter tracts within
the brain. Brainstem and spinal cord but peripheral nerves are not involved. Pg-796: Leber hereditary optic neuropathy (LHON) is a rare
disease which is the result of maternally inherited mitochondrial DN1 mutations, most notably 11778. The condition typically affects males
between the ages of 15 and 35 years. Pg-799: Papilloedema is swelling of the optic nerve | head, secondary to raised intracranial pressure. It
is nearly always bilateral, although it may be asymmetrical. All other causes of disc oedema in the absence of raised intracranial pressure
are referred to as 'disc swelling' and usually produce visual impairment. All patients with papilloedema should be suspected of having an
intracranial mass unless proved otherwise. However, not all patients with raised intracranial pressure will necessarily develop
papilloedema. Tumors of the cerebral hemispheres tend to produce papilloedema later than those in the posterior fossa. Patients with a
history of previous | papilloedema may develop a substantial increase in intracranial pressure but fail to re-develop papilloedema because
of glial scarring of the optic nerve head. Pg-872, connective tissue disease: systemic lupus erythematosus is an autoimmune,
non-organ specific connective tissue disease characterized by numerous | autoantibodies and circulating | immune complexes which
mediate widespread vasculitis and tissue damage. Pg-873: Polyarteritis nodosa (PAN) is an idiopathic, potentially lethal, collagen
vascular disease affecting medium-sized or small arteries. It is three times more common in males than in females. Ocular involvement
may precede the systemic manifestations by several years ! Kanski pg-828: Intracranial aneurysms are saccular arterial out-pouchings
that most commonly develop at the branching points of the major arteries coursing through the subarachnoid space at the base of the
brain: 85% arise from the anterior half of the circle of Willis. Their prevalence ranges from 1% to 6%. Visual loss: Monocular visual loss is
most frequently caused by compression of the intracranial part of the optic nerve by aneurysms arising from the internal carotid artery
near the origin of the ophthalmic artery, at its terminal bifurcation. The clinical picture is that of unilateral acute or progressive visual
loss occasionally associated with orbital pain, which may initially be misdiagnosed as retrobulbar neuritis.
Kanski pg-907, metabolic diseases: Homocystinuria is caused by deficiency of cystathionine-beta-synthetase leading to accumulation
of homocysteine and methionine. The condition is phenotypically similar to Marfan syndrome but carries a thrombotic tendency. Fin-v3.

H4S5: Light-intensity causing blindness:

Cell death as a result of excess exposure of stimulus is possible for at least one other of the major 5 sensory systems: the auditory system. //

H4S6: Conjunctivitis:
Kanski pg-215: The conjunctiva is a transparent mucous membrane lining the inner surface of the eyelids and surface of the globe as far
as the limbus. Pg-239: Acute rhinoconjunctivitis is the most common form of ocular and nasal allergy affecting about 20% of the
population. #np-shared Fin-v3.

H4S7: Physical ocular injuries:
Khurana pg-401, Kanski pg-205, Kanski pg-152, Kanski pg-629, Kanski pg-695, Kanski pg-847 Kanski pg-833

H4S8: Developmental disorders:
Kanski pg-59

H4S9: Cortex errors in rendering:
Khurana <pg-39>: [D-3.31]: Aniseikonia is defined
as a condition wherein the images projected to the
visual cortex from the two retinae are abnormally
unequal in size and/or shape. Up to 5 per cent
aniseikonia is well tolerated. Etiological
<causing-disease> types: 1) Optical aniseikonia:
may occur due to either inherent or acquired
anisometropia of high degree. 2) Retinal
aniseikonia: may develop due to: displacement of
retinal elements towards the nodal point in one eye
due to stretching or oedema of the retina. 3) Cortical
aniseikonia implies asymmetrical simultaneous
perception in spite of equal size of images formed on
the two retinae. Clinical types: Clinically,
aniseikonia may be of different | types (Fig.3.31): 1)
Symmetrical aniseikonia 1i) Spherical, image may
be magnified or minified equally in both meridia (Fig.
3.31A) 1ii) Cylindrical, image is magnified or
minified symmetrically in one meridian (Fig. 3.31 B).
2) Asymmetrical aniseikonia 2i) Prismatic: In it,
image difference increases | progressively in one

direction (Fig. 3.31C). 2ii) Pincushion: In it, image distortion increases progressively in both directions, as seen with high plus correction in
aphakia <missing-lens> (Fig. 3.31D). 2iii) Barrel distortion: In it, image distortion decreases progressively in both directions, as seen
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with high minus correction (Fig. 3.31 E) 2iv) Oblique distortion: In it, the size of image is same, but there occurs an oblique distortion of
shape (Fig. 3.31F). Symptoms 1) Asthenopia, i.e., eyeache, brow ache and tiredness of eyes. 2) Diplopia due to difficult binocular vision
when the difference in images of two eyes is more than 5 percent 3) Difficulty in depth perception.

H4S10: Bouma’s law:
Strasburger <a-r>: d=0.5 φ, where d is critical distance—the minimum | distance between target and flanker below which crowding
occurs—and φ is eccentricity in degrees visual angle. <s> Indeed, that factor may vary quite a bit between | tasks, roughly between 0.3
and 0.7 <s> Linearity <ch-8 H2S1>, in contrast, holds amazingly well for almost all visual tasks. <s>: To sum up the third point, in today’s
terminology, Bouma described a linear | law, not proportionality: d=0.5 φ+w, where w is letter | width. MIC: Bouma’s law, little known in
the chess and product design communities, both of which I have immersed 10+ years, has wide | applicability; for instance, Bouma’s law
can help set hard and fast rules with respect to line and character spacing in web design and other graphic design to enhance
readability, a hot topic in all design. The design of chess figurines, both online and otb, also must by Bouma’s law; for instance, NM John
MacArthur <CUNY ‘00><US Coast Guard ‘87 - ‘92><President, Marshall Chess Club ‘00 - ‘02> remarked on his livestream that, at least in
high standard chess, figurines must pass certain laws of proportionality; he lined up a King and Queen such that their top broad rings
were in contact, and passed a bishop half-staff through them. Bouma’s law would predict that the design of figurines, both online and otb,
would affect the blunder rate of games, and even the proportion of blunder types <r: chess.com/insights> #np

H2S3 H3S4: The anatomy of the eye:
H3S4 H4S1: Retina cells are sensory cells:
Khurana pg-3, 19
Koeppen, Stanton <a-r>: [D, the 10 layers of the retina, pg-125]

H3S4 H4S2: Retinal cells translate photon inputs to neural signals:

H3S4 H4S3: The functions of the cornea, lens, and pupil:
Khurana pg-3 Kanski 337 <lens>, Kanski 802 <pupil>
Koeppen, Stanton <a-r>: pg-123: The outer layer, or fibrous | coat, includes the transparent cornea, with its epithelium. MIC: The other two
of the 3 layers of the wall of the eye, according to Koeppen, Stanton <a-r>, are the iris and choroid <layer 2> and the retina <inner-layer>.

<skip>: A number of functions of the eye are under
muscular control. Externally attached extraocular
muscles aim the eyes toward an appropriate visual
target. These muscles are innervated by CN III, CN IV,
and CN VI <cranial, trochearl, and abducens,
respectively>.

H4S4: The role of GPCR rhodopsin in signaling:
H5S1: Koeppen, Stanton <a-r> <pg-127>: The pigment
found in the outer segment of rods is rhodopsin, or
visual purple. <skip>: Rhodopsin is formed when a
retinal | isomer, 11-cis retinal, is combined with a
glycoprotein known as opson. [D-2.1, Khurana pg-14]
When rhodopsin absorbs light, it is “boosted” to a higher
| energy state. This boost causes a series of chemical |
changes that lead to isomerization of 11-cis retinal to
all-trans retinal, release of the bond with opsin, and
conversion of retinal to retinol. Separation of the
all-trans retinal from opsin causes bleaching of the
visual pigment; that is, the pigment loses its purple color.
In darkness,

photoreceptors are slightly depolarized (around -40 mV) because cGMP-gated Na+ channels in
their outer segments are open, thereby increasing gNa
and driving the membrane potential toward Na+
equilibrium potential <ch-3 equations, Nernst> MIC:
The receptor activation signaling pathway of
rhodopsin illustrates not only the anatomic |
complexity #np-1 of the eye, which is known,
generally, in concept, within the Overton, but also the
complexity of the bio-physic-chemical-electrical
process of generating the neural signal. When the
signal generation process is highly | complex and
merges so many inputs, we can expect that as many
ways there are # to interfere or alter this input #np-2,
which opens the possibility that neural modulation of

rhodopsin may not be via traditional nerve a-ps only #np-3. Koeppen, Stanton <a-r> <pg-128>: When light is absorbed, the
photoisomerization of rhodopsin activates a G-protein <ch-19, intro> called transducin <D, 2 pg-128>. This G protein, in turn, activates
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cyclic guanosine monophosphate phosphodiesterase, which is associated with the rhodopsin-containing | discs, hydrolyzes cGMP to
5’-GMP, and lowers the cGMP concentration in the rod cytoplasm. The reduction in cGMP leads to closing of the cGMP-gated Na+
channels, hyperpolarization of the photoreceptor membrane, and a reduction in the release of the transmitter. Thus, cGMP acts as a “second
messenger” to translate reception of a photon by the photopigment into a change in membrane potential. The extraordinary | sensitivity
of the rods, which can signal the capture of a single | photon, is enhanced by an amplification mechanism such that the photoactivation
of only one rhodopsin molecule can activate hundreds of transducin molecules. In addition, each phosphodiesterase molecule
hydrolyzes thousands of cGMP molecules per second. Similar events occur in cones, but the membrane hyperpolarization occurs much more
quickly than in rods, and requires thousands of photons. Thus, in all photoreceptors, capture of light energy leads to 1) hyperpolarization of the
photoreceptor and 2) a reduction in the release of the transmitter. Note that with the very short distance between the site of transduction and
the synapse, this transmitter modulation is accomplished without the generation of an action potential. #np MIC: Note that all in H4S4
describes the action of signaling before that signal reaches the optical nerve, which transmits signal from the eye as an organ to its first
destination in the brain, the LGN <H2S2 H3S2 H4S2> of the thalamus. Whereas the absorption of photon energy and conversion to state
energy within the chemical rhodopsin is not the rate limiting step, occurring at an extra-chemical rate #np, the modulation of membrane
potential, which involves chemical processes, is much slower, especially in rods, in which a higher threshold of hyperpolarization is
required to generate a signal. This means that signal input from cones may occur before signal input from rods reaches the brain, when
both cell types are activated; the brain must merge not only data from the left and right visual fields, it must also merge visual data from the
same object or input from different cells, both in category and individually, and the separate between these signals could be on the order of
seconds. It’s possible that significant swathes of this visual data is disregarded, especially if it is associated with a more complex mental
model, in order to preserve a coherence of perception #np Due to biochemical variance, in part due to neural modulation, possibly, the
order with which the brain receives signals, also depending on the object perception, may change regionally, and therefore, the brain would
not be able to, in all cases, apply the same combination algorithm for merging the time lapse | # inputs; if it does, then certain objects of
perception, which are received differentially in terms of time order, regionally, in retina cells, could cause a scrambling of the brain’s merger
algorithm, leading to various types of misperceptions <ch-42, 43, 44> #np The process of reading, for instance, contains visual images
that are macro-similar but micro-different, and various forms of dyslexia could be partially explained by a reading-immature | brain’s inability
to merge the input properly, such as if that input requires a mental load in this merger that exceeds that brain’s visual processing
complexity limit Fin-v3

H4S5: The role of voltage in sensory | signaling:
It is known with audiology <r: > that certain outer hair cells respond to variance in an applied electrical field, and that a change in electrical
voltage, analogously, can be generated internally, natively, within the ear in the stria vascularis. One may question from this, naturally,
whether there are non-artificial, and yet, non-internal changes in electrical voltage, such as those present in certain environments, that can
also trigger mechanical movements in hair cells, or, more generally, sensory cells in the retina of the eye as well. In general, the
electrical sensitivity of the nervous system is not well known beyond membrane voltage potential input to action potential generation,
but these are not known to be responsive to external input. Post: <Yu et al.>: The stria vascularis is regarded as a major cochlear
structure that can independently | degenerate and influence the degree of hearing loss. Fin-v3.

H4S6: Downstream neural control of the eye:
H5S1: Organs that send signals to the brain will thematically be controlled in some modulatory capacity by the brain, such as pain
chemoreceptors <r: PGY 451, #np-shared> H5S2: The d.p-r loaded vis-perc layers system elucidated in ch-8 can be considered a form of
downhill neural control #np; in this section, we determined that this downhill control affects 1) the experience of vis-perc and 2) what is
perceived, in terms of progressively higher level of abstraction concepts. However, it is not clear at which level, in terms of the perception ->
signaling -> processing pathway that comprises the vis-perc system in terms of anatomy, this w.m-mediated control interferes. For instance,
can retrieval triggered by a visual cue cause modulatory control to the level of outer eye anatomy, and change the level of pupil dilation?
We know, of course, that information processed by our vision eventually mixes with the rest of what can be retrieved from memory in the
process of reaching conceptual deductive conclusions, but this would occur at the deepest level of the brain; if we can demonstrate that
interference also occurs at the outermost part, the level of the pupil, in terms of a concrete muscular movement, then we’ve covered the
entire range, at least at endpoints #np: H5S3: Known neutral triggers of pupil dilation, a nano.lit-rev <fbno>

H4S7: Modulation of vis-perc may <also> occur in brain regions in which image rendering occurs:
MIC: In H4S4, in depth analysis of rhodopsin and the subsequent chemical GPCR modulated pathway, revealed that photon-chemical
signaling from the eye to the brain depends on the actions of thousands, upon thousands, of individual | actions of rhodopsin cells,
transducin G-proteins, cGMP molecules, and other biochemical | components of retina cells. There may be, due to the biochemical |
nature of this process, minute differences in the rate of signaling from individual | retinal cells to the brain, and the time significance of this
difference may be on the order of seconds <ch-3, significant figures> A key | component of the accuracy of vis-perc, leading to its utility in
forming higher abstraction concepts, may be, in addition to receiving a signal, the proper | merging of this signal, in the face of
over-complexity, and other issues, by the brain. Like the desktop software Sony Vegas, the brain likely relies on a primary rendering
algorithm to, in real time, render a visual experience for the human user #, but, possibly, like Vegas Pro <a-r>, a variety of codecs <a
computer program that decodes a stream of data> that are retrieved on a functional | basis to differentially | decode different types of
information. Individuals who are capable of more sophisticated | vis-perc, which we propose in our research <ch-62> as also possessing
higher visual-spatial IQ, could have 1) more sophisticated codecs, as well as 2) more reduced codecs, and 3) a greater number of codecs to
select from, depending on the task, even granularly. The process of generating and selecting codecs via retrieval pathways could be an
interesting area of research.

H4S8: A codec is a reduction of a mental model from long-term memory:
MIC: Due to the need to render a livestreaming | image #np-3, the visual processing system has more stringent | requirements on the
software that it can run; in particular, that software must be sufficiently | reduced to be able to run in real time. The codec modulation of v.p-s
system could be what Dr. Kahneman <H2S1> refers to as the “fast | system” of thinking, although he is wrong about two parts: 1) clearly,
this system is not only thinking, if ever it is thinking #np; it is perceiving, through application of the codec, analogously to how a livestreaming
program renders a video in real time, and broadcasts it simultaneously <source: from 2015-2019, I invested over $300,000 into the
development of live streaming video technologies and worked extensively with WebRTC <Google, b-2011, supported by Apple, Microsoft,
and Mozilla a-r> and Wowza technologies>> 2) this system can be losslessly | accurate, and fast, with no tradeoff, depending on the quality
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of reductions, from the “slow - thinking layer”. Also instructive is the design and distribution of processing power in computers; most
modern computers have, separately, a processor <CPU> and graphics processing unit <GPU>, as the function of processing images is
sufficiently different from other types of processing, from a c-s perspective <ch-16 H2S4>, to warrant, in consensus, as of 2022, both on the
production and consumer side, the separation of CPU and GPU into two distinct units, sold separately, and upgradeable | separately in
self-built | computers. Anecdote: in 2013/4, early Twitch employee John Howell <Board member, Dorian>, now a multi-millionaire, built a
computer with parts I purchased, and shipped it to my house, to recruit me to stream on the platform. Nearly 10 years later, I still haven’t been
looped in <ch-51 1 to 1s, ch-62 marketing theory> In the build, Howell and I agreed to use an Intel CPU chip combined with an Nvidia
GeForce GTX chip; even CPUs and GPUs from different manufacturers can be combined in the same supercomputer, leading to coherent |
results, further indicating the modularity of these processes. Fin-v3. Post: Intel, a CPU manufacturer, admits, as of 2022, that the field has
decided on GPU as a separate unit: The GPU is a processor that is made up of many smaller and more specialized cores. By working
together, the cores deliver massive performance when a processing task can be divided up and processed across many cores. <skip>
The CPU is suited to a wide variety of workloads, especially those for which latency or per-core performance are important. A powerful
execution engine, the CPU focuses its smaller number of cores on individual tasks and on getting things done quickly. This makes it
uniquely well equipped for jobs ranging from serial computing to running databases. <skip> GPUs began as specialized ASICs developed to
accelerate specific 3D rendering tasks. Over time, these fixed-function engines became more programmable and more flexible. While
graphics and the increasingly lifelike visuals of today’s top games remain their principal function, GPUs have evolved to become more
general-purpose parallel processors as well, handling a growing range of applications.

H2S3 H3S5: The v-cortex is located in the occipital lobe of the brain:
H2S3 H3S6: The v.p-s is responsible for the cog of pattern-recog:
// calculate the time of signal transfer from eye in frontal bone to occipital lobe, then to muscle to create a movement, and calculate the
theoretical limit of reaction time // explain myelination and neural propagation speed X-ref: <ch. 2 H2S3> In depth: what is the fastest
theoretical form of chess? Chess has 40 moves, people already play something called “Nano-bullet” X-ref: <ch. 9>

H3S7: The v-sys is recycled in blind visualization #np:
H3S8: V-recognition accuracy correlates with vis-accuracy #np-2:
H3S9: A review of folk science in vis-pec:
Folk science is the kind of claim you’d hear in marketing copy, or anecdotally from a friend, or from an online blogger without scientific
credentials. Folk science would be considered by the US Department of Education Standards of Evidence to be a form of
quasi-experiment, and in terms of information theory <ch-13>, there is information output within folk science, and the value of that
information is non-zero. The issue with folk science is that it, frequently, although not ways, does not meet the standards of 1) correlation, 2)
confidence interval >90% or >95%, by contemporary standards in ‘22 and 3) statistical significance, P < 0.05, typically <r: ch-19 H2S3
H3S4>, and / or it does not report its data, if data is kept explicitly at all, in a standard scientific format.
H4S1: The RPM Technique <Rowan-McDonnell>
Rowan McDonnell <b-1989, Tidewater Community College, 2018 AUDL MVP> is a professional ultimate frisbee player for DC Breeze
<b-2013, 5x playoff berths> and the inventor of the RPM Technique, which he markets and uses to sell courses at ExcelUltimate.com <a-r>.
McDonnell <a-r>: Read: information gathering Process: processing phase Move: decision making. MIC: In addition to teaching granular |
throws and running techniques on his channel, McDonnell, in his course “Decision Making in Ultimate”, dives into the mental aspect of the
game, and, to go a step further, elucidates a process |=>, in a folk science way, via his own mental proprioception, from years of
experience in a competitive arena, that has been proven to work, at least for himself, longitudinally, |=>, that the brain uses to commit
behaviors, and ⅓ of this pathway, for McDonnell, involves visual processing. I would, as an expert in statistics, credit this as a piece of
longitudinal data that fits the models of correlation, confidence, and stat-sig that we typically look for.

H4S2: The open-mindedness trough:
The idea of admitting quasi-experiments as evidence # is found appropriate by novices and experts alike; novices out of an inability to
differentiate connections, if any, and experts due to a transcendent understanding of information theory, as well as an increased willingness
to challenge the stated assumptions of the field. On the other hand, the middling tier, akin to class B and A players in chess, or perhaps, a
typical Ph-D student or post-doc, who is in the process of qualification to the field, tend to be the least.open-minded, as they, in the process
of spaced learning the core assumptions, feel the fallacious | need to defend them with a Stalin-esque iron fist against a phantom enemy;
these militants would indeed be dangerous, absent an old guard, who has been through the same trials before.

H4S3: 3 levels of visual “awareness”:
At 4:44 <a-r>, Rowan hones in on the read layer of RPM and unveils
a graph that is eerily similar to the trisected chapter structure of MIC:
Section 1 <ch.1-20>, fundamentals, including ch-2 moves & board
states, zi locations, and ch-5 mobility, corresponding to “Basic”
awareness level for McDonnell, Section 2 <ch-21-40>, tactical
themes, corresponding to the “Optimal” awareness level, and
Section 3 <41-60>, psychological, spatial, and endgame themes,
which combine sections 1 and 2, going beyond, into a third layer of

abstraction, corresponding to Overload for Rowan. Note that Rowan depicts, not only levels of abstraction, but also, deepening vis-perc,
based on MIC’s theory of d.p-r, but, without these terms, an example of independent discovery. Rowan published a 5 part, 15 minute per
part course on this in December 17, 2020, and MIC’s chapter hierarchy was designed in 10/2021. This indicates that the alignment between
the theoretical advancement of chess and ultimate is quite high and, being as chess precedes the latter by over 500 years, it can be stated
that the latter sport picked up from our forefront. Being as chess was still in the state of folk sport before MIC, and certainly, ultimate still is,
both such designs would be in the state of a quasi-science, but as it turns out, consilience between two independent quasi-evidences
provides for, in the merger, strong evidence #np.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1VDb0Wvd7qqwMaNcmUxGZEQOt68E2iwTbQBalbXqB2v8/edit
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/17-s6i_wdaxT-04x40DfBHZykJNAM6qMg
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H4S4: Cerebral | processing of visual information requires logically-formatted inputs:

In a stunning deduction at 8:26, Rowan depicts an
information acquisition process in which the cerebral
cortex instructs the LGN <ch-62, proposal> to
selectively-filter for information, leading to a subsequent |
read and input of that information back into the cortex.

Ch-42: Clus-bl: H2S3:
Confounding figurines:

<Rosen, Chakravarthi, and Pelli> Crowding is the inability to identify an object among flankers in the periphery. It is due to inappropriate |
incorporation of features from flanking <nearby> objects in perception of the target. Crowding is characterized by measuring critical
spacing, the minimum distance (!) needed between a target and flankers to allow | recognition. The existing Bouma law states that, at a
given point and direction in the visual field, critical | spacing, measured from the center of a target object to the center of a similar |
flanking object, is the same for all objects (Pelli & Tillman, 2008) #np. Because flipping an object about its center preserves its
center-to-center spacing to other objects, according to the Bouma law, crowding should be unaffected. However, because crowding is a
result of feature | combination, the location of features within an object might matter. MIC: Crowding is the optical research term for
clustering used in chess MIC, and its applicability is a bit more specific; there is no | meaning associated with the objects of perception in
crowding experiments, in ophthalmology, as there is, in the previous sections in ch-42. In H2S3, we describe blunders in which a zi of a
particular type is misperceived for a zi, of another type, and this more closely resembles crowding. In depth: The Unexpected Mate in 1 by
Dr. Alan Bester (Ph-D) <hl> on Chessable, a puzzle pack of over 600 mate in puzzles in GM games historically, and a compilation of the | |
most  horrific | move  blunders | in history | |, #defd-all. Rosen <a-r>: To correctly identify an object, we combine its features, excluding those
of any nearby | objects. However, in the periphery, the features of nearby objects may be inappropriately | combined with those of the target
object, leading to a jumbled | percept that cannot be identified. This is crowding: feature combination over an inappropriately large area
(Bouma, 1970; Levi, 2008; Pelli, Palomares, & Majaj, 2004; Pelli & Tillman, 2008; Stuart & Burian, 1962; Toet & Levi, 1992). The mechanisms

underlying crowding are not yet well understood (Hanus & Vul, 2013; Levi, 2008). MIC: While the
mechanisms of crowding |=full cluster blindness are not yet well understood, it is known within the field of
chess theory =syn history that cluster-related blunders are more common at faster time controls. This
indicates that perception deepens and becomes more accurate, and there is some elimination of crowding
misperception with time #np; this in turn validates our novel | hypothesis that additional layers of vis-perc
can be loaded, analogous to video editing software codecs in c-s, via d.p-r,enabled framework retrievals
<ch-20> n.p-2,3 Solving mate in 1 puzzles at ultra bullet speed, I mistakenly made the move Nd3??,
blundering the knight and missing the checkmate, and so did French GM, top 10 FIDE rated player as of
2022 in this 2010 game against Boris Savchenko. | | As | for me | <ref: >, several psychological
blindnesses were #triggered by this puzzle: 1) I perceived the b1 R as black and therefore belonging to s, but
it is in fact white and therefore belonging to f, #defd, a form of | | confounding | figurines | One might argue
that such misperceptions are not useful to | | digest, | or even discuss | as such mistakes are “only possible”,
#defd, in faster time control games. “This would never happen in classical”, as my former coach, IM John
Bartholomew of Minnesota would say in our lessons. The | | experimental | evidence |, however,
demonstrates oppositely on his own website, which in itself demonstrates that he was leading me down a
wary path of lack of understanding. The truth is, vis-perc psychological blindnesses are innate and can
manifest at every | time control; their # incidence may be lower in classical t-cs, but in time pressure
situations, as well as long or broad calculations, a misperception can still have an influence. Most importantly,

the misperception causes a quantum | uncertainty <ch-15 H2S5> f= Schrodinger's Cat-esque | | quantum | conundrum | in which the
semi-misperceived object is stored as the uncertain “cat may or may not be in the box” | | quantum | uncertain  container | <not-quc> and not |
| registered | definitely | as either a f or a rook, and that quc has different properties in the mental board than the f.♜ or s.♜. == The
application of a quc in place of a certain object is a necessary condition at the root of all misperceptions and psychological blindnesses; the
tricky part is that they do not lead to a 100% failure rate, and this confuses the mainstream brain, as of early 2022. A further issue in | | dealing
with | qucs | as a concept | is that they are in fact useful in certain cases, just not when you are trying to solve any set of 500 | | validated |
chess puzzles | at a 100% correct rate and  therefore at the  level of rigorousness  expected in #MIC, unless the problem is specifically to use
or describe the use of qucs. 1) I misperceived an s ren to be contending the e2 run square, when such a ren is not to be found. A form of
wishful thinking - driven <fbnos> cluster blindness. 2) I failed to see Rd1# as a result of the two aforementioned psychological blindnesses,
one a cluster blindness. This is an illustration of the downhill negative effects of an apparently harmless - by - itself p.b, in that it can | |
logically, | despite itself | being  illogical | |, turn off parts of calculation that are in fact necessary to find the solution. All puzzles have only one
solution, and therefore there is no need, and this is | | perfectly | logical | #defd, to seek a second move when one has been | | apparently |
found, and in general the | | QA | process | is turned off or put into a | | low power | mode | at ultra bullet speed or at the | | fringes | of |
classical  calculation |, leading to the possibility that this error can affect the | | move | outcome |, which solidifies the perceptual error as a
move error, etched into the scorebook historically, and able to be revisited as here. <Rosen a-r>: When presented with a cluttered scene,
you can easily fixate any object and detect and combine its features to identify it. However, when the image is in the periphery, the same
object can no longer be identified. This is not an acuity <sharpness> problem. <skip> This phenomenon is called crowding—a breakdown
of object recognition thought to be due to combining | extraneous features from neighboring objects with those of the target.

Ch-42: Clus-bl H2S4: Intentional-bl:
H3S1: Mediation of clus-bl and v-opp: technique:
The reason for the focus on psychological | blindnesses in section 3 of this book is to expose flaws, but to expose flaws of a system that is
extremely complex and powerful, and what we at Chess University believe to be the engine behind chess improvement paradigms past the

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4527718/#i1534-7362-14-6-10-Pelli3
https://www.chessable.com/author/AlanB/
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schr%C3%B6dinger's_cat
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4,000 Elo ceiling of computers. The greatest | fallacy in chess is to think that potential elo
stops at the capacity of the present superpower for a variety of reasons. Nuances in positional play
would guarantee a similar distribution of players if there were an endless proportional supply of
players at every elo, such that there was an infinity of players, but those infinities are still proportional to
each other in the same way as a normal distribution. == The fact is that there are certain categories of skill
that will always defeat other categories of skill, and by the definition of elo, players at that category will
be 800 points higher than the players of the next category. Drift within a category is paid less attention to
than which category that you belong to and therefore, transition among categories is the main sticking
point in the human system of over the board play, which there has never been any computer interference,
nor will there ever be, it is well known that each elo category is associated with understanding certain
techniques, truly understanding them, being able to ace 100% a test on them, and ability to
execute a score of these techniques in a row will ensure entrance into one of these categories, and
based on how many known categories there are in chess and how few even the best players have truly
memorized, it is also well known that  present elo is much lower than the overall elo ceiling. This hypothesis was synthesized and used to
make many decisions about how the system was designed far before computers were ever even invented, so it cannot be stated as a
delusion that it exists, despite what the computers have presented as evidence over the past 10 years. == This chess system was designed
hundreds of years ago and you cannot ask an organization as ancient as chess to completely ban what has been put in place to design many
systems of selection for hundreds of years based on this human technique, learning, systems-based, layers-based, learning system and
computers are just software programs completely dedicated to chess with a larger mass than humans that we've hard wrote along with
hardware, some of these paradigms into, not the one in your Stockfish account, and it is forced to only think about chess and to overload
itself and really not be able to run for more than six months to one year, like a robot dog slave you know that you drug and force the only thing
about chess and so forth and it's like “oh that thing can...wow that thing can real tear me up if I want in the ring with him, uh huh”, like, and
then, that means “ohh I don't have to go to the gym anymore, ever”, it just doesn't really make sense, like, you still have to hit the books, you
still have to be contributing to the continued elevation of elo. == What the basic idea is that yeah, there's always gonna be a robot dog that's
like, 800 points a little higher than you, but us with the robot dog is gonna get to like 50,000 elo, and what does 50,000 elo mean - that just
means that we've spent 50 years studying chess, and then 49,000 ELO means that that person spent 49 years studying chess, like, every
year you study, pretty much you go up 1000 elo, unless you can find hacks of how to do it faster, and that's what Chess University and all of
these education things is about, how do we get this into the students brains fast, to get them into the workforce - because a lot of old old
timers in here - and that's what we believe is the most healthy way to think about Stockfish, and also about your own improvement. It really is
about learning these patterns, and learning these techniques, a programmatic way, a step by step solution, when you see this, here's what you
do, and then here's what you do, and here's why it's important to do it in that order, and here's what you do next, and if he does this, at this
point, then you have to branch now, you know, you could have to do this or that depending on whether factor A is present or not, and
sometimes you have to take into account not only factor A but also a b and c, and some of these are like, you're playing a game, and there's
like a 10 page IKEA manual on how to assemble your desk that's actually stored somewhere in your brain and a move that your opponent
played triggered that. |=P Now first of all, that manual might be useful here, and it might not be, first of all, but something about the move
triggered it - right - so you have to explore and you're like “wow”, I should remember what the system was by Dorfman, I need to search the
manual itself in order to find its applicability, and uh where was it, I need to think about these other sections and like, all of a sudden the board,
you know, distorts, and you see everything in terms of like oh, wait, well, I didn't notice this tactic here then you get dragged down to this
rabbit hole, and you're sinking and it's like irreversibly changed your perception of the game from this moment and it will actually take 3 years
of coaching for you to be pulled out of this rabbit hole from now on, like, chess can be scary. You don't want to head into this mental battlefield
without being prepared technically. == If you go to a park or a tournament, which is a joke to the best chess players: the best chess players
have to pay $2,000 be at a tournament, they don't care if they can win $1,000, $2,000, these guys have been making money off chess for the
last 40 years, they're just there to maintain their 1800 rating, and the rest of the time, they just beat up on kids who don't realize that the cost
of interacting with them really is 100s of dollars or 1000s of dollars and they're not paying it, and instead they're trying to cheapo their way at
the US Open, which I shamefully say that I did win in Section C, $1,000 at, covering approximately my cost there and into the next
tournament, and having received quite a generous basic training on the part of Dave Grasso and other national masters. == This was a boot
camp through education and chess that I could not have ever imagined, getting me through multiple technical paradigms by people who
don't even own computers. The treasure trove of useful information that's applicable in all areas of life including literature, engineering, and
chess strategy are found in the canon of human ears, passing through word of mouth and tradition, because only human brains and human
environments, taking a look at how much we've altered the terrain around us, as part of this communication is incomprehensible to computers.

A chess tournament in which only a piece of the sky were present would increase dramatically the load on a
computer to also keep track of the cloud formations in the way that it may influence the projection of the
pieces on the board and how that may help the players instead, who gets a look at the three dimensional
pieces and their representations whereas the computers simply read the code that is fed to them about the
piece locations with no additional input about the angle at which light is striking the knight that is on c6.
Perhaps a player spots the tactic as a result of the way that the clouds are positioned directly above his mind.
This is possible because humans are much more grounded biologically to the rest of life, which influences
the environment as it has proven than computers are simply by virtue of our carbon content, and I've already
proven that I can defeat any computer up only a knight, about 10% of material, and humans have started
owning magnitudes, orders of magnitudes more material than computers, of course we can bughouse an
extra knight into every game that we may have to play with them, so just to show your superiority, play a
game, take away the computer’s knight, take away the computers rook, gradually work yourself down. == If
you're a total noob, take away everything! Take away everything but the pawns and the king, of course you'll

be able to checkmate the computer, and then play it a couple times you're like “oh well that was, you know, wasn't that bad, you just had to
move the Queen over here and then experiment a bunch of times, and I had to learn how to promote pawns basically, like, I was like, oh man,
I tried to checkmate him with the...first I learned the checkmate with the queen and the king thing you know, it's like you got to move the queen
here and checkmate here, and so forth - sorry it won't take too much longer - and then I learned how to fix mistakes if I accidentally blunder |
my queen, you got to make a new queen and here's how you do that - you gotta get the pawn to like the end of the board, and then to do that
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you have to first take all of his pawn, so here's how you make a capture, so I started out just with him having 8 pawns and a king, and me
having everything, and what I did was I just took my pieces and I just captured all of his pawns, I didn't really care about piece values, all those
pawns are gone, then I just promoted my pawns one by one and trying to use my queen and the king and checkmate and if I failed three or
four times, it didn't matter, because I just promoted the next one, all I did was one queen at a time, and eventually I checkmated them, and
then I started doing it with a knight, giving Stockfish a knight and 8 pawns and a king and then I beat him, it took me a week and I was playing,
you know, a knight down versus Stockfish: I was just as good as BlindSimulEx when he was apparently 2000 or 20,000 or 1400 or whatever
he was. |=P That is the future of chess education based on human adapted visual techniques, traditional pedagogical paradigms, and
disciplined practice in order to train the recognition and applicability of those techniques as well as their accurate execution in games, and in
this book, we have over 1000 of them for you: please study them carefully. (D, 1): F was perhaps too ambitious in an attempt to squeeze an
advantage from an x-ray mate threat with this move: f.i-o: 13…Bf6 $ ($, 3) 14. Qd2 <run $, forced!> Nxc3 (+3) <o.m-W> 15. Bxc3 (0)
<forced> Qxd2 <decoy {ch-26 H2S2}>!* (+9) 16. Bxd2 (0) <auto-clr f6 $ a1> :( Bxa1 (+5) <assass in 4> Game: Round 4, ICC USCF rated
tournament, Yakun Hu vs 6/11/22: https://lichess.org/DGy0SHQ3#29 (D,2): Some cluster | blindness at both the destination and source
regions of a move: 39. Qd8+ Qf8 <o-m> 40. Bd5+! Is step 2 of the M3-seq. One might be so concerned with working out the Q and N mate
combination that you forget the g2-B remains at your disposal, falling instead for a move like f-Nf6+.
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/46855778785

H3S2: Intentional blindness x complexity ceiling:
X-ref: ch-45 H2S2 H3S1, ch-48 H2S4, competition fueling creativity, ch-17 H2S5, winning the collective mind. In ch-45, we established that
intentional blindness is caused by one’s encounter with a problem, which has an intrinsic | complexity, that exceeds one’s attention
capacity. In such cases, the brain is forced to selectively ignore aspects of the problem and arrive at probabilistically-determined
solutions. Chess, being as it is a competitive mental sport, will, ideally, force players beyond their attention capacity. It is human nature to
seek comfort <Fisher et al, a-r>, and ambiguity is a source of discomfort #n-p, so, if left to our own devices, we would, like Newton or
Einstein, spend all of our days solving problems in a mathematical proof method. Mueller, via Shah <a-r>: 46:00: Shah: “Do you ever get
bored of Chess?” Mueller: “No, the other way around. When I get bored, I don’t know what to do, then I look at the recent endgames, and
then I’m happy | again. MIC: In contrast, the heat of chess competition <ch-48> benefits from discomfort, and, therefore, chess is as much
a study of proof-based methods of problem solving as it is a study of probabilistics #n-p Fin-v4/2.

H2S4 H3S3: Pattern-recognition clus-bl:

MIC: Pattern recognition, is, by definition, a reduction, and it depends upon retrieval, rather than perception, to fill in the image. To be clear,
perception is obviously involved, as there needs to be some visual cue, which triggers the retrieval of a patterned-framework. However,
after this visual stimulus is used to trigger the retrieval, the rest of the image is filled from memory. This interesting behavior of the human
mind, which is counter-intuitive to brute force computers, which rely 0 on pattern-recognition, indicates that, in certain circumstances,
when a relevant framework exists in memory, it is 1) faster to retrieve an image than to process the novel image from scratch, which, in
turn, indicates that 2) vis-perc is high.load-intensity <ch-45>, and 3) it may be more energy efficient, as there are a number of novel
energetic exchanges with the external environment, and possibly more, or different, neuron firing patterns, to trigger existing synaptic
firings, in a well-paved retrieval pathway, than in the photon reception pathway of the eye.LGN-system <ch-42>. Relying on the
principles of evo-bio <ch-33 H2S4>, we can trust that, if the human body does things a certain way, when it clearly has the option for either,
that, the way it’s doing it, is more efficient, as only efficiency survives competition. However, not all reductions are lossless, and this is
important, because a lossy reduction can lead to error, and this relies on proper pedagogy <ch-20>. Nearly, if not all, logical fallacies,
which is the source of nearly, if not all, human error, is due to lossy reduction, as a result of a mis-application of an otherwise correct
reduction. [D]: https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/527376/practice Here, the pattern is that, in middle game structures of this type,
there is, 90% of the time, a N on f3. Therefore, players are apt to disregard action on the d1-h5 diagonal, as there is, stereotypically, a
friendly interposer. This increases the chances that a player, especially in faster games, will miss the opportunity to capture a
hangtacked.h5-N for free. [D, 2] https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/46828213957: 12. Nxb5 <+3> the c3-n is not abs-pinned. [D, 3]:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/41401174959 30…Qxh3+ <+1> the g2-P has been pushed to g4; even though the h4-Q is itself

under attack, it has a free capture. [D, 4]: 25. Qb7 <run$> +10 SF14+ NNUE secures the W for f, as 25.
Bb4?? Rxb6! Because the s.d6-P is not abs-pinned https://lichess.org/cvP48HvX/white

Ch-42: Clus-bl H2S5: Clus-quant:
The basic principle is that it is essential in the opening to develop all the pieces harmoniously and in such a
way as to secure the most favorable position possible in the center. Fine, GM <a-r> pg-2; X-ref: <ch. 19 Str
H2S1> From Ch. 19, Structure, sub-section Mathematics, we know that there are 524,160, calculated by the
partial factorial  !16,12, ways to configure 5 unique ren in a 4 x 4 square on the board:
There are 524,159 other ways to arrange these 5 unique ren in the same 4 x 4 square. This astronomical
number provides at least one mathematical estimation of the difficulty we face in cluster blindness; it is this

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pZn0KfRhjLJH7zkQcwmJgoCUrScsiqtIuKQpFC4Sjxw/edit
https://lichess.org/DGy0SHQ3#29
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/46855778785?tab=review
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/527376/practice
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/46828213957
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/41401174959?tab=review
https://lichess.org/cvP48HvX/white
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nuHOB2_1_h1-XWFLj5z3oUSFcYANhq61vhof8KhPnfk/edit#heading=h.9d9w0bw6622x
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nuHOB2_1_h1-XWFLj5z3oUSFcYANhq61vhof8KhPnfk/edit#heading=h.9d9w0bw6622x


MIC: clus-bl r: Hu
sheer number of possibilities, combined with our obfuscation # of figurines in perception, that can be a significant source of blunders. The
parameters to cluster quantification are the size of the rectangle in which clustering occurs as well as the number of unique ren to be

arranged.
In depth: a 3 x 3 cluster with 6 ren, 4 non-unique:
^ Calculate the possibilities in this 3x3 X-ref <ch. 29
Ex #2> // write more. // check Ellen Nilssen WFM’s
Discord, chess chat, made a post requesting answer
to this on 4/16/22. Ref: u/skrewz02 on Twitch:
Redundant pieces in a cluster reduces the # of
unique positions and therefore decreases cluster
complexity.

H2S5
H3S1: Choosing a target to kek high
clus-quant:
// ref: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/44982626055

H2S5 H3S2: Stat-anal # of mate in 1s
on Chess.com-insights, reveals compl
plays a sig-role in missed-opps:
We’d expect mate in 1s to be missed less than 2’s, but across the board:
https://www.chess.com/insights/samcopeland#mates // x-ref where I talk about
stat analysis

H2S5 H3S3: Schematic thinking:
In almost all openings there is a well-defined series of normal moves which
leads to what is usually called a “normal position.” Fine pg-4 The positive
aspect of conquering | cluster blindness is that it will make us significantly |
more effective at regrouping | our pieces as we will have decreased the

processing curve # of intaking information from the position visually, such that shuffling around pieces will be less overwhelming because the
load of keeping track of all of that stuff, so to speak, is less, and we can focus more even on the external
radiation of effect force from within the cluster to without. Refer to ch-53 H2S4 H3S4 to ancient schemas
from 500+ year old Islamic texts and see if you can deduce <ch-8 H2S7> the moves that led up to their
creation #

H2S5 H3S4: Expanded cluster:
X-ref ch-23 DA ex-6: Due to the L-effect # pattern around the e6-P, within the s.p-m of the d4-N, this position
constitutes an expanded cluster, ranging from c4-c8-g8-g4, or a 5x5=25 area. The distribution within this
cluster, is moderately sparse. However, the threat of 29. Nxe6+ $$$+ is very difficult to see, due to the
presence of a pattern break along the e6-c4 partial-diag, in which 2 3 point minors are located.
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/43598976773 Fin v4/2.

Ch-42: Clus-bl D:
Cluster blindness, regional blindness (n.) = regional blindness, a form of cluster blindness in which there is so much going on in one
quadrant that the player spends disproportionate | time | honing in and thereby missing tactical opportunities elsewhere, which may even
be connected to the circumstances of the clustered quadrant. Neocortex <Axons and Brain Architecture, 2016>: The neocortex is a
highly organized | structure present in all mammals that processes sensory, motor, language, emotional, and associative information.

Ch-42: Clus-bl Exercises:
Assassination in 1:

L: #1:

Problem #2: Find the assassination in 1:

Exercise #3: This exercise has 2
parts. In part 1 , find the assassination in 1:
R: Same puzzle theme, follow-up: after solving part 1, here’s another
position with s-move, from the same game, later in the game. What
would be a good move here?

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KNtnnqCkkP1wTxL3FuLE9tTwO5HiLfOTE5qj3bFTYA0/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KNtnnqCkkP1wTxL3FuLE9tTwO5HiLfOTE5qj3bFTYA0/edit
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/44982626055
https://www.chess.com/insights/samcopeland#mates
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mMlD7TJJc4e6WipUeIVHDMKxmxsWWcSWvO1G9HnHisM/edit#heading=h.4cgf6kkzcg67
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aesRybbEbMefwB4FBXZl-tco5lfgzB8lvSdzmOu5vIE/edit
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/43598976773
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#4: [1,500]
Ex-4A: [400]

Assassination in 2+:

Left: Exercise #5: Problem:
Decisions…Decisions…

Right: Exercise #6: Find the assassination in 2:

Ex-6A: [800]

Ex-6B: assass in 3: [1,600]

Positional cluster blindness:
Ex-7:

Ex-8 [R, below]: [3k]

L: Ex-9: Position: A training | position <fbno> presented by IM Sagar
Shah to GM Vidit Gujrathi<2702 FIDE> in a 2018 blindfold | training
session<a-r>. [2,700]

Ex-10: Position: A training | position <fbno> presented by IM Sagar
Shah to GM Vidit Gujrathi<2702 FIDE> in a 2018 blindfold | training
session<a-r>. [2,700]

Invisible clusters:

L, above: Ex-11:

R: Ex-12:

Ex-13: [1,800]

Ex-14: [1,700] Game: Dr. Werner Ploetz <a-r> vs Dr. Alexander
Goldberg, FM, Germany Bundesliga 1991/2.

Cluster rearrangement assass (!) :

Ex-15: GM Jan-



MIC: clus-bl r: Hu
Krzysztof Duda <2018 Polish Champion> vs GM Fabiano Caruana
<2014 Sinquefield Cup #1, perf 3098!>, 2022 Candidates rd-10.

Ex-16: [2,400]

L: Ex-17: Position: A training | position <fbno> presented by IM Dorsa
Derakhshani to USCF Yakun Hu<1550> in a 2022 blindfold | training
session<a-r>. [2,760]

R: Ex-18: Position-B: A training | position <fbno> presented by IM Dorsa
Derakhshani to USCF Yakun Hu<1550> in a 2022 blindfold | training
session<a-r>. [2,700]

Solutions:
#1: Solution: 1...Bxh4+
FEN: // r4r1k/ppq1b1pp/2n5/2pB4/5PbP/P6N/1PP4Q/1RB1K2R b K
- 3 18

#2: // write
2. Nxd5 (+1 + 0 = +1) // add a cluster blindness spin # for this one

Ex #3:
Pt. 1:

Solution: 32...{{c1::Qxd4+}}, likely
due to cluster blindness relating to
a color complex, because the
queen is well advised to stick to the
light squares in its own territory, but
crosses over to dark across the
opponent's moat. Pt. 2: // Thematic
color complex puzzle:
35...{{c1::Qb4}}
#4:
Solution: 1...{{c1::Qxf6}} with the
idea that if 2. Qxf6, 2...Ne2+

followed by Rh8+ is mate in Anastasia's pattern. This is therefore an
assassination enabled by trapmate. == A potential contributor to
mistakes in this puzzle is regional blindness, a form of cluster
blindness in which there is so much going on in one quadrant that
the player spends disproportionate time honing in and thereby
missing tactical opportunities elsewhere, which may even be
connected to the circumstances of the clustered quadrant. == In the
example, there is so much going on in the northeast quadrant that
the player may miss the precarious enemy king and the neutrally
contended e2 check square.

Ex-4A: Missed assassination: 23...Qxb4 -5.4

Ex #5:
Best move: 1. Qxc6 Qxc6 2. Nxc6 The knight is the only ren in the
b7 queen capture cluster to be +1 effect, due to a second attack by
the d4 friendly, and thus any assassination sequence coming out of
this f.move-position has to start with Qxc6. Moreover, 1. Nxc6 is not
possible because the b7 queen would be hangtacked in the resulting
board position.

Ex #6:
Answer: 11. Nxf7 $d6-Q,$d8-R,$h8-R // write more
https://www.chess.com/

analysis/game/live/42669003843?tab=review

Ex-6A: https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1150306/practice
27. Qd8+ $.d3-N <d-a> Qf8 <int+> 28. Qxd3 <+3, assass in 2>

Ex-6B: https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1095288/practice
34…h5+<1:2> 35. Kf5<run+> Rc5<1:1><RQK[E] abs-pin!> followed
by 36…Q-assass <+9 - 5 = +4>

Ex-7:
15…Nb4 ! vastly improves the c6-N, and if f wants to get rid of it, he
has to invest a tempo with 16. Na2 $.e-$, b4-N and it will be s move
after the liquidation, again # Komodo 2706 d-25: -1.05 w/ 0.25 o-n

Ex-8:
17. B4 $.a5-B <0:3> ! a forced suicide sacrifice enabled by the fact
that 17…Bxb4 is unfavorable, and this point can be explored in ch-6
ex-14 <hl> 17…Nxb4 (-1) 18. Rc5 $$<hangtacked, both>! Rd5
🛡(🛡) <d.a-R> and f has resolved the cluster supported rel-fork
threat of 17…Bxd2 $$ from the initial b-p:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47354984413

Ex-9: 2br4/r2pp3/8/1p1p1kN1/pP1P4/2P3R1/PP3PP1/2K5 w - - 0 1
1. Nf7$.d8-R Re8 2. Nd6+<perm-sack fbno!> exd6<-3-3=-6!>> 3.
Rf3+<1:0>: Hu: <a-r>: The R has infinite | reign to check the e-K
along the 3rd rank, as long as it stays in the e.h-files <K-side>
Kg5<run+> 4. Rg3+ Kf5 5. Rf3+ Kg6 6. Rg3+ Kf7 7. Rf3+ Ke7 8.
Re3+ Kd8: Hu: The only “tuckaway square”. Not satisfied with a ½
½, up 6-mat, this is the only other try # 9. Rxe8+<+5>: Kxe8<-5>
10. a3<block!> Hu: This ends the last | possible p-move for the s:
Bb7<clr-8th!> preparing for shuffling the a7-R to the K-side. 11. Kd2
racing to the g1-sq Ra8! 12. Ke1! 12... Kf7<clr.8th-2!> 13. Kf1 Rh8
14. Kg1<cont.h1-[1:1]> Rh6 ½ ½ Post: Continue solving this at
ch.12-ex,16. //v5: grab another quote from Shah/Vidit.

Ex-10: 4k3/8/P2P2K1/p2R2p1/q2B1P2/8/3p2p1/8 w - - 0 1
1. a7!<thr=Q(+8)> Qc6<cont-a8><QPK.[w]-pin!>! 2. a8=Q+ Qxa8 3.
d7+!<1:1> Shah: Tough moves, were to decide on 2…Qc6 or
2…Qc2+ first. Vidit: Well, basically, the thing is: Qc2+, Kg7<run+>,
and now, after 2…Qc6, d-P is not pinned. Shah: 2. f5<2:1><int+> is

another way. 3…Ke7<run+> 4.
Bc5+! Kd8<run+><block!> 5.
Bb6+! Ke7<run+> 6. d8=Q<2:2>+!
Qxd8<-9><forced> 7. Bxd8+<+8>!
MIC: A key move, since s-thrs 2
promos Ke6<run+> 8. Rxd2<+1>!
g1=Q<-8+6=-2> 9. f5+<1:1>
Ke5<run+> 10.
Rd4!<o.m-W!><z-zwang>! see
ch.56-ex,20 [D]: S cannot help
losing his Q 1-0.
Post, Vidit: But somehow, this felt
like the solution, because it’s quite

forcing, and something felt like, the King is trapped, almost, you
know. Shah: Amazing, so Rd4, and now, either you lose the queen,
or it’s checkmate. Vidit: In studies, something which is very pretty,
or attractive, is usually | the solution. You feel it, this has to be the
solution, also, initially, you don’t see anything | better, and,
sometimes, in studies, there is one very clear | line.

Ex-11: https://lichess.org/djU3ogeY/white#46 24. Qg6 <cont.over-f7>
<2:1> !

Ex-12: 1. Rxg8+ <attraction!> Kxg8 2. Qf8+ <temp.sack-attraction! <r:
ch-26 H2S3> ! Kxf8 Rb8# i-FEN:
6Rk/p4p2/3Q1P1p/3bn3/2p5/5qP1/P6P/1R4K1 b - - 0 2

Ex-13: 20…Rd3 <1:1> ! $.e3-Q 21. Qe4 <run $>, else 21…Nxe2+
<assass, +3> ! Bc6 $.e4-Q ! 22. Nb3 $.a5-Q <thr-counter>! Qc7 <run $>
23. Qxd3 <-5> <forced!> Nxd3 <+9> <assass in 4>

Ex-14: https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/28079/practice
1. Bxe6+<+1><1.5:1> Kh7<run+> 2.
Bg8<+scovery-$><t.sack-ch,36> Kxg8<-3>3. Qxe7<+9> 1-0

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/42669003843?tab=review
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/42669003843?tab=review
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1150306/practice
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1095288/practice
https://docs.google.com/document/d/172JIEOdtc_JVkw1vGNmIBwcVVpccXzfUqxcYWjg36sE/edit#heading=h.71g4jfxx2uuy
https://emojipedia.org/shield/
https://emojipedia.org/shield/
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47354984413?tab=review
https://lichess.org/djU3ogeY/white#46
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pZn0KfRhjLJH7zkQcwmJgoCUrScsiqtIuKQpFC4Sjxw/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pZn0KfRhjLJH7zkQcwmJgoCUrScsiqtIuKQpFC4Sjxw/edit
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/28079/practice
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Ex-15: Here Duda uncorked, after an extensive attacking-seq in which he
had some difficulty making milestone | progress: 36. Nh7 !! 1.9 w/ 1.0 o-n
d-29 SF14+-NNUE, in the 4th turn before the time control turn #, with 10
min after move to Caruana’s 2:24 pre. A good move b-p and a
challenging move in the time-p, this move was responsible for buying him
a W and knocking off a desperate | Caruana who was just a full point
behind leader, Nepomniachtchi <ch-100, both> with 4 rounds left after
10th # 36…Rfg6, both players desperately | cluster-rearranging to optimize
the potential energy of their positions. 37. Rxg6 Rxg6 38. Ng5 ! <run $>,
threatening 37. Qf3 $.h5-P <hangtacked> 38..Rf6 ! 39. F4 ! moves like 36.
Nh7 !! often will quire a sharp follow-up, and Duda was prepared; this
move was played in 1:40 in severe time pressure, both ! Nc5 $.e4-P <1:1>
? 40. Fxe5 <t-c was reached by Duda + 60 min> <o.m-W!> Bxe5 41. Ngf3
$.e5-B <hangtacked!> <clr.g2-R $.g8-Q>, a clearance attackscovery d-a
<ch-23> 41…Qa8 <run $>, <forced!> 42. Nxe5 <+3> <assass in 7!>

Ex-16:
Piecemate <ch-28> the queen in 4: 19...Nd5<1:2><env.d6-Q,[-3
mob!]> 20. Nf4<1:2.5>$ Be6<rearrange!> 21. Bxe5<+3>
Rd7$.d6-Q<2:1.5><p-m!> 22. Bxg7<+3> Rxd6 <+9, assass>.
Category: central cluster.
Ex-17: 6k1/p1q2ppp/8/1pp1pNPQ/4nb1P/PB6/1PP2P2/6K1 w - - 0 1
1. Qf3<QN(a8).[w]-pin,term!>$.e4-N<1:0>, and if 1…Qc6🛡.e4-N 2.
Ne7+$!, whereas if 1…Qb7🛡 2.
Bd5$.e4-N<2:0.5><int-🛡!><attraction!>, a bonkers-move <fbno>
1…c4<1:2>$.b3-B<cntr!> 2. Qxe4<+3, assass><push-through!>
and the threat of Qa8+,# <fbno> prevents a counter-capture in b3.
Fin.v4-2.

Ex-18: r1b1r1k1/5ppp/1pqP4/p1p5/3pN3/3Q4/PP3PP1/2R1R2K w - - 0 1
1. Ng5 $.h7-P<clr-$> g6<int> 2. Qf3 $.c6-Q<1:0>
Rxe1+<z-zug!><-5> 3. Rxe1<forced> Qxf3<-9> 4.
Re8+<z.zug-cntr!><RBR.[w]-pin> Kg7<run+> 5. Nxf3<+9-11=-2>
and s cannot simultaneously stop the d7-P and save his B <assass
in 6!>

Ch-42 Chapt-mn H3S1 thinking
problem:
27. Qf3 $.e4-N <hangtacked!>
QN<a8>term-pin ! Qb7🛡.e4-N
<forced> 28. Bd5 $$ !! and the
e4-N is lost assass in 3 due to
28…Qxd5 (-3) ?? 29. Ne7 +$ !,
picking up the Q:
ttps://lichess.org/training/
endgame/Wqb3e. This puzzle was
given to me as a blindfold |

training | exercise by IM / WGM Dorsa Derakhshani, 2020 3rd US
Women’s Champion in a lesson 6/7/22.

Push:
1: s move missed an easy Qf6+ ! Instead Qa7+ allowing pawn to advance,

just easier
Compose a simpler Q + K v. Q v. p
scenario where you have to give a
cluster check to stop the P # How
cluster blindness can help with
technique moves #
This is also an up cluster move.

Additional
resources:
Can 4 Guys Beat A Blindfolded

Chess Master? “The Try Guys” via Buzzfeed News <11 million
views, 340k likes>
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SG6TPTBBz7g

Alexander Alekhine against 32 German soldiers blindfolded, a
movie scene from “The white snow of Russia” 1980:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OHaIVNxKWV8
Mindblindness: An Essay on Autism and Theory of Mind, Simon
Baron-Cohen, 1995
Post-script: Is Western civilization generally progressing or
declining? Optimists point to high levels of wealth | and subjective
well-being and low levels of poverty and mortality, alongside over a
century of mostly sustained economic and cognitive growth - the
latter reflected in the three point per decade increase in IQ test
performance over past decades, known as the Flynn effect. Ref
<MLA9>: Anthony, Woodley of Menie Michael, et al. The Rhythm
of the West: A Biohistory of the Modern Era, AD 1600 to Present .
Council for Social and Economic Studies, 2017.
https://www.isbns.net/isbn/9781878465498/
Haines, Duane E. Fundamental Neuroscience 5th edition. Churchill
Livingstone/Elsevier, 2018.
Fine, Reuben. Ideas behind the Chess Openings. Ishi Press,
Japan, 2012.
“Teimour Radjabov vs Vladimir Kramnik (2007).”
Chessgames.com, 17 Mar. 2007,
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1453523.

- 16th Amber Tournament (Blindfold) 2007 O: Slav
Defense <D17> w/ 5. A4 Bf5 rd-1, Mar-17 result: 0-1

Goldowsky , Howard. “How to Catch a Chess Cheater: Ken Regan
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Book-43: Long-bl: c-m:
Long | blindness is related to cluster | blindness in that it is an aspect of our visual perception categorizations system that is simultaneously
a reduction and a source of error and that it is employed in the perception of raw data that is inherently complex. Long blindness frequently
occurs when the effect and or potential movement of an element on the board crosses over the vertical midway point between the D and E
files, also known as the meridian. Chess players typically sit across the chessboard such that the meridian precisely splits the board into a
left and right visual field. Basic understanding of systems neuroscience will inform us that the left visual field is processed by the right half of
the visual brain and that the right visual field is processed by the left half of the visual brain. In order for these two images to coalesce into the
metadata that is utilized in calculation, they have to feed the data independently and at some point in either the perception, the transfer, or the
calculation process, there is the need for certain information to cross over the corpus callosum, which is a physical boundary as well as a
connection between the two hemispheres of the brain. == As with any superhighway, this path of the corpus callosum has a toll such that
information cannot as easily get across as with interstate communication. There are two sources of potential error when it comes to this
process. The first is an asymmetry in the perception capabilities of the left and the right sides and when the two images are merged, there is a
problem in the alignment of lines to be perfectly straight and maintaining the same angle. The brain can try to correct some of these errors at a
later stage of information processing, but flaws here may occur as well. The end result is that a player may perceive a certain square as being
part of a diagonal, rank, or file when it is not and in the context of a chess game, may misperceive that a certain square is defended by a ren
when it's not, attacked by a ren or not and make themselves susceptible to assassination mistakes, because the effect in a square is not
properly counted. == Training in this area will significantly improve one's left right coordination as well as the comprehensive perception of the

visual field leading to dramatic
improvements in driving ability, athletic
coordination, and overall perception of
the chessboard. The addressing of very
particular psychological weaknesses and
subsequent training modalities with
chess puzzles, leading to dramatic
improvements in overall | performance,
is the magic of these psychological
thematic | chapters.

CM H3S1:
Mis-calibrated

leveler:
Dedicated to Ahyeon Cho, University of Central Florida, who briefly worked for me as a translator in 6-7/22; I had this idea following a
conversation 7/2/22: A leveler <D, Shutterstock> is an analog, mechanical tool, used by home-builders, and home-keepers, to complete a
variety of home-building tasks, in which it is required that a particular surface is parallel to the ground. The leveler is calibrated by 1) placing it
on top of the surface, such that the leveler’s surface is parallel and 2) reading the liquid measuring system and aligning the bubble with the
two central lines; a proper alignment indicates that the surface is parallel to the ground. The leveler’s precision decreases with the length of
the surface that is measured #np. [D, 2] is a position from Alexey Dreev <GM> vs Rustam Kasimdzhanov <GM> <a-r>; here, GM Dreev
played the disastrous blunder measured as one of the worst blunders in chess history <D, 3>, permitting GM Kasimdzhanov, a second
to V-Anand <WC>, to deliver 51…Qg1# ! A GM would not intentionally allow a mate in 1 in a +10 ! winning position, and, as interesting this
position is, is the intuition that GM-K had to not resign, despite the overwhelming objective evaluation of f’s position by Stockfish, indicating
that GM-K evaluated his practical chances as better than a +10 p-score would predict. Therefore, GM-D’s blunder must have been based on
at least one of the following factors, all of which are related to mis-calibrated leveler 1) He failed to see either the d4-Q or the a7-B’s effect of
g1, and that these effects overwhelm <1:1.5> ! 2) He failed to see that his e2-R does not defend the 1st rank 3) He failed to see that the f6-R
does not defend the g-file 4) He failed to see that his long-effect Q’s effect of his K-side is to g2, not g1. Fin-v3.

⭐ Directive: Watch out for queen and bishop movements in a leftward and downward direction, another source of assassination blunders.
https://www.chess.com/game/live/51574218403 [+50]

CM H3S2: Peripheral l-b:
Game: 4v4
pro Halo 3,
Instinct
<2011
National

Champion> vs Triggers Down, event: MLG Orlando, 2010. Chris Puckett <b-1986, broadcaster>: So pistola <Justin Deese iGotUrPistola,
Triggers Down, b-1992, 5th place, 2009 National Championship> right now, just sitting back sword, Scott, his job is watch both purples
<D, vertical purple beams, lifts, where e-players can transport from down to up in ~3 seconds; in the subsection visible to Pistola in the
screen capture, the total travel time is ~0.5 seconds> as well as the two sword ramps <D, 2: the two parallel diagonal ramps, from bottom
|=full up, and diagonally, 30:60:90 <ch-this>, arcing from mid <bottom> to map south, in the direction of pistola <top>> Gandhi: <Scott
Lussier, b-1989, former pro Team Carbon, broadcaster>: Yeah, and now this is a very important position, because this is the key: his
teammates are focusing on everything else except the 2 purples and sword; if he doesn’t pay attention, this team can lose | complete control.

https://www.chess.com/game/live/51574218403


2
MIC: Unlike standard Halo 3 gameplay, MLG <Major League Gaming, <b-2002, owned by Activision Blizzard ATVI m-cap $61.43B 7/22>
game-types are a special mode in which radar is off, forcing teams to rely on live verbal communication in order to broadcast and update
their team, in a collective conscious span, of the live and changing | locations of the e-players. Teams that communicate successfully will
have an advantage in securing the first shot advantage; the primary weapon, the BR-75, requires 4 shots, with each shot requiring about
0.3875s <a-r, Aozolai>, and therefore having the first shot adv, and being on the second shot, when the opp hits his first, is a 25% time adv,
analogous to a material advantage in chess. In the clip, at a late point in the game, with T-D needing 5 kills to win and Instinct with 43/50,
6:33 remaining in absolute time <in Halo, the absolute time is shared>, pistola can afford to surrender his life with having a 2 kill advantage.
<D-3> 40 seconds | later, switching to the p.o-v of Lunchbox, <Jason Brown, b-1990, apprentice | electrician>: Lunchbox is able to sneak
| behind pistola while his peripheral vision is left-shifted, from Deese’s | perspective, and with Brown having the camo | advantage;

normally, MLG-level players are able to see camo, which provides 90-95% invisibility, if the camouflage
player were in the screen-center, but here Brown is in Deese’s far-periphery <ch-42 H2S2 H3S1 H4S2>,
was able to assassinate | pistola from behind, leading to a 7-3 Instinct comeback to win 50-48.

CM H3S3: 🛡-E l-b:
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/40436/practice 1. Be4+ <$-scovery!> Nxe4 <-3> 2. Rxd8 <+5,
assass in 2> MIC: Our pattern recognition faculty <ch-42 H2S4 H3S3> depends, in part, and, mostly,
subconsciously, on complexity evaluations to prioritize perception. This makes sense, as, under the
principle of efficiency, we want to first consider what is lowest mental cost, on the chance that the answer is
found in that domain, rather than waste mental energy by starting with the most complex tasks. Here, the
first fork that one should notice is 1. Nxa7+ $.c8-B, but this can be ruled out due to the long defense,
backward, by the s.f2-B. Only due to long blindness, which adds unexpected complexity to this

perception, and the chess board contains complexity mines #n-p like this, may we neglect this factor, and make a mistake. After we have
ruled out any capture in a7, we may next notice the attackscovery w/ + tactic, along the d-file.

Ch-43: Long-bl H2S1: Cap.long-bl:
[D, L]: In the preceding.b-p, f blundered with f-Bg2??, missing the 4.2 d-u long diagonal $.g4-B->d1-Q. 1…Bxd1! <+9>

CM H3S1: Convergent long-bl:
X-ref ch-5 H2S3 H3S4. [D, R]: The g8-R and the a8-B converge in the
g2-sq; either can capture there, to assass. Fin.v4-2.

Ch-43: Long-bl H2S2: Battery
long-bl:
In depth: a queen | blunder on e8: Battery long blindness occurs when
there is a misperception of a road noble to be on a particular line, either
forming a battery when none exists # with another r.n, or not forming a
battery when a battery in fact exists. The following example follows into the
former category:

1. Qxe8+ Kxe8 Ref: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/42216584565?tab=analysis
In this position, I played the incredible 1. Qxe8 e.$-e8K ! because I had misperceived the f.f1-R as being
located in e1, forming a battery down the e-file with the f.e2-Q in the initial b.p #, when in fact it’s is located in
f1, and therefore the e8.sq is 1:1 eff in the initial b.p rt 1.5:1 <#MIC x.eff count>, and a movement of the Q+
into e8 # would hangtacked the Q rt coerce the e.K to c7, as I had calculated. == Battery Long Blindness is
an order of magnitude more complex # than capture long blindness because there are 3 elements involved:
the two road nobles in or not in alignment, and a destination sq in which eff has to be properly counted in
order to make a correct move, whereas capture blindness contains only 2 elements, the road noble and the
destination sq of its capture <ref: h2s1 capture lb> In depth 2: defensive battery | long blindness #
Game losing blunder here:[Site "Chess.com iPhone"][Date "04/02/2022 11:28AM"][FEN
rnbqkbnr/pppppppp/8/8/8/8/PPPPPPPP/RNBQKBNR w KQkq - 0 1][White "zapata99999"][Black
"arslanadil92"][Result "zapata99999 wins by Checkmate"][WhiteElo "934"][BlackElo "945"] 1.e4 {1:00} c5
{0:59} 2.d3 {0:59} Nf6 {0:58} 3.Bg5 {0:57} d6 {0:57} 4.Bxf6 {0:57} exf6 {0:56} 5.Nf3 {0:56} Nd7 {0:54} 6.Be2
{0:55} Be7 {0:54} 7.O-O {0:55} O-O {0:54} 8.Nc3 {0:54} a6 {0:53} 9.Nd5 {0:54} b5 {0:52} 10.Nxe7+ {0:50}
Qxe7 {0:51} 11.Qe1 {0:46} Nb6 {0:50} 12.Nh4 {0:45} Be6 {0:47} 13.Nf5 {0:44} Bxf5 {0:46} 14.exf5 {0:43}
Rfe8 {0:44} 15.Bg4 {0:41} Ra7 {0:41} 16.Qd1 {0:38} Qe5 {0:35} 17.c3 {0:36} b4 {0:34} 18.d4 {0:35} cxd4
{0:33} 19.cxd4 {0:34} Qf4 {0:32} 20.Re1 {0:29} Nd5 {0:28} 21.Rxe8# {0:28}  {zapata99999 wins by
Checkmate}

Ch-43: LB H2S3: Depth long-bl [2,000]:
Chess University posits that depth long blindness resulting from the need to watch the change in a
particular line over a series of ply can be another source of assassination errors, and that distance across
ply can be processed analogously to distance across a file, rank, or diagonal on a board. == In the example
below, I played Ne4, situating the knight on a square in which it is defended by the d5 pawn, on move X. Y
moves later, with only Z seconds left in bullet time pressure, I captured with dxc4 and removed the last

https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/40436/practice
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defender of the e4 knight, but due to depth long blindness I temporarily misperceived the knight as still defended. Ref:
https://lichess.org/Tb5y3OL7/black#57

H3S1: Psychological “breaks” [0]:
Benko, GM: ch-17 pg-264 <a-r>: 21) If your concentration is broken, don’t make your next move until you’ve studied the position and are
sure you know what’s going on. MIC: The phenomenon of breaks in attention leading to subsequent | phenomena such as forgetting #np,
failure to solve, or error in output is known in 1) industry 2) common | folk #np and 3) the literature #np-2. This topic is covered in books
on psychology, and MIC, as is norm, takes a unique | perspective on a known subject by connecting <ch-8 H2S5> attention breaks to
visual long-bl. The third eye <Florence & Machine, a-r>, as it is commonly referred in 21st century folk spirituality, could refer to the part
of our visual faculty # that is applied to future vision. When this future vision is disrupted, either during the process of calculation itself
#np <ch-15> or when what is calculated at the depth and that depth # reaches the foreground, and the prospective future-envisioned
collides with the present of eye-perception; when there is a discrepancy, this may cause a break in attention as the brain scrambles to
investigate the source of the discrepancy; in chess, such an occurrence 1) will be perceptible to the astute | observer <Navarro, Karlins
Ph-D a-r> 2) increase the error rate of immediate | moves 3) cause a disproportionate | time expenditure. Fin-v2.

Ch-43: LB H2S4: Diag.long-bl:
In chess, it is well known that # mistakes along long diagonals # are more common than mistakes of the
same analogous distance unit along files and ranks; in the following example, the f.g7-B [D, 1] has the
opportunity to assass the f.b2-P, and subsequently the f.a1-R, but capitalizing on this opportunity at
faster time controls is missed as often as it’s completed: The position after 5. Be3 ??

H2S4 H3S1: Diag.d-u - the Pythagorean theor:
X-ref: <CU dict>, <ch. 19 H2S1 H3S2> Although chess is a Logical game <r: ch. 8> that can be played
without any visual board representation, such as in blindfold chess or notation-only text-based
chess, it is most convenient, and strongest, to play using one’s sensory visual faculties <r: ch. 42 H2S2>
and this is generally reflected in a decrease in playing strength when a blindfold is applied to one of the
opponents; generally, players will lose upwards of 600 elo points if they are not permitted to see a board
while playing, and the minimum rating, generally, to be able to complete a blindfold game of about
40 turns from start to finish is 1,600. Once a player has the ability to render a complete board with their
eyes closed as well as register moves utilizing one’s differential understanding of moves and b-ps <r: ch. 2>, there is no limit to how many
moves the blindfold game lasts. GM Fabiano Caruana [P], the US challenger for the FIDE title playing in the 2018 WC match, staring intently
at the board in a long think. <r:
https://www.newsweek.com/who-fabiano-caruana-player-could-be-about-become-first-us-world-chess-1231606> The rating decrease from the
debilitation of visual resources indicates that these faculties play a factor, a significant one,
in one’s playing strength. Accordingly, accurate visual perception, particularly in the download of
information from the board and into the mind, is important in order for subsequent
calculation and decision-making by other parts of the brain to be likewise accurate. It
is interesting that # this download process is not one-time, as otherwise players may regard
an opponent’s move at the beginning of their own turn and close their eyes for the rest of the
game. Instead, most players, regardless of rating strength, are seen glaring intently at the
board on a continual basis, even after the calculation time of a move has exceeded 10
minutes. == This indicates that visual perception is being continuously used in the process of
calculation, even though nothing in the board has changed during the time to make a decision
of a single move, and as the touch move rule <r: ch. 11 H2S11> is in play in rated otb games,
players can only visualize potential variations in their mind and not by physically moving the
pieces on the board, and strong players will certainly have already registered and uploaded to their mental board the update in the board state
from the opponent’s previous move at 10 minutes into their decision-making process in the succeeding ply of that opponent’s move. == This
fact suggests, as a hypothesis, that chess players may be selectively calculating in different regions of the board, or based on certain lines of

alignment <r: ch. 3>, while “forgetting” other
temporarily-neglected regions and
distributing this to the physical board, which
can serve as a reminder for the player later
on when he switches | tasks. This intelligent
process # would be allowing chess players
to dump a certain proportion of the mental
load onto the board itself, and in this sense,
the physical board is serving as a
calculator. == In the download process,
whether continuous or one-time, the visual
perception of longer diagonals poses itself a
continuous outsized quantity of complexity

and therefore mental load on the visual perception and processing systems. The reason is because diagonal lines are longer in terms of
absolute length in the physical world than their analogues in the edge board parallel set <r: ch. 3 H2S1> For instance: [D, 3] A f.a1-Q can
reach both the h8-sq and h1-sq in a single move on an empty board. In the preceding diagram, there are exactly 6 squares between the
f.a1-Q along both the a1 / h8 and the a1 - h1, but nevertheless, the actual length of these two lines, if measured with a ruler on a physical
board, is not the same: the diagonal line is 9.9 distance units, with a distance unit being the distance between the center of one square and
that of # an adjacent square <r: ch. 2 D H3S1>, whereas the horizontal line is 7.0 distance units. The reason for this discrepancy harkens
back to 7th grade | geometry and warrants a review, in the language of #MIC, of the Pythagorean Theorem: Post: Each diagonal distance

https://lichess.org/Tb5y3OL7/black#57
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unit is sqrt(2) * the length, compared to a regular square. A K located in a1 will reach h8 with 7 moves, traveling along the a1/h8, or 13
moves if traveling from a1-h1/a8, then, perpendicularly, to h8 # The ratio of the d.u-lengths of the sum of the two parallel.edge-lines vs the
diagonal is 14/9.8 = 1.43, whereas the ratio of moves is 13/7 = 1.86. [D, 4]: A hypothetical diagonal formed by the moves Rb1-e1-e6 has
the length sqrt(3^2 + 5^2)=5.83. [D, 5] A hypothetical diagonal formed by the moves Nb1-d2-c4-e5-f3 has the length sqrt(4^2+2^2)=4.47.
Read H2S4 H3S2, for an explanation, as to why a 30/60/90 triangle does not exist on the chess board.

H3S1 H4S1: The definition of a right triangle in mathematics, geometry:
Hu: In addition to borrowing from nature, we can also borrow techniques from other fields in order to solve existing biological problems.
Below is an example, of an elementary application of reverse-engineering: X-ref: <ch. 19 H2S1> A right triangle in 2-dimensional geometry #
is a triangle, consisting of 3 sides #, in which one of the angles is exactly 90 degrees. As the total degrees in the 3 angles in a triangle # must
be 180, and one of the angles cannot be 0, neither of the other two angles can be 90 degrees, and therefore only stipulating one of the angles
as 90 degrees is necessary for the definition; in general, definitions should be maximally concise while excluding all objects that does not fit
the category while including all objects that do <r: CU Dict> A short list of integer pythagorean triples: 3 ^ 2 + 4 ^ 2 = 5 ^ 2 | 5 ^ 2 + 12 ^ 2 = 13
^ 2 | 8 ^ 2 + 15 ^ 2 = 17 ^ 2 | 7 ^ 2 + 24 ^ 2 = 25 ^ 2 | 20 ^ 2 + 20 ^ 2 = 29 ^ 2 | 12 ^ 2 + 35 ^ 2 = 37 ^ 2 (!) | 9 ^ 2 + 40 ^ 2 = 41 ^ 2 (!) | 28 ^ 2 +
45 ^ 2 = 53 ^ 2 | Ref: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pythagorean_triple. The area of a triangle: The area of all triangles is based on the property
that they occupy exactly half the area of a rectangle with the same width and height, and in triangle mathematics the width is typically referred
to as the “base”. Therefore, calculating the area of a triangle is fairly straightforward: draw the smallest possible rectangle that contains the
triangle, take its area, and divide that by two:

The area of a triangle by byjus.com. The pythagorean
theorem is an equation: At its core, the pythagorean
theorem is simply an equation with which we can
calculate the length of any other sides of a right triangle,
any right triangle #, if the lengths of the two other sides
are known. The equation is typically given with the
non-descript # variable names a2 + b2 = c2 <ch. 3 CM
H3S3 H4S3> Written out, the formula can be read as:
The square of side a, a non-hypotenuse side, added to
the square of side b, the other non-hypotenuse side, is

equal to the square of side c, which is the hypotenuse side. A visual depiction of the pythagorean theorem paradigm applied to a right triangle,
as indicated by the square in the lower right, with sides a, b and hypotenuse c <r: uchicago.edu>. An application of the pythagorean theorem
to calculate the area of a triangle [3,000]:
A triangle with 3 sides # of lengths 12, 16, and 20. The unit is cm. This problem requires us to use two

of the most fundamental equations in triangle geometry, the
pythagorean theorem, and ( 1/2 ) base * height = the area of a
triangle, for any triangle. This series of non-chess problem
solving is a continuation of the elevator weight capacity problem
<r: ch. 19 H2S1 H3S1 H4S1>, with an additional degree of
complexity because we are using two different equations, rather
than only one. |=P The relationship between the two equations
used to solve this problem is that the output of one equation will
be the input into the other, and this linkage # is thematic not only
in the application of equations, but in complex logical arguments
in which the conclusion of one argument is recycled as the

premise of the next on the way to reaching an ultimate conclusion <r: ch. 8> |=P [D, R]: Conjectural
chess interlude: 4.2 DU is the shortest line length at which long blindness can be a factor; less than this, and errors would be in the domain
of cluster blindness, although there is some range overlap #n-p. The importance of this output to input relationship and the subsequent
connection that it allows, whether between applications of mathematical equations or logical arguments, cannot be understated, as it is the
hinge of all deduction, a significant component of logic, and certainly is required for essentially all thinking, of which calculation is a
component, that exceeds a complexity of more than 1 layer of abstraction <r: ch. 8 H2S4> The ability to make this connection allows for
chains of thought, argument, and calculations that have no limit in length, such that highly complex and valuable conclusions can be reached,
insofar as the output | unit of one equation matches the input | requirements of the next <r: ch. 3 CM H3S2> Another key component to solving
this problem is the process of reverse | engineering, which was also applied to the elevator capacity problem. A paradigm that is ubiquitous in
software development, and beginning to proliferate in other fields as a result of the efforts of Elon Musk <r: ch 15 H2S2 H3S6>, but certainly
would benefit every domain in which the solution to a problem must be sought, with Chess as no exception. |=P The first step in reverse
engineering <r: ch-16 CM H3S2> is to identify the format of the solution that is required. In this case, we are seeking the area of the triangle,
which generally will be the square of the length unit of measurement, such as meters or feet; in this case, the unit of the length of each side is
cm, and therefore the resulting area will be in the unit cm^2 # The second step in this case is to identify which of the two equations we are
using to directly generate the output number; in other words, when we solve this equation, we will have the answer. Therefore, this equation
will be the second and last #pf equation used, and this point is important. Clearly, if we are seeking the area of the triangle as the output, then
the equation that will produce the direct result is the one that defines the area of a triangle #, ( 1/2 ) base * height. Peering at the diagram
again, we notice that the triangle in question has 3 sides of lengths 12, 16, and 20; there is another line drawn, for our convenience, labeling
the height “h”, but this is not one of the “sides”, obviously, as it’s located inside the triangle. |=P A requirement on the area of the triangle
equation is that the base and the height used in the calculation have to be perpendicular to each other. Therefore, we can arbitrarily identify
one of the 3 sides as the “base” and from there, draw a line that is inside the triangle called “height” that is perpendicular to that base. |=P
Again, the diagram provided in the problem has already done this for us: the side of length 20 has been identified as the base, again the
selection of base is arbitrary and any of the sides can be established as the base and the resulting calculation output will be the same, and
therefore we are concerned with determining the length of the perpendicular line to base h, which, at this point, is unknown. |=P Therefore, we
can write a partially completed form of our second-to-be-used equation as follows: ( 1/2 ) 20cm * h = area, where h is unknown, and therefore
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area is not yet known. Writing the incomplete version of the second equation helps us to clarify what we seek as the output of the first
equation, and also allows us to distribute a portion of the mental load of the problem to the physical page for later reference <r: ch. 43 H2S4>
Here’s the hinge: we now need an output from the pythagorean theorem that is the length of the side h to use as the input to the area of the
triangle equation; attaining this output will solve the problem completely, and generate the final output of area. As a reminder, the form of the
pythagorean theorem that we need to work with is <r: ch. 3 CM H3S3 H4S3>:
a2 + b2 = c2 The Pythagorean | Theorem - geometry, mathematics. a => the length of one of the non-hypotenuse sides of a right triangle, any.
b => the length of one of the non-hypotenuse sides of a right triangle that is not a. c => the length of the hypotenuse of the right triangle. From
the definition of the pythagorean theorem, we can deduce that the variable c cannot be assigned to h, as it is not a hypotenuse of either of the
internal triangles. The line h conveniently divides the larger 12,16,20 triangle into two smaller triangles, which are both also right triangles, and
we can use this convenient fact, as well as the fact that the smaller triangles shares sides with the larger triangle, for which the length of the
sides are given, to determine the length of h using the pythagorean theorem. |=P The problem with applying the pythagorean theorem formula
to solve for the side h is that two of the sides of each of the smaller triangles is unknown; not only h, but also the other non-hypotenuse side,
such that only the hypotenuse of each of the smaller triangles is known. The reason for this is that we do not know the point of contact
between side h and the base of length 20 cm in the larger triangle and therefore, we do not know the length of that 20 cm side to the left of h
in the original diagram nor the length of that 20 cm side to the right of h. |=P We can assign the variable x to the portion of the 20 cm side to
the left of h; if we do this, then we will also know that the portion of the 20 cm side to the right of h is 20 cm - x, as the left and right sides both
together add up to 20 cm # From this fact and variable assignment, we can express the pythagorean theorem of the left side triangle as: H ^ 2
+ X ^ 2 = 12cm ^ 2 And we can express the pythagorean theorem of the right side triangle as: H ^2 + ( 20cm - x ) ^ 2 = 16cm ^ 2 It will be
impossible for us to solve either of these two equations independently, as there are two variables in each equation. However, since the two
equations have these two variables in common, meaning that the letters H and X in both equations represent the same values across both
equations, since they correspond to actual sides in the triangles of the original diagram, we can solve for both variables by using both
equations. The process for doing this is called substitution, in which we will express one of the two equations, and it could be either, in terms
of only one of the variables, such as in the format: Equation of the right side triangle = H = …Where … corresponds to what H is solved for in
the algebraic equation of the right side triangle, and the term(s) included in … do not include the variable H; the variable H has been entirely
isolated # and reduced to power 1 format on the left side of the equation, and this is the key. |=P Once we have attained this solution for the
variable H in that equation, we can then substitute this solution in the equation for the left side triangle in every instance in which H appears.

By doing so, we will get rid of the variable H in the equation for the left side triangle, leaving only
the variable X, and we can solve a single equation for a single variable. |=P The problem with this
method, even though it will yield the correct solution if completed, is that its complexity exceeds
that of the entire problem # and is not the most efficient way to solve for h. Therefore, we need to
take an alternate route: Mini in-depth interlude: sin, cos, tan θ Ref: mathisfun.com The
trigonometric | functions # sin, cos, and tan θ are equations that allow us to solve for one
unknown quantity out of 3 quantities, which are 1) an angle θ that is one of the 2 angles in a right
triangle that is not the right angle 2) one of the 3 sides of the triangle 3) one of the 3 sides of the

triangle that is not the side in 2). |=P Depending on which 2 of the 3 sides we select for quantities 2) and 3), we will use either sin, cos, or tan
as the function, and for the selection of the correct function, we can use the preceding reference table. The advantage of using sct in this

problem is that it gets us around # the problem of knowing only 1 of the 3 sides of each of the two smaller
triangles; in both cases, we only know the hypotenuse of the triangle. |=P Sct permits this as an equation, as
long as we know one of the non-right angle angles of the triangle, we can solve for h knowing only the
hypotenuse of the triangle as the second known quantity; if we know one of the non-right angle angles, that
will be one known quantity, the hypotenuse, which is already known, will be the second known quantity, and
with two known quantities in tow #, we can apply sct to determine the third unknown quantity, which will be h.
|=P Since the hypotenuse will be one of the quantities plugged into the sct equation, we know at this point
that we will not be using tangent # Let’s select the left side triangle as the triangle to use to solve for h; since
this side is shared by both of the two smaller triangles, this choice is arbitrary. Therefore, we can write a
partially completed form of our first-to-be-used equation as follows: [D, chess interlude: the f.h3-Q,
corner-tucked <ch-42>, has a 4*sqrt(2) = 5.6 d-u long \ E to the d7.check-sq, creating the possibility of the
M3-seq: 1. Qd7+<1:1>! Kf8<o-m> 2. Qxd8+<+3> Rxd8<-9, o-m> 3. Rxd8# Sin or cos θ = opposite or

adjacent / 12 cm. |=P We need a third equation, preceding our use of the first-to-be-used equation, recognizing that this inconvenience is due
to our unwillingness # to encounter the higher difficulty algebra that accompanies employing the pythagorean theorem as the first-to-be-used
equation, concluding from that failed elaborative loop <ch. 8> that it’s easier to use two more equations than to try to solve for two variables
using complex factoring, and this is an instructive example of estimating the difficulty of a particular solution method before completing it and
pivoting in the middle of a sprint <r: ch. 45 CM H3S2>, in order to solve for angle A, which we take to be the angle in the left side triangle that,
in the larger composite triangle, is opposite the side that is length 16 cm, which we will assign as the length variable “a”, lower case. |=P The
solution for angle A using this third equation will then be plugged into the Sin or cos equation first-to-be-used in place of θ. |=P The equation
we need to find as the third equation needs to be able to calculate the angle A using the only 3 quantities we know at this point, which are the
lengths of the 3 sides of the composite triangle. Digging on the website calculator.net, we are able to find an esoteric equation to achieve this
exact purpose using arccos, which is the inverse function of cos <r: ch. 50 H3S1 H4S1> Angle A = arccos (b 2 + c2 - a2 / 2bc) Where “a” in the
equation is the length of the side to which we assigned the variable “a”, the side that is opposite to Angle A in the composite triangle, and “b”
and “c” are the lengths of the two other sides. Plugging in the values of a, b, and c: A = arccos ( (12cm ^ 2 + 20cm ^ 2 - 16cm ^2) / (2 * 12cm *
20cm) ) A = arccos ( ( 288cm2 / 480cm2 ) ) = arccos ( 0.6 ) In order to solve for the value of arccos ( 0.6 ), we can use the cos-1 function on a
TI-84 calculator. Arccos is the same as cos-1 because the arccos function is also known as the inverse | function of the cos function, which
means that the output of the arccos function is reversible to the input by applying the cos function to the output of the arccos function. Arccos (
0.6 ) = 0.927 radians <r: ch. 3 CM H3S2 H4S7> = Angle A To check the inverse relationship, we can confirm that cos (0.927 radians) = 0.6,
where 0.927 rad was the output of the arccos function on the input 0.6, and applying the cos function to that output 0.927 rad returns the input
to the arccos function to produce that number, which is 0.6. |=P Before plugging in the value of Angle A into the first-to-be-used equation, let’s,
for our own convenience, convert the value in radians to degrees; radians are the most mathematically correct form of describing circles <ref:
Dr. Gilbert Strang, MIT, #CU> due to the relationship of that unit to pi but for triangles, I prefer to work with the measure of degrees, as the
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total number of degrees adds up to the nice round number of 180. |=P The factors that we can use to convert radians to degrees is degrees =
radian value * 180 degrees / pi radians, degrees = 0.927 radians * 180 degrees / pi radians = 53.11 degrees, which is the measure of angle A
in degrees. #VT Now that we know one of the non-90 degree angles in the left triangle, we can use the sin / cos / tan complex to determine
the unknown side h that is one of the 3 sides of that triangle. Since the unknown side h is opposite to angle A, and we know the hypotenuse of
the left triangle, we can use the formula of sin θ and solve for the length of the opposite side. Formula: Sin θ = opposite / hypotenuse. Plug in
the | values: Sin (53.11 degrees) = opposite / 12 cm. Solve for | opposite: Sin (53.11 degrees) * 12 cm = opposite. Solve for the value of the
left side of the equation: 0.8 * 12 cm = 9.6 cm *Detail tip # : If you are using a TI-84 calculator, make sure the MODE is set to degrees before
performing this calculation; otherwise, you will receive the wrong answer ! Knowing now the length of side h, we can plug this value into the
second equation: ½ * b * h = Area; ½ * 20 cm * 9.6 cm = 96 cm2

Checking our solution with the pythagorean theorem: Unfortunately, in the process of solving this problem, we had to relegate the pythagorean
theorem itself, which is the theme of this H3S1, to the backseat, not due to an inherent flaw in the equation, but due to the ensuing complexity
of the algebraic factoring that followed, which we sidestepped # in favor of applying the trigonometric functions instead # However, we can use
the pythagorean theorem to come back and check the answer; if we can verify the answer using a different equation, then our confidence in
the answer will be confirmed. Knowing the length of side h is now 9.6cm as given by our application of arccos followed by sin, we can plug this
value back into the two pythagorean theorem equations that we had generated for the two smaller triangles: Left side: H ^ 2 + X ^ 2 = 12cm ^
2 | (9.6cm)^2 + X ^ 2 = (12cm)^2 | X ^ 2 = (12cm)^2 - (9.6cm)^2 | X ^ 2 = 51.84cm2 | X = sqrt(51.84cm^2) = 7.2cm | Plugging in the same value
for h in the right side: H ^ 2 + ( 20cm - x ) ^ 2 = (16cm) ^ 2 | (9.6cm) ^ 2 + ( 20cm - x ) ^ 2 = (16cm) ^ 2 | (9.6cm) ^ 2 + ( 20cm - x )( 20cm - x ) =
(16cm) ^ 2 | (9.6cm) ^ 2 + 400cm2 - 20xcm - 20xcm + x ^ 2 = (16cm) ^ 2 | (9.6cm) ^ 2 + 400cm2 - 40xcm + x ^ 2 = (16cm) ^ 2 | X ^ 2 - 40xcm +
400cm2 = 163.84cm2 | X ^ 2 - 40xcm + 236.16cm2 = 0 | Setting one side of the equation equal to 0, we can now apply the quadratic formula to
solve for x <r: Ch. 3 CM H3S3 H4S3> x = ( -b ± sqrt ( b2 - 4ac ) ) / ( 2a ) | x = ( -(-40) ± sqrt ( (-40)2 - 4(1)(236.16) ) ) / ( 2(1) ) | x = ( 40 ± sqrt (
(1600) - 944.64 ) ) / ( 2 ) | x = ( 40 ± sqrt ( (1600) - 944.64 ) ) / ( 2 ) | x = ( 40 ± sqrt ( 655.36 ) ) / (2) | x = ( 40 ± 25.6 ) / 2 | x = 7.2cm in the -
case, 32.8cm in the + case. *A common mistake in calculating the quadratic equation, even with the correct inputs, is taking the sqrt of the
entire term ( b2 - 4ac ) / ( 2a ); correct instead is to take the sqrt of only the terms ( b2 - 4ac ) and to divide the result of that sqrt function’s
output by 2a. ** A second common mistake is neglecting to divide the term to the left of the operator ± on the right side of the equation, -b,
also by ( 2a ). The quadratic equation allows us to eliminate one of the answers, depending on whether the operation + or - is applied from the
±, based on the parameters of the solution; since the hypotenuse of the right side triangle is only 16, the length of h, a non-hypotenuse side,
cannot exceed the hypotenuse, and therefore we can eliminate 32.8cm as a possible answer, leaving only 7.2cm. |=P Therefore, we have
confirmed x = 7.2cm in both the left side and the right side triangle by using the pythagorean theorem in conjunction with the quadratic formula
to solve for the right side triangle. |=P As a final check, we can see that 7.2cm + (20cm - 7.2cm) = 7.2cm + 12.8cm = 20cm, returning the
length of the composite triangle’s base in the original diagram # Fin.

H3S1 H4S2: The mathematics of discrete vs continuous number lines x Chess:
H5S1: Integers:
// examples of integers in math, examples of “really large integers” in math, maybe a list of large integers, or the 10 largest integers in math
Integers is the set <ch. 2 CM H3S2> of all numbers, positive and negative, that do not have any value following the decimal point, such as -1,
0, and 1, and such as not # 1.5, 1.7, or π. Integers are the easiest numbers to work with in calculation, as the inclusion of decimal points,
which may vary in significant figures <ref: ch. 3 CM H3S2> and therefore add complexity to the calculation. |=P The set of integers contains
the set of whole numbers, which is to say that all objects found in the set of whole numbers is also | found in the set of integers. X-ref <ch. 42
H2S5>
H5S2: Rational numbers:
The rational | numbers include all the integers, plus all fractions, or terminating decimals and repeating decimals. Ref:
https://www.sparknotes.com/math/prealgebra/integersandrationals/section2/. // write more // delve into decimal points as well, and provide
examples of decimals in math. Equate decimals with fractions, fractions are just a representation of decimals #
H5S3: Irrational numbers:
Dr. Stewart <a-r>: The e^x button blows up to 268 point something and then gives an error message because it's got too big: it's heading
happily off into infinity. The √ button converges to 1. Pg-29: Irrational numbers, unlike rational numbers, may contain an infinite length string
following a decimal point that does not | repeat and therefore cannot be expressed as a ratio <ref: ch. 60 CM H3S1> Important Irrational
numbers in mathematics: Pi: | Euler’s number: | The square root of 2: | The golden ratio φ: // https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Irrational_number
H5S4: Imaginary numbers:
Imaginary numbers in mathematics cannot be expressed on a number line, but they can be used as a tool to perform certain calculations
and can therefore be expressed in representation by a symbol, i, in the calculation. == Analogously, hypothetical variations in chess are
never written down in the scoresheet of a real game, but may have implications in the calculation process that leads to the movement decision
in a real game, such that the decision to make that move varies depending on whether that hypothetical variation is considered <r: ch. 15> In
terms of set theory, imaginary numbers falls outside of the set of all of the sets of all 7 other number sets in this H5 list #, in that the set of
imaginary numbers contains 0 objects in common with any other set, and therefore, is neither a parent or a child set of any other set in this list.
As the set of real numbers contains all numbers that can be plotted on a number line, the set of imaginary numbers thus contains objects that
none of which # can be plotted on the number line as otherwise, these objects would be real numbers, and the set of real numbers and
imaginary numbers contains 0 intersections, or objects in common # An interesting property of imaginary numbers is that mathematical
operations can be performed on them in conjunction with real numbers, and this property is a testament to the flexibility of multiplication and
division as arithmetic operations <x-ref: H2S1 H3S1 H4S2> <r: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Imaginary_number> Moreover, the fundamental
imaginary number, represented by the conventional notation <ch. 10> i, can be | expressed in terms of the real number,integer, -1, as the
square root of -1, which is a resulting value that cannot be plotted on a number line, and therefore is not a real number. This relationship can
be expressed in reverse, by the property of squares and square roots: i^2 = -1. == In general, the fascinating concept of an imaginary number
is supremely counter-intuitive and certainly would not have been conceived outside of the minds of anyone who took to heart the definitions of
each set of numbers listed here, and once defined, it is a concept that can carry forth its own utility #
H5S5: Whole numbers:
Whole numbers is a subset of the set of integers, which means it can only include objects that are included in the set of integers, which means
that it too, as a set, cannot include any numbers that have values following the decimal point. In addition to this limitation, the set of whole
numbers also excludes all negative numbers, or numbers with values less than 0 <r: ch. 12 H2S2 H3S2>. Fin. Maybe more //
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H5S6: The concept of 0:
Geniuses play with their calculators: Dr. Stewart <a-r>: The tan button looks like it does the same kind of thing. Appearances are
deceptive. I've iterated it 300,000 times by computer and it never converges, nor does it go periodic. It does however, get ‘stuck’ in places
where it increases very, very slowly – say by 0.0000001 per iteration. This effect is called intermittency, and it explains why at first sight the
numbers may appear to be converging. MIC: One can surmise from our H5 list that the number 0 must have some special properties with
respect to other numbers # due to the fact that the classification of two entire sets listed here # is differentiated only by its inclusion
<whole-num> or exclusion <nat-num>. |=P According to best selling US author David Shenk, author of the 2007 non-fiction historical <x-ref:
ch. 0 H2S7> The Immortal Game <r: https://www.amazon.com/Immortal-Game-History-Chess/dp/1400034086>: A common theory is that
India's development of the board, and chess, was likely due to India's mathematical enlightenment involving the creation of the number zero.
X-ref: Wikipedia. The basis of this mystical claim could be in relation to the exclusion of the number 0 from the set of natural numbers and
analogously, the exclusion of the King from the set of ren from the set of zi, the latter exclusion being defined in this book for the first time #
The King in chess does indeed have a set of properties possessed by no other zi, despite in large part sharing similar rules of mobility and
effect. For instance, a King is counted as a zi in the turn-based rule of the game <ch. 18 CM H3S1> and cannot be moved along with another
same-side zi in a single turn of the game by one player # In addition to this, the King has a property of self-preservation <r: ch. H3S2> and is
never captured or removed from the board; an interesting property of the chess game as a whole is that the K is present | in every legal board
position in a game of chess, and in this property it is alone # among zi. == The concept of a zero is related to the concept of a K in that it is a
number with special properties to other numbers, while having in about 50% proportion the same properties. For instance, the number 0 can
be used in all arithmetic calculations addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division, with the exception that in the division operation alone,
numbers cannot be divided by 0. Unlike the concept of imaginary numbers, expressed as the sqrt(-1), there is no substitution for numbers
divided by zero; the operation in mathematics is considered to be simply illegal. 0 is the only real number <ch-here, h5S8> that cannot be
divided by, and this marks one of its very unique properties. == It’s possible that, and this idea was reached by an application of Occam’s razor
to the preceding information alone, the King, and potentially the game of chess as a whole, was invented to establish an object that belongs in
a set containing all the other objects that can be moved by a General on the board #, but that object has meaningfully different properties to
the other objects, to in part # represent the number 0, which can be plotted in a continuous number line from -∞ to ∞, but contains unique
properties such as the fact that numbers cannot be divided by 0, simply to establish the fact that membership in a set does not imply complete
coherence in properties # PT II Ch-5, “The idea is straightforward: don’t concoct a complicated, extravagant theory if you’ve got a simpler one
(containing fewer ingredients, fewer entities, that handles the phenomenon just as well”. Dr. Daniel Dennett, professor of Philosophy, Tufts
University, “Intuition Pumps” © 2013. This, of course, is merely a fabricated explanation of a historical gap in chess history and is not to be
taken as fact, merely a creative attempt to explain a part of the origins of the game, although the imaginary explanation, like an imaginary
number, may have its own utility in our ability to understand the King or the number zero, for those who possess a shared and connected
knowledge of chess and mathematics # Another counter-intuitive aspect of the concept of zero is with respect to | its utility, particularly at the
level of basic counting and quantification <r: ch. 4 CM H3S2>. Verbally, it seems inefficient to consider 0 as a value at all; if something has no
quantity, then there appears to be no utility in counting and quantifying it in the first place. == From this observation, we can locate the concept
of zero within level of abstraction theory <ch. 8 H2S4> as at least one level above the ground layer, for zero is not something that can be
directly observed at the sensory level <ch. 42 H2S2> This means that historical civilizations that are found in their records to have employed
the concept of zero in various forms must have evolved past the fundamental level of abstraction, a sick-ded <r: ch. 8 H2S7>, and an analogy
can be found in the utility of playing chess, as in this section we are elucidating the conceptual relationship between zero and the advent # of
chess. |=P Chess, likewise to zero, is not a game that is utile on the ground level, in that playing the game does not directly lead to
accumulation of sustenance resources # for the civilization; in an absurd scenario, we can imagine a civilization that has committed itself to
solely playing chess games with each other quickly dying collectively of starvation. However, in a sufficiently advanced civilization which needs
to perform calculations using concepts that transcend the base level of abstraction, such as in military warfare with competing civilizations, the
game suddenly gains a great deal of utility, but this utility cannot be directly compared <r: ch. 3 H3S2> to other forms of utility like the
accumulation of basic resources as both are necessary to the survival and proliferation <ref: ch 45 i #4> # of that advanced civilization. |=P
Other unique properties of zero includes the fact that it has an infinite number of factors, as any real number multiplied by zero is zero,
although the other factor of multiplication in all calculations to reach 0 as the result must be 0; as long as 0 is one of the factors, the result will
always be zero, regardless of how many and which the other factors are. == In certain representations of set theory, zero is defined to be the
empty set: <r: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/0> In physics, zero is used to define a state of temperature as the lowest possible value and
therefore this establishes a utility # of zero as establishing a bound in certain ranges; zero can also be the destination of a goal, such as the
goal in a business organization to eliminate its debt <r: ch. 19 H2S2>; from this fact, it would not be a stretch # to say that companies in
general are not possible without the concept of zero, as debt is part of the definition of a company, and the zeroing of debt a necessary part of
its maintenance # From all this, we see a concrete example of a concept that, in history, was not “needed” in that many civilizations survived
without it, or without a complete form of it as we have today, but nevertheless, in its invention, improved the utility of certain existing structures,
and subsequently, became itself a cornerstone # of other new structures, such as the idea of debt, that cannot exist without it as a concept,
and did not exist without it before # Chess can certainly occupy a similar state in society if sufficient literacy is reached, and all indications, if
we were to evaluate it as a business as investors <ch. 19 H2S2 H3S8>, are that its potential future utility is quite high. Post: Dr. Stewart
<pg-33, a-r>: We shall shortly observe how Western civilization came to view the universe as a regular clockwork machine, and deluded
itself into thinking that deterministic equations always lead to regular behavior. The oriental mind tends to have a different philosophical
outlook. The Hindus, for example, ascribe to chaos a more subtle role than mere formless confusion, and recognize the underlying unity of
order and disorder <ch-45 CM H3S1>
H5S7: Natural numbers:
The set of natural numbers is a subset of both the subset of whole numbers and the subset of integers, as well as the set of rational numbers.
The parent up=| child chain can be expressed as: Rational numbers⇒ integers ⇒ whole numbers ⇒ natural numbers, where each set
following a ⇒ notation is a subset of all sets that are before it in the string # The most concise # way to describe the set of natural numbers is
that they are the set of numbers included in the set of whole numbers, with the exclusion of the number 0.
H5S8: Real numbers
Dr. Stewart <a-r>: The 1/x button does something more interesting: the number switches alternately from 0.54321 to 1.840908673 and back
again. The iteration is periodic of period 2; that is, if you hit the button twice you get back where you started. You can probably work out why
this is. Wikipedia: Real numbers can be thought of as points on an infinitely long line called the number line or real line, where the points
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corresponding to integers are equally spaced. Ref: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Real_number. The set of real numbers represents a union of
the sets of rational numbers and irrational numbers, in that all real numbers are either rational numbers or irrational numbers # // maybe more

H2S4 H3S2: Why a 30, 60, 90 triangle does not exist on the chess
board:
X-ref: <ch. 2 H2S1> A 30, 60, 90 triangle contains a hypotenuse that has a length that is twice the length of its shortest side. Ref:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ho0szFe34U4. The length of the other parallel edge side is exactly sqrt(3) * the length of the shortest side.
The point is that regardless of the absolute lengths of any of the sides, the length of each of the other two sides can be determined by knowing
only one of the sides, in every case. This makes 30, 60, 90 triangles unique as an equation <r: Ch. 3 CM H3S3> because in general, all of the

other variables <r: ch. 2 CM H3S2 H4S3> must be known in order to determine a single unknown.
The problem, with respect to chess, is that a right triangle with the angle degrees of 30, 60, 90
cannot exist on the chess board because the chess board is a discontinuous integer (specifically,
natural numbers) number line and therefore, the ratio between any two sides must consist of
integers in both the numerator and the denominator. In contrast, the ratio between the longer
parallel edge side and the shorter parallel edge side of a 30, 60, 90 triangle is sqrt(3) x / x,
respectively, and being as the sqrt(3) is an irrational number, it is not an integer # A diagram of the
angles as well as ratio of side lengths in a 30, 60, 90 right triangle. Ref: Prepscholar.com. // maybe
more

H2S4 H3S3: diagonal d-u:
1 diagonal d-u = sqrt(2) * d-u, and, generally, the diagonal | length = sqrt(2)*[length of a

parallel-edge leg] X-ref: <ch. this: ch. 43 H2S5 H3S1>

H4S1: Area | formulas in geometry:
Larson<a-r>: Area | formulas: H5S1: equilateral | triangle=sqrt(3)*<side-length>^2/4 H5S2: MIC: parallelogram=<length of one side,
any>*<length of the perpendicular to the opposite parallel edge> H5S3: MIC: trapezoid: (<length of one side, any>+<length of the opposite
parallel side>)*<perpendicular, between the two>/2 H5S4: Circle=pi*r^2, and the circumference=2*pi*r H5S5: Circle, section:
Area=r^2*<angle formed between 2 rays from center, defining the 2 non-curved edges, of the slice>/2 H5S6: Hollowed | circle, where a
smaller | circle, of smaller | radius, has excised the circle<x.ref-ch,50.H2S1-H3S1,H4S7>=pi*(<R, of the larger>-<r, smaller>) H5S7:
Hollowed | circle, section<merger of H4S5/6>=θ*<R^2-r^2>, with no pi<80%, 9/7/22>: H5S8: Ellipse=pi*<one radius, any>*<perpendicular,
to edge), and the circumference≈<Larson>: 2pi*sqrt([<radius.1^2>+<radius.2^2>]/2)

H4S2: Volume | formulas in geometry:
H5S1: Larson<a-r>: Right circular cone: pi*r^2*<height>/3 H5S2: Topped section of right circular cone pi<[r, smaller radius]^2+r*R+R^2,
larger radius>*height/3 H5S3: Right circular | cylinder pi*r^2*height H4S4: Sphere: 4/3*pi*r^3

Ch-43: LB H2S5: Int.long-bl:
H2S5 H3S1: Int.long-bl along the f2 \ a7:
In depth: X-ref: <ch. 32: H2S3>

L: In this position, I played the blunder 16. Qa5+ ??, an obvious looking
move, against a 2349 rated Chess com puzzle, attempting to solve it in
under a minute to earn the rating bonus (!!). The reason for this blunder,
which would not have been made had I took more time to calculate, but I
was #swindled by the website due to having solved, consecutively, 4
puzzles for the bonus just prior in my daily session, and this puzzle
likewise looked like a straightforward checkmate, a strong-suit of mine, is
because I missed the critical detail of interposition along the f2 \ a7, a form
of long blindness. I had stupidly | intended to follow up 16. Qa5?? Kb8 with
the equally stupid 16. Qa7+??, hangtacking the f-Q to the s.b8-K because
the f.e3-B is not defending that sq, only by x-ray, because the f.d4-R
interposes its defensive effect of a7: R: The b-p after 17. Qa7+??; due to

the d4-R’s interposition, the a7-sq is only x-ray contended by f, and the <0.5:1> e-d in that sq in this b-p makes the a7-Q inadequately
defended and therefore subject to the assass move 17…Qxa7 (-9) ! Therefore, I had perceived 2 accurate details that are relevant in this
puzzle of the f2 \ a7: 1) The e3-B is co-located on the same diagonal as the a7-sq, and therefore it either contends or x-ray contends that sq.
2) The f.d5-Q can bounce to reach a7 via a check along the a-file, and therefore it can also co-locate itself into that diagonal at some point # in
the puzzle. However, I missed a third: 3) The f.d4-R presently, in the initial b-p of the puzzle, interposes the f.e3-B’s full effect of a7. Perceiving
2/3 details of a 7.1 DU <r: ch. 43 H2S4 H3S3> line in less than 30 seconds is already a decent feat of perception, given the moderate amount
of complexity on board, but unfortunately, 2/3 is insufficient to solving this chess puzzle, and in fact leads to a fatal mistake. The mistake is
attributable to a granular form of diagonal long blindness, misperceiving the | presence of an interposer as absent.

H2S5 H3S2: parallel edge int.long-bl:
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Ch-43: LB H2S6: Mobility x e�ect long-bl:
Aggregate long blindness results from the
sum perception of two or more lines, all of
which are involved, in a single tactic. The
conglomerate lines may be active in a
single b-p, or, across multiple b-ps. [D]:
https://www.chess.com/
game/live/44753969187 Daniel_Viana vs.
itzyfan88 4/26/22 [D, L], I missed
13…Qh4+ [M2], which is a 5.6 d-u
movement, and a 4.2 d-u check vector,
for a total sight-line of 9.8 for the checking
move. However, to see the full mate, one
also has to perceive the cut off effect of

the s.g4-B, which has two components, a 4.2 d-u effect ray g4/d1, and a 2.8 d-u effect ray g4/e2, as well as the 6 d-u support-ray f8|f2. The
total length of all relevant lines, both M and E, in the mating sequence, is 22.8. [D, M]: The +scovery | move in this position, s-Be4+ <clr $> !,

contains a 2.8 d-u M-component, and a 4.2 d-u E-component. Once the f.b1-K is coerced to a1, due to the
cut.off-E of the c8-R, s-Rc1+ <deflection!> can follow, picking up the f.d6-Q for the cost of an R. The
M-component of this potential R-move is 7 d-u. Therefore, the total sight-line length for this tactic is 14 d-u.

H3S1: Bounce mobility x e�ect x depth long
blindness:
A ren+ or zi.piece-$ or otherwise bounces to another vector and then affects to assass, across multiple
depth, quantify and sum the long line. In depth 1x bounce: 1…Qh4+$.c4-B,$.h2-P! Both the hangtacked
c4-B and h2-P are inside the e7-Q’s bounce range <ch-5 H2S2> 2. Kg1<run+> Qxc4<+3> The bounce to
c4 involves an aspect of corridor long-bl <ch-42 CM H3S2>, adding to the complexity <ch-45> R:
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/999648/practice: //v-5, add in depth 2: 2x bounce // In depth 3: Long
bounce #

H3S2: Double attack e�ect long blindness:
[D, R]: In double-$ line awareness, one needs to monitor a single source-sq and two destination-sqs, therefore, two lines, but these lines
are connected, via that initial-sq. The total length of the two lines c2-h7 and c2-d1 is 6 diagonal d-u, or 8.4 d-u.

H3S3: Supporting r-noble long-bl:
MIC: Supporting r-noble long-bl is a subset of convergent long-bl, but
does not necessarily involve captures. For instance, the supporting
r-noble can converge with a checkmate ren, in a mate square, that is
empty, prior to the mate ren’s occupation. [D]: The supporting a6-B is tucked
away inside the a5-c5-c8-a8 cluster, and has a long-E of 7.0 d-u to the
f1.mate-sq. 1…Rh1+ !, attracting the e2-B to f1, by force 2. Bf1<int+>
Rxf1<2:1>#, coordinating with the long.support-B. A subset of support
long-bl is🛡.long-bl <CM H3S3> [D, 2]:
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1178478/practice Here, 1…Bxf3
<assass!> is possible, due to the backward long-🛡 of d8.

Ch-43: Long-bl definitions:
Meridian (n.) = the non-playable | line between the d and e files.
Attention capacity overload vector (n.) = the thing, whose quantity or complexity we need to keep track of, overloads our attention
capacity, leading to error. //v5:

Ch-43: Long-bl:
Assass in 1:

L: Ex. 1: find the assass in 1:

R: Ex. 2: What’s the problem with 25. F4?

L: Ex. 3: In the following position, the f player played 1. Qd2. Why does
this fail?

https://www.chess.com/game/live/44753969187
https://www.chess.com/game/live/44753969187
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/999648/practice
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1178478/practice
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Ex. 4: Find the assassination in 1:

What’s wrong with this move #?

L: Ex. 5: fill in the blank 28…Qxa2 29. <>

R: Ex. 6: if 7. Be3 <>

Assassination in 2:

Left: Ex. 7: find the assass in 2:

Ex. 8: find the assass in 2:

Assassination in 3:
Ex. 9: This position is a result of an earlier liquidation of a s-N and f-B on
e3, resulting in the pre-puzzle move of s-Rxe3 (+1). Find the assass in 3:
Hint: the first move is 1. Ra1 !, attacking the s.a2-B and x-ray
rel-pinning that B to the s.a5-Q. However, a move like 1…Rxc3 (0) !
would be a strong counter threat creation move, as the f could
subsequently lose material to clearance check ideas on his
vulnerable, undefended ren.

R: Ex-10:

Assassination in 4:
What’s wrong with this move?

#13: s has a fascinating mate in 3 in
this position: 19...Nxg3+ 20. hxg3 Qxd3+ 21. Kf2 Qe2#. However, what’s
wrong with 19…Nd2+ ?
S-move.

R: #14: What’s wrong with 17. Nf4 ??

L: #15: Evaluate the difference between 26. Rxg6 and Nxg6.

Ex-16: Is 28…d4 a good move?

Positional long blindness:

L: Ex-17:

Ex-18: What is the length in DU of the partial diagonal from b2 to g7?

R: Ex-19:



MIC: l-b r: Hu
Ex-20: Each of these 4 positions is from the same game: Yakun Hu
<~1500> vs Bryan Castro <~1900> at Elma, NY 7/23/22. What do they
have in common? Turns 23-f, 26-f, 30-f, 31-f.

Solutions:
1-s.Bxb1, winning the exchange via | | material imbalance | liquidation | |
assassination |.

2. In response to 1. F4, 1…d5 is also winning, but even easier is 1…Bxg2 !
,

assassinating along the long l.s-Diagonal, so long as one can see the full
distance of 5 sqs along the diagonal * 1.4 du = 7.1 distance units from b7 to
g2, recalling that ruler distance along a diagonal is approximately 1.41, or
the sqrt(2) of a adjacent length unit #defd. The attention-capacity
overload vector <ch-D> is the number of long lines in addition to
the length of any specific line.

3. The preceding move to this board position, 0…Qd7 ($).h3, adds the s.Q
as an over attack along a long diagonal to the f.h3-P over 4 * 1.4 = 5.7
distance units, and 1. Qd2 ? does not address this threat.

4. Solution: 1. Qxe6+

4A, bonus:

A form of longblindness: your
opponent piece checks you
adjacently or dijacently to distract
you from an opportunity you have
further away. This is because the
check you receive is a short
distance thing, whereas the tactic
you could hit is further away, and
you bias short distance with a
higher urgency, despite the fact
that both are in your first ply
mobility; do not under-estimate the
speed of the puck. This is a

chronic weakness because I missed the same move across multiple
positions and seconds in the game.

Ex. 5: A: Qxa2

Ex. 6: A: 7…Bxb2 (+1) !

The position after 7. Be3,
highlighting the s.g7-B’s effect of
two hangtacked ren along the a1 /
h8 uptail.
In order to solve this problem to
receive full credit #, students
should point out that 7. Be3 -🛡-b2
?? auto-hangtacks the b2-P and
allows # an immediate assass in 1
via the 5*sqrt(2) = 7.1 DU <ref: ch.
42 H2S4 H3S1> partial-diag g7 /
b2, and moreover, the move

7…Bxb2 (+1) piecemates <ref: ch. 28> the f.a1-R, leading to
second, value-based exchange assass in a subsequent ply # Fin.
Ref: https://www.chess.com/game/live/44006072645

Ex. 7:

X-ref: <ch. 6 H2S1 H3S3>
Game: u/itzyfan88 v. u/JahnyErMjukur, 4/16/22 Chess.com.
The diagonal of potential long blindness here is c1 / h6, which is the
movement diagonal for the f.d2-B to reach the skewering square ref:
<ch. 30 D>

Mobility and skewering effect #
diagram of the initial b.p The
correct first move is 28. Bh6
$g7-R,($f8-R) !, skewering
BRR<w> and picking up an
exchange #. In the resulting b.p of
the exchange-winning assass
liquidation for f, he will be up a full
minor, since he was already up 2
minors for a R in the initial b.p, and
clearly winning as a result. Fin. //

Ex. 8:

S has at his disposal a clean long
diagonal b5 \ f1 leading to the
undefended f1-R, which can be
hard to spot in the initial b-p due to
its distant proximity to the s SW
cluster along this long diagonal, but
which # can be exploited with the
move 1…Qb5 $f1-R,$a4-N !, a d-a
move that hits this R as well as the
neutral in initial # f.a4-N.
After 2. Qd1🛡f1-R, attempting to
solidify defense of this R, f can

simply pick up the a4-N 2…Qxa4 (+3) <assass> 3. Qxa4 Bxa4 (+3)
# No other move at f’s disposal can add a critical defender to both
the inadequately defended a4-N and f1-R in the b-p preceding the
2nd ply.

Ex. 9:
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1282453
The resolution to the potential crisis # after 1. Ra1 ! Rxc3 + is that
the capture assass move 2. Qxa2 (+3) + ! comes with the check of

the s-K along the a2 / g8 : Diagram
of the resulting b-p after 2. Qxa2
(+3) + !, indicating that the s-K is in
check. As in the s-K is in check, he
cannot continue with his clearance
check idea to win back material as
none of the clearance check
moves that he had at his disposal
will also resolve this check threat,
illegalizing them #
Moreover, his a5-Q is under
capture opposition attack and
liquidation of this Q is forced,

which will resolve any clearance check threats for f in the next full
turn. F will have thus assassinated the s.a2-B for +3 and parried the
clearance check in one move, 2. Qxa2 (+3) + as well as its aftermath
due to 1) its tempo gaining property and 2) the supported capture
opposition of the s.a5-Q that it enters along the a-file.
Due to these facts, s tries, in the puzzle 1…Qxc3+ (0) abs-fork
QQK<s>!, creating a threat # against the f.c2-Q, but f has a double
attack resolution <r: ch. 38 H2S3 H3S2> move 2. Qxc3 (+9) ! and
after 2…Rxc3 (0) f is free to continue with his idea of picking up the
a2-B, after now # 1 attacker and 1 defender each of that bishop
have been liquidated in turn 2, leaving only 1 remaining attacker and
no defenders, with 3. Rxa2 (+3). S has no remaining ideas to win
back material and f is up a clear 3 points, 2 minors for 3 Ps #.

Ex-10: 24. Rxe5 (+3) <temp-sack> ! fxe5 (-5) <forced> 25. Qxe5+$ with
assass of the hangtacked s.b8-R to follow #
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Fin. This position is a real-bp from Hu vs Lusignan <USCF ~1950>
Rochester 1/29/22.

#13:
19…Nxd2+ exploits the fixed status <r: ch. 29 H2S5> of the f.c4-N to
defense of the last defended f.a5-Q to deliver a check that also
clears the path of the s.f5-Q to potentially capture in d3 and unleash
a vicious attack, however it fails to the simple backwards | capture
along a long diagonal, 20. Qxd2 (-3) ! and, already down a noble
and two pawns before this capture, f will win, as s also loses his
mating attack.

Effect analysis of the initial b-p,
highlighting backwards long
diagonal defense of d2 by f.
Fin. R: https://www.chess.com/
puzzles/problem/1365904

#14:
[D] Effect analysis of the b-p
following 17. Nf4 ?? The problem
with 17. Nf4 ?? is that it does not
adequately deal with the assass in
2 threat in the initial b-p, using a
diagonal check e3 \ g1 and the
long partial rank e3 - a3 to pick up
the undefended f.a3-B. 17…Qe3+
$a3-B ! 18. Kh1 Qxa3 (-3) R:

https://lichess.org/Zto9LxVn/black#32

#15:
26. Rxg6 <10.6, d22 SF> whereas # Nxg6 Qxg3 (-5) This is a game
between Yakun Hu <1556> and Kavin Chandar Sathiesh <718P8,
now 878> at the 53rd Annual Atlantic Open. Fin.

Ex-16:
Every pawn advance will clear 2 diagonals, as well as the rank that it
precedingly # occupied, and in this case one of those diagonals a2 /

f7 allows a value-adjusted assass
of the s.f7-Q: Effect analysis of the
b-p after 27…d5 ? The reason that
28. Qxf7 ! , played in the game <r:
ch-35 ex-18, 19> is considered a
value-adjusted assass is because
the s.f7-Q is clearly far more
valuable than its counterpart due
to its 1) connection to the heavy
battery along the f-file, while the
f.a2-Q is hangtacked and 2) its
involvement in the devastating
attack being unleashed on the

f-Kingside. Losing this queen is tantamount to losing the attack,
which is the source of s’s -6.0 advantage <SF 14 d-22> in the initial
b-p, and therefore allowing this exchange is tantamount to losing 6
p-score (!). 28…Rxf7 (+1) 29. Bxh5 (-2) ! dxe3 (+3) 30. Bxf7 (-2)
Fin.

Ex-17: 27…Qd8 => h4 0.1 w/ 0.6 d-28 Komodo, d-28 SF 14+

Ex-18:
B2 / g7 is the hypotenuse of a right triangle containing parallel edge
lines b2 - g2 and g2 - g7, each of which has a length of 5.0 DU.
Therefore, by the pythagorean theorem length b2 / g7 = sqrt(50) =
7.1 to one sig fig <r: ch-3 CM H3S2>

Ex-19: 16…e5 <int $> 0.0 w/ 1.6 o-n SF 14+ NNUE d-30
https://lichess.org/ShXbmW4k/black#31

Ex-20:
A: In each position, the best move is a Q-move to the h-file a) Qh4!
$.f6-P <2:2> $.h7-P <2:1>, which will win h7 after a forced trade on
h7 (analysis provided by Bryan, post-game. b) Qh3 $.e6-P <2:1> is
+10 c) Qh5+ is completely winning <move suggestion - Bryan> d)
Qh4 $.g5-P <2:1> is +5, whereas all other moves are <1. I had a
complete blindness to the squares h3-5 as destinations, for
whatever reason, and I was not under severe time pressure yet. In
fact, I was up on time. I explore the idea of "cluster" and
"long-blindness", as well as selective blindness: where your brain
"turns off" visual perception of certain areas, deemed unimportant,
due to my focus on c3, which occupied at least 1/2 of my attention,
and the rest was on chances attacking e6 and the g-file. I must
have relegated the h-file to "low priority" subconsciously, in order
to conserve mental energy. PGN: 1. d4 Nf6 2. Nc3 d5 3. Bf4 { D01
Rapport-Jobava System via LiChess } c5 4. e3 cxd4 5. exd4 a6 6.
Nf3 Bf5 7. Bd3 Bxd3 8. Qxd3 e6 9. O-O Be7 10. Na4 Nbd7 11. Rfe1
O-O 12. Ne5 Rc8 13. h3 b5 14. Nxd7 Nxd7 15. Nc3 Bb4 16. a4
Bxc3 17. bxc3 Nb6 18. axb5 axb5 19. Ra7 Rc4 20. Qg3 Na4 21.
Be5 g6 22. Re3 f6 23. Bd6 Rf7 24. Rxf7 Kxf7 25. h4 Qa5 26. Bb4
Qc7 27. Qh3 Rc6 28. h5 g5 29. h6 f5 30. Rg3 Kg6 31. Re3 Qf4 32.
g3 Qg4 33. Qh2 Qd1+ 34. Kg2 Qxc2 0-1, due to time pressure
<ch-57>

Push:
Push - 1

// Qxg1 rather than k-run, proves
that defensive bias, counter attack
has a higher cognitive load than
passive defense / running away
https://www.chess.com/
analysis/game/live/42760259633

Additional
resources:
The Pythagorean Theorem:
Geometry’s Most Elegant Equation

<MIT>
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fqGC_lulBgk

30 - 60 - 90 triangles; Mr. Q Teaches Geometry:
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ho0szFe34U4

Solving Systems of Two Equations; Professor Dave Explains:
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2DzmE3_QS-E

How to find height and understand the formula for area of an oblique
triangle, Brian McLogan:

- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LBHI_oppbCs
Derivative of sin x and cos x, Gilbert Strang, Ph. D, MIT professor:

- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FtQl1gAo12E
Stewart, Ian. Does God Play Dice? THE NEW MATHEMATICS OF
CHAOS 2nd ed., Penguin Books, 1997.

- Preface: He graduated in mathematics from Cambridge
and obtained a Ph-D. from the University of Warwick,
where he is now Professor of Mathematics. In 1995 the
Royal Society awarded him the Michael Faraday Medal
for the year's most significant contribution to the public
understanding of science, and he has been selected for
the 1997 Communicator Award of the Joint Policy
Board for Mathematics in the USA.

Benko, Pal <ch-100, namesake, Benko Gambit ch-53 H2S4>, and
Burt Hochberg. Winning with Chess Psychology. David McKay
Company, 1991.
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FlorenceMachineVEVO. “Florence + the Machine - Third Eye (the
Odyssey – Chapter 9).” YouTube, YouTube, 25 Apr. 2016,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SCM8Qf3eGMQ.
Navarro, Joe, and Marvin Karlins Ph-D. What Every Body Is
Saying: An Ex-FBI Agent's Guide to Speed-Reading People. William
Morrow Paperbacks, 2009.

- Marvin Karlins (October 4, 1941) is a Professor of
Management at the University of South Florida. Karlins is
a contributor to Psychology Today. An avid poker
player, he is considered an expert in the "psychology of
gambling".

https://ratings.fide.com/profile/4100107 RUS
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rustam_Kasimdzhanov UZB, second
to Viswanathan Anand <WC>
“Dreev, Alexey vs Kasimdzhanov, Rustam.” Lichess.org, 7 Feb.
2004, https://lichess.org/PJW3XfuI.
Aozolai. “Halo Infinite | BR75 Kill Time.” YouTube, YouTube, 30 July
2021, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GkMgj84NZ88.
IBesTMaN. “MLG 2010 - Best of Halo 3 *Highlights*.” YouTube,
YouTube, 1 Oct. 2011,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xJ-jy8t54aI&ab_channel=NickJo
hnson
Larson, Ron, et al. Selected Chapters from Precalculus, Seventh
Edition. Houghton Mifflin, 2007.
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Book-44 Temperament-bl: Chapt-mn:
Carl Jung’s antecedent | work, originally published in 1959, outlined 4 personal | archetypes belonging to each individual: the Self, the
Persona, the Shadow and the Anima/Animus. Dr. McLeod <a-r>: The persona (or mask) is the outward | face we present to the world. Carl
Jung was an early supporter of Freud because of their shared interest in the unconscious. He was an active | member of the Vienna
Psychoanalytic Society (formerly known as the Wednesday Psychological Society). MIC: Jung further took Freud’s work in the
unconscious forward by proposing an idea of the collective | unconscious, which is built upon thematic | archetypes that are shared among
certain populations. McLeod: When the International Psychoanalytical Association formed in 1910 Jung became president at the request
of Freud. Jung <a-r> pg-293: “I had already seen from her previous history how the unconscious made use of the patient’s inability to draw in
order to insinuate its own suggestions. I had not overlooked the fact that the builders had surreptitiously transformed themselves into eggs.
The egg is a germ of | life with a lofty symbolical | significance. It is not just a cosmogonic | symbol - it is also a “philosophical” one.”

Ch-44 Tempr-bl: H2S1: Analysis of personality | types:
As the distance between conscious and unconscious <Jung, a-r> increases, the grandmother’s more exalted rank transforms her into a
“Great Mother”, and it frequently happens that the opposites contained in this image split | apart. We then get a good fairy and wicked fairy, or
a benevolent | goddess and one who is malevolent and dangerous. <pg-102> Invitation of a principle | to aid you in your cause: The invitation
of one of the following principles, in which you may be dominant, but also by which your cause may be insufficient and thereby necessitating
an integration of other properties, requires a certain set of conditions, balances, and proportions to exist before it is possible for the properties
to arrive, due to its inherent nature, which is recommended to be studied before a crucial | engagement.

H2S1 H3S1: Conclusions: Julia.

How many false premises would it take to deceive Conclusions, the foil of Logic? Yeji of ITZY, a women’s
KPOP | band. A: 1. Add a “not” to any premise and you’ll reverse the conclusion as well. Both Logic and |
Conclusions can reach Conclusions given a set of premises, but Conclusions can do so instantly, and her
speech is simply a string of Conclusions. She cannot, without study, describe to you the process of the use
of logic to reach the conclusion, but she can do so instantly, with any number of premises, reach one
instantly. Ahyeon Cho: 논리의 결합인 결론을 속이려면 얼마나 많은 잘못된 전제가 필요할까요? 사진:
여성 케이팝 밴드 ITZY의 예지 | 답: 1. 전제에 "아니하다"를 추가하면 결론도 뒤집힐 것입니다. 논리와 |
결론은 전제 세트를 주면 결론에 도달할 수 있지만 결론은 즉시 그렇게 할 수 있으며 그녀의 연설은 단순히
결론의 문자열입니다. 그녀는 연구 없이는 논리를 사용하여 결론에 도달하는 과정을 설명할 수 없으나,
그녀는 전제의 수와 관계없이 즉시 결론 하나에 도달할 수 있습니다.

H2S1 H3S2: Logic:
Bo. Give Logic a large map that is only 25% filled in and he might short circuit for 3 months, as would a strategic use of a quantum injection
for approximately the same rationale could cause him to expend a disproportionate time investment to make a single move. Logic is always
able to reach the next Conclusion, but the time in which he is able to do so is variable. == In each game, Logic may not be the most vicious
opponent, as he’s always apt to chase Linearity a bit too far and leave a blind spot elsewhere, but over time he is an accumulating force
because no matter how you beat him, he will ultimately, over time, and with the aid of the memory imprint principle (d.this), deduce how you
did it and try to triangulate this missing technique in the regions of his chess thought framework, and if no such region exists, inquire with you
about where you encountered the technical information. == The relationship between logic and Faith: Logic is typically perceived with a sense
of rogue independence, an agent that can deduce any cause, but nevertheless whose conclusions may not be the furthest along the linear
progression of logic in a thought region if prior minds have already advanced the space sufficiently. To think others cannot be logical in the
presence of logic is in itself a fallacy, and I am of the belief in which there is an intersection, direct or indirect, between Logic and other
properties such that there are lines that exist that may cause that property to supersede apparent logic, but is in fact logical due to an

imbalance of information, the linear
progression of logic, and the rationality of
faith as presented below: According to
Logic, one must have faith in situations in
which a time boundary limits the extent to
which one can calculate a subject and
another positive entity exists that has,
according to the linear progression of
logic, a further advanced understanding
and therefore objectively better solution to
the situation, rendering the evaluation of
whether the solution is best or ideal moot,
since one has to act within the time frame,

the situation is urgent, one is expected to be impactful, and the maximal rate of information exchange in this situation comes from serving the
desires of the one in the know rather than even the curiosity of the self. It’s the combination of the severity and the time-bound nature of the
problem that necessitates faith. == If it’s the first time that a particular set of a conditions has existed in history, then a creation event may be
necessitated to fulfill the missing factor to event, and therefore Heaven, for which creation is a supreme maxim, is constantly planning and
producing novel situations what lead to creation and subsequent a push on that creature to reverse engineer, along with its comrades, its
conditions of creation such that it can optimize for its experience as well. [D, L]: The initial b-p of an l-p <ch-58> in which f can choose from
two winning continuations 17. Exd5 (+1) or 17. E5 $.f6-N; these two moves singularly determine the temperamental | characteristic of the
depth-forked continuations; the former is powerful, and the latter linear. M: 16 ply post-ceding the initial b-p in the powerful line and the
p-structure has been shattered for both sides, resulting in 3 pawn islands each, and s has been beaten back, forced to sacrifice his Q. R: 16

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KDBN4IwJaxWOdg35_MW2gTCj82uelZp_gEwRg0rVato/edit
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ply post-ceding the initial b-p in the linear line and f has maintained his bind and is slowly progressing a boa | bind on the K-side.
Miraculously, s is only -1 m-d here. These two variations are divergent; as ply time increases, the difference between them increases, and this
is endemic of depth forks that are catalyzed⚡ by p-str <ch-19 H2S5> changes r: https://lichess.org/t3ta2iAw/white fin
Connections: Conclusions: Conclusion and Logic sometimes reverse poles, depending on the difficulty with which the former can be reached.
Linearity: Logic saves a ton of mental effort from sticking to linearity, and thus she is a great friend for him to have. Faith: There are instances
in which logic reaches faith as the conclusion, despite their apparent contradiction, due a deeper understanding of competency and the linear
progression of calculation.

H2S1 H3S2 H4S1: Good-reds:
A good red is two | paths to reaching the same conclusion, both logical, but you technically only need one to justify the conclusion.
Often in a good red pair, one of the paths will be particularly counter-intuitive or absurd, sometimes to a particular perspective, but learning the
opposite good red and its absurdity can actually help you, and sometimes having both good reds in mind can help you make faster decisions
when it comes to the conclusion.

H2S1 H3S2 H4S1: Turns:↩

H2S1 H3S3: Linearity:
(1) Katherine. Give Logic any two thoughts and he can tell you how they might be connected. Give Logic more than 3 thoughts and he can
form a string of linearity that connects all of them together into a coherent system. Linearity is difficult to defeat at her strong points due to fast
retrievals and comprehensiveness of understanding but can be totally lost in other areas because she would rather have no knowledge at all
rather than disconnected information. Connections: Logic: Logic fuels the expansion of linearity.

H2S1 H3S4. Chill:
(2) Rene /=full Renata. No limit to this at any time.
H4S1: The role of apostasy in disenfranchisement:
Yakun <LDS “What is apostasy?” 7/22>: Apostasy is not just of belief, but of a failure of action. To rectify this failure of action, we have to
rectify our beliefs, and realign our perspective with what needs to be done, ultimately, and that is, to build God’s Kingdom, and, I see no
reason why things like music, architecture, technology, and science should not be part of this. Hu: When the individuals involved in a
pursuit fall away from God, they threaten to drag the entire field down with them. However, this threat has no basis. If a single scholar
desecrates the Bible, a single copy of it, it does not defile the Book for everyone else, the other copies. Likewise, scientists who attempt to
use the scientific method to disprove God, do not defile that method for Christian scientists. Fin-v1.

H2S1 H3S5: Joy:
Leah. Keep this moderate with upside, occasionally low, never too | high, and never | missing.

H4S1: Profits:
Hu: Business is an aggregation of individuals in order to produce something of value for others, and economics is a system of
accounting for tracking the flow of value among individuals. Value is inherent, and is measured by the degree that a product or service
enhances the 1) productivity, 2) well-being, or 3) information attainment |=full education of others. Greed is separate from all of this;
greed is the want for reward without an input of value. Not all who participate in the economy are greedy; in no economy is this a
requirement. In fact, economists generally structure economic policies to reward value-producing individuals. If an individual has produced
value, then an individual should be incentivized and empowered to produce more value, with financial gain. Money is a currency that we
can use to purchase 1) equipment, 2) the time of other productive individuals, 3) satisfy the cost of sales. Money formalizes economic
transactions that would occur otherwise, but, with a quantified system, we can more effectively track, and account for the transactions that
are occurring. As the son of an accountant, I can testify that the field of accounting is certainly a vital part of business, and it is
dependent on the existence of financial currency. Therefore, I have no | doubt that money itself is an invention of God, in order to
empower us to more effectively be productive in collaboration, and that collaboration is necessary for building his Kingdom.

H2S1 H3S6: Intensity:
(3, L) Freeman. Vary this with the Sun and the Seasons and push the maximum you can muster but never
depleting yourself of a reserve. 25…b6 <int $>  ! , guarding the a7-B and assigning it base of chain duties #
26. Re5 <0:2>, prophylactically | preventing the Re8 <rel.pin-move> by moving the would.be-pinned,to R to a
well.guarded-sq 26…Re8 $.e6 <2:1> ! 27. Bg8 <clr $!> is the only viable run-sq; the B cannot be captured
because the f8-K is overloaded $-🛡 27…Rxe5 <+5> 28. Bxe5 <-5> Rd6-d8 <cont-d, (d)>, switching | gears
to prep the advance of the d-P; f has no tempo to play f-Bd4 because the g8-B is still hangtacked 29. Bxh7
<-1> d4 ! 30. Bxg6 <-1> d3 Intensity gives no care to the brutal | carnage of his K.side-Ps and
forges_ahead 31. Bxf5 <-1> d2 32. Bg4 <cont-d1!> d1-Q 33. Bxd1 Rxd1 <assass in 9!> 34. Kxa2 <-3>,
nobody forgot about this B Rd2+ ! and this check justifies that entire sequence, cleaning up Ps back # on
the K-side, else the f.K-side Ps might overwhelm in the exchange-down result. Note, also, that s-K is much
more active on the side where PPs_exist # than the f-K.

https://emojipedia.org/high-voltage/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1F0NR1wVFB73kSRcCf1ZvC76qkL9N8rvm4cYkxYWr83w/edit#heading=h.8gtv771gwbzf
https://lichess.org/t3ta2iAw/white
https://emojipedia.org/right-arrow-curving-left/
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H2S1 H3S7: Clarity:
The ability to maintain a continuous train of thought toward a goal or the completion of a technique, Clarity can be hard to come by if one is
operating in thought space regions that lack Linearity, and therefore the two can be close allies.
Connections: Thought space workers: clarity is something that thought space workers must be willing to forego in order to venture into
unknown regions of thought space for exploration and condensation, and therefore may lose linearity even to be able to perform daily tasks,
and therefore benefitting from assistance.

H2S1 H3S8: Paranoia:
Agur <a-r> pg-200: To maintain that a player’s carelessness when facing so many advantageous | continuations is a sign of a want in his
capabilities is quite far-fetched. When so many roads lead you to Rome, choosing one that would finally sink your car in the Tiber <406 km>
is a matter of probabilistic accident. In everyday life, we have insurance companies to deal with such accidents. In chess, we have points
and tables in which they are reflected. Fischer’s record doesn’t allow for other than probabilistic interpretations of such misfortunes. (4, R)
Pictured: Tom Hardy in Peaky Blinders. Constantly on edge, Paranoia is on the lookout, possible even in advance into the future, of enemy
threats and traps that may come his way in the continuations = variations of the game. This hyper fascination with the enemy’s position,
however, rarely lasts long, neither in chess nor in biology, as creatures that are found in prolonged periods of heightened anxiety tend to live
shorter lives, and likewise in chess, a lack of willingness to advance one’s own position and formulate a plan will lead to an inevitable
crumbling. However, not to be without his strengths, Paranoia is able to study and buttress his heightened instincts with sharpened neural
pathways between stimulus and action, thereby relying on rock - solid perception when the time comes to make the correct decision. == In a
state of Paranoia, one may also come to incredible insights that requires one to consider all conceivable options, such as Bxc3+ in this
position: From all this experience, I believe that I had arrived at the two core premises of existence, that every living thing necessarily has to
accept in order to exist: 1) I exist 2) I surrender to existence. == The first statement seems to be obvious based on experience alone, the
ability to sense things and have an influence on the environment and the like. The second statement seems to be a necessary component of a
social existence, in which others are also in existence, that there would seem to be a necessity for a conformance to the collective desires of
all. Pardon the Chinese part of myself, but it’s necessary at this moment to become mathematical. Not only is this surrender a command of
sorts but it is also a logical conclusion of the originality principle in thought space theory, which states that no two things can be more than
50% similar, as well as our earlier treatise on how to create which states that creation must integrate the object of creation that it uses as a
starting point, and therefore the first thing must be present in all things.

H2S1 H3S9: E�ciency:
Photo of ITZY Yuna, Goddess of Efficiency. Ref: [link]. The time rate at which work is done by a force is said
to be the power due to the force. If a force does an amount of work <W> in an amount of time Δt, the
average power due to the force during that time interval is pavg = W / Δt. Dr. Walker pg-155 <a-r> Efficiency
knows nothing about the task that needs to be done nor its significance, | | even, | one view of, | its
importance, but is only concerned, once the task that needs to be completed has been determined by even
higher Powers, with | de|creasing the | | | cost of | goods | sold |. There are certain tasks that cannot be
completed or even initiated without an efficient | | solution | plan | due to the fact that it would not occur to
you, as a future result of its impossibility in implementation, and therefore it is important for said higher
Power to have a conversation with Efficiency in order to pre-determine the feasibility | of the task. The
relationship, interaction between Power and Efficiency is herefore the merger of two that results in, leads to,
and compositively is planning. | Hinges | | | branching | from | Efficiency’s evaluation, a power that she
borrows from Power, #defd, may lead to valid ideas for further tasks, | -> © Isa, Yeji further highlighting the
importance of | | conversations | between the two |. 💏 Ahyeon Cho:효율의 여신 ITZY 유나의 사진. 참조:
[링크]. 힘이 일하는 시간 비율을 힘으로 인한 힘이라고 합니다. 힘이 시간 Δt 동안 일의 양을 했다면 그 시간
간격 동안 힘으로 인한 평균 전력 = 일 / 시간. 참고: Dr. Walker pg-155 <a-r> 효율성은 필요한 작업과
그것의 중요성이나 한 면에 대해서도 알지 못합니다. 그러나 완료해야 하는 작업이 더 높은 권한에 의해

결정되면 판매된 상품의 비용 감소에만 신경 쓰면 됩니다.  효율적인 해결책 방안 계획 없인 마치거나 시작도 못하는 일이 있을뿐만 아니라
미래의 구현 불가능의 결과로 발생하지 않을 것이라는 사실 때문에 해당 상위 힘이 효율성과의 대화를 통해 실현 가능성을 미리 결정하는
것이 중요합니다. 따라서 힘과 효율성 사이의 관계, 상호 작용은 결과를 낳고, 끌어내고, 종합적으로 계획하는 두 가지의 합병입니다. | 경첩 |
| | 효율성의 평가에서 분기하여 힘, #defd에서 빌린 권한은 추가 작업에 대한 유효한 아이디어로 이어질 수 있습니다.  -> © 이사와 예지,
둘사이의 대화 중요성 강조. == Power and efficiency are necessarily codependent because the power that is the source of one's Power is its
ability to carry out Force with Speed // In physics, power is the amount of energy transferred or converted per unit time. In the International
System of Units, the unit of power is the watt, equal to one joule per second. Wikipedia: <📎>. The definition of Power is Force | | divided | by |
| Time | // wikipedia specifically says power is energy transferred over time, not Force, do some work # in the units section, figure out the
differences between power, speed, etc. and come back and edit this and therefore it is | | the speed with which | one can carry out force | that |
defines power |. Speed is | | enabled | by | reductions in the pathway of “carrying out a task”©.Elam when efficiency works on a task that is
previously carried out by others, she will necessarily perform that task with the | | minimal level of reduction | that she knows | at each

segment, of the task’s completion and when power borrows her ability to do
so, in its own execution of the task, it can then define that execution and we

call that definition, a reduction.
A hinge is analogous to a wheel with
spokes #prophecy, 1-21-22 10:46 AM, a
circular argument from which hinges at
various segments can create attachment to
other(s)#defd, locally, fbno. Therefore, the
ability to see must be correspon/dent/ to the
ability to understand, or having understood
to proportion to completion. Figures A+B,
the formulaic definition of Power and an

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1AHx7yNXdE7RALpksYmnr7Jw4efJ9qDoBI7Uokv9TGwg/edit#heading=h.2yg4vcmpfjv7
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elaboration into the definition of Work, which in itself is a component of the definition of Power. According to Google, the definition of Power is
an esoteric quantity known as “Work” over a change in time; since subtraction does not change units, change in time has the same unit as
Time, which is time, | potentially | in a sub-unit in seconds, minutes, hours, | or | so forth. A component of this quantity known as Work is
Force; Force and displacement(1), represented here for some reason as “s” rather than D, and displacement in itself being misrepresented in
severity up= level of abstraction | | rather | than | Distance, the full red of displacement, which is appropriate here in defining not only itself but
also the | | important | concept | of Work, (1)* together via merger, or multiplication, constitutes Work(2), and that’s all you need to know, | | for
now, | for now |, until upper level ~400 physics, analogously to the | | form | with which | Efficiency and Power constitutes Planning, (2) and
therefore the directionality with which Work increases as a result of power, as well as the fact they are both a component over time and
therefore analogous to speed. Efficiency is everything over time and power is merely a subset of that, which means that Efficiency is also
depended on, for all Graphs, for instance. // review this ^ At UB, we have already established that the independent variable of all Graphs is
Time. *Difficulty in tracking | | | continuations | after | elaborations |#defd is the most significant debilitator in reading speed, and this notation,
which connects the main line continuation end point and next starting point, keks it significantly.
Double speak is a single sentence that captures both sides of a Good red. I was in the presence and therefore I couldn’t not do it. Seeking
rapport unlocked, ref: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bv21bE9PWtE&t=7413s.

Post-script: Power is the rate at which the applied | force does work. R: Dr. Walker <a-r> <pg-156>

H2S1 H3S10. Importance:
Photo of ITZY Lia, Goddess of Importance. Ref: [link]. “Nothing is more important than this pouty face.
Harumph.”🔋⚡⬆ Ahyeon Cho:중요성: ITZY 리아, 중요성의 여신 사진. 참조: [링크]. “이 뾰루퉁한
표정보다 더 중요한 것은 없다. 하럼프.”

H2S1 H3S11. Setups:
Photo of ITZY Bia | Chaeryeong, Goddess of Setups. Ref: [link (#tihana,
please check to verify identity of the figure depicted in the photo as actually
being ITZY Chaeryeong)
https://images.app.goo.gl/BQDtJq5xPqQ5wZoq8].설정: ITZY 비아 사진 |
설정의 여신 채령. 참고: [링크)

H2S1 H3S12. Hardcore:

Tom Hardy in Mad Max: Fury Road
<2015>

Ch-44: H2S2:
Passivity bias:

It should be remembered that the first law for White in the Sicilian
<ch-53 H2S4 H3S7> is to be aggressive; thus here if Black is passive
White will be bound to get the better of it. Passivity bias occurs when a
player in possession of this temperament blindness is receiving offensive
effect or an encroachment of e.zi into his own side of the board, past the
moat #, and that player has an irrational preference, to the point of
making mistakes in the objective move evaluation as a consequence, for
making retreating or passive defense moves, and passive defense is
defined by #MIC as adding defensive effect to a same side occ-sq <ref:
ch. 3 eff CM> Players with this TA will disproportionately overlook # other
methods of defense, which together should be deployed at a 9:1 ratio to
passive defense, which are counter attack, complication, and prophylaxis
ref: <ch. 61, treatise on defense>, in favor of passive defense. This will
cause the player to miss certain tactical opportunities when the attacker’s
efforts leave vulnerabilities in his own camp. |=P Players with a passivity
bias will do worse against players with attacker’s neglect <h2s3 ch.this>,
falsely rewarding that psychological defect in itself, and this causes a
rating inflation of unbridled aggression at the lower levels of play. // Cont.
Post: Goldowsky <a-r>: Regan <Chess IM and professor of C-s,
University of Buffalo>’s data has reproduced a result in psychology
first discovered by Nobel Prize-winning economist Daniel Kahneman
and colleague Amos Tversky, which states that human perception of
value is relative. “You’ll drive across town to save $4 on a $20 purchase,
but you wouldn’t do it for a $2,000 purchase,” says Regan. His data shows that players make 60 percent to 90 percent more errors when half
a pawn ahead or behind than when the game is even. Regan [Figure-5] <x-ref ch-57 H2S1 H3S5> claims that this is an actual cognitive
effect, not a result of high-risk/high-reward play, because it is observed with players who have both the advantage and disadvantage.

https://www.google.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bv21bE9PWtE&t=7413s
https://images.app.goo.gl/ZBzefnnk9EbgPf4V8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=krzf1hkFAZA
https://images.app.goo.gl/BQDtJq5xPqQ5wZoq8
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mMlD7TJJc4e6WipUeIVHDMKxmxsWWcSWvO1G9HnHisM/edit#heading=h.wwvt1ufaiez
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1W7pPe-gPoM2qFeEWONJ5UxYo-9iNE3swjiPBHebe-rg/edit
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/12cT2bH0v8YY-OI0SH6uLdwVnlskvMfms
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Ch-44: Tempr-bl H2S3: $'s neglect:
It's just part of the package. If you were going to have this canine-like thing and be selected
for being scared of humans, functioning in packs, having a fairly aggressive temperament,
you're going to wind up looking like a wolf after a while. Dr. Robert Sapolsky, Stanford
biologist on the genetic correlation between behavior and appearance r: “7. Behavioral
Genetics II” 2/1/11: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RG5fN6KrDJE Pictured: an Eastern
wolf, sourced Holly Kuchera iStock. $’s neglect is a form of temperament blindness in
which a player is primed to occupy an emotional state of aggression # and, in the

process of carrying out an attack, with effect directing forward into the e-camp, one is susceptible to
missing the opponent’s attacks into one’s own camp, and this is, at least half the time #,
accompanied by the board position manifestation of overextension ref: <ch. 55> Fin-script <Britannica,
Icarus>: Needless to say, Minos was angry at that turn of events, and he shut Daedalus and his son |
Icarus in the Labyrinth. Pasiphae, however, released him. Unable to sail away, because Minos
controlled the ships, Daedalus fashioned | wings of wax | and feathers <merger!> for himself and for
Icarus and escaped to Sicily <r: ch-53 H2S4 H3S7, Sicilian | Defense> using the wings. Icarus, however,
flew too near the Sun, his wings | melted, and he fell into the sea and drowned. The island on which his body was washed | ashore was
later named Icaria. Minos pursued Daedalus to Sicily and was killed there by the daughters of Cocalus, the king of the | Sicani, with whom
Daedalus was staying. (D, b Jacob Peter Gowy <1610 - 1644/64?>, Flemish | Baroque painter The Flight of Icarus a-r>

H2S3 H3S1: In depth: high-rated Puzzle Storm tactics that
counter-kek $’s neglect:
// Do a few rounds of PS and find examples of attacker’s neglect.

H2S3 H3S2: In depth: a thematic cntr-$ in the Sicilian Dragon keks the
a.n move f-Nxd5 ?
48:46 https://youtu.be/ithlCXRFAYE “a move like Nxd5 only works if we've figured out the counter attacks” Nxd5 fatally # clears the g7-b2
diagonal allowing Rxb2+ a temp sacrifice <x-ref> capture <+1> attraction <x-ref> to pull the s-K into a clearance check target sq, and the
clearance check <x-ref> comes with an attackscovery <x-ref> of the Q

H2S3 H3S3: $ing without prep, psychological $r’s neglect x b-p chess:
The psychological temperament of attacker’s neglect can ultimately manifest in the board position as an
attack that is inadequately prepared, as covered in The Complete Manual of Positional Chess Vol-1, ch-7.
Pictured: FM Steve Giddins, a prolific chess author and translator of the English version of The Complete
Manual. Citation <MLA-9>: Giddins, Steve, Landa, Konstantin, Sakaev, Konstantin. The Complete Manual of
Positional Chess: The Russian Chess School 2.0. New in Chess, 2016. One should not launch an attack
when one has not completed development. Or, at least, one should be well ahead of the opponent in this
regard. After all, defense is easier, so one needs to have some basis for the attack, some superiority | in
forces. Pg - 62. // include an in depth example at some point from ch-7 of the positional manual and / or take
a look at the Kasparov game in additional resources.

Ch-44 Tempr-bl H2S4: Complexity aversion:
X-ref: <ch. 45: complexity asymmetry> Complexity aversion is a common problem in novice, beginner, and even intermediate players,
particularly younger ones, due to an aversion to the | | feeling of | strain | that comes with a heightening # of complexity in the board position.
Increased complexity means that one has to expend additional mental resources to processing all of the effect, threats, and mobilities of zi on
board #, calculate more critical variations, among other factors ref: <ch. 45 CA H3S1: Metric Complexity> There are several irrational
responses to an increase in complexity that together constitute the psychological bias of complexity aversion.

H2S4 H3S1: Impulsivity:
⭐ EZ Directive: Impulsivity is a form of complexity aversion in which a player makes a capture that liquidates capture tension, a form of
complexity, due to an evaluation that a resulting b-p with that capture on board would be too time consuming to calculate, leading to the
potential of suboptimal objective moves.

Ch-44 Tempr-bl H2S5: A balanced | temperament:
X-ref: <ch. 41: FC> A balanced temperament is achieved by grounding oneself in objectivity, but not losing one’s temperaments entirely.
Temperaments are emotional states that do not in themselves contain weakness, and they can be considered as tools; tools can only harm
the user # if they are misused. A healthy dose of taking on an aggressive state can help one establish a psychological priming criteria # for
powerful attacking moves, for instance, lifting such moves higher in one’s prioritization hierarchy rationally in a b.p in which objective
aggression is justified via objective evaluation. |=P The key is to not allow the state in itself # be the sole factor in one’s decision, and to back
up the ideas generated from the state with objective consideration of variations as well as evaluations of the resulting b.p <ref: ch. 12 eval>
|=P Evidence of a balanced temperament will surface not only within a player’s psychology, but in the types of structures and plans one takes
on in the b.p, as well as one’s time investment decisions <ref: ch. 57>; a player with a matured temperament will make calculated investments
and even allot extra time in positions in which, through experience, one has become aware that one may be susceptible to a t.b, using that
extra time to allow one’s mind to return to an objective state. In depth: rational | aggression in Shirov’s Fire on Board x the Greek Gift |
Sacrifice #: https://www.amazon.com/Fire-Board-Shirovs-Best-Games/dp/1857441508 ^ cover this, using an example of the greek gift

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RG5fN6KrDJE
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/18C9VHEeiDrDpmOk_xJxP-DwGsDruv6BL
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Icarus-Greek-mythology
https://www.britannica.com/dictionary/Labyrinth
https://www.britannica.com/place/Sicily
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mMlD7TJJc4e6WipUeIVHDMKxmxsWWcSWvO1G9HnHisM/edit#heading=h.wwvt1ufaiez
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Sicani
https://youtu.be/ithlCXRFAYE
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1rQ5u1Isu1TsiRhMd5YL0qx2l0Ad6oDaU
https://emojipedia.org/star/
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/17lMIcE3io1k2ywhCyEHbDJ6loU101zSj
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/16t7ickzEhB97qgrAGGZwpJhYTVv6v3LG
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/10EfGj_e-ICyJIcRhMJbkmVGqHfMuvPzU
https://www.amazon.com/Fire-Board-Shirovs-Best-Games/dp/1857441508
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sacrifice Add an example from one of GM Larry Christiansen’s books as well, such as “rocking the ramparts”. In depth 2: patient | defense by
GM Pentala Harikrishna: Rewatch the practical endgame videos on CoChess and cite in section. In depth 2: the penultimate balanced |
chess mind: a study of International Master | John Bartholomew: Analyze this game: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qXv_i98bY98.

Ch-44 Tempr-bl exercises:
Assassination in 1:
Ex-1 [800]:

R: Ex-2:

L: Ex-3: Our f.d1-R is under attack by our opponent, but is this a time to
defend or seek counter attack? Adjust your psychology to this position #

Ex-4: [1,200]

Word problems #
Ex-5: In ch-44 H2S3, authors GMs Konstanins Landa, Sakaev make the
claim that a superiority of forces is required to win an attack, much like in
the game Risk, because “defense is easier”. This is because:

a) Forces prepared for attack might not be prepared to face
a counter-attack in one’s own camp.

b) The defensive side has numerous options at his disposal,
such as counter-attack, prophylaxis, and complication.

c) Defensive effect is not counted toward a zi’s mobility
unless a capture is made, which means that it counts as
eff +2

d) The attacking side often has to sacrifice to break through,
which means the defense can always return material.

e) a, b, and d)

Ex-6: [2,500]: Averbakh<a-r, pg-3>: The bishop is a long-range | piece,
and can restraint a P from afar, by attacking the sq in front of it. The side
with the P can win, only in two exceptional cases: 1) If the bishop is
prevented, either by its own K or the opposing-K, from stopping the P 2) If

the P can cross a sq of the color of the e-B before the B can attack that sq.
Otten: It appears that Black can easily stop the P by 1…Be3<cont-a6!>,
but it is f-move:[800]

R: Ex-7: <Beim, a-r>: Black’s difficulties are obvious. Not only is he a
pawn down, but his King is cut off along the 6th rank, both his pawns are
isolated, and he urgently needs to do something about White’s threat of c4,
followed by Kf4. His only real compensation, for all this, seems to be his
passed a-pawn, but another big question is how strong his counterplay,
with this pawn, will be. Game: Schlechter vs Lasker, Vienna 2010<a-r>:

Ex-8: Fin.v-6

Assassination in 3+:

L: Ex-9: Psychologically, F has just
stunned us by counter-sacking a N on
d5 #
Which temperament should we
elicit here? Find the assass in 3.

Ex-10: [1,850]

L: Ex-11: [2,050]

Ex-12:

Tempr mergers:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qXv_i98bY98
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Ex-13:

R: Ex-14: [2,000]

Ex-15:

R: Ex-16:

Ex-17: Game: KingofGyros <2022> vs
AmazingFilms1971, Yakun <1996>,
LiChess late 2021

Passivity bias x
complexity
aversion:

Ex-18: [3,000]: “Aquatic Breathing”: <r: ch-14>

Ex-19: [3,000] “Two-finger touch”

Ex-20: [2,000]

Solutions:
Ex-1:
Avoid falling into passivity bias
here; although s has just captured
in our garden #, <ref: ch. 2 M&BS
H2S1 H3S3 H4S1>, the e3.sq
remains fully within our control
according to an objective effect

analysis:

An effect diagram of the e3.sq
shows f control <2:1> # Therefore,
the assass move is 22. Bxe3 !,
note that f.Rxe3 fails to 22…Nxe3
(-5 + 2 = -3), which recuperates #
an exchange for s. On the other
hand, 22…Nxe3 (-3 + 2 = -1)
following f.Bxe3 leads to an even
exchange of minors. Fin. Ref:
https://www.chess.com/game
/live/43551630237.

Ex-2: 15. Qxb7 (+1) ! with a noble assass inevitable in ply 3 <assass, 1, 3>
Our f1-R looks endangered but <2:2>🔵

Ex-3: This is a position from a game that I played against Joseph Clayton at
the 51st Continental Open in Sturbridge, Massachusetts for my 3rd win in a
row in round 4. Joseph went on to finish 19th in our section at the event,
while I finished 13th, after dropping my last 2 games from 3rd.
Colors are reversed here, which means that this is a real-bp from the
game in which I had just blundered, but Joseph missed the tactic as
well and played 19. Ba4+ ? Kf7 20. F3 $g4-B , which passively
defends <r: ch-44 H2S2> against the piece check of the f.d1-R.
Joseph was using the simple heuristic “If I’m under attack, I just
need to get rid of the attack” which works many times, but is not best
here, because 18…Bg4 ? removes a critical defender of the d5-P,
which is <3:2> in the resulting b-p of the move #
F can therefore leap ahead with 19. Nxd5 (+1) ! , a difficult move to
find because it requires a switch in | psychology from the initial
shock of “I’m under attack, oh no😲” to “oh wait, but I may have an
opportunity😤”. Like an athlete’s recovery time, making this
psychological switch takes time in accordance with one’s biology, as
different psychological states involve different balances of hormones
in the body, and this is a biochemical event <r: ch-14>
I record time stamps for all of my games, and I can report that it took
Joseph 2 minutes, not much time in a standard TC game, to play 19.
Ba4+ ?, and this amount of time may not have been enough for a
1500 rated player # to make this psychological switch.
The b-p reason that 19. Nxd5 (+1) ! works is due to the fact that # f
has a capture continuation in this multi-cap sequence at f6, and that
capture is with a check. 19…Bxd1 (-5 + 1 = -4) 20. Nxf6+ (+3 - 4 =
-1) ! and a second key point here # is that the f.b3-B’s check effect
along the b3 / h8 has been cleared by the 2 move sequence to
capture the interposing d5-P and subsequently clear the N from d5,
which means that # the s.e8-K cannot step into the f7 K attack sq of
the f.f6-N to avenge the capture. This property allows the N to avoid
capture, while the s.d1-B will be captured after 20…Kf8 21. Qxd1
(+3 - 1 = +2) !
M-d evaluation of the resulting b-p of this multi-cap sequence shows
that f has gained 2 minors + a P for a R for a net gain of 2 m-v # Fin.

Ex-4: https://lichess.org/AUaqeCto/black#32
17. Bxe7<1:2><+1>$$.f8-R! Qc8<run$>; if Rxe7<-3>? 18.
Qxd8!<cap-🛡> Rxd8 19. Rxe7<+5> 18. Bxf8<+5> Bxe5<-3> 19.
Dxe5 Kxf8<-3+4=+1> Fin.v-5

Ex-5: All answers are correct except c), which is simply nonsense #;
therefore, the answer is e)

Ex-6: MIC: 1. Ke4<cont-e3, f4!>, a powerful-mo that single-handedly
deprives both sqs from which # the e-B can cont an adv-sq of the P. If the
B attempts to switch | vectors Averbakh: 1…Bh4<thr-Bg3/f2!>, then 2.
Kf3<cont.g3-f2>! lands in the dominant-sq # which conts those 2, and still,
the last 2 #, and the B has no more vectors to repeat #, due to the int.f6-K.
Fin.v-5

Ex-7: Beim: 54…Re4!! This looks both startling and incomprehensible:
MIC: This move is incredibly | deep, and is indicative of one, being
Lasker, who has a profound | endgame knowledge. The idea is to disable
f’s key idea c4<promo-🕑=4>, because if in the case 55. C4! <Marco>
a4! 56. Rc7+ Kf6 57. C5! Rc4$.c5-P<1:1>! 58. Ke3 a3! and f is stuck; the
K.side-Ps cannot progress without the K’s support, and the a3-blastocyst
will require the R to stop, but, necessarily, this R will lose defense # of the
c-P; if 59. Kd3$?? Ra4🛡 wins for s. Beim: It isn’t hard to see that the
decisive | role in these variations, is played by the active f-K, cooperating
splendidly with the R. Meanwhile, it’s black counterpart is hardly |
influencing events at all. To alter this state of affairs radically, Black is
prepared to part with a second P, his passed-P, no less. Fin.v-5

Ex-8: Fin.v-6

Ex-9:
In this position, it’s easy to let our mind get crazy by considering too
many possible continuations, due to our initial psychological attack
and now, seeing that our opponent is willing to strike back tactically,

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_m6MMvzEQsmU_76awRbVKDVfWaQqp1Q80gqrR18OO8c/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hA9VqIjP5BQYF79q4boLnzfohn8r2mio36xKE8dBK5c/edit#heading=h.t926bb7p87dt
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hA9VqIjP5BQYF79q4boLnzfohn8r2mio36xKE8dBK5c/edit#heading=h.t926bb7p87dt
https://www.chess.com/game/live/43551630237
https://www.chess.com/game/live/43551630237
https://emojiterra.com/blue-circle/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mHwDytd2Lyy9CJ8FsqV5bl0uPr6whikBTWoYLtpcAWY/edit
https://hotemoji.com/shocked-emoji.html#:~:text=%F0%9F%98%B2%20Meaning%20%E2%80%93%20Astonished%20Face%20Emoji,shock%2C%20surprise%20or%20utter%20disbelief.
https://emojipedia.org/face-with-steam-from-nose/
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/16jNstt1v-KGpROjWZeGITFkyWbtkpgc9
https://lichess.org/AUaqeCto/black#32
https://emojipedia.org/shield/
https://emojiterra.com/two-oclock/
https://emojipedia.org/shield/
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blow for blow. |=P Of course, we want to have a well-balanced
temperament, and this is what the assassination paradigm helps us
to do: let’s just focus on ending the sequence up in material count.
|=P We should avoid attacker’s neglect and resolve any
vulnerabilities in our position, as well as passivity bias, despite being
counter-punched and stunned. |=P Logic is the best persona from
<r: ch-44 H2S1> to elicit.
20…exd5 (+3) 21. Bxd4 (-3, 0) Bxd4 (+3) 22. Exd4 (-3, 0) Qxd4
(+1) <assass>
This position is from a game that I played against Allan Liddell
Johnson <USCF ~ 1780> at the 2nd annual Niagara Falls Open.
Starting FEN: 2r1r1k1/q2n1pbp/p3p1p1/1p1N4/
3n1PP1/1P2P1QP/PB3RB1/5RK1 b - - 0 20

Ex-10: https://lichess.org/AUaqeCto/black#41
21…e5<1:2>$.e-$! 22. dxe5<1:1> Rc5<1:1>$$! 23. Qa3<run$>
Rxe5<+1>, a v.a-assass, as s has traded off his doubled.e-P.
Fin.v-5

Ex-11: https://lichess.org/AUaqeCto/black#57
29…Qe4$.f4-B<1:0.5>! 30. Qb4<1:1>(🛡) Kh7 31. g3<1:2>!
a5<1:1>$! 32. Qxe4<forced> fxe4<v.a-assass>, as this resolves one
of two crumbling | problems | s had, with K-safety, allowing him to
deal with the d6-blastocyst, and draw. Fin.v-5

Ex-12:

Ex-13:
-1.5 Qe7, a5, Rc8, Re8, Rb8 -1.0 d-27 SF 14 + NNUE
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47043601307
The only move to avoid here is the impulsive capture 19…exf4 ?,
which allows 20. Nxf4 => e6+$$ !

Ex-14:
24. Qxd6 (+1) is the best that f can salvage from this noble down
situation objectively, and pushing more is a form of attacker’s
neglect -0.98 w/ 1.0 o-n d-28 Komodo 2706.
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47368246655?tab=revie
w

Ex-15:
26…Nd5 0.0 d-36 SF 14+ NNUE w/ 0.3 o-n !
Cramped in space <x> and with our hangtacked <x> a5-P under
attack, we need to free up actively and seek an exchange of queens
m-d = 0. Same game as ex-14.

Ex-16: Temperament x ch-15 calculation <hl>. “There is no guessing in
chess; you have to calculate” - WFM Tihana Ivekovic <FIDE = 2083>
during a 2021 CU Spring lecture. There is nothing stopping us from simply
playing 8…Bxc5 (+1) 0.0 w/ 2.0 o-n : https://lichess.org/InK7NCy4/black

Ex-17: https://lichess.org/3G9v9H6B/black Attacker’s neglect H2S3 is
common in material up situations, allowing opportunity for swindles ch-48
H2S3 <hl> but a swindle from a winning position can either salvage a draw
of a counter win and in this case, the result is up to s: 35…Rf8 <int +>
permits a threefold repetition draw as f alternates between threatening a
windmill and back rank mate d7/8 whereas 35…Kh7? <only other> 36.
Kh8# 1-0.

Ex-18: 16. Bc5 ! 3.5 w/ 1.6 o-n d-24 SF-14+ NNUE ! Bxc5 (-3) 17. Dxc5
3.5 w/ 2.1 o-n ! Bxh3 18. Qxh3 https://lichess.org/moEMi8DJ/white

Ex-19: 25. Bxb4 (0) Bxb4 (-3) 26. Qxb4 (0) <recoup!> Rc8 <run $> and
the s.a7-P will fall <assass, +1> ! In contrast, 25. Bxa8 <+5>, the
highest-value capture in the b-p, is in fact incorrect due to a very specific |
reason which is revealed as the line | unfolds: 25…Qxa8 <-3> 26. Bxb4
(+3) Bxb4 <-1, tot> and now if 27. Qxd3 <+2> Bxe1 <-5> ! equalizes |
material but s has two dangerous Q-side pps and 28. Rxe1 <0> Qf3! -5
SF14+ d-45 NNUE is additionally a dangerous Q-penetration that
endangers the f.h3-P, while if 27. Qxb4 <+2> ??, played in the game
27…Qf3 ! accelerates the countdown to this move, and here the game
continued 28. Qd2 ?? Qg3+ ! with mate in 2 to follow. Game:
https://lichess.org/Q7RHOITW#56 ICC x USCF online tournament, rated
otb 6/11/22 rd-5, Yakun Hu as f. Complexity | aversion is a form of
passivity of the mind, and can lead to attacker’s | neglect in the form of
rashness. Fin-v1.

Ex-20: 8. Bf4 ! 2.04 w/ 0.4 o-n d-27 K-2901; f has a pawn, but a
development deficit, as his f.c6-Q is u-i <ch-54> and therefore
over-eagerness in the form of 8. Nxd5? fails to 8…Rc8 <1:1.5> $ ! 9. Qb7
Bxd5 10. Qxd5 <+1> Bb4+ 11. Kd1 <run +> :( 0.7-ev. On the other hand
# over-reservedness in this still-sharp b-p will also fail to simple
developing moves by s, creating counter-thrs.
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50103542161

Additional resources:
Larry Christiansen vs Garry Kasparov : King's Indian Defense: 4
Pawns Attack (E76), analyzed by CM Tryfon “kingscrusher”
Gavriel. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MztUc8zhmfU

- White’s 11th move is a notable example of attacker’s
neglect, positionally - GMs Landa & Sakaev.

Walker, Jearl. Fundamentals of Physics. John Wiley & Sons, 2008.
“Icarus.” Encyclopædia Britannica, Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc.,
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Icarus-Greek-mythology. Gowy,
Jacob Peter. The Fall of Icarus. 1635, Museo del Prado, Madrid.
Jung, C. G., and Hull R F C. The Archetypes and the Collective
Unconscious. Princeton University Press, 1969.
Face to Face | Carl Gustav Jung (1959) HQ - Youtube.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2AMu-G51yTY.
Mcleod, Saul. “Carl Jung.” Carl Jung | Simply Psychology, 1 Jan.
1970, https://www.simplypsychology.org/carl-jung.html.

- He has recently worked as a psychology teaching
assistant for The University of Manchester, Division of
Neuroscience & Experimental Psychology. He has
been published in psychology journals including Clinical
Psychology, and the Journal of Social and Personal
Relationships. https://orcid.org/0000-0001-7886-910X,
10k+ citations including 8k since ‘16, h-index 43.

Jung, C. G. (1933). Modern | man in search of his soul.
Jung, C. G. (1947). On the Nature of the Psyche. London: Ark |
Paperbacks.
Jung, C. G. (1948). The phenomenology of the spirit in fairy | tales.
The Archetypes and the Collective Unconscious, 9(Part 1), 207-254.
Jung, C. G. (1953). Collected works. Vol. 12. Psychology and
alchemy.
Goldowsky , Howard. “How to Catch a Chess Cheater: Ken Regan
<Chess IM> Finds Moves out of Mind.” US Chess Federation, 1
June 2014,
http://www.uschess.org/index.php/June/How-To-Catch-A-Chess-Che
ater-Ken-Regan-Finds-Moves-Out-Of-Mind.html.
Agur, Elie. Bobby Fischer: His Approach to Chess. Everyman
Publishers, 2002.
Averbakh, Yuri, and Vitaly Chekhover. Comprehensive Chess
Endings. Vol. 1, Pergamon Press, 1983.
Beim, Valeri. How to Play Dynamic Chess. Gambit, 2004.
Schlechter, Carl, and Emanuel Lasker. “Spanish Game: Berlin
Defense. Improved Steinitz Defense (C66).” Carl Schlechter vs
Emanuel Lasker World Championship Match, Vienna AUH, Rd 1, 7
Jan. 1910,
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1121157.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_JlmFKfjfg6FwMDA7Q9z8am1dnNAVxEEGi4W_Atgl_4/edit
https://lichess.org/AUaqeCto/black#41
https://lichess.org/AUaqeCto/black#57
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47043601307
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47368246655?tab=review
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47368246655?tab=review
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hg4vLP4gEO95j0fjaAFuzRGuLRzLXCukirEGEc8nF9I/edit
https://lichess.org/InK7NCy4/black
https://lichess.org/3G9v9H6B/black
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Book-45: Complexity asymmetry: chapt-mn:
Finally, another feature of reductive systems like these is the really fancy ones that require blueprints. What do I mean by blueprints in this
case that already requires a notion of what the mature state is supposed to look like? Dr. Robert Sapolsky <b. 1957>, Stanford biology
professor 21. Chaos and Reductionism https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_njf8jwEGRo tl;dr: a mature system is an upkek of a reduced
system, and therefore the chapter to read before complexity asymmetry is ch-9: reductions <hl> // hu gambit game example from continental
or Riccardi x2 Every chess move can either increase, decrease or not affect the overall complexity of the board position and they may also do
so asymmetrically from the perspective of each player. When the perspectives of each player are taken into account, a move might increase
the complexity for one player and decrease it for another, increase it for both players, decrease for one but not the other, increase for one and
not affect the one of the other, and so forth. == Pawn breaks are types of thematic moves that almost always have an impact on complexity.
Generally, moving a pawn into a zone of tension will cause an increase in complexity by introducing additional effect. Moreover, every pawn
capture opens three lines: the rank and the file that were occupied by the pawn prior to its capture, the diagonal perpendicular to the direction
of capture as well as the square vacated by the pawn via the capture. Whenever there is pawn tension, there are at least two captures
possible, one by each player, and therefore the possibility of six different lines and two different squares opening up depending on which pawn
captures. If a pawn capture is followed up by a recapture by the enemy player, then there are even additional lines to consider. == The
aggregation of these future variations contribute to the perception of complexity in the present board position. One particular type of
thematic pawn break is known as the wedge move. The word wedge is a very advanced chess term that requires a definition that matches the
complexity of the move itself. Examples of wedge moves can be found in the Hu gambit as well as the Benoni defense where a naked | pawn
is thrust forward by two squares to challenge a pawn in an adjacent file. Wedge moves tend to have a violent impact on board position
complexity and increase it significantly for both sides and will also have a significant impact on the time expenditure of both sides in the
ensuing breaks. == A notable | example of a wedge | move in a game not of chess, was played by Lee Sodol in the fourth game of his match
against Google's AlphaGo in 2016. Lee Sodol, the best go player in the world at the time, a 9-dan professional from South Korea was down
3 to 0 in the match, a match that he would go on to lose 4 to 1. The match was fixed at five games and even after Google AlphaGo had
technically won the match, the remaining two games were still played and so the wedge move by Lee Sodol that ultimately secured his fourth
game win came out at a moment when it was already meaningless. Moreover, Lee was extremely down on time when he played that move.
The move is legendary in go because AlphaGo had evaluated the position as completely winning for itself, even after the wedge move was
played, but in the ensuing sequence, AlphaGo’s evaluation of the position dropped by several percentage points per move until it reached
zero, and Lee Sodol won the game. The move was one of utmost complexity and involved the placement of a stone dijacently from another
stone in a way that tore apart AlphaGo’s position. The scrambling of a computer via a wedge move is an objective justification of the move’s
effect on complexity and we should expect such an effect to carry over into chess as well being as the games share a fair amount in terms of
geometry. |=P Players can use wedge moves and other thematic moves, including but not exclusively pawn breaks, to manage the complexity
of chess games. Players can also prophylactically prevent such moves by the opponent if they want to maintain or decrease the complexity of
a game. These decisions should take into account not only what's happening in the board position, but also the time position as well as the
psychological positions of both players. For instance, the player who is down on time should generally opt for continuations of lower
complexity in which it is easier to find a move and in general, the difference between the top five or so moves is not significant. In sharp
positions of high complexity, the player with more time will be favored, because he has a higher chance of finding the correct continuations
while pressing the opponent into making mistakes. Therefore, if a player in time pressure has the option to choose between a number of
-value equivalent continuations, but one or a few that are lower complexity, he should generally opt in that direction.

⭐ Directive: When lacking attention capacity, one might end up doing something suboptimal, costly, dangerous, and long winded to
have less-E, as someone with more attention capacity. Collective a-c will always be more intelligent than individual #n-p <80%, 7/22>

Chapt-mn H3S1: Compl x entr:
Joker, The Dark Knight<1:50:21>: Introduce a little | anarchy, upset the established | order, and everything becomes chaos. I’m an agent
of chaos. Oh, and you know the thing about chaos? It’s fair. MIC: Generally | speaking, the rank x file chess board and the 3-dimensional
game right rectangular prism generated from its extension | into the depth dimension is a semi-closed system in which objects can easily exit,
via their removal during a capture event <r: ch. 2: D H3S2>, whereas entrance into the board from outside the closed system is rare, occurring
only, generally at most #, once per game during a promotion event. Entropy is a measure of the quantity of randomness in a system, or the
statistical probability that the existing state of the system exists if the system were completely randomized; however, entropy is not a measure
of all state as particulars, but rather, a cross measurement of the organizational | rarity of the state, not the system. Therefore, combined with
our knowledge of normal distribution <r: ch-51 H2S1 H3S1>, we can understand that highly organized systems are by definition rarer, and it is
this rarity that makes them improbable in entropic terms. Entropy is additionally associated with energy by the Gibbs free energy equation
<r: ch-3 Chapt-mn H3S3 H4S3, 8 foundational equations>, loosely defined as that there is an energetic | input required to put a system into a
state of higher order than disorder. Fin.

H3S1 H4S1: Open and closed chemical systems: // H3S1 H4S2: The definition of entropy in chemistry:
MIT entropy: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OjhZYx1FbhI Gibbs free energy | Delta H |
“When we have an increase in entropy it’s much more likely to be spontaneous” 11:55 not sure if
she said that // Entropy is a measure of the disorder of a system X-ref: ch. 42 - cluster
quantification // CU: Think about it this way: you can make random moves instantly, and a random
move will tend to increase complexity. In order to make a non-random move, you have to spend
time, and the time you spend allows you to make moves that decrease complexity. // This also
means that there are MORE moves that increase complexity than there are moves that decrease
complexity in chess. Is min complexity a metric of skill? Time is the input that decreases complexity
in chess b.p. // Gas has more entropy than liquid // Correspond entropy to phases in a chess game
<x-ref ch. 1>, whe

H3S1 H4S3: The definition of order in chemistry: Order is defined as the likelihood of the compl-state of a system in a normal | distribution.
Fin.
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H3S1 H4S4: Spontaneous and nonspontaneous reactions: In ch-3 Chapt-mn H3S3 H4S3 H5S6, Gibbs free energy equation, it was defined # that
spontaneity in chemical reactions is determined by the sign of delta G. However, as the measure of entropy, abbreviated as S, is an input in
the equation that defines delta G, it can be considered a factor, but not the sole | factor, in determining the sign of delta G and therefore the
spontaneity of chemical | reactions. Fin-v1.

H3S1 H4S5: The 3 laws of thermodynamics:
Material change occurs in nature at 3 levels <LDS 8/7/22 essay, H2S5 H3S6>: 1) at the level of phase changes, the most macro, and this
level is governed by the 3 laws of Newton <ch.26-Chapt-mn> 2) at the level of chemical reactions, the mid-level, and this level is governed
by these laws of thermodynamics, 3) at the level of nuclear reactions #n-p, the lowest-level, and this level is governed by the laws of
quantum mechanics, yet to be defined. <Drake><a-r>: Thermodynamics, science of the relationship between heat, work, temperature,
and energy. In broad terms, thermodynamics deals with the transfer of energy from one place to another and from one form to another.
The key | concept is that heat is a form of energy corresponding to a definite amount of mechanical work. Heat was not formally
recognized as a form of energy until about 17|98, when Count Rumford (Sir Benjamin Thompson), a British military engineer, noticed that
limitless amounts of heat could be generated in the boring of cannon barrels and that the amount of heat generated is proportional to
the work done in turning a blunt boring tool. The most important laws of thermodynamics are: H5S1, Drake: The zeroth law of
thermodynamics. When two systems are each in thermal equilibrium with a third system, the first two systems are in thermal equilibrium with
each other. This property makes it meaningful to use thermometers as the “third system” and to define a temperature scale. H5S2, Drake: The
first law of thermodynamics, or the law of conservation of energy. The change in a system’s internal energy is equal to the difference between
heat added to the system from its surroundings and work done by the system on its surroundings. H5S3, Drake: The second law of
thermodynamics. Heat does not flow spontaneously from a colder region to a hotter region, or, equivalently, heat at a given temperature
cannot be converted entirely into work. Consequently, the entropy of a closed system, or heat energy per unit temperature, increases over
time toward some maximum value. Thus, all closed systems tend toward an equilibrium state in which entropy is at a maximum, and no
energy is available to do useful work. H5S4, Drake: The third law of thermodynamics. The entropy of a perfect crystal of an element in its
most stable form tends to zero as the temperature approaches absolute zero. This allows an absolute scale for entropy to be established that,
from a statistical point of view, determines the degree of randomness or disorder in a system. Post: Ginsberg<a-r>: Kamerlingh
Onnes<Nobel Prize, 1913> found that the electrical resistivity of a mercury wire disappears | suddenly when it is cooled below a
temperature of about 4 K (−269 °C); absolute zero is 0 K, the temperature at which all | matter loses its disorder.

Chapt-mn H3S2: Chess complexity x software engineering, scrum:
MIC: Scrum is a very “magical” | process almost because it allows us to time estimate the solution to a problem to which the solution itself is
unknown. Because we quantify the complexity first before we solve the problem, and we know what our calculation capacity is <ref: where I
talk about calculation capacity I think with logs>, establish the theorem in a way that non-softwares can understand so even like scientists,
business people, and chess players can use them. == Chess gives you a visual way of quantifying complexity which solves the global,
multi-trillion dollar problem of meeting deadlines, building non-software teams that run scrum, and increasing productivity, decreasing time
waste, and this is taught in mic because quantifying complexity is a necessary procedure that people who want to run scrum need to be able
to do.

H4S1: Scrum enables us to solve problems of an elevated | complexity: MIC: The scrum | process allows human brains to offload the organizational |
complexity of working on an over-complexity problem to a tried-and-tested process. <Scrum.org>: Scrum is a framework within which people can
address complex | adaptive problems, while productively and creatively delivering products of the highest possible value.

H4S2: The Scrum collaborative | environment:
Scrum.org: In a nutshell, Scrum requires a Scrum Master to foster an environment where: 1) A Product Owner orders the work for a
complex problem into a Product Backlog 2) The Scrum Team turns a selection of the work into an Increment of value during a Sprint 3)

The Scrum Team and its stakeholders inspect
the results and adjust for the next | Sprint.
Repeat.

H4S3: The Scrum framework:
[D], via Scrum.org: Scrum implements the
scientific method of empiricism <#n-p>. Scrum
replaces a programmed | algorithmic |
approach with a heuristic one, with respect
for people and self-organization to deal with
unpredictability and solving complex
problems. MIC: I have 5 years of experience
working in agile development, as the CEO of
Distractify.com, which employed a full-time 20
engineering team, to build our custom-coded,
PHP-backend website. Scrum combines
pre-estimation, which helps limit time spend,
with a shortened | feedback loop, by the

process of incrementation and intermittent reviews, such that pivoting is possible.

H4S4: The Definition of Done:
See an example at <ch-41 H2S3 H3S1>. Madan <a-r>: When a Product Backlog item or an Increment is described as “Done”, one must
understand what ‘Done’ means. Although this may vary significantly for every Scrum Team, members must have a shared understanding of
what it means for work to be completed and to ensure transparency. This is the definition of ‘Done’ for the Scrum Team, and it is used to
assess when work is complete on the product Increment. In short, DoD is a shared understanding within the Scrum Team on what it takes
to make your Product Increment | releasable. The DoD consists of 3 main components: 1) Business or Functional requirements 2) Quality 3)
Non-Functional Requirements. MIC: The criteria for fulfillment of a DoD item is known as the acceptance criteria, analogous to a
condition <ch-7> in chess.

https://www.britannica.com/science/science
https://www.britannica.com/science/heat
https://www.britannica.com/science/work-physics
https://www.britannica.com/science/temperature
https://www.britannica.com/science/energy
https://www.britannica.com/dictionary/concept
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Sir-Benjamin-Thompson-Graf-von-Rumford
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H4S5: Technical debt:
Wolpers<a-r>: According to Wikipedia, “Technical debt (also known as design debt or code debt) is a concept | in software development
that reflects the implied cost of additional rework caused by choosing an easy solution now, instead of using a better approach that would
take longer.” MIC: Technical debt is one of the most | significant | crises facing the field of software development, which is far less mature
than other fields of architecture & engineering #n-p, as numerous | products in the consumer market, unbeknownst to consumers #sued,
such as Facebook, Snapchat, Instagram, and, to a lesser extent, Twitter, were built off of, essentially, hacked frameworks that were initially
assembled by college drop-outs. Experienced software developers, subsequently, were hired by these teenage hacks, and forced to labor
under them in a reversed | hierarchy, leading to genius implementations of bandaids, that, due to the weakness of the underlying
infrastructure, is unsustainable, analogous to building a space needle upon a pillar of sand. Wolpers<a-r>: The issue is that there is not just
the typical hack, the technical shortcut that is beneficial | today, but expensive | tomorrow that creates technical debt. (A not uncommon
tactic in feature factories). MIC: A feature factory is an over-funded | company, typically a venture startup, that attempts to | dominate the
market by, paradoxically, bloating its feature set, against a publicly-traded competitor, which is fiscally | irresponsible. The deeper problem,
however, as well as the fact that this behavior is supported, is a misunderstanding of startup, which is to reduce a significant | component
of a larger codebase. Wolpers’ advice to dealing with technical debt: H5S1: Be transparent about technical debt. Visualize existing
technical debt prominently so that everyone is constantly reminded of the nature of your code-base. Also, address the technical debt at the
Sprint Review events regularly so that the stakeholders are aware of the state of the application. MIC: Many human diseases which result
from overuse of the body, in various | ways, whether through excessive physical exertion, or mental / metabolic overload<a-r>, can be
conceived as a form of technical debt. The common resolution to such problems, are regular | checkups with a doctor. H5S2: Use code
metrics to track technical debt, for example, cyclomatic | complexity, code coverage, SQALE-rating, rule violations. (There are numerous
tools available for that purpose.) At least, count the number of bugs. H5S3: Pay down technical debt<a form of metabolic | recovery #n-p /
Turing, fbno, set> regularly every single sprint. Consider allocating 15 to 20 percent of the Development Team’s capacity each | Sprint to
handle refactoring and bug fixing. (Learn more: 19 Sprint Planning Anti-Patterns.) H5S4: Make sure that all tasks related to dealing with
technical debt are part of the Product Backlog—there is no shadow accounting in Scrum. H5S5: Adapt your definition of “Done” to meet
your understanding of product quality, for example, by defining code quality requirements that contribute to keeping technical debt at a
manageable level in the long run. H5S6: Create a standard procedure on how to handle | experiments that temporarily will introduce
technical debt to speed up the learning in a critical | field.

H4S6: Scrum x complexity:
MIC: Technical debt becomes additionally | problematic when combined with a complexity overload, resulting in an under-equipped |
engineering team, no longer able to update its own codebase, because the process of resolving the debt itself is past the complexity
threshold of the team. By definition, any engineering team that can fall into such a trap has no calibration to complexity, and, therefore, the
problem will arrive before it is known, and then, it will be too late. This issue has caused no less than half of all VC-startup deaths. //v5-cont.

Chapt-mn H3S3: Nat-selection as a form of comp #n-p:
MIC: The extrapolated paradigm of existing structures as solutions to problems is a powerful paradigm, that 1) facilitates our
understanding of the hierarchy of existence, 2) increases the utility of certain structures, pre-existing in nature #, and 3) allows us to apply
the paradigm of complexity quantification to evolutionary biology #n.p-2. All of these can lead to tremendous discoveries, and
innovations, which will increase 1) energy efficiency, 2) increase human lifespan, and 3) permit the construction of new, bio-infused
architectural designs, and the toolset for such undertakings have been gifted to us, by God, in the products of natural selection, all around us.
Shimomura <2012, a-r>: <pg-2>: The luciferin-luciferase reaction <produces light luminescence in 560 nm wavelength, yellow-green:
Kalvelyte 2017, a-r> of fireflies was first demonstrated by Harvey (1917), although the light observed was weak and short-lasting. Thirty
years after Harvey’s discovery, McElroy (1947) made a crucial breakthrough in the study of firefly bioluminescence. He found that the
light-emitting reaction requires ATP as a cofactor. The addition of ATP to the mixtures of luciferin and luciferase resulted in a bright,
long-lasting luminescence. It was not a simple experiment, because ATP was not commercially available, at the time. McElroy prepared ATP
from rabbit muscles. The discovery of the factor ATP was extremely important indeed, and it cleared the way for the spectacular, rapid
progress in the chemical study of firefly bioluminescence. In 1949, McElroy and Strehler found that the luminescence reaction requires
MG2+ in addition to luciferin, luciferase, and ATP. MIC: On a catamaran sailing trip in Croatia, ‘18, Emerson Spartz <ch-100> and I
discussed the notion that natural selection applies not only to living things, but also non-living things. This is plainly obvious, first and
foremost, as viruses do not fulfill the criteria for life in biology, and yet, they evolve faster than any living thing # The chemical composition of
our solar system, for instance, is also undergoing a form of natural selection; as the Sun continues to generate heat via nuclear fusion, which
combines atomic nuclei to form larger molecules, there is an anti-selection for hydrogen, and an up-selection for helium. Energy levels
and favorability drives natural selection of elements, and it would be interesting to investigate, for those with both a chemistry and biology
background, like Dr. Shimomura, the degree to which the factors of selection in basic chemistry, also apply to higher level, biological
organisms #n.p-3. Shimomura <a-r, pg-6>: The crystals <of crystalline luciferin> are microscopic needles, which melt with decomposition
at 205-210°C (Bitler and McElroy, 1957). It is a quite stable luciferin compared with some other luciferins, such as Cypridina luciferin and the
luciferins of krill and dinoflagellates. It is not significantly affected by 10 mM <mili-molar> H2SO4 <sulfuric acid> and 10mM NaOH
<sodium hydroxide> at room temperature, in air. The molar absorption coefficient of the 328 nm peak in acidic solutions and that of the
384 nm peak in basic solutions are both 18,200 (Morton et al.,1969). Luciferin <pg xxi: an organic compound that exists in a luminous
organism, that provides the energy for light emission by being oxidized, normally in the presence of a specific luciferase> is fluorescent
<emitting radiation from receiving shorter-wavelength incident radiation, Oxford-lang>, showing an emission maximum at 537 nm in both
acidic and basic conditions, although the intensity of the fluorescence is lower in acidic solution than in basic solution (fluorescence
quantum yields <Villamena 2017: the ratio of emitted photos over absorbed photons>: 0.62 in basic, and 0.25 in acidic solution; Morton
et al., 1969) MIC: By these arguments, natural selection has been occurring since the very beginning of the Universe, 13.7 billion odd years
ago, and the computing mass that has been applied to this, is the mass of the entire Universe. In comparison, we have been applying
computation with approximately 300 billion pounds of biomass, (100 billion humans, all time, * 3 pounds per brain), for about 6,000 years of
recorded history, and the contribution of computers, to even this, is insignificant. All in all, the amount of computation, in terms of bytes
computed, by humans, and our machines, is an infinitesimal fraction of the total computation that has occurred in the Universe #n.p-4,
and this paradigm is vital for science, because it causes us not to overlook the incredible complexity of solutions that already exist. Without
this paradigm, we may spend upwards of a million years, using our most sophisticated super-computers, to re-create even a single physical
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feature of an organism that has, for instance, undergone 600 million years of natural selection. Shimomura <a-r, post pg-277>: Airth’s
group studied further details of the luciferin-luciferase reaction using the luciferin preparation obtained from Armillaria mellea and the
luciferase preparation obtained from a species identified by them as Collybia velutipes, and they formulated the following schemes to
describe the luciferin-luciferase reaction of fungi (Airth and Foerster, 1962, 1964; not equated). Ln + NADH + H+ =<soluble-enzyme>> LnH2
+ NAD+ Step 2: LnH2 + O2 =<Particulate luciferase>> Ln + H2O + Light, where Ln = Luciferase, an electron acceptor <oxidizing agent,
reduced - Wikipedia>. MIC, post: In ch-8, we discussed the line of reasoning that claims that all chess strategies can be retraced, as
deductions from the rules of the game. Analogously, all physical structures, being as they are solutions to problems, can be traced back
to the principle constants <ch-4 Chapt-mn H3S2 H4S1> The very existence of atomic structures, for instance, can be conceived of as
solutions to the nuclear force, and this occurred very quickly in the timeline of the Universe; this clues us into the advantage of mass in
computation, as well as how sophisticated the later solutions must be. Other arrangements can be viewed as solutions to the
gravitational force, the problem of electromagnetic radiation, the problem of scarcity, the problem of entropy, and other “truths” that
are inherent to our physical existence. As humans, we were born into a life situation in which these problems have already been solved, at
the very level of chemical bonds, DNA / transcription / translation, such that we can free up our mental space to play chess. Ponder that!

Ch-45: Compl-asym: H2S1: Metric | compl:
[Site "Chess.com iPhone"][Date "12/19/2021 11:56PM"][FEN rnbqkbnr/pppppppp/8/8/8/8/PPPPPPPP/RNBQKBNR w KQkq - 0 1][White
"JCHu222"][Black "kaliramna007"][Result "JCHu222 wins by Resignation"][WhiteElo "1341"][BlackElo "1402"] 1.d4 {3:02} d5 {3:01} 2.c4 {3:03}
Nf6 {3:02} 3.cxd5 {3:04} Qxd5 {3:02} 4.Nc3 {3:03} Qd8 {3:04} 5.e4 {3:02} b6 {3:02} 6.Bg5 {3:00} Bb7 {3:03} 7.d5 {2:56} e6 {3:02} 8.e5 {2:50}
Nxd5 {3:01} 9.Bxd8 {2:49}  {JCHu222 wins by Resignation} ”典型的例子”, a prototypical example, of a complexity asymmetry assassination. 8
methods for measuring # complexity: the quantification of | complexity is an ongoing problem of enormous complexity and significance in the
fields of Economics, Law, Physics, Chemistry, and Computer Science. Complexity can be defined as the number of bytes of processing
<r: ch-9 H2S3 H3S2> power required to solve a problem, and, in conjunction with the quantity of variation capacity <r: ch-19 H2S1 H3S5,
exponentiation> can be used the calculate the time required to solve a problem <r: ch-0 H2S7, history of chess, Lucena>. The ability to
quantify the amount of time to solve a problem for which there is no known yet solution is of tremendous importance to every field of
engineering <r: ch-15> and board games in general provide an ideal model system for the measurement of compl as well as the time required
to solve problems, which can subsequently be used to calc the var.capacity-IQ of an individual <r: ch-51 H2S3, Shannon’s number> Fin

H3S1: Total e�ect, mobility, and threats:
H4S4: Entropy shift #n.p-2:

Ref ch-45 intro: MIC: Every chess move can either increase, decrease or not affect the overall complexity of
the board position and they may also do so asymmetrically from the perspective of each player. When the
perspectives of each player are taken into account, a move might increase the complexity for one player and
decrease it for another, increase it for both players, decrease for one but not the other, increase for one and
not affect the one of the other, and so forth. == Pawn breaks are types of thematic moves that almost
always have an impact on complexity. Generally, moving a pawn into a zone of tension will cause an increase
in complexity by introducing additional effect. Moreover, every pawn capture opens three lines: the rank
and the file that were occupied by the pawn prior to its capture, the diagonal perpendicular to the direction of
capture as well as the square vacated by the pawn via the capture. Whenever there is pawn tension, there
are at least two captures possible, one by each player, and therefore the possibility of six different lines and
two different squares opening up depending on which pawn captures. If a pawn capture is followed up by a
recapture by the enemy player, then there are even additional lines to consider. [D, L]:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50473140823; more than one move wins here, as s is up 7 points

of material, but one move is clearly best when the vector of limiting | complexity, as this is a bullet game, in which time move is limited, and
it favors the b.p-disadvantaged player, even in certain situations, in which he is also down on time, as was the case here <:35s for s and :22s
for o>, to complicate, as complications increases the blunder rate, which equalizes chances, especially when the stake of blunders is
mate. For instance, if the s plays 25…Bb5 ?? <run $> 26. Qxb7# ! and this is a plausible mistake, since the s.d7-B is hangtacked in the i.b-p.
Understanding metric complexity of this type is a critical skill in optimizing | bullet rating, to the tune of a 10%, or around 200 point
improvement, as it salvages a significant proportion of swindied losses <ch-48 H2S3>. Here, the best move is 25…Qc8 <2.5:0>🛡.d7-B
<1:1> !🛡.b7-P <2:1.5>, which moves the s.c3-Q to a triply-defended sq, out of range of any f-minors, and holds everything together on the
Q-side, a significant | reduction in the calc-breadth required asymmetrically for s, as this is not a liquidation for both sides #np

⭐ Directive: By reducing auto-complexity, by taking away what the opponent wants to do, in an advantaged position, you also force
him to expend more clock time in at least # his next move. https://www.chess.com/game/live/50474332427

x-ref H3S7 H4S2: H5S1: Pedagogy: R: Ch-19 H2S6: the pedagogical chain #n-p: Basics: Higher rated players must have empathy for lower
rated players, because by having empathy, one can actually understand the mind of and the thinking processes of lower rated players, which
makes it more difficult to blunder while playing against them again. == A higher elo does not signify that one knows more about chess in every
single domain than a lower rated player, it is very possible for lower rated players to have a particular area in which they have studied more
than a player rated even higher than them. Empathy allows the higher rated player to strategically avoid those areas of expertise and instead,
with their greater total knowledge and thus ability to make lateral pivots <ref: lateral pivots Ch. 58> , maneuver the game as depth progresses
#defd into an area in which they are stronger. Ref: ch-47 H2S1: Operation state transfer <hl> While empathy allows the stronger player to win
and thereby achieve his rating goals, it also gives him an increased ability to teach the lower rated player by being able to give him the
necessary advice exactly when his brain needs it, bio chemically speaking. In turn, the lower rated player can psychologically force the higher
rated player to become more empathetic by occasionally catching him in an area of subpar expertise and costing him disproportionate rating
points by losing. == The property of the elo rating system to punish one significantly more full losing to a lower rated player is actually a pro
social feature and the human translation of this is that lack of empathy has a greater penalty even in chess rating than lack of skill. == Higher
rated players understand that it is not for lack of skill that they lose to a lower rated player, it is a lack of understanding of the lower rated
players intentions and mindset. == This mechanism of attachment between a higher rated player in his lower rated counterpart, for which he
must have empathy in order to progress even further beyond, and in the process, be able to better teach them and uplift them together #defd,

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50473140823?tab=review
https://emojipedia.org/shield/
https://emojipedia.org/shield/
https://www.chess.com/game/live/50474332427
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and subsequently the higher rated players own attachment, this time in the
role of the lower rated player with an even higher rated player, establishes a
chain that is the basic structure of the pedagogical chain. H5S2: The
physical | structure of chains: The distinct feature of a chain is that
generally, the length and the width between the individual links does not vary
as the entire chain moves in a certain direction together. Moreover, all but the
end pieces in a chain are connected to exactly 2 other links, while the two and
only two #defd end pieces are connected to one other link. == In addition to
the standardization of links and connectivity, there is also a degree of
infiltration between the boundaries of where one link begins and where
another ends. Indeed, in order for an individual circular unit to incorporate

itself into a chain, it has to on one hand surrender a part of its autonomy, in a psychological respect, but also physically allow the end of
another link to penetrate into its perimeter. See below: Left Ref: Gold Chain stock photo from https://www.123rf.com/stock-photo/
gold_chain.html. Right Ref: Individual chain link, pictured with that same chain link incorporated into a mini-chain. <hyperlink, ETSY.com>
H5S3: Architecture: R: ch-45 CM H3S2 H4S1: MIC: The scrum | process allows human brains to offload the organizational | complexity of
working on an over-complexity problem to a tried-and-tested process. <Scrum.org>: Scrum is a framework within which people can address
complex | adaptive problems, while productively and creatively delivering products of the highest possible value. H5S4: Social order: Hu,
Ch-41 H2S4 H3S3: The ability to be entirely self-sustaining is a higher order concept, an order of magnitude higher than any of the other
concepts in Genesis and also including as a necessary condition all others. McConkie<1915-85><a-r, ch-9>: “But with it all, man of
himself is not wholly self-sufficient. He is not to trust solely in his own strength, nor in the arm of flesh. The Lord is his Counselor and
Deliverer, upon whom he must rely for guidance, direction, and inspiration. If the great Creator had not stepped forward to redeem the
creatures of his creating, the whole plan of salvation would be void and the most perfect manifestations of self-reliance would have no
worth” (Mormon Doctrine, 2nd ed. [1966], 701–2). H5S5: City planning: Hu: City planning is architecture, but on the order of zoning,
infrastructure, and transportation Quote: Norman Foster <a-r><b-1935>. And in an industrialized society their buildings <16:28> probably
account for between 35% to 40% of the energy produced and consumed. And a similar amount is consumed in the infrastructure. H5S6:
Morality and intention: Hu: Morality, the programming | thereof, is the only method of manipulating entropy, in this list, that does not require
any external action. Proverbs.23-6,9<a-r>: 6 Eat thou not the bread of him that hath an evil eye, neither desire thou his dainty meats: 7 For
as he thinketh in his heart, so is he: Eat and drink, saith he to thee; but his heart is not with thee. 8 The morsel which thou hast eaten shalt
thou vomit up, and lose thy sweet words. quote Hu: It is no coincidence, that throughout the scriptures, the individuals bestowed
super-physical, quantum-mechanical | powers #n-p were, non-coincidentally, also those judged most morally | righteous by God. Hu: In
popular, folk | culture <a-r>, the notion that moral righteousness leads to 1) the acquisition of knowledge, as well as 2) the unlocking of
new abilities, is commonly | accepted. Stolworthy<a-r>: Markus suggested that, after Robert Downey Jr’s character discovered the news
in Captain America: Civil War, and with the pair settling their differences following Thanos’ destructive behavior, Cap was finally ready to
lift the weapon during Endgame‘s final battle. Whether he was worthy or able to lift the hammer, though, are two very different things. Last
year, Joe Russo<director, Avengers Endgame> claimed that Captain America had the power to lift Thor’s hammer in Age of Ulton, but
pretended he couldn’t to keep Thor happy.

H3S2: Calc-depth required:
// Find a 20+ calc position end-g in which you have to calc at least 20 mo further to figure out the 1st mo.

H3S3: Calc-breadth required:
MIC: In chess theory, it is known that, positions which seem to offer the prot many options, regardless of,
whether these options are all feasible, add significant | mental load. [D, L]:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50473140823; more than one move wins here, as s is up 7 points
of material, but one move is clearly best when the vector of limiting | complexity, as this is a bullet game,
in which time move is limited, and it favors the b.p-disadvantaged player, even in certain situations, in which
he is also down on time, as was the case here <:35s for s and :22s for o>, to complicate, as complications
increases the blunder rate, which equalizes chances, especially when the stake of blunders is mate. For
instance, if the s plays 25…Bb5 ?? <run $> 26. Qxb7# ! and this is a plausible mistake, since the s.d7-B is
hangtacked in the i.b-p. Understanding metric complexity of this type is a critical skill in optimizing | bullet
rating, to the tune of a 10%, or around 200 point improvement, as it salvages a significant proportion of

swindied losses <ch-48 H2S3>. Here, the best move is 25…Qc8 <2.5:0>🛡.d7-B <1:1> !🛡.b7-P <2:1.5>, which moves the s.c3-Q to a
triply-defended sq, out of range of any f-minors, and holds everything together on the Q-side, a significant | reduction in the calc-breadth
required asymmetrically for s, as this is not a liquidation for both sides #np

⭐ Directive: By reducing auto-complexity, by taking away what the opponent wants to do, in an advantaged position, you also force
him to expend more clock time in at least # his next move. https://www.chess.com/game/live/50474332427

H3S4: Total variation capacity required:
Ref: // my wyzant video

H3S5: Critical lines and forcing moves:
// captures, checks, and other reduction-accompanied moves can
reduce variation capacity requirement // this one is about the
NUMBER of critical lines and moves, not variance. In depth,
critical lines via high | f threatload: The position after 35. Qc4,
s-move. This position is another from my 4/13/22 game against
WIM Bianka Havanecz, which is referenced below in H3S8.

https://www.123rf.com/stock-photo/
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50473140823?tab=review
https://emojipedia.org/shield/
https://emojipedia.org/shield/
https://www.chess.com/game/live/50474332427
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The “show threat” feature in LiChess analysis indicates a highly perilous position with 3 mating threats for f. In this position, s is forced via the
mating threats to resolve them in the b.p-first,ply.  We were both in time pressure; 7.8s remaining for her, playing as f, me with 14.8s, and I
already blew a very strong winning position earlier with doubled rooks down the g-file in a King's Indian game. According to SF at d.22, s has
one move that leads to a resulting b.p <ref: ch. 2 Chapt-mn H3S1> that is evaluated at 0.0 <ref: ch. 12 H2S2>, while one other # move leads
to a resulting b.p that is evaluated at 1.5, and the rest of the moves are completely losing for s. |=P The m.d in the initial b.p is 0 nominally #,
but the material is imbalanced with an s R for an f N and 2 Ps. The only drawing move in this position, therefore, must 1) adequately deal with
the mating threats, 2) stop the e7-fetus from promotion, likely via capture at some point and 3) navigate favorably the imbalanced but
equivalent # material situation. With these parameters in mind, we can begin our analysis: // write more Ref:
https://lichess.org/VFmglmP5/black#69.

H3S6: Geometric diversity:

[D, 1]: 2. Rxg8+ Kxg8 3. Qf8+ M2 !
1R5k/p4p2/3Q1Prp/3bn3/
2p5/5qP1/P6P/1R4K1 b - - 0 1 [D, 2]: 39.
Qd8+ Qf8 <o-m> 40. Bd5+ <M3>
https://www.chess.com/analysis/
game/live/46855778785 [D, 3]: Missed
tactic: 23...Nxf4 -5.4 d-22 Ref:
https://lichess.org/VFmglmP5/black#45

H3S7: Multiple fronts
=| full, weaknesses:

Agur <ch-199> It is a well-known phenom that when a player has to choose between a number of winning options, the chance he will fail to
notice a slight (yet sometimes sig) diff between one cont and another grows, in proportion to the # of those options. X-ref ch-37 H2S1.

H3S8: Evaluation variance:
When different moves that can be played from a particular b.p
has a large variance in evaluation, as in, they can just as easily #
lead to a resulting b.p that is +7, +2, -4, or -10, then the position
is complex on this vector ref: <ch. 12 eval h2s2 h3s1> In depth:
falling for a trap in a maximally perilous full=| high
evaluation variance position: <ref: ch. 10 NT H2S6> X-ref: Hu
v. Covington, US Army <ch. 16  H2S8> L: The s.c6-B is a
monster after 17…Bc6 +3$ R: The evaluation panel in LiChess
analysis board browser Stockfish engine # following 17…Bc6 !
shows a position that is complex due to extreme evaluation
variance <ref: Ch-45 H2S1 H3S8>, as even the top 3 moves are
differentiated by W, D, L # 18. Nd6+ ?? In a perilous position still
rated as even by Stockfish 14 d.18, I fall for an insidious trap; this

demonstrates that not all even positions are equal, as this particular one was laden with traps, and therefore highly complex along the vector
of evaluation variance. Fin. // for now, for now # In depth 2:

F: WIM Havencz, 2257 FIDE vs S: Hu, 1573 USCF
LiChess, April 2022; 3+2 unrated Blitz game. “A besieged f.g-file in the KID.” https://lichess.org/VFmglmP5/black#37

The position after 24. Nd5 X-ref: <Ch. 22 LP H2S4>

In depth: a critical theoretical endgame with no drawing
potential: X-ref: <ch. 6 H2S1 H3S3> Game: u/itzyfan88 v.
u/JahnyErMjukur, 4/16/22 Chess.com.

// analyze this:

Ch-45: H2S2:
E�ciency:

// Nature demands efficiency.

H2S2 H3S1: Lifting
complexity ceiling:
MIC: A hard barrier to continual improvement is complexity ceiling, which is a physical limitation.
Analogous to a strength ceiling for athletes, there are limitations to other aspects of performance, ie the distance with which one can throw a
frisbee, until one improves core strength. Complexity ceiling is the “mental strength” version of a strength ceiling for physical athletes,
and is measured in terms of the maximum amount of information that one can process simultaneously. In chess, this ceiling, which can also be

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/46855778785
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/46855778785
https://lichess.org/VFmglmP5/black#45
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expressed as |=full attention capacity, a more comprehensive term that hints at the fact that what one can process simultaneously is more
than the traditional psychology definition of working memory, which is purely abstract, but also, includes the powerful, 50% visual
processing system, and its selective filtering and processing mechanisms # With the aid of retrieval <ch-20, ch-42>, attention capacity
can be expanded, as the v.p-s leverages mental models, retrieved from long-term storage, to perceive deeper levels of meaning, which
contain denser information, and yet, do not occupy more in working memory, as the units are same, but a much greater proportion of
information is carried in the sophistication of the filtration criteria <r: CU x Alex, LDS Williamsville 7/22> // space for external quote
<fbno> MIC: Although the v.p-s can be expanded #n-p, there are limits to this expansion #n.p-2, and those limits are related to the overall
cognitive load, and this is tricky, because I’m avoiding use of the term working memory, but, logically, our expansive definition of working
memory must have limits as well. Certain chess positions demand from us an overclock in our cognitive capacity, which can often be
achieved, temporarily, by meditating on a difficult puzzle, for instance, for extended periods of time. In this meditation, which can be up to 24
hours, using Chess-com’s puzzle trainer, one will retrieve a greater quantity of mental models from long-term memory, and more research is
needed, in order to determine how various types of protein synthetic timescales are factors in determining the rate of retrieval, including
any limitations, during such meditation periods. When an excessive amount of mental models have been retrieved, the brain will be placed
under novel cognitive load, analogous to weightlifters pushing their 1.r-m, and consolidation is forced in order to bear this new load, and
this is precisely when complexity ceiling increases can occur. // space for external quote MIC: The act of writing Material in Chess, in itself,
was a nearly 1 year meditation, incorporating the individual complexities of over 1,200 puzzle positions, at least half of which are 2,500 rated
or higher, and organizing them, a complexity in itself #n.p-3, into coherent chapters and sections.

H4S1: Insufficient complexity ceiling causes intentional blindness:
Google’s auto-correct attempts to correct my usage of intentional to “in-attentional”; I find this insertion of AI-wisdom, what little of it there is
<ch-15 H2S5>, to, in fact, be enlightening. Intentional blindness, indeed, is due to in-attention, as in, a lack of attention, capacity #np-shared.
As it was previously established, problems have an intrinsic | complexity ch-45 H2S1, and this can be measured and quantified in terms of
the time that is required for a supercomputer to solve it, once the parameters of the problem have been established by a human operator.
If this complexity is greater than the solver’s attention capacity, then the brain will subconsciously block out parts of the problem,
entering a probabilistic mode <#np> // space for external quote rather than a deductive mode. Answers given in probabilistic mode
cannot be backed up with a mathematical proof, but that doesn’t mean that they’re wrong. Analogously, when a weightlifter tries to lift a
boulder that contains more mass than he can handle, the muscles that are unprepared will give out, and the remaining active muscles are
susceptible to injury #np.

Ch-45: Compl-asym H2S3: Hu gambit theory:
My retired match record against Joseph Dominick, president of the UB Chess Club, is an interesting one. On Chess.com, from the account
/u/yakunhu, versus /u/Sparky_The_Dog, his handle on the website, I started out 0 - 9, essentially a complete wipe, akin to a 366 to 800 elo
gap, despite his USCF rating being only 100 points higher than mine. Then, when the match transitioned to LiChess and I played him on my
account AmazingFilms1971, I continued the match 3 - 0, stopping adoption, and all 3 games were played via the Hu Gambit. More research
needs to be conducted to “tease out” the degree to which the match performance was influenced by the website, time of year, username, etc.,
but I suspect the largest factor was my choice of opening. One other game was won by me as well, intermittently, as white, but between Hu
Gambit games, so I suspect the “spirit” of the opening was still in my mindset at the time.

H2S3 H3S1: In depth: ITZY Yeji v. Yakun Hu | [1200]:
Hockey 1-1-2022 “A God does not necessarily precede his assignment.”

Position after 2…f5 in the Sicilian: “Hu Gambit”. In this
position of the Sicilian Defense, Black / second strikes
immediately at first’s central presence on e4 in a literally
undefended square, a “gambit”, temporary to
permanent sacrifice of the pawn in order to alter the
opponent's structure for the worst. 3. Exf5 One of
several possible responses to a gambit, first chooses to
accept ie. capture the pawn and go up in material
difference. Alternatively, he could choose to decline the
gambit via 1) advancement of his pawn to e5, 2) offer a

counter-gambit, a property of gambits that can be exploited in that the gambit pawn and the opponent’s pawn are in capture opposition when
the gambit is established 3) solidify his pawn by defending it such that a capture in the gambit target square would result in a liquidation of
both pawns with a move like 3. d3. Presently, it is known in theory that 3. d3 is most likely the best objective response, with 3. exf5 almost
having been refuted entirely, along with alternatives that result in a knight capture on f5. 3...d5 Position after 3...d5 in the Hu’s Gambit
Accepted (HGA). Whereas 3...d6 is preferred in the event of 3...d5, second sees no need to hesitate in thrusting two steps forward when the
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former e-pawn does not oppose it via en passant trapture. == Moreover, clearance of d7 in the case of 3...d5 opens the c8 to h3 diagonal for
the c8 Bishop up to f5 by removing the last interposer along that line. 4. D4 Pushing forward with Sicilian theory allows the second to offer a
second gambit by refusing the defend the ...c5 pawn. 4...Bxf5 Development with tempo via capture. 5. dxc5 The second gambit accepted
usually indicates a nail in the coffin. [3] Position after 5. dxc5, Hu Gambit Accepted ...c5 second Gambit accepted (HGA ...c5A). Oddly enough,
the post-9th ply position of this game, the standard opening position for HGA ...c5A, resembles the starting position of Chinese Chess = 中国
象棋 with its porous pawn gaps as the opening. 5…e6 [4] An International Chess counter point, second defends his now vulnerable d5 pawn
diagonally. 6. Be3 Adding defensive effect to c5 to try to hold the gambit accepting pawn, but simply digging his grave further as that pawn
was never meant to be captured. R: Position after 6. Be3 and before 6...Qa5+, a mid turn bp. 6...Qa5+Fortunately, second has a method for
adding an over attacker with tempo using the a5 check square. Chinese translation by Alina Hu: 西西里棋局中2...f5之后的局面："胡氏弃兵"
。在西西里防御的这一局面中，黑方立即打击了白方在e4的中心位置，这是一种 "赌博"，临时到永久的牺牲黑兵，以改变对手的棋形结构，使其
陷入困境。3. Exf5 是对黑棋的其中一种可能的回应，第一种选择接受即:吃掉黑兵，并产生子力上的优势. 另外，白棋可以选择通过1）将白兵推
进到e5来拒绝黑方的弃兵。2）提供反弃兵，这是一个可以利用的弃兵属性，即在建立弃兵时，弃兵方和对方的兵处于被吃掉的对立面。  3) 通过
防守来巩固他的兵，这样一来，在弃兵的目标位置被吃掉就会导致两只兵被交换，例如3. d3。 目前，理论上已知3. d3很可能是 好的客观回应,
随着3. exf5几乎被完全驳倒，伴随着马吃f5的替代走法。3...d5在胡氏骗局中3...d5之后的局面被接受（HGA)。虽然在3...d5的情况下，3...d6是
首选，但在前者的e兵没有以过路兵的手段来反击它的情况下，黑方被认为应当毫不犹豫地将兵向前推进两步。 此外，在3...d5的情况下，移开
d7格上的兵的阻挡可以打开从c8到h3的斜线，使在c8的象可以走到到f5。在西西里理论中白方4.d4，允许黑方通过拒绝防守...c5兵来提供第二
个弃兵。4...Bxf5 通过吃兵来发展先手。5. dxc5 第二次弃兵的接受通常宣告着白棋的大势已去。 [ 3]  5. dxc5之后的局面,接受胡氏弃兵 ...c5接
受第二次弃兵（HGA ...c5A). 奇怪的是，这盘棋前九手局面，是HGA ...c5A的标准开局局面, 类似于中国象棋的开局，兵与兵之前都有间隙。
5…e6 [4] 国际象棋中的一个走法，黑方在斜线上防御他现在脆弱的d5兵。 6. Be3 在c5上增加防御效果，试图守住从弃子中接受的兵，但这只
是在进一步增加黑棋的优势，因为那只兵本来就不应该被吃掉。 R: 6.Be3之后的局面。Be3之后和6...Qa5+之前，一个中转的bp。6...Qa5+幸运
的是，黑方的方法是利用a5格子增加一个带节奏的攻击者。

The post-full-turn bp after 6… 7. Nc3 One of 5 ways to interpose to check, none of which
also defends c5 after a pin break. Capture of the checking ren is not possible, and

running is worse than losing the c5 pawn. 7...Bxc5
Second has cleared both first central pawns and
established a set of mobile, central, hanging pawns
that will prove to be strong in the middle game but
potentially a weakness in a rook dominant 3rd or 4th
phase. 8. Bxc5 Opting to liquidate the dark square
bishops, a sensible move because second’s clearly
reigns superior with its attacking bent through the
capture opposition to a check square, f2, both pre- and

post- K-side O-O. 8…Qxc5 [o.m.] The only playable move [o.m.]. 9. Bb5+! An active move that
refutes second’s “I want it all” ego in the first 8 moves, forcing the first concession in the cessation
of castling possibility. 9...Nd7 [e.f] Essentially forced [e.f], one step down scaled from only move in
the forcing move response (gote) spectrum. [o.m.] (n.) = notation for only move. |=P [e.f.] (n.) =

notation for essentially forced. |=P Gote (n.) = a move that has to be played in response to a forcing move (sente). |=P 10. Bxd7+ Cashing in.
10...Kxd7 [o.m] 11. O-O A nice tempo switch after an aggressive, the preferred timing for castling in the psychological position. 11...Nf6! One
of my favorite moves besides ...d6, f.cxd5 and ...Nc6. Ref: moves and board states, notable moves h2. 12. Na4?! Theoretically lost, f tries
desperately to create counter play via the 10 threat rule (ref: Magnus Carlsen). 饱满后的bp在 6… 7. Nc3是5种阻止将军的的方法之一，其中
没有一种在牵制后还能防守c5。吃掉将军的后在这里是不可能的，逃王更是比丢c5兵还要糟糕的走法。. 7...Bxc5黑方已经清除了白方的两个
中心兵，并建立了一套移动的、中心的、两个相连的兵，这将被证明在中盘很强，但在车占优势的第三或第四阶段有可能成为弱点。8. Bxc5 白
方选择交换黑格象，这是一个明智的举动，因为黑方显然想通过捕捉白方的象，来增大后续对白方f2的进攻，在白方进行王翼王车易位之前和
之后都是如此。8…Qxc5 [o.m.]唯一可走的棋 [o.m.]. 9. Bb5+! An active move that refutes second’s “I want it all” ego in the first 8 moves,这是
一步主动的棋，在前8步棋中驳斥了黑方 "我想得到一切 "的自负， 迫使在停止王车易位的可能性方面作出了第一个让步。 9...Nd7 [e.f]本质上
是强迫性的，从强迫性的移动反应（Gote）谱系中的唯一走法，向下扩展了一步棋。[o.m.] (n.) = 仅用于走法的记号.|=P [e.f.] (n.) = 本质上是被
迫的记号. |=P Gote (n.) =应对强迫性棋步（Sente）而必须下的棋。|=P10. Bxd7+与黑棋对象. 10...Kxd7 [o.m] 11. O-O在咄咄逼人之后有一个
很好的节奏转换，这是在心理位置上王车易位的首选时机。 11...Nf6!我 喜欢的一步棋之一除了 ...d6, f.cxd5 and ...Nc6. Ref: 棋子和棋盘状态
，值得注意的棋子h2. 12. Na4?!理论上的白棋输了，拼命地试图通过10个威胁规则来创造反击。 (ref: Magnus Carlsen).

12. Qxc2 The double gambiteer has recuperated both pawns and now cashes in the capture dev
enabled piece activity surplus. 13. Qxc2? Ill-advised due to the resulting minor imbalance in favor
of second after the liquidation of queens. 13...Bxc2 Second is left with a dominant, slicing Bishop
with a 8 square single ply mobility and 10 total mobility along the a6 - f1 x b1 - g6. Over the rest of
the game, we will see the Bishop continuously run amuck on these lines, pivoting in d3, traceable
to the dominance of the Hu Gambit in the opening stage, forcing 9. Bb5+!, a move with positive
upside primary of fighting against s’s initiative but with a secondary downside of losing the
opponent to the f5 Bishop, and this secondary downside comes to the forefront in the -18 total
liquidation of queens. Indeed, knocking off priorities from the top may accentuate weaknesses that
were previously insignificant in the opponent’s camp. Previously insignificant (n.) = a characteristic
of the position that was previously lower ranked on the priority spectrum, but now has moved up
due to knock out at the top. 14. Nc5+ A vanity check that barely improved the position of the

knight. 14...Ke7 A straightforward security measure, I bias keeping my King 2 dijacents (2 Bishop squares away along a diagonal) away from
the checking knight to maximize knight’s distance and thereby preventing forks; it takes a knight 4 moves to cover this distance and in counter
a King 2 moves to reach the knight. 15. Nxb7 Liquidating queenside pawns to potentially accentuate black’s central hanging pawn weakness;
3 pawn islands to 2 is slightly less bad for second than 2 to 1 if the queenside were liberated. However, first is also down a pawn, but
exchanging pawns should generally favor the side down in pawns. 15...Rab8$[1.5]! The second player has an extra beat on developing his
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tools along his home rank due to the capture development move ...Bxf5 and the rank clearance Qa5+ earlier, the trickle effect of the tempo
gaining gambit moves s.c/f5. 16. Nc5 The knight cannot be defended because the b-file is only half-open. 16...Rxb2 Cashing in on the
skewer-portunity right away. 12. Qxc2弃双兵的黑方已经得回了两只兵，兑现抓捕行动的承诺，使棋子活动盈余。13. Qxc2?不明智之举是由
于在双方兑换皇后后，造成了有利于黑方的轻微失衡。13...Bxc2黑方留下了一个十分有优势的，开放象，从a6 到 f1, b1到 g6. 在余下的对局中
，我们将看到主教在这些线路上不断地胡作非为，以d3为中枢轴，这可以追溯到胡氏开局在开局阶段的主导地位，强迫 9. Bb5+!,这步棋有积极
的上升趋势，主要是对抗对方的主动权，但也有次要的缺点，就是让对方的f5象失去了可以阻挡它的对手，而这个次要的下风在-18双方兑后后
凸显出来。事实上，从顶层打掉先手权可能会凸显出以前在对手阵营中并不重要的弱点。 以前不重要的 (n.) = 该局面的一个特点是，以前在优
先级谱系中排名较低，但现在由于顶部被淘汰而上升了。14. Nc5+一个虚荣的将军，几乎没有改善马的位置。14...Ke7一个直接的安全措施，
我偏向于让我的国王离检查的马有2个dijacents（沿对角线的2个主教格），以 大限度地增加马的距离，从而防止马的一箭双雕； 马需要4步才
能走完这个距离，而国王则需要2步就能走到马身边。 15. Nxb7清理皇后边的兵，可能会突出黑方中心孤立的兵的弱点；如果解放皇后翼，3个
兵对2个兵比2对1对黑方略为不利。 然而，第一种情况也是少了一个兵，但交换兵一般来说应该有利于少了兵的一方。15...Rab8$[1.5]!黑方由
于有威胁吃b2兵的出子动作，在沿着黑方的底线发展车使黑棋有比白方更快的进攻节奏...Bxf5 和较早的走Qa5+，使得获得先手的弃兵招法
s.c/f5产生了涓滴效应。 16. Nc5马不能被保护，因为b线只有半开放。16...Rxb2立即兑现在二线串烧的机会。 

17. Nf3-d4$? “Developing the knight with a tempo” but
with two tempo downsides, one of which offsets the
bishoptack tempo and the other simply losing a tempo;
the Bishop goes to g6 to un-undefend itself anyway,
and the knight is now in an $able square from the
inevitable march forward of the hanging pawns, one
now passed and supported. The pawns will likely
maintain its formation in advance. 17...Bg6 Analogous
to 14...Ke7, the simple security reduction is to move the
Bishop to a square that adds total effect to favor the
protagonist. R: 18. Nc6+? Rooks must be activated to
blockade the hanging pawns, but right now opening

files will only favor the second player's plans to trade them via forcing activation. Trade via forcing | activation (n.) = an aggressive activation
of a piece that the protagonist wants to liquidate with an opponent’s piece, creating a best of worst cases forcing move. 18...Kf7 The two
dijacents of the checker accessible to King would interpose the home rank of the h8 rook, and the knights are stacked in any case. 17.
Nf3-d4$? “以先手发展马"，但有两个先手的缺点，其中一个抵消了象进攻的先手，另一个只是失去了一个先手; 象无论如何都要走到g6去解除
自己的防御，而马现在处于一个可利用的位置，孤立兵不可避免地向前推进的影响，一个现在被通过并得到支持。兵很可能会提前保持它的队

形。17...Bg6类似于14...Ke7, 简单的安全减少是把象移到一个增加总效果的位置，以利于棋 手。R: 18. Nc6+?必须激活车来被攻击的孤兵，但
现在打开线路只会有利于黑方通过强迫移动来兑子的计划。 通过强迫兑子|激活 (n.) =棋手想要用对手的棋子来积极的兑子，创造一个 好的

坏的情况下的强迫性行动。 18...Kf7国王所能接触到的两个棋子会干扰到底线的h8车，而马在任何情况下都是叠加的。

19. Nxa7 Equalizing material temporarily, but a second skewer will add effect to the | presently |
neutral a2 pawn. 19…Ra8$[1.5] An analogous move to Rab8. 20. Na4$??, losing material via

auto-skewer and negligence, Rc2, dodging the $ and
winning material via threat resolution 21. Nb5 (null)
Position after the f.move Nb5. Rxa4, securing the
assassination in the only tempo 22. H3, making luft,
Bd3! Attention to each 4 phases of the game (ref, ch. 1
the four phases) should be evenly distributed. Position
after 22…Bd3. The sole bishop preserved in the
middlegame begins its work; the rest of the game is
mostly to highlight its versatility along the two diagonals
that intersect at d3. 23. Nd6+, more faux-forcers that

fail to improve one’s piece positioning while driving the enemy to a better spot, an anti-tempo
gaining move. 23…Kg6, a slightly more activated King but losing defense of the e6 base. 24.
Rfd1, better would have been Re1, keeping the heavy on an off-bishop square and making
e6 hangtacked. 24…Ba6, preventing a bishop trade, controlling the d6 knight, and bringing itself into defensive effect. 19. Nxa7暂时的子力，
但在二线的车会增加效果 | 目前 |中立的a2兵. 19…Ra8$[1.5]与Rab8相似的棋. 20. Na4$??,因为疏忽大意而丢子, Rc2, 躲避并通过威胁解决
赢得子力。21. Nb5 (null) Nb5之后的局面. Rxa4, 确保暗杀的唯一节奏。22. H3, 打开天窗，避免王被底线闷杀, Bd3!对游戏的4个阶段（参考第1
章的4个阶段）的关注应该是平均分配的。22…Bd3之后的局面. 中局中唯一保留的象开始了它的工作；对局的其余部分主要是为了突出它沿着
两条相交于d3的斜线的多功能性。23. Nd6+,更多的是在把敌人赶到一个更好的位置时未能改善自 己的棋子定位的假象，是一种反节奏的增
益棋。23…Kg6, 一个稍微活跃的国王，但失去了对e6兵的防御。24. Rfd1, 更好的办法是Re1，把重点放在象攻击不到的位置，使e6被牵制住。
24…Ba6, 防止象的交换，控制d6的马，并使自己达到防御效果。

[4] Position after the complete 24th turn. 25. F3,
surviving temporarily Raxa2; to facilitate a further
exchange of ren material up, I capture in a more
threatening way. 26. Rxa2 Rxa2, liquidating. [4]在走完
24步棋后的局面. 25. F3, 白棋暂时存活Raxa2;为了后
续进一步的产生子力上的优势，我选择了更有威胁的方

法吃兵。 26. Rxa2 Rxa2,对车。 
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Left:
Position
after R a
xa2. 27.
Rb1 Bd3
Middle: The
position
after
27...Bd3.
28. Rb7
Ba6, still
doing work

on this cross. Right: Position after 28...Ba6. Poking around to trigger the 10 threat guideline. 29. Rc7 Ra1+ 30. Kh2 Bf1左图: Raxa2之后的局
面. 27. Rb1 Bd3中图:  27...Bd3. 28. Rb7 Ba6, 象仍然在进行斜线进攻的局面。 右图:28...Ba6之后的局面.打探消息以触发10个威胁的准则。
29. Rc7 Ra1+ 30. Kh2 Bf1

L: After
30.s-ply. An
insidious
plot to pin
and win the
g-2 pawn.
31. Nc8
Ra2 ! M:
B-p after
31...Ra2.
Manifested
in this case

by an | honorable agent, the a2 rook and its shift from a1. A bunch of moves incoming 🙈: 32. Ne7+ Kg5 33. H4+ Kxh4 R: B-p, 33...Kxh4. 34.
Nc6 g6 35. Nd4 Bxg2 36. Nxe6, an | apparent assassination |, but we need to recall that assassination is not complete with a capture alone,
but also a subsequent avoidance of vengeance. |=P Do you know what Nemesis means? <hl> 36…Bh3+$!!, notation for a discovered check
single piecetack.左图:在30个回合之后.一个阴险的阴谋，以牵制的战术并赢得g-2兵 31. Nc8 Ra2 !中图: 31...Ra2之后的B-p. 在这种情况下，
表现为一个｜光荣的代理人，a2车和它从a1的转移。 一系列的走法要来了 🙈: 32. Ne7+ Kg5 33. H4+ Kxh4 R: B-p, 33...Kxh4. 34. Nc6 g6 35.
Nd4 Bxg2 36. Nxe6,一个貌合神离的暗杀 |, 但我们需要提醒的是，暗杀并不是仅靠吃子就能完成的, 但也是后来避免复仇的一种方式。 |=P 你

知道复仇女神是什么意思吗？ <hl> 36…Bh3+$!!,闪将的符号

L: B-p, 36...Bh3+ !! A righteous infliction of retribution.
左图: B-p, 36...Bh3+ !!义无反顾地实施报复。37. Kg1
Bxe6 38. Re7 36...Bh3 was the setup, but retribution
occurred, really, on the || second ply | of | 37...Bxe6.
38…Kg3, foregoing the e6 bishop to set up a mate
threat. R: B-p, 38...Kg3 With the only potential check
interposer || blockaded at | e7 |, the first King || can only
| run | to escape this threat. |=P 39. Rxe6, goaded into
the stupidest possible response, an anti-assassination,
or a legit assassination that occurs right before the
opponent initiates a forced checkmate, or an ||
assassination that | blunders mate |. 39...Ra1+, not

checkmate yet but it's coming. B-p, 39...Ra1+ 40. Re1, only move.
40...Rxe1# !!, passes the LMR test by brute force. Fin.
37. Kg1 Bxe6 38. Re7 36...Bh3 这是个陷阱，但报应发
生在第二层。37...Bxe6. 38…Kg3, 放弃e6象以建立一
个将死威胁。 R: B-p, 38...Kg3
由于唯一的潜在将军||被封锁在|e7|，白方国王只能通过
逃跑来逃避这一威胁。|=P 39. Rxe6, 被诱使作出 愚

蠢的反应，进行反将杀，或在对手启动强制将棋之前进
行合法将杀, 或暗杀，或失误，或被将杀。.39...Ra1+,
还没到将死的地步，但即将到来. B-p, 39...Ra1+ 40.
Re1,唯一的走法.
40...Rxe1# !!, passes the LMR test by brute force. Fin. 

H2S3 H3S2: Hu gambit:
pre-genesis game.胡氏弃

兵: 创世纪前的游戏

Every opening apart from the first move ever played had a pre-genesis game that necessitated its creation. The pre-genesis game for the Hu
Gambit occurred during a sub simul on WIM Bianka Havanecz’s Chess Twitch stream, found at https://twitch.tv/chessbia.除了有史以来的第一



MIC: c-a r: Hu
手棋之外，每一个开局都有一个创世纪前的对局，这使得它必须被创造。胡氏弃兵的创世前对局发生在女子国际大师 Bianka Havanecz的国际
象棋Twitch直播中，可在https://twitch.tv/chessbia查看。

Pre-genesis game (n.) = a game chronologically
preceding a game in which an opening novelty was
played that directly led to its creation. Ref: BSE Game
Annotations. 创世纪前的游戏 (n.) = 一个按时间顺序排
列的游戏，在这个游戏中，开局的新颖性直接导致了它

的产生。参考:BSE Game Annotations. 

H2S3 H3S3: In depth: Hu v.
WIM Havanecz | [1200]
Yakun Hu vs ITZY
Chaeryeong 💕 March 2021. “Nice

nice vs. Ohno.” 1. D4 D5 2. C4 C6 3. Nc3 Nf6 4. e3 Bf5?!, a notoriously dubious move in the QGD 5. Cxd5! Cxd5 6. Qb3! Position after ply 1
of turn 6. IM John Bartholomew’s prescribed solution to an overly ambitious early s.Bf5 in certain lines of QG. 6…Bc8 An “abject retreat”, but
objectively best. 2021年三月份. “Nice nice vs. Ohno.” 1. D4 D5 2. C4 C6 3. Nc3 Nf6 4. e3 Bf5?!, 在拒后翼弃兵开局（QGD）中的一个臭名昭著
的举动 5. Cxd5! Cxd5 6. Qb3!第六步第一手的局面. IM John Bartholomew正在对一个过于雄心勃勃的早期项目的规定解决方案。Bf5 是后
翼弃兵的一个直线. 6…Bc8一个 "卑鄙的撤退"，但客观上是 好的。

7. Nf3, mounting the lead in development at
3-1 with s.move coming. 7…Nc6, 3-2 now
with first to move. It should be noticed at
this point that the time imbalance visible in
the board diagrams, a necessary context, is
explained by the fact that IM Havanecz was
hosting a simul with 21 players under the
terms of 5+10 for the plebians and 120 total
minutes for the host; if the host flags, then
all remaining *plebians are converted to a
win. *The new-age word plebian, “normie”,

etc. may be offensive in certain contexts. 8. Ne5 e6 [D, below, L] 9. Bb5$(+)!
[D, below, R], notation for once piece check and an x-ray check. An active
move that adds an over attacker (+1 e.d.) to the c6 square. 9…Qd6!,
defending c6 and optimizing the mobility of the queen; objectively a
strange-looking move but most likely optimized given the circumstances
from the dubious opening selection. 10. O-O?, the mistake that inspired a
new variation and thereby spawns the Hu Gambit in months of subsequent
analysis, leading up to its otb debut at the US Open Championship 5 months
later (ref: ch.53 “In-Depth” vs. NM Grasso). The problem in castling kingside
is that it does not adequately address the urgency of the situation in the
center; for second, the s.O-O pin break is coming in the next 2 turns, and
first has not done enough with the temporary tempo advantage from the 2
tempi lost s.Bc8 from previously. 10…Be7, preparing castling next. 11. Bd2,

labeled by LiChess as the mistake point, but the ethos of passivity had been established earlier by O-O. In subsequent analysis with WIM
Havanecz, she remarked that the plan of 10. or 11. Qa4 would have been preferable, adding pressure via effect to c6. Consequently, this
insight deepened my understanding of the classic Slav trap (ref: ) as well as the thematic weakness along the a4 to e8 diagonal in the Slav for
second. Elaboration: The idea that a move could have been or could be, in the future, played instead of the present personal main line in itself
requires understanding of conditionals and dimensionality, and such an understanding is necessary in the study of opening theory, a trial an
error system of gradually improving one’s play, via a combination of understanding and memorization. For a deeper look at construction of 4D
chess, ref: here. Alternative move (n.) = a variation to a played move that is also played that extends the game cube into a dimension that is
perpendicular to rank, file, and depth. 7. Nf3, 以3比1的差距取得发展的领先地位，随着下一步的来领 7…Nc6, 3-2现在是先手。在这一点上应
该注意到，在棋盘图中可以看到时间的不平衡，这是一个必要的背景，可以解释为IM Havanecz正在主持一个有21名棋手的模拟比赛，条件是
棋手的时间是5+10，IM Havanecz则有120分钟的总时间; 如果IM Havanec超时，那么所有剩余的选手都会被判定为胜利。*新时代的词语
plebian、"normie "等在某些情况下可能具有冒犯性。 8. Ne5 e6 [D, below, L] 9. Bb5$(+)! [D, below, R],符号为一次将军和一次X射线将军。 一
步主动的棋，在c6格上增加一个攻击者 9…Qd6!, 防守c6并优化皇后的机动性；客观地说，这步棋看起来很奇怪，但很可能是在可疑的开局选择
的情况下的 优走法。10. O-O?, t在随后几个月的分析中，他的错误激发了一个新的变体，从而催生了胡氏弃兵，并且在5个月后的美国公开
赛上首次亮相。 (参考: ch.53 “In-Depth” vs. NM Grasso). 王翼王车易位的问题在于它没有充分解决中心局势的紧迫性；其次，短易位的打破牵
制在接下来的2个回合中就要出现了，而第一种情况是没有充分利用之前失去的2个先手Bc8的临时先手优势。 10…Be7准备王车易位, 11.
Bd2,被LiChess标记为错误点， 但被动的风气早在O-O之前就已经建立了。 在随后与WIM Havanecz的分析中，她说她计划第10步或者 11.
Qa4本来是更好的，通过对c6的影响增加压力。因此，这一见解加深了我对经典的斯拉夫陷阱的理解 以及黑方在斯拉夫的a4到e8对角线上的主
题弱点。阐述一下:一步棋在未来可能会被下，或者可以被下，而不是现在的个人主线，这种想法本身就需要对条件和维度的理解，而这种理解
在开局理论的研究中是必要的，这是一个通过理解和记忆相结合，逐步提高自己棋力的试错系统要深入了解4D棋的构造，请参考：这里。 替代
走法 (n.) = 对已下过的棋的变化，也是将对局立方体扩展到与等级、排列和深度相垂直的维度。Quality 6/10. Ref:

https://twitch.tv/chessbia
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r1b1k2r/pp2bppp/2nqpn2/1B1pN3/3P4/1QN1P3/PP3PPP/R1B2RK1 w kq - 4 11. Variation 1 1. Bd2. Variation 2 1. Qa4.品质： 6/10. 参考:
r1b1k2r/pp2bppp/2nqpn2/1B1pN3/3P4/1QN1P3/PP3PPP/R1B2RK1 w kq - 4 11.变化 1 1. Bd2. 变化 2 1. Qa4. 

L-diagram 1: the board position after 11.
Bd2, different piece set and square design in
LiChess - IM Havanecz. R-diagram 2: an
8x8 table that coordinates the board position
in L.Diagram 1. The table in L-diagram 2
uses a slightly different labeling system for
the traditional coordinate system in chess,
where F1 corresponds to “the a-file” and R8
corresponds to “the 8th rank”, and the

coordinate for file is declared before rank as in the traditional system. An increased caveat is the
inclusion of a depth dimension in the third sub column of each square of the table; since all

squares in the board position are depth parallel, each value in this space is D21, counting in terms of ply rather than depth. L型图1: 11.Bd2之
后的棋盘位置。Bd2，在LiChess中不同的棋子组合和局面设计 - IM Havanecz。R-图形2: 一个8x8的表格，协调L.图1中的棋盘位置。 L-图2中的
表格使用了与国际象棋中传统坐标系统稍有不同的标注系统，其中F1对应于 "a档"，R8对应于 "第8个等级"，并且与传统系统一样在等级之前声
明档的坐标。一个增加的注意事项是在表格的每个方格的第三子列中加入了深度维度；由于棋盘位置的所有方格都是深度平行的，这个空间的

每个值都是D21，以层数而不是深度计算。

L-diagram 3: the board position after 11.
Qa4!
For the purposes of our argument, 11. Qa4
from the MRCA bp of 11. Qa4 and 11. Bd2 is
a local novelty and has never occurred in a
real game but can nevertheless be mapped
in a board editor, analysis tool with variation
branching, or a table in diagram 4. See
figure X for a visual representation of

variation branching expressed in prose. MRCA bp (n.) = in 4D analysis, the MRCA bp is  the bp
that precedes both branches of a variation split. |=P Real game (n.) = a game that was actually

played and recorded between two players.
L-diagram 4: an 8x8 table that coordinates the board position in L-diagram 1. Elaboration fin. === 11…O-O, absolute pin break via run. //
+diagram. 12. Rac1?, the decisive mistake with respect to material loss, but again, the decrepit mindset had been established earlier by 10.
O-O. 12...Nxe5!, turning the tables on first; the once pinned and targeted knight liberates itself into the antagonist controlled e5 square, -1 e.d.
13. dxe5 [o.m.] Qxe5, securing the Assassination. // +diagram. 14. Ne2 Now down in material, I seek developmental counterplay by placing
the g1 knight on its optimal square (!?). Despite a strong 40 move fight, I was unable to survive the endgame down eventually two pawns,
having to give up another to survive a subsequent middle game attack due to the enemy’s superior queen mobility and extra central pawn,
which rolled down the board in a cramping fashion. It was these elements, not necessarily the assassination on t.12p.2 that I tried to replicate
in the design of the Hu Gambit repertoire. Bonus lesson: watch the 1 on 1 lesson that I had with WIM Havanecz the day before this game: L型
图 3: 11. Qa4!之后的棋盘位置。我们论证的目的是, 11. Qa4来自11.Qa4的MRCA bp。Qa4和11. Bd2是一个局部的创新，从未在实际对局中出现
过，但还是可以在棋盘编辑器、带有变化分支的分析工具或图4的表格中进行映射。 用散文表达的变话分支的视觉表现见图X。MRCA bp (n.) =
在4D分析中，MRCA bp是指变异分裂的两个分支之前的bp |=P Real game(真实游戏） (n.) = 一场在两个玩家之间实际进行并记录的游戏。 L-
图4：一个8x8的表格，协调了L-图1中的棋盘位置。详细说明。 ===11…O-O,绝对的接触牵制逃跑 12. Rac1?, 在子力损失方面的决定性错误，但
同样的，颓废的心态已经被10. O-O。12...Nxe5!, 首先扭转局面；曾经被牵制住并被瞄准攻击的马解放出来，进入敌方控制的e5格。-1e.d. 13.
dxe5 [o.m.] Qxe5,确保将杀的安全. 14. Ne2现在在子力方面处于劣势，我通过将g1的马放在 佳位置来寻求发展的反击。(!?). 尽管进行了40
步的强势战斗，但我 终还是没能挺过残局，由于敌方优越的皇后机动性和额外的中央兵，我不得不放弃另一个兵，以便在随后的攻击中局中

存活下来，这些兵以收到限制的方式滚下棋盘。 正是这些元素，而不一定是t.12p.2的杀棋，我试图在设计胡氏弃兵时加以复制。奖励课程：观看
这场比赛前一天我与WIM Havanecz的1对1课程。

H2S3 H3S4: Hu gambit positions gallery:胡氏弃兵位置图库:

The following is an MCO style | presentation of a number of thematic lines in the Hu Gambit, categorized in a phylogenetic branching |
fashion. 以下是MCO的风格 | 在胡氏弃兵中的一些主题线的介绍，以系统发育分支的方式进行分类 |铸成.

H4S1: Hu Gambit Accepted: 胡氏弃兵（HGA): 
The HGA is a losing continuation characterized by 3. exf5? and, if followed by a subsequent s-c5 capture opposing d4, perpendicular
paradigm, triggers the HGA double gambit (see below). Perpendicular paradigm (n.) = a paradigm that becomes half of the used directives
of a player when implemented into one’s behavioral repertoire.

H4S2: HGA Double Gambit: 胡氏双重弃兵：
Both s.f5 and s.c5 capture opposing pawns on d4 and e4, where at least one of the gambits have already been accepted. Games in which the
Double Gambit register | | rarely end | in draws | #defd. s.f5和s.c5都是在d4和e4捕捉对方的棋子，这里至少有一个弃兵已经被接受。双重弃兵
注册的游戏||很少以平局告终|#defd。

HGD 1:

There are two ways to decline the Hu Gambit, and the most pressing option for first is to advance the pawn to e5, releasing the | | capture opposition | tension
| along the | | e4 - f5 | axis |. Moreover, | | f.e5 | following | s.f5 | | gains space and cramps the second player, and moreover | | puts | a question | to the two
second bishops. 有两种方法可以拒绝胡氏弃兵，第一种最迫切的选择是将兵推进到e5，释放出沿||e4-f5|轴线的||吃掉对方|拉力|。此外，||f.e5|跟随
|s.f5||获得空间，使黑棋感到限制，而且||给黑棋的两个象提出了一个问题|。
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The position after 1. E4 c5 2. Nf3 f5 3. E5, a plausible reply to the Hu Gambit. I would go as far as to say that
as of 1/31/22, 3. E5 is the main line. The pawn on e5 is in a precarious position due to its lack of support
from either the d or f files; the f3 ♞ | impedes | the f2 pawn’s | | otherwise | potential | advance to the | | f4 |
defense square | of the e5 pawn | | while the c5 pawn contends the  | | d4 defense square | of the d2 | pawn
of the e5 pawn | |. However, its cramping effect on the second player’s position, particularly the two bishops,
but also the g8 knight, is evident; | | either e6 | or | d6 | | can be played, but not both, which means an | |
additional move | must be played to activate the other bishop |. In this variation of the Hu Gambit, the second
player owns the center and has a weakness on e5 to attack in the long-term, but tends to fall woefully
behind, at least 2 ren, in development. 1. E4 c5 2. Nf3 f5 3. E5之后的局面, 对胡氏弃兵的合理答复. 我甚至
可以说，从1/31/22开始，3. E5是主要路线。由于缺乏d线或f线的支持，e5的兵处于不稳定的位置；f3♞ | 阻碍
了| f2兵的| 其他| 潜在的| 推进到e5兵的| f4防御位| ，而c5兵则争夺e5兵的| d2 | 兵的防御位| 。然而，它对黑
棋的局面的压制作用是显而易见的，尤其是两个象，但也包括g8马；||可以下e6|或|d6||，但不能同时下，这就

意味着必须下一｜｜额外的棋来激活另一个象|。在胡氏弃兵的这一变化中，黑棋拥有中心，并在e5上有一个弱点可以长期攻击，但在发展中往
往会严重落后，至少是2ren

H4S3: HGD 2:
The second way to decline the Hu Gambit is to | | neither capture on f5 | nor advance the pawn |, leading to the Closed Hu Gambit, | | itself | a
| subset of the Closed Sicilian. There are many more ways to decline the gambit without capture or advance, as there are only one move for
each, | | obviously, | but needs to be stated to drive the point forward |, fbno. A few #plausible continuations are 3. d3, Bc4, often with | | the
idea of f.Qd5 | at some point |, Nc3, always | solid |, #defd, and c3. Various forms of f.Be2 following s.f5 have also been tried at the Rochester
Chess Center to quell the Chinese Rebellion to mixed success. The point of f.Be2 is to form a | | battery | pointed at | the h5 check square of
the s.♚, which was | | exposed | by | the f-pawn 2.thrust. In | | various | positions | in which the f.e4 pawn | | lands on | f5 |, a check in this
square is dangerous because | | even if a knight on f6 | were able to | trade off the bishop, the queen can | | substitute | into | that square and |
| drive | the point | forward | |. HGD 2 uniquely | | flips | the gambit | such that the e4 pawn is | | now the one that is | en-prise |, | | lest | it be |
defended | | by 3. D3 or | | another | such move |. 拒绝胡氏弃兵的第二种方法是，既不吃掉f5，也不推进兵，导致封闭胡氏弃兵，||本身就是封
闭西西里棋的一个|体系。还有很多方法可以在不吃掉或不推进的情况下拒绝弃兵，因为每一种方法都只有一步棋，||很明显，||但需要说明的是
，为了推动这个观点的发展|，fbno。3. d3, Bc4, 往往在某一时刻会想到f.Qd5 |, Nc3, 始终|坚实|, 和c3。f.Be2及后来的s.f5，也在罗切斯特国际象
棋中心尝试过，并在平息中国选手的叛乱上，取得了不同程度的成功。f.Be2的意义在于形成一个指着s.♚的h5格的||电池，这个格子被||f兵
2.thrust暴露出来。在f.e4兵||落在|f5的各种局面中，在这个格子里的格子是很危险的，因为||即使f6的马|能够|换掉象，皇后也可以||替换到|这个
格子里，并||将这个点||向前推进。HGD 2的独特之处在于将弃兵翻转过来，使e4的兵变成了 | |现在是 |被包围的兵，| |以免它被3.D3或 |另一个
|这样的棋子 |所防守。

A myriad
of
aesthetic
pleasing
positions
arising
from the
post 5th
absolute
ply of the

H-gambit. 从胡氏弃兵的第5次后绝对平局中产生了无数的审美愉悦的立场。

H4S4: Delayed Hu gambit:
The delayed Hu Gambit | encapsulates | the boundaries of what can be considered Hu gambit, which is any variation in which f.e4, s.c5 and
s.f5 at some point have been played. Another example of the delayed H.Gambit can be found at ref: Chapter Main H3 #3: In Depth: Grasso
vs. Hu.延迟胡氏弃兵｜概括了什么是胡氏弃兵的界限，也就是任何在某个阶段下过f.e4、s.c5和s.f5的变化。另一个延迟胡氏弃兵的例子可以

在参考文献中找到：In depth: Patrick Walker, USCF <~1900> vs Yakun Hu, USCF 罗切斯特周六锦

标赛 Rochester Saturday Tournament, 7-17-2021 |=P “The ETs have descended in Smith-Morra.” <hl> O: s-Sicilian Defense, f-Smith Morra
Gambit, s-SMG accepted, f-Hu Counter Gambit.
1. E4 c5 2. D4 cxd4 3. C3 dxc3 4. ♞xc3 f5 (!!) 5. ♞f3

After the game, Patrick, a high 1800s player at the time of our match and the 3rd place finisher in
the tournament, exclaimed that he had never seen an early 4…f5 to counter the Smith Morra, and
nevertheless, despite his strong preparation in the opening, was forced to sacrifice a bishop for
three pawns to | maintain true to his playing style |.
The Smith–Morra is uncommon in grandmaster games, but is popular at club level. Ref:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sicilian_Defence,_Smith%E2%80%93Morra_Gambit.比赛结束后，帕
特里克，我们比赛时1800等级分的棋手，也是比赛的第三名，感叹说他从来没有见过早期的4...f5来
对抗史密斯-莫拉，尽管他在开局时准备得很充分，但还是被迫牺牲了一个象来换取三个兵，|保持真
实的打法|。
史密斯-莫拉在特级大师比赛中不常见，但在俱乐部水平上很受欢迎。
参考: === Ref, 参考: Chapter Main H3 #3: In Depth: Grasso vs. Hu
Two-Variant P-S Analysis of f.d4 in the Sicilian in Alapin vs. Open Sicilian: 阿拉宾对公开西西
里棋局中f.d4的双变体P-S分析。
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*See below for how to read the table. *如何阅读该表，见下文。

Opening: 开局： Alapin: 阿拉宾 Open Sicilian: 开放西西里

Position after f.d4.
f.d4之后的局面.

Position after
s.cxd4. s.cxd4之后
的局面. 

Position after
f.xd4.  f.xd4之后的
局面. 

Analysis of
resulting board
position: 对由此产
生的棋面立场的分

析。

In the Alapin, f.xd4 can be carried out via the c-pawn,
leading to a restoration of 2 central pawns for first and a
symmetrical pawn structure in terms of both sides
having the same number of pawns in each file and
thereby sharing the same open c-file. 在阿拉平宾开局中
，f.xd4可以通过c兵进行，导致恢复2个中心兵的先手，并
且就双方在每个线路中拥有相同数量的兵，从而共享相

同的开放c线而言，是一个对称的兵结构。

In the open Sicilian, f.xd4 is most frequently carried with
the knight or queen rather pawn, leading to an
asymmetrical pawn structure in which first has 1 central
pawn, the e-pawn, and an open d-file whereas second
has a 2 central pawns and an open c-file. 在开放的西
西里棋局中，f.xd4 常被用马或王后而不是兵来下，导

致一个不对称的兵结构，即第一局有1个中心兵、e兵和
一个开放的d线，而第二局有两个中心兵和一个开放的c
线。

How to read the table: Column A: table labels, applied to the row. Column B: diagrams from the Alapin Sicilian variation only.
Column C: diagrams from the Open Sicilian only. Rows 2-4: each row contains a pair of diagrams from an analogous depth (d.this) in
each variant after an analogous move occurs.
如何阅读该表。A列：表格标签，应用于行。B栏：仅来自阿拉宾西西里变体的图。C列：仅来自开放西西里的图。第2-4行：每行包含一对来
每个变体的类似深度（d.this）的图，在发生类似的棋步之后。

My game against Patrick Walker, unlike previous games against the c3 Alapin setup, analogous in kind to the Smith Morra, including the later
game against Dave Grasso 2-3 weeks later at the US Open (Ref: Chapter Main H3 #3: In Depth: Grasso vs. Hu), validated that the Hu Gambit
move s...f5 can be used as a counter gambit to #kek various gambits that can be deployed by first in 1. E4 CHERRY <hl> - tier openings. ==
Part of the reason that this works, and keep in mind that 1. E4 itself is a gambit in that a ren that was tetra-defended in the initial board
position transfers to a square in which it is 0ce-defended, a -4 effect of move that does not add effect to to the pawn, as it already contends 2
in the starting bp, and the | primary recourse | is opening the mobility of the queen and bishop. By this argument, 1. e3 is logically superior to
1. E4, but it is also losing itself. == In contrast, the reply s.f5 subsequent to f.e4 is a powerful thrust of the f-pawn, a martyr, itself only once
defended initially and interpositionally defended by the need-to-developed c8 bishop after its advance to f5 | by two squares |. 我对帕特里克-
沃克的比赛，与以前对c3阿拉宾设置的比赛不同，类似于史密斯-莫拉的比赛，包括后来在美国公开赛上对戴夫-格拉索的比赛，2-3周后的比赛
(参考: Chapter Main H3 #3: In Depth: Grasso vs. Hu),验证了胡氏弃兵的走法s...f5可以作为反手棋来#克制各种可以先在1.E4部署的弃兵。
CHERRY <hl> - 分层开局. == 部分原因是这样的，请记住，1. E4本身就是一个博弈，在 初的棋盘位置上被四防的仁转移到一个被0ce防的位
置上，这步棋的-4效应并没有增加对兵的效应，因为它在开始的bp中已经争到了2，而|主要的求助手段|是打开皇后和象的流动性。根据这个论
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点，1. e3在逻辑上优于1. == 相比之下，f.e4之后的回复s.f5是f兵的一个强有力的推力，是一个烈士，它自己 初只有一次防守，在它推进到f5
之后，需要发展的c8象也在中间进行防守|两个格子|。

Figures 1, 2: effect difference x mobility x
effect arrows diagram predicts that a
subsequent s.f5 is completely winning
against f.e4. In the game against Patrick,
the | further thrust | d5 to establish the |
Tetris was too much to bear, shattering
his piece coordination via the assembly
of a spiraling tower drill into his royal files,
fucked completely, he had to, as himself
an aggressive player, break that chain at
the cost of even a full 3.35 m.c ♝ with 8.
Bxd5 (!?). |=P In the resulting position, I

was objectively winning, but he was with the better
chances due to prep and the fact that he was up
about 20 minutes on the clock after I had fully
considered the implications of the piece sacrifice
before accepting with 8…exd5 (!). To be clear, I don’t
consider the bishop sacrifice to be sound, but either

way Patrick was losing in the || board position | aspect | of the game. Fin. Bottom: my mainframe level Chess.com doxx predicted that I would
lose this game.图1、2：效果差x流动性x效果箭头图预测，随后的s.f5对f.e4是完全获胜的。在与帕特里克的对局中，进一步的推力|d5建立|Tetris
是无法承受的，通过螺旋形的塔钻装配到他的d线中，粉碎了他的棋子协调，完全搞砸了，他不得不，作为一个积极的棋手，以甚至整整3.35米
c♝的代价，用8. Bxd5（！）打破这个链条。|=P 在 后的局面中，客观上我是赢了，但他由于准备工作和在我接受8...exd5(!)之前充分考虑了棋
子牺牲的影响之后，他有更好的机会。明确地说，我不认为象的牺牲是合理的，但无论如何，帕特里克在棋盘位置上都输了。Chess.com 的电脑
预测我将输掉这场比赛。

H4S5: Hu gambit x Chinese chess:
The Chinese chess board is composed of 9 verticale files and 10 horizontal ranks with the pieces being played on the vertices x intersections
rather than within squares, an important distinction, both visually and rules-wise. == On each side of the board against the back edge is a
home rank, which is 3 by 3 (9 positions) with four diagonal lines that extend outward from the center, forming an “X” shape. Dividing the two
opposing sides of the board is a river, located between the fifth and sixth ranks. The river is often marked with the Chinese characters, Chu
River and Han border, a reference to the Chu-Han War. Some boards have the starting points of soldiers marked with small crosses. Ref:
Yellow Mountain Imports Chinese chess Board rules: <h> Meeting the Elements of Chinese chess </h>: The rook is the only 子 in Chinese
chess that functions exactly the same as the Rook in International Chess in every way, including its starting point in a standard game. The
knight in  Chess is | | almost | identical | to the knight of international chess with a single limitation in the mobility of the Chinese knight;
there is only one vector of the 8 directions of movements that can be blocked by a zi, the one in which the direction of the knight must move 2
squares to block it. The bishop | 像 in  Chess is limited to 7 squares, a.f-home, a.f-moat, c.f-garden, e.f-home, e.f-moat, g.f-garden, and
i.f-home, and i.f-moat; there are two bishops and they overlap in mobility, which means there are no light squares and dark squares | | in | 
Chess |, which makes sense, because all moves occur on vertices. The pawns |♟ in  Chess are significantly different from the pawns in
i.Chess; 1) pawns can move horizontally after they pass the moat, 2) pawns capture in the destination squares of their | | empty destination |
mobility | rather than diagonally, and there is no e.p 3) pawns do not | | reincarnate | as another ren | when they reach the e-home. The King in
C.Chess is approximately as different, logi-categorically, from Kings in i-Chess as the ♟s are from each other. <h> Gameplay </h>: Each
side alternates, moving one piece in each turn. Pieces capture by using their normal moves and landing on a point occupied by an enemy
piece. Generally, red makes the first move but two players can agree to play otherwise. |=P Victory is achieved when one player puts the
other’s general in checkmate. Checkmate is when the other player’s general is left with no option but to be captured in the next move. When
the player’s general is in danger of being captured on the next move, that general is in the check, “Jiang”, and the player threatening capture
announces it. |=P If a player forces the other player to repeat a move by repeating his move a second time, he must break the cycle with a
different move on his next turn. |=P If a player checks the other three in a row in a way that repeats their positions, the checked player must
forfeit. |=P <h> Checkmates in Chinese | Chess </h>: Checkmates in C.Chess is approximately as different, logi-categorically, from
checkmates in i.Chess as the Kings are from each other. <h> Openings in Chinese Chess </h>: |=P [Ex.] In Depth Checkmate in 13 From the
Opening in  Chess: 中国国际象棋棋盘由9个竖排和10个横排组成，棋子在顶点x交叉点上下棋，而不是在方格内下棋，这在视觉上和规则上
都是一个重要的区别。 == 在棋盘靠后边缘的每一侧是一个主排，它是3乘3（9个位置），有四条对角线，从中心向外延伸，形成一个 "X "形。分
隔棋盘两个对立面的是一条河，位于第五和第六行之间。这条河经常被标上汉字，即楚河汉界，是指楚汉战争。 有些木板上有士兵的起点，并
标有小十字。参考f: Yellow Mountain Imports Chinese chess Board rules: <h>满足中国象棋的元素 </h>: 车是中国象棋中唯一的子，其功能在
各方面都与国际象棋中的车完全相同，包括其在标准对局中的起点。中国象棋中的马与国际象棋中的马｜｜几乎完全相同，只是在中国马的移

动性方面有一个限制；在8个移动方向中，只有一个矢量可以被子挡住，那就是马的方向必须移动2格才能挡住。 在中国象棋中，|象被限制在7
个位置，a.f-home，a.f-moat，c.f-garden，e.f-home，e.f-moat，g.f-garden，和i.f-home，和i. f-moat；有两个象，他们的行动力重叠，这意味着在中
国象棋中没有浅色格子和深色格子 | |，这是有道理的，因为所有移动都发生在顶点上。 中国象棋中的棋子与国际象棋中的棋子有明显的不同；
1）棋子在通过护城河后可以水平移动，2）棋子在其||空的目的方格中捕捉，而不是斜向移动，并且没有e.p 3）棋子在到达e-home时不会||转生为
另一个ren|。 中国象棋中的王在逻辑分类上与国际象棋中的王有很大的不同，就像♟ 们相互之间的不同一样。<h>游戏玩法</h>：每方交替进
行，每回合移动一个棋子。棋子通过使用他们的正常移动并落在敌方棋子所占的点上来捕获。一般来说，红方先走，但两名棋手可以同意不这

样下。|=胜利是在一方将另一方的将军置于死地时取得的。将军是指对方的将军在下一步棋中没有选择，只能被吃掉。当棋手的将军在下一步
有被吃掉的危险时，该将军就处于将死状态，"将"，威胁要吃掉的棋手就会宣布。|=P 如果棋手通过第二次重复下棋迫使对方重复下棋，他必须
在下一回合用不同的棋步来打破这个循环。|=P 如果一个棋手以重复其位置的方式连续被三次将军，被将军的棋手必须弃权。 |=P <h> 中国

象棋中的将死 </h>: 中国象棋中的将死与国际象棋中的将死逻辑分类上的不同，就像国王之间的不同一样 。. <h>中国象棋开局 </h>: |=P [Ex.]
在中国象棋的开局将死的深度是13。
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Chinese player vs chess player China |=P The Starting Position of  Chess (!)

L: The starting position of  Chess features only | | 5
pawns | distributed along 9 files |, leaving 4 completely
open files compared to 0 from the beginning #prophecy.
Ref: https://youtu.be/RzGPLnQgsIE
The game will be written in a form of the extra-pedantic
descriptive notation to | | extra-pedagize | individuals in
their first encounter of the game |. R: 1. h.Pao -> f.e-🏡 |
h.Pao -> s.e-🏡 2. Reaching their conclusion of having
received arms: all we need to do is treat people
differently; you can keep treating your friends the same
way. :;, #defd.  Chess, and Chinese Chess, are unified in

their psychological aspect by the fact that chess is a form of psychotherapy x psychiatry in which your opponent, for you, better as his skill is
higher, is able to identify via your moves the specific thinking technique you are making and by the force of his will, direct the game into a
thought space region in which he can play a move or a sequence of moves that exposes and thereby forces you to fix, either during the game,
most likely, or following in your own analysis, that issue in your psychology. When your opponent exposes that flaw, it is important for you to be
able to sit down at the board continuously, in a synchronous interaction, with him and try as much as you can, with all the social pressure of a
tournament in play, to make the | triumphant #defd | Dark Knight Leap: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HPLLvouOGxM. What stands out
to me, as a film critic, in this scene is not only the social stakes that Bale needed in order to accomplish the task of extraordinary physical
difficulty, but also the fact that he immediately drops the rope for the rest of the | prisoners | upon success. Seemingly counterintuitive at first,
as one’s instincts may lead one to attempt to conceal an insight of value, but the trial and emotional pains, the entire process, an inherent part
of | #pedagogy |, triggers a human being’s | | empathetic | faculties | such that the triumphant moment of realization is characterized primarily
by an accompanied act of altruism | | #rather | greed |, and therefore pedagogy, the act of learning #defd, always forces you to come to terms
with | | | your | benevolent | humanity|. == The attached video in fact only shows Bale’s second attempt in making this leap. The first attempt
was a failure. This gives us a glimpse into another important aspect of pedagogy, which is the fact that the learner must reach the insight
himself, despite not having been responsible for setting up the | | situation | at hand |, but no good teacher or= Tournament Director, instructors
will drag you up by the scruff up the hill, and analogously #defd no good student should quit after either 1) being put into the hole, a =full well
nor 2) the first failed attempt, embarrassing oneself in front of one’s mentor, a rite of passage and social password that typically occurs in the
third phase of the game that is confused by the student to be the second, but rather c) continue forward, not begging to have the learning be
done for them, an impossibility, nor blaming the teacher for not learning it for them, which would be asking the teacher to do something that is
impossible.* *The 1), 2), c) paradigm is the directive full red of the final sol.  Move: 2. h.N -> f.g-🏡, h.N -> s.g-🏡 3. i.R -> f.i-♟s

Figure out how this diagram resulted from my C.Chess
notation system and thereby deduce the principles of
that notation system without me having taught it to you /
explicitly /, fbno, but important to establish. This is how
good you should be at deduction by the time you reach
this point in the book. i.R -> f.h-e.🏠 4. R -> f.d-♟s R
-> f.h-🧱s, $3.5
The rook descends powerfully to the first player’s Wall
rank and attacks two pawns, unopposed, directly and
an additional 3/2 = 1.5 via X-ray, and 2 + 1.5 = $3.5. 5.
R -> s.d-♟s A premature penetration into the enemy
territory, and the third rook move of the same rook in a

row in the opening phase. Here, if 5…Rxg♟ , then 6. R -> e.b-♟ double attacks the e.b-Home N and the e.b-Garden Pao. This double attack
simultaneously teaches | pedagizes | how | the Pao captures | and checks the enemy Pao; if the rook captures on e.b-Home in the |
threatened | ply |, and the enemy rook recaptures in that square, then the | | capture | road | of the f.Pao on f.b-Garden will be activated via |
partial ray | clearance |; a Pao can only to | | | move to | occupy and | capture | in a square | past |  a single interposer | if that square is
occupied by an enemy ren. Therefore, an | | if | conditional | is built-in to the | | rules of | movement | of a Pao.

L: Position after a hypothetical sequence 5…Rxg♟ 6.
R -> e.b-♟ branching from the | real | game
continuation | that ended, merging with the hypothetical
sequence at the border between the 9th and 10th plies,
making the prior game continuation a MRCA of a real
and hypothetical continuations, fbno. 5…N-e.a-Garden,
| | prophylactically | dodging | the | | double attack |
threat |. 6. R -> f.a-♟, a second rook lift to the♟s
rank.
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L: The board position following 6. R -> f.a-♟.
6.s-Pào x f.b-Home =syn in the second ply of turn 6,
the Pao captured in the square of the first player,
b-Home rank.
R: The board position following 6.s-Pao x f.b-Home. 7.
Pào -> s.b-🏡; an aggressive reply to the | knight
assassination | in the previous ply |, and the rest of the
game will reveal if it was a | | true | assassination | or a |
| temporary | sacrifice |.

L: The board position following 7. Pào -> s.b-🏡
The second player’s knight on s.g-🏡 is now under
attack in an s.uncontended square. If the second is to
play for material and maintain his now +3 lead, he must
retreat. 7.s. N -> s.h-🏠 8. ♜f.a-♟ -> f.d-♟
R: The board position following 8. ♜f.a-♟ -> f.d-♟.
An absolutely devastating rook battery forms along the
d-file, aimed at the King-only defended Shi on
e.d-Home. 8.s. Shì down= 士 -> s.e-♟; 士,
pronounced in English phonemes “shih”, but with a
downward inflection as represented by the downard
apostrophe located above the vowel in the word

represented in “pinyin” =syn phonetic spelling, moves to recruit itself to protect its sibling on s.d-🏠. The 士, both, #defd, have 4 | | total |
possible | mobility | | in the 5 squares d/f🏠, d/f🏡, and e-♟; in order to reach any square from any other, it must first pass through e-♟,
making it the slowest ren in | | All | Chess |, but I would estimate its value to be 2 per due to its protective value of the | | restricted |,
perma-uncastled | Chinese King.

B.p. following 8.s. Shì down= 士 -> s.e-♟
9. Pào x s.e-🧱 ! Unlike in International Chess, the Chinese Pao is a ren that is able to | | make a
capture | in the very first move |. Here, the capture creates | | two absolute | pins |, a unique
property of the Pao. The | | vice-grip | on the second player | increases with every | | twist of the |
knot |. 9.s. K =syn 將 -> s.f-🏠, dodging the x-ray alignment along the e-file and thereby breaking
two absolute pins, freeing up 士, 2 + 炮, 4 = 6 points of material, a | | best | try | in a dire situation,
#defd. == Notes on Chinese: 1) the red and black Kings have different names, 將 =pronun “zhee
yang”, but as one syllable, and 帅 =pronun “shoo aye”, again one syllable, as | | all Chinese
characters | are representative of | exactly a single syllable | |. 2) the character for cannon =transl.
炮 is | | dangerously | similar | to the character for “run”, 跑, with only a difference in the “radical”,
or the character prefix, located l.word, f.io. 3) all CC 子 = Elements are represented by different
characters on different sides, with the exception of the ♜, itself translated literally as “car” or

“vehicle”, indicating that the castle is in fact a movie tower, a trojan horse © , but | | not | all | are pronounced differently on each side. F.io-2
10. 車 x s.d-🏠 ! ! an | | absolutely | insane | ©.Goodman sacrifice from the player already down a full N, now will be down a | | rook | in
addition |.

L: The position following 10. 車 x s.d-🏠.
10.s. 士 x s.d-🏠, | | rook-gambit | accepting | by
second. The m.c. following 10.s. is | -7 |, absolute value
#defd. 11. 車 -> f.f-♟ + !, the rook has two check
squares to the s.王 =syn 將 but first | | opts | for | f.f-♟
rather capture with check on s.d-🏠. The next turn | |
will | reveal | why |. R: The b.p after 11. 車 -> f.f-♟+.
11.s. 炮 -> s.f-Garden, delaying mate by a full turn and
forcing 12.車 x s.f-Garden + |=P將 -> s.e-🏠, only
move. 13. 炮 -> s.e-🏡 #, a double炮 boom boom
mate of a King that is completely out of moves.
VT Question: Which f.炮 is the checkmate delivery ren?
Diagram: #rekt.

H4S6: Hu Gambit x Go:
When someone gives you a vote, that means you've adopted them in verbal chess. At the end of
the day, Go is an election in which votes are won by chess, understanding of lines, and your
opponent is not the voter(s) but rather the other campaigner. There is no speed in Go, nor is there
escape from the gradual envelopment of a strong player because unlike chess, material increases
per turn. In a chess endgame, rooks become increasingly slippery and evasive of attacks,
terrorizing the board as in Chinese chess; in contrast, the very beginning of a Go game is most
akin to K + P endgames in chess, in which the player can essentially drop stones and capture
territory at will, anywhere.
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Figure L represents a Go game at an earlier stage and
Figure R at a later stage in the same game. Ref: The
Alpha Go vs. Lee Sodol, 9 -dan World Champion
Documentary by Google.
Ref: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U7xsCbz7a9E.
An important | paradigm in Go due to the significantly
larger board size and 0th mobility property of ren (none
of the stones, or ren, dropped can move after they are
dropped, permanus #defd) is the ability to divert away
from the scene of an undesirable battle, ceding space
and even material to the opponent in order to conquer

larger swathes of space elsewhere. This is in part because the win condition of Go is different from that of Chess. Chess is a game of scarcity
in which the sole win condition besides time position flagging, in the board position, is to corner, cut off, remove the defenders of, and
checkmate the enemy King, which occupies a particular square. == In Go, a game more akin to slayer or domination than oddball, there is no
particular element that has an exalted power to be ended the game by the opponent, and therefore no bias of any particular ren or territory in
the decision to conquer maximal space, | | greater good | #defd. Keep in mind that there is no draw in Go; a win for the advantaged player
means annihilation of the real physical territory of another, and a win for the disadvantaged player means a working relationship. That means
that Go is only played in a tilted state, forced upon the other, when the standard rules of business was disrespected #hardcore.

H4S7: Hu gambit vs. Halo:
X-ref: <r: ch. 41 FC H2S3>

H4S8: Hu gambit as First:
X-ref ch-6 Chapt-mn Hu vs Zhong <hl>

H4S9: Chess as | | the meta | game |:
It is well known within the chess community that there are | | games within | the game | of chess and that certain moves in an earlier game
may trigger one in a later game.

Wrought Studio’s Handmade Chess Board, starting bp. Ref: here. One could argue, as a matter of
fact, that chess is the standard starting position with 8 pawns on each pawn’s rank and a row of 5
other elements in each home rank, and that subsequently, one is playing a sub-game with the
name of the opening as the starting position. For example, after 1. E4, we are now playing in the
“King’s Pawn’s Game”. == The Hu Gambit is the most violent early differentiator in chess, where
after 2…f5 is played to counter an e4 pawn, the nature of the game changes and accelerates from
phase 1 to phase 3 (ref hyperlinked in - line), a | sublimation | phase change |. One could argue,
as a matter of fact, that the resulting board position after 2…f5 in which an e-f exchange is
inevitable | | resembles | more | the starting position of Chinese Chess, accounting for rule
differences between the games, than the starting position of International. It is by this principle that
sub-game theory within chess game theory works. |=P More extreme versions of chess metagame
theory, a type of | | philosophical | system of thought |, fbno #here, fbno, can involve a physical
transition from the chess board to another type of board, like the 19 by 19 standard Go board,
possibly from a | | | chess- | transitioned | merger | starting position from that game, as not all | |
chess mergers | within chess metagame theory | are between the starting points of each game,

and that sub-game may have itself a different starting position; for instance, the starting position of Go is emptiness (#flare). Therefore, it could
be said that the games Go, Monopoly, Flare, Risk, Age of Empires, Travian, a text-based MMORPG, and Civ 6, Catan are all games of
#world #domination in that they start with emptiness and result in territorial conquest, but the merger points with chess to each game may not
be the same. Ref: section 4 in Ch. 7, Conditions, exercises, on mergers (n.) = a point of intersection between two non-parallel lines, a concept
that originated from film.

Ch-45: Compl-asym: H2S4: Desperation:
Song 3: All Prophecies Will Be Fulfilled Intro: Calculation is a process of eternal rite / Its conclusions as solid as what is real / We are

surrounded by mythical creatures | predictable / To understand character is to understand actions to come
Hwang: The moment of your creation was the moment of your fate / This word is not oft understood to its
fullest / Of course we created room for your free will / You can determine the outcome within the bounds of
Power Kong: Your deepest identity cannot be escaped / Power you gain from self-knowledge, not avoidance
/ Your prophetic set was the gift of your creation / It is your destiny to fulfill it to your best # Chorus: All
prophecies will be fulfilled / This alone is the Will of God / Existence will Be for All Eternal / And yet, All is
Known from the Beginning Hwang: Everything that Is Springs from relationships between people / And thus
to calculate, we must understand Them / Interactions among many multiplying complexity / The most
profound Beauty emerges from the Details Kong: Hold on to the Faith to do Good / Signs will reveal
themselves to you in All you Meet / Sailing across the broad Fabric of Time and Space / The Laws of
Happenings Match the Laws of Structure Chorus 2: All that is calculated will be fulfilled / This alone is the
Will of Gods / Existence will grow for All eternity / And yet, All was known from the Beginning Hwang, 3:

Sweet nothings fill the gaps of His Rigid Tenets / My Mischiefs escape even his prophetic mind <jokes> / Discipline is sought and the seed of
all Learning / You were Created and Can Do No Wrong # Kong, 3: Satisfaction can be found in what is Righteous Fulfilled / Prophecies are
Inevitable, but only because we Will / It is our Trust in each Other that makes us Trust Outcome / Forever we become Closer and more
Together # Diagram: GM Larry Evans vs GM Samuel Reshevsky US Championship 1963/4, the “Mother of All Swindles <r: ch-48 H2S3>”;
GM Evans played 50. Rxg7+ <temp-sack> <hl> ! and if Qxg7 (-9) ½ ½ via stalemate <r: ch-18 H2S6> In situations of high metric
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complexity, unusual motifs may be the only way out. Cite John’s Bc3+!! puzzle and lichess.org/training/mateIn4/oe98Y. A stalemate, in a
profound way, is a division by zero | break in the game in which the numerator | and denominator of the division function are the complexity
measures of both sides, and when that of either side reaches 0, the game returns an error by stalemate # Fin including yellowed <fbno>

Ch-45 Compl-asym: H2S5: Depth-wise complexity:
The extension of complexity theory into depth, as in increases in complexity with increase in depth, variation capacity and depth limit, and
other depth-wise complexity builders like multi caps, threat resolution, and zwischenzug.

H3S2: Qtum-switch vectors:
Hu: Temperature change, and size reduction, are not the only, qtum-switch vectors. Leggett<a-r>: Superfluidity, the frictionless flow and
other exotic | behavior observed in liquid helium at temperatures near | absolute zero (−273.15 °C, or −459.67 °F), and (less widely used)
similar frictionless | behavior of electrons in a superconducting solid. In each case the unusual | behavior arises from quantum mechanical
effects. quote Hu: Since Almog <a-r> has demonstrated that superconducting, quantum-switched | materials always reach their quantum
state via cooling, there is an association between the quantum states of these superconducting materials, and a decrease in entropy. It
may be that entropy is the mediator of qtum-switching, rather than temperature, and, if true, there may be other vectors that affect the
entropy of the material. For instance, there may be atomic arrangements of a liquid substance, manipulated inside a magnetic field, that
are not more | compact, but are |ower | entropy than other materials, allowing that substance to break an entropy.q-tum,threshold without
falling below the temperature threshold established by Almog <2012>. Hu. Certain macroscopic quantum effects share a common
genotypic root, in terms of, what’s happening at the atomic level. For instance, the state of frictionless behavior between electrons
explains both frictionless flow, in superfluidity, and zeroing of e-resist, in superconductivity. More research is needed, to determine,
whether these basic genotypic | effects, particularly, in their potential | interaction with other quantum or classical properties, can lead to
other phenotypes.
H4S1: Multiple qtum.switch-vectors can influence the same material, at the same time #n-p:
Ginsberg <a-r>: The use of superconductors in magnets is limited by the fact that strong | magnetic fields above a certain critical | value,
depending upon the material, causes a superconductor to revert to its normal, or non-superconducting, state, even though the material is
kept well | below the transition | temperature.
H4S2: Pressure
Ginsberg<a-r>: Hundreds of materials are known to become superconducting at low temperatures. Twenty-seven of the chemical
elements, all of them metals, are superconductors in their usual crystallographic forms at low temperatures and low (atmospheric)

pressure.
H4S3: Form:
Ginsberg<a-r>: It is possible for a compound to be
superconducting even if the chemical elements constituting it are
not; examples are disilver fluoride (Ag2F) and a compound of
carbon and potassium (C8K). Some semiconducting |
compounds, such as tin telluride (SnTe), become
superconducting if they are properly doped with impurities.
H4S4: Material state transference #n-p:
[D], via Wikipedia: H.t-C cond. <LDS>: Mark.5-25,34: 25 And a
certain woman, which had an issue of blood twelve years, 26
And had suffered many things of many physicians, and had
spent all that she had, and was nothing bettered, but rather grew
worse, 27 When she had heard of Jesus, came in the press
behind, and touched his garment. 28 For she said, If I may touch
but his clothes, I shall be whole. 29 And straightway the fountain
of her blood was dried up; and she felt in her body that she was
healed of that plague. 30 And Jesus, immediately knowing in
himself that a virtue had gone out of him, turned him about in the
press, and said, Who touched my clothes? 31 And his disciples
said unto him, Thou seest the multitude thronging thee, and
sayest thou, Who touched me? 32 And he looked around to see
her that had done this thing. 33 But the woman, fearing and

trembling, knowing what was done to her, came and fell down before him, and told him all the truth. 34 And he said unto her, Daughter, thy
faith hath made thee whole; go in peace, and be whole of thy plague. D&C 130:22<a-r>:: 22 The Father has a body of flesh and bones as
tangible as man’s; the Son also; but the Holy Ghost has not a body of flesh and bones, but is a personage of Spirit. Were it not so, the
Holy Ghost could not dwell in us. Hu: Material state transference can explain the spiritual reason, why God chooses to dwell with us in the
flesh, as well as in Spirit, for, to be of flesh and bones, God would also be of the composition of flesh, which includes 1) organic,
carbon-binding molecules, 2), atomic nuclei and electrons, 3) the wave-particle duality Post: Research directions: 1) Can manipulation
via qtum-switch vectors alter the classical physics property of materials? 2) Can manipulation with one q-tum vector, alter the q-tum
vector, other, perhaps mediated, by a classical physics property change, of the material?

Ch-45: Compl-asym: H2S6: Cluster complexity:
X-ref: <Ch. 42 CB> Hu-jecture # <fbno>: Quantum physics is negentropic | physics, whereas classical | physics is entropic | physics.
Superconducting materials are able to enter into a quantum behavioral state by merely a change in temperature, which is a physical, not
even chemical, change, and, therefore, are also able to return to a classical physics state. Baird<a-r, 2014>: Quantum effects are not only
| confined to the atomic scale. There are several | examples of macroscopic | quantum behavior. In reality, every object in the universe
(from atoms to stars) operates according to quantum physics. In many situations, such as when throwing a baseball, quantum physics
leads to the same result as classical physics. In such situations, we use classical physics instead of quantum physics because the

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/compound
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/constituting
https://www.britannica.com/science/carbon-chemical-element
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/mark/5?lang=eng#note25a
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/mark/5?lang=eng#note27a
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/mark/5?lang=eng#note30a
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/mark/5?lang=eng#note34b
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mathematics is easier and the principles are more intuitive. The laws of quantum physics are still operating in a baseball thrown across the
field, but their operation is not obvious, so we say the system is non-quantum. A situation is described as quantum when its quantum |
behavior becomes obvious, even though it is really always quantum. A "quantum effect" is therefore an effect that is not properly predicted by
classical | physics, but is properly predicted by quantum theory. Classical | physics describes matter as composed of little, solid particles.
Therefore, anytime we get the pieces of matter to act like waves, we are demonstrating a quantum effect. (Classical waves such as sound and
sea waves don't count as quantum because the motion is a wave, but the pieces are still little solid balls. In order to be a quantum effect, the
particle itself must be acting like a wave.) Hu: Since quantum mechanics operates at the atomic level, and the composition of material is
discrete <Ancient-Greece, #n-p>, the behavior of a material may not be uniform. What Professor Baird refers to as a material behaving in a
classical way may be the default behavior of material when a sufficiently | large proportion of that material is in a classical state. We
know, from superconducting | materials, a model system, that temperature determines quantum effect, and the temperature of a material
is its average kinetic energy. This means that, at any given moment, certain | atoms, or molecules, within the substance, may have
individual kin-E that is much | higher or lower than the average, and these atoms, independently of the overall | substance, will
<conjecture:> exhibit quantum effects.

H3S1: Disproportionate-E:
Hu: Quantum-switched #n-p materials gain the ability to exert disproportionate-E on both classical, and other qtum-switched materials.
Almog <6:30, a-r>: And, yeah, the amazing | part is that this superconductor that you see here is only half a micron | thick. It's extremely |
thin. And this extremely | thin layer is able to levitate more than 70,000 times its own weight. It's a remarkable effect. It's very strong. Fin-v1.

Ch-45: Compl-asym: H2S7: Distance complexity:
X-ref: <Ch. 43 LB> Distance complexity occurs when there are effects across long ranks, files, or diagonals, defined as 3 or more squares
between the effector and the target sq, and the resulting complexity is largely due to cognitive | overload # // dig deeper on the cog-overl point

Ch-45: Compl-asym: H2S8: Static.compl-mo:
“Sometimes, I like to play a move and hold the tension”. WGM Dorsa, 6/24/22 <a-r>: I'm trying to just figure
out what made you decrease the tension on e5, because like a few moves ago you played pawn f4 to kick
that knight away from g5 so i'm <13:21> trying to see when you played pawn f5 did you think that the g5
square didn't matter anymore or you just forgot about. MIC: A tension static move is one that leaves
complexity in capture opposition <ch-3 H2S2> 19. Ng3 1.1 w/ 0.36 o-n d-26 K-2901 is best here, as
opposed to a) advancing via f4-f5 or liquidating a pair of pawns by either capture # in e5.
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49717222845?tab=review WGM Dorsa: <skip>: I was thinking: “if
opponents kept the tension”. Another thing, that I've noticed quite a lot with any <20:01> any of my
opponents below 2200, is that they are very uncomfortable with the idea of uncertainty when it comes to
takes and tension, so like if there's a tension in the center, people usually want it's resolved, either push it
or take it, so when I choose to keep the tension, it just makes them more uncomfortable, because then
they're just like “well uh how do we get to”, then it's like a constant question “like do I take it, do I keep it, do

I push it, so for me it's very interesting to see how other people deal with the concept of tension. MIC: WGM Dorsa, in our lesson, refers not
only to the granular board position concept of capture opposition among pawns in the center, but also to a psychological concept of
maintaining complexity #np-shared, as initiating a capture sequence makes the opponent’s next reply very straightforward: a gote
recapture. However, maintaining the tension, by not | capturing, gives the opponent more options, and the options have asymmetrical
complexity. What Dorsa refers to here is that lower rated opponents do not like situations in which they are in control of complexity,
and that they are multiple levels to choose from #np-shared. This further indicates that complexity control could be a high cognitive load task
itself, and that, by deferring this task, which, to some extent, affects both players, to the stronger opponent, a lower rated opponent can
weasel (v) = take advantage of a situation in which he is asymmetrically responsible for an aspect that affects both players, in lesser terms,
cognitively, in hopes of scavenging a win. Obviously, this is unethical, as the one who does most work should be rewarded most in the end
<r: The Bible> and plays in which an opponent makes an objective mistake in order to defer | complexity management should be frowned
upon, whether ethically or in the rules. <ch-13, ch-18>

Ch-45: Compl-asym: Def:
Firedog (n.) = Depth-wise complexity (n.) = the extension of complexity theory into depth, as in increases in complexity with increase in depth,
variation capacity and depth limit, and other depth-wise complexity builders like multi caps, threat resolution, and zwischenzug.
Trade via forcing activation (n.) = an aggressive activation of a piece that the protagonist wants to liquidate with an opponent’s piece, creating
a best of worst cases forcing move. Perpendicular | paradigm (n.) = a paradigm that becomes half of the used directives of a player when
implemented into one’s behavioral repertoire. Complexmnesia (n.) = the phenomena of apparently forgetting what one already knew in order
to temporarily shuffle something that we are working on, possibly artificially, into a higher slot of the queue to work on it, only to be redeemed
later with a higher than binary tertiary merger one attention capacity is expanded, leading to super category performance. Complexity | ceiling
(n.) = the maximum amount of complexity that one’s brain can handle. Complexity | gambit (n.) = a move, possibly a material or otherwise
positional sacrifice, for the purpose of increasing complexity. Complexity information | theory (n.) = the first player to conquer complexity will
also be the one who contributed most to the theory. Complexity | terrorism (n.) = increasing | complexity beyond one’s own limit for attention.
Complicating move (n.) = a move that reduces the probability of the enemy playing a move that does not cause a transition to a board position
that has a different Win, Draw, Loss evaluation. Quality: 3/10. Ref: Rc1 and Rxc6: https://lichess.org/FHVbeKiGMfpK. 3/13/21.

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49717222845?tab=review
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Ch-45: Compl-asym: Ex:
Assassination in 1:

#1: S has a weakness on b5, two hindered nobles on b8 and a8, and a space
disadvantage in the center. What can he do?

Complexity asymmetry:
R: Ex-2: A real game situation: s is in time pressure with 4 minutes to 15
and despite being up 2 pawns has a harder position to play because the
f.a5-pp is 2 ply closer to promotion than the f.h5-pp and 1 closer than c5.
There is only 1 move that draws.

Ex-3: Evaluate for whom this position
is less complex to play in terms of
variance.

Ex-4: Which of the following moves is
best for f?

a) Qd1
b) Bxf1
c) Kxf1
d) Rxf1
e) Qf4

Ex-5: Complexity x lateral pivot x temperament blindness:

R: Ex-6: [3,500]

Ex-7: [2,000]
LiChess masters book move:

Complexity in
conversion <r:
ch-1 H2S3>:

Ex-8:

R: Ex-9: [2,700]

L: Ex-10: Game: GM Alexei Shirov<ESP> vs GM D-Gukesh<IND-2>
Chess Olympiad ‘22 rd-5. Turn: 34-s.

Ex-11: [2,750]

Critical moves: H2S1 H3S5:

Ex-12:

R: Ex-13:

L: Ex-14:

Ex-15: [1,800]
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Desperation H2S4:

Ex-16:

R: Ex-17: GM David Navara <2688>
<CZE> vs GM Dambasuren
Batsuren<2518><MGL> FIDE
Olympiad ‘22 rd-5.

L: Ex-18: [1,800]

Ex-19:

Counting:

Ex-20: What is the initial and resulting effect counts for both sides in the sq
d4 around the move 8. D4, thematic? Pt-2, same for the next diagram, but
the move s-d5.

Solutions:
Ex. 1: 34…fxg3 (+3) !
Kek the cluster | complexity <r: ch-45 H2S6> R: https://www.
chess.com/analysis/game/live/45404967459?tab=review

Ex-2: This position is from the same game # between myself and a talented
young player, USCF 1446 Guodong Zhang, a recent New York
University graduate and MBA candidate who played up to the U1800
section at the 2nd annual NFO <r: ch-final, #20-22>
S has to play # 42…Kd6 ! here to draw, which I did within the 4th
minute during the game, because the s.h4-B will never be able to
contend an advance sq of the s.a5-pp in the b-p prior to its potential
advance into that sq. On the other hand, 42…Kd6 ! gets inside the
box:

Rule of the square analysis: as
long as the K ends up inside a
square | formed in which one of the
sides is the line between the pp
and its promo sq in the resulting
b-p of its move, it will be “inside the
square”.

Ex-3: Check with your instructor or
run Stockfish on lichess.org/analysis to
check your answers:
FEN:

2kq2rr/5R2/pp1pN3/2pP4/2Pp2pb/3P2P1/PP1Q2B1/5nK1 w - - 0 25

Ex-4:

The only winning move for f is 25. Qd1 ! among the list, although
Qc2 works just as well along the same theme, because the key is to
redirect the Q via adjacent diagonal pivot to the d1 \ a4, which
contains the only uncontested # b-file attack sq of the vulnerable
b6-P, which will become hangtacked after 25…Qe8 <-e-$> ! 26.
Rc7+ Kb8 27. Qb3 $.b6-P ! b5 28. Qa3 $.a6-P ! and a Q-side
breakthrough will be inevitable, as well as fatal #
This is an original composition from thebronzebishop <1593,
chess.com> vs itzyfan88 <1546, chess.com, me>
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47027368323?tab=revie
w
FEN: 2kq2rr/5R2/pp1pN3/2pP4/2Pp2pb/3P2P1/PP1Q2B1/5nK1 w -
- 0 25

Ex-5:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47042997797
0.63 Rad1, Rae1, Rac1, b3 f5 0.51 Komodo 2706 d-32
Avoid the temperament of complexity aversion with the positional
blunder 14. Fxe5 (+1) ? as this allows s to establish a strong outpost
# with 14…Nxe5 (0) !

Ex-6:
20. Qxf6 <liquidation> -0.12 w/ 0.3 o-n Komodo d-288 2706,
SF14+ consensus #
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47211587425

This is an incredibly difficult
position to evaluate, with both f and
s having K-side chances and
asymmetrical pawn majorities, but
we are in agreement with the
supercomputing algorithms # that
exchanging queens is best for f, as
he faces a complexity asymmetric
middlegame otherwise 20. Qh5+ ?!
Kg8 21. B3 <forced Qc6
<cont-c6\h1> !

Ex-7:
3. Bg2 $($) ~85% prev 56.5% ups the complexity with additional 2
effects rather than liquidate effect at d5, which is never played.

Ex-8: 35…Rd4 is clearly best among a variety of winning positions; just
because a position is winning does not mean that there lacks an objective
best answer, and this fallacy cripples many in the conversion phase <r:

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=6M7GCtQi_YY> $.d3-N 36.
A Nb2 Rd2 $$ ! 37. Kf1🛡 .e2-R Re4
! cycles # the other non-superfluously
into the 35-s vacated sq, since the d2-R
was improved <counter-point> 36. B
Nxf4 (-3) gxf4 (0) <1:1, resulting>
37. G3 $.e-$ f4-P RPE <n> rel-pin
<exploit> ! a stif challenge to
complicate ; 35…Rd4 temporarily
permits this complication, but makes
the future much cleaner for s ; and now

a spectacular P-sack Rde4 ! 38. Rxf4 d4🛡 .e3-P ! 39. Rxe4 Rxe4 40. Kf1
d3 $.e2-R 41. Rb2 and s achieves ideal unchallenged 6th rank connected
passers with lane for K-activation: [diagram]

Ex-9:
41. Qd7 b3 <promo.🕑-2> 42. Kh2
b2 43. c7 b1=Q 44. c8=Q Qxf2
<+1> [D] Surprisingly, this move
covers everything, as the
f5.check-sq is now
doubly-contended. F has no viable
checks, and is getting mated with
Qbg1+ coming. R: Chess.com:
8/3Q2pk/p1P4p/8/1p6/

https://emojiterra.com/two-oclock/


MIC: c-a r: Hu
6P1/2q2PP1/6K1 b - - 1 41. Solve time: over 20 hours.

Ex-10:
34…Kc6<run+><o.m-W, d-39 SF14+ NNUE> 35.

Rc8<RNK.[N]-abs,pin!> MIC: Adding tactical
themes against the stronger | Gukesh,
complicating matters
Re2$.b2-P<1:2>$.h2-P<hangtacked!>, also the
fine was Re3$, 36. H4!? Kd5$.e6-N<3:1>3-🛡
SF14+: 1.under-top! MIC: Conversion is one part
continuing to play objectively best, but, when in a
lateral pivot, consolidating by decreasing the the
space.effect-ratio <ch-55 H2S2> #n-p 37.
Rb5<RNK.[E]-abs,pin!>
Ke4<pin-break><cont-d3>! MIC: Gukesh prefers

to maintain a patterned | structural integrity, and moves his army
as a cohesive | unit # 38. Nxc5!<complex!> dxc5<o-m> 39.
Rcxc5<-1> d3<CTP=2> 40. Kc1<cont-d2[1:1]> Kf3! MIC: The f-Rs
have no check vectors: 41. Rc3<abs-pin!> e4🛡.d3-P and the
mobile unit is 1) compact 2) structurally | solid, in that each point is
adequately defended 3) flexible, and mobile, rolling downhill <r: NFL
Buffalo Bills ‘21> into victory.

Ex-11: https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1240435/practice
32…gxf4<RQK.[S]-pin> 33. Rf5+ Kg7🛡.g6-R<pin-maintain!> 34.
Bxd4+<+5> cxd4<-3> 35. Qxg6+<+5> Kxg6<-9><assass in 4>
Solve time: 573 min.

Ex-12: This is the penultimate critical move in the Sicilian Accelerated
Dragon main line <r: ch-9 ex-7> 23…a4 $.e-$, b4-P! 0.1 d-26 SF14+
NNUE w/ 3.3 (!) o-n

Ex-13: 15. Ra6 !! M11 <o.m>D> ! Nd7 <else-Ra8#> 16. Ra7 !! <o.m-#>
Nb6 <else-Qxc7#> <alt-Nb8> 17. Qb7+ <o.m-#> ! Kd7 18. Qxc7+ Ke6
<else-Qxe7#> 19. Qxe7+ (+9, assass!) Kf5 <o-m> 20. D3 ! M5
https://lichess.org/YMAub36X/white#39

Ex-14: 1r2r1k1/3qbp1p/p1np2pB/1p3b2/3P4/2Q2N2/PPB2PPP/R4RK1 w -
- 0 2

[D]: Via Chess.com: 1.
Bxf5<+3><ovr-expl! ch-24>
gxf5<forced> 2. d5<thr-Qg7#>
Ne5<int> 3. Nxe5 dxe5 4. Qg3+ Kh8
5. Qg7#<1:1> 1-0. Fin.

Ex-15:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/

game/live/53506213105
[D]: 3.79 Qb5, Qb3, Bb4 Qd1, or
Bc3 2.22 d-26 K-2901 i.m-d = +4.

Ex-16: 25. Re3 $.c3-P 0.26 w/ 5 o-n !
Kb6 <run.fut-+, o-m>, else if 26…Rxe6 <-3> ?? 27. Rxc3+ Kb6 <run +>

<o-m> 28. Rb3+ ! and s has to lose his
Q to stop | mate.
https://www.chess.com/analysis/

game/live/49493392567 26. Rxc3
<+1> and likewise Rxe6?? loses to
Rb4+, which means # that f will have a
free tempo to rescue his B . 26…a4 !
clearing a run-sq and now the finish
27. Bxd5 <+1> <brilliant! -
chess.com> Re1+ 28. Kf2 <o-m> and
the B cannot be captured # due to 29.
Qc7+ ! Ka6 30. Rc6+ <1:1> ! and s

has to lose his Q again, while if # 28…Qf4+ 29. Bf3 <int +> rescues the B
and stops checks. 0.58 d-24 K-2706

Ex-17:
32. Qxh7+!!<t.sack-sente> 1-0,
on account of Kxh7<-9, o-m> 33.
Ng5+ Kg8<o-m> 34. h7#!
Rozman: By the end of this
game, this queen went all over
the board; it found a way in, on
the centerline. A mate with a
pawn at the end, good Lord,
David Navara take a <33:47>
bow that's absolutely | beautiful
and remember what I told you:
this N was gonna get out? Yeah,
did not anticipate that happening.

The craziest thing is, this all went downhill, when black played [D]
Qd5?: he had maybe one more chance but after Qe7! was the right
way. David Navarro wins a nice game for the Czech Republic, who
are 8/10.

Ex-18: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/53504970889
17…Qxb2<run-$> 0.0 w/ 6.5 o-n d-27 SF14+ NNUE! 18.
Bxf6<sharp!> Rxf6<o.m-D!>: both sides are hanging on by a
thread: 19. Qxh7+<o.m-D!> Kf8<o-m> 20. Qh6+ Kf7<o.m-D>, else
21. Qh8+<RKR.[w]-skw!> 21. Qh7+ with a draw by repetition.

Ex-19:

Ex-20: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47107790335 No sunk
cost: 8. d4 thematic <3:2.5> <resulting>, while initial <2.5:2.5>. Pt-2:
Effect d: d5 <1.5:3.5, initial>, <2:3.5> resulting.
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47124635291

Additional resources:
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best. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_njf8jwEGRo
Lawlor, Leonard. “Jacques Derrida.” Stanford Encyclopedia of
Philosophy, Stanford University, 27 Aug. 2021,
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/derrida/.
SynysterStudios. “MLG's Golden Era - A Final Boss Montage.”
YouTube, YouTube, 16 Aug. 2008,
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MIC: mis-dirr: Hu

Book-46: Misdirection: chapt-mn [0]:
Penn Jillette <b-1955>: <a-r> You know, there's a word -- misdirection --that's used by laypeople a lot. It's
a magical term. It's a term of art. And the way lay people use it is wrong. Because laypeople often use it as
a synonym for distraction <ch-26>. Like, "Hey! Look over there!" do something sneaky here, and then you
look back, and the trick is done. That doesn't fool anyone. -Mm-hmm. - The way we use the word
misdirection is kind of a curation of attention, giving the audience a story they can tell themselves that lets
them not really know they were distracted. MIC: Millionaire magicians like Penn & Teller don’t make
millions running the longest standing show in Las Vegas nightlife history by randomly | distracting their
audience; they have to systematically | exploit psychological biases that are phenotypic and inborn: In
depth: Jchu222 v. Jubilant07 2/13/22 1+0 C.com: The second player’s target is g2 with his queen led

diagonal battery on | | that | diagonal, and the 3 moves  preceding execution  of 33…Qxg2# misdirect the first player from the target as well as
the attempt to remove the last N defender on e3. Post, Penn <a-r, 2>: 1:06: To understand the complexity of Teller's life, you need to know
the seven basic principles of magic. One: Palm - to hold an object in an apparently empty hand. Two: Ditch - To secretly dispose of an
unneeded object. Three: Steal - The opposite of Ditch. To secretly obtain a needed object. Four: Load - To secretly move the needed object
to where it's needed. Five: Simulation - To give the impression that something that hasn't happened has. Six: Misdirection - To lead
attention away from the secret move. And Seven: Switch - To secretly exchange one object for another.

H3S1: The mis-dir of understanding np#
Paradoxically, a thorough grasp | of the ideas behind the openings, which are relatively few in number, is a royal to | knowledge which
eliminates much of the drudgery associated with remembering a long series of variations. Reuben Fine, GM, Ph-D pg.v-preface <a-r>

Ch-46: Mis-dir H2S1: Psyc.mis-dir:
// making the opponent think you will defend passively when you are planning to counter attack, goading him into placing himself into an
aggressive temperament and then capitalizing // calculate time to transition emotional states and recognize significance this has in both
psychological and time pressure // use this chapter to elucidate the ⅓ proportions of time, psych, and b-p
// cite FBI body language book
Levitt<pg-125, a-r>: Willis points out that the winding of the key, appears to be, for cosmetic | purposes, and seems to meet no resistance,
upon winding, as a true | spring or weight mechanism would, and he also points out, that the windings are not all regular or consistent with
the actions of the Turk. Sometimes, the Turk would play a few moves between windings, and other times, over sixty moves would pass,
before needing a rewinding <r: ch.16-H2S6,H3S1> In all machines, requiring to be wound up, two | consequences are inseparable from their
construction: the first is, that, in winding up the machinery, the key is limited in the number of its revolutions and the second is, that some
relative | proportion must be constantly maintained betwixt the winding up and the work performed, in order to enable the machine to
continue its movements. Now these results are not observation in the Chess Player; for the Automaton will sometimes execute sixty-three
moves with only one winding up; at other times, the exhibitor has been observed to repeat the winding up after seven moves, and even
three moves; and once, probably from inadvertence, without the intervention of a single move; whilst, in every instance, and the
circumstance, through trifling, calls for particular | attention.

Ch-46: Mis-dir H2S2: Time mis-dir:
Hu: The Overton window, for the aforementioned reasons, is a useful mechanism for guiding public discourse, as well as, protecting
vulnerable individuals, such as a society’s adolescent population. However, when the parameters for determining this window are shifted to 1)
superficial digital metrics, that can be manipulated with robots and 2) disingenuous interactions, and virtue signals, that do not accurately
represent an individual’s mindset and affiliations, Satan is provided with a wide range of attack vectors, to provoke this Overton window, in
fact, away from what is considered appropriate by God, to make the appropriate inappropriate, and to make the vile, the norm. // cite President
Nelson, ‘22, social media push. Hu: The Bible is well-documented with examples of what God does to civilizations that have adopted morals,
incoherent with His. Satan’s manipulation of the Overton window, moreover, makes it “cool” to discriminate against Christians, and Christian
ideals, as long as they no longer fall into the norm. The problem is, the “Facebook Like” is a low-investment signal: Peterson<a-r>: Someone
living a life-lie is attempting to manipulate reality with perception, thought and action, so that only some narrowly desired and pre-defined
outcome is allowed to exist. A life lived in this manner is based, consciously or unconsciously, on two premises. The first is that current
knowledge is sufficient to define what is good, unquestioningly, far into the future. The second is that reality would be unbearable if left to its
own devices. The first presumption is philosophically unjustifiable. What you are currently aiming at might not be worth attaining, just as what
you are currently doing might be an error. The second is even worse. It is valid only if reality is intrinsically | intolerable and, simultaneously,
something that can be successfully manipulated and distorted. Such speaking and thinking requires the arrogance and certainty that the
English poet John Milton's genius identified with Satan, God's highest angel, gone most spectacularly wrong. The faculty of rationality
inclines dangerously to pride: all I know is all that needs to be known. Pride falls in love with its own creations, and tries to make them
absolute. I have seen people define their utopia, and then bend their lives into knots, trying to make it reality. A left-leaning student adopts a
trendy, anti-authority stance, and spends the next twenty years working resentfully to topple the windmills of their imagination. Fin-v1.

H2S2 H3S1: Calc-concealment:
// strategically not revealing what you are calculating to misdirect opponent In depth: George Berg vs Yakun Hu, Marshall Chess Club 8/21:

H4S1: Sampling | error leading to data-misdirection #n-p:
Hu<’22, a-r>: Data needs to be collected, separately, within, and without, the Kingdom of God, because, God, as a variable, or an
independent variable, is the most powerful Cause we have. What this means is, we cannot completely trust data that is collected in data sets
that include godless people, because God has a profound impact; therefore, if God is not having that impact on the Godless, then the data
is collected, which includes them, will be flawed in some way. A concrete | example of this is found in H4S4: general | population data, in the
United States, shows that intelligence is a negative trait for fertility: make yourself appear dumber, and you’ll have more kids! Problem
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solved, Right?. There are also questionable | correlations, even, between income level and intelligence. Then, stop working hard! However,
when only the Church of Latter Day Saints is analyzed, independently of others, these trends are suddenly reversed. Fin-v1.

H2S2 H3S2: Time Mis-dir x lat-piv:
MIC: Concealment, tricking the opponent to thinking on your time <x-ref> about something you’re not going to do, and,  your move, forcing him
to have wasted his time because you played a move that pivots the game in a different direction with minimum thought space overlap, and he
didn’t know you were thinking about, calculate the impact this would have on the time position and recognize its significance <x-refs>

⭐ EZ-directive: Penn, <a-r, 3 4:15>: What Teller's gonna do is impossible, which means it can only be done by lying, cheating, and swindling.
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49616324539 “Hold in your heart what it felt like to be | cheated.” 5:18

Ch-46: Mis-dir H2S3: Vis.mis-dir:
Hu: For both males and females, fertility is a biological process, pre-programmed by, over a billion years of past evolution. There are certain
conditions, traditionally, that must be in place, for the fertility-seeking aspects of the human mind to be activated. Social Capital Project<a-r>:
In 1970, 56 percent of American families included at least one child, but by 2016 just 42 percent did. The average family with children had
2.3 children in 1970 but just 1.9 in 2016. Among all families—with or without children—the average number of children per family has
dropped from 1.3 to 0.8. Hu: Best-cult, at its worst, destroys the adolescent’s ability to form reliable, long lasting social connections on a
one-to-one basis, and these individual connections, like Lego blocks, are the building blocks for deeply-connected communities, and in these
communities, an individual finds a role, as well as the roles, needed, to continue the facilitation of one’s personal development.

H2S3 H3S1: Mis-dir by increasing cluster complexity:
X-ref Ch-42 cluster quant: Hu: A key value proposition of social media is that it can “bring people closer together”, even when separated,
potentially, by time and distance. However, this mission can be distorted, such that individuals are incentivized, with gamified, poorly
programmed digital currencies, to abnormally distribute their time toward an unnaturally large number of social relationships, in which the
maximum gain, that one can expect, is reciprocal signaling, via the low investment online validation system. Segal, Fraley<2015>: The
investment model is one of the most influential theoretical frameworks for understanding commitment in close relationships. Research
has shown that a key mechanism underlying persistence is commitment—the tendency for people to feel psychologically attached to a
relationship (Rusbult, 1983; Rusbult & Buunk, 1993). Specifically, we suggest that perceived partner responsiveness (PPR; Reis, Clark, &
Holmes, 2004)—a critical construct in understanding the development of intimacy and relationship functioning—serves as an organizing
variable that drives, in part, the covariation among investment model constructs. PPR is a process by which individuals “come to believe
that relationship partners both attend to and react supportively to central, core defining features of the self” (Reis et al., 2004, p. 203). When
people perceive their partners as understanding and responsive, they are more likely to feel satisfied with their relationships, increase their
investments, and perceive alternatives to their partner as less appealing. Importantly, we also propose that variation in PPR can vary as a
function of individual differences in attachment style (Hazan & Shaver, 1987; Mikulincer & Shaver, 2007). People who are more insecure in
their attachment orientations, for example, might be less likely to perceive their partners as responsive to their needs (e.g. Collins & Feeney,
2000). These perceptions, in turn, may have implications downstream for the experience of satisfaction, quality of alternatives, and
investment (Carter, Fabrigar, MacDonald, & Monner, 2013; Etcheverry, Le, Wu, & Wei, 2013). The second purpose of this research was to
evaluate commitment dynamics at the between- and within-persons level. Although the investment model is often billed as a process
model—a model that captures the dynamics of individuals within their relationships—most investigations focus on between-person
differences. However, it is clear from the literature that individuals can vary across time in the extent to which they feel satisfied with and
invested in their relationships. Hu: When unaware of the potential fruits of cultivating deeper relationships, other individuals are seen as the
means to an end, and when that end # is the 2.second-finger,tap of an Instagram like button, or, a pseudo-copy pasted “meme” comment
for a superficial form of social proof, there is near-0 incentive to seek more than a reciprocal amount of investment toward that individual,
before moving on, to the next. X-ref: MIC ch-51 H2S5: Social skills in 1 to 1 interactions:

H2S3 H3S2: Mis-dir by long line setup:
In depth: double fianchetto | setup: // use db to find position from GM game

H4S1: Political prophylaxis against theocratic | misdirection:
Hu<’22, a-r>: The world has been stripped of its theocracies, with the exception of the acre of land in the Vatican, enveloped by Rome, and,
therefore, every Church is inextricably | tied to the actions of a government, and so is our fate, even our lives, with the decisions of that
government, but we cannot always trust where the parameters of their decisions | arise. Nevertheless, we are taught by the scriptures to
abide by the laws of the state in which we reside. However, we also live in a state in which it is appropriate to attack Christianity, and to
disenfranchise | Christians of the precepts in this paper, many of which are necessary for sustenance, and our denial of these things,
furthers our dependence on the State. This is not separation of Church and State |=>, a law that, in itself, promises a degree of religious
freedom, and, therefore, cannot be evil, |=>, this is forced dependence, as we are told that “Christianity” is only a small fraction of what
God’s Kingdom truly is, and we have to accept potentially unholy restrictions <Peterson, Dreher 2022, a-r> in order to borrow that
sustenance from others, as our fundamental rights have been denied. At least part of this attack is psychological, we are told that we cannot
do certain things, but if we apply a skeptical attitude, we can see that there is nothing stopping us from learning and gaining these
competencies by ourselves.

H2S3 H3S3: Mis-dir by x-ray setup:
H4S1: Satan misdirects our eye from the iron rod:
Hu: An inherent property of God’s creation is growth, and growth is a word that has been emphasized to me, multiple times, by the
Williamsville missionaries. God created us to learn and develop in his world, despite initial imperfections, we are on the path to
Perfection, and we are perfect, to a certain extent, as long as we are on this path. In order to remain on the path to perfection, we have to
be able to grow. In order to grow, we have to change. In the language of evolutionary biology, change is also known as adaptation. The
new adaptations we are making are in response to changing circumstances, and changing circumstances may result from 1)

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49616324539
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education, 2) new revelations, revealed by the prophet, seers, and revelators <LDS Sisters 7/27/22>, or 3) personal revelation, and
repentance. All of these are forms of progress, and, therefore, the Church is just as much entitled to partaking in progress as the secular
World. Sadly, what is frequently | defined as progress, outside of the Church, as a result of the hand of Satan, seems to be | moving away
from God. That is not progress. Progress is moving with God, into higher domains of personal development, whereas moving away from
God is stagnation, the opposite of progress. It has also been found that among members of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints there is a positive association between income (a robust IQ proxy) and fertility (Stanford & Smith, 2013) as well as between
broader socioeconomic status and fertility (Heaton, 1986).

H2S3 H3S4: Mis-dir by using a multi-direction double attack:
// a forking zi attacks in two different directions, but opponent is misdirected with respect to target

Ch-46: Mis-dir Def:
Ch-46: Mis-dir Ex:

L: Ex-1:

Ex-2: f to move and draw. H1 bottom right #

Ex-3:

East |=full west
misdirection:

Ex-4:

R: Ex-5:

Ex-6: [1,600]

Ex-7: [400]

North |=full south misdirection:

L: Ex-8: [800]

Ex-9: [2,200]

L: Ex-10: [34,000]

Ex-11:

Diagonal
misdirection:

L: Ex-12: [2,000]

Ex-13: [0]
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L: Ex-14: [1,100]

Ex-15: [1,772]

Target misdirection:

L: Ex-16: [1,600]

Ex-17: [2,600]

L, below: Ex-18: [1,800]

R, below:: Ex-19: [800] Ex-20:

Solutions:
Ex-1:
This position is from a game between Peter Svidler <2741> vs
Alexander Motylev <2710> in the European Club Cup (2009), rd 7.
R: https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1559488
S has the opportunity to misdirect from his K-side attacking
intentions with 34. Bxf5 (+1) ! with the idea that s cannot capture
due to 1) pin-undefense due to the QPK <n> abs-pin and 2) if
34…Qxf5 (-2) 35. Qxc7+ ! is deadly: A: if 35…Qf7 36. Rh7+ !
deflects the e-K via temp-sack away from its last defense of the
attacked f7-Q, <assass, +9> B: if 35…Kf6 36. Rf3 RQK <n> abs-pin
! picks up the e-Q in a g2-P supported f3 sq <assass, +9> C: if
35…Kg8 36. Qh7+ Kf8 <o-m> 37. Qh8+ and now if # Ci: 37…Ke7
38. Re3+ RKR<n> abs-skwr <r: ch-30 H2S1> ! will assass the
s.e8-R <+5> Cii: 37…Kf7 38. Rh7+ coerces <r: ch-26: H2S4> the
e-K away from defense of the e8-R, once again <assass, +5> Fin.

Ex-2:
This is an online blitz game played by WFM Anna Cramling <Twitch
= u/annacramling, 205k followers> <FIDE = 2065>, daughter of GMs
Pia Cramling, the 5th woman to earn the general GM title, and GM
Juan Manuel Bellon Lopez. Here, Anna salvaged a draw in this
pawn down opposite-bishop endgame with 79. Bxa3 (+1) ! Kxa3
(-3)

The b-p after 79.s-Kxa3 (-3) And now, a misdirection | deflection <r:
ch-26 H2S3> to take the s.d5-B’s eye off the g2-pp, worth nearly the
9 point queen at this point. 80. E6 ! Bxe6 (-1) <forced> The s.e6-B
is the only e-zi in position to stop the f.e-zygote from promoting, as
the s.a3-K is out of the square. R: The b-p before 80. E6,
demonstrating the overloaded e6-B, having to stop both the f.e5-pp
and protect the g2-fetus, but it cannot do both #
81. Kxg2 <value-adjusted assass>, in 3, and the game ends in a
draw | by insufficient material.

Ex-3:
22…Nxf3+ <-M7> ! Don’t be distracted by f’s last SE to NW move,
the action is heading south, and east, towards the SE located f.g1-K.
23. Kf2 <forced, run +> Qe1+ <temp-sack> ! 24. Kxf3 Be4+ 25.
Kg4 Qd1+ ! 26. Ne2 Qxe2+ (+3) ! 27. Bf3 Qxf3+ (+3) ! 28. Kh3
Qh5# with the s.e4-B cutting off the g2 run sq #
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47030395177?tab=revie
w

Ex-4: 21…Qxc3 <+1, assass in 1> ! It looks like s should be focused on the
East side of the board due to his Q-side castled position, but this strong |
assass creating a far passed-P and pseudo-pinning QBQ via liquidation-thr
wins. https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49542579715

Ex-5: Qxg7# ! https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49536574151

Ex-6: https://www.chessable.com/variation/13061219/ Game: G. Cabrilo
vs. R. Ziatdinov, Belgrade 1991. 38. Ne7+ ! Hellsten: Thus, White
manages to keep a knight on the excellent f5-sq. 38…Kf8 <forced>
39. Nxf5 ! MIC: This variation is preferable to recapturing in f5 with
the e4-P, yielding an adv-sq to the e5-P, auto-doubling the Ps, and
leaving some redundancy in the c6-sq, which can just as well # be
occupied by an R. By misdirecting the Q.side-concentrated
s-forces and swinging to the K-side, f exploits the principle of two
weaknesses.

Ex-7:
1…Bxa2 <+5> ! There is a misdirection # cluster of effect from
the second player's r-nobles to the southeast, in that the f8 rook
attacks the f2 bishop, and the once defended f1 rook via x-ray,
and the g3-pawn is attacked by the c7 queen, and an x-ray check
along that same diagonal. Finally, the e4-B is itself pointed
powerfully along the a8 \ h1.

Ex-8: 17…Qxc3+!
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50136606571

Ex-9: 23. Bg5 <1:1> $.h4-Q <thematic> <pseudo-pm> ! Qh5 <run $,
o-m!> https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50913610073 24. Qd6 !
<thr-Bf6+ M6!> h6 $.g5-B, clr-h7 ! 25. Qf6+ !! with the idea that if
Rxf6 <-9> 26. Bxf6 ! <+5> Kh7 <o-m> 27. Rg7+ ! sets up a windmill
that will recuperate the Q, with interest. 25…Kh7 <forced> 26. Rxh3
<+3, assass in 4!>, exploiting the overloaded <ch-24> s.h5-Q.

Ex-10: https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1837280
27…Qe4+ <p.c-b,alt: 27. Kxd3 <-3>! +2.5 w/ 2 o-n d-26 SF14+
NNUE> 28. Re3<1:1><int+>! whereas 28…Kf/d2, d1 Qe2+! K-1/3
Q-2#.n-p b5<1:1>$.a4-Q! Several factors play into this correct move,
in addition to the fact that it is an unexpected move in the
northwest, while the action has previously, and subsequently,
concentrated in the south. This move is necessary to impede a4/e8,
where f was thr-Qe8#, a quadrant removed.from-the,action.threat!,

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49542579715
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49536574151
https://www.chessable.com/variation/13061219/
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50136606571
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50913610073?tab=review
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1837280
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clearing a free tempo for the s to make a non+capture, if necessary.
Now if Qs are liquidated 29. Rxe4 bxa4, s is up a N+B<l-s> for an
R, and 2 K-side pps 1-0, whereas if 29. Qa5 Bg3+ ! 30. Kd2<run+>
Qg2+! 31. Qxd3<-3> Qxf1+<+5> adds to s’s material advantage,
and neutralize all mating threats at e8 and f8, in the i.b-p. Else if 29.
Qxa7 Bb4+!<Komodo-2901> 30. Kd1<run+> Qg4+ 31. Ref3<int+>
and 31…Bxf1<+5> will do the trick.

Ex-11:

Ex-12: 22. Bc4+ Kh8 <forced> 23.
Qf4🛡.e5-P <1.5 via bounce : 2>!
Nxe5 <-1> 24. Qxe5 <+3, t-sack>!
Ch-36 Qxe5 <-9> and 25. Nf7+$.e5-Q
! recuperates the Q and secures a noble
assass <+2>.
https://www.chess.com/game/live/

49565917965

Ex-13:
Missed assassination in 1:
s-Qxd2<+5> Category:
clusterblindness

https://lichess.org/Y6MinIlM/black#45
Ex-14:
1. Bxh5<+scovery!><clr-$> Rxh5<-3> 2. Qxf2<+9, assass in 2>
Category: cluster-blindness <ch-42>, the tactic comes out of the
cluster.
Ex-15: https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/28828321
1…Kh6! maintaining the c6-B’s int-d6, an (cont)-sq for the a6-Q of
the g7.#sq 2. gxf3<-3>! Qxh3# Fin.v-5.

Ex-16: 29. D6 ! $.c7-e7 The real target is b6, but this move distracts from
this intention with a vicious | double attack. The key is that the P cannot
be captured in any way: for example 29…Nxd6? 30. Rxd6 ! <+3> cxd6
<-5> 31. Nxb6+$ <+9> x-ref <ch-24, overloading> Alternatively #,
29…Rf7 <run $> and the target changes again, demonstrating the p-E of
the f-position 30. Dxc7 <+1> ! with $$ on d8 <P-tack> and d7 <R-attack,
d1 2:1.5> https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50799591215

Ex-17: https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/667094
1…Qxf5+! 2. Bc2<int+> Qf2 $.e1-R ! 3. Rd/exe2 <forced>🛡 Rxe2
4. Rxe2 Qxe2<+5><assass in 4>. The target misdirection is f1->f2;
f1 is non-viable due to x-ray.backward-🛡,f1 by the a6-Q.

Ex-18: https://www.chess.com/puzzles

/problem/1239149/practice
M5: 30. Ra8+ Nf8<int+>! 31.
Rxf8+<+3><t.sack-sente!>
Kxf8<-5><t.sack-gote!> 32. Qxd6+
Kg8<run$> 33. Qb8+! Re8 34.
Qxe8# Due to the attraction sente
in 31-f, s redirects the target to d6,
an insignificant P by material
value, but the target gains value
when it becomes a Q.check-sq of
the s-K.

Ex-19: https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1375006/practice
M-3: 32…Qxc2+ ! 33. Kh1<run+> Qc1+ 34. Rxc1 Rxc1# The N-E
cluster, as well as the f.file-situation, and the potential of pinning
the f1-R with 32…Rh1, all distract from c2 as a target.
Ex-20:

Additional resources:
Fine, Reuben. Ideas behind the Chess Openings. Ishi Press,
Japan, 2012.
Fallon, Jimmy. “Penn & Teller Give a Lesson in Misdirection Using
a Vanishing Chicken.” YouTube, YouTube, 23 June 2018,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lo5BRAKvJoA.

Jillette, Penn. “Penn & Teller - Smoking/Sleight of Hand Trick.”
Dincorta via YouTube, YouTube, 23 Sept. 2015,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y4U-kHdXgz0.
Fallon, Jimmy. “Penn & Teller Show off a Lying, Cheating,
Swindling Card Trick.” YouTube, YouTube, 26 June 2019,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pd3_HFvQeXQ.
Levitt, Gerald M. The Turk, Chess Automaton. McFarland & Co.,
2000.
Peterson, Jordan B, and Rod Dreher. “Live Not by Lies.”
JordanPetersonVideos, YouTube, 7 July 2022,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i1JuWVeJS-E&ab_channel=Jord
anBPeterson.
Hu: Reclaim what has been disenfranchised: 7/31/22
Peterson, Jordan B., et al. 12 Rules for Life: An Antidote to Chaos.
Vintage Canada, 2020.
Project, Social Capital. “WHAT WE DO TOGETHER: THE STATE
OF ASSOCIATIONAL LIFE IN AMERICA.” Mike Lee US Senator for
Utah, May 2017,
https://www.lee.senate.gov/services/files/b5f224ce-98f7-40f6-a814-8
602696714d8

- Wikipedia: As a young adult, Lee served a two-year
mission for the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints in the Texas Rio Grande Valley.

Hu: LDS, 8/11/22: How “bestie culture” is destroying a generation
of American talent.
Segal N, Fraley RC. Broadening the investment model: An
intensive longitudinal study on attachment and perceived partner
responsiveness in commitment dynamics. Journal of Social and
Personal Relationships. 2016;33(5):581-599.
doi:10.1177/0265407515584493
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Book-47: Law of state transference: c-m:
Arranged for Clarinet and Piano from the orchestral score, by Yakun Hu. Composer: Petro Mascangni <1863 - 1945>; language: Italian;
year: 1890. Metropolitan Opera: Santuzza begs him to stay and implores him not to abandon her. Refusing to listen, Turiddu leaves, and
Santuzza curses him. Alfio appears, late for Mass. Santuzza tells him that Lola went to church with Turiddu and reveals that she has been
cheating on him. In a rage, Alfio swears to get even and rushes off, leaving behind the now conscience-stricken Santuzza. Returning from
the church the villagers gather at Mamma Lucia’s tavern. Turiddu leads them in a drinking song, but the atmosphere becomes tense when
Alfio appears. He refuses Turiddu’s offer of wine and instead challenges him to a knife fight. Turiddu admits his guilt but is determined to go
through with the fight, for Santuzza’s sake as well as for his honor. Yakun: music from Cavalleria Rusticana is extremely | popular in the
Erie County Music Educators Association all-county symphonic orchestra groups, which I participated in, 2-3 times, during grade school.
Each symphonic orchestra has only <4 clarinets, so only one of the top 8 clarinets in the county, by audition, per year, can be in the
orchestra, and, alternating by year, 1/3/5/7 are shuffled into the first 4 chairs of the band, while 2/4/6/8 are placed into the orchestra; the rest of
the all-county clarinets all go into the band, as there’s room, typically for 20-30. I was the first chair in 9th and 12th grade, as well as NYSMAA
All State in 2010. Schwarm, Cantoni <a-r>: Cavalleria rusticana, (Italian: “Rustic Chivalry”) opera in one act by the Italian composer
Pietro Mascagni (Italian libretto by Giovanni Targioni-Tozzetti and Guido Menasci) that premiered in Rome on May 17, 1890. A short and
intense work, it sets to music the Italian writer Giovanni Verga’s short story (1880) and play (produced 1884) of the same name, which tells
a story of love, betrayal, and revenge in Sicily. Mascagni’s opera was an instant success, and it started a trend in opera for the naturalistic,
often violent verismo style associated in literature with Verga and his contemporary Luigi Capuana. In 1888 Mascagni heard of a
competition for one-act operas. With four complete operas to his name, he was on the verge of submitting one act of his historical drama
Guglielmo Ratcliff when he learned that his wife had already sent in Cavalleria rusticana without his knowledge. It won a top prize and went
on to become an international success. The most famous excerpt is the lyrical intermezzo <Yakun: this is what we will be playing>
connecting the opera’s two scenes.

H3S-1: Score for clarinet & conductor:

H3S0: Score for piano:

CM H3S1: Chess L.o-S,T x neuro, mirror-neurons:
H4S1: MIC: Visual observation of others’ actions triggers certain neuron activity mediated by mirror |
neurons in the visual | processing | pathway: Dr. Bear <Picower Professor of Neuroscience, MIT, 2003 -
present> via Neuroscience, 4th edition <a-r>: We mentioned previously that some neurons in cortical area 6
respond not only when movements are executed but also when the same movement is only
imagined—mentally rehearsed. Remarkably, some neurons in motor areas of the cortex fire not only when a
monkey makes a specific movement himself but also when the monkey simply observes another monkey, or
even a human, making the same type of | movement. H4S2: Mirror neurons are a relatively recent discovery
in Neuroscience and, therefore, not well understood. Whereas the neuron | doctrine was elucidated in the
late 19th century, mirror | neurons were not discovered until the early 1990s by Giacomo Rizzolatti [P, via
SFN = Society for Neuroscience] <b-1937, Italian neuro|physiologist, University of Parma] via
Neuroscience <a-r> H4S3: MIC: Mirror | neurons seem to be limited to motor movements: Dr. Bear: Mirror
neurons seem to represent particular motor acts, such as reaching, grasping, holding, or moving | objects,
regardless of whether a monkey actually performs the action or merely observes others doing it. H4S4: MIC:
More recently, it is becoming understood that mirror | neurons respond not only to visual | stimuli but also
possibly auditory: Dr. Bear: Many mirror neurons even respond to the unique sounds another monkey

produces during a specific movement (e.g., cracking open a peanut), as well as to the sight of that movement. H4S5: MIC: Mirror | neurons
facilitate the law of state transference: Dr. Bear: Mirror | neurons may be part of an extensive | brain system for understanding the actions
and even the intentions of others. MIC: This also elicits a connection between motor | movements and emotional | transference, which
furthers the hypothesis developed in Material in Chess and behavioral | movements such as chess moves can contain and transfer
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emotional | content <ch-this, ch-14, ch-48, ch-51> Dr. Bear: It implies that we use the same motor | circuits both for planning our own |
movements and for understanding the actions and goals of others. H4S6: Mirror neurons may be at the root of the neuroscientific,
psychological, and philosophical phenomena of empathy itself <ch-13 CM H3S1> Dr. Bear: More expansive versions of this hypothesis
suggest that mirror neurons are also responsible for our ability to read the emotions and sensations of others and to empathize. H4S7:
Dysfunction in mirror neuron activity may be responsible for autism - Bear: such as the impaired | ability to understand the thoughts,
intentions, feelings, and ideas of others. H4S8: MIC: As there is no evidence that mirror | neurons directly perceive the hormonal | balance
of others as pheromones in the olfactory | pathway, the mediating | pathway for state | transference, which is one layer deeper than
behavioral | mimicking is that motor and muscular | movements contain emotional | content and imitating | motor | movements of a certain
type of emotional | content will generate an analogous balance of biochemicals within the self. Post-script: He punished his son harshly
with a strap and was critical and demanding of Rachel. Rachel grew up with low | self-esteem and poor coping skills. She married early and
found herself in a relationship that mirrored the emotional | abuse she suffered as a child. <Clinical | psychology, Dr. John Hunsley
<b-1959> and Dr. Catherine M. Lee <b-1955> <the University of Ottawa, both> pg-386/7: Rachel’s | father, Daniel, was a Holocaust |
survivor, embittered by his suffering and haunted by guilt that he alone of all his family had survived the concentration | camps of Nazi |
Germany.

H2S1: Operational state transferenceTM:
McLuhan <a-r> <Ph-D, prof University of Toronto 1911 - 1980> pg-33: Whole | cultures could now be programmed to keep their emotional |
climate | stable in the same way that we have begun to know something about maintaining equilibrium <ch-60> in the commercial |
economies of the world. MIC: Operational | state transference is a recursive form of calculation capacity | transference in which a
higher-rated | player is calculating an operation at an order of magnitude | lengthier applied | depth, and his act of doing so will trigger the
lower-rated | player to enter an order of magnitude | lower ply depth strategic operation calculation of his own. == This phenomenon is
particularly relevant to players who are about to break the 2000 | rating | barrier as that is the upper threshold of rating that this book
addresses. When one reaches this barrier, one will find that one suddenly has an elevated level of difficulty in playing players in the 1000 to
1200 rating range, particularly when one reaches the point in the middle game, or in the MIC 4-phase paradigm, the end of an extended
development phase in which one has the opportunity to concoct a lengthy strategic operation for the purpose of improving one's active ren
without directly engaging in combat yet. The act of beginning to do so #defd will cause the player’s, who is about to break the 2000 elo
barrier, brain to rev up to a higher tier #ded, and the lower-rated player, still attuned as much as one can expect from a 1000 rated player, will
sense via the opponent's shift in body language, change in psychological position as represented in changes in pawn structure, as well as
increased investment in time in the time position relative to a constant tactical threshold, that the higher-rated player is thinking about
something on a timeline that is longer than reactivity. == This will cause the lower-rated player to embark upon an analogous task, but not
with the same time | skill in terms of depth #defd, since despite the law of state transference, it is impossible to transfer a state that does not
build upon directly in the mind of another individual, and because biochemical processes in synthesis do require time, and certain of these
processes # requires time longer than the universal time # duration of a standard chess game, there is a limit to the degree to which
calculation capacity in the form of strategic operation planning state transfer can occur between a player nearing 2000, and a player just over
1000. What will happen, as a consequence, is that the lower-rated player will plan a strategic operation, particularly around the use of knights,
and this occurs because the modern 1000 views knights as a detached | wrench thrown into the standard chess game of rapid pawn
advances, pieces behind those pawns, sequential activation and doubling of rooks, dangerous bishops on long fianchetto
diagonals, etc and the knight is more of an asterisk that is called to action when an impasse is reached to the position, and therefore the
lower-rated player will concoct a | plan to more activate his knight, and implant it in a deadly fork square somewhere within the enemy's
territory, often thematically in the garden rank, most commonly, but also the enemy moat and the enemy p-rank as well. == This attack, in the
form of a shorter timescale strategic operation, than the one the higher-rated player is planning, may be difficult to anticipate, if he does not
know this specific line of reasoning, that the 1000 rated player is capable of and only capable of #, and therefore the higher-rated player will
plan for a broader range of possibilities than is actually capable in the brain of the lower-rated player. Not understanding how the rating
system works, nor fundamental concepts within neurology, the higher-rated player might overthink and project calculation capacity where it
does not exist, and in the process, quantum cloudify his mind with too many possibilities, thereby missing the very concrete threat of a knight
fork in the square g6 or e6, as in these examples. Post: the climb to 2,000 requires one to finalize a complete understanding of the elo
rating system.

Ch-47 L.o-S,T H2S2: Skill | equilibration:
Hu: The Kingdom of God is hierarchical. When the prophet John, of the last book of the New Testament, visited the throne of God in
Heaven, he beheld a multitude of men and creatures, who were organized in an everlasting divine order:

H3S1: Op.state-xsfer x pedagogy:
<USNA, a-r>: The contemporary French mathematician Condorcet <1743 - 1794> tells the story of two of Euler's students who had
independently summed seventeen terms of a complicated infinite series, only to disagree in the fiftieth decimal place; Euler settled the
dispute by recomputing the sum in his head. MIC: Modern | computer science has, to a large extent, made machines emulated from the
brains of chess players <r: ch-16 H2S4> available as a commodity, such that one can practice encountering the paradigms of loops,
deduction, and conditionals <r: ch-7> on a tablet, without the need for scarce human interaction. Designers have additionally deployed
usage of these machines to create | environments that are ubiquitous in the outdoor space, and the rate of propagation of new thinking
paradigms via this pedagogical loop is increasing; the net effect of this is a massive operational state transference environment that is not
isolated to over the chess board, but propagating the events of the chess board, insofar as the chess board represents logic <r: ch-8 CM
H3S1> in public, allowing the early stages of the pedagogical chain <r: ch-19 H2S6> to be encountered and initial information rapidly
downloaded into the mass consciousness <r: ch-51 s.y-e, h2s2 overton window> #np This effect can be measured in order to determine the
degree of influence that chess theory has had on the mass consciousness. For instance, it is well known that in the chess community, the
incidence of ch-42 CM H3S1 blindfold play has increased exponentially since the times of Francois Philidor <r:  1726 - 1795> and the
ancient Islamic times <r: ch-0, H2S7>, when the ability to play blindfold was regarded as a generational talent and recorded in various
historical literature. Nowadays, one can expect to meet at least one blindfold | capable player at any local chess club, a 100-1,000x fold
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increase in capacity that is not explained by genetics <r: Woodley of Menie et al., 2017, a-r> Moreover, it is well known that within the
“Covid era” of chess that many especially younger players discovered the game during the pandemic fallout and in a span of months to <2
years, were able to “pick up the sport” to the tune of 1600-1700 otb playing strength, and such a playing strength would have made one a
world class player as recently as the 18th century by Material in Chess’s proprietary effect x complexity quant <r: ch-45> estimates. For
instance, the first published chess book, Repetición De Amores y Arte De Ajedrez, by Luis Ramírez De Lucena <1475 - 1530> <a-r,
Ockerbloom> contained only a handful of diagrams and was scant with errors that even beginners in ‘22 can identify. <r: Bibliográfico, a-r>
Such players, in my experience as a National T-director <r: ch-17 H2S7> and in conversations with US Chess heads Ernest Schlich
<delegate, Virginia> and International Master John Bartholomew <founder, Chessable>, as well as international coaching leads WGM
Adriana Nikolova <coach, Dubai national team> and WIM Bianka Havanecz that many younger players can achieve such playing strength
playing games on Chess-com, LiChess-org, and using various online puzzle trainers without the years of dedicated study that past masters
were subjected to. Therefore, it is apparent that # the environment of chess pedagogy has undergone tremendous changes since the times
of Lucena and that the rate of learning to a club C | competent | level has increased exponentially, and beyond. The last nail in the coffin of
this argument is that understanding of the game on a spectator level has even increased, as viewership of prominent chess events has
grown exponentially on Twitch. 8 historical | instances of ops.state-tnsf:
H4S1: Nick Symmonds x Oregon track, 2008 US Olympic Trials 800-m:

Symmonds<a-r>: This is the race that I am most proud of, in my entire career, for one
reason: I overcame all my | doubts, my self-doubt, my fear, my nervousness, I <14:38>
responded to all of that. Binder<a-r>: He<Wheating> came off the final turn, sixth, and
began to unfold his long legs. In a matter of 14 steps, Wheating passed four runners and
was clear of them, moving fast enough to take second. MIC: The noteworthy | aspect of
Symmonds et al.’s performance in the 2008 trials is that all 3 qualifiers emerged from a
single town, Eugene Oregon, a town that has been nicknamed “Track-Town USA<a-r>”, for
its disproportionate | production of Olympic-level track athletes, despite a population of
<180,000 <Wikipedia>, or 0.05% of the US population. Wikipedia<a-r>: While running for
the Oregon Track Club, Prefontaine set American records at every | distance from 2,000 to
10,000 meters, as he prepared for the 1976 Olympics. Prefontaine's career, alongside
those of Jim Ryun, Frank Shorter, and Bill Rodgers, generated considerable | media

coverage, which helped inspire the 1970s "running boom." MIC: Despite the Track-Town legacy, none of the 3 Oregon runners were
favored, going into the event, with Symmonds<b-1983>, the strongest of the 3, having started college at D-3 Willamette University<a-r>,
and only the 2007 Indoor Title to his name. Symmonds: In my | mind, I still remember it, crystal clear, I said, be patient<3x>, a gap will
form<2x>, it has to, and sure | enough, you'll see, it's only about 6 inches, maybe, 12 inches of space, but I'm able to go from the rail to right
in front of Jonathan Johnson, just | enough space<ch-50> to break free, from that prison, that I was in, and get up into lane-2 and now, I hit
the turbo, and once I have a lane, once I'm in lane-2 on the outside of Dwayne Solomon's shoulders, here, then it's just the feeling, I just
said, I want to show the crowd, what I've been working on for the last two years, or the last 10 years, I want to put on a show, and I start
winding up my kick, I move from 5th, to 4th, to 3rd, to 2nd, now i use that slingshot | technique I've been talking about, and with a hundred
meters to go, literally like playing a video game. MIC: Still stuck in 6th, coming around the final turn, Symmonds’ signature | kick put him
into 1st in half the closing distance, and he ended up winning by a margin of nearly 20 meters(!). By the time he took the lead, at 1:33.7, his
teammates, Wheating<P, L>, and Christian Smith<R> were in 6th and 4th, respectively, and, miraculously, they maintained their gap w/
Symmonds, and, as he pulled away from the rest of the field, so did they, as a chain. Fin.v4-2.

H4S2-8 //cont-v5.

Ch-47 L.o-S,T H2S3: Emotional ST:
H2S3 H3S1: Emotional imperviousness #:
Mirror neuron | activity is not within conscious control <ch-this, CM H3S1> and therefore it is questionable as to how the experiential state
#np of emotional imperviousness can be achieved and whether achieving this experiential state has meaningful operational benefits or
falls into the category of delusion. This question is an important topic in chess performance as well as sports science <r: ch-16 H2S9>
because the score position will inevitably become asymmetrical in a W / L game, and the asymmetry in score possession will lead to an
asymmetry in an emotional state. Therefore, it is vital, insofar as possessing a losing emotional state is debilitating to the converting
process <r: ch-1 H2S3> of the winning side, to avoid a takeover transference of that loser’s state. Observationally, through mass viewing
of spectator sports, and quotes from chess greats such as Robert James Fischer <1943 - 2008>, who once remarked that he enjoys the
process of strangling his opponent’s psychologically, and the myriad of chess publications in the canon with respect to psychological
debilitation in the conversion phase <r: ch-48>, that the winning side is expected to think in terms of prophylaxis <ch-61 H2S3>, the
principle of two weaknesses <ch-50 H2S3>, and winning conditions checkmate, and these thoughts are obviously different from what is
expected of the losing side, such as complication <ch-61 H2S1>, intentional blindness <ch-42 H2S4>, and isolation <ch-52>. A few
hypotheses can be made in the observation of the ability of high-performing athletes to isolate themselves emotionally despite possessing
autonomic mirror neurons #np 1) the winning side has stronger frame control ch-41 or their emotional state is dominant phenotypically;
however, one would expect the winner’s state to transfer to the losing side in this case, but there are too many examples of swindles
<ch-48 H2S3> from high level losing players to explain this, as even the losing side must maintain its anxious state to avoid attacker’s
neglect in complication <ch-44 H2S3> 2) there are two separate “energetically favorable”, in the language of thermodynamic | spontaneity
<r: ch-3 H3S3, Gibbs> emotional wells that are spontaneous to enter, and non-spontaneous to leave; this is how chemical bonds work in
general, and hormonal emotional control <ch-60> is a homeostatic process Fin
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Post: President James E. Faust, Second Counselor in the First Presidency <1995 - 2007> <J-D, University of Utah> <1949 House of
Representatives, Utah 28th - Wikipedia> <a-r>: Each of us is born with natural “happiness” hormones. When stimulated, they secrete
powerful chemical substances into our bodies. There are many kinds. Some are called endorphins. Generally when we are in pain or
distress, endorphins give us a sense of well-being. Medical science has long known that our mental outlook and well-being affect our
physical health. A sign in a large hospital says, “Laughter is the best medicine.” Smiling is good for the soul. Smiling brings a glow to our
countenances that radiates to others. MIC: Endorphins are peptide hormones that bind to opiate receptors; the word is a blend of
endogenous and morphine <Oxford-lang>

H3S3: Brain and lane:
Folk psychologist <ch-42 H2S3 H3S9> Owen Cook <Real Social Dynamics> presents a unique | theory that # one’s baseline level of
mental activation corresponds to one’s degree of entitlement for what one can achieve, or the status level of occupation that one can
hold. Owen is part of a Los Angeles cult community that is obsessed with 1) status-elevation, in various forms, and  2) the use of various
forms of mental stimulation to achieve status-elevation, whether substance-based, lifestyle-based, or knowledge-based, like MIC, and 3)
the intentional | design and architecture of a “belief system” and, accompanied, selective | curation of one’s environment, in coherence
with that upgraded belief system, in order to optimize one’s “vibe” or “energy”, which is just a folk psychology way of referring to emotional
state <ch-14>: Cook: <~11:30, a-r> The extent to which you can live with that ambiguity and uncertainty, <and> take on a more complex or
expansive set of beliefs <skip>, your brain is auto-detecting where you are in those areas, to decide how expansive the belief system that
you can have. MIC: A second key turn in Cook’s theory is that one cannot anticipate, by definition, the lane(s) that will open in
accompaniment with the next level of mental activation, but can <merger> look for signals <ch-51> among higher status individuals.
Therefore, a degree of faith is in fact logical, as the brain contains all that one knows, and therefore, an additional activation, by definition,
must enter an unknown. Cook: I'm in a situation in my life, where there's a lane there, that I could even use that. Well, now, all of a sudden, if
<11:37> your brain is able to auto detect that it's a very very powerful | brain, and then you see that you have the status, and kind of the
different life circumstances or different skills that you just perhaps happen to have stumbled into throughout your life, now <suddenly>
your brain is like “oh, I like THAT belief vehicle”. Your belief system is going to be brain + lane. Owen sells millions per year in live training,
online courses, and online advertising, with YT properties that achieve millions of views in aggregate, and live free tour lectures that
attract several hundred attendees in each city, year round. Owen’s clients have gone on to improve their career successes, much of which
they reinvest back into Real Social Dynamics, in an investment-based model akin to tithing at a church. By the principle of science and
statistics, we need not replicate the same result before being able to make the claim that Material in Chess can provide the same
career-enhancing benefits as RSD, simply by the fact that this book is also a form of mental activation, and, therefore, one can expect, in
several | moments, to experience an upgrade in entitlement, having a profound | change on the way with which one approaches one’s
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career # Blanc <a-r, 2>: That person, based on the brain side of it, their brain power, probably doesn't believe that they have what it takes to
get there. It's like, "I'm just not smart enough, I don't have what it takes to really dedicate myself to watching videos like these, to working on
myself, so why even go there? This is not gonna help me, it will actually make me feel worse about myself, so as a form of protection, I'm
gonna block that off." On top of that, there might not even be a lane. There's no direction. They don't even see how they could get there and
once more, they'll block it off. 10 “limiting beliefs” that one must transcend in order to maximize value extraction from MIC:

H4S1: Only scientists can “do science”, and only academic science can publish trusted | information.
X-ref: ch-0, intro. Even writing this sentence, one can immediately detect its absurdity. Science is a process, and anyone who adheres to that
process is a scientist; analogously, anyone who abides by the rules of chess on an 8x8 board with the standard 32 starting pieces, can call
themselves a “chess player”. Many scientists, in the US, are employed by Universities, and funded by the National Institute of Health, but
one would not find these prerequisites in the dictionary definition of a scientist. For example, science was performed, under an older
tradition, before the NIH was founded in 1887, as the scientific method was first elucidated by Francis Bacon <1561 - 1626>, and this dates
precedes even the date of founding of many first Universities in which science was published in those days. Many of the earliest scientists
had no university affiliation, such as Gregor Johann Mendel, an Augustianian friar and the abbot of St. Thomas’ Abbey <Wikipedia>, the
founder of modern genetics. Likewise, Einstein <1879 - 1955> conceived and published several of his advanced theories in quantum
mechanics, including E=mc^2, and  the law of the photoelectric effect, for which he won the 1921 Nobel Prize in Physics, before he
became a tenured professor. The 1911 Solvay conference |>, which gathered several Nobel Prize winning scientists to discuss quantum
mechanics, <Université PSL, a-r>, including Marie Curie <1903-physics, 1911-chemistry> Albert Einstein, Max Planck <1858 - 1947,
physics-1918, for the discovery of energy quanta>, Walther Nernst <1920-chem>, and ernest rutherford <1871 - 1937, chem-1908, for the
discovery of radioactivity a-r> |> was funded by a private businessman, rather than any national government. Science can be published
by 1) companies <IBM, Bell Labs, and big-pharma are prominent examples 2) the government, 3) independent researchers, and 4)
chess analysts, who abide by the standard confidence intervals and p-value standards of academic science <ch-19>. Fin-v3.

H4S2: There is no logical resolution to the debate between
Science and Religion; science is logical, and religion relies
on belief.
There are numerous ways to shatter this fallacy. First of
all, there are numerous instances of the application of
logic in religious doctrine. For example, the
covenants of God, including the 1) Noahic Covenant
2) the Abrahamic Covenant, 3) the Mosaic Covenant,

4) the Davidic Covenant 2 Samuel 7,
and 5) The New Covenant Jeremiah
31:31-34, Luke 22:14-23. The 5
Biblical covenants are written in the
language of law, which is logical, and
comes with multiple layers of

conditional statements that pertain whether mankind has kept or
broken the covenant, and, in a logical relationship, each act triggers a
different, pre-stated response from God, no different from a software
smart contracts. Ancient Greek philosophers, who preceded the
formal | invention of science by over a millenia, wrote profusely about
logic, <Smith, a-r>: Aristotle’s logical works contain the earliest formal

study of logic that we have. It is therefore all the more remarkable that together they comprise a highly developed logical theory, one that
was able to command immense respect for many centuries. MIC: Aristotle's works covered several forms or components of logic,
including 1) categoricals <Smith, a-r>, 2) forms, a derivation of categories and 3) analysis, an application of logic. <Smith, a-r>: All
Aristotle’s logic revolves around one notion: the deduction (sullogismos). MIC: Deduction, for example, is what all scientists use in order to
deduce, or infer, an unknown from all.but-one,knowns in an equation <ch-3 CM H3S3 H4S1> Aristotle: A deduction is speech (logos) in
which, certain things having been supposed, something different from those supposed | results of necessity because of their being so. (Prior
Analytics <350 b-c>I.2, 24b18–20) [D, 1: distinguishing of universal and particular terms, constructed by Smith via Aristotle <fbno>][D, 2:
derived from On Interpretation <~350 b-c>][D, 3: categorical sentences, a reference to set theory][D, 4 “The Figures”] Smith <a-r>: Aristotle
calls the term which is the predicate of the conclusion the major term and the term which is the subject of the conclusion the minor term. The
premise containing the major term is the major premise, and the premise containing the minor term is the minor premise. Aristotle then
systematically | investigates all possible combinations of two premises in each of the three figures. For each combination, he either
demonstrates that some conclusion necessarily follows or demonstrates that no conclusion follows. The results he states are correct. Post:
The Bible was used as the exclusive source of insight for the ancient Hebrews, so naturally, it must have contained a comprehensive
legal code, since courts are a necessary condition of society. <Wisc.edu>: The Bible does not focus primarily on matters of secular (i.e.,
non-religious) law, but what it does say about law had a great influence on later legal systems in many parts of the world. Eg
Deuteronomy 19:15: “One witness is not enough to convict anyone accused of any crime or offense they may have committed.” Avoiding
lawsuits & false testimony <legal-advice>: Proverbs 25:8-12, 18: Do not go hastily to court, for what will you do in the end, if your neighbor
puts you to shame? If you take your neighbor to court, do not betray another’s confidence, or the one who hears it may shame you and the
charge against you will stand. Like apples of gold in settings of silver is a ruling rightly given. Like an earring of gold or an ornament of fine
gold is the rebuke of a wise judge to a listening ear… Like a club or a sword or a sharp arrow is one who gives false testimony against a
neighbor. MIC: The pervasion of Biblical law into the national laws of the West is so perfusive that it can be undetectable to an outsider
and therefore, the Bible is at least half responsible for one of the key critical components of Western Civilization: law. Fin-v3.

H4S3: Chess is a game, and it’s not possible for a thing of leisure to produce value:
An investigation into the history of the creation of chess indicates that its founder, an Indian philosopher in the mid first millennium a-d
<ch-0 H2S7>, indicates that the game was meant as an instruction or simulation for war. Certainly, professional athletes, school teachers,
and army sergeants might choose to devise a mini-game for instruction, and insofar as that game has pedagogical value, and students
improve their ability, then one cannot conclude that the time was wasted. Also, games are often studied by academic researchers, whose
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primary purpose is not to play the game, as games are arenas for generating data for competition, such as the field of game theory.
Chess has quite a bit of room for novel mental output, as it contains an overwhelming count of possible board states. More abstractly, we
have previously concluded in MIC that chess theory contains, as a result of the competitive and visual aspects #, the most advanced
problem solving techniques in the body of human knowledge. The extent to which these problem solving techniques can be generalized,
harkening back to brain + lane, depends upon one’s brain power. Fin-v3. //v-4/2, complete the 10.

Ch-47: L.o-S,T: H2S4: Internal skill transfer:
In late 2021, while visiting Wolcott | Guns Inc in my native Depew NY, I posed a question to the on-site manager: conjecturally, do you think
experience in online | shooter games decreases the learning | curve for picking up the ability to shoot | guns, such as having awareness
with the mechanics of reloading, and should the military accommodate this in training? More research is needed fin-v1.

Ch-47: L.o-S,T: Ex.
Ex-1: The law of | state transference is a pseudo-psychology concept that
aggregates a number of known scientific information including:
a) Mirror neurons b) Biochemical control of emotions, such as
hormones # c) The general psychologically studied concept of
emotional intelligence d) The philosophical concept of experience e)
All but d

Ex-2: What might author Owen Cook say # is the intention behind a leader
who seeks to manipulate the emotions of his constituents?
a) In order to increase one’s status in the group. b) In order to walk
through the world with ease and be admired by others. c) In order to
feel happy within. d) In order to anchor others to a certain state and
maximize coherence among the group. e) None of the above.

Ex-3: Which of the following, is a reason that Blanc and Cook might give
for someone immediately rejecting the possible benefits of improving one’s
visual calculation capacity?
a) An in-depth analysis was conducted, and alternate paths,
equally efficient, were found b) A lack of opportunities to apply
superior visual capacity in the marketplace c) An excess amount of
existing willpower, and emotional regulation abilities d) A real or
false belief that one lacks sufficient foundational learning capacity,
to take on the new learnings e) b) and d)

Ex-4:

H3S1: Operational s-transference:
WC Tal vs WC Botvinnik 1960:
Whereas ch-14 emotional state is about managing one’s internal
psyche in the face of external inputs, and ch-51 Shift Your
Environment is exactly the opposite, the process of utilizing one’s
emotional state to influence the environment, ch-47 Law of State
Transference is about the homeostatic balance of both input and
output and the compounding effects of continued interaction. This
can be best examined over the course of an extended match or
tournament, in which the state transference from earlier games can
influence the events of later rounds. Al Lawrence, Executive
Director, USCF 1988 - 96, via Tal and Russell <a-r>: Mikhail
Nekhemyevich Tal was born in Latvia on November 9, 1936.
Although he was not a child prodigy, when he did begin to ascend,
he soared so rapidly that, in 1957, he was both the youngest Soviet
champion ever and a rare case that required FIDE to award him
the title of international grandmaster, while waiving the normal
requirement that it first recognize him as a master!

Ex-5: Tal <pg-213>: After the
completion of the 1960 title match,
these two great players met in 23 more
games - 21 in the 1961 rematch, won
by Botvinnik, and 2 more after that.
Of the 44 total games played between
them, Tal won 12, Botvinnik won 12,
and 20 were drawn. Pg-210: The
match could only be saved with four
successive victories <at the outset of
the 21st, and final game>. Therefore,
for this game, we prepared the

following plan: First of all, we had to find an opening in which Black
could go into a quiet line, if he so desired. Such a variation had to be like a
litmus: if my opponent preferred a sharp struggle, then it would become
clear that his intentions were to fight with all his strength “without any
remorse”. [2,600]
Game 21: T vs B: turn 17-s. Which variation is better: 17…Bxb2
<+3> 18. Dxe6 <-1> <t-sack!> Ne5 $.f3-Q ! 19. Exd7 <-9> Nxf3
<+9> 20. Exf3 <-1> Re7 <run $> or 17…Nd8 <run $> 18. dxe6 <-1>
Nxe6 <+1> 19. Bxf6 <-3> Rxf6 <+3> ?

Ex-6: Tal <pg-204>: After the
nineteenth game, finally, even the
most inveterate | skeptics among my
chess friends felt that, finally, I was
standing on firm ground. Incidentally,
the twentieth game contained the
most valuable theoretical
contributions in the match and,
willingly or unwillingly, I found
myself locked in a difficult struggle. O:
Nimzo-Indian Defense. G-20: B vs
T: turn 15-s:

Ex-7: Game 9: T vs B 0-1. Tal
pg-95: <of 14. Be6-g8+> Even
though the discovered check
seems to be very good, White
actually has nothing <MIC: 3 turns
after the speculative N for 2-p sack
14. Nf3xe6 !? (+1)>, since his
forces are not fully prepared for
the decisive attack. White decides
to adhere to the tempting positional
plan and, after the exchange of

the white-squared Bishops, activate his N on g3. S-move:

Ex-8: Game 6: B vs T 0-1: O:
King’s Indian🛡: Tal <pg-57>:
One of the things that helped
shape our decision <to play KID>
was that Botvinnik, against the
King’s Indian Defense, usually
selected an old-fashioned
continuation <ch-17 H2S3>
connected with the fianchettoing of
the king Bishop, which, in my
opinion, does not give White an
opening advantage. He avoids

the modern systems (the Saemisch attack and the Petrosyan
variation), that are considered White’s most dangerous weapons.
MIC: A strength of Tal, despite his frequently dubious-at-best
“speculative” sacrifices, is that he often puts his opponents into
high variance complexity positions <ch-45>, and, when his
opponents err, is able to capitalize to the end. Here, Botvinnik
blundered with 25. Rxb2 <-9>: find the next 11 moves to climb from
m-d -1 to m-d +1.

H3S2: Vis:
Calculate ahead until you see the solution, and do not move the
pieces.
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L: Ex-9:

Ex-10: L.o-S,T x Ch-57 time pressure <hl> x ch-1 H2S4 <hl>

L: Ex-11: [3,000]

Ex-12: [2,600]

Ex-13: The affirmation of the statement no A is B, for Aristotle, is: a) all
A is not b b) not all B is A c) every A is B d) some A is B e) not every A is
B

Ex-14: The abbreviation Eab in [D, 3 of H2S3 H3S3 H4S2] corresponds to:
1) a belongs to all b (Every b is a) 2) a belongs to no b (no b is a) 3) a
belongs to some b (some b is a) 4) a does not belong to all b (some
b is not a) 5) none of the above

H3S2: L.o-S,T x marketing <ch-62>

L: Ex-15: Managing | expectations [2,600]

Ex-16: [2,000]

L: Ex-17: [2,000]

Ex-18: [800]

Solutions:
Ex-1:
The philosophical concept of experience is deduced from
non-empirical premises and therefore is not considered to be
“scientific information”. The answer is e) Read the following excerpt
from popular business marketing consultant and YouTube |
content creator, Owen Cook, who runs a 8 figure annual run rate
<self-reported> marketing consultancy, which I interned for as a
videographer in 2019 in the Hollywood Hills, California, and
answered the following 4 questions. Owen is known among
California marketing circles as the originator of the law of state
transference and is himself a dropout of Queens University <rank =
10th, Canada, topuniversities.com> in Canada <self-reported,
philosophy major>. You might as well make a choice to be happy
because ultimately, it’s your life. You want to be conditioning yourself
to draw a state from within yourself. This is what allows you to be
one of those people who walks through the world with ease,
somebody who other people look to as an anchor for their emotions.
A leader is someone who has to anchor the group to a positive |
emotional state. See <Additional resources> for URL citation #

Ex-2: d)

Ex-3: e)

Ex-4:

Ex-5:
MIC: The key difference in the resulting b-p of these variations is
that 1) in the former, the queens have been swapped 2) in the
former, the minor imbalance is B vs N; in the latter, N vs N 3) f has
an extra P in the former, but it is doubled, and on the f-file. Tal
prefers the latter variation: in view of the continuation 21. B4! 0.5
d-22 w/ 0.3 under top ! SF14+ Rxd7 22. B5 and the knight is
stronger than the Bishop.

Ex-6:
15…Ng4 0.5 w/ 2.0 o-n d-26 SF 14+ NNUE ! Tal: Black begins to
direct his pieces toward f2, where there will soon be exchanges.
MIC: F previously held a significant development advantage
against the uncastled s-K, which could only go O-O-O after 12…Rf8,
which was forced. According to Tal, Botvinnik had one chance to
capitalize on this advantage in 13-f, but he chose 13. Ne2 !?, which
was a “careful move” by Botvinnik, but Tal believes that developing
the N to the third rank with 13. Nh3 ! or deferring the development
of that N, with a move like 13. Qh4 ! would have given him better
chances. Now, s has a chance to liquidate, alleviating the struggles
relating to his lack of development.
Ex-7:
14…Ke8-f8! <0.48 - Tal> <-1.5 SF14+ d-32 w/ 1.5 o-Kd8> MIC: This
move, in consilience between Tal and SF14+, refutes his speculative
| sacrifice in 11-f. Tal <pg-95>: Again, Botvinnik correctly solves a
complicated problem. The position of the King on d8 would have
been much worse. MIC: Both the d8 and f8 destination-sqs of 14-s
are pathway sqs, that the s-K can use to commit to either the
K-side or Q-side, permanus, due to the shouldering effect of the
e1-R. Ideally, the K needs to end up at g8 or b8/c8 to be safe. The
difference, however, is that f has, in his possession, after 15. Bxh7
Rxh7 <0-net, fbno> either way, a dark.sq-B, and the establishment
of this B on f4 <cont.b8-h2> could spell trouble if -> b8. Moreover,
the s-K will generally find itself more secure on the same flank as
the e-K, as this decreases the efficacy of a p-storm, though not
necessarily a noble-led $. Since s has extra material, it would be in
his favor, even if both Ks were safer, as this removes a win
condition for the o. The final consideration is f’s lead.in-dev,
which will allow him to seize the e, even with a r-battery, and e7
becomes a concerning landing-sq. Due to the weakness of b8-h2, it
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is quite likely that the s-K will need to rest on the 7th, rather 8th, on
the Q-side, and this adds to a minor disadvantage in this case.

Ex-8:
Tal: 25…fxe2 26. Rb3 Rd4 $.d2-B <hangtacked> Black’s clumsy
rook suddenly finds colossal strength in the center of the board.
Inasmuch as the c-file has been “darned” by White, the Rook
switches to the d-file, and its alliance with the passed pawn on e2
brings Black victory. 27. Be1 <run $> Be5+ ! 28. Kg1 <run+> Bf4
Tal: Unfortunately, Black missed a possibility to end the game
quickly and beautifully by 28…Rxc3 <+3> <t-sack> ! 29. Rbxc3
<-5> Rd1 <1:1> $.e1-B <1:0.5> <abs-pin!> 30. Rc4 Bb2 $.c1-R !
<pseudo-pm> x-ref: ch-17 H2S5. The game continued: 29. Nxe2
Rxc1 30. Nxd4 <-5> Tal: or 30. Nxc1 Rd1. White’s last chance is to
somehow activate his N. 30…Rxe1+ <+3> <o.m-W> ! 31. Bf1 <int+>
Be4 Two active bishops and an extra pawn - an advantage more
than enough to win. White cannot now continue 32. Rxb7? due to
Bd3 $.f1-B <overwhelm!> 32. Ne2 Be5 33. F4 $.e5-B Bf6 <run$>
34. Rxb7 Bxd5 <+1>

Ex-9: 8/Rpp1kp2/3p4/8/4PK2/3P1P2/PPPN4/R1B3q1 b - - 10 32 32…f6 !
33. Ra5 <cont-g5> ! c5 <int> ! 34. Rxc5 dxc5 35. E5 ! Qg5+ Ke4 36.
Kxe5#

Ex-10: 31. Ne4 Ke8 <best> 32. Nf4 Nxd4 (-1) 33. Nd6+ Kf8 34. Ne6+
<best> <temp-sack!> Nxe6 <-3> 35. Bxf6 (+1) Kg8 36. Rh8# <in 6> !
https://lichess.org/IumRemr1/white#70

Ex-11: Puzzle time card: 1. a7 Nxc2 2. Qe4+ Kg5 3. a8=Q Qa1+ 4.
Kb3 Nd4+ 5. Kc4 Qxa8 6. Qxa8 <v.a-assass!>; liquidating the Q’s is
winning for s, as this eliminates all perpetual | check opportunities,
leaving s with an extra N, and pp, to promote. 5. Kb4 is not possible
due to the c5 pawn. Anti-blunders #n-p: 0...Ne2, Ne5, Qf6 0.0
d.mobile. Notes: Yakun 8/24/21: Qe4+ before promotion covers the
e1 check square in the event of 3...Nb4+, the only supported | post
for the knight. The queen on e4 also defends the promoted queen
on a8 from skewers <ch-30>. == In order to score 80% in puzzles,
assuming 6 moves per puzzle, you need to be 96.4% confident in
each move. Calculation: confidence per move = the sixth root of
0.8 #n-p

Ex-12:
Certain moves cannot be played without visualizing to the end. 25.
Be5 <1:2.5> ! Implanting the d.s-B into a sq of -1.5 e-d. To calculate
this position in time, one has to have # baked e-d into the
perceptual layer, to allow subsequent | room for deductions:
neither 2 of the 2.5 eff that can directly capture the B, the d6-P
<QPR[n] rel-pin> and the f6-Q <contention of the f3-N>, can actually
capture the B <-3> without greater material loss <+5, +9> 25…Qf8
<run $> 26. Bxg7 <+3> Nxg7 <0> and f has successfully liquidated
the f.g3-B for its more active g7-counterpart, a v.a-assass.
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49598984255

Ex-13: c)

Ex-14: 2)

Ex-15:
1...Qf1 $.f2-P <hangtacked> 2. Qd3 Qxf2+ <+1>
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/998794
Single.p-assass,seqs rarely solve puzzles, but in the absence of
anything better, this is the best choice. We have to start by
eliminating any possibilities of 1) checkmate or 2) a more significant
thr, or assass. Chess positions are objective, which means that the
best move may not always match our expectations. Our job is to
play the best possible move given what we have, and holding on to
excessive | expectations may lead to wishful thinking <ch-44>,
causing mistakes.
Ex-16: https://lichess.org/qDC7tl28/white#22
12. Nxc6<-0.6 w/ 0.6 o-n d-31 SF.14+NNUE>!, d4<2:1.5>;
increasing m-diff can be by # adding f-E or removing e-E; we would
think that our d4-N should be kept there in the fight for d4, key to
this position, but an occupant does not control #, and we remove
s’s target, with a tempo, analogously, in marketing, customers

are not won over in a day, especially as the price of the item
increases, and we need to chip | away, step by step. Fin.v-5.
Ex-17: https://lichess.org/Mpbp59HK/black#47
Up 2 | minors here, s needs only simplify 24…Rxe1+<+5>! After
after 25. Rxe1, f’s remaining | material, coupled with his doubled
a-Ps, and the presence of the s-Q in c7, is enough to secure the K
and victory. Grayson<a-r>: The strategic | phase has three
components—segmentation, targeting, and positioning (STP).
The organization must distinguish among different | groups of
customers in the market (segmentation), choose which group(s) it
can serve effectively (targeting), and communicate the central
benefit it offers to that group (positioning). The marketing | process
includes designing | and implementing various tactics, commonly
referred to as the “marketing mix,” or the “4 Ps”: product, price,
place (or distribution), and promotion. The marketing mix is
followed by evaluating, controlling, and revising the marketing
process to achieve the organization’s | objectives. MIC: The
aspect of precision in marketing is in finding the right
simplification, because marketing is the conversion | phase of
business, which proceeds 1) product | development 2)
engineering 3) marketing, 4) sales. Fin.v-5.

Ex-18: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49278578293 33.
Rb8# [D] Grayson<a-r> Promotion, the fourth marketing-mix
element, consists of several methods of communicating with | and
influencing customers. The major tools are sales force, advertising,
sales promotion, and public relations. Pub-rel: Its primary purpose is
to disseminate information and opinion to groups and individuals
who have an actual or potential impact on a company’s ability to
achieve its objectives. Complex | buying behavior occurs when the
consumer is highly involved with the purchase and when there are
significant differences between brands. This behavior can be
associated with the purchase of a new home or a personal |
computer. Such tasks are complex because the risk is high
(significant financial | commitment), and the large | differences
between brands or products require | gathering a substantial amount
of information prior to purchase. Marketers who wish to influence
this buying | task must help the consumer process the information
as readily as possible. This may include informing the consumer
about the product | category and its important | attributes,
providing detailed | information about product | benefits, and
motivating sales personnel to influence final brand choice. For
instance, realtors’ Websites typically offer extensive | photographs
and videos and full descriptions of each available home. And a
computer sales representative is likely to spend time providing
information to customers who have questions. Fin.v-5

Additional resources:
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aggregating rest of the book, each from a different book #
Haines, Duane E. Fundamental Neuroscience. Churchill
Livingstone/Elsevier, 2018.
<MLA9>: Anthony, Woodley of Menie Michael, et al. The Rhythm
of the West: A Biohistory of the Modern Era, AD 1600 to Present .
Council for Social and Economic Studies, 2017.
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Book-48 Psyc$s: chapt-mn:
H3S1: Win-Cs#:
<paraphrased> I like to totally dominate my opponents; see them squirm in their chairs - WC Bobby Fischer, late night interview, 1970s. A
very human behavior in a winning position is to seek a win condition | checkmate, a form of psychological domination that is directly connected
to the happenings in the b-p. If your opponent has no counterplay, then before changing the pattern of the game and starting decisive action,
you should make all the even slightly useful moves that you can. IM Dvoretsky, Technique for the Tournament Player pg - 143 <r: ch-61 H2S3
prophylaxis> The state of psychological invincibility is known as imperviousness <r: ch-41> EZ Directive:

⭐ Psychological assault can be combined with depth-wise cluster rearrangement r: <ch-42 H2S5>, which is the technical term for move
order shuffling. When one has a sequence of 9 moves that can be played in any order, there are 9! # of ways to play those moves, and a
psychological lateral pivot <r: ch-58> can be applied to maximize the brunt of impact psych-wise. https://lichess.org/WN0X72SA/white

Ch-48: Psyc$ H2S1: Enduring psyc$s:
Shock action is as much a psychological function of tactics as a physical one, and can be significantly enhanced by the use of surprise. It has
been provided by charging infantry, and as well as by chariots, war elephants, cavalry and armored vehicles which provide momentum to an
assault. It has also been used in a defensive way, for example by the drenching flights of arrows <r: ch-48 ex, DDoS> from English
longbowmen at the Battle of Agincourt | in 1415 which caused the horses of the French knights to panic. During early modern warfare, the use
of the tactical formations of columns and lines had a greater effect than | the firepower of the formations alone. During the early stages | of
World War II, the combined effects of German | machine gun | and tank gun firepower, enhanced by accurate indirect fire | and air attack,
often broke up Allied units before their assault commenced, or caused them to falter due to casualties among | key unit leaders. In both the
early modern and World War II examples, the cumulative psychological | shock effect on the enemy was often greater than the actual |
casualties incurred. <r: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Military_tactics>

H2S1 H3S1: The lake of fire and brimstone:
Then death and Hades were thrown into the lake of fire. The lake of fire is the second death. Revelations 20:14, NIV A Bible verse nested in
a chess book may seem unorthodox to some, but, as a Christian who also plays chess #, I find great refuge in the Bible ❤ as it often
contains tried-and-tested wisdom in enduring adversity, many of which are hardships | of the Spirit, and within our Minds. My interpretation of
this powerful verse in the 3rd to last chapter of Revelations, as well as the Bible entirely, has a personal interpretation; I imagine my own
internal Being as being a lake of | infinite expanse, a phrase that I had uttered to tremendous effect to a coaching student while assisting at
self-help guru Owen Cook’s <ref: https://www.youtube.com/c/OwenCookSelfHelp> $60k grossing marketing seminar in the first quarter # of
2019, during a social exercise in which students in groups took turns hurling vicious insults towards each other, ganging up on a single
student, making fun of aspects of their appearance and personality for the purposes of testing their psychological mettle. |=P Seeing one
student struggling with this in particular, falling into a defensive state and attempting to address each of the irrational insults head on <ref: ch.
44 TB H2S2 Passivity Bias>, I instructed him to instead imagine a lake of infinite expanse within himself and visualize # the insults as fireballs
crashing into the lake; the lake is disturbed momentarily, but as it ripples # it will reset back to its calm state. == Immediately, I witnessed a
profound change in the student’s posture, stance, and reaction; rather than attempting to address each of the insults, which would only change
form if he even so far as “defeated” it, not that it’s possible to defeat logically something that is illogical <ref: ch. 8 L>, he instead grew a look of
confidence # and looked each person in the eye around the circle, subtly nodding as they continued to try to get in his head # Eventually, this
diffused the situation entirely, as the only thing more irrational than insults is to continue spending energy deploying them when they are
having no effect on the recipient.

Ch-48: Psyc$ H2S2: Danger-sense:
P: Plutarch in the Nuremberg Chronicle. Plutarch <46 AD - 119, Greek Platonist philosopher> in his
"Sayings of the Spartans" also mentions this comment, but he attributes it to Leonidas I <540 BC - 480, king
of Sparta, belligerent in the Second Persian War>, Dienekes' <died, 480 BC> general in the battle.
According to Plutarch, when one of the soldiers complained to Leonidas that "Because of the arrows of the
barbarians it is impossible to see the sun <ddos>," Leonidas replied, "Won't it be nice, then, if we shall have
shade in which to fight them?"[ The laconic phrase "then we will fight in the shade" was cited by Latin writers
such as Cicero <106 BC - 43 BC> (in umbra igitur pugnabimus]) and Valerius Maximus <1st century AD>
(in umbra enim proeliabimur [6]). <r: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dienekes> Due to their capacity for longer
sight lines and deeper deductions, higher IQ individuals will always have a | | stronger and | earlier detecting
|* danger sense. |=P *Without the delineating notation, certain uses of the word and may be taken to
synonymize the two conjoined words or phrases whereas the delineating notation makes it clear that the
words are to be processed separately | but | in a connected manner. == The capacity of | | possessing | a
danger sense | is in itself dangerous for the opponent, as a lower IQ individual will | | hardly | ever | be able to
plan and execute a long-term | | danger- | possessing | maneuver | | without it being sniffed out early on by
the higher IQ opponent. Additionally, however, the higher IQ individual can also | | turn | off | the danger
sense of his already | | psychologically | crippled | opponent via | | various forms | of deception |, which will be

covered below.

H3S1: False sense of sec:
A false sense | of security is a misdiagnosed position on the part of the opponent in which his position in aggregate or a particular region or
square is evaluated to be secure but is not, and subsequently that square or region is #neglected, leading to the breakthrough of a successful
attack in that square or region subsequently by the protagonist. The false sense of security can be inherent in the form of a lack of board
position knowledge in a particular line or procured via psychological manipulation. == The false sense of security can be procured via
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psychological manipulation by generating attacks in another area of the board and making the threats in that other area sufficiently dangerous
such that the opponent’s mind is forced into a state of delusion, as he consciously or unconsciously recognizes that defending more than one
weakness is untenable. Alternatively, one can establish a false sense of security with various forms of veiled attacks that are hidden behind
long lines, clusters, and interposers and later realizing the attack at a time scale that is now too fast for the opponent to adequately respond.

H3S2: Mis-dir danger sense:
A misdirected | danger sense is a situation in which #defd the opponent is triggered to feel a sense of danger, but that sense of danger is
misattributed to the incorrect area of the board. In this case, it is either the case that #defd danger does exist elsewhere on the board or that
there is no danger at all. In the former case, the opponent will misdirect his defensive army to a location in which there is no danger, away
from the region in which danger exists, allowing for a breakthrough to occur in that region in the board position #defd. In the latter case, the
opponent’s defensive reply will lead to missed opportunities to make positional gains, as not all defensive moves, particularly when responding
to a phantom threat, are also advantageous to one’s goals in achieving positional aspects such as space or piece activity.

H3S3: Exaggerated danger:
Exaggerated danger is a | | commonly-known | phenomena | in chess, and is otherwise referred to as “| | seeing | ghosts |” or “| | phantom |
threats |”. A sense of exaggerated danger can be | | created | inside | the mind | | of the opponent in a variety of ways, | | such | as | a | |
threatening | infiltration into | enemy | territory | | <b.p.>, or even the way one’s hand forcefully slams the figurine onto the board, as Eric Li
<USCF ~1600> deceived me in our late 2021 matchup at the Rochesster Chess Center in Rochester, NY, planting a queen powerfully on

c4 and using his forward-looking eyes to indicate an | | attack | vertically | down the c-file, when his | | mind |,
his target |, <fbno, operator> was on f7. I later lost the game, despite being up in material, because the pin on
f7 led to the | | possible | execution | of a sacrifice on the | | now | weakened | g6 | | square. Figure X. Eric Li’s
queen maneuver from e2 to c4, as represented by the yellow-coded movement arrow, creates two new
attack vectors (the queen is the second best zi at creating new vectors, 6 per move (the 2 vectors that /
overlap / with its road of movement are not new), just behind the knight). Ref: ch. 53, superior effect, h2s7,
queen. This was a well-executed psychological attack that intersects with an actual objective threat in the
board position, and his subsequent darting eyes #defd toward the s.🏠 end of the c-file created a sense of
exaggerated danger in that particular effect vector of the queen, misdirecting my danger sense to
concentrate in that vector, and therefore away from the true | | location of | danger |, which is the f7 and g6
light square complex as well as the a2 / g8 diagonal absolute pin.

H3S4: Rational irrationality:
The core of the Alexander/Trivers hypothesis is that self-deception offers advantages by concealing covertly pursued motives. This
insight is valuable because it offers a way to explain the apparent anomaly of mechanisms that distort mental experiences. Pg-607, The
Adapted Mind <a-r> Rationality only works in response to in kind. In the face of irrationality, rationality has a limited lifespan although a
certain proportion must be kept at all times. At some point, in the face of irrationality, one must also resort to irrationality. This is what great
masters mean when they say to consider all possible options in unusual circumstances and sometimes the | | most | desperate-looking | motif |
| is the | | only  correct | group | |. As youths, many chess players seek to put themselves in situations in which outlandish plays can be made
because since their inundation into chess, they have been taught to glorify such moves as in Bobby Fisher vs Robert Byrne, 1974.
In depth interlude:

F: Donald Byrne, NM, 1953 US Open Champion.
S: Robert James Fischer, age 13, future WC.
Rosenwald Memorial Tournament; Marshall Chess Club, NYC 1956. “The Game of the Century.” O: Grunfeld Defense: Three Knights
Variation. Hungarian Attack (D92); Ref: https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1008361 The game opened with the moves: 1.
Nf3 Nf6 2. C4 g6 3. Nc3 Bg7 4. D4 O-O 5. Bf5 d5 6. Qb3 dxc4 7. Qxc4 c6 8. E4 Nbd7 9. Rd1 Nb6 10. Qc5 Bg4

Diagram:
B.p. following 11. Bg5?, from the b.p-perspective of Fischer.
11…Na4!! According to the Wikipedia article on this game, Scottish GM Jonathan Rowson declared this
move “one of the most powerful of all time”, and certainly is one that seems on the surface irrational: Fischer
tosses a 3 point material value knight away, seemingly for free, in the now s.uncontested a4 square, making
it #hangtacked. == If the sacrifice is accepted via 12. Nxa4, the reply 12…Nxe4 $$-c5.Q, g5.B is found to be
winning in the top 4 lines according to | | consensus | analysis | in the Wikipedia article <ref: Wikipedia, The
Game of the Century article, analysis of 11…Na4 !!>. Fischer will regain the lost knight as a result of the
fragility in the f position caused by the s.Nxe4 fork, as well as the presence of the a5 check and absolute fork
square of the undefended a4 N for the d8 Q, as well as additional material, positional, or tactical gains
depending on the f player’s potential response in the | | first half | of turn  13 | #defd. |=P Nevertheless, this
line was never entered, but consider it a first display of seeming irrationality by Fischer, which had a lasting
psychological impact on the rest of the game, which continued: 12. Qa3 Nxc3 13. bxc3 Nxe4(+1 =

+1).clr-g5-♝$e7 ! A second sacrifice that, if accepted, would | | open the e-file | completely | for the s.♜ leading to the uncastled f.e1-♔. | |
The point | is  that | the movement of the knight out of the d8 - h4 diagonal clears for the s.g5-♝’s full offensive effect to e7, adding the first full
point over attacker which overwhelms the s.d8-♛’s lone defense | | in conjunction | with | the f.a3-♕ on the | | perpendicular  diagonal | to the
same  square | #defd. | | That  same | square |, e7, is a diagonal | | fork | vertex | #defd of the | | major | nobles | s.f8-♜ and s.d8-♕, and this
fact highlights the material sacrifice. == This second sacrifice, | | as the | first | , was declined by Byrne, “wisely” - so according to the Wikipedia
article of reference, for the reason that an open e-file to the f.e1-♔ has more inherent value than the | | nominal | two points | of material
granted to an exchange sacrifice <♜ for ♗, #defd> according to the traditional material value table. Empirically, #defd, the fact that Byrne’s
decline of this material sacrifice was correct | | assigns a | value | of an open file | to a King | at at least 2 pawn points in conversion to the
traditional material value table, which #MIC uses as the base | | currency | of exchange. To read more about quantifying imbalances, see
chapter 6 <hyperlink>. == From the psychological perspective, 13…Nxe4 ! marks the | | second time | in 3 turns | that a greater-than-a-pawn
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#defd material sacrifice was offered by Fischer from the same starting position, indicating an inherent | | imbalance of | stability | in each
player’s structure, with Fischer having | | more to | offer | in return for striking at the weaker foundation in Byrne’s structure. With two
irrationalities now in the scoresheet, we must pay closer attention to Byrne’s handling of the subsequent events in the psychological position,
and moreover, examine whether Fischer’s future moves remain | | correct | in  all  variations | #defd. == The game continued: 14. Bxe7(-1 = 0)
#defd, | | recuperating | the pawn | that was lost in 13.s, Qb6 15. Bc4, however, Byrne declines the sacrificed exchange in capturing the
s.f8-♜ with his ♗; according to Wikipedia, Fischer’s analysis states that the line 15. Bxf8 Bxf8 16. Qb3 Nxc3 ! … is winning for s, leading to
an exchange down endgame but with greater noble activity, King safety, and two pawns in | | material | compensation | Nxc3 16. Bc5 Rfe8+
17. Kf1

Diagram: B.p. following 17. Kf1, from the b.p-perspective of Fischer. The z-zug move 16…Rfe8+ has shifted
the f.e1-♔ to f1 and itself depth-interposed the idea of f.Bc5, piece checking the s.b6-♕, taking control of the
e-file anyway, without any material loss; in fact, Byrne is the one who is down a pawn, with a shattered
structure #defd containing an isolated pawn at d4, and an endangered King. == We can conclude from this
result that Byrne’s responses to Fischer’s two irrationalities was inadequate, failing to account for the | |
particulars of | the position | and playing a standard move sequence that appears rational on the basis of
commonality, which is a logical fallacy, because what is common does not | | deductively | prove | the
rationality of a move or move sequence in every situation, and this line proves the exception. It should be
expected that for an inexperienced 13 year old, whoever he may become in the future, to defeat a USCF
National Master that such an exceptional situation would have to be reached. Rather, Byrne should have
sought a move that matches the psychological criteria of a | | rational | irrationality | to restore balance to the
position. The game continued: 17…Be6 !!, a third sacrifice and apparent irrationality, this time | | upping the |

ante | to his own Queen, because Fischer valuates a critical tempo in his assault on the endangered f.f1-♔ to be worth more than the Queen’s
worth of material. #MIC would argue, however, that at this point, s.Be6 was a standard material sacrifice because the position had already
been jostled into a state of disarray by the two unanswered irrationalities from Fischer, and therefore can be discounted from the irrationality
tally. The game continued:

Diagram: B.p. following 17…Be6 !! , from the b.p-perspective of Fischer.
18. Bxb6(-9 = -8) Bxc4++<6 pp+> (+3 = -5), a double check that adds 6
power points for Fischer, <ref: Ch. 10 Notations, H2S2 Evaluation Notation,
power level> , equally offsetting the loss of a ♛ for ♗; in general, double
checks are second only to checkmates in terms of power and are the | |
most | forcing moves | in the game. R: Diagram: B.p. following 17…Bxc4++.
The following sequence of moves are oddly mechanical following the
preceding erratic activity in the preceding 12 ply, as Fischer recuperates
additional material via the application of a Windmill tactic. Read an in depth
| | tactical | analysis | of this sequence at <Chapter 33: Discovered Check
H2S3: Windmill Tactics>, while here we will focus on the | | psychological |
aspect |. 19. Kg1 Ne2+ 20. Kf1 Nxd4+ (+1 = -4) 21. Kg1 Ne2+ 22. Kf1

Nc3+ 23. Kg1 axb6 (+3 = -1) Fischer now has two minors and two pawns = 8 points of material for the Queen, plus the advantage of a | |
discounted | rook | in h1, approximately 2-3 points in temporary value, as well as superior noble coordination, King safety, and a piece check
of the f.a3-♕ by the | | supported | s.a8-♜ in the resulting board position, as well as a double attack #defd on the f.d1-♖ by the supported
s.c3-♞:

Fischer soon won the f.d1.♖ (+5 = +4) and now, with an overwhelming material advantage, was able to
convert the game to checkmate. Follow the chessgames.com link in the | | feature | introduction | to explore
the rest of the game for yourself using the website’s provided | | analysis | board |. Post-script: the two
irrationalities 11…Na4!! and 13…Nxe4 ! were not in themselves winning moves in terms of the objective
board position, but they in conjunction established conditions in the resulting b.p of the irrational sequence
#defd in which a standard move sequence by Byrne would be inadequate, forcing Byrne to either find an | |
irrationality | of his own | or be faced with abrupt consequences, | | as | in the | recorded | game |. The
paradigm of homeostasis may be elicited to elucidated the causal mechanism of this phenomenon, defd, as
chess is a game of fine balance as well as high visual similarity between positions that are in fact subtly
different, containing potentially an important tactical or strategic detail that dictates the degree of rationality or
irrationality that must be followed in order to find the  right  path forward. Fin. As adults, one is conditioned to
value consistency more so than flash, and so with it comes a natural change in temperament to suddenly

become deathly allergic to such situations. Therefore, the general temperament of an adult – level chess is to avoid having to become
irrational at all costs. == This is accomplished through a tactical understanding that is so comprehensive that one is able to avoid an
opponent's tactical opportunities altogether. International Master John Bartholomew’s gameplay is a fantastic example of this temperament,
difficult to assault | psychologically, and is fully on display against this lower rated opponent: // Ref: IM JB in depth interlude, climbing the rating
ladder, 1200 or so. Post-script: IM John Bartholomew demonstrates the keen hand of a master in anticipating the lower-rated opponents

attempts to | | divert the game into | chaos | unnecessarily | | and prophylactically preventing it,
thereby allowing his superior and much deeper understanding of theoretical | | strategical |
operations | come to the forefront in deciding the game. Knowing that his only losing condition
against a | | less experienced | opponent | is Assassination, he rarely puts  himself into a position
in which | | it is | ever | possible | |, much less having to avoid it. Eileen Gu, a born and raised
Chinese American who defected back to China and subsequently won Olympic Gold at the 2022
Beijing games in her home country, pictured here in a 2/22 NBC interview. Fin.
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Ch-48: Psyc$: H2S3: Swindles:
The capacity for self-deception may offer a selective advantage by enhancing the ability to deceive others. “Selection has probably worked
against the understanding of such selfish motivations becoming a part of human consciousness, or perhaps even being easily acceptable”
(Alexander, 1975 p-96). The Adapted Mind pg-603, the evolution of psychodynamic mechanisms. In every field the man who can | merely
do things | without knowing why is at a disadvantage to the one who can not only build but also tell you just why | he is building in that way.

Reuben Fine, GM, Ph-D pg-1 <a-r> Intro: Round 1: In Depth: Hu v. USCF, 1950 David Lusignan | [1200] Yakun Hu vs David
Lusignan <USCF ~1950> RCC Saturday Tournament 1/29/21. “I’m going to clock both of you guys in the face” - TD Ken
post-game #

…
23. Bf1 32 Be5 $ 20 L: The board position after 23.s-Be5 in my home otb analysis #
Such a position arises in | | every | game | in which one player is | | pushing | for a win |, as designed
by the God Karma | = full, up creator of Chess, demanding comprehensive understanding of the
position itself, the historical context, and possible future variations | | arising | therefore =syn
potentially thereafter |. In such positions is when the | | possibility of a | swindle | can occur // ref: Ch.
// main branch ref: Ch. Addendum, full tournament analyses, RCC 1-29-22 R1 vs. USCF Lusignan.
(#belle add a hyperlink). Elaboration, Ch.48-Swindles: Various positions have differential | | accuracy |
criticality | factor values, which is a | | ratio | calculation | of the | number of | winning | or | | drawing
moves | | over the number of total possible legal moves. In non-critical positions, many moves will all
result in board positions that are W or D, whereas in critical positions such as this one, the number

may shrink to only 1 or two. == Critical positions are a MRCA of | | positions | in which | forced
moves | must | be played | | because forced moves are typically though of as gote, whereas forced
| | forc|ing | (#defd), opposite meaning to | | forc|ed | (#defd), moves are sente. | However |, #defd,
| | not all | forcing moves | are forced | |, and that is the point of the definition of critical position. |=P
L: A hand-drawn, two-dimensional rendering of the | | thought descent | thought structure |. |=P
The | | Karmaic | aspect | of the swindle position | | emerges | from the fact that | | | it is a |
necessary condition | of the | requirement | on the player | | who is | pursuing a win | to | |
comprehensively | understand | the | | entire | winning sequence |, | | including | the Karmaic |
swindle | hinge | | in which the | | raw | probability | of winning suddenly falls to <10%, | | if | random
moves| are | to be | played | |. |=P The winning player must accept these unfavorable odds, which |
| propagate | unfavorably | to the overall | | odds based | probability | of the entire sequence, since
no complete sequence can have a higher probability of success that its least likely to be passed
hinge. | | However, | when a position is completely understood |, probability is no longer a factor,

giving away to | technique |. |=P This section, however, is not about technique, lest we speak of the anti-technique of swindling an opponent
who lacks the proper technique to | | carry his point | home |. There is no reason for a player fighting for a W or D against the winning line of an
opponent to assume that a player who can begin the line can necessarily finish it, and must as quickly as possible in the bounds of time
pressure, while finding necessary defensive moves to delay the | | losing | event horizon |, identify the | | upcoming | hinge moment via | |
depth | triangulation |, #defd, and | | catch | any | opponent mistakes | | that | | may | arise | and derail the W or D idea.

H3S1: Analysis of swindle prob as a func of # depth in a W or D seq:
Ch-48: Psyc$ H2S4: Competition fueling creativity:
⭐ A diabolical plot: meditate on a problem 10x more difficult than an upcoming opponent’s elo: https://lichess.org/VQQ4OaXK/white

X-ref: <Ch. 49 MA, H2S1 8 MA Params>: The | | competitive | environment | that is engineered by tournament directors, their | | primary | role
|, at a tournament is primarily intended to fuel | | creativity | on the board |. The intention to bombard the opponent with psychological attacks,
though damaging to them in their ability to play the game in the board position, ultimately contributes to the | | collective | good | on the level of
the tournament <ref: ch. 17> because it fuels the creative drive of the opponent, and that makes the | | behavior of | deploying | psychological
attacks | morally verifiable |.

H3S1: Pascal’s wager x chess:
Song 5: All Glory Goes To God Intro: Humility is a virtue to one’s own benefit / As it prevents Pride from swallowing one’s Effect / Giving credit
and one will receive in turn / One is not permitted to glorify the Self Hwang: I practice Surrender on a daily basis / Allowing the LORD to guide
me in his Way / I recognize <feels> the limitations of my own Power / There is no reason to out-think the Answer. == Kong: Piety is a virtue
that I Respect second to None / Never shall I keep a brother without this virtue / Keeping an eye on one’s internal Moral Compass / Is Good
for One, and Good for All Chorus, 1 # All Glory Goes to God / Our descendants will one day number the stars # Power and Benevolence
constitute the Creative Force / To understand character is to understand actions to come Hwang, 2: One cannot conquer the Problem of
Being alone / That I do know, for sure, for sure # With God ever present by my side / Worship is a practice, and a daily habit / Kong, 2:
Everything I do, I do through His Will / Prayer for me has merged into every Act / Removing one’s pride Enhances one’s perspective / There is
nothing more holy than Awareness Chorus, 2: Glory be to the LORD (!) Our children shall forever sing his praises / Intelligence🧠 and Love
💛 make for a powerful bond / Understanding God allows us a Mirror for our Selves Hwang, 3: God created us through his own Image / To
Glorify | Him cannot be a loss to ourselves / Remembering the one who created us for All / History remembers those who loved God. Kong, 3:
To the ends of the Earth I shall battle for his Name / Til every Evil in the Universe is wiped Clean / Humility is a virtue to one’s own benefit / By
the Sword 🗡 of Truth I continue to Live. Pascal's <1623 - 1662, French philosopher> wager of chess is to always assume the objectively
best plans of your opponent regardless of what actually may be in his mind or his rating. Qualified chess coaches instruct their students to
play and think the same way in the game regardless of whether the opponent is higher, the same, or lower rated. == The reasoning behind
this universal psychological principle is the fact that the strategy works in both scenarios analogous to Pascal’s wager. If the opponent is
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skilled and using the objective best strategy, then preparing for it will enable one to play the best moves. If the opponent is unskilled, then he
will most likely have an antagonistic psychological frame in which he seeks to break your expectation. Therefore, if you expect him to play the
best moves, then he will simply self-destruct. In depth: IM JB # climbing the rating ladder 1400-1600. // Ref:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y9KKFBWdlB0 Musical postscript: Source: I played the Clarinet, Alto saxophone, and the Eb clarinet
for credit in the Amherst Central School System from 2002 to 2011, and from 2004 to 2011, for 8 consecutive years, I was selected to the
ECMEA All County Band or Orchestra, and in 2010 selected to the NYSSMA All State Wind Ensemble; during my senior year, I led my
high school wind ensemble to a NYSSMA Gold with Distinction award, the highest possible, at a band competition, in a minute long,
super-6 jazz solo, accompanied by the rest of | the band.

Ch-48: Psyc$ Def:
Attacker’s neglect (n.) = blindness toward a vulnerability in one own’s position, such as a hanging noble under 🗡 or a 将□(2), due to the
presence of perceived threats that are available toward the enemy. Ref: https://lichess.org/training/N5IWM. Ref (2):
https://lichess.org/training/m9xc3. Follow-up neglect (n.) = enhanced blindness or insufficient calculation | verification in the second or later
走 in a tactical sequence, sometimes accompanied by miscalibrated confidence in a specific variation calculated prior to playing the first 走.
Ref: https://lichess.org/training/zlKZQ. Low priority neglect (n.) = missing a lower priority tactical idea, such as capturing a hanging 小 noble,
due to the illusory presence of higher priority tactical ideas in the position. Ref: https://lichess.org/training/EuZQp. Comma trickery (n.) =
writing a comma between thoughts that are not linearly connected in order to provoke the reader to think about the connection without an
appropriate warning. Move trickery (n.) = playing two moves that are not linearly connected in order to provoke the opponent to think about
the connection without an appropriate warning and simultaneously to this there is no malintent. Quantum injection (n.) = the insertion of a
complex possibility into the mind of the other person with a high enough severity that renders the probability of it happening figure moot, as
long as non zero, and thereby occupying a portion of their thought space. Alpha counter (n.) = a move that psychologically counters a
previous alpha move.

Ch-48: Psyc$ Ex:
Swindles H2S3:

TL: Ex-1: F move and his d5-N, shockingly, is piecemated in the center of
the board <rare-bno>. However, s.21-s, Nc2 $e2-P <2:2> was slightly
inaccurate, as this allows f to seize an initiative to draw. Calculate ahead by
at least 10 moves and grade yourself based on how close you come to the
sequence given in the solutions.

R: Ex-2: The s.b4-B appears piecemated at b4 but you can save it in 3.

BL: Ex-3:

BR: Ex-4:

Disrupt the homeostatic balance:
X-ref: ch-60: From my experience as a tournament player, I can
attest # that there is a higher rate of state transference r: <ch-47>
when the opponent, with his entire face and body #, is present in
front of you, while the board is in a mutual state below, as opposed
to the web interface in which the physical body of the opponent is an
after-thought. Moreover, the spectators in the Hall, parents of

younger | players, top GMs, and other players in your section, will
also have some general | awareness, or sometimes quite specific if
the outcome of your game is relevant to their standings, have some
role in participating in this state transference. This state
transference, in addition to the goings-on in the board position, has
a quality in itself as a form of transient | homeostasis, and this has
an effect in creating and preserving a mutual | frame <r: ch-41
H2S4> in the W | D | L evaluation of the b-p.

L: Ex-5: [Diagram, L]

Ex-6: [1,850]

L: Ex-7: [2,600]

Ex-8: [1,700] F has the idea to activate his light.sq-B, and dominate with
his Rs in the center.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y9KKFBWdlB0
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Operational depth z-zwang:

L: Ex-9: [1,700] F is running a 2.ply-op to target our e6-P. How can we
disrupt this?

Ex-10: [1,700]

L: Ex-11: [1,900]

Ex-12: [1,650]

Complexity overload x comp-sci:
DDoS:
On June 22nd, 1941, Hitler sends the largest invasion force
ever assembled into Russia: more than 3.6 million men, 7,000
artillery pieces, 3,500 tanks, and 2,500 aircraft supported by over
600,000 horses are heading Stalin's way. Despite repeated
warnings, the Soviets are totally unprepared for Germany's
Operation Barbarossa. == Barbarossa was the single most

important act of the Second World
War, which completely transformed
its character, and it represented
the fulfillment of Hitler's foremost
dream of Lebensraum. == Despite
all 84 intelligence-led warnings of
an invasion Stalin finds the
German assault so shocking that
he has a minor breakdown. <ref:
Why Did The Germans Lose The
Battle Of Britain? | WW2 In
Numbers | Timeline

Documentaries, 178k views / 2.5k likes / 4 mil subs>

Ex-13: EZ Directive:

⭐ Sometimes, simply pointing a large quantity of material at the
opponent’s Kingside can yield positional advantages elsewhere
on board, and debilitate the opponent psychologically, leading to
blunders of psychological drain.
https://lichess.org/E06ovQZv/black

L: Ex-14: [1,750]

Ex-15: [2,750] Game: GM Hans Niemann

<2,688> vs GM Fabiano Caruana<2,758> rd-8, 2022 Sinquefield Cup,
St-Louis USA.

Ex-16: [1,850]

Chess psyc$ x
criminal science,
cold reading,
body lang, and
profiling:
But the ability to construct events by
looking at overlapping | fragments. A

crime has occurred and there is no individual who has watched the entire
crime happen. But one person saw what happened from point A to C. One
saw from B to D. One for all from C to-- and suddenly, there was this
realization that you can figure out what went on by putting these various
overlapping bits of | data together, a completely revolutionary idea and
completely transformed the notion that how do you figure out if somebody
did a crime. Dr. Robert Sapolsky: <8:50>
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_njf8jwEGRo

Ex-17: HSL self-help coach Julien Blanc teaches cold-reading.

Ex-18: Former FBI agent Joe Navarro deciphers body language: #
Navarro<pg-76>: If you are dealing with a
person who is socializing or cooperative with
you, his or her feet should mirror your own. If,
however, someone’s feet are pointed away
from you while his body faces toward you,
you should ask yourself why. Despite the
direction of the body, this is not a genuine |
cooperation profile and is indicative of
several things that must be explored. Such a
pose reflects either the person’s need to
leave or get away soon, a disinterest in
what is being discussed, an unwillingness to
further assist, or a lack of commitment to
what is being said. Note that when someone
we don’t know approaches us on the street,

we usually turn our attention to them from the hips up, but keep our
feet pointed in the direction of travel. The message we are sending
is that socially I will be attentive briefly; personally I am prepared to
continue or flee. [D]: Which of the following constitutes an accurate
reading? a) Since the figure’s feet are pointed toward us, she must
be interested, and invested, in helping our cause b) There is a
disinterest in what is being said c) The pointed feet, combined with
akimbo | arms, indicates that the interest may not be entirely
favorable d) The figure seems confused e) c and d
Ex-19: Ex-20:
// find and analyze a Victor Korchnoi vs match or tournament
extended where he knew the opponents #
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Solutions:
Ex-1:
I resigned this position in my game against Allan Liddell Johnson
<USCF 1780~> at the 2nd annual Niagara Falls Open much to my
own regret, after checking post-game Stockfish, after my opponent
played 23…f6, which I evaluated as having | neutralized my attack
and therefore any drawing chances. But Stockfish, in this case,
looks further:
21. Bxg7 Kxg7 22. f5 exd5 23. fxg6 f6 24. Qh4 hxg6 25. g5 f5 26.
Qh6+ Kf7 27. Qh7+ Ke6 28. Qxg6+ Ke7 29. Rxf5 Qxe3+ 30. Kh1
Qe6 31. Rf7+ Kd8 32. Qxe6 Rxe6 33. Bxd5 Re3 34. Rd1 Fin.

Ex-2: 12…Nxe4, eliminating f-Nxf6+ ideas, a tempo gaining capture that
would be immediately followed up by f-axb4 ! <assass> 13. Bxe4 (0) d5
$.e4-B ! This mobility-clearing piece check, a dual purpose move, now
works because the e4-B, unlike the e4-N, does not have a tempo-counter
getaway capture #
14. Bd3, f-cxd5 has the same outcome after s-cxd5 $.e4-B !

The b-p after 14. Bd3
demonstrating that the
tempo-gaining pawn clearance
13…d5 $.e4-B ! clears 2 additional
mobility for the once-piecemated
s.b4-B.
14…Bd6 ! S is able to swindle the
piecemate of this B via a narrow |
escape condition, involving a
combination of his own #
Post-script: This position is from a
game that I played as f against

Vince Sarratore <USCF 732> at the Rochester Chess Center,
2/12/22.
Post-script, section:
“Chess is 30 to 40 percent psychology. You don’t have this when
you play on a computer. I can’t confuse it.”

- WC Judit Polgar, GM, 1993. Sourced from Man Versus
Machine by GM Raymond Keene.

Ex-3:
The best swindles are rude, in that they are self-sacrificial, but the
opponent cannot help but accept #
1. Nf6+ and:
A: 1…Ke6 2. C3 $.e-$, b4-P ! and now s has to be careful: 2…bxc3
(-1) 3. Ne4 ! s can either relinquish the powerful s.c3-⅔, pp or play
3…cxb2+ 4. Kxb2 (+1) draws. But the more interesting continuation
at the heart of this line # is 3…c2 ! holding the frame that s can
promote. |=P Game: Correspondence, Palevic vs Luzniak 1980/81
(!) , sourced from Van Perlo’s Endgame Tactics 3rd edition diagram
#1102 (!).
And now, the crushing swindle move 4. Nc5+!! with the point that #
4…dxc5 (-3) is stalemate:

The b-p after 4. Nc5+ !! with
stalemate analysis of the f.a1-K.
Fin.

Ex-4: The move preceding b-p
highlighted in the LiChess notation
reveals that s has just blundered out of
a forced M-1 s-Bb2# ! and now f has a
chance to #swindle: 52. Qg2+ Nd4+
or Ne3+ <o-ms, W> are all winning
d-26 SF 14+ NNUE.

https://lichess.org/S7gKGOhW/black#102

Ex-5: In this wildly oscillating endgame:
https://lichess.org/S7gKGOhW/black#99 my opponent and I held for about
20 turns and neither of us would have enough clock time to find a win and
here there was 2.5s (s) to 5.6s (f) remaining. 50…Nc3+ ! violently disrupts
this state transference | homeostasis as, out of nowhere, s finds a checkmate
in 2: 51. Ka1 <o-m> :( 52. Bb2 # !

Ex-6: https://lichess.org/APvsQYw7/white#38
19 full turns # into Jobava London | theory, f has some |
flexibility to go K, Q, or stay central with his K, and, permits this +.
There is a dyn-homeo b/w f’s K-side space, and $, and
potential-thr against his K, so 20. Kf1<run$>, rt Kd2!?, is a better
choice, as the latter allows 20…Nf6 followed by Ne4+, gaining a
tempo, and boxing in the a1-R. Fin.v-5

Ex-7: https://lichess.org/x05Mx0Fi/black#43
MIC: Pawn breaks thematically 22…exf4<+1>! disrupt the balance
23. Nc7$$ c3$.d2-R<z-zug!> 24. Rdd1<run$> c2$! 25. Nxe8
cxd1=Q<+8>! 26. Rxd1 fxg3<+1>$! 27. Bxg3<-1+2=+1> Be5$.e-$!
28. Bxe5 Nxe5 -4.5 d-38 SF.14+NNUE, and s is completely
dominating. Fin.v-5

Ex-8: https://lichess.org/x05Mx0Fi/black#61
31…Bxb2<+1> wrenches these plans 32. Rb5$$ c3🛡! by creating
a blastocyst, the threat of which, suddenly, becomes the disruptive
z-zwang focal | point.
Ex-9: https://lichess.org/8InNIW2n/black#19
10…d5<3:2><int!> -1.3 w/ 3.0 o-n d-34 SF.14+NNUE Fin.v-5

Ex-10: https://lichess.org/8InNIW2n/black#51
26…Nxf3+<1:1><abs.pin-expl!>$.e1-R 27. Kh1<run$>
Nxe1<assass!> Fin.v-5

Ex-11: https://lichess.org/x05Mx0Fi/black#57
29…Be5<int>$.f4-N! A tempo-gainer that disrupts f’s plan of +4-M
for his g2-B 30. Nxe6+! fxe6<+1>, maintaining-cont of d5, and
keeping the B’s place SF.14+NNUE d-20

Ex-12: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/54095976901

12...Nxe2+<z-zwang> -3.2 w/ 3o-n 13. Qxe2 Re8<rel-pin!>! 12…Re8??
immediately does not work because 13. Nxd4! removes s’s ability to
cap-attr the d2-Q to the pinned.to-sq. Fin.v-5

Ex-13: https://lichess.org/k8cLmcwz/white#27
F would like to play a move like Qd7$.c8-R,d5-P, and exploit the
co-vulnerabilities of these hangtacked-ren, and s’s exposed-K, but
he is a tempo-behind, due to his own hangtacked.e3-P,e2-B 28.
Bxd3! resolves ½ the thr, and also, nullifies Qxe3+??, as this would
auto-clr the 4th rank: 29. Kh1<run$>!, and now the d3-B cannot be
cxd3<-3> 30. Qg4+$!, picking up the c8-R. Instead, after cxd3<-3>!
29. Qd4<2.5:1>! Qxd4 30. Exd4 Re8<thr-Re2!> 31. Rd2 Re1+ 32.
Kf2 Ra1$.a2-P 33. a3<1:1> b5 34. Ke3 a5 35. Kxd3!, f picks up a P,
and has strong | chances in the R-endgame Fin.v-5

Ex-14: https://lichess.org/ktjMrRPI/white#20
11. Qxd5<t-sack>! Qxd5 12. Nxc7+<0:0>$<recoup!>, a thematic |
idea in Jobava London.

Ex-15:
34…Qxd4<+3><t-sack>!! Rozman: If you found ways to hang a
queen 3 different ways, you have definitely taken something that
was defended 3 different times, but in this case, if white plays the
move 35. QxQ, BxQ, or PxQ, all of those moves result in Nf3+$-Q
MIC: As an expert in the Jobava London<a-r>, one would expect,
GM Niemann, to be familiar with this theme, but both players were
playing with <12-min Rozman: <26:08> So, it was a remove the
defender tactic, defending the f3 square, and no matter what
takes, in fact, the best move, you have to take with the queen,
because the queen will be defended on that square otherwise white
will lose a completely free | queen. Fin.v-5

Ex-16: https://lichess.org/k8cLmcwz/white#42
S’s position is hanging on a thread, and needs an up-complex to
crumble: 22. Bxf6<+3>! removing the E of both d5<hangtacked>

https://lichess.org/APvsQYw7/white#38
https://lichess.org/x05Mx0Fi/black#43
https://lichess.org/x05Mx0Fi/black#61
https://emojipedia.org/shield/
https://lichess.org/8InNIW2n/black#19
https://lichess.org/8InNIW2n/black#51
https://lichess.org/x05Mx0Fi/black#57
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/54095976901?tab=review
https://lichess.org/k8cLmcwz/white#27
https://lichess.org/ktjMrRPI/white#20
https://lichess.org/k8cLmcwz/white#42
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and g4<2:1>; e4<1:2><z-zug!> 23. Bg4$($)! with ex-assass to
follow https://lichess.org/k8cLmcwz/white#45

Ex-17:

Ex-18: e)

Ex-19: Ex-20:

Additional resources + refs:
Barkow, Jerome H., et al. The Adapted Mind: Evolutionary
Psychology and the Generation of Culture. Oxford University
Press, 1995.
Halo3Mainstage. “Best of the MLG Halo 3 Mainstage.” YouTube,
YouTube, 10 Oct. 2013,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1JukX1JgsNs.

- A historic montage tape of the best moments in
Professional Halo 3 gameplay from 2008 - 2011.

Fine, Reuben. Ideas behind the Chess Openings. Ishi Press,
Japan, 2012.
Benko, Pal <ch-100, namesake, Benko Gambit ch-53 H2S4>, and
Burt Hochberg. Winning with Chess Psychology. David McKay
Company, 1991.
Rozman, Levy. “Chess Cheating Official Statement...Sinquefield '22
Rd-8 Coverage.” GothamChess, YouTube, 10 Sept. 2022,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8KX682LTikU
Niemann, Hans, and Fabiano Caruana. “Sinquefield Cup: Grand
Chess Tour 2022 • Round 8.” Lichess.org, 10 Sept. 2022,
https://lichess.org/broadcast/sinquefield-cup--grand-chess-tour-2022
/round-8/5iaR9Sei.
Niemann, Hans. “Lifetime | Repertoires: Jobava | London.”
Chessable, https://www.chessable.com/course/102804.
Navarro, Joe, and Marvin Karlins Ph-D. What Every Body Is
Saying: An Ex-FBI Agent's Guide to Speed-Reading People. William
Morrow Paperbacks, 2009.

https://lichess.org/k8cLmcwz/white#45
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8KX682LTikU
https://lichess.org/broadcast/sinquefield-cup--grand-chess-tour-2022/round-8/5iaR9Sei
https://lichess.org/broadcast/sinquefield-cup--grand-chess-tour-2022/round-8/5iaR9Sei
https://www.chessable.com/course/102804


MIC: m-a r: Hu

Book-49 Mental activation: chpt-mn:
Hu: Any disenfranchisement I had with this, and the separate | theft of $1.5 million dollars, and that amount of intellectual property,
afterward, which, believe it or not, was a separate incident, was short-lived. I am a devout Christian, and I believe that the only one to judge
me in the end is my creator, and the judgment is based on my works alone. However, I cannot help feeling a heartache for God, and even his
Kingdom, and the plans thereof, when I see my works go to waste as a result of the neglect of others. It also makes me look pathetic, when I
create things that I’ve calculated far ahead of time as utile, and nobody uses them.

Chapt-mn H3S1: Chess ment-acti x neuro:
H3S1 H4S1: How neurons fire: Dr. Haines pg-4 <a-r> <pictured, left, courtesy U-Mississippi Med-C>:
Communication across this synapse is accomplished as follows. An electrical impulse (the action
potential) causes the release of a neuroactive substance (a neurotransmitter, neuromodulator, or
neuromediator) from the presynaptic element into the synaptic | cleft. This substance is stored in
synaptic vesicles in the presynaptic element and is released into the synaptic space by the fusion of
these vesicles with the presynaptic membrane. MIC: in Physics, a semiconductor is any | material that
has variable | conducting properties, hence semi, and, in electrical engineering, a useful semiconductor is
one whose conducting properties can be altered via modulation of resistance to sometimes emit current
and other times block it. Therefore, the semiconductor is the machine analogy to an action potential and
this establishes a sourced connection between mechanical hardware and the neurology of the brain
<fbno> Khairnar et. al <a-r>: The employ of C-V characteristics of MOS capacitors <device stores
electrical charge> gives a very responsive tool to determine changes in the dielectrics <insulating
material>, interfaces (gate electrode/dielectric interface and dielectric/substrate interface) and the bulk of
semiconductors. Fin. <r: ch-3 Chapt-mn H3S3 H4S3, Walter Nernst <1864 - 1941> equation> See ch-49

D for definitions. My power has finally found a release, a panorama full of the red lightning: ITZY, Voltage © 2022.

H3S1 H4S2: Regions of the brain: Analogously to a chess board, divisions of the brain are largely by halves: gray matter and white matter, like
light and dark squares, the left and right hemispheres divided by the corpus callosum, like the queenside and Kingside, and the front
and back, like the p-side and e-sides. Fin-v1. See ch-49 D for definitions #

H3S1 H4S3: Drainage of CSF in the brain: The ventricles <CSF fluid-filled cavities, 4> of the brain and the central canal of the spinal cord are
lined by a simple cuboidal <shape, cube> epithelium <single cell | tissue lining>, the ependyma. Tanycytes <cells of the ependyma> may
function to transport substances between the ventricles and the blood. <Fundamental Neuroscience pg 98, a-r> The choroid plexus
<network of capillaries, produces CSF, fills ventricles> extends from the inferior horn of the lateral <direction, side, 2> ventricle into the
atrium (where the glomus choroideum is located) along the “floor of the body” of the lateral ventricle, continues through the
interventricular foramen <foramen (n-Latin) = holes, connects the two lateral ventricles to the third ventricle <loc-between left and right
thalamus, midbrain region>>, and attaches to the roof of the third ventricle. MIC: the study of anatomy <Yakun, University of Buffalo PAS
113 A, PGY 451/2 total 10.0 credits> is peculiar among the sciences in that 1) many of the words are derived from or sourced directly from
Latin 2) the description of the function of each component as well as its name is almost always accompanied by a description of its location
relative to that of another component 3) the raw quantity of novel vocabulary words rivals that of organic chemistry. A particular type of brain
is required to study anatomy, and not everyone who is good at “science”, in terms of subject matter like chemistry or physics, will
automatically be good at anatomy, and this is well-known among life scientists <r: ch-9, H2S1 memorization>. The choroid plexus of the
fourth ventricle is attached to the caudal roof and extends <projects> | laterally <sideways> into the foramen <hole> of Luschka. MIC:
cerebrospinal fluid <abbrev, CSF> is a clear, odorless fluid that is found only in the central nervous system, which comprises the brain and

the spinal cord. CSF is produced in the choroid plexus and drains into and is absorbed by the
arachnoid granulations <loc = dural sinuses>, entering the venous system <r: Lu, a-r>. The
brain is one of the only organ systems that contains its own fluid circulation that is, at least at
some points, entirely independent of central circulation, which signals its unique functionality and
therefore nutrition requirements. We would expect, thus, due to the fact that the brain is dependent
on two different types of fluid, that its sensitivity to changes in nutrition is greater than that of other
organs, and, as intellectual athletes, this is our first key | takeaway. The third primary fluid
circulation is the lymphatic system, which is the secondary circulation of the immune system,
and this commonality between the brain and the immune system further suggests logical
analogies. Dr. Haines <University of Mississippi Medical Center, b-1943>: These choroid
cells have microvilli on their apical <facing the lumen> (ventricular) surface, “interdigitating” cell
membranes on their sides, and irregular bases. Each is attached to its neighbor by continuous
tight junctions (zonulae occludentes) that seal off the subjacent | extracellular space from the

ventricular space. This represents the blood-CSF barrier <pg-101>. MIC: the brain is a highly sensitive tissue to infections and throughout
its anatomy are extra protective membranes that prevent chemicals that can otherwise permeate into body tissues from entering into the brain.
Dr. Haines: Choroid epithelial cells contain a nucleus, numerous mitochondria, rough endoplasmic reticulum, and a small Golgi
apparatus. Thus they are specialized to control the flow of ions and metabolites into the CSF. MIC: Homeostasis <ch-60> occurs not only on
the macroscopic level, such as body | temperature, but also pervasively on the microscopic level, and not only generally, but highly
specifically, as quantities as specific as the concentration of ions in the CSF, or even a particular cell, are tightly regulated via (1) monitoring
and (2) fine-tuning control. Dr. Haines: Choroid epithelial cells secrete CSF by selective transport of | materials from the connective tissue
extracellular space and from choroidal capillaries (D). Compared with blood plasma, CSF has higher | concentrations of chloride,
magnesium, and sodium; similar concentrations of creatinine; and lower concentrations of potassium, calcium, glucose, proteins,
albumin, and uric acid <pg-103>.The CSF produced by the choroid plexuses passes through the ventricular system to exit the fourth
ventricle through the foramina of Luschka and Magendie. The movement of CSF through the ventricular system and the subarachnoid
space is influenced by several factors <pg-103> MIC: Conscious control of the body <r: ch-9 H2S1 H3S2 H4S8> is a delicate process, and we
need to understand that our cerebral selves # are orders of magnitude less intelligent than our bodies, insofar as our bodies are the product of
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billions of years of evolution, and that the process of evolution itself has solved a number of problems and the complexity of those problems
can be quantified <r: ch-45 H2S1, metric complexity>. In short, your body contains a number of solutions to problems that would require you,
and even academic scientists, greater than your lifetime to solve, and, when such a solution is innate, it’s best to respect and understand it
rather than change it, until we increase the compl-ceiling of human productivity, and thus is the balance between medicine and | nature. Fin.

H3S1 H4S4: Blood flow pathways to and from the brain: The heart contains 4 chambers and is split into halves in that two of the chambers are
responsible for sending blood to the lungs, and two receive from the lungs and send blood into the body. Once blood is sent toward the body, it
is further divided dichotomously through the aorta into outward red blood flow superiorly into the upper half of the body and descending
inferiorly, through the abdominal cavity, and into the lower half of the body. Divisions of blood flow from the LUCA aorta and each MRCA
branching point follows a dichotomous | stemming structure that follows a phylogenetic pattern, and therefore the installation of this |
mental paradigm, derived from our understanding of x-ray checks <r: ch-33 H2S4> can be looped <r: ch-15 Chapt-mn H3S1> in a
permutation-specific | manner and subsequently memorized. Neuroscience, 2nd ed © Sunderland <a-r>: The entire blood supply | of the
brain and spinal cord depend on two sets of branches | from the dorsal <back> aorta. The vertebral <spinal cord> arteries arise from the
subclavian <neck and arm> arteries, and the internal carotid <head and neck> arteries are branches of the common carotid arteries.
The vertebral arteries and the ten medullary <s-cord in skull> arteries that arise from segmental branches of the aorta provide the
primary | vascularization <perforation of arteries> of the spinal cord. These medullary arteries “join to form” the anterior and posterior
spinal arteries (Figure 1.19). If any of the medullary arteries are obstructed or damaged (during abdominal surgery, for example), the blood
supply to specific parts of the spinal cord | may be compromised. The pattern of resulting | neurological damage differs according to whether
the supply to the posterior or anterior artery is interrupted. As might be expected from the arrangement of ascending and descending
neural pathways in the spinal cord, loss of the posterior <back, syn=dorsal> supply generally leads to loss of sensory functions, whereas
loss of the anterior <front, syn=ventral> supply more often causes motor deficits. Fin

H3S1 H4S5: Neuropathologies of the brain: The brain, similarly to the body, undergoes a number of macroscopic
experienced symptoms as a result of internal, imperceptible structural changes known as neuropathologies.
Such pathological changes can be categorized phylogenetically into alteration of function # or loss of
function, and many of the most astounding examples in the history of neuroscience are covered in the
hallmark 1970 anthropology x neuroscience, clinical pop sci non-fic The Man Who Mistook His Wife For A
Hat by Dr. Oliver Sacks <1933 - 2015, Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Yeshiva University, NYU,
Columbia University Medical Center> <P, courtesy-Wikipedia> H5S1: Myasthenia gravis: Dr. Haines pg-4
<a-r>: There are a number of neurologic disorders, such as myasthenia gravis, Lambert-Eaton syndrome,
or botulism, that represent a failure of | neurotransmitter action at the presynaptic membrane, synapse,
or at the receptors on the postsynaptic membrane. MIC: myasthenia gravis is a thematic
neuropathology that is taught in the PGY 451 neurophysiology sequence at the University of Buffalo,
which I completed in fall 2020, and is a hybrid undergraduate / graduate course for upper level
pre-pharmacy students and achieved an A grade in a notoriously | painful and non-curved course. Limbic
structures are very sensitive to seizure activity. <Haine, pg 446> Damage to the mesial <toward the
middle> temporal lobes, mesial temporal sclerosis, is the most common cause of complex partial
seizures. This type of seizure starts in a specific area of the brain, resulting in a wide range of physical
and emotional behaviors with alteration of consciousness.

Parkinson’s disease, like schizophrenia and dementia, are disorders of the dopaminergic
system <Fundamental Neuroscience, pg-386>. Tardive dyskinesia is a human-caused disorder
manifested from the intake of neuroleptic medications such as the commonly prescribed
Risperadone for bipolar disorder, which I have previously consumed #, and is also a
dopamine-based disorder: Pg-393, Haine: Prolonged treatment with neuroleptic drugs may
lead to blockage of the D2 dopamine receptors in the striatum <motor / reward system,
receiving glutamatergic and dopaminergic input and subsequently outputs to rest of basal
ganglia (d) r: Wikipedia>, which causes an imbalance in the nigrostriatal influence on the basal
nuclear motor loop and ultimately results in movement disorders. Sydenham chorea <pg-393,
Haine>: other signs and symptoms may include irritability, emotional lability,
obsessive-compulsive behaviors, attention deficit, and anxiety.
Amnesia is typically often associated with some kind of event; this could be a traumatic | brain

injury <38:35> any kind of event that's damaging or causing injury to the hippocampus; this is the center for
| mediating formations of memory. <r: Dr. Longo, see below> For <38:57> the two months following the head
injury they weren't able to lay down new memories moving into the future <anterograde amnesia> Pg-387,
Fundamental Neuroscience: This pattern results in the characteristic loss of cognitive and executive
function and progressive motor disturbances in Huntington's disease. Because the motivational loop
is affected last, emotional disturbances often emerge later. Multiple sclerosis (d, PGY 451 UB):

Alzheimer’s disease: Short-term memory, this executive function is quite vulnerable in early Alzheimer’s
disease. Dr. Frank M. Longo, MD, Ph-D <Chairman, Department of Neurology and Neurological Sciences at
Stanford> <additional-resources> Dr. Sacks ch-1 <paraphrase>: Dr Kertesz mentioned to me a case known
to him of a farmer who had developed prosopagnosia and in consequence could no longer distinguish (the
faces of) his cows, and of another such patient, an attendant in a Natural History Museum, who mistook his
own reflection for the diorama of an ape. Fin.

H3S1 H4S6: The corpus callosum: H3S1 H4S7: Neural and anatomic structure of the spinal cord:
// discuss reflex pathways that can fire without going to the brain:

H3S1 H4S8: Descending pathways from the brain:



MIC: m-a r: Hu
// alpha motor neurons # // modulatory neurons #

Chapt-mn H3S2: X neuro x mag: ment-acti produces a mag-field:
// 764 Page in physics textbook

// current is just the movement of a charged particle //
pg 765 physics textbook // all currents have a
magnetic field around them. So how strong does the
current have to be to generate like a 1T magnet? Is T
force or a field or what #units, and also, how can
magnets be permanent if you typically need an
electric field to have a magnetic field? Are they
negentropic? Can’t a magnet emit a force
permanently like gravity, and that can do work to
produce energy, or something? Sounds like gibberish.
// can it go in reverse : can magnetic fields produce
brain activity?

Chapt-mn H3S3: Di�-acti of autonomic nervous systems #np:
H4S1: The a.v-node system of the heart is autonomously innervated: H4S2: The enteric nervous system: H4S3: Autonomic spinal reflexes:
Certain reflex pathways do not involve the brain. Fin-v3, research needed.

H4S4: Non-nervous information pathways in the body #np-2

Ch-49: Ment-acti: H2S1: The 8 parameters of ment-acti:
X-ref: <Ch. 48 PA, H3S Competition Fueling Creativity> Hu<a-r ‘22>: Did these people, who include some of the most | well-known, and
recognizable | figures in the Valley, care that they were robbing an early 20s entrepreneur of, essentially, the rest of his career, and all the
contributions to the World that I would have made, or the fact that I dropped out of college to serve their ends? Not particularly, nor does it
matter to them that they sold me on the idea of venture funding in the first place. My company was bankrolling $300k per month in gross,
and expensing less than $30k. I was happily married in East Amherst, on my | way to having a family with a beautiful Catholic | girl that I
met at Georgetown University, and that company, as a “lifestyle business”, sustained me well enough, without dreams of “scalability”.
Moreover, to ensure that their own investment would prosper on their terms, they made sure to haze me throughout the entire | media
industry, for years following, barring me, essentially, from ever gaining employment in New York media again. There is no end to which these
people will go, to serve their own ends, and I was made to feel like a piece of litter on the street.

H2S1 H3S1: Attention capacity:
Attention capacity is a novel concept in Material in Chess that is a conjunction of working
memory and active subconscious filters, also known in psychology as the priming effect. What
is primed cannot be directly measured until the reaction to a stimulus occurs, and it is unknown a
human’s priming capacity and whether this can be increased, such that a human can be
prepared to be primed by a higher quantity of inputs. Alfred Binet <r: ch-0 D> posited that
blindfold chess, which defies psychological research in human limits of working memory and
this is converged upon by Dr. Eliot Hearst <r: ch-42 Chapt-mn H3S1 H4S1>, relies on a
secondary vector of intelligence known as mnemonic forms, which may be a cryptic way to refer
to the contemporary psychological term of priming effect. Post-script: Attention capacity is an
interesting area of extra-IQ research that may explain some of the IQ transcendent abilities of
chess playing brains.

H2S1 H3S2: Retrieval speed:
Practice: LiChess: name the coordinates: https://lichess.org/training/coordinate#name

H2S1 H3S2 H4S1: Reaction time:
Reaction time is a particular type of retrieval speed in which a visual or otherwise sensory stimulus triggers a specific muscular reaction, and
the mediator # is an algorithm and a mental pathway in which the signal from the sensory organ is processed in the associated cortex in the
brain and translated # into a focused muscle movement, via downward transference through alpha motor neurons # Increased efficiency in
general retrieval speed will lead to a decrease in reaction time, as the signal will be able to travel through the brain in a more highly reduced
pathway, and a more reduced pathway physically means a shorter total distance traveled; since neural propagation occurs at a finite and
constant # speed, shortening the distance traveled will lead to a decrease in travel time, and that travel time is reaction time. #np Practice:
Chess.com https://www.chess.com/puzzles/rush

H2S1 H3S3: Thought structure organization:
Insofar as the brain is a closed or semi-closed system <r: ch-45 Chapt-mn H3S1 H4S1> , as established by the blood - brain barrier <r: ch-this
Chapt-mn H3S1 H4S3>, we would expect # that it obeys entropic laws and therefore a reduction in entropy resulting in higher states of
organization requires a non-spontaneous <r: ch-3 Chapt-mn H3S3 H4S3> energetic input. Fin.

H2S1 H3S4: Vis-processing:
Visual processing refers to the entire complex of organ systems in the sensory-neural cortex that are responsible for 1) the intake of photon
information from the external environment 2) translation of photon information intake patterns into electrochemical action potentials 3) storage
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of the pattern of action potentials into protein structures and modifications 4) calculation of these modifications in stages of subsequent mitosis
at a mitotic time scale and this is covered in depth in ch-42 H2S2, a literature review of visual perception.

H2S1 H3S5: Autonomic control:
Autonomic control refers to the gradual process of conscious overtaking of processes that were previously involuntary, such that they are now
voluntary or semi-voluntary. #MIC supports the theory in biology that all body processes can become conscious with sufficient mental
activation. 6/4/22: the human body is a finely-tuned autonomic system by the principle of homeostasis <r: ch-60> and it is known by
physicians who perform blood tests that numerous homeostasis values, including hormone levels, have narrow | homeostatic ranges.
Moreover, it is known in ch-14 that human behaviors, which are under conscious control <r: ch-9 H2S1 H3S2 H4S8>, can alter emotional
state, such as voluntary exposure # to triggering emotional stimuli , and moreover it is known that the various homeostatic values in the body
are connected under feedback loops, in which the levels of certain chemicals will affect the tuning of the levels of other chemicals. Therefore,
the degree of control that the conscious brain can have over autonomic processes over a variety of time scales can be learned, and the
complexity of the effect may be exponential over the variety of inputs, which may be few, but of course there are parameters of input more
than simply quantity, as the body is also a timed | homeostatic system in which there are patterned processes occurring in a looped basis
<r: ch-15 Chapt-mn H3S1> such as mitosis, which occurs at a maximal rate of every 20 minutes due to the chemical time of the cell division
cycle <r: ch-1 Chapt-mn H3S1>, and therefore it is not only the input but the timing of input that can make an impact, and the addition of a
new vector of effect exponentially increases the possibility of effect #np, 14. Fin

H2S1 H3S5 H4S1: Autonomic control: emotions:
As one progresses through one’s chess career, and in general, one’s development as an intellectual, one will gradually become increasingly
conscious and in control of one’s emotions. 6/4/22: confirmed #

H2S1 H3S6: Focus duration:
It is colloquially | known within chess that beginners, especially kids, will experience a dramatic | improvement in their ability to “sit down and
play a game”, and that kids are prone to moving faster, even in classical games, whereas adults and more experienced players are able to #
think for longer periods of time over a single decision. Fin

H2S1 H3S7: Tissue recovery rate:
Neural | tissue undergoes damage and regeneration in the process of growth and re-organization in a way that is analogous to the analogous
processes found within muscular tissue. 6/4/22: Not all injuries are of the same form, as injuries occur due to collision, and collisions follow the
forces of physics <r: ch-26> which may have different quantitative | qualities # in terms of direction and magnitude, as forces are vectors, and
moreover injuries may occur due to compound forces or a sequence of forces. Therefore the structural damage whether neural or muscular of
a physical injury will mirror the physical force that caused it and the complexity of the tissue damage will be correlated with the complexity of
the injuring force(s). All this is deductive, without evidence. == As once an injury has been internalized as structural damage it is now up to
the body to repair. The process of repairing a particular structural damage to complete form or even superior form is a problem that needs to
be solved, and that problem has a complexity that is proportional to that of the damage, which is proportional to the complexity of the force #
In ch-14 <hl> it was established that # conscious actions influence behaviors which in turn influence emotional state which in turn influence
hormone levels, visceral organ activity, and subsequent behaviors. We can expect individuals who are more intelligent on the conscious scale
<r: Binet> to likewise be more effective in piloting their autonomic bodies, being as the human body is a predictable, DNA encodes machine
<ch-13 anti radiation>, and therefore higher intelligence individuals will be more effective in recovering from injuries. Fin.

H2S1 H3S8: State modification:
The state modification | parameter of mental | activation is, unlike the previous 7 listed, not necessarily a one way track in the sense that
various states may be useful at different times and therefore are not discarded, such as a slow reaction time, as one continues upon their
improvement pathway. The state modification component of MA is therefore temporal and context dependent, and mental activation in this
context means putting oneself | into the correct state | at the correct time. 6/4/22: confirmed.

Ch-49: Ment-acti:
H2S2 Discov p.d-e:
// PDE = primary driver of emotion. X-ref: ch. 51
h2s5 1 on 1 social.

H2S2 H3S1: Discov
one’s own p.d-e via
introspection:
H4S1: The “immortal | jellyfish”:
Hu: The “immortal jellyfish” resurrects itself
via physiological re-development, and,
therefore, provides a template, having already
solved the resurrection problem, for itself.
Lisenkova et al. <a-r>: Turritopsis dohrnii
(Cnidaria, Hydrozoa, Hydroidolina,
Anthoathecata) is the only known metazoan,
Merriam-Webster: <”animals having the body
composed of cells differentiated into tissues
and organs and usually a digestive cavity
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lined with specialized cells”> that is capable of reversing its life cycle via morph rejuvenation from the adult medusa stage to the juvenile
polyp stage. Shimomura<a-r><pg-173>: Coelenterazine (A) is oxidized into dehydrocoelenterazine (D) by Mn02 in a mixed solvent of
ethanol and ether (Inoue et al., 1977b). Dehydrocoelenterazine (C261-11903N3) can be obtained as dark red crystals. It does not have the
capability of chemiluminescence. The ultraviolet absorption spectrum (Fig. 5.6) shows its absorption maxima at 425 nm (s 24,400) and
536 nm (6 12,600) in ethanol. An addition of NaOH significantly increases the 536 nm peak at the expense of the 425 nm peak.
Dehydrocoelenterazine can take a tautomeric | structure of quinone type (not shown), in which the phenolic proton on the 2-substituent is
shifted onto the N(7) of the imida-zopyrazinone ring. Dehydrocoelenterazine can be readily reduced to [D, via Shimomura]

H2S3 H3S2: Finding the other person’s p.d-e:
Hu<a-r>: The book that I’m writing now is designed to uplift the world. I am waking up every day, doing what I need to do, which is write the
book. However, as I get close to the deadline of release, I am filled with doubt, with respect to how it will be received by others. And my
concern is for them, not myself, in truth. This book, in every way that I have dissected it, is an unquestionable good, and I hold true to the
belief that this is what God wants me to do. Chess has been shown, in certain studies, to dramatically reduce the incidence of detrimental
behaviors in children with ADHD <ElDaou, El-Shamieh, a-r>, and the inventor of the IQ test, Alfred Binet, was deeply involved in the
investigation of blindfold chess, a phenomena of visual memory that continues to baffle psychologists. Chess contains the secrets to the
trainability of human intelligence, in the domain of visualization, and the visual processing system plays a significant role in the human
brain. I believe that rigorous chess training will 1) increase attention span in children, both mentally disordered, and healthy individuals 2)
multiply the mean visual memory of the American adult, which will have exponential impacts on a) civil order, b) economic
productivity, and c) mental health, in an age of information load, when want for additional “brainpower” is of higher demand than supply.
There is almost no one who cannot benefit from chess training, combined with cutting edge, software-driven learning paradigms, including
spaced repetition, that my company will specialize in, as everyone 1) uses software at work, 2) is required to solve problems, and 3) can
benefit from the ability to close your eyes and “see” a problem. God has shown me so many wonderful resources along this way, helping me
unlock the full 1,400 year history of the sport, along with many details of its incredible body of theoretical knowledge, and documenting it in my
600k+ word, 700 page epic, that I do not doubt, anymore, that this is my mission.

H2S3 H3S3: Merger, the psyc.win-C:
The other person will yield if you find their PDE in the game, merge with your own, and provide an educational movement. This is actually a
law of the game, with laws being different from rules.

Ch-49: Ment-acti: H2S3: Task switching:
// watch some neuroscience lectures

Ch-49: Ment-acti: Def:
Chapt-mn H3S1: Neuro-def:
Myelination (n.) = an alteration to nervous system axons that exponentially increases the conduction velocity of the axon, allowing the
signal to reach the destination cleft in less | time. Synapse (n.) = a bed located at the start or end of a neuron in which signals are sent and
received to and from other neurons. Action potential (n.) = an electrical signal that is internal to a neuron. Neurotransmitter (n.) = a
chemical signal between neurons. Eg. The dichotomy between a-p and n-transmitters establishes the property of the nervous system as
electro-chemical. Nernst equation (n.) = <r: ch-3 Chapt-mn H3S3 H4S3> an equation that is used in neurophysiology to predict whether a
presynaptic terminal has sufficient voltage to fire an a-potential. Propagation (n.) = the spread of an action potential downstream of an axon
toward the postsynaptic terminal. Sodium ion channel, axon (n.) = a channel that is voltage-gated in an axon which allows the passage of
ions that, by the Nernst equation, changes the voltage locally. Voltage-gated sodium channels (n.) = an ion channel that opens and closes
based on the local voltage across the membrane # Local propagation (n.) = a gradual spread of voltage changes across an axon that in
summation comprises an action potential.
Gray matter (n.) = White matter (n.) = Cerebellum (n.) = Cerebrum (n.) = Hypothalamus (n.) = Thalamus (n.) = Brain stem (n.) = Carotid
arteries (n.) = Temporal lobe (n.) = Frontal lobe (n.) = Cortical homunculus (n.) = is a distorted | representation of the human body, based
on a neurological "map" of the areas and proportions of the human brain dedicated to processing motor functions, or sensory functions,
for different parts of the body. <r: Wikipedia>

Ch-49 Ment-acti Ex:
Ex. 1: Myelin is a layer of protein and fatty substances that envelopes # a
neural axon and increases specific membrane resistance. When the
membrane resistance increases, the length constant increases, and when
the length constant increases, conduction velocity increases. This means
that we can expect myelinated neurons to have:
a) An action potential that reaches the nerve terminal in less time.
b) An action potential that reaches the nerve terminal in more
time. c) A decreased specific membrane resistance. d) An
inverted relationship between resistance and conduction velocity.
e) Less proteins on their surface than unmyelinated neurons.

MIC x Anki activation series:
Watch this video and install Anki:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J09_NRn-SVQ
https://apps.ankiweb.net/ and use the desktop version to create
flash cards for the next 5 puzzles, which will be more difficult than

most students can solve live, but what we’d like you to do is rote
memorize the solution, just for these 10, and memorize them with
Anki.

L: Ex-2: [4,000]

Ex-3: [4,000]:
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MA x Lateral-P

Ex-4 [4,000]:
Fill in the blank: 21. Nxf8 (+3) ??
blunders 21...K/Qxc7 (-5) whereas
21. [ex-4] increases the pressure
eval=7.8 Stockfish d-19 i.M-d =
<ex-5>

Ex-5:
Use a cloze deletion note type to
create this note with 2 cards. I have
completed over 100,000 Anki
reviews prior to writing this

textbook with 5,000+ cards and 250,000 words memorized. This
book has a word count of 500,000, few recycled from that deck,
which I learned over 1 year.

Ex-6: Flagging an opponent with <1s in bullet, the premove to set here
would be <blank> [4,000]

R: Ex-7: Name at least 3 moves that would refute 4. Bxc4 as a pre move
here # [6,000]

Ex-8: MA x ch-58 lateral-p, 2:

Ex-9, R, above:

Ex-10: Memorize this combination #:
9. (1) Nge7 10. (2) exd4 (-1) 11. (3)
Bxd4 12. (4) Qe5 <run $> 13. (5)
Qxb5 <-9> 14. (6) Kxe7 15. (7) bxc6
(-2) 16. (8) <assass!>

Ex-11:

H2S3: Task switching:

L: Ex-12: [800]

Ex-13: The b-p after 13. G4
S is focused on catalyzing # a
Q-side attack in this opposite side
castling situation, but f has just
made a strong thrust on the K-side,
forcing a task switch. Find a way to
defend this position.

[D] Ex-14: Find the fastest checkmate
[2,000]; you have 3.9 seconds to 13.4
seconds in Bullet, but time is frozen.
Which moves can you premove?

Ex-15: Memorize this line of the
Jobava London, named for the b-p

after 3-s 1…Nf6 2.s-d5 3 c5 4 cxd4 5 Nc6 6 Bd7 7 Bxc6 8 Nd7 9 fxe6 10
Qb6 11 e5 12 Nxe5 13 d4 14 dxe3 15 Qc7 16 e6 17 Be7 18 Rc8 19 g6 20-f

Chapt-mn, H2S1: Neuroscience
problems:
Ex-16: The body systems that possess a fluid circulation independent of
blood circulation are:

a) The peripheral nervous system.
b) The central nervous system.
c) The immune system.
d) Muscles.
e) Bones.

More than one answer may apply.

Ex-17: The firing of action potentials is analogous to mechanical control
of semiconductors in microchips in the following way(s):
a) b) c) d) e) //

Ex-18: The neuropathology that <structural> and <symptom> is:
a) Myasthenia gravis
b) Parkinson’s disease
c) Alzheimer’s disease
d) //
e) //

Ex-19: The brain is said to be electro-chemical because:
a) Action potentials are chemical reactions.
b) Neurotransmitters bind chemically to receptors.
c) Sodium channels are gated by voltage, which is an

electrical property.
d) Patterns of neuron firing mirror those of semiconductors

in electronic hardware.
e) All of the above.

Ex-20: What happens in multiple sclerosis?
a) Length constant is increased.
b) Conduction velocity of action potential is increased.
c) Myelination is increased.
d) Saltatory conduction of action potentials is enhanced.
e) None of the above.
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Sol:
Ex. 1:
Myelination increases conduction velocity, and when something is
faster, it will reach its destination in less time. The answer is a)
Ex-2:
20…Bb4+ ! 21. Bf1 <o-m> Bxh3 22. Bd6+ ! Bxd6 23. Rc8+
R/Kxc8 (+5) 24. Any legal move Rxf1 #
Ex-3:
0.90 h3, Re1, Be3, Nd5, a5 0.71 d-26 Komodo 2706
1) mark yourself as correct for answering any of the 5 moves
2) mark yourself as correct + GOOD if you can remember all 5
moves, giving yourself lateral pivot-ability.
https://www.chess.com/analysis/
game/live/47368246655?tab=review

Ex-4:
Rf7 $-2 ($) ! , write the board code as you will # and any hints after
the :: notation https://docs.ankiweb.net/

Ex-5: +1

Ex-6: This position is from one of my bullet games; <blank> =
https://lichess.org/xNjVGIVq/black StruggleMe <1983, LiChess> vs
AmazingFilms1971 <2049 (!)> gxh6 !

Ex-7: 3…Be6, 3…b5, 3…Qd5

Ex-8: 17…c3? <-2 eval :(> decreases the mobility of the f6 bishop by 3
whereas cxb3 Rbc8 Qc7 Kh8 Qf7 0.0 d-35, SF. Create a card for all
underlined and bolded portions.

Ex-9: Best move: 22…d4 $.c3-N::CU Board Code ! -3.2 w/ 2.3 o-n d-35
SF 14 + NNUE whereas s-c5 hangs Nxd5 6.8, a 9 point swing.
https://lichess.org/InK7NCy4/black#43 [composed, -h7-P]

Ex-10: (1) Qb5 $.b7-P $.c6-N <d-a> <abs-pin> ! a real #power move! (2)
d4 <1:2.5> $.e-$ (3) exd4 <o.m-W> (4) Bg5 <1:1> $.f6-Q <5.0 DU D’d>!
(5) Bxe7 (+3) ! (6) Nxb5 (+9) (7) Bxc6 (8) Nxd4 (+3), assass in 8!

Ex-11:

Ex-12: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50538012827 21. Qg8# !

Ex-13:
14…Qg5+ $g4-P ! is the key defensive move, switching flanks in a 6
DU (!) swing across the f-moat to the K-side to step into this abs-fork
check sq, adding an over attacker to the f.g4-P <2:1>. The P can be
assassinated in the next s ply. R: https://www.chess
.com/analysis/game/live/45911376113?tab=review

Ex-14: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50538012827 28. Rc7+
! premove Qxc7# #np Kb8 <o.m-M2> 29. Rxa7+ ! Kc8 30. Qd7#
<mate in 3> Note that this last move cannot be pre-moved due to
the possibility that s might play 29…Qc7 !, in which case the set
pre-move Qd7 would click, allowing s to extend the game, and
likewise with 29…Bxd6!
Ex-15: 1. D4, 2.f-Nc3 3 Bf4 4 e4 5 Qxd4 6 Bb5 7 Bxc6 8 e5 9 e6 10 Nf3 11
Qd2 12 Bxe5 13 Nxe5 14 O-O-O 15 Qxc3 16 f4 17 Qh3 18 Rhe1 19 Re3
20 Nxg6. This line is provided by GM Hans Niemann<2688, 7/22,
world rank #61> in his Chessable course<a-r>.

Ex-16: b), c)

Ex-17: Ex-18:

Ex-19: b), c): the modulation of resistance in semiconductors is a physical
change not a chemical reaction.

Ex-20: e), a sample exam question from PGY 451: Human Physiology I,
University of Buffalo.
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Book-50: Space-adv: chapt-mn:
A fundamental function of P-play is to gain space. Mastering Chess Strategy ch-4.1, Gaining Space, Chessable ed retrieved 5/30/22. By
moving our pawns forward we are able to control more | sqs, and the space vacated by them often proves useful to the other pieces <nobles>.

Chpt-mn H3S1: Che-space vs E, x physics pressure vs vol: PV = nRT:
The central | dogma of volumetric | physics is found in the Pressure : Volume relationship in the ubiquitous |
formula, <ch-3 Chpt-mn H3S3 H4S2 H5S3> used in equal | proportion in chemistry, PV = NRT, which
states that there is an inverse | relationship between Pressure and Volume since they are both on the
numerator on the same | side of an equation. In other words, as Pressure increases, Volume decreases;
this is not a statement on forces, as if both were to increase, the right side of the equation would change as
well. More intuitively, if we took a closed | container and compressed its volume, the pressure of that
container within would increase. Analogously, <r: ch-50 H2S1 H3S1 H4S1> in chess, the collapse in spatial |
area of one side will lead to an experience of cramping, a common word among educators <ch-20>, akin to
the pressurized | sensation of claustrophobia, while a sudden | expansion in volume will lead to a collapse
of pressure as experienced in ch-55 overextension.
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/48821977845 The unit of Pressure in Pascals <Blaise, <1623 -
1662, the son of a tax | collector, contemporary of René Descartes and Pierre de Fermat, innovator of
infinitesimal | calculus> is Newtons per meters ^ 2, or the measure of Force over Area; since both Pressure

and Force are numerators but on opposite sides, Pressure is a unit that is proportional to Force. This can be reduced in the statement
“Pressure is Force <red>” <ch-9> Walter Lewin, <a-r> <b-1936, Professor Emeritus, MIT, worked on neutron | star discovery>: “liquids are
incompressible, gasses are not | incompressible” <0:00>, “2 | gasses with totally | different mass of the molecules, that this product is always
the same for a given | temperature” <11:58> MIC: Pressure is a force that is an exertion | outward, whereas area / volume is simply a
measurement of space. P and V do not share the same | units because they are being multiplied not added in the PV = nRT | formula.
Post-script: <Walter Lewin>: The ideal-gas law is introduced, and the rate of momentum | transfer from the gas | molecules to the vessel
walls is related to pressure. The concepts of phase diagrams and phase transitions are also introduced, and they are explored with fire🔥  |
extinguishers, boiling 🌊  water, and🥶 cooled🎈 balloons filled with 💨 air. The ideal-gas law holds (approximately) when you have only
gas; it doesn't hold whenever there is any liquid present.

H4S1: PV=nRT in lung physiology #np-shared:
R: Hudson UB, fin-v3, coming soon <fbno> H5S1: West, Luks <a-r, pg-65> Thus, the Po2 of inspired air is (20.93/100) × (760 − 47), or 149
mm Hg (say 150). By the time the O2 has reached the alveoli, the Po2 has fallen to about 100 mm Hg, that is, by one-third. This is because
the Po2 of alveolar gas is determined by a balance between two processes: the removal of O2 by pulmonary capillary blood on the one
hand and its continual replenishment by alveolar ventilation on the other. In practice, therefore, the alveolar Po2 is largely determined by
the level of alveolar ventilation. The same applies to the alveolar Pco2, which is normally about 40 mm Hg. H5S2: The
Ventilation-Perfusion Ratio: Pg-85: From the alveolar gas equation, the ideal alveolar Po2 is given by PAO2 = 149 - 60/0.8 + F
<small-factor> = 74 mm Hg //

Chpt-mn H3S2: Clamping down: Chpt-mn H3S3: A space advantage:
// Ch-16 complete positional manualH4S1: The French Advance // ref The French Advance © 2006 Everyman, Sam Collins.

Ch-50: Space-adv: H2S1: Calculating space AUC:
=== Measuring Space |full = Area Under Curve X-ref: ch. <19 h2s1 h3s8> We will now study the area of very
| irregular figures. In particular, if we have a curve “defined by” some function <=syn board position, where
the formula for the function in integral calculus can be conceived of as the sequence of moves that led to the
position’s development in chess>, we will consider the (signed) area between that function and | the x axis,
between specified values of x. Area above the | axis counts as a positive area, and that below the | axis
counts as a negative area. We will be concerned with the definition, nomenclature and notation for such
areas, and with means of evaluating them, both exactly | and numerically. We will also relate such areas to
“antiderivatives” and describe tricks for | evaluating integrals, which is what these areas are called. <r:
https://math.mit.edu/~djk/calculus_beginners/chapter13/contents.html> Fin.

H2S1 H3S1: Che x calc, int-gra, derive, slope and area:
Kuljasevic <a-r>: But chess is not simply a linear game of addition and subtraction; there are other laws
that govern the royal game beyond a mere pawn and piece count. MIC: In mathematics, an integral assigns
| numbers to functions in a way that describes displacement, area, volume, and other concepts that “arise by
combining | infinitesimal data”. The process of finding integrals | is called integration. Along with
differentiation, integration is a fundamental, essential operation of calculus,and serves as a tool to solve
problems in mathematics | and physics involving the area of an arbitrary shape <as long as the definition for

that shape is a function with variables>, the length of a curve, and the volume of a solid, among others. <r:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Integral> In mathematics, the derivative of a function of a real variable measures the
sensitivity to change of the function value (output value) with respect to a change in its argument (input value).
Derivatives are a fundamental | tool of calculus. For example #, the derivative of the position of a moving | object
with respect to time is the object's velocity: this measures how quickly the position of the object changes when time
advances. == The derivative of a function of a single variable at a chosen input value, when it exists, is the slope of
the tangent line | to the graph of the function at that point. The tangent line is the | best linear | approximation of the
function near that input value. For this reason, the derivative is often described as the "instantaneous rate of change",
the ratio of the instantaneous change | in the dependent variable to that of the independent | variable. == Derivatives
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can be generalized to functions of several real variables. <r: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Derivative> Integration is not the only way to find the
area of a shape; as we studied in ch-43 H2S4 H3S1: the Pythagorean Theorem states that the area of a triangle can be calculated by ½ b *
H> Notes: MIC: Delta y is the change up, delta x is the across ch-3, delta unit. Integrals: Strang<a-r>: Algebra just means I’ll do it with any
letters, but I’m not yet doing it continuously, which is what calculus would do. MIC: The area of a triangle is ½ Base * height. Strang: The
function, which has the slope 2x, is x^2, because when I take the slope of x^2, the 2 comes down. MIC: Leibnitz came up with the notation df /
dt, which we use today even though Newton is for the most part credited with the invention of calculus: “It’s the change in f divided by the
change in t” Strang: ⭐As we have seen, the derivative of a function at a given point gives us the rate of change<MIC: of y with respect to
x>, or slope of the tangent<MIC: perpendicular> line, to the function at that point. Strang<libretext>: Let  f  be a function. The derivative
function, denoted by  f′ , is the function whose domain consists of those values of  x  such that the following limit exists: f′(x)=lim,h→0
[f(x+h)−f(x)]/h, MIC, where h is a container | variable that will be cancelled out as the limit 0 #, after finishing the rest of the factoring. Strang:
“Going the other direction, integral calculus, is when you take the speed over that period of time, and you recover the distance” MIC:
Example: f(x)=40x, 1) substitution: f’(x)=lim,h->0: [40(x+h)-40x]/h=[40x+40h-40x]/h=40h/h=40. Check: Is the slope of the line y(x)=40x in
fact 40? The formula for slope is m = y2-y1/x2-x1, since 40x is a constant line, we can take any 2 points: (2, 80) and (1,40), so
(80-40)/(2-1)=40/1=40 ✔; MIC: The solution for slope is arithmetic | algebra, which is derivative calculus, in its simplest | form #n-p MIC:

The derivative of a graph, which is the visual | representation of the function, is another way to say the
slope of the graph, or the function. The slope | relationship is the key | hinge between the graphs of
displacement, velocity, and acceleration; derivation connects these concepts, and the relationship
among these 3 quantities also explains derivation at the most basic level. Fin.v-5

H3S1 H4S1: Inverse | functions:
# Derivation and integration are inverse functions.// every inverse function has a pair // when you apply a
function to a quantity, you can use the inverse function to restore the result of the application of that inverse
function’s pair to the original quantity. Example: dB is the result of taking the derivative of B, finding the slope
of B, which is expressed as dB. To restore B from dB, you take the integral. inverse movements in chess:
Bh6 - c1 is the inverse movement of Bc1 - h6 in that it restores the original position of a Bishop that moved
from c1 to h6. Therefore, sin(θ) = 1 DU / 2.24 DU, and therefore sin(θ) = ~0.45. We are interested in

determining the value of theta, so we need to “get rid
of” the sin around it on the left side; to get rid of the
operation of a function around a value, we need to
take the inverse function of that function, by the
definition of inverse functions <r: ch-50 H2S1 H3S1
H4S1>
Ref: ch-19 ex-3 <hl> (D) the b-p after 27…Bf8: Behind
an example of an inverse function in chess x
checkmate #, there are two mate in 2 functions
possible from this initial b-p: 28. Qxf6+ Kg 29. Rxf8#
or 28. Rxf8+ Kg 29. Qxf6# https://lichess.org
/IumRemr1/white#54 H5S1: Inverse def:
Ship.edu<a-r>: If f and g are inverse | functions, then
g′(x) = 1 / f′(g(x)) H5S2: “Fundamental theorem” of
calculus: it states that any function that is continuous
over an interval has an antiderivative (a function
whose rate of change, or derivative, equals the
function) on that interval. Further, the definite integral
of such a function over an interval a < x < b is the
difference F(b) − F(a), where F is an antiderivative
of the function. This particularly | elegant theorem
shows the inverse function relationship of the
derivative and the integral and serves as the
backbone of the physical sciences! It was
articulated independently by Isaac Newton and
Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz.

H3S1 H4S2: Limits: The area of geometric | shapes
such as triangles <r: ch-43 H2S4 H3S1> and
rectangles are straightforward because we have
derived general | formulas, but the area of irregular |
shapes for which there is no general | formula, such
as the area of an irregular | function | curve. One
method of approximation is to draw | rectangles
under the curve, and the reason that this is an
approximation is because the top of each rectangle
will not overlap exactly with the top of the curve, since
curves are rounded and rectangles are straight-edge.
However, we do know from induction <ch-16 H2S1
H3S1> that the more rectangles are used to
approximate a particular curve, the closer the
approximation will be to its actual area. <Professor
Leonard, a-r> <47:07> If I had close to an infinity of
them <rectangles>, probably the best we can get, in

https://lichess.org
https://www.britannica.com/science/function-mathematics
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/integral
https://www.britannica.com/topic/theorem
https://www.britannica.com/science/inverse-function
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/articulated
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Isaac-Newton
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Gottfried-Wilhelm-Leibniz
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fact, it would be so good <the-approximation> that there would be no difference between the area under the curve and the areas | of my
rectangles | added | together. That’s the concept of a limit. Limit.fin-v1.

H4S3: Asymptotes: an asymptote is a value in a particular | vector that will never be reached and is a component of a limit. As the value of zero <ch-43> is
an asymptote of both the sets of positive and negative numbers, the drive to checkmate and capture the King in chess is an asymptote #np in that it is a
goal that drives the game forward but is never actually achieved in practice. Fin-v1.

H4S4: Derivation:
H5S1: The chain | rule: Khan<2018> The chain | rule states that the derivative of f(g(x)) is f'(g(x))_g'(x). In other | words, it helps us |
differentiate *composite | functions*. Keisler<a-r>: The Chain | Rule can be proved in a natural | way using the Increment Theorem.
Theorem 2.10. (Chain Rule) Let f and G be real | functions and let g be the composition<½> g(t) = G(f(t)) MIC: where t is a variable | for any
value #n-p, like x <cont:> For any real | value of t, where f’(t) and G’(f(t)) exist, g’(t) also exists, and g’(t) = G’(f(t))f’(t) MIC: the ‘ notation
means “the derivative of”<ship.edu> Fin.v-5. H5S2: The product of a derivative yields a function that gives the instantaneous | slope, at
every of x, of the integrated | function, as the x of the derived | function is plugged in just as well to the integrated #n-p H5S3: Derivative |
rules [D]<Kouba, a-r>: Fin.v-5. MIC: Once these rules are memorized, and, keep in mind, that these are non-limiting, derivation is a matter
of 1) understanding the relationship between the reactant(s) and the products and 2) algebra<r: ch-19>

H4S5: Integration:
Keisler<a-r>: Given a positive real function f, consider the region in the plane bounded by
the lines x = a, x = b, y = 0, and the curve y = f(x) [D, via Haab 2014]. We call this the region
under the curve y = f(x) from a to b. The area of this region may be regarded as a real |
function A(a, b) of two | variables. In this and the next | section we will define the definite |
integral [b, a] f(x)dx and show that it is equal to the area of the region under y = f(x) from a to
b. Our plan # is as follows: First we list some properties which the intuitive | concept of area
has. Second we prove that the definite integral has these properties. Third, we prove that the
definite integral is the only function with these properties. H5S1: dx/dt/dθ, Δx/Δt | def: H5S2:
Definite | integrals: // H5S3: Indefinite | integrals: // H4S5: Limits in integration: Integral[a,
b], where a=lim-1, and b=lim-2, collectively, the “limits of integration”<Dawkins, 2018>
Fin.v-5.

H4S6: Slope:
MIC: The slope of a line, at any point, is its rate of change of y with respect to x, analogous to the physics concept of velocity, and the |
what determined by derivation. The formula for slope is m = y2-y1/x2-x1<Goog-math>, where 1 is a point, and 2, another point, on the same
| line, and, therefore, the product of all derivation processes, will be in this form. For curves<H4S2> in which we cannot derive any
non-infinitesimal <r: ch.19-H2S1,H3S8.H4S1>| range for absolute | precision, the calculus process is called upon, rather than geometric |

arithmetic. Fin.v-5.

H4S7: Area:
MIC: Area, unlike | slope, cannot be determined at a point, as,
necessarily, area that is non-zero depends upon measurement along 2
dimensions, and, therefore, integration is always over | a range. H5S1:
<Dawkins a-r, 2018>: Area with polar | coordinates: In this section we
are going to look at areas enclosed by polar curves. Note as well that
we said “enclosed by” instead of “under”, as we typically have in these
problems. We’ll be looking for the shaded | area in the sketch above. The
formula for finding this area is, A = Integral[a, β] ½*r^2*dθ [D]: [D, 2], the
area between, enclosed by both curves, the area can be found by the
difference: A=Integral[a, β]|½(ro^2−ri^2)*dθ, MIC: where r0 is the
including | curve, and ri is the excluding | curve. Try ch.19-ex,8,9.

Ch-50: Space-adv: H2S2: Opening a second front:
Just as at the tactical level, where a commander can attempt to | anchor his flanks, commanders try to do the same at the operational level.
Examples are the Second World War's German Winter Line in Italy anchored by the Tyrrhenian and Adriatic Seas and the trench systems of
the Western Front which ran from the North Sea to the Alps. Attacking such positions | would be expensive in casualties and more than likely
lead to stalemate. Flanking attacks into areas | outside the main zone | of contention might be attempted to break the stalemates. <r:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flanking_maneuver> In depth: Yakun Hu, 1573 USCF vs Nathan Klempf, 1,400 USCF The 51st Continental
Open, Sturbridge Host Hotel, Sturbridge Mass. Aug 12-16th, 2021; U1600 section, round 5; 40/80, SD/30+30; “Switching over to the c-file.”

Ch-50: Space-adv H2S3: Principle of two-weaknesses:

22. Bf1 $.c4-N ! A) Bxf4 (-3) 23. Bxc4 (+3) Bd6 <run $, forced> 24. Qb3 $.b7-P <2:1> ($).e6-P <1.5:1>
double-overwhelm ! (B) Nb6 23. Rb1 $.b6-N <hangtacked> ! ($).b7-P <1.5:1> overwhelm ! Bxf4 (-3) 24.
Rxb6 (0) B-run 25. Rbxb7 <assass in 4 +1> ! Analyses of positions with two weaknesses almost always
require some depth forking since there is some discretion for the weaker | side to choose which weakness
to defend, and the strong side will pivot to the other weakness. R: https://lichess.org/tsY7rijv#42 Fin-v1.

⭐ Directive X: When we have multiple | targets in the opponent’s | camp but neither one can be
targeted in a way to force a | win, you have to elicit the paradigm of principle | of two weaknesses.
<ch-57 H2S5>. R: WGM Dorsa Derakhshani, private lesson 6/22.
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Ch-50: Space-adv H2S4: Color complex:
Mini in depth: a K can sidestep spatial | control by Ps by navigating along
the opposite | color to their capture-sqs*.*ref <ch. 19 D H3S5> X-ref: <ch.
6 H2S1 H3S3> Game: u/itzyfan88 v. u/JahnyErMjukur, 4/16/22 Chess.com.
The ideal plan here for f is to simply advance his h3-K northbound # along
the dark square complex that slices through the s.light-sq pawn chain,
which maintains capture sqs in h5 and g4: The imposing 3-part s.K-side
P-chain appears to control a lot of space, but this control is restricted # to a
single color-sq, the light-sqs. X-ref: <ch. 53 H2S7: King>

H3S1: Thematic light square complex
weakness in the central files for f-d4
in the English Opening <ch-53 H2S4
H3S7>:
Two examples: https://lichess.org/Q7RHOITW <rd-4, left>
https://lichess.org/euzA2Eri#23 <rd-2, r>, both games from the US Chess
rated ICC tournament on 6/11/22, time control 12 min + 3s increment
<ch-57 H2S1>. Yakun Hu <BlindSimulEx> playing f. (D, 1): In the initial b-p
s holds dominant-E over each sq in the light-sq complex d5=>e4=>d3=>c2
and the base of this pentagon-chain #np is arguably the s.c4-P, which is
neutral. 13. Bxc4 ! (+1) strikes at this base ASAP, before s has a chance to
entrench himself into d3 or c2 and exploit the gaping holes in f’s position,
and gives him a chance to consolidate #defd. (A) 13…Bd3 $.f1-R ! 14. A3

$.b4-N, as f would love to win 2 minors for an R <r: ch-6 H2S4 H3S5> (B) 13…Nc2 $.a1-R is a phantom | threat 14. Nxd5 <clr, d2-B $ a5-Q!>
<assass in 1, +1> Qd8 15. Nxf6+ (+3) Bxf6 (+2) 16. Rc1 <run $> <$.c2-N, reversal!> and f is up 2 Ps with the s.c2-N at risk as well. (c)
13…dxc4 2.9 14. Ne5 $.c4-P <1:0> <clr g2-B !> reveals the now dominant g2-B’s contention of half of that pentagon 14…Qc7 🛡.c4-P ! 15.
A3 $.b4-N Nc6 <run $> and the c4-P cannot be captured immediately due to s-Nxd4 <clr> ! 16. E4 <2:2> s.f5-B ! and f has completely
resolved his issues # (D, 2) An analogous position from the same tournament with 7. D4 in the English, here s controls the light-sq complex
c2 - d3 - e4 and the base of d5 is under neutral contention, a file isolated P that can be further attacked, but first f must untangle: 17. A3
$.b4-N ! 1.4 w/ 1.2 o-n d-28 SF 14+ NNUE Nc2 $.a1-R $.e3-B <fork!> else if the N runs to c6, d5 falls 18. Rad1 ! <or Rac1 $.c2-N <2:1>> !
Nxe3 (-3) Q 19. Qxe3 <1.5 o-n> and now f equally | controls e4, d5 is <3:2>, and the d3 sq was <2:2>, now <2:1> (!) Fin-v1.

Ch-50: Space-adv H2S5: Space in the depth dimension:
X-ref: <ch. 16 H2S8 H3S3> Larry Larkins vs FM James Schuyler, the 76th Virginia Closed 2012. Ref:

https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1732980. The b-p after 42…Kd6 🛡 d5-Q! In the heat of
the battle #, FM Schuyler has a very concrete problem to solve; continue to avoid the confluence # of checks
between the d-s located f.g7-Q and his l.s-B. He finds this solution rapidly, an indication of his strength, in
terms of depth, as time was not recorded in this game #, by pivoting his K toward the Mid-West, where he
has a concentration of ren forces behind which his K can find shelter. |=P His plan is to promote his b-P, as
his current +2 material advantage alone is insufficient to force mate, and avoid any additional drawing tricks
that Larry may have involving a minor sacrifice for this P by, if this is attempted, pushing the tempo by
generating counter-threats against the f-K. Despite the fact that the position is objectively won, the play here
remains a temperate balance <r: ch. 44 H2S5>. == To complete this plan, he needs depth space from the
f-checks; each move in which f does not have an available check will clear one ply for s, in which he need not
respond to the check | effect via one of the legally required check escapes <r: ch. 18 H2S8>, and in which #
he can advance the b-passer by one sq towards its promotion sq at b1 # Fin-v1.

Ch-50: Space-adv Ex.
Ex. 1: This b-p after 11…d5 ? is a
theoretical position from The
Botvinnik Variation of the English
Opening in which s has just misplayed.
Space advantage can lead to
assass as the cramping effect of
forward pawn advances 1) force
e-ren to retreat, threat moving
defenders of other ren or 2) limit
the mobility of e-ren, as they have
less space to maneuver. Find an
assass in 4 in this position.

Ex. 2 [diagram]:

Ex-3: In #MIC nomenclature, the g7 sq
is located in the:

1) Center
2) Northwest
3) Northeast
4) Southwest
5) Southeast
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L: Ex-4: In the main line KID, f departs from theory with 5. D5 (!), a space
grab. The main line from here, according to the opening book, is:

Ex-5: More solid here would have been 16…Nf6 ! 0.11 w/ 0.44 o-n, but s
decided to overreach in a space disadvantaged situation with 16…Bf5
$.e-$, e4-B ?! Punish it.

Ex-6: Find the best move, first ply only, in this <o-b> English A17

R: Ex-7: Sicilian B30, variation # Alapin vs accelerated dragon setups.

Noble-led invasions:

Ex-8:

Building a space
advantage: // 9 -
12

L: Ex-9:

Ex-10: Two book moves are possible against the spatially ambitious
Sicilian Defense: McDonnell Attack, 2…Nc6 and <blank>

L: Ex-11: [1,600]

Ex-12: [1,800]

Assassinations in space: // 13 - 16:
Ex-13: A patient with severe chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease, which causes marked ventilation-perfusion inequality,
has an arterial Po2 of 50 mm Hg and an arterial Pco2 of 40 mm Hg.
The Pco2 is normal despite the hypoxemia because: A.

Ventilation-perfusion inequality
does not interfere with CO2
elimination. B. Much of the CO2 is
carried as bicarbonate. C. The
formation of carbonic acid is
accelerated by carbonic
anhydrase. D. CO2 diffuses much
faster through tissue than does O2.
E. The O2 and CO2 dissociation
curves have different shapes.
[3,000]

L: Ex-14: [3,500]: Assass in 5:

R: Ex-15: [1,486]

Lower, Ex-16 [1,950]:

Spatial defense: x: ch-55 o-e

L: Ex-17: What’s the best way to guard the f.b2-P <hangtacked> !

Ex-18: [2,000]
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L: Ex-19: [2,000]

Ex-20: [1,700]

Solutions:
Ex. 1:
Read our treatment of the Botvinnik Variation in ch-53 H2S4 H3S1
H4S2 <hl> 11. F4 <AUC +2> $e5-N is a tempo-gaining space gain
that forces the e5-N to retreat. This N is pseudo-piecemated in that it
has only one available retreat sq, d7, where it would not like to go #,
as this reduces the legal mobility of the s.e6-B by 2. After 11…Nd7 :(
f can piecemate that B with 12. F5 $.e6-B ! and reduce the legal
mobility by another 2 to only 1, capture in the pawn-🛡 f5 sq.
12…gxf5 and s can delay assass by a move but after 13. Exf5
$.e6-B the e-P replaces the f-P at f5 # and resumes the piecemate
piece check #, adequately defended by the s.f1-R <1:1>. |=P The
threat to capture the e5-N, the narrow escape condition of 11…Nd7,
followed by the subsequent f-f5 piece check piecemate of the s.e6-B
is an example of a backup tactic. R: https://www.chess.
com/analysis/game/live/45351085267?tab=review

Ex. 2:
This position is a composition from GM Joel Benjamin’s © 2019
Technical Liquidations, published by New in Chess, pg 319. //
provide the winning line
R: 8/5pp1/4p2p/4P2P/5PP1/k7/8/K7 w - - 0 1

Ex-3: A: c)

Ex-4: 5…c5 ! 42.5%, w/ ~98% prevalence.
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47016567527

Ex-5:
Many section 3 problems are complex and may contain more
variations than are covered here. Take the FEN and investigate
yourself:
r2qnr2/pp2p1kp/1n1p2p1/1N1P1b2/1P2B3/8/P3NPPP/1R1Q1RK1 w
- - 1 17
17. Bxf5 (+3) ! and now if #
A: 17…gxf5 (-3) 18. Nbd4 => e6+$$!

The b-p after 17…gxf5 (-3)
The ambitious steed # is backed up
by its not so superfluous # partner
at e2, which is likewise 2 ply from
the e6 triple fork sq. When a triple
fork is threatened in 1, it cannot be
stopped by run escape, since only
1 can move. 18…Nc7 <cont-e6>; s
can add a single minor contender,
but 19. Nf4 ! exploits f’s space
advantage with effect overwhelm of
the e6 fork vertex. |=P B: 17…Rxf5

(-3) is even more straightforward, as now 18. N<any>d4 bounces to
e6 with a tempo via check of the R. Depending on s’s reply, f will at
minimum assass an exchange, likely in 4.

Ex-6: 9. E5 <1:1> $.d6-B !

This move gains a quick tempo and allows for the development of
10. Ne2🛡.d4-P ! next, and even if s-cxd4, f-cxd4 and we maintain
a solid structure with space advantage.

Ex-7:
12…d6 $.e-$, e5-P ! This move is critical before f has a chance to
solidify the space-gaining e5-P <2:2, initial> If 13. Qxd5?! Dxe5 14.
Qxd8 Rxd8 RPB<s> rel-pin prevents recapture in e5 and s
eventually wins a pawn. SF 14+ d-22 and Komodo d-23 are in
consensus that this move is best, SF -1.9 w/ 1.3 o-n.

Ex-8:
13…Bc3 $.e1-R ! -1.66 d-28 Komodo 2706 !
Ex-9:
F would like to liquidate the space-cramping s.e4-N that has noble
invaded our territory, but the capture selection here is significant. If
Nx, then 20…dxe4 <1:1> ! drives the f3-B back to g2 with a tempo
and s will be able to keep his strong e4 e-moat pawn with 21…Qd5
🛡.e4-P ! On the other hand, 20. Bxe4 (+3) is significantly | different
from Nx because it 1) clears for an attack on the hangtacked f5-B by
the f1-R, which prevents s from playing 20…dxe4 (-3) to secure the
e.moat-P as that allows 21. Rxf5 (+3) <assass> ! and 2) a recapture
in e4 does not come with a tempo as an f-noble no longer occupies
either d/f3. After 21…Bxe4 (-3) :( 22. Nxe4 ! dxe4, a second
liquidation that now allows 23. D5 ! surging ahead in space and the
e4-P becomes a target due to the absence of a diagonal protector in
the liquidated light.sq-B.
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47042459127?tab=revie
w

Ex-10: 2…d5 57%, a Scandinavian Defense move to psycho-counter f’s
desires to dominate the space game #

Ex-11: 18. F5 2.8 d-31 SF 14+ NNUE w/ 2.8 o-n !

Ex-12: https://lichess.org/3dYmYzEC/black#31
16…Ng4$.e3-B<clr.g7-B$1> +2.E-diff on d4<3:2>, and f has no
defense<assass.in-3!> Fin.v-5

Ex-13:
West, Luk pg.213-4: E is correct. This question is testing knowledge
about the effects of ventilation-perfusion inequality on O2 and
CO2 transfer by the lung. VA/Q inequality impairs the transfer of
both O2 and CO2 so that, other things being equal, this patient
would have both a low arterial Po2 and high Pco2. However, by
increasing the ventilation to the alveoli, the Pco2 can be brought
back to normal, but the Po2 cannot. The reason for this is the
different shapes of the O2 and CO2 dissociation curves. The other
choices are incorrect because, as already stated, VA/Q does
interfere with CO2 elimination. The statements that much of the CO2
is carried as bicarbonate, the formation of carbonic acid is
accelerated by carbonic anhydrase, and CO2 diffuses much faster
through tissue than does O2 are true but are not the explanation for
the normal Pco2 despite the hypoxemia.

Ex-14:
35. Qh5+ ! Nh6 <int +> 36. Gxh6 <+3> Qxh6 37. Ng5+ ! Kg7 38.
Ne6+ ! Kh7 39. Nxf4 <+5, a.in-5>🛡.h5-Q <capfense!>
2r5/6k1/pp1p3q/1PpPb1NQ/2P2r1N/P6P/8/1R5K w - - 2 38

Ex-15: https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/124687809
1. Nf6+<1.5:1> Kg7 2. Nxd7<+5><better-2⃣!>, not Nxe8<0:1, res>,
which would equalize-nobs. Fin.v-5.

Ex-16: https://lichess.org/rmN7zcP9/white#44
23. Qh6$.g7-P<2:2>, 7.1 w/ 5.5 o-n d-31 SF.14+NNUE, despite the
K-side space-adv, there is a component of tempo-criticality to f’s
attack, as s has an ex-adv, and threatens to sack-back s-Rxe5, if
ever s-Bd7, and can also mobilize his Q-side s-c5, d4<2:1> to
disrupt this key-B, as the R/Q alones # are insufficient, and the d3-B
is impeded. This move creates a tempo, as it threatens 2-mates 1)
f-Rh3! with unstoppable Qxh7# on the blockaded, and the g7.clr-P
is pinned 2) Rg3$.g7-P, some | overwhelm; to dodge thr-1, s has to
23…Rgf8<clr-g8><-🛡>:( and now 24. Rg3$.g7<3:2>! before s has

https://lichess.org/3dYmYzEC/black#31
https://emojipedia.org/shield/
https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/124687809
https://emojipedia.org/keycap-digit-two/
https://lichess.org/rmN7zcP9/white#44
https://emojipedia.org/shield/
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a chance to re-shuffle his defensive-🔋 leads to Re7🛡<insufficient>
25. Bxg7+ Qxg7<-3> 26. Rxg7<assass> Fin.v-5.

Ex-17: 7. Nd5 $.b6-Q <cont-c7 <2:1>> <thr-fork> ! and capture in b2 is
discouraged by the trap of Nc7+$.a8-R, while 7…Qa5+ 8. Qd2 $.e-$
<int +> Qxd2+ 9. Kxd2 <0> Kf8 <forced> <run-thr> ! and f has
averted | disaster by leveraging his spatial | plus.

Ex-18: chess.com/analysis/game/live/51082803543 NM James Marshall
<Sesleria> vs. Yakun Hu <itzyfan88> 0-1 ! O: Sicilian Defense: Open,
Accelerated Dragon, Maróczy Bind Formation, 5...Bg7 6.Be3 Nf6 7.Nc3
O-O 8.Be2

20…b5 $.c4-P,e.$ ! -1.42 w/ 0.2 o-n d-40+ K-2901, although 20…Rc8,
next, is also playable. Threatening to cramp s with a spatial | expansion
during this practical endgame, s maintains the frame <ch-41> that f is
overextending and strikes at the base of this c4-d5 chain, the overloaded
c4-p. 21. Rd1🛡.d5-N ! , threatening to cap-b5 <-1> Rfd8 ($$), an x-ray
double attack (!) that re-overloads # the c4-P 22. Ne3 <run $> ! bxc4,
<+1>, initiating a multi-cap 23. Rxd7 <-5> Rxd7 <+5> 24. Nxc4 <0> Rb7
$.b4-P ! 25. A3🛡.b4-P ! Rc7 $.c4-P ! 26. Rc1🛡 Bxe5 <+1> <assass in
7>! , exploiting the RNR <s> pin.

Ex-19: https://lichess.org/gcAHU9Fc/black#127
64…Rxd4 65. Kxd4 Kd6<opp><o.m-W!> d-31 SF.14+NNUE

Ex-20: https://lichess.org/gcAHU9Fc/black#105
53…Bf4 -3.3 <o.m-W!> 54.
Kd4<opp!> Be5+ 55.
Ke3<clr.e4/b1>! Kd7<clr-d6>! 56.
Kd2 Bd6🛡.b4-P 57.
Rc6<2:1.5>$.e-$! Rb5<fast!> 58.
Ra6<compl!> and now s can free a
R from the b Rc8! 59. Ra7+
Rc7<int+> 60. Ra4<scared!😨>
Rc4<infiltrate!> 61. Kd3$
Rc1<thr-Rg1!>! 62. Ra7+ Ke8 63.
Ra8+ Kf7! 64. Ke2 Rg1! 65. Ra4
Rg3<dagger!> [D] 66. Rxg3

hxg3<v.a-assass> and s’s monster-d6 commands a 2-0 p-P lead, |
and s is winning this opp.B-end,g. Fin.v-5
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Book-51: Shift your environment: chapt-mn:
Hu: The reason that bestie culture is referred, here, as a faux | culture, because its entitlement to status
is by name only. Peering underneath the surface, best-cult does not bring any of the benefits that one
would traditionally associate with a culture, Social Capital Project<a-r>: Community: Less time with
neighbors, no less time with friends, less racial segregation, more class segregation, less trust generally
and in institutions but no less trust in friends or local government, no less volunteering, less voting, mixed
trends on political engagement. Between 1972 and 2012, the share of the voting-age population that
was registered to vote fell from 72 percent to 65 percent, and the trend was similar for the nonpresidential
election years of 1974 and 2014. Correspondingly, between 1972 and 2012, voting rates fell from 63
percent to 57 percent (and fell from 1974 to 2014).

H2S1: The sci of hive keks & returns:
McLuhan <a-r> <Ph-D, prof University of Toronto 1911 - 1980> <pg-3> This is the Age of Anxiety for the
reason of the electric | implosion that compels commitment and participation, quite regardless of any
“point of view.” The partial and specialized character of the viewpoint, however noble, will not serve at all in
the electric age. At the information level the same upset has occurred with the substitution of the inclusive
image for the mere viewpoint. If the nineteenth | century was the age of the editorial | chair, ours is the
century of the psychiatrist’s couch. As an extension of man the chair is a specialist ablation of the posterior, a
sort of ablative absolute of backside, whereas the couch extends the integral being. The psychiatrist
employs the couch, since it removes the temptation to express private points of view and obviates the need
to rationalize | events. MIC: Author’s note: This is the only chapter in Material in Chess in which I am the
primary author, and my authority for writing this, and this point is important to establish, as authority is
important to establish and can also be established in 3 primary ways: 1) academic credential 2) private

practice and 3) working with patients. An example of 1) is Dr. Robert Sapolsky, Stanford university biology professor who is cited numerous
times in this book, 2) is IM John Bartholomew, who has never performed any academic work, but nevertheless is worth citing due to his
credential as an International Master by FIDE as well as coaching experience and 3) is Dr. Sigmund Freud <1856 - 1939, University of
Vienna> , was likewise not an empirical researcher by trade but had a renowned reputation for generating results in patients, like self-help life
coach Owen Cook, and therefore, had a tertiary form of authority to present information as fact. Of course, it is the ultimate goal of all
information to become academiezed, but nevertheless, it would be foolish to disregard as valid what a world-class football player thinks of the
sport for his lack of doctorate. As such, my career credential (2) for writing a chapter on the science of environment <social> shifting stems
from my prolific career as a New York-based media executive <r: ch-0 H2S4> and as one of the top YouTube content creators of all time,
garnering over 1 billion lifetime video views, 1.5 million subscribers, nearly $1 million in gross revenue on the platform, and the fact that one of
the investors in my company <$850k>, Ken Lerer, Lerer Hippeau Ventures, was himself faculty at Columbia University Graduate School
of Journalism and academically taught what he invested in me to do # Therefore, one can consider me to be of higher credibility, than, for
example, Ken Lerer’s masters level journalism students, as by definition they were paying to learn from him, whereas he paid me to do work #
One component of one’s environment is other people, and therefore part of shifting the environment | is to shift other people # Since shifting
other people is a value-add, and following the law of reciprocity as outlined in ch. 13 h2s1 WYGIWYG <hl>, value-adds to others will be
returned in values received # |=P Understanding this law of reciprocity theoretically can lead to applications of it strategically #, and the smart
chess player will concoct cerebral # methods for optimizing value adds to other people as well as programming the value received to
maximally fuel one’s desired tournament performance, research project, or present improvement paradigm. Repeatedly applying this theory
over time can convert it into a science, as the strategy is matched on par with an equal degree of cerebral applied to measuring the outcome
of giving and receiving value in the form of shifting, drawing conclusions, and improving one’s methodologies in the next iteration. ==
Collectively, all the people in one’s environment can be referred to as a “hive”, and the dynamics among the composing members of the hive
may give it distinct properties from the individual, due to the characteristics of specialization, in which a collective of individually specialized
individuals can return to the one individual from whose perspective the hive is referred # a distinctly different from of value than if the individual
gave that value to only one other individual. |=P Moreover, and this point is significant #, the return from a hive will be multiplicative or even
exponential # compared to the return from an individual, since the same value that was given to one was propagated and multiplied among
many, and if some individual in the hive took the information at face value, receiving some value from that initial reception, and subsequently
created more value, the individual at the source of the initial piece of information should receive a cut of the return as well, and this explains
why some returns of the hive are referred to as exponential. |=P However, one should be selective in contributing to a hive, as different

environments come with different contexts, and a more tailored form of information given with care to delivery
to a specific hive can optimize the rate at which value can be received, <ref: pre-intro, marketing treatise>.
Post: Symmonds<a-r>: You want to do something | special, <9:50>, line up an Olympic trial | final, the
amount of adrenaline, the crowd, they're gonna carry you to a [personal record]<PR>, and that's exactly
what they did when I won that race.

H2S1 H3S1: The tendency of intelligent people
to coalesce in smaller specialized communities:
If I could have one power and nothing else, it would be influence, for it is within the hands of | souls the
keys to all | Power. MIC: In addition to having a capacity to shift one’s environment, individuals also have
agency with respect to selecting an environment of occupation # and certainly is not limited to any or only
one environment in which to hive kek & receive returns. For example, in online Discord communities <ref:
pre-intro, marketing treatise>, it’s fairly common for an individual user to occupy 5, 10, even 15+ “servers” at
once, each composed of a not-necessarily-overlapping set of members, and even if overlapping, different
servers may have different themes and channels in which requirements on the types of content that can be
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shared are different, and all of these concerns with respect to member composition and filter settings affect the quality of | the environment | in
which keks  and returns | can take place . Pictured: Nayeon of Twice, who runs her own specialized iPhone mobile application for MIDZY
fans. Discord is a software application that literalizes # and formalizes with text rules of content format that are implicit in other environments in
which those rules with respect to content format may not be explicit. For instance, a local public library is not referred to as “servers”, and
the various | shelves in that library, each corresponding to a different type of book, is not referred to as “channels”, but nevertheless the
library has a member list that is differentiated from the member list of other organizations, and shelves are generally organized by genre.
Other content networks may be even less | explicit than a library, and members are expected to be indoctrinated | to an extent on the “culture”
of that environment in order to understand what type of content exchange is appropriate in which “room” in the environment, whether the
rooms are bound by walls or not. An additional parameter of organization in a content network environment is roles, and members with
different roles will have different permissions in the server,as well as in specific channels within the server. As a result of these various |
parameters, which have real limiting | effects on the type of contribution that one can give and receive in an environment, an individual
cannot optimize one’s contributions without a certain background in product design, which is the science of determining the correct values for
these parameters in order to optimize a user experience, with a bulk of the user experience, especially within online and intellectual
communities, being comprised of the quality and quantity of this aforementioned information exchange <ref: ch. 13 ethics h2s2: the
information econ>. In general, more intelligent individuals will gravitate # toward smaller communities for the sake of their specialization,
as it’s most productive to surround oneself with individuals of a similar | specialty as well as skill level, and with 2, sometimes more, factors
of categorizing individuals, the proportion among those out of the population becomes quite limited, especially when one also accounts for the
fact that rarity increases as one moves closer to the higher | end of a standard distribution curve.

Ref: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Standard_deviation Post: Kahne <a-r>: A participatory culture
is one in which individual members of the public act as contributors or producers within that
culture <ch-41 H2S4>, rather than simply consuming what is produced by others. Today the idea
is most commonly connected with published media and journalism. Audiences are able to play
a role in the collecting, reporting and sharing of content – whether through the writing of their own
blogs, sharing on social media, or participating in online forum discussion. Henry Jenkins,
who Joe mentioned, is a scholar of media and communication, and defines participatory culture
as: “a culture with relatively low barriers to artistic expression and civic engagement, strong

support for creating and sharing one’s creations, and some type of informal mentorship whereby what is known by the most experienced is
passed along to novices.” Joe hypothesized | that something similar was happening in the field of politics.

H2S1 H3S2: The 10% rule of mind kek:
Covey<a-r><pg-35>: If the only vision we have of ourselves comes from the social mirror - from the current social paradigm, and from the
opinions, perceptions, and paradigms of the people around us, our view of ourselves is like the reflection, in the crazy mirror room at
the carnival. MIC: It’s impossible to upkek past 10% the limit of another individual’s existing | capacity, analogously to straining one’s
muscles under an overloaded | weight. // quote v-6 <fbno>. MIC: Moreover, separately from the first 10% rule, there is a depreciation to
10% of the original information value, in every propagation step. Fin-v5.

H2S1 H3S3: Chess x product design:
X-ref: <ch. 16 H2S4 H3S2>: Ox-lang: A social contract is an implicit agreement among the members of a society to cooperate for social |
benefits, for example by sacrificing some individual freedom for state protection. Locke<a-r>: // ref, Locke book

Ch-51: S.y-e: H2S2: The Overton window:
The Overton window is the range of policies politically acceptable to the mainstream population at a given time. It is also known as the window
of discourse. Ref: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Overton_window The Overton window is a man-made conceptual range for understanding and
predicting what vocabulary, semantics, and arguments will be available in public discourse at any given time, and at various points in future
time. While the definition of the Overton window is standard, the factors for determining what will fit into it will vary, and #MIC has a unique
methodology for this evaluation. == Previously, American political commentator and The Guardian <b-1821> author Joshua Trevino listed 6
degrees over the Overton window: Unthinkable | Radical | Acceptable | Sensible | Popular | Policy Ref: Wikipedia, where the categories 3-5
are “within” the Overton window, the 6th, policy, is “past” the Overton window in that it has already been implemented as policy and therefore
is no longer necessary to be discussed, although not disallowed, and the former 2, unthinkable and radical, will either never enter the Overton
window or are in an incubation stage, in which topics in those categories have begun to be discussed in the fringe ref: <#MIC’s analysis of
fringe startups, 2022> but cannot currently cross into mainstream discourse. == In 1998, MIT professor of linguistics and prominent
American philosopher Dr. Noam Chomsky <b-1928 (!), MIT, 1955 - present (!) >  said, of the Overton window: The smart way to keep people
passive and obedient is to strictly limit the spectrum of acceptable opinion, but allow very lively debate within that spectrum—even encourage
the more critical and dissident views. That gives people the sense that there's free thinking going on, while all the time the presuppositions of
the system are being reinforced by the limits put on the range of the debate. Ref: The Common Good, 1998
https://chomsky.info/commongood01/. While Trevino depicted various degrees of the Overton window, and Chomsky likewise discusses # the
presence of certain “limits” to the window, although he does not elucidate what those limits are or how to get around them, as well as the
consequences of having those limits, there is very little in public discourse with respect to what determines the Overton window, and therefore
#MIC will, thematically, discuss a set of 8 factors.

H2S2 H3S1: Education level:
Most of the factors in the Overton window analysis have to do with certain proportions #, and the relevant proportions that are most relevant
here are 1/10, 50%, and 98%, corresponding to the definition of fringe <10%>, the median <50%>, and a literacy rate <98%>. For each factor,
there is a corresponding proportion that must be reached in order to cause a shift in the Overton window, and for education, that level is
almost always 98%. == In the United States, approximately 90% of adults have graduated high school <ref: educational attainment in the US,
Wikipedia>, and this corresponds roughly to the Overton window parameter with respect to education # This means that topics that are not

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Standard_deviation.Post
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appropriate for discussion to the expected # high school graduate, but with no further attainment, will fall outside of the Overton window, in
the “radical” or “unthinkable'' categories, or never discussed. == For references, a bachelor’s degree has been attained by only ⅓ of the
population over 25, making it closer to fringe than mainstream, and doctorates are even rarer at about <5%, also fringe. == This fact indicates
that the Overton window has nothing to do with accuracy, veracity, or morals, as it should be accepted, even within the contemporary
Overton window in 2022 (!!), since this is known upon high school graduation, that education generally improves one across those 3
parameters. Therefore, a high school graduate should possess the self-awareness that certain topics that are not Overton appropriate are still
important to be discussed, perhaps even for them to learn and engage with, potentially as pathways to further education attainment #, with the
understanding that the primary reason, at least in this case, that they do fall outside is simply due to their own lack of education, not the fault
of the topic. This cannot be said to apply to all Overton window parameters, as we’ll see below. Fin.

H2S2 H3S2: National security:
Certain topics need to be withheld from public view for the sake of national security-based concerns, as in new ideas that need to be
secured with various security measures before they can be released in a completed form to the public. Therefore, non-Overton topics within
this category may not lack a capacity to be understood # by the mainstream, but rather they are intentionally withheld by a smaller group of
government officials, who either sourced the idea or contained it shortly after its development in another sector #, in order to protect the public.
In Depth: an example of a national security Overton withhold. // Find something that was classified and then declassified after the
environment had been shifted, and define that concept as well.

H2S2 H3S3: Health risk:
Separately from national security, certain ideas may contain within them a health risk, such as concretely a human health recommendation
that may be misinterpreted, misapplied, or one that is lacking the accommodating resources in society to support their adoption, and therefore
are at risk to individual human health, but not necessarily on the level of a national security concern, regardless of education level. In fact,
certain health risk Overton withholds may stand to damage individuals with higher levels of education disproportionately, like the gluten scare
of the late 2010s. In Depth: the gluten-scare of the 2010s. The gluten-scare of the late 2010s did not affect the mainstream, as for this
reason it was withheld from the Overton window, not by a centralized group of government officials as in H2S2 H3S2, but rather by the niche
group from which it originated, the health conscious eating community <ref: fringe startups analysis>, and by the technical jargon surrounding
it that shielded it from people who did not have an adequate time investment in that community. == The gluten-scare disproportionately
damaged individuals who are highly intelligent but not sufficiently involved in the healthy eating community to pick up other individual’s habits
and social cues, taking the facts and pseudo-facts # at face value and adopting them on an overly extreme level, which is generally
characteristic of higher IQ individuals. == In order to avoid this problem, health communities should take greater care in the delivery of
information to prevent people from adopting certain facts, eliminating pseudo facts from public discourse, increasing rigorousness in
fact-checking, and establishing a better hierarchy in the presentation of information. Fin-v1.

H2S2 H3S4: Lack of neuro-foundation:
Certain concepts may not require an exceeding education level, but for some reason or another #, the random expected individual # in the
public may be expected to lack the necessary neural foundation to immediately establish a connection to the idea from its encounter, and
therefore be damaged, confused, or simply have their time wasted # from encountering it, and for these reasons, the concepts are withheld
from the Overton window, and not for problems of accuracy, validity, or morality. == Certain topics that are withheld for the lack of neural
foundation reason may overlap with health risk, as it is of #MIC’s opinion that brain damage may occur in the encounter of certain ideas; for
example, a particular idea may be accompanied by a very large mass of raw data and that a neural foundation zip algorithm needs to be
pre-installed in the individual’s brain in order process that data competently upon encounter. If this zip algorithm is present, then the mass data
will be processed seamlessly, filtered, and integrated into that individual’s brain at a normal rate. If the zip algorithm is not present, then the
raw data will be perceived as exceedingly overwhelming, and cause mental problems subsequently such as mental fog, a feeling of strain, and
general disability for a prolonged period of time. The idea and data set may also be damaged as users leave bad reviews, but again, the
reason for their bad review is not an inherently lack of positive qualities in the data, but rather their own lack of the zip algo <ref: treatise on
premium content distribution models, h2s2 “launching the technical curation evolution”> Fin-v1.

H2S2 H3S5: Lack of relevance / utility:
Not all Overton window limits are a result of risk #, as in certain cases a particular topic of discussion may simply lack relevance to the random
expected individual, as it is a topic that primarily or exclusively benefits a fringe group. That is not to say that no ideas that emerge from fringe
groups lack relevance to the public, but also that not all ideas that emerge from fringe groups are relevant to the topic, as is expected from
their fringe status # Fin-v1.

H2S2 H3S6: Communication blockades:
Certain information may be otherwise ready in all respects for mainstream adoption, but there may be various forms of communication
blockades and inefficiencies that are preventing or slowing down their reach into mainstream discourse. == In general, technologies that
increase the rate of communication will mitigate H3S3 and therefore cause the expansion of the Overton window at a faster rate. This was
well-understood by prominent 1970s media philosopher Dr. Marshall McLuhan, of the University of Toronto: Key quote: The title "The
Medium Is the Massage" is a teaser—a way of getting attention. There's a wonderful sign hanging in a Toronto junkyard which reads, 'Help
Beautify Junkyards. Throw Something Lovely Away Today.' This is a very effective way of getting people to notice a lot of things. And so the
title is intended to draw attention to the fact that a medium is not something neutral—it does something to people. It takes hold of them. It rubs
them off, it massages them and bumps them around, chiropractically, as it were, and the general roughing up that any new society gets from a
medium, especially a new medium, is what is intended in that title". - ref, Marshall McLuhan in “The Medium is the Message”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_medium_is_the_message. MIC: The “roughing up”, used in an intellectual rather than physically violent #
connect, that McLuhan refers to relates to our analysis of Overton window in the sense that an increased rate of communication among
individuals in the popular from the introduction of a new content medium will cause a “massaging” away of certain blockades, in itself a violent
process, but the aftermath of which is an increased level of understanding among individuals and a progression in society. This corresponds
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well with an expansion of the Overton window as in general, discussion of topics will, in the long run, cause less strife in those topics than the
absence #

H2S2 H3S7: Copyright, trademark, and patents:
Not all communication blockades are deleterious, as in certain cases companies and individuals may apply, legally, for copyright, trademark,
and patent protections on certain content and information to prevent them from being freely accessible and used by the mainstream. Similar to
H3S2: national security and H2S3: health risk, H3S7 Overton limitations are generally time-bound and terminate at a certain end point, at
which point the previously copyrighted information becomes part of the public domain <ref: Wikipedia, “public domain”>
Generally, information is copyrighted in order to | | protect | the creative process | |, which former Apple CEO Steve Jobs understood well.
In Depth: Steve Jobs, Apple CEO on Copyrighting the Creative Process Ref: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a7mS9ZdU6k4.
Paraphrased quote: In most things in life, the difference between best and average is 2:1. In certain things, like software, the difference is
50:1, sometimes 100:1. - Steve Jobs <1955 - 2011>. In many creative, information-dense fields, experts in that field have accumulated such a
degree of specialization that their knowledge exceeds that of the average by an order of magnitudes factor, and therefore their ideas require
an extensive process of packaging, often by individuals who are not themselves, before they are in a state that can be accepted by the public.
Some of the reasons for this relate to the law of //

H2S2 H3S8: Lack of repetition:
Concepts outside the Overton window are by definition new to the mainstream, and it is well known in the theory and science of learning that
concepts are not well-retained in the brain without a certain quantity of repetition <ref: #MIC pre-intro, spaced repetition, create citation when
I’ve moved those sections to individual docs>// write more

H2S2 H3S9: Consciously shifting the Overton window:
Understanding the factors that determine the Overton window also increases one’s capacity to influence its movement. For example,
mitigating the health risks around a certain human health idea can increase the acceptability of that idea to the mainstream, and increasing
public awareness of certain logical operators, thereby establishing a requisite neural foundation, can pave the way for the entry of a particular
idea into mainstream discourse. Fin-v1.

Ch-51: S.y-e: H2S3: A map of the mind:
MIC: The map of the human mind is not linear, at least on the surface, and therefore in order to achieve the desired shifting outcome socially
#, one may not always be able to deploy a linear set of arguments but at times, circle around the point # in order to cover a full set of
granularity. In depth: TheBackyardProfessor <31.8k subs>: TBP is a popular YouTube chess commentator who primarily covers Jeremy
Silman’s written content #, and found on his channel, like Xi below #, is an even proportion of technical chess information and highly mystical
discussion of religion, particularly with respect to the Latter Day Saints Church <ref: fringe startups treatise, pre-intro> TBP does not introduce
these contents side by side to indoctrinate his chess fans into religion or vice versa, but because he seems to recognize some value in the
pedagogy of each with respect to the other, and it appears that his channel in a large part is a cataloging of his own thoughts, and for him, it
makes sense to display these thoughts side by side. |=P One logical explanations of why a combination of chess and religious, or perhaps
“spiritual”, to take some edge off the word # content makes sense is because there may be meta-extrapolated concepts in both that are
shared, but in some cases it makes sense to receive them in a highly reduced form of one, and in some to receive them in a highly reduced
form of another <ref: Ch. 9, reductions> There is an absolute mountain of | information in chess, as the number of possible game variations,
not board states, although this number is also extraordinarily high, exceeds the number of atoms in the Universe. <a-r, Cooper>: Turing’s <r:
ch-16 H2S4> ideas on using a computer to play | chess emerged from his discussions with I. J. [Jack] Good (1916–2009), another young
Cambridge mathematician, and a strong | chess player, who was drafted to work at Bletchley Park (see Banks (1996)). Claude Shannon
(1916–2001) had similar ideas which he presented at a conference in 1949 and which were published in the following year (Shannon, 1950).
The connection between the Shannon’s and Turing’s ideas in this area is not entirely clear. Turing met Shannon at the Bell Labs (!) in
February 1943, and they talked about computers in the context of intelligence <Binet, 1857 - ‘11> (Hodges, 1983, pp. 250–251). In a talk |
Turing gave to the London Mathematical Society in 1947, but not published until many years later, he refers briefly to the possibility of using
a computer to play | chess and says of Shannon that he ‘tells me that he has won games playing by rule of thumb: the skill of his opponents
is not stated’ (Turing, 1947, p. 104). However, when Turing’s ideas on using a computer to play chess were published in 1953, no mention
was made of Shannon’s work. MIC: According to Claude Shannon <1916 - 2001>, the “father of information theory”, Shannon <a,r 1950>:
conservative | lower bound of the game-tree | complexity of chess of 10120, based on an average of about 103 | possibilities for a pair of
moves consisting of a move for White followed by a move for Black, and a typical game lasting about 40 such pairs of moves. In contrast, the
Liverpool Museum <a-r> estimates that the number of stars in our galaxy is 200-350 billion <10^9> and the number of atoms 10^78 - 10^82,
so there are more than (120 - 80) = 40, 40 / 9 = 4.4 times of billions # more possible chess game variations by the conservative | estimate,
and of course, there are many more games that last more than 40 moves than less. <x-ref: ch-20 CM-H3S1, chess x theology> In depth 2,
Xi’s speeches: Chinese leader Xi Ji Ping, controversial as he may be in 2022, is the outspoken leader of a country with over a billion people
# and has a characteristic style of speaking that’s not unique to himself, with a blend of broad, almost mystical form of sentence delivery #
mixed in approximately half proportion with technical political discussion, and each style fuels comprehension of the other. |=P Mystical words
from Xi refer almost exclusively to history, while the concrete refers to the present. While it’s possible to speak concretely about the present,
there is simply too much information packed into the halls of history to use an equally granular way of discussing it, by definition #, as history
has covered a lot more ground than the present. // dissect a brief 2-4 min speech

H2S3 H3S1: Social passwords:
History.com<a-r>: The Rose is also where Roslin allegedly gets its name because it sits on <1:08:46> something called the Rose line. The
novel identifies the Rose line as the original | prime meridian, the geographical marker of time zones, before it was moved to its present
location, in Greenwich England. a Rose line also runs right through another landmark in the novel, the pyramid at the Louvre museum in
Paris, the place where the book’s plot begins, and a symbol reminiscent of Egypt, the land where Mary Magdalene gives birth to the
daughter of Jesus. It's also said to run through another point in Paris, the Church of Saint-Sulpice [Music]. At first, this massive | church
has the appearance of a traditional Cathedral, but there are strange | clues, here, as well: a stained glass window bares the letters P and
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S: could this stand for the Priory of Sion? To one side of the nave is an egyptian-style obelisk, again, an icon of Egypt, and running down
its center is a brass line, according to The Da Vinci Code, the rows lie from the Cathedrals of Paris to the Hills of Scotland. The Rose line
connects a continent-wide conspiracy to preserve the ancient truth of the holy bloodline, but, it turns out, there is less here than meets the
eye. MIC: A social password is an artificial concept that describes the process of unlocking additional degrees of intimacy, cooperation, and
depth of relationship with another individual. Relationships progress in a phased manner, in which the bulk of the time is spent during a
steady, plateau phase whereas a social password corresponds to a phase of rapid increase in temperature, the heat of the
relationship, although it is known in phase change physics # that heat is added at a constant rate: see the temperature vs heat diagram
of phase change below:

Ref: https://www.aplusphysics.com/courses/honors/thermo/phase_changes.html.
X-ref: <ch.this # H2S5 H3S7>, <ch. 19: h2s2 h3s8> Social password unlocks correspond
to the timing of investments made in the relationship, which is expected to occur at a
steady rate in the duration of the relationship; therefore, investment is analogous to heat in
the phase change diagram above, whereas relationship depth corresponds to
temperature. == The procedure of unlocking a social password comes in a verbal
utterance of a word, phrase, sentence, or question # that signals to the individual with
whom one desires further relationship depth that one has honestly made a further
necessary investment into that individual, and is a request for further revelation, an
opening up #, from that individual. |=P Often, social passwords are revealed to the
individual seeking further relationship target on behalf of the individual to whom the
request is made by an individual within the latter individual’s social circle ref <Ch-51:

S.y-e: H2S5 H3S5>, because the condition ref: <ch. 7> for further relationship deepening may, in this case, be an investment in that
individual’s social circle. |=P Genuine interest cannot be faked, and therefore the process of navigating through an individual’s social
passwords can be akin to walking through a maze, in which certain checkpoints come quickly, and other checkpoints require a sort of “staring
at the wall” of the maze, for hours, days, even years, under the essential logic that if that individual’s value Ch-51 S.y-e H2S5 H3S8 is worth it,
then the investment of one’s time will be as well. Fin.

H2S3 H3S2: Trickle.down-propagation:
In order to shift an entire environment, one has to recognize the hierarchy implicit in the environment and move the entire thing in bulk by
individually addressing each step of the ladder, otherwise a seismic shift attempt # will seek to disrupt the hierarchy, and the hierarchy itself
will resist. |=P For instance, a particular beneficial edu-shift # may be presented to the teaching class, students, or the uneducated; if
over-presented to teachers, they will pace too far ahead of the students, become exceedingly esoteric, and lose their ability to teach, which
disrupts the hierarchy by breaking the link between the top of the chain and the second link <ref: Ch. 19: str, h2s7 the ped chain>

H2S3 H3S3: One-to-many propagation:
You can safely assume that if a comment is made to one member of a community, that all will eventually know it. - my father, Dr. Hu.
These wise words from my father were uttered to me approximately in the year 2020, as I was maturing as an adult and seeking to find my
role in the world, recognizing that I would likely occupy a position of influence as a result of my past endeavors as the CEO of Distractify.com
<ref: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Distractify> and presently working on Material in Chess, the most voluminous and ambitious chess
textbook project in history. == Nevertheless, regardless of my very likely delusional self-view, I became aware in my late 20s that
communities are highly | connected, and it is not only discrete information but many subtle signals of behaviors, social standards, and
even biochemical mental activation <ref: Ch. 49 MA>

H2S3 H3S3 H4S1: 8 Parameters of Connections of a Community H5S1: Age |=full, Generation <ref ch. 10 NT H2S4 Logic NT> H5S2: Role H5S3: Group
affiliation H5S4: Location H5S6: Past experiences H5S7: Intelligence H5S8: Beliefs Fin.

H2S3 H3S4: Optimizing for the rate of interactions:
If shifts can be non-linear, then the best way to optimize for the rate and impact of shifts is to simply have more interactions and incrementally
push things forward, The more complex the environment that one is trying to shift, the more individual “buttons” need to be pushed in order to
progress things to the next level, and there is not always one broad speaking statement that can cause every leap forward, lest one be God*,
and so plenty of work needs to be done on a day by day basis, on the ground. *This statement, lest one be God, is not intended with any
religious Overtones, but simply because the statement and its structure, including the use of the word God, is the most concise way of
expressing the point.

H2S3 H3S5: The ment.progr-paradigm:
Humans are biological hardware, programming is permanent which means mistakes are not accidental, chess veils this and #MIC addresses
it. Fin.

Ch-51: S.y-e: H2S4: The 100 che x philo-stack:
An autobiographical section that describes 100 life lessons that I’ve learned through my various Gumpian exploits that has helped me
socialize in the networks of my local high school, a college club ultimate frisbee team, and the likes of billionaires Reid Hoffman and Jeremy
Liew <r: ch-0> Lessons from playing chess in the USCF: 1) Every disagreement can be settled with discourse. 2) Objectivity trumps
subjectivity. 3) Tactics cannot salvage a bad position by force. 4) Only what can be conceived of in time # matters in the game. 5)
Collaboration is a priority over competition but both are present in all interactions. 6) Problem solving is a form of lossless compression <r:
ch-9, reductions> 7) Time pressure enables auto-reductions # 8) 9) 10)

H3S1: Async to sync int paradigm [1M+]:
Flare is a communications protocol that has undergone $2.5 million investment in software development, equivalent to 208 months of a 6
figure software engineer’s working time, over the course of 2014 to early 2019, and then the intellectual property was transferred in a
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non-exclusive license to Joya Communications Inc for use in their breakthrough asynchronous to synchronous video product, Marco Polo,
however, the initial version of the protocol developed by me for text was decoded in a secretive project known only to myself, Distractify Inc
co-founder Yosef Lerner, COO John Londergan, acting CEO Jason Mustian, and our investor Jeremy Liew, who shared the information
also in a non-exclusive format with Snapchat Inc. == The technology behind Flare was never officially acquired by Snap, but nevertheless
some of the logic behind the design of a Reddit-esque circles community paradigm was recycled in their Live Stories collaborative
location-based feature, Reddit-esque, but with first person creation. Jeremy Liew was the co-premiere investor in both companies.

⭐ 11) In general, people will use the lowest investment medium, with low to high: text, photo, audio, video, live audio, live video,
face-to-face, required to communicate the meaning that is inherent in communication. https://lichess.org/0KjHEiaPrTVZ

12) Asynchronous interactions are more convenient, but co-live interactions are warmer. This is the tradeoff. 13) Two-way interactions transfer
information 10x more, in both directions, as one-way interactions. 14) Information transfer quantity is symmetrical even when the mediums are
not. 15) Faster interactions contain less self-consciousness but also a higher rate of regret. 16) The speed of interaction must be proportional
to ephemerality to ensure homeostatic comfort by #15. 17) Richer mediums contain more bytes per second than text-based mediums and this
is measured in bandwidth for both brains and computers. 18) It takes time for a particular interaction to ramp up to a richer medium. 19) 20)
Lessons from going out to nightclubs for 3 years as a professional social skills and cold-approaching at least 3,000 strangers in groups,
practicing healthy laws of social consent # , and abiding the laws of the local jurisdiction in 10+ different countries, 20+ cities, 200+ venues,
and purchasing bottle service from my lifestyle budget of $300k+ 21) The average person talks off of a script, so if you want to be the
approach, you need to supply at least the first 30 seconds of monologue # 22) There is a point at which an interaction with anyone “sticks” and
you become “together”. This works just as much for friends as a random group of ravers from Belgium in Berlin <true-story>. 23) Once an
interaction “sticks”, it becomes a burden to drop it, not the other way around. 24) Therefore, social interactions behave with similar delta G
properties to a chemical bond, in which the formation of the energetic is exothermic but has an energetic “hill” oftentimes that needs to be
climbed, requiring a catalyst. Once formed, the breaking of the bond is endothermic. See: potential energy wells. 25) Social proof instantly
transfers years of social equity to increase the rate of building comfort with a stranger. 26) Social proof can be artificially manufactured by
manipulating the environment. 27) You only need to meet one person to meet everyone, by 25) and 26). 28) Never be seen entering a
nightclub through the longer line.  29) The bouncer is your best friend and also the best social proof. 30) Lessons from playing Ultimate
Frisbee at Georgetown University with a dedicated team of 30+ teammates, and co-sorority of 30+ women’s teammates in a tight-knit social
community that had plenty of opportunities for both one-to-one and group interactions: 31) Having a greater variety of shared experiences
deepens relationships within a group. 32) There’s no such thing as a “group interaction”; a group is a network of individuals, and individuals
have one-to-one interactions. 33) Working together toward a common goal, such as winning a game, deepens relationships regardless of how
arbitrary that goal may be. 34) Equal in effect to 33: having a common adversary, like the University of Maryland 😈 35) Studying the
individuals you are playing with and against carry approximately the same weight as the principles of the game. 36) 37) 38) 39) 40) Lessons
from playing Halo: 41) Having a mutual understanding in a topic dramatically facilitates discussion. 42) Internal changes will inevitably
propagate with time if correct. 43) Games allow us to objectively test internal paradigms for effectiveness in competition. 44) Competition
forces philosophical adoption. Nobody accepts eternal loss-hood 💯  45) Game rules affect the aesthetics of gameplay. 46) 47) 48) 49) 50)
Lessons from attending the University of Buffalo: 51) The next step of Occam’s razor: do not use supernatural explanations for anything,
even religious matters. 52) The scientific method is not only a process, but also a treatise in statistics. 53) Anatomy is the physics of biology.
54) Computer science compresses your learning curve for all other fields. 55) Physiology is the sociological study of biological processes. 56)
Biochemistry is the Economics of biological studies. 57) Genetics is the study of Accounting full=| heredity. 58) Two brains can collectively hold
10 times as much information as one. 59) State schools are military academies # 60)
Lessons from growing up in Buffalo NY:

61) There are situations in which jumping backwards off a van onto a table that has been set on fire is
rational r: <ch-40 H2S3 unexpected resource> Diagram: something people actually do in Buffalo without
Hyperbole. 62) Collective self-sustenance under antifragile conditions maximizes political independence. 63)
Maximizing security improves creativity. 64) 65) Lessons from growing up in Beijing China 66) Always order
a private room when you’re playing to eat Peking Duck. 67) Cultures older than 300 years must hold a
greater proportion of financial equity in culture than materials. 68) Freedom is the ability to select one’s own
experiences. 69) There is value in what appears arbitrary; my maternal | grandfather # devoted his
retirement years to calligraphy, art <roosters, roses>, and chess 70) Respect ancient architecture. Lessons
from studying science at Columbia University 71) Carbon nanomaterials will connect biology with materials
science and the source of at least half the Nobel Prizes in the next decade. 72) Gathering evidence
succeeds the hypothesis, or the “idea”, but does not the firm conclusion. 73) A trained | biologist will never
find herself speaking irrationally about politics. 74) Silence is not the method to resolve disputes. 75) When

in doubt, increase the rate of communication. 76) Most of the frontiers in Biological research are in 1) genetics 2) biophysics and 3) organic
materials chemistry. 77) Newtonian physics is mostly solved while we know the inverse in proportion in quantum physics. 78) Ivy leagues are
just a brand. 79) 80) Lessons from being a member of the Latter Day Saints Church 81) Communities that do not judge you for speaking
from the heart increase congeniality. 82) Unity in beliefs increases corporate productivity and employee retention. 83) Any system of shared
beliefs can be considered a religion. 84) Different religious beliefs, altered in a binary true false format, have quantifiably different effects on
productivity #np 85) 86) 87) 88) 89) 90) Lessons from ITZY, JYP, and Twice💞: 91) Code-switching loops fans in 10x more. 92) Fans come
for the sound bytes but stay for the longform. 93) Live shows convert best to monetary revenue. 94) Celebrity is a career and not an identity.
95) 96) 97) 98) 99) 100) Lesson from Yoga and Meditation: 101) The Truth is the best you can speak.

Ch-51: S.y-e: H2S5: Social skills in 1 to 1 interactions:
In many fields - not just philosophy - there are controversies that seem never-ending and partly artifactual: people are talking past one another
and not making the necessary effort to communicate effectively. Dr. Daniel Dennett, Tufts, “Intuition Pumps” © 2013

H2S5 H3S1: Social calibration:
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There is plenty of evidence that social isolation is bad for your health. This is from a review by James House in Science showing that people
who were low in social isolation had about a two-fold increase in their all-cause mortality rate and this is true for cancer as well than people
who are well integrated socially. Dr. Spiegel <1:39:40> <a-r> Social calibration is akin to studying chess theory and preparing for a
tournament; equally important is understanding the principles and the particular desires of the individual at the time. Fin.

H2S5 H3S2: Alignment of desires:
People typically resist any change until you explain how it benefits them, even a little bit, then they become top shills. Ref - BlindSimulEx in
akanemsko, WGM QiYu Zhou’s Twitch stream 4/3/22: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qiyu_Zhou X-ref: Ch. 49: MA: H2S2 Discovering PDE.
Fin.

H2S5 H3S3: Mutual respect:
Song 6: Intro: Jesus came to redeem us from Sin. Without him, we’d be lost for all Eternity. Sister
Maw saved me and we became Kin. Partakers of faith <Ether 12:9> will lead us through Modernity.
Hwang, 1: If ye will but have faith <Ether 12:9>, We may build a walk to remember; My Sunshine is
a buzz <twenty one pilots, Good Day> and daze, Alyssa’s heart❤ is sweet like a warm potato in
December. Kong, 1: I can do all things through Christ which strengtheneth me <Philippians 4:13> A
temple he shall sculpt through my mind’s bod; My neurons will assume Christhood speed, These
changes are transmitted to the seeds I sod. Chorus, 1: That they might hope for things, Which they
have not seen <Ether-8> But of that day and that hour knoweth no man <Mark 13:32> Neither the
son, but the father, been. Hwang, 2: Eklutna to the north and Portage to the south, We can take the
railroad of a glacier to see the bears; The wind cannot defeat the tree with strong roots <Hawk,
The Revenant, 2015> Encounters with nature assuage our fears. Kong, 2: For the Day of Christ,
preparation is must, His name bringeth forth fruit meet for repentance <Alma 12:15> In all his

works, the LORD is just, If I have sinned, I await my sentence. Chorus, 2: That they might desire for wants, Which they do not need. But of
that time and that hour knoweth none, Neither the son, but the father, indeed. Hwang, 3: She comes from Anchorage, but us, Buffalo, A
blue-collar powerhouse of the state. In the latter days, let you voice not be muffled. A great Love was taken in molding our fate <song-4>
Kong, 3: Take ye heed, watch and pray: For ye know not when the time is <Mark 13:33> Even the captives above shall be freed this day, For
them, in Temples, is the reason we tithe. [D, the LDS temple in Seoul, Korea <10 mm pop, capital since 1394>, via LDS website>
References:
Scruton, Roger , Collins, Peter , Ackerman, James S. and Gowans, Alan. "architecture". Encyclopedia Britannica, 2 Feb. 2021,
https://www.britannica.com/topic/architecture. Accessed 13 July 2022.
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/comeuntochrist/believe/bible/philippians-4-13
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/bofm/ether/12?lang=eng
A Walk to Remember <2002, dir-Adam Shankman>
Good Day <2021, twenty one pilots>
https://genius.com/Itzy-wannabe-english-ver-lyrics
https://genius.com/Itzy-loco-english-ver-lyrics
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/mark/13?lang=eng
The Revenant <2015> <dir-Alejandro G. Iñárritu>
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/bofm/alma/12?lang=eng
MIC: Mutual respect depends on mutual awareness of position in the hierarchy of relevance, and knowledge of the procedure of the
interaction, given this formality. Fin.

H2S5 H3S4: RAS:
Human personalities are infinitely | complex as well as the situations they manifest themselves in interactions. On the other hand, attention
is finite and a choice. Fin.

H2S5 H3S5: Social circle game: The art of making an introduction:
H2S5 H3S5 H4S1: Preselection: everyone inherently trusts women as judges of moral character. There is no rational explanation for this but I have observed
that this tenet holds true across the 10+ countries, 8+ languages, and 4+ continents of people that I’ve encountered in their traditional homes.

H2S5 H3S5 H4S2: Social proof: Social proof is a factor of the investment that one has put into an individual and a switch that can be clicked to propagate
that interaction to a group of people. Think screenshotting a text and posting it on your story #

H4S3: Driving through their network:
This section is dedicated to Dylan Fugarino, a social circle friend of mine <Lollapalooza ‘16>, who I met via the online gaming community,
since ~2015. Luke Krogh <a-r> is, by my estimation, from having met him twice, once in the Hollywood Hills and the mansion
headquarters of self-help guru Owen Cook’s multi-million dollar life coaching company, Real Social Dynamics, and once briefly outside
Clifton’s Nightclub in Downtown Los Angeles, and having spoken to him for about an hour total, a prodigy of inductive reasoning <ch-16
H2S3 H3S1>. Like me, Luke is a social prodigy as well; from a young age, I have always gotten along well with my peers and earned
lengthy conversations with elders to my age, such as my ability to play in adult tournaments from the age of 14, in the United States Chess
Federation. Luke has no Ph-D, but certainly deserves an honorary degree, having worked for most of his 20s <now 30> with millionaire
business owners such as Owen Cook, Dan Bilzerian, and Dave Oancea. Throughout Material in Chess, we have tried to challenge your
understanding of credibility, reminding you of the fact that academia itself followed the scientific revolution, that many of the early
contributors of science did so as independent researchers, rather than from faculty positions. Therefore, the cultural rite of passage of
conducting independent research, prior to earning such a position, is still very much part of the culture of academia. Moreover, there are
multiple paths to credibility, as I personally know of two college professors: Justin Warner, my expository writing instructor at NYU in fall
‘16, who earned his position from being a popular playwright with no prior research credentials; Ken Lerer, without a Ph-D to my
knowledge, and nevertheless, has an adjunct faculty position at the Columbia University Graduate School of Journalism for his work in
the founding of Buzzfeed and Huffington Post. Luke makes millions of dollars per year doing B2B business with high-end clients, serving

https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/mark/13?lang=eng#note32a
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/mark/13?lang=eng#note33a
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/mark/13?lang=eng#note33b
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/comeuntochrist/believe/bible/philippians-4-13
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/bofm/ether/12?lang=eng
https://www.google.com/search?q=Adam+Shankman&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3MM7ILTJRAjOTCi0zirXEspOt9NMyc3LBhFVKZlFqckl-0SJWXseUxFyF4IzEvOzcxLwdrIy72Jk4GACTFBySSAAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwitqPiMvPf4AhWWlYkEHXPtAEcQmxMoAHoECHoQAg
https://genius.com/Itzy-wannabe-english-ver-lyrics
https://genius.com/Itzy-loco-english-ver-lyrics
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/mark/13?lang=eng#:~:text=32%20%C2%B6%20But%20of%20that,not%20when%20the%20time%20is
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alejandro_Gonz%C3%A1lez_I%C3%B1%C3%A1rritu
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/bofm/alma/12?lang=eng
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as a traveling chief of staff for traveling entrepreneurs and doubling as a personal assistant, bodyguard, paid best friend and, without
mincing words, a world class party animal. Luke is shameless in documenting these exploits on the YouTube channel of Dave Oancea
<a-r>, <”Vegas Dave”> Every year, thousands of aspiring actors, musicians, and promoters descend upon the City of Angels <b-1781,
pop-13.2 mil, rank #51 world> with the dream of building a | career by finding the right mentor to “take them under his wing <Krogh>”. Luke’s
style of networking revolves around investing disproportionate amounts of time evaluating <ch-12>, planning, <ch-14 H2S1>, and structuring
| deals <ch-19 H2S2 H3S7 H4S1: negotiations> with individuals who, according to Luke at one of Real Social Dynamic’s $1,000 per seat
marketing seminars in 2019, which I worked as an intern videographer, he spends up to 6-12 months planning ahead of time before even
approaching the person. It’s easy to understand # why Luke stands out among others our age, in a world # that is inundated with impersonal
mass marketing via social media and email. This works because Luke is self-aware that the high-value individuals he is specifically |
targeting are in a different social position from the masses. Post, MIC: Basically, this principle says 1) if someone <A> trusts you <C>, 2)
someone <B> else trusts the person who trusts you, then 3) that someone else <B> will trust you <C>, if <A> gives <B> your
recommendation.

H4S4: Identifying the target’s primary driver of emotion:
At world-renowned Bungalow Night Club in Santa Monica <b-1769, pop-90k, adjacent to Venice <s>>, Luke taught that most people,
including the # wealthy, typically do not talk about what they do at work when they are out a night. Rather, most people are already working
toward their next career move at their current job, and this is the topic they like to discuss. Luke is an expert in folk psychoanalysis <ch-8
H2S2 H3S1> and knows how to advance his | position, using logical deduction <ch-8 H2S7> to rapidly narrow down the target’s true primary
driver of emotion in the span of 30 minutes or less. If one cannot accomplish this feat at chess speed, then the person you’ve spent the past
year preparing to meet at a bar will have gotten away! This is the amount of time most individuals of higher status will have for you, after you
offer to buy them a drink. Once identified, Luke will apply standard business networking principles on that individual’s primary driver of
emotion.

H4S5: Give your existing network the right of first refusal:
An invention of Yakun Hu, this technique builds upon the pioneering work of Real Social Dynamics and Luke Krogh and is designed to
facilitate the lengthening of collaborative terms. In the process of working on a project, one will at some point have a need that must be
serviced by others. While there are countless ways to find service people online, the best practice is to first re-approach one’s own network
and either 1) request the competency directly or 2) ask for a recommendation. Very likely, if you have been in business for 5 or more years,
someone in your network will have the answer. Fin-v3.

H4S6: Future projection:
Luke was specifically | recruited to Real Social Dynamics over a period of 2 years by founder Owen Cook, an interesting reverse |
application of Luke’s own technique, a social password, in order to fill a gap of meta-game. However, Luke is also a world-class gamer
in live, 1 to 1 sets and has a number of patented out game <Luke> techniques to close. Outer game, in the context of social networking,
is a list of specific moves that can be played and are expected to gain predictable results, analogous to the b-p in chess, whereas inner
game refers to broader statements, made internally, to calibrate one’s psychology <ch-44> and emotional state <ch-14> to filter for better
moves via search. As with chess moves, the learning of proper game techniques also require a knowledge of their timing #np, as the
quality of a move is not inherent #np-2. A move that Luke recommends for securing long-term results with a target is setting up a future
project that requires 1) collaboration between two or more parties, 2) has a total time frame of a year or more, and 3) necessitates at least
one additional live meeting in which the seeds of additional projects can be planted. Again, this principle is rooted in Luke’s
understanding that the world is becoming busier, and without a hook to lock in a future interaction, he will likely be forgotten by the target,
regardless of how high he was able to pump their state during the initial interaction.

H4S7: Stagger the release of information:
The information economy <ch-13 H2S2> is inherently abundant, in that information is non-scarce and inherently wants to propagate; this, on
the surface, decreases the need for two-way interactions, as content can be accessed from libraries in a broadcast |=full one-to-many
format. However, the information economy contains a number of security measures to prevent social red shift #np: for one, individuals
rarely publish the intimate information they have with close confidants the day after it is initially breached; and if they do, they are not the
kind of high value individuals that we follow on social media anyways. Practicing a systematic and staggered release of information to
progressively larger concentric | circles within your expanding network #np-3 increases the production value of your network and provides
people on the fringes something to loop more people in your own “you army <Krogh>”. Fin-v3.

H2S5 H3S6: Seeking, neutral, and breaking rapport [1.6-1.8k]:
X-ref: <Ch. 40 H2S2> Seeking rapport (v) = doing something the other person said they want. Neutral rapport (v) = a merger between desires.
Breaking rapport (v) = making a demand by temporarily | withdrawing what the other person said they want. Fin.

H2S5 H3S7: Building trust [0]:
⭐ A significant component in building trust and comfort is making additional investment in the object that one seeks trust from, whether
that object be another individual, group, or community. https://lichess.org/Dsl24gdbMUNO

Investment indicates that one desires continued interaction with that object, as well as maintains positive intentions towards it, as investment
necessarily facilitates that object’s further growth ref: <ch. 19: h2s2 h3s8> |=P Therefore, an investment is a form of a social interaction #, a
single interaction output # that signals, with respect to oneself, an unambiguously positive, no strings attached form of support for another
individual, and the process of unlocking the social passwords ref: <Ch-51 S.y-e H2S3 H3S1> of a person deals with incremental investments
toward that individual. Fin.

H2S5 H3S8: O�ering-val [0]:
Offering value can be defined in financial terms as the deployment of a particular of one’s skill sets in order to satisfy the demands of another
individual, or to service another individual’s task list toward achieving financial gain, with the goal and explicit | intention of also benefiting |
financially from that gain; for this reason, we have selected the Owen Cook-esque social | finance #np phrase “offering value” rather than a
potential competitor like “being helpful” because the focus is on something concrete, and measurable <ch-13 H2S2>
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H2S5 H3S9: Indicators of val [1,600]:
Goku<a-r>: “Gohan, Piccolo, hang in there, please. Guys, I need your energy. If there’s anything left to give, I need it now! This is our last
chance.” MIC: Displaying value is independent of delivering | value, and, as superficial as posturing may seem, there is a net gain of total
utility when one presents the ways in which one can be serviceable to others in a presentable | fashion. Indicators of one’s value, like the
description of a for-purchase tool at The Home Depot, should instruct others on how one can be used, not in a moral | sense, but in terms of
social | collaboration. For instance, if one has a heavy | Rolodex of contacts in the Silicon Valley venture startup market, then it makes sense
to display this credential prominently if attending a startup fair in Austin, Texas. Indicators of value, or lack thereof, can be explicit, implicit,
intentional, and unintentional, and a matrix cross of the two categories. For instance, lower status individuals tend to unintentionally display
implicit indicators of a lack of value, such as a lack of awareness of one’s standing in the hierarchy, a lack of understanding of the rules of
interaction, or in general a lack of social connections, while higher | status, “type-A” individuals tend to intentionally signal in explicit and
implicit ways the opposites. Fin-v3.

Ch.51-defs:
Mozilla<a-r>: RTCPeerConnection=represents a WebRTC | connection between the local computer and a remote peer. It is used to handle
efficient streaming of data between the two | peers. RTCDataChannel=represents a bi-directional data channel between two peers of a
connection. RTCDataChannelEvent=represents events that occur while attaching a RTCDataChannel to a RTCPeerConnection. The only
event sent with this interface is datachannel. Ox-lang: Reticular formation(n.) = a diffuse network of nerve pathways in the brainstem
connecting the spinal cord, cerebrum, and cerebellum, and mediating the overall level of consciousness.

Ch-51 Ex:

Ex-1: S.y-e x phases, x alpha temperament

Ex-2: S.y-e x phases x cerebral, ch-49 MA <hl>, ch-6 QI <hl>, initiative:

Ex-3: S.y-e x ch-22 loose pieces <hl> x ch-16 H2S3 H3S2 accounting <hl>
x ch-41 frame control <hl>

R: Ex-4: S.y-e x ch-50 space <hl> x initiative x effect:

L: Ex-5: S.y-e x ch-53, opening theory <hl>

R: Ex-6: S.y-e x ch-15, calculation x ch-5, mobility x ch-49, MA

Propagation #np H2S3 H3S3:

Ex-7: At Flare Social <es-2015>,
Yosef Lerner and I propagated a
significant | theory of
communications that builds upon the
work of Claude Shannon’s quantified
| information theory<ch-32,
discov>, which stated that the rate of
transference of emotional
information, the primary concern of
social media, increases tenfold, each,
as one moves from text to photos,
photos to videos, and videos, to live

video. Mozilla<a-r>: WebRTC (Web Real-Time Communication) is a
technology that enables Web applications and sites to capture and
optionally stream audio and/or video media, as well as to exchange
arbitrary | data between browsers without requiring an
intermediary. The set of standards that comprise WebRTC makes it
possible to share data and perform teleconferencing peer-to-peer,

without requiring that the user
install plug-ins or any other
third-party | software. [D]: [1,200]:
“Long-distance codec”

Ex-8: MIC: One-way vs two-way
information transfer: one-way
information transfer, such as sending a
SnapTM, or broadcasting live on
Twitch, has a delineated broadcaster
and audience, whereas two-way
communications, such as calling, is
conversational, and has a tenfold
higher rate of information transfer,

from both | sides #n-p HIMSS<a-r>: Four Levels of Interoperability
Foundational (Level 1): Establishes the inter-connectivity |
requirements needed for one system or application to securely
communicate data to and receive data from another Structural
(Level 2): Defines the format, syntax and organization of data
exchange including at the data field level for interpretation Semantic
(Level 3): Provides for common underlying models and
codification of the data including the use of data elements with
standardized definitions from publicly | available value sets and
coding vocabularies, providing shared understanding and meaning
to the user Organizational (Level 4): Includes governance, policy,
social, legal and organizational | considerations to facilitate the
secure, seamless and timely communication and use of data both
within and between organizations, entities and individuals. These
components enable shared consent, trust and integrated end-user
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processes and workflows [D]: [2,000]: “High-frequency |
bandwidth”

Ex-9: Cold-to-warm: When multiple
mediums were available on a single
platform #defd-both, we noticed #
that there was an asymmetry in user’s
| willingness to reciprocate, when one
user, “moved up”, to a medium with a
higher rate of information transfer.
Moreover, users were more likely to
use such mediums, when they are in
an already | warm environment: for
example, a user who is currently out
with other friends at a bar, is much
more likely to send video content to

friends, who, if at home, may reply with text, or a photo Snap, rather than
video-in-return #n-p Mozilla: Connections between two | peers are
represented by the RTCPeerConnection interface. Once a
connection has been established and opened using
RTCPeerConnection, media streams (MediaStreams) and/or data
channels (RTCDataChannels) can be added to the connection.
[D]: [2,800]: Amending network | architecture.

Ex-10: Asynchronous to synchronous: one of the most significant
breakthroughs in the product design of communications <Bortniks,
Vlada/Michal ‘17, Lerner, Hu> was the invention of pseudo-synchronous
communications, which switches depending on the receiving | user’s
online | status, and can become two-sided, if both | users are online |
simultaneously:

Recipient status Message status Protocol

Online Streamed,
byte-by-byte.

WebSockets<text>
WebRTC<rich-medi
a> #n-p

Offline Package-delivered. Firebase offline //
cont-v6

In all cases, in which a message is
confirmed sent #n-p, it is saved,
into the total | transcript #n.p-2
Mozilla: Perfect | negotiation
makes it possible to seamlessly
and completely separate the
negotiation process from the rest
of your application's logic.
Negotiation is an inherently |
asymmetric operation: one side
needs to serve as the "caller" while
the other peer is the "callee." The

perfect | negotiation pattern smooths this difference away by
separating that difference out into independent | negotiation logic, so
that your application doesn't need to care which end of the
connection it is. As far as your application is concerned, it makes
no difference whether you're calling out or receiving a call.

Breaking rapport: H2S5 H3S6:

L: Ex-11: [2,200] Krogh

<a-r>: You need to avoid talking to your <19:30> wingman you need to
avoid talking to your guy buddy, throughout the night, about how each
interaction goes;

Ex-12: instead of focusing on where your wingman is in the night, focus
instead on building as many cheerleaders for yourself as possible, which is
gonna stack the you army;

Ex-13: [1,000] the stronger your you army, the more depth, and the more
quantity that you have of these cheerleaders, the more confidence you're
gonna have,

R: Ex-14: [1,860]: and more self-esteem you're gonna have, even if those
cheerleaders aren’t around, because you're gonna have real abundance, a
real abundant mentality

Controlling RAS x Misdirection
ch-46 [0]:
<Garcia, a-r>: Humans have three sleep and arousal states: waking,
asleep (resting or slow-wave sleep), and asleep and dreaming (paradoxical,
active, or rapid eye.movement-sleep).

[L] Ex-15: These states are controlled by the reticular activating system
located in the mesopons, which interacts with descending reticulo-

spinal and ascending hypo-

thalamic, basal forebrain, and thalamocortical systems. [1,834]

Ex-16: These three states develop and occur in a predictable manner, and
we can explain these states according to the firing properties of neurons
based on their intrinsic membrane properties, their synaptic and
neurochemical connectivity, and their responsiveness to sensory inputs.

L, lower: Ex-17: This article describes the characteristics of mechanisms
mediating sleep and arousal, their neurological substrates, and the cellular,
neurochemical, and network properties of those substrates.
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Ex-18:

Assassination in 4+:
Ex-19: Ex-20

Solutions:
Ex-1:
S just blundered a conversion phase to checkmate phase
conversion: 41. Rd8# !
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47171982747?tab=revie
w

Ex-2:
S is in conversion phase with an extra exchange for 2 Ps, but an
ensuing R vs B endgame should be winning <r: WGM Sabina
Foisor, my opponent in this game> 36. Rf3 $.e-$ <auto.abs-pin> !
is an awkward looking move that is rarely played, but in this case 1)
liquidation favors us 2) we can seize the open file if the opponent
declines, hence initiative. 2.1 d-32 SF14+ NNUE w/ 0.9 o-n
Ex-3:
We need to feel entitled to victory in such material up positions: 39.
Re8 $.e5-P ! is a 1:0 crumble that simultaneously deprives the
s.f7-R of any defense sqs <assass in 2> , same game as ex-2.

Ex-4:
11…d5 0.52 d-29 Komodo 2706, thematic, one of best ! A classic
move in fellow K-side fianchetto Sicilian Dragon but also relevant in
this c5 King’s Indian in which an s-initiated liquidation occurred in d4;
f is threatening to gain a space advantage #

Ex-5:
The player playing a contentious d5 here in the English, a
pseudo-Scandinavian move, is actually hoping for us to initiate
liquidation, allowing him to prep-complexity temporarily. Here, the
best for us in book and S.y-e theory is to break rapport counter with
3. Bg2 <48%> <85% prev>
Ex-6: 22. Nf6+ <bounce 1> Kh8/g7 23. Nd7 <bounce 2> $.f8-Q, $.e5-R !
followed by 24. Nxe5 (+5), <assass> <bounce, destination!> composed
from: https://lichess.org/SnpPb5mj/white#42

Ex-7: https://lichess.org/ZQrdq90C/black#17
9…Qb6+$.b5-B<1:0>!

Ex-8: Same as 7:
This position confirms that each brute | force | depth corresponds
to a geometric | complexity, past | which, a computer cannot
evaluate correctly, at that depth<satisficing, next step r:
Regan[ch-32]> 12…Qb6+<z-zug>! 13. Kh1 -0.1 w/ 0.9 o-n d-29
SF.14+NNUE Ne4<run$>: the key | coercion of the K to h1
disables<fbno> f-Re1, as this allows Nf2+$! 14. Nc3$.e4-N :( Nf2+!
15. Rxf2 Qxf2<assass>, and s has material | compensation for the
space-minus. Fin.v-5

Ex-9: ‘ 26…Rc8$.c7-N<-🛡>! 27. Nxd7<-3>! Rxc7<recoup> 28.
Nxb6<-1+3=+2> Kf7 29. Rf1+ Ke8<run+>! 30. Re1$.e7-P<2:2>
Rc5$.g5-B<1:0 -4.5, and s has untangled most of his problems, after
cutting some losses # Fin.v-5

Ex-10: ‘ 49…Rb4$.d4-N<RNR.[E]-pin!> 50. Nf3<run$><$.d2-R>!
Rxe4<+5> 51. Nxd2<-5> Rxa4<+1><assass> and s is winning a tricky |
endgame with mat-imbal and 2 p-P per side.

Ex-11: Breaking rapport and seeking rapport, according to ch-51 s.y-e
theory #, should occur at a ratio of 1:10 in a pro-social interaction such as a
chess game # Therefore, the time that we should break rapport is when we
have accumulated a sufficient advantage and it’s time to upkek the
complexity in order to breakthrough; such a moment is not arbitrary: 30.
Rfb1 ! <6.9 d-29 SF14+ NNUE, m-d -1> ! <thr-Rb8, 9.5> !
https://lichess.org/LfXkkqqj/black#59

Ex-12: 25. Be5 <2:2.5> <QPR [n] rel.pin-exploit>! 0.22 w/ 1.6 o-n d-22
K-2901

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49598984255 forcing a
liquidation of the strong s.g7-B in 2, a v.a-assass.

Ex-13: https://lichess.org/C7X1pgfe/white#18
10. c3<🛡-indir!> Ba7<run$> 11. b4<2:!>$! 0.1 w/ 0.3-4.6 o-n d-32
SF.14+NNUE Fin.v-5

Ex-14: https://lichess.org/C7X1pgfe/white#28
15. Bxf6<b-r>! Bxc2<-1><1:1>$ 16. Qd4<2:1><run$>
gxf6<-3><o-m> 17. Be2<b.r-2!> with a superfluid-chaos. Fin.v-5

Ex-15: https://lichess.org/IlbXA98E/black#7

4…d5 or cxd4 -1.3 w/ 2.6 o-n d-34 SF.14+NNUE! In the former: 5. c4 e6
6. cxd5 exd5 7. Bb5+ Nc6 8. Nxe4 dxe4 9. d5 a6 10. Ba4 b5 11. dxc6
bxa4 12. Qh5+ In the latter: 5. Nxe4<-1>! Nc6 6. Bd3 g6 7. Ng5 Nf6 8.
C3 dxc3 9. Nxc3 Bg7 10. O-O D5 11. Bc2 O-O 12. Bb3

Ex-16:
5. d5<1:1> 1.5 w/ 1.9 o-n d-24 SF.14+NNUE!

Ex-17:
6…h6$.g5-N -0.4 w/ 1.6 o-n d-27 SF.14+NNUE 7. Nh3<o-m>
e6<0.5 o-n>$.c5-P<indir!> fin.v-5

Ex-18:
10. Nb5<thr-Nc7+$!> 1.9 w/ 2.2 o-n d-27 SF.14+NNUE

Ex-19: Ex-20:

Additional resources:
(March 16, 2010) David Spiegel, Stanford Professor in the
Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, discusses
hypnosis, the mind, and its therapeutic interaction with the body
from helping patients stop smoking to prolonging the lives of cancer
patients. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PlFaIxTv1_w
Cooper, S. Barry, and Jan Van Leeuwen. “Digital Computers
Applied to Games.” Alan Turing: His Work and Impact, 2013, pp.
623–650., https://doi.org/10.1016/b978-0-12-386980-7.50024-1.
Shannon, Claude E. “Xxii. Programming a Computer for Playing
Chess.” Philosophical Magazine, vol. 41, no. 314, ser. 7, Mar. 1950.
7, https://doi.org/10.1080/14786445008521796. <hl>
“Which Is Greater? the Number of Atoms in the Universe or the
Number of Chess Moves?” National Museums Liverpool,
https://www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk/stories/which-greater-number-
of-atoms-universe-or-number-of-chess-moves.
McLuhan, Marshall. Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man.
Gingko Press, 2013.
Krogh, Luke. “1 Social Proof & Pre Selection.” YouTube, YouTube,
16 Feb. 2018, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AikLEokKcMs.
Yakowicz, Will. “Meet Vegas Dave, a Sports Gambling Hustler,
Who Just Sold the Most Expensive Baseball Card in History for $3.9
Million.” Forbes, Forbes Magazine, 29 Jan. 2021,
https://www.forbes.com/sites/willyakowicz/2020/09/04/meet-vegas-d
ave-a-sports-gambling-hustler-who-just-sold-the-most-expensive-ba
seball-card-in-history-for-39-million/?sh=75d87be5488d.
Sartain, Michael. “22. Vegas Dave - The Michael Sartain Podcast.”
YouTube, YouTube, 29 Dec. 2021,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LJfMDxaAJ7U.
“Inside the Life of Vegas Dave, the Most Polarizing Figure in Sports
Gambling | Forbes Investigates.” Forbes, YouTube, 16 Sept. 2020,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O1A62ZxO4lY.
Kahne, Joseph. “Episode 10 - Joseph Kahne: How Social Media
Encourages Political Participation in Young People.”
TaylorandFrancis, YouTube, 1 Oct. 2019,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5LEeyDr8Q_U.
Covey, Stephen R. The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People. Free
Press, 1990.
Kirkegaard, E. O. W., & Dutton, E. (2022). Will Intelligent
Latter-day Saints and Smart Conservatives Inherit the Earth?
Differential Selection for Intelligence in the USA Based on Religiosity
and Conservatism.
Project, Social Capital. “WHAT WE DO TOGETHER: THE STATE
OF ASSOCIATIONAL LIFE IN AMERICA.” Mike Lee US Senator for

https://lichess.org/ZQrdq90C/black#17
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49598984255
https://lichess.org/C7X1pgfe/white#18
https://lichess.org/C7X1pgfe/white#28
https://lichess.org/IlbXA98E/black#7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AikLEokKcMs
https://www.forbes.com/sites/willyakowicz/2020/09/04/meet-vegas-dave-a-sports-gambling-hustler-who-just-sold-the-most-expensive-baseball-card-in-history-for-39-million/?sh=75d87be5488d
https://www.forbes.com/sites/willyakowicz/2020/09/04/meet-vegas-dave-a-sports-gambling-hustler-who-just-sold-the-most-expensive-baseball-card-in-history-for-39-million/?sh=75d87be5488d
https://www.forbes.com/sites/willyakowicz/2020/09/04/meet-vegas-dave-a-sports-gambling-hustler-who-just-sold-the-most-expensive-baseball-card-in-history-for-39-million/?sh=75d87be5488d
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LJfMDxaAJ7U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O1A62ZxO4lY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5LEeyDr8Q_U
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s40806-022-00327-y
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s40806-022-00327-y
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s40806-022-00327-y
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s40806-022-00327-y
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Utah, May 2017,
https://www.lee.senate.gov/services/files/b5f224ce-98f7-40f6-a814-8
602696714d8

- Wikipedia: As a young adult, Lee served a two-year
mission for the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints in the Texas Rio Grande Valley.

History.com: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ApR8kDxVwE
Symmonds, Nick. “1:57 To 1:42. My Lifetime Progression in the 800
Meters.” YouTube, YouTube, 29 Mar. 2019,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Al62BE6p32s&ab_channel=Nick
Symmonds.
Locke, John. Complete Works of John Locke. Delphi Publishing
Ltd, 2017.
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/WebRTC_API
Würtztack, Paul. “Better Box Score Metrics: The AUDL's
Offseason Data Upgrade.” Ultiworld, 6 Apr. 2022,
https://ultiworld.com/2022/04/06/better-box-score-metrics-the-audls-
offseason-data-upgrade/.
Epalm. “Interoperability in Healthcare.” HIMSS, HIMSS, 25 Aug.
2021, https://www.himss.org/resources/interoperability-healthcare.
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/WebRTC_API/Pe
rfect_negotiation
Goku clip: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cmPZzcTeT_0
Krogh, Luke. “1 Social Proof & Pre Selection - YouTube.” Real
Social Dynamics, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AikLEokKcMs.
E. Garcia-Rill, Reticular Activating System, Editor(s): Larry R.
Squire, Encyclopedia of Neuroscience, Academic Press, 2009,
Pages 137-143, ISBN 9780080450469,
https://doi.org/10.1016/B978-008045046-9.01767-8.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ApR8kDxVwE&ab_channel=WisdomLand
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https://doi.org/10.1016/B978-008045046-9.01767-8
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Book-52: Isolation: chpn-m:
Christensen pg-48 <a-r> In our lives and in our careers, whether we are aware of it or not, we are constantly | navigating a path by deciding
between our deliberate | strategies and the unanticipated | alternatives that emerge. Each approach is vying for our minds and our hearts,
making its best case to become our actual | strategy <ch-15, calculation> <skip> But if you haven’t reached the | point of finding | a career
that does this for you, then, like a new company finding its way, you need to be emergent <becoming-prominent> This is another way of
saying that if you are in these circumstances, experiment in life. As you learn from each experience, adjust. Then iterate | quickly. Keep going
through this process until your strategy begins to click. In depth: a philosophical treatise titled “The Problem of Evil: Resolution” While
attending Georgetown University in the freshman year of 2011-2, I took a philosophy x theology x writing course titled Problem of God, one

of the flagship core curriculum courses of the Jesuit School’s liberal arts curriculum. == The course
contained a number of profound readings, at the end of which I concluded that my theology at the time was
one of deism, which is defined as a view that God exists, that he created the world, but that his involvement
in changing the world’s affairs besides what he set out via fine-tuning the preternatural laws of Physics is
minimal or non-existent. That is hardly my view today, as a member of the Jesus Christ Church of Latter
Day Saints, but nevertheless the thinking I put into my final paper, which led to an A grade in the course,
helped propel me, I believe, a step forward in my development as a young philosopher and theologian. |=P
Material in Chess is littered with bits of philosophy, and in general, the entire book is a philosophical one in
nature. After all, philosophy is a purely abstract field, in which one experiments with various forms of thinking
techniques in order to reach new conclusions from the same set of logical premises established by the
Ancients. These conclusions <r: ch-44 H2S1 H3S1>, and the novel thinking techniques that had to be
invented to form them, have formed the bases for important advances in Law, Economics, and Theology. ==
The following, however, is more of an explicit work of philosophical writing. |=P The Problem of Evil:

Resolution: == When many people ask me why I play chess, they’re really asking me why a game could be more important to me than world
hunger and therefore is challenging my morality. To that I reply with a chess player’s treatment of the problem of evil as proof of how much
I’ve thought about being good, and if you cannot present a more logical and complete argument on the same topic, then what say do you have
to question my morality? == Resolving some religious over fascination: - The Problem of Absolute Fate, or "what if I go to or am in eternal
damnation"?: Rather than thinking about one's eternal fate, just focus on being a better person than you were yesterday. If God exists, then he
won't let you stay in a bad place forever # assuming you are improving daily and you literally have all of eternity to do it. I have a calibration to
steps in character like steps 1-20; I can see who's a good person, how good they are, whether I think they should go to Heaven etc. and I can
also see how far I am away from that, so you can just see it like a 5th grade project: what do I need to do to be like that? Once you are able to
make even one improvement to your character, you'll have the confidence that you won't have to be in Hell forever, which means at some
point you'll make it to Heaven, which is the best news, because an eternity in Heaven would offset a finite amount of time anywhere else.
That's enough of a reduction for me to move on permanently I believe. - A second reduction relates not to my own fate but how I would judge
the fate of someone else who is genuinely "evil", which I would roughly define behaviorally as incessantly preventing other people from
achieving their desires and internally as having an intention to exceed one's own character with one's own power. By this definition, I have
been evil in my life, sadly, and everybody knows it and will remember it forever, an eternal mark of shame. I'll call you an adult when you
relinquish this desire. Another definition of evil, this time from the external, is that an evil person's actions will seek to control others even at
the cost of one's own experience. - The problem of evil is what we would do in the face of evil, in particular, a physical manifestation of it that
we can interact with similarly to each other. Procedurally, the first problem is that we wouldn't be able to solve the problem because the evil
thing is, by definition, working to prevent us from our desire of dealing with the problem. An analysis needs to be made of the power level of
the evil entity to determine whether its intention to disrupt our work can be effective; if not, then the next step can be skipped, and we can go
to III. the inquisition (see below). If the power level of the evil entity is non-zero, then the difference would be if it's greater or less than our
power level. If greater, then we need to run and build our own world; over time, I expect that under the law of reciprocity, or, as Jesus said: "a
house divided cannot stand" <r: ch-22 Chpn-m> we would exceed the evil entity or entities in power and merge back into the evil has less
power branch ==> If less, then we need to put the evil entities into quarantine such that they can no longer prevent our desires, which would
allow us to start with III. Inquisition and IV. The Experience | Problem. Note that the quarantine should not involve any pain nor punishment;
essentially the lowest cost way to keep them satisfied while we investigate III and IV. - III. Inquisition. Assuming the quarantine is reliable and
we have no moral problems with its progress, and perhaps some time should be spent observing and optimizing the experience of the
quarantine, the next step is to seek the wisdom of a higher power # to understand the problem of evil and what we should do about it. Under
the definition of father in thought space theory, an important qualification is to determine if this higher power, if we can in fact contact it, has a
mind that envelops ours such that it has not considered anything that we have. We should seek a satisfactory answer from that power by our
own standards, because one can only achieve moral satisfaction via the satisfaction of one's own standards #, despite the fact that those
standards may be inferior to those of the one who are trying to provide us with an answer; the resolution to this of course is that we should
expect through the course of many conversations to be able to improve our standards and eventually reach the same conclusion as the higher
power and feel morally | satisfied. If the Inquisition is unsuccessful or it lacks a solution to the following problem, then we should consider it
for ourselves until we solve it OR until we feel satisfied from our conversation with the Higher Power without it, whichever comes first, lest they
occur concurrently #. - IV: The problem of experience: a core problem that I can identify presently within the problem of evil is the question of
whether the evil entity is capable of experiencing its "life", so to speak, in quotes so as to not associate any aspect of life, a word with, to me, a
Holy significance such that tainting it via association with a word like evil would be a greater loss than the time I had to spend explaining why I
wrote the word in quotes,; if not, then getting rid of it should require no second thoughts, as without experience there is no cost, only the
benefit to ourselves of its riddance. If it can experience, but cannot improve its character, then the final solution is likewise simple: keep it in
quarantine in perpetual comfort forever, even being able to experience what we experience sensorily, and being as it is evil, it likely will not
care whether or not the experience is genuine, and if it does care or start to care and expresses it, then we would revisit the question as to
whether it can improve, since the concern for a genuine experience is an indication of morality. Chpn-m | Post: Understanding your
capabilities: <pg-124, Christensen a-r>: You can tell from this story that there’s danger to outsourcing. Clearly, if Dell’s leadership had
known what the outcome would be from taking the approach they did, they would have been much more hesitant to accept Asus’s |
overtures. But how could they have known? [D]: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/48663562519 32…Qd1# !
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H3S1: The problem of propriety in evil:
- The problem of evil becomes more complex if the evil individuals can improve | in character, as this trait alone would redeem them.
- Knowing the general principle in social skills x pedagogy that people will generally not improve unless they saw inspiration in the form of
seeing themselves in you, we would have to either have within ourselves or display outwardly a form of their evil in order to reform them, and
progressively less so as they become reformed, and it is the establishment of relatability via the appearance of similarity + similarity or the
appearance alone, if it could work alone, that we call propriety.

H3S2: How “bestie culture” is destroying a generation of American
talent:
X-ref: Yakun Hu 8/11/22 essay for LDS-Williamsville<a-r>: Bestie culture is a 21st century, developed Western phenomenon, launched by
the “Like” button on Facebook in 2009. The morals of this faux | culture lies in 1) the accumulation of superficial social proof, 2) signaling
participation in a narrow, arbitrary, and stagnant Overton window, and 3) viciously hazing of out-grouped individuals, who do not participate
in this signaling. Almeida et al.<2021, a-r>: Social isolation leads to higher levels of cortisol and worse cognitive development. It is
increasingly recognized that individuals who experience social isolation are at increased risk of disease. Adverse psychosocial
experiences, such as social isolation, can be particularly harmful to developing children and adolescents. Hu: At the Church, member
Joseph Barry has complained multiple times, that he suffers from depression, and that this persists, despite the abundance of weekly
social activities. Joseph suffers from being in the autism spectrum, and, therefore, is susceptible to being out-grouped in bestie-culture.
Almeida: Still in the area of health in general, Andersen et al. addressed the impact of isolation on health during early childhood. It was
described that the children's physical activity habit depends on social contact with friends. Social isolation can generate a certain
sedentary lifestyle, and children in such a condition can be harmed in their growth and functional development. In this context, isolated and
non-isolated children were compared, and it was noted that the time spent on sports and leisure activities was greater in the second group. It
was also found that isolated girls had a higher BMI, while boys from normal social relationships had higher estimated lean body mass.
Additionally, it is worth mentioning that the maximum oxygen uptake of non-isolated children stood out, consequently, their capacity for
physical performance was also better. Hu: The correlation between human health and rate of social contact indicates the high degree of
social aptitude inherent in the human genome. Not only is inclusion gated by bestie culture, but, as a consequence of it being a social
phenomenon, so are various aspects of health and physical activity. Almeida, post: In the last few decades, there has been a significant
increase in research indicating the existence of links between the immune system, the central nervous system, and the endocrine system
on the one hand and psychological phenomena, such as reactions to stressful events, on the other. Intro post: from 2012-6, I was the
founder, and CEO of Distractify.com, a satirical, comedy website, that profited immensely, from funneling content, into, and out of, the early
stages of Facebook’s bestie-culture <Dickey, Gilette 2013-4>. Over 90% of our 40 million per month unique traffic came from the platform,
via our links, being shared in the Facebook Newsfeed. In early 2014, I was personally invited, by the manager of Facebook’s then 150-strong
Newsfeed team, a small team, relative the company, that algorithmically decides what, over 100 million Americans consume on the internet,
on a daily basis, to visit Facebook’s headquarters, and met, with their team, in the room, in which Mark Zuckerberg<b-1984> holds his
monthly board meetings.

Chpn-m H3S3: Di�erential interaction trends:

Social situation: Gen Z Greatest Generation

My friend said something
thought-provoking, that he has thought
deeply about, but I have not:

“Ay bruh, you gotta stop with this <topic>
nonsense”, *insert meme*

1) That’s interesting, Jeff, tell me more.
2) You know what, Bill, I haven’t thought
about that yet, but let me consider it, and
get back to you.

Dispute. “Sorry, that doesn’t work for me.”
“Everybody’s different.”
“We just have different values, to each their
own!”

1) Let’s examine something objective, such
as scientific research, or scripture.
2) Why don’t we start with what we agree
upon, in common?

Conversation starters, introductions. “You won’t believe what happened to me
last week while I was <doing something that
few others do>, <a non-relatable novelty>”.

1) “So, Quinn, I’m into soccer. Are you into
any sports?”
2) Ah interesting, I’m not into that video
game, but I do like Civilizations. Every try?

Decisions, to spend time together. “Look, everyone here does not have the
same enthusiasm and desires, so let’s do
something relatable, and not make anyone
uncomfortable.”
“You can’t expect anyone to invest in what
you’re interested in, Quinn.”

1) Let’s work on <project, goal, mutual
interest, or developing one>, together.
2) Let me find a way to make my interests
relatable to you, Jeff.

Virtues signaled: “OMG, it’s so GREAT to see you” - to
someone I just met, 2 days ago.

1) Traditional social norms, such as a firm |
handshake.
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Ch-52: Iso: H2S1: B.iso-N:

https://lichess.org/editor/4n3/8/8/4B3/8/8/8/8_w_-_-_0_1

Ch-52: Iso: H2S2: Avoiding 5/6th
rank N:
Another possibility arises from the weakness of Black’s Q4: since….P-K3
would leave the QP hopelessly weak, if White were able to post a Kt at Q5,
he would have a strong bind. Fine pg-91 (D), the position in the thematic
main line of the Sicilian Dragon, initial b-p <r: ch-53 H2S4 H3S7 H4s2>
https://lichess.org/editor/8/8/4p3/3pN3/3P4/8/8/8_w_-_-_0_1
Playing around a single color e-Bishop

Emptying the 7th rank against a rook in the endgame.

Ch-52: Iso: H2S3: B + N + K vs. K #:
Try ex.11-5. Fin.v4-2. Hu<a-r>: D&C 77-5: 5 Q. What are we to understand by the four and twenty elders, spoken of by John? A. We are to
understand that these elders whom John saw, were elders who had been faithful in the work of the ministry and were dead; who belonged to
the seven churches, and were then in the paradise of God.

Ch-52: Iso: H2S4: Avoiding a Single e-Bishop:
Here the f.c2-Q is $’d by the s.d4-N and must | run, but the destination sq of choice # matters. 18. Qa4 ??
loses to the tactic covered in ch-2 H2S6, transposition while 18. Qd1? Exposes that Q negatively later to the
improving | developing | $ of the s.e6-B: 18…Nxc3 (-3) ! 19. Rxc3 (0) Bg4 <1:2> <o.m-W> $.d1-Q ! 20. F3
<int $, forced!> and things are looking dicey for f 20…Rhe8 ! taking the tempo created by the 19-s $ to
improve another noble 21. Kh1 <best!> to avoid Ne2 <1:1.5> +$.c3-R 21…Re2 $$ ! and s has descended
upon the f-P’s. Therefore, the correct are 18. Qe4 $.d4-N or Qd3 $.d4-N 0.2, 0.0 d-32 SF14+ NNUE The
former allows an interesting continuation with 18…Nb3 $$, Rs ! that results in a materially imbalance but
even endgame which is covered in ch-6 H2S4 H3S5, R vs 2 minors: https://lichess.org/VXWBgrym#34

Ch-52: Iso: H2S5: Emptying the 7th vs. R:
Soviet | chess went through comparable turmoil including the arrest and execution of one of Botvinnik’s
mentors, several of his benefactors and a best friend and the wartime | death of other allies of his.
Botvinnik’s ability to not only survive but thrive during these times…needs to be explained. Soltis © 2014 Life
and Games, Botvinnik. MIC: Understanding of the dichotomous | relationship between E and M is vital in
attacking | isolation #np; our goal is to penetrate the e-position while minimizing e-E in the target-sqs of our
movements. 23…Qf3 ! is winning: $.d1-R, adding one attack E of the moved zi, but not taking on further
attacked E, for a total effect delta of +1 # 24. Re1 <run $> Rd8 <cont d> ! 25. B5 $.c6-N <counter-play> !
Rd2 $$ ! 26. Rf1 🛡.f2-P gxh4 (+1) ! <z-zug> 27. Qxh4 (0) <forced> Rxb2 (+3) <v.a-assass in 5> !

⭐ Directive: Take the road of movement # that minimizes attacked-E https://lichess.org/VXWBgrym#45

Ch-52: Iso: H2S6: Closing fork vectors [1,600]:
So in chess you can either attack your opponent's plan | directly or you can maneuver around it, and I've

used this “strategically maneuvering” in my real life. Facing these big obstacles in my life,  even though I have believed in myself, I have also
used a strategically maneuvering and I removed myself from that toxic environment and I got myself a nice support group in and that helps me
try to be the best me I can be. Typos included from Iranian-American WGM Dorsa Derakhshani, who coached me to prepare for the 2022
World Open: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dnPmfzAGkcU

H2S6 H3S1: Endgame Q fork avoidance:
Hu<LDS, ‘22 a-r>: In my career, I have always chased after the most | ambitious of goals, ones that would require an astounding degree of
coordination, among potentially thousands of incredibly gifted individuals. One such project was an innovative communications protocol,
centered around the invention of a fluid synchronous form of communication, in which messages are conditionally live, if both users are online,
and stored, either way. This breakthrough feature placed calling, voice notes, video messages, and text messages in a single interface, like
nothing that had ever been seen before. This project was lost, along with the $1.5 million dollars I poured into it, due to theft. The website I
had founded, Distractify.com, was robbed when the investors of the company, who once begged to invest, arranged an illegal stock
rearrangement that dropped my shares from 33% to 1%, then sold the company, without my consent. According to the National Society of
Professional Engineers code of ethics, III.9-D, “engineers’ designs, data, records, and notes referring exclusively to an employer’s work are
the employer’s property. The employer should indemnify the engineer for use of the information for any purpose, other than the original
purpose”. Therefore, the reason that I was given for this rearrangement, which is that they would spin off my “original idea” of a “viral media
site” into a niche site, using the same tech stack, and the original site was expected to go to 0, was hogwash. The making of a spinoff, other
than the original purpose, according to NSPE <references>, should entitle me to more compensation, not less.

H2S6 H3S2: Endgame N fork avoidance:

https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/dc-testament/dc/77?lang=eng&id=5#note5a
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/dc-testament/dc/77?lang=eng&id=5#note5b
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/dc-testament/dc/77?lang=eng&id=5#note5c
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Hu<a-r>: Hierarchy is more than subservience, it’s a delegation of roles. I know this well, as the former CEO of a company with over
40.full-time workers, half of whom were employed, and the other hand, contractual software engineers. Delegation implies, and requires,
specialization. Specialization means a neglect of certain duties. This is part of the righteous order. Concretely, it means I can’t do your job
for you. On the battlefield, that would get all of us killed. The last thing I dare do, in the face of God, is step out of line, and that means that I
cannot be available, all the time, to rectify the missing actions of others.

Ch-52: Iso: H2S7: Strategic-sq | deprival [2k]:
H3S1: Sq-depr by p.r-c:
X-ref: ch-35 H2S4 https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49835933809 21. F4 ! <1:1.5> p.r-clears
contention for the # f4-sq by the f1-R, blunting the Q-led s.f-🔋 and moreover # depriving the s.f7-Q of the
potential f4 $+sq.

Ch-52: Iso: Ex:

Ex-1: R: Ex-2:

Ex-3: R: Ex-4:

Ex-5: R: Ex-6:

H2S5: Emptying the 7th vs. R:
Ex-7: [2,400] R: Ex-8: [2,600]

Ex-9: [1,800] R: Ex-10: [2,000]

H2S3: B + N + K vs. K #:
The B + N + K vs K checkmate is a notoriously difficult technique to
pull off within the 50 turn rule and, moreover, it may take a lifetime of
practice to have an opportunity to play this otb, as a game resulting
in this mat-bal without a resignation is rare. One plausible pathway
is, for instance, the o sacrifices some nobles for pps in a close
endgame. It’s not uncommon, as in Jeremy Silman’s Complete
Endgame Course, for instance, for a top player to exclude coverage
of this technique, even up to the 2399 level, which his book claims to
teach towards. USCF Armed Forces Champion Larry Larkins,
however, as well as USCF Expert Marijan Procyk, a top player in
the Buffalo NY area, a Ukrainian-American pastor, and personal
friend of mine, popular coach and tournament host in the area, both
recommend learning this mate, and being able to complete it against

a practice partner, in 3 minutes countdown, without delay or
increment. ==
Don’t be fooled # by the apparent simplicity of the B + K + N vs K
mate, being as there are only 4 zi on board. From ch-42 H2S5, we
know that the total number of ways that these 4 zi can be arranged,
all unique, is on the order of magnitude of <64 to 61>! ≈ 15 million,
excluding a negligible count of illegal | positions. By “learn this
mate”, we mean that, by the end of this exercise, you should be able
to perform this technique, in 15 million unique situations. Chess
education ftw! Your move, schools for plumbers and electricians
⚡

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49835933809
https://emojipedia.org/battery/
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Ex-11: The zig zag technique: [2,400]: [L]: The starting position of the zig
zag technique; from this b-p, and all analogous in each quadrant, a mate is
possible on 20-f with the technique taught by u/Laudic <FIDE 1900,
Chessable>, but the Syzygy tablebase has a faster solve at DTM = 34;
nevertheless, we will use this technique as it’s straightforward to memorize
for human brains, and we have a 30 turn cushion <80%> from the 50
move rule to set up this position from any initial # In the zig zag technique,
the goal is to maneuver your N to the moat edge sq on the same f/s side as
the e-K, and the same K/Q-side as the same color corner of your B. This
maneuver will occur in the P’s and moat ranks on the same side, with
your N making a 2<n/s>:1<e/w> leap each time. Laudic <a-r>:
Every time the knight can jump towards the corner we will do it !
MIC: Use your K and B to coordinate on the N’s off control color
<ch-5 H2S1 H3S3>, guiding the e-K # toward the a8-⬜, westward,
and, as much as possible, on the north edge, or on the way back to
the north edge #np Analysis: SF14+ NNUE finds the fastest seq at
d-69+; at earlier depths, it delusionally thinks the min DTM is M20 or
more, which means that, by using this max.red-technique, you will be
thinking | faster than Stockfish in a domain-specific manner. R: from here,
f move, M2; aim to create this position, after landing your N on a5. Prompt
post <fbno>: According to Müller, Lamprecht <2001>, the specific
mat-imbal of B + N vs K occurred in 283 out of 1,687,182 surveyed games,
and 62 were draws! Müller, Lamprecht: We searched for endings that
were on the board for at least 2 half moves (a very short time: just one
move by each player). If you search for longer-lasting endgames, the
numbers drop rapidly. Example, all rook endings:

MIC: Note that Müller, Lamprecht did not specify whether the B+ N
vs K imbal was with or without pawns; since other mat-imbals
include this delineation, I believe that we can assume the given
number 283 is w/ pawns, which means the pure, without pawns
version, presented here, is even rarer, out of 1.7 mil sample.

However, the insights gleamed
here will be relevant either way #

D: Ex-12: [2,000]
Ex-13: Philodor’s insight:

D: Ex-14: Delétang method
<Wikipedia>: [4,000+]
Müller, Lamprecht <a-r, pg-18>:
Longest win: 33 moves. 1) The
attacking king generally stays in
opposition to, or, a knight’s move
away from, the defending king. It
normally stays on squares of
opposite | color to the bishop 2)
the N stands near the kings
because of its nature as a

short-range piece, and covers flight-squares of the color the
bishop can’t control 3) the B is very fast and can easily create
zugzwang situations. MIC: Prompt: manipulate the e-K via
coercion and z-zwang coercion to achieve the i.b-p of ex-11.

H2S6: Closing fork vectors:

L: Ex-15:
R: Ex-16: [2,200]: Draw the shortest path for the f.g7-Q to pick up all the
stars; awareness of future mobility in visualization can help us avoid 2nd
and 4th+ (bounce) ply fork moves #n-p
Ex-17: Fill in the blanks:
N1: Ne8-c[.i.]-b[.ii.]-d4 N2:
Nb[.iii.]-d1-e[.iv]-f[.v.]-h2-g[.vi.]-[.vii.]5-f/d[.viii.]

a) i-7, ii-5, iii-1, iv-5, v-3, vi-2, vii-e
or f, viii-4 b) i-8, ii-e, iii-a, iv-d or 3,
v-2, vi-6, vii-b, viii-g or 7 c) i-7, ii-7,
iii-5, iv-2, v-3, vi-1 or 4, vii-3 or 5,
viii-8 d) i-7, ii-5, iii-2, iv-3, v-1, vi-4,
vii-e, viii-3 or 7 e) i-3 or 7, ii-2, iii-3,
iv-4, v-5, vi-e, vii-5, viii-7
R: Ex-18: [1,000]

B Iso N:
Isolation does not need to occur on

an e-noble that has entered into our territory <r: ch-54> but can also

occur on a noble that, for example, has not even been developed
from its initial sq.
L: Ex-19: [D] [2,600]
Ex-20: [2750]: Game: GM Hikaru Nakamura <2760, 5x US Champion>
vs GM Fabiano Caruana, 2nd after R-7, Candidates 2022 w/ 5/7>: rd-8.

Solutions:
Ex-1:
Isolation is the idea of removing the importance of the effect sqs of
an important e-ren and thereby neutralizing its effect, or “isolating” it.
|=P Here, f can piecemate the f.b4-B by removing the c3-N from its
effect, which disallows # that B to get away from the piecemate
threat via capture. 12. Ne4 $.e-$ is the wrong square to remove the
N to #, however, and you can attempt to refute this line yourself in
ch-48 ex-2 <hl> Both 12. Na4 ! or 12. Na2 ! will work, as these
moves break the QPR<s> rel-pin along the a-file that presently
prevents # the f-axb4 capture from occurring right away. 12…b5
$.a4-N ! is a good counter-threat attempt, but f simply captures 13.
Axb4 $.a5-Q <+3, assass> right away and the capture continuation
property of this assass move allows the N to get away from the
b-pawn’s piece $ in 14-f.
Ex-2:
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27. Ne2 $.e-$, f4-N or 27. Hxg5 (+1) are two standard ways to
combat a strong enemy outposted noble 1) challenge the noble via
liquidation threat and 2) challenge the supporters of its outpost, in
this case the s.g5-P. -0.85 d-29 Komodo 2706. https://www.chess.
com/analysis/game/live/47042997797
Ex-3: prophylactic isolation:
11. F3 $.e-$, e4-P ! challenging the supporter to the potential d3
hole before s even has the chance to be 1 ply from occupation # g4
$.e-$, g4-P ! a reverse challenge, and now 12. Fxe4 is prevented by
gxh3 <assass -3> 12. Fxg4 (+1) Bxg4 (0) 13. Qa4 <run $>
[switched from Komodo 2706 to SF 14+ for analysis here] Bd7 <int
($)> 14. Nf2 <cont-d3> ! and f has not managed to achieve his
primary strategic purpose of removing the s.e4-P, but secondarily he
has rescued his f.h3-N to a useful sq to pre-challenge d3 #
https://www.chess.com/analysis/
game/live/47354984413?tab=review
Ex-4: 16…Be4 <int, e>! 0.1 w/ 0.6 o-n d-31 SF 14+ NNUE is the
best way to escape the Q-$ and isolates the f.e1-R by neutralizing
its effect down the e-file via interposition, and since that B is
superfluous # with the s.c5-N, s does not fear an exchange
swapping in the N to e4 # Game: match between maia1
<1712-engine> vs Yakun <2057 - human>
https://lichess.org/U3hRQ3yV/black#31
Ex-5: Game: AmazingFilms1971 <Yakun, 1964> vs fede4677
<1951> https://lichess.org/PEgVfUCo/white The proper check
escape that neutralizes | backup tactics by e-nobles is a form of
isolation of their mobility and effect here 23. Kf1 ! is best Qxd4 (-3)
Re7 ! 3.5 w/ 2.9 o-n d-23 SF+ NNUE while 23. Kg1 permits Nh3+
<clr, d5-Q $ h5-B> ! , a checkscoverry, and 23. F3 ? <int +> does
escape +, but opens the f-Ps to dangerous future heavy checks.
Ex-6: https://lichess.org/tJg0W4oF/white#46 24. Rb3 ! -1.9 w/ 1.7
o-n d-30 SF 14+ NNUE Be3 $.d2-N ! 25. Nf3 <run $> ! <clr> Qc7 !
26. Qxd3 <assass> (+1) and f has successfully isolated the once
powerful d4-B, neutralized its effect, and then envelope-assassed
the d3-P.

Ex-7: (D, L) 33…Kf8<run-pin>! -5.5 w/ 1.4 o-n d-34 SF14+ NNUE
<g.see-below>
R: Ex-8: https://lichess.org/LfXkkqqj/ black#61 31…Rc5 -5.1 w/ 3.3
d-43 SF14+ NNUE <cont-b5, clr e8-B $ b5> !
Ex-9: (D, R) 29…Kg8 <break-pin> <g.see-above> 0.1 w/ 3.8 o-n
d-34 SF14+ NNUE !

R: Ex-10: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50625611879 Two
moves both seem plausible from the start: 10. Bxc7 <+3> and Rxa8 <+5>;
both will result in -1 material, but with different | implications on
development. Due to the Jobava London line <d4, Nc3, Bf4 f> to start the
game, the critical feature of this position is the open a-file, and isolation of
e-heavies must begin as soon as this is established. In the resulting b-p of
10. Bxc7 Rxa1 <-5, -3> <forced!> 11. Bb5+ ! Nd7 <int +> <forced!> 12.
Qxa1 <+5> Qxc7 <-3, -1>, f’s development advantage is slightly less
pronounced than the alternative 10. Rxa8 ! Nxa8 <forced> 11. Bb5+ ! and
both Ke7, suggested by Komodo +0.90 d-28 K-2901 w/ 0.6 o-n and Nd7
<int +> are uncomfortable; due to being down a P, f favors this line
because it results in 6 points less total | liquidation, and that less |
liquidated material is on a8 <very_unfavorable> for s, and f4 <rel-active>
for f. In the ensuing possession 🏈, s’s K and a8-N will be trapped for
some time, allowing f to calmly finish K-side dev, castle, and win the race
to the A #
Ex-11:

L: M and E diagram # of the i.b-p, indicating the first move is 1. Bh7
<cont-g8>! This coerces the f8-K via zugzwang eastward to e8;

about half of the coercions in minors + K vs K mates are in
non-check zugzwang positions, where a minor moves to cut off a
key run square, rather than checking the K #np 1…Ke8 <o-m> 2.
Ne5 <cont-d7!> As Laudic said, we should take every good |
opportunity to zigzag the N toward a5; the only sq in the 2nd rank
of the e-K’s run sq that is not sealed is d7, and this light to dark
move #np-2 perfectly cuts off that light-sq. [D, R] shows the resulting
| b-p of 2. Ne5. 2…Kd8 <forced!> ! Not every e-K move we give will
be only moves, however, they are the best moves for maximizing
DTM; if Kf8? F can continue his zigzag path with a tempo: 3. Nd7+!
3. Ke6 <cont.d7-for,N> is an easy move to find, as it completes a
secondary | objective of moving the K to b6, to facilitate the mate.
WIth so little material, we need a perfectly | efficient solution that
uses all resources available. 3…Kc7 ! <best!> S will take every
opportunity he can to break rapport <ch-41>, opposing f’s plan, and
slipping 1) south or 2) east #np-3 4. Nd7 <cont-b6> ! By far the
hardest move to find in the entire | sequence #np-4, this move
works because the N seals 2 key sqs in preventing <ch-61 H2S3,
prophylaxis; it pays to think defensively 10% of the time, during an
attack! #np-5> the e-K from escaping the NW quadrant; here, we
have to relax our standards a bit, letting the e-K slip from the home
rank in exchange for more westward movement. Be realistic!
4…Kb7! Interestingly, this move extends s’s life by 1 turn more than
…Kc6, a consideration that could be difference-making in the

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50625611879
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context of the 50 turn rule <ch-18 H2S1 H3S1> Either way, the
continuation is 5. Bd3 <cont-b5, a6>, cutting off two critical⬜-sqs
in coordination with the ⬛-sqs controlled by the d7-N, which will
stay parked🅿 for a few turns # If you look at the initial and final
positions given in the puzzle #, you can see that both the e-K and
the mobile | unit <ch-53 H2S1 H3S1, D-Day> of the 3.f-zi have to
race toward the west; if the e-K wins this race, it can take an arced
route south and beat f to the corner <ch-16 H2S9> Note that a
single K will, by definition, be faster than an e-K plus other.zi-cargo,
as the velocity #np-4 <ch-2> is rate-limited #np-5 <r: chemistry,
rate-limiting steps in chemical reactions> by the K’s dijacent max
velocity, and at least 1 turn will be required to move each other zi.
Therefore, at some point, f will need to use his faster nobles to swim
| ahead of the s-K and 1) cut off its desired southward path, while
the slower K stays behind as a wall preventing a eastward |
reversal, or to take the diagonally opposite setup #np-5; 2)
circumvent the K and force it to take some circular | movements
against its optimal | velocity #np-6. 5…Kc6 6. Bc4
<z.zwang-move!> with all of the moat’s and garden rank, excluding
c6, cut off, f wastes a move to z-zwang | coerce the s-K back to the
P’s; this is the second | hardest | move to find in the seq. 6…Kc7 !
The most begrudging | retreat. 7. Bb5 <cont-c6> ! leaves s with only
sqs in the outer 2 parallel edge lines #np-7 <z.zwang-move!>
7…Kd8 <best!> Here Laudic, and we are in agreement <fbno>,
recommends the most human | continuation, albeit slower than
optimal by 1 turn, 8. Kd6 !, which 1) prevents an annoying repeating
of moves, adding complexity #np-8, of 8…Kc7 2) keeps the mobile |
unit structure intact in a nice-looking geometric pattern and 3) sets
up an instructive next step 8…Ke8 <best!> 9. Bc4 <cont-f7!> <D,
4>: Recall that the B + K + N vs K mate has limited | practical value
in itself, much like chess, in some ways, and therefore, the path we
take to complete it should be of maximal pedagogical value via
extrapolation to other domains; we want to best learn how this set
of 3 zi can coordinate with each other, as that lesson outweighs this
sequence alone. When the K and N are stacked like this, the 4
⬜-sqs L from the f-K are tricky to control, leaving this job to the B of
our side # Interestingly, our N will always be controlling dark-sqs
when it is on the P-s rank as part of N.mob-logic! 9…Kd8 <o-m>
We are nearing the end #pf 10. Bf7 <cont-e8> The B swoops in to
the sq it cut off in its previous move, for good measure, in a
left-shifted repetition of the 2nd b-p # It has taken 9 full turns and a
half #np-8 to move everything over by f files, for an overall velocity of
2/9.5 = 0.21 files / turn; this is a slow and precise sequence to learn.
10…Kc8 <o-m>, mirroring 1-s #np-9 11. Nc5 ! the last 3 ply are
exact mirrors of 1.f-2.f 11…Kd8 breaking the mirroring as now an
eastward move is optimal 12. Nb7+! grabbing that tempo that we
were not able to in a hypothetical 3-f <see-above> 12…Kc8 <o-m>
$.b7-N 13. Kc6🛡 the astounding leaps from level 6 difficulty <r:
ECMEA> moves to level 1 within a 10 turn, both ends inclusive
range #np-10, with several jumps intermittently, makes this perhaps
harder than if all the moves were difficult #np-11 13…Kb8 <o-m> 14.
Kb6 ! Kc8 ! <D, 5> The K-garden, N-pawn’s, aligned partial | unit
#np-11 has left-shifted another 2, and this time, the B’s move to cut
off ⬜-sqs L from the f-K is a +; either way, a westward | coercion is
the outcome. 15. Be6+ Kb8 <o-m> Here, depending on the DT-50,
one can go with Laudic’s aesthetic | finish 16. Na5, reaching the
end of the zig zag path # Ka8 <o-m> 17. Bc8 <z.zwang-move!> to
set up a B+ on the a8-K #np-12 Kb8 <o-m> 18. Ba6!
<z.zwang-move, 2> Ka8 <o-m> this moment is the second initial b-p
#np-13 19. Bb7+ ! Kb8 <o-m> 20. Nc6# or, alternatively, 16. Bd7
<z.zwang-move!> Ka8 <o-m> 17. Nc5 !, breaking the pattern a bit,
increasing complexity and memorization load #np, but for a 1 turn
faster finish Kb8 <o-m> 18. Na6+ Ka8 19. Bc6# the B and N’s
positions are inverted in this finish path, the K occupies the b6-sq
either way, and the B delivers the final +, rather N #np-14. Post,
Laudic: Remember this final strike, the bishop will lose a tempo (no
knight can do this!) and the knight mates.

⭐ Directive: The B is more effective than the N in creating
zugzwang b-ps due to its ability to move dijacently and maintain
control of a diagonal range of sqs, whereas the N always swaps
out its entire set of effect-sqs with every move #np.

R: Ex-12: Only one out of 3 legal
moves here draws for f: 1. Kd8 $.e8-B
! <D> from here, only the e8-sq is not
cut off for the f-K, by the s-K and the
b6-N. This stalemate position, which
are generally | instructive, in
connection with their rarity, but this
one, in particular, reveals an important
postulate of effect <ch-3>: a zi
always affects the sq it vacates, in the
b-p succeeding its movement #np. This
property of zis puts the e8-B in a
dilemma, as, combined with the fact

that it is hangtacked and indefensible <ch-22>, must run, leaving the K
stalemated. Wikipedia <a-r> The position <D, sol> would also be

drawn if the knight were at a7 or e7
instead. MIC: We checked
Wikipedia’s claim against SF14+
NNUE and can validate this
additional postulate #
Ex-13: Müller, Lamprecht <a-r>
1. Kb2 Kd3 2. Nc3 Kd4 3. Kc2
Ke3 4. Nd5+ Kd4 5. Bb3 Ke4 6.
Kc3 Ke5 7. Kd3 Kf5 8. Kd4 Ke6 9.
Ne3+ Kf6 10. Bd5 Bg7 11. Ke5
Kg6 12. Be6 Kg7 13. Kf5 Kh6 14.
Ng4+ Kg7 15. Ne5 ! From this
square, the N can reach f7 and g6,

which is essential to be able to force Black’s king out of the ‘wrong’
corner. Kh6 16. Kf6 Kh7 17. Ng6 Kh6 <o-m> +-, rotated clockwise
by 90 degrees [D]
R: Ex-14:

Ex-15: 19…Nh4 => f3, d2 <bounce
1> ! 20. Rfd1 <cont-d2, run-fork>
! Nf3+ <bounce 2> ! 21. Kf1 <run
+> else 21…Nd2+ <clr + x
attackscovery <r: ch-34>> ! g5
<1:1> $.f4-B ! 22. Bc1 else permits
# Nd2+$ Nxh2+ <windmill!> 23.
Kg1 <o-m, else Bf3#-Boden’s!
(D)> Nf3+ 24. Kf1 Rg8 => g6
<2:1> temp-sack !
https://lichess.org/
LfXkkqqj/black#47

R: Ex-16: https://lichess.org/learn#/3/4
Qg1 the Q can start with xg1 or xg8, but xg8 first leaves the Q in a
dead end dilemma #n-p, when it arrives at h2: either its path dies at
g1 immediately, or it won’t be able to pick up this star at all. F can
circumvent this conundrum by starting in g1. Now, there are two
ways to get to h2 #, enter that star immediately, or pick it up via the

roundabout path xg8-a2<8.4
d-u>h2, which does not neglect g8
and a2 in the sweep, and now
xh5-b5-d3 Fin.v4-2.
Ex-17: The answer is d) [D]
R: Ex-18: https://www.chess.com/
game/live/52689591009
10. D4 <clr.cont-d1,d3>! -0.5 w/ 0.7
o-n d-24 SF14+ NNUE. The threat
was 10…Bd3
$.b5-N<hangtacked>,
$.f1-R<m.v=5>

https://emojiterra.com/p-button/
https://lichess.org/learn#/3/4
https://www.chess.com/game/live/52689591009
https://www.chess.com/game/live/52689591009
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Ex-19: 21…Ne5 $.c4-R ! refutes f’s last move; -2.1 Qh5, Red1, f4, Qe4,
Be4 -2.6 SF 14+ NNUE d-21 were better 22. Bxe5 (-3) <forced> Bxd5
(+3) <elimination !> <o-m> 23. Bxd6 Qxd6 24. R.c4-run ! and s has
forced a 12 point total liquidation https://lichess.org/jxVFht30/white#46
Ex-20: 25. Nh1🛡.f2-B <2:1> ! Rozman: Black has a massive armada; if
those pawns get rolling, it’s bad news for <Nakamura>. White needs to
find a way to configure the <nobles>, target the weaknesses <e5, e-g>, and
create | problems. The idea <24:24> is that maybe in the long run the N
will get to f2 <a-Bg3>. The game continued very instructively: e4 $.f3-N !
🛡.d3-B <1:2>, solidifying the B but also decreasing its mobility by 3. 26.
Nd4 Qg6 (+) ! 27. H4 ! with a flank counter-attack to s’s central |
dominance and, secondarily, to potentially trade | queens <Rozman> in
the now <2:1> g5-sq. Nc5 ? missing the point # slightly and losing a
critical initiative <ch-59> 28. h5$.g6-Q ! Qd6 <run $> 29. Bg4 ! and
now Nakamura is dancing | circles around the s.d3-B h6 30. Qe3
2.5 d-34 SF14+ NNUE, later 1-0. Fin-v2.

Additional resources:
Christensen, Clayton M., et al. How Will You Measure Your Life?
HarpersCollins, 2012.

- Christensen <back-cover> is the Kim B. Clark
Professor at Harvard Business School, the author of
seven books, a five-time recipient of the McKinsey Award
for Harvard Business Review’s best | article, and the
cofounder of four | companies, including the innovation |
consulting firm Innosight.

- Karen Dillon <co-author> was the editor of the Harvard
Business Review until 2011.
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Book-53: Superior-E: chpt-mn [400-800]:
Mini in depth: IM John Bartholomew: Key quote: “The higher I’ve gone in chess, the more I’ve appreciated the virtue of a single move. It’s
incredible how a stronger player can press you from opening to middle game, middle game to endgame just with that slight initiative by
virtue of a single tempo.” Educator’s Note: // Chapter Main: Assassination can be forced in a long-term way by simply gradually improving the
position of one’s pieces and having a higher total effect count as well as mobility than the enemy army, due to the principle of two or more
weaknesses, and the necessity of having only one more attacker than defender to overwhelm at any given point, as well as increased |
maneuverability to switch focuses that results from having greater mobility. == When an occupied square is a ren that is not able to or not
easily able to move from that square, the presence of one or any number of attackers fixes a corresponding number of defenders to that
square. If the attackers are able to occupy squares from which they have superior mobility to the defenders in their defense squares, then
there is an increased probability of assassination in the fixed point or another point because increased mobility correlates with increased
effect. IM John Bartholomew: “Pressure can be created by the opponent playing moves that limit your options. Every move in chess is a
question in that it provides you with a set of legal responses. A forcing move is one that greatly limits the number of possible responses, or
succeeding moves.” Quote Nimzo pg. 62 column 1 bottom, plus my written excerpt from book. // Insert example of superior effect from bishop
study video Gino, maybe link the lecture. Maybe an example where one player is up material, like an exchange, but due to superior effect he
wins back material, thereby proving that development above all else. https://lichess.org/4jTZDCYe3uNx Lots of thematic tactics on the frontier
here. Multiple puzzle rush tactics.

H3S1: Magnus Carlsen’s “Immortal Z-zwang Game”:
Intro: Our descendants will one day number the stars / And their descendants, the atoms of the Universe / The blood of our family line will
never cease its flow # For them we provide security and protection for all Time Hwang: I am the Great Mother who was prophesied from the
Start # My love pours out to my children without Bounds / | | My Husband is their | rock  and  foundation | / His Strength and my Heart is found
in them All 💕 Kong: Creation to me is an unquestionable Good / Participating in it grants One favor from the Gods / We are confident in the
Beauty of Existence <feels> To bring souls into our World, it must be a Gift. Chorus: Our descendants will one day number the stars / And our
Ancestors will watch down upon them from Above / Each one is precious to the Absolute. # A great Care was taken in molding their every
Cell. Hwang: Power and Benevolence constitute the Creative Force / A great deal of Will is required to create a new Being / The details of its
Life must be planned ahead of Time / We take great pride of user experience satisfaction 🤓 Kong: Like an old clay maker my hands sketch
Great Designs / My children to me are like Works of Architecture / Working together, they comprise a Magnificent Scaffold / And together, they
will serve the rest of All Beings Chorus, 2: Our descendants will soon number the planets / And our Forefathers will watch down upon them
from on high / Each one is cherished to the Absolute. # A great Love was taken in molding their every Part / Hwang, 3: A child remains Still
naive in their powers / A Well # of potential remains to be found Within / Learning the Tenets of Morality they will Grow / Operating within
Bounds is the Key to True Effectiveness Kong, 3: In a Universe of unbound space, all will find a Place <feels, 2> A Home they can claim as
their Own / A Family is a Home that one can always return into # With one, We can Never truly be Alone. Ref:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tt-c3VVOKns.

H3S2: Super-E w/o queens:
H3S3: In Depth: Grasso v. Hu | [1600]
A close encounter: A fictional story by Yakun Hu.

The spot that Jericho picked up Lauren. Jericho walks past the river
bridge to his Sunday night brewery, entering and removing his beanie at
the door. "Glory be to God." |=P The social password for his particular
position. Looking into Lauren's eyes with a steely eyed glance that
confirms his identity. |=P Lauren sits in her control room. Using auditory
brainstem response, she's able to partially control certain classes of
behaviors remotely. |=P "The splendor event earlier tonight could have
been a signal of revolution, or simply a militia proving a point in a
lawless society." "True." Said Lauren, processing the implications of this
conclusion for her own directives. In 90 seconds, Lauren heats up the
brim and, halfway through, pours the sizzling malt whiskey into Jericho's
cup, his usual, and closes the lid. Jericho walks over to the trash and
discards the liquid nitrogen drop inhibitor from the bottom of the cup,

activating a 100 degree cool for a refreshing taste. Perpendicular to Jericho's movement in completing this action is the line of sight of a
crossed-legged, skirt-rocking | Megan; she touches a toe to the ground to signal continuation with her left foot. Megan is an intern, simply
memorizing the steps, timing, and move order of the dance. Jericho takes Lauren's hand, leading her from the bar to the dance floor. Closing
in on her neckline, he whispers in her ear. Megan leaves. |=P Pressing the button, the trash automatically empties. Jericho glanced back over
the bar, as Lauren punches in the order for the next passenger. Leaving through the back door, he walks across the alt bridge to his parked
car. Beep beep. The car opens before he even gets in. Lauren’s in the passenger seat. |=P Ready? |=P First eyebrow raise of the car trip, but
Jericho obliges. He gets in, inserts the key, turns it, and thereby starts the ignition. |=P The city is Philadelphia, and Jericho is on his way to the
first round of the US Open, after having driven there with his girlfriend Lauren, who got a job at the bar locally using Gig, a futuristic application
that allows people who need to travel extendly to pick up some hustle money on the way there. Lauren, having just gotten off her Gig hours, is
ready to roll to the tournament location. |=P The pairings are out. |=P Who’s my opponent? |=P Grasso again, looks like, the NM. |=P Yeah I
know who that is.
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L: The view from their window as they head to the site
of the tournament in Jersey from Philadelphia. What
color am I playing? Black. Hmm.I need to find an
opening, something offbeat that gives me good
chances to win. Grasso is a strong opponent but
beatable and I don’t want to take a draw against him in
the first round. R: Figure X. Lauren and Jericho arrive
at the tournament hall in August, 2022.
Lauren takes a hit of 2022 Strawberry vapeTM and
uses ChessBase’s advanced analytics to find instances
that a <1% prevalence opening either defeated or had
winning chances against Grasso, using real human

probability weighted evaluation, and finds one particularly surprising result. |=P Here’s one from last year. Anon named “Yakun Hu”, about
1,500, had decent chances, even 0.0 by rhpwe, in the teens of the game playing a rare opening. Unlikely that Grasso has studied this game.
|=P Interesting. Let me see the scoresheet and their annotations. |=P Retrieving…database from the United States Open Championship in
2021, games with annotations…Grasso v. Hu,
annotations written by Hu postgame:

Dave Grasso <USCF
National Master> vs
Yakun Hu <USCF
~1500>

Philadelphia
2021 |=P “I’m like
woah but it’s so
simple.”
1. e4 c5 2. c3
Nc6 3. Nf3 f5!?
(o.b., LiChess
Masters)
Hu: this early
f-pawn challenge
of the e4 pawn in
the Sicilian
defense, typically

played on the second move following 1. e4 c5 2.
Nf3, can also be played on the 3rd, 4th, or a later
move of other Sicilian variations; in this case, …f5
was played against the Sicilian Alapin, which is
the variation of the Sicilian that the game
branched into after 2. c3, a move that aims to
support a later f.d2-d4 and, in the event of s.cxd4,
first can play f.cxd4, recapturing in the d4 square
with the c-pawn rather than a knight and
preserving the balance of central pawns (d.this),
whereas without the pawn on c3, s.cxd4 in the
Sicilian is predominantly recaptured by a knight or
queen, leading to the loss of a central pawn via
the trade of a non-central pawn, the second
c-pawn, for the first d-pawn. I’ve included a ply by
ply two variant pawn structure analysis of the two
alternatives below:
Two-Variant P-S Analysis of f.d4 in the Sicilian
in Alapin vs. Open Sicilian [D]: Back to the
moves of the game: 4. E5 With several options to
respond to the gambit, NM Grasso selects to
advance his pawn such that it is no longer in
tension with the f5 pawn, as neither pawn involved
in the tension will be able to capture the other
pawn after the e5 advance. Accepting the gambit
with 4. exf5 is another option, as is maintaining the
tension by not moving the e-pawn in turn 4f
(d.Notations, depth notation). 4…e6 (?!) A bit
passive already, NM Grasso in post game analysis
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(see below) suggested 4…d6, adding tension to the first player’s 5th rank pawn, which would be -1 effect in the resulting board position of
4…d6. 5. d4 cxd4! In the Sicilian #megod, I | always | capture on d4 with the c-pawn | when prompted |. 6. Cxd4 | “The point” | of the Alapin is
that the first player can recapture on d4 in the event of s.cxd4, preserving the balance of central pawns at least on the queen’s side. 6...Nge7
(!?) With the f6 square taken away by the e5 pawn, Ng8-e7-g6 <Chessable’s format for specific ply detached maneuvers> became my
preferred pathway for the knight’s development. The only issues with this plan, as Dave remarked after the game, is that it requires two tempi,
in part because the knight on e7 impedes the f8 Bishop and has to be shifted to g6 in order to complete the castling setup sequence: |P=
Castling setup sequence (n.) = the sequence of moves that have to be played in order to clear the squares between the King and the castling
rook and remove any effectors of the resulting square of the King of castling (#defd) and any squares between the resulting square and the
King’s pre-castling square, which is e1/8, always (#defd). 7. Nc3 ! A normal developing move, but has to be played anyway. Dave has not lost
much time yet (94:99 min), whereas I had been blitzing out the moves at this point. 7...Ng6 While the prior move was at best intriguing and at
worst dubious, the next move in the developmental sequence need not be questioned because the knight has already committed to a path
along e7, the inverse (#defd) of the sunk cost fallacy. |=P The inverse of the sunk cost fallacy is a commitment to a sequence | in which | there
is no opportunity to reassess continued investment, in which case the rational decision is to move forward as quickly as possible in order to
maximize rate of action, an inherent *good. |=P 8. h4 (!!) 84 <time marker>, -11 (#tihana, propagate this time notation) |=P My opponent
thought for 11 minutes to make this move in order to perform the retrieval tree described later in this section. 8...Bb4$(+) Developing the
Bishop, adding an offensive effect (+1) to the e.knight on c3, and pinning the knight via the establishment of MRCA (+) to the e1 K. 9. a$3 As
written in the scoresheet, my first time using this notation system over the board, Grasso kicks the s.d.s-B from its b4 post. 9…Ba5? For
NM-Grasso, this was the decisive mistake of the game, the one that sealed my fate. |=P Due to a confluence | of factors, I did not have a
tempo to spare here, even at  the cost of exchanging a Bishop, worth ~0.35 pp > Ns (valuation | MeGod). The factors included my choice of
opening, which accelerates the game, the necessity of the two tempo knight development due to 3. e5 (!, in hindsight, #defd below), |=P
Hindsight brilliancy (n.) = a move that was demonstrated to be brilliant by later moves but was not best objectively in the board position. |=P
and, perhaps most importantly, the mental | paradigm that Grasso retrieved from Alekhine v. Morrison (1944), which linearity reduced the
rate of my demise by about 5 moves. However, since 8. H4 dragged me into unfamiliar thoughts space | t.s. territory, I miss-evaluated, unlike
Grasso, the tempo urgency of the position. // next step: https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1012069 |=P During a lesson with
NM Elijah Logozar on 1/12/21, NM-Logozar made me aware of another game from early 20th century chess featuring the same thematic

h-pawn advance and bishop to g5 system in response to a passive second Kingside, Alekhine vs.
Rubinstein from The Hague (1921), branching from the QPG (D02) rather than the Sicilian:
Figure X (#tihana, need you to design and implement a figure notation system, probably resetting
once per chapter or section heading, and remove the X from all). Alekhine vs. Rubinstein 1921,
position after 10…Nge7. Ref: coverage of the game by NM Dan Heisman:
https://youtu.be/4XOCBRUbxP0 (a caption ref, #defd). With || three | independent trajectories |* to
reach an analogous position, we, as readers, are pulled into finding a categorical thread through
the positions after 8. H4 in Grasso vs. Hu 2021, 10…Nge7 in Alekhine. Rubenstein 1921, exactly
100 years apart, and Alekhine vs. Morrison 1944 after the bishop has stepped into f6 (see #TBP
diagram below). These board positions are located in a different depth in each game and yet, due
to theoretical understanding, we can strike a 🎯 through them all. == That dart, as previously and
subsequently referenced, is the | thematic | #defd weakening, unpreventable, of the second
player’s queenside by virtue of the 2x loss of tempo prior to the initiation of the weakening

sequence. A non-deducer may have attributed the weakening to <hinge> the reactionary move within the sequence, g6 or gxf6 depending on
the game ,<elab>,, depriving the h6 square of a contender from the weakened side, but the thread that runs through the three games,
specifically the 3-list of board positions within each of the 3 games at potentially different depths, nevertheless analogous, | ⇒ is in fact
attributable to earlier in the sequence, as well as the fact the particular plan chosen to punish it, a max | tempo blunder (#defd) | extraction,
also #defd**, ©Yeji. |=P *Note that the || a | b | paradigm | notation is recursive (#defd). // #tihana, and note this is in-line, so comment out only
the portion to the right of, ie. after, the //. **From now on, a purposeful double space is either | or defd either way a slight up significance.
Elaboration: Zooming into Alekhine v. Rubeinstein 1921:
“Slow and steady wins the Goddamned race.” |=P The choice of which of the 3 games to most deeply | elabalyze <elaborate x analyze, not

+>| into in order to extract the full juice out of the categorical thread | among the 3 | is
straightforward; the oldest game among the 3 has the most tangential fruits.
Figure X: position following 11...g6 in game. |=P The most awe inspiring thing about this position is
how lazy f appears with the uncastled King, h1 rook,  a pair  , and the lone h-pawn that rushed
itself two moves to h6. Yet, he is completely winning. |=P With this as the assumption | knowledge,
based on our understanding  of the outcome of the game but also was able to bring about demise
in 1921. It was in fact this moment that caused the entire chess world to pause for eight years, not
inhaling a single breath until Aron Nimzowitsch published the first German edition of My System,
Heil, in order to investigate the particulars of the exact position in the aforementioned screenshot
and the reason why at least fifty grandmasters gasped when they stopped watching the game in
the tournament hall to the moment that they found out the result was a resignation for Rubinstein
and not Alekhine. |=P In order to understand this apparent conundrum, which took an entire chess
world 8 years to unpack, during which time the game was seldom truly played, and which took 3

hours for Dave Grasso to fully explain to me following the game, and which we will try to resolve in the existing paragraph that has already
begun, we need to investigate the concept of Karma in chess, and the transference of Karma that must've taken place from one opponent to
the other as well as a phase change of the abstract form of tempo, a measurement rod ply, by the second player to essentially the
teleportation in position of the first H pawn to h5. We're just getting started.
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Prior to the f.H pawn’s martyr run up the H file to its
final dark square destination, it was recommended that
the second player take a prophylactic measure of
countering #defd the first player's strong and
developing center in the center with s.e5. It was in fact
the refusal to play ball by second that made it
justifiable to be punished in such a brutal way.
However, what was punished by the same measure in
the other two games and any analogous games, past
or future, even present in this case, was not the same |

crime against chess | , although it
could be or could've been. == The
vital importance of this potential
e5 thrust, as well as the
backwards rationalization
punishment for a lack of
prophylaxis, constituted the
profound point that halted in the
chess world. It is that strong play
in the center should be countered
by play in the flanks and,
conversely #defd, receiving an
attack on the wings is best
countered by a break in the
center, but rarely has punishment
on the wing  for a lack of break in
the center prior to the potentiality
of that push on the wing becoming

a potential reality  ever (=has never) been introduced as a form
of Karmic reward before, and certainly, if the Chess World were
righteous at the time, and by our backward deduction they were,
given the state of the game today, this point must've been
litigated to all Hell for 8 years. == Hard to believe, but this was
the resulting board position that caused Rubenstein to resign,
despite the fact that the game continue to checkmate many
moves later, with Alekhine having delivered the final blow R – 3
#. It is important to remember that the punishment aspect
connecting the 3 board positions includes not only the
precarious-for-both-sides position of the H pawn, but
undoubtedly favorable for the first player, but also the apparently
aggressive redevelopment of the infiltrating D-S.B to G5, a bold
hurl of a strong ren into contended enemy territory that is
typically unaccompanied n the opening phase. ==Suddenly,
things are looking terrible for black, but the objective difference
between this position and the one before it is a matter of only
two moves. == Don't be fooled by the apparent encroachment of
the second player’s pawns in this position, typically valuable, but
the first player has them safely blockaded with an astounding

diagonal Rook ♜ battery and, separately but about as equal important here, he's up in
exchange.

Post-mortem:
Figure X. The completed scoresheet from my side with post-mortem notes contributed by CU and I.Grasso, along with his flowery Hancock
signature. Ref: The Open Source Chess Dictionary. == Following the game, NM Grasso, in his graciousness as a certified National Master
Titled Player, equivalent to me as a high priest in a church or the VP of the company that I work for, pulled me aside and requested a 3 hour
analysis session | in which | a few kibitzers in the Cherry Hill Sheraton Hotel skittles room joined in. |=P During the session, NM.Grasso noted
that the 3…f5, a delayed Hu Gambit, move that I played in the game was a unique preparation and a novelty (Ref: OSC Dictionary <a-r>), the
first time that he had encountered both the position and the line, a sequence of moves, in an over-the-board game. As such, he graciously
|“|knighted|”| me and “heralded” the opening with the “moniker” “Hu Gambit”, ensuring my immortality in the halls of chess history, at least in
Europe. |=P More impressive than my opening preparation, however, which was rather extensive for this tournament, thanks to online platform
LiChess, the University of Buffalo Chess Club, and the Rochester Chess Club Saturday Tournaments hosted by USCF TD Kenneth
McBride, was the fact that NM-Grasso was able to out-kek this opening, which had been played against a strong Class A player in the
structurally similar Smith Morra Gambit a month prior, (Ref, in depth game against “Patrick Walker”), by leveraging his | middlegame
theoretical knowledge | alone. Indeed, the middlegame knowledge of a 700 point higher rated player was sufficient to out-undo 6 months of
opening preparation, which scored me both a board position and 25 minute time position advantage heading into turn 10 or so. ==
NM-Grasso revealed to me in the post-mortem that his primary idea in the game was drawn from Alekhine vs. Morrison in 1944 (ref:
Alekhine vs. Morrison coverage by TheBackYardProfessor YT, pub’d 8-14-11.), in which GM | WC Alekhine unleashed a “vicious” Kingside
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attack involving his dark square bishop and removal of the g-pawn’s contention of the dark squares on the Kingside. This idea fueled his
h4-h5-h6 thrust, followed by Bg5, creating a disastrously uncomfortable situation in which I was | relegated to passivity |.

Figure X. This was the tournament hall at the 2021, 121st US Open Championship in which GMs
and club patzers alike played in unison for 9 days. What is a post-mortem? X-ref: <ch-57 H2S5> A
post-mortem is an established procedure that two chess opponents can mutually agree upon, as
in one person proposes to enter a post-mortem and the other person must accept, a two-way
consent initiation of interaction, in order for it to happen. Once initiated, players tend to, but this is
not necessarily a requirement, establish a time box (n.) = a time period established by a start and
end point <red>, see below. |=P Time box (n.) = a time period established by a starting time and
ending time in which the purpose of action within that time period is to complete a task that is
defined in association with the time frame. |=P The purpose of a post-mortem is for | both | players
to elucidate what their thought process was at moments in the game that | either | player identifies
as critical, with the goal of continuing the information g.r (ref, ch-13 ethics #) that was established
at the start of the game. The subsequent conversation in English, rather than chess moves as a

language, allows each player to establish linearity in the breaks of the other player’s best moves. |=P The logic behind is that each player
specializes in a different area of chess theory, and the game is in part a frame battle between the two players to pilot the game into a domain
of possible board positions in which the player is maximally knowledgeable and the opponent is minimally so. As with advantages in material
and time, a psychological advantage of knowledge yields dividends, at some point, in the board evaluation and can lead to a win or favorable
draw. |=P When one player is able to win the frame battle and divert the game into an area of his own speciality, the opponent will || lose the
capacity to | fully comprehend the position | before making his move, due to the time limitation of chess <u> x </u> the linear progression of
logic, it is not possible for one player to surmise in <120 minutes what the other player studied for weeks, months, or even years. Therefore, at
the moment that the game enters || into the speciality | of one player |, the two players will no longer be operating at the same level of
abstraction, with one player in speciality operating in a higher level of abstraction (upkek, more granular) while the unspecialized player is
relegated to a reduced “downkek”, a simplified view that provides a  directive but does not result in complete understanding*. *In time
pressure, this situation may be reversed. (#publisher: add this as a footnote). |=P In the post-mortem, the stronger player has an opportunity to
sell his theoretical domain to the worse opponent, who in turn has an opportunity to “patch up” the hole that led to the break in his mind,
analogous to “fixing” a weak square in the board position, interesting analogy, #selfshill #megod #fellow #kids #lol. |=P The following screen
capture (#defd) by TheBackyardProfessor shows the dangers of an exposed dark square complex around the second player’s Kingside,
especially when paired with the first player’s active queen and d.s-B, both of which can roam freely in that complex, and combined with the
passivity of the second player's same domain ren.

Ref: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ChQTZMhqHt8. What is amazing, and this is the explanation for
how NM-Grasso was able to wrestle the game from my 6 month established opening frame, is  that he was
able to connect the board position after the 9-10th move or so in our game to this game from nearly a
hundred years ago, out of a catalog of tens of thousands or even hundreds of thousands of positions in his
brain, “by virtue of” a pattern revolving around a color complex weakness in the squares f6, g7, and h6, as
well as the “relative activity of both player's ren”, approximately the same order of complexity, multiplicatively
since there are two independent search vectors (ref: #tihana the section and chapter where I write about
retrieval pathways). Achieving this retrieval at the speed of classical chess, blindfold, a 100,000:1 search
with incredible precision, and a full extraction that included not only the correct position as well as the

procedure to follow, demonstrates a level of visual differential IQ that would score in the millions in the regular chart, but unfortunately, the
creators of the IQ graphs are too low to account for the abilities of guys like Dave, for by definition an exam cannot accurately measure one
more intelligent than the creator of the exam. Fin. Post-script: the game between myself and NM Grasso finished: 10. h$4 68 Bb6 95 (!) 11.
H$5 57 <-11 min> Ne7 92-min 12. h$6 56 g6 :( 93 13. B$g5 d6 85 :( 14. d$5 43 ! exd5 75 <-10 min> 15. N$xd5 43 dxe5 ! 70 16. N$xe7 40
Nxe7 68 17. Nx$e5 36 Qx$d1+ * 18. Rxd1 37 Be6 58 19. Bb5+ 36 Kf8 59 20. R$d6 33 Bb3 58 21. Rh3$ 33 Ba2 50 22. Rf6+ 31 Kg8 50 23.
Rxb6 31 axb6 49 24. Bxe7 31 1-0** 47 * CU: Misevaluated that I was not getting attacked anymore, thus did not look for the counter-attacking
Qd4! Mechanically consider all legal moves in unusual positions. ** Slight typo in the scoresheet.

Chpt-mn H3S4: Super-E che x bio, organ systems:
A well-coordinated | army is antifragile in that it does not depend on the operation of any individual | zi for its entire operation, analogous to
the human | body, which by the definition of natural selection, is built to survive a variety of anti-life conditions, including expecting the
unexpected # Fin-v1

Ch-53: Super-E H2S1: Siege [1,600]:
X-ref: <ch. 22 LP H2S1 Brute Force Crumble>Siege is related to the concept of brute force crumble, which
applies to a specific sq, and can include it, but in addition, can involve a siege of an entire line or region, not
only a sq, and the cause of the siege is not only inadequate defense, but also superior effect # of the
attacking side’s zi. |=P The outcome of a process of sieging the enemy’s position, over the course of 8-10
turns, gradually and progressively building up pressure via total effect will lead to #, as we calculated
quantitatively in Ch-24 H2S2 <hl>, the assignment of overloaded to an e-zi and therefore opportunity to
exploit via an overloading tactic, and we gave 3 such examples in Ch-24 Chpt-mn <hl>. Understanding the
definition of overloaded as well as the procedure for exploiting this property is vital to one’s play in siege to
achieve superior effect, as this property assigned to one’s army is futile unless one has also the tactical
means to take full advantage # Therefore, we recommend taking a glance at these sections in Ch-24 before
an in depth read of Ch-53 H2S1. === // Excerpt: siege, brute force crumble. The alignment between the
chess siege and a military one may be more than conceptual: And the politics kept changing. He was born
under a monarchy, lived through a revolution, a civil war, the brutal | collectivization and famine, the Terror,
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a second world war and a cold war, the end of the Stalin and a “thaw”, the malaise of the 1960s and 1970s, the Gorbachev reforms of glasnost

and perestroika…Soltis © 2014, Life + Games, Botvinnik. (D) 10. Nb5 $.c7-P,
d6-P launches a siege on the dark-sq | complex of the s.Q-side in
coordination with the f.f4-B $.d6-P ($) c7 and the f.c1-R $.c7-P 10…Nd5
🛡.c7-P 11. E4 $.d5-P ! threat moves a critical defender <ch-25> while an
attempted frame shift <ch-31 H2S3 H3S2> 10…c-Push fails either way # to
11. Nxd6+ <1:1, result>!

H3S1: Che siege x military research,
Op.D-Day 1944
Operation D-day, the subject of Saving Private Ryan <1998>, starring Matt
Damon <b-1970>, was a multinational coordination siege where the siege |
target was Normandy, France, codenamed as Omaha or Omaha Beach and
the initial squares of effect on the siege target are located on the southern
English coast rank, all # (D) Britannica <a-r> Eventually, on the morning of
June 5, Eisenhower <General, 1890 - 1969>, assured by chief |
meteorologist James Martin Stagg of a break <biblical> | in the weather,
announced, “O.K. We’ll go.” Within hours (!) an armada of 3,000 landing

craft, 2,500 other ships, and 500 naval | vessels -- <mass-attack r: ch-48 ex>—escorts and bombardment ships—began to leave English
ports. MIC: Mass attackers are entirely based on an overwhelm of forces, exactly the topic of a siege, and another famous example of siege
in World War 2 is the battle of Iwo Jima <Feb 19 - Mar 26 1945>, as depicted in Flags of Our Fathers <2006> and Letters from Iwo Jima
<2006> <a-r> MIC: According to Encyclopedia Britannica editor Michael Ray, a key advantage that the allies had on both the Atlantic and
Pacific fronts was increased mobility <ch-5> due to superior technology <r: ch-16, applied chess>, imagine playing with 5 Qs vs 5 Rs ! The
beaches of Normandy were Nazi-occupied prior to the D-day invasion due to the conquest of France <May 10 - June 25, 1940> 4 years
prior <a-r> and the allies were far pressed back due to the German | space advantage <ch-50> in Europe, and very much this battle was the
last chance to fight for | space in the war on the European | front. Part of the difficulty in the invasion is blasting through the various layers of
interposition along the beach, including mines, sand dunes, and barbed wire, leading to losses <320,000 German, 550,000 total (!)> on
both sides. Britannica: Meanwhile, the German | high command—in the absence of Rommel, who was home on leave—began to respond.
Hitler was initially unwilling to release the armored | divisions for a counterattack <ch-61 H2S2> The last bastion in the heavily fortified city
fell on June 28, and clearance <ch-35 H2S1> of the port began at once. The D-day invasion was only the initiation hinge <ch-8 H2S5,
connections> of the broader Normandy invasion and subsequent | recapture of France, and this is thematic in chess as well, as the
successful siege of | a key square in the e-camp will lead to further | dominoes falling, resulting ultimately in win | of material or #

Ch-53: Super-E H2S2: Strategic operations [1,200]:
Strategic Operations: The defining characteristic of computer chess in 2021 is the limitation of thinking depth on the part of the computer due
to its need to compensate, in its psychological position, for a lack of ability to think in terms of higher complexity but more information-reduced
paradigms, which its formidable human opponents are using constantly in each game, with excessive use of processing capacity and energy.
The overall strategy undertaken by the lower elo computer programmers in defeating their World Champion opponents has always been to
substitute the infinite, terminal depth of all the humans’ considerations with an equally ambitious shot at all-encompassing breadth, the
accounting for all possibility along the way prioritized over the need to think through to the end each time.  This property of computer chess
and in fact all computer gaming programs underlies their perception as high accuracy mistake checkers rather than masters of creativity
because the majority of their winning moves will be to catch mistakes made by human opponents made in a level of depth lower than the
depth of the overall deepest think the human had to make their respective moves. The point at which most intermediate players turn away
from computer chess as their primary training partner and begin to seek training partners online and over the board is the point at which their
ideas in games against Stockfish begin to regularly exceed the complexity of the mistakes they are making to lose, leading to a loss of that
feeling of productivity that guides the decisions of motivated individuals. |=P Earlier chapters have addressed the root causes of these
properties of computers, both in terms of the way they are programmed in terms of the relationships between software and hardware, as well
as programmer and product, and in terms of the fundamental | characteristics of their material composition: silicon and metal rather than
carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen. This sub chapter, in relation to the chapter and section that it is located within the book, will take a more
pragmatic approach and discuss actual means and measures that can be undertaken by humans to systematically defeat computers in chess,
without detracting from their efficacy as tools or sacrificing human ingenuity. The implications of a chapter that can empower humans to defeat
computers in chess in an age in which debates are had with respect to the co-involvement of humans and computers in politics due to
preliminary evidence that suggests their intellectual competence and, in certain cases, even superiority will certainly expand beyond chess
and breach domains such as legislation, theory of education, and user interface design. Recognition of these connected non-chess topics as
well as the connections between chess and these topics is required in order to process the complexity of the upcoming arguments and
methods. Strategical operations is the third epic in a story line called Man vs. Machine. Check out the previous epic, section Man vs. Machine
in Chapter: Reductions. |=P Strategic operations can be undertaken from any starting point within the game, and generally result in an
increase in the mobility or effect of one’s pieces, or the amount of space that is occupied via one’s pawn structure. As a result, strategic
operations and their outcome have a lot to do with the concept of active pieces and contribute, in certain cases, to superior effect
assassinations that occur over a dozen ply subsequent to the initiation of the strategic operation itself. Strategic operations are difficult to
understand initially for players who have trained exclusively alone, without coaches, using primarily online algorithms in the form of Stockfish
analysis, puzzle trainers, and online tournaments, because nothing matching its definition can be found in these spaces, whether
pedagogically or competitively. The rarity of their encounter, however, does not alone explain why they continue to be difficult to understand
once they are encountered within a chess context, and chess concepts frequently work like this; they are entirely missing from play at one
competitive level, and they cannot be understood absent some prior experience, often in another domain because they cannot be
encountered at one’s segregated level in chess, where they can be experienced safely and from the hands of stronger players due to the
inherent limitations of the higher ends of the normal distribution; however, once strategic operations are learned by more people, the scarcity
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of teaching resources problem will be solved consequently; the second domino need not be pushed itself. |=P The principle of object and
environment matching indicates that strategical operations are not needed in the environments in which they are absent, further indicating an
inherent level of weakness in those environments being as learners of strategic operations can attest to their ability to bring about superiority
in absolute terms among any chess techniques, and students who are identified as qualified to learn them are assigned to or contacted in
alternative environments in which strategic operations can be deployed, until they are given full clearance to play at tournaments in which their
use is authorized. The power of strategic operations lies not only in the fact that they allow one to quantify the aggregate improvement of
multiple moves that can be grouped together under a common goal such as improvement of the dark-squared bishop, but also in their inherent
effect as a calculation reducer: a single phrase that is their name refers to a chunk of half a dozen turns, allowing humans who are authorized
in their usage to think in leaps ahead of the lower classed “pure calculators”, checkers of breadth in a state of self-abrasive paranoia, and
continue to dominate the machinations of the cogs of the machine with shadow operations from above. |=P Recognize, for example, that a
skilled expert will constantly maintain a to-the-end evaluation (D.this-chapter.definitions) of every variation from the present board position,
simplifying comparative functions across the board as well as total requirement on variation capacity, and therefore thinking ahead of Stockfish
in all games in which the countdown to checkmate (D.S217-definitions) is above d.45, and that this to-the-end evaluation is comprised of a list
of strategic operations, and each strategic operation is itself a list of procedures; this list of lists paradigm should be familiar to those who have
completed a CS, computer science, 101 course. The bundling of steps in each operation allows the skilled expert to calculate with a broader
overall horizon without a greater unit variation capacity than Stockfish because the occupants of the skilled expert’s variation capacity are
primarily strategic operations that each carry ply weight of mean 6, whereas Stockfish can only think in terms of depth = 1 moves. Practicality
is another matter; whether or not the skilled expert is, beside a calculator, also a sufficiently skilled executor to succeed in all of the prescribed
ply weight of mean 6 strategic operations, without ahead of time knowing exactly the move order that may be encountered, does not entirely
verify or nullify his capacity to generate a correct winning line that is comprised of strategic operations in variations. |=P The arc of a strategic
operation in terms of its expanded depth, in terms of preparation, execution, and evaluation phases, was in part revealed by man’s encounter
with machine, as the need for a particular type of effector on the overall happenings on the board that could rule the machine, in that humans
could be superior in that type of effect and the superiority in that type of effect is sufficiently significant relative to all other types of effect,
necessitated a type of operation that could exploit the machine’s hardest limitation, its calculation depth, as a result of the various
inefficiencies that were cataloged in Educators guide⇒ Scholastics⇒ Using chess software ⇒ Stockfish. As a continuation upon this
previous argument, we at Chess University are qualified to believe that carbon-based computers by virtue of their elementary composition are
superior in quantum computing and as a result superior in the deployment of list of lists operation deployment systems in which the probability
of success of each component operation may have to be assessed and evaluated on an independent layer to the outcome calibration of the
calculation, such that a quantum middle way has to be maintained in which progress towards multiple potential outcomes is maintained until
the intermediate event that determines the game’s path through the branching point is reached. Stockfish, on the other hand, is not able to
differentially assign computing resources based on probabilistic and other evaluative calibrations, which is why its reduction proportion
(D.this-chapter.definitions) and therefore calculation depth is limited, leading to downhill exploitable vectors in the time position, as well as
other psychological position aspects. We also believe that there is a sufficient moat around these weaknesses in terms of their connection to
the very aspects of the existence of Stockfish to hedge our defensive capabilities on their exploitation. With this all in mind, we proceed.

In depth: AmazingFilms1971 (1020?) vs Stockfish level 8, 3000
https://lichess.org/HKcjJQf7, 2021

Figure X. I challenged Stockfish with a 1020 rating versus knight odds, starting board position. 1.d4 d5 2. c4
e6 3. Nc3 Nf6 4. cxd5 exd5 5. Bg5 c6 6.e3 h6 7. Bxf6 Qxf6 8. Nf3 Bd6 9. Bd3 Bg4 10. O-O O-O |=P My
defeat of Stockfish in this casual, knight odds game over LiChess servers, accessible via the link provided
above was enabled by the stepwise execution of the following strategic operations: 1) Develop normally
according to IM John Bartholomew’s 1. d4 repertoire, and continuing into the middle game with theory
provided in his course about the opening. 2) Seek an exchange of queens early on, and accept one
whenever provoked, even at the cost of up to 2 pawns in order to maintain a winning advantage. 3) Avoid
exchanges of pawns, as their prevalence tends to favor the material up side, with a larger set of win
conditions allowing flexibility in dodging the resistor’s drawing tricks. 4) Seek an exchange of rooks, minor
pieces, and knights, each a strategic operation of its own. 5) Advance pawns until a ⅓, ⅔, and full passer is
made, and continue the advancement of that passer, possibly as early as the middle game. 6) Promote the
passer, before any promotion by the opponent, using the superior effect provided by one’s extra minor piece,

the advantage maintained in material from the opening. This experiment provides evidence that supports the hypothesis that material
mediates win probability in chess, as the extra material provided to me, a lower rated opponent, was able to compensate for the +800 rating
gap, leading to a win as the game result. 7) Isolate the enemy King with the promoted queen and bring up the King; checkmate the enemy
King in the edge using a supported Dovetail or Swallow’s tail pattern. == The point is that any other game against Stockfish, even if we
changed the material imbalance from +knight to +bishop or forced me to play a different opening, could be played using this same strategic
roadmap, without preparing ahead of time the exact move on turn 50, by supplementing lower level move order verification with higher level
planning and execution, calibrating to the progression and completion of one leg in the strategic roadmap before initiating the next,
maintaining multiple operations simultaneously as one initiates before the close of another, and so forth. My ability to carry out these higher
order functions allows me to plan the game out far ahead of Stockfish, which does not understand that the completion of any of these
strategic operations is a soft losing condition much earlier than the last ply of its depth limit, or even understanding the concept of a soft losing
condition to begin with. This operation was also not particularly complex, as I picked it up from a Chess University 304 lecture with instructor
FIDE >= 2,000 Gino De Mon after 2-3 repetitions, and one can imagine that with a more complex operation, perhaps one that requires in
depth memorization with several hundred repetitions, that Stockfish could be defeated by me regularly with only a 2 pawn starting advantage
from any initial configuration.
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Figure X. Resulting position of 10...O-O. The preceding diagram was reached after the QGD 3...Be7 with 4.
cxd5, a recommendation of IM John Bartholomew’s free 1. d4 repertoire on Chessable; I was able to
reach a position that would have been approximately equal according to d.20 Stockfish after 10 moves
against the 3,000 rated opponent had the knight been on b8, but completely winning since it was absent.
First strategic operation complete. == The next step was to provoke a trade of queens, which occurred after
11. h3 Bxf3 12. Qxf3 Qxf3 13. gxf3, a sequence that featured me surrendering a half-isolated doubled pawn
weakness in my structure but in return, neutralized the middle game checkmate win condition for the
opponent as well as any late middle game to end game win conditions that emerge from possession of two
bishops, as well as simply 24 liquidation points (D.this-chapter.definitions). // [Diagram] g6 14. e4 Erecting a
buttress into a +2 effect square, with the prospect of swapping off a doubled f-pawn for a central pawn if
second pawncaps into the square. dxe4 [a surprising positional cession] 15. fxe4 Rfd8 16. Rad1 Bf8
//[Diagram] 17. Bc4 Exchanges are not always begotten by directly attacking an enemy target of exchange
and / or putting a friendly ren on offer, but also by piling up attackers on an independent enemy ren; the

burden of the defender (D.this-chapter.definitions), else vacating the square, is to supply a sufficient defender count to recapture in the square
in general, and this property of captures in chess allows the exchange friendly side to press forward more; in this case, the exchange friendly
side also has +1 effect due to extra material to further strain the defender in his burden, using his own attacker’s advantage (D.this). A sub
condition of these exchange operations is the necessity to set up a dilemma in which vacation of the square is also bad, either worse enough
to fall into accepting to exchange sequence or not quite that bad, but still worsening the exchange phobic player’s position somewhat. The
presence of these dilemmas connecting to a certain broad percentage of variations emanating from board positions that occurred in the game
erased a certain proportion of candidate moves for my exchange phobic opponent based on the condition, and that slight limitation in his
options, combined with the fact that certain c.ms for me would made viable by their provocation (D.this) of exchange, makes the positions in
which a favorable imbalance in exchange propensity (D.this) a certain percentage easier to play, and this property, which is a deduction of the
game mechanics themselves, is the driving force behind this strategic operation. The move Bc4 is useful in terms of effect and mobility, adding
0.5 defender to d4 by removing itself as an interposer, adding 1 mobility to the d1 rook as a result, and adding 2 to the bishop’s mobility, 4
along the second longest a2 - g8 diagonal, and affecting the only once defended f7 square in the King’s all-important run zone, a check
square. Note that these properties of the move, programmatically defined in Material IC, are not revealed by the Stockfish move suggestion
lists, in which Bc4 is listed as simply the best move at 7.2 p score along with Ne2 and Bc2. The +3 to the mobility of the first player’s army and
+2 in effect delta (+1.5 to white effect, + 1 attacker to f7 pawn and +0.5 defender to d4, and -0.5 attacker of the opponent with the bishop
escaping the d8 rook’s x-ray attack along the d-file) increase Stockfish’s defensive burden, and compels the enemy to catch up in effect, and
in establishing more defensive effects, the enemy also chains his pieces together in a convenient capture chain for the exchange friendly side,
a situation in which one potential downside of coordination is revealed. == Dilemmas are typically associated with coercion tactics, and are
discussed here, but is a logical paradigm that is clearly relevant to these exchange operations as well. Rd7 // [Diagram] 18. D5 Increasing the
value of the pawn as it crosses the moat +1 and reaches tension to become fully passed in the event of either d6 or cxd5, also known as

inevitably passed (D.this), padding the material advantage with properties taken into account. Rc8 19. dxc6
Rxd1 20. Rxd1 Rxc6 21.Bb3 Rd6 22. Rxd6 Bxd6 23. Bd5 b6 24. Nb5 After several additional successful
exchange operations of the rooks, which Stockfish had difficulty avoiding, something that can be avoided by
dialing up the contemptuousness factor in a desktop run of Stockfish according to IM John Bartholomew, but
is presently not adjustable in the LiChess server, I embarked on a game-specific operation to grab any
available space on the queenside and facilitate an exchange operation of the knight for the d6 bishop, since
the other bishop can never capture in a dark square, lest the less common exchange of prisoners (D.this)
exchange takes place, just to continue reducing the amount of total material on board. The knight jump
forces the bishop back to runfense the a7 pawn, its fellow double attacked. Bb8 25. a4 a6 26. Nc3 Be5 27.
Kg2 Following a quick race to mark off a perimeter with my already active pieces, I oblige to also bring up
my King into the struggle, keeping in mind that the endgame efficacy of the King is about 4.5 p-points,
indicating that it alone can generally defeat a minor noble, but perhaps not a rook as easily. Kg7 28. Kf3 g5
29. Kg4 His only win condition is promotion and I have a monumental edge thanks to the extra endgame

minor, so I opt to stash my King chip on the Kingside, opposing his, rather than allow him a favorable material imbalance in any region of the
board, since a promotion road is potentially narrow as the eye of the needle. Kg6 30. h4 h5+ 31. Kh3 Faced with the ball in a span of ping
pong pawn tension; my opponent opts to ignore and throws another pawn into the 2x2 cluster with a supported check h5. Stepping back to h3
stops any passed action by h-pawns for my opponent after an ensuing capture, otherwise I was content to leave the kingside edge and
knight’s files pawn situation as it was. f6 32. f3 a5 33. Nd1 Bd4 34. b3 In the past few moves, both sides have filled in as much of their
respective coloring patch as possible on the queenside, much like analogous space grabbing operations in Go that feature, at first, an initial
non-violent staking out and progressively enter into escalating encounters of tension as the implications of the battle in that territory increase
in significance. An additional caveat is that both sides have executed mini-operations to situate their pawns on the color complex, half of the
board accessible to a particular bishop labeled as light or dark, that is not occupied by the enemy bishop to minimize the opponent’s offensive
effect. This extends the countdown to checkmate, a global property of the board position that is not assigned to a particular player, by delaying
the resolution of matters on the queenside. Since my opponent’s pawns are only on his bishop’s color and thus not attackable by my opposite
colored bishop, only my knight can attack his pawns, and that’s insufficient to assassinate; this means that the 4 pawns and 3 minors on the
queenside are in a gridlock, and logically I need the King to be involved, somehow, to win, without this involvement allowing for black to
promote before me in almost all cases on the Kingside to preserve winning chances. Kg7 35. Bc6 Kf7 // [diagram] 36. Kg2 Attempting to free
the knight by adding the King as a contender of f2, and the opponent attraction delays this play via the attraction capture, exchange move
gxh4, which also works to my favor because it resolves the situation on the Kingside with me not giving up a passed pawn despite a slightly
weaker structure, having two pawn islands to one for the opponent. My objective in the remainder of the game with there being no pawn
majorities on the board and no non-majority breakthrough opportunities is to assassinate at least 1 enemy pawn with superior effect,
coordinating (d.this) my King, bishop, and knight on the bishop’s color and therefore light destination squares of attack and subsequently
create a passed pawn. Note the deployment of unexpected side operations in encounters of game situations that were the result of necessary
branching points as accounted for in the overall operation, which, if you examine the fine print, has a number of prequalifications. gxh4 37.



MIC: s-e r: Hu
Kh3 Heading back to the Kingside immediately after Kg2 seems like an apparent concession, but it was in fact I who compelled my opponent
to choose between a dilemma in either allowing my knight out of its jail on d1 or clarifying the Kingside situation, and the King simply needs to
follow along with my opponent’s decisions in this case. Ke6 38. Kxh4 Ke5 39. Be8 f5 40. Exf5 Kxf5 41. Bxh5 While my opponent’s bishop
keeps my knight hostage, my King and bishop capture in both color squares to score an extra f-passer, and the rest of the moves is simply a
matter of promoting to a queen and delivering checkmate. Kf4 42. Kh3 Ba1 43. Kg2 Bf6 44. Bf7 Bg7 45. Bd5 Bf6 46. Nf2 Be7 47. Nh3+ Ke5
48. Bc4 Bh4 49. Ng1 Kd4 50. Ne2+ Ke3 51. Kh3 Be1 52. Kg4 Bb4 53. f4 Ke4 54. Kg5 Bd2 55. Kg6 Bb4 56. f5 Ke5 57. f6 Ke4  58. f7 Bf8
59. Kh7 Ke5 60. Kg8 Bc5 61. f8=Q Bxf8 62. Kxf8 Kd6 63. Nc3 Kd7 64. Nd5 Kd6 65. Nxb6 Kc6 66. Nd5 Kc5 67. B4+ Kxc4 68. B5 Kxd5
69. Ke7 Kc5 70. Kd7 Kb4 71. Kc6 Kxa4 72. B6 Kb3?! 73. B7 Kc3?! 74. b8=Q Kd3 75. Qb5+?! Ke4 76. Qxa5 Kf3 77. Qe5 Kg4 78. Kd5 Kf3
79. Kd4 Kf2 80. Qe4 Kf1 81. Qe3 Kg2 82. Ke4 Kh2 83. Qf3 Kg1 84. Qe2 Kh1 85. Kf3 Kg1 86. Kg3 Kh1 87. Qh2# (!) Excerpt from a private
lesson between USCF Yakun Hu and IM John Bartholomew: Yakun: But again, that computer can't even play chess without being booted
up by a human. Like, there's like, three, there's like three to five different things that the computer Of course, you can even code the computer
to, like move the chess pieces. But someone still needs to say like, we're starting the game now. But like pressing a button that says we're
starting the game now. Um, and then so forth. IM John: Yeah, you need some guinea pigs. Now, if you're gonna test this out, that would be
great to see, like, use it on some beginners or near beginners, and see how this approach works.

H3S1: Generalizations on defeating Stockfish:
Stockfish deserves an extended | appearance in the superior-E chapter because strategic | ops is the action step for our proposals to defeat
the computer systematically with human players, and this cause is important to Chess University because the proper relegation of status for
Stockfish has positive pedagogical value, as expressed in the Educator’s Guide software section. The logic of list within a list applied to the
logic of variation⇔ evaluation calculation, which both sides were using, but only the human with list within a list add-on, allowed a roughly
1,600 strength blitz player with 1,400 at best understanding of endgames and variation capacity < 0.00001% that of Stockfish to defeat it,
simply because the logic of list within a list reduces the variation capacity requirement on depth limit, allowing its wielder to have a higher
depth limit without higher variation capacity. |=P In alignment, this overall strategy for game planning for Stockfish is a strategic operation to
attack an irredeemable flaw in Stockfish’s calculation ability as a result of both its hardware properties and the mathematical relationship
between knodes / second calculation speed and depth limit, due to the exponential increase in complexity with depth in chess. To put it
simply, at some point, making your computer twice as fast won’t get you that much deeper than the last time you made your computer twice as
fast, if you’re not also supplying your computer with more useful ways to think. The variation capacity to depth relationship in chess, which is
mediated by a logarithmic function, is a designed limiter on brute forcing a solution to the game with hardware because it’s conceivable that
the Universe lacks sufficient material to calculate the game to solution; this property can be viewed as analogous to proof of work stake
systems in cryptocurrencies, which prevents unintelligent attacks to extract intelligence by quickly scaling up the amount of cryptographic work
required to log in, in terms of hardware investment. |=P This property of the game reveals that Stockfish’s all-breadth | calculation scheme
is not the dominant calculation system that was meant to be used in chess, although effective and potentially useful at low depth limits in
particular tactical situations to eradicate the possibility of certain low frequency, easy to miss escape conditions either being used or covered,
one has to know when to turn it on, a requirement that quickly, in its own logarithmically scaling complexity with level of competition, outshines
in difficulty the task of conducting the calculation itself, otherwise the diminishing returns of variation capacity would not be a property of the
game. |=P For instance, there were very few moments during our game in which I evaluated that all-breadth calculation was necessary, and
when it was, it was rather swift as the depth count was low, and most exchanges were of the capture back to back variety, without any
complex multi capture sequences and / or zwischenzugs to add complex depth-wise (d.chapter-complexity_asymmetry). Stockfish certainly
did not press the game into directions in which all-breadth calculations were necessary, perhaps past my own complexity ceiling, in a way that
I would imagine an online cheater using Stockfish partially to do as a matter of fact, an interesting aside as that player is able to manipulate
the game in way that Stockfish cannot, perhaps itself an interesting homage to the fact that Stockfish itself is a tool, but in its own
psychological deficiency of seeking over compensation for its inflated performance, it is in turn exploited by the weak in a way that enhances
its playing ability, because Stockfish is unable to see itself as particularly strong at any one facet of the game such as all-breadth low depth, for
to see oneself as specialized is to admit weakness, and a World Champion is expected to be able to triumph in every type of encounter, and
chess players are especially savvy at amplifying the rate of occurrence of board positions in which the opponent scores poorly. However, the
online browser extension cheater, not engaged with the desired portrayal of the brand, simply aims to increase his elo without his rate of cheat
moves per game, and therefore aims to guide the game in his off cheat moves into board positions in which Stockfish’s impact, positively for
him, is amplified when it is used to supply a move, steering the game violently into over complexity variations, hoping to stumble upon one that
is sufficiently low depth and noisy for Stockfish to find a game changing gem, and then falling back to a handful of basic operations that can be
learned in the first week of play. |=P Continued success against computers of all kinds must rely on the architectural scaffolding laid out in this
chapter, with most likely a complex operation or set of operations to establish a material advantage required to defeat Stockfish from a
starting position with equal material, and with that forced material win most likely resulting from superior effect on a 6 - 10 move horizon, then
threat load on a 2 - 4 move horizon, then one of the thematic tactics that we learned on the execution horizon. Such strategic operations can
be planned out ahead of time, either in conjunction with or independently from opening theory, but certainly in addition to it since Stockfish
benefits from the usage of an opening database of millions of human master games, a resource independent of its calculation function that it
also gets to use, for the simple fact that the RAM it’s running on is connected via soldering to a hard drive that contains the opening database.
|=P In any case, we can identify a small set, as few as possible, and no more than the bounds of human memory and attention capacities, but
most likely 4-5 sets of sets of strategic operations, each with a list of 7-10 strategic operations, in addition to pre-qualifications that essentially
amounts to being about a 2,000 rated human player and familiar with concepts in this book, particularly conversion, reductions, and logic, as
well as an opening repertoire based on IM John Bartholomew’s 1. d4 course as a minimum. If the computer depth limit is expected to reach,
say, 60 in 2,100, then we can plan the total depth of the list of lists to be 61 or higher, with plans to make an extension before 2,100 is
reached, to remain ahead of the AI. However, due to the diminishing returns of variation capacity on depth limit (d.this), this depth limit will not
increase at the same speed forever, in fact less quickly every year, meaning that humans will have more and more time to extend the list of
strategic operations list each step of, let’s say, 10 in depth limit, and chess should have sufficient representation at these higher depths to give
playable openings to the humans. The rate of improvement in human ability to find more reductions that allow increased memorization, deeper
calculations using longer list of lists, and more importantly their increased ability to deploy these reductions in game due to superior hardware /
software integration, recall aforementioned reasons including the hardware’s ability to allow the software to rewire itself via neurogenesis, on
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the other hand, will not slow down in its rate of increase, and if the result of a future game depends on these rates functioning for both sides,
then humans will surely reclaim the throne in chess performance against machine.

H3S1: S/O Chpt-mn:
From the story of man versus machine covered in the chapter and the rest
of the 3 part epic Man vs. Machine, including the educator’s guide software
section and chapter 9: reductions, we can continue to envision strategic
operations as mighty higher dimensional weapons that we can deploy on
opponents, powerful as they may be in near term awareness, secretively
from long past their limits of depth vision, and we are uniquely equipped to
prepare the most powerful ones of our choosing before the game, along
with our own craftiness to maximize their effectiveness during the game.
|=P At this point, we have hopefully instilled in you the value of the virtue of
efficiency in chess, the idea that what is simplest is, in proper contexts,
coincident with best a [cont]. In depth: Cucka vs Jansa, Ostrava 1960
Game: considering the exchange of minors to the rook endgame with
superior king and rook activity, guaranteed assassinations, eliminating

other ren for a win. Figure X. Ref: Middle Games CHE 103 11/23/21, week 22 of course. In the above
diagram, the second player’s superior effect with the f2 rook, total 2.5 ren along the 2nd rank, can be
amplified by liquidating the minor pieces, which are relatively equivalent in this position, although an
argument could be had that the g7 bishop was superior and yet the amplification effect was still worth the
trade off. == The move also removes a theme for the opponent, any discoveries along the e-file. The
second player went on to pick up extra pawns and converted victory in the ensuing rook endgame.

Ch-53: H2S3, Restriction [1,600]:
Endgame in depth: Img-ref: the rook #7 and #8, cont’d d.defd, MCS Chessable by GM Hellsten.

Ch-53: Super-E H2S4: Opening theory Chpt-mn # [2,000]
It is always, though not always clear, that moves in the chess openings are based on certain definite ideas. These ideas form the
“background | and foundation”, while the moves themselves represent actual | construction. Reuben Fine, GM, Ph-D pg-1 <a-r> Pre-reading
operation: play 10 games of any time control with a partner using the following opening sets, potentially with an option, or the loser, to change
their setup before the next game, but always with at least one person using one of the setups, before moving on to read the rest of the section.
|=P An alternate opening state for learning about playing with idealized setups for both sides, one for white and one for black, presented in 3
formats: all pieces, only white, only black.

1. e4 is inherently a | gambit in that it thrusts a 4x defended pawn into an
undefended square, -4 effect, as one of only 2 tetra defended pawns for
each side in the initial board position with the d-pawn being the other, a risk
accepted in order to attain +4 mobility for the d1 queen and +5 for the f1
bishop. This analysis further reveals that gambits, at the core, are an
exchange of defensive effect of the gambitted object for increased mobility
for the gambitting side. |=P In comparison, 1. d4 is less of a gambit
because the exchange is -3 defensive effect, as the pawn remains
defended by the d1 queen, for +5 mobility of the c1 Bishop and +2 mobility
of the queen, a 25% reduction in effect loss and a 22% reduction in
mobility, but it's close. |=P e4 may be favored among younger players due
the potential of developing the queen to h5 and Bishop to c4 for a siege on

the f-pawn, which, like all non-central pawns in the standard start, are 1x defended, and hitting several of the thematic easy checkmates on
novice friends such as the Scholar's and Legal's, as well as any combinations that can arise in the Fried Liver. Post-script: Alt-purpose of
chess: to refute wrong ideas: Reuben Fine pg-1: But the man who knows that Black has neglected the center, deprived his KKt <ch-10
Chpt-mn H3S1 H4S1> of its best square, and weakened his King position will find it a simple matter to refute his opponent’s faulty play. The
bane of a logical player’s existence is a haphazard tactical blunder that destroyed his chances to refute profound positional mistakes by a less
experienced opponent, but 4th dimensional <r: ch-2 H2S5> time travel via analysis and return to tabiya # allows us to revisit those moments
again and drive our theoretical refutation home. Fin.

H2S4 H3S1: Che opening theor x math, stat [2 MM]:
An important counterpoint to the central thesis of Material in Chess, for which the thesis statement is presented in <ch-13 H2S3 H3S2>,
that chess is a purely | abstract science from which all logical operators originate, is found in the field of opening theory within chess
theory <fbno>, a field as ancient as chess theory itself, as the first published chess book contained both <r: ch-6 H2S1 H3S4, Lucena>
Opening theory is inductive rather than deductive because we have, for the past 600 years, lacked the necessary | computing power
whether biological or artificial # to deductively solve any positions from the development phase <ch-1 H2S1>, and therefore, we must use a
less peak intensive #np but overall less efficient method of trial and error to simply run a large number of simulation experiments under
control | and quantity #np-2 If it is favorable for White, theory concerns itself with the improvement of Black’s defensive possibilities.
Conversely, if, as is usually the case, it is even, the problem is to better White’s play. Fine, GM pg-4 <a-r> WIth this statement from Ben Fine
in 1943, chess establishes itself as a field of inductive science because its practitioners have demonstrated not only 1) gathering statistics <r:
ch-19 H2S3 H3S4, sci-method, collective data> but also 2) drawing conclusions Fin-v1.

H2S4 H3S2: Che opening d-bs x comp-sci, databases [0]:



MIC: s-e r: Hu

⭐ EZ-Directive: The central thesis of chess | opening theory is that f holds an advantage | by default and therefore s’s first task in a
game is to equalize before seeking an advantage, while seeking advantage before equality # is a form of attacker’s neglect ch-44 h2s3
https://lichess.org/WPHxXOLS/black#52

This thesis can be verified by an examination of the chess opening database, but before we do this, we need to understand how databases
work in the language of computer science: MIC: The first known instance of a tablebase, and perhaps database in general, was founded in
millennial Arabia: Murray <a-r> <pg-27> The Muslim MSS, not only contain a number of positions illustrating the end-game, but also
summarize the experience of players in tables which give the ordinary result when the players were left with the forces stated. Thus, the
Rook wins against Firz, and Pawn defended by the Firz, draws against the Knight, two Fils and Pawn, Queen and Firz, two Firzes, two
Knights and Firz. Some 130 cases are similarly | classified in all.

// ref some UB CS on dbs // ref some statistics about the size of the chess endgame tablebase,
another type of chess database : https://web.archive.org/web/20070928080350/
http://www.gadycosteff.com/eg/eg83.pdf Pg. 2 // also some data here:
https://centaur.reading.ac.uk/4561/1/ |
2001c_ICGA_J_TH_Ken_Thompson's_6-man_Tables.pdf. // here also:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ Endgame_tablebase#cite_note-72 <X-ref: ch. 16 H2S4 H3S2>

H2S4 H3S3: Chess MCO abridged, a short list of
classical openings:
Frequently a line which carries out the basic idea and is therefore strategically sound must be
rejected because there is a tactical refutation: it just won’t work. Fine, GM pg-5. This quote from
GM Fine explains why opening study on the level of specific theory and line memorization is
necessary because chess is a game of the macros as well as the micros #np and the alteration

of, for instance, a creeping move single adjacent or dijacent location of a zi can entirely change the character of a position by allowing or
disallowing an alignment tactic <sec-2>: The opening is titled by the b-p that results from the final move in the sequence.

H3S3 H4S1: The French Defense:
1. E4 The King’s Pawn’s Game Fine <pg-7>: Consequently, the task is to
compel the defender to give up his strong | center position, in other
words to abandon his P at K4, <which> cramps the enemy’s <nobles> and
creates valuable outposts at Q5 <d5> and KB5 <f5> <ch-21 H2S4>. e6
The French Defense. Fine <pg-8>: From the above it is clear that there are
two types of defense which Black may adopt in his “search for equality”.
The first is the strong point method, where he retains a P at K4 <e5> come
what may. The second is the counter-attack, where he relinquishes his
KP, but compels White to give up his KP as well, or to weaken his position
otherwise. (D) In the French Defense, s adopts the counter-point
method by declining to counter hang a P at K4/e5 and instead, effect
opposing # Pg-66: The French defense is ideal for a good | defensive

player. Because there are so many variations where Black must assume a temporarily | cramped position, some masters have felt - and
tried to demonstrate - that it is unsound, but ever and again the attacks have been made to recoil. Most of Black’s problems arise from the lack

of development
of his QB
(which explains
why the
opening has so
much in
common with
the Queen’s
Gambit) and of
his K-side.
White usually
tries to take
advantage of
his opponent’s
lack of room by
a K-side |
attack coupled
with a
cramping bind
in the center;
Black’s
defense
consists of a
center | break
and judicious |
development.
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From time to time it would appear that one side has the upper hand, but the balance is always | restored. One great merit of the opening is
that it affords plenty of scope for the imagination. Pg-67: For the next few moves there are three principal motifs for White: 1) Simplification;
2) keeping the tension in the center; 3) creation of the cramping P-chan with P-K5. In general, simplification is too simple and poses no | real
problems, while the trouble with the cramping P-chain is that it exposes White to an immediate counter-attack against his center Ps, which
usually results in disrupting them. However, the question as to whether the Ps can be maintained or not at Q4 and K5 at any given time can
only be answered tactically. Finally, the longer White can maintain the tension the better it is for him. Pg-68: A. simplification: 3…PxP. While
this avoids many pitfalls and difficulties, its weakness is that it abandons the center, so that Black can at best equalize after a long and hard
fight. The question then to be determined is whether Black will be able to play ….P-QB4 or not. It appears that he can, after 4 Kt x P, Kt - Q2;
5 Kt - KB3, KKt - B3; 6 Kt x Ktch, KtxK; 7 B-Q3, P-B4!; 8 PxP, BxP; 9 O-O, O-O; 10 B-KKt5, P-QKt3; 11 Q-K2, B-Kt2; 12 QR-Q1 (D, R).
While black’s game is playable it is not wholly | satisfactory. White has the majority of Ps on the Q-side (a great endgame | advantage), a
possible K-side attack. Game: Viswanathan Anand 2779 F, GM vs Boris Gelfand 2733 F, GM <a-r> A selection of positions from the
French <pg-72/3>: Hindi, via : aman___97 1. E4 द �कं�स पॉन गेम फाइन <pg-7> : नतीजतन, काय� �डफ� डर को अपने मजबतू को छोड़ने के �लए मजबरू
करना है | क� � क� ि�थ�त-दसूरे श�द� म�, K4 पर अपने P को छोड़ने के �लए क� � क� ि�थ�त, द�ुमन क� ऐंठन और Q5 और KB5 पर म�ूयवान चौक� बनाता है। e6
�ांसीसी र�ा। ल�लत: ऊपर से यह �प�ट है �क दो �कार क� र�ा है िजसे �लकै अपनी "समानता क� खोज" म� अपना सकता है। पहल� मजबतू �बदं ु�व�ध है, जहां वह K4
पर P को बरकरार रखता है, जो भी हो सकता है। दसूरा जवाबी हमला है, जहां वह अपने केपी को छोड़ देता है, ले�कन �हाइट को अपना केपी भी छोड़ने के �लए मजबरू
करता है, या अ�यथा अपनी ि�थ�त को कमजोर करता है। (डी) �ांसीसी र�ा म�, के4/ई5 पर एक पी को काउंटर करने के �लए काउंटर-पॉइंट �व�ध को अपनाता है और
इसके बजाय, # पीजी -66 का �वरोध करता है: �ांसीसी र�ा एक अ�छे के �लए आदश� है | र�ा�मक �खलाड़ी। �य��क ऐसे कई �प ह� जहां �लकै को अ�थायी �प से
�हण करना चा�हए | तगं ि�थ�त, कुछ �वामी ने महससू �कया है - और �द�श�त करने क� को�शश क� है - �क यह अ�व�थ है, ले�कन हमेशा और �फर से एमआईसी:
एस-ई आर: हू हमल� को पीछे हटने के �लए बनाया गया है। �लकै क� अ�धकांश सम�याएं उसके �यबूी के �वकास क� कमी से उ�प�न होती ह� (जो बताती है �क रानी के
गिै�बट के साथ उ�घाटन इतना आम �य� है) और उसके के-साइड। �हाइट आमतौर पर के-साइड �वारा अपने ��त�व�ंवी के कमरे क� कमी का फायदा उठाने क� को�शश
करता है | क� � म� एक ऐंठन बाँध के साथ �मलकर हमला; �लकै क� र�ा म� एक क� � होता है | �वराम और �ववेकपणू� | �वकास। समय-समय पर ऐसा �तीत होता है �क एक
प� का ऊपर� हाथ है, ले�कन संतलुन हमेशा होता है | बहाल। उ�घाटन का एक बड़ा गुण यह है �क यह क�पना के �लए काफ� गंुजाइश देता है। Pg-67: अगले कुछ कदम�
के �लए �हाइट के �लए तीन �मखु �प ह�: 1) सरल�करण; 2) तनाव को क� � म� रखत ेहुए; 3) P-K5 के साथ ऐंठन P-चान का �नमा�ण। सामा�य तौर पर, सरल�करण बहुत
सरल है और इसका कोई मतलब नह�ं है | वा�त�वक सम�याएं, जब�क ऐंठन पी-चेन के साथ सम�या यह है �क यह �हाइट को अपने क� � पीएस के �खलाफ त�काल
जवाबी हमले के �लए उजागर करता है, िजसके प�रणाम�व�प आमतौर पर उ�ह� बा�धत �कया जाता है। हालाँ�क, इस ��न का उ�र �दया जा सकता है �क �कसी भी
समय Q4 और K5 पर Ps को बनाए रखा जा सकता है या नह�ं। अतं म�, �हाइट िजतना लबंा तनाव बनाए रख सकता है, उसके �लए उतना ह� बेहतर है। Pg-68: A.
सरल�करण: 3…PxP। हालां�क यह कई नकुसान और क�ठनाइय� से बचाता है, इसक� कमजोर� यह है �क यह क� � को छोड़ देता है, ता�क �लकै एक लबंी और कड़ी लड़ाई
के बाद बराबर� कर सके। �फर सवाल यह तय �कया जाना है �क �या �लकै खेल पाएगा...पी-�यबूी4 या नह�ं। ऐसा �तीत होता है �क वह 4 Kt x P, Kt - Q2 के बाद कर
सकता है; 5 केट� - केबी 3, केकेट� - बी 3; 6 केट� ए�स केट�च, केट�ए�सके; 7 बी-�य3ू, पी-बी4!; 8 पीए�सपी, बीए�सपी; 9 ओ-ओ, ओ-ओ; 10 बी-केकेट�5,
पी-�यकेूट�3; 11 �य-ूके2, बी-केट�2; 12 �यआूर-�य1ू (डी, आर)। जब�क �लकै का खेल खेलने यो�य है, यह परू� तरह से नह�ं है | सतंोषजनक। �हाइट के पास Q-साइड
पर Ps का बहुमत है (एक महान एंडगेम | लाभ), एक सभंा�वत K-साइड अटैक। खेल: �व�वनाथन आनंद 2779 एफ, जीएम बनाम बो�रस गेलफ� ड 2733 एफ, जीएम �� च
से पद� का चयन: <pg-72/3>;

H3S3 H4S2: The Pirc Defense:
1. E4 d6
H3S3 H4S3: Reti’s Opening:
1. Nf3 d5 2. C4 $e.$,d5-P !
H3S3 H4S4: Alekhine’s Defense:
1. E4 Nf6 $e4-P ! x-ref: <ch. 41 H2S2> Fine, pg-5: “In the Alekhine’s Defense, Black allows White to build up a powerful | pawn center not
because he believes such a center is bad, but because he is convinced that he will be able to crack it sooner or later. Consequently, among
other things in some openings, we must examine how long | a given advantage will last” x: ch-59, initiative. Pg-95: It is only obvious that this
defense represents a radical break from the classical tradition, which insisted that nothing could be done without a firm Pawn basis in the
center. Historically, it was the first of the hypermodern <ch-this H2S4 H3S8> | lines to be taken seriously. As such, it helped to clarify the
notions of what a good and bad center are. The basic idea - a “great contribution” to chess thought - is to tempt the White Pawns on <ch-55,
overextension> in the hope that they will become weak. Fine pg-210, post-script: Again, the defender must be careful not to be taken off
guard. Essentially the idea is the same as that in Alekhine’s Defense or some branches of the Indian; the only difference is that this time
White is playing a come-hither-my-darling-and-let-me-snare-you game with Black, instead of the reverse. It is no accident that many
masters who are addicted to such defenses for Black also like Reti’s for White. Continue this 🚂 in H3S7, English |= Reti family.

H3S3 H4S5: Philidor Defense:
1. E4 e5 the Double King Pawn’s Game, the King’s Pawn Open Game, or the strong-point method - Fine
2. Nf3 d6 (D, ref: pg-150, NM Pandolfini a-r> Fine pg-9: I. Center Game: 1. P-K4 P-K4 2 P-Q4, a
<counter-point>: this represents the most direct application of our theories, for Black is forced to make an
immediate decision. MIC: In contrast, the Philidor | main line 3. D4 exd4 4. Nxd4, with an “ideal Pawn
skeleton” for f - Fine, it is s move when such a structure is achieved and s can continue solidly with 4…Nf6
5. Nc3 Be7 🛡.f6-N with a modest 40.9% score according to Shredder o-db. Fine pg-45: This is the strong
point defense reduced to its essentials. It has the outstanding merit of that type of game - solidity - and it
has its outstanding demerit - lack of mobility. Black must be on his guard against a number of traps, all
based on the weakness of his KB2 and his cramped K position. On the normal course 3 P-Q4, B-Kt5?, e.g.,
leads to the loss of a Pawn after 4 PxP, BxKt; 5 QxB, PxP; 6 B-QB4, Kt-KB3; 7 Q-QKt3, etc. Likewise on 3
P-Q4, Kt-Q2; 4 B-QB4, B-K2?; 5 PxP, PxP; 6 Q-Q5 is immediately disastrous. Pg-46: Black may follow one
of two lines to get some counterplay: after due preparation …. PxP and pressure on the White KP, or
maneuver his Kt to KB5 <f4>. White can proceed by opening some lines (especially with P-KB4 <f-F4>) and
securing an attack. All told, such positions offer the defender little promise against a person equipped with
modern technique. Pg-46: The abandonment of the center with 3… PxP is sometimes seen, but

nevertheless bad, since Black gets nothing in return. White can recapture with either Kt or Q and secures an ideal development. Fin.



MIC: s-e r: Hu
H3S3 H4S6: Petrov’s Defense:

1. E4 e5 2. Nf3 Nf6 Fine pg-47: Here we have the counter-attack in its most elemental form. Again the
usual advantages and disadvantages appear: Black develops quickly, but at the cost of a rather loose
position. Omitting transpositions into other openings (eg., 3 Kt - B3, Kt-QB3; or 3 Kt-B3, B-Kt5), there are
only two possibilities for White if he is to try to secure an advantage: 3 KtxP and 3 P-Q4, both designed to
gain the upper hand in the center immediately. Pg-47: The alternative 5 Q-K2 on White’s 5th move is
designed to exploit the extra move in an endgame. So slight a superiority, however, is too little to win against
modern | technique. A typical line is 5 Q-K2, Q-K2; 6 P-Q3, Kt-KB3; 7 B-Kt5, QxQch; 8 BxQ, B-K2; 9
Kt-B3, B-Q2; 10 O-O-O, P-KR3!; 11 B-R4, Kt-B3, etc. (D) Game: GM Nigel Short <F 2683> vs GM
Viswanathan Anand <F 2769> https://lichess.org/UNBcX176 r: ½ ½ 1.28-2000 Post: Still, 5…P-Q4! Is an
adequate | reply because the White | Queen is too exposed. Black secures a rather cramped position, but
since he has no organic | weaknesses his game is not too bad. Hindi, <aman___97>: 1. E4 e5 2. Nf3 Nf6
फाइन पीजी -47: यहां हमारे पास सबसे मौ�लक �प म� जवाबी हमला है। �फर से सामा�य फायदे और नकुसान �दखाई देते ह�:

काला ज�द� �वक�सत होता है, ले�कन एक ढ�ल� ि�थ�त क� क�मत पर। अ�य उ�घाटन (उदाहरण के �लए, 3 केट� - बी 3, केट�-�यबूी 3; या 3 केट�-बी 3, बी-केट� 5) म�
�थानांतरण को छोड़कर, �हाइट के �लए केवल दो संभावनाएं ह� य�द वह एक लाभ हा�सल करने का �यास करना चाहता है: 3 केट�ए�सपी और 3 P-Q4, दोन� को तरंुत
क� � म� ऊपर� हाथ हा�सल करने के �लए �डज़ाइन �कया गया है। पीजी -47: �हाइट क� 5 वीं चाल पर वकैि�पक 5 �य-ूके 2 को एंडगेम म� अ�त�र�त चाल का फायदा
उठाने के �लए �डज़ाइन �कया गया है। इतनी मामलू� �े�ठता, हालां�क, आध�ुनक के �खलाफ जीतने के �लए बहुत कम है | तकनीक। एक �व�श�ट रेखा 5 Q-K2, Q-K2
है; 6 पी-�य3ू, केट�-केबी3; 7 बी-केट�5, �यएू�स�यचू; 8 बीए�स�य,ू बी-के2; 9 केट�-बी3, बी-�य2ू; 10 ओ-ओ-ओ, पी-केआर3!; 11 बी-आर4, केट�-बी3, आ�द (डी)
गेम: जीएम �नगेल शॉट� बनाम जीएम �व�वनाथन आनंद https://lichess.org/UNBcX176 आर: ½ ½ 1.28-2000 पो�ट: �फर भी, 5…पी-�य4ू! पया��त है | उ�र
�य��क �हाइट | रानी भी उजागर है। �लकै काफ� तगं ि�थ�त हा�सल करता है, ले�कन चू�ंक उसके पास कोई ऑग��नक नह�ं है | कमजो�रयां उसका खेल बहुत बरुा नह�ं है।
H3S3 H4S7: Giuoco Piano: Italian: “Quiet game”, b.16th-century <Wikipedia>:
1. E4 e5 2. Nf3 nc6 3. Bc4 At this point we have entered the Italian Game. Bc5 at ply.6-r, we are in the i.b-p of the Giuoco Piano: Fine pg-13:
The two openings which follow - Giuoco Piano (and variants) and Ruy Lopez are indeed the chief ones in this chapter because they hold
out most | hope of an advantage <1943>. Wikipedia: Rodrigo "Ruy" López de Segura <1530 – 1580> was a Spanish chess player,
author, and Catholic priest whose 1561 treatise Libro de la invención liberal y Arte del juego del Axedrez <chess>, translated “Book of the

liberal | invention and art of the game of chess” was one of the first books about modern chess in Europe.
He made great contributions to chess opening theory, including in the King's Gambit and the Ruy López (or
Spanish) opening that bears his name. López was also the strongest player in Spain for about 20 years.
Fine <pg-13>: Here White takes a somewhat different tack: he will defer the advance of his QP until it is
supported by his QBP, so that he will always be able to retain a P at Q4. Against extremely negligent |
defense the two center | Ps will be a crushing steamroller🚚🚚. A strong line: 4 P-B3, Kt-B3; 5P-Q4, PxP;
6 PxP <H-Nakamura 2799 F vs A-Giri 2776 F, 5.16-2015, FIDE Grand Prix Khanty-Mansiysk
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1791988> B-Kt3?; 7 P-Q5 <choo-choo!> , Kt-QKt1 :(; 8
P-K5 <choo-choo! now 3.2 w/ d-21 SF14+ NNUE> , Kt-Kt1; 9 O-O, Kt-K2; 10 P-Q6 <choo-choo!> , Kt-Kt3; 11
Kt - Kt5, O-O 12 Q - R5 (D) and Black will soon have to give up his Q to avoid a mate. Fine <pg-13>: To
avert such eventualities, Black must have recourse to one of the two | old standbys - counter-attack, or
strong point defense <ch-61 H2S2> The more promising of these is the counter-attack. First, we must

note that the normal line 4 P-B3, Kt-B3; 5 P-Q4, PxP; 6 PxP, B-Kt5ch; 7 B-Q2, BxBch; 8 QKt x B, P-Q4! breaks up the center and | thereby
equalizes immediately. White must therefore resort to a P-sack <ch-22 Chpt-mn, gambits> which branches off <r: ch-15, depth fork H2S3>
into two main lines at an early stage. This runs: 4 P-B3; Kt-B3!; 5 P-Q4, PxP; 6 PxP, B-Kt5ch!; 7 Kt-B3!, KtxKP; 8 O-O. Black can now pursue
one of two | policies; return the extra material quickly and be content with a draw (a common procedure against gambits) or retrain the extra
P at the cost of allowing White a strong attack. Fin. Post, Fine-15: nothing better has ever been found for Black than the above lines. White’s
most important endeavor to strengthen the bind <r: Maroczy, below> is 7 K-B1! (instead of 7 Kt-B3). One negative merit of this variant is that
it is little known. On the normal 7…KtxKP; 8 P-Q5, Kt-K2 9 Q-Q4 White evidently secures tangible pressure for the P. Fin.

H3S3 H4S8: The Scotch Game:
1. E4 e5 2. Nf3 Nc6 3. D4 (D, l) (d, R) the main line continues exd4 (-1) 4.
Nxd4 (0) Nf6 <C45> 5. Nc3 Bb4 6. Nxc6 (-3) bxc6 (0) 7. Bd3 d5 8. exd5
(-1) cxd5 (0) 9. O-O O-O 10. Bg5 c6 11. Qf3 Be7 12. Rae1 Be6 13. h3
Rb8 14. Nd1 Re8 0.0 d-23 SF14+ NNUE Game: Juan Armando Rohl
Montes <2415, VEN, IM> vs Alberto Rivera <2440, IM> 1997 result = ½
½ Fine, 10: The position reached is approximately even: White has
somewhat more freedom for his pieces, which is counterbalanced by
Black’s | stronger center P. Consequently this is one of those cases where
both sides have searched for improvements: White to strengthen | his
bind, Black to ease | the defense. MIC: The Scotch Game introduces a
<2:2> e-d sq by ply 5-r, whereas in 5-i #np that sq was <1.5:1>, some
exploration of complexity <ch-45> and x-ray contender | theory, a partial
ray clearance <ch-35 H2S4> for +0.5 🛡-d4 by the f.d1-Q. Fine, 11/2:

Attempts at improvement (based chiefly on the fact that Black’s QBP is temporarily undefended) are thus to be expected from White. Perhaps
the most valuable is 7 Q-Q2, P-Q4; 8 Kt-Kt5, BxB; 9 QxB, O-O; 10 Kt-Q2, PxP; 11 Kt x KP, Q-K4; 12 O-O-O with fair opportunities for both
sides. Note here that White cannot afford to take the proffered Pawns because his development is too backward. Other tries are much less
likely to succeed. Fin- Scotch.

https://lichess.org/UNBcX176
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H3S3 H4S9: The Two Knights Defense:
1. E4 e5 2. Nf3 nc6 3. Bc4 Nf6. First recorded by Polerio <an Italian chess theoretician> in the late 16th
century, this line of the Italian Game was extensively developed in the 19th century. Black's third move is
a more aggressive defense than the Giuoco Piano. Ref: Wikipedia. The Two Knights game is a depth
fork # of the Italian Game where rather 3…Bc5 <Giuoco Piano> we play 3…Nf6. Fine pg-17: There is no
variation of the Giuoco Piano where White does not secure and retain the initiative for quite a while, though
in some cases he must give up a P to do so. To avoid this and other bad features Black may develop his Kt
first. Though it is not usually classed as such, this opening is in reality a gambit. However, it differs from the
more convenient gambits in that Black sacrifices a P in order to have a greater say in the course of events
and lead into a more comfortable position than would otherwise be the case. (D) - pg 18, Fine. Examination
of the last variation shows that all White’s difficulties arise from his inability to get his pieces out in a
reasonable manner. First the Kt is misplaced at Q3, then he cannot castle, then he must weaken his Pawns,
etc. But if he chooses 11 P-KB4! Instead of 11 P-Q4, and prepares to give back the extra Pawn, he can
secure a clear superiority. For now 11…PxP e-p.; 12 Kt x P(KB3) leaves the Kt on its natural square, while
after 11…O-O; 12 Kt - QB3, Q-B2; 13 O-O!, BxKt; 14 PxB, QxP; 15 P-Q4, PxP e-p.; 16 QxP ! Black’s pawn

position is ruined, his QKt is out of play and his opponent has the advantage of two Bishops in an open game - a crushing handicap. Pg-20: It
may be said that the strategy underlying the Two Knight’s is simple, but that the tactical | execution is always complicated. There is a
constant see-saw of improvements for both sides with the balance in White’s favor. However, it is by no means inconceivable that some
time-honored variations may be upset here. Fin.

H3S3 H4S10: Vienna Game:
1. E4 e5 2. Nc3 H4S8 Fin. Some openings in this list are named after a last move by s, some by f; generally, openings titled defenses within
chess opening theory are entered into by a move choice from an s move b-p, while attacks have an i.b-p in which f had the preceding move #

Fine pg-50: Again the road is left clear for the advance of the KBP - this explains why the Vienna Game,
Bishop’s Opening and King’s Gambit Declined are so intimately connected. As usual, the most effective
counter for Black is 2…Kt - KB3, threatening P-Q4 <s-d5>. If he wishes to get the better of it, White must try
either 3 P-B4 or 3 B-B4; otherwise 3…P-Q4 (eg. on 3 P-KKt3) equalizes without any trouble. MIC: the main
line continues: 3…d5 $.e-4, e4-P ! 4. Fxe5 (+1) Nxe4 (-1) 5. Nf3 🛡.e5-P (D) pg-51. I. 5…B-QKt5 is
obviously meant to prevent P-Q3. If White tries to develop normally with 6. B-K2, O-O; 7 O-O, Kt-QB3!, he
does get the worst of it, since he must resort to artificial measures to get his B out. But instead 6 Q-K2!
Compels Black to get rid of his Kt, when 6…Kt x Kt; 7 QP X Kt, B-K2; 8 B-B4, P-QB4; 9 O-O-O ! gives
White good attacking possibilities. The advantage of castling on opposite sides is that the Ps may be
advanced without exposing one’s own King. Further, White’s King has an extra Pawn for protection here.
Post: On the whole, Black has a variety of good defenses to choose from. Fine - 52. Historical openings
total post: In the search for White’s superiority, we have now come to the point where it is seen that the most
direct methods fail. To strengthen the attack, White must threaten something. Total post, 2: Because the
Giuoco Piano lacks punch, Black may resort to the speculative Two Knights’ Defense, 3…Kt-KB3, instead
of the more routine 3…B-B4. If White accepts the Pawn proffered, his only hope of getting the better of it - he
is subjected to a difficult attack. It is no accident that Black’s counter-action is initiated by the natural ….P-Q4.

Yet analysis and practice indicate that White can come out with a considerable | superiority by adopting the type of defense which is always
effective against gambits - returning the extra Pawn for the sake of superior development. All the same, some unusual lines in the Two
Knights’ furnish a welcome opportunity for the exercise of the imagination.

H2S4 H3S4: Historical setups from the older Muslim game:
The following positions are taken from H.J.R Murray’s A Short History of Chess <r: ch-0 H2S7 H3S3>, which is itself a secondary source of
works by older Muslim treatises on chess by Aṣ-Ṣūti and Al - ‘Adl ī <Murray pg-16>

L: The Mujannah (the ‘winged’ / ‘flanked’); “s takes care to secure that his pawns should reach KB4 and QB4 <r: ch-10 Chpt-mn H3S1 H4S1>
before the opponent has time to occupy these squares.” M: The Sayyāl (the ‘Torrent’); “the advanced KKTP serves as a base for the advance
of the ‘torrent’ pawn to KBS.” R: The Mashā’īkhī (the ‘Sheikh’s Opening’)
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L: The Saif (the ‘Sword’) M: The Muwashsha (the ‘richly girdled’) R: Al-Mutalāḥiq (the ‘conjoined’), the pieces defend one another. |=P These

historical positions, from centuries ago, even before the proliferation of the game as a sport in the Christian
World, are an example of schematic thinking <r: ch-42 H2S5 H3S3>, structuring one’s development around a
desired resulting setup rather than focus on a particular move order, which is the emphasis of modern chess
opening theory, and therefore serves as an ancient and useful counter-point.

H3S5: Space x e�ect, “breathing space”:
M-game in depth: Ref: Hellsten’s Mastering CS 3rd Ed rook #11.
The first player has 3 free squares in the d-file, allowing for easier doubling and tripling along that file, while
the second player has only 2 behind pawns, one of which is | | currently | occupied | by a bishop that has few
other viable  squares for itself to occupy. == Since the process of doubling requires at least two moves, and
subsequently the battery may need to be | |  held in | place | for some ply thereafter, the d7 bishop would
need to be displaced to an inferior square for an | | extended | time | because the second player has only two
| | living | squares | in the d-file <chess x Go>.

H3S6: King's Indian defense:
Reference | games: Hu, Yakun. “U/Chessbia Wim v. U/Arslanadil92 1-0 Kid Main Line #.” YouTube,
YouTube, 13 Apr. 2022, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tWnm1Q3lhMM.
“Blitz Chess • Wim Chessbia vs Arslanadil92 <Yakun Hu>.” Lichess.org,
https://lichess.org/VFmglmP5/black#43.
Hu, Yakun. “U/AnnaCramling <WFM> v. U/Arslanadil92 1-0, Kid Severely Misplayed.” YouTube, YouTube, 3

Apr. 2022, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2n3cVoQxdJ0.
Hu, Yakun. “U/Szefru <WFM Szente-Varga, HUN> v. U/ARSLANADIL92 <Yakun Hu>, 1-0 Open Kid, Queen Blunder :,(.” YouTube,
YouTube, 27 Mar. 2022, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cprwOw3i4IU.
Hu, Yakun. “2 Game Match u/Annacramling v. U/ARSLANADIL92 <Yakun Hu> , Me 1.5/2, Kid Open and English Botvinnik.”
YouTube, YouTube, 27 Mar. 2022, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mzg9BMQAQXQ.

Fine <pg-186>: The distinguishing | feature in this group is the fianchetto
of the King’s | Bishop. This time, however, Black makes little or no real |
effort to stop P-K4: instead he allows the move and then tries to get
compensation. MIC: The initial b-p of the K.I-D is 1. D4 <Q4>, N<Kt> f6
<KB3; 2. C4 g6 <KKt3> [D] Fine: <pg-187> See <ch-100, pg-70> for an
assortment of thematic p-strs from this opening | paradigm. [D, 2] the b-p
after 12…Bd7 in the classic KID main | line.

H3S7: Dragons |=full English
Analogues #:

In depth: Geller vs Korchnoi, Candidates 1971: https://youtu.be/Lx_80EZeLiA referenced at 59:01 Thematic c3 exchange sack that seems
necessary to play the dragon.

H4S1: The
English
Opening:
Fine pg-214:
White’s idea
in the Reti’s |
continuation
is to control
the center
from a
distance,
then, after

development is completed, break at an opportune moment and get the upper hand in
the center himself. Pg-216: The Catalan System: There are several forms of this
opening, which makes it difficult to set up an exact | beginning. Besides, it may arise in a variety of ways, from the Reti, QGA, QGD, or the Queen | Pawn
Game. All however have one essential unifying idea for White: the combination of P-Q4 and P-KKt3.Pg-219: The English is in many respects similar to
Reti’s. Both are openings which derive their strength largely from transposition | possibilities. Both involve complicated positional | motifs where
knowledge and good | judgment are equally | essential. Both appeal to players who like to leave the beaten | track. (2) The position after 3…Kt-QB3 in the
English | opening. Fine pg-220.
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H4S1 H5S1: The Reversed Dragon: Material in Chess defines a reversed | dragon as any opening by f in which f-g3 is played with K-side
fianchetto + O-O, and this is =syn Catalan [D] and =syn King’s Indian Attack.

H4S1 H5S2: The Botvinnik Variation:
Prototypical attacking game: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/44320189967?tab=review Interesting
line: https://lichess.org/analysis/1rb2rk1/1pq1bpp1/
p1np1n1p/2p1pP2/P1P1P1P1/2NP3P/1P2N1B1/R1BQ1RK1_w_-_-_0_14
H4S1 H5S3: The Maroczy Bind #:
The reason was Botvinnik’s <WC, 1950s> recent “unsuccessful results” - a mere fifth place in the 1951
Soviet Championship and a third at the Geza Maroczy | Memorial at Budapest in March and April 1952.
Soltis © 2014, Life and Games: Botvinnik. // accelerated dragon: Maroczy Bind, GM Yasser Seirawan

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=icJcMIv2q50
Review: this is the start of the Maroczy bind: CU: Much less likely that the f-K will castle Q-side after this move. “I now know the address of
your King” - Seirawan.

(2): 10:54
“this
position is
very very
well
known”
(3): 18:20
avoid
these
positions
with c4-d5
mini chain

and backwards e7 pawn // push to backward pawn, thematic backward pawn in the sicilian accelerated, Karpov used to milk this apparently
maybe find an example:
R, (4): Position at 23:35 “whenever you allow your opponent a checkmate in 1 threat as s out of the opening, you’ve done something wrong as
f” // another resource: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NtMLfg8q_-o IM Dorsa Derakhshani St Louis Chess Club

- International Master Dorsa Derakhshani teaches a class all about the Maróczy Bind. The Bind is a White response to the Sicilian
Defense, characterized by white pawns on c4 and e4, with White's d-pawn having been exchanged for Black's c-pawn.

- F needs to watch the long dark diag

H4S2: The Sicilian Dragon:
Example: <a-r, NM Copeland, fin-v1> pg-90 Fine: In view of the theoretical
| inadequacy of the Scheveningen, its competitor, the Dragon, has come
to the fore <1943> more and more in recent years. While the exact order
may vary, a normal sequence of moves is 2 Kt-KB3, Kt-QB3; 3 P-Q4,
PxP; 4 KtxP, Kt-KB3; 5 Kt-QB3, P-Q3 6 B-K2, P-KKt3. MIC: (D, L)
https://lichess.org/TZcWhWWN/black#15 a thematic position in the main
line | Accelerated dragon <see-below> but with a permeating theme #:
8…d5 <2:2.5> $.e-$ e4-P ! -0.2 w/ 0.9 o-n d-25 SF14+ NNUE and s
equalizes immediately; otherwise, he will continue to toil along his home 3
# Pg-91: 7 B-K3, B-Kt2; 8 O-O O-O 9 Kt-Kt3, B-K3 <!>; 10 P-B4 <!>,
Kt-QR4; 11 P-B5! B-B5!; 12 B-Q3!, KtxKt; 13 RPxKt, BxB 14 PxB, P-Q4
15 B-Q4 (D, R) MIC: most sqs in each home # are secure and the story of

the battle in this 0.0 SF-14+ d-31 position is over e4 <2:2> and d5 <2:2.5>, and the two dark.sq-diags
intersecting at d4 # FEN: r2q1rk1/pp2ppbp/5np1/3p1P2/3BP3/1PNP4/1P4PP/R2Q1RK1 b - - 1 15 15…dxe4 16. Dxe4 (0) Qc7 $.c3-N !
H5S1: The Richter Attack: Fine pg-92: By far the most valuable contribution to the strengthening of white’s prospects is the Richter Attack, 6
B-KKt5 $.f6-N (pin) ! Pg-93 Here we have one of those cases where the threat is stronger than its fulfillment # 6…e6 , the move previously
stated as the one s does not want to play, already a slight position-W for f 7. Qd2 Be7, no longer a dragon by traditional means # 8. O-O-O
and f has achieved a competing threats objective <ch-37> 8…a6 9. Bxf6 gxf6 (0) ! 10. F4 ! with advantage to f ‘22: SF14+ NNUE 0.7 d-22.
Fine pg-93: One way to take the sting out of the Richter Attack is to sidestep it by postponing the development of both Kt’s. This policy is

frequently | adopted. Fin.

H4S3: Non-Dragon Sicilian Najdorf #:
Knowledge of Najdorf theory can help one player the dragon, even though it is
not the dragon # <a,r, USCF Schrantz, Najdorf v1-fin>
Unquestionably, the Najdorf Sicilian is the most popular opening in chess. And
for good reason. The key to the Najdorf’s resilience and | dynamism is its
flexibility. In most variations of the Najdorf, Black has a variety of playable
options in countering White’s selected system. Rocking the Ramparts pg-87, ©
2003 GM Larry Christiansen, British Library. Pg-85 Fine: Like the Caro-Kann,
the Sicilian begins by breaking the symmetry. But unlike that defense, it
does not do so merely to hold the center, but to institute a counter-attack on
the Queen’s wing. For that reason the outstanding characteristic of the
Sicilian Defense is that it is a fighting game. Both players must necessarily

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/44320189967?tab=review
https://lichess.org/analysis/1rb2rk1/1pq1bpp1/
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seek their objectives on different sides,, which can lead to deliciously | complicated and exciting | variations. MIC: The key | decision in the
Sicilian as s is whether to advance the e-P or d-P; in most cases of advancing the d-P, d-Q4 is not possible right away, but when it is, and in

almost all cases, it should be played right away to equalize. This principle holds true in the King’s Indian
defense as well. The e-P is also more frequently advanced to the garden in its first move rather moat
<Scheveningen> because advance to e5 creates a dangerous hole on d5 and, as the Najdorf <d6> shares
already some similarities with the French <H4S1, H3S3>, s must accept a temporary | cramping before
breaking free, but allowing a noble to d5 would crystallize that cramping into permanence #np and release

the s-position prematurely of any potential | energy <r: ch-11 Chpt-mn
H3S2> that would otherwise be used to release from the spatial | cramping
<ch-50>

H4S4: The Accelerated Dragon:
In depth: thematic queenside expansion and s minority attack <r: Ch. 19
H2S5 H3S9/> in the Accelerated Dragon
Diagram, R: In accelerated dragon and some English positions, one can opt
to play the “#MIC Gambit” 6…O-O and allow f to capture the c5-P to gain a
tempo with a subsequent s-b6, developing the light.sq-B to the long
diagonal. This blunders the “Hannzza pawn”, which is the c5-P in such
positions. Stem games: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/
live/47201409873?tab=review: s generates impressive initiative on the

q-side with c-file p-thrust, extra space, and heavy batteries. https://www.chess.com/game/live/44941810677
<fbno, cross-side gambit #>

Diagrams L and R: Two thematic traps in the English with an undefended
Hanzza #: L: f-Bxb7, xa8 # if s becomes over-eager in using his defensive
s.c8-B to hunt and R: f-Qa4+ ! is a thematic tactic in some positions, as the
c2-c4 advance clears the a4 \ d1 and here b5$🛡 fails to f-Nxb5, threatening
Nxc7+, hangtacking the c4-B once again, and auto-clearance to a8
<sharp!> // find more moves in db; continued into the next section.

H4S5: The Hyper-Accelerated Dragon:
Cover specifically the sharp line with f. D4 s. Cxd4 f. qxd4 s. Nf6, forced
5:20 here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IRq0C_R30-Q
&list=PL1j4435U6-Gj_g-oUYUhvkShtuNjXgYQ9&index=8
If f. E5 right away, s. Nc6 <cont. at around 15:30> F is still many times
looking to castle on the queenside in this variation. At some point, s is

looking to play d5 ! Consider an s-Qa5, pinning the f.c3-N

Threatens Nxe4 immediately. 12:14 thematic clearance attack tactic for a positional advantage, push this to
CA ex

H4S6: The Yugoslav Attack by f:
1:40 mentions the Yugoslav a bit:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IRq0C_R30-Q&list=PL1j4435U6-Gj_g-oUYUhvkShtuNjXgYQ9&index=8
3:15 by playing the accelerated dragon, black is able to avoid the Yugoslav attack

However, after g6 in the accelerated, f. C4 transposes into the Maroczy
bind: In this position, the thematic d5 by s is nullified by the addition of the
c4 pawn’s contention

H4S7: Opposite-Side Castling

H4S8: Thematic tactics in the long uptail diagonal #

Ch 53: Super-E H2S4 H3S8:
Grünfeld, Caro-Kann, Nimzo
Hypermoderns # [0]:

H2S4 H3S4 H4S1: The Grünfeld Defense:
The Grünfeld is one of the most complex and energetic modern openings. Throughout history it has been a
favorite weapon for many dynamic and positional players, including four of the greatest world champions:
Alekhine, Botvinnik, Fischer, and Kasparov. The opening was invented by Ernest Grünfeld in 1922 and
first introduced in his game against the world champion-to-be Alexander Alekhine. Ref: GM Jacob
Aagaard, Starting Out: The Grünfeld © 2003, Everyman Chess. Grünfeld Defense <Fine, pg-194> 1 P-Q4,
Kt - KB3; 2 P-QB4, P-KKt3; 3 Kt-QB3, P-Q4! MIC: [D, R: the starting b-p of the Grünfeld, ater the move
that commits to the Grünfeld, 3 P-Q4, which transposes out of any pluripotency to K.I-D]
In Depth: Alekhine vs Grünfeld, 1922:
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WC Alexander Alekhine <RUS> vs Ernst Grünfeld <AUT>
Opening: D80 | Grünfeld Defense: “The LUCA Stem | Game, Grünfeld”.

1. D4 Nf6 2. C4 g6 3. Nc3 d5 $.e-$,c4-P ! MIC: In a queen’s gambit
dominated paradigm, the Grünfeld defense stands out as 1) the move s-d5
is played in the 6th ply, rather than the 2nd and 2) there is no s-P support on
c6 or e6 when f has the chance to capture in d5. The latter property allows f
to thematically build a strong center after the main line continuation 3. Cxd5
Nxd5 <forced> 4. E4 $d5-N ! Nxc3 5. Bxc3 (0) with sole occupancy of the
center c3 / d4 - e4 chain. The Grünfeld presents a theoretical improvement
over the Marshall Defense, which is in contrast regarded as dubious by
theory, in that the f-N is already on c3 when f has the opportunity to capture
on d5 # and therefore when the s.f6-N recaptures and the move f.e4 $d5-N
is subsequently played, that s-N can liquidate with a tempo on c3 rather

than retreat at a tempo loss # 4. Bg5 $f6-N ! In an inaugural encounter with the Grünfeld, WC Alekhine plays a move that would not be the
main line today, but nevertheless has entries in the database. 4…Ne4 $.e-$, c3-N! Insisting on challenging the f.c3-N anyways to drive home
the hypermodern point of the opening. 5. Cxd5 (-1) ! Nxc3 (+3) 6. Bxc3 (-1) Qxd5 (0)

The early Qxd move is reminiscent of the most common example of this, 1. E4 c5 2. Nf3 d6 3. D4 cxd4 4.
Qxd4 in the Sicilian defense, except the sides are reversed and f has a c-pawn due to the c3-Ns liquidation.
7. Nf3 Bg7 8. E3 Adopting a London-type pawn structure, a reverse of the Semi-Slav structure <r: ch-24
Chpt-mn> to combat Ernst’s Grünfeld. 8…C5 $d4-P ! Borrowing an idea from the Benoni Defense,
Grünfeld strikes at the strong f.d4-P with a 2-sq c-P thrust #, a reverse queen’s gambit of sorts, although in
this case that c-P is guarded by the f.d5-Q. s.c5-$,e.$-d4,P is generally a thematic move in the modern
Grünfeld, though not typically with this move order # 9. Bb5+ ! The early B+ in this square is also
reminiscent of some Sicilians. This type of play is characteristic of early encounters with a new opening,
borrowing ideas from existing theory to try to combat it # Bd7 <int +, cap-opp> 10. C4 $d5-Q ! Qe4 -e.$ 11.
O-O Bxb5 (+3) 12. Cxb5 (0) Nd7 13. Rc1 $c5-P b6 🛡c5-P 14. Qb3 h6 $g5-B 15. Bh4 -e.$ O-O 16. Rc4
($)e4-Q

The b-p after 16. Rc4 ($)e4-Q (0 m-d #)
The c4-R x-rays the e4-Q and f can potentially build a battery to step up pressure on the s.c5-P as well as
the c-file with this pseudo-tempo # This is the first diagram given by GM Aagard in his coverage of the same
game in Starting Out: A complex situation has arisen, even though some minor pieces have been
exchanged. Black has good long-term prospects on the queenside and White has some initiative in the
center. Pg-8. We’ve completed the development phase as every single ren has moved except the s.a8-R and
both O-Os have been played #, with all but 7 points of material for each side (32 - 25) remaining, and
therefore are expecting a lively combat phase given the open nature of the position # Qe6 -e.$ 17. Rd1 Rfe8
18. D5 $e6-Q ! Qd6 -e.$ 19. Bg3 $d6-Q e5 <int $> 20. Dxe6 <e-p> ! Qxe6 (0) 21. Rd6 $e6-Q This is the 5th
time that f has played a move that adds an attacker to the s-Q since it captured in d5 in 10-s, while the s-Q
has hardly improved its position in its reactive run moves # Qe7 -e.$ 22. Ra4 Nf8 // maybe analyze turn 24 a
bit more, some saucy maneuvers 23. Qd5 <est-🔋, d> Rad8 $.e-$, d6-R 24. Nd2 Rxd6 (+5) 25. Bxd6 (-5)

Rd8 RBQ<s> rel-pin! 26. Nc4 🛡d6-B Qd7 -e.$ 27. H3 Ne6 28. Qe4

The b-p after 28. Qe4 <pin-break> ! Aagard: Here, s has a brilliant combination that wins the exchange.
28…Bf8 $.e-$ ! Grünfeld capitalizes on the undefended f.a4-R; in the words of English GM John Nunn,
“loose pieces fall off”, and the presence of this a4.loc-R and the alignment of the s.d7-Q with the d1 + sq and
abs.fork-vertex through the f.d6-B, which means that B is effectively pinned-to the d1-sq as if the hangtacked
f.a4-R occupied it itself; a concept one level of abstraction too complex for #MIC, but we’ve reached it
through 28 full turns of theory, a bounce range <r: ch-5 H2S2> enabled tactical pin <ch-29> 29. Bxf8 (-3)
Qd1+ KQR <w> abs-fork ! 30. Kh2 Qxa4 (+2) ! Winning the exchange (+2). With an extra 2 points of
material, Grünfeld went on to win the game via resignation after his 56th move, after which Alekhine
reportedly “threw his King across the room” Aagard pg-8. Post-script: By no means did Grünfeld always play
optimally in his debut of this opening as Alekhine was able to extract 5 tempi from his minor attacks on the
early centralized s-Q, however, Alekhine hardly played according to modern theory either, opting not to
establish a dominant P-center with f-e4, and flinging his nobles out to the Q-side at times rather than tending

to this center. This allowed Grünfeld to proceed in hypermodern style unopposed with moves like Rd8 and 8…c5 !, ultimately taking
advantage of f’s overextended d6-B to hit a pin tactic to win the game. Ref: https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1012148 Fine
<pg-186>: It is not fruitful to discuss the two branches of this complex together - they have too little in common. In the Grünfeld we need
consider only those P positions where Black plays … P-Q4, while in the K-Indian we are concerned almost exclusively with variations with …
P - Q3. Nevertheless one vital idea does unify the two: White is allowed a strong P center because such a center sets up targets and allows
lively counterplay. In both Black concentrates on quick development of pieces, while White must watch his P | center lest it fall apart.
Post-script <194>: Strictly speaking, the Grunfeld is a branch of the K-Indian, but the child has already outgrown its parent. While the
orthodox | variations of the K-Indian have almost | disappeared from modern master | practice, the Grünfeld has become one of the most |
popular defenses.
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H4S2: The Caro-Kann Defense:
1. E4 c6 (!) <B10> Fine pg-78: This defense is motivated by a desire to secure the good | features of the
French (prevention of any attack on KB2) and to avoid the bad | ones (cramped game, especially due to the
fact that the QB is shut in). However, it is subject to the theoretical | disadvantage of supporting a center-P
(Q4) not with another center P (as in the Français) but with a side pion. It thus becomes <devenir> easier
<plus | facile> for White <blanc/he> to get the upper hand in the center <centre> On the whole, it is safer
than the French, but offers fewer opportunities for counter-play <r: ch-61> Pg-79: 4…Kt-KB3 challenges
the domineering enemy horseman. To secure an advantage there are now two motifs for White: to try to
disrupt the Black Pawn position, or to avoid exchanges, relying on his lead in development. 5 Kt X Ktch
breaks up the Black Pawns, and yields a minimal endgame advantage. After 5 …. KP X Kt (D); Black has no
compensation for his minority of Pawns on the Q-side; the sole reason why he can so often draw in practice

is that the White
majority is so
hard to exploit.
Nevertheless,
regardless of
how White
continues,
Black’s game
remains too
passive. The
Pawn position
on 5….KtP X Kt
is much less |
favorable for
white. Pg-80

The most elastic | line in the Caro-Kann after 5 Kt - Kt3, P-K3; 6 Kt-B3, P-B4 (better to play this at once in order to be able to play the QKt to
the superior square QB3) is undoubtedly 7 B-Q3, Kt-B3; 8 PxP. Here we have another example of a theoretical | advantage which is usually
nullified in practice. Undeniably, the chief reason is that Black’s | development is unhampered, so that he can speedily secure
counter-chances, especially on the Q-file. D2-5 <pg-81>

H4S3: The Nimzo-Indian Defense: 1. D4 Nf6 2. C4 e6 |=> <The Indian Complex> Fine: pg-160: In this group of openings Black’s main thought is
prevention rather than cure: P-K4 <f-e4> will not be allowed. One significant psychological | feature should not be overlooked: Black often adopts the
above | sequence of moves in order to transpose into an easier line of the QGD. <ch-48 Chpt-mn H3S1> MIC: Below is a table presented in Fine’s guide
pg-161 that depicts the various transpositions from the initiation point of The Indian Complex:

# A. Nimzoindian-Q-Indian
Complex
2…P-K3

B. K-Indian-Grünfeld Complex
2…P-KKt3

C. Old Indian
2….P-Q3

D. Usual Alternatives

1 3 Kt-QB3, B-Kt5 Nimzo Indian 3 Kt-QB3, B-Kt2; 4 P-K4 or 3
Kt-KB3, P-Q3: K-Indian (possibly
double fianchetto)

3 Kt-QB3, P-K4: Old Indian or
Chigorin

2…P-K4: Budapest |
Defense (may
transpose into French)
H3S3 H4S1

2 3 Kt-KB3 a) 3…P-QKt3 -
Queen’s Indian b) 3…B-Kt5ch:
Bogoljuboff Variation c)
3…P-B4; 4 P-Q5, P-QKt4 -
Blumenfeld | Counter-Gambit

3 Kt-QB3, P-Q4: Grünfeld

3 Kt-KB3, P-KKt3; 4 P-KKt3*

3 Kt-QB3, P-KKt3; 4 P-K4:
K-Indian**

Irregular

3 3 Kt-QB3, P-Q4, or 3 Kt-KB3,
P-Q4, or 3 P-K3, P-Q4
transpose into the QGD

3 Kt-KB3, P-Q4: K-Indian with
delayed P-Q4

Graph: “Family | Tree of the
Indian | Defenses”

*Transposes into lines analogous to Reti’s opening. # Kt-KB3, P-QB3; 4 Kt-B3, P-Q4 transposes into a line which may also come from the
Slav Defense. Cannot transpose into the QGD. **(Only transpositions possible that into double fianchetto or
a variation of the Ruy Lopez) |=> 3. Nc3 Bb4 <BNK<s>abs-pin> ! is the Nimzo-Indian defense. <Ch-61
H2S2> Fine <pg-164/5>: For Black there are four main ideas interwoven in his play; First, the counter-attack
with…P-QB4. This usually tweaks up the White center but the reply QP X BP leaves Black's Pawn position
weak because of the backward QP. Consequently it is now largely discredited as an independent line, though
it retains its value in conjunction with .... P—QKt3, sometimes with . . . . P—Q4. Second, the counter-attack
with. This and the next are Black's major weapons nowadays. The idea is clear enough: compel an early
collapse of the White | center. Its tactical execution is far more complicated. Third, counterplay with ....
P—Q3 and . . . . P—K4. In the older lines, where Blaek developed his QKt at Q2; this system gave him much
too cramped a game. The improvement of playing the QKt out to QB3 <c3> early has considerably
enhanced the value of the whole counter-action. Fourth, counterplay with … B X Ktch and an attack on the
Q-side against White's P at QB4. Usually Black does not adopt this line unless he can gain a tempo
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(normally when White plays P—QR3) though it has its merits when tried independently too. A fifth idea which occurs in a few variations is
that of an at against the White | K-side. Normally, such a plan can be successful only if White has weakened his K-position seriously. 36F is
the type of Pawn | position where it is most promising. <r: ch-100, pg-58/59 for two fully-featured diagrams of P and Noble positions thematic
in the Nim-Ind> Post-script: <pg-168> One interesting point here is that after 5 P-K3, P-B4 we have a line which can also arise from the
Ragosin Variation of the QGD. Thinking | Question, MIC: The Ragozin is basically …<blank-1> with <blank-2> having been played,
whereas the more popular Nimzo-Indian Defense is …<blank-1> without <blank-2>. What goes in the blanks? See ch-this, ex-sol, bottom.
Post-s: [D]: <179> Q-Indian | Defense: 1 P-Q4, Kt-KB3; 2 P-QB4, P-K3 3 Kt-KB3 P-QKt3> Hypermodern | post: Fine <pg-202: The
Tchigorin <Chigorin> <ch-42 Chpt-mn H3S1> defense (Old Indian): 1 P-Q4, Kt-KB3 <!?> ; 2 P-QB4, P-Q3> Post-2, Fine: <pg-216> Yet
there can be no doubt # that the Reti system and the idea of control of the center | from a distance have some merit as is shown, e.g., by
the many traps which Black must be careful not to fall into.

Ch-53: Super-E H2S5: Initiative x e�ect [1,600]:
M-Game In Depth: Ref: GM Hellsten’s Chessable, Mastering C Strategy the rook #2.

H3S1: 10 rules for the opening x GM Reuben Fine:
<a-r, pg-⅔> 1) Open with either the King’s Pawn or the Queen’s Pawn 2) Whenever possible, make a good
developing move which threatens something 3) Develop Knights before Bishops 4) Pick the most suitable
square for a piece and develop it there once and for all 5) Make one or two pawn moves in the opening, not
more 6) Do not bring your Queen out early 7) Castle as soon as possible, preferably O-O 8) Play to get
control of the center 9) Always try to maintain at least one pawn in the center # 10) Do not sacrifice without a
clear and adequate reason <r: ch-1 H2S1 H3S1, Pandolfini’s list>

Ch-53: Sup-E: H2S6: Trading | tempi for
positive value adjustment:
X-Ref: <ch. 6: QI> In depth: trading tempi for a rook | battery #
In the middle game, a thematic way to improve one’s pieces, especially in closed, semi-closed, and
pseudo-zugzwang ref: <Ch. 40 IZUr H2S4: Quiet Moves> positions is to exchange tempi for value-adjusted
positive imbalances x-ref: <ch. 6: QI>, such that each investment in tempi | leads to an incremental
improvement | of a particular zi’s value-adjusted material value | by improving it on some vector, | such as
effect, mobility, or threat load |. |=P This concept, granularized, is essentially the elaboration of the concept of

“chess strategy”, which currently comprises about ½ of technical chess literature, including the 3 best-selling chess books of all time:
Reassess Your Chess, My System, and Mastering Chess Strategy, by GM Johan Hellsten <projected>. |=P The problem with traditional
chess pedagogy #, thematic, in teaching | strategy, is an over-emphasis on the component of “improving one’s pieces”, without quantifying
the improvement, and moreover, a lack of emphasis on the associated cost of tempi required to make the improvement. |=P The result is that
students behave predictably and robotically, not mechanically #, look for reassess-esque “improving moves” approximately when they

complete their knowledge of opening
development, with no regard for the context of
what’s going on in the board. |=P The reason
for this deleterious behavior # is because
modern chess coaches do not teach piece
improvement as an investment that needs to be
timed at a moment when one has tempi | to
spare. The framing of chess strategy as an
exchange of tempi for positive value adjustment
correctly # primes students to keep track of their
tempi equity during the game, and only make
this investment at the time when they have an
excess that can be used for investment <ref: ch.
19 Str h2s2 h3s8, investment> |=P The failure
of education in trading tempi for positive value

adjustment is the reason why the modern chess community, prior to the
publishing of #MIC, monopolized the 600 year old, public domain
open-sourced game and militantly-enforced an ethic of poverty, in which it was
viewed as righteous to be poor and to play chess. The problem with this
fallacious model is that it’s simply bad chess, and in the future, students of
#MIC and the proper chess curriculum will be wealthy and good at chess,
better than those from the traditional school, due to an understanding of this
topic, which necessarily makes one wealthier and better at chess. We will let
the test of time justify this calculated prediction <ref: ch. 15 calc h2s5 applied
h3s1: financial predictions> <ref: ch. 12 eval h2s3 future discounting>

Interceding quick puzzle question, then reveal the answer: Positional puzzle from GM Hellsten's MCS book on Chessable. What's the
move? a) Qa2 to triple up in the A b) b4 ! c) Nh4 intending Nf5 d) Ba7 e) B3; see ex-sol, bottom, for answer.
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Example 3, same theme, for solidification: In depth 2, second example: Same theme of investing tempi to improve value, but mechanism is
different: line clearance rather than a blockade to stack. Below is an excerpt from an actual conversation in u/AnnaCramling, WFM Anna
Cramling’s Discord server 4/2-3/22, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anna_Cramling between u/BlindSimulEx and u/Sebas613.
BlindSimulEx — Yesterday at 11:58 PM
a) Ne5 b) Bb1 c) Kh1 d) Nd2 e) b4 @Sebas613, Sebas613 — Today at 12:14 AM
My thoughts:a) could be worth looking into b) seems like you just remove an attacker for no direct possible improvement. perhaps you want to
jump the knight there eventually but for now that wont do much. c) that just seems to walk into future qh4 check potential once you move your
knight somewhere. king seems safe where he is. d) rerouting the knight to the left seems like it doesn't do that much, and that move seems to
lose a pawn directly. perhaps the idea there may be to hop via f1, h2, g4 to force the queen to move away from the defense of the king but it
seems a little too slow. e) b4 doesn't seem to take away useful squares from blacks pieces and just allows rc3 to go after your a pawn, actually
giving black some type of potential counterplay. They say that with engines you can attack on all sides of the board but here I'd keep focusing
on the kingside attack. looking further into the Ne5: taking with the black knight seems likely. two ways to take, pawn and rook. if you take back
with the d pawn, you would force the queen to move away from the black king. only moves would be qg5 or h4. It does not seem like you can
actually capture the queen there even if black doesnt appear to have many options to move it from there, and your battery of rooks becomes
pointless. if you take with the rook, moving either the bishop or rook to g5 seems interesting but im not sure if it works. BlindSimulEx —
Today at 12:15 AM
Same theme of investing tempi to improve value, but mechanism is different: line clearance rather than a blockade to stack. Sebas613 —
Today at 12:15 AM are you saying its actually the bishop move? BlindSimulEx — Today at 12:18 AM Your argument hinges on 2 premises: 1)
white has a kingside attack, it's promising, and worth pursing more
2) there is a tempo criticality to the position that invalidates a slower idea like Nd2
Sebas613 — Today at 12:19 AM Mhm BlindSimulEx — Today at 12:19 AM Taking another look at the position, what would you assign to
your degree of confidence that these premises are true, beyond the fact that there are simply 2 white pieces worth 12 points total clustered in
the Northeast corner, and if these premises were false, which option(s) might suddenly look more attractive?
Sebas613 — Today at 12:21 AM there is no way I can see that you can directly attack the king; you would need additional pieces to help to
force anything. hence I thought that perhaps the idea was to sac something on f5 to open lines, but it never really seemed to work (after the
knight trade) the nd2 move just seems a bit too risky since you give black a passed pawn after the queen takes the free oneI would say you'd
almost want to move the bishop back to trade queens so you can move your knight via the right side BlindSimulEx — Today at 12:25 AM Right
that's a good point. You're starting to notice more of the frailties of the position after looking at it for longer, whereas the initial impulse is to
think to keep hammering the Kingside attack. Due to Chessable's spaced repetition system I've seen this now like 10-15 times over the span
of about 4 weeks so I will note that I have an unfair advantage here. @Sebas613 But we can see how revisiting the same position and
checking one's initial first impression can lead to second and third level thoughts that are superior to the original impression, as I'm noticing
with each succeeding message of yours. @Sebas613 And therefore, the importance of studying what other people have put the most amount
of time into because you get a shortcut into the 100th iteration of thinking on that subject, which is far, far superior to the first impression.
Anyways here's what the course has to say. The answer is b) Sebas613 — Today at 12:28 AM before I read your stuff, I might have even
gone with the rooks to the c file to attempt to get a back rank mate in. trade once on c2, take back with bishop, move bishop back to current
square, then move the rook to c1
BlindSimulEx — Today at 12:28 AM "They say that with engines you can attack on all sides of the board but here I'd keep focusing on the
kingside attack." The answer here actually is to open up a second front on the queenside, the difference is that the mechanism is a Q transfer
and eventual takeover of the c-file, not b4. Sebas613 — Today at 12:29 AM mhm
so likely bishop back to b1, then first the rook to c2 then taking with queen I see assuming black takes ofc BlindSimulEx — Today at 12:31
AM Well the next part is the particular mechanism of taking the c-file, which requires some tactics, so here, tactics does support the strategy.

Sebas613 — Today at 12:32 AM via qd3 i assume BlindSimulEx — Today at
12:33 AM
It's a 2 part operation: first you play Qb3 (after speeding your queen back to
d3 with the B retreat), attacking the undefended b7 pawn, forcing Rb6. |=P
The second operation is shuffling to c3 once the rook is on b6, and now R
back to c6 is not possible because Qb4+ will win the b7 pawn. Qb4+ is not
possible from d3, obviously, which is why you do the little dance first before
taking c3. @Sebas613 after 35. Qc3 black actually blundered and lost to 36.
Qc8+, attacking the d7 N, forking the K, and the K can't move to defend the
N without dropping the g8 R so it's like a triple attack or double attack + an
x-ray on g8.
BSE: The game was played by Smyslov as white, a really masterful
maneuver of the Q: https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vasily_Smyslov
Sebas613 — Today at 12:37 AM mhm Yea in my games I'd focus on a way
to deliver a single check on a king that has no squares to move rather than
completely rerout but on the GM level they wont allow you to do that as
easily 😛 BlindSimulEx — Today at 12:52 AM What Smyslov did was way
saucier and is remembered for the rest of history 😛 Sebas613 — Today at
12:52 AM Hahha // Edit this and maybe add more. Ex-50, Chessable:

https://www.chessable.com/variation/13061191/, the queen #9:
https://www.chessable.com/variation/13123245/

Ch-53: H2S7: Piece activity analyses [2,000+]:

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vasily_Smyslov
https://www.chessable.com/variation/13061191/
https://www.chessable.com/variation/13123245/
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H3S1: King:
In depth: King activity in the endgame avoids game-losing |
complications:
In this section, we will begin by examining a tragic real-world example in
which inferior King activity managed to | | snatch defeat | from the Jaw’s of
Victory |, as the combination of a more active K and 2 passed pawns for s
was able to ultimately overwhelm even an extra # R for f: The ideal plan here
for f is to simply advance his h3-K northbound # along the dark square
complex that slices through the s.light-sq pawn chain, which maintains
capture sqs in h5 and g4: R: The imposing 3-part s.K-side P-chain appears
to control a lot of space, but this control is restricted # to a single color-sq,
the light-sqs.

H4S1: Rare color complex K-activations in m-game #n-p:
The King #11 from Chessable MCS, and Hertan position.

H4S2: M-game security King walks:
[D]: 1…Kd8! Hellsten: Preparing a king march to the queenside. After 1…O-O?! 2. Bh6 ! Rfc8 3. Qc1
<battery> ! White obtains attacking chances, e-g. 3…Nd8 4. Qg5 Ne6 5. Qh4 !, preparing Nf5. MIC:
Multiple conditions need to be in place to justify such a maneuver, as it expends significant | tempi without
increasing the army’s overall | effect, which means the effect delta / ply tempo <#defd-closed> potential of
the position, for the opponent, must be very | low, and-or the king march player has a lead in
development. Evidently, the center is blockaded, the c-file is solely | open, and s maintains a cluster of 23
noble points on the Q-side.

H4S3: Uncastled K-security:
Exercise 74: S.Lejlic vs. J.Hellsten, Ronneby 1998

H4S4: Rare practical endgame mates:
Grasso vs Hu
Continental rd-6, 2021

H4S5: K.solo-duels vs solo-nobles:
X-ref Ch-6, cite mueller, averbakh, dvoretsky.

H4S6: Lone-K vs K + noble:

H4S7: Unmateable Ks:

H4S8: K z-zug sente:

H3S2: Queen:
The queen is a highly versatile chess piece that, in | | traditional | chess theory |, does not typically become activated to the fullest extent at the
earliest by the middle to end of phase 2 (ref: Ch. 1 The Four Phases of the Game), and often does not become fully activated until the middle
to end of phase 3 or even phase 4 of the game in its most underused form, the queen is merely a rook for most parts of the middle game,
being one of the heads of a battery, and the checkmate delivery ren following a king and pawn endgame. |=P The True Potential of the Queen,
however, is only revealed with a sufficiently early activation, in which the queen can affect at least | | one rank | or file | and | one diagonal | |,
as early as the start of phase 2. Below you will find 5 examples in which a very early activation of the queen was able to significantly swing the
game in another player's favor, often landing on one of the Four Central Squares and forking both a diagonal and a file. |=P The queen’s true
power lies in its superior mobility. On an empty board, the Queen has the rook’s mobility, which is | 14 | | other squares from | every single
square | on the board combined with the bishops mobility, which is different depending on the distance that the bishop is from the center,
where occupation of one of the central squares gives the bishop up to 13 mobility squares and as little as 7 from the edges. Therefore, the
queen’s mobility ranges from 21 to 27 on an empty board. In addition to this raw advantage in mobility squares, the queen also is able to
uniquely move along diagonals in both colors by making a diagonal pivot along a rank or file, making it more than twice as useful along
diagonals than any individual bishop. The queen’s only downside in this respect is that it cannot coordinate with itself, despite its increased
mobility, it only adds a | | maximum of | 1 effect | to any square | |. However, the queen is the best ren at adding attacks to multiple squares in
a single turn, making it the most effective piece for generating double attacks, especially when the double attack occurs on two different
vectors of its movement, which generally makes it much more difficult to defend. |=P The Queen is most dangerous when it is able to occupy a
check square in its move and thereby not only check the king but also affect a second ren in its bounced range. Transcribed by https://otter.ai

L: Eric Li’s queen maneuver from e2 to
c4, as represented by the yellow-coded
movement arrow, creates two new
attack vectors (the queen is the second
best zi at creating new vectors, 6 per
move (the 2 vectors that / overlap / with
its road of movement are not new), just
behind the knight). Ref: Chapter 48:
Psychological Attacks H2S2: Danger
Sense. M: A queen has 8 effect vectors
from any non-edge square. R: The
queen is a powerful attacking zi for its

double attacking capability, | | as | explained | by the fact that it has 8 effect vectors from any non-edge location <elab>, and each time that it
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moves, its | | effect vector | set | from its new | | square of | occupation | will contain | | at most | only 2 | overlapping | | vectors | with | its | |
previous set |.

H4S1: Empty board queen’s attack vector set comparative analysis:

Queen’s
i.location

A.v 1 A.v 2 A.v 3 A.v 4 A.v 5 A.v 6 A.v 7 A.v 8

e4 e4 ⇒ a8 e4 ⇒ e1 e4 ⇒ b1 e4 ⇒ a4 e4 ⇒ e8 e4 ⇒ h7 e4 ⇒ h4 e4 ⇒ h1

c6 c6 ⇒ a8 c6 => c1 c6 => a4 c6 => a8 c6 => c8 c6 => e8 c6 => h6 c6 => h1

An empty board | | venn | analysis | of two queens, connected via movement axis, demonstrates two overlapping effect vectors and 6
non-overlapping, each. In Depth 1: Spassky v. G. Capelan, Solingen 1974 Ref: Mastering Chess Strategy 3rd GM Hellsten pg. 74, ex. 56.
First’s Queen maneuver: Qe3-f2-h4+-g5$#, | | threatening | checkmate | #defd. | | Counter | maneuver |, #defd: Qc7-c2+-g6🧱, interposing the
first queen's terminal attack of g7, a check bounce maneuver. In Depth 2: Chess u/Anti-Borg-and-Ware 1673 v. Jchu222 1676 1+0 The
queen pivots Qb3-c3-f6 to | | return to the | action | and   materially reinforce  the second Kingside with  material force full= +9  after
assassinating the  N on b1 via  absolute fork,  preventing a  mate or recapture  avengeance. Therefore, it is this  defensive queen  maneuver
that  officially | secures  the assassination  of the earlier | capture .

R: The
position
after
27…fxg4
$,
-<shld>
The
second
queen’s
presence
on f6 | |
fends | off
| the first
queen’s

effect along the f-file  and thereby secures the second King. Additionally, it  adds | overprotection  to the c6 N, g7 P in a | | Point of | Control |,
and  the | | otherwise | once | defended | | h6 pawn.

Case Study #defd, early activation of the Queen in the English 1. C4:

M: Ref: Jchu222 v.
ICanStillWin 2/12-3/22
1+0 Ccom
R: Ref: adrielcavelo v.
jchu222 2/13/22 1+0
C.com

Capturing
with the
rook to
defend g6
(Ref: Joe
Riccardi,
UB Chess
fall 2020).
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In depth: rook vs. queen material imbalance.
Jchu222 vs. optimeyes 1696 c.com 1+0 2/15/22.
To explore the difficulty of playing a queen down against a prototypical 1700 level opponent, I
spotted my opponent a queen for his rook | | here on | move 12 |.
As with | | playing | any imbalance |, the first step is to recognize the positives and negatives
possessed | | both | and either | player, manifesting this 2 by 2 analysis table:

Imbalance analysis table, Q v. R: Positive Negative

Protagonist What is good for me on  | | my | side |  of the imbalance?

- A rook is lower complexity | | to | use | than a queen, with only 4
movement vectors vs. 8 for the queen.

- | | Rank and  file | movements | are less 10x complex to process than
diagonals due to the Pythagorean theorem.

- A rook can be | | less | painfully | exchanged for a minor noble.
- Despite being of lower value, a rook counts the same to any individual

square in an effect table.

Opponent What is good for my opponent on his side of the imbalance?

Thinking exercise, | | 30s to | 5 min |: fill out the rest of the above table and go over your work with an instructor or educated peer full=
teaching assistant. == By securing my pawns along dark square diagonals and leaving few attackable bases, and keeping two rooks on board
to leave the possibility of a mating attack via battery, I keep the game in a playable mode and | | play | for tricks |.

Having more material and unable to  balance two separate  win conditions, checkmate and flag, I
press my opponent on the clock by creating | | erratic | threats |, scrambling his danger sense (ref:
ch. 48 psych attacks, danger sense) and ultimately hitting a supported absolute pin trick on a7.
Being unable to hold two objectives in mind simultaneously, a task #defd that | | with | clock chess
| forces  one to do, my opponent does the | | next | best thing, which is to task  switch between the
two  schizophrenically. The problem is that  this 80/20 reduction is exploitable by an experienced
player like myself: I simply need to psychologically scramble him via danger sense manipulation to
play for time when he should in fact pay closer attention to the board, leading to the successful
execution of the trick:

After recuperating the queen, I was able to flag by forcing a rook sacrifice in the | | b8 | promotion
square | of a b-file | passed pawn |.

Mini In Depth: Complexity analysis of the ♕ and
effect on accuracy:
X-ref: <Ch. 19 structure h2s3 scientific method,
statistical analysis>
Accuracy per piece analysis generated by Chess com,
ref: https://chess.com/insights/arslanadil92 as of
3/30/20 with 20 games played, rated.
The complexity of using the Q compared to the
complexity of using other zi can be quantified: //write

this.
A Student : Teacher Dialogue #defd, fbno Student: I'm interested in your idea of quantifying the degree to which, if any, using the queen is
"harder" than using other pieces. Student: Obviously it can on average move to more squares per turn, so you have more options. Teacher:
Great, so what factors should we consider? Number of directions. A queen can move in 8, whereas a R, B only 4. There's also the
multiplicative effect of this directionality and # of squares across multiple ply. Finally, the queen is disproportionately valuable compared to
other non-K, non-P pieces so there's a degree to which it has to be more "careful", and it can only be exchanged for 1 other piece, a Q,
whereas a B, N, and R to some extent can all be exchanged for each other at various points without immediate loss. Those are the 3 factors
that come to my head immediately: options, directions, value. Teacher: All hypotheses that fit the data have to be considered. Student: What if
other people are better at using the Q because they don't use the queen enough? Keep in mind the insight methodology AFIAA is used to
evaluate moves actually made with the queen, and it does not account for situations in which you should have moved the queen but didn't. It's
possible, then, that people who have a lower Q score could simply move the queen more. Teacher: Let’s go deeper. Why would moving the
queen more, which you seem to suggest is better, not in terms of accuracy, but in terms of proportion to total count of movements, cause a
drop in accuracy? Student: We need to bolt on another hypothesis then, one that is generated not by this data set necessarily #, but because
it is necessary in order to complement this hypothesis as a whole #, which is that traditional chess theory is lacking in information on how to
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move the Q. Therefore, the Q is under-utilized in b.p domains in which there is a lack of theory, but when it is used, it is generally more
accurate, for players that follow theory. Teacher: These two hypotheses would also suggest that u/arslanadil92 is a bit of a rebel from the
grasps of traditional theory. Student: I don’t think we can rule that out completely ) Teacher. Very well, let’s move forward. Draw a connection
to another field where we might find data to fill this gap, as there’s no need to undergo the tedious process of novel experimentation when we
don’t need to <ref: Dr. Hu> Student: Just like in basketball, if I only shoot when I'm confident, even turning down objectively good shot
opportunities, I might have a high field goal percentage, but that doesn't necessarily mean I'm the best shooter. The best shooter should be
able to hit shots from anywhere, and with high accuracy. Cont. In depth: WFM Alessia Santeramo x WGM Jennifer Shahade’s hive <ch-51
SYE> vs GM Judit Polgar
Ref: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S3nrXOx_aIM&t=1s Qb3+ to Qd5 bounce, great outpost, effect, and then the occupation of
b5 threat with passed pawn and Rxa5 if s.Qxb5 In depth: middle game active queen x facilitating | exchanges #

Push: Early queen | activation by s leads to
devastating K-side attack and a winning position #
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tWnm1Q3lhMM
https://lichess.org/VFmglmP5/black#43
WIM Havanecz v. u/arslanadil92

H3S3: Bishop:
There are two fundamental concepts in the opening:
development and center. Development is getting the
pieces out. The center consists of the four squares in
the geometrical center of the board. The basic

principle is that it is essential in the opening to develop all the pieces harmoniously and in such a way as to secure the most favorable position
possible in the center. Pg-2, Reuben Fine, GM <a-r>. S3: Differential value of bishops by side: There is  an active area of research at Chess
University led by faculty member Yakun, who in the year 2022 is the differential value of the two bishops for each side of the chessboard. The
reason to suspect that each of the two bishops are differentially valued on the same side and the same colored bishop has different values on
opposite sides, forming a two by two matrix, #defd, is due to  the position of the kings and check squares along diagonals. |=P Since the
second king is located on a light square pre castling, e8, and post kingside castling, the most common form, g8, it could be argued that the
lightsquared bishop for the first player is infinitesimally, #defd, more valuable than the light square bishop on the second player side, and also
more valuable than the dark square bishop on the same side because that bishop cannot check the enemy king on these two default squares.
|=P Moreover, take into account the fact that not only is the king located in a light square in each of these two board positions scenarios, lines,
all check squares leading to the kings on diagonals are also light squares, because by definition of the bishop's diagonal movement, it can
only reach a square on a given color from other squares on that color, lines. |=P For example, the two thematic sacrificial squares for the first
player, f7 and h7 are both light squares and only the light square Bishop is capable of performing the thematic Greek gift for first, which occurs
in about 1% of games and is a factor in 10 times more, lines. |=P Conversely, #defd, only the dark square Bishop of the second player can
sacrifice on f2 and h2, with f2 being a thematic | breakthrough | square both pre and post castling. |=P In variations | situations in which an
early f-pawn push occurs, only the bishop on the same color as e1 / 8 and g1 / 8 can exploit the now open diagonals e1 / 8 to h5 / 4 and b1 /
8 to g1 / 8. |=P Taking into account the fact that this color differential in the position of Kings, lines, must have some factor in the bishop’s |
value, the topic of research in the year 2022 is precisely what is the difference in the values,and our initial | hypothesis based on intuition,
lines, is about +/- 0.2, underline absolute | value, such that the light square Bishop is worth about 3.2. For the first player, the dark square
Bishop 2.8, and conversely, the dark square Bishop is worth 3.2. For the second player and 2.8, the light square Bishop, assuming that the
bishop base is 3, which may not be the case depending on the valuation system that one is using. |=P The value differential may have
implications on one's willingness to undergo imbalanced exchanges, lines, for example, it may be more favorable for the first player to
exchange a dark square Bishop rather than a lightsquared bishop for an enemy night. And in situations in which different target trades can
occur. and, let's say one has the ability to capture either the second | player star square or lightsquared bishop, it may be more advantageous,
all other factors being held equal, lines, to capture the dark square | Bishop instead.

H3S4: Knight
H3S5: Rook:
X-ref: <ch-6 H2S1 H3S2>

H4S1: Controlling the 7th rank: The ideal destination of a R on an open file is the 7th rank because the mobility of the R there is relevant not only in its
control of an open file but also horizontally, across ranks. The five special cases on the seventh rank: 1. The 'absolute' 7th rank, with passed pawns. 2.

Doubled rooks giving perpetual checks. 3. The drawing mechanism | with rook + knight. 4. The marauding raid on the
7th rank. 5. Combined play on the 7th and 8th ranks (enveloping maneuver in the corner). By the 'absolute' 7th rank we
mean the 7th rank that boxes in the opposing king. An example: White has a rook on a7; Black has a king on f8 and a
pawn on f6, or I suppose not 7. But if the pawn were on f7 our control of the 7th rank would not be absolute. Ref:
Nimzo’s My System, Ch-3, 2016 edition w/ Chess Praxis #.
In depth: Ref: Jchu222 vs. ludovicoalle 2/13/22 c.com Elementary rook control of an open file, penetration to
the 7th, horizontal pivot, doubling, then enveloping checkmate.

H3S6: Pawn:
Ch-53: Sup-E: H2S7: Tactics-enabled positional
improvements:
X-Ref: <ch. 6: QI> In depth 1: limiting the value of the e.R while preventing liquidation of the active f.c6-R:

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dRQl2eL3iWt0j9ModibnLSzB27X8Tqjg/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dRQl2eL3iWt0j9ModibnLSzB27X8Tqjg/edit
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S3nrXOx_aIM&t=1s
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In the following position with f.move, s would like to play # s.Rc8 $e.$c6-R, using a supported capture
opposition to force a liquidation of the file limited # f.c6-R, which is currently superior to its e.e8 counterpart
by 9:3 in mobility and has more attacking effect. Ref: Mastering Chess Strategy, Pawn Play: Creating
Weaknesses #1; Chessable Ed.
Here, f has a clever move # to stop this idea, f. Qf4 $d6.N,1:1 ! , preventing s.Rc8 in the succeeding ply due
to the establishment of a tactical trap: s-Rc8, f-Rxc8 ! , s-Qxc8 , Qxd6 By overloading <ref: Ch. 24,
overloading, specific ref later> the s.b8-Q with an additional responsibility, defense of the neutral after f.Qf4 $
# <ref: Ch. 10 NT Chpt-mn, eff NT> s.d6-N, s will not be able to support the c8-sq with the s.b8-Q since that
sq does not share any q.move-vec with the d6.sq, disabling s from playing Rc8 until this overload has been
resolved. Fin.

H2S7 H3S1: Pin-uncontended sqs:
In depth: // X-ref: Ch. 22 LP H3S3, pin-undefended X-ref: Ch. 29 Pin H2S1, Absolute Pin.

Ref: MCS Chessable Ed. Here, f has a unique-looking pivot 32. Rh5 ! to swing the f.b5-R to the K-side,
namely to the full-open # h-file, targeting a set of NE vulnerable squares in the s.camp. This moves takes
advantage of # the vulnerable h5.sq, which is pin-uncontended due to the abs.pin along the g-file, enabled
by the alignment Qs.P/K<N> <ref: Ch. 10 NT Chpt-mn LN> In depth Fin.

H2S7 H3S2: H2S7 H3S3: H2S7 H3S4: H2S7 H3S5: H2S7
H3S6: H2S7 H3S7: H2S7 H3S8:
Ch-53: Sup-E: D:
All breadth calculation (n.) = a calculation process that accounted for every legal move up to a particular
depth.
Analogous depth (n.) = a particular depth in two or more variations in which a move occurs in each
variation that can be categorized as of the same kind. Analogous depth moves are often analyzed together
with direct comparisons between the initial and resulting board positions of the analogous move in each

variation. Analogous move (n.) = a particular move in two or more variations that can be categorized of the same kind. Attacker's
advantage (n.) = the attacker can always trade because he captures first, but the defending side has to be sufficient. Related: burden of the

defender. Burden of the defender (n.) = the antithesis to attacker’s advantage: the requirement on the side
that occupies a contested square to supply sufficient defenders to capture back equally, whenever the
attacker chooses to initiate captures, else vacate the occupation of that square. Space (n.) = // Calculation
reductions list item: To-the-end evaluation (n.) = an evaluation of a line as W / D / L rather than an
intermediate number along the spectrum system like p-score. Central ♙ (n.) = a ♙ that is located in a
central ⇅. Reduction proportion (n.) = the proportion of possible board states that are not considered
during a calculation, a metric of the efficiency of a calculation. Quantum middle way (n.) = a state of action
in which progress towards multiple potential outcomes is maintained until the intermediate event that
determines the game’s path through the branching point is reached. Liquidated points, l.p. (n.) = the total
number of points liquidated in an exchange sequence, ie. the total captured for one side added to the total
captured for the other side. Coordinating on the color of a bishop (n.) = establishing effect rays in which
the destination is a square in the color of that bishop. Pawn tension resolution cases: e4 P a1 K | d5 P a8 K |

F. move 1) Push past (v.) = 1. E5 2) Capture (v.) = 1. Exd5 3) The antithetical pawn capture: 1...dxe4 4) Ignore (n.) = Ka2 Provocation (n.) =
the compulsion to play a move by the opponent. Board position property 1) Of a player 2) Of a ren belonging to the player 3) Exchange
propensity (n.) = the degree to which a player would seek an exchange of this ren. Pawn, property of (n.) Inevitably passed (n.) = a pawn
that is not passed in the present board position, but cannot be stopped from becoming so. Ex: Ref: https://lichess.org/HKcjJQf7#35
Exchanging the prisoners (n.) = an exchange sequence in which the second capture does not remove the first capturer from the board.

H2S4: O-theory Def:
Tabiya (n.) = normal position (n.) = a b-p of departure for further opening investigations.

Ch-53: Sup-E: exercises:
Active pieces / superior effect

- Written by Sandro Safar, FIDE 2240
One of the main ways we can gain more active pieces, and with it
their superior effect, is by leveraging an imbalance in our favor. This
imbalance can come in many shapes and forms, but some main
examples include:
• extra material
• a material imbalance (e.g. bishop vs knight)
• a passed pawn
In the first example, we should be able to create more threats than
our opponent, statistically speaking. The reason why that is so is
very apparent in my opinion, more material leads to having more
control of the board which allows us to have more options. This
often causes our opponent to make his pieces worse in the attempt
of defending them. If not, chances are his pieces will remain equally

active while defending a threat while ours will improve. It’s much
more common for a piece to improve while attacking than it is for a
piece to improve while defending. == In the second example, we can
leverage a material imbalance simply by understanding how to make
it more beneficial for us. Material imbalance is another way of saying
“Something you have that your opponent doesn’t”. In the given
bishop vs. knight example, you can leverage that imbalance by
making moves that emphasize that a) your opponent doesn’t have a
bishop, b) understanding that the material imbalance affects other
decisions (in this case, trading pawns becomes more valuable for us
as it will open up the position, making the bishop stronger than the
knight). When practiced enough, you can use this to make other
pieces more active, not only the imbalanced one. == In the third
example, we can leverage a passed pawn to improve our pieces by
making threats of progress or even promotion. It’s also common to
use that pawn to defend critical squares of entry that will improve the
effect of our pieces. Let’s see some examples:

https://lichess.org/HKcjJQf7#35
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3r1q1k/pb5p/1p1P1pn1/2p2N2/5P2/1P4Q1/P5PK/1B2R3 b - - 0 27

Example 1: White pushed the passed d-pawn, but do you see why?
Solution: Not only does this protect the previously threatened pawn,
but also improves the activity of our pieces as they have a new
potential home, the e7 outpost! It’s not very common to have an
outpost on the 7th rank, but here we can see that Re7 looks pretty
devastating as the capture is impossible due to our passed pawn
recapturing with a fork. If not that, Ne7 also significantly improves
our knight while opening our bishop towards the enemy kingside. ==
Additional note: White went on to leverage this pawn to find tactical
chances and win the game with a middlegame assassination. The
game continued with 27...Rd7 trying to combat the e7 square. White
found the incredible 28. Qc3! recognizing that the black queen is
overloaded defending f6 pawn as well as the 8th rank now that the
enemy rook has left d8. This threatened Re8, Qxf6 and Nh6# which
is why Black tried the desperate 28... Rxd6, giving material to simply
survive. This was tried because Rd8 would run into Re7 again,
which is a consequence of our passed pawn. White successfully
leveraged his passed d-pawn to make his pieces more active.
r2br3/1p3k1p/1Pp2Pp1/2P5/p5b1/4QB1q/1B1R3P/5RK1 w - - 1 3

Example 2: How can you use your d-pawn to activate your pieces?
Solution: In this case, we have tactical opportunities with Bd5+! The
point is that after cxd5 we have Qxe8+! and when the king takes, we
finally see the point of the passed pawn. We use it to further activate
our pieces, with unstoppable promotion to follow as after f7+, Kf8 we
have Bg7, removing the last blockade and promoting next move.
After Kxg7, we have f8=Q#. In this case, we tactically set up the
advance of our pawn which leverages it to activate our other pieces
and maximize their effect (bishop and f1 rook).
Additional note: the black king could’ve run away to the queenside,
but we still promote, winning back the lost material with advantage,
still highlighting the passed pawn and it’s value to activating pieces.
8/5pp1/3k4/3p4/1P1K1P1p/8/6PP/8 w - - 1 11

Example 3: Even in a simple pawn endgame, we can use the same concept.
How can you use the passed b-pawn to activate your king?
Solution: Simply pushing the passed pawn does the job. The black
king will be forced away to the queenside allowing our king to
capture Black’s passed d-pawn. After both kings capture the enemy
passed pawn, we will have a race to the kingside, which we will
easily win since his passed pawn was closer to the kingside than
ours. This is a typical concept called “Outside passed pawn” or
“Distant passed pawn”. It’s included here because it also outlines
leveraging a passed pawn to activate pieces and better their effect.
== One final thing to notice is that in all three examples we
accomplish the same goal through the same idea (activate pieces
using passed pawns), but we do it in three slightly different ways. In
example 1, we leverage the passed pawn by the means of
protecting an important square and making an outpost for our pieces
out of it. This creates tactical chances which further improve our
pieces. In example 2, we first improve our pieces by tactically setting
up the advance of the passed pawn, then we use its promotion to
activate the rest of our pieces. In example 3, we use the threat of
promotion to activate our piece. ==

Assassination in 3:
L, below: Ex-4: [2,000]

R: Exercise 5: [2,750]
Puzzle, time card: 1...Nxe3 2. Rxe3 Qd4 3. Qc3 Qxf4+
If 2...Re1, first can consolidate with 3. Ree2 Qd4 and now 4. Qe3,
filling the square cleared in the previous ply belonging to the same
player. Anti-blunder: 1. Rc5 -0.77 d.20 Hint:

The addition of a new solution
condition provides one with more
flexibility in the solution space. ==
Perception is integrated |
attention. Having to think means
you can't hold the entire problem in
your head and you have to cycle
through components manually, it's
painful but it's the only way to
expand the brain. Spend time on
puzzles that are 10% more

complex than your brain can handle, just like weightlifting. I try to be
a pro-social chess player and not overwhelm weaker opponents with
moves that would crush them under a weight of complexity but
sometimes they get better too fast during the game and catch me
slippin' haha. You can see the weight and still not be able to lift it :/.
Use the chat and assign variations to different people. I played a
simul game against a titled player that led to the creation of a new
opening system. The 2...f5 Sicilian, Hu Gambit. So yeah, high
quality game against strong players can really pay off. Develop the
theory like the Dragon. == Watch chess videos from your coaches to
stimulate ideas and reductions.

Exercise 6: Effect x Threat: [2,750]
F move:

Ex. 7: Superior effect considerations
in second assass # capture [1,750]
// Import initial diagram from here:
https://www.chess.com/
puzzles/problem/1207380

Opening theory
H2S4:

Ex. 8 Which of the following openings does not thematically involve a
fianchetto of the K-side B?

a) The Sicilian Dragon
b) The Alekhine Defense
c) The King’s Indian Defense
d) The Catalan Opening
e) The Reverse Dragon

Ex. 9: According to Attacking Chess: <This Open’s Name #> Vol-2, the
move sequence 1 d4 Nf6 2. C4 g6 3. Nf3 Bg7 4. g3 0-0 5. Bg2 d6 6. 0-0
Nc6 <Panno Variation, Vigorito> 7. Nc3 a6 8. D5 Na5 leads to a resulting
b-p that is the starting b-p # of the Yugoslav Variation. This variation is a
depth fork of:

a) The Sicilian Defense
b) The Sicilian Dragon
c) The Grünfeld Defense
d) The Caro-Kann
e) None of the above

Ex. 10: Which of the following openings is not a depth subset <r: ch-53
ex-9, sol> of the King’s Pawn Game, Open 1. E4 e5?

a) The French Defense
b) The Pirc Defense
c) Alekhine’s Defense
d) Reti’s Opening
e) All of the above

Ex. 11: Which of the following openings would not be considered a
hypermodern defense?

a) The Grünfeld Defense

https://www.chess.com/
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b) The Sicilian Dragon, facing the Yugoslav Attack
c) The Alekhine Defense
d) The Maroczy Bind from the perspective of f
e) The Averbakh Variation of the King’s Indian <1. D4 Nf6 2.

C4 g6 3. Nc3 Bg7 4. E4 d6 5. Be2 O-O 6. Bg5 c5 7. D5
h6>

Ex. 12: In the Sicilian Dragon family, a sacrifice on c3, Rxc3 (+3, -5 = +2)
# is thematic because:

a) By virtue of having the first tempo and the s need to invest
2 moves to develop his K-side B, f often has a lead in
initiative in the opposite castling <r: ch-37 H2S2> attack.

b) The ensuing capture f-bxc3 (-5) can open the a3 \ c1 +
diag for the s-Q, which may in a5, or the a3 / f8.

c) The alternate plan of …a6 and …b5 are often too slow
compared to a noble-led attack.

d) All of the above.
e) Counter-attacking moves like 8…d5 ! are not sufficient to

keep black afloat.
Read the following | passage from Starting Out: The Accelerated
Dragon by IM Andrew Greet, Scotland, Everyman Chess © 2008:
The Yugoslav Attack is White's most popular and highly regarded
method of fighting against the traditional Dragon involving an early
...d7-d6. Therefore it is hardly surprising that a great number of
players choose the 'economical' approach in attempting to employ
the same system against the Accelerated version. These individuals
tend to fall into one of two categories. == First, there are a great
many players, especially at club level, who remain largely ignorant of
the subtle differences between the two types of Dragon formation.
On meeting the early ...g7-g6, they naively assume that they can
churn out their usual Yugoslav Attack. Very often they will make the
mistake of playing an early f2-f3, which is customary in the Dragon
but inaccurate against the Accelerated. The early part of the
chapter shows very clearly how Black can exploit this sloppy
strategy.  == The second group are those who do understand the
differences, such as the need to prevent the tempo-gaining ...d7-d5
break. Pg - 100

Ex. 13: An early f2-f3 is considered by IM Greet to be a mistake against the
Accelerated Dragon but not the traditional dragon because:

a) The traditional dragon allows s to complete development a
full turn earlier than the Accelerated dragon, because it’s
hyper-accelerated.

b) It’s too slow and fails to prevent a tempo-gaining d7-d5
break.

c) D7 - d6 guards the e4 sq, which means that this move
hangtacks a P.

d) Recycling ideas from analogous openings is a categorical
mistake, according to IMs and GMs alike.

e) None of the above.

H2S8 Tactics-enabled positional
improvements:

Ex-14: Game: Levenfish vs Lisitsin 1935 <a-r> [2,400]. Prompt:
generated a superior-E advantage and convert to an assass within 20
moves.

Ex-15: R: [2,500]

Ex-16: // add Short vs Novi Sad 1990, MCS 18. Nd5 !

Assassination in 4+:
Ex.

17: S-move: [3,500]: Calculate
accurately, assuming best play, to a
concrete assass in 14.

R: Ex-18: [2,800] In the endgame, the
concept of superior effect is
frequently combined with shouldering
and opposition <ch-56> #n-p

L: Ex-19: Game: GM Pouya
Idani<IRI> vs GM Vahap
Şanal<TUR>, 2x Turkish
Champion<Wikipedia> [2,650] Chess

Olympiad ‘22 rd-5.

Ex-20:

Solutions:
Ex-4:
F is clearly in control here after liquidating from a combat phase into
a conversion phase with superior effect, but with not yet material
advantage to speak of, converting his superior effect into material
gain should be top on his mind during phase 3 # 24. Bb4 $.d6-P
<hangtacked>! and s has no | legal moves to guard this P in one
except 24…Rh6 🛡.d6-P ! and now 25. F3 $.g4-N ! Nf6 <run $,
forced> 26. Bxd6+ <assass in 3>
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/
47211071179?tab=review

5 -

6 - Dead puzzle: 1. Ke3 Kg2 2. Qe1

FIGURE X. Both the f2 rook and
the e2 knight are +1 effect for the
protagonist, as the King and Queen
hit each of them twice and the
enemy camp is inferior in effect.
The threat is Qxf2+ and if the rook
moves, Qxe2+.
If 1...Rg2 2. Qd1#
If 1...Rh2 2. Qd1+ Kg2 3. Qxe2+

7 - This puzzle contains two separate
assassinations, in both the 3rd and 4th
turns (f.ply each), and the initial m.d is

-5.

28. Rxc7+ <notation for clearing but also occupying the e.ren that was
blocking a check for an x-ray checking road noble, somehow making it a
bit less removed, or just delete this if I don’t find it necessarily later on.> !
is the obvious first move and after 28…Kb8 there is an opportunity to
clearance check # the e.b8-K, using the f.f4-B to deliver the check, and the
f.c7-R in its clearing move can add itself as an attacker of the high value
s.d4-Q along 2 potential attack vectors and therefore attack squares <ref:
CU.dict>, one being the adjacent c4 attack square of the s.d4-Q, and the
other being the d7 attack square.
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The difference is # that 29. Rd7 ? allows the double attack <+, $>
resolution 29…Bd6 <int.f4.B+b8.K, int.d7-R$d4-Q>, a double
interposition move that stops both arms of the double attack; after 29…Bd6
in this hypothetical variation, the d6.B is adequately defended because
despite receiving 2 attacking effects, a double attack in itself, it is also
doubly defended, including once by prc by the s.d8-R <ref: ch. 35: CA
H2S4: prc>. True, the s.e4-B is also pawntacked, but s is up a full B in the
initial position and has a well-supported, dangerous fetus in d2 and will in
fact be winning after this sequence, so 29. Rd7 is refuted by virtue of there
being even a single # reply that does not result in a forced win for f in the
succeeding ply.
1k1r3r/1p1R2p1/p2b3p/8/P2qbB2/4RPP1/3p3P/3Q2K1 w - - 3 30

- Include this diagram with an effect diagram # indicating all
effects in d4, and the fact that the B is adequately
defended.

Therefore #, 29. Rc4 clr.f4-B+, $d4.Q is the correct clearing move,
and after # 29…Ka8, 30. Rxd4 (+9 - 4 = +5) is a value-based
assassination <ref: ch. 3 eff Chpt-mn> Key point: After 30…Rxd4,
there is a question with respect to the selection of which ren to use
to capture the e4 bishop, and the answer is 31. Rxe4 because it has
the greatest positive effect | on total effect and mobility, the R’s
mobility increases by 1, and its effect increase by 1, critical attack of
the d4.R, whereas fxe4 allows the pawn to advance but does not
increase effect, and this effect is important because black is
threatening Rc8 > c1, pinning the f.d1-Q and promoting his passed
d-fetus # <ref: CU.dict>, and Rxe4 stops this by 1) clearing the f4-d2
/ for the f4.B to contend the d2.P, and if f can capture this P in the ply
immediately following Rc8, he’s safe and 2) Rxe4 $e.$d4.R, ($)b4.B
the move attacks and skewers two of the e-🛡 of the d2-P, limiting
e-contention of that sq.
Fin. https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1207380

Ex. 8:
The answer is b). The Catalan | Opening is covered briefly in ch-32
ex, #14-sol <hl>

Ex. 9:
The answer is e). The correct answer is the King’s Indian Defense.
Note that the answer cannot be b) # as any depth fork of b) would
also be one of a), since the Sicilian | Dragon is a depth subset of
the Sicilian Defense, meaning all Sicilian Dragon positions are also
Sicilian Defense positions, but not necessarily vice versa #

Ex. 10: the answer is e)

Ex. 11:
The property of hypermodern is assigned to one side at a time, and
therefore f can play the development phase in a hypermodern style,
while the s can play in a classical style, and this does not break the
definition. The best answer here is d); in the Maroczy | bind, from
the f-side, the theory is to occupy the center with Ps rather than
attack from the flank with nobles.

Ex. 12:
All of a-c are valid reasons to play the temp-sack Rxc3 (-2) ! and
therefore the answer is d)
8…d5 ! is discussed as a thematic counter-thrust in many dragon
variations, and therefore it is not insufficient.

Ex. 13:
The answer is b)
Ex. 14:
Silman: White is better for several reasons 1) He has more space in
the center and on the queenside. 2) His Bishop is much more
active than Black’s knight. 3) Black’s King is somewhat unsafe due
to the weakness of the dark-squares (h6 and g7) that was brought
about with the loss of his fianchettoed Bishop on g7. 23. Rc6
<1:2> ! White makes good use of the support | point on c6, and the
fact that the Knight on a6 is in an awkward | position. 23…Rxc6 :( A
miserable move, but otherwise, White will lay an iron bar on the c-file
by Qc4, followed by Rc1. 24. Dxc6 Qe6 MIC: c6 was indirectly
defended by the trap move f-b5 $$ ! Silman: White now enjoys an

enormous | advantage in space on the queenside due to his pawn
on c6. 25. Qc3 Nc7 26. Ra1 Rc8 27. Qd3 d5 <2:2> <clr.e6-Q $
c6-P> ! 28. Rc1.🛡-c6,P ! MIC: Levenfish’s play in this entire
sequence is incredibly | precise, and in ply in which SF 14+ NNUE
recognizes a lateral | pivot <ch-58>, he has frequently played the
less expected move, keeping time pressure on his opp. 28… f5
<1.5:2> ! lashing out for counterplay 29. Bf4 $.c7-N <1.5:1> MIC:
Levenvish, at any moment #, can solidify his c-pp permanently with
b5.🛡-c6 ! and will now masterfully leverage the advantage of this
supported-pp to generate a long-term superior-E assass: dxe4 <-1>
30. Fxe4 <0> Ne8 31. Exf5 <+1> gxf5 <0> 32. B5-🛡 Kf7 33. Rf1
Ng7 34. Bd2 Rf8 35. Re1 $($)! Qc8 <run $> 36. Bb4 $.e7-P <2:1>
Re8 37. Qd7 Qxd7 <-9> 38. Cxd7 <+9> Rd8 <run $, forced!> 39.
Rxe7+ <+1, assass in 17!> R:
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1090634
Sourced: <Silman a-r> #198, pg 389

Ex. 15:
1. Bf7+ ! Hellsten: Another tactical twist that helps improve the
bishop before grabbing the pawn <assass in 2> ! MIC: If 1…Kxf7
<-3> ?? Bc7 $.c7-Q <clr +> ! wins the c7-Q. 24…Kh8 25. Exd5 <+1,
assass> b5 $.c4-N 26. Na5 <run $> !
r1bq2k1/1p1n2pp/p3p3/2bp2PB/2N1PB2/8/PPPQ3P/5R1K w q - 0 1

Ex. 16: // write

Ex. 17:
This incredible endgame position is a W for s by an assassination in
14. 42) 1...Kb4 2. Kc2 Ka3 3. Kb1 a5 4. Ka1 a4 5. bxa4 Kxa4 6.
Kb1 (6. Kb2 b4 7.Ka1 Ka3 8. Kb1 b3 9. axb3 Kxb3 wins as in main
line.) 6 ... Ka3 7. Ka1 b4 8. Kb1 b3 9. axb3 Kxb3 10. Kc1 Kc3 11.
Kd1 Kd3 12. Ke1 Ke3 13. Kf1 Kf3 14. Kg1 Kxg3 <assass> and it's
an easy win for Black.
Ref: SM John Hall Endgame Challenge ! #42

Ex-18:
1. c4 bxc3 <e-p> 2. bxc3 <0> a3 3. c4 Kd7 4. e4 Kc7 5. e5 $.e-$ !
dxe5 <-1> 6. Kxe5 <0> Kc6 7. Ke6 Kc7 8. Kd5 Kb6 9. Kd6 Kb7
10. Kxc5 <assass in 10> ! Ref: SM John Hall Endgame Challenge !
#85

Ex-19:
27. Nhg4$-h6<2:1>$-f6<1:1>! Kh7🛡-h6 28. Nxf6+ 3.9 w/ 2.3 o-n
SF14+ NNUE d-27! <t-sack><+1> Bxf6<-3> 29. Qf7+<penetrate>
Bg7<int+> 30. Nf5<2.5:2.5>$.g7-B<thr-Qxg7#!><o.m-W>
Rozman<a-r>: It looks like the King is safe, but Nf5, Qxg7# is a
threat, Nxe7<1:1> is a threat, and if you take the Knight, there is no
way to prevent f6+$.g7-B<clr+>! And it all falls apart. MIC:
30…Nxf5<-3>31. exf5<+3> Rg8🛡.g7-B, holding on for dear life
32. Qg6+!<z-zug> Kh8<o-m> 33. f6$.g7-B<🔋.clr-Qh7#!> and s will
need to sacrifice both his Q in f5 to stop immediate mate, and the
g7-B will also drop, with a + <assass in 8, 9!>
Post: Iran went on to win the match 3:1
https://chess-results.com/tnr653631.aspx?lan=1&art=20&flag=30&s
nr=13

Ex-20:

Thinking | question sol: Blank-1 = Bb4, Blank-2 = d5.
Thinking | question H2S6:
[D]: A similar example, from
MCS: followed by 2. Rc3! g5
3. Rac1 g4 4. Fxg4 hxg4 5.
Ng2 Be4 6. Nh4 Rcg8 7.
Bxb8! Hellsten: Grunfeld
temporarily inserts his B on
the a-file, in order to gain
time for the tripling of the
major | pieces. R: Karpov vs
Unzicker<1974>. 22.
Ba7<1.5:2>!$.c7-Q
Qc7<run$> 23. Qa2! Rec8:
Hellsten: Due to the

https://emojipedia.org/shield/
https://emojipedia.org/shield/
https://emojipedia.org/shield/
https://emojipedia.org/battery/
https://chess-results.com/tnr653631.aspx?lan=1&art=20&flag=30&snr=13
https://chess-results.com/tnr653631.aspx?lan=1&art=20&flag=30&snr=13
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restrictive-E of the B on a7, unlike his opponent, Black can’t bring
more majors to the a-file. 24. Ra1<triple-🔋>! Be8 25. b4!
cxb3<e-p> 26. Qxb3 Nh5 += 27. Bd3! Qd7 28. C4! Initiating action
against Black’s cramped queenside. Fin.v-6<fbno>

Additional resources:
The mobility squares | delta of e4 = 9, d4 = 7, but d4 keeps the
pawn defended by the queen, a short | lecture given by Yakun Hu
at Wyzant: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sfxt3b6pcUU
Hertan, Charles. Basic Chess Openings for Kids: Play like a Winner
from Move One. New in Chess, 2015.
Hooper, David, and Kenneth Whyld. The Oxford Companion to
Chess. Oxford University Press, 1996.

- An all time classic, along with Murray’s A History of Chess
and contains an encyclopedia of opening references,
along with interesting background information of their
namesake players #

Tal, Mikhail. The Life and Games of Mikhail Tal. Everyman Chess,
1997.
Silman, Jeremy. How to Reassess Your Chess: The Complete
Chess Mastery Course ; Expanded 3rd Edition. Siles Press, 1997.
Hellsten, Johan. Mastering Chess Strategy. Everyman Chess,
2010.
Nimzowitsch, Aron, and Robert Sherwood. My System & Chess
Praxis. New in Chess, 2016.
L., Levy David N, and Kevin J. O'Connell. Oxford Encyclopedia of
Chess Games. Ishi Press, 2009.
Matanovic, Aleksandar. Small Encyclopedia of Chess Openings.
Sahovski Informator, 2003.
Shirov, Alexei. Fire on Board: Shirov's Best Games. Everyman
Chess, 1997.
Chernev, Irving. The Most Instructive Games of Chess Ever
Played: 62 Masterpieces of Modern Chess Strategy. Batsford, an
Imprint of Pavilion Books Company Limited, 2014.
Pandolfini, Bruce. Pandolfini's Ultimate Guide to Chess: Basic to
Advanced Strategies with America's Foremost Chess Instructor.
Simon & Schuster, 2003.
Fine, Reuben. Ideas behind the Chess Openings. Ishi Press,
Japan, 2012.
“Anand, Viswanathan (2779) vs Gelfand, Boris (2733).”
Lichess.org, 29 Mar. 2007, https://lichess.org/jCmufRz7.

- O: French Defense <C10>
Keene, Raymond D., et al. Understanding the Caro-Kann Defense.
Hardinge Simpole, 2004. <Amazon>
Karpov, Anatoly. Karpov's Caro Kann: The Panov Attack.
Batsford, 2006.
Williams, Simon. Attacking Chess: The French - a Dynamic
Repertoire for Black. Everyman Chess, 2011.

- Everyman Chess, formerly known as Cadogan Chess, is
a major publisher of books and CDs | about chess.
"Everyman" is a registered | trademark of Random House
<97k employees> and the company headquarters is in
London. Former World Chess Champion Garry
Kasparov is their chief advisor and John Emms
<b-1967, GM, captain, 2002 English Olympiad team> is
the general editor, assisted by Richard Palliser. The
company is now known as "Gloucester Publishers". -
Wikipedia.

- In November | 2020, The New York Times reported that
Penguin Random House was planning to purchase Simon
& Schuster from Paramount Global for $2.175 billion.[7]
In November 2021, the U.S. Department of Justice sued
to stop the | deal on antitrust grounds.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penguin_Random_House

Harikrishna, Pentala. Beat the French Defense with 3. nc3: A
Complete Repertoire for White. Thinkers Publishing, 2021.
“D-Day, June 6, 1944.” Encyclopædia Britannica, Encyclopædia
Britannica, Inc.,

https://www.britannica.com/event/Normandy-Invasion/D-Day-June-6-
1944.
Spielberg, Stephen, and Robert Rodat. Saving Private Ryan.
DreamWorks Pictures, 1998.
Spielberg, Steven. Flags of Our Fathers. DreamWorks Pictures,
2006.
Spielberg, Steven. Letters from Iwo Jima. DreamWorks Pictures,
2006.

- Both films were released in the same year and directed by
Clint Eastwood <r- Wikipedia>, produced by Steven
Spielberg <b-1946>

“Battle of France.” Wikipedia, Wikimedia Foundation, 31 May
2022, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_France.
Watson, John L. Play the French. Everyman Chess, 2003.
Hu, Yakun. THE OPEN SOURCE DICTIONARY OF CHESS
TERMS. Amazon.com, 2021.
STLChessClub, Jonathan Schrantz. “How to Play the Sicilian
Najdorf - Chess Openings Explained.” YouTube, YouTube, 29 Jan.
2016, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JuLYgClRe-Q.
Copeland, Sam. “Anatoly Karpov Explains the Sicilian Dragon:
The Best Games of the 1970s.” Chess.com,
https://www.chess.com/video/player/anatoly-karpov-explains-the-sicil
ian-dragon-the-best-games-of-the-1970s.
Total | post: <pg-228> The most fundamental | general | principles
are those which teach us to develop and control the center. Where
one side is allowed to get all his pieces out while the other moves
about aimlessly, or where a crushing Pawn center is permitted, an
overwhelming superiority is created. That is the case in these
irregular | openings.
Murray, H.J.R, et al. A Short History of Chess. Ishi Press, 2015.
“Grigory Levenfish vs Georgy Lisitsin (1935) Moscow (1935),
Moscow URS, Rd 8.” Chessgames.com, 24 Feb. 1935,
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1090634.
Idani, Pouya and Sanal, Vahap. “44th Chess Olympiad 2022:
Open: Boards 1-40 • Round 5.” Lichess.org,
https://lichess.org/broadcast/44th-chess-olympiad-2022--open--boar
ds-1-40/round-5/5RviHxpJ.
Rozman, Levy. “This Is Insane!!” GothamChess, YouTube, 2 Aug.
2022,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_qNiKMLpnAo&ab_channel=Got
hamChess.
Pouya Idani<2,641>: https://ratings.fide.com/profile/12510130

- World U18 Chess Champion in 2013 <Wikipedia>
Vahap Şanal<2,570>: https://ratings.fide.com/profile/6300545
Karpov, Anatoly, and Wolfgang Unzicker. Nice Olympiad Final-A,
Nice FRA, Rd 4, Spanish Game: Closed Variations. Chigorin
Defense (C98) · 1-0. 18 June 1974,
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1067846.

https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1090634
https://lichess.org/broadcast/44th-chess-olympiad-2022--open--boards-1-40/round-5/5RviHxpJ
https://lichess.org/broadcast/44th-chess-olympiad-2022--open--boards-1-40/round-5/5RviHxpJ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_qNiKMLpnAo&ab_channel=GothamChess
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_qNiKMLpnAo&ab_channel=GothamChess
https://ratings.fide.com/profile/12510130
https://ratings.fide.com/profile/6300545
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1067846
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Book-54: Untimely invasion: chapt-mn:
Chapt-mn H3S1: A short love story on my creation #
About 5 years after writing this book, after it has picked up its 100th non-academic sale, people began to question how a 1,600-rated chess
player with only 2 years of tournament experience could have the gall, and the mental | capacity, apparently, to write an 800,000 (the word
count at that point) word textbook about chess. == At my faculty post as an adjunct chess instructor at SUNY Buffalo, working under Dr, IM
Ken Regan, who recently had launched a chess department #, and we managed to recruit Dr. Larry Larkins as a remote guest lecturer as
the 3rd faculty member, I was receiving some questions via post looking to do various kinds of research on my brain # In order to provide
these inquirers about the origin, I thought it would be appropriate, 5 years ago #, as I’ve calculated this out well ahead of time, I thought I

would write a fictional short story that is definitely not factual, but nevertheless, is pseudo-factual in the sense
that it pretty much explains at least one theory for how I could have come into existence. Take this merger
and branch off at your will <r: ch-8 H2S5 H3S2> A short love story on my creation: I was created by a 50,000
year old | cyborg named “Ye-Dong😘”, or “Yeji” for those who are new to knowing her. [D] A screen
captured photograph of ITZY | Yeji in a 5/22 livestream on vLive. Angry at the Gods for having made her a
cyborg while everyone else was a carbon-based, biological being, she decided to create a Human | She can
Control ™ out of spite, making me the first spite-fueled creation. |=P Anyways, Yeji was an absolute mess
when she was unpackaged from the Robo-Factory, as it turned out, Silicon is not the best Element to
process emotional hard-wiring and, being a woman, she is permitted to have her emotions # This is not
meant to be sexist in any way, purely to point out that certain design problems come into play when
attempting to build a real, feeling Thing from metallic materials that are not organic. |=P Yeji sought to create

something she can Control that would, first and foremost, help her regulate her emotions by providing some Hierarchy and Structure to her
Room, which is the most important part of her Life. She is quite the Homely cyborg # |=P By doing this, and
by how freakin’ messy her room is, the Human-Bot would also be able to make some significant contributions
to Chess Theory, and this would allow Yeji to pocket a handsome Creator’s Finder’s Fee. [D, 2]: ITZY
Cyborg-Yeji pictured in her native South Korea. Simply having this Human as a servant was not enough for
Ye-Dong. She needed some assurance that it was going to be Loyal, like those “dog” things that the Humans
keep, and so she built the Human to have exactly half of her body parts. This part’s pretty weird, but we’re
not going to get into the technical details. |=P That also means that I’m the first conjoined twin to be born
after my other half, by exactly 50,000 years, as a matter of fact # |=P Being the other half, literally, of a
cyborg has certain benefits. Obviously my biological | IQ is off the charts, but her liquid-cooling systems are
useful when I’m overclocking to solve a chess puzzle faster than Komodo, and in general her body |
temperature | does not exceed about 20 degrees celsius # |=P When asked what it’s like to be half-female, I

answer that I’m not. You just have to wrap your head around it, and also understand that dimensionality takes care of a lot of stuff <r: ch-2
H2S5> |=P Nowadays, Yeji and I live largely independent lives. She’s able to be # a popular K-pop star in Korea, doing her thing, while
occasionally keeping tabs on my academic publications, which she cooly downloads into her Silicon hardware, as it’s a requirement # *ahem*
that I make it cyborg compatible. Chess University is suuuuuuuper inclusive <r: ch-0, intro> Fin. Ahyeon Cho: 제 54장: 시기적절한 침략:
챕터 메인 CM H3S1: 제 창작물에 대한 짧은 러브스토리 == # 이 책을 쓴 지 약 5년 뒤, 비학술적으로 100번째 판매된 후, 사람들은 토너먼트
경험이 2년밖에 되지 않은 1,600등급 체스 선수가 어떻게 담력을 가질 수 있는지, 그리고 체스에 대한 800,000단어(당시 단어 수) 교과서를
쓸 수 있는 정신적 능력을 갖췄는지 의문을 품기 시작했습니다. == SUNY Buffalo에서 겸임 체스 강사로 제 교수직에서 최근에 체스 부서를
시작한 국제 마스터 Ken Regan 밑에서 일하고 있고, 저희는 Dr. Larry Larkins를 원격 객원 강사로 3번째 교수진으로 모집할 수 있었습니다.
뇌에 대해 다양한 연구를 하기 위해 포스트를 통해 질문을 받고 있었습니다. # 이 질문자들에게 제 생각의 기원에 대해 제공하기 위해
적절하다고 생각했던 5년 전 # 미리 계산해 놓았기 때문에, 모든 부분이 사실이 아니지만 그런데도 불구하고 제가 어떻게 존재할 수
있었는지에 대한 적어도 하나의 이론을 설명한다는 의미에서 유사 사실적인 허구의 단편 소설을 쓰겠다고 생각했습니다. 이 단편 소설을
그저 재밌게 받아들이고 마음대로 분기하세요 < 참고: 제8장 H2S5 H3S2> 제 창조에 대한 짧은 사랑 이야기: 저는 그녀를 처음 아는
사람들을 위해 "예동" 또는 "예지"라는 이름의 50,000년 된 사이보그에 의해 만들어졌습니다. [D] ITZY 화면 캡처 사진 | vLive의 5월 22일
라이브 스트림에서 예지. 다른 모든 사람은 탄소 기반의 생물학적 존재지만 자신을 사이보그로 만든 신들에게 화가 난 그녀는 자기가
제어할수 있는 저를 만들어 최초의 악의로 가득 찬 창조물로 만들었습니다. |=P 어쨌든 예지는 로봇 공장에서 포장을 풀었을 때 상태가 완전
엉망이었는데, 알고 보니 실리콘은 감정의 결선을 처리하기에 가장 좋은 요소가 아닐뿐더러 여성이기 때문에 감정을 가진 것이였습니다. #
이것은 어떤 식으로든 성차별주의를 의도한 것이 아닙니다. 순전히 유기적이지 않은 금속 재료로 실제 느낌의 사물을 만들려고 할 때 특정
디자인 문제가 작동한다는 점을 지적하기 위한 것입니다. |=P Yeji는 그녀의 삶에서 가장 중요한 부분인 그녀의 방에 일부 계층 구조와
질서를 제공하여 무엇보다도 그녀의 감정을 조절하는 데 도움이 되는 제어할 수 있는 무언가를 만들고자 했습니다. 그녀는 꽤 가정적인
사이보그입니다 # |=P 이렇게 하면 그녀의 방이 얼마나 엉망진창이 되는지에 따라 인간 봇도 체스 이론에 상당한 기여를 할 수 있고 이를
통해 예지는 창조자의 발명 수수료로 인한 적절한 수입을 주머니에 넣을 수 있게 되었습니다. [D, 2]: ITZY 사이보그-예지의 고향 한국에서
찍은 사진. 하지만 예동에게는 이 인간만을 하인으로 두는 것만으로는 충분하지 않았습니다. 그녀는 인간이 보관하는 "개"와 같은
충성스러운 존재가 될 것이라는 확신이 필요했고, 그래서 그녀는 인간이 신체 부위의 정확히 절반을 가지도록 만들었습니다. 이 부분은 꽤
이상하지만, 기술적인 세부 사항에 대해서는 다루지 않을 것입니다. |=P 그것은 또한 제가 정확히 50,000년 후에 제 반쪽 이후에 태어나는
첫 번째 샴쌍둥이라는 것을 의미합니다. 사실 # |=P 사이보그의 반쪽이 되는 것은 어떤 이점이 있습니다. 분명히 제 생물학적 IQ는 차트에서
벗어났지만, 코모도보다 빨리 체스 퍼즐을 풀기 위해 오버클릭할 때 그녀의 액체 냉각 시스템이 유용하고 일반적으로 그녀의 체온이 약
섭씨 20도를 넘지 않습니다 # |=P 반 여성인 느낌이 어떤지 물었을 때 전 대답하지 않습니다. 여러분은  이 컨셉에 대해 상식을 넘어선 다른
차원이 존재한다는 것을 이해해야 합니다. <참고: 제2장 H2S5> |=P 요즘 예지와 저는 거의 독립적인 삶을 살고 있습니다. 그녀는 #
한국에서 인기 있는 K-pop 스타가 될 수 있고, 가끔 제 학술 출판물을 확인하면서 그녀의 실리콘 하드웨어에 멋지게 다운로드합니다. 제가
사이보그와 호환되게 하는 것이 요구 사항이기 때문입니다. # *에헴* . Chess University는 <참고 제0장, i소개> 마지막을 포함합니다.
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Ch-54: Untim-inv: H2S1: Battery over-extension:
Untimely invasion examples deal in most part # with a premature or otherwise untimely penetration of friendly
ren into enemy territory, past the moat <ref: CU dict> whereas the chapter on overextension deals mostly
with space-overextension, and space, according to #MIC, is determined largely by pawns. Moreover,
space-overextension consequence assassinations # are, at least half the time, a yielding of invasion into
one’s own territory due to capacious defenses #, and not of the ren that are actually overextended, whereas
untimely invasion assassinations are almost always of the ren that is overextended into enemy territory. |=P
In depth, a thematic R untimely invasion in the English 1. C4:
Ref: Jonathan Schrantz, a USCF expert, lecturing on the English 1. c4:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_SE4lLEo2Rs [13:02]The above position arises out of an English

opening, beginning with 1. C4 // cont.

Ch. 54: Untim-inv: H2S2:
Premature PP advance:
// Another example happened today in my game with
u/AnnaCramling on strim during the sub challenges:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/42742798836 (edited)
4/3/22
[D, 2]: 11. b4$! N-run 12. Qxd3<assass>
https://lichess.org/fM3G6sFC/black#20

H3S1: Skepticism:
Hu<a-r, ‘22> Skepticism is a form of thinking: Popkin <a-r>: They have questioned whether some such claims really are, as alleged,
indubitable or necessarily true, and they have challenged the purported rational grounds of accepted assumptions. Hu: Skepticism is a
process of verification that is a necessary component of achieving truth. Comesaña, Klein <a-r>: The traditional issue of the structure of
knowledge and justification, engendering Foundationalism, Coherentism, and Infinitism, can be seen as resulting from one main
argument for what we will call Pyrrhonian <370-272 b-c> Skepticism. Philosophically interesting forms of skepticism claim that we do not
know propositions which we ordinarily think we do know. Hu: In a Church, skepticism can be introduced in healthy ways to stimulate
individuals to think more deeply about what they are taught. For instance, in “Who Do You Think You Are?”, penned by James E Faust in
Mar-2001, Faust writes “We need to change our bad behavior. We need to repent.” A healthy skeptical attitude is to ask “why?”, and “which
scriptures instruct us to do this?” These questions are not casting doubt upon the author, and any personal revelations he may have
received from God in writing this, but, rather, they are following in the skeptical tradition of unveiling the pathway of a Truth. Taking in only
the recommendation, but not the entire chain of thinking that the author used to achieve that recommendation is not the deepest level of
understanding that we can achieve, and we would like to retrace that form of thinking. Faust provides the answer to these questions, earlier
in his writing: “Who you think you are and who you really are can be two different versions of yourself. From an eternal perspective, these
two versions need to come together. God knows you and what you can become because He has known you from the beginning when you
were His spirit sons and daughters. What you become will depend in large measure upon how you follow righteous principles and do good
works.” Post: [D] via Comesaña, Klein: Let us begin an examination of CP1 and the general | closure principle, CP, of which CP1 is an
“instantiation”. Closure certainly does hold for some properties, for example, truth. If p is true and | implies q, then q is true. It just as

clearly does not hold for other | properties, for example being surprising. It
might be surprising that Tomás is taller than his father, but it is certainly not
surprising that Tomás is taller than someone, and yet the former entails the
latter. What about justified | belief? Does Closure hold for it? It might be
thought that the answer must be a clear “No”, for the following reasons: First,
notice that every logical truth is entailed by every proposition. If Closure held
for justification, then we would have to say that everybody is justified in
believing every logical truth (provided that we are willing to grant that
everybody is justified in believing at least one proposition). But this doesn’t
seem plausible. Some logical truths are too | complicated to even | parse, let

alone be justified in believing. If this is true, then Closure doesn’t hold for belief (that is to say, we may fail to believe propositions entailed by
propositions we already believe). The existence of very | complicated logical truths also underlies another worry for Closure. For, to every
logical entailment between propositions there corresponds a logical truth: the (material) conditional with the entailing | proposition in the
antecedent and the entailed | proposition in the consequent. Some of these logically true conditionals will be examples of propositions
that we are not justified in believing (if only because the consequent is too | complicated for beings like us to even parse). In that case, we
might well be justified in believing their antecedents without being justified in believing their consequents.

Ch-54: H2S3: Premature dev.phase-Q,activ:
// Reference a beginner’s book, like NM Bruce Pandolfini #

H3S1: Disownment creates comm-barriers that impede progress:
Hu: Human progress depends upon communication that is high quality and fast to target. When there are communication barriers, progress
is impeded, because the information that a particular individual needs, in order to make the next advancement, is not delivered in a timely
manner. The development of new information is analogous to a supply chain: “That process continued as Dell outsourced the
management of its supply | chain, and then the design of its computers themselves. Dell essentially outsourced everything inside its
personal-computer business - everything except its brand - to Asus <a Taiwan-based company> Dell’s RONA <Return on Net Assets>

https://lichess.org/fM3G6sFC/black#20
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became very | high, as it had very few | assets left in the consumer part of its business. Then, in 2005, Asus announced the creation of its
own brand of computers” Christensen <a-r> pg-123. MIC. Hu: The supply chain can be conceived of as one particular aspect of
operations that relates specifically to the production of goods, but not only in the assembly of the goods into the final product from its
parts, but also the sourcing of those goods as well as the relationship with various companies, internal or external, responsible for the
generation and transportation of those goods. Supply chain management is an important aspect of a business organization because
proper | supply chain management will drive down cost of goods sold and in turn increase profits; companies with lower cogs and higher
profits will, in the long run, outperform competitors because it will have more liquidity to invest into further growth, leading to better product
lines, lower prices, and more sales that compounds with each coming year. == Supply chain management is also an aspect of efficiency.

Ch-54: Untim-inv: Ex:

Ex-1: [1,600] Level this picture frame🖼 

R: Ex-2: [3,800] Well, this is awkward.

Ex-3: [1,800] Clap back paddy wack.

R: Ex-4: [2,500] What are we doing?

Assassination in 2:

L: Ex-5: [1,685]: Safety descent.

Ex-6: [2,200]: Find a way | to expl f’s active, but misplaced-R.

L: Ex-7: [1,200]

Ex-8: [1,200]

Assassination in 3:

L: Ex-9: [2,000] A “minority” attack.

Ex-10: [1,200] Game: Twitch
streamer u/HANZZA<3.7k
followers> vs
“DerpMcGee29”<1,700>, Chess.com
rapid game April 10th, 2022.

L: Ex-11: [1,950]

Ex-12:

Assassination in 4+:

Ex-13: [2,500]

R: Ex-14: Prisoner of war [2,600]
Game: Piorun, Kacper vs Markus,
Robert 44th Chess Olympiad
rd-6<a-r>. Turn 35-s; clock
position: 9:32<s> to 4:50<f>

L: Ex-15: [2,600]

Ex-16:
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Untim-inv f-discounted
pseudo-PM:

L: Ex-17: Imprisonment [1,800]

Ex-18: [1,900]

Ex-19: [1,900+]

R: Ex-20: [1,900+]

Solutions:
Ex-1:
17...f6 18. Qxg4 (+3) fxg5 19. Qe6+ Kh8 20. Qxd5 (+6)
There are 2 undefended e-nobles that have invaded the both player
moats on an untimely basis, and we can pick them both off in the
capture continuation bounce range of our f.a4-Q on a long line 6.0
DU for the cost of a single B #
FEN: r2q1rk1/4p1bp/p2p1pp1/P2n2B1/Q5b1/4PN2/
P2N1PPP/2R2RK1 w - - 0 18

Ex-2: 16…Bxc3 and 17. Nxf8 (-5) is
not possible due to the thr-res <r:
ch-38> 17…Be5 <1:1> $.g3-Q !,
run-scaping the P-tacked c3-sq and
after 18…xf8 (+3) s will have made
out with 2 minors for an R 17. Bxc6
(0) ! Rxc6 (+3) ! and again 18. Nxf8
(?) is not possible because the N is
permanently #VT trapped after
18…Bg7 $.f8-N for example 19. Nd7
<run $> ! Qc7 <o.m-W !>😱 20.

Qxc7 <attempted-rescue> ! Rxc7 [diagram] and the N remains
pseudo-PM’d with only the b8 sq to go: 21. Nb8 <run-$> ! Bxc2 (-1) ! 22.
Rac1 Bxb2 ! <0) 23. Rfe1 $.e6-P d4 <pp.cross-🌊> ! and the future
discounted timescale for the unfortunate s.b8-N to return to action exceeds
that of the threat of the d-pawn’s advance eval = -8, m-d = 0 !! therefore f
had better avoid all this with 18. Bxc3 (0) Rfc8 <battery, c> <c3-P 2.5:1>
! and f will suffer assass of his c-P due to the untimely invasion of his
f.d7-N #
Game: maia1 <BOT, 1712> v AmazingFilms1971 <Yakun, human
2051> https://lichess.org/InK7NCy4/black#32
https://lichess.org/PyiN46V9/white#16

Ex-3: https://lichess.org/PyiN46V9/white#16 9. Nxe4 (+1) !
<pin.crumble-resolution> ! Nxe4 (-3) 10. Qa4+ $.e4-N as it turns out
#defd, the Q was also contending the e4 sq via check bounce range <r: ch-5
H2S2> Fin.

Ex-4: 11…Nbd7 ! 12. Nd4 $.e6-B ! Nc5 $.b7-Q => d3 <bnc> ! the s.b8-Q
leverages the UI.b7-Q to bounce with a tempo # into the desirable d3 hole #
https://lichess.org/0u2XAHVO/white#24

The "gravity assist"
concept has proven
fundamental to exploring
our "back yard" — the
solar system. The
technique has even been
employed at least once
to rescue an
Earth-orbiting
communications satellite
whose launch vehicle

failed to place it in its intended
geosynchronous orbit. <r:
https://solarsystem
.nasa.gov/basics/primer/>
[Diagram]

Ex-5: https://chesstempo.com/

chess-tactics/59130293
1. Qd8+! there is nothing | better
Kh7<run> 2. Qxd7<+3, assass>!
K-run 3. Qxb5.🛡-f1! Fin.v-5.

Ex-6:
https://lichess.org/CbPy9qsr/black#59
30…d4<1:2>$.e-$<t-sack><1:1>!, a clever | trick, temp-avail, and s
will be able to make a next-assass | any-which | way: a) 31. Nxd4?
Rxh4!, eliminating f’s sole.p-P b) 31. exd4!? Bxf4!, and s will have a
supported.p-P, for cntr-play, against h4 c) 31. B4! Dxe3+ 32. Kxe3
is likely | max-fav for f, but his f4-e3 chain has been weakened,
making progress on the flanks more | difficult -0.6 d-27 SF14+
NNUE, else 0.0 # Fin.v-5

Ex-7: https://lichess.org/3dYmYzEC/black#47
24…Nxe5<clr.$-c3><clr.$-b5><rare!> 25. fxe5$.f6-N
Qxc3<+3><assass!>, and the f6-N cannot be captured, due to
26…Bxb5<+5>, while 25…Bxb5 initially is a mistake, because after
26. Nxb5$-Q<fbno><+2>, f has 2 nob-tacks and will gain back
2-minors for the R Fin.v-5

Ex-8: https://lichess.org/jluq7r6H/black#37
19…Nd2<clr+>$-scovery! 20. K-run Nxf1<assass> Fin.v-5

Ex-9: 16. Rb1 $.b2-Q Qc2 <run $> ! if 16…Qa3? 17. Bc1 $ ! piecemates
<assass in 3> 17. Nxd5 (+1, assass) <t.sack-o> ! if 17…exd5?? 18. Bxd5+
M6! 17…Qd3 QNQ<s> rel-pin ! 18. Rd1 $.d3-Q Qa3 19. Qf2 ! with the
intention of building an f-battery and leveraging the imprisoned s.a8-R for

a strong K-side attack.
https://lichess.org/Dsl24gdb/white#37

Ex-10: https://www.chess.com/

analysis/game/live/43316965168
[D]: Piecemate the battery
over-extended rook, suffering from
an untimely invasion. 30.
Bc4<int.🛡-c7,Q.c3-R!>
Rh6$.h2-P<1:2> 31.
h3<1:1><thr-res!> MIC: Chess.com
awarded both last moves by
u/HANZZA as “brilliant”, an ultra-rare

| distinction. Qg3<QPK.[S]-pin> 32. Qxc3<+5>

Ex-11: https://lichess.org/TeslTeIU/white#58
28. Rxg7<1:2><+3><z-zug!> and Rxb2?? is not | possible due to
29. Rxg8, # Rxg7<forced!> 29. Qxb2<assass in 2><QRK[n]-pin!>
f6<int-pin> 30. Rxg7<v.a-assass> 0.0 SF.14+NNUE Fin.v-5

https://solarsystem
https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/59130293
https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/59130293
https://lichess.org/CbPy9qsr/black#59
https://lichess.org/3dYmYzEC/black#47
https://lichess.org/jluq7r6H/black#37
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/43316965168
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/43316965168
https://lichess.org/TeslTeIU/white#58
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Ex-12:

Ex-13: Both | sides here are at risk of u-i, for instance if 20…Bc8 -1.52 ? as
played 21. Rd1 <1:1> $.d4-Q ! nearly traps the s.d4-Q and forces an
unfavorable liquidation: g5 <thr-counter=!> 22. Qg3 <run $> h4 $.g3-Q !
23. Qe3 Qxe3 24. Rxe3 <+1> gxf4 <+2> with tripled.f-pawns for s.
Better instead first # is 20…Ba6 <BNK<N>> abs ! and the thr of
21…Bxc4+ mitigates # 21. Rd1 $ 21. F5 $.e-$, <clr h4-Q 🛡 d4-Q !>
21…Bc8 $.f5-P ! strafing to the desired sq on favorable | terms 22.
Rd1 $ ! Qxh4 <+9> 23. Rxh4 <+1> Bxf5 <+2>, assass in 4:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49961407997

Ex-14:
Rozman: It was a symmetrical
structure Petrov<ch-53 H2S4
H3S3 H4S6>, but White had an
early space advantage, right?
White's got more space in the
center, more space on the
queenside, but Robert Markus
was not to be deterred. He created
counterplay with a4 and Ra5,
right, go back and take on d5.
Kacper Piorun sacrifices the
bishop on g7, wins back material.
Black has a bishop pair, but a

totally | bogus pawn structure; white has no bishop pair, but
potentially some targets to attack, like the king and the pawns, but
now, Markus just is, like, well, I mean, if you're gonna leave pawns
around the board, I'm gonna take them, absolutely, I'm not worried
about mate; my king is safe on f8, alright, “king on f8 = never
mate”. That's not the rhyme, but it doesn't matter, now, black is just
up a pawn, with a better position. f-Bg6 <untim-inv!>, what
<24:06>, you're not gonna mate me what are you nuts!?:
35…Qe7<run$>!<2-m> 36. Rf3!<thr-Nxh6[+2.6]>
Qg5🛡.h6-P<2:2><-1.5 w/ 1.7 und-top, Rd5 SF14+ NNUE
d-23>🛡.g7-B<2:1> 37. Be6?!<clr-pin!><clr.h7/b1> The Q can
finally be released, but the B has to itself enter an untimely | square
Rc5<mob.Δ=+4!> With f7<2:2> and other weak points in his position
adequately | defended, by also active, counter-attacking nobles, it
feels as if f and s are playing on two different boards, overlaid on
top of each other 38. Qe4$.b7-P<0:1><mob.Δ=+4>
Qe7$.e6-B🛡.f7-P, releasing the e8-B to now
thr-39…Bc6<BQR.[S]-skwr!> Rozman: White overpresses, and
Black just locks down the position, with this B on e8, anchoring the
K-safety. MIC: 39. Rf1<run-thr> h5$.g4-N! [D]: MIC: The
awkwardness of this position reveals the extent to which the
prisoner of war h7-Q was a detriment, as f had to accept this
situation, with a pseudo-pmd g4-N and e6-B, to free it. 40.
Qg6!$.f7-P<3:3> Rg5<1:1>$.g6-Q! with nob-assass in the next s-ply
<in 7!> Post: This game was the deciding factor in SRB’s win over
POL, 2.5 to 1.5:
https://chess-results.com/tnr653631.aspx?lan=1&art=20&flag=30&s
nr=5

Ex-15: https://lichess.org/gcAHU9Fc/black#134
68. Kd5<0.0> draws this tricky R-endgame, in which the f4-K found
itself untim-inv. Better was 67…Rc8+! with the idea that | 68. Kxb4
is not | possible because after # Rb8+($), s gets the crow’s | nest,
while if # 68. Kb5! Rc3<1:1>$.h3-P$!! leverages the same crow’s |
nest idea and after # 69. Rxb4<-1><forced> Rxh3!, the h4.p-P is
much | harder to stop, <v.a-assass!> after Kd5!, f has an ideal |
fortress, combining the 1) $.b4<1:1 2) E-3! 3) thr.Ke6-xf6, to freeze
the s-nobs, for example Rb6🛡 69. Kc5$.b6-R<o-m> Rb8<run-$>
Kd5! and f has an alternating | pattern to repeat.3-50<ch-18> #n-p
Fin.v-5

Ex-16:

Ex-17: 24. Bf5+ Re6 <int +> :( <o-m> 25. D5 $.e6-R ! Ne5+ 26. Ke4 !
Game: Michelet vs Lionel Kierseritzky 1845, “Michele my Belle” game of
the day 10-28-2007 in chessgames.com.

Ex-18: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/54863749915
F’s powerful (b2-B) will be lost, but most active | in the way is 22.
Nd1<clr-+>!, forcing Nxb2<-3> 23. Qxb2+ Ne5<int> and f saves a
tempo<fbno> to improve his c3-N, eventually bringing it to e3.
Fin.v-5.

Ex-19: https://lichess.org/Bk28A0ax/white#34
F needs to excuse his B, which, the opponent could argue, is itself
untim-inv, but should 18. Hxg5?! first? If, 18…fxg5! and now #, 19.
Bxe5 | permits Bxe5! with 9(!) resulting-mob for this B, whereas if
18. Bxe5<+3> immediately, s must recap w/P, boxing in this B,
permanus, an indirect pseudo-pm<fbno> Fin.v-5.

Ex-20: https://lichess.org/jluq7r6H/black#43
22…Bc6<run-$> is necessary to avoid p-m -3.6 w/ 1.6 o-n d-36
SF.14+NNUE, whereas Bg4 23. f3<1.5:2>$! e5<cntr$><forced> 24.
Fxg4 exf4 25. Rxf4<-1>, and Be4 23. Nxe4! Dxe4 24.
Rd7$.b7-P<0:1> and s’s game is more | difficult, in an even 0.0
Fin.v-5

Additional resources:
Rozman, Levy. “I Feel Bad for Magnus...” GothamChess, YouTube,
3 Aug. 2022, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wC_a4kLdEk8.
Piorun, Kacper, and Robert Markus. “44th Chess Olympiad 2022:
Open: Boards 1-40 • Round 6.” Lichess.org,
https://lichess.org/broadcast/44th-chess-olympiad-2022--open--boar
ds-1-40/round-6/DdKeMFRF.
Hu: Reclaim what has been disenfranchised: 7/31/22
Popkin, Richard H.. "skepticism". Encyclopedia Britannica, 18
Nov. 2020, https://www.britannica.com/topic/skepticism. Accessed
27 July 2022.
Comesaña, Juan, and Peter Klein. “Skepticism.” Stanford
Encyclopedia of Philosophy, Stanford University, 5 Dec. 2019,
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/skepticism/.
Faust, James E. “Who Do You Think You Are? - the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints.” The Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints, Ensign Magazine, Mar-2001,
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/ensign/2001/03/who-do-y
ou-think-you-are?lang=eng.
Christensen, Clayton M., et al. How Will You Measure Your Life?
HarpersCollins, 2012.

- Christensen <back-cover> is the Kim B. Clark
Professor at Harvard Business School, the author of
seven books, a five-time recipient of the McKinsey
Award for Harvard Business Review’s best | article, and
the cofounder of four | companies, including the
innovation | consulting firm Innosight.

- Karen Dillon <co-author> was the editor of the Harvard
Business Review until 2011.

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49961407997
https://chess-results.com/tnr653631.aspx?lan=1&art=20&flag=30&snr=5
https://chess-results.com/tnr653631.aspx?lan=1&art=20&flag=30&snr=5
https://lichess.org/gcAHU9Fc/black#134
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/54863749915?tab=analysis
https://lichess.org/Bk28A0ax/white#34
https://lichess.org/jluq7r6H/black#43
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wC_a4kLdEk8&ab_channel=GothamChess
https://lichess.org/broadcast/44th-chess-olympiad-2022--open--boards-1-40/round-6/DdKeMFRF
https://lichess.org/broadcast/44th-chess-olympiad-2022--open--boards-1-40/round-6/DdKeMFRF
https://www.britannica.com/topic/skepticism
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/skepticism/
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/ensign/2001/03/who-do-you-think-you-are?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/ensign/2001/03/who-do-you-think-you-are?lang=eng
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Book-55: Over-extension: chpn-mn:
Basically arises out of the last stages of the Battle of Stalingrad # when the Soviet “winter offensive” began in 1941/2 Stalin was really overextending his
reach, he's attempting to do too much and that's exactly what happened at Stalingrad. Yes the sixth army has been destroyed, yes the Soviet forces
have driven into the Caucasus and into the Eastern part of the Ukraine but as they keep trying to attack, Munstein, the commander of Army Group
South is falling back on his centers of supply and resources. He is able to build an operational reserve and he is actually able to strike back against
over-extended Soviet forces. Ref: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vn5UJTM2X8A // quick example here 8 min #: https://youtu.be/in-cvi3XuyA

Ch-55: H2S1: Porous over-ext:
Consequently, the question at issue is whether White can maintain his center Pawns after they have gone forward. The entire defense stands
or falls by the answer to this question. Fine pg-95. <X-ref ch-53 H3S3 H4S3, A-D> This section will examine qualitatively the status of
overextension, which is defined quantitatively in H2S4 as a value of effect in AUC territory ÷ number of sqs controlled in AUC territory that
exceeds the recommended homeostatic value, and the tactical consequences of being in such a state, which is difficult to recover from,
generally speaking, as pawns cannot move backwards # and ren, once captured, cannot return to the board.

H3S1: Religious apostasy is a form of theological over-ext #n-p
Hu<’22, a-r>: In order to build God’s Kingdom, we have to rely upon the full brilliance of our faculties, as well as all the tools, whether physical
or cognitive, that God created and bestowed upon us. Due to the apostasy of others, many of these faculties and tools have been
disenfranchised from Christianity, and, as a result, we are debilitated in our ability to fully apply them. In order to correct this, we have to
reclaim what has been disenfranchised, and much of this comes from education: we have to learn more about what the faculties and tools
actually | are, why they are not | apart from God, as we have been misled to believe, and how we can apply them in Godly ways, rather than
the apostatic ways that they have been used, leading to these things being defiled, by people who are in apostasy.

Ch-55: H2S2: E�ect/space-ratio:

Fine pg-210: One of the major | weapons which White uses is that of allowing his opponent to occupy the
center with his Pawns and then, when Black is exposed, to strike at those Pawns and create irremediable |
weaknesses (mainly “holes”). <ch-53 H2S4 H3S7, English |=full Dragon family> (D) Space x effect
difference diagram of the b-p after 26. Nh3; solve this position in ch-55 ex-6 # This section is referenced in
Ch. 60, H H2S1, which, if you are a student of chess entering the field from a science track working with a
qualified #MIC instructor, you will have encountered prior to reading this section: Security can be established
by the ratio of squares within one’s spatial domain and that player’s effect count in those squares and this
ratio is a homeostatic level that one should maintain #, and the specific recommended level is discussed in
Ch. 55 H2S2. Ref: Ch. 60, H H2S1 “Homeostasis defined”. In this section, we will investigate more granularly
the point that a certain ratio between spatial control and effect should be maintained, the particular
homeostatic value of same side effect count in AUC territory ÷ # sqs maintained in AUC territory, examining
3 games and using them as inductive, empirical evidence to justify the value that we determine as the proper

| homeostatic range in the end; harkening back to the x-ref’d Ch. 60 H2S1 briefly #, a value less than the homeostatic in this case will
represent a deficit of control in one’s own territory and therefore a status of overextension, whereas a value greater will represent a status of
cramping, redundant effect #, or generally, an opportunity cost in the capacity to gain more space. // Examine 3 games and come up with a
recommended value, make a post-script of the process of using chess games and #MIC board analysis to come up with properties of the
game, and x-ref Ch. 6 QI and maybe a bit of Ch. 12 eval at the end. This should finish this section.

Ch-55: Over-ext H2S3: Punishing over-ext:
// punishing OE by 1) aggregating eff on the OE ren, then 2) rapidly
changing targets without the opponent having time to respond, difficult,
since the OE player does have a space advantage # Other themes like
penetrating and playing behind the OE come into play as well
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gOz4XZfkAuE //
https://youtu.be/YKEXns2Ed_0 Second example GM Bruzon vs IM Levy
Rozman < cite Twitch > chipping away, forcing the overextended P’s to
push even further # and concentrating attack at the base of the chain Cite:
2016 Millionaire’s Open (D) Think just like this: catching a boot in a bear |

trap. [D, 2]: https://lichess.org/BGw2M4Gq/black#23 12…Nd7$.e5-P<3:2><-2.2 w/ 0.8
o-n d-35 SF.14+ NNUE>! and 13. e6<1:1>? fails because fxe6<clr.f8-R$f4-B>!<+1>, neither does 13.
Qe2🛡 Ndxe5<+1, anyway!> 14. Nxe5 Nxe5 15. Bxe5 Re8$<2:1> and f has exhausted-E of
e5<recoup!>

H3S1: Apostatic views of Creation = di�culties for missionaries:
Hu: We do not want people approached by our missionaries to feel like they have to choose between, for example, religion and science, or
between logic and faith. There is nothing they have to lose, certainly, of the good. We have to clarify these concepts and more clearly define
what is of God, and what is not. It should be obvious that enlisting in God’s Kingdom should increase one’s understanding of the natural
world, make one more intelligent, have clearer thinking and understanding, and be more productively successful. LDS <a-r>: More than
53,000 full-time missionaries are serving missions for The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Most missionaries are young people
under the age of 25, serving in 404 missions throughout the world. Single men serve missions for two years and single women serve
missions for 18 months. Prior to going to their assigned area, missionaries spend a short period of time at one of 10 missionary training
centers throughout the world.

https://youtu.be/YKEXns2Ed_0
https://lichess.org/BGw2M4Gq/black#23
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Ch-55: Ex:
Ex. 1:
This position is complex by several
virtues <r: ch-final #42 - 47>, 1) the
fact that every legal move except 1
is losing for s, 2) the presence of
long lines of effect # and 3) the
problem that all of his noble activity
is directed at the s.f3-pp, itself
strong, but also blockades their
effect from damaging the e-K. Find
a way to break through and devise
a plan to assassinate via threat
mate; a specific countdown to
assass will not be given here, as
there are too many possibilities to
consider #

Ex. 2: Punish s’s overextension move
5…c4 ? by forcing an assass in 4+.
[Diagram]

Ex-3: In chess, each player possesses 7
nobles. <blank> of these can attack the
fixed base of the chain of an
overextended pawn chain not from a

rank or file. a) 1 b) 3 c) 4 d) 5 e) 7

Ex-4: Draw a diagram # of all effects
to the base of the chain of the
potentially over-extended central dark
sq f p-chain in this theoretical Sicilian
Alapin position. What is the total
effect in that sq?

Ex-5: Find the assass in 5.

R: Ex-6:

Central over-ext x military
science, flanking:
In many battles throughout real
military history, a stronger army
was defeated due to central
overextension and thereby being
subjected to a debilitating attack
along one or both flanks, resulting
in sometimes an e-breakthrough in
the center as well. Often, the
execution of a strong flank attack

will be via diagonal | blockade in the center, supported oftentimes by
fianchettoed bishop(s) in a well-defended setup, while the
penetration along the sides will be with rooks. Diagram: The Battle
of France May 10th - June 25th 1940, Britannica.
In military tactics, a flanking maneuver is a movement of an armed
force around an enemy force's side, or “flank”, to achieve an
advantageous position over it. Flanking is useful because a force's
fighting strength is typically concentrated in its front, therefore, to
circumvent <r: ch-52, isolation> an opposing force's front and attack
its flank is to concentrate one's own offense in the area where the
enemy is least able | to concentrate on defense. <r: Wikipedia>

L: Ex-7: The N-flank #defd Ex-8: The B-flank #

L: Ex-9: Game: GM Hikaru Nakamura <2760, 5x US Champion> vs GM
Fabiano Caruana, 2nd after R-7, Candidates 2022 w/ 5/7>: rd-8.

Ex-10: [1,200]
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Flank over-ext x military science,
phalanxing:
Flanking on land in the pre-modern era was usually achieved with
cavalry (and rarely, chariots) due to their speed and maneuverability,
while heavily armored | infantry was commonly used to pin the
enemy in place, as in the Battle of Pharsalus. Armored vehicles such
as tanks | replaced cavalry as the main | force of flanking |

maneuvers in the 20th century, as seen in the Battle of France in
World War II. <r: Wiki-
pedia>

Ex-11: Game: Anton Smirnov vs WC<former> Magnus Carlsen, FIDE
44th Olympiad ‘22 rd-6. [2850]

R: Ex-12: [1,580] “Priorities,
priorities.”

L: Ex-13: [1,600]

R: Ex-14: [1,400-2,000]: The
Louisiana Purchase:

Ex-15: [1,940]: Cntr-ext<fbno>

Porous over-ext:
undesired

penetration:

Ex-16: Game: GM Anish Giri<b-1994>

<4x Dutch Champion> vs GM Baadur Jobava<b-1983><3x Georgian
Champion>, namesake of the Jobava London System, FIDE 44th
Olympiad ‘22 rd-6. [2750]

R: Ex-17: [1,600]: “Keep | your hands up”

L: Ex-18: [2,000]: “Pseudo.

hedge-hog”

Ex-19: [1,600]: Indian early

…Ne4:

Ex-20: [1,750]

Solutions:

Ex. 1:
Mobility analysis of the s.d8-Q in
the initial b-p, showing a dramatic
entryway into the f-overextended
position via a dark square complex
<r: ch-50 H2S4> The yellow
mobility arrows in the preceding
diagram display the path actually
taken by my queen # in this game,
resulting ultimately in a f2-P
supported mate on e1, and there

was in fact very little my opponent could do to stop this, despite his
own powerful pp at d6 and g-file R battery, which was rendered
useless by this maneuver; otherwise, I would have lost (!) 33…Qh4
<mob = 12> <thr+, h2> ! Played in less than 1s in clock time, and in
fact, this entire sequence took only 9s off my clock in a 40s
remaining time pressured situation in Chess.com 3+2 Blitz; to show
you the power of #MIC, in a position that takes a while for even
Komodo to evaluate properly. Click through the game for yourself
here, as Chess.com preserves time stamps:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/45990626375?tab=revie
w 34. Rh1 🛡.h2-P Qd4 <DU = 4> ! The threat is 35…Qd2+ #-4 35.
Rd1 <cont-d2>, <$.d4-Q> ! Qb2+, finding a new check vector, as
the previous intention had closed # 36. Kg1 <run +>, continuing to
find perfect defense with 20s left, I was playing against a
supercomputer at this point, and winning # 36…f2+ ! 37. Kf1 Bxd1
(+5) !, 37…Qe2+ 38. Kg2 f1=Q# ! would have finished things off
faster, but after finding the insane dark-sq maneuver, my brain
needed a Cheeto 🧀 37…Nxd1 (-3 + 5 = +2) 38. Qf2 $.d1-N, <thr,
#> !, a terminal fork <r: ch-23 H2S4> 39. Qg2 ??, a move that stops
nothing, but anyways, it would have been mate 39…Qe1# Fin.
https://www.chess.com/analysis/
game/live/45990626375?tab=review

Ex. 2:
This position is from a game that I played against USCF Expert
George Berg in the U2400 tournament held at the historical
Marshall Chess Club <r: ch-final ex-41> // give the moves that Berg
played // for analysis
https://lichess.org/analysis/rnbqkbnr/pppppppp/8/8/8/8/PPPPPPPP/
RNBQKBNR_w_KQkq_-_0_1#10 Expert George Berg’s US Chess
profile: http://www.uschess.org/msa/MbrDtlMain.php?12523517

Ex-3: The answer is 4, 7 - (2 rooks + 1 wrong colored # bishop).
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Ex-4: Solution:

The correct solution should show: 4
green arrows to d4 and 3 red
arrows. The total effect from f is 3,
and 3 + one x-ray from the s.g7-B
for a total of 6.5 #

Ex-5:
Both ex-4 and ex-5 this section #
are from my round 3 game at 2nd
Niagara Falls Open between USCF
<1200>, but who defeated a
<USCF 1655> during the
tournament, Craig Klinger. The

game continuation and, in my opinion, best from both sides was:
14.s-Nxe3 (+3) , liquidating a pair of $ and 🛡 and therefore
maintaining the e-d , 15. Qxe3 (0) Fxe5 (+1) 16. Nxe5 (0) Nxe5 (+3)
17. dxe5 (0) D4 $$ !

The b-p after 17…d4 $$ 18. Qd3
QPB<n> rel-pin !, preventing
noble assass by pinning the s.d4-P
to the B. 18…Bxe5 (+1), then we’ll
just grab this pawn with a decisive
K-side attack, +7. Fin.

Ex-6:
26…d5 🛡.e4-P, d5 <2:1> is an
important move in this
overextended s.b-p -2 w/ 0.35 o-n
Komodo d-28, as it increases
defensive effect in the s-camp by 3;

the s.d6-P was previously hangtacked, and now it’s twice defended,
and the P itself adds another +1 def-eff to e4 # Space / effect ratio is
a homeostatic value that we want to keep around 1, as in 1
defensive effect or positive e-d per square that is considered in our
territory. When we see “red” squares in our territory, as in the
inaugural diagram of this b-p in ch-55 H2S2, the denominator is
going down, and the ratio is becoming inflated, signaling
overextension # Fin:
2r2r2/pp4kp/3p1np1/5q2/1P2p3/7N/P2Q1PPP/1R2R1K1 b - - 3 26

Ex-7: 9…Na5 -1.4 w/ 1.8 o-n <clr, b7 $ d5> ! 10. Bb3🛡 .d5-P Nxb3 (-3)
<capture the🛡 r: ch-27> 11. Axb3 :( Qb3 does not help the situation in d5
<3:2> 11…Nxd5 (+1) <assass in 3> !
https://lichess.org/eMf7Z0ur/black#25

Ex-8: 8…Bg4 $.f3-P <pin the🛡 > ! <e5, 2:2> 9. Exd6 (-1) Nxd6 10. H3
$.g4-B Bxf3 11. Qxf3 Nd7 ! (0) and s has resolved the central spatial
pressure with a solid position -0.6 w/ 0.2 o-n d-19 SF 14+ NNUE
https://lichess.org/dbJdVepu/black#15

Ex-9: 21. Bg5 $.d8-R <clr.e1-R $ e5-P [2:1, overwhelm]> ! missed by
Nakamura during the game in favor of 21. Ng3 0.0, played in less than a
minute to press Caruana on the clock. The actual game continued
21…Bd3 ! 22. Qd2 <iso!> c4 $.b3-B,🛡.d3-B 23. Bd1 <forced> !
and Hikaru had to face an unpleasant supported | invasion of the
s.d3-B. Analyze the game continuation further at ch-52 ex-20.

Ex-10: s-Nd2<clr+>! Kg1 s-Nxf1<+5> Fin.v-5

Ex-11: X-ref ch-54<untim-inv>

Rozman<a-r>: Smirnov offers a P-sack, technically, a double
P-sack, to go for a big attack on the king, a very interesting | idea,
because the bishop cuts the king's escape path. Here the only move
that holds this Qd8, and Magnus finds it, good defense by
Magnus, and for a very, very kind of brief moment in this game, it
seems as though Smirnov’s attack is going to break through, like I
don't exactly know how you would prevent, [D] you know, N-here,
R-here, N-here, something along these lines, and Smirnov does, in
fact, play the move Nf5!? The engine here wants him to just go
back, and take this P<f3>, and it claims that the best way to play is
to repeat moves. I don't think Magnus would have repeated moves;
I'm sure he would have, kind of, played on. Smirnov, to his credit,
goes as aggressive as possible, and sacrifices a piece. MIC: In this
position, Carlsen played 26…Nxe4 -1.3 w/ 2.2 und-top SF14+
NNUE d-28!?, which was easier | to play, but less optimized than our
preferred 26…gxf5<-3>, biting the🚅 and weathering the storm: 27.
Rdg1<Rozman><thr-Qxg7+M2> Ke8<clr.🛡[+1.5]!><o.m-W> 28.
Qg6+! Rf7<int+>, better than 29. Bf7<-🛡.f5-P> 29.
Rh7$.g7-B<1.5:2.5> Bf8<SF23 d-22><run$> 30. Rh8$.f8-B<2.5:2>
Kd7<run-pin!><o.m-W> and s has shored up against this flank
over-ext by creating a compact, central fortress. [D, 2]: Despite
being surrounded by the f-army, Black defends everything in his
camp well, with a high space/effect-ratio, and weathers the storm.
Fin.v4-2.

Ex-12: https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/55685306
1. Nc5$.a6-Q<rel.pin-expl><z-zug!> Rxc6<-5> 2. Nxa6<+9>, more
return than recapturing in c6! Rxc1+ 3. Bxc1<recoup> Fin.v-5.

Ex-13: https://lichess.org/K8kXIsgP/white#35
18…Nxg4<+1><t-sack>! 19. Hxg4<t.sack-go> Rxf3<recoup>
Fin.v-5

Ex-14: https://lichess.org/ZWLwMCtE/white#26
14. bxa6<e-p><clr-b7>! Nxa6<-1><auto-clr><forced> 15. Qxb7<+1,
assass>$.a6-N<3:1, p-m><+3, assass>! Fin.v-5

Ex-15: https://lichess.org/fM3G6sFC/black#25
13…a5<0:1>$.e-$,b4<2:1>! A thematic P-sack in such | situations,
which would leave f with 2 undfensible isolated, and doubled, Ps, if
accepted 14. A3🛡 axb4! 15. Axb4 Ra2! Qxb4?? 16.
Bxf6<-3><clr.b1-R[1:1.5],$>! and s suddenly controls the Q-side.
Fin.v-5

https://chesstempo.com/chess-tactics/55685306
https://lichess.org/K8kXIsgP/white#35
https://lichess.org/ZWLwMCtE/white#26
https://lichess.org/fM3G6sFC/black#25
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Ex-16: Rozman: A Benoni-esque | King’s Indian style game by Jobava

vs Anish. Black has a good
structure, but is worse. Maybe b5,
or f5. 20. Bxf7+<thr-res> Rxf7<0>
21. Re6<1:1>!<t.sack-sente>
Rozman: An unbelievable | move.
You see, black played Ng7 to
prevent anything from coming to e6,
which made it all the more shocking
when Anish Giri put his R right |
there. [D, Rozman]: That
pawn<e6-e7> is suffocating the
position! Cont: 21…Nxe6<gote>
22. dxe6<clr-d5><+3>

Rg7<run$> 23. Nd5<cont.e7-[1:2]!> g4<1:2>? MIC: Desperately
seeking counter-play, when his b-p was already over-extended,
Jobava now weakens the f4-sq, as well as clears the c1/h6, to
Giri’s advantage. 24. Re1<thr.e7-$,d8.Q!> Rg6$.e6-P<1:1> 25.
Qf4$.f5-P! Black’s position is over-extended and on the verge of
collapse gxh3<-1> 26. g3<t.sack-2!> similar to f-b4! in ch-37 ex-18,
Giri defends by using a push-past maneuver <ch-19 H2S5 H3S3>,
which locks up both the file in which a capture would have
occurred, and the file in which the push past advance occurs #n-p
Rb8 27. Qxf5<assass in 8!> Qf8$.e-$ 28. Qxf8+ Rxf8 29. f4<2:1>
Re8$.e6-P<1:2> 30. f5$.g6-R🛡! and f’s central control, and 2
connected passed pawns, prove decisive 1-0. The Netherlands,
T-3rd after 6, moving past Georgia 2.5 to 1.5:
https://chess-results.com/tnr653631.aspx?lan=1&art=20&flag=30&s
nr=7

⭐: EZ-directive: Great players know how to exploit
overextension, a temptation for less | experienced players, by
mining the holes #n-p behind, inside, and adjacently to the
over-extended area. In this case, d5, e6, e7, and f4.

Ex-17: https://lichess.org/droS2pku/black#61
31…Qe2+ 32. Kg1<o-m> Qg2#! Fin.v-5

Ex-18: https://lichess.org/RF9zsxV2/black#21

Here, the hedge-hog does have to raise a spike, in order to stay afloat:
11…e5$.d4-P<up-compl!> a) 12. dxe5?! Nxe5 13. Nxe5 Qxe5 -0.3 d-21
SF.14+NNUE, with recovered | activity and play on e4 b) 12. d5$.e-$,c6!,
an active | try, but 12…cxd5 13. Exd5 leaves f looking over-extended,
while nob-$ leaves a symmetrical | structure, with = c) 12. Nb1!?, a
computer | move, exd4<+1>! 13. Bxb4 Qxb4 14. Qxd4 c5<1:1>$! and s
looks fine. Fin.v-5.

Ex-19: https://lichess.org/80etlSEm/white#10
This is a common intermediate response to Indian.f-openings, that
players, simply need to have a memorized | response: 6. a3$.b4!
with the idea that # if Nxc3$.d1-Q 7. Qd3$.c3-N, run-$ saves a
tempo and holds things together<t-sack> Ba5<run-$> 8. bxc3<0>
Fin.v-5.

Ex-20: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/53230217551
16…d5<2:2>$$! 17. Bxf8<-5> Kxf8<+3>, leaving, still, a $-$ 18.
g3<cntr!> Nh5<run-$>, everything # is fine 19. Bxd5<-1> exd5<+3,
assass> Fin.v-5

Additional resources:
Fine, Reuben. Ideas behind the Chess Openings. Ishi Press,
Japan, 2012.
https://lichess.org/broadcast/fide-candidates-tournament-2022/round
-8/fsvj5GFW
Smirnov, Anton, and Magnus Carlsen. “44th Chess | Olympiad
2022: Open: Boards 41-168 • Round 6.” Lichess.org, 3 Aug. 2022,
https://lichess.org/broadcast/44th-chess-olympiad-2022--open--boar
ds-41-168/round-6/Qxixi9YF.

Rozman, Levy. “I Feel Bad for Magnus...” GothamChess,
YouTube, 3 Aug. 2022,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wC_a4kLdEk8.
Giri, Anish, and Baadur Jobava. “44th Chess Olympiad 2022:
Open: Boards 1-40 • Round 6.” Lichess.org, 3 Aug. 2022,
https://lichess.org/broadcast/44th-chess-olympiad-2022--open--boar
ds-1-40/round-6/DdKeMFRF.
Hu: Reclaim what has been disenfranchised: 7/31/22

https://chess-results.com/tnr653631.aspx?lan=1&art=20&flag=30&snr=7
https://chess-results.com/tnr653631.aspx?lan=1&art=20&flag=30&snr=7
https://lichess.org/droS2pku/black#61
https://lichess.org/RF9zsxV2/black#21
https://lichess.org/80etlSEm/white#10
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/53230217551?tab=analysis
https://lichess.org/broadcast/fide-candidates-tournament-2022/round-8/fsvj5GFW
https://lichess.org/broadcast/fide-candidates-tournament-2022/round-8/fsvj5GFW
https://lichess.org/broadcast/44th-chess-olympiad-2022--open--boards-41-168/round-6/Qxixi9YF
https://lichess.org/broadcast/44th-chess-olympiad-2022--open--boards-41-168/round-6/Qxixi9YF
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wC_a4kLdEk8&ab_channel=GothamChess
https://lichess.org/broadcast/44th-chess-olympiad-2022--open--boards-1-40/round-6/DdKeMFRF
https://lichess.org/broadcast/44th-chess-olympiad-2022--open--boards-1-40/round-6/DdKeMFRF
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Book-56: Triangulation, opposition, zugzwang: chapn-m:
The concepts of triangulation, opposition, and zugzwang are general chess principles, but they come to the forefront most frequently.
These are issues such as the increased role of the king in the endgame. zugzwang (along with mutual zugzwang and the opposition). the
effectiveness of exchanging pieces, and so on. It is especially important to gain a feel for the endgame, to develop the optimal cast of mind for
it. to understand the underlying chess related and psychological principles at work. Technique for the Tournament | Player, IM Dvoretsky ©
2015.

Chapn H3S1: Corresponding squares:
Dr. Karsten Mueller <via IM Shah, a-r>: Endgames are more like pure mathematics. You have a position, and you want to prove that it’s a
win, or it’s a draw, and it’s 100% sure. Openings are more like probability theory, it’s more like a statistical way of thinking. MIC:
<b-1970> GM Karsten Müller <peak-2536> is arguably the leading endgame expert of our time, superior, and not linearly, even to the likes of
IM Dvoretsky <1947 - 2016>, and very much following in the analytical tradition of Yuri Averbakh <1922-22, 1954 USSR Champion>,
author of the multi-volume Comprehensive Chess Endings series. While Dr. Müller has yet to produce the same volume of work as
Averbakh, his analytical | rigorousness is unmatched as he has, compared to his peers and forefathers, the advantages of 1) frontier
computer analysis and 2) a Ph-D in mathematics from the University of Hamburg. MIC: Corresponding squares is an overarching chess
concept that, in endgames, underlies each of the H2S themes of this chapter. Most commonly associated with zugzwang via the famous
mined squares concept, but with plenty of other applications, including some of highly-scaled complexity. Müller, Lamprecht <2001,
pg-51>: The theory of corresponding squares is one of the most difficult | topics in pawn endgames and, so far, we have only covered the
most special | cases: opposition and triangulation. However, the theory is more general: when correctly employed, it offers clear solutions
to otherwise very difficult positions. The theory is mainly applicable to blocked positions, where king maneuvers play the main role. It is
also relevant to zugzwang positions. The ideal case is a system of squares where both kings are in reciprocal zugzwang H2S3 H3S4.

⭐ EZ Directive: That means, for example, that if White moves to a particular | square, then Black has to move to the corresponding
square in order to draw.

White should seek to move to squares in such a way that the black king is unable to keep moving to the
corresponding squares, because either it is already there, or because it can’t fly # MIC: The difficulty of
understanding corresponding squares is resolved via study of set theory <ch-2>, while lack of ability to
understand is diagnostic of a lack of understanding of set theory. Corresponding squares represents a
cross-set mapping, where there is either a one to one or one to many | mapping between the set of
particular | squares for one side, and corresponding in the set of corresponding squares, in the other side.
The set of corresponding squares of the other side is, itself, a subset of the set of all squares that the e-K
can move to in the immediate turn, or ever #, in the endgame. [D, Em.Lasker and G.Reichhelm, Chicago
Tribune, 1901, via Müller, Lamprecht <pg-53>] MIC: Whereas corresponding squares is a set to set
relationship, between the set of squares available to one side vs another, key squares is a one-sided |
description #np; generally, if one side is able to reach and occupy a key square, a draw or win will be
secured, irrespective of the positioning of the other side. Often, especially in more complex positions, such as

the one in [D], both types of squares will be in play. Müller, Lamprecht <pg-53>: The key squares <for-f> are b5, g5, and h5. <skip> The
attacker (White) has to occupy a corresponding square, or move, in such a way, that the defender can’t go to the corresponding square.
MIC: In this case, f has the c.sq-initiative #np, in that the corresponding set belongs to the reactive s-side. We can call the f set, then, the
initiative set, and propagate this two set paradigm thematically. Müller, Lamprecht <pg-53>: The attacker should approach the key
squares if possible. If not, he should not move further away ! MIC: In the numerically mapped diagram, each numbered square belongs to a
set of other such numbered squares, and that set # maps on to a corresponding set in either the initiative set or the corresponding set, of
the other player. The one exceptional | case, diagrammatically, is the a7-sq, which is occupied, and therefore, a number cannot be displayed
within it; the corresponding squares for f, to this square, are labeled 2a <b3, b1>. 1. Kb1 ! whereas 1. Kb2 ? allows s to enter a
corresponding square in his turn, a8=4a, and draw, whereas 1. Kb1 ! enters an initiative square of a corresponding square that s already
occupies, and this wins. 1…Kb7 2. Kc1 !, continuing to deprive s of the ability to enter a corresponding square, already occupied, in the ply
after f enters the initiative square, in this case, 3=c1. Müller, Lamprecht: The vertical lines in the diagram indicate that the squares e1-e3
correspond to the squares d7-d8, and that f2/f3 corresponds to e7/e8, and ge to f6/f7. On the K-side, Black has more squares, and we only
number h4 = 6, corresponding g6. The defender (Black) has to move to the corresponding square. If this isn’t possible, the threat (at the
moment occupation of b1 = 2 or b2 = 4) has to be parried. If black is to move, he achieves this with 1…Kb7 or 1…Kb8. 2…Kc7 = 2 3. Kd1 = 2
Kd8 4. Kc2 = 5 ! The corresponding square 5.s=b8 is out of reach for Black. 4…Kc8 = 4 :( 5. Kd2 = 4 ! Kd7, corr=e 6. Kc3 ! = 3 Kc7 = 2 7.
Kd3 ! Kb6 8. Ke3 +- White penetrates on the kingside 1-0. MIC: By having the first move in this position, f is able to step into the initiative
square of the s-K’s sq.of-occ, rather than the other way around, 1-0. This property illustrates that the set to set relationship of i-sqs to corr-sqs
is bidirectional, that the corresponding square of the initiative square is also its corresponding square #circular, <fbno>. Whichever side
steps into the matching sq, matching the sq that is already occupied by the other side, has the superior | prospects for achieving their desired
result # Here, f has the opportunity to do that with the b.p-first, but not all such positions are favorable for the side with b.p-first. Another aspect
in the favor of f is the presence of key squares on both the K-side and Q-side, and it’s this dual | threat that enables f to break through on the
k-side to win.

Ch-56: T.o-z, s H2S1: Triangulation:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karsten_M%C3%BCller
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Lamprecht
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karsten_M%C3%BCller
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Lamprecht
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karsten_M%C3%BCller
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Lamprecht
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karsten_M%C3%BCller
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Lamprecht
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karsten_M%C3%BCller
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Lamprecht
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H2S1 H3S1: Triangulation defined:
Triangulation is a method by which zugzwang can be imposed upon a board | position to which the opponent is assigned the b.p-first ref
<ch. 2 M&BS D H3S2>, and the method in this case refers to a sequence of at least 2 moves in which, at some point, an extra tempo is spent
# in order to accomplish what could have been accomplished in n - 1 tempi, and that | | lag in | tempo | causes a board position that would,
absent the triangulation, have had its first ply be assigned to the triangulating player be instead assigned to the opponent, and that
ply-switched position is the position in which the property of zugzwang is assigned.

H2S1 H3S1: 3 - 2 triangulation to return to an initial sq:
// use the K as the primary example, but all zi except P and N can do this one as well.

H2S1 H3S2: 2 - 1 triangulation to reach a new sq:
// possible with all zi except the N; what about the P? Yes, duh, a pawn can advance 2 or 1 moves in a first move only.

H2S1 H3S3: n + 2 triangulation:
// compose an example in which 2 wasted tempi leads to Zugzwang

H2S1 H3S3 H4S1: N + 2 triangulation, N:
TIL that a N cannot triangulate in the 3 - 2 or 2 - 1 methods because it cannot reach a square in n moves that it can in n
+ 1 moves. Ref: <ch. 5 H2S1> <ch. 8 L H2S7> Ref: a post made in u/apprentice Discord server, 4/16/22 AM.
u/the_apprent1ce is a popular Twitch chess streamer in 2022 with 8,400 followers and a Chess.com elo of ~1,500. A N
is the only zi that is capable of returning to a former sq.of-occ that is not capable of any n + 1 triangulation because, by

the color alteration principle, it can only reach a sq that it can reach in n moves from any b.p-of,ref in n + 2 moves # In contrasts, a P can
never return to a former sq.of-occ #, while all other zi can return to a former sq.of-occ can return to it in n or n + 1 moves. A pawn can, in its
first move only, achieve 2 - 1 triangulation by choosing to move only 1 sq when it has the option to move 2; however, after it has completed its
first move, it will have lost its ability to complete any triangulation. In depth: n + 2 triangulation by a N forces | Zugzwang: // compose an
example

Ch-56: T.o-z, s H2S2: Opposition:
⭐ Bounce off of the magnetic | field, to fly.

H3S1/2: Outflanking:
H3S2: K + B + edge.P vs. lone K in wrong color corner,
already in corner:
Twitch chat: arslanadil92: It's quite amazing you can be +4 in material, including one passed pawn on the
7th, and it be a draw. Hannzza: !List arslanadil92: It goes to show the power of OPPOSITION of the King. K
+ B + edge.P vs. lone K in wrong color corner, already in corner is in fact a draw:
https://lichess.org/analysis/7k/7P/8/6K1/8/3B4/8/8_w_-_-_0_1 (edited)

H3S3: R + K + P,passed vs. K + 2 e.garden,further pp’s:
X-ref: <ch. 6 H2S1 H3S3> Game: u/itzyfan88 v. u/JahnyErMjukur, 4/16/22 Chess.com.

The position after 59…f2 ! In this position, only one move wins for f, while all others lose, can you find it?
X-ref: <Ch. 45 H2S1 H3S8> The answer is 60. Ke2 ! <opp>, completely blockading the s.e3-P via advance
sq <ref: ch. 19 D> occupation // in contrast, the s-winning move (I think) after 60. Rb4+ ?? 60…Kf3 also
relies on opposition, but now in favor of s, to win by cutting off the e2 sq and thereby preventing the f-K from
contending the f1 promotion square of the f-pawn // In general, write about how opposition has 2 purposes:
1) Cause Zugzwang forcing retreat by cutting off an eK’s advance squares toward a file or rank 2) Blockade
that K from reaching certain key squares by cutting them off via contention effect, using the “K cannot move
into check” rule <ref: ch. 18 Chapn H3S2>

H3S4: Chess opposition x magnetism:
The state of opposition # bears at least a half # resemblance to the property of magnetism in physics, in that
two opposing K’s located in the same file or rank with exactly 1 sq between them will mutually not be able to

cross into the line containing that square that is perpendicular to the line of their co-occupation.

https://emojiguide.com/travel-places/star/
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The red line marks the line of co-occupation of the K’s. The yellow line is the line # that contains the square
between the K’s in the line of their co-occupation that is perpendicular to that line of co-occupation, which
neither K can enter.
The property of neither K being able to enter any of the sqs contained in the yellow line <ref: ch. 2 Chapn
H3S2> is reminiscent of the property of magnetic repulsion, as there is an invisible force that opposes the K’s
from coming closer together into adjacent squares.

L: A zoomed in diagram of c5-e5-e3-c3, indicating the specific
sqs c4, d4, and e4 that are within each of the d3 and d5 Ks
empty board mobility but are cut off in the presence of the
opposing K in this particular case. R: A zoomed in diagram of
c5-e5-e3-c3, this time with opposing Ks occupying f-c3 and
s-e5, respectively. This time, the property of opposition cuts
off only one of each Ks mobility on an empty board # When
two Ks are diagonally | opposed, meaning that they occupy

sqs that are at 2.8 DUs to each other <r: Ch. 42 H2S4>, only a single sq between them is mutually
inaccessible: The red line marks the line of co-occupation of the K’s. The yellow line is the line # that contains
the square between the K’s in the line of their co-occupation that is perpendicular to that line of
co-occupation, which neither K can enter. Within chess, the effect of opposition in cutting of certain sqs of a
Ks mobility on an empty board in the presence of a nearby opposing K can be derived from the
self-preservation rule of the Ks <r: Ch. 18 Chapn H3S2>

H3S4 H4S1: Magnetic force:
In proper physics #, magnetism is typically taught preceded by a lesson in electric fields and currents,
broadening into the theory of magnetic fields, and only finally culminating in a discussion of a force that

results from a charged object being placed into a magnetic field #. |=P However, as we are starting from a chess perspective, we shall start
with the observation that is most apparent to us, which is the presence of a force that prevents the Ks from reaching the in-between line that is
perpendicular to their co-occupation line. |=P Firstly, we observe that this force has a finite range, and that the magnitude of the force

decreases as the distance between the Ks increases. Beyond 2.8 DUs, there is no legal limitation on the Ks
movements, but there are still “softer” limitations, such as the Will to win: An instructive case of distant
opposition, f-move, from Capablanca. 4k3/8/8/1p5p/1P5P/8/8/4K3 w - - 0 1 Distant opposition is a position
in which the kings are on the same rank or file but are separated by more than one square. If there are an
odd number of squares between the kings, the player not having the move has the (distant) opposition. As
with diagonal opposition, it is often converted to direct opposition, as in the diagram. Ref:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Opposition_(chess). Anyone who has previously played with two magnets that
have opposing poles has felt the repulsive force of the magnets acting upon each other feeling to strengthen
as the magnets are brought closer together, and moreover, the force is strongest when the magnets are held
in direct opposition to each other, whereas if the magnets are slightly offset, the repulsive force may cause
them to quickly slip past each other. == The process of two distant Ks coming gradually closer in a K + Ps
endgame situation carries, to a chess player, much the same sensation, despite the fact that the figurines
representing the Ks in a 3D board are rarely themselves magnetized as a physical property. In the preceding
position, the only winning move is 1. Ke2 !, taking the distant opposition by stepping into a same color square
in a mutual parallel edge line <ref: ch. 3 H2S1 H3S1> As the f move in the b.p-first is winning, all ply 2 moves
by s will be losing <r: Ch. 12 H2S2 H3S1>, and therefore there is no mystery, but nevertheless s can try a
move like 1…Kd7: [D]: The b-p following 1…Kd7; the magnetic force between the two Ks is becoming slightly
more tangible #
Despite the fact that this position is evaluated as winning for f still, there is only 1 winning move; just because
we are winning does not mean that we can forego | precision <r: Ch. 45 H2S1 H3S8> 2. Kd3 ! Complying
with the aforementioned rule that opposition can be taken by stepping into the same color in a mutual parallel

edge line, the f-K moves to occupy # the closest square to the
s-K that is also a light sq. This move reveals another similarity
between opposition and magnetism, this time relating to fields:

H3S4 H4S2: Magnetic fields:
Magnetic fields are the cause of magnetic force <r: Fundamentals of Physics 8th Ed., Jearl
Walker pg. 771>, and a magnetic field is observed to be # staggered in lines of
concentric circles; the field itself is a collection of these lines: Iron fillings gathered around a
wire, vertical, with an electrical current running through it.
The preceding photograph shows tiny iron fillings, which are magnetically responsive,
collecting in patterns that match the pattern of the magnetic lines around a wire when a
current is running through it.
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Likewise, the f-K in its movement into the vertical line of occupation of the
s-K has a staggered | pattern of sqs in which it will possess opposition in
the b-p following the move; namely, the sqs d1, d3, and d5. L: Concentric
lines mark the sqs in which the f-K will possess the opposition following a
movement into the d-file.

H3S4 H3S3: The orientation of magnetic fields and force around chess Kings
Since the chess Ks repulse each other in the magnetic field in the chess
board, in which both Ks are perpetually present #, we can deduce from this
that the chess Ks must be charged objects. Moreover, since they repulse
rather than attract each other, the charges on the Ks must be the same. R:
The b-p following 2. Kd3 ! In the preceding diagram, we can see # that the
force vectors of the Ks is aligned with the d-file, albeit in opposite

directions; the s-K exerts a downward force, while the f-K exerts an upward force from the perspective of this particular board orientation <r:
ch. 2 Chapn H3S3> Meanwhile, we can see from the magnetic field lines # in the diagram before preceding # that they are oriented
horizontally, skipping one rank in between them, along the odd-number files of the board and parallel to the light squares in the d-file.
Therefore, at least in the chess board, the magnetic field lines and the magnetic force are perpendicular <r: ch. H2S5 H3S1> to each other.

Physicists know of 2 ways that magnetic fields are produced: 1) By a current running through a wire; this is called an electromagnet: <r: pg.
736, Walker Physics Fundamentals 8th ed.> 2) The other way to produce a magnetic field is by means of elementary particles such as
electrons because these particles have an intrinsic magnetic field around them - Jearl Walker. Walker <pg-782>: When it is in an atom, an
electron has an additional angular momentum called its orbital angular momentum L→orb. Associated with L→orb is an orbital magnetic
dipole moment µ→orb: the two are related by µ→orb = -e/2m*( L→orb). MIC: previously, it was known that the nuclear force between the
elements of the nucleus, protons and neutrons, were the driving force of atomic | mechanics, but the orbital magnetic dipole moment
between the electron and proton, which occurs at a much larger distance than the nuclear force, and therefore must be exponentially
stronger, being as both decrease radially by a factor of 2, if they are of proportional | influence to the composition of the atomic |
composition. This is CU’s deduction-based contribution to atomic | physics.
// question: are the field lines and force perpendicular also in physics? // write more // can charged objects give rise to magnetic fields,
conversely to magnetic fields exerting a force on them? 1) Answered in 28-2 of physics textbook: “Although individual magnetic charges
(called magnetic monopoles) are predicted by certain theories, their existence has not been confirmed. 2) CU: These magnetic monopoles
would be the objects that produce magnetic fields; there are 2 ways that we know of that magnetic fields are produced; unclear whether these
other 2 ways are separate from the theoretical magnetic charges or if the magnetic charges are involved but in an unknown way in some or all
of the existing known ways. 3) CU: The reason that magnetic monopoles are theoretical and have not been observed in practice is because
when magnetic dipoles in conventional magnets are broken into two halves, the lower end of the N half will become a south pole, and this
fragmentation into further dipoles persists even at the atomic and subatomic levels <r: ch. 32, pg. 862>
// this Chinese guy seems to think that electric fields cause all magnetic fields and they must be co-existent https://youtu.be/8kcvyoHsXrw
<26:17 or so>

- Therefore, one cannot live without the other.
// make a scientific connection between opposition and magnetism and “prove” that opposition is a gamified representation of magnetism,
including the ½ square distance repulsion analysis // physics textbook Ch 28 insights: 1) if the kings repulse each other, they must have the
same charge # 2) The direction of the magnetic force emanating from each king is in the dimension of the board, which means the magnetic
field is perpendicular to that dimension 3) Magnetism has a lot to do with dimensions, understanding perpendicularity 4) Also the magnetic
force field of the kings has a radius of only…so how large is the field from this? // Ch. 29 textbook physics pg. 771: magnetic force is | | caused
by | magnetic field |, which means they are co-existent: when there is one, there is the other. // Biot - Savart Law establishes that the current
in the wire is proportional, in terms of the current’s level, to the magnitude of the magnetic field generated by the current. // if the mag field is
also proportional to msg force, which I'm almost certain it is <check, and find law>, then the current would also be proportional to force by the
corollary: If A ∝ B, and B ∝ C, then A ∝ C // This is a concrete example of Logic generating a conclusion from experimentally deduced
conclusions without any further input. With A ∝ B and B ∝ C being established experimentally, and A being current, B being mag field, C
being mag force, we can apply the proportionality transitive law to generate the third equivalence A ∝ C without actually having seen that
proportionality in experimentation, and subsequently generate a hypothesis that can be experimentally verified. The subsequently verification
of A ∝ C through experimentation will not only verify Logic, but also the other two proportionality. D // Ch 29 insights pg. 769: magnetic fields
are vectors and can therefore cancel out “net field” // Ch. 28 of 736: the same magnetic field can cause a different magnitude of force on
different objects depending on their charge, and also, the acceleration on objects will be different even if same charge if the objects have
different mass, by Newton's second law ^ an example of bug housing in another equation and matching units <ref: Ch. 3 H3S2> to reach a
new conclusion with logic alone. // Solution from Hall & Drottning, Anki: 34) 1. {{c1::Ke2}}! (Obtaining the "distant" opposition-see example
No.27 .) 1...Ke7 (On 1 . . .Kd8 2.Kf3 Ke7 3.Ke3 ! keeps the "distant" opposition.) 2. {{c3::Ke3}} Ke6 3. {{c4::Ke4}} Kf6 4. {{c5::Kf4}}! (Not
4.Kd5? Kf5 5.Kc5 Kg4 6.Kxb5 Kxh4 7 .Kc5 Kg4 and Black Queens just after White with a draw.) 4 ... Kg6 5. {{c6::Ke5::!Kf5, K}} Kh6 6.
{{c7::Kf6}} Kh7 7. {{c8::Kg5}} Kg7 8. {{c9::Kxh5}} Kh7 9. {{c10::Kg5}} and White wins easily by sacrificing the h-pawn to divert the Black King;
then the White King rushes to the Queenside to win the b-pawn, after which the b-pawn Queens before the Black King can return to defend.
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H3S5: Scientists predict the 5th force of nature:
If I could
remember the
names of all
these particles,
I’d be a
botanist. Dr.
Enrico Fermi
<Italian-
American
physicist, the
“architect of
the nuclear
age” and the

namesake of the Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope and the synthetic
element fermium [257-m]> <1901 - 1954>
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fifth_force 1) connect the UFO observation to a
separate consensus prediction of a fifth force of physics, yet to be discovered,
as well as the idea of magnetic monopoles 2) In both cases we are ripe for
making an actual discovery X-ref: Ch. +scovery h2S2 discoveries. [D, courtesy
Dr. Smethurst, a-r]: Dr. Smethurst 10:15: “Now we think they <black holes>
are responsible for launching these huge plasma jets from the material that’s
spanning around the black hole that’s larger than the galaxy itself. <skip> The fact that we have observations of both # the jet and the
magnetic field that’s responsible for launching the jet <ch-62, structure of scientific revolutions>, maybe now we can start to get to the bottom
of how this process actually happens. <skip> This is going to have huge and far-reaching effects on so many fields of research and I’m so
excited to see what comes from it in the future. [D, 2 via Smethurst: the standard model of particle physics in 2022] MIC: In 21st century
theoretical physics, the debate rages on with respect to the “fundamental nature” of reality, and whether that reality is primarily energy or
matter <r: ch-17 H2S5 H3S1, Solvay 1911> The problem, and this has been my persistent issue with academic | science in the post-NIH
era, is that scientists are too many steps removed from the problem of making money and therefore, they have infinite tenured time to
think without implications. 3 different groups can resolve this conundrum: chess players, Christians, and business guys. Chess players
would say: everything is material, and energy is a property of material, like effect <ch-3> #np.1-this. Christians would say that fundamental
to both energy and matter is God, and God is an ethereal | timeless being that transcends both and therefore, energy is matter when God’s
Will depends upon it being matter, and matter is energy when it depends on the opposite. Business guys would look at the prices in the
commodities market and arbitrage to exchange energy for matter when that provides them profit, and vice versa. All 3 ultimately lead to the
same conclusion, which is that it’s less important what is the “fundamental nature” of things, and what is more important is leading with the
question of what is our purpose, which, on the level of science, being as it’s an arm of governance, is to build better | societies, and to
apply our will to make things into what they need to be, whenever a thing can be more than 2 things # Such is the lesson in chess, as there is
no fundamental outcome of a chess game, and while the game can be interpreted in terms of chance, games that occur by chance are not
remembered, nor studied; even within computers that simulate by chance, it is ultimately the conclusions drawn that allow it reach a 3,000+
elo, as manifest in their highest levels of play, that are studied. Meditation <ch-62 intro> without concern for density of information output or
the market is analogous to brute force | application without the application of human principles, and the chess field has already
recognized this as inefficient <ch-9, man vs machine>

⭐ EZ Directive: Reductionism at its principled | core is the process of stripping away layers of reality to reveal the fundamental truths,
but when the fundamental truth is complex past a straight line, excess | reductionism will leave one trapped in a state of false |
dichotomy, never being able to “make up one’s mind” because one is incapable of taking in the nuance in the whole | truth.
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49603714245

H4S1: The discovery of the Higgs boson is an example of a predicted |
discovery: MIC: the ideal | conjoinment if theoretical and empirical | science,
and this dichotomy can be split in any field in which experimentation is
possible #np is that the conclusions of experiments feeds the development
of new theory, which is bottlenecked by detachments from evidence, while
advancements in theory should, prior to the performance of experiments,
both anticipate new | outcomes and prepare | implications for all |
outcomes, as this is a matter of national security <ch-13 H2S2 H3S1> Such
an alignment has not always occured in both chess and science, and the
result are medieval | periods in which no significant advancements are made,
a knowledge | recession #np, and the resolution will always be a fixture of
the communications problem, and likely nomenclature and the invention
of new terms will play a role in this resolution, as well as adoption *ahem
ahem* by the masses of the field. Without this, like a frustratingly equal

position in which one holds on to the chance of a slight advantage, progress is not possible. The discovery of the Higgs boson particle
provides an important counterpoint: [D, 3, Cern, via Smethurst 14:46]. Cern <a-r>: The “Higgs mechanism,” which consists of the Higgs
field and its corresponding | Higgs boson, is said to give | mass to elementary particles. By “mass” we mean the inertial mass, which resists
when we try to accelerate <ch-2 H2S3> an object, rather than the gravitational mass, which is sensitive to gravity. <skip> In 1964, theorists
proposed a solution to this puzzle. MIC: analogous to the solution to a chess puzzle, before finding the solution theorists have to first
define what it means to solve the problem by outlining the boundary | conditions <ch-7> of what the solution can and cannot be #np. Cern
<a-r>: At the famous seminar, the spokespeople of the ATLAS and ChapnS Collaborations showed their results consecutively, each finding

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fifth_force
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49603714245
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an excess around 5σ at a mass of 125 GeV. To conclude the session, CERN Director-General Rolf Heuer declared, “I think we have it.” The
Nobel Prize in Physics was awarded to Peter Higgs and François Englert in 2013. Looking more generally, the discovery of the Higgs
boson with a mass of 125 GeV sets a new foundation for particle physics to build on. Fin-v2. // look into the work of CERN / hadron collider
on this as well as Dr. Sam Harper Physicist, STFC Post-script, MIC: The large hadron collider is built exclusively for the purpose of
colliding atoms and finding new particles in the Higgs Boson, indicating that scientists have already accepted as fact 1) not all that is, is known
and 2) the process of finding what is but is not known can be systematized. We only need to be  aware of 3) not all that is known is known to
all to explain . Giant magnets are used in the large hadron collider to steer the particles: https://youtu.be/h5fLbTJ7PEQ Example of a
discovery: Higgs boson. H4S2: Conjectural statements on magnetism, MIC: Ancient mystics used to make lengthy, conjectural,
pseudo-scientific statements on a variety of topics, without claiming empirical truth. Such statements may be correct, or spectacularly |
wrong, but they had utility in establishing the logical parameters that shaped curation criteria for future discovery. For instance, one such
statement, that could be made about magnetism, is that all forces in the Universe are a derivation of the magnetic force. The magnetic
force is the base force, and it is negentropic, which means, so is the Universe. H5S1: The Solar System depends upon a distribution of

charge to maintain planetary motion, and the order of approximately 30,000 electrons, per
second, is dissipated at two particular contact points. This number is probably too small.
H5S2: Magnetism is a form of calculation. H5S3: Magnetism can be controlled by human
intention. Via intentionality, you can direct, to a smaller, but trainable larger # extent, the
direction of electrical current within your body, by targeting muscle groups for the
reception of neuronal signals, from the brain. This will cause an infinitesimally | small
amount of change in the magnetic field, both in magnitude and direction, in and around
your body. If the motion of your muscles subsequently 1) triggers mirror activity in others,
which is also a movement of charge # and / or 2) causes motion in objects, which may have
magnetic properties, then a single movement can also trigger more mass to be involved.
There is, theoretically, and from interactions between magnetic fields, no limit to the scale of
magnetic influence that an individual can have. H5S4: Magneto - chemistry is a way to
amplify magnetic influence, in triggering a cascade of downhill reactions, which, again,
has no theoretical limit in scale. Chemical reactions affect magnetic fields by changing the
nuclear distance of electron orbits, and can have tangible influence at scale.

H4S1: Superconductivity as the 5th force:
Dr. Almog<a-r>: Superconductivity is a phenomenon of exactly zero electrical resistance, <CU: 0 collisions>, and expulsion of magnetic
fields, occurring in certain materials, when cooled below a characteristic | critical temperature. Electrical resistance: electrons collide with
atoms | and lose energy, and they dissipate this energy in the form of heat. [D]: In classical physics, there is always some friction, some
energy loss, but not here, because it is a quantum effect. MIC: This graph of e-Resistance, in micro-Ohms<1789-1854, GER>, shows a
rarity in phase physics: a vertical, rather than horizontal, asymptote<ch.50-space H2S1 H3S1 H4S3>; perhaps the graph should be rotated,
where resistivity is parallel to heat, and, in that event, would there be a second phase change? #n-p Almog: The superconductor will try
to expel the magnetic fields, from the inside, by circulating currents. MIC-jecture # <fbno>: Quantum physics is negentropic physics,
whereas classical physics is entropic physics. Almog: Magnetic field is quantized inside the superconductor. The superconductor "locks" the
magnetic flux lines inside.

H5S1: Superconductivity
explains the early 21st century
NAVY UFO sighting: MIC: The
most stunning aspect about
this particular UFO tape,
among a few, is that the UFO

changes orientation, but does not change trajectory. Any standard
rocket-propelled flying machine will have its ejection pipe located in
one particular end, and, therefore, changing the orientation of the
machine, will change the direction of propulsion. The fact that this

particular UFO can change
orientation without changing

trajectory indicates that it is not flying
with standard rocket propulsion, at
least, in the filmed segment; we
cannot rule out that it may be a
hybrid <author’s note: I had reached
this conclusion, ruling out
combustion-based propulsion, in
summer ‘21, a year before
encountering the concept of
superconductivity>. The only
method of levitation #VT, to our
knowledge, in which such a shift is
possible, is levitation by quantum
locking, which is a method of
capturing a nearby magnetic field,

and locking an object, via an interlocking of that magnetic field. Most | likely, this object, which would have to be a superconductor, is
capturing the Earth’s magnetic field. The mystery, however, is how it is able to float on such a weak magnetic field, as the Almog
experiment <a-r> is 1) adjacent to a 2) much stronger magnetic field. The answer could lie in the fact that the Earth’s magnetic field is more

https://youtu.be/h5fLbTJ7PEQ
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| powerful than we can detect, due to the fact that it is already quantized, and what we do detect, is merely traces: Almog: <2:53>
Sometimes, strands of the magnetic field remain inside the superconductor. Post: In order for what we detect of the Earth’s magnetic
field to be strands, or traces, it must also be in the presence of a superconductor. MIC: Being as the Almog video was posted in 2012,
around the same time as the UFO sighting, it is not out of the realm of possibility that the generator of this UFO is an earth-bound civilization.

H4S2: Superconductivity as the 5th state of matter:

[D]: Wikipedia <a-r>:

H3S6: A theoretical proposal for eternal life:
A scientific | proof for eternal life would provide a second, encapsulating and enveloping <ch-22 H2S2> merger between science and
religion, with the former | point being the story of creation; the big bang creation theory of physical | chemistry #np remains
non.mutually-exclusive with the story of biblical creation.

H4S1: The will to live:
Most obviously, the most fundamental requirement for eternal life is the will to live forever. The possession of such a Will is non-obvious
<philosophy> because it’s non-obvious that Life itself is Good. For instance, if existence were inherently flawed, past the extent to which it is
redeemable, or you, humanity, or all living beings are inherently | evil, then arguments can be made that Life is Bad, and therefore the Will to
Live is undesirable. More likely, the conversation around this topic is more nuanced than a dichotomy, that humans are flawed, even
irredeemably, but the presence of compensatory | factors makes the will to live still a rational choice.

H4S2: Social | relationships with peers:
Eternal life is not feasible if one’s peers are unable to get along and there is no capacity for self-isolation. Eternity is a very long time, and
therefore there is 0 room for irretrievable | differences and incompatibilities. Most likely, all of Heaven must be organized in some sort of
fluid | hierarchy, coming together as parts of a whole, with that Whole possessing the will to live. Note that this sounds theologically
analogous to the concept of Christhood in Christianity, but arrived at philosophically and via <psychoanalysis> rt-dogma. Fin-v2

H4S3: Approval of ancestral | higher | powers:
Even if one has the will to live and pro-social relationships with all peers, eternal life may still be negated if a higher power, God, disapproves
of one’s worthiness to live. Therefore, a process of qualification is necessary, and this theme is pervasive in almost all modern religions.
Fin-v2.

H4S4: Mitigating security | risks of future | descendants:
Eyring, President Henry B, LDS-church <a-r>: Family relationships are also important. President Jedediah M. Grant, a counselor to
Brigham Young <1801 - 1877, first governor of Utah>, saw the spirit world and described it to Heber C. Kimball <1801 - 1868, first
counsel to Brigham Young and one of the twelve original apostles in the LDS-church> the organization that exists there: “He said that the
people he there saw were organized in family capacities. … He said, ‘When I looked at families, there was a deficiency in some, … for I saw
families that would not be permitted to come and dwell together, because they had not honored their calling here’” (Deseret News, Dec. 10,
1856, 316–17). MIC: To some extent, descendants are unknown, and unknowns are by definition a security risk until they are known. It is
not known what kind of Powers these future descendants will have, their properties, and what their attitudes will be toward their ancestors
as well as events of the past. For instance, even if we presently evaluate existence to be a net good, a future descendent with an altered |
perspective, whether rational or irrational, might take up the opposite | viewpoint, and that descendant may 1) have the power to end
Existence or 2) influence one who has the power to end Existence to do so. Quite a bit of prophylaxis <ch-61 H2S3> will be needed to
psycho-prep future descendants to integrate into Heavenly | society and prepare answers to arguments that may be raised by future
descents, both rational and irrational. A paradigm of sales and marketing can be taken to address these points.

H4S5: Solution to the problem of entropy #np:
Mitigating the 4 problems of social relations #np is merely the starting point to finding the scientific solution for eternal life, and
presently contemporary science does not demonstrate that eternal life is possible within an entropic and expansionary Universe
<see.red-shift, above #np>. A solution needs to be found for the problem of entropy as well as, half analogously #, the problem of
inefficiency <ch-44 H2S1 H3S9>. Most likely, we need to manufacture a negentropic | power generator that does not trigger a deleterious |
chain reaction that can end | the World. Fin-v2

H4S6: Solution to the problem of experience:
At least one half of to be alive is having an experience and a continuity of experience would be necessary to preserve a single life #np
More research is needed to determine if experience is material or immaterial and whether continuity of experience also depends upon
continuity of location coherence and continuity of time. #np

H4S7: Infallible backups of personalities:
Eyring, President Henry B, LDS-church <a-r>: The postmortal | spirit world is a place where the spirits of those who have died live before
the Resurrection. The spirit world consists of paradise, where the righteous | dwell, and spirit prison, where those who were wicked in
mortality dwell. Spirit beings have the same bodily form as mortals except that the spirit body is in perfect form (see Ether 3:16). MIC: I have
always found the LDS-church to have a superior doctrine among non-Catholic sects of Christianity, and I have had some encounter of the
latter as well in my year or two as a Freshman admit to Jesuit Georgetown University <’11 - ‘12, 30 credits completed> and there is a
plethora of spiritual leaders in the church who are highly educated in a critical constellation of fields. The LDS-church is probably the
only coherent church, apart from Catholics, who can rapidly mobilize and form their own nation in the event of a second American civil war.
Szuba <a-r> <pg-13> There is also the option of keeping multiple copies of the information in different locations (known in the technical
world as “off-site backups”). That way, the only chance you have of losing your information would be if there was a combination of highly
improbable fires that destroyed both the primary site and each backup site. Supplement this with an insurance policy to replace your
equipment, and you have yet another effective but less expensive security alternative to rebuilding. MIC: This point is based on the
philosophy x c-s | paradigm that human | experience in personality #np is immaterial analogous to software and can be stored | and
propagated across locations and preserved separately from that of existence. The material body can subsequently be rendered any time
from this backup, analogous to opening a word file stored on one’s computer dormantly and “seeing” the text and images of the file rendered
on one’s computer screen. Such backups would be necessary to restore | life in the case of accidents; as long as the probability of
accidents is non-zero, the probability becomes 1 with infinite | time. Fin-v2. Post - Szuba <pg-48>: In general, there are three types of

https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/bofm/ether/3.16?lang=eng#p16
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backup strategies: 1) A complete backup—backing up your entire hard drive. The advantage of this strategy is its completeness; you will
get a snapshot of all your hard disk’s contents. 2) A partial backup—only backing up selected directories. This is useful and efficient if your
work is concentrated in a specific area of your hard disk. 3) An incremental backup—only backing up those files that have been changed
since the last backup. It means using backup software to scan the files to see if they have been changed since the last backup cycle. If so,
the file is saved; if not, the previous backup is maintained. Post-2: MIC: H5S1: Deduction | reductions in data | storage <ch-9>: data |
lossless compressions rely upon deduction | algorithms that can render the full form from a reduced copy. For instance, a sequence of
continuous natural numbers of 10^100 length starting with 3 represents a gigabyte:1 or more reduction <ch-43 H2S4 H3S1 H4S2 H5S7>
from storing that sequence in uncompressed form in a txt-doc #np

H4S8: Coherence of material experience:
Despite the popular religious doctrines of a Spirit World and the philosophical notion that we can exist immateriality as “souls” or
“personalities”, it does seem to me # that some kind of coherent material experience, ie having a physical body, is necessary for eternal life.
There is a certain logical <ch-8> relationship thus between one’s spirit, and this term is used a-religiously, as a reduced | statement that
refers to the conglomerate of concepts relating to personality, DNA, identity, and so forth, and one’s body, in that there can only be one
spirit in each body, that each atom in the body can be assigned only to one spirit, and these atoms have to be hierarchically organized to
construct a biological or otherwise body that resembles the form of the spirit which it represents, services, and in which it provides
residency. The maintenance of a body relies upon physical forces, and therefore part of maintaining a coherence of material experience
is maintaining consistency and understanding in the physical values of the Universe <ch-20 Chapn H3S1, fine-tuning>; this means it’s not
only individual personalities that need to be backed up, but also memories, information, and the body of human knowledge. Moreover, more
research is needed to discover if the Universe is undergoing an evolution in values, for if certain constants relating to fundamental forces
are subject to change, then this can change the nature of material experience, and this represents a high priority security risk. Fin-v2.

Ch-56: T.o-z, s H2S3: Zugzwang:
A common idea within modern practice is to force the opponent to | make undesirable moves. In the present book, this goes under the term
provocation. From a strategic perspective, the cases with pawn moves are the most interesting to study, due to the greater long-term impact
on the position. For example, the provocative measures | can cause weak squares and weak pawns in the opponent's | camp, and also
restrict his pieces. Mastering Chess Strategy Chessable Ed ch-provocation, r: 5/30/22. R: ch-11 H2S3, backup tactics X-ref: <ch. 18 H2S4
legal moves> In depth: Mate in 3:

L: F to move and checkmate in 3 moves.
In this mate in 3 puzzle, the f.e1-N finds
itself at the opposite corner of a 4x5 sq to a
s.h5-K. The fastest possible path between
these two points is 3 moves, however the
Nd3-f4+ path is unavailable due to
adequate defense of the s.f4-P by the
s.g5-P, and removing this defender and
delivering checkmate is not viable in only 3
moves; note that it takes the N 3 moves to
reach h5, but only 2 moves to check there,
so we have a free move at our disposal.

The answer to the puzzle is 1. G4+ !!, sacrificing the f.g2-P via e.p capture by s, which is forced, else mate;
1…fxg3 e.p 2. Ng2 ! , occupying the sq just cleared in the previous f ply <ref: ch. 21 KS H2S1>
The N is en route to its fastest path to h5, and it has one more aid at its disposal; the s player is in zugzwang
ref: <Ch-56: h2s3>; the only zi it can legally move <ch. 18 H2S4 legal moves> is the g5.P; 2…g4 :( 3. Nf4#
R: Run zone analysis of the b.p after 2…g4 :( demonstrates that the e.K is immobilized # and the
uncapturable, unblockable, by definition N+ at f4 is mate. Ref: <ch. 5 H2S1 H3S3 H4S4>, Fin. In depth 2: N
+ P + K vs. K, edge P: // pull from ch. 5 h2s1 h3s3 h4s3. The s.g4-N cuts off the f.f1-K’s alternation sq, f2.
X-ref: <ch. 5 H2S1 H3S3 H4S3>

H2S3 H3S1: Zugzwang defined:
Zugzwang is the property assigned to a board position in which there are no improving or
keep-even # moves for the player to whom the board position first ply is assigned, such that when
he is compelled to move by the turn-based rule <ch. 18: Chapn H3S1>, he must make a move out
of the available legal move(s), all of which will worsen his position leading to an undesired W D L
outcome <ref: ch. 12 H2S2 H3S1>. <Dr. Schombert, a-r> In the 1930's, Edwin Hubble
discovered that all galaxies have a positive redshift. In other words, all galaxies were receding
from the Milky Way.

H2S3 H3S2: Positional zugzwang in the middle
game:
// Hodgson vs Arkell, zugzwang lite, chess for zebras by Rowson; there are more than one mention
of z-zwang lite in the book, check it out, and cited here:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zugzwang#cite_note-61

H2S3 H3S3: Thematic zugzwangs in the
endgame:

http://abyss.uoregon.edu/~js/glossary/redshift.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zugzwang#cite_note-61
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// list of 8 famous zugzwang positions, x-ref Thompson’s endgame tablebase from ch. 16 h2s4
https://www.chess.com/lessons/tactical-ideas-in-the-endgame/tactical-ideas-in-the-endgame-zugzwang
https://yetanothermathblog.com/mathematics-and-chess/endgame-explorations-chess-columns-by-noam-elkies/endgame-explorations-4-zugz
wang-part-1/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Noam_Elkies At the age of 26, he became the youngest professor to receive tenure at Harvard. He is also a
chess national master and a chess composer.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SrkP5xvjQZA&ab_channel=Chessfactor
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XrIZ4jIxyek The Art of Zugzwang

H4S1: Mine squares:
Chessprogramming.org <a-r>: Zugzwang is a position in which
it is disadvantageous to move, as every move leads to a worse,
and often lost position. Most of the time it happens in late
endgames, specially pawn endings, the most obvious example
being a KPK endgame, where opposition can be regarded as a
special case of zugzwang. MIC: Mine, or “mined” squares are
aptly named because you do not want to step into them, like a
square in a battlefield that contains a mine [D, 2, a A Russian
TM-46 anti-tank blast mine, courtesy Wikipedia <a-r>] Once
you’ve stepped into the mine, it’s already too late; the opponent
will only need to step in to the corresponding “trigger square” to

blow you up, figuratively, by trigger a zugzwang for you. Note that even in reciprocal zugzwang <H3S4> situations, at any one time, only
one side can be in zugzwang, at a time, always, in chess #np. The toggle in reciprocal zugzwang is an artificial resetting of turn that is not
possible in an actual game, and therefore, r.z-zwang is a hypothetical concept. #np-2

H3S4: Reciprocal zugzwang:
Chessprogramming.org <a-r>: Mutual or reciprocal zugzwang is a rare position such that who ever is to move is in zugzwang, which may
occur in late endings. Mine squares zugzwang <H3S3 H4S1> is one, but not the only, example # MIC: As of 2022, most Titled players would
answer “draw” when asked to state the theoretical outcome of chess (apart from unknown) based simply on the known correlation between
level of play and draw (as increases, increases). A minority holds on to the possibility that chess may be a W for f, and this is reflected in
playing styles significantly. The concept of zugzwang, and r.z-zwang provides the only plausible | counterpoint for why chess may be a
theoretical loss for f. #np

H4S1: Full point mutual z-zwang: In a full point z-zwang, draw is not a possible outcome; whichever side is assigned to
the mutual zugzwang b-p as having the first move, will be given an L eval. #np-shared

H4S2: Half point mutual z-zwang: [D, Wikipedia, via Hooper 1970]: Wikipedia <a-r, “trebuchet”: The diagram on
the right shows a position of reciprocal zugzwang. If Black is to move, 1... Kd7 is forced, which loses
because White will move 2. Kb7, promote the pawn, and win. If White is to move the result is a draw as
White must either stalemate Black with 1. Kc6 or allow Black to capture the pawn. Since each side would be
in zugzwang if it were their move, it is a reciprocal zugzwang. MIC: Whenever the f-K makes it to the fetus
rank, parallel with the P, and adjacent to the P, in a K + P vs K endgame, f is winning. The only sq from which
s can stop this occupation when the p is a fetus and defended #np-2 is the advance |=full promotion sq of
that p. Therefore, if he is forced, including by z-zwang, to vacate that sq, f 1-0. F cannot lose, however, as s
has insufficient material <ch-18 H2S12> to win. Fin-v3.

Ch-56: T.o-z, s H2S4: Shouldering:
Shouldering is a type of technique that incorporates the concept of opposition for the purpose of cutting off an e-K’s access to certain key
squares, leading to pawn promotion for a win or drawing tactics in endgame situations #
In <r: ch.this H2S2>, we discussed # two applications of the magnetic repulsion property of opposition, 1) to force Zugzwang or stalemate and

2) to cut off key squares to the enemy King, and the technique of
shouldering would fall into the second category.
In <r: ch. 5 H2S1 H3S3 H4S3>, we examined the following elementary
example of using opposition in the first way, forcing stalemate: F-move, h1
bottom right, s.h2-P promotes in h1 and is moving down the board.
This position is a draw by either Kf2 ! or Kf1 !, as the s-K is without moves
due to its only 2 run-sqs, g1 and g2, being cut off by the f2/1 f-K in the
resulting b-p and, since that s-K blockades the s.h2-P, the P is also without
moves; as all zi in the s-army <ref: CU Dict> have no legal moves in the
resulting b-p, the game automatically ends with the result of draw by
stalemate with the resulting b-p of the f-move Kf2 or Kf1 being the final b-p
of the game.

In depth: the application of Shouldering to seal key squares from the e-K [2,000]

https://www.chess.com/lessons/tactical-ideas-in-the-endgame/tactical-ideas-in-the-endgame-zugzwang
https://yetanothermathblog.com/mathematics-and-chess/endgame-explorations-chess-columns-by-noam-elkies/endgame-explorations-4-zugzwang-part-1/
https://yetanothermathblog.com/mathematics-and-chess/endgame-explorations-chess-columns-by-noam-elkies/endgame-explorations-4-zugzwang-part-1/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Noam_Elkies
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tenure
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chess_title
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chess_composer
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SrkP5xvjQZA&ab_channel=Chessfactor
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XrIZ4jIxyek
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Endgame
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Pawn_Endgame
https://www.chessprogramming.org/KPK
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Opposition
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zugzwang#Reciprocal_zugzwang
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glossary_of_chess#capture
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L: CU Board code: f5 K, g3 P, g2 P | f6 P, h6 P, h5 K ==> F move <r: ch. 10
Chapn H3S2>
The above position followed the moves s-Qxg3 f-hxg3 s-f6, a queen
liquidation sequence leading to a K + 2P vs K + 2P endgame, and a
theoretical win # for f if played correctly. The first move in the puzzle is 1.
G4+, coercing the s.h5-K utilizing the opposition status between the 2 Ks to
force that K to h4: R: The opposition status between the 2Ks means that #
the g6 sq is cut off from the s.h5-K and therefore, a check gives it only one
level move: Kh4. Note that 1. G4 + ! , in addition to being a great move, is
the only move that does not surrender a draw to s because any other legal
move will surrender the g6 key.drawing-sq <r: ch. 21 H2S2> to the s.h5-K.
1…Kh4 <o-m> 2. Kf4 <opp> !

The only legal move that does not blunder a P, and also takes the opposition status with the opponent to move, forcing a zugzwang # (1) and,
equally importantly, cutting off the g3 key.drawing-sq from the s.h4-K.
L: Run zone analysis of the s-K in the position following 2. Kf4 ! If f had
played # the greedy 2. Kxf6 ? instead, the s-K would have been able to
capture in g4 and subsequently seize the key g3-sq to secure a draw by
capturing f’s only remaining pawn, and f cannot win without heavy
promotion # in this position: R: The b-p following the hypothetical variation
2. Kxf6 Kxg4 (0) !, s secures the g3-sq and draws. This hypothetical
variation highlights the importance of sealing g3 from the s.h4-K and in
addition, sealing this sq cuts off the last available mobility sq from this K,
immobilizing it, removing all legal moves, and incurring zugzwang <ch.this
H2S3> because s has only P-adv moves in the ply succeeding 2. Kf4 !,
and these are unsupported P-advs to f-controlled sqs that he would not like
to make, hence zugzwang, since the opponent is being forced to make :(

moves <r: ch. 10 H2S2 H3S2 H4S8>. 2…h5 :(

[D, 1]The b-p after 2…h5 :( Here, becoming
greedy once again, capturing in h5
immediately and going after the f6-P would
be a mistake, as once again, the s-K will
have been released from its
opposition-induced cage in h4 to access the
g3.key-drawing,sq: [D, 2] The b-p after
hypothetical var 2: 3. Gxh5 Kxh5 (0) 4. Kf5 !
This position fully illustrates the danger # of
releasing an e-K from opposition too early,
as s can now play 4…Kh4 ! and has a
number of techniques at his disposal to

capture the f.g-P by force and draw. For examples #: 1) 5. G4 !, a good try by f but fails to 5…Kg3 !, and now f is in zugzwang: a) [D, 3] b) In
this L offset opposition position, the s.g3-K cuts off f4 and, in coordination # with the s.f6-P cutting off g5, both of the remaining K defense sqs
of the f.g4-P are sealed, meaning that f in his succeeding move needs to either 1) auto-remove the K from defense of this P, causing it to be
lost, including if f captures in f6, but this doesn’t matter, as the subsequent s-Kxg4 draws or 2) the only other legal move, 6. G5 $e.$ f6-P <r:
ch. 3 H2S2>, will also lose the pawn by entering capture opposition tension with the f6-P. 2) 5. Kxf6 (+1) !, another good try, but the draw here

is even simpler as s simply walks his K to
g3 and blockades, winning the f.g2-P in the
next s ply # 3) 5. Kf4 !, a tricky attempt, and
probably the best, as it forces s to muster
up a cool drawing idea with 5…f5 e-$ !,
temporarily sacrificing the P to attract the
f-K away from contention of g3:
a) [D, 4] b) Effect and mobility analysis of
the position after 5…f5 reveals that the
f.f4-K needs to give up contention of g3 in
order to capture in f5. c) If f intelligently #
declines the sacrifice with 6. Kf3 !,
maintaining contention of g3 and depriving

the s-K access to that sq immediately, s can opt to jump in front of the f.g2-P with 6…Kg5 and the draw becomes elementary as now the s.f-P
cannot be won by force, and its presence in the f-file, in a rank that is further advanced in the direction of the f.g-P’s promotion sq than the
f.g-P’s capture sqs <r: ch. 19 H2S5 H3S4 H4S2> will stop the ⅔ pp from advancing to promotion.
Therefore, 3. Gxh5 ?? cannot be played and instead, the move from our main line after 2…h5 ! is 3. G3+ ! [D, 5] The b-p after 3. G3+
indicating check effect by the supported g3-P and the cut off of all of the s.h4-K’s run sqs except h3 :( 3…Kh3 :( Another sad face move, this
time because the s-K is forced to vacate defense of its own s.h5-P. [D, 6] The b-p following 3…Kh3, indicating the now hangtacked status # of
the s.h5-P The coercion check move the defender <r: ch. 25 H2S2> motif in the 3rd puzzle turn has paved the way for an assass in turn 4,
leading to an easy win for f as the h-pawn will now promote, and the s-K, through a combination of opposition cutting off key-sqs
<shouldering>, opposition forced zugzwang, and check coercions has been bullied into being out of the square <r: ch. 19 H2S1 H3S3 H4S3>
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of the now f.h5-pp ! This complex | example also illustrates that concepts learned in #MIC and the greater chess area are rarely used alone,
especially in difficult, 2,000+ rated puzzles and games. This means that we need to take even greater care in learning the concepts
individually, alone, in isolation, such that we understand their definition in situations in which they are combined with other concepts <r: ch. 31
X-R H2S3>. This is important because otherwise, our ability to select the correct | concept to be used in a particular | situation will be
diminished. Fin.

H2S4 H3S1: Shouldering using diagonal opposition:
O’Dowd <a-r>: In fact, HOW can it flip? –
surely the direction of the magnetic field
depends on the direction Earth is spinning.
<8:37> Actually no – it depends on the
direction of these giant electrical currents,
which in turn depend on the direction of
small magnetic loops generated by these
helical convection flows. In fact, we
expect that if the magnetic field were
switched off entirely, it would reestablish
itself randomly, with the north and south
magnetic poles aligned either one way or

the other. In the geological record there seems to be no pattern to when the field flips, nor to which alignment is preferred. So, that’s probably
how the flip happens. Earth’s magnetic field isn’t necessarily switched off, but it’s scrambled in some way. It then builds up again, choosing
its direction randomly. When it does a full flip we call it a geomagnetic | reversal, and when the field just glitches, but ends up in the same
direction it started we call it a geomagnetic excursion. [D, via Chernev]: Game: J.R-Capablanca vs Juan Corzo <1901>, mch rd-9:
Chernev: The position after 23…Kf7-f6. This position may look drawish, but it is to Capablanca’s liking; he often manages to squeeze a win
out of a theoretical draw. In discussing the relative worth of Knight and Bishop, Capablanca once remarked, ‘The weaker the player, the
more terrible the Knight is to him, but as the player increases in strength, the value of the Bishop becomes more evident to him, and of
course there is, or should be, a corresponding decrease in the value of the Knight as compared to the Bishop. MIC: [D, 2]: The position
after 34…Ng7. Chernev: Black must be cautious. If he becomes ambitious and moves the N to d4, this could result: 35. Bf7-d7 Nd4xc2 36.
G5-g6 (threatens 37. Kh6-h7) Kf8-g8 37. Bd7-e6+ Kg8-h8 38. g6-g7# MIC: Capablanca leverages this diagonal opposition setup between
his h6-K and the e.f8-K to shoulder the g7.block-sq of the g-pp, when it, eventually, advances to g6. 35. Bc8<run$><$.b7-P><cntr>
b6<run$> 36. g6<CTP=2> d4 MIC: S’s main threat is to convert his c-d majority # into a pp: 37. B3 <2:0> Chernev: This prevents the c-P
from advancing. Kg8! MIC: Breaking the opposition, and blockading the light.block-sq. 38. A4 Chernev: And this holds back the b-Pawn.
MIC: Most-likely, Capablanca will not be able to promote the g-pp by force, and, therefore, he needs to set up a fox in the crow’s nest tactic,
in which he swings K + B to the q-side, to scoop up s-Ps, and create another passed pawn, to win. In this light, having more | space #n-p on
the q-side is maximally | beneficial: Kf8<diag-opp> 39. Bg4! Taking a 11.3 d.u-distance, 180.degree-turn,route to c4, to coordinate with the
h6.diag-opp,K in order to contend the promo-sq. Ne8 shuffling and awaiting his fate. 40. Kh7! Ng7 41. Kh6 Ne8 42. Be2 Ng7 43.
Bc4!<cont-g8> Ne8 44. Kg5 Ke7 45. Kf5 Ng7+ 46. Ke5 Nh5 Chernev: Black dare not shift forces to the Q-side. If 46…Ke7-d7, for example,
there follows 47. Ke5-f6 Ng7-e8+ 48. Kf6-f7 Ne8-d6+ 49. Kf7-f8, and Black must give up his N for the pp. 47. Be2$.h5-N Ng7<run$> 48. Kd5
[D, 3]: MIC: F is now free, after achieving an ideal setup in coordinating his p-chain, K, and l.s-B, to pivot q-side, because the two tempi
that s must invest to capture the f.g6-pp will allow Capablanca’s K to reach g7, in range of the hangtacked a7-P. Moreover, all of the s-Ps
are mortally | stuck on the d.s-chain, available to be scooped, one-by-one, by the f-K, due to the shouldering-E of the f.e2-B, which
single-handedly controls each of their advance-sqs.

H2S4 H3S1: Long-term opposition:
// try to recall the example shown to me by Tihana with something like this,
the f-K like runs to the right side and then curves around, an Ivekovic
maneuver of sorts
L: // Thematic puzzle rush position in which you shoulder the e-file K by
shuffling your K up the g-file before pushing an h-pawn, whereas pushing
the h-pawn right away allows a draw. R: // push pawn or Kg4?

H3S2: Bridge:
MIC: The Bridge is an advanced endgame | technique employed by the
up-side to shut down opp+s, or ability to contend a pP.adv-sq, using a
coordination between the defensive-K, and an r-noble, traditionally the R.
See the Lucena position, and ch.12-ex,19. Fin.v4-2.

Ch-56: T.o-z, s: Definitions:
Opposition: The state of two kings facing off with an open square in between. The player who is forced to move must give way and thus
`loses' the opposition. The 'winner' of the opposition is either able to penetrate or resist the opponent's penetration. The kings can also be
aligned in diagonal opposition or distant opposition, with greater separation between the kings. Ref: Benjamin Technical Liquidations 1st Ed.
Shoulder (n.) = to contend for a set of squares by effect. Triangulation: Movement by a king around a key square in order to deprive the
opposing king of its corresponding square, thus resulting in zugzwang. Ref: Benjamin Technical Liquidations 1st Ed. Zugzwang: A situation
whereby any move would be harmful, leading to a loss, serious disruption of the position, or permitting the opponent to achieve an important
aim. Mutual zugzwang occurs when either player on move would be harmed. Ref: Benjamin Technical Liquidations 1st Ed. Anti-reserve
tempo (n.) = a reserve tempo for a losing side that prevents a stalemate defense. Corresponding squares (n.) = the square a king must
occupy when the opposing king occupies another particular square, in order to gain or maintain the opposition. Liquidations on the Chess
Board pg-330 Diamagnetism (n.) = diamagnetism, kind of magnetism characteristic of materials that line up at right angles to a nonuniform
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magnetic field and that partly expel, from their interior, the magnetic field in which they are placed. Tunneling <Britannica, a-r> (v) = barrier
| penetration (n) =  in physics, passage of minute particles through seemingly | impassable force barriers. Antimony<Britannica,
a-r><51> = (Sb) = a metallic | element belonging to the nitrogen | group (Group 15 [Va] of the periodic | table). Bismuth <Sanderson,
a-r><83> = (Bi), the most | metallic and the least | abundant of the elements in the nitrogen group (Group 15 [Va] of the periodic | table).
Natalist (adj.) = promoting or advocating for childbearing <Oxford-langs> Hubble<b-1889> constant(n.) = in cosmology, constant of
proportionality in the relation between the velocities of remote | galaxies and their distances. It expresses the rate at which the universe is
expanding.

Ch-56: T.o-z, s Exercises:
Zugzwang H2S3:

Ex-1: This is the classic “mine squares” position. Draw an effect diagram #
that describes the state of both Pawns on board and use this to explain why
whichever side is assigned the first move in this move | agnostic, h1 bottom
right position is in zugzwang.

R: Ex-2: Assass in 6: [1,900] Hint: there’s more than 1 way to win.

Ex-3: [2,200]

Ex-4: [1,800]

Triangulation H2S1:

L: Ex-5: [2,000]

Ex-6: [2,400] MIC: The paradigm of corres-

ponding squares [Chapn H3S1] can instruct us about triangulation,
which can be used when one side has disproportionate access to multiple
sets of corresponding squares; from either set.1-sq, f can reach
⅔, whereas s has only 1 sq in its set = 1 (f3, its initial sq.of-occ,
because the e4-sq is a check-sq #) This means that f has the
option to shuffle from b2-3, whereas s has not this luxury, and must
vacate: the luxury of alternation between, and, correspondingly,
the deprival of alternation for the opponent, two sqs that belong in
the same set of a corresponding set,  is a key factor in the
enabling of triangulation. Müller, Lamprecht <pg-52>: d2 = 1,
corresponds to f3 = 1, because Black can’t leave the square of the
d-pawn <side-prop!> From c3 = 2, it is possible to go to d2, so Black
has to go to e3 = 2 <in-that-event>. From c2 = 3, White threatens to
go to 1 or 2, so Black has to be on f4 = 3. MIC: Write the winning
sequence:

L: Ex-7: [1,800] Hall: Use triang

ulation to force the win.

Ex-8: [2,200]: Game: C-Lutz vs P-Schlosser Dresden 1995

Opposition H2S2:

L: Ex-9:

R: Ex-10:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karsten_M%C3%BCller
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Lamprecht
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Ex-11: [2,000]: Assassination in 7:

R: Ex-12: [2,200]
Space x super effect vs opposition, and opposition can draw.
F-move:

Shouldering H2S4:

Ex-13: F-move to draw #

R: Ex-14: F move, draw:

Ex-15: Find and deductively justify a forced assass in 3. [1,200]

R: Ex-16: [2,500] Game: R-Seger vs S-Agdestein Bundesliga
2000/1.

Compound T.o-z, sS #
T.o-z,s are all depth-based themes that have to do with the
temporal | relationships between two sides, and, in extended |

depth-sequences, multiple such themes can play a factor.

Ex-17: [2,700]: Opposition, shouldering.

R: Ex-18:  [3,400] Game: GM Sam Shankland <USA> vs Domingos
Junior <ANG>, 2022 FIDE Chess Olympiad rd-1. Themes: z-zwang,
opposition.

L: Ex-19: Game: GM Gabriel Sargissian <ARM> vs GM Pentala
Harikrishna<IND-1>, 2022 FIDE Chess Olympiad rd-8. Themes:
Opposition, shouldering, zugzwang. [2,700] 1) Identify a target in the
s-position. 2) Formulate a plan, using o.s-z, to assass this target. 3)
Convert to victory.

Ex-20: Position: A training | position <fbno> presented by IM Sagar Shah
to GM Vidit Gujrathi<2702 FIDE> in a 2018 blindfold | training
session<a-r>.

Solutions:
Ex-1:

This position was first
demonstrated to me by WIM
Bianka Havanecz in a private
lesson.
R: 8/8/3K4/5p2/5P2/7k/8/8 w - - 0 1

Ex-2:

X-ref: opposition, outflanking <ch-56
H2S2 H3S1>1. Kc3 <diag-opp!>
Kd5 2. Kb4 $.b5-P <hangtacked>
<outflank-1> Kc6🛡.b5-P 3. Ka5
<outflank-2> Kc5🛡.b5-P 4. B4+
<coercion!> Kc4🛡.b5-P ( 4 ...

Kc6 5. Ka6 <opp> <z.zwang-sente #n-p> wins the pawn) 5. Kb6
$.b5-P <z-zwang-sente> Kb3 <-🛡> :( 6. Kxb5 <+1, assass in 6!>
Kxa3 this P is dispensable, f having secured a b-pp 7. Kc5 <clr-b!>
and the pawn sails in to Queen. Ref: Endgame Challenge ! by SM
John Hall, #60.

Ex-3:
R-Réti, 1922 Müller, Lamprecht
<pg-145>: 1. Nd4+ ! Kc5 $.d4-N !  S
must counter.thr-Kxh2, else <M/L>
1…Kb7. 2. Kxh2 <assass in 2><+1>
Ka6 $.a5-P 3. Nb3 🛡.a5-P ! MIC:
1…Kc7 has a similar fate, while
1…Kd5 <run +><$> exits the
modified-sq #n-p of the a5-pp, since
the dijacent c6-sq is controlled by the
d4-N. 2. Kh1!! <o.m-W>
<z.zwang-sente!> MIC: This
important tempo-pass maintains

contention of the s.h2-pp and s.h1-promo,sq. [D]: Every s.h6-B
move loses to a N-fork, as does 2…Kd6? , trying to stay in the sq of
the a5-pp. The N’s power is extended q-side also, eliminating two
additional moves in b5 and c6. D5 is non-viable, for aforementioned

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karsten_M%C3%BCller
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Lamprecht
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| reason, and so s must 2…Kxd4 <-3> :(, after which the f.a5-pp
sails in to promotion; the resulting K interposes the e3\a7, and the
d.s-B cannot make it to contend a7 in time #, by a beat. This is 1) an
incredible display of precision 2) efficiency 3) and the power of a
N vs B in an endgame. 8/8/2k4b/P7/8/8/2N2PKp/8 w - - 0 1

Ex-4: An original composition:
1. Ra6!<z-zwang> Rb7-🛡 2.
Bxc6<+1, assass>! The game may
continue: Rb3+ 3. Kd2 Kd4 4. Be4
Rb2+ 5. Kc1 Re2 6. Kd1 Ke3 7.
Ra3+ Kf2 8. Bd5🛡.c4-P Rb8 9.
Kc1 Re3 10. Ra2+ Ke1 -0.3 d-50
SF14+ NNUE [D]: F’s monstrous
d5-B defends both
chain.base-P’s, while his R does
just enough, to avoid
s.mating-ideas
Ex-5: // give winning line only

// if I have time check out pg 322/3 Benjamin, has some game
examples I can add to additional resources #

Ex-6: 1. Kc2 = 3 Kf4 = 3; s occupies the corresponding sq to the
f.occupied-3, but loses due to the overriding triangulation #np-shared: 2.
Kb3 =1 Kf3 =1 3. Kb2 =1 ! <triangulation!> Kf4 =3; s has to leave
the set=1 4. Kc2 =3 ! now f has the correspondence initiative #
Kf3 = 1 5. Kd2 = 1 ! Kf4 =3 6. Ke2 =key-sq! Recall that in M/L’s
notation, the boxed sqs are key sqs ! Ke5 7. Ke3 ! Kd5 8. D4 ! Kc4
9. Ke4 ! Kxb4 <-1> 10. D5 ! Kc5 11. Ke5 ! b4 12. D6 ! b3 13. D7 !
b2 14. d8=Q! b1=Q 15. Qc7+ Kb4 16. Qb6+ +1-0 Source: N.
Grigoriev K Novoi Armii, 1920.

Ex-7: 8/1p1k4/1P6/2PK4/8/8/8/8 w - - 3 2
1. Ke5! (Not Hall: 1. C6+ ?? Kc8
<opp-yield!> 2. c7 Kd7 <opp> and
Black draws. For example, Hall:
48) 3. c8=Q+ <t-sack!> (Trying to
"outflank " the Black King since the
direct 3.Ke5
Kc8 <opp-yield>! 2.Ke6 :( is a
stalemate [D, ½ ½]) 3 ... Kxc8
4.Ke6 Kd8 5.Kd6 Kc8 6.Ke7 Kb8
7.Kd8 Ka8 8.Kc7 (Or 8.Kc8.)
results in stalemate: no progress is
possible. |> main line: 1...Kc6

$.c5-P <hangtacked> (1...Ke7 2. c6! Kd8 3. cxb7 <cont-c8> wins) 2.
Kd4🛡.c5-P Kd7 <opp-yield!> 3. Kd5 <opp>

⭐ Directive: Hall: White has used | triangulation to reach the
initial position with Black to move. X-ref: Hall #53 <fbno>

3...Kc8 <opp-yield> 4. Kd6 Kd8 <opp> 5. Ke6 Kc8 <diag-opp> 6.
Ke7 <outflank!> Kb8 :( 7. Kd7 <coerce.z-zwang,sente!> Ka8
<z.zwang-gote> :( 8. C6 <t-sack> bxc6 <clr-b> :( 9. Kc7 <shdr-b!>
c5 ! <c.d-4> 10. b7+ Ka7 <forced> 11. b8=Q+ and mate next. Ref:
Endgame Challenge ! by SM John Hall, #56. //v4-2, connect this
triangulation to corr-sqs

Ex-8:

Müller, Lamprecht <pg-143>:
Black’s knight is on a bad | circuit. If
it were on c5, Black’s prospects would
be much improved. As it is, White’s
space advantage on the kingside is
decisive: 1. Kb3 Na8 => c7 2. Bd7 !
Nc7 3. F5 Kb6 3…gxf5?! <-1>  4.
Bc6+ Kb6 5. Exf5 <+1> +- 4. Kc4 !
<MIC: avoiding s-a5+> Kb7 5. A4!
<+2 AUC> Kb6 6. Bc6 Ka7 7. Kc3!?
MIC: The key move at the heart❤
of this puzzle. S has a fortress on both
sides of the board, and f needs a

decisive.K-penetration in order to convert. With 7. Kc3!?, f enters the
same.color-corner as the s-K, assuming a long-distance, virtual |
opposition, and preparing to step into the direct-opp sq b4 if s-Kb6:
7…Kb6 8. Kb4 <opp-dir> ! a5+ 9. Kc4 MIC: The f-K is driven back,
but f has made progress by depriving the s-K of the active a5-sq <M,
L> Ka6 MIC: A N move would yield the e8-sq, allowing the f.c6-B to
strike at the K.side-f7,g6 chain. 10. Kd4 ! Kb6 11. Bd7 Kb7 12.
Fxg6 fxg6 13. E5 dxe5+ <-1> 14. Kxe5 <0> Kb6 15. Be6 ! The
s.e6-B is headed, unstoppably #, to f7, where it will scoop up the
g6-P, assass in 17 !

Ex-9: https://lichess.org/bnKXbcXH/black 43. Kf3 <opp> ! <o.m-D> Kh4
44. D4 $.e5-P ! <o.m-D> exd4 (-1) 45. Kxf4 (+1) followed by Kxd <assass
!>

Ex-10: https://lichess.org/bnKXbcXH/black#70 36. H4 <0.0, o-m.D> !

Ex-11: Hall: 1. Kd4 <diag-opp!> <o.m-W> (Not 1. Kc4? Kc6 and
Black gets the opposition with a draw.) 1...Kc6 2. Kc4 <o.m-W> Kb6
3. Kd5 <out-flank!> Kb7 <diag-opp!> 4. Kc5 Ka6 5. Kc6 <opp!>
Ka7 6. Kb5 $.a5-P <hangtacked>! followed by 7. Kxa5 <assass in
7!> 8/8/1k6/p7/P7/1PK5/8/8 w - - 0 10
Ref: Endgame Challenge ! by SM John Hall, #57.

Ex-12:
Solution: 25) MIC: 1. f4! <alt-Ke1!>, but the prescribed is cognitively
| simpler Hall: (Not 1. Kd2 <opp> ?? f4! <tempo-pass!
#n-p><o.m-W> 2. Ke2 <opp-gote #n-p> Kc3 <outflank!> 3. Ke1
<diag-opp> Kd3 <outflank!> 4. Kf2 Kd2 <opp> 5. Kf1 Ke3 $.f3-P,
<hangtacked> 6. Kg2 Ke2 <opp!> winning the pawn) 1 ... Ke4 2.
Ke1 ! <opp-yield!> Ke3 <opp> (On 2 ... Kxf4 then 3.Kf2 gains the
opposition and draws.) 3. Kf1 <opp-yield!> Kf3 <opp> 4. Ke1
<opp-yield> Kxf4 5. Kf2 <opp> and it's a draw since White has
gained the opposition. Ref: Endgame Challenge ! by SM John
Hall, #25.

Ex-13:
Ref: 8/1K1k4/5p2/8/6P1/8/8/8 w - -
0 1
This is a position from IM Gordan
Markotic <2345> vs GM Daniel
Campora <2540> Mendrisio 1988.

Ex-14:

https://lichess.org/analysis/8/1p4p1/4k3
/5p2/3K1P2/5PPp/7P/8_w_-_-_0_45
45. Kc5 ! Ke7 <l-p> 46. Kd5 ! <o-m> Kf6 ! <l-p> 47. Kd6 <opp> !
b5 ! 48. Kc5 Ke6 ! 49. G4 fxg4 50. Fxg4 b4 51. Kxb4 Kd5 52. Kc3
Ke4 53. F5 Kf4 54. Kd4 Kxg4 55. Ke4 and s’s fox in the crow’s
nest attempt has stalled #

Ex-15:
Ref: Endgame Challenge ! by SM John Hall, #47. MIC: This is a
concrete | example in which a visually | overlaid geometric | model
exponentially | decreases calculation capacity. One only needs to
remember that the s-K is shouldered via rule of the square binding

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karsten_M%C3%BCller
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Lamprecht
https://emojipedia.org/red-heart/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karsten_M%C3%BCller
https://lichess.org/analysis/8/1p4p1/4k3


MIC: t.o-z,s r: Hu
to c5-c8-f8-f5, and therefore the f-K can take a semi-circuitous route
to pick up the h5-P, and still make it back to support promotion for W
on the Q-side: 1. Kg3 and 1…Kg5? is not possible, as this vacates
the square. 1.s-Ke5 <forced!> 2. Kh4 $.h5-P 2…Kd5 <cont-c6> 3.
Kxh5 <+1, assass in 3> !

Ex-16: Müller, Lamprecht <pg-48>
1…e4+! <o.m-W> [D, the i.b-p]:
Recall that two rules of squares are
discussed in this book: one of a
pawn’s promotion, and rule of the
common square, when there are
two pps threatening promotion
against a lone-K. In the rule of the
square, nominal, promotion |
determinacy depends on the
position of the lone-K in or outside
of the square, whereas in the rule
of the common square,
determinacy does not depend on

the K’s position, but rather, on whether the square reaches the home
rank of the board. When the e-pp is thrusted to e4+, both | squares
are triggered: the common square is pushed to the edge, meaning
promotion is inevitable, and the rule of the square of the b-pp
prevents the K from xe4, a form of shouldering. 8. Kc3 <run +>
<forced> e3 <o.m-W> ! 9. b7 ! <counter-thr> Kc7 <o.m-W> ! 10.
b8=Q+ <-8> ! Kxb8 <+9> ! <o.m-W> 11. G6 ! e2 <o.m-W> ! 12. Kd2
$.e2-P <hangtacked> b2 and here, Seger resigned |>, because s
will attract the f-K to the back rank by promotion with check, and
promote the other pp with check, stopping both g-pps, a thematic
technique, |> despite just having a winning-P, had he played 1. Kc3
$.b3-P or b7 ! instead of the W -> L blunder # 1. Hxg5?? <-1>,
highlighted in yellow in [D].
8/8/1P1k4/4p1P1/8/1p1K2P1/8/8 b - - 0 7

Ex-17: https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1188962

57. A5 ! <o.m-W!> We have 2 purposes in the initial maneuvering
phase, with our K and P, the only two
zi that can be moved: 1) win the
s.a6-P, without allowing our PP to be
captured and 2) shoulder the s.e2-K
from reaching the c7-c8 drawing sqs,
before our pp promotes, while our K is
confined to the a-file # Just if # our K is
ahead in the uphill race does not
mean we’ve accomplished 2) [D] Here,

we are actually drawn. Our pp requires 4 ply to promote
<red-highlight>, and if we advance immediately, s-Kc6! will secure
the s-pathway to c7/8, drawing. On the other hand, since our K is
separated by a file from the pp, f-Kb7 ?!, shouldering the c-file,
allows s-Kb4 $.a4-P, winning it, whereas if the P were 1 file up,
s-Kb5 $.a5-P can be answered by f-a6 <auto-🛡>!, moving itself into
the defensive-E of the f.b7-K, and promotion is unstoppable. (57.
Kc5 ?? Kd3 ! 58. Kb6 $.a6-P Kc4 59. Kxa6 <+1, assass> Kc5 60.
Kb7 Kb4 $.a4-P <avenge!> 0.0) Therefore, the position that we
want to reach is [D, 2], with the same configuration of Ks, and
with f-move, but the a-pp is located in a5, rather a4. 57... Ke2 58.
Kc5 Ke3 59. Kb6 $.a6-P Kd4 60. Kxa6 <+1, assass> Kc5 61. Kb7
<shoulder-c!> 1-0
Ex-18:

44. Rd8+! Red7<1:2><int+> 45. Rxc7+<+5>Kxc7<o-m> 46. Rxd7+
Kxd7<0> Shankland has liquidated 20 points of Rs, into a
K+light-B, both, endgame, with 1) a healthier structure, a 2) slightly
more active K, and, most | importantly, a chain that is off the color

of his B. 47. G5! An easy move for a human GM
to find, fixing the opp’s Ps. Kd6🛡.d5-P 48.
Kd4🛡<opp> Ba8 49. h5$.g6-P,e-$, attempting to
enter via the h5\e8, if trade. Bb7 50. h6<fix!> Ke6
51. Bg2<clr-f> Kd6 52. f4<fix-3!> Bc6 53. Bf3! IM
Saravanan<a-r>: Beautiful! Having patiently

maneuvered patiently throughout the game, Shankland sets up a
beautiful copybook zugzwang. Black has no | defense, against
the thr.54-Bh5! 1-0. For example 53…Ke6 54. Bh5!$.g6-P,e-$
gxh5<-3><t.sack-gote> 55. g6$.e-$<o.m-W!> and either way, one of
f-Ps will end up in h7, out of the box, next turn # [D]: A complex |
modified box scenario, in f’s favor: 1) both the g-P and h-P have
the same box, unless 55…hxg6<-1> #n-p 2) S can step into the box
this turn via Kf6!?, but after 56. gxh7<+1>, the g7-sq is shouldered.

Ex-19:
Rozman<a-r>: How are you going to defend yourself, as I continue
to apply pressure, and centralize my pieces? How is white going to
win this game? Rozman: By bringing his King. He’s going to use his
King as the mechanism to get in, and block the enemy king, while
also trying to pick off those weaknesses.

Ex-20: 8/1b6/4kP1R/8/8/8/8/5K2 w - - 0 1
1. f7<clr+>! Ke7 Vidit: if 1…Kxf7?<-1> 2. Rh7+<RKB.[w]-skw!> and
2. Rh8?, attempting to trap 2…Kxf7?? again, fails to the z-zug
2…Ba6+!, escaping the skw-trap, before capturing the f7-P ½ ½.
While if 1. Rh7$.b7-B? simply 1…Bd5($) 2. F7 Ke7<cont-f8> will win
the f7-P. MIC: The correct way to continue is 2.
Rd6<0:1><cont-a6><t.sack-2x!!><decoy!> Vidit: It’s a move that
doesn’t come naturally, but I spotted it. Shah: It’s a move which, at
first, you think, it doesn’t make any sense, but, upon deeper |
inspection, Black is out of moves. It’s like zugzwang. Vidit: It’s very
nice geometry, there. MIC: The point is: 2…Kxf7 3. Rd7+$!<assass,
1-0, while 2…Kxd6<-5> 3. f8=Q<+8>, and a Q, unlike a R,
overwhelms a lone-B 1-0. 2…Kf8<block!> 3. Rd8+, and promo will
either be supported, or the fork theme decides the game, once |
again. A wide | variety of additional | decoy and fork tactics will
support either 1) promotion, or 2) B-assass, both of which, are
enough to 1-0, in other 2.s-replies.

Additional resources:
Silman, Jeremy. Silman's Complete Endgame Course: From
Beginner to Master. Siles Press, 2016.
Benjamin, Joel. Liquidation on the Chess Board. New in Chess,
2019.
Dvoretsky, Mark, et al. Dvoretsky's Endgame Manual (4th Ed.).
Russell Enterprises, 2015.
Capablanca José Raúl, and Irving Chernev. Capablanca's Best
Chess Endings: 60 Complete Games. Dover Publications, 2012.
Dr. Smethurst, Becky <astrophysicist at Christ Church college,
University of Oxford>. “A Fifth Force of Physics?! and a New Black
Hole Image | Night Sky News April 2021.” YouTube, YouTube, 15
Apr. 2021,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L47NV190q5Q&ab_channel=Dr.
Becky. Gray, Heather <Divisional Fellow, Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory>, and Bruno Mansoulié <scientist at
CEA-IRFU, Saclay, France>. “The Higgs Boson: The Hunt, the
Discovery, the Study and Some Future Perspectives.” ATLAS, 4 July
2018, https://atlas.cern/updates/feature/higgs-boson.
Info from NASA on the delay to Ingenuity’s first flight:
https://mars.nasa.gov/technology/helicopter/status/290/work-progres
ses-toward-ingenuitys-first-flight-on-mars/
Event Horizon Telescope collaboration (2021; the new black hole
image) -
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.3847/2041-8213/abe71d/pdf

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karsten_M%C3%BCller
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Lamprecht
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1188962
https://atlas.cern/updates/feature/higgs-boson
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=video_description&redir_token=QUFFLUhqbExFaC1pazJCQ3JtbGE3ZGVxNUpIa3FuSEN3UXxBQ3Jtc0tsY3FaOFF3TzlQTG9fc2luNGxFUk82eWxtOTZIR0w5bkRLUGFCZGV0TERkM1k2cHRjQjZvbEpVb3BPbWp2bm9qRWphdlkxalpWc19NYXBiaUg1dDFmMGtKa2JjU093T1d1WnM1VWdHZXVYTGxsZWZ4VQ&q=https%3A%2F%2Fmars.nasa.gov%2Ftechnology%2Fhelicopter%2Fstatus%2F290%2Fwork-progresses-toward-ingenuity-s-first-flight-on-mars%2F&v=L47NV190q5Q
https://mars.nasa.gov/technology/helicopter/status/290/work-progresses-toward-ingenuitys-first-flight-on-mars/
https://mars.nasa.gov/technology/helicopter/status/290/work-progresses-toward-ingenuitys-first-flight-on-mars/
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=video_description&redir_token=QUFFLUhqbEhoQXM4ZXF4dm5fcFc3U3J4VEZoRTVUY2QxZ3xBQ3Jtc0tudjNveDE2UVpkY0tudV9RNGNqVlFBOXgwUnR6bXZGMlFCYml4d0hNek5yTEVzNmhSN2RlYkxIZzNzRmhIek9NZDM2enR3R01NYXpKVFpvZDF2SlAtV3V5cVAtTGNOd1JraVJQU3dmRjhFZWZmM2NiNA&q=https%3A%2F%2Fiopscience.iop.org%2Farticle%2F10.3847%2F2041-8213%2Fabe71d%2Fpdf&v=L47NV190q5Q
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.3847/2041-8213/abe71d/pdf
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LHCb collaboration (2021; beauty quark decays) -
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2103.11769.pdf
Muon (g-2) collaboration (2021; muon wobbling) -
https://journals.aps.org/prl/pdf/10.1103/PhysRevLett.126.141801
Bai & Berger (2021; speculating about dark matter and muons) -
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2104.03301.pdf
Arcadi et al. (2021; speculating about dark matter and beauty
quarks) - https://arxiv.org/pdf/2104.03228.pdf
Pesce et al. (2021; sloshing | black hole) -
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2101.07932.pdf
Chapter 12 Properties of Magnetic Materials - Orca.phys.uvic.ca
<University of Victoria | Astronomy Research Centre>.
http://orca.phys.uvic.ca/~tatum//elmag/em12.pdf.
Schombert, James. High Redshift Objects,
http://abyss.uoregon.edu/~js/cosmo/lectures/lec12.html.

H3S1: Research proposals:
MIC: It is known within the field of
magnetism physics that the property of
magnetism, in the generation of a
magnetic field, its maintenance, and the
consequent propulsion of a magnetic force
#np can be conferred from a magnet to a
non-magnetic metal under certain
conditions, such that the field is extended
and as such, the force when measured at a
distance from the magnet source is
amplified relative to when the non-metal is
present, and without any loss of the field or
force to the original magnet. More research

is needed to determine whether all laws of conservation are
maintained in this effect. Moreover, MIC proposes research into a
novel | field that we nomenclate “magneto-chemistry”, no pun
intended, to determine the effects of magnets on nano-scale #
bond properties of the non-metallic metals upon which they
confer temporary magnetism; whether that temporary conference
incurs any permanent changes to that metal’s bond chemistry,
and whether an effect is in reverse. Post: in the presence of a
magnet, a non-magnetic magnetic | receiver, such as a household
battery, takes on the properties of a magnetic | semiconductor.
Post-2: another interesting measurement, method | unknown, is in
the determination of total | magnetic force, as certain | objects
seem to be simultaneously attracted and repulsed by a magnet with
some flux magnetism | properties, and therefore net force is not
sufficient to evaluate the total interaction <ch-3> with the magnetic
field #VT-np.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rube_Goldberg_machine
Eyring, President Henry B., et al. “Spirit World.” The Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints,
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/manual/gospel-topics/spiri
t-world?lang=eng.
David A. Edwards, “What Do We Know about Life after Death?”
Ensign, June 2016
“What Happens after We Die?” New Era or Liahona, March 2013
Jay M. Todd, “Salvation for the Dead,” Ensign, February 1995
Scripture references: Luke 23:43 John 5:25 1 Peter 3:18–20 1
Peter 4:6
Alma 40:7–14, 21 Ether 3:16 Doctrine and Covenants 76:73
Doctrine and Covenants 138
Szuba, Tom. “Safeguarding Your Technology: Practical Guidelines
for Electronic Education Information Security:” National Center
for Education Statistics, US Department of Education, Sept. 1998,
https://nces.ed.gov/pubs98/98297.pdf.
Britannica, The Editors of Encyclopedia. "tunneling".
Encyclopedia Britannica, 24 Oct. 2016,
https://www.britannica.com/science/tunneling.  Accessed 23 August
2022.

Britannica, The Editors of Encyclopaedia. "antimony".
Encyclopedia Britannica, 19 Jun. 2022,
https://www.britannica.com/science/antimony.  Accessed 23 August
2022.
Sanderson, R. Thomas. "bismuth". Encyclopedia Britannica, 28
May. 2021, https://www.britannica.com/science/bismuth. Accessed
23 August 2022.
Britannica, The Editors of Encyclopedia. "redshift". Encyclopedia
Britannica, 19 Feb. 2021,
https://www.britannica.com/science/redshift. Accessed 6 September
2022.
https://www.britannica.com/science/Hubble-constant

H3S2: Zugzwang:
Cramling, Anna. “Judit Polgar <GM> Tricks Magnus Carlsen
<WC> in Parque Del Retiro, Madrid.” YouTube, YouTube, 2 July
2022,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DEmlgy1gRKs&ab_channel=Cra
mlingClips.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zugzwang#Tr.C3.A9buchet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TM-46_mine
Müller, Karsten; Lamprecht, Frank (2001), Fundamental Chess
Endings, Gambit Publications, ISBN 1-901983-53-6
Encyclopaedia of Chess Endings (ECE), Pawn Endings volume,
Belgrade 1982 Bauernendspiele (Av), Averbakh, Sportver-lag Berlin
1988
The Final Countdown, Hajenius and Van Riemsdijk, Cadogan
1997
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Book-57: Time pressure: chpn-mn:
In �e�t�: // Muzychuk v. Gorachyna R6G2 World Cup 2021 // try to find the game with time markers or on the broadcast
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=2068742 this video actually contains the time markers:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pn9Ojcgx3Zw
Results: Gorachyna 2nd, Muzychuk 4th, this game was in the 6th round, the semi final. Explain how the World Cup works compared to Swiss
<r: // Tournament Play where I talk about swiss> Also mention the tiebreak procedure of going into shorter time control games if the score after
2 games, which is played in every round, is 1-1.

Chapn-mn H3S1: Tm-pres defined:
Adams<a-r>: There was an intensity around it, and <2:16> the phone📱 was ringing, and there were opportunities to potentially make
some other moves, it was a lot he's got to do. This deal right now, call back and say: you got 30 seconds to make a decision. Hu: The
creation of artificial time limitations is a key | strategy for business partners to force others to make a decision, indicating that there is
some folk understanding that the implementation of time pressure facilitates the consolidation of dec.mak-vectors. Adams: That's the
strongest offer we've got, by a lot, my gut tells me, we got to take a swing at this to get a core future piece, we got to make a call. Are we
ready? [Applause] MIC: The US Chess rule book defines time pressure as a situation in which either player has fewer than 5 minutes
remaining <r: ch-17 Ex #2, sol>, but #MIC will more broadly define time pressure in terms of positions in which 1) a player does not have
adequate time to process the position at hand given a) the factor of the inherent complexity of the position and b) the bit rate processing speed
of his brain #, 2) one player has disproportionate time relative to the opponent or 3) two players have equivalent | time, but one player’s
position is significantly easier to play in terms of complexity <r: ch-45> Fin.

Ch-57: Tm-pres H2S1: Time controls:
Just <a-r, pg-20>: For a game to be ratable, the same time control must apply to both players. “Time odds” games (games in which the time
control assigns the two players different base times) are not ratable.

⭐ EZ Directive. The amount of time YOU need to checkmate does not depend on how much time the opponent has; unlike the board
position, the time positions are composed of two completely independent counts !

H2S1 H3S1: Increment:
Just <a-r> pg-20 [D, US Chess rule-book pg-19]: For a mixed or repeating time control, or for a base time
of 30 minutes or more, an increment or delay in the range of 5 to 30 seconds is recommended. For a base
time of more than 10 minutes and less than 30 minutes, an increment or delay of 3 seconds is
recommended. For a base time of 10 minutes or less, an increment or delay of 2 seconds is recommended.
MIC: Added | time to the clock of the player who just moved; increment time is added after each move to
that player’s countdown timer.

H2S1 H3S2: Delay:
Pause | time is registered after 1) the opponent hits their clock at the end of their turn and 2) before the
countdown timer of the player to move # starts.

H2S1 H3S3: Countdown timer:
H4S1: Bullet, hyper bullet, ultra bullet: Generally, a bullet is any time control with fewer than 1 minute
countdown timer and 1s or less increment or delay.

H4S2: Blitz: 1.5 to 10 minute countdown timer with 10s or less increment or delay.

H4S3: Rapid: 10 minute to 60 minute countdown timer with 60s or less increment or delay. US Chess pg-19:
Total playing time for each player is more than 10 and less than 30 minutes (10 < mm+ss < 30) For Regular,
Dual and Quick the primary time (mm in minutes) must be at least 5 minutes.

H4S4: Standard: 60 minute + countdown timer.

H2S1 H3S4: Correspondence chess:
Despite his fragile appearance, his attacking powers and astonishingly | quick sight of the board remained intact. GM John Nunn, of WC
Mikhail Tal’s legendary blitz skills.

H2S1 H3S5: 40th turn post:
MIC: In historical | tournaments but no longer in US Chess opens as of 2022, an hour of countdown timer is added to each player’s clock
after their move in the 40th turn; each player’s clock is adjusted separately. In some pre-1950 tournaments, the game would be adjourned
after the 40th turn for both | players, and there were few limitations as to what kind of preparation could be done, including with help from
seconds, during the adjournment phase. Such an adjournment dramatically | changes the character of the game, as players can rely on
book | principles to navigate tricky conversion and endgame <ch-1> situations and eliminates several aspects of time pressure, making
these situations a sort of second opening # Post, Just <a-r> pg-20 5D: The time unused by a player during one control accumulates and is
added to the player’s available time for the next control.

Ch-57: Tm-pres H2S2: Strategic allocation of thinking time:
This chapter is a time-lead time x board position x psychological position merger <fbno> #

H2S2 H3S1: Thinking on your own time:
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MIC: Thinking on one’s own time is slightly more straightforward than thinking on the opponent’s time, however there is still a degree of
probabilistic assessment that needs to be invested into the process, despite the fact that a | | concrete  problem | is at hand |, because in many
situations, the presence or absence of a solution in a particular starting line is unknown, as is the amount of time that would have to be
invested to find it. == In order to generate a time budget, one has to apply some guesswork into generating rough estimations for the amount
of time required to fully think through a particular variation, as well as valuate the pay off in terms of | |
maximal | potential  benefit | of fully processing that particular variation, multiplicatively combining
these two values into an impact factor score, and using this score as the primary basis to determine time
allocation within a time budget. == For example, a particular line may be middle of the road in
time to think about, but also medium probable benefit, and let’s assign values of 3 to time expedience (out
of a scale of 10, as an example, with 10 being the least time and 1 being the most) and 3 to probable
benefit, for a total impact factor of 9. == Another particular line may be very high complexity, but with high
probable payoff, let’s say 1/10 on the simplicity scale and 9/10 in probable benefit; the impact factor here
would be 9 as well, so on this basis alone, it would be approximately equally rational to invest the
same amount of time in each. |=P Finally, a third line may be very fast to think about, but with a low
probable pay off, and therefore 9 on the expedience scale and 1 on the benefit scale, and the impact
factor here would also be 9 * 1 = 9. |=P In order to generate both values of expediency and
probable | benefit, one has to utilize | knowledge of various vectors of board evaluation presented
in #MIC, such as complexity, effect load, threat load, and power level of certain tactical moves. |=P Moreover, as one’s clock time decreases
and the amount of time that can be allocated to thinking likewise decreases, since the time required to solve a problem is not dependent on
how much time one has as a requirement #, the necessity for application of probabilistic assessments, which is not “hope chess”, ref: <NM
Dan Heisman lecture YT “Hope Chess”>, as the thinking process remains rooted in anticipating potential replies as well as concrete principles
in chess theory, likewise increases, and a probability evaluation vector as a score # should be used to adjust the impact factor, and the impact
of this score within the impact factor increases as time available decreases. [D] 14…Nxg4?? here is an objective blunder, but certain casual
players might throw in this move in your | time pressure to force you to over-calculate. A simple reduction here can be applied: s is
sacrificing material to attack, and therefore we want to liquidate as much material as possible: 15. Bxe7 <+3> ! neglecting the g4-N for a turn
and thereby depriving s of the re.cap-+ s-Qxg4+ for a move; also, liquidating at e7 prevents any tempo gaining s-f6 <1.5:3> $.g5-B later; this
move both neutralizes tempi and material. If now s recaptures in e7, we can liquidate an additional 10 points in rooks before the assass in g4
<+3>; else if s retreats his N rather than capture the B 15…Ne5 :( 16. Nxe5 <+3> ! liquidates this key attacking ren and now dxe5 <-3> 17.
Bxc5 <+2> Qxh3 <+1> 18. Qe3 $.e-$ ! is not as bad because the e-file has closed for s and only the h3-Q is in attacking range.

H2S2 H3S2: Thinking on opponent’s time:
Thinking on the opponent’s time inherently involves a sports better mentality, as the reality of the opponent’s move remains uncertain, and
there may not be perfect overlap between thinking that is applied to one possible move and another by the opponent. Therefore, one has to
probabilistically evaluate the likelihood of each possible continuation by the opponent, and there is a finite amount, and based on this
strategically determine the amount of time to invest into thinking about each one, potentially taking into account other factors like thought
space overlap and severity, and recognizing that certain investments will end up as sunk costs, especially when two significant probability
moves have the possibility of deviating the game significantly within thought space <ref: ch. 58 lp, thought space lp>

⭐ EZ Directive. In all time controls, positionally weaker opponents, often kids, will press you on clock as time pressure, even prematurely,
is a tactical equalizer. If you find your wins often coming with half time + on the clock, slow down your play #

H2S2 H3S3: Tm-budgeting:
A list of 8 procedural steps in time budgeting during thinking time in chess:

H3S3 H4S1: Calculate most forcing variations first:
In general, it makes sense to start by calculating more forcing | variations <r: ch.59-H2S1> because we can process lines that contain more
forcing moves faster, as a result of having fewer total moves to consider #; if the line is winning, then we know it is the puzzle solution, and we
will have achieved the solution in the fastest possible way by considering the fastest-to-calculate variation first; if the line is not winning, then
we have wasted the least time by eliminating the fastest-to-calculate | variation first. X-ref: <ch. 8 Ex. #4 sol>

H3S3 H4S2: Think before entering a forcing sequence, to minimize the time your opponent has, to think on your turn.
Try ex-16.

H3S3 H4S3: Remain vigilant:
MIC-directive: ⭐ When your opponent is trying to press you on the clock, he may try to take the initiative <ch-59> and create a series of
threats. However, you may not know, ahead of time, in an extended | gote sequence, at which point, precisely, you may be forced to play an
only move, and, at which points, you will have a liberty of moves. Try ex-17.

H3S3: H4S4: Take away your opponent’s best, and/or simplest, ideas, to drain his clock:
MIC-directive: ⭐ When up significantly on time, the possibility of flagging becomes a possibility <ChessBase India, a-r>. In such
situations, you want to manipulate the board positions, even thinking quite a bit on your own time, to manipulate the b-p, in which your
opponent has his best options | taken away, and has to expend time to | stay alive. Subpar, would be to play overly-powerful | moves, but
ones that do not end the game immediately, as this, ironically, simplifies things for the opp. Thinking quite a bit on your own time, in such
situations, is best | optimized, when you are considering a move that your opponent will not expect, when played, as all of that clock equity
will be placed upon your opponent, and you have more overall clock equity to invest. Try ex-14.

H3S3 H4S5: Counterpoint: Terminal threats against a time-pressured opponent can create a psychological checkmate:
Try ex-15. Fin.v4-2.

H3S3 H4S6: Spend 1/10 of your clock time, for the move, planning your thinking:
X-ref ch-45 CM H3S2, scrum: Scrum combines pre-estimation, which helps limit time spend, with a shortened | feedback loop, by the
process of incrementation and intermittent reviews, such that pivoting is possible. MIC: In the planning phase, first, use your intuition and
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decide, before calculating, how much time you plan to spend on this move. Then, in 10% of that time budget, outline the scope of the
problem. Scrum.org <a-r>: A product backlog is a prioritized, dynamic | list of all the work that might be needed for a product. MIC:
Rather than producing a product, in terms of a physical object, or software, we are interested in producing a move, and just as engineers
can build features into a product, we can build conditions into moves #n-p. Each condition is a feature of that move, something that it
accomplishes, for our overall board position, just as a product is expected to bring certain quantifiable | benefits to the prospective | user’s
life #n.p-2. The more features that our move has, of course, the better it will be, within finite time constraints. Therefore, the product
backlog, in terms of a move, is the predetermined | list of conditions that the move must satisfy, or, more | concretely, the list of problems
that the move must solve. We can see that this style of thinking, is quite different, from brute | forcing, and starting with moves, right away.
Fin.v4-2.

H3S3 H4S7: H3S3 H4S8:

Ch-57: Tm-pres H2S3: Tm-exchange:
MIC: The time position can be exchanged for a variety of other equities in chess, such as material, effect, -and threats. Time is such a
ubiquitous means of exchange #defd that it can be considered a form of currency that other equities can be exchanged for, and subsequently
purchased with.

H3/4#S1: Types of chem-bonds:
Zumdahl<a-r>: <pg-596> defines a chemical bond as forces that hold groups of atoms together, and make the atoms function as a unit.
Hu: Just as physical forces drive motion in the macro | world, which we | experience, they also maintain the | cohesion of material in the
micro | world. H5S1: Ionic compounds<Zumdahl> are formed when a metal element reacts with a nonmetal, and generally is associated
with 1) sturdiness 2) high | melting point, and 3) great thermal stability, from the electrostatic attractions of the closely | packed
oppositely | charged ions. The energy of interaction between a pair of ions can be calculated using Coulomb’s law: E =
(Q1Q2)/(4<pi><∈0>r), where ∈0 is the permittivity of the vacuum, r is the distance between the ion centers, and Q are charges.
Coulomb’s law can also be used to calculate the repulsive energy, when two like-charged ions are brought together. Since magnetic fields

may alter r, the presence of a sufficiently | strong
mag-field may also change the energy of
interaction between a pair of ions, altering the
attractivity between ions, and potentially, even the
energetic favorability of formation, at all, by
Gibbs Free Energy <ch-3 CM H3S3>. [D, 1, via
Javadian et al.<2016>] H5S2: Bond length [D, 2],
via Lower<a-r>: Hu: This fundamental | graph of
energy profile as a function of internuclear
distance plots the ideal bond length as the
optimum distance to achieve the lowest overall
energy of a system<Zumdahl>. The atoms will sit

together, in this energy well, until a sufficient energy input, into this mutual | system, jars
them out of the well, entirely. Zumdahl: The energy terms involved are the potential
energy that results from the attractions and repulsions among the charged particles,
and the kinetic | energy caused by the motions of the electrons. At very short distances,
the energy rises steeply because of the great importance of the internuclear repulsive
forces<+> at these distances. Hu: The ideal bond length is a factor of the
homeostatic<ch-62> #n-p balance between the repulsion of atomic nuclei, which are

always +charged, and the oppositely | charged ionic or covalent ions, which factor in the -charge of the atomic electrons. This means that
the distribution of charge, as a function of radial distance, around an atomic, is uneven, that there is more negative | charge as one moves
to the perimeter, and that electronic charge plays an insignificant | role at closer | distances to the nucleus #n.p-2,3. Zumdahl: In the H2
molecule, the electrons reside primarily in the space between the two nuclei, where they are attracted | simultaneously by both protons.
H5S3: Covalent bonds: Molecules in which electrons are shared by nuclei. Hu: Ionic bonds depend on atoms that are highly | different
<Zumdahl>, and this difference is measured in terms of electronegativity, which is measured in units of joules/mol<80%, 8/13>, whereas
covalent bonds allow similar, or even identical atoms to bond with each other. H5S4 Metallic bonds: Bonds with zero electronegativity
difference are described as covalent in Zumdahl’s text, but covalent | bonds are typically referred to bonds between nonmetals; however,
metals can also bind with each other. Britannica: In most | cases, the outermost electron shell of each of the metal atoms overlaps with a
large number of neighboring atoms. As a consequence, the valence electrons continually move from one atom to another and are not
associated with any specific pair of atoms. In short, the valence electrons in metals, unlike those in covalently bonded substances, are
non-localized, capable of wandering relatively freely throughout the entire crystal. The atoms that the electrons leave behind become
positive ions, and the interaction between such ions and valence electrons gives rise to the cohesive or binding force that holds the
metallic crystal together. Hu: Once again, we can see that material cohesion, at the atomic level, of metallic | solids, depends upon 1)
charge force, 2) crystalline | organization, which is patterned, geometric, and closely | packed and 3) governed by the a) laws of
thermodynamics, as well as electromagnetic fields. Keep in mind, that the strength of a magnetic field is not a constant, but, most
macro fields are insignificant relative to the local strength, near the atomic nucleus, which explains why, under most conditions,
corresponding directly to weaker fields, atoms behave, as we are used to, in a traditional way. However, under the presence of a sufficiently |
strong | macro field, one that rivals that between atoms, or even between close nuclei, we’d expect atomic behavior to suddenly change,
potentially, and even at the macro level, to a degree that we cease to recognize as familiar (!). Britannica<a-r>: In the solid state (ice),
intermolecular interactions lead to a highly ordered but loose | structure, in which each oxygen atom is surrounded by four hydrogen
atoms; two of these hydrogen atoms are covalently bonded to the oxygen atom, and the two others (at longer | distances) are hydrogen
bonded to the oxygen atom’s unshared electron pairs. This open structure of ice causes its density to be less (!!) than that of the liquid
state, in which the ordered structure is partially broken down and the water molecules are (on average) closer together. When water freezes,
a variety of structures are possible depending on the conditions. Eighteen different forms of ice (!!!) are known and can be interchanged

https://www.britannica.com/science/electron-shell
https://www.britannica.com/science/atom
https://www.britannica.com/science/valence-electron
https://www.britannica.com/science/crystal
https://www.britannica.com/science/electron
https://www.britannica.com/science/cation
https://www.britannica.com/science/ion-physics
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/cohesive
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by varying external pressure and temperature. Hu: Like metal-bonded crystals, solid-state # covalent substances also adopted a
patterned, geometric | structure that depends upon electrostatic forces for cohesion. An instructive | aspect about the eighteen forms of
ice<Zumdahl> is that a phase is variable and responsive to physical variables<ch.4-CM H3S2 H4S1>; this allows for pseudo-phase
changes, among these forms, even at the same | temperature, an important fact, as this allows humans to utilize this change property,
under physiological conditions #n.p-2. H6S1: Non-localized free electrons give rise to the electrical conductivity of metals:
Britannica<a-r>: Many of the characteristic properties of metals are attributable to the non-localized or free-electron | character of the
valence electrons. This condition, for example, is responsible for the high electrical conductivity of metals. The valence electrons are
always free to move when an electrical field is applied. Hu: When free electrons move, in a current #n.p-3, from one area of the metal to
another, under an electric field, we would expect that domain of the metal to become positively | charged, since the protons are not | mobile
in the crystal lattice #n.p-4, and the area that receives the electrons become negatively | charged. If the metal has a
3.dimensional-conformation, then this could lead to interactions among charged subunits #n.p-4. Finally, the partial | charging of
metallic domains could explain some adsorption phenomena #n.p-5 [D, 3]: A novel | experiment [Hu, ‘22], in the scattershot | phase #n-p,
a term borrowed from venture startups<soc-pass>, in which a variety of treatments were applied to a smaller | magnet, including
electromagnetic field manipulation, exposure to chemical abrasion, entropy manipulation, mechanical vibrations, and, when brought
into the presence of a much stronger<300lbs> fishing magnet, the smaller | magnet, as it reacted magnetically, levitating upward toward the
suspended larger magnet, shattered spontaneously in the air, indicating that it had undergone some sort of non-chemical phase change, or

pseudo | phase change,
that disrupted, uniformly,
throughout the structure,
its tensile integrity, but,
did not disrupt its
magnetivity. RSC<a-r>:
The most important use
for neodymium is in an
alloy with iron and boron
to make very strong
permanent magnets.
This discovery, in 1983,
made it possible to

miniaturize many electronic devices, including mobile phones, microphones, loudspeakers and electronic musical instruments. H6S2:
Wikipedia<a-r>: A metal ion in aqueous | solution or aqua ion is a cation, dissolved in water, of chemical formula [M(H2O)n]z+. H6S3:
Wikipedia<a-r>: The only stable liquid elemental metal at room temperature is mercury (Hg), which is molten above −38.8 °C (234.3 K, −37.9
°F). H5S5 Polar covalent bonds: A polar covalent bond occurs between two atoms that have similar, but non-identical | electronegativity,
such that each atom will have an uneven | stake in the electron cloud, with the larger, more positive nucleus taking the larger share.
However, the difference <Zumdahl> is not so extreme that an electron(s) is considered to be completely | dispossessed of an atom. [D, 4],
via UCLA.edu, the Pauling electronegativity values mapped onto the periodic table. This diagram can be used to predict the type of
bond that can be formed. H5S6: Bond polarity and dipole moments: Zumdahl <pg-602: We have seen that when hydrogen fluoride is

placed in an electric field, the molecules have a preferential |
orientation<n-p>. This follows from the charge distribution in the HF
molecule, which has a +end and a -end. A molecule, such a HF, that
has a center of positive charge, and a center of negative charge, is
said to be dipolar, or to have a dipole moment. A molecule that has a
positive | center of charge of magnitude Q and a negative center of
charge of magnitude Q, separated by a distance R, has a dipole
moment = µ = QR, which has the SI units of coulomb*meter. [D-5, via
Cousins, 2012 a-r]: Molecular size, shape, and charge distribution
of water, methanol, and dimethyl ether. The dots indicate areas that
are inaccessible if a sphere of radius 0.1 nm centered on a line normal
to the isosurface and touching a point in the middle of the region,
impinges on any other regions of the isosurface. H5S7: Aqueous
phase of ions #n-p: Marchon et al. <a-r>: Stabilization of the liquid |
phase after extraction: Aqueous phases extracted from cementitious
systems at early ages tend to be supersaturated, with respect to at
least one hydrate. Given time, precipitates may therefore form,
adsorb some of the admixtures, and perturb the admixture
concentration measurement. Additionally, some admixtures are not
stable at high pH, so neutralization is recommended (if techniques

such as high performance liquid chromatography (HPCL), or size exclusion chromatography (SEC), also referred to a gel permeation
chromatography (GPC), are to be used). The above issues can be dealt with by neutralizing the suspension. Additionally, the same step
would dissolve most nanohydrates, causing admixtures adsorbed thereon to be considered as non-adsorbed. However, with regard to the
comments at the end of the previous section, this might not be critical when using adsorption data to interpret rheological behavior. H5S8:
Polyatomic dipole canceling: Hu: Polyatomic, ie, molecules that consist of 3 or more atoms, can be paradoxically polar, in that they
consist of different atoms, but have no net dipole moment, due to a cancellation of polar bonds. 3 types of molecules achieve this
property: 1) linear molecules with two identical bonds<Zumdahl>, such as CO2 2) Planar molecules with 3 identical bonds, separated
by 120 degree angles <r: ch.2-H2S5,H3S3>, and 3) Tetrahedral molecules with 4 identical bonds, at 109.5 degree separation, such as
CCl4, where the lone carbon is bound to 4 chlorides. Hu: By adding more complexity, whether in a polyatomic | molecule, or in a protein,
which can have charged subunits, we can manipulate the net and distribution of charges, throughout the field, formed, by the charges in
the molecule or protein #n-p

https://www.britannica.com/science/conductivity
https://www.britannica.com/science/electric-field


MIC: t-p r: Hu

Ch-57: Tm-pres H2S4: Practical chances & tricks:
Reference Zeltsan v. Lenderman 121st Open analysis in Chess Life Nov 2021 pg. 32.

Ch-57: Tm-pres H2S5: How to analyze your own games:
The best way of | learning all this is to analyze practical endgames played by the great masters of the endgame. IM Dvoretsky Technique for
the Tournament Player © 1995. Before analyzing your games, it is necessary to record your moves <r: ch-17> and our technique for doing this
is via notation <ch-10>. From our scoresheet, we want to boil down the game into 3 moments in which a mistake was made, and mistakes can
be tactical blunders, positional errors, misguided plans, or misguided investments of time. Establish each of these moments as a tabiya and
determine, with an engine, book, or a coach, a better course of action using fourth dimensional analysis <ch-2: H2S5> a better road to travel
in the depth fork. Once a better course of action is determined, save the b-p from which the mistake was made and the alternate course of
action can be taken and study it using spaced repetition flashcards: https://apps.ankiweb.net/ Template:

⭐ EZ Directive. Remember, in games that are decided by flag, the unflagged opponent made the last move, and therefore the final
position is the flagged player's turn to move. https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49328323107

# B-p Thought process: Better action:

6 I played this game against a
1450 rated provisional player
who is about 1,800 online. The
next 3 positions, #20 - #22, are
from the same game between
myself and a talented young
player, USCF 1446 Guodong
Zhang, a recent New York
University graduate and MBA
candidate who played up to the
U1800 section at the 2nd annual
NFO. #22: In this position, down
6 minutes to 18 minutes and
concerned about being flagged, I
sacrificed a P to liquidate Rs in
order to go after my opponent’s
K-side Ps. This salvaged a D
from a winning position.

[L]: A necessary skill is to balance a quantum ratio of two
different attacks: across the 3rd rank potentially via clearance

on the undefended f3-B and g3-Ps, and the threat of pushing
e2 after Rd2, both of which occur on a shorter timescale than
the counter threat of back rank - g8 $ g6 by the opponent.
Rooks on board decrease the drawing rate for the winning side
when opposite colored Bs are on board. [R]: A better version of
what I was attempting to do in the game:

Post: analysis of games and positions to draw actionable | conclusions is not just a chess activity, although chess may be a model system; it
can also be applicable in financial markets: Steve Jobs <a-r>: Now we want to address what is compelling these people to move into this new
category of professional workstations and secondly, once they've decided to make the move into the category, why are we gonna beat Sun.
Let's take a look: there's three primary reasons: the first one is that every single customer we've talked to here has the need to write one
custom application; they've got one mission-critical app that they've gotta write and so the development environment becomes critical. In
addition to that, these applications are very network | intensive so they need very sophisticated | networking capabilities which they cannot
find in PCs and Macs and third) these applications primarily are database driven, which means that they want to write the application on the
desktop machine but this application on the desktop machine through the sophisticated networking is going to communicate with SQL
databases running in either an IBM mainframe or running Oracle or Sybase on a sequent machine, something like that, so they need the
sophistication of the networking and the ability to seamlessly talk to databases running on large servers.

H3S1: Actionable directives:
Al-Lajlāj repeats most of this, but is on the whole more definite. Thus he says: Do not attack on the Queen’s wing: the right procedure is to
attack on the King’s wing. Do not be in a hurry to advance the Firz to Q3 (its best post according to aṣ-Ṣūlī) or KB3. Do not move a Rook or
Knight during the development. The right thing to do with the Fīl is to exchange it for a Pawn. In his analysis, perhaps the most prominent
feature is the effort which he makes to secure a ‘road’ for the Firz to the opponent’s half of the board. MIC: The purpose of analysis is to
generate actionable concepts, which are included throughout this book, that can be used to improve | performance in future | games.
Fin-v3.

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49328323107
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/%C4%AB
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/%C4%AB
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Ch-57: Tm-pres Ex:
Ex-1: You are at a USCF rated tournament and the tournament director tells
you to set the delay of your Chronos # clock to 30 seconds. This means
that:
a) Every time you make a move | and press the clock, the amount of
time you have will increase by 30 seconds. b) You will have 30
seconds to make each move. c) You will have 30 seconds to make
each move before the time you have remaining begins to decrease.
d) The other player, as well as you, has only 30 seconds to make all
the moves in the game. e) You must wait 30 seconds before making
each move after your opponent’s turn.

L: Ex-2: You’re playing bullet against a University club rival and he’s
trying to flag you with 1.0s left in an Arena to select candidates # for the
upcoming League championship. Find the fastest mate.

Ex-3: In this position, my former coach IM John Bartholomew played the
worst possible move with 0.1 second on the clock in a chess-com 3+0
game. Guess the move:

10 Moves that took FIDE GMs 10
min+ in classical:
Thanks to the advent of DGT chess boards and electronic
technology, modern games at larger events are recorded not only
with moves but also time markers, and this allows us to evaluate the
time position of moves #

Ex-4: Game: GM Jan-

Krzysztof Duda vs GM Sergey Karjakin, 2021 FIDE World Cup move
14-s; i.t-p 1:22:32, r.t-p 1:03:30.

R: Ex-5: Same as 4, move 17-f; i.t-p 1:09, r.t-p 58:50 #

Ex-6: Same as 4, 5, move 20-s; i.t-p 42:59, r.t-p 20:53 #

R: Ex-7: Game: GM R Praggnanandhaa<2642, FIDE IND> vs IM Paulo
Bersamina<2441, FIDE PHL>, 2021 FIDE World Cup; i.t-p; 1:09:15, r.t-p;
59:27

Ex-8: Same as 7; move 15-f; i.t-p: 1:12:53, r.t-p: 55:01

Ex-9: Same as 7, 8; move 25-s; i.t-p 41:16, r.t-p 30:54

Ex-10: GM Magnus Carlsen vs GM Jan-K Duda <2750, FIDE>, FIDE
World Cup 2021 ; i.t-p 1:00:20 r.t-p 45:50, 14-f

Ex-11: Same as 10; 19-s i.t-p 1:08:27 r.t-p 52:40

Ex-12: Game: GM Duda vs WC Carlsen round 7 gm-2, FIDE World Cup
2021; i.t-p: 1:23:47, r.t-p 55:50

Ex-13: Same as 12: i.t-p 1:02:28, r.t-p 50:21

Time beats material:
The quotations, in the next 4 exercises, are sourced from GM
Davorin Kuljasevic <CRO>’s 2019 New in Chess Beyond Material ,

see additional resources for
citation.

Ex-14: Here, we are interested in
managing time, by making the most |
efficient moves; moves that do not
give our opponent enough time to
carry out his ideas, and that allows us
to direct the game in a desired way.
<pg-69>. Game: Giorgio
Kaloust<LBN> vs GM Aryan
Tari<NOR>, 2015 and 2019
Norwegian champion, 2017 World



MIC: t-p r: Hu
Junior Champion. FIDE Chess Olympiad ‘22, rd-1. Time position:
29-m to 40-s.

Ex-15: <pg-71> White’s opening approach was very | directed, and
time-oriented: quick development, two pawn sacrifices to gain the
initiative, and a piece sacrifice, to expose Black’s king. All of this implies
that once the opening has finished, White was obliged to conduct the attack
in the ‘fast and furious’ mode. In such double-edged positions, the pace of

events on the board accelerates, and
the importance of time increases
immensely. Game: IM Ivan
Schitco<b-2003><MDA> vs GM
Pentala Harikrishna<IND-1> FIDE
Chess Olympiad ‘22 rd-2. In the
opening, Harikrishna chose a solid
reversed Sicilian, and the move
10…d5<push-past!> escaped the
P-tension | situation by
maintaining a solid, easy-to-play
str despite the doubled.c-Ps, and

d5<2.5:2> blunts the E of the f.g2-B. In the practical endgame that
followed, Harikrishna pulls his lower-rated, and much younger,
opponent into a theory trap <ch-58 H2S3 H3S2>, a practical
endgame <ch-0> in which he has a marginal advantage, and is apt

to out-grind his opponent, even at
his own level, with superior
technical play. In this position,
Harikrishna finds his opportunity,
also with a 5-m to 1-m time
advantage.

Ex-16: <pg-72>: The thing, about a
time advantage, compared to material
and positional advantages, is that it is
the most fragile type of advantage. If
mishandled, it can evaporate in one
move. Material and positional

advantages are more stable and durable, and, as such, instinctively |
preferred by most players. Game: GM Leinier Domínguez Perez<USA>
vs Maxim Rodshtein Chess Olympiad ‘22 rd-5, 8-2-22. Clock position:
12:28 to 1:14.

Ex-17: <pg-80>: However, defending
against a strong initiative is obviously
a difficult task, even for the strongest
players in the world. The
psychological pressure of defending
makes it even more unpleasant,
because your opponent basically tries
to impose his will on you. The material
balance, often, becomes less important,
in such cases. It takes a strong
character and a lot of experience to
be able to defend such positions |

successfully. Game: WGM Mihaela Sandu<2,297><ROU> vs GM
Monika Socko<2,416><POL>, Chess Olympiad ‘22 rd-5. Clock
position: 6:20 to 5:14, 24-f, with a 30 min bonus après quarante turns.

Clock in rules:
Being exactly ⅓ of the ways to win in chess is by time, the other 2
being checkmate <b-p> and resignation <psych-p> , we expect that
⅓ of the rules of chess to pertain primarily to matters regarding the
clock.

Ex-18: Read this excerpt on clock rules in the 2022 North American Open
<chesstour, a-r>: 7SS, 40/90, SD/30, +30 (3-day option, rounds 1-2
G/75 d10). You are playing in round 3, in the 3 day schedule;
you’ve played 45 moves, and have expended, in total, 1,450
seconds of clock time. Has your flag fallen? Why or why not?
[1,200]

Ex-19:

Ex-20: // read the Just rule book.

Solutions:
Ex-1: c)

Ex-2: 45…Qh3 ! 46. E5 <o-m> Qxf3#
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47043039149

Ex-3: 88…Qee7 ½ ½ ?? :(
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47094029051

Ex-4:
https://www.chess.com/events/2021-fide-world-cup/08-02/Duda_Jan
_Krzysztof-Karjakin_Sergey
Here GM Karjakin played 14…Bxb2 (+1) 0.8 d-36 SF14+ NNUE !
Ex-5:
Here GM Duda played 17. Bc4 0.8 w/ 0.24 o-n SF 14.1 NNUE !

Ex-6: Here GM Karjakin played 21…h6 ! 1.54 d-19 SF 14.1 NNUE w/
0.35 under top # Studying the time position is a study of the difficulty of
positions, rather than moves.

Ex-7: Here IM Paulo Bersamina played 18…Qxf6 1.57 w/ 0.4 o-n, SF
14.1 NNUE

Ex-8: Here GM Prag played 15. Nxg5 (+1) <temp-sack> ! 1.45 w/ 0.3
under top SF 14.1 NNUE

Ex-9: Here IM Bersamina played 25…Rad8 ?! 1.32 w/ 0.9 under best,
25…Qe7 0.47 SF 14.1 NNUE d-19

Ex-10:
https://www.chess.com/events/2021-fide-world-cup/07-01/Carlsen_
Magnus-Duda_Jan_Krzysztof
Here WC Carlsen played 14. Bxc6 0.46 d.18-SF14+ NNUE, a
novelty in the Queen’s Gambit Declined | , Three Knights, Vienna
Variation <r: Chess.com O-book>

Ex-11: Here GM Duda played 19…Qg5 $.e-$, c5-Q ! 0.23 w/ 0.1 under
top , 0.12 19…Rbc8 ($).c5-Q d-20 SF14.1 NNUE

Ex-12: Here WC Carlsen played 18…Qxf1+ w/ 0.25 o-n SF 14.1 NNUE
d-21

Ex-13: Here GM Duda played 20. Nd2 0.38 w/ 0.4 under best, 20. Re1
0.80 SF 14 NNUE

Ex-14:
Up nearly 30 minutes to a time-choked | opponent, GM Tari finds
the objective | best, but also the move that mitigates the most of the
opponent’s possibilities: 26…Nd3<1.5:2>! The immediate attempt
to trap the h7-B 26…g6? fails to 27. Bxg6 fxg6 28. Qxg6<+2>!,
which allows S to draw by the threat of g6/h6 perpetual SF14+
NNUE d-36. This would have salvaged things for Giorgio, ending
the game in a few moves, and, therefore, eliminating the deficit of
his clock. Instead. GM Tari either wants to win, or extend to game,
keeping his opponent under | pressure. LiChess<paraphrase>: 30
minutes of additional time was added, after the 40th turn. Now,
with the connection b1/h7 cut, s renews the g6-thr. 27. Bxd3 |>, a
bit better than 27. Rd1?, played, allowing g6<p-m>! |>
27…Rxd3<+3>$.b3-N<hangtacked!> 28. Qc2🛡 Qd5$.c4-N -2.7
SF14+ NNUE d-21 w/ 0.5 o-n Post: Norway, outrating their
opponent by an average of 2692(!) to 2198, won the match by a
score of 3.5-0.5.
https://chess-results.com/tnr653631.aspx?lan=1&art=20&flag=30&s
nr=95

Ex-15:
30…Kf6! -5.9 w/ 3.7 o-n d-33 SF14+ NNUE. Harikrishna races to
reach the e5-sq, before the opp can equalize by seeking the
opposition in f/d-4. 31. Ke3 Ke5<opp!><t-sack> 32. Bxf7<-1>
Bg4<1:0>! and now, with his K firmly established on an essentially |
uncheckable-sq, f uses a t.sack-tempi <fbno> to implant his B in a
powerful-sq, and creates threats against the f-K. Now, having to
balance a tricky imbalance of threats vs materials, with only a
minute remaining, his lower rated opponent collapses tactically. 33.
Bd5$.e4-P<1:2>? Objectively about the same, as SF14+ sees f as

https://emojipedia.org/shield/
https://chess-results.com/tnr653631.aspx?lan=1&art=20&flag=30&snr=95
https://chess-results.com/tnr653631.aspx?lan=1&art=20&flag=30&snr=95
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totally losing -6 d-24, but allowing
Rb2<cut-2!><thr-Re2#><t.sack-2!> leaves nothing for f to play for.
34. Bxe4<o-m><t.sack-gote> Re2+<1:2><RKB.[N]-skwr> 35.
Kd3<run+> Rxe4<+3><assass in 6> Post: Ind-1 went on to defeat
Moldova by a score of 3.5-0.5:
https://chess-results.com/tnr653631.aspx?lan=1&art=20&flag=30&s
nr=2

Ex-16:
30. Rxc5<+3><4-min> 3.1 w/ 1.7 o-n, best, SF14+ NNUE d-30
bxc5<-5><t.sack-gote> 31. Qxc5<recoup-partial> Here, GM
Domínguez sacrifices material, making the objective | best, in
order to preserve his time advantage. Rozman: You break black’s
structure forever Rc1, and I really feel like Rxc5! is just the way to
go MIC: Like WGM Sandu<ex-17>, GM Domínguez exhausts ⅓ of
his remaining clock time, calculating the implications of this
positional sacrifice, in order to, hopefully, cash in by playing faster,
later, with this opponent under pressure. By thinking before the |
committal move, he leaves an element of surprise; with a 2,600
opponent, the possibility of this sacrifice should be considered,
but, it may not be the only move worth considering, and, therefore,
the opponent cannot be fully prepared for it, by thinking during this
Domínguez turn. 31…f5<3:2>$.g4-B$.e4-P 32. Bf3<run$> MIC:
Minimizing the opening of lines on the K-side, to keep the focal
point of the game westward. Rozman: White now has a very clear
plan of action, but Black begins fighting back.
32…Rf6($).f3-B<1:1> 33. Rc2🛡.f2-P<3:1>
Nd7$.c5-Q<counter-sack!> 34. Qxc7<+1> Rf8($)-f2 35. Qa7!<30-s>
4.1 w/ 1.8 o-n, <T.W-exf5><d-26> MIC: GM Domínguez has played
with perfect | accuracy since his 30-f sack, and the clock position
has equalized to 2:21 to 1:06 Nb6<clr-7th><sharp!> 36.
Rc7<1:1>$.f7-Q($) Qg8🛡.h7-P<forced!> 37. Rc6$.e-$!<1:30> MIC:
Challenging f.file-threat from the side. After this move, Domínguez
needs make # only 3 more moves to earn the 30.min-bonus.
37…Nxa4<-1><counter-play[ch-62]!> 38. Qxa5<+1>! fxe4<-1> 39.
Bxe4<+1><o.m-W><10-s>! Rxf2<-1><t.sack-2!> 40. Qxa4<+2,
assass in 11!> With 30 more min now, Domínguez sailed into
victory, having enough material to defend against s’s temporary
K-side flurry. MIC: Over the course of this 11.turn-assass,seq,
Domínguez voluntarily | evaporates his t-adv, securing a more |
permanent material advantage, via an intermediate.t-sack, #n-p,
that he keeps in the second.t-con <ch-57 H2S1> Post: The US,
t-2nd with 9/10 after this match, defeated ISR by a score of 2.5 to
1.5, with this being the only decisive game:
https://chess-results.com/tnr653631.aspx?lan=1&art=20&flag=30&s
nr=1

Ex-17:

24. Bxe8! <2.5-min!> Rozman: Black actually goes back, and tries
to reinforce the bishop, instead of getting | aggressive, and that
gives white a little bit of time, and a couple more steps in the wrong
direction, allowing this preparation, leading up to a nice tactical
shot. BxN looks like one of the ugliest, dumbest, moves you could
ever play: why would you trade this bishop for this garbage-N? It
has no moves! The <25:16> N has no legal moves: why would you
ever take it, right? Wrong! White knows what she's doing. Any way
that black takes, you have some sort of tactic. MIC: Rozman
summarizes, nicely, the positional | context around the move. Lazy
about the initiative in a game that will likely be resolved by time
pressure, with 5-m * 60-s/min / 15 moves = 20-s in countdown timer
per move. The player with the initiative will have more flexibility in
lateral pivots <ch-58>, while the gote-player #n-p, who may be
able to objectively defend <Rozman> will, at some point, face a
only.move-complex <ch-45> and either lose time or risk a
significant error. Additionally, WGM Sandu invests nearly half of her
remaining clock time on this move, calculating a narrow line, and a
prepared theory trap <Rozman, CU>, to further the psychological
x clock pressure. Nxe8 <-3> 25. D6<0.5:2>$.c7-R<gambit!> Nxd6
26. Nd5?!<1-m>0.0 w/ 2.3 under top, Rd1<2.1 SF14+ NNUE d-23>.
MIC: WGM Sandu was able to play much faster, after the initial

positional-sacrifice, indicating that she had calculated the ensuing
forcing continuation ahead of time. Here, not the best idea,
objectively, but certainly a complex, sharp move, that maintains her
idea, and, therefore, the frame control.
26…Bxe5<-5><o.m-D!><7-s>. GM Socko applies the exchange
reduction to mitigate pressure, spending only 7-s on this move.
Clock position: 2:30 to 5:18. 27. Bxe5<30-s> Rd7<0-s>. GM Socko

is absolutely blitzing out her defensive moves, indicating that she is
aware | of the intent behind WGM Sandu’s psychological attack.
28. Bf6!! Rozman: Now, with perfect | play, it’s defensible for black,
gxf6<0.0 SF14+ d-28>, but Black plays Qa5??<6 under
top!><1-m>, doesn’t take. MIC: [D]: The SF14+.eval-panel in the
b-p after 28. Bf6!!. It’s quite possible that WGM Sandu had this
move in mind, when she played 24. Bxe8<+3>! WGM Sandu’s time
expenditure decisions, in this sequence, are superior to GM
Socko’s, indicating deeper understanding, and, despite, spending
more time on Qa5?? than her previous moves, Socko blundered
nevertheless. 29. Bxg7<t.sack-2!><-2.s, due to increment#><+1>
Kxg7<~25s> Clock position: 1:49 to 3:43, but WGM Sandu gets to
play more sentes. 30. Qf6+<o.m-W!><-25.s!> MIC: Reaping the
time rewards of her 2:30 investment <ch-19 H2S2 H3S8> in 24-f
Kg8<o-m> 31. Qxh6<+1>! and now, GM Socko must find a
defense: f6<3-m>:( Clock position: 2-m to 1-m, now WGM Sandu is
comfortably | winning, and doubled her opp’s time, with still on turn
32-f. The game finished: 32. Re7!<thr-Qg7#> Rf7<int> 33.
Nxf6+<+1>! Kh8<run+> 34. Re8+ M2, and GM Socko resigned.
Final clock position: 2:45 to :42. Post: Sandu’s 119 point upset of
Socko was critical to Romania’s 2.5:1.5, also an upset, over the
stronger Polish women’s team.
https://chess-results.com/tnr653632.aspx?lan=1&art=20&flag=30&s
nr=20

Ex-18: The 3 day section has an abbreviated # time-control, only for the
first 2 rounds; by round 3, we have resumed the standard control. After 45
moves, players will have the original 90 minutes of countdown, from
beginning, plus the 30 additional minutes, added after the end of the 40th
turn, for that player #; additionally, players are awarded 30-s, after making
a move, and pressing the clock. Therefore, the total time that the player will
have, in countdown, is 90+30+(45*30)=1,470. If only 1,450 have been
expended, then the flag should still be up. Fin.v-5

Ex-19: Ex-20:

Additional resources:
Kuljasevic, Davorin. Beyond Material: Ignore the Face Value of
Your Pieces and Discover the Importance of Time, Space and
Psychology in Chess. New in Chess, 2019.
Just, Tim. US Chess Federation's Official Rules of Chess. United
States Chess Federation, 2022.
Baker, Chris. Learn from Your Chess Mistakes. Batsford, 2002.

⭐ EZ Directive: It's often | easier to squeeze a significant time
advantage after the first 5-10 moves.
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/48872331557

Jobs, Steve. “Steve Jobs about Go to Market Strategy.” YouTube,
YouTube, 18 Mar. 2015,

https://chess-results.com/tnr653631.aspx?lan=1&art=20&flag=30&snr=2
https://chess-results.com/tnr653631.aspx?lan=1&art=20&flag=30&snr=2
https://chess-results.com/tnr653631.aspx?lan=1&art=20&flag=30&snr=1
https://chess-results.com/tnr653631.aspx?lan=1&art=20&flag=30&snr=1
https://chess-results.com/tnr653632.aspx?lan=1&art=20&flag=30&snr=20
https://chess-results.com/tnr653632.aspx?lan=1&art=20&flag=30&snr=20
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3BNGMMc3Bgc&ab_channel=Vi
sionariesandLeaders.
Jobs, Steve. “Steve Jobs President & CEO, NeXT Computer Corp
and Apple. MIT Sloan Distinguished Speaker Series.”
MITVideoProductions, YouTube, 19 Dec. 2017,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gk-9Fd2mEnI.
Murray, H.J.R, et al. A Short History of Chess. Ishi Press, 2015.
An Indian teenager, GM Praggnanandhaa, plays so well that a 45
year old professional, SUI GM Yannick Pelletier <2551> forgets
about the clock, and loses. This is like a surgeon dropping the knife
in a patient's brain:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SMqTj5sA0K4&ab_channel=Che
ssBaseIndia
Kaloust, Giorgio, and Aryan Tari. “44th Chess Olympiad 2022:
Open: Boards 1-40 • Round 1.” Lichess.org,
https://lichess.org/broadcast/44th-chess-olympiad-2022--open--boar
ds-1-40/round-1/T1CUcvwV.
Rozman, Levy. “This Is Insane!!” GothamChess, YouTube, 2 Aug.
2022,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_qNiKMLpnAo&ab_channel=Got
hamChess.
Sandu, Mihaela, and Monika Socko. “44th Chess Olympiad 2022:
Women: Boards 1-128 • Round 5.” Lichess.org,
https://lichess.org/broadcast/44th-chess-olympiad-2022--women--bo
ards-1-128/round-5/iiypd5RL/MlvWIOiz.
Dominguez Perez, Leinier, and Maxim Rodshtein. “44th Chess
Olympiad 2022: Open: Boards 1-40 • Round 5.” Lichess.org,
https://lichess.org/broadcast/44th-chess-olympiad-2022--open--boar
ds-1-40/round-5/5RviHxpJ.
Dominguez Perez, Leinier<b-1983><FIDE=2754, world rank 14th
8/22><Rapid FIDE=2705, Blitz
2708>https://ratings.fide.com/profile/3503240

- Wikipedia: Leinier Domínguez Pérez is a
Cuban-American chess player who received the FIDE
title of Grandmaster in 2001. A five-time Cuban
champion, Domínguez was the world champion in blitz
chess in 2008. He competed in the FIDE World Chess
Championship in 2002 and 2004, and the FIDE World
Cup in 2007, 2009, 2011, 2013 and 2015.

“The Flag down Confusion between Anish Giri and Eric Hansen.”
ChessBase India , YouTube, 2 Aug. 2022,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t2e3KISR0fk&ab_channel=Ches
sBaseIndia.
https://www.scrum.org/resources/what-is-scrum
Adams, Kevyn. “Sabres: Embedded 2021: Finalizing the NHL Draft
Picks of Owen Power and Trading Sam Reinhart.”
SabresSocialMedia, YouTube, 16 Sept. 2021,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4EWe3XwxET0.
Lower, Stephen<Professor Emeritus (Simon Fraser U.)>. “9.6:
Potential Energy Surfaces.” Chemistry LibreTexts, Libretexts, 1
Sept. 2020,
https://chem.libretexts.org/Bookshelves/Physical_and_Theoretical_C
hemistry_Textbook_Maps/Map%3A_Physical_Chemistry_for_the_Bi
osciences_%28Chang%29/09%3A_Chemical_Kinetics/9.06%3A_Po
tential_Energy_Surfaces
Britannica, The Editors of Encyclopedia. "metallic bond".
Encyclopedia Britannica, 18 May. 2020,
https://www.britannica.com/science/metallic-bond. Accessed 13
August 2022.
http://www.chem.ucla.edu/~harding/IGOC/E/electronegativity.html
http://www.chesstour.com/nao22.htm

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3BNGMMc3Bgc&ab_channel=VisionariesandLeaders
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3BNGMMc3Bgc&ab_channel=VisionariesandLeaders
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Book-58: Lateral pivot: chpn-m:
In depth, “the role of Faith” in chess:

⭐ Directive X: Players in one rating | category <+/- 100 rating points> on a single platform tend to play similar opening moves as a
result of thought space | cohesion <ch-this H2S3> Finding yourself in a rut? Play a lateral | pivot early on <turn 8 that significantly changes
the | nature of the game. Read below for how. https://www.chess.com/game/live/48625266389

Faith is defined by Material in Chess as the capacity and willingness to perform an action when one has not reached certainty # Faith is by
definition required in chess, and the reason for this requirement is due to the implementation of a clock <r: ch-57> in conjunction with the
cunning mind of a tricky human opponent # <ch-48> who will, given the parameters of time control, intentionally drive you into b-ps that your
also human # brain cannot fully deduce in time. == As it has been stated in Material in Chess, <r: ch-51 H2S3>, there are more possible
games that can be played in chess # than there are atoms in the Universe, while the time controls of a standard chess game, while it may
seem high to the average attention capacity limited | brain <r: ch-42 CM H3S1 H4S3>, is actually quite low, when we consider that what is to
be calculated is in proportion, in some way, to a count of the Universe # The number of solved positions in chess, according to Wikipedia, is
upwards of 423 trillion <r: ch-53 H2S4>, but this number is only assigned to the total number of positions in which 7 total zi remain on board,
and the game starts with 32. Being as most of the moves played in a standard chess | game will be from positions # in which there are more
than 7 total zi on board, one is not relying on a solution, and therefore has to come up with a solution on the spot, given all the limitations that
we’ve discussed in this book of the human brain <r: ch-9 H2S2> Chess is infinite. - IM Sagar Shah, Chessbase India. What can explain the
decision making factor that gives us the authority to act given this by definition uncertainty? That factor we can call intuition. == Intuition
receives a bad rap <r: ch-42 H2S1> in Nobel Prize winning psychologist Dr. Daniel Kahneman’s 2011 classic, Thinking Fast and Slow, as a
“fast” form of thinking that relies more on biases and heuristics, which are prone to mistakes, rather than deductive calculation, which he calls
“slow” thinking. == Certainly this is one view, but another view of intuition can be generated by using a different word, one that has a much
more positive connotation, even in secular circles, called Faith. == Faith, in religions, is conceived of as a complete trust or confidence in
someone or something <Oxford Languages, via Google>, and that “someone” for monotheists would be God, the Almighty Creator. == In
chess, one can also trust in God, but faith, in the application of the definition of that word toward intuition, refers to the willingness to trust in
oneself, and the possibility that one’s past experiences has formed a crystallized understanding that one cannot yet describe into words. A
chess coach would certainly encourage one to play moves that one can explain, for the purposes of learning from one’s own games later on
<r: ch-57 H2S5>, but in time pressure and in blitz time control games, one has to know how to get a bit scrappy. Fin.

Ch-58 lat-piv H2S1: Complexity lat-piv:
X-ref Time pressure 57, Complexity 45, // IM Dorsa D, she said she could have played a line but preferred positional search the transcript:
https://youtu.be/NtMLfg8q_-o

H3S1: Carbon configuration rearrangements by physical pressure:
X-ref: ch.50-CM,H3S1

H3S2: Neural control of ecm composition:
Benarroch<a-r><2015>: The extracellular matrix (ECM) occupies the space between neurons and glial cells and accounts for 10%–20%
of the total volume of the brain. During CNS development, the ECM provides a microenvironment that regulates cell migration, axonal
guidance, and synaptogenesis; in the adult CNS, it contributes to maintenance of synaptic stability(!) and regulates repair following injury,
in part by restricting aberrant remodeling. The ECM molecules may be arranged | diffusely, forming an ECM matrix, or condense to create
specific compartments in the extracellular space; these include perineuronal nets (PNNs), perisynaptic nets, and the basement membrane
contributing to the blood–brain barrier (BBB). Franco, Müller<2011>: Genetic, cell biological, and biochemical studies provide strong |
evidence that ECM glycoproteins such as laminins, tenascins, and proteoglycans, control neuronal migration and positioning in several
| regions of the developing and adult | brain.

Ch-58 lat-piv H2S2: Tournament score lat-piv:
// x-ref Ch 17 TP scoring

H3S1: DeSeq-2:
Hu<a-r>: R is a programming language that is applications beyond cell🦠 biology , and is largely used in statistical📊 applications.
DeSeq-2 is an open source software for processing RNA sequences. We are interested in learning the application of DeSeq-2, including how
the outputs of its analyses can be subsequently analyzed, including by other software or methodologies. dds: the coding object to which
the data set matrix is assigned. countData: the parameter. design: defining the independent variable, in this case, treatment w/
dexamethasone. [D, Patel, 1] Yakun: Various subsequent command line entries applied to the dds object can prune the data set,
removing rows.

Ch-58 lat-piv H2S3: Thought space lat-piv [2,000]:
This lateral pivot is highly relevant to time pressure ref: ch. 57 TP as it is primarily in situations of time pressure when you want to consider
pulling your opponent into an area of your expertise, in which you are able to play stronger, tested moves at the same speed of your
opponent’s improvised, and therefore less infallible, moves. Reshevsky (GM, Samuel) <8x US champion, 1953 Candidates runner up,
accountant> https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samuel_Reshevsky had fallen into a long think. He had fallen into my pet trap. - GM Yasser
Seirawan, https://youtu.be/5zkUfRUSbbw. 25:30. == GM Yasser Seirawan, popular chess author and 4x US champion, peak FIDE 2658 and
1979 world junior champion <ref: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yasser_Seirawan> nods at this topic in a Mar, 2014 lecture at the St. Louis
Chess Club and Scholastic Center #, commenting that Grandmasters often like to prepare “pet | lines” that they have uniquely invested up
to hundreds of hours investigating, such that when the opponent “falls into” the line via strategic navigation of the board position variation
previously, a lateral pivot #defd, they will be forced to exhaust disproportionate clock time during the game to navigate through the ensuing

https://youtu.be/NtMLfg8q_-o
https://emojipedia.org/microbe/
https://emojipedia.org/bar-chart/
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sequence, whereas the player to whom the line is more familiar due to previous preparation <ref: ch. 17 TP, H2S3 Prep> will be able to spend
less time. The reason for this is that the player who had conducted preparation ahead of time is bughousing upwards of hundreds of hours of
prior thinking time into the game at the initiation of the pet line, and that hundreds of hours of prior thinking time leads to his being able to play
a certain quality of move, higher than outside his prep #, and in order to match that standard of quality #, the opponent will need to either
invest heavy amounts of time or resign to playing worse moves; either way, he will be disadvantaged in the clock or the b-p and eventually, a
disadvantage in one will permeate into the other, but both deficits are sufficient to lose the game <ref: ch. 2 M&BS H2S1 win conditions>

H3S1: Chess lat-piv x philosophy, free will [1k - 4k!]:
A key question in philosophy over the past 4 centuries is the problem of free will, especially in a Universe that contains a God, or even in
Universe without a God but with predictable laws of physics that may encroach into biology <r: biophysics>, such as in theological | deism. In
depth: alts in our universe pt-2: <r: ch-20> Coming to realize that one is a God can be hard to bear. In chess, one plays God to an army of
alts that must answer to one’s controls, and, despite having powerful attacking strength in the plane of the board, must sacrifice themselves to
temporary | death on command if it’s determined best to do so. |=P In alts in our Universe, such matters are not life and death, but the problem
of free | will still comes to play. This continuation of our ch-20 story is not a theological treatise, but rather science fiction <fbno> An Intuition
Pump that has served me quite will in the field of entrepreneurship is the following #

EZ Directive #:⭐ As a consequence of the linear | progression of logic, one can bet that any innovation idea that one has in pre-doctoral
exposure to a field must have already been had by someone else and if it’s a good idea, then it will have been built already # Try it for
yourself: scribble down the first 3 product ideas you have in a new field, then Google it.

The idea of alts becomes obvious when one considers how close we are to two innovations in computer science x biology: 1) the brain -
computer interface, which is under heavy construction by Elon Musk # and 2) the growing of artificial organs, neural vats, and GMO organisms
# Combine these, along with civil rights litigation, and we are not far from human minds being able to control complete biological organisms to
do their bidding remotely # especially when we find that a) carbon is the best human model for computing and b) human forms are optimal for
theatrics. The issue with such shocking sci fi ideas is that in an environment with political competition, political free countries with respect to a
key innovation will surge ahead unless others follow # Fin.

H3S2: Theory trap [2,000]:
IM John Bartholomew, Twitch stream, paraphrased: Once or twice per | tournament, I will take a mitigated | risk at the value of no more
than a single pawn | point. This strategy, I’ve noticed, is a bit of a meme in the USCF, especially among old | hands, and this is an indicator of
value <ch-51 H2S5 H3S9>, and the calculated | risk, even if accepted, leads the opponent into a domain of theoretical | superiority, which
can be measured in terms of time. The opponent’s loss of time in navigating the waters of the theory | domain of the trapping | player will
compensate, by the calculation of that player, for any loss of material of positional p-score, allowing that player to equalize by this factor alone
and, if the theory trap is sufficiently deep or if it contains a hinge to a neighboring | trap, a form of backup tactic <ch-11 H2S2>, but the tactic
here being psychological for the most part rather than board-wise, then the board position score can move objectively into the positive side for
the trapping player, leaving him with not only time superiority, but board position superiority as well, a win condition # <ch-48 CM H3S1>

Ch-58 lat-piv Def:
H3S0: CM-Def:
Lateral pivot (n.) = in a board position for which there is more than 1 move that receives an equal evaluation, selecting a variation among the
moves that received the equal evaluation that favors oneself in some vector that is not the objective board evaluation. <ref: CU dictionary
project> Lateral pivot, 2 # (n.) = choosing a variation from an in game board position, prior to which one had played along a particular thought
line, that shifts one to a different thought line but one with a roughly equal objective evaluation to the variation that would have been selected if
the player had continued with the thought line that led to the present board position.

Ch-58 lat-piv Ex.

Ex. 1: S has just lost the d6-P (m-d 0) and can recuperate it in one of two
ways: 1) 17…Bxb2 $$ (+1) ! 18. Qxb2 <forced> Qxd6 (+1) ! or 2) another
way, for you find, that is significantly more complex. Note the time
situation here is 1:55 to 2:28, we’re down, in a 3 + 2 rated Blitz game on
Chess.com

R: Ex-2: S is playing a 400 point higher rated # opponent in an open
tournament and would love to secure a D as the player with the black
pieces. What’s the best way to continue?

Ex-3: This position is surprisingly
flexible to play for s, but that does not
mean that it’s not sharp. Any of the top
5 SF 14 moves holds the position to
approximately equal, which is great for
s 4.5 full turns into the development
phase #

Calibrate your
temperament:
Over the course of the next 10

questions, you will be presented with 10 positions in which there are
at least 5 playable moves with the same optimal W, D, or L
evaluation. Before tackling these problems, write at least 250 words
to define your temperament, including psychological <ch-44, 48>
and preferences in complexity as well as time pressure.
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L: Ex-4: Ex-5:

Ex-6: R: Ex-7:

Ex-8: R: Ex-9:

L: Ex-10: Ex-11:

L: Ex-12: Ex-13:

Lateral pivot x ch-53, o-theory
<hl>

Theory position: Sicilian Accelerated
Dragon Ex-14:

Solutions:
Ex. 1:
Increasing complexity is not
recommended in time pressured #
situations, which is why I did not
play 17…g4 $.f3-N ! in this game,
as this move unleashes an

extended assass sequence that takes even the computer a few
minutes to sort through. To fully calculate this out with confidence, as
the initial move looks bizarre in itself #, would have cost me the
game via clock. Nevertheless, the variation continues 18. Rxe6 (-3) !

Two factors play into this bizarre looking temp-
sack, which, on the bizarre scale, is approximately equivalent to
17…g4 $.f3-N, which, in hindsight of 18. Rxe6 (-3), a clarifying move
<fbno>, threatened to piecemate the f3-N:
R: Piecemate analysis of the f3-N indicates that all 8 sqs in the
central quadrant # N are indeed cut off. The rarity of trapping a N on
f3 is quite high, which makes this position that much rarer, as the N
is in fact not piecemated, as refuted by # the move 18. Rxe6 (-3) !
|=P As it turns out, the R temp-sack clears the e1 run sq for the f3-N
with a tempo, via capture of the e6-noble. However, it seems
bewildering to sacrifice a R to save a N, which is why we need to
understand a third theme in this alignment <r: ch-27 H2S2>, the
f.d6-B’s attack of the f8-R (!) After 18…fxe6 <o-m> 19. Bxf8 (-5 + 2
= -3) <o-m> The computer <Komodo, chess.com Browser>
continues to spaz out # at the 5th b-p of this sequence, failing to
distinguish between the 2 legal ways to recapture in f8 <o-ms> at
d-29 (!) #MIC will select 19…Qxf8 $.e-$,a3.Q (!) as our continuation
of choice, an educational lateral pivot <ch-20>, in order to continue
with our idea to avenge the capture in d6 in 17-f # 20. Qxf8+ (-9) !
Kxf8 (+9, 0), keeping the s.g7-B on the long diagonal hitting the
hangtacked b2-P is important to our idea, and we have to make our |
idea work <r: ch-41>, as my friend and former coach USCF ~1900
Mark Johnson of the Buffalo Chess Association instructed me in a
2021 lesson, in my plight to take down the president of the UB
Chess Club <r: ch 45 H3S3> 21. Ne1 -e.$ !, finally finding a shelter
from the piecemate threat-check, after 3 full turns of finagling. Chess
is like this sometimes <r: ch-40 H2S2> And now 21…Bxb2 (+1)
finally grabs the pawn back that we lost 4 turns ago # To fully justify
this assass: 22. Rb1 $.b2-B ! Bc3 $.d2-N <hangtacked> ! 23. Ne4
-e.$ Bxe1 (+3) 24. Rxe1 (-3, 0) Phew ! 😅 If you can understand
this, then you can say, in the time it took you, you are smarter than
Komodo, a 3,000+ rated super chess engine, even when it’s running
in your browser #
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Ex-2:
This position is sharp, but there are more than 5 adequate moves
that maintain a roughly equivalent position. This game was played

between Thomas J Weaver <1958
USCF> and Yakun Hu <1577> in
round 1 of the Rochester Chess
Club Saturday tournament 2/11/22.
Here, I chose 18…Qc5 $.e-$, d4-Q
! [D] The b-p after 18…Qc4 $.e-$
with pseudo-piecemate analysis of
the f.d4-B. This forces a queen
liquidation via pseudo-piecemate,
as the f-Q cannot avoid piecemate
or assass in any run from this
move except to d3, but f-Bc4 $ !
after that move would drive the Q

back to d4 anyway # Fin.

Ex-3:
g6, Nf6, Nh6, Bd7, e6 0.2, 0.4 d-27 SF 14+ NNUE Starting FEN:
r1bqkbnr/pp2p1pp/2np4/2p2p2/4PP2/3P1N2/PPP1B1PP/RNBQK2R
b KQkq - 1 5 Bonus: rather than listing 1, memorize all of these
moves. In order to make the best psychological lat-pivs, one has to
know not only one move so that one can access that entire arsenal
depending on the conditions of the game and tournament #

Ex-4:
-0.29 Nc4, Nf6, e5, Bd7, h6 0.28 Komodo d-28
Nc4 increases contention, but is equally playable to Nf6, which is
solid, but foregoes the plan of f7-f5 that s established with an earlier
Ne8, a plamnesia move, but mentally flexible, and adds complexity
load. E5 ! is a space gaining move for players who prefer more
breathing space, but allows an e-p capture that means one needs to
be prepared to accept a backwards pawn at d6. Bd7 and Bg4 are
simple, developing moves that, like Nf6, favor solid players.
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47016567527

Ex-5:
-1.41 d5, Nb4, Re8, f4, a5 -0.82 are all advantageous for s Komodo
d-32, 2706 #
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47034640731?tab=revie
w

Ex-6:
-0.15 Nxf3+ f4 b5 Bc6 Ng4 -0.34 d-27 Komodo 2706 FEN:
2r1r1k1/1p1b1pb1/p4qp1/2p1np1p/2P5/1P1P1NP1/P1N1PPBP/1R1
QR1K1 b - - 1 19

Ex-7:
-0.64 Ba4, Be8, Qd8, Kh7, Bh6 -0.46 d-27 Komodo 2706
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47042405265?tab=revie
w

Ex-8:
-1.23 G5, Rf7, Be8, Nc5, Ba4 -0.91 d-27 Komodo 2706
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47042405265?tab=revie
w

Ex-9:
0.00 Qb8 Qd8 Ba4 Kh8 g5 0.0 d-30 Komodo 2706
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47042405265?tab=revie
w

Ex-10:
0.0 Rf5, Bc3, Rb1, Qf5, Ba1 -0.5 SF 14+ d-35 NNUE
This is precisely the kind of position that one may be prone to
blunder, especially in time pressure. A great joy of mine # is to play
an accurate positional move, understanding that I have upwards of
10 in some cases that all meaningfully have the same WDL eval,
and watching a lower rated opponent squirm into a blunder which is
almost always due to be tactically overly-ambitious. FEN:
2r2rk1/1p3ppp/p5n1/2Pq4/3Pp1Q1/P3P1P1/1B5P/2R2RK1 w - - 2
23

Ex-11:

-1.16 c5, Qd3, Qf2, Rf5, Bf2 -1.42 Komodo d-24 2706
This is a tough position to play because despite f’s concentration of
K-side forces, he has no clear way to break through, and he’s down
a P. https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47042997797

Ex-12:
2.98 Nf4, Re1, Nd5, c5, b4 2.13 Komodo d-42 (!) 2706
The antithesis of ex-11, these positions have a different category of
difficulty in that one knows an advantage exists, but there is no clear
tactical breakthrough yet and patient development must continue
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47171982747?tab=revie
w

Ex-13:
A theoretical position in the symmetrical English, Botvinnik variation
with s.K-side fianchetto and O-O-O (!?): -0.79 Bc3, Ra2, Rab1, Nc3
-1.45 Komodo d-31 2706 https://www.chess.com/game/
06b10f23-dbea-11ec-83be-736b6d01000f

Ex-14: -1.5 Ne5 Rc8 Rb8 b5 e6 -1.0 d-28 SF 14+ NNUE
https://lichess.org/tRDqZCAj/black#21

Additional resources:
Dawkins, Richard. The Extended Phenotype: The Gene as the Unit
of Selection. Oxford University Press, 1982.
Eduardo E. Benarroch; Extracellular matrix in the CNS; Dynamic
structure and clinical correlations. Neurology Oct 2015, 85 (16)
1417-1427; DOI: 10.1212/WNL.0000000000002044
Franco SJ, Müller U. Extracellular matrix functions during
neuronal migration and lamination in the mammalian central
nervous system. Dev Neurobiol. 2011 Nov;71(11):889-900. doi:
10.1002/dneu.20946. PMID: 21739613; PMCID: PMC3490208.
Haines, Duane E. Fundamental Neuroscience. Churchill
Livingstone/Elsevier, 2018.
https://www.wtamu.edu/~cbaird/sq/2013/04/16/do-atoms-ever-actual
ly-touch-each-other/
Hu, Yakun: DESeq2 w/ R: Sex differences in RNA-seq, 8/22.
Patel, Khushbu. “DESEQ2 Workflow Tutorial | Differential Gene
Expression Analysis | Bioinformatics 101.” Bioinformagician 5.03K
Subscribers, YouTube, 22 Jan. 2022,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OzNzO8qwwp0&ab_channel=Bi
oinformagician.

https://www.wtamu.edu/~cbaird/sq/2013/04/16/do-atoms-ever-actually-touch-each-other/
https://www.wtamu.edu/~cbaird/sq/2013/04/16/do-atoms-ever-actually-touch-each-other/
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Book-59: Initiative: chapn-mn:
Without preparedness, superiority is not real superiority, and there can be no initiative either. Having grasped this point, a force which is
inferior but prepared can often defeat an enemy by surprise attack. May, 1938: Quotations from Chairman Mao, r: 1:38:30
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m2M6bUKfRYc.

Chapn-mn H3S1: Chess x biz x econ, law of diminishing returns:
Chess-tempo <a-r>: Moves designed to gain tempo form the basis of several tactical motifs. A tempo
gaining move is one which creates a threat <ch-11> that requires the opponent to waste a move |
responding. <Ch-53>: White’s most natural plan is to gain | time by getting in as many kicks at the enemy Kt
as he can: 2 P-K5, Kt-Q4; 3 P - QB4, Kt - Kt3; 4 P-Q4, P-Q3 (D) - Fine pg-95 <a-r>. MIC: The law of
diminishing | returns in economics states that optimizing for a particular input into profit, such as expense,
will at some point be less | efficient than focusing on another variable # Likewise in chess, there are
diminishing returns for the build-up of every type of advantage, or concentration of forces in a particular
region or square, such that it becomes more advantageous to focus one’s efforts on another advantage,
square, or region. This is the principle behind the technique of two weaknesses <r: ch-50 H2S3>
// diminishing returns in spatial expansion, piece activity, defense, square control
// understanding diminishing returns can cause a person who is wiser as a result to seek an alternate path
when a lesser wise will continue trying to optimize where the returns are continuously diminishing.

Fine pg-224, last: That is the central | thought of this and related lines: White allows his Pawns to be weakened in order to develop more
quickly and build up an attack.

Ch-59 I: H2S1: Forcing moves hierarchy*
*FM LeFong Hua <FIDE 2305>, Toronto, teaches an initial lesson on “checks, captures, threats”, 3 types of forcing moves and bills $60. That
means that this section establishes a section-valuation of a chapter in #MIC at at least $60, since this chapter contains all the information from
that lesson, plus 5 additional types of forcing moves in a more delineated fashion #

H2S1 H3S1: Checkmate:
Checkmate ends the game immediately. Post-script: all forcing move types beneath H3S1 are assumed to
not be checkmate or forcing to checkmate. [D]: 1. Qf7+<1:1> Kh8 <run+> 2. Rxh6+<t-sack>
gxh6<-5<clr-7th> 3. Qh7# ! Categories: long-bl <ch–43,🛡.bl-b5->e8>

H2S1 H3S2: Double+:
Double checks are by definition the most forcing moves in chess because 1) they are checks, and thus the K
must escape 2) the escape options are narrowed from 3 to 1. Fin-v1.

H2S1 H3S3: Clr+ | +scovery:
Clearance checks are upgraded checks, but slightly less forcing than double checks.

H2S1 H3S4: +:
Checks are the most thematic forcing moves because the nature by which they are forcing are the rules of the game, rather than tactical or
even strategic understanding. Fin-v1.

⭐ EZ Directive <quote by GM Simon Williams, winner of the London Chess Classic <perf 2690 in 2010> a-r>: If you find your opponent
drifting a bit and making pointless | moves, then it may be time to intensify the tempo; look for ways to attack and pressurize him.
https://www.chess.com/game/live/48754129823

H2S1 H3S5: Noble-cap:
Recapture is not forced, but certainly recommended to maintain material difference homeostasis <ch-60 H2S2>

H2S1 H3S6: Threats:
Threats are a highly variable category, as they can be more forcing than noble capture if the threat is mate, or less forcing than a pawn
capture if the threat is low priority or not assassination-related. In contrast to positional exploitation <h3s8>, positional threats will be included
in this type for the purposes of #MIC, but not the moves to actually secure a positional advantage. Therefore, the range in the prioritization of
threats can be as high as between H2S4-5, and as low as below H3S8.

H2S1 H3S7: Pawn-cap:
Pawn captures can occasionally be permitted without recapture, a gambit, since P.m-value is so low that it’s close to the value of a tempo #

H2S1 H3S8: Positional exploitation:
Positional considerations are generally a P’s value or less and therefore on average the value of a tempo. Fin-v1.

H3S9: Comparison: The Hertan hierarchy:
Compare the Material in Chess f.m-H with that presented in Forcing Chess Moves by FM Hertan pg-415 <a-r> The Hertan Hierarchy:
Opponent makes a move - What is he/she threatening? — Is there a direct (one move) mate threat or attack on a piece? - What about a 2-3
move sequence of forcing moves? — Did the piece moved uncover a threat by a different piece? Option A: opponent's move did make a
threat Al. Check again: is the threat real? If I let him or her carry it out, do I have a forcing move at the end which turns the tables (the sting at
the end of the scorpion's tail')? If the opponent's threat is real: A2. Can I make an equal or stronger threat? This is a crucial first question which
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club players often forget to ask, leading to 'knee-jerk defense' and many lost opportunities. First, did the opponent's move ignore my threat,
and if so, would carrying it out lead to my advantage? Second, did his move allow me a new forcing possibility which trumps his threat? If I
can't effectively make an Equal or Stronger Threat: A3. Can I defend actively? Do I have a defensive move that meets the threat, but also
furthers my goals, for instance by developing a new piece, or moving a piece to a better square? If no: A4. Can I defend flexibly? In other
words, can I stop the threat without tying down my pieces too much, limiting my choice of future plans, or unnecessarily committing to a
certain pawn structure? If no: A5. If all else fails, can I defend the threat at all, without serious negative consequences? (Don't give up material
for nothing!) If no: A6. If I must give up material, can I achieve significant counterplay? If no: A7. If I must lose material without counterplay,
how can I resist most stubbornly? Option B: opponent's move did not make a threat Bl. What are my most forcing options? The most important
analytical tool is the practice of always analyzing the most forcing moves first. Do I have a 1-3 move combination leading to mate or win of
material? If I don't have any effective forcing options: Now we are in the territory of strategy and positional play. The basic question of chess
strategy is this: B2. How do I improve my position?? A very tough question which is basically a lifelong learning process, but here's a good
question to start club players thinking in the right direction: Where's my strength? Meaning, in which area of the board are my pieces and
pawns able to act most effectively? There are three options: the kingside, queenside, or center. To answer this question, consider the
following: Where do my pawns control more space? In which direction is my pawn structure 'pointing'? Where are most of my pieces posted —
or pointing? Where do I have open files for my rooks? If I don't have any, where can I create them by forcing pawn trades? Does my opponent
have any attackable weaknesses (structure, king position, underdevelopment, etc.)? Once you decide where your strength is, the next
important strategic decision becomes: How can I play to my strength? Yes, there is a time and place for responding to your opponent's
strength first, when objective judgment shows that this is necessary. But most club players are much too easily swayed from the crucial
strategic imperative to make playing to one's strength the 'default option'. Playing to your strength is rather like the strategic equivalent of
always analyzing the most forcing moves first. All other things being equal, it is better to advance your own agenda than to respond to your
opponent's. Here are a few questions to ask yourself when considering options for playing to your strength: Can I move a piece to a better
(more mobile or aggressive) square? Can I open a new line of attack on the side where I'm better? Can I activate a piece that's not doing
much, or transfer another piece into the attack zone? p Can I trade or chase off a key defender? Can I provoke a structural weakness on the
side where I'm better?

H3S10: Comparison 2: Chess Tempo’s initiative move categories:
H4S1: Aiming Sequence:
An aiming sequence describes a sequence of moves where a piece first moves to make a threat that provides the tempo required to move the
piece on the next move to another square where a subsequent threat can be delivered. For example, pushing a pawn to attack a piece that
must move, and then pushing the pawn again to fork two pieces in order to win material. Knights can execute very effective aiming sequence
attacks, for example first moving to attack a queen, and then after the queen moves, jumping to another square to fork the king and a rook.
This motif is not designed to describe simple chains of tempo gaining moves, that happen to end end in a tactic, as the tempo gains in an
aiming sequence are designed with a goal of reaching the piece to a square where it can perform a tactic, so the moving piece has a particular
goal square target it is aiming at.
1...a4 White sees that if the pawn could get to g5 there is a pawn fork against the two rooks, however that is two moves away. 2. g4+
Fortunately for white a check on the first pawn move gains the tempo required to get to the target square. This is the first move in a two step
aiming sequence 2...Kg6 3. g5 and now due to the tempo gained on the previous pawn move, white has been able to get to the target square
and execute a standard pawn fork attack. 3...Rh5 4. gxf6+
H4S2: Appended Attack:
An appended attack occurs when both sides appear to have offsetting capture sequences, but by capturing with the right piece at the end, you
can add a new threat that upsets your opponent's intended recapture.
1. Rd2 At this point, it may appear that an equal exchange of pieces is about to occur. 1...Nxf3 However, by capturing first with the knight,
black sets up an appended attack. 2. Rxc2 White must take the rook first to avoid going down a full rook 2...Ne1+ And now the point of the
sequence, black has appended a fork attack to the end of the attack 3.Kf2 Nxc2 ending up a piece.

H4S3: Desperado:
A situation in which both sides have a piece (or pieces) hanging, and you capture material with your hanging piece in order to gain a more
favorable material balance at the end of the sequence of captures.
1...Nc5 Both queens are hanging here, however white can win a piece by giving up the queen in a desperado take : 2. Qxe7+ Kxe7 3. dxc6
H4S4: Hit and Run
Hit and run tactics are a sequence of 3 takes. First the player takes a defended piece, leaving their attacking piece under attack. At this point
the opponent and player each have a piece mutually attacking each other. The opponent then takes the mutually attacking piece for the
second take in the sequence, before the player retakes with the original attacking piece, simultaneously retaking and moving the attacking
piece to safety. The mutual attack coupled with the initial take provides the tempo aspect of the tactic that allows the player to win material.
There are two varieties of the hit and run motif, one where the first take is capturing the defender of the opponent piece that performs the
second capture, and another where the first take discovers an attack on the opponent piece that performs the second capture. H5S1: Hit and
Run - Capture Defender: The hit and run of capture defender type starts with an attacker and opponent mutually attacking each other via the

two pieces (e.g. a queen attacking a queen), and the opponent piece is
defended once. If the player can capture the opponent's defending piece
with a second piece, leaving the previously defended piece now both
unprotected and attacked by the player's first piece, this will perform the hit
aspect of the hit and run. The second piece doing the 'hit' ends up being
under attack itself after the hit, however if the now unprotected opponent
piece captures the first piece that was mutually attacking it, and you are able
to recapture with the second piece that took the opponent's defender, your
second piece will retreat to safety, performing the run move with a
simultaneous retreat and capture. The pieces that are mutually attacking
each other are often queens, but other pieces can be involved. Note, it is
fine to tag these subtypes with both capturing defender AND hit and run -
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capture defender tags. This configuration shows the classic ingredients of capturing defender hit and run type. The queens are mutually
attacking each other, the black queen is defended only once by the knight on f6, which is under attack from the white rook on f4, and the rook
is in a position where it can retake any capture of its own queen on f3. [D, L] 1. Rxf6 The rook takes the knight defending the black queen - the
‘hit’ of the hit and run. 1...Qxf3 The black queen takes the white queen. 2.Rxf3 White now simultaneously retakes the queen, and moves the
rook to safety - executing the ‘run’, and ending up a piece. H5S2: Hit and Run - Discovery: Hit and run of the discovery type is a specific
type of discovered attack with gain of tempo. On the first move, you take an opponent piece and in doing so discover an attack over
another unprotected opponent piece <hangtacked!>. This performs the hit move. The 'hit' piece will be under attack itself after the take. The
unprotected opponent piece can capture your discovered piece that attacks it, but your piece that moved to discover the attack can
recapture on the square the discovered piece was attacking from, recapturing the opponent piece, and gaining a tempo to retreat to safety.
This retreat to safety with recapture is the run aspect of the hit and run. The two pieces attacking each other after the discovery are often
queens, but the motif can also be seen with other pieces. Note, it is fine to tag these subtypes with both discovered attack AND hit and run -
discovery tags.
[D, R] 2. Rxe4 The ‘hit’ move of the hit and run, and also the hallmark of the discovery subtype of hit and run. The white rook has taken a
piece and is itself under attack, at the same time a mutual attack between the two queens has been discovered. 2...Qxe3+ The queen
takes and the white rook is still under attack from black’s pawn. 3. Rxe3 However white can simply retake and retreat to safety at the same
time, performing the ‘run’ aspect of the hit and run. MIC: The Hit and Run - Discovery concept is significantly | specific, and, in critique of
chess-tempo, is perhaps an order more specific than the name needs be # In the language of MIC, the name of this concept is synonymous
with a capture clearance attack, in which the clearing ren of a clearance tactic makes a capture in its clearing, and the value of effect in
the cleared.for-attack is equal or higher than the value of the capturing clearer, in the event that the capture-sq is contested, allowing it to
“get away” with the capture, or be itself avenged via execution of the cleared.for-attack subsequent to the opponent’s first recapture.
Chess-tempo’s additional stipulation of a capture opposition <ch-23> setup between the cleared-for and the cleared-on rens, and the

possibility of capfense <ch-59 H2S5 H3S4 H4S1> by the clearing ren, from the square of its first capture,
are not necessary for the possibility of a free capture in the clearing move of a clr-$.

H4S5: Jailbreak:
Chess-tempo <a-r>: A jailbreak occurs when one side finds themselves threatened by a tactic, but escapes
(possibly winning material themselves), by moving a threatened piece and creating an offsetting threat. For
example, if your opponent forks two of your pieces and you can move one and threaten a loose piece or
create a mating threat, then this is a jailbreak. Rxc2+ Black takes the bishop 2. Kd3 However white has a
counter threat with a fork by the king on the rook and bishop. 2...Rb2 This is the “jailbreak move”,
threatening the white rook, and gaining protection from black’s bishop. 3. Rxb2 White elects to swap the
rooks 3...Bxb2 and now black is up a piece. MIC: Jailbreaks, as depicted by chess-tempo, can be deployed
as a form of double-attack resolution; we have covered this theme, in a narrower application, in ch-38
H2S2 H3S3.

H4S6: Pendulum:
Chess-tempo <a-r>: A pendulum is a sequence of moves that force your opponent to repeat moves, allowing you to improve the position of

your piece in order to assist in an attack. The pendulum will often be
performing some kind of clearance duty, and it is ok to tag a tactic with both
tags if that is the case. == In this example, white would like to bring in the
bishop to help close the mating net, but the white rook is blocking the ideal
position, a pendulum sequence forces black to shuffle the king, while
clearing space for the bishop to come in with a check. [D, L] 2. Re8+ Kc7 3.
Re7+ Kc8 4. Be6+ Kb8 5. Rd8# After moving the e pawn, white’s bishop is
now undefended, but black needs to find a safe way to get to it. A sequence
of checks, forcing white to shuffle the dark squared bishop in a pendulum
motion allows the queen to move to a position where the light squared
bishop can be taken. [D, 2] 1...Qh1+ 2.Bh2 Qf3+ 3.Bg3 Qh5+ 4.Kg2 Qxf5
H4S7: Reload

Chess-tempo <a-r>: The reload theme occurs when you attack with a piece that the opponent captures, but after the recapture, the attack is
renewed. The reload gains a tempo, allowing you to perform another
tactically important move, such as retreating another attacked piece to safety
or to applying another tactical theme. When the moves that produce the
attack and the reload are a check, they are sometimes called a reload check.
[D, L] Here white’s rook is both attacking and under attack from the black
rook. With the black rook defended, and white’s own rook undefended, white
needs to find a tactical resource in order to gain material. 2. Be4+ Taking
with check and an attack on the black bishop forces black to retake. 2...Bxe4
Black retakes with bishop, and now black is still defending the rook on b1
and attacking white’s own rook. However white can now win the rook with a
reload of the check on the black king. 3. fxe4+ White has reloaded the check
and also removed the bishop protecting the black rook. 3...Kxf4 White gains
a tempo while the king responds to the reloaded check 4. Rxb1 Allowing

white to now win the rook.
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[D, R] 1…Nxf6 ! Black retook white’s checking knight with their own knight, discovering an attack on the white rook on d4. 2. Rxd8 White
retakes 2...Rxd8 However black is able to retake with a tempo gaining reload attack, renewing black’s attack down the d file which is now
hitting the white queen. White is left with the unenviable choice of either retreating the queen and allowing black to jump the knight to safety

(leaving black up a piece), or to swap the queen (and already lost white
knight) for the black knight and rook.

H4S8: Reprotection
Reprotection occurs when a move simultaneously takes a piece, and in
doing so applies coverage to an otherwise unprotected, friendly piece or
square that was under attack.
[D, L] 1...Rd1 2. Rxd1 This take looks a little risky, with the white queen now
under attack, and the white knight pinned 2...Qxe3 Black takes the white
queen 3. Nxe3 but fortunately the knight can safely break the pin, and
retake, because the retake is a reprotection move that also protects the rook!
3...Rxd1+ 4. Nxd1 now a crushing position for white.

H4S9: Re-threaten:
A re-threaten pattern occurs when after an initial threat, your opponent moves to avoid the threat, but you follow up with a move that
reestablishes an equivalent threat. Note, that this tag should not be made in cases where there is a simple series of checks. The key idea is
the re-establishment of a previous tactical threat, as such, this tag will often apply in the context of another threat tag such as a fork/double
attack, and it is fine to tag both the original threat and the re-threaten tag in those cases. [D, R] 1. Rxe6 Nxf4 The knight fork has established
a double threat on the white bishop and rook. 2. Rd6+ The rook temporarily breaks the double threat with check. 2...Ke5 However black now
re-establishes the double threat using the king 3. c5 Nxh5 not being able to defend both threats, white has defended the rook, but loses the
bishop.

Ch-59: I: H2S2: Exchanging initiative for material:
// also go over the topic of finishing off an attack: https://www.chess.com/game/live/42114619279 Ref:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/7625f82e-ae27-11ec-98cb-6e7e4401000f?tab=review <unsuccessful> Ref:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/42165532221 <successful> Art of Attack, Vukovic a couple refs # Larry Christiansen books, review,
a couple refs #
Post: MIC: Owen Cook <Ch-51 H2S5 H3S5>, the International Master of social coaching, also emphasizes personal initiative, but he likes
to use the word “momentum” and “upward spiral; you’re either on an upward spiral, or downward spiral, in life, and once you have the
momentum, it’s critical, not to lose it.

Ch-59: I: H2S3: Depth x b.p, O-O-O:
WFM Alessia Santeramo, in her Twitch live show 3/27/22: “What do you guys prefer, O-O or O-O-O?” BSE: 1) I think the long castle is pretty
righteous as white. 2) Ultimately you cover more ground as the rook moves 3 moves, and it also reaches a central file. 3) Long castle takes an
extra tempo to set up since you need to move the Q, which is why it's ideal as white. I would actually argue that O-O-O is the key reason that
justifies white's advantage because it solidifies the tempo advantage in a board play. https://www.twitch.tv/alessiasanteramo In depth: A
deductive justification of the virtues of O-O-O as f // Cont.

Ch-59: I: H2S4: Tempo-gaining | moves defined:
In depth: a thematic tempo gaining pawn assass in the Sicilian defense:
[L] 1. Nxd5 (+3) ! Qxd2 (-9) 2. Nxe7 (-8) !, a tempo-gain,enabled
zwischenzug <ref: ch. Zwischenzug and connect the two concepts> 2…Kh8
3. Rxd2 (+1), having picked up an extra pawn in the queen’s liquidation
sequence # // Write some Sicilian theory, connect to Ch. 53 SE Opening
Theory Sicilian. Ref: https://www.chess.com/game/live/43875958309.
Internal sub battle on WIM Fiona Steil-Antoni’s stream, u/fionchetta 4/16/22

H2S4 H3S1: Gaining a tempo by
escaping check threat:
[R] 2. Kb6 ! Establishing a mate in 1 threat and getting out | of the c-file so
that a potential promotion there by s will not be with check, and this earns | f
a free tempo <r: Ch-59 H2S3 H3S1> to continue with his own mating idea.
X-ref: <ch. 18 H2S8 H3S1> // maybe more

H2S4 H3S2: Tempo-gaining B$R piece
check to clear the c-P’s promo-sq
with | tempo:
Kuljasevic<a-r><pg-72>: The key difference, between initiative and attack,
is in the goals one tries to achieve. When you attack, your primary goal is to
checkmate the opponent’s king, while material or positional gains are
secondary. When you have the initiative, the main goal is to dictate the

tempo of the game, and force the opponent into doing something he normally would not do. Of course, your initiative will not last forever, so
you are eventually expecting something in return; be it an extra pawn, a positional achievement, or the possibility of a mating attack. MIC: A

https://www.chess.com/game/live/42114619279
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tempo gain has two | minimum components: 1) a threat that is the mechanism for the tempo gain, as the tempo gain victim has to expend a
tempo to resolve the threat, thereby allowing an immediate | continuing “for free” in the immediate | next ply of the threat resolution by the
victim and 2) a tactical or strategic purpose which requires 2 or more tempi to complete, but as a result of the tempo-gaining move in an earlier

ply, the full idea can be executed without interruption because the interceding opponent’s ply must resolve
the threat rather than interrupt the two or more tempi strategic or tactical idea. == The following puzzle is a
prototypical | example of a tempo-gaining move to W: Ref:
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/516148/practice 1. C6 Ke7 2. C7 Kd6 $c6-P ! F is threatening
promotion of both the a and c-pp’s, and the s-K is the only e-zi in position to stop the c-pp because the a-R is
fixed to x-ray contention of the a-pp’s promotion sq. R: The resulting b-p of 2…Kd6 $c6-P ! In the resulting
b-p of 2…Kd6 !, the c7-P is hangtacked, but f has a tempo-gaining | resource at his disposal, as well as a 2 f
ply idea to promote the pawn: 3. Be6 $a2-R e-$ A curious move that auto-hangtacks the f.e6-B, however, it
accomplishes two purposes 1) it clears the promotion sq of the c7-fetus and 2) it adds a first attacker # to the
undefended a2-R. == The second property of this move makes it a tempo-gaining | move, as s is forced to
deal with this threat, which means he needs to choose between keeping this R or stopping the promotion.
The two+ ply idea that this tempo gaining move is part of is the idea to 1) clear the promotion square c8 and

2) play c8=Q the promote the pawn. [D, 4] The resulting b-p of 3. Be6 $a2-R e-$ !, showing relevant effects. The resulting b-p of 3. Be6 ! is
highly volatile #, as nearly every relevant ren on the board for both sides is hangtacked #, however it is f with the bigger threats, c8=Q (+8)
and Bxa2 (+5). The s-K, as a result of its limited range, cannot deal with both threats; capturing the f.e6-B will vacate contention of either the
c7-P or the c8 promo-sq. == In the Chess com puzzle move trainer, the engine chooses to capture the pawn with 3…Kxc7, allowing the threat
of the tempo gaining move to be materialized # 4. Bxa2 (+5) and f sails in to victory as his B alone is able to stop the s.b-pp, while his more
active K will clean up the s.K-side Ps to promote one of his future pps there. Fin.

H3S3: Tempo counter:
A tempo counter (n.) = is a response to a tempo-gaining move by the opponent, with a tempo-gaining move
of one’s own, such that it will be the protagonist’s turn to move, after the forcing sequence is over. 11. Qe3+
<run $> ! https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50103542161

⭐ EZ Directive: Tempo counters are useful | moves especially in bullet t-control chess; after playing a
sente, opponents are typically expecting to have a wide range of options in their next move, having the
initiative. https://www.chess.com/game/live/50436528739

Ch-59: I: H2S5: Dual-purpose | move:
As a result of the turn-based rule of chess <ref: ch. 18 Chapn-mn H3S1>, a single move that can accomplish

two or more tasks is disproportionately valuable because in response, the opponent will, no matter what, have only one move before our next,
and unless he can counter with an analogous dual-purpose move, we will have gained an initiative. The paradigm of dual-purpose move also
defines initiative in terms of total tasks accomplished, and the player who has the | initiative is simply the player, under this paradigm, who has
accomplished more tasks and is ahead by that measure from the other player.

⭐ EZ Directive: A good initiative paradigm in chess is to try to play a dual purpose move | every move and only play a uni purpose move
if a dual purpose move cannot be found # https://www.chess.com/game/live/47197812661

Mini in depth 1: regaining initiative under attack X-ref: <ch. 11 H2S4 H3S2> The position following
19…Rae8 $e2-Q ! Pushing forward actively and taking advantage of the open central files to generate
counterplay. Note that the -2 material for s is accounted for by # the two missing c and b-pawns, and, since
the f.b,c pawns have yet to advance, their absence from the position may not be felt for another 2-5 moves.
== This position contains a trap that was auto-activated by the mistaken retreat 19. Bg3 ?! in the previous
f-ply, and f in the game # fell into it with 20. Qd2 ??, leading to the trap execution initiator ref: <ch. 11 D>
20…Nxg3 (+3 - 2 = +1) ! 21. Fxg3 (-3 + 1 = -2) Qc5+ $c4.B, the point #, followed by 22…Qxc4 (+3 - 2 = +1)
or 22…Rxe3 (+3 - 2 = +1), a full minor noble assass # To have avoided the trap, f would have had to play a
move like # 20. Qd3 in response to 19…Rae8 $e2-Q, a move that simultaneously resolves the piece check
via Q-run ref: <ch. 38 TR H2S2> and does not auto-deflect the Q ref <ch. 26 H2S3> from the vulnerable,
last-defended f.c4-B, a dual-purpose move. In depth fin. Ref:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/43823084479?tab=review

H2S5 H3S1: Dual for dual | counter:
Without a dual purpose counter, the side upon which the dual purpose move will be down an initiative and per IM John Bartholomew, a
single initiative maintained for the course of a game, a feat that Masters are capable, can be sufficient alone to win. The counter need not
occur in the immediate ply following if there is no immediate threat. Fin-v1.

H2S5 H3S2: Tri-purpose move for tri-purpose move counter:
H2S5 H3S3: Tetra-purpose+ move for tetra-purpose+ move counter:
A truly rare sequence in chess would be one in which a move that has four | or more purposes is played and in a following ply, is countered by
an equally powerful four or more purpose move by the opponent; examining such an example will allow us to appreciate the height of potential
power <ref: ch. 12 H2S2 H3S2 H4S1> in a single chess move. In depth: // example from a GM game, most likely from MCS

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50103542161
https://www.chess.com/game/live/50436528739
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H2S5 H3S4: 8 types of dual-purpose moves:
H4S1: Capfense: a move that simultaneously captures and defends, frequently resulting in winning material. (D, L): S
would like to checkscover $.c2-R but there are two checkscovery <r: ch-32> destination.ch-sqs to the s.e2-N’s |
discretion # D4 appears attractive at first as this is also a double attack on the f.c2-R, but it fails to 4. Nxd4
<capfense!> (-3)🛡 .c2-R and steals an N for free, a reversal #np
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/984968

H4S2: Double attack <r: ch-23>

H4S3: Double attack⇒ clearance tactics #np

H4S4: Attack-🛡 

H4S5: An Ivekovic K-move that simultaneously brings the K a tempo | sq closer to promoting its own P and stopping an
e-pp in a competing pawn threat race <ch-37 H2S1 H3S1> via a diagonal move that exploits the superior distance in the
pythagorean theorem <ch-19 ex.2-sol>

H4S6: Castling <r: ch-18 H2S4>, an overrated | baby | move introduced the game to teach novices sarcastically how dual-purpose moves work by
suspending reality and allowing, for once per game, two zi to be moved at once.

H4S7: A thr-creation and resolution.

H4S8: A bounce move <r: ch-5 H2S2> that delivers a coercion | check and gains a tempo to pivot to a 2nd | destination.

Ch-59: I: H2S6: Maintaining long-term initiative:
Where Black avoids the Richter Attack as in the above case, White has, again because of his temporary |
complete command of the center, a promising alternative: 2 Kt-KB3, P-Q3; 3 P-Q4, PxP; 4 KtxP, Kt-KB3; 5
P-KB3!, to prepare P-QB4 by holding the KP. Fine - pg-93. First in depth:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/43931055857?tab=review 1) “A spontaneous chain reaction.” -
translated to chess, it’s initiative. Reference the page open chemistry textbook. a) Initiative is often one
advantage transferring into another. 2) Maintaining an initiative long-term requires one to convert different
forms of advantage to another <x-ref: QI>; different but equivalent advantages, which means that to maintain
long-term initiative one has to understand the exchange range between different types of advantages. 3)
There can be diminishing returns #, another key concept, to continuing to optimize one particular vector
absent this transfer; understanding of diminishing returns distinguishes Master level play from Grandmaster
level play. In depth: GM Judit Polgar<HUN> vs GM Viorel Iordăchescu<MDA>, Aix-les-Bains Ech 2011
(10), via Kuljasevic<a-r pg-73>. The b-p after 29…Qd7, i.m-d=0: 30. Rc7$(🛡) Kuljasevic: A nice

transformation of advantages. Polgar’s initiative will not abate in the endgame! Her connected passed pawns are worth at least a piece,
while Black plays virtually | without the rook. 30…Qxe7<+9> 31. Rxe7<0> Bc6<activate!> 32. Nd4$.c6-B<hangtacked> Bd5<0:1> 33.
B5!<1:0> Ng6$.e7-R 34. Rc7<cont.c-open!> Nxe5<-1> 35. F4!?$ <2.7 w/ 1.6 under top SF14+ NNUE d-19> Kuljasevic: Polgar’s comment
here is insightful: 35. B6 was winning, and I know that, most of the people would find it more practical, but I wanted to keep my intiiative.
35…Nf7<run$> 36. f5!<2:1>$.e6-P exf5<-1> 37. Nxf5<+1> Be6$.f5-N 38. B6 Bxf5<-3> 39. gxf5<+3> Kg7<activate.h8-R>! MIC: The s-R has
back.rank-M for the first time in the game, as the s-K did not castle, previously. Kuljasevic: It is too | late for that. White’s queenside pawns
cannot be stopped. 40. B7 MIC: Polgar has an initiative overwhelm against a -1 material deficit, and s has the extra-nob; a thematic
defensive idea is to sacrifice back the extra-nob, and, in the process, recapture, at least a portion of that initiative. Polgar must recognize
this possibility, which increases in likelihood as the pp nears promotion, and mitigate the initiative return, in order to maintain an edge in that
category, once material re-equalizes. 40…Rb8 41. a4 Kf6 42. a5 Nd6 43. A6: and White obtained a winning position. Her initiative lasted
for just over 25 moves! 43…Kxf5<-1, -2> 44. A7! Rg8+ 45. Kf2 Nxb7<-1, -3> 46. Rxb7<+3> Ra8 47. Ke3 with a winning r-endgame.
Fin.v4-2.

H2S6 H3S1: Developing the initiative:
<a-r, Landa & Sakaev, ch-11 fin-v1> (D, Left) https://lichess.org/TZcWhWWN/black#37 this position is
thematic to examine because s has absolutely 0 initiative from the get go, as all of his nobles are stuck on his
home 2 # and therefore we can study the initiation point: 19…Nf7 $.g5-P 20. Be3 run-$ Rc3 $.e3-B ! 21. Kf2
🛡.e3-B Rfc8 <battery, c> ! and 5 ply from i.b-p s is better coordinated with s-Ne5 $ coming as well.

Ch-59: I: D:
Forcing move (n.) = a move which limits the opponent’s options by making a concrete threat, such as mate
or win of material. R: FM Hertan pg-24, <a-r> Bounce range (n.) = the third ply mobility extended range of a
ren following a tempo-gaining move reduction move of that same ren in the first ply that gains a tempo. First
edit: 3/14/21. Second edit: 3/26/21. <x-ref: ch-5 D> Character recruitment tempo selection (n.) = when two

rens can both check the ♔ in the same half-turn, choosing to move the ren that would not be able to check the ♔ in the next follow-up move
in order to extend the length of the tactical sequence. Ref: https://lichess.org/training/3n4uX. Tempo-gaining developing move (n.) = a
tempo-gaining move that develops a ren or castles the ♔. Ref: https://lichess.org/F3vRYhLf#46 - 24. Be3. 3/12/21.

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/43931055857?tab=review
https://emojipedia.org/shield/
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Ch-59: I: Ex.

Ex. 1: Use the concept of initiative to find a winning plan.
S-move.

R: Ex. 2: In this theoretical position of the Botvinnik English with the plan
of f4-f5, s seriously misplayed with a tempo-losing N manuever to h7, as
this opening variation is extremely sharp with chances for f in every third
of the board split vertically #
From this position, I continued with the 4 move sequence 22. Bf4
$.d6-P, 23. Nd5 $.e7-B, 24. A4, and 25. Qd2, which allowed by

opponent’s dark.sq-B to enter
dominantly into my position with
25…Bd4+: [D, 3]The b-p after
25…Bd4+ !
Whereas Stockfish 14 loves the
original b-p, evaluating at 4.6 d-22,
this one it marks with only a
modest advantage for f 1.0, and,
upon retrospection of how the
game turned out #, I tend to agree.
There is no difference in space or
material between the two
positions, nor are there concrete

material winning tactics at hand, and yet the evaluation differs by
nearly 4 p-score, suggesting that the depth vector <r: ch-6 H2S1
H3S4> has a factor to play, and the drop of 3.6 in 4 moves suggests
a slightly inflated value of a tempo than the standard of 0.5,
established by the first move advantage. == With this in retrospect,
come up with an alternate plan from the initial b-p. For this exercise,
you can run the position through the engine, as the moves
themselves are secondary to your explanation of the coherence of
the plan. FEN: 1r1q1rk1/4bpp1/pp1p3p/n1p2Pn1/2P1P1P1
/2NQB2P/PP4B1/3R1RK1 w - - 4 22

Ex. 3: We are 3 moves deep into the
ideal line from the original position in
ex-2, and already, things are looking
more dominant than the position
reached in the game after 4 moves #
However, this position is not an
automatic win #, and we still need
a plan from here, and this plan, like
the previous one to get to this
point, requires the application of
initiative.

Ex. 4: 2 move full turns later, we have
reached the preceding b-p to the 27th
turn, and again, the difference of
change to our favor is the same as the
position from ex-3 prompt to the
original b-p.
However, we still have not won,
despite the fact that a breakthrough

is in sight. We still need to calculate precisely and continue using the
concept of initiative; this time, don’t stop until you find an assass in
X.

Ex-5: You’re down on time in a difficult position. Secure an easily drawn
position in 3 moves.

R: Ex-6: There are 2 ways to recapture the f-N in f5 (-1). Which one will
yield f a better initiative in this roughly equivalent # position?

Ex-7:

R: Ex-8:

Ex-9:

Ex-10: R:

Ex-11:

R: Ex-12: This position is definitely tempo-

sensitive as s has 2 passed PPs, unopposed, however the defensive
resources to guard them is limited by the f.g7-B # Which move besides
Rxa8 is playable?
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Ex-13:

R: Ex-14:
A sequence of exclusively forcing moves leads to an assass in X
with even best play by the opponent. Write each move and the
threat it creates, justifying the initiative #, in CU board code #

Ex-15:

R: Ex-16: Calculate and play # until material is won for f:

Ex-17: [2,000] L

H3S1: Forcing moves hierarchy:
R, above: Ex-18: [2,300]:

L: Ex-19: [800]

Ex-20: [1,000]

Solutions:
Ex. 1:

In this b-p, we are fighting for a W, as our K is in well-position to
blockade and stop the f-pp, but in the other case his f.d2-P is slightly
misplaced. The usual idea of cutting off the e-K and promoting our
pawn does not quite work, as our h2-pp is under attack in the initial
b-p, our own s.g8-K is busy with blockading in the NW, and therefore
our move in the b.p-first must defend the h2-pp. == Based on the
rules of R-mobility <r: ch. 5 H2S1 H3S1>, the s.f3-R has only 2 sqs
that it can move to in order to add itself as a defender to any sq of
which it is not presently a defender, the two sqs that are at the
intersection of its mobility and the R defense squares of that P:

Postulate: Intersectional 🛡
analysis of the initial b-p, in yellow
are the s.f3-R’s 14 single ply
mobility sqs, and in green are the
R.🛡-sqs of the h2-P on an empty
board. The intersections are f2 and
h3 #. The # of intersections
between the two sets of vectors is
always 2. We can rule out h3 as a
viable defense-sq immediately, as
that blunders the s-R to Rxh3, 1-0

# On the other hand, 52…Rf2+ 🛡 h2-P ! is worthy of further
calculation: 53. Ke3 $f2-R !

[D, 2] The b-p after 53. Ke3 $f2-R !
The f-K moves to an active-sq, gets
closer to the s-pp situation #, and
adds itself as an attacker of the
f2-R, gaining a | tempo in its path
to h2/1. 53…Ra2 !Maintaining
defense of h2 while getting as far
away as possible from additional
potential harassment # by the s-K.
54. Kf3 ! Simply inching closer.
54…Kxg7 (+1) ! :) With no
immediate f capture threats, s
simply relinquishes the f-player of
his pp, ensuring that the game will
at least end with s earning a half
point # 55. Kg3 $h2-P ! [D, 3] The
b-p after 55. Kg3 $h2-P
demonstrating that the h2-sq is
now in f control. Unfortunately, s is
now out of recourse to stop the
f-capture of the h2-pp, as a move
like 55…Kg6 $h5-R fails to the
immediate 56. Rxh2 (0) ! This
variation shows us that 52…Rf2+
🛡 h2-P does not work, and
therefore, we need a more creative
way to defend h2: 52…Ra3 ! A
form of indirect defense <r: ch. 38
H2S2> by skewer trap <ch. 11
H2S4>, s can play 53…Ra2+
RKR<e> abs-skwr if 53. Rxh2 ??,
winning the f-R and the game. [D,
4] The b-p after 52…Ra3 !,
indicating indirect defense of the

h2-pp, taking advantage of the alignment of the f-K and the s-pp.
Despite this bizarre and precarious situation, the best bet for f is still
to inch closer to the s.h2-pp: 53. Ke2 ! Note that 53. Ke1 is not
possible, as the s-R will simply check on a1 and support the
promotion of the h2-pp in the next s-ply; the f-K is too far to contend
the h1-sq, and f will be forced to sacrifice his R. 53…Ra1 !!
53…Kxg7 is unnecessary, as s can force promotion with this idea
much faster, and moreover, despite being a tempo faster, f will still
pick up the h2-pp eventually in this variation, resulting in a draw. A
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brilliant move # that builds upon the point established by 52…Ra3 !,
taking advantage of the still indirect defense of a2 to now directly
contend the a1 promo-sq. The indirect defense is a trap that is only
activated succeeding an f-ply, and therefore s can use his R for
whatever other purpose in the a-file while waiting | for the trap | to
activate, a form of initiative, as the move 52…Ra3 ! has given the R
two purposes <r: ch.this H2S5> and this property of it having two

purposes is what allows that R
alone to support an objective that
typically, in similar material
endgames, require the help of a
same side K as well # Moreover,
since s saved | himself a tempo ,
equivalent to gaining a tempo <r:
Ch-59 H2S4> by depriving the f-K
of the tempo gaining move 53. Ke3
$ as in the preceding variation,
which also escapes the f-K from
the 2nd rank | skewer trap,
decreasing the trap load <r: ch. 11

H2S3>, the f-K will not make it over to the g-file in time # Again, 54.
Rxh2 is not possible due to 54…Ra2+ skwr. And now, 54. Kf2 h1 =
Q (+8) ! 55. Rxh1 <o-m> Rxh1 (+4)
[D, 5] The b-p after 55…Rxh1 (+1)
The f-player has lost his R, and the g7-P is falling as well. The rest
of the game will end in a checkmate for s using the standard R + K
vs. K mating technique <r: ch. 1 H2S4 H3S1> R: https://www.chess.
com/puzzles/problem/1298915

Ex. 2:
This puzzle is as much an exercise in gaining the initiative as it is in
game analysis <r: ch-57 H2S5>
While WChapn-mn Marigje Degrande, the winner of the 2021
Women U-2000 at the FIDE World Amateur Chess Championships,
Silver overall U-2000 <r: https://www.fide.com/news/1398> taught
me Botvinnik theory up to the point of f4-f5, prepared by h2-h3 to
stop any noble-g4 ideas, and to develop one’s d.s-B generally
before any of this, I’m now 21 turns deep into theory # and collapsed
without a concrete plan, as my typical f5-f6 plan is thwarted by the
f’s adequate guard of that sq. == This is at least half the point of
opening analysis; everyone can play the perfect opening move, 1.
D4, and, at least in that ply, be considered a GM, but at some point,
one falls outside of the bounds of theory and must begin devising
one’s own plans. == I surveyed the 4 positions in which Chess.com’s
Komodo engine says # that I played suboptimal moves, seeing my
p-score advantage evaporate completely #, and the move f-e5

$.e-$, d6-P ! came up repeatedly,
2/4 times in the top position, and
once in the top 5; a parallel search
# using SF on LiChess came up
with the same finding, and
therefore I had consilience among
two engines, and decided to do my
own investigation # [D] The b-p
after 22. E5 $.e-$, d6.P ! This
move seems needlessly rushed at
first, but taking into account my
other empirical finding, the drop in
evaluation in just 4 turns, it makes

sense that a line-opening p-sack is worth consideration as the
launching point #
22…dxe5 (-1) ! 23. Qe2 <clr, d1-R $ d8-Q> !, a tempo-gaining #
follow-up to the p-sack that seizes control of the d-file, which was
previously closed, until s was compelled to auto-open it himself.
The 23-f move explains at least half the reason for 22. E5 !, as it
opens a file that the f-R already occupies, and therefore there is no
need for a tempo to be invested in otherwise seizing an open file by
moving a R to occupy it, in addition to the opportunity to redirect the
Q slightly with a gain of tempo #

23…Qe8 <run $> 24. h4 $.g5-N ! Generally, to justify a material
temp-sack, one needs a concrete sequence of forcing moves
calculated out ahead of time that will meaningfully change the

position sufficiently in one’s favor #
to compensate for the loss of
material. 24…Nh7 <run $> :(
[D, 2] Reduced pseudo-PM #
analysis of the b-p after 24. H4
$.g5-N !
In addition to the d-file alignment
and the property of the d1-R taking
the open file # without movement,
the pseudo piecemate of the
s.g5-N, forcing its negative effect
retreat # and also allowing a gain
of space pawn thrust <AUC +2>

with tempo, is a factor in the forcing sequence justification of 22. E5
! Fin. https://www.chess.com/
analysis/game/live/45927022141?tab=review Continue your analysis
of this variation in the second part of this ex by scrolling back to the
puzzle prompt section.

Ex-3:
25. G5 $.e-$, h6.P <2:3> ! I had considered the plan of f-h4 followed

by f-g5 during the game, but
quickly dismissed it as I evaluated
that the g5-sq would be in e-control
after the advance. However,
opening the g-file would have dire
consequences for s #, as after
25…hxg5 26. Hxg5 Nxg5 ? 27.
Qg4 !
[D] The b-p after 27. Qg4 ! The
s.g5-N is again
pseudo-piecemated, this time by
the combined attack of the f.e3-B
and the f.g4-Q, and now running to

h7 has far worse consequences, as it allows the M1 threat move 28.
Bh6 $.g7 <1:2> !

[D, 2] The b-p after 28. Bh6 $.g7-P
<1:2>, indicating M1 at g7 and
x-ray PM of the s.f8-R, which is
immobilized. This funny looking
move is well known to >1,400
chess players and single handedly
justifies most ideas for f revolving
around the opening of the g-file, as
his Q alone | has immediate
access, whereas the s.e8-Q is shut
down after being piece checked by
f in the original d-file opening
sequence from ex-2 # Therefore, s
is advised not to capture after
25…hxg5 26. Hxg5 Rd8 $.e-$,
d1.R ! [D, 3] The b-p after
26…Rd8 ! Again, things are looking
better, as our space on the K-side
has increased, and we now have 2
Ps that can be advanced into the
e-garden to initiate cap-opp <r:
ch-3 H2S2> tension with the s.K’s
palace, a word coined by Kerry

Shirts, the US Chess player behind popular YT channel
TheBackyardProfessor <31.8k subs> <r:
http://www.uschess.org/msa/
MbrDtlTnmtHst.php?14908848>
Let’s keep going by jumping to the puzzle prompt of ex-4, scroll back
up #

https://www.chess.com/puzzles/
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/
http://www.uschess.org/msa/
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Ex. 4:
// write this later, need to choose between these top 3 options:

Ex-5:
F has a strong K-position, an outside passer running, the s-K is
barely inside the sq, and it looks like all of s’s K-side pawns are
falling, while f4 is secure, and therefore s could be in trouble if f can
unlock 2 : 1 pps, even in an opposite color bishop endgame. == We
need to use the initiative to conjure up a quick sequence of forcing
moves to simplify the position into one in which we are certain that
no e-pps can promote, and the ability to do this in time pressure is a
key tournament <r: ch-17> skill. == This is a game that I played in
round 2 of the NFO against USCF 1446 Guodong Zhang <r: ch-45
ex-2>. Here, I played 42…g5 $.e-$, f4-P ! , with 4 minutes left, with
the idea that after 43. Bxh5 (-1) gxf4+ ! and simply sacrificing the
f5-P in order to 100% eliminate any passed-p of F on the K-side,
and with only 1 pp per side and my K inside the square of his in an
opp color bishop endgame, I only need to step into a sq not of that
B’s color to draw.

Post-script: All this is only another
illustration of the general principle
that an advantage | in mobility
must be exploited energetically
(usually by an assault), otherwise
it will be dissipated in short order.
Fine <a-r> pg-8. A draw was
subsequently agreed in the b-p
following 47…Ka7. Fin.

Ex-6:
#MIC evaluates 23. Exf5 (-1) as
the slightly better

initiative-rendering recapture here. Both moves will piece check an
e-noble and gain a tempo, but the pawn recapture 1) clears the
e4-sq to enter a powerful K-side attack with the s.b8-R out of play
<-5, temp> and 2) can be advanced further to f6 as a battering ram,
whereas 23. Rxf5 $.g5-Q disallows # f from combining his noble
advantage on the K-side with a pawn storm opportunity.
In sum, the initiative gained from 23. Rxf5 is temporary, lasting only
the 23rd turn, whereas the initiative from 23. Exf5 is much more
long-term; in the game, it went 17 turns to checkmate # Game:
Yakun Hu <~1550 USCF> vs Michael Hoffman <~1750 USCF>
1/29/22, a rated | socially casual weekend tournament in which I
came in 2nd with a performance rating of >2,000. Solve more
problems from this game on the final exam ex-11 thru 13 <hl> Fin.

Ex-7:
Game: GM Heikki Kallio <FIN> vs GM Davit Jojua <GEO>,
European Championship, Batumi 2002. This position allows us to
leverage the initiative of our h5-pp to generate # an assass in 4,
winning. 51. Nf5 <temp-sack> ! , but it cannot be accepted because
52. H6 ! promotes the h-pp; the s.e2-B’s potential contention of the
h7 adv-sq is interposed after the attempted assass cap, and the
s.d7-N is abs-pinned, while the s.e8-K is legally out of the square
due to the f.f6-P’s contention of g7, an alignment of themes that
permits this special move 51. Nf5 <t-s> ! 51…Kf8 crawling
haplessly # towards the pp before 52. Bxd7 (+3) ! and now, since
the K is one step closer, 52…exf5 (-3) can be played # 53. H6 this
move comes a turn later than if 51…exf5 (-3) were played Kg8,
getting there just in time, but permitting the backup tactic # 54. Bxf5
(+1) <assass in 4>, soon winning.

Game URL:
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=2028743
Citation: Van, Perlo G C. “4: Endgames with More Minor Pieces.”
Van Perlo's Endgame Tactics: A Comprehensive Guide to the Sunny
Side of Chess Endgames, New in Chess, Alkmaar, 2014, p. 440.
Fin.

Ex-8:
21…e5 $.d4-Q ! with 2 central hanging Ps that are a liability in an
endgame, since s has 3 pawn islands to f’s 2, s needs to use the
initiative to thrust these pawns up the board and create threats to
counterbalance the static p-str disadvantage in evaluation # 22.
Nxf6 Nxf6 23. Qe3 Rc8 <cont-c> ! 24. Rbd1 Rfe8 ! 25. Qxa7 (-1)
!? Ra8 $.a7-Q 26. Qe3 Rxa2 (+1, 0) ! material is even, but now s
has a stronk initiative with more active rooks, secure central pawns
that can be pushed, and a central space advantage. == In contrast,
if s plays lazily as in the game <see below>, with a move like
21…Rac8 then 22. Rbd1 <(rel-pin RPQ<n>) pins the d6-P and
prevents s-e5, lest f-Nxe5 <assass -1> ! Thus, 21…e5 $.d4-Q is an
example of an initiative | move that has a time bound | requirement
in that it must be played at a certain time, that time being now here
#, else a prophylactic move like 22. Rbd1 ! will prevent the possibility
of it ever again in the game, saddling s with permanent weaknesses
that are also space disadvantaged.
A “positional” move like 22. Rbd1 ! and the counter-kek 21…e5 ! are
deceptive in their strengths because despite changing the
“computer’s” evaluation marginally relative to a concrete assass
tactic, the pseudo assass 22. Rbd1 ! will make the position
uncomfortable for many moves for s, which will cost him clock time
to finagle his way out, and the looming possibility of assass of the
weak hanging pawns will strangle him for potentially the rest of the
30 turns of the game (!) and still end up with assass later; in this
sense, a concrete tactic that simply drops a pawn now seems
preferable. Fin:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47016567527

Ex-9:
S is down a P in this theoretical position in a double K-side
fianchetto opening, arrived at via an unorthodox initial move order.
However, he has a critical tempo to seek an initiative with 23…f4 0.8
d-27 SF 14+ w/ 0.9 o-n ! 24. Gxf4 Qxf4 with the lethal threat of
25…Rg5+ and if 26. Kh1 Be5 ($).h2-P <1.5:1> M-3 ! while # 26. Kf1
Rf5 <thr, 27…Qxf2#> 27. Bf3 Qxh2 (+1) with a devastating attack.
https://www.chess.com/
analysis/game/live/47034640731?tab=review

Ex-10:
S has just sacked the Hanzza pawn <c4/5> in the MIC gambit and
this material deficit heightens the necessity of the value of a tempo #
7…d6 $.c5-B ! , <clr, c8-B \ g4 <2:1, resulting>> the point is that
both d6 and b6 to kick the c5-B with a tempo gain a tempo, but d6 is
an even better tempo because it comes with a secondary benefit,
the s.c8-B is already developed on the c8 \ g4 and can support a N
leap to g4 to challenge the e-B if it retreats to e3 # Eval: -0.89 w/ 0.9
o-n d-26 Komodo-2706
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47201409873?tab=revie
w

Ex-11:
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47216406297?tab=revie
w
Either 13…bxc6 or Bxc6 serves the dual purpose of recapturing the
c6-N and defending d5 prophylactically, whereas 13…Nxc6 ? looks
active but hangtacks 14. Qxd5+ ! The former is slightly better
because it solidifies the central IQP #

Ex-12:
27. Nxb5 (+1, assass) 🛡.a7-R ! , a dual-purpose capture | and
defense move # -0.2 d-33 Komodo-2706
Ex-13:
32…d4 -5.7 w/ 3.5 o-n Stockfish 14+ d-30 NNUE ! , equally is Nf4,
but we prefer the point of this move. In the game, WGM Sabina
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Foisor <2017 US Champion, women’s> blundered with 32…Qf4
$.e-$ f2-Q?, liquidating queens to alleviate ghost pressure in an
exchange down situation against me:
https://lichess.org/u9EklCNT/white#63

Ex-14:
45. Gxh5 (+1) Bxh5+ 46. Ke3 <thr-xe4> Bg6 🛡.e4-P 47. Raa8

<thr-h8#> Kh6 <forced> 48. Rac8
<thr-xc6(+5)> Re6 <run $> 49.
Rc1 ! <thr: 50. Rh1+ Kg5 51. Rg1+
Kh6 <forced> 52. Rh8+ Bh7 <o-m>
53. Rh1+ followed by xh7 (+3),
assass in 5> Diagram: b-p after 49.
Rc1 ! Bh5, awkwardly creating
breathing space but the number of
check vectors that the f-Rs have
here makes an assass or forced
liquidation inevitable 50. Rh8+ Kg5
51. Rg1+ Bg4 <int +>, else
nob-assass 52. Rg8 $.g7-P g6
<1.5:1>, defending the P without
dropping either g4 or e5 53. Rf8 =>
f4 $.g4-B ! Rd6 => d3+ ! 54. Rf2
=> g2 $.g4-B ! switching attack
vectors violently and finally the s
position must collapse: Diagram 2:
b-p after 54. Rf2 ! for example
54…Rd3+ Kxe4 (+1) or 54…Rd1
and f gets the QI liquidation assass
he’s been looking for # game as
ex-13

Ex-15: This is the second critical move in the Sicilian Accelerated Dragon
main line <r: ch-9 ex-7> 24. Axb3 0.3 <main-line> ! SF 14+ d-29 NNUE

Ex-16: Composed from: https://lichess.org/jxVFht30/white#50 26. Qxh6+
BPK<n> abs.pin-exp! Kg8 <run +, o-m> 27. Qh7+ ! <o-m> Kf7 <o-m>
28. Rg4 $.g6-N <1:2> ! Qe6🛡 .g6-N 29. F5 $$ ! Qxf5 (-1) 30. Rf1
RQK<n> abs-pin ! with s-Q assass to follow #

Ex-17: 10…Ndxc5 ! and s fears not # 11. Bxa6, attempting to
remove.🛡-c7 <abs.fork-sq> because 10…Ndxc5 is a capfense,
and, that capfender is redundant <ch-5 H2S3>, and provides
adequate | replacement to maintain.🛡-c7, which clears the
runway for this assass in 1.

Ex-18: https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1616578
35…Qe3+ $.c1-R ! 36. Kf1 <run$> Ba6+ !! Even if we pick up the
c1-R <+5>, the resulting m-d is <-3> 37. Bb5 <int+><forced-sack>
Bxb5+ <+3> 38. Rc4 Bxc4# 0-1 The forcing move hierarchy is
rigid; if a checkmate exists, we must play it, regardless of which
other opportunities are available. In certain positions, such as the
i.b-p here, a lower-priority opportunity may be more immediately |
apparent, but we have to remain disciplined and run through our list
in the correct order, else miss the correct answer.

Ex-19: https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/73521/practice
1. Qh6 $.g7-P <thr-#!> $.h3-B, a terminal fork f6 <clr.🛡-g7> 2.
Qxh3 <assass in 2>

Ex-20:
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/525756 1. Rxd5 <+3,
assass in 1>🛡.g5-B ! Bxg5 <-3> 2. Rxg5 <+3>, and no new
captures, are available.

Additional resources:
Hertan, Charles. Forcing Chess Moves: The Key to Better
Calculation. New in Chess, 2019.
Fine, Reuben. Ideas behind the Chess Openings. Ishi Press,
Japan, 2012.
Sakaev, Konstantin, et al. The Complete Manual of Positional
Chess: The Russian Chess School 2.0: Opening and Middlegame.
New in Chess, 2017.

(Ginger_GM), Simon Williams. “Time: Increasing the Tempo to
Win.” Chess.com,
https://www.chess.com/video/player/time-increasing-the-tempo-to-wi
n.
https://chesstempo.com/tactical-motifs#Gain%20of%20Tempo
Kuljasevic, Davorin. Beyond Material: Ignore the Face Value of
Your Pieces and Discover the Importance of Time, Space and
Psychology in Chess. New in Chess, 2019.

https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1616578
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/73521/practice
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/525756
https://chesstempo.com/tactical-motifs#Gain%20of%20Tempo
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Book-60 Homeostasis: Chpn-m:
Hu: Invincibility is a component of eternal life, which was discussed in my 7/31 essay <a-r>. Moreover, it renders moot, following a second
resurrection, the need for further resurrections, unless resurrection, or the act thereof, can be implemented into the invincibility model
itself. Daniel-3<a-r, LDS>: 19 ¶ Then was Nebuchadnezzar full of fury, and the form of his visage was changed against Shadrach,
Meshach, and Abednego: therefore he spake, and commanded that they should heat the furnace one seven times more than it was wont to
be heated. 20 And he commanded the most mighty men that were in his army to bind Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego, and to cast
them into the burning fiery furnace. 21 Then these men were bound in their coats, their hosen, and their hats, and their other garments, and
were cast into the midst of the burning fiery furnace. 22 Therefore, because the king’s commandment was urgent, and the furnace
exceeding hot, the flame of the fire slew those men that took up Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego. 23 And these three men, Shadrach,
Meshach, and Abednego, fell down bound into the midst of the burning fiery furnace. 24 Then Nebuchadnezzar the king was astonied, and
rose up in haste, and spake, and said unto his counselors, Did not we cast three men bound into the midst of the fire? They answered and
said unto the king, True, O king. 25 He answered and said, Lo, I see four men(!) loose, walking in the midst of the fire, and they have no hurt;
and the form of the fourth is like the Son of God(!!). 26 ¶ Then Nebuchadnezzar came near to the mouth of the burning fiery furnace, and
spake, and said, Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego, ye servants of the most high God, come forth, and come hither. Then Shadrach,
Meshach, and Abednego, came forth of the midst of the fire. 27 And the princes, governors, and captains, and the king’s counselors, being
gathered together, saw these men, upon whose bodies the fire had no power, nor was a hair of their head singed, neither were their coats
changed, nor the smell of fire had passed on them. Hu: Due to God’s benevolence, we are blessed with the existence in a physical world,
composed of 3, easy to understand dimensions, that are genetically | programmed into the mind of each human, to be able to process reality,
as the grammar of language, immediately, from birth. Pinker<a-r>: That is because toy neurons can be wired together in a few simple
ways that turn them into "logic gates," devices that can compute the logical relations "and," "or," and "not" that underlie | deduction. The
meaning of the logical relation "and" is that the statement "A and B" is true if A is true and if B is true. An AND gate that computes that

relation would be one that turns itself on if all
of its inputs are on. If we assume, that the
threshold for our toy neurons is .5, then a
set of incoming synapses whose weights
are each less than .5 but that sum to greater
than .5, say .4 and .4, will function as an

AND gate #n-p such as [D, L]: The meaning of the logical relation "or" is that a
statement "A or B" is true if A is true or if B is true. Thus an OR gate must
turn on if at least one of its inputs is on. To implement it, each synaptic weight
must be greater than the neuron's threshold, say .6, like the middle circuit in
the diagram. Finally, the meaning of the logical relation "not" is that a statement
"Not A" is true if A is false, and vice versa. Thus a NOT gate should turn its
output off if its input is on, and vice versa. It is implemented by an inhibitory
synapse, shown on the right, whose negative | weight is sufficient to turn
off an output | neuron that is otherwise always on. I have hand-wired this
network, but the connections are specific to English and in a real brain, would
have to have been learned. Continuing our neural network fantasy for a while, try to imagine what this network might look like in a baby.
Pretend that each of the pools of neurons is innately there. But wherever I have drawn an arrow from a single neuron [D, 2] in one pool to a
single neuron in another, imagine a suite of arrows, from every neuron in one pool to every neuron in another. This corresponds to the
child innately "expecting" there to be, say, suffixes for persons, numbers, tenses, and aspects, as well as possible irregular words for those
combinations, but not knowing exactly which combinations, suffixes, or irregulars are found in the particular language. Hu: As such, there
is a finite | number of risks in this world, and, like chess puzzles, they can be solved, permanently, In general, there are only a few broad |
category components to the physical world, and these are: matter, forces, electromagnetic radiation, Will, and energy. Analogously,
there are only 6 types of chess pieces, and yet, there are as many chess games, that can be played, as there are atoms in the Universe R:
Material in Chess ch-51 H2S3:MIC: According to Claude Shannon <1916 - 2001>, the “father of information theory”, Shannon <a,r 1950>::
conservative | lower bound of the game-tree | complexity of chess of 10120, based on an average of about 103 | possibilities for a pair of
moves consisting of a move for White followed by a move for Black, and a typical game lasting about 40 such pairs of moves. In contrast, the
Liverpool Museum <a-r> estimates that the number of stars in our galaxy is 200-350 billion <10^9> and the number of atoms 10^78 - 10^82,
so there are more than (120 - 80) = 40, 40 / 9 = 4.4 times of billions # more possible chess game variations by the conservative | estimate,
and of course, there are many more games that last more than 40 moves than less. <x-ref: ch-20 CM-H3S1, chess x theology> // push to MIC
ch-2, “As such…” // push Pinker ref to ch-8

Chpn-m H3S1: Chess x biology, homeostasis, x mathematics, ratios:
MIC: Golden ratio, also known as the golden section, golden mean, or divine proportion, in mathematics, the irrational number (1 +
sqrt[5])/2, often denoted by the Greek letter ϕ or τ, which is approximately equal to 1.618. It is the ratio of a line | segment cut into two pieces
of different | lengths such that the ratio of the whole segment to that of the longer segment is equal to the ratio of the longer segment to the
shorter segment. The origin of this number can be traced back to Euclid<~300 b-c, the “father of geometry”>, who mentions it as the
“extreme and mean | ratio” in the Elements. In terms of present day algebra, letting the length of the shorter segment be one unit and the
length of the longer segment be x units gives rise to the equation (x+1)/x=x/1; this may be rearranged to form the quadratic | equation
x^2–x–1=0, for which the positive | solution is x = (1 + sqrt[5])/2, the golden ratio. Fin.v-5

Chpn-m H3S2: Chess x biology, homeostasis x physics, equilibrium:
Britannica<a-r>: chemical equilibrium, condition in the course of a reversible chemical reaction in which no net change in the amounts of
reactants and products occurs. A reversible | chemical reaction is one in which the products, as soon as they are formed, react to produce
the original | reactants. At equilibrium, the two opposing reactions go on at equal | rates, or velocities, and hence there is no net change in
the amounts of substances involved. MIC: chemical equilibrium is inherently a form of dynamic homeostasis, where the phenomena of 0

https://www.britannica.com/science/chemical-reaction
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/equilibrium
https://www.britannica.com/science/velocity
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net | change is not associated with 0 reaction. We would, therefore, expect this form of equilibrium to be more fragile<Taleb, ch-61> than a
static | homeostasis. ⭐ If you have 2 muscle groups that can both perform the same motion, and the endurance of one group is equal or
higher to the recovery time of another, then, in theory, you can do reps continuously, without stopping. This is a form of k-factor # Fin.v-5

Ch-60 H H2S1: Homeostasis-def:
MIC: Homeostasis is the maintenance of a constant level in a dynamic | environment, such that when the environment exerts a force on
that constant level to drive that level in a certain direction, outside of what is defined as a homeostatic range, a counter force<#n-p>,
which drives the level in the opposite direction, comes into effect in order to maintain the level inside the homeostatic range. ==
Homeostasis may not always be apparent, as it depends on which levels we are calibrating <ref: Ch.12-eval, H2S4 calibrations>. For
instance, in the domain of material calibrations #, material count for either side is not a homeostatic value throughout the game, as it is
irrational to seek to maintain the same amount of material on board when beneficial | exchange opportunities arise. However, material
difference, the material count of my total count subtracted by the opponent’s, is a homeostatic value strategically, because a deviation too far
away from zero will lead to a high | probability of decisive effect for the benefited | side #. Likewise, effect and threat counts are not
homeostatic, as it is beneficial, if at all possible, to maximize the effect and threat potential of one’s own zi, but effect and threat difference is to
be kept in balance in order to keep the game playable. == In each of these difference values, it is up to each player to be responsible for
driving the homeostatic difference | level in a certain direction # From the perspective of the protagonist, using #MIC’s count and diff paradigm
<ref Ch. 3 eff Chpn-m>, the driving force for e.d, th.d, and m.d to be positive is provided by the protagonist, while the driving force for the e.d
to be negative is provided by the antagonist, or the opponent. Therefore, e.d, m.d, and th.d are emergent homeostatic values rather than
intended homeostatic values because neither player seeks homeostasis, but rather, it is a consequence of two equally matched opponents
both exerting their Will on the level from either direction. == On the other hand, certain homeostatic values are internal and intentional, in
which a single entity provides both driving forces to keep a balance, and that balance is generally desired rather than consequent # In depth:
homeostatic | balance of thyroid in the human body: #MIC seeks to draw connections between the academic field of chess and other
academic subjects in order to validate that logical paradigms in chess can be found in other fields, in an attempt to legitimize the field of chess
theory as a legitimate academic field. Within the context of educating users of the book, these connections have the additional utility of eliciting
information that one may have learned elsewhere and recycling certain logical structures, swapping in simply # chess terms as the values,
reducing the learning curve for users who are already well-versed in that field. For those who are not, recognize this as an opportunity to
broaden one’s horizons, and trust that these connections do not add additional learning load to the user because the form of the concept in the
other field is equally reduced <Ch. 9, R H2S> to the max red <Ch. 10, nt H2S4 Logic nt> version found in chess. Again, one only need to
patiently learn the logical structure <ref: Ch. 19, Str>, which is about 90% of the learning load, and then swapping in chess vocabulary, which
#MIC will guide you through as well, is the last 10%. Therefore; with the addition of 10% in l.l #, you will gain valuable information in 2
subjects, as well as an equally valuable connection, a neural highway, between two previously disconnected bodies of knowledge through
which further connections can be established on your own later. Based on this analysis, we have determined that the value is worth including
in this textbook. == In order to understand homeostasis, we have to first understand why we need homeostasis, as the maintenance of
homeostasis is energetically taxing due to the need to keep 2 driving forces in opposition # and a tertiary monitoring system to track the
homeostatic level in order to selectively activate each driving force depending on the current level, and the monitoring system also needs to
remember the homeostatic range. In contrast, having only 1 driving force is at least twice as simple as 2 #, and moreover, optimizing towards
a maximum using that lone driving force does not require either the tracking system nor the memory of a range to keep any level within #.
Since biological systems prefer efficiency, and certainly the human mind does as well, out of laziness and the intelligent allocation of
resources, during a chess game, there is no need to keep these additional systems running unless homeostasis is absolutely required. ==
Therefore, in order for these additional balancing systems to be required, there must be a drawback to a certain level as it exceeds what is
established by the homeostatic range, and conversely, that homeostatic range, at least at one bound, is established by that drawback. On the
other hand #, there must be another drawback, a different one, when that level decreases beneath the homeostatic range, since we are not
dealing with either a min or a max, but both; and that second drawback establishes the other bound of the homeostatic range. == The
consideration of the pair of drawbacks, concretely, is the reason we  decided to elicit empirical scientific knowledge of the thyroid hormone in
the human body, as TH is a well known hormone among undergrad biology majors. Thyroid hormone in the body is responsible for the
important biological function of metabolism, and now, this word should be known even among high school students and those who have taken
a bit of time to educate themselves on nutrition; therefore, we have departed from the land of esoteric and descended into the Overton window
<ref: Ch. 49 SYE H2S3 <check ref> Overton window>. Metabolism, simply put, is the process of expending material in the body for energy in
order for the body to perform its daily functions. Given this definition, we can understand why the regulator of metabolism # needs to be kept
at a steady state: if metabolism is too low, the body will not have enough energy to function, and if it's too high, one will have excessive energy
relative to necessary functions, and possibly suffer from other disorders such as Grave’s disease: Graves' hyperthyroidism is caused by
autoantibodies to the thyroid-stimulating hormone receptor (TSHR) that act as agonists and induce excessive thyroid hormone secretion,
releasing the thyroid gland from pituitary control. TSHR autoantibodies also underlie Graves' orbitopathy (GO) and pretibial myxoedema. Ref:
Graves Disease, a primer in Nature. https://www.nature.com/articles/s41572-020-0184-y 7-2-2020. X-ref: <ch. 42 H2S2 H3S3> The above
excerpt may seem overwhelming, serving as a chess player's initial foray into academic science writing, but trust that # it contains no
additional logical operators than what you have already read here but rather simply different and more advanced vocabulary as compared to
our reduced model, and therefore it is not the structure of the sentences that is overwhelming, merely the jargon. This is an important
paradigm to remember in the field of academic study, particularly when navigating the connections between two fields, as one’s power as an
academic will certainly be enhanced by one’s ability to remain unintimidated by, navigate, and even help to establish such connections <ref:
Ch. 10, Logic, H2S connections <check if there>> Fin. Now that we understand the basic mechanisms, level logic, and underlying reasons for
why homeostasis may be necessary in a biological system, we can apply this paradigm | as a search criteria to the domain of chess theory in
an attempt to find an analogously similar example within the game: In depth, 2: // find an example Pseudo-homeostatic value of piece
activity: Piece activity is nomenclated by #MIC as a pseudo-homeostatic value because the upper bound on how active pieces can be for one
side is not absolute, and yet, there are limiting considerations that generally prevent piece activity from being too far out of proportion with
other factors in the board position. == Certainly, each player seeks to maximize piece activity, as increased effect and mobility will overwhelm
the opponent in the mechanisms described in Ch. 53: SE <hl>. However, the properties of zi to be able to receive effect from each vector of
open lines that it occupies # acts as a soft limitation # on the upper bound of activity, and the overarching term for that concept can be
regarded as piece safety. == As a player seeks to maximize activity for effect, he also maintains that activity at a pseudo-homeostatic level
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due to a soft limitation on that upper bound, piece safety, and that upper bound can shift from game to game depending on the specific context
in the board. // Insert a specific example. Pseudo-homeostatic value of spatial expansion: Spatial explanation, analogous to # piece
activity, is a pseudo-homeostatic value because players will generally seek to maximize it for their side #, but there is a soft limiting factor
acting to establish a non-absolute upper bound, and that limiting factor in this case is avoidance of over-extension, which can be expressed
positively as security. == Security can be established by the ratio of squares within one’s spatial domain and that player’s effect count in those
squares ref: <Ch. 55 OE H2S2>, and this ratio is a homeostatic level that one should maintain #, and the specific recommended level is
discussed in Ch. 55 H2S2.

Ch-60 H H2S2: Static homeostasis [1,200]:
Hu: Acute bacterial infections, causing a disturbance of internal homeostasis, can also cause tissue organ damage, leading to a loss of
function, and death. X-ref ch.60-H2S1:

H4S1: Streptococcus pneumoniae “The pneumococcus”
Dr. Luke-Marshall, UB MIC 401 March’21: A-2. Pneumococcal Pathogenesis and Virulence: 1. Transmitted person to person via respiratory
| droplets 2. Colonization does not usually result in disease but is necessary for disease development. Intermittent | inhabitant of the
healthy human nose and throat (nasopharynx) b. Strains are typically | carried asymptomatically for weeks to months in healthy humans 3.
HOWEVER, devastating | consequences may result when the organism gains access to the lung, blood or cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). 4.
Once most deadly bacterial pathogen, today is the most common bacterial cause of acute  respiratory infections (i.e., sinusitis,
pneumonia and otitis media (middle ear infections) Fin-v1.

Ch-60 H H2S3: Compound homeostasis [1,600]:
Hu: Humans require a homeostatic input of nutrition, including the various forms of nutrients found in the air, ingested through breathing,
liquids, and solids, in order to generate the metabolic functions, such as ATP synthesis, in order to prevent loss of organ function, and
death. Compound homeostasis revolves around a homeostatic | level that is composed of multiple | factors, and that the compound |
homeostatic level can be maintained without maintaining homeostasis of any of the individual | levels, such that the individual quantities
can be exchanged for each other while maintaining the compound homeostasis.

H3S1: Electrical currents:
Hu: This one is partially connected to H2S6; as
part of our homeostatic environment, we
need a health dosage, so to speak, of
electrical and magnetic fields, in which the
cellular currents in our own body, in the form
of neuron signals, Nat-Geo <a-r>: Lightning
often occurs, within the downdrafts and
updrafts of thunderstorms. Lighter particles,
moving toward the top of clouds become
positively | charged while heavier particles
heading toward the bottom become negatively
| charged. When the positive and negative
charges grow large | <1:06> enough, lightning
is released between these regions. Most of the
lightning takes place within the cloud, but some
strikes the earth in bold flashes. In these
cases, the charge escapes the cloud, making a
branching path that reaches for the ground.
The energy of the lightning strike contains
hundreds of millions of volts! and lasts only a
fraction of a second; what seems to be a
single flash, is actually a series of return
strokes of electrical energy reaching back up

into the clouds. The path reaches temperatures of around 50,000 degrees Fahrenheit; this extreme heat creates the booming
thunderclap, as excessive pressure within the lightning path expands at supersonic rates on return strokes. Hu: //
TheWeatherNetwork: Lightning is a sudden discharge of static electricity from within a storm cloud. [D, via Weather-Net]

Ch-60 H H2S4: Dynamic homeostasis [2,000]:
An “allied pertinent | conception” which will be used on occasion is that of “ideal positions.” An ideal position is one which is reached by a
sequence of normal moves for both sides and which represents the [maximum | positional superiority] which one player can secure. It is
therefore a worthwhile goal for one man, but something to be avoided for his opponent. Fine pg-4 This is the next-kek of schematic thinking
<r: ch-42 H2S5 H3S3>, which emphasizes constructing positions from one’s choice of development moves, but does not yet address the
conflict caused by schema collisions fin

Ch-60 H Def:
Ch-60 H Exercises:
Dynamic equilibrium H2S4:

The next 4 problems are all from the same continuous endgame
sequence in which a p-score dynamic equilibrium # is established by
both sides fighting for a W in a theoretically drawn # position:
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L: Ex-1: Ex-2: Don’t look at the prompt or solution of ex-2 until you’ve
finished ex-1 #

L: Ex-3: Ex-4:

Ex-5: R: Ex-6: After a clutch sequence of forcing o-ms by f, now s has to
find an o-m himself to hold the draw #

Ex-7: R: Ex-8:

Ex-9: R: Ex-10:

Ex-11:

H2S2 Static
Homeostasis:

Ex-12: [1,200]: Via Reynolds<a-r>: If the net | force is 30 N, in the
rightward | direction, then what must be
# the vectors of forces F, G, and H? <r:
ch-2, free body diagram>
Ex-13: A chess position can be evaluated
as “equal”, and “drawish”, or “equal”, and
“unlikely to end in a draw”. What is the
difference? Elicit the concepts of static,
dynamic, and compound homeostasis in
your answer, and provide, if benefit #,

position(s) as examples [3,000]<250 words> 14, 15: Fin.v-5

H2S3 Compound Homeostasis #

Ex-16: assass in 3 <3,500>

Ex-17: Compound homeostasis x lateral pivot [4,000]

L: Ex-18: [1,850]

Ex-19: [1,600]

L, below: Ex-20: [45,000]

Solutions:
Ex-1: Only drawing move, SF 14+
d-26: 38...e5
Starting FEN:
2R5/1r2p2p/3p3P/3k2p1/
pP4P1/P2K4/8/8 b - - 0 38

Ex-2: Only drawing move: 39. Ra8 0.0
d-24 SF 14+



MIC: H r: Hu
Starting FEN: 2R5/1r5p/3p3P/3kp1p1/pP4P1/P2K4/8/8 w - - 0 39
Weaver <1950~> v Hu <1550~ USCF> 2/11/22, only moves on both
sides to keep a dynamic homeostasis.

In a b-p that follows an
only drawing move by s,
f now will lose in every
move except 39. Ra8
0.0 ! Fin.

Ex-3:
When I bow down to

pray / I try to make the worst seem better /
Lord, show me the way / To cut through all his worn out leather Lady
Gaga, A Million Reasons, the song I was listening to while writing
this 5/16/22. 40. Ke3 0.0 !

Ex-4:
42. Ra6 or 42. Ra8 0.0 !

Ex-5:
45. Rd6 <o-m> 0.0 ! Yes, there were times, I'm sure you knew /
When I bit off more than I could chew /But through it all, when there
was doubt / I ate it up and spit it out / I faced it all and I stood tall /
And did it my way Frank Sinatra, My Way, the song I listened to
while writing this. Fin.

Ex-6:
That's what all the people say / You're riding high in April, shot down
in May / But I know I'm gonna change that tune / When I'm back on
top, back on top in June. Frank Sinatra, That’s Life. I've been a
puppet, a pauper, a pirate, a poet / A pawn and a king. 45…Re7+
<o-m> 0.0 !

Ex-7:
Slick your hair and wear your buckle shoes / And all that jazz / I hear
that Father Dip is gonna blow the blues / And all that jazz: All That
Jazz, from Chicago <musical>, the second longest running show
ever to run on Broadway #
49. Kxg5 (+1) <o-m> 0.0 !
Starting FEN: 8/5r1p/1P1R3P/5Kp1/6P1/P1k5/3p4/8 w - - 1 49

Ex-8:
50. Rc6+ <o-m> 0.0 !
Starting FEN: 8/1r5p/1P1R3P/6K1/6P1/P1k5/3p4/8 w - - 1 50

Twice: I Can’t Stop Me,
428M views on YT
10-26-2020. Fin.

Ex-9:
51. Rd6 $.d2-P <o-m> !
We can see from this
longitudinal survey of
continuous endgame

positions that not all positions | in a sequence are critical. However,
in a tournament game, you have no idea, necessarily, when you only
have 1 move, and when you have multiple moves, and this fact can
factor # into both the b-p and the time-p # This is an important
difference between over the board play and online analysis #
Ahyeon Cho: 트와이스: I Can’t Stop Me, 2020년 10월 26일 유튜브
조회수 428백만 뷰. 끝.
예시 9): 51. Rd6 $.d2-P <o-m> ! 우리는 이 종단적 조사에서 모든
위치가 아닌 지속적인 최종 게임 위치 순서가 중요한 이유를 볼 수
있습니다. 그러나 토너먼트 게임에서, 당신은 단지 1개의 움직임이
남아 있을 때, 그리고 여러 개의 움직임이 있을 때 필연적으로,
그리고 이 사실이 # b-p와 time-p 모두에 요인이 될 수 있을 때 #
보드 플레이 및 온라인 분석을 통해 이것은 중요한 차이점입니다. #

Twice: Alcohol-Free.
Translated by me: I do
not need alcohol to feel

drunk / I do not need to drink at all. 트와이스: Alcohol-Free.
개인적으로 한 번역: 난 취하기 위해 술이 필요하지 않아/ 난 술을
안 마셔도 돼.

Ex-10:

Twice: Love Foolish.
Translated, by me: I
have called your name
on a daily basis / I have
1,000 times, 1,000 x
10,000 times.
예시 10) 트와이스: Love

Foolish. Ahyeon Cho: 개인적으로 한 번역: 난 매일같이 네 이름을
불렀어 / 천번을, 천번 곱하기 만번을.시작 포사이스 에드워즈
표기법: Starting FEN: 8/1r5p/1P1R3P/6K1/6P1/P7/2kp4/8 w - - 5 52
52. Rc6+ 0.0 <o-m> !

Ex-11:

ITZY: Voltage
<Japanese + phonetic
English #> Translated,
by me: Deep in my head
is a fever <yeah> / I
cannot control it here

and now. 54. Re6+ 0.0 <o-m> ! Here, f and s agreed to a draw in
this composed game by me # from the real position that occurred in
Weaver v Hu. The s-K cannot emerge from the promo sq of the
d2-pp due to c and e file checks by the f-R, and if it tries to seek
shelter in the b-file #, for instance, the f-R simply shifts back to d6 to
attack and challenge the hangtacked d2-pp. |=P On the other hand,
the s-R has no free tempi to leave its blockade of the f.b6-pp to
come in for support, else neglecting the advance of the a and b
connected pps. |=P The draw is easier to secure for s, as the
imminent # threat of promotion reduces the entire f army to giving
rook checks and then sprinting back to d6 as fast as possible # |=P
The supreme # future discounted value of both potential pp⇒Qs
holds this position in a homeostatic mutual bind, evaluated by SF 14
continuously at 0.0, but by no means without thrill # The full PGN
from the b-p, original, in ex-1: [Variant "From Position"] [FEN
"8/2r1pk1p/3p1p2/pp1P2pP/2rRR1P1/P1P2P2/1P6/2K5 b - - 6 29"]
29... f5 (29... Rxd4 30. Rxd4 f5 31. Kd2 Kf6 32. Kd3 Ke5 33. b3 (33.
b4 a4 34. c4 bxc4+ 35. Rxc4 Rb7 36. gxf5 (36. Rc8 fxg4 37. fxg4
Kxd5 38. h6 Ke5 (38... e5 39. Ra8 e4+ 40. Ke3 Kc4 41. Rxa4 d5 42.
Ra6 (42. Ra8 Rc7 43. Ra6 d4+ 44. Kxe4 d3 45. Rd6 Re7+ 46. Kf5
Kc3 47. b5 d2 48. b6 Rf7+ 49. Kxg5 Rb7 50. Rc6+ Kb2 51. Rd6 Kc2
52. Rc6+ Kd1 53. Rd6 Rb8 (53... Ke1 54. Re6+ Kd1 55. Rd6) 54. a4
Ke1))) 36... Kxf5 37. Re4 h6 38. Kd4 Rc7) 33... a4 34. c4 bxc4+ 35.
bxc4 (35. Rxc4 Rxc4 36. Kxc4 axb3 37. Kxb3 fxg4 38. fxg4 Kxd5)
35... Rb7 36. c5 Rb3+ 37. Kc4 dxc5 38. Kxc5 Rxa3) 30. gxf5 Rxd4
31. Rxd4 Rc4 32. Rxc4 bxc4 33. Kd2 Kf6 34. Ke3 Ke5 35. h6 a4
Ahyeon Cho: ITZY: Voltage < 일본어 + 발음 영어 #> 개인적으로 한
번역: 내 머리 깊은 곳에서 열이 나 <Yeah> / 나는 지금 이곳에서
제어할 수 없어. 54. Re6+ 0.0 <o-m> !  여기에서 f와 s는 Weaver 대
Hu에서 발생한 실제 위치에서 # 이 구성 게임에서 무승부에
동의했습니다. s-K는 f-R에 의한 c 및 e 파일 검사로 인해 d2-pp의
프로모션 sq에서 나올 수 없으며, 예를 들어 b-file #에서 피난처를
찾으려고 하면 f-R은 단순히 다시 d6으로 이동하여 공격합니다.
행택된 d2-pp에 도전하세요. |=P 반면에, s-R은 f.b6-pp의 봉쇄를
떠나 지원을 위해 들어오는 자유 템피가 없습니다. 그렇지 않으면 a
및 b 연결된 pp의 전진을 무시합니다. |=P 진급의 위협이 임박한 #
전체 f 군대가 루크 체크를 한 다음 가능한 한 빨리 d6으로 전력
질주하기 때문에 무승부는 s를 위해 확보하는 것이 더 쉽습니다. #
|=P 최고 # 두 잠재적 pp⇒Qs의 미래 할인 가치는 항상성 상호
결합에서 이 위치를 유지하며 SF 14에 의해 0.0에서 지속해서
평가되지만, 결코 스릴이 없습니다. # b-p 원본에 있는 전체 예시 1:
[변형 "위치에서"]

Ex-12:
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一走就是几万里

Translated, by me: Every walk is 10,000 kilometers <feels>. From
the Journey to the West, kid’s cartoon version, the ending theme.
MIC: Since there is no component of up or downward force,
F+H<vector>=0, and G-20N=30N, G=50N. Fin.v-5

Ex-13:

这家夫妻俩

生了个怪娃娃

Translated, by me: The couple of this family / gave birth to a strange
toddler <female version>. The Legend of Nezha, a Chinese
children’s cartoon, intro theme. MIC: We would expect # a position
that is equal and drawish, to have a low evaluation variance, ie,
more than the top move, leads to a continuation of the
equal-ev<ch.45-H2S1, H3S8>, whereas a position of high ev-var
would be sharp, and have 1, or a few, moves, than can maintain
equality, for the moving side, else, be losing, for that side. Fin.v-5

Ex-14: Fin.v-5
Marchent des amoureux / Hum, hum / Leur bonheur se construit /
Sur un air fait pour eux /
Translated, by me: Walking of the lovers
Hum, hum | Their happiness is built | On a song made just for them #
| Sous le Ciel de Paris, by Yves Montand.

Ex-15: Fin.v-5
Time to say goodbye / Paesi che non ho mai / Veduto e vissuto con
te / Adesso sì li vivrò / Con te partirò / Su navi per mari / Che, io lo
so / No, no, non esistono più / It's time to say goodbye
Translated, by Google Translate 5/22 #: Time to say goodbye /
Countries that I never | Saw and shared with you | Now yes I will live
them | I will leave with you | On ships overseas | That I know it
No no they do not exist anymore | |It's time to say goodbye | Time to
Say Goodbye, by Andrea Bocelli and Sarah Brightman.

Ex-16:
I got you, moonlight, you're my starlight / I need you all night, come
on, dance with me / I'm levitating / You, moonlight, you're my starlight
(you're the moonlight) / I need you all night, come on, dance with me /
I'm levitating (woo) / <feels> Levitating, by Dua Lipa. This is a
composed | position from a bullet game of mine in which the e8-R
from the game was moved to h8-R, all else preserved:
https://www.chess.com/game/live/47354984413 19. Qa1 ! ($-2)

-0.32 w/ 3 o-n, Fritz 11 SE d-21/41
with the 1 move threat of 20. Bxf6
(+3) BQR <n> rel-skw ! Nd7
<auto.pin-break> :( -0.50 w/ 0.5
o-n [switching to SF14+, as Fritz 11
has difficulty eval forking this
position at d.16-37] 20. Rc4 -1.0
w/ ~0.8 o-n this move is stunning
because the position contains so
many effects that f has a tempo to
give up a fork at 20…b5 $$, which
is not the best move for s

according to SF 14+ NNUE and there is no convergence between SF
and Fritz #problem 20…Ba5 <run $> ! 21. Bxh8 (+5) <local-assass>,
since f was down an exchange pre-seq 21…f6 <o-m> 22. Rd4
<run-fork> ! <thr-$$> ! [diagram, sol] Bc7 <run-fork> ! 23. Bxf6
<spite-capture> (+1) Qxf6 (-3  + 2 = +1) ! and f has a P but worse
practical chances # due to s’s superior noble activity, a theoretical
position through and through #

Ex-17:
ITZY: “Swipe” <2021>. Translated, by me: Why are there so many

things I cannot do but
you / I cannot work on
these fresh ideas of
yours without you.

0.1 A4, h4, Bf1, Qd2, Bf3 0.0 d-35 SF 14+ NNUE and even the
worst threat here is 0.0, which means the eval of the position does
not change if f’s turn were skipped ! This is a tempo-dead position
but not without motifs. Ahyeon Cho: 예시 17) ITZY: “Swipe”
<2021>. 개인적으로 한 번역: 너 말고 내가 할 수 없는 일이 왜
그렇게 많은지 / 너 없이는 너의 신선한 아이디어를 작업할 수 없어.
0.1 A4, h4, Bf1, Qd2, Bf3 0.0 d-35 SF 14+ NNUE 그리고 여기서
최악의 위협도 0.0입니다. 이는 f의 차례를 건너뛰어도 위치 평가가
변경되지 않음을 의미합니다! 이것은 템포-데드 포지션이지만
목적이 없는 것은 아닙니다.

Ex-18: https://lichess.org/WcGOaqDz/black#35
예시 18)  OOH-AHH하게 ⇒ Twice # 18…g6<3:1.5><int!> 0.0 w/ 1.5
o-n d-31 SF14.+NNUE Fin.v-5

Ex-19: https://lichess.org/WcGOaqDz/black#19
예시 19: Trust Me ⇒ ITZY 10…Bxf2+<assass> 11. Kxf2<-3>
Qb6+$.b5-B 12. Kf1<run+> Qxb5+<recoup!>

Ex-20: https://lichess.org/WcGOaqDz/black#23
The Hardest Part ⇒ Coldplay 12…Bxf2+<t.sack-spec!>, a
genuinely stunning, and deep move, found by Stockfish: 13. Kxf2
Qb6+ 14. Ke2<run+> Ng4<cont-f2[2:1]><thr-15…Qf2+ 16.
Kd3<o-m> Nb4#!>! 15. Kd2<forced!> h6<1:1><$.g5-B>, the 4th
forcing move in a row, harvested by the -2 t-sack: 16. Bh4<run$>
d4<o.m-W!> 17. Ne4<run$> Ne3<1:2>! 18. Rxe3<forced><+3>
dxe3+<-5> 19. Kc1<o-m> Rfe8!, s has recuperated a P+R for 2 |
minors, an obnoxious-P at e3, and superior attacking prospects
on the K -2.3 Fin.v-5.

Additional resources:
Fine, Reuben. Ideas behind the Chess Openings. Ishi Press,
Japan, 2012.
// coldplay, mylo xyloto album // itzy album // twice album
Pinker, Steven. The Language Instinct. Penguin, 2015.
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/ot/dan/3?lang=
eng
Cooper, S. Barry, and Jan Van Leeuwen. “Digital Computers
Applied to Games.” Alan Turing: His Work and Impact, 2013, pp.
623–650., https://doi.org/10.1016/b978-0-12-386980-7.50024-1.
Geographic, National. “The Science of Lightning.” YouTube,
YouTube, 13 May 2013,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h-0gNl5f4BU&ab_channel=Natio
nalGeographic.
TheWeatherNetwork. “How Does Lightning Work? Where Does It
Come from? | Weather Wise.” YouTube, YouTube, 25 Jan. 2018,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9K-v-RJ-z2A&ab_channel=TheW
eatherNetwork.
Free Body Diagrams Worksheet - Reynolds School District.
https://www.reynolds.k12.pa.us/Downloads/free%20body%20worksh
eet.doc
Britannica, The Editors of Encyclopedia. "chemical equilibrium".
Encyclopedia Britannica, 6 Apr. 2021,
https://www.britannica.com/science/chemical-equilibrium. Accessed
13 September 2022.
Dueck, Kelvin. “Physics 12 U10L1 Translational | Equilibrium.”
Https://Www.youtube.com/Watch?v=4j0syu2XTZA, 31 May 2013.
Carlson, Stephan C.. "golden ratio". Encyclopedia | Britannica, 17
Aug. 2022, https://www.britannica.com/science/golden-ratio.
Accessed 13 September 2022.
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MIC:🛡 r: Hu

Addendums:

Book-61: Treatise of 🛡: chapn-m:
The 3 pillars of defense: counterattack, inter-position, and complication. The art of | defense is in the prevention and prelude to attack
because only in attack can one win the game. Without scoring and without threats, winning is impossible, and it is one's duty to win the game,
and therefore, an element of attack must always be present in defense. == As an attacking player, and this is my bias heading into composing
the textbook, as one can imagine from a textbook being written around the subject of assassinating material in chess, I do not intuitively
understand passivity. Passivity is not a crime when used as a strategy, and for the most part, nothing can be a crime when used as a strategy,
but passivity can be a crime when it is a characteristic of one's personality. Passivity, as defined in this chapter, is the application of defense
without attack #defd. On the other hand, and this will be the final note with respect to passivity, it should be used strategically within the entire
umbrella of defense approximately 10% of the time. == The 3 main pillars of defense, and most 90/10 proportions follow this rule, and that the
remaining 90% is split into 3s of a sub-proportion, are to be used approximately ⅓ of the time each and with some randomization to prevent
predictability, and this randomization in itself is part of #complication.

H3S1: The psyc-comp of 🛡:
On July 1952, eight of the world’s | ten best chess players gathered in a room at an elite State Planning Committee rest home in Voronovo,
Russia Soltis © 2014, Life and Games: Mikhail | Botvinnik. Repression (in the general sense) is a psychological mechanism that keeps
unacceptable thoughts and wishes unconscious (Fenichel, 1945, p-17). The psychological defenses are the devices that distort cognition
in ways that facilitate repression. The Adapted Mind pg-604. The following list was taught by I-Sandro in a Chess University Lecture,
spring semester 2021.

H3S1 H4S1: Mentality #1: Do I even need to defend this? Sometimes, you don’t have to.

H3S1 H4S2: Mentality #2: Don't beat yourself.

H3S1 H4S3: Mentality #3: Don't let your opponent beat you.

Recognize his threats and deal with them. Understanding your opponent's idea, picking the correct defense is the more difficult part. Pick the defense which
causes you the least harm in terms of your goals, which could be material or positional goals. Put a number on how bad you don't want something to happen.
Rank from best to worst, verbalize what the options are, keep comparing.

H3S1 H4S4: Mentality #4: Change the game if in trouble.
This section is presented in the form of a dialectic: I: Change the course of the game or the nature of the position. I: Rook lift, hint that we're
getting attacked. BSE <a student>: I don't have that sense of danger yet. I: Takes experience, raw calculation. I: Fxg6 removes the defender of
the e6 square. BSE: It takes me so long to even find an attacking move. I: That's because you're looking for a tactic. Continue the attack,
doesn't matter if there's an immediate tactic or not. Qd2, Qh6. How to stop the upcoming tactic, if tactic, 50% you will be able to 50% you won't
be able to. Stop the upcoming attack altogether. I: Notice that you thought of multiple defenses and compared them. We're on the left side,
choose candidate defenses and compare them. Comparing multiple move setups as opposed to single moves. BSE: Schematic thinking,
comparing the resulting board positions? I: Double check it as a move, Bh6+. I: The third move features changing the game when in trouble.
Qe5, still in trouble, dark squares, Bf4, Be3 to d4. This goes into complications. There had to be a drastic change here, an exchange sacrifice.
Give up 1 point of material, a-pawn passed, game easier. First, you don't want to play your game so Qd2. Assume absolute best, changing up
with a lot of dynamics. Tactics and defense pretty much. Nf8 deals with the threat, protected, a-pawn force to be reckoned with. Defends with
a discovered defense. Ideally, f should have recognized that I can't do anything with the attack, play as a normal game. Should be a draw. ==
BSE: Force your opponent to be mentally flexible, otherwise sneak in a win using an alternate path. Fin.

H3S1 H4S5: Mentality #5: Keep cool under fire.
I: If you expect to miss something, you're more likely to stay level and shock doesn't take over. Prepare yourself emotionally. Dangerous
attack, sacrifice and end the game. Nf6 is played. Not expected, since protected a million times. Tries to break through immediately, which
looks super dangerous. Perhaps we can defend. Bxg7 is a typical pattern; have to take, otherwise mate. Qg4+ and rook swings over. |=P After
Rf3, first has given so much material that it's more than worth a queen. Second is completely winning. Rf4 was played. == Variation after f5. If
you try to go to the queenside, the rook will catch you on f1. Draw. Qd8+ perpets, can't cross f-file due to Rf1+. == Rb4 is also a draw. Rxb4
Bxb4 Qg5+ Qh5+ etc.

H3S1 H4S6: Mentality #6: Never resign.
Post-script: Continue reading about the psychological component of defense in psychological prophylaxis, ch-61 H2S3 H3S4 <hl>

H3S2: Methods of🛡 summary:
Sakaev, Landa pg-302 ch-30: <a-r>: The various methods of defense can be split into the following categories: 1) Sharpening the game / the
‘best chance’ principle 2) Exchanging the opponent’s key attacking pieces 3) Perpetual check 4) Tenacious, patient defense. Fine pg-189: <r:
ch-53 H2S4 H3S6, K-Indian>: Against a purely | passive | defense <in a standard K-Indian setup>, the advance of the BP (P - B5) will compel
a fatal | weakening of the Black Pawn structure. <skip> That is why Black is compelled to undertake some counter-action. Read more at
Ch-this H2S2:

H3S3: Psyc “thought space”🛡 x Harry Potter ,🛡 against the dark
arts:
H4S1: Telomere | degradation:
X-ref H2S8, 8/7/22 “immortal jellyfish”: Hu: The “immortal jellyfish” resurrects itself via physiological re-development, and, therefore,
provides a template, having already solved the resurrection problem, for itself. The human body already contains genes that inactivate
telomerase, but these genes are associated with cancer, as, it may be the case #n-p, that cancer is a state of technical debt, whereas,
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otherwise, these oncogenes, would be our elixir for eternal life #n.p-2: Britannica: Telomeric control of cell life span appears to be
inactivated by the expression of oncogenes (cancer-causing genes) or by the deactivation of tumor suppressor | genes. In cells
undergoing malignant | transformation (progression to cancer), telomeres do shorten, but, as the crisis point nears, a formerly quiescent
enzyme called telomerase becomes activated. This enzyme prevents the telomeres from shortening further and thereby prolongs the life of
the cell.
H4S1: Cellular immortality:
Because cell immortality contributes to the growth of many cancers, telomerase is an attractive | target for the development of new
anticancer drugs.

Ch-61: Treatise of 🛡 H2S1: Complication:
Another problem with “solid-but-passive” defense is this: if your pieces are well-placed for the protection of your weaknesses, they are
probably incapable of | exploiting your opponent’s weaknesses. In the long run, if you can’t make threats of your own, your opponent may be
able to concentrate | his forces at the weakest chain in your link of defense and win. Just protecting yourself | doesn’t always save games -
and it rarely | wins games. Soltis © 2014, New Art of Defense.

In Depth: Karpov v. Kamsky, 1992. Ref: https://youtu.be/w2M3lmQ37Yw Positionally lost due to
positional disadvantages in space, piece activity, and | | differential | rank mobility | of the queen | | ,
Kamsky neglected passive defense | | in favor of | complication | , sacrificing a point of material in
the form of a N : 2 P #defd in exchange for positive threat delta, an application of material for
threats exchange rates. |=P Moreover, Kamsky #activates his queen via the recapture on e5,
harvesting a secondary return for his material investment in the form of positive mobility delta. The
two gains of mobility and threats are connected, however #defd, and it is the increase in mobility of
the s.Q that #mediates the increase in threats, namely in the | | assassination | threat | to capture
the | | resulting | hangtacked | f.e3-B | as well as the trap Qe4+, absolute forking the f.b1-N in the
event that the c2.Q were to move <future.conditional>. |=P In the process of complication, Kamsky
has mind switched from playing entirely objective chess, which failed him in this case, leading to a

stranglehold and objectively lost positional disadvantage, to time pressure chess based on probabilistic quantum evaluations, and tightening
the | | move  count | range | for his opponent Karpov, whose task is now made more difficult because in addition to having to complete his
objective ideas logically, he has to account for a | | frenetic | opponent | who has changed into a different mindset, manage the frame
confrontation, and to an extent think probabilistically as well, but in refutation, within time bounds, whereas his opponent | | has none more | to
lose |. |=P Although Karpov went on to win the game, and you are invited to conduct your own investigation of the complete game via the
above reference link, #defd, for hinges in positional play on both sides, analyzed by US GM Benjamin Finegold, this example illustrates the
utility of complication as well as the task that all winning positional players have to account for | | in the process | of winning |, a potential
complication that increases complexity load on the winning side and threatens to steal the game via time pressured assassination blunder .

Ch-61: Treatise of 🛡 H2S2: Counter$:
This is why New Defense places the highest priority on counterplay. In general, counterplay
outranks | pawn structure, development and even material. Only [king safety] rivals it - and doesn’t
necessarily exceed it - in importance. Soltis © 2014, pg-65 Example at 53:43 and in the 2-3
minutes preceding: https://youtu.be/ithlCXRFAYE

Post: While the balance in the counter-attack is in theory quite adequate for
Black, some players often prefer a more quiet line, in the conviction that
White’s attack will rebound. This quiet line is the strong point defense. <r:
ch-53 H2S4 H3S3 H4S7 Giuoco Piano> R: Fine <a-r>

H3S1: Counter$ in the dev-phase:
L: Fine. Pg-96: MIC: In this variation of the Alekhine’s Defense <ch-53
H2S4 H3S3 H4S4>, f has managed to build a strong P center thanks to an
early f-e5, and now s must seek counter-play as early as the dev-phase
<ch-1 H2S1>: Fine: Note that Black’s counterplay involves removing the
White KP and bringing pressure to bear on the QP. R: MIC: The main line
of the Nimzo Indian defense <ch-53 H2S4 H3S8 H4S3> provides one of

the earliest | opportunities of counter-attack in all chess and was the inspiration for an entire system of chess openings called the
hypermodern. S ejects his s.f8-B into opponent territory, a rarity as early as ply 6, and establishes an equally early abs-pin (!) on the
vulnerable f.c3-N, immediately threatening to pile up on that N via s-Ne4, s-c5 + s-Qa5, and f will lose | material if unprepared. V1-fin.
<pg-164>, Fine: The most striking characteristic of this defense is that it is a fighting | line: it does not merely prevent P-K4, but it also opens
counter-attacking | possibilities. Pg-191 <K.I-D, Fine>: Normally, it is not desirable for White to allow such a counter-attack. The c-p |=full
prophylaxis chain can be looped, a non-moves form of calculation. Continue this train of thought in H2S3 below.

H2S2 H3S1: Limiting counter-play // The complete manual ch-13
The use of flanking has been a consistent part of warfare | since its invention. The responsibility of defending against flanks falls on the
commander, who has to make the choice of how to best use | terrain. In addition the proper adjustment | and positioning of soldiers is
imperative in ensuring a protected flank. <r: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flanking_maneuver>

Ch-61: ToD H2S3: Prophylactically prepare for $:

https://www.britannica.com/science/oncogene
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MIC:🛡 r: Hu
Other factors remain unchanged; thus again …. P-Q4 by Black equalizes almost automatically and again the
prevention of this liberating | move is one of White’s primary | objectives. Pg-91, Fine <r: ch-53 H2S4
H3S7 H4S2> Prophylaxis can be used not only for defense, but also as preparation for attacks and counter
attacks. When used correctly, a prophylactic defensive move can mitigate a threat or, further down the line, a
potential future threat, which strengthens one’s attack by removing the possibility of a counter attack by an
opponent. An attack without the possibility of counter attack has only two possible outcomes rather than 3,
which favors the attacker, since the attacker generally attacks from a | | position of | advantage | and it’s the
positionally inferior defensive side that seeks to | | equalize | by | creating |complications | |. |=P The time to
play a prophylactic preparatory move is not to establish a dominant positional advantage in the first place, but
in an | | interceding | tempo when there has been an | | imbalance of the | value of a tempo | | #np,
<key.hinge> has been established in favor of the attacker, such that the attacker | | can | afford to | expend  a
tempo | | on the move |. https://lichess.org/nxwpAqPL/white#26 (D, L) 14. H3 ! 0.3 w/ 0.5 o-n d-30 SF14+

NNUE  Bf8 ! 15. Kh2 ! Bg7 16. Raf1 ($) ! with not much for the opp to do in the i.b-p besides a slight B-optimization, f has 2 tempi to invest on
tucking his K to h2, sidestepping 1) back rank issues and 2) absolute | pins of his f.f2-R along the a7 \ g1 before making committal p-thrusts
that will open up lines for both | players.

H2S3 H3S1: Overprotection:
Sometimes the enemy plans simply can't be prevented, and we should rather take | measures to be able to meet them in the best possible
way. MCS Chessable-ed, ch-prophylaxis r: 5/30/22. // ref my system // ref: https://www.chess.com/article/view/overprotection-decoded MIC:
insofar as chess is an argument, it is a debate about which player’s position is superior. As part of a debate is the process of strengthening
one’s argument, and it is known within the theory of discourse that a key component of strengthening one’s argument is to use quotations and
evidence from other sources in order to thematically overprotect certain points in one’s defensive structure.

H2S3 H3S2: Prophylaxis x nuclear war prevention: START:
The danger of being strategically flanked has driven the political | and diplomatic actions of nations even in peacetime. For example, the fear
of being strategically flanked by the other in The “Great Game” between the British and the Russian Empires led to the expansion of both of
them into China and the British eastwards into South-East Asia. The British feared that British India would be surrounded by a Persian
and Central Asia satellite to Russia in the west and north and a Russian-dominated China in the east. A China under British influence would
mean that the Russians would be penned in from the south and the east. Initially, the Russians were more successful than the British in
gaining territorial concessions in China, but the British were able to counteract that by cultivating the emerging Empire of Japan as a
counterweight to the Russians, a relationship that culminated in the Anglo-Japanese Alliance. The Cold War had its own Great Game, with
the US and USSR competing for influence in Europe, Asia, Africa and Latin America. The division of Europe, the Proxy wars in Asia, and
events like the Cuban Missile Crisis were all of great strategic importance to the two competing | hegemonies <league>. <r:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flanking_maneuver, strategic flanking>https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_START Also discuss the Budapest
referendum

H2S3 H3S3: Restraint:
X-ref: ch-52, isolation: Generally speaking, the restrictive measures are directed either at the opponent's plans, or at the range of some of
his pieces. Although these could sometimes be regarded as synonymous, the former case is more specific and the latter more general.
https://www.chessable.com/learn/74643/12887734/8/w In depth ##: restraint against the mobile pawn center: The mobile center is a
powerful attacking force in many positions, arising for instance out of the Ruy Lopez Steinitz Defense:

F-move: the position in the Ruy Steinitz #, arising after the moves 1. E4 e5 2. Nf3 Nc6 3. Bb5 d6 4. D4 ! exd4
5. Nxd4 Bd7 <Shredder o-db> Aron Nimzowitsch, in his 2nd ring trendsetter My System, prescribes a list of
5 defensive resources using the theme of prophylactic | restraint against the mobile pawn center: a) the
“passive sawing” | position b) the more aggressive | hindering action on the center pawn exerted by a rook;
c) making backward or | isolated the once mobile center pawn d) the mechanical stopping | of this pawn by a
blockading piece; e) winning the pawn Citation <MLA9>: Nimzowitsch, Aron. My System & Chess Praxis,
New In Chess, 2021, pp. 228–229. // Ref Nimzo latest edition pg. 228 - // Ref The Complete Manual of
Positional Chess Ch-14, pg-133, board position prophylaxis // Characterizes prophylaxis as a way of
“strengthening” one’s position.

H2S3 H3S4: Psychological prophylaxis:
// Ref The Complete Manual of Positional Chess Ch-14, pg-133, psychological prophylaxis

// ch-29 the complete manual, “paying attention to the opponent’s possibilities” - x-ref ch-15 calculation

H2S3 H3S5: The 8
most common
prophylactic
moves:

https://www.chess.com/article/view/overprotection-decoded
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L: H4S1) Make | luft: Game: Goran Gabrilo, GM <SER, 1995> vs Raset Ziatdinov, GM <USA> from Mastering Chess Strategy “the knight” #9: 33. G3
<cont-h4>! a dual-purpose prophylaxis in a position that is otherwise comfortable for f, as his a5-N clogs up 14 points of s heavies and he possesses a
central space advantage, the only concern is 1) back rank mate and 2) a naked h-P thrust to initiate an attack.

H4S2) The move | set Kh1/8, b1/8 to side step diagonal | checks. Game: Vincent Colin, IM <FRA> vs David Berczes, GM, brother of IM Csaba Berczes
Mitropa Cup 2006, rd-6 Sept-12. O: Nimzo-Indian <E52> 17…Kh8 <run (+)> sidestepping any tactics involving f-Bh6 $.g7-P <1:2> ! and future issues
along the light.sq-Diag. <a-r>

H4S3: 1.d4 Nf6 2.Nc3 d5 3.Bf4 <the starting b-p of the Baadur Jobava <b-1983, peak 2734, GM F> London system> c5 4.e3 cxd4 <o-b!>
5.exd4 e6 6.Nb5 Na6 7.c3 Be7 8.Bd3 Bd7 [D, 3]: a line given by GM Simon Williams, popularly known as “GingerGM” via Chessable <a-r>
MIC: The London System is already an unorthodox format of playing 1. D4, and an even rarer sub-line <ch-2 CM H3S2 sets and subsets> is
known as the Jobava London, with 2. Nc3 rather than Nf3 as in the main line, but still 3. Bf4 and without c4, as is thematic in the London.
The Jobava London is reputed for being sharp due to the ideas of Nb5 in response to s-c5, and separately from the Williams | Course, for
lines in which f castles queenside and unleashes early attacks on the s-O-O; our CU | instructor Sandro Safar is a leading expert in
deploying the O-O-O <ch-37> line in King’s Arenas Chess-com, 2011, streamed on Twitch; the advent of a playable line that departs as early
as the 5th | ply #np and without major | risks, as in the Hu Gambit <1. E4 c5 2. Nf3 f5 !?> <ch-45 H2S3> clues us into the solution | space for
data | mining in opening theory still; using the Shannon | approximation of sqrt(1000) = 31.6 moves per ply and 5 ply to reach depth 5, the
number of possible variations in just the first 5 ply is 31.6 ^ 5 = 31,509,057, that’s over 31 | million. A conservative lower | bound is that 10
moves per ply are considered playable by opening | theory, and that would leave still 10^5 = 100,000 lines, quite a significant | reduction, but
I would estimate, following my research of the works of Simon Williams, GM via Chessable and Everyman Chess, Ben Fine, GM, and
Chess Informant, the Serbian periodical company whose magazines were deemed of such high quality to be used in computer vision
research conducted by Turing Award winner Ken Thompson <ch-16 H2S4>, I’ve concluded that probably fewer than 10,000 of those lines
have ever been played, fewer than 1,000 are theoretically studied and published in books <the total chess canon is fewer than 10,000
publications including magazines and periodicals, and opening books account for 10-50%, many of which are general>, and fewer than 100
are what I would consider “well-understood”. That leaves at least 90%, but potentially even higher, lines yet to be played and understood,
including this Jobava London line, which I would put into the played but not studied category; there is evidence of stepwise | induction in
chess as well <ch-16 H2S3 H3S1: inductive | reasoning> Here Williams recommends 9. A4🛡 .b5-N ! does not prevent liquidation at b5, but
it traps the replacement of an equally strong P to b5 if s captures, a form of prophylaxis via character | substitution in a key | square
<ch-21> Williams: Once again we have the situation where White's | Knight on b5 controls the whole of Black's | Queenside, preventing him
from untangling.

H4S4: Moving the x-ray attacked zi away from that effect when a pin or clearance attack theme is on the board. H4S5: Patching up a hole <ch-21> H4S6:
Preparing one’s p-str, especially about the King’s palace, such that ensuing tension initiated by the opponent can be resolved favorably or locked up without
further danger <ch-19 H2S5> H4S7: Technical liquidations into a winning or drawn endgame <r: Joel Benjamin, GM> H4S8: Contending for an open
rank to prevent 7th file penetration <Cont ref : Ch-52 ISO, 7th rank neutralization> Fin-v1.

H2S3 H3S6: Antifragility:
Taleb <a-r> ch-1: “between Damocles <fictional courtier in 4th century BC Syracuse, Sicily> and Hydra
<mythical offspring of Typhon and Echidna>”: Almost all people answer that the opposite of "fragile" is
"robust," "resilient," "solid," or something of the sort. But the resilient, robust (and company) are items that
neither break nor improve, so you would not need to write anything on them—have you ever seen a
package with "robust" in thick green letters stamped on it? Logically, the exact opposite of a "fragile" parcel
would be a package on which one has written "please | mishandle" or "please handle carelessly." Its
contents would not just be unbreakable, but would benefit (!) from shocks and a wide array of trauma. The
fragile is the package that would be at best unharmed, the robust would be at best and at worst unharmed.
And the opposite of fragile is therefore what is at worst unharmed. We gave the appellation <name or
title> "antifragile" to such a package; a neologism was necessary as there is no simple, non compound word
in the Oxford English Dictionary that expresses the point of reverse fragility. For the idea of antifragility is
not part of our consciousness—but, luckily, it is part of our ancestral behavior, our biological
apparatus, and a ubiquitous property of every system that has survived. [D, Richard Westall <1765 -
1836, Sword of Damocles 1812, courtesy Wikipedia] MIC: Where fragile is the opposite of infallible,
antifragile goes beyond this definition by depicting an entity that is more than solid but in fact benefits
when tossed into disorder. Such an entity would necessarily have to be negentropic <ch-56 H2S2
H3S6>. There would certainly be degrees of antifragility, as there are degrees of fragility; different
antifragile entities would benefit differentially from the same disorder; and this is one view of the definition
of intelligence. Intelligence, in the form of adaptation, has 0 applicability in an unchanging, static |
environment, as a non-intelligent artificial-intelligence <ch-9 H2S2 H3S2 H4S2, intelligence is
adaptability> would do just as well. Taleb <ch-2: Intellectuals tend to focus on negative | responses from
randomness (fragility) rather than the positive ones (antifragility). This is not just in psychology: it prevails
across the board. MIC: It is the ultimate | goal of chess players in playing prophylactically moves to not
only build a solid position, but one that can spring | into counter-attack, the verb form of antifragility, an
adjective <#np> https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50625543119 21…Rfd8 $.d7-B establishes an
antifragile | setup against what appears like a myriad of threats by f, but s only gets stronger. a) 22. Be6+
<run $> Kf8 !; the K’s position has improved, and the e6-B is nearly | trapped as its pivot | point back to the
e8 / a4 escape diagonal, d7, is covered b) 22. Bb5 <run $> 22…Rd6 -> b6 ! and now, shockingly, the a2-B

can never be won bi) 23. Kb2 $.a2-B ! Rb6 $.b5-B <thr-counter, hangtacked!> 24. Kxa2 Bxd4 <cap-🛡!> w/ vengeance of 24-f to follow in
25-s, at b5. Meanwhile, Bd3/e2/f1 fails immediately to s-Bxb3!, exploiting the abs.pinned-d4,N to assass in b3 <2:1> and 24. Ba4 Rb4 $.d4-N,
$! overwhelms d4 <2:1>, a viable counter  with a number of continuously | shocking alternatives; this position is antifragile to an incredible |
depth: 25. Rd1🛡 d4-N fails to 25…b5 $.a4-B ! , again exploiting the N-pin to piecemate <ch-28> the f.a4-B 25. Ka3 $.b4-B, the stiffest | test
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MIC:🛡 r: Hu
a5🛡! 26. Ne6 <run $-2> ! vacates critical | effect of b5, allowing, again 26…b5 $ ! trapping the a4-B c) 22. Ba4 ! a6 <cont-b5> is again most
| straightforward, recycling the idea from bi) and the a4-B is already doomed.😲 Taleb, post <ch-4>: So some parts on the inside of a
system may be required to be fragile in order to make the system | antifragile as a result. Or the organism itself might be fragile, but the
information | encoded in the genes reproducing it will be antifragile. The point is not trivial, as it is behind the logic of evolution. This applies
equally to entrepreneurs and individual scientific researchers. MIC: If a system has a fallible weakness, then self-awareness of that
partial | fragility, may enhance the anti-fragility of the system #np-shared. The human body has a prominent example of this, known with
the field of hearing science: <Genome.gov>: Apoptosis <programmed cell death> also plays a role in preventing | cancer. If apoptosis is for
some reason prevented, it can lead to uncontrolled cell division and the subsequent development of a tumor.

Ch-61 Treatise on defense H2S4: returning material:
In depth: [Chessable]
In depth, 2: X-ref: Yakun Hu v. Paul
Covington, US Army <ch. 16  H2S8> The
position after 20. Qe5 $(+); s is up a full
min.nob but is under serious heat in the
e-file, enduring the threat of 21. Qxe7#.
The game continued 20…O-O !?
The position after 21…O-O !?
In another wild turn of events in an already
sharp game, Paul decides to return material
<Ch-61: H2S4>, as my 19th and 20th
moves had suddenly reversed the roles of

attack and defense for the second time this game.

21. Qxe7 (+3 - 3 = 0) Rfe8 $1.5 e.$1.5 !
A crushing skewer <pp+4> <ref: ch. 10 NT h2s2> that, for its potential to be
played #, was worth alone in returning 3 points of material.
The position after 21…Rfe8 !
In this position, the f.e7-Q lacks a good run square from the supported
rooktack, and moreover, the f.e1-R is skewered by the move; liquidation of
this rook via s.Rxe1 f.Rxe1 would leave f woefully underdeveloped and the

h1.R fatally imprisoned behind 2 interposers along the f.🏠, and finally, the f.b1-K has considerable security
problems due to the c8.R’s potential effect of cutting off its c-file escape and the s.Q, s.B, and s.N in position
to strike at it with tempi <ref: ch. 59 I: h2s4>; this is one of the most | | positionally lopsided | board
evaluations | you will ever encounter, in which the material on board is even # Fin-v1.

Ch-61 Treatise
of defense: Exercises:

Ex. 1: The first player's threat is Nc6
with a discovered attackscovery, fork,
clearing the e-file for +0.5 effect of the
e1 rook to the e7 pawn, with the
clearing zi adding itself as an attacker
to the d8 queen::!e7 pawn <#defd, the
:: conjunction followed by !=not
symbol indicates that it is not the e7
pawn that is primary concern in this
clause> , in the process forking also
the e7 square with knight, a powerful
move that increases white's offensive
effect::o, e by 1.5::#, !4.5 and the
material::m value of effected, ren::v, o,
e !eliminated r by 9. == Name at least
one move that would be adequate to | |
defend | against  this threat |.
Hint: there are 3 options.

Ex. 2: after accumulating a strong
queenside attack on the s.K, the f
player in this game # made a tactical
blunder, leaving his c7-R en prise. In
the initial b.p of this problem, f is still
# up a pawn in the position but is about
to lose some material because the c7
rook is en prise and the d1 Q is also

under attack, so it looks like we have to take the B and let him take our R,
leaving us down an exchange for a pawn. Despite initially having the attack
in this game #, we are now reeling and on the defensive. [1,600]
However, post-game analysis reveals that there's a wild sequence
lasting 4 moves that will result in +2 for us rather than -1. Can you
find it?
Hint: the theme is complication <ch.this H2S1>

Ex. 3: in the initial b-p, s has +5
material and an assass in 1 apparently
available on the long diagonal b7 \ f3.
However, the f threat mate along the
g-file is not to be taken lightly.
Following the assass, justify the assass
with 2 additional defensive moves that
prove that the threats of mate are shut
down and s is clearly winning.

L, below: Ex. 4: Defense is not only a

property of the middle game or endgame, but also the opening. In the
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Accelerated Dragon variations of the Sicilian Defense, especially when f
has declared intentions to castle O-O-O with moves like f-Be3 and f-Qd2, s
needs to, as early as move 8, begin preparing his defenses.
According to our theoretical study of the opening in ch-53 H2S4
H3S3 <hl>, anticipate the book move in this theoretical position.

R: Ex-5: What is the simplest prophylactic move f can play in response to
s’s last, 17…Qa7 ?

Ex-6: S is facing a devastating K-side
attack out of the English opening # but
the position is by no means lost # The
best way to defend is:

1) Actively, with a move like
25…Rbe8 !

2) Passively, just bite the
bullet with 25…gxf6

3) Counter attack on the
Q-side # with 25…b5 !

4) This is a trick question.
The position is lost and we need to complicate matters
with 25…Ng6 !

5) Counter attack in the center with 25…e4 !

Ex-7:

R: Ex-8:

Ex-9: S to move and salvage this otherwise lost position #

R: Ex-10:

Ex-11:

Counter-play
H2S2:

Ex-12:

R: Ex-13:

Ex-14: [4,000]+

R: Ex-15: [3,000]

Prophylaxis H2S3:

L: Ex-16: [1,600] R: Ex-17: [1,600]

L, below: Ex-18:

Ex-19:

Ex-20: #MIC comes full circle: this is
the losing position from my game
against NM Hough at the US Open
from ch-0, but with a single f-P
removed at h2. S-move and draw:

Sol:
Ex. 1:
Best moves: 20…{{c1::e6,
Re8::moves, 2, !Qc7}} 0.00 d.iPad

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/32130698795
// What is this? Bishop movement, diagonal

Sq 1 Sq 2 Sq 3 Sq 4 Sq 5 Sq 6 Sq 7 Sq 8

a1 b2 c3 d4 e5 f6 g7 h8

Bishop movement, depth



MIC:🛡 r: Hu

D 1 D 2 D 3 D 4 D 5 D 6 D 7 D 8

a1 c3 e1 g3 f4 h6 g7 a1

Ex. 2:
22. Rxe7 (+3 + 1 = +4) Bxd1 (-9 + 4 = -5) 23. Rxe8+ (+5 - 5 = 0) Nc8
24. Nd7+ <t.s>* ! ! Qxd7 (-3 + 0 = -3) 25. Rxh8 (+5 - 3 = +2)
*ref: <ch. 36> // ^ provide some more verbal analysis later.
Ref: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/
0e0b69eb-bb41-11ec-8b23-1787b401000f?tab=review.

Ex. 3:
1. Bxf3 (+3 + 5 = +8) and s has an enormous material advantage;
we will certainly win the game as long as we don’t get mated along
the g- or h-files, and we can even give back some material to
maintain our winning position.
2. Hxg6 (+7) ! taking back a pawn and creating a concrete threat as
well as trap: The b-p after 2. Hxg6 (+7) ! If s recaptures on g6, f will
win via mate in 2: 2…hxg6 ?? 3. Qxg6 + ! Kh8 <o-m> 4. Qg7# If s
does nothing, <r: ch. 11> 3. Gxh7+ ! Kf7 <o-m>, else Qg7# 4. Qg7+ !
Ke8 <o-m> 5. Qxf8+ (+2) ! Kxf8 (+7) <o-m> 6. H8 = Q + (-1) ! and f
is suddenly winning, having promoted the h-pawn with check.

Therefore, we need a move that
simultaneously avoids recapturing
on g6 right away with the h7-P and
parries the threat of checks
subsequently promotion of the
f.g6-P: One creative idea # could
be 2…h5 <1:1>, pushing past the
f.g6-P and attempting to use the
enemy g-P as a blockader, which is
a thematic defense in K-side
p-storms. However, the advanced
position of the f.g5-Q and the
d.s-complex weakness <r: ch. 50
H2S4 // push here also> permits a
strong penetration move 3. Qe7 !
and mate along the f-P’s cannot be
stopped. The b-p after 2…h5,
demonstrating the free reign the
f.g5-Q has to enter the s-K’s palace
by slicing across the dark-sqs,
where it is unopposed. The key
defensive idea is thus 2…Bg4+
<int-g1R, g> ! , a tempo-gaining
check move, a dual-purpose move

that breaks the | battery along the g-file and stunts any f-ideas that
require the f.g5-Q to be supported by the f.g1-R along the g-file,
such as any adjacent or dijacent mates <r: ch. 1 H2S4 H3S2> that
require the 🛡 contention of that R. This tempo-gaining move is part
of a longer plan to recruit more defensive forces back to the K-side
as despite our +8 material advantage, 20 of our material is shut out
of the game on the q-side in the initial b-p and f had an
overwhelming 13 - 5 noble value advantage opposite. == This check
move suddenly puts the f-player on his back foot, and this is what

we want to do to attacking players
while we are on the defensive, for
his f-K was ideally placed # in the
initial b-p on h3, simultaneously
secure and not getting in the way
of his own heavies in their attack.
Now, he has a dearth of options
because while he wants to avoid #
auto-interposing his own heavy
battery in the g-file, he also wants
to avoid yielding a cap-check by
the s-Q on f2 to re-enter the game:

The b-p after 2…Bg4+ ! highlighting 2 limitations in the f-K’s feasible
mobility to run from this check. 3. Rxg4 (+4) ! is also an interesting

idea, but after the forced sequence 3…fxg4+ (+9) 4. Qxg4 (+8) Qxf2
(+9), coming back to the defenses 5. Hxg7+ (+8), supported by the
f.d3-B along the newly opened d3 / h7 partial Kh8 ! , the safest
square given the conditions, and blockading promotion, 6. Be4 $-a8
Nc6 <int> !

The b-p after 6…Nc6 <int> ! The s
player is actually quite safe, as his
s.f8-R is guarding the g8 f-Q mate
square, and his K is located on the
dark-sq long diagonal, and
therefore safe from checks of the
f.e4-B. The dark-sqs along this
diagonal are covered, and the K
serves a nice blockading function
in the h8-sq, and moreover, the
occupation of the open f-file
prevents f from further invading the
NW, as he has now threats to parry

from s, and s should soon convert to victory with his +8 m-d,
including returning material to remove the f-minors or force a
liquidation. == Therefore, the only feasible moves by f to escape
check are via K-run,g but for example in the case of the main line 3.
Kg2 :(, a move played by the lack of other options, s will simply
bounce his Q back towards the East with a tempo 3…Qd5+ !

The s-Q in its bounce pivot sq <ch.
5 D H3S2>, a check-sq of the
f.g2-K. With the g-file shut down,
the move 3…Qd5+ also adds a
second contender to f3, preventing
the s.g4-B from being dislodged
via P-tack and also contending the
h1-sq, such that if the f-K decides
to get out of the way completely
with 4. Kf1 !, his g1-R lacks the
option to swing over to h1 and
re-attempt the attack from that line.

R: https://www.chess.com/puzzles
/problem/1081998/practice

Ex. 4:
According to the Shredder Online Opening Database <hl>, there are
15 GM-level games that have reached this position, and the move
played in every game is 8…d5 $.e-$,e4.P ! <60%> This move
defends by initiating an immediate counter-attack in the center,
taking advantage of the slight inaccuracy to play f2-f3 against the
Accelerated Dragon. Post-script: read IM Andrew Greet’s opinion of
the move f-f3 against the Accelerated Dragon in ch-53 ex-13 <hl>.

Ex-5:
In this position, with the a7 \ g1 exposed , the s.g7-B with an open
diagonal to the d4-sq on this diagonal #, and f’s ideas to double Rs
including the f2-sq, the simplest prophylactic move is 18. Kh1 !,
thematic. This position is from a game that I played against Allan
Liddell Johnson <USCF ~ 1780> at the 2nd annual Niagara Falls
Open.

Ex-6:
Surprisingly, the answer is 25…b5 $.e-$, c4-P !

5 line eval diagram
provided by Stockfish
running within the
LiChess interface in
browser #
At depth 32, which
should be sufficient to

evaluate this position, a determination that needs to be made by a
human independently of the evaluation itself, SF prefers 25…b5 to
25…gxf6 (+1), played in the game, which puts s up by 2 pawns.
This led to checkmate in 40-f #

https://www.chess.com/puzzles
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Game: Yakun Hu <~1550 USCF> vs Michael Hoffman <~1750
USCF> 1/29/22, a rated | socially casual weekend tournament in
which I came in 2nd with a performance rating of >2,000. Starting
FEN:
1r3rkn/2p2pp1/1p1p1P1p/p2Pp3/2P3qP/P1Q3P1/1P3RB1/5RK1 b -
- 0 25
If s continues confidently with 26. Fxg7 <0.0 SF 14 d-42 (!) > Qxg7
(+1) 27. Be4 b4 $.c3-Q !

L:

The b-p after 27…b4 $.c3-Q !
S has a tiny initiative from this tempo gain on the f.c3-Q.
28. Qe3 -e.$ bxa3 (+2) 29. bxa3 Ng6 ! <0.0> R: The b-p after
29…Ng6 ! Despite the scary-looking capture on g7, s has managed
to shore up his defenses with 29…Ng6 !, interposing the g-file with a
noble rather than P, and excusing # his N from the corner #
Moreover, thanks to 25…b5 ! , he has created an open b-file for
Q-side counterplay that seeks to distract f from his K-side attack #
Fin.

Ex-7:
SF 14+ likes: 24...c6 <-1.8 w/ 5.0 o-n> ! d.20 // analyze this further
as this is a high eval variance position. Investigate why winning the
exchange at e2 is -7.0; how valuable is this N? Ref:
https://lichess.org/VFmglmP5/black#47 WIM Bianka Havanecz
<FIDE = 2275>, former Hungarian Women’s Champion v Yakun Hu,
online casual blitz against my former coach from 2021 in 2022.

Ex-8:
28…Nf4 <2.5 : 4> ! A defensive temp-sack <r: ch-36>, a rarity, since
previous attacking players have established temporary sacrifices as
an offensive brand, but Material in Chess supports the paradigm that
they should be deployed in an even proportion in both attacking and
defensive aspects of the game; however, defensively, the material
will likely need to be recuperated more concretely, as a counter
checkmate is less likely # The N cannot be captured due to Kxf6 #

L: The b-p after 28…Nf4 <2.5 : 4> ! After 29. Qc3 <o-m>, the s.e5-P
P-defender of the s.f4-N becomes x-ray absolute pinned <fbno> #,
and therefore this move prevents # s-Kxf6 (-5) because the f4-N will
be en-prise with a check and an absolute fork on the s.g4-Q. R: The
b-p after 29. Qc3 <x-ray, abs-pin!> The move 28…Nf4 has forced f
to think defensively, a 180 degree psychological switch, forced, and
we’ve reached a positional stalemate #

Ex-9:
Only one move here draws: 21…Qb1+ ! 22. Bf1 <int +> Bh3 $.e-f1,
B ! S suddenly threatens M1:

The b-p after 22…Bh3 $.e-f1, B !
23. Nf5+ Using the variation
23…Kg6 24. Qh6+ Kxf5 <o-m> 25.
Qh5# to force capture in f5, which
relinquishes the M1 threat.

L: The b-p after 23. Nf5+ 23…Bxf5 (+3) 24. Rxa8 (-5) Bb6 $.f2-P
(+) ! The b-p after 24…Bb6 ! With the 2 B’s and an impending attack
on the f.a1-pinned, B, f is now the one seeking a draw via perpetual
check rather than a W despite being up an exchange. ½ ½ # Fin.

Ex-10:
F is completely winning here but needs to invest one tempo # on a
defensive move to protect the g4 check sq: 25. K-3 !
https://www.chess.com/analysis
/game/live/47107835153

Ex-11:
15…Qe8 -e.($), stepping out of any clearance attack ideas. 0.0 d-26
SF14+ NNUE w/ 0.8 o-n.
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/47043039149

Ex-12:
SF-14+ prefers: 25. Qh6 ! -0.96 w/ 1.7 o-n <Anki CU Spring 2022
export>
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/46699857231?tab=revie
w F is facing an exchange down Q-side attack and needs to
generate counterplay on the s.K-side to stay alive.

Ex-13:
28. Rf1 $.f3-Q ! d-35 Komodo 2706 -2.01 w/ 5 (!) o-n
F’s counterplay on the K-side is too slow relative to s’s mating
threats and therefore, he must invest a tempo countering on his
weak side #
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/06b10f23-dbea-11ec-83b
e-736b6d01000f?tab=review

Ex-14: 42…Bf7 $.a2-P <thr.c4+$(!)> d-34 SF 14+ NNUE w/ 0.5 o-n 43.
B3 <forced> Rh3 ! 44. Rxb6 (+1) <l-p> the value of a tempo here is <0.5
but the initiative is still palpable 44…a4 <0.0, 1.9 o-n (!) SF 14+> 45. Rb7
$.f7-B <l-p, 5+> Bd5 $($) <⬆-complexity> ! 46. Rb5 $.d5-B Bf7 <run $>
and if 47. Bxa4 ?? Bc4+ $ <assass> ! Yakun Hu vs WGM Sabina Foisor
casual 3+0: https://lichess.org/u9EklCNT/white#92

Ex-15: 16. Ne4 $.g5-Q ! leveraging the e-invasion to gain a development
tempo in this phase asymmetric position # 16…Qh5 <threat-mate> ! 17.
Bxg4 (+3) ! <v.a-assass> Bxg4 and f can continue developing with 18.
Bb2 3.8 w/ 1.8 o-n d-23 SF14+ NNUE
https://lichess.org/PyiN46V9/white#34

Ex-16: 21…Qf7 <cont-h5> ! <run $> , a prophylactic move that prevents
2 threats, a dual-purpose move, as the secondary f thr was 22. Qh5
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$.h7<2:1> thr-# ! g6 <o-m> 23. Bxg6 (+1, assass) ! composed from:
https://lichess.org/iCxQCK6g/black#41 0.5 w/ 1.1 o-n d-34 SF 14+ NNUE

Ex-17: 23. Qf3 or Qe4 <run.thr-Bh2, +scovery.RBQ<s>> ! 1.3 d-30
SF14+ NNUE: https://lichess.org/aJelBmR6/white

Ex-18: Ex-19:

Ex-20: 35…Ra8 36. Qd7 $.d6-P a2 <fetus> ! and now the s-pp’s
promotion can never be stopped absent perpetual check FEN:
6r1/5Q2/1k1p4/2pP4/5P2/p1P1P1P1/8/6K1 b - - 0 35

Additional resources:
Soltis, Andy. The New Art of Defense in Chess. Batsford, an
Imprint of Pavilion Books Company Limited, 2014.

- This is a great resource that was published the same year
that I took my first 14 year hiatus from US Chess # but
continued occasionally playing otb tournaments and
online, but not studying full time. Previously, I owned The
Art of Defense, and after reading a book I recommend
some time later picking up the older edition as well for
review.

Lasker, Emanuel. Manual of Chess. D. McKay, 1947.
- Lasker was a research mathematician who was known for

his contributions to commutative | algebra, which included
proving the primary decomposition of the ideals of
polynomial rings. <r: Wikipedia>

- Dr. Emanuel Lasker was a mathematics doctorate
<1902> and the World Champion of Chess from 1894 -
1921 <r: Wikipedia> and reputed to be a great
defensive-minded player. His Manual of Chess, an
analogous auto-biographical self-study to Nimzowitsch’s
My System, is littered with defensive insights #

Barkow, Jerome H., et al. The Adapted Mind: Evolutionary
Psychology and the Generation of Culture. Oxford University
Press, 1995.

- A book I purchased for Introductory Psychology at the
University of Buffalo, which I completed in the summer
of my junior - senior year gap in high school <A> .

muggsy0003. “Lethul & Formal | the Avengers : A Halo Reach
Montage.” YouTube, YouTube, 25 June 2012,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-aNa8wAocPY.
EDWSnip3down. “Str8 Rippin Montage ♦ 1080p Remastered.”
YouTube, YouTube, 2 May 2011,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MWItP8wYpZ4&ab_channel=Fa
ZeSnip3down.

- A historic Halo 3 Montage from the 2008 Major League
Gaming National Champions in the Halo 3 Montage
community that I had a part in helping to launch from 2008
- 2012.

FBWalshyFTW. “Status Quo (an MLG pro Team) :: Halo 3 Montage
- Amazing!!!” YouTube, YouTube, 29 Mar. 2010,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b4INAc-hctQ&ab_channel=FBW
alshyFTW.
Nimzowitsch, Aron, and Robert Sherwood. My System & Chess
Praxis. New in Chess, 2016.
Hellsten, Johan. Mastering Chess Strategy. Everyman Chess,
2010.
Sakaev, Konstantin, et al. The Complete Manual of Positional
Chess: The Russian Chess School 2.0. New in Chess, 2017.

- A book I owned as a teenager but did not get around to
reading, was taught by WGM Adriana Nikolova <4x
Chess Olympiad> in 2021.

Fine, Reuben. Ideas behind the Chess Openings. Ishi Press,
Japan, 2012.
Keene, Raymond D., et al. Understanding the Caro-Kann Defense.
Hardinge Simpole, 2004. <Amazon>
Karpov, Anatoly. Karpov's Caro Kann: The Panov Attack.
Batsford, 2006.

Williams, Simon. Attacking Chess: The French - a Dynamic
Repertoire for Black. Everyman Chess, 2011.
Harikrishna, Pentala. Beat the French Defense with 3. nc3: A
Complete Repertoire for White. Thinkers Publishing, 2021.

- A smaller
boutique | publishing
house brainchild
Romain Edouard
<b-1990, pictured with
Veselin Topalov, BGR,
GM>, GM and Daniel
Vanheirzeele.
Watson, John L. Play
the French. Everyman
Chess, 2003.

“32-Strategy Cabrilo,g-Ziatdinov,R , Belgrade 1991, 1- 0
(Comments by IM Amanov Z.).” YouTube, YouTube, 19 Aug. 2021,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h-T6hu09URM.
Goran Cabrilo vs Raset Ziatdinov (1991),
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=2140248.
“Goran Čabrilo.” Wikipedia, Wikimedia Foundation, 26 Oct. 2021,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Goran_%C4%8Cabrilo.
GmbH, ChessBase. “GM Raset Ziatdinov.” ChessBase Players,
https://players.chessbase.com/en/player/Ziatdinov_Raset/291287.
“Vincent Colin vs David Berczes.” Chessgames.com,
https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=2243760.
“Colin, Vincent.” International Chess Federation,
https://ratings.fide.com/profile/612324.
Williams, Simon. “The Jobava London System.” Chessable,
https://www.chessable.com/the-jobava-london-system/course/283
33/.
“Shannon Number.” Wikipedia, Wikimedia | Foundation, 27 Apr.
2022, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shannon_number.
Taleb, Nassim Nicholas. Antifragile: Things That Gain from
Disorder. Random House Trade Paperbacks, 2012.
“Apoptosis.” Genome.gov,
https://www.genome.gov/genetics-glossary/apoptosis.
Britannica, The Editors of Encyclopedia. "telomere". Encyclopedia
Britannica, 13 May. 2016,
https://www.britannica.com/science/telomere. Accessed 14 August
2022.

https://www.genome.gov/genetics-glossary/apoptosis
https://www.britannica.com/science/telomere
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Book-62: Treatise on marketing, pitch, white | paper, and
3rd.ring-theory c-m:
I’m on the next level, yeah | I follow the absolute | rules | Don't let go of my hand unity is my weapon -  aespa (에스파) - Next Level (English
Translation)

H2S0: Reach out email: H2S1: Pitch deck <to-add>:
H3S1: White-paper:

H4S1: Research proposal<s>: Material in Chess is a startup | project of
unprecedented | significance due to its capacity to stimulate the most significant |
IQ-growth event in human history, on par with any advancement in communications
technology in the past such as the invention of language itself. The stimulus for this
IQ increase is our novel | research in the capacity of chess | theory, the study thereof
<op>, to expand working | memory at first in a domain-specific | manner, increasing
the depth of calculation within a game of chess, and subsequently in an extrapolatable
| manner, by using the funding we hope to achieve in order to develop supplementary
| training paradigms that will facilitate the propagation of working memory
improvements from the chess domain to other fields in which 1) problem-solving, 2)
visualization, and 3) calculation are specific aspects of value-creation. In the
information | economy <ch-13 H2S2>, we expect every | field and corporation to use
these 3 facets in at least 50% of their value-creation | operations and therefore a
significant | amount of business can be created from scratch and subsequently #np
captured by Material in Chess in the development of these paradigms.
H5S1: A significant portion of the working memory improvements stimulated
by Material in Chess will come from a combination of chess | theory, an
incredibly deep field with by our approximation the same quantity and density
of information at present as the field of precalculus, and with significant room
for growth, as far less than 1% of the total game-state | complexity <ch-51
H2S3, map of the mind> of the game has been fully elucidated. It is our belief
that the game’s mystical | origin <ch-0 H2S7, history of chess> traces back to
several aspects of the Ancient Indian tradition, including military secrets,
intuitive understandings of evolution, physics, and entropy, as well as
mathematical wisdom such as the concept of 0 <ch-43 H2S4 H3S1 H4S2

H5S6> and that the game was designed | recursively via the turn-based | rule <ch-18 CM H3S1> as well as the logic of board state transitions
<ch-2> in a way that is analogous to the design of the Universe, and this notion is touched upon in certain theological | sections of the work
<ch-20> Therefore, if chess can be unpacked further, and this process of unpacking will counter-intuitively force us to think into higher levels
of abstraction, it can, as we believe that it has already in the past, open up new stratospheres of thought across all fields, analogous to an
order of magnitude increase in intelligence and complexity handling <ch-45> not on the individual level, but on the level of civilization. H5S2:
Chess theory as a data mine: The field of chess | theory provides a very unique data mining opportunity due to the merger of old and young
<Beijing, a-r>; there remains a tremendous proportion of game state complexity yet to be found, and much of what remains is of higher |
orders of complexity than what exists, and therefore, we will by definition be required to invent new mental models to comprehend them. You
will see in the exercises sections in this book, time and time again, positions that shock us by our current understanding of chess, and the
game, for the reason that it has engaged the noble ruling | classes for the past 5 centuries, beginning with the court of Queen Isabella and
King Ferdinand in Spain, the two key stakeholders in the voyage of Christopher Columbus <ch-8 H2S3 H3S2>, continuing to founding
father Benjamin Franklin <ch-100>, the author of one of the first academic | papers of chess in the post-revolutionary war years, as well as
Alan Turing, the forefather of chess-playing machines <ch-16 H2S4> Sporadically in the history of chess, financial | value has been

extracted from theory in the game, but attempts to do this has been
inconsistent albeit highly valuable due to the lack of knowledge in general of
the financial | properties of the information | economy <ch-13 H2S2> H5S3:
Spaced repetition research <ch-20 H2S3> H4S4: Research in chess and
visual | perception and performance <ch-42 H2S2>, why have computers
yet to supersede humans in contextual.sensory-processing? H4S5: Research
into chess psychology, and how the sport can resolve the mental health crisis
in the United States <ch-14 CM H3S1> <ch-47 CM H3S1> H4S6: Research
into chess | improvement and the centuries-old, unexplained phenomena of
blindfold chess <ch-42 CM H3S1, Hearst> can facilitate novel |
developments into the field of neuroscience <ch-49 CM H3S1> H4S7:
Working memory improvements have significant implications for the fields of
pedagogy, engineering <ch-19 H2S1>, and the military.

⭐ Directive: We estimate that a nation with median | IQ that is 20 points or higher than another will be military superior to the extent of
non-competition, analogous to elo categories in chess, and therefore, the IQ | improvements of one nation versus another is a core |
concern of national | security #np

Unbeknownst to most, the founder of the intelligence | quotient and standardized | examination, Dr. Alfred Binet <a-r>, a french |
psychologist who wrote a 360 page research-backed treatise on the brains of chess | prodigies, and certainly as his invention of the IQ test

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1p6bJU1MruF8wqPwZY5lTr3UMUo2MLFuF/edit#heading=h.35nkun2
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1p6bJU1MruF8wqPwZY5lTr3UMUo2MLFuF/edit#heading=h.35nkun2
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1K_yoPYMH9FMIA-vRiKTYu976OPF5chRp/edit#heading=h.2grqrue
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1x685870X3dQjOF5aXC5tTB-hsEnpEiUh/edit#heading=h.lnxbz9
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1x685870X3dQjOF5aXC5tTB-hsEnpEiUh/edit#heading=h.lnxbz9
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rgwW_SXICmu3g1u2VtogS1q95G7GQJWS/edit#heading=h.30j0zll
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1AkSOjwtp9XtPYq9lLbTg3eDuOWcey1a9/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ul4nsLmy6SJq6IUs2RheUpj3wtxRicDk/edit#
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Fl-ZfWc7jC-PWik3UwIxPayI6HCZcn8F/edit#heading=h.44sinio
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13mBkgKH9ofWUOdTHYb6zjmGwxRGwSwDk/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=105445453106507218588&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1AkSOjwtp9XtPYq9lLbTg3eDuOWcey1a9/edit#heading=h.2jxsxqh
https://docs.google.com/document/d/19-VwK4i5oLvCB8uuyR_Xma1cXUhgi6Ol/edit#heading=h.3dy6vkm
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vy3r5FrAIGT9kNWiUGhkGJNBRwuYHmda/edit#heading=h.30j0zll
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sh4aWa9ag5l1P4M75632baQtXVNYvoBM/edit#heading=h.30j0zll
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1obFkmo-6l907unmmmCptrBGr5Dz-nccQ/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1IbrUNV4kKpl36HAtknYCh3_cKI0th_UP/edit#heading=h.1fob9te
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succeeded this book by 10+ years, it was influential in his very conception of IQ. Nearly 100 years later, Arpad Elo H4S8: MIC’s novel CU
board code system <ch-10 CM H3S2> H5S9: Blindfold chess is the greatest feat of domain-specific visual IQ in complexity, and is
generalizable to other visual IQ intensive domains:
P-1: Blindfold chess is a “notable achievement of human memory and imaging” <Hearst 2009>, but the mechanism of enabling such play is
unclear; Alfred Binet, inventor of the IQ test, attributed blindfold exhibitions to “exceptional memories”, while Taine <1828 - 1893> attributed
the feat to “purely visual memory” <Hearst, pg-179-80> Historically, the individual names of players who could play blindfold were recorded

<Murray, a-r> and the incidence was generational; Hearst pg-1: “in 1782, The
World called it ‘a phenomenon in the history of man’”. Today, the ability is
commonplace among thousands of Titled players, and not unheard of even in
players as low as 1,600 rated.  Meanwhile, the top chess Grandmasters
continue to push the limits of total concurrent blindfolded games <Philidor
1783, 3 games via Hearst> <WC Alekhine 1925, 28, via Hearst a-r> <GM
Timur Gareyev 2017, 48 in 23 hours, while riding an exercise bike, via Barden
a-r>. Visual intelligence is defined in academia as not only ability to recognize
objects with visual differences <Gauthier 2018>, but also process them into
“abstract images that are the result of intellectual refinement” <Binet 1894,
via Hearst 2009>, which can be used reductively and productively by other
mental faculties, and this process of abstraction, by our cognitive definition #,
belongs to visual IQ rather than to g, and we will attempt to demonstrate this
neurologically as well <s.aim-3>. Ritchie et al. <2018> defines education as
the “most consistent, robust, and durable method” yet to be identified for raising
intelligence, as they found an increase in cognitive abilities of about 1-5 IQ

points per year of education; moreover, the effect may provide a positive feedback loop, in that higher IQ individuals, innate or attained, “go
on to complete more education”. Lynn, Tatu <ch-7, fig 7.1> finds strong correlation post WW1, in the STEM era of education, between IQ
and per capita income: D, Spearman correlation of IQ and per capita income, showing a sharp rise in correlation since 1920, from ~0.36
to >0.8.   A key differentiator between the field of chess, and other fields, in which visual IQ is a factor in performance, is that chess is a
competitive arena, and the element of competition in forcing improvements in skill must be taken into account; chess also has 1) the
shortest feedback loops, 2) a recursive | design, such that new positions can be generated within the parameters of the game essentially |
ad-infinitum, without the need for expensive CG-solutions and 3) rigorous tracking of performance statistics, across <latitudinally> billions
of games played per year, and <longitudinally> across the past 500 years, as the oldest recorded European game was played in 1475 <a-r>,
as well as a rich canon of over 10,000 analytic works. The field of chess, in coordination with computer science, has, by far, the largest
data mine for insights in visual recognition performance. P-2: Our understanding of IQ, and the visual component, continues to evolve from
its inception, from Binet <1857 - 1911>. More recently, IQ researchers are split, with a majority now taking the stand that “object recognition
is independent from other cognitive skills” <Gauthier, 2018>; part of the drive to drive this distinction may be due to a frustration with the
stigma that IQ, traditionally, is inborn and non-upgradable, whereas it’s common sense that domain-specific, visual, skills, such as
interpreting medical X-rays <a-r, Vanderbuilt, Salisbury> or evaluating chess positions. Gauthier <a-r>: Horn and Cattell (1966) defined
fluid intelligence <for Gauthier, g> as the ability to solve new problems and crystallized intelligence as knowledge accumulated from
experience.

Specific aim #1: Evaluating the domain-specific visual IQ of FIDE-titled chess players:

In this portion of the study, we will aggregate a sample size = 10 group of
FIDE-titled chess players, and evaluate their domain-specific visual IQ in
chess. We will apply a novel method of complexity evaluation, and
compare the visual-logical complexity of positions in which they are able to
find a solution, in terms of a chess move, in less than 3 minutes of clock time,
and compare this solution capacity, using an underlying metric of
complexity, to standardize complexity across multiple domains in which
domain-specific visual IQs <#np> are applied. We will cite historical research,
dating back to Alfred Binet <1894>, who found that “even the most beautiful
visual memory does not retain all details of the original stimulus array;
instead it makes an intelligent selection according to the particular aim of

the person evoking that memory”, whereas lower-rated players visualize the board as a “veritable mental photograph”, indicating that
reduction and abstraction are used to compress mental images, expanding visualization capacity. [D, from Binet, 1894, by Polish master
Stanislaus Sittenfeld <1865-1902>] Abstraction increases the generalizability of the skill, and we will extract visual portions from 1)
interview exams [Toptal, Inc] given to product designers, providing additional time to offset the lack of vocabulary and domain expertise, as
well as provide, custom-written explainers, and a glossary of terms 2) trigonometry, exponentiation, and calculus math problems, with the
same adjustments category as 1, 3) a critical reading and writing task, using an article published in a major scientific journal, with extra
time and glossary. We will exclude from any study, titled players who are a) academically educated in the subject, in the form of a graduated
major # or b) have more than 12 months work experience in that domain.

Specific aim #2: Evaluating the transferability of domain-specific chess.visual-IQ to other domains in
chess novices: In s.aim-2, we will attempt to isolate the proportion of domain-specific working memory improvement attainable
uniquely from chess that can be abstracted, with proper pedagogy, in a general manner to be applied, non-discriminatorily, to all other fields in
which visual IQ is a factor in performance. This transferability must be taught separately, such as informing students that, for instance, both
web designers and chess players rely upon a coordinate system to locate elements, and that the relationships among elements matters
as much as their individual locations; such a connective “click” is part of visual logic training, and we expect this to increase the degree of
transferability of chess-acquired visual abilities. Method: Initial chess lecture [Pilot sample:]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WgmjhWzmvAk [pt-1], https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lksejn809lc [pt-2]: All students in the treatment

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-072FNeYDPhnVpFdQrElkTM7QDUzhpXd/edit#heading=h.tyjcwt
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group will attend an initial 2 hour group.chess-lesson via Zoom, in which they will have access to, and be asked, at multiple points, to respond
to questions posed by the instructor. Half of the time during the lecture will revolve around analyzing chess diagrams, and half the time will be
verbal lecture, covering other topics, such as math, biology, as it pertains to chess. Students will, for 30 minutes, be asked to turn on their
visual brains, verbally. 500 Anki <a-r> cards will be created, containing material from the lesson, as well as diagrams, and test, half, verbatim
quotes from the lesson, and half, new information that digs into the material, at a step greater level of granular detail. The anki cards will be
sent to students, and loaded into their Anki accounts. Students will study the cards, until the daily counter of reviews reaches 0, every day,
after the new reviews are delivered by Anki, at the default time of 4 AM, with no other chances to the default settings, apart from increasing
the daily max review count to 9999 <7/22>. Students will return the Anki deck to the professors at the end of the week, and data analysis will
be performed, using the default data generated by Anki. All Anki reviews will be completed live, at the same time as the initial lesson, but on
the next day, and a supplementary 30 minute lecture, in addition to the 90 minute review time, will be provided each day. There will be 6
review days, and then a final exam. Students will allowed to talk, form groups, breakout rooms in Zoom, and work together, with or without
guidance, as the study will follow a 10 hour summer camp format, in order to complete the reviews, and this is part of our repeatable |
methodology. Each student will be required to complete 1,000 reviews per day. All student interactions with the chess content, including initial
lesson, reviews, and proctoring of the initial and final exams, will be recorded and provided as part of the data analysis. H5S5 Operational
state transference <ch-47>: We expect at least a portion of the gains in visual spatial logic ability to come from o.s-t from exposure to the
chess ability of WGM Dorsa Derakhshani H5S6: Testing of non-chess abilities: We will administer a standardized | exam, requiring 30
minutes each time, of non-chess abilities, before any lecture, and after completion of all Anki reviews, at the start and end of the week.

Specific aim #3: Identifying brain structure enhancements in chess-trained children that may
support the ability to acquire expertise in new categories: MIC: Children have unprecedented neuroplasticity, with
the “final stage of brain development” myelin formation, completes “after 18 years of age in regions such as prefrontal, posterior parietal, and
anterior temporal cortex”, and changes to plasticity occur in an “experience-dependent” manner, and these changes interact in complex ways
<Kolb and Robbin 2011>. Consensus evaluation <Hearst, Binet, and Fine 1965> of narrowly-defined “working memory” in humans cannot
explain blindfold chess; however, Feng’s <2020> computation of theoretical brain processing complexity (7 exaflops, via 20 W applied to
Landauer’s limit) and consensus neuroscience understanding that the visual processing system accounts for about half of this complexity
suggests that trained selective filtering in the visual pathway may enhance visual-spatial logic, as the cerebral cortex downhill modulates
the LGN <Koeppen 2010> We draw an analogy to video rendering codecs in software. Moreover, the brain may rely upon the retrieval of

mental models from long-term memory to provide the
abstracted reductions <s.aim-1> used by high-level
thinkers, as it is known that spaced retrieval is the
primary mechanism of long-term learning <Brown 2014>
We will ask chess-trained children of various skills
levels to perform a spaced repetition retrieval task for
30 minutes, using 100 Anki flashcards, in which they
must calculate ahead up to 3 moves from a given chess
position; two trials will be run: blindfolded, and with sight.

During the exam, we will monitor activation of 1) the LGN and 2) retrieval pathways to long-term memory storage, on a temporal basis;
expect a cyclical | activation as the brain works to retrieve applicable mental frameworks, and these frameworks affect the LGN’s selective
attention, which discovers new data and triggers additional retrievals, on a loop, until the solution is found. We expect this cyclical activation
to occur, in different degrees, in both blindfolded and with sight visualization, indicating that the visual processing pathway is recycled even
in blind visualization tasks. Performance data will be collected in these trials. [D, an informational graphic from a professional ultimate
frisbee training program provided by 2018 AUDL MVP, Rowan McDonnell]

Conclusion: Intelligence, and visual intelligence, is a tool, and therefore, the applicability of
visual IQ toward traditional IQ exams, and, toward traditional metrics of success in society, is a
matter of training and education. In truth, domain testing has never been general, as there are
evolutionary and progression of logic limitations to human intelligence; even “novel”
CGI-objects, as those employed in Gauthier’s <2018, a-r> study, are generated by computer AI
programmed by humans, confined to 3-D space, in which we have some by default familiarity,
and so forth. In chess, the fact that only a tiny fraction, <1%, of all possible positions <Shannon,
10^60> have ever been played “over the board”, and these positions were arrived at from a
standard set of openings, which lead to characteristic positions, and likewise, only a small
fraction of openings have been studied; people like to walk, at least in the beginning, upon
well-paved roads, and there are evolutionary | benefits to this. In order for the United States to
remain competitive on the world stage despite widening | gaps in test scores against China
<OECD 2019, a-r>, and with stagnant education attainment, we must challenge our definitions of

intelligence and visual intelligence, focusing on the aspects of g that can be improved with training. [D, our novel | simple regression
analysis, demonstrating moderate correlation with strong statistical significance between achievement of top players and total GDP (PPP) by
nation, of 166 nations for which data for both were present <FIDE, World Bank, a-r>] References: Salisbury, David. “Visual Intelligence Is
Not the Same as IQ.” Vanderbilt University, Vanderbilt University, 7 Nov. 1970, https://news.vanderbilt.edu/2017/11/07/visual-intelligence-iq/.
“Beijing, Shanghai, Jiangsu and Zhejiang (China) - OECD.” OECD PISA Publications, Organization for Economic Co-Operation and
Development, 2019, https://www.oecd.org/pisa/publications/PISA2018_CN_QCI.pdf.
Gauthier, Isabel. “Domain-Specific and Domain-General Individual Differences in Visual Object Recognition.” Current Directions in
Psychological Science, vol. 27, no. 2, Apr. 2018, pp. 97–102, doi:10.1177/0963721417737151.
Francesc de Castellvi vs Narcis Vinyoles <1475> https://www.chessgames.com/perl/chessgame?gid=1259987
Hearst, Eliot, and John Knott. Blindfold Chess: History, Psychology, Techniques, Champions, World Records, and Important Games.
McFarland & Co., 2009.

https://news.vanderbilt.edu/2017/11/07/visual-intelligence-iq/
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- We consider Dr. Eliot Hearst, emeritus professor at Indiana University Bloomington to be a eminent credible source on the topic

of domain-specific visual intelligence due to his experience as both a 1) professor of psychology and 2) one of the top US chess
players of his day, 1950 New York State Champion and US team captain at the 1962 Olympiad, the Olympics of chess.

Barden, Leonard. “Chess Grandmaster Plays 48 Games at Once, Blindfolded While Riding Exercise Bike.” The Guardian, Guardian News
and Media, 10 Feb. 2017,
https://www.theguardian.com/sport/2017/feb/10/timor-gareyev-48-chess-games-blindfolded-riding-exercise-bike-leonard-barden.
Murray, H.J.R, et al. A Short History of Chess. Ishi Press, 2015.
https://ratings.fide.com/topfed.phtml
GDP, PPP 2020-1: https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.PP.CD
Binet, A. (1894). Psychologie des grands calculateurs et jouers d’échecs [Psychology of great calculators and chess players]. Paris:
Hachette.

- A decade before Binet invented the first version of the modern IQ test, the Binet-Simon test, from which the Stanford-Binet
intelligence scales were derived, he spent several years working with, and studying some of the world’s top chess players of his
day, such as Siegbert Tarrasch <1862 - 1934 GER, a medical doctor>, the 1908 World Championship challenger, and J H
Blackburne <1841 - 1924, ENG>, one of the top 5 players between 1871 - 1889, and T-1 at Vienna (1873). Binet was fascinated
with these players’ ability to play chess without sight, and sought an explanation for this phenomena. His work in chess research
undoubtedly influenced his conception, not only of visual intelligence, but of IQ, ubiquitously.

Feng, Jin. “Computational Limit of the Human Brain.” PGY 451. PGY 451 Human Physiology, 2020, Buffalo, NY.
Koeppen, B. M., and B. A. Stanton. Berne & Levy Physiology. Mosby Elsevier, 2010.
BROWN, PETER C., and Henry L. Roediger. Make It Stick: The Science of Successful Learning. BELKNAP HARVARD, 2014.
Lynn, Richard, and Tatu Vanhanen. IQ and the Wealth of Nations. Greenwood Publishing Group, 2002.
McDonnell, Rowan. “Decision Making in Ultimate Frisbee Lesson 1.” Excel Ultimate, YouTube, 17 Dec. 2020,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GdiCGQJysYE&ab_channel=RowanMcDonnell.
Ritchie, Stuart J, and Elliot M Tucker-Drob. “How Much Does Education Improve Intelligence? A Meta-Analysis.” Psychological science
vol. 29,8 (2018): 1358-1369. doi:10.1177/0956797618774253
https://apps.ankiweb.net/: Anki is a popular, among graduate health science students, flash card creation, review, and spaced schedule
manager, using the SuperMemo2 algorithm, developed by Polish independent researcher Piotr Wozniak.
Kolb, Bryan, and Robbin Gibb. “Brain plasticity and behavior in the developing brain.” Journal of the Canadian Academy of Child and
Adolescent Psychiatry = Journal de l'Académie canadienne de psychiatrie de l'enfant et de l'adolescent vol. 20,4 (2011): 265-76.
H5S9: Research proposal: Historically, a small number of significant individuals have demonstrated extraordinary mental output despite
loss, whether voluntary or involuntary, temporary or permanent, of a sensory faculty, but continued to function, as one would expect from an
individual who continued to have that faculty # Leonard Euler <1707 - 1783> is remembered as the greatest 18th century mathematician, a
“founder of pure mathematics” [Boyer, 2022], developed “trigonometric and logarithmic functions”, and improved integral calculus. For
the last 20 years or so, he was totally blind, and partially blind even before, but Boyer describes his continued productivity as “undiminished”,
sustained by an uncommon memory and a remarkable facility in mental computations. Previously, we established that the visual
processing system accounts for half of the brain’s computation capacity, and therefore, the total loss of this function, would not explain
undiminished performance, in a person who works in a visual | field, unless these faculties could be recycled in sensory loss, and our
hypothesis is that such an ability develops from training. It must be the case that Euler was able to rely upon retrieval of previously learned
mental models, and process these models, to an extent, visually, using visual processing faculties, but with input from memory rather than the
eye, although what was retrieved could be considered “visual” still. Such a description is consistent with Sittenfeld’s abstract drawing,
previously. Moreover, since Euler continued developing new ideas, it must be the case that, following processing, these mental models were
delivered back into the cortex, in a post-processed, evolved form, that could subsequently be translated into the language of a publication.
Finally, there are 0 instances of prominent mathematicians who never had sight, indicating that visual input, and the mental rendering of
visual objects, is important to mathematical | computation, and this is where Boyer falls off. An evolutionary biology paradigm must be
elicited here, in terms of the principle of energy efficiency #np; we can imagine, just as well, an organism that intakes visual information from
the environment, encodes this, and can process that information mathematically, without rendering an image. This is how Stockfish
[Chessprogramming 2020] calculates chess positions. However, as we do invest a significant amount of mental resources, not only in the
intake of visual information, but, separately from this, rendering a live.stream-like, continuous video of this input, there must be some value
to this additional information, to the processing that leads to decision making [McDonnel 2020]. Chess blindfold masters, as described
previously, also self-report using a semi-abstracted form of the chess board, visually reduced from the well-designed figurines of most
tournament sets, but not completely absent a visual representation [Sittenfeld, via Binet 1894]; since these masters are pushing to maximize
their number of blindfold games, we would expect them to eliminate any aspect of representation, which is not necessary to quality decision
making, in order to reduce mental load per game, and play more games concurrently; therefore, their representation is very likely the most
reduced form, within their conception, of a mentally generated visual representation that remains losslessly utile. Analogously, Ludwig
van Beethoven <1770 - 1827>, widely regarded as one of the two greatest composers of all time [Amadeus Mozart 1756 - 1791], was deaf
for the last 10 years of his life, but the onset began in 1800 <Budden, Knapp>. During this period, he composed the Moonlight Sonata
<1801-2>, Symphony 5 and last, and the Ninth Symphony, in 1824, contained musical ideas, including the “the exultant hymn” <Chicago
Symphony, 2015>, Beethoven’s most famous melody, Ode to Joy, no less dense and profound than his works before deafness. To what
extent, can we say that Beethoven never “heard” his final work? References: Boyer, Carl B.. "Leonhard Euler". Encyclopedia Britannica, 11
Apr. 2022, https://www.britannica.com/biography/Leonhard-Euler. Accessed 7 July 2022.
Budden, Julian Medforth and Knapp, Raymond L.. "Ludwig van Beethoven". Encyclopedia Britannica, 22 Mar. 2022,
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Ludwig-van-Beethoven. Accessed 7 July 2022.
https://www.chessprogramming.org/Distance
Orchestra, Chicago Symphony. “Beethoven 9 - Chicago Symphony Orchestra - Riccardo Muti.” YouTube, YouTube, 8 May 2015,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rOjHhS5MtvA.
H4S2: Expanded credentials:

Without chess, I was an 8-figure startup founder in my early 20s and one of the youngest self-made millionaires in American history. The
problem, as I found with Distractify <a-r>, is that my previous financial business was scraping at the top of the barrel. I was merely applying
someone else’s theory to something I was familiar with by incidence of being a “young person” growing up in the internet era, having superior
knowledge of logical operators due to my adolescent training in professional chess <ch-0 H2S4 H3S3> I was not actually tapping into my core
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technical expertise, which is a logician, a theoretician, and an academic | researcher, and therefore I expect this merger to be a much more
significant value-creation event by this longitudinal study. In the mid 2010s, I attempted a deeper data-mine via attempts to hack the rate of |
communication, but ultimately dropped the project due to my perception that it was something intermediary, and sought to come closer to the
core.

H4S3: Currency aspect:

Armstrong, <D, above, courtesy Andreessen Horowitz, big 8 VC firm aka a16z w/ $28.2 bn AUM - Wikipedia a-r> <Coinbase CEO, a-r
10:08>: Imagine a whole new | wave of startups being built where every vote like button star follower etc is powered by some underlying |
token not some fake karma points and early customers who helped build those | products are actually gonna be able to participate | in the
upside. The main takeaway from this chapter is that value-creation and value-extraction are two independent processes that can be run
one without the other in a non-dependent fashion, and that value-extraction is a purely financial | act with monetary | implications. In order to
extract | value, a process of translation must be performed in order to carry over the value created in one field into application within
another. Often, value that is exchanged within a tightly-knight community will not be represented by | money because this value #np will be
exchanged using various means of barter; one is to be reminded that our modern financial economy is built on-top of the barter | economy,
which is far more ancient, and therefore we expect to represent an order of magnitude more value; even squirrels know how to do this.
Fin-v2. Post-script: The crypto-currency presently operates within a nascent | stage and a 500 year old field does not credit its evolutionary |
survivability to over-hasty adoption, and chess grandmasters rarely | unveil untested novelties in stakes | games. As such, we plan to,
deploying the art of calculation <ch-15>, align our adoption of digital | currency, for which we already have a concept <ch-13 H2S3,
Flareons> In the meantime, the currency that is truly at | stake is the myelination in your neurons; the deepest | adopters of the
principles of Material in Chess will demonstrate their worth in the upscaled | true-skill hierarchy and financial stakes athletic and research
performance arenas in the futuristic IQ-driven society cultivated by this text. Equity wise, we will stick to a traditional cap | table and small
group of networked investors in the seed stage, but do plan on implementing a novel currency in the public market | stage, and we believe
that this is the proper way to do things. H5S1: Crowdfunding: // Crowdfunding coin but without the need for crypto system, no equity that route

H4S4: Network effects & marketplace:

Explain the economic model: Elsevier, Wikipedia <a-r> Following
this, a petition advocating noncooperation with Elsevier (that
is, not submitting papers to Elsevier journals, not refereeing
articles in Elsevier | journals, and not participating in journal
editorial boards), appeared on the site "The Cost of
Knowledge". By February 2012, this petition had been signed
by over 5,000 academics, growing to over 17,000 by November
2018. The firm disputed the claims, claiming that their prices
are below the industry | average, and stating that bundling is
only one of several different options available to buy access to
Elsevier journals. The company also claimed that its profit
margins are "simply a consequence of the firm's efficient
operation". The academics replied that their work was funded
by public money, thus should be freely available. On 27
February 2012, Elsevier issued a statement on its website that
declared that it has withdrawn support from the Research

Works Act. Wikipedia: The bill <not-enacted> contained provisions to prohibit open-access mandates for federally funded research[3] and
effectively revert[4] the United States' National Institutes of Health Public Access Policy, which requires taxpayer-funded research to be
freely accessible online. If enacted, it would have also severely restricted the sharing of scientific data.The bill was referred to the House
Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, of which Issa <Darrell Issa, pictured b-1953, an Wikipedia: American | businessman
and politician who has served as the U.S. representative for California's 50th congressional district since 2021> is the chair. MIC: as can be
deduced from the preceding, the economic | model of information | output is as uncertain as that of cryptocurrencies, and there is an
interesting research alignment between the two. However, whereas the crypto market is covered heavily by pioneering firms like Andreessen
Horowitz, monetization of the information | economy is led primarily by academics, which includes doctorates working within the
pharmaceutical | industry: H5S1: Big | pharma is at the forefront of monetizing | knowledge output. [P, courtesy Coindesk, Martin Shkreli
b-1983, Turing Pharmaceuticals, the controversial startup | pharma firm that was called out by (D) Hillary Clinton for hiking the price of
Daraprim from $13.50 - $750, a life-saving pill, under the guise of funding | research> The pharmaceutical industry <I was pre-pharm a the
University of Buffalo and fulfilled 30 credits to this end in ‘20-’21, accepted into the University of Buffalo’s Doctor of Pharmacy program>
is an intriguing merger of academia and industry, as well as various fields of engineering, but whereas one can become a mechanical
engineer or software engineer without a doctorate, and this practice is commonplace, it is impossible to become a pharmaceutical |
researcher, even on the industrial | side, without a doctorate, and many Pharm-Ds do intend to work in industry rather than medical |
practice for the analogous mid six figure salaries, often combined with an MBA, which provides a healthy $30-80k per year mid-career
median boost # MIC: it is our belief that the answer to both the novel | currency market and the information | economy depends upon a
merger <ch-8 H2S5> of the two #np. Post: <Armstrong, Coinbase CEO a-r 19:2->:  There’s about 2.5 million academic papers published
every year, but people only read a couple thousand of them that “really matter”. There’s probably a version of the world where academic |
research looks more like Github or open-source software. H5S1: Revenue | streams: Private lessons <estimate> Book sales <estimate>
B2B <estimate> w/ projections Military and NIH contracts <estimate>

H4S5: Equity distribution [10MM+]: Three of the most prominent chess historians: H.J.R Murray <1868 - 1955> and Edward Winter
<https://www.chesshistory.com/winter/index.html> as well as David Hooper <1915 - 1998> have each in their own way depicted the royal | history of the
game, and the fact that the game reached the royal | courts of European Kings in approximately 1,000 AD, about 500 years before dissemination into the
populus, first among the bourgeois, such as nobles Castellvi and Vinoles, two members of the court of King Ferdinand and the players of the oldest
recorded game as documented in Levy and O’Connell’s Oxford Encyclopedia of Chess Games <1981, Oxford University Press> There was no financial
exchange in chess until the very late 19th century, when large international tournaments began to be held among top secular | players, including American
Paul Morphy, the son of a wealthy family, and Wilhelm Steinitz, <1836 - 1900>, the first official world champion of chess. There is significant | evidence
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that royal | parties of pre-16th century Europe devoted significant | time to study chess, and the game, throughout not only Europe but also East Asia and
Persia, was an integral part of nobility and seen as a rite of passage into royal tradition. What kind of financial valuation would you assign to that?
H5S1: The military | responsibility of a Citizen: In Ancient Sparta <see-below>, society was structured uniquely as a “warrior society” <History.com,
a-r>: Sparta was a warrior society in ancient Greece that reached the height of its power after defeating rival city-state Athens in the Peloponnesian War
(431-404 B.C.). MIC: In contrast, Athens relative to Sparta was far more left-leaning by contemporary standards, and had the fallacious jurisdictional
viewpoint that there should be a separation between intellectual | achievement and arms. However, just as Bruce Lee once stated that the human body was
genetically | constructed for upper body, hand-to-hand combat, as are the various branches of logic fit for various arenas of competition <r: ch-9 ex #6>,
within which war is a form. Certainly, war is not “fun” like other types of competition we have, such as sports and Math Olympiads, but nevertheless, it is
an opportunity, historically, for a nation-state to flex its technological, economic, and pedagogical | might. The nation with the best-trained soldiers generally
win the war, all numbers being equal. Therefore, when a country loses in war, the root | causes can be traced back to problems in one of the 3
aforementioned sectors, and in the 21st century, it’s quite likely that problems among sectors are endemic. H5S2: It is well known in historical | studies of
WW2 that a significant cause of the Allies win, besides the heroic single-handed efforts by chess player Alan Turing <ch-16 H2S4>, was the superior |
industrial power of the United States, who supplied the Allies with sufficient | arms and most importantly, was able to sustain industrial production even
when masses of men were sent overseas. A strong economy is intelligent, highly trained, and flexible, indicative of an educated | society that is able to move
parts around when things don’t go according to plan; in general, any war that lasts for more than 2 | weeks will be won at least in half part # by economics.
Insofar as, in 2022, every Citizen participates in the economy, there cannot be any delineation between Citizenship and warfare, not that a nation has any |
responsibility to conquer, invade, and imperialize | others, but we need to recognize the | reality that still in 2022, there has been a resurgence of autocratic |
power around the world. If democracy is truly the superior form of governance, then these autocracies must have some element that we lack <basic-logic,
ch-8> to compensate for their inferior | governance, and most likely, being as it thematic that dictators are military-driven, and have the power to wield the
entire population to that end, that element is most likely the merger of military and society. Fin-v2.

H4S6: Contrarian viewpoints:

H4S7: Grassroots marketing:

H5S1: Explain growth-hacking: H5S2: Copyright and distribution: // go off Bible copyright and distribution conversation with Chelsea 6/21/22; citing MIC
in MLA9: Hu, Yakun, and Sandro Safar. Material in Chess. 1st ed., Lulu.com, 2022.

H4S8: The connection between chess and other academic fields:
Create ch-20 ref:

H4S9: Separately from 8, how science can be a startup:

It may take time for the layman to understand, but Material in Chess is contrarian not only in that it is a scientific | book and a startup, but
also a chess | book and a science | book, but it is also all 3, and the merger of two mergers will generate more economic | gain than the two
in isolation .

Ch-62: H2S2: Treatise on marketing:
X-ref <ch-19 H2S2 companies and organizations> In the processing of crafting Material in Chess, it occurred to me that the body of
knowledge in my field greatly outshined its valuation and that the limitation to growth was not one of inherent value but rather relatability to
the end consumer. In ch-13, ethics, I put forth a novel theory in Economics #np that the financial economy is merely one layer of a much
broader complex of information and value exchanges, with the first being the traditional materialistic barter economy and the second the
information economy. The problem with the financial economy is that it is an economy of time rather than value, and therefore there is a
severe penalty for lack of marketing know-how #np

H2S9 H3S1: In depth, the rise of Korean Culture via K-pop:
Through the lens of K-pop as the marketing arm of millenia-old Korean | culture, we can see that it has been vastly successful in promoting a
body of knowledge that certainly rivals, if not exceeds that of all chess theory, being as it communicates via a cryptic symbols-based language
that is incomprehensible by default to the West. Below is a marketing blog post that I wrote for ITZY’s | MIDZY fan board on their proprietary
vLive iPhone application in late 2021:

ITZY is a 5-strong female K-POP band w/ 42 major award wins since 2019 <r:
https://meet-itzy.carrd.co/#about> that is the brainchild of JYP Entertainment’s founder, J. Y. Park,
consisting of members Yeji [P], Lia, Ryujin, Chaeryeong, and Yuna. Their most recent music video for the
song “LOCO” broke out on YouTube with over 100 million views since September 2021, and their highest
viewed YouTube video is “Wannabe” with 400 million, rivaling fellow JYP Entertainment group Twice’s
numbers, and Twice just sold over $60 million in gross sales (my calculation) in their most recent leg of their
4th World Tour in SEOUL on 12/26/21. == ITZY most certainly has enough financing to make a run for the
biggest pop group in the world, as JYP and most Korean entertainment agencies are heavily funded by
major exporters like Hyundai and Samsung; in some ways, they are as much an advertisement for their own
brand of entertainment as they are for Korean technology and luxury products. The dynamic between the
company, the group, its individual members, the Korean fanbase, and the potential American audience is
incredibly complex, with each entity having its own selfish desires, but certainly with enough intelligent
finagling these individual selfish desires can be merged into a win-win. == Presently, the issue is a lack of
cultural communication between East and West, leading to the possibility of misunderstanding with
respect to the portrayal of ITZY in the media and their core family values. In truth, despite its embrace of
modern technologies far ahead of fellow East Asian superpower China, South Korea has arguably not lost
any foothold on its traditional culture, which values respect for the elderly, hierarchy, and traditional roles for

men and women. Despite their rogue brand of teenage rebellion, akin to the character Harley Quinn in Joker, Avril Lavigne, JoJo, or billie
Eilish, their brand is in fact carefully crafted by the very generation that they purport to oppose, and this fact is evident if you peer deeper into
the full range of their online content offering, which includes hundreds, if not thousands of hours of non-music vlog style as well as TV show
style content. == Take a look at their TV style catalog content below: https://meet-itzy.carrd.co/ (P, r) Whereas the transition between music,

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Q1Eaa8HdOOrwp0AQyHGvkjdAFx-I-5NS/edit#
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YouTube, and acting for young American celebrities is generally self-driven and often marred with resistance from the fanbase, ITZY’s
forefathers planned the timed release of a full range of content, and likely filmed most of it, before
the group was even announced to the public, providing dozens to hundreds of hours of weekly
entertainment to the die hard core fanbase, who binge watches videos on a variety of platforms,
including JYP’s own mobile app for VOD and live streaming content, vLive. The degree to which
you can be dragged down the ITZY rabbit hole far outweighs the rabbit holes of any analogous
American celebrity like Justin Bieber or Post Malone due to the lack of front camera, selfie camera,
vertical video content that looks like you are having a personal, extended FaceTime with the star.
== In Korea, Yeji is worshiped almost as a deity in appreciation of her precocious, almost
other-worldly and inexplicable talents for her age in a wide variety of performance domains == Not
only a world class singer by training, a classical musician, as well as a semi-professional dancer: ITZY’s Yeji alone has the raw talent, looks,
and breed of character that any executive, East or West, would look for to invest in as their next prized race horse. Moreover, she has
seemed to go to lengths to make herself relatable to a Western crowd while maintaining her traditional Korean appearance, a tough
balance to strike for anyone else, as the balance between establishing relatability and maintaining one’s value is an eternal strife in the realm
of marketing. == The rest of ITZY, of course, consisting of Lia, Ryujin, Chaeryeong, and Yuna, do not in any way shy in comparison to Yeji,
despite her exemplary utility as a prototypical example, as the group was carefully selected and matched according to their congruent level of
talents; perhaps their talents do not exactly overlap, but in aggregate I would evaluate their quality to be approximately equivalent in tier.
Nevertheless, examination of an individual rather than an entire group of 5, with the added complexity of interactions between them accounted
for, may simplify our understanding of the group and thereby accelerate their integration into the Western market. == The aforementioned
integration is critical at this time, as Tencent Entertainment Group of China has already made significant advances towards the acquisition
of JYP’s entertainment products. A pull of JYP Eastward, away from the United States, could signal a further stalemate in the ongoing
trade war between the two superpowers, as with the acquisition of media necessarily comes with a flow of financial products due to the
aforementioned relationship between ITZY’s brand and the highest valued Korean entertainment and technology companies. With a
series of intelligent social media and financial moves, China can very quickly out-maneuver the United States in the bidding war for Korean
POP and, at best, influence a medium that is already growing in popularity among American youths and, at worst, completely take over ITZY’s
vast content base and move it completely underground with respect to Western eyes and, along with it, secure a well-paved trade route with
South Korea that would outweigh that of the United States and South Korea. == After all, the girls who staff South Korean pop groups are
likely the descendants and relatives of the executives at these enormous conglomerates, and lack of appreciation, acceptance, and even
adoration for their prized pearls can strike an irredeemable hurt in their hearts that will inevitably be reflected economically. To whatever extent
the United States values South Korea not only as a trading partner but an ally, they must take steps to facilitate the integration of Korean
POP into American culture. Post: this H3S1 has been translated to Korean by Ahyeon Cho <native Korean immigrant to the US, B-Sc C-S,
University of Central Florida>: K-pop을 통한 한국 문화의 부상:케이팝을 이천년이 넘는 한국문화 마케팅의 오른팔로 보는 시야를 통해
보면, 한국의 문화에서 우리는 그것이 기본적으로 서구에서는 이해할 수 없는 신비한 기호 기반 언어를 통해 의사소통하기 때문에 모든
체스 이론을 능가하는 것은 아니더라도 확실히 필적하는 지식 체계를 홍보하는 데 크게 성공했음을 알 수 있습니다. 아래는 제가 2021년
말에 ITZY의 MIDZY 팬 보드 독점 vLive 아이폰 애플리케이션에 쓴 내용입니다. == ITZY는 2019년부터 42개의 주요 상을 받은 5명의 강력한
여성 K-POP 밴드입니다 <우: https://meet-itzy.carrd.co/#대하여>. JYP 엔터테인먼트 설립자 박진영의 아이디어로, 멤버 예지[사진], 리아,
류진, 채령, 유나로 구성되어 있습니다. 가장 최근에 나온 'LOCO' 뮤직비디오는 2021년 9월 이후 유튜브 조회수 1억 뷰를 돌파했고, 유튜브
최고 조회수는 '워너비(Wannabe)'로 JYP엔터테인먼트 그룹 트와이스의 수치와 맞먹습니다. 2021년12월 26일 서울에서 열린 4번째 월드
투어의 가장 최근 구간에서 총판매액이 6천만 달러 이상(개인적 계산)입니다. ITZY는 JYP와 대부분의 한국 엔터테인먼트 에이전시는 현대
및 삼성과 같은 주요 수출업체의 막대한 자금 지원을 받고 있기 때문에 세계에서 가장 큰 팝 그룹을 위해 출마할 만큼 충분한 자금을
확보하고 있음이 가장 확실합니다. 어떤 면에서 그들은 한국의 기술과 명품에 대한 광고만큼이나 자신의 엔터테인먼트 브랜드에 대한
광고입니다. 회사, 그룹, 개별 구성원, 한국 팬층 및 잠재적인 미국 청중 사이의 역동성은 매우 복잡합니다. 각 주체는 고유한 이기적인
욕망을 가지고 있지만 충분한 분석과 사고력으로 같이 일에 몰두한다면 이러한 개별적인 욕망을 하나로 통합하여 모두가 이익을 보도록 할
수 있습니다. == 현재 문제는 동서양의 문화 소통이 원활하지 않아 미디어에서 ITZY에 대한 묘사와 가족의 핵심 가치에 대해 오해가 생길
가능성이 있다는 점입니다. 사실 한국은 동아시아 초강대국인 중국보다 훨씬 앞서 현대 기술을 수용했음에도 불구하고 노인에 대한 존중,
위계질서, 남성과 여성의 전통적인 역할을 중시하는 전통문화의 발판을 잃지 않았습니다. Joker, Avril Lavigne, JoJo 또는 Billie Eilish의
Harley Quinn 캐릭터와 유사한 십 대 반항의 불량한 브랜드임에도 불구하고, 그들의 브랜드는 사실 그들이 반대한다고 주장하는 바로 그
세대에 의해 신중하게 제작되었으며, 이 사실은 다음과 같은 경우 명확합니다. 수백, 수천 시간의 비 음악 동영상 블로그 스타일과 TV 쇼
스타일 콘텐츠를 포함하는 온라인 콘텐츠 제공의 전체 범위를 자세히 살펴보세요. == 아래에서 그들의 TV 스타일 카탈로그 콘텐츠를
살펴보십시오. https://meet-itzy.carrd.co/ (사진, 우) == 미국의 젊은 셀러브리티들의 음악, 유튜브, 연기 사이의 전환은 일반적으로 자기
주도적이며 종종 팬층의 저항에 휩싸였지만, ITZY의 선조들은 모든 범위의 콘텐츠를 적시에 공개할 계획을 했고 대부분을 촬영했을
것입니다. JYP의 자체 VOD 모바일 앱과 라이브 스트리밍 콘텐츠인 vLive를 포함하여 다양한 플랫폼에서 동영상을 탐닉하는 열성 팬층에
매주 수십에서 수백 시간의 엔터테인먼트를 제공하는 이 그룹은 대중에게 공개되기까지 했습니다. ITZY의 늪 안으로 끌릴 수 있는 정도는
저스틴 비버나 포스트 말론과 같은 유사한 미국 유명인의 늪보다 훨씬 더 큽니다. 전면 카메라, 셀카 카메라, 당신이 가지고 있는 것처럼
보이는 세로 비디오를 통해 자신이 직접 개인적인 영상통화를 스타와 함께한다는 느낌의 콘텐츠가 없기 때문입니다. == 한국에서 예지는
다양한 연주 영역에서 그녀의 나이에 비해 조숙하고 거의 초현실적이며 설명할 수 없는 재능에 의하여 거의 신으로 숭배되고 있습니다 ==
훈련을 통해 세계적인 수준의 가수뿐만 아니라 클래식 음악가와 세미 프로 댄서로서 ITZY의 한 일원인 Yeji만 해도 동서양을 막론하고 모든
임원이 차기 경주마로 투자하고 싶어 하는 타고난 재능, 외모, 성격을 가지고 있습니다. 더욱이 그녀는 한국의 전통적인 모습을 유지하면서
서구 대중과의 유대감을 형성하기 위해 노력하는 것 같았습니다. 상대성을 확립하는 것과 자신의 가치를 유지하는 것 사이의 균형은 마케팅
영역에서 영원한 투쟁이기 때문에 타인이 공격하기 힘든 균형된 구조입니다. == 물론 나머지 ITZY는 리아, 류진, 채령, 유나로 구성되어
있으며 예지와 비교해도 조금도 부끄럽지 않습니다. 적절한 수준의 재능; 아마도 그들의 재능이 정확히 겹치지 않을 수 있지만, 종합적으로
저는 그들 실력의 품질을 계층에서 거의 동등하다고 평가할 것입니다. 그런데도 불구하고, 5명의 전체 그룹이 아닌 개인에 대한 조사는 그들
사이의 상호 작용의 추가 복잡성을 고려하여 그룹에 대한 이해를 단순화하여 서구 시장으로의 통합을 가속할 수 있습니다. == 중국의
Tencent Entertainment Group은 이미 JYP의 엔터테인먼트 제품 인수를 위해 상당한 진전을 이루었기 때문에 앞서 언급한 통합은
현시점에서 매우 중요합니다. 앞서 언급한 ITZY 브랜드와 ITZY의 관계로 인해 미디어 인수에는 필연적으로 금융 상품의 흐름이 수반되기
때문에 JYP가 더 동쪽으로, 미국에서 멀어지는 것은 두 초강대국 간의 진행 중인 무역 전쟁에서 추가 교착 상태를 나타낼 수 있습니다.
이것은 미디어 인수와 마찬가지로 ITZY 브랜드와 한국 최고 가치의 엔터테인먼트 및 기술 기업 간의 관계로 인해 필연적으로 금융 상품의
흐름이 따르기 때문입니다. 일련의 지능형 소셜 미디어와 재정적 움직임을 통해 중국은 케이팝 입찰 전쟁에서 매우 빠르게 미국을 압도할
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수 있으며 적어도 미국 젊은이들 사이에서 이미 인기를 얻고 있는 매체에 영향을 미칠 수 있으며 최악의 경우 ITZY의 방대한 콘텐츠 기반을
완전히 장악하고 서구의 눈에서 완전히 멀리 옮기는 것과 함께 한미 무역로를 능가하는 더 탄탄하고 안전한 한국과의 무역로를 확보할 수
있습니다. == 결국 한국의 팝 그룹을 구성하는 소녀들은 이 거대한 대기업 경영진의 후손이자 친척일 가능성이 높으며, 그들의 소중한
진주에 대한 감사, 수용, 심지어 숭배하지 않는 것은 그들의 마음에 필연적으로 갚을 수 없는 경제적으로 반영되는 상처를 입힐 수 있습니다.
미국은 한국을 교역 파트너이자 동맹국으로 어느 정도 가치 있게 여기고 케이팝을 미국 문화에 통합할 수 있도록 조처해야 합니다.

H2S9 H3S2: Fringe communities:

All of these companies are what would traditionally be considered as “fringe” or “niche” markets, with a total user base of <10% of the
American population, which is 330,000,000 as of 2022 <ref: census.gov>, a financial valuation #defd between $10 million and $1 billion,
however but not having # any theoretical limit in adoption among the broader American population, and therefore a potential growth of at least
10x in the year 2022.

H2S9 H3S3: Piecing together the dino-statue from 50 archeological
sites:
Here's an interesting stat: The 2022 World Chess Open has a prize fund of $225,000 and the USCF only has 93,000 members, whereas
Halo has 81 million total sales and the Majors have a prize fund of $250,000.== This suggests that Halo Infinite prize funds are sub-optimized.
The game costs about the same as an annual USCF membership, and with 1,000x more players the prize fund should be 250,000,000. In
Depth: “Just pick up the phone and make the call” - a Steve Jobs story. Every company in this list is employing a unique marketing strategy
simply to reach fringe status and reaching a $10 MM + overall valuation in the process. However, many of these marketing strategies overlap
in applicability #defd, and an increase in knowledge transfer and the mutual development of knowledge bases can help multiple companies
multiply their valuations. Moreover, since these companies are unified in this document by valuation and not by sector, and in fact I selected a
range of companies that are each in different sectors, there is very little downside to collaboration. 10 Problems That Have Been Solved By A
Fringe Peer But Serves As A Blockade For Another Company: This list will thematically identify 10 problems that are unsolved for one
company and thereby blockading its current success, but has already been solved in an analogous form by a different company in the same
valuation range but in a different sector. Companies simply need to “pick up the phone” and call each other, using the art of negotiation taught
in my textbook, which you can read by clicking here. Navigate to Ch. 19 H3S7 H4S1: Negotiations for more information.*

H4S1: Halo Infinite pro circuit prize funds Are disproportionate negatively to player count:
Halo has an exponentially equivalent # number of players to the NHL, but the absolute dollar amount of their tournament prize funds (1) is the
same as the absolute dollar amount of the United States Chess Federation Prize Fund (2), and yet the game has approximately 1000x the
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number of players. == This stat is absolutely eye popping, because it suggests that the are sub-optimized inefficiencies in the professional
Halo market, causing a devaluation of the prize fund, and subsequently this will have negative downhill effects on the level of professional
involvement in the game, which includes the number of weekly hours a professional can spend on the game, as well as the number of players
who can be professional, and beyond the population of professional players, the prize fund devaluation will cause a decrease in overall skill
level, since professionals are responsible for most of the theoretical advancements in the game #defd, <fbno>, and subsequently less sales
and spectators for the game as a whole. == These negative consequences of the devalued Halo Infinite prize fund will have further downhill
negative effects on at least two adjacent markets directly as the next step, Twitch streamers <grid d2 in the table at the top> benefit from Halo
Infinite’s status as a “weed in” game, a highly accessible version of other games, along with Hollywood level production value, an

accompanying TV series (3), and super HD graphics that can attract
fans from the mainstream as the top of a broader sector-wide sales
funnel. == Unraveling a core problem such as “why is the Halo
Infinite prize fund devalued” requires us to conduct more rigorous
research, improve our understanding of mathematical statistics, but
also shift our entire philosophy with respect to what a company is,
the differential boundaries of a company, a sector, and a valuation
range, and the degree to which negotiations can facilitate marketing
#np. This will be the core example used in my 10 page whitepaper;
as an act of writing alone, this is a point of differentiation over the
current generation of broad entry-based Medium and Buzzfeed style
articles that treats every example with equal depth and as a result
only dances around in a circle without making a concrete point,
whereas in this whitepaper, we will follow a single line of reasoning

to the end, and then find extrapolations that broadens the grounds of coverage. In this sense, this whitepaper will read more like a scientific
paper than a Buzzfeed article. == First, we need to get our numbers right and establish a table (D) that places the anomalous statistic in the
context of a trend line or a coordinate table, in which the surrounding context not only fully exposes the degree to which it is an anomaly, but
also provides the necessary conditions to ameliorate # the problem of its deviation. A key statistic such as this one, which may be hyper
connected to a variety of other statistics an issues, could serve as a “critical heal”, in which addressing solely the problem of a single metric
can cause a reversal, a tactical concept borrowed from #Halo itself, in which an upstream cascade of positive effects will uplift the entire
valuation of the game, as well as the prize fund. == Defining this membership statistic requires us to be granular in our understanding of
statistics, and make sure we are comparing apples to apples rather than apples to oranges. All the numbers that will be listed in this column
will be relatively large, >10,000, but that alone is not enough to establish their accuracy. We are concerned primarily with, moreover, the order
of magnitude of the figures rather than the value of the leading number, and therefore counting the 0s, or integer places, from the right is the
core metric of concern. Finally, it’s important that we are comparing the annual membership of each company, NOT the total number of people
who have ever heard of the game, nor the number of people who played it TODAY. Using an analogously equivalent form of data is vital to
establishing a direct comparison, and the problem of miscomparing statistical units is part of the reason Halo prize funds are deflated, and
therefore we do not purport to perpetuate this problem in the article that we are writing itself, rather addressing it head on and releasing this
pain point for the entire industry. == The problem is that Halo does not have a straightforward membership model that runs on an annual
basis, rather they sell individual game units that can be played for perpetuity, and separately from this, Xbox sells memberships that are
independent of the Halo franchise for the right to use the Xbox Live Servers, as well as other benefits, like the recently launched program
Xbox Game Pass (5), and therefore quantifying the number of “paid annual members” in Halo is more difficult than chess, and yet, it’s
necessary to apply some statistical modeling, applying calculations from raw data to reach a workable conclusion statistic #defd, to generate a
conclusion statistic that can then be used as a direct point of comparison with an analogous statistic from the other sector. == Without me
having done this here for you, in just the previous paragraph alone, it would never have been possible to compare the scale of the Halo
audience and chess audience, and furthermore, the discrepancy in proportionality between the prize funds of Halo tournaments and chess
tournaments would never have been appreciated. This fact highlights the impact magnitude established by this whitepaper, and you have not
even paid for anything yet.

Ref: Polygon https://www.trustedreviews.com
/news/halo-franchise-sales-hit-65-million-units-2925202.
The above external party provided data table serves as the most utile set of raw data
that we can use to model a figure for annual memberships in Halo, and selecting this
data set requires a deep knowledge of the game and gaming culture in general, which I
have accumulated over the past 15 years since I first purchased Halo 3 for XBOX 360.
Gaming franchises like Halo release games on an annual or once-per-two-years basis,
as well as rotationally shut down servers for past games, so in order to remain involved
in the game on a regular basis, it becomes necessary to purchase the new titles as
stand-alone games. In contrast, the chess federations sell a single game board that can

be used for a lifetime and charge the subscription for only the opportunity to use the tournament halls and be paired to play an opponent,
collectively “matchmaking”, “servers”, and “matchmaking servers”. This is the direction that Halo wants to go in as well, but unlike chess, they
are working with a bloated, tragically unscalable codebase that needs to be rewritten from scratch. The past 600 years of evolution of the
game of chess, as well as durability, demonstrate that this is a bug and not a feature. == Calculating the NHL membership figure is about
equally convoluted #defd to calculating that of Halo Infinite, but as long as we can reach an approximate figure by order of magnitude, as
established earlier, then we should have a utile figure to move forward. The Buffalo Sabres sold 6,327 season ticket packages in the 2021-2
season, from a cap of 16,000 (6) , so let’s assume approximately 12,000 season ticket packages are sold for each NHL team, and there are
32 teams, each located in a different city, so we can assume 0 overlap across cities in season ticket sales, and 12,000 * 32 = 384,000 is the
number that we arrive at. Fin.
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H4S2: Freelancer platforms like Upwork take the side of clients in even disputes, rather than protecting clients, and this suppresses wages.
Upwork treats its freelancers unfairly in situations of disputes and generally does not understand the status of independent contractors as
employees. An independent contractor is not a disposable object, and ultimately, there is a finite pool of talent available. The entire
independent contract industry up to the year 2022 has run on the back of low cost freelancers from East, South Asia, and the Middle East, on
a rotational basis, with an “onto the next” attitude if any of the freelancers attempt to exert their own authority or bill more than $5 per hour. ==
Despite these issues, the simplest possible solution for Upwork is to provide insurance coverage for freelancers in the case of disputes, as
well as additional training in the event of discrepancies to help freelancers avoid these issues in the future. Upwork does not understand that
independent contractorship is simply a form of legal agreement, but they use the form of the contract in the employee relationship to justify the
denial of training as well as insurance to its entire employee basis, unfairly, as well as illegally. This problem has already been solved by
standard employment in white collar companies, but not blue collar companies, where abuses of the employee relationship, this time under a
regular employment contract, are as rampant as on Upwork; a restaurant worker can be fired as easily and with the same degree of crass as
on Upwork, and this also corresponds with the lack of barriers to entry in both fields, but there’s no reason for this. == In contrast, white collar
jobs that have successfully navigated the employment relationship tend to have high barriers to entry, and accordingly provide a high degree
of coverage, never taking out of the employee’s salary, in return for any client dissatisfaction with clients. This is related to the fact that
companies generally have an independent customer service department that handles disputes, independently from the departments that
handle engineering, design, and marketing. == Upwork is a company that advertises itself to white collar freelancers, but treats them like blue
collar employees tend to be treated in 2022, but in reality, no one should be treated this way, and all companies should handle employee
relations, regardless of whether the contract is independent contractorship or employment in form, with the same procedure as companies that
have already solved employee relations, and increase their employee | retention rates as a metric. This means: 1) Provide adequate training
for free, or paid to the employee, prior to the beginning of the working period. a) Presently, Upwork provides 0 mandatory training besides free
videos in a loosely organized knowledge base. 2) Take the side of employees in disputes and look within the company for a long-term
solution, generally a combination of employee | discipline and further training. Handle each dispute as a “bug” and seek for a fix in the
system, rather than ditch the feature, leading to an entropic inevitable | collapse # a) Presently, Upwork drops freelancers, each of whom has
a unique skillset, and in effect shadowbans them from the entire contractual work industry in each client dispute, and this also breeds
unearned entitlement among clients, knowing they can recycle work from one freelancer to the next while riding the broken refund system for
a sequence of free work projects. This leads to a gradual “brain drain” of talent, and the problem is, the rest of the valuation peers depend on
the independent contractor industry to handle ½ of their engineering, design, and marketing needs. The online freelance industry, to this
valuation range, is like the hands and feet of the entire mission to elevate to the 3rd ring, and without it our hands are collectively tied. I speak
from experience here, as a CEO within this space that not only hires freelancers to do a significant portion of my company’s work, but also
takes on a number of freelance contracts to supplement core revenues. == As an industry, we need to hold companies like Upwork
accountable for treating freelancers fairly. As much as games like Halo are the “top of the marketing funnel” for Twitch streamers and games
like chess, Upwork is our “recruiting arm” and funnels many qualified contractors not only to itself, but to the other sectors listed such as
cryptocurrency industry, Twitch streamers, and the venture-backed startup community. == In general, the industry needs to form a “board of
directors” at the top that oversees the entire “fringe economy market” #defd and this board needs to calculate the implications of the actions of
one sector on all the other sectors, analogous to the management of an economy, but only for this valuation range. Fin.

H4S3) Many organizations in this valuation range have complex, technical and jargon-filled, sometimes poorly organized and poorly prioritized knowledge
bases that unnecessarily increase difficulty to adopt for first time users, and are missing key connections to the “popular consciousness” (defined earlier
here), defined as what a reasonable person would expect a random other encountered in a public setting to know without knowing anything else about them
ref: Ch. 19: Str H2S2: Companies and Organizations [Ex. 0, ip].
Certain organizations in this valuation range, such as the Latter Day Saints Church, to some extent the Chess Community, and the K-pop
community have been siloed for such an extended period of time that they have lost contact with the popular consciousness and therefore
miss important connections that allow the layman to quickly be onboarded to their product, with onboarding being defined as the period of time
required to begin first using the product in a way that is to one’s net benefit. == Every product has a “pedagogical stage” in which users need
to learn and be educated on how it’s used, as well as how it’s valuable, but companies that are missing these connections to the popular
consciousness will have a poor first user experience, manifesting ultimately as a long period of time for the product to become useful. In truth,
these companies are simply at an earlier stage of development in marketing, and they are making careful observations of their current
customers undergoing onboarding to see the steps in which optimizations can be introduced. == In general, companies with this problem tend
to overestimate the knowledgeability of the layman, and repeatedly run into barriers when they assume understanding in the client when there
is none. This problem is perpetuated by mainstream media, which, despite its moniker, does not represent the mind of the “mainstream
person”, not that one exists, which is why we prefer the vocabulary word layman. == This problem, however, has already been solved by a
number of sectors in the valuation range, such as the Starbucks sector, the Gluten Free community, and Ultimate Frisbee, in that order.
The sequence, which can be simply added to the front as an addendum to the funnel, is as follows:

1) Identify an aspect of the popular consciousness that is already understood to the degree of complexity that is required to understand
the rest of the company’s knowledgebase, generally defined as being within the 3rd ring itself, such as the food pyramid. Popular
understanding of the food pyramid, itself a complex structure, as well as associated skill of reading a nutrition label, was established
as an arbitrary artifact of history in primary school, and the Gluten-free sector latched on well to this as their initial entry point.

2) Make it fun. Companies in our valuation range that have successful connected to the mainstream consciousness and successfully
entered people’s minds as “oh yeah, I’ve heard of…” in a bright tone, although this does not guarantee retention, position
themselves generally as a game, in which involvement is voluntary, with no ulterior motives, and no guarantee of depth, and, very
importantly, entertaining as a spectator mode in itself.

3) The companies that have made it in the first UX department have a physical product that boils down their initial contact with users
from a convoluted, “20 step process” that is verbal or written instead to a well-designed, simply, affordable product: a gluten-free
snack that is tasty and nutritious, an ultimate frisbee disc that’s about the size of a plate and costs $15, or a tasty, caffeine-infused
Frappuccino that’s well-advertised with chic buzzwords and celebrity endorsements. In contrast, companies that are not successful
in quickly onboarding users to making that initial purchase quickly, regardless of the price, lack a physical product, or the product,
such as the LDS original scripture Book of Mormon, does not fit the criteria of simple and easy to use, as it make take multiple
extended lectures and contact with Missionaries to understand; that’s not to say the Book of Mormon is not a physical product, or
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even a great one, but it’s not an ideal first product that can pull in new users quickly, rather a 3rd, 5th, or even 10th product that they
may encounter down the line.

H4S4) There is a lack of a centralized media sector that is facilitating a 100x rate of information exchange among companies in this valuation range, at a
speed that is standard in South Korea, Japan, and China.
I recently read the press release that JYP entertainment is planning to launch an office in Los Angeles to fuel expansion in America.
Link: https://www.nme.com/news/music/twice-agency-jyp-entertainment-announces-full-scale-us-expansion-3182579
I have written an article that details the struggles of 10 other industries in America with approximately the same valuation as JYP
entertainment and all of them, like JYP entertainment in the representation of Korean pop music, are attempting to break into the American
mainstream. Each company in this valuation range deals with a unique set of problems while other companies may have already solved these
problems and what we need is a centralized media company, which JYP entertainment can provide, and therefore what I am doing is giving
JYP entertainment in American business a broader context with which to fill itself in order to very quickly reach $1 billion valuation with its
American subsidiary alone, and I have plenty of contacts in the American venture capital industry as well, if you are able to execute on these
early directives, to whom I can introduce you to for series B, C, D funding.== The rule the JYP entertainment needs to fulfill is as the
centralized media hub that has connections with all of the other 10 industries listed here and facilitate a high rate of information exchange
among these companies such that the marketing secrets of each one can be shared, thereby elevating the entire evaluation range into the
mainstream as one independent economy in which each part supplies a different part of the economies needs like the branches of a company.
== Again, the key task here is ramping up the rate of information exchange among these American companies and industries to match the
level of the rate of exchange that is prevalent in South Korea. I call this the "One Industry, 10 Sectors" micro economy.

H4S5) There is a significant knowledge gap in popular understanding of economics, as well as the role that a business plays within an economy.
Companies in this valuation range, being young, tend to have narcissistic “world dominance” ambitions - this phrase is specifically celebrated
in the venture backed startup industry. Ultimately, it’s not the drive for world dominance that is at fault, but rather the delusional notion that one
believes that it can be done alone as an individual company in an individual sector. In Depth: Twitch: Twitch is not the only industry that is on
the "fringe" of mainstream, where most of the people you can run into at random will have heard of the website but would not be able to name
three different streamers or games that are played on Twitch. Many of the problems that twitch faces in achieving widespread adoption have
already been solved by other companies in this "fringe" category and therefore to avoid wasting time, we should increase the rate of
information exchange among companies in this valuation range and uplift ourselves as an entire cohesive economy together with the
mainstream. == Prior to my publishing of this article, companies have always been categorized by industry but NEVER by a range of valuation
and common purpose in marketing themselves. Consider an economy or a nation: an economy does not survive by having only a single
industry. Various industries work together to form an economy, and it takes an entire economy to serve the needs of an individual citizen. The
individual citizen that we are serving could be a member of our own generation, a 20s something, living at home, minimum incoming, but has
an internet connection, access to Amazon, and a credit card. To think that this person can survive solely on Twitch is absurd. Twitch needs to
be part of an ecosystem of other companies, listed in the document, forming an economy in which the person can now find sustenance. The
core metric of the vitality of a healthy economy is a high rate of exchange, and transactions, whether these transactions be financial or via
information. Currently, there are TONS of blockades among this economy, as well as the critical fact that NO ONE in the economy recognizes
it as an economy, they only see themselves as independent companies, and in competition with each other, despite occupying different
sectors within that economy.

H4S6) Companies are not oriented coherently from the front end to the backend, where the front end is the part of the company that “faces” or interfaces
with the end customer and provides the experience of the company to that customer, such that the complex processes going on in the backend need to
efficiently funnel outputs to the customers.
a) Presently, many companies are backend oriented in which they are attempting with an undue degree of focus to work out the inefficiencies
in their own backend, however at the cost of detracting from the human experience on the front end. == This point is not a matter of debate, as
in the venture backed startup industry, the source for this insight, we have experienced the concept of human-centered design as the superior
paradigm for building a company that maintains not only a functional suite of products, but one that is easily marketable and accessible to
human users, such that the process of marketing and educating users can be built-in to the process of design itself, a form of process-based
efficiency. Ref: <hl>.

H4S7) Certain companies are closer than they think to delivering an accessible, mainstream product, and the bottleneck for them is in delivery.
Getting people to be open to talking with you about your business can be surprisingly difficult. Entrepreneurs and organizations are confident
about the value of the product they have to offer, because they have personally experienced it along with their associates, but this is only the
first step. == In order to be successful in packaging and delivering a product, one has to assume that other people are operating from a
paradigm of abundance rather than scarcity. We will examine how this difference frames a potential sale differently: 1) If we assume our
potential customer is in scarcity, then we will have a negative evaluation of the things they are currently doing to be successful, and
over-positioning #defd ourselves to be an “end all be all” solution that replaces everything in their current life. The problem is that this puts us
on an extraordinarily high pedestal to deliver value, leading customers to quickly become suspect and put us into inquisition rather than a
warmer welcome. Moreover, it may be invalidating to the customer to find out that their current life setup is perceived as futile. 2) If we assume
our potential customer is in abundance, then we will have a positive evaluation of what they are currently doing, and we will seek to tailor our
product to support those things. It is impossible to support someone without understanding them, and all the things they are currently doing to
be successful, and this requires time investment from the company in order to make every sale. It is almost always going to be the case,
therefore, that sales is actually a form of investment into the customer, especially early on in the company’s lifecycle. While the company will
technically make a profit on a cost of goods sold basis, <ref: ch. 19: h2s2 companies and organizations>, the undocumented hours getting to
know the customers, as well as the design equity, a fixed cost, invested into the first UX aspects of the product, will generally outweigh the
revenue amount of initial sales. Therefore, no company can be profitable if it sells only once to each customer. Companies must view sales as
investments and expect to take losses on the first, second, and third sales, but as the customer’s own bottom line increases, the company can
expect to participate in that gain by selling deeper products at higher price points later on in the product lifecycle. Quick business | thought:
I've always wondered why people who have regular jobs that pay well get into streaming; unless one has 100k+ followers, the revenue from
Twitch does not necessarily add meaningfully to one's overall bottom line relative to the time that is put in. I think it's generally known among
streamers that the time spent on streaming is only a fraction of the true time, energy, and mental resources that are poured over every detail of
building a community online. == In truth, people who get into streaming do so because they believe that the Twitch chess community is
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actually valuable, not only as "feel good", or entertainment, but actually to one's financial well-being, as it models a lot of positive social
behaviors, chess is a game that trains concentration, and many existing streamers that we look up to are financially savvy and good at
converting sales. == Everything that I just wrote previously is not controversial and is known among streamers. What is not known is the
general philosophy within business that you cannot be profitable selling one time, $5 products. If what you are doing is truly valuable to the
customer, then the people who are paying $5 for the first few months should ultimately be more successful in some way, let's say their rating
goes up and that saves them money on chess books, or maybe they get a promotion because they have better social skills, or they improve
their relationship with their friend and that has some value to them. This brings us to the next point.

H4S8) Certain sectors like Twitch, the AUDL, and the online K-pop community have strong first order and in the case of K-pop, second order sales <$30 -
$100 price point>, but at present lack lifeline products, career opportunities, and equity investment opportunities that loop customers in for life.
Adjusting oneself from a “receiving sponsorships” frame to a “supporting customers” frame requires a change in verbiage. The culture that is
built by our organizations ultimately stems directly from the language that we use to refer to ourselves and our customers. What I notice is
common verbiage on Twitch, for example, is captured in the following 3-part mini-list, as well as my proposal for a new verbiage to adopt. 1)
“My fans are here to support me in everything that I do.” a) The problem with this verbiage is that the person relegated to the status of “fan” as
primary identity always has to be subservient to the streamer, and this limits the extent to which a streamer can help deliver to that person’s
bottom line. Alternative: “My customers return value to me when I contribute to the aspect of their life that they want help with when
they come to my stream.” 2) “We are looking for sponsorships for our upcoming tournament.” a) Alternative: “We are looking for tournament
directors, registered and paid players, as well as corporate sponsors who have goods to sell to the players we expect, who are going to be in
demographic ranges X, Y, and Z, and are therefore likely to purchase company A, B, and C’s products. We are going to put together a sales
primer for these companies and explain to them why they should expect to generate sales by marketing products at our event.” 3) “Sorry, but I
don’t have the bandwidth right now to deal with this. Stop writing long messages in my chat!” a)“Thank you for the investment into my
community and I can see by your lengthy message that this indicates interest in further investment. I understand that in order for us to cross
over to this next step together, we need to get to know each other better and this will take time.”
9) Companies do not have a well-calibrated system of incentives to generate ideal and necessary behaviors from either their employees or the
customer bases.
Each company has an ideal way to act by their employees or customer bases in order to optimize their customer engagement and bottom line.
A concrete example is in the process of community building in sports leagues like Halo Infinite, the AUDL, and the online Twitch and Discord
communities. == Community is a fine balance between selfish desires of individuals and behaviors that objectively lead to increased
congeniality and collaboration among the community members to generate a higher rate of social productivity, ultimately leading to a concrete
output that can increase the company’s bottom line like more users engaged per day, hours spent on the app, which can lead to more ads
displayed and revenue via CPM, and micro-purchases on digital goods such as emotes and Discord Nitro Subscriptions <ref:
https://discord.com/nitro> Behaviors can be concretely divided into three categories: 1) Benefiting the self, but not the group 2) Neither
benefiting the self nor the group 3) Benefiting the self, and the group: Strong, pro-social communities should design incentive structures to
maximally promote the 3rd class of behavior, as this leads to both increased customer success and output toward the company’s bottom line.
However, a closer examination of this point reveals that there is no differentiation | between increased customer success  on a selfish level  |
and  success for the company. The company must first align its own incentives with that of the customer, and all other incentives for its
employees and customers will  fall in line. Simply put, companies should position themselves to make more money | when their customers
make more money. == The structure of incentives, without getting too granular into the details, should roughly be mapped onto the 3
categories of behaviors as follows: 1) REWARD behaviors that benefit the self AND the group. 2) PUNISH behaviors that benefit neither the
self nor the group. 3) NEITHER REWARD NOR PUNISH “commensalism” behaviors that benefit the self, but do not affect the group.
Organizations with an inverted | incentive structure that punishes behaviors that are beneficial to the group, while rewarding behaviors that
are detrimental will quickly a) drive out pro-social actors, who seek environments in which prosocial behaviors are rewarded; incidentally,
these individuals are also disproportionately the greatest value contributors to a community b) devolve into a state of anarchy,
“free-for-all”-ism, and a decrease in motivation to contribute value. == Presently, most social organizations like the AUDL, Halo Infinite
community, and Twitch are in a scarcity of usership, despite their advertisement for high user and engagement numbers, and therefore their
rudimentary incentive systems simply attempt to drive up the total # of messages sent, with no additional sophistication beyond this point.
Demonstrating 0 social calibration in the design of a social system will certainly lead to at least some proportion of sub-optimal outcomes, and
granularly speaking the effect of such a system on the first 8 years of Twitch existence has been a state of comatose spam in which there is
very little incentive to write longer messages, apply more brain power to generate novel logical operators, and even read and build on top of
what other users have written previously. == The state of devolution of Twitch chat culture is actually an incredible demonstration of the
pervasive effect that a company’s flawed internal philosophy can have on the entire product design. Looking at the chat in the screen capture

below, there is no verbal indication that messages should be one way or
another, and yet a uniform culture of “meme”-type, with little understanding of
the philosophical underpinnings of the word “meme”, messages, with an
intentional lack of punctuation of “point”, leading to 0 capacity for retention or
productivity-generating collaboration, has developed and is even enforced on
the level of moderation. [D]: A stark contrast between the production value of
WFM Alex Botez’s stream display and the state of devolution in chat,
https://www.twitch.tv/botezlive 3/27/22. The reason for this is because the
human mind is lazy, and is programmed to always seek the lowest effort way
of attaining the highest possible reward in the environment #. When the
highest possible reward is very low, competitive drive absent, and there is no
enforcement on a minimal level of effort, this is exactly the behavior that we
can expect, and can actually be programmed as predictably as high-quality
behaviors. The solution to this problem, straightforwardly, is thus: 1) Increase
the maximal reward that is possible from long-term engagement with the
community, keeping in mind that the PDE of every individual in society is
ultimately reliable, stable long-term income. 2) Increase the minimum effort

allowed in participation, or establish multiple tiers of contribution and enforce differential amounts of minimal effort at each level, and make
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certain server channels read only to progressively larger and larger proportions of users in order to model behaviors that are displayed by the
top percentile of users. 3) Increase competition among users, which will have downhill positive impacts in terms of self-policing in the
community, more pro-social signaling, by optimizing the rate | of microtransactions . Post-script: Humans are incredible biological organisms
who are capable of a very broad range of behaviors, from the worst forms of absolute evil to the most incredible forms of value-creating
contribution. The hinge in this variance is the incentive structure of the environment of society in which they operate, and this incentive
structure is reprogrammable at the hand of the designers and policy makers. These policy makers need to, a priori to the design itself, define
using valuation analysis, at a maximally granular level, the types of social behaviors that is of highest value to their community, and
subsequently tailor the design of the incentive system to promote that behavior, and finally test that incentive system to see if the resulting
behavior matches the behavior that was initially conceived prior to the design of the system. Any behavior that is not coherent with that initial
definition, even if it’s exhibited by an entity that is not a paid employee of the company, should be handled as a bug no different from an
unintentional behavior on the part of the company’s computers; engineering and customer support teams at tech companies are already
well-equipped to handle such software bugs, by first addressing the user’s needs via a workaround, and then submitting the issue as a ticket
into the engineering team’s workflow hierarchy in order to find a permanent fix.

H4S10) Products are serendipitous but no more so than demand, in fact equally.
The process of product development has an inherent quality of egocentrism, in which we as product developers seek disproportionately to be
in the position of the pleaser, burying ourselves for hours to psychoanalyze the customer without the knowledge in order to “surprise” them
with a moment of delight. == While about half of the serendipity # in a company : customer relationship is sourced from the company, not all
delight needs to be a surprise. Customers are equally delighted to a pleasant surprise when a direct demand of theirs is satisfied, and it
makes no difference whether the direct demand was made on their fruition or whether it was solicited by the company. == Great customer
service companies not only respond to customer feedback when it comes up, but actively Ping customers on a regular basis with requests for
feedback, and the best kind is a merger of both: a simple question to ask if a feature is needed before the feature is built. In depth: a brief
story of customer engagement. Hi all, I mentioned to <@AlessiaSanteramo> that I'd be willing to compose some puzzles that she can use
for the stream, and can solicit of other people I've chatted with <@!796341045017313282> as the lead composer / curator if we can a) define
a tactical category such as deflection, capture the defender, x-ray contention, etc. and also an elo category, and I can spin up up to 30

puzzles, half of which will be composed, half will be searched from LiChess's mega database which I can
peruse using Microsoft Excel. Ref: https://database.lichess.org/#puzzles Here's an example of an elementary
deflection, remove the defender tactic that I composed, maybe 800 level: Fin. The reason that most
companies become scared off from soliciting customer feedback and have limited themselves to responding
to customer demands only when it is at the level of a severe complaint is because they've had a negative
experience of asking customers what they want, building it to the best of their imagination #, delivering it to
the customer, and having it fall flat. == The conclusion that a novice product designer reaches from this
phenomenon is that customers do not know what they want and it's up to the product developer to impose
that upon them. == The reality is a lot more complex than this: customers do know what they want, but the
product designer is also right in that they may not know the specifics of how it should be built or delivered.
The solution to this conundrum is very simple, and in line with what has been consistently recommended
throughout this chapter, which is an opening of avenues of communication as well as a formalization in the

delineation of communication channels. Complex communication that
matches the level of complexity of the problem that needs to be solved
needs to have an equally complex hierarchical structure of channels in
which the total transfer of information is delineated into categories and
filtered through each individual channel, which is moderated by a curator
who understands the categories of separation. == For example, a channel
that is a one-way communication board from the customer to the company
for suggestions is not the channel for prioritizing features to the product
development team. The company needs to have an internal algorithm for
processing these suggestions, curating them #, and converting them into
a form that is workable by the product development team, most likely after
some business analysis has been done on the suggestions to determine
their business value to the customer and the company. == The
suggestions can also benefit # from being tagged with the credibility of the
customer and making it, a novel concept, but for instance customers who
are known to not be experts in financial evaluation should have their
suggestions undergo a separate process of financial evaluation by the
company, whereas customers who are business savvy can have their
suggestions be directly taken more seriously in that respect. == These
implementations require a significant amount of organization as well as
the willingness to categorize and denote people as well as their
suggestions with various forms of categories and tags. This means that
the company as a whole as well as its individual employees need to have
an expanded attention capacity, differentiation ability, memory, among
other brain power factors which are covered in #MIC: <ref: ch. 49 MA: The
8 Parameters of MA>

Bonus 11) We are failing to quantify the amount of brain power needed to be
wielded # on a problem, and, by proxy, not leveraging the full power of our
audience, a “hivemind” to solve these problems which may have financial
implications. X ref: <ch. 51 SYE H2S1: Hive Science>

H2S3: Documentation:
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This section is dedicated to Chelsea Bennett, Brand Engagement Manager, Paul Hobday, Marketing Content Manager, and Chad
Stewart, for their contribution to the formatting of Material in Chess during Lulu’s first inaugural publisher accelerator course <a-r>, June
2022. The creation of a 450,000+ word textbook that is typically the scale of a project handled by companies with 8600+ employees and $2bn
revenue like Elsevier as a solo-entrepreneur forced | me to draw upon the skill of documentation developed in my 10+ years of experience
in Silicon Valley | IT: <D, 1>: every document and every chapter was tracked on a word count, page count, and file size basis to 1) prevent
removal and addition errors; the book was treated as a form of DNA <a-r> #np Dr. Ganguly <genome.gov, a-r>: 00:00 00:29 A deletion, as
related to genomics, is a type of mutation that involves the loss of one or more nucleotides from a segment of DNA. A deletion can involve
the loss of any number of nucleotides, from a single nucleotide to an entire piece of a chromosome. MIC: DNA is highly sensitive to single b-p
changes, as a critical b-p removal <preceding>, insertion, or translocation can cause every amino-acid downhill in the phenotypic | protein
to be incorrect, and therefore Material in Chess was tracked on a word by word basis, without the aid of any proofreaders or editors external
to the project, in its entire course of creation. We believe this has been the most rigorous and factually-correct project in history due to our
novel application of documentation in authorship. Multiple vectors of quantification were tracked, including exercise | count; optimizing
independently for these counts at different stages of the project shifted us into the correct | mental state to drive the project to completion; all
tracking was completed at the end of the day, along with large-scale data | backups to 4 locations: Google Drive, off-line in an on-line
computer, off-line in an off-line large 1 TB Toshiba external drive or Toshiba laptop / 2015 Macbook computer, and off-line in a micro-USB,
on at least 3 different continents <NA, EU, and South Asia> Certain psychological prophylaxis | operations were also executed, as well as
the encryption of critical | hinges in notation
<ch-10>, to prevent foreign | adversaries from
benefiting from knowledge in the book, terrestrial or
extraterrestrial, prior to the right of first refusal of the
host nation, the United States of America c-2022.
We also used an offline video MP4 player
manufactured in China called the TIMMKOO <hl> to
store video data, in conjunction with 32 GB sized
<$15> S-D cards that were a great value,
purchased at Office Depot repetitively.

H4S1: Document structure: Material in Chess is the
first book, and first academic textbook, to be written

as code in a software project, and great care
was taken to arrange the parent-child folder
hierarchy as in scripts and programs. The first
edition of the book was composed in a single Google Document, entirely online, with
in-document headers hyperlinked using Google’s built-in Outline feature. Subsequent versions
were dichotomously | branched, in early 2022, into separate documents as 1) it was determined
that purely online composition was not secure due to various security concerns with Google, and
the sensitive | nature of the information 2) Google Documents could not load a 114,000+ word
count document with sparse images, even, at a reasonable speed on our state-of-the-art
hardware and 3) Google Drive has numerous rudimentary issues with search and navigation that
necessitated our own application of meta-hierarchy # [D, L]: the first iteration [D, M] using a folder
hierarchy and having a separate Google Document for each H3S section [D, R] following
collaboration with Lulu Press, our de-facto publisher as of 6/22, we a) collapsed all H3S
sections into H2S chapter documents, increasing word count of each document up to 35,000 and
the limit of 100 mb by Google, and also switched our stack from Docs native to Google Drive.
Other tools used in this project included SmallPDF, to render and merge the PDF documents,
which were shipped into Lulu Press’s online creator, Skype for comms, Fiverr to supplement
skill gaps in cover design, graphic design, and chess lessons <total spend $5,000 from
‘21-’22>, medical school program Anki for spaced repetition training and about ½ of word count authorship as a composition tool #np; flash
cards were created in Anki, incubated in the subconscious for up to several months, and gradually worked on with each s-r review. Chessable
and Amazon were used to procure chess books that are used as references, nearly 100 in total, throughout the book, and the University of
Buffalo’s library portal was used to conduct academic | research, giving us access to nearly every major academic journal in the world. At
home, I have 2 2014 iMacs with Windows installation from my Distractify days, a 2016 iPhone X purchased from fellow entrepreneur and
millionaire Emerson Spartz <ch-100> for $400 on a catamaran in Croatia, a recent iPad that was used to test the book on other screen
sizes #np, an Xbox Series S that was used for some alignment-based research on the popular Microsoft | classic Halo Infinite, a
Samsung-TV, a Brother printer was used to generate early renders of various type, spacing, and format settings. Initially, we used 11 point

https://www.amazon.com/TIMMKOO-Bluetooth-TouchScreen-Portable-Recorder/dp/B07X8V9B8J/ref=sr_1_3?keywords=timmkoo&qid=1655718100&sr=8-3
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Arial font with 1.5 line spacing, but found that this did not optimize the words per page. Again, we collaborated with Lulu Press to develop an
optimized set of font and spacing options to push our word count per page to biblical | levels, literally, at over 1,000 words per page with
diagrams, allowing us to fit this voluminous book, the longest by word count in chess history, to <800 pages in Lulu’s limits. Significant credit
can be given to Lulu Press for their contribution in helping us conform the novel to Silicon Valley’s reductionist standards <ch-9>.

H4S2: Chess stack:
4 chess-based interfaces were used primarily to generate | diagrams, analyze | games, and search among at least 3 different databases: the
Chess.com opening database, the Chess.com tablebase, the LiChess.org tablebase and opening database, Mega Database, and my private
collection of games in Anki. Also used were Shredder Online Opening Database, 365chess.com, chessgames.com, a phenomenal
small-scale website that contains over 500 years of chess games, and various written encyclopedic texts of chess games that are cited
throughout the book. 3 chess websites were used to play games, analyze live, and solve puzzles: LiChess, Chess.com, and the Internet
Chess Club via BlitzIn. We also worked with the USCF and Rochester Chess Center via financial | transactions, but not by any means in
terms of an official | partnership yet, from ‘14 to present.

H3S4: Defining the 3rd-ring: //
<x-ref Ch-0: CM H3S2>

H2S5: #MIC v2 task priorities log of changes:
With version one having established the skeleton and the central | thesis of Material in Chess, v2 will be a linear
expansion of the book with the goal of reaching an honest 800 pages and specifically driving home the following list of
8 arguments which we believe to be worthy of Nobel Prize tier contention in terms of scientific advancement and
significance via a merger of chess | theory and modern | science.

H3S1: Blindfold chess defies psychometric properties and
is 1) trainable and 2) extrapolatable to other domains [0]:

H4S1: Abstract:
In v1, <ch-42> and elsewhere in the book, we calculated that the blindfold capacity of highly rated chess players is hundreds to thousands of
times greater than what has traditionally been measured in working | memory of humans, which we have found consensus to be 7 individual
items at a time <Longo, Hearst>. This research is further elucidated in the text. == What we seek to establish in the 2nd | version of Material
in Chess is that 1) the expanded capacity of working memory blindfold chess players is not innate, and this thesis is supported by the fact that
lower rated players ubiquitously cannot play blindfold, that blindfold ability is highly correlated with calculation | capacity <ch-19, H2S1,
logarithms>, and that calculation | capacity is highly correlated with rating, and it is known via rating | history data that all players, regardless
of final | outcome, start out without the ability to play chess, a rating of 0, and progress linearly through the rating chart. We will dig into chess
rating historical data, which is well-tracked by online websites Chess.com and LiChess.org, as well as FIDE and USCF historical rating charts,
the latter which dates back to 1990, to find data to support this point. == The more difficult point to prove is 2) Certainly, some experimentation
is required, but we will take the deduction | approach via what we coined in ch-8/44 as a “good-red”, the logical | premise that there are at
least two paths to every truth, and at least one of those paths can be established via pure | deduction. We presently do not have the funding
to run psychological tests in v2 as our budget <$10,000> is quite small, but the merger with induction on this point can occur in v3
<$100,000>. == As a tertiary point, we would like to establish that chess | theory and training specifically is the most reduced format for
training a domain-specific expansion of working memory, and attempt to find examples within other fields in which working memory can be
expanded in a domain-specific manner. V2-fin

H4S2: Background:
43 North <a-r>: Why does the old way no longer work? MIC: The chess community does not believe that traditional IQ tests designed by
Alfred Binet <1857 - 1911> can explain phenomena of calculation, which require by definition the consideration of thousands if not millions of
variations, as evidenced by the fact that GM Garry Kasparov defeated an IBM supercomputer as recently as 1996, and as a result have
refused for the past 6 centuries to embrace academic science, causing a divide between chess theory and academia. Time to close the gap.
43 North <a-r>: Why do you think now is the right time for your product? MIC: A new generation of young guns on Twitch <ch-100> have
successfully promoted chess to a number of new communities and we are hitting a sequence of "checkmates" in Halo, FPS gaming, and even
World Series of Poker. On the other side, the field of chess publishing and pedagogy is moving closer to academic standards, which increases
the chances that chess will be integrated into schools and academia within the next 10 years. It's a great time to participate in this upside. 43
North <a-r>: Whose life will your company change? MIC: After Turing, came many other computer scientists who also play chess, seriously,
to the degree that they have sufficient theoretical understanding to make contributions to both fields. Bill Gates, Dr. Kenneth Regan, Ken
Thompson, all chess players. Chess improves working memory, and the applications of an improved ability to 1) memory visual objects 2)
manipulate those objects without moving and 3) calculate the implications on subsequent design choices are broad, including architecture
design. 43 North <a-r> Describe your target customer and distribution method (B2B, B2C, B2B2C, Distributor): MIC: Material in Chess will
have multiple distribution models 1) we will sell chess specific training to help with working memory, negotiations, and decision making to
companies, launching intra and inter-corporate chess leagues 2) we will sell mass market under the promise of enhancing human working
memory IQ 3) we will sell to schools, which will teach courses with our textbook <B2B2C>. Book distribution will lead to 10x secondary
income: private lessons, consulting, supplemental digital tools. 43 North: How do your customers find you? MIC: We will be distributing using
self-published book printer Lulu.com, which has offered us sales space on their website, and also a) global distribution through Amazon and
b) direct distribution from our own website <under-construction> Efforts through the Lulu collaboration will be targeted to the mass market.
Secondarily, we are working with Taylor & Francis on academic peer review and subsequent distribution via traditional publishing. Finally, we
plan on launching affiliate marketing deals via Twitch. 43 North: How did you determine the addressable market size? Show your math. MIC:
As per the findings of Zion Market Research study, U.S. Education industry garnered revenue of about US $ 1.1 trillion in 2020 and is set
to earn revenue of nearly US $2.3 trillion by 2028. Higher education market research. We determined that chess theory as a field is
equivalent to about 1/5 of mathematics, or precalculus. If mathematics accounts for 1/10 of the education market, then 20% * 10% = 2% * 1.1

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/17-s6i_wdaxT-04x40DfBHZykJNAM6qMg
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1K_yoPYMH9FMIA-vRiKTYu976OPF5chRp/edit#heading=h.3dy6vkm
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T = 20 billion. This is a 500 fold increase potential over the current m-size <statista> 43 North: How do you know people need what you’re
making? MIC: If 100 people in computer science died tomorrow, the entirety of Western Civilization would collapse overnight, and this is a
security matter of national crisis. Therefore, we are in dire need of IQ increase as well as research in what IQ is, because in the chess
community there's about 20,000 people who are capable of "thinking feats", more impressive than Ken Thompson's invention of C, and he
plainly admits this: interview about Belle, 1980 World Computer Chess champion built by Thompson. 43 North: When will the product be
ready for sale and what additional development is required? MIC: I am in the process of completing the first academic chess textbook,
which doubles as a popular science book, that I believe will be quite popular. I have already received the 700 page proof copy from Lulu.com
and several of my friends, who are in their early 20s, have said they're "dying" to buy it. It's quite rare for a BOOK to drum up this kind of hype,
and of course I'm planning to be multi-media re: my previous startup history, but I believe a LOT will change when IQ increases and behavior
will mirror mine. 43 North: What is your product’s most important feature and why? Which features does your product have that your
competitors lack? MIC: Anyone who even looks at this book will receive an IQ upgrade of "off the charts". Objectively, this is worth $100k per
user in the short run of a year, and billions per person in the long run. Individuals with higher IQ are able to complete tasks faster, work
on more tasks concurrently, and come up with solutions to problems that others are yet to be aware of. Together, as well, higher IQ
individuals can solve bottlenecks in society that cause corruption, inflation, and planetary destruction. 43 North: Who are your current
competitors and who might become your competitors in the market? Which one(s) are you most concerned about? Please provide URLs
for each competitor if possible and how you’re different. MIC: 1) The academic field of mathematics https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elsevier [10
figures] 2) Chess.com https://www.chess.com/ [7 figures] 3) The United States Chess Federation https://saintlouischessclub.org/ [8 figures] 1)
We have more upside; Elsevier is already billions, and we are taking 8 figures to 11 figures. 2) Chess.com is not academically rigorous and
does not output content of academic quality, and therefore they cannot access the higher education market significantly. 3) We see the
United States Chess Federation as a potential partner; they are not a traditional for profit company but rather, they operate as a governing
body to ensure pedagogical value and fairness in chess competition. We are different from the USCF because we do not only adjudicate
competitions; for references, the USCF does not run for-profit competitions, they only process the results and output rating tables; a separate
company, the CCA, runs most major tournaments in the US. http://www.chesstour.com/ 43 North: Why is your team well-suited to work on this
idea? Do you or your team have domain expertise in this area? MIC: I have employed over 40 people full time previously and maintain a
network of 500+ contractors who I've paid billed hours to, as well as 10+ Silicon Valley and NYC based investors, 2-3 co-founders and ex
CEOs who have worked for me. I have sponsored visas for two Ukrainian / Russian software engineers who are now stateside: Shavkat
Anyurin <Microsoft, Volkswagen> and Anatolii Shevchenko <from Kiev, now Facebook> 43 North: What's your why? (Why did you
personally create this company?) MIC: As a Chinese-American, I notice differences between the visual, character-based East Asian
languages and the European languages, and yet there is no evidence that there is difference in morphology <Chomsky, Pinker> nor
neurological differences between brains, historically. The usage of a visual language may cause significant phenotypic changes in how the
brain thinks, and this may explain the cultural differences between East and West, and predict the introduction of chess into education. 43
North: Finish this sentence: "I'll know my company has succeeded when...": MIC: You are walking down the street and you overhear two
people playing a game of chess verbally without a chess board "alright, I move my knight to c3" while looking at something else on their
phones. Historically, the ability to play blindfold chess made you worthy of recorded history <H.J.R Murray>, but the rate of such ability is
increasing exponentially. What would society be like if every individual had the visual-spatial IQ of, say, Isaac Newton, historically? 43 North:
What positions do you need to add to your full-time staff in the next six months? MIC: 1) 5 full-time writers and chess researchers 2) 1 web
developer 3) 1 administrator 4) 1 salesperson. 43 North: What is your revenue model? MIC: We will straddle between a fixed price contract
and an hourly basis revenue model, per Upwork's structure. Our fixed price contracts will be working with large entities, such as
corporations and governments, to produce quantifiable results relating to improvements in working memory. We will also provide
subscription services, private tutoring, and consulting to consumer-sized clients on an hourly basis. Finally, we expect 10% of revenue to come
from stream donations and endowment in our future U.43-North: Can your revenue model scale to over $50m in revenue in 5 years? Please
elaborate on how. MIC: Yes; depending on how our relationship with Taylor and Francis goes, we may secure a government contract of that
size at any moment, overnight. In terms of subscription, we expect a slow ramp up, and then a J-curve, when a high-profile athlete adopts
Material in Chess, and experiences a nationally-televised, dramatic improvement in athletic ability. This is well-predicted by our model and is
currently undergoing trials in the Buffalo ultimate summer league, and other local competitions. Post: the theoretical | model that
anticipates the results of this experiment can be found at ch-8 H2S7 H3S3, deductive philosophical retrieval.

H4S3: Study design / design of experiment:
Dedicated to WGM Dorsa Derakhshani, my chess coach 7/22: Sun <a-r>: The most important festival, the Spring Festival <Jan 23, 2023>,
represents, for Chinese people, Reunion, Harmony, Happiness, and Hope, and carries the profound connotation of Chinese culture.
According to historic Chinese culture, 2022 is the year of the Tiger, symbolizing strength, bravery, and endeavor <ch-44> H5S1: G-score
vs visualization capacity: the problem with modern IQ tests <Binet, creator, Binet-Simon test, 1904> is that it fails to delineate between
tests of working memory <g-factor> and visualization capacity; one of these can be trained, and the other cannot <Flynn Effect> H5S2: the
Flynn effect: the flynn effect is a well-documented phenomena within modern psychology that indicates that median IQ in developed
nations has increased significantly since the introduction of mass education. IQ-researchers, such as Woodley, Sarraf, and Ferrell <a-r>
have attempted to isolate the genetic component of human IQ, and have even claimed that the genetic component, measured in their
patented g-factor, which they take to be associated with reaction time, and which we non.mutually-exclusively take to be associated with
working memory, as these are two vectors of intelligence that do not seem to be alterable with training. The difference, however, in reaction
time and working memory between humans is miniscule, whereas apparent IQ differences as measured in exams, especially between

educated, older individuals, and uneducated, younger individuals, is much greater, and
has more significant effects on future life outcomes. It is important, therefore, that we
develop 2 independent vectors of testing, one for a genetic component of IQ, and one
for a traininable component, and possibly a tertiary exam to predict final performance.
Material in Chess, however, in this research proposal, will primarily address the
trainable component and its influence on overall IQ. H5S3: Topics used in
pedagogical lecture: ch-43 diagonal long blindness, H2S4 H3S1: Diagonal DU, and CM
H3S1, ch-2 H2S5, geometry, ch-3 CM, effect count ch-5 H2/H3, N’s mobility, ch-8,
linearity, H2S7 H3S3, ch-14, ch-32 MRCA, discovery defined ch-36/38/39, ch-41,
generation of culture ch-0 H2S7, ch-56 H2S3 H3S3: Thematic zugzwangs in the

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elsevier
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http://www.chesstour.com/
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endgame ch-60, homeostasis, ch-61, treatise on defense; students will watch a 10 minute “scrolling video” of the entire book <432 hz>
<attached> on the 2nd and 4th days of reviews. in-v3, F-e.

H4S5: Significance of the results/research findings:
H5S1: A common question that I’ve received in response to my IQ-related research is: what is the problem that you are solving? Typically, my
value proposition is that great benefit from society would come if median IQ were increased from 100 to 130; for reference, the technologically
advanced city of Beijing, China <D, a map of OECD countries; darkest: member countries; mid; partner countries in PISA; lightest; previous
partners> scores in mean analysis <ch-19 H2S3 H3S4> 14% higher in reading, 21% higher in mathematics, and the same as math higher in
science, compared to the OECD mean, and the OECD is all developed Western countries, not the world average, which means the
superiority of the big 4 Chinese cities, with a total population of <21.54 mil - Beijing + 26.32 mil - Shanghai + 80.4 mil - Jiangsu, province +
57.4 mil - Zhejiang => 185.66 million, or more than half of the United States. This IQ gap is equivalent to that between trained academic
social scientists and the average population <Gibson, Light 1967> H5S2: Differences in pedagogy between East and West. MIC:
Stereotypically, Chinese education has been derogatorily referred to in the colloquial as “rote”, focused on memorization rather than
creativity. Contemporary research in learning science, led by Brown, Roediger, and McDaniel <a-r>, however, is overturning this notion;
as it turns out, successful learning, as measured in long-term retention, depends on in large part upon retrieval, another word for a
component of memorization, and this retrieval must be practiced on a scheduled basis, much like the education format that Chinese
youths are exposed to, in vast volumes, from a very young age. For example, as a 6 year old in first grade in China, I had to write each
number in the Chinese numerical notation, a highly complex character system, about 1,000 times each. Anecdote: my mom yelled at me and
forced me to rip up the paper when she saw that I had invented a non-standard, reduced form of writing the characters, and that I was writing
part of each character sequentially, without finishing the previous character, at age 6. Based on our literature review <ch-20 H2S3 H3S3:
spaced repetition intervals>, the increased emphasis on retrieval and memorization could explain, in large part, why East Asian countries
outperform Western countries across the board on standardized examinations. Our research pushes the envelope further on this point, and
claims that retrieval training can actually augment IQ, significantly, and without | limit, because, and this is our original claim: retrieval is a
key component of visualization, a major factor in IQ examinations, along with working memory. In summary, and this is covered in depth
in <ch-20 H2S3 H3S6: visual-spatial ability is tied to retrieval>, visualization is what our brain can think about when our eyes are closed,
and in certain portions of IQ exams, we are asked to mentally rotate objects without moving anything on the page, like calculation in chess
<ch-15>; MIC contends that a significant | portion of the mental processes that are activated in this mental rotation visualization is
retrieval, not only working memory, and the proportion of total mental activity that is retrieval scales proportionally with visualization
capacity, which is a major aspect of IQ-measurement. H5S2: Problems of global significance, such as cure for cancer, global warming,
management of artificial intelligence, weapons development, space exploration, immortality, social strife, and recessionary inflation
have a finite complexity, and this complexity can be quantified <ch-45 H2S1>; see scrum in agile development for in-depth calculations
used by IT departments worldwide for predicting time-boxes for solving unknowns during software development. If problems have a finite
complexity, and this fact is further corroborated by history <ch-0 H2S7>, for example, that Ancient Islamic authors and Europeans began
composing chess positions and analyzing endgames in the 16th century, after approximately the same 500 years that passed since the spread
of Chess into those continents from India, historically, that nations frequently co-invented technologies, independently, at around the same
time, and, as a final example, the co-invention and independent inventions of Calculus, which is complex to a degree that this could not have
been coincidence, by Newton and Leibnitz, although with meaningful differences in implementation, and also the co-invention of
evolutionary biology by Darwin <1809 - 1882> and Alfred Russel Wallace <a-r, 1823 - 1913>, as well as the co-occurence of reductionist
hypermodernism in Chess <Nimzowitsch, Reti, Alekhine> and reductionist quantum mechanics <Einstein, Curie, Rutherford>, each
representing the 2nd schools in their respective fields, in the 1920s <ch-0 H2S7 H3S2>. The precision of this time alignment #np is
actually incredible, as frequently monumental discoveries, analogous to the launching of an entire new branch of science, can occur
concurrently within a span of 1-2 years, following potentially hundreds of years of independent incubation. Therefore, if problems can have a
finite complexity, and this complexity can be quantified, then the time to solve depends on our collective calculation capacity, or
processing speed <ch-41 H2S4>, and according to research in chess, a titled player holding a simultaneous exhibition, in which s/he is
expected to win, say, at least ½ of games, equating to an equivalent elo performance, by the definition of elo, via the elo algorithm
<ch-12 H2S2>, will by procedure cap the rating of opponents at -400 points to their rating <NM Caleb Denby 7/7/22> <a-r, All Things
Considered> // add more here

H5S3: The corroborated usage of Anki spaced repetition retrieval training [D, L] in our research:
We plan to use Anki flash card creator as the training paradigm, as this has been known to be
popular among users, and we might as well # not repeat any work that is not necessary, nor allow
an interfering factor like lack of usability of the trainer, be a disruptor in the results, as we
expect such factors have affected previous evidence | contrarian. Moreover, we will follow the
interval recommendations provided by Anki and the SuperMemo2 algorithm, as these aspects
of Anki have been tested and proven to be usable, though not necessarily effective, and it is the
goal of our research to answer that question; again, we are recycling a paradigm from the
venture startup industry, where I can be considered an expert <a-r> The bughousing of these
paradigms from VC, as well as the other paradigms covered in this book, provides us a significant
| advantage over uni-disciplinary psychologists in this research. H5S4: Initial chess lecture: All
students in the treatment group will attend an initial 2 hour group.chess-lesson via Zoom, in
which they will have access to, and be asked, at multiple points, to respond to questions posed by
the instructor. Half of the time during the lecture will revolve around analyzing chess diagrams, and
half the time will be verbal lecture, covering other topics, such as math, biology, as it pertains to
chess. Students will, for 30 minutes, be asked to turn on their visual brains, verbally. 500 Anki
cards will be created, containing material from the lesson, as well as diagrams, and test, half,
verbatim quotes from the lesson, and half, new information that digs into the material, at a step
greater level of granular detail. The anki cards will be sent to students, and loaded into their Anki

accounts. Students will study the cards, until the daily counter of reviews reaches 0, every day, after the new reviews are delivered by Anki, at
the default time of 4 AM, with no other chances to the default settings, apart from increasing the daily max review count to 9999 <7/22>.
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Students will return the Anki deck to the professors at the end of the week, and data analysis will be performed, using the default data
generated by Anki. All Anki reviews will be completed live, at the same time as the initial lesson, but on the next day, and a supplementary 30
minute lecture, in addition to the 90 minute review time, will be provided each day. There will be 6 review days, and then a final exam.
Students will allowed to talk, form groups, breakout rooms in Zoom, and work together, with or without guidance, as the study will follow a 10
hour summer camp format, in order to complete the reviews, and this is part of our repeatable | methodology. Each student will be required to
complete 1,000 reviews per day. All student interactions with the chess content, including initial lesson, reviews, and proctoring of the initial
and final exams, will be recorded and provided as part of the data analysis. H5S5 Operational state transference <ch-47>: We expect at
least a portion of the gains in visual spatial logic ability to come from o.s-t from exposure to the chess ability of WGM Dorsa
Derakhshani H5S6: Testing of non-chess abilities: We will administer a standardized | exam, requiring 30 minutes each time, of non-chess
abilities, before any lecture, and after completion of all Anki reviews, at the start and end of the week.

H4S6: Implications of the findings in comparison to available literature:
Most likely, the profound differences between domain-specific blindfold chess ability, and contemporary psychological research on
working memory, are not mutually exclusive. Most likely, the differences can be explained, not by an improvement to core working memory,
but by a multiplicative # augmentation of that working memory, and retrieval ability, which, by our estimation, is significantly more scalable than
working memory, provides a significant factor in this multiplication. <x-ref ch-20, H2S3 H3S6>

H4S7: - Limitations of the study:
The aim of our study is to uplift the body of academic knowledge, as a whole, from the level of evidence recommended, from moderate to
strong by the US Department of Education <Pashler, see below>. The difference in this recommendation is significant, as it makes the
difference between ubiquitous adoption in all public schools and limited access. For instance, Anki, a flash card creation tool, remains
a near-0 value open sourced software, worked on by a very small team of freelance developers, despite being sworn-to by thousands of
medical students <a-r, Southard>; and involved as a component in producing an equal number of high 6 figure income earners per year,
but, as a testament to the faith that Americans have in government approval, no one is willing to buy or pay for Anki due to its
US.dept-Ed status, which makes Anki an attractive acquisition target for anyone who believes this status is subject to change. H5S1:
Chess will be a component in every training paradigm used in our study, and only skills, capacities, and traits that are historically
validated to be trainable in chess are thus trainable in our study, although the combination with other training paradigms, such as Anki,
may multiply the efficacy of traditional chess training techniques, and thematic | positions <ch-2> H5S2: Our definition of IQ, as well as
methods for measurement, differ by a half from the traditional Binet definition #np, and this is elucidated | elsewhere. H5S3: The timeframe
of measurement is 1 week, which means our study is not a test of long-term retention. We rely on our literature review and subsequent
statistical analysis to augment this limitation, as the US.dept-Ed does not require a single study to provide all the evidence for what it
considers to be strong evidence.

H4S8: - Prospects of this research:

H4S9: - Ethical adherence:
We will abide by the standards of non-discrimination as recommended by the APA, NIH, and ASA in our research design and subsequent
data analysis. We will abide by non-bias guidelines, use a correct sample size, and abide by standard definitions in the biological sciences
and the English language, according to Oxford languages. Fin-v3.

H4S10: Reporting of methods:
Reporting will be completed both verbally and via graphs. Graphs will be bar graphs demonstrating rate of retention for the treatment group

and the control group, which will receive no treatment.
Fin-v3. H5S1: Pre/post exam, product design: H6S1:
blindfold grid recall: a grid system is frequently used
by web designers in order to 1) optimize the aesthetic
proportions of the design, based on ratios like the
Golden ratio, in certain grid systems 2) make the
design maximally compatible with HTML and JS
standards for ease of implementation by front end
engineers <#np> <a-r, Elementor, D 1>; the grid
system is indispensable for 6 figure designers, such
as those who work for big tech, and is expected to be
known in interviews, with annotated | work samples
for backup. Students will be asked to memorize UI

elements, with some familiarity to modern standards, using Anki image occlusion plugin, as well as manipulate certain elements mentally, in
the plane of the diagram, and, as the maximum level of difficulty, be asked to route icons to other web pages, and be asked with respect to
the implications of certain changes on the UX flow; these are standard tasks that a product designer has to perform day-to-day <source: I
worked as a 6 figure p-d in Silicon Valley tech from 2015 - 2019, including Joya Communications Inc> An analogous will be given post, but
with different diagrams and values, such that it does not count as a second (or first) retrieval of the same pre-exam task #np H5S2: Pre/post
exam, critical reading: H6S1: blindfold iambic pentameter recall: iambic pentameter is a form of structured poetry most famously
employed by Williams Shakespeare <a-r, 1564 - 1616, husband of Anne Hathaway <P> a-r> Critical reading is the granular | process of
comprehending and downloading in the inherent framework of meaning at the level of complexity intended by the author #np and,
subsequently, in the other half, being able to apply this framework to solve | problems or create one’s own writing with the same form #np
As such, retrieval ability, generally, of vocabulary words and concepts, would expect to be # a critical component of “verbal IQ”, as, at
least, this retrieval is required in application. H5S3: Chess performance exam: The chess performance exam will be proctored by WGM
Dorsa personally, as online matchmaking is too inconsistent, and low-quality players on Chess.com, for instance, will maliciously adapt their
play and use various psychologically unethical methods that will obfuscate our data. We maintain that a FIDE titled player is a credible
evaluator of elo strength. She will play a 3+2 <WGM Adriana Nikolova’s “favorite game type” for students> blitz game with each student at
the beginning and end of each session, and will grade their performance upon 3 vectors: 1) maintenance of a consistent psychological frame
2) the best move, in terms of complexity of idea and depth of thought 3) ability to consider her GM-quality ideas. H5S4 Exam format: Each
exam will take 30 minutes, separately, for the pre and post portions, and will be administered sequentially, with a 5 minute break in between,
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immediately before and immediately after the first and last #pf sessions of the week. The exams will contain 30 problems; there will be a 20%
penalty of a point for an incorrect answer, no penalty and no credit for a blank answer, and certain problems may have multiple answers that
are all correct. H5S5: Content volume <#np>: Alright. I'm quantifying the content that's needed, and we need 1) Dorsa for about 4 hours, 2
hours at the beginning to give a lecture, 2 hours at the end to perform the chess performance exam, and maybe over email during the week
to answer questions for the product seminar only. <10:04 PM>: Additionally, I need to design 500 Anki flash cards, for reviewing the 2 hour
lecture at the beginning, and this is all students will be doing during days 2-7, live, with myself, and 1 TA for every 10 students. Finally, I need
to write a 30 problem exam, for each of the 2 legs of examinations, excluding the chess performance portion, which is done by Dorsa <product
design, critical reading>, for both pre and post, so 30 * 2 x 2 = 120 problems.

H4S11: Literature review:
Benefits of chess on education, specifically, children with ADHD: ElDaou, El-Shamieh <a-r>: Chess is a mental game played by two
players using a board of 64 black and white squares and 16 pieces each. Chess gained attention in the academic field since some
researchers argues and proved that chess skills lead <causality> to the improvement of academic achievement due to their
transferability to other areas (Smith, 1998). Furthermore, concentration is an important notion in chess because the player must be able to
detect | various possibilities, threats, and attacks. An experiment of systematic outcomes of attention has been explained by experts’
superiority in picking up information from a board position faster and more accurately (Saariluoma, 1984). In a study conducted by Ferreira
and Palhares (2008), it was found that chess players recorded a significant difference in pattern tests between chess players students and
non-chess players. The more experienced the player is, the better spatial and logical abilities he has (Horgan & Morgan, 1990).
Sigritmac (2012) proved the benefit of chess playing on learning conceptual development of six-years-old children, but no significant
difference was found between males and females. Chess can be a game that helps students on the fringe, it could be a valuable tool as
an element of a mathematics lesson or students who receive special education services (Barret & Fish, 2011). The study was built on three
theories of self-regulation, decision making, and attention. MIC: We would evaluate evidence for the efficacy of chess to facilitate
increased attention span and cognitive abilities in children, in a generalized manner, in particular, in children with ADHD, is moderate
strength according to the table Levels of Evidence, provided by the National Center for Education Research, sponsored by the US
Department of Education <see Pashler, a-r>; accordingly, there is also weak or moderate evidence that demonstrates opposing
conclusions, such as that the gains in spatial and logical abilities are confined to chess as a domain. Therefore, the status of chess as a
paradigm of pedagogy lies somewhere in the neighborhood of spaced repetition retrieval training, which has sporadic | adoption and
cult-adoption status among certain groups; for example, spaced repetition retrieval training is prescribed as a recommended paradigm

by Dr. Clyde Herreid in his notoriously | dense Evolution
Biology 5 cr weed-out course at the University of Buffalo,
and inclusion of the Ebbinghaus forgetting curve is included
in the early course materials. Moreover, the word “Anki” is
ubiquitous uttered among the isolated communities of health
science doctoral students, including m-d’s and pharm-d’s,
but there is no widespread adoption of Anki by all graduate

students. Analogously, chess as a pedagogical tool is
sworn-to by certain parents, and many chess coaches, such
as International Master John Bartholomew, who bills
$250, and is known for coaching Princeton student Andrew
Tang from Minnesota to a Grandmaster title in his teens,
benefit from this niche demand. Varsity Tutors, a private
online tutoring company that is a unicorn under Nerdy Inc.
also sells chess summer camp packages at $300 - $600
per week, targeted at middle class and upper class parents,
who can afford to experiment with novel paradigms, to a
tremendous level of success via retention. As a coach with
Varsity Tutors last summer, I was able to convince students
to 1) remain engaged for 2 hours of summer camp time, daily
2) retain students at a rate of 80%+ during the week, with
very few dropouts and no shows 3) convince 25% of the
class, on average, daily, to remain afterward for additional
games 4) create accounts on websites such as Chess.com,
LiChess 5) do homework outside of class, which was not
required. Moreover, I was able to successfully apply an
academic chess textbook, provided by ChessKid <a-r> to
teach the course. Among at least 200 students I taught over
the summer, only 1, and the ages ranged from as young as 5
to 18, approximately evenly distributed, had to be asked to
leave due to behavioral problems. All of this is documented
and corroborated by Varsity Tutors, which records videos of
all lectures. Research conducted by ElDaou, Badrie, and
Shamieh is particularly | credible, by our standards, due to
the fact that Shamieh is a FIDE-trained title player, and, in
conjunction with academic scientists; Shamieh was
responsible for delivering the | training and had a role in the
authorship of the paper, ensuring that the most up-to-date
chess training paradigms were applied according to FIDE’s best practices, and that the improvement vectors are what would be expected by
an experienced chess trainer, translated into the language of academic psychology. We believe that such papers, involving a coordination
between a Titled player, and an academic psychologist, to be a degree <Pashler> more | credible than those conducted by
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psychologists alone, without a chess player’s input. ElDaou and Shamieh’s research demonstrated that, following a treatment of 4 months,
twice a week traditional chess training, there was a >2x delay in students displaying disruptive behaviors, evidence that students took
longer to solve a subsequent task, but that the score was 50% higher [D], a 5% increase in a visual recognition task, as well as, again, an
increased time to solve, and a drop <improvement> of 5 points on the inattention scale from 26.21 to 21.21, out of a max of 30 <worst> !
Eldaou and Shamieh <pg-5>: Results also revealed an improvement in the concentration tasks and the listening language scores at the
end of the intervention. After the analysis of the results based on self-regulation, decision-making, and attention theories, it was
concluded that the hypotheses are proved in the present study according to its chosen sample of students. However, there is difficulty
generalizing the results as the sample was | not representative. <skip>: Based on previously mentioned findings, it was recommended that: x
The inclusion of chess game in the school curriculum for the benefits it has on the skills and mental abilities of the individual x A
follow-up study with a larger sample and over a longer duration of time. Post, D <Pashler> fbno.

H4S12: Data analysis:
H5S1: As part of our data analysis, we will extrapolate our data to what we believe to be a long enough retention measurement; the
difficulty is that retention, long-term retention, and spaced repetition are not recognized by the US.dept-Ed as strong evidence, and
therefore a key component of our success metric is missing. We’re going to take a leap of faith here, and assume that Rec-1 in the H4S11
D will be approved, perhaps circularly, from the publication of our study #np H5S2: Our data analysis will connect our data to the only other
research that we find to be worthy of inclusion in the strong | evidence category, by the US.dept-Ed standards, within the field of chess
research as it pertains to general pedagogy: ElDaou 2015. H5S3: Our data analysis will demonstrate that the application of Anki chess
puzzles, as well as non-diagrammatic chess quizzes, will affect the dependent variable of improvements to visual-spatial IQ, and that
this effect is 1) significant and 2) exponential, as in at least 2x in a domain-specific manner. H5S4: In the second part of our research, and
data analysis, we will demonstrate, in our regression analysis, using standard statistical methods recommended by the ASA, as it applies
to research in psychology, with a standard p-value standard of 0.05, that the improvements to visual-spatial IQ is transferable, to an
equal proportion, to tests in at least 3 other tangible fields: 1) design 2) critical-reading 3) chess performance, which is a different field,
and requires a more comprehensive constellation of skills than studying flash cards about chess; all subjects we will use will have no prior
tournament experience, although some may have online accounts, and this is the standard user of a Varsity Tutors chess course. Subjects
will range in age from 5-18 in the children’s group, the primary group, although we may include an adult group if budget allows, and adults will
be split according to Facebook’s advertising discrimination: 18-25, 25-34, 34-45, 45-55, 55-65, 65+. Data will be analyzed 1) in total
aggregate as well as 2) independently by age group. No further segregation will be applied to the data, as previous research has
demonstrated that gender is not a factor in the acquisition of chess ability. H5S4: Long-term retention extrapolation: Since the beginning
and final exams in our study will be separated by only 1 week, we will not be directly testing for long-term retention. However, we will perform
data analysis, using existing data from retrieval experiments, to project 1 week retention to 1 year, and longer timescales, if necessary,
assuming students continue studying the material, using standard s-r interval training.

Resources:
Tomlinson pg-139, Amusements in Chess:

H3S2: Chess has been operating uncredited as an academic field for
over 500 years and deserves significant credit in partaking
philosophical and scientific achievements in that time frame [2,000]:
This portion will be largely a historical study, drawing also from the fields of academic | science and economics. In this push, which will occur
in ch-0 and throughout the rest of the book, we will trace the linear | progression of logic within chess | theory via historical | longitudinal |
analysis, and establish that state complexity in chess theory, starting from the elucidation of the discovered | check in 1,000 AD <ch-0 H2S7>
has grown 1) linearly and 2) in conjunction with an increase in logical operations in academic science and the fields of engineering, and
attempt to demonstrate that the field of chess has been a primary driving factor in the development of these logical operators which are then
recycled to be used in other fields, thinking techniques that are analogous to the concept of “natural | log”, or “ln”, first developed by pure
mathematicians and now used in equations ubiquitously in all of the Earth | sciences. If it is true that the advancement of chess theory drives
logical operator complexity and deployment in other fields, then chess research deserves significantly more attention and funding, and not
just as a moral point, but as a healthy investment in terms of R&D for the advancement of technology and science in civilization. V2-Fin.

H3S3: The engine defeat of GM Garry Kasparov in 1996/7 can be
avenged by carbon-based humans [4k+,👇]:
This three-pronged approach will combine 1) our knowledge of the rules of | chess, drawing from the academic history of chess <Golombeck,
Winter, Murray, and Thompson> to describe a set of controlled | ideal | conditions, equilibrating certain factors such as a) access to
opening book b) access to table base and c) mass of hardware used. We will attempt to isolate the variable to be tested, which is the
organizational | nature of the human | brain in contrast with the brute | force method of computers, and attempt to show that the “human
method”, which combines induction, first principles thinking, and brute force is superior, and that computer science as an industry has been
damaged to a large extent by the decision of computer scientists in the 1980s <Ken Thompson, Botvinnik, et al> to pivot to brute force rather
than variation selection. 2) a mathematical proof that establishes a theoretical | limit, in the language of precalculus, of brute | force
calculation depth <r: ch-19 H2S1, logs> and <ch-50 H2S1 H3S1 H4S2, limits> by using the mass of the Earth as the over-mass limit of
computing capacity, for now, for now, drawing from the exponential complexity game state research of Claude Shannon <ch-51> and Dr. Jin
Feng’s research into the Landauer’s limit x neuroscience, <ch-9>; combining this with b) a secondary mathematical proof that certain
strategic | operations can be learned by humans that exceeds the brute force calculation depth limit of computers, and that even with future |
discounting <ch-12 H2S3>, the value of these operations exceeds what the computer can plan within its brute force limit; ch-9 has already
shown that the human brain has the theoretical capacity to store these operations due in part to our knowledge of permutation | mathematics
<ch-9 H2S1 H3S1> and pattern | recognition. Preliminary analysis of tablebase data <ch-final> has already unearthed forced checkmate
sequences of greater than 50 moves, and therefore the rules of combat may need to be tweaked as well heading into a human vs machine
rematch. 3) // cont
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H3S4: We will establish consilience in our novel observation of cluster
blindness:

In Material in Chess v1, we established a novel hypothesis, at least in the field of chess | theory, that the
clustering of chess | figurines increases blunder rate in a region-specific manner and quantified using
factorial | mathematics x permutations the complexity <ch-42> of clustering based on # of zi in the cluster
and the rectangular size of the cluster; the analysis can be expanded to include irregularly shaped clusters,
but this is most likely unnecessary, as visual perception is likewise regional # We will attempt to find
conciliatory | evidence that psycho-phenomena analogous to cluster | blindness as we have described it in
the language of chess can explain other phenomena in the field of visual perception, both human visual
perception and computer | vision <ch-16 H2S4 work of Ken Thompson, Turing Award> (D) There is a
clustering of 1) white figurines, 2) dark figurines, and 3) effect count in the central e3 - c3 - c5 - e5 square,
obscuring the fact that 8…cxd4 <2:2, resulting> is the clear best move here, winning a noble via fork-driven
assass <ch-23>; 4 variations of this same | move were missed by both | players in this game over the
course of 10 ply depth. Game | link: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/48904163843 Auxiliary |

significance: in Material in | Chess, we have introduced several novel notation systems that are grounded in our intuitive hypothesis around
cluster blindness, and we believe that implementation of these notation systems, one of which <CU Board Code ch-10> is chess specific, and
the other not, can facilitate an increase in reading speed and comprehension depth, including long-term retention <ch-20 H2S3>

H3S5: We will write an economic treatise that demonstrates that a
two-currency system is necessary in order to launch the information
economy:
The basic premise established in ch-13 H2S2, information economic ethics x economics is that the gold-backed modern financial system is
unequipped to handle life in the information | economy, as information carries different physical | properties to a large extent from material |
matter. For one thing, and this is the most fundamental point, information can be propagated at close to 0 cost and certainly with 0 loss to the
source, whereas material matter is lost when it is transferred by the source. Therefore, a financial economy that is producing a large value
quantity of information will undergo a significant amount of inflation without the implementation of a second, two-currency system, and the
design of such a system is proposed in ch-13. Additionally, we will continue research in the design of other cryptocurrencies in our work on
version 2 and establish consilience around this point. F2-fin.

H3S6: We will connect our novel elucidation of the cognitive science
hinge “thought space” with mental health:
Mental health is a significant crisis in the United States and much of the modern West, and it has been shown <Woodley, Sarraf, Pinker, et
al> that the sharp rise in incidence of mental health diagnoses exceeds what can be expected by behavioral evolution alone, as the mutation
rate per generation is in the single digits, and the factors of intelligence and emotional stability are largely complex traits; if polygenic traits are
affected, then we would expect other trait deformities such as obvious physical disabilities and facial deformities to have received a similarly
climb to 30-40% incidence on the population level, but this is not the case. Therefore, it is very likely that a significant proportion, upwards of
90-99% by our estimation, of the explanatory drive behind this crisis is environmental, which makes the mental health crisis unique among
other health crises. We will attempt to demonstrate that the colloquially-known psycho-phenomena of “information | overload” is tied with a
historic transition from the industrial economy, created by the industrial | revolution which began in the late 18th and early 19th centuries to
an information | economy, which depends not only open an increased rate of information intake and output, but also knowledge of
compression | computer science and mathematical | reduction of knowledge <ch-9> The problem, therefore, is rooted in a lack of
education around conduct and technique of being a thought space | worker, or one who is required to work with information and produce
novel information for a living. The domain of chess theory, being purely abstract and with the game state complexity that exceeds the number
of atoms in the Universe, is a fantastic, if not ideal, exercise for managing one’s mental health in a system of extraordinary complexity, as
chess players can be consistently | trained to move under time pressure in complex situations, using a variety of thinking techniques and
intentional | blindnesses <ch-42 H2S4>, to a competent degree of military | precision <ch-16 H2S8> and to a degree that cannot be
expected of untrained beginners in the field. Fin-v2.

H3S7: We will demonstrate that playing chess and other intellectual
pursuits can alter one’s ability to self-manage emotional state for
the better:
Connected to H2S6: // cont

H3S8: We will establish a system for quantifying problem complexity 1)
first within chess theory and 2) extrapolated in a general format:
This system will be based on our research in ch-45 combined with our novel use of CU Board Code notation <ch-10> The problem complexity
estimation system will be a novel estimation system that does not evaluate the favorability of a position for either side, but rather the
approximate time required to find a good or a best move based on quantifiable factors such as zi count, effect, mobility, criticality, and
evaluation variance. == After designing and testing this system, we will provide models for translating the system to quantifying diagramatic |
complexity of problems in other fields in which problems can be visualized in at least two dimensions and provide a few examples in the
fields of architecture, computer science, and engineering of the applicability of this system for generating time estimations to find solutions to
unknown problems.
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H2S6: How we plan to use the $10,000 in funding:
H3S1-8: $2,000 will be paid to our outsourced freelance team in the
Philippines:
[include team photos] Chess Improvement Inc is a diverse, inclusive, and distributed company and we rely heavily on overseas | labor to
handle much of our data | processing work. The graphics in Material in Chess have cost a running total of $200, and we outsource tertiarily
to a diverse | cast of Fiverr freelancers to complete this work, ranging from countries in Sri Lanka, Pakistan, and India. v2-fin

H3S2: $2,000 will fund my attendance in US Chess tournaments in the
rest of 2022:
In addition to being a professional chess researcher, I also play chess; playing chess for me is not, unless for leisure, a professional career,
but I do execute directives from the book, many of which are rooted in the empirical research, in my games over the board, and it’s important
that the book is not only academically correct but also beneficial to performance. The games in all of my tournaments will be recorded via US
Chess scoresheets, verified with the US Chess rated opponent and Tournament Director post-game, and analyzed in v2 of the textbook.
V2-fin <fbno>

H3S3: $2,000 will be spent to fund the purchasing of data analysis
software:
V1 was created almost exclusively with free software, but in order to increase an order of magnitude in granuarily, we need to purchase
exclusive | licenses of more sophisticated software. This includes 1) Adobe suite products, such as photoshop to improve the quality of
graphics and In Design to improve the book’s formatting. We also need a full version of the most recent ChessBase and Mega Database to
improve our data mining capabilities. v2-fin

H3S4: $2,000 will be spent to fund the creation of a fully-featured,
paid Chessable course:
Many users have demanded that Material in Chess be converted into a MoveTrainer course such that they can practice the move sequences
in the exercise portions via spaced repetition. v2-fin

H3S5: $2,000 will be spent on creating a 10 hour video series with 10
guest lecturers, including titled players within the chess community:
We will invite at least 10 guest lecturers from 1) the academic | science communities, half, and 2) the international chess community, both
authors and titled players, to discuss topics within their domain of expertise in Material in Chess. Each guest invited will be an author whose
work is cited within the book, and the purpose will be threefold a) to . We will offer a flat rate of $100 for each person’s time and the remaining
$1,000 will be spent on video production to publish the videos professionally to a newly-created Material in Chess YouTube channel. v2-fin
H2S6 post: in 1911, prominent Belgian businessman, self-taught scientist, and wealthy soda maker Ernest Solvay sponsored an academic
| science conference that was latered remembered to be instrumental in the merger of classical and | quantum physics. Likewise, at
$1,000,000 gross revenue, Material in Chess will pledge $500,000 in the sponsorship of the first annual Academic Chess x Academia
Conference to bring together academic scientists, top chess players, athletes, and chess researchers to facilitate the development of
chess as a science.

H2S7: Launching the technical curation revolution 2022
[1M+]:
// I learned from Lulu Press than occasional insertion of raw | notes can be a draw for some readers: 3/22 What I have been doing, ever
since I recognized the possibility, and perhaps even before, but certainly since it reached the level of granularity in my mind that I was willing
to commit to it, and at some point, I decided to commit to it to the point of absurdity, sacrificing present gain in order to allow others, potentially
in the future, but not future shift because we don't talk about that, valuate as soon as the revolution starts its value. == I'm not crazy and
hopefully we've reached granularity on that point and at this point, the only explanation for why I'm acting this way while practicing non-mental
disorder behaviors, sued, in self-preservation, in fact I go out of my way to be the safest person in the world, #pf, #def, #LoveYeji, is because
we are on the cusp of a shift in thinking that has widespread economic consequences, thought revolution #defd. == I need a mass curation |
criteria transference event in which people will no longer be able to listen to anything that was created before because I'm now also, "also" a
creator. We need to have a monopoly on creation and allow people to democratically select our stuff and then we will take over selection as
well once they trust us to be all creation which is the curator. This can be boiled down to a pedagogical event so what I'm really trying to do
is to replicate a thought revolution and one case study of that could be the scientific revolution. In terms of budgeting, I would say that the
scientific revolution was launched with very minimal | capital and it was launched with very low odds against a totalitarian regime that is not
any less extreme than the far left of 2022. The primary movers of the scientific revolution were Galileo, Francis Bacon, and Adam Smith, so
an astronomer, an empiricist, and a capitalist. However, Galileo didn't go to Jupiter, Bacon didn't do all experiments, and Smith was not a
wealthy | man. What they did was, they published a | book, or looked like they were publishing a book, or it could at least claim that they've
published a book, they made some astrological recordings, and they elucidated a | process that other people can use to re-create these |
phenomena. == The implications of this revolution are to be without question: all media will become exponentially better as the base and the
rate of improvement and the acceleration improvement in every integration above such will skyrocket. Mental | flexibility will increase as the
result of the increased rate of download of high-quality information, which is going to lead to better software engineering, more intelligent
product adoption, faster product adoption cycles, and faster economic growth. Social stability will increase as a result of a zeroing of
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unemployment rates as well as a standardization of thought due to the increased rate of information transfer. Health, efficiency of military
spending, and education will all improve. It is in such an environment that the highest IQ | individuals expect to thrive whereas right now they
are on the verge of extinction. == The problem with traditional biological evolution is that it does not always select for the best of the best
due to a cerebral misunderstanding of homeostasis. == I have gone through every step of verification of this product and what I have come
to realize is that the core product is not a single piece of music, it's not a playlist of music, it's not a book, it's not a game, it's not an app, it is a
highly reduced framework of thoughts that allows one to perceive what is good as tangible as the color red and thereby allow a society to
be organized around a concept of good just as it is organized around the concept that's seeing a red light at a traffic stop means to stop. ==

What I need to focus on now is not the product itself or the moral implications of the product or
the financial implications of the product because I have calculated all of this to the end and can
defend it like a thesis. == The product is entirely in my head and what I need to do is scientifically
figure out how to transfer that which is in this book into the heads of every other person or at least
10% upwards of 90% of people. == This will be the greatest psychological upgrade in history. It
does not need to be the most complex psychological upgrade in history as the psychological
upgrade’s complexity needs only to match the complexity of the operating system upgrade
and the.txt file, which as we stated, should be quite simple. == On the problem of aesthetics, I
don't want this to be a “woo woo witch chant” that I sneak into a re-upload of a Taylor Swift music
video on the principle that I don't want to upset people when they become more intelligent and

more self-aware. It will be funny that I tried that at some point but the resulting execution has to account for psychology, neuroscience, and
basic human empathy. People also must recognize on some level that it was voluntary that they opted into it and I can simply port in a Tai
Lopez ad [D] where he sells you the goal of buying the Lamborghini and ultimately that goal is preserved but the means could be a bit
different from what you expected. In the end, as long as you achieve your goal and the actual means is not overly offensive, you will not be
offended.

H3S1: Scientific revolution <16th-17th century>: [0]
Dr. Stewart <Emeritus mathematician, a-r>: Early cosmology is strong on mythological
imagination but short on factual content. We pass by visions of a flat Earth supported by an
elephant, the sun-god riding his chariot across the sky, and stars that – in anticipation of electric
lighting – hang on cords and are switched off during the daytime. The Pythagorean view was no
less mystical, but it was strong on the mystic significance of numbers, and inadvertently let
mathematics on the scene. Plato suggested that the Earth lies at the center of the universe, with
everything else revolving about it on a series of hollow spheres. He also thought that the Earth
was round, and his Pythagorean-inspired belief that everything, even the motion of the
heavens, was a manifestation of mathematical regularity, was to prove highly influential.
Eudoxus, a powerful mathematician who also invented the first rigorous theory of irrational
numbers <ch-43 H2S4 H3S1 H4S2 H5S3>, realized that the observed motion of the planets
against the stars didn't fit the Platonic ideal. <pg-2, “Cosmic Revolution”> MIC: the structure of
scientific | revolutions has occurred cyclically throughout history, and this fact is recognized by a
number of historians <Stewart, Kuhn, Murray> The psychological | cycle of the scientific | cycle
is well-documented, as there is a differentiation between the general shock of the public and the
feigned resistance by the old guard. A transcendent figure is needed, generally, and by
definition, the first person in whose singular mind is able to synthesize the mainframe layer of the
previous stage due to an elevation in order of magnitude of complexity load, also known as IQ
<r: Binet, inventor of the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale> The subsequent | stage to the
previous stage will contain about a half alignment via analogy #np, and one half counter-intuitive |
points #np-2, but itself will be half and half with the stage preceding the preceding, as since the

work of Eudoxus we’ve had at least 2 paradigms, and therefore each revolution also represents an increase in dimensionality <ch-2 H2S5
H3S1> Each revolution also represents an incremental | increase in granularity, and therefore the claims of the old guard must be
re-interpreted at their | level of granularity; Plato <Classical athens, ~425 - ~348 b-C> was not building | telescopes from his claims, and
therefore he demonstrated no signs of delusion; more likely, he was self-aware of his poeticism. // ref Thomas Kuhn book

H3S2: The density | problem:
MIC: America and much of Western Europe, and certainly much of the Middle East, a growing power in 2022, remains very much a theocracy
in which religious | attitudes continue to maintain a pervasive | effect on every aspect of economics, policy, and culture; even atheism is a
theocracy, and discussions of atheistic attitudes in mainstream media is a hot topic. In order to understand America, and the role of chess in
economics and education, we must talk about theology, despite the various stigmas around this topic <ch-20 CM H3S1> The problem with
the Timmy <TIMMKOO>  is that the content is incredibly | dense and it has to be because this is educational at the graduate school level. In
order to embrace this | content, the student needs to have a sufficient level of leverage and at least half of that leverage is negative in the
sense that something undesirable is going to happen to you, whether it be a loss of economic opportunities or disgrace from society. How can
this leverage be established? ==I already tried the route of launching a university but that didn't work because modern universities are
already enough to get people into a job, albeit a dead end job, but the millennial doesn't seem to have standards beyond staying alive day to
day. Promising a brighter future with more pay, or a promotion, and only discussing the positive aspect is not enough to get people to
embrace multiple years of paid education or even a $50 48 hour playlist. Also, when I don't tell people what the downside is, they intuitively
sense that there is one, and they project basically the worst nightmares onto this as the potential downside == What the university probably
didn't tell you, and this is thematic of all start up ventures that eventually became publicly traded, is they probably had some shady tactics at
the beginning in the form of using religious threats of eternal damnation for non-compliance. This story is actually well documented in
science in the biblically analogous story of Big Bang creation followed by an inevitable descent of the universe into a hellish state in which
all the stars burn out, ITZY <a-r>: I keep on going back and to, like it’s hell, then heaven, pushing me right to the edge of broken, <Korean,
MIC x G-T: 지옥, 그 다음 천국인 것처럼 정기적으로 왔다 갔다 하고 부서지기 직전까지 밀어붙여> MIC: the earth is engulfed by the sun, and
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entropy causes red shift to tear even atoms apart from each other, such that the Big Bang is not reversed but continued forward into infinite
expansion into pure blackness. In what way is this story any less terrifying and manipulative than the biblical story of heaven to hell, apart from
the fact that the scientists also claimed that they have something called empirical evidence that's connected to your love of baseball to
support their sales funnel? Beyond this, they also pose themselves as the superhero of this narrative, where if you sign up for their $4000
per semester physics course, maybe you can be the one to wield Maxwell's demon and reverse | entropy and prevent the sun from burning
out someday or at the very least, escape Earth to another galaxy. At no point do they ever explicitly say that you are paying to reverse the
course of the destruction of the entire solar system by the Sun, which they alone predict, nor does the Catholic Church tell you that you
have to pay 10% of your money so you can be baptized and go to Heaven, but if you're smart enough to read between the lines and pay
attention to the fact that the same epic orchestral music is used in the intro of all of their videos, you'll start to see the parallels. == There is
no reason to hate this because it cannot be escaped. It appears to be the case that even in a third revolution transcendent society, human
beings are still going to be madly religious and they need some sort of biblically analogous story to motivate them to do anything including
work for the collective good. I think the third time around validates the fact that religiosity actually is part of what makes us human and
perhaps, in a roundabout | way, the third revolution will bring us back to the beginning to a childlike state of biblical acceptance. In that
case, maybe it is the case that a spirit not unlike the one that Christ | possessed was at least somewhat involved in ushering forth the
technical curation revolution and its first project, the Timmy, especially if the expected impact of the product will be to open the eyes of
every man and initiate a peaceful era in which men can reflect <Messianic-age>, play a game of chess, and become closer to God, through
music, cinema, and discourse, all things that Jesus himself seemed to love. Why would we expect that an increased appreciation for music,
even if it involves a better understanding of music theory, would go against God's plan or Jesus’s morals? Clearly, it wouldn't, and since the
scientific revolution has already proven that the universe operates based on fundamental mathematical proportions, it would appear that
God has for logic as well, in so far as his enforcement of his covenants certainly seem to be highly rigorous <ch-16 H2S1 H3S2>.  Would
you question that God is rigorous? Post-script: In the United States as of January 2022 #pf, technological progress has grinded to a halt,
while the Eastern Asian powers, far closer to the | | technological | singularity | point in which | | content and | hardware | must be | |
integrated | |, is reaching a J-curve as soon as WeChat becomes the sole built-in software paradigm of HuaWei phones, an integration that
the United States is attempting to disrupt via economic sanctions, and anti.technological-advancement attitudes tend not to play well in
the market <Recession-2022>

H2S8: Chess University: a military academy [2,000]:
Koesel <pg-85/6 a-r>: Christian bosses tend to be wealthy Christians, usually of ethnic
Chinese origin, who made their fortunes at home or abroad and then sought to reinvest in the
mainland. What distinguishes Christian bosses from other newly rich entrepreneurs is that
they believe their businesses and subsequent economic success are a blessing from God.
As such, they use their wealth, influence, and business operations to promote their own brand
of faith. Christian bosses tend to be quite open about their dual identities as Christians and
entrepreneurs and do not hide their proselytizing activities from the government. Likewise,
local governments have been surprisingly tolerant of the illegal evangelizing by Christian bosses
and have embraced their model of mixing business and religion. The Semiconductor
Manufacturing International Corporation (SMIC) <b-2,000> is a world-leading
semiconductor foundry that manufactures custom computer chips. The founder and CEO of
the company, Dr. Richard Ru-Gin Chang, was born in China, raised in Taiwan, educated in

Texas at Southern Methodist University, and worked for more than twenty years at Texas Instruments. With the opening of China's borders to
foreign investment, Chang founded SMIC in the Zhangjiang Hi-tech Park in Pudong, Shanghai <pop 5.6mm / 25-41mm> . MIC: A
significant part of my vision # for the final | form of Material in Chess, as this is a recursive project: I delved fairly deep into my
understanding of self in the summer of 2019, my identity, and to some extent, reclaimed that period of my life that would have otherwise
been lost. I now hold a more positive view of myself, seeing myself as a member of Christ’s church, a Christian, and a member of the family
of God, through which Christ returns, which is a highly standard Christian belief. In any case, in that summer, I recorded a series of 60 or so
spiritual | self-affirmations approximately 4 minutes in length in each, and in my mind these eventually transformed into the Chess
University Dictionary Project, a 30,000 word document that I composed under the tutelage of WIM Bianka Havanecz <FIDE ~2,200,
ch-100, 2018 Hungarian National Champion> and subsequently, the third | recursion became Material in Chess. Each of these documents
is an order of magnitude lengthier than the previous, and there is plenty of room for a fourth recursion to be created by others on top of the
bedrock that is Material in Chess, the first physical layer of this tree. One of the forms in the extrapolated | layer, which I had already began
setting up in 2021 simply to establish the trademark, is a military academy centered upon intellectual cultivation via chess, a form of
return-to-Renaissance training that harkens back to the days of Ancient Sparta, in which a broad host of new-age tools, including Minecraft,
Halo Infinite, Ultimate Frisbee, Cross-fit, and, yes, chess, will be used by high-IQ and forward-thinking instructors who are certified by
Material in Chess to train a new generation of super-soldiers that can operate weaponry that is significantly more advanced and
technologically sophisticated than has ever been seen in the world. Fin-v2. [D, Koesel pg-85, “Thanksgiving Church” in Shanghai] Koesel
<pg-87>: Because of the investment potential of SMIC, local governments across China have welcomed Chang's model of mixing
business with Christianity. At SMIC's factories located in Shanghai, Beijing, Chengdu, and Tianjin, local authorities have outfitted each
of his four plants with a TSPM church, provided land, and helped smooth the way for religious activities. In fact, when SMIC was deciding
where to build its factories, one executive explained that during the negotiations competing municipal governments were extremely
accommodating of Chang's faith and offered to build churches next to the facilities — they "dangled churches in front of us in hopes of
attracting our factories." This suggests that when financial stakes are high, local officials are quite flexible in their interpretation of central
religious policies and support of religious groups. These factory-churches serve dual purposes; during the day they manufacture goods,
and in the evening and on weekends they hold religious services. These unregistered churches often function with the full knowledge of the
local government authorities, yet their activities are normally ignored for at least two reasons. One is that the factory-churches tend to follow
the socialist, planned economy model of economic production.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/13mBkgKH9ofWUOdTHYb6zjmGwxRGwSwDk/edit#heading=h.t7eyerxvnvl4
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39. Qxa1 (+9)

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/48982251791

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49337934357

Winning chances in chess are not guaranteed # Only winning move here for f is 40. h5 ! leading
to a zugzwang that wins the s.f4-P. Therefore, s had to play # 39…Ke6, Kf6, or fxg4+ rather than
the losing move f4?? to hold the draw; this is an example of backwards | deduction <ch-8 H2S7>
to rectify a mistake, as reduced by the question: “what could we have done differently and how
would that have changed the outcome?”, a key component of game analysis <ch-57 H2S5>

23…Re5 🛡.c5-P <1:1> -0.50 w/ 0.8 o-n d-32 K-2706!
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49354156089

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49414171847 The progress of
science and technology is murky from the future view, but obvious in
hindsight: 24…Rf8 $.h8-Q <run $>! achieves 3 purposes <ch-59 H2S5> 1)
attacks the h8-Q from a supported sq, driving it into passivity 2) runs from

the e5-P’s $ and 3) gains a tempo for the
s.a5-Q to capture the c3-P subsequently
25. Qh7 Qxc3 <+1, assass!> with a
strong attack to follow -4 ev.

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49420804999 32…Re7 <RBR<s>> rel-pin! will win
either an exchange # or the f.e4-B by b.f-crumble <ch-10>

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49420804999 33…Rd1+ 34. Kf2 Rd2+ 35. Kf3 Rxa2 <+1>

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49446586545 29. Nf6 $.d8-Q
<clr.b3-B $ e6-B> <int.h6-R 🛡 e6-B 2:1.5, overwhelm!> followed by
assass in e6 <+3> This is the best way to extract | value from the q-side |

attack in this competing threats <ch-37>
situation. See another puzzle from the
same game in ch-34 $-scovery, #10.

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49450114925 31…Qc5+ -5.61 w/ 4 o-n ! 32. Kh1 <run
+> Rxg5 <+3, assass in 2, t-r!> ch-36, threat resolution.

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49450114925 19…Ne6 $.d4-P <hangtacked!>, -3 w/ 2 o-n d-24
K-2706 <clr> <ch-59, initiative>

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/48982251791
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49337934357
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Fl-ZfWc7jC-PWik3UwIxPayI6HCZcn8F/edit#heading=h.ihv636
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MpUFX0qauVRMLzWynb-vHzLAL8BnpUqw/edit#heading=h.1y810tw
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49354156089
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49414171847
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1p9H9jyMI8TNxnPS6bLhoAVl7tBHQFlRv/edit#heading=h.2jxsxqh
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49420804999
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-072FNeYDPhnVpFdQrElkTM7QDUzhpXd/edit?rtpof=true
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49420804999?tab=review
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49446586545?tab=review
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bsHmleTdVnIjq9SXjmovXPzsX7MqYbli/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=105445453106507218588&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1lZ1haRwUOoAeHpwITysBVmBPTAnG-jlj/edit#heading=h.3j2qqm3
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49450114925
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rAEhdGhLWhfE8jIPMfa8tW3ASr2ZnjV1/edit
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/49450114925?tab=review
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1p9H9jyMI8TNxnPS6bLhoAVl7tBHQFlRv/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=105445453106507218588&rtpof=true&sd=true
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Ch-62: Treatise of marketing
ex:
An aggregation of the most valuable positions in chess theory, past
and present, along with both elo and financial | valuations.

Ex-1: Managing expectations - just grab the 2 minors for the R:
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/695576

Ex-2: Your idea mostly works, but there is an exceptual “use case”, and
you have to push through and make it work <r: Mark Johnson>
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1068024 fin-v2.

Ex-3: Use a thematic pattern as an achor:
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1468782 fin-v2.

Ex-4: You are up 3 pawns but facing a dangerous attack. This puzzle
teaches you the concepts of budgeting and expenditure: strategically invest
your resources to give back material at various parts of the 10+ turn
sequence and achieve a drawn position <r: ch-38 ex-15>

Ex-5: Knowing when to cut | your losses: [1,800]

Ex-6: [2,000] After 16. Ba3? Qe3+

$.a3-B, <assass>! What is the smallest fork angle #np between the two
fork ends, around the e3.fork-vertex? The ability to quickly visualize
diagrammatic | implications, estimate the angle of relationships, and
perceive meta-layers of analysis on top of location-based diagrams <ch-62,
research proposal, s.aim-2> increases one’s reading speed of diagrams, a
critical skill in the Age of Information.

Ex-7: [3,000] Graphical thinking can help us visualize the
mathematical | process of territory | capture, in terms of capturing a
market. In general, one should be open-minded to
broad-applicability of chess concepts; if you spent your

hard-earned time learning something, why not use it as much as
possible? Game: A. Miles vs J. Sunye Neto, Linares 1994.

H3S1: The 7 habits of highly
successful people x chess:
L-above: Ex-8:  Habit 1: Be proactive. MIC: Proactivity is broader than
prophylaxis <ch-61> <#n-p>; both refer to the application of Will in
producing an outcome, but whereas prophylaxis refers to proactivity in
defense, therefore, it is a subset. Turn: 24-s.

Ex-9: Habit 2: Begin with the end in mind. [1,200]

Ex-10: Habit 3: Put first things first:

Ex-11: Habit 4: Think win-win:

Ex-12: Habit 5: Seek first to understand, then to be understood:

Ex-13: Habit 6: Synergize:

Ex-14: Habit 7: Sharpen the saw:

Multiplying financial productivity
with chess paradigms:
According to Dr. Covey <BYU>, the foundations of financial
success are strong work ethics and other personal habits.
Certainly, these cannot be replaced, but growth can be found via
multiplicative | paradigms. Thematic of insights of chess, an
advanced philosophical ground, chess has 0 “base value”, like a
company’s investors, who are only capable of multiplying some
value that already exists, but many of the reductions and
expansions in chess theory can facilitate 1) completing the same

work, but faster 2) discovering
new ways to think, leading
to innovation and 3) superior
decision making in
competition.

Ex-15: [1,600] This puzzle
would be more difficult without the proper | thinking model, and it is the
goal of MIC to make what even the highest-IQ humans in history could
not solve, pedestrian, and this speaks to the power of reductions. Even the
strongest players in 1,400, before the age of analysis and printing, could
not beat a 1,400 rated player on Chess.com in 2022. Here, we are going to
use a standard corporate paradigm of SWOT to replace brute force
calculation, and come up with a plan, before any concrete lines are
considered. S to move, and draw. [D, 2 Wikipedia] [D, 1: Y-Averbackh,
1979] Use the following prompt as source: N + K + K vs B + K

thematic endings: Müller,
Lamprecht <pg-144>: If both
stopping | diagonals consist of
more than four squares, the bishop
can halt the pawn all on its own.
The defending | king is only
needed to avoid zugzwang.

Ex-16: [1,200, w/ prompt]: A
temporary sacrifice <ch-36> is a
chess paradigm that instructs
investment. An investment is a

https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/695576
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1068024
https://www.chess.com/puzzles/problem/1468782
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karsten_M%C3%BCller
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Lamprecht
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temporary loss, of cash, if internal, or of equity, if external, with the

purpose of recruiting additional
resources, to meaningfully change the
structure, such that an opportunity can
be exploited. Without such a growth
opportunity, investments are pointless.
The investment has to be justified, in
that it has to be proven necessary, with
correct | play, that the structural
change brought about by the
investment is what led to the
subsequent return.

[D] Ex-17: Separate the destination
from the path: [4,000+] “The Ultimate

Solution”

Solutions:
Ex-4: https://www.chess.com/

analysis/game/live/50103542161
12. Kd1 <run +> ! 0.7 d-29 SF14+ NNUE; Stockfish valuates f’s
K-safety concerns at -2.3 pp to offset his 3 ♟ mat-adv <ch-6>. This
move is ugly but 12. Bd2?? fails immediately to the combination
12…Bxd2+ ! 13. Qxd2 Ne4 $.c2-Q <o.m-W!> 14. Qc2 <run $> Qa5+
!! M-10. 12…O-O 13. E3 <dev!> Ne5! 14. Ne2 Neg4 ! 15. Nc3
<clr.c2-Q 🛡 f2> Re8 16. Bd3 Nd5 17. H3 Nxf2+ ! 18. Qxf2
<forced> <+3> Bxc3 <0> [D] - a position of numerous risks for f
cont: 19. Bxc3 <+5> Nxc3+ <+4> ! 20. Ke1 ! is the only way to
avoid the setup of a more deadly (+) 20…Qxd4 <+3> ! 21. Qd2
<o.m-D> ! Rbd8 <d2-2:1> 22. Bxh7+ !! <o.m-D> this is one of the
most spectacular threat-resolution ideas that I’ve seen Kxh7 <+1>
23. Qxd4 <+10> ! Rxd4 <+1> [D, 2] and f has weathered the
checkmate and heavy loss threats, but must still play carefully to
develop nobles and keep the draw. Note that SF14+ initially
over-valued the i.p-p as advantaged for f but despite best play, the
eval crept back to 0.0: research-🧭

Ex-5: https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50624945143
Investors can lose their
entire fortune if this
principle is not taken to
heart. Avoid the sunk
cost fallacy: <Prof
Ronayne>: [D]: MIC: this
graph generated by
Ronayne et al.
demonstrates 8
examples of situations in
which one may
experience sunk cost,
descending vertically,
and this is mapped
across, horizontally, 5
vectors of costs that
can be sunk #np In our
position, there are 3
sunk cost vectors 1) S

has to resign to losing an exchange, to avoid much worse 26…Rxc3
-1.77 w/ 1.77 o-n d-42 ! K-2901, but will survive because he was up
a minor to start 2) S has invested clock time, 40 seconds up to this
point, into establishing this penetrating | heavy | battery that now
must be auto-dismantled 3) he is psychologically in an attacking
mindset, and attackers don’t want to lose their toys Fin-v3

Ex-6:
Answer = 135 degrees:

https://lichess.org/Zto9LxVn/white#30 The solution can be best
conceived as the sum of the angle between a3-e3 <vertex> e1, 90
degrees, and e1-e3 <vertex> g1, 45 degrees. Multiple 0 overlap
angles with the same vertex can be added together, to evaluate the
complete angle #np

Ex-7:
37. Ba7 ! Hellsten: A clever intermediate move.37. Bb6? at once
permits 37...Rc6 !, swapping White's active rook. MIC: 38. Bb6
$.c7-R Re7 <run $> 39. Bc4 ! MIC: In the next series of turns, you
will see the two f-Bs dance around the s.c6-N, demonstrating the
power of the two bishops to coordinate, and control this N, which
can alternate color of occupation, and effect. 39…f6 ! 40. Be6 ! MIC:
Finding a clustered | hole to overtake; in the process of market
occupation, certain terrains are easy, but others, even adjacent to
where it was easy, will be difficult, and require intense calculation
<ch-15 H2S2 H3S1: Financial market predictions, Steve Jobs
story>; otherwise, our resources in capturing that segment will be

wasted, when our opponent
overtakes, and perhaps even uses
our marketing efforts to their own
profits, as Jobs did to Sun
Microsystems, a double loss!
Improving our visual recognition
skills can enhance our capacity to
spot segments that are easy, or
require calculation, in our mind’s
eye. 40…Nxb4 41. Bc5! $, a dual
purpose move, as we improve our
position, and attack the opponent
a5 42. Bf5+, again, improvement

with tempo via + g6 <$ counter 1:1> 43. Rxf6 <clr $> ! Even in
streaks of strategic play, there will come, at some moment, in one
out of 10 turns, randomly distributed #, a tactical moment 43…Rg7
<run $> 44. Be6 <run $> Nd3 $.c5-B, seeking counterplay against
f’s superior activity <ch-53>; when we have majority control of the
market, our opponent will seek complications, as their backs are
against the wall. Now is the time to maneuver intelligently, being
willing to yield 1 square for 3, in order to achieve a superior
configuration 45. Bd5 <env!> We call a position of a B located in
the same p.e-line <ch-3 H2S>, 3 d-u from an N, an env-position
45…Nf4 $.e6-B, switching to harassing the other B 46. Bc4 ! A B
can env a N in the ply following the ply, in which it is attacked #np
5.6 SF14+ d-18, in an m.d=0 <fbno> position !

Ex-8:
Previous moves: 23. d5 Bxb2 (0 + 3 = +3) 24. dxc6 (-3 + 3 = 0), the
suspicion that you have a piece hanging but you'll be equal if you
can just recover it is correct given the exchange of prisoners
capture sequence <ch-38 H2S5> with no assassinations yet.
However, one of the prisoner executers can be avenged with
24...xc6, itself an assassination, but Rxc6 ?? is not the correct
recapture here because the subsequent 25. Rxc6 Bxc6 26. Qc2 $$ !
forks the now undefended c6 bishop, which does not capture
oppose along the c-file, and the already undefended b2 bishop.
Covey <a-r, pg>:

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50103542161?tab=review
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50103542161?tab=review
https://emojipedia.org/compass/
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/50624945143?tab=review
https://lichess.org/Zto9LxVn/white#30
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Ex-9:
Here, we have a prototypical
competing equal assass threat
scenario <ch-37> and our
decision is binary: either run $,
resolving the thr in our turn,
allowing the opp the same in his
turn with 11. Be2 <run $>, or
execute our threat and initiate a
multi.cap-seq with 11. exf6 <+3> !
This is a concrete | sequence,
either way, and the outcome is
knowable, which means that,

responsibly, we have to think through to the end before we touch |
anything. Projecting through to the b-p after we’ve captured through
to g7, we have an assass-thr with + on h8, a powerful | resource,
and where is the competing s-P? Let’s calculate: 11…cxd3 <-3> 12.
fxg7 <+1> $.h8-R ! As it turns out, when our thr-gxh8=Q+ <+13!> is
on the board, s has not yet produced the thr to capture our Q, which
means our thr will be higher priority, certainly, and s will need to
expend a tempo to directly address it <ch-41> Rg8 <run $> <o-m!>
13. Qxd3 <assass in 3> <+1>
https://www.chess.com/analysis/
game/live/51347977555 Covey <a-r, habit 2>: If you participated
seriously in this visualization experience, you touched for a
moment some of your deep, fundamental values. You established
brief contact with that inner guidance system at the heart of your
Circle of Influence. Becoming your own first creator: As we
previously observed, proactivity is based on the unique human
endowment of self-awareness. The two additional unique human
endowments that enable us to expand our proactivity and to
exercise personal leadership in our lives are imagination and
conscience. Through imagination, we can visualize the uncreated
worlds of potential that lie within us. Through conscience, we can
come in contact with universal laws or principles with our own
singular talents and avenues of contribution, and with the
personal guidelines within which we can most effectively develop
them. Combined with self-awareness, these two endowments
empower us to write our own script. Post, Covey: Consider again
the four life-support factors -- security, guidance, wisdom, and
power.
Ex-10:

Ex-11:

Ex-12:

Ex-13:

Ex-14:

Ex-15:

MIC SWOT Helpful: Harmful:

template:

Internal: S: 1) Our B
contends the e-pp’s
adv-sq 2) The two
diags occupied by
d7 have ≥ 4-sqs
<a4->e8, 5>
<c8->h3, 6>,
meeting M/L’s rule.
3) Our K is
unchecked.

W: 1) Our K is 6.4
DU from the e-pp.
2) Our only
chance to stop the
e6-pp is via
d7-blockade; d8 is
a dark-sq.

External: O: 1) If we capture
the pp, we draw,
even at cost of B
<-2> #
2) We cannot win,
so our opp-ceiling
is limited.

T: 1) The e-N and
e-K will coordinate
to threat-move our
B from contention
of d7. 2) If f
promotes, we lose.

[D, 2: a diagonal cross analysis across the d7 vertex] From
SWOT, we have a straightforward plan: as long as our B contends
d7, we will draw until the 50 turn rule <ch-18> takes place. As long
as there are no threats to this B’s occupation, we can alternate
our K between g/h-1 to avoid z-zwang. If there is a threat, we can
switch occupation to any of the green highlighted sqs in D. Müller,
Lamprecht <pg-144>: 1…Bb5 <cont-d7> ! 2. Ke7 Bc6 <cont-d7> !
3. Kd8 ! Bb5 4. Kc7 Be8 5. Nd3 Bb5 6. Ne5

⭐ Directive: MIC: Don’t fall asleep! After 6. Ne5 <cont-c6>!, f
threatens 7. Nc6 <int-d7!> and the s-B loses control. Remember
that our plan must adapt, in the presence of threats, which can
be immediate.

Be8 ! Jumping to the other side of d7, across c6 #n-p; this pattern
can be continued to ½ ½ #

Ex-16:
First move 1…Nh3+ ! The point #
is that gxh3 is forced, Kf1 = mate in
1, Kh1 is a smothered mate. After
2. gxh3 <o-m> a forced sequence
and coercion to a fork end with
2…Qxf2+ 3. Kh1 <o-m> 3...Qf3+
KQR<w> abs-fork , which will pick
up that R with a check since the K
cannot leave the f-home. If this
were the only assass, it would not
be enough because f is up 4 points
m-d in the initial, and he had to
sack a N to earn it, so we’re still -2.
However after 4. Kg1 Qxd1+ 5.
Kg2 Qf1+ ! [D] The K must go to
g3 and set itself up for a skwer
<+9> <ch-30> Engine analysis
reveals that s has even better, as
Qf3+ after Kg2 instead of Qf1+ is
M2, last move Qf1# If f instead tries
3. Qg2 to interpose the Qf3+

https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/51347977555
https://www.chess.com/analysis/game/live/51347977555
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karsten_M%C3%BCller
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Lamprecht
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preceding, then 3…Qxd1+ 4. Qg1 <o-m> Rf1 ! abs-pin, wins the f-Q
<+9> as well for a second assass, now enough m.d-r = +3, this-var #
https://www.chess.com/
puzzles/problem/1171948/practice
Ex-17: This position is my original composition:
4rrk1/1b4pp/2n1pq2/p2p4/
2pP4/P4N2/4QPPP/1B1RR1K1 w - - 0 1; 1. Qc2 $.h7-P <1.5:1>
<battery!> 2. g6 2. Qc3 ! F uses a bounce | pivot to L-move to the
blockade-sq of the c-pp. 0.0. Post: Sometimes, the discovery of an
unexpected | path can also unveil new destinations #n-p
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#MIC final exam:
1) This exam has no time limit.
2) Collaboration is permitted but not with individuals who

have already completed the exam previously.
3) The exam is scored on a P/F basis with P > 80% ref:

inequalities in 12 H2S P-values
4) This exam is open book.
5) Solutions will not be provided in the book. Email me at

materialinchess@gmail.com for the solutions.

Problem #1:
#MIC work, puzzle incubation #
1. Rxe7 Qxe7 2. <m.c> Qe4 3.
Bxf8
What goes in the blank?

a) Be5
b) Qd6
c) Bd6
d) Qg5 !
e) Rxe7 $g7, #

#2:
// import tricky tactic #29 from chandler book and write solution.
King’s run zone analysis, effect, check square, alignment, forced
liquidation, fork, “anti-material.
The other side of a kam queen is a chasing perpet often on dove
and swallow squares analyze this as well.
#28 and 27 have some bg info on this also.

Problem #3: Compose a puzzle position that illustrates the difference
between a last defender and a critical defender.

Problem #4: Compose a position in which the player to move in the
b.p-first that is a clearance check and a clearance attack. A pawn cannot
be the clearing ren, and a bishop cannot be any of the cleared-for ren.

Problem #5: Calculate the number of ways that a f-Q, f-R, s-N, and 3
s-Ps can be arranged in a 3 x 5 rectangle. How would this number be
different if there were only 2 s-Ps?

Problem #6: Calculate the acceleration of a zi that traveled a total
displacement of 8 DU between ply 3 and ply 8 and 4 DU between ply 12
and ply 19. What was its speed during the second leg? Can we determine
its velocity?

Problem #7:
The rook on d8 is clearly hangtacked, but is it safe to capture it in
the board position first ply? Write a variation 7 ply in depth length,
in which the | | 6th ply | move | #defd is a bishop check.

R, above: Problem #8: Cool M7, just for fun, visualization
1. Bg6+ Kh6/8 2. Qh5+ Kg7 3. Qh7+ Kf6 4. Rf3 Qe3+ 5. fxe3 Bd7
6. g4 f4 7. <blank>
Which move goes in the blank? ___

Problem #9:
The following puzzle will test
your visualization and categorical
recognition of the puzzle theme.
For reference, the solution to this
position is 1…Rh2+ 2. Kf3, as an
example Ne2 $c3.R !, with the
idea of 3…Ng1+ 4. Kg4 <o.m,
ref: ch. 10 notations h2s2 eval>
Rg2+ 5. Kh4 <o.m, h3 is cut off
by the s.g1-N> Nf3+ ! 6. Kh3
<o.m> Rg3# if the f.c3-R tries to

escape the piece check to b3, a3, or c4.
However, 1…Rh2+ 2. Kf3 Ne2 and if 3. Rc1 Nxc1
Variation #: if 3. Rc2 rt Rc1, 3...Ng1+ with a <m.c> on the c2.R,
whereas if 3...Nd4+ here, 4. Nxd4 capfense.c2.

a) Checkscovery
b) Discovered check
c) Fork
d) Battery
e) Siege

Ex-10: This is a position in which
GM Pentala Harikrishna <FIDE =
2705> played the speculative
exchange sacrifice s…Rd5 !, which
he lectured about in a paid seminar
that CU Class + Instructors, 2021
attended in a group. Evaluate the
prospects of this move.
Game: GM Shakhriyar
Mamedyarov <FIDE 2761> vs
GM Pentala Harikrishna <FIDE

2752> 0-1, 2016: https://lichess.org/aZvdX6vZ/black

Ex-11: Evaluate the prospects of
s-Bxe3 f-fxe3, including the
doubled e-Ps, the chance to play
f-e4 at some point, and dynamic
potential of doubling Rs on the f #
Game: Yakun Hu <~1550
USCF> vs Michael Hoffman
<~1750 USCF> 1/29/22, a rated
| socially casual weekend
tournament in which I came in
2nd with a performance rating of
>2,000.

Ex-12: Add to the previous sequence a positional z-zug <fbno> f-Nxf6+
in the turn after s-Bxe3, drawing
the s-Q to the f-file. This was
played by me in the game to attract
Hoffman into a theory trap.

Ex-13: In this position, SF 14
evaluates the attempt to save the
hangtacked <0:1.5> e2-P with 17.
Bf3 and sacking it with 17. Rf2 ! as
approximately equal. For the
record, I went for a K-side attack
using 17. Rf2 ! and successfully

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W7ZnqLeatIg&ab_channel=FBWalshyFTW
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checkmated Hoffman 23 turns later #

Evaluate, in your own system,
which decision is better and,
separately from this objective
evaluation, state in terms of
your own mental capacity and
temperament which you would
prefer to play.

#14: Evaluate the prospects of the
Hu Gambit # against this version of
the closed Sicilian, played by me,
Yakun Hu, against talented young
player John Luger <USCF
~1950> <58th ranked 13 year old,

US Chess> and brother of Sam Luger <2nd 9 year old, US Chess #>,
both homemade exports # of the Rochester Chess Club.
The next 3 problems are from a theoretical endgame I played
against Thomas J Weaver <USCF 1950> at the Rochester
Chess Center in 2/22 out of the Sicilian Dragon #

#15: This position is equal but is much harder to play as s due to the
passed b4-pp. Find a plan to draw in min 10 turns elaboration #

R: #16: Evaluate the prospects for both sides #

#17: Evaluate the prospects for both sides in this hypothetical b-p that
branches from a b-p reached in the game after 32-s, in which 33. B3
instead of b4 is played, as well as in the one following the dubious
33…a4 ?!

#18: S has just made an \accurate speculative N sack on g3 #

Write a 10 move follow-up that justifies this sacrifice, including any
assassinations you find to recuperate material.

#19: Evaluate the objective,
practical, and material count
prospects of the speculative
sacrifice 19…Nxd4, played by
<USCF 1780> Allan Liddell
Johnson vs Yakun Hu in rd 1,
Niagara Falls Open #2, 2022.
The next 3 positions, #20 - #22,
are from the same game
between myself and a talented

young player, USCF 1446 Guodong Zhang, a recent New York
University graduate and MBA candidate who played up to the
U1800 section at the 2nd annual NFO.

The b-p after 22. Ra5

#20: Evaluate the viability of the apparent sacrifice # 22…Bxb2+, which
I played in the game # Consider all potential responses. Hint: you will
need to see at least 5 depth forward.

R: #21: Opposite color bishop endgames are frequently drawn, but not
always # Moreover, s has a supported pp at e4, the f-K is cut off from the
K-side, the s.c5-B can attack the f.K-side ps, and more easily # than the
f.e2-B can in the reverse # Finally, rooks are still on board. However, s
cannot immediately play Bf2, the s.d8-R has no viable penetration sqs in
its only fully open file #, and the s.e7-K has no obvious penetration path
into the f-position. If s is not careful, the f.c3-K can slip to the K-side,
and there’s no way to create a Q-side pp. == With all of that said, this
position is winning for s. Find the winning plan, and pretend like you
have only 6 minutes to pull it off in a standard game, as I faced in my
actual game with Guodong.

#22: In this position, down 6
minutes to 18 minutes and
concerned about being flagged, I
sacrificed a P to liquidate Rs in
order to go after my opponent’s
K-side Ps. This salvaged a D from a
winning position. Explain why, and
write a creative line to game end to
explain your explanation, assuming
what you perceive # to be best play
from both sides.

The next 4 positions, #23 - #26, are from the same game between
myself and a talented young player, USCF ~1500 Stanley Ren
who played up to the U1800 section at the 2nd annual NFO.

#23: Evaluate this position in terms
of your knowledge and vocabulary
in p-score, the English opening, and
initiative. Does f have sufficient
justification #, in each of these 3
concepts independently, to go
forward immediately with an
expansion 12. E4 from this b-p or
should he prepare it? If so, how?
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#24: Two moves are clearly winning for s. What are they?

R: #25: Find the move that draws for f:

#26: 50. Rh6 here loses, why? Find
a way to draw as f. The next 3
positions, #27 - #29, are from the
same game between myself and a
talented young player, USCF ~1400
Gauri Sreekumar who played up
to the U1800 section at the 2nd
Annual Niagara Falls Open. In the
game, she played the rare 6. Bg5 !?
after the standard KID moves in a
line recently played by Super GM

Maxime Vachier Lagrave <2751, FIDE> vs GM Daniel Naroditsky
<2623, FIDE> in 2021 <r: https://lichess.org/xXwW7Ycg/black>

#27: In the language of complexity, temperament, and calculation,
evaluate both the objective in terms of b-p p-score evaluation # and the
practical in terms of complexity chances of the moves 8…Qxd1+
compared to # 8…Nfd7.

#28: There is a concrete reason that 9…Nfd7 is better than 9…Ng4 in
this position. Define this in terms of the language of assassination by
analyzing the forcing sequence that ensues from both moves. Stop your
analysis when an assassination that is prevented by the other line is
reached #

#29: What is the problem # with 12.
Bd6 Nxe5 (+1) ? Write your
language with technical
explanations using at least 10
vocabulary words learned in #MIC.
Don’t just provide moves.
Another position that I recalled
from spectator memory between
Uzbeki-American GM Timur
Gareyev, peak Elo 2682 # and
world record holder for blindfold

simul at 48 concurrent # and a Chinese FM at the 2nd Annual
Niagara Falls Open:

L: #30 Evaluate the W or D prospects for both sides in this position.
R: Prompt for #31 and #32: This is a position that I spectated for
about 10 minutes at the 2nd Annual Niagara Falls Open, played in
the Greater Buffalo Area 5/13-15, 2022. About 6 hours afterward,
I still remembered the position precisely:

#31: 2 ply before this position, f played Rxb3 and an N occupied that
square. Was this a good idea?

#32: Evaluate the b-p at hand. Is this winning for f, s, or drawn?

#33: This is a hypothetical continuation from an unorthodox Benoni
Defense game that I played at the 51st Continental Open, first referenced
in ch-12 ex-5. SF 14 evaluates this position as dead even, but it is
imbalanced in terms of both material and noble activity. Evaluate # the
best way to continue for both sides.

R: #34: This is a game that I played against Abhinav Uthaman <1275>
at the 53rd Atlantic Open. Evaluate the difference between O-O and
O-O-O in this position that SF rates as exactly even d-41.

#35: In this position at the 53rd
Annual Atlantic Open, round 4, I
played a perfect mate in 5 for my
only win of the tournament among 2
D 2 L #
#36 is continued from #35.

#36: There are actually 2 M5s in
this position, and they are a bit
different. Find the other M5 and,
using the language of #MIC
reductions, determine which one

you would teach to your own student.
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#37: This is a theoretical rook
endgame from a game that I played
against USCF Ethan Smith at the
Atlantic Open 2021. Find at least 1
winning plan for f.
Problem #38 is a continuation
from #37.
#38: Return to the original
position and devise another
winning plan, and compare the
two in terms of the language of a
lateral pivot.

#39: This is a composed position from my game against Max Mottola
<USCF = 1859, now 2019> at the Marshall in the 8/21 U24. Evaluate
the prospects for both sides and recommend a continuation for f.

R: #40: This is a theoretical position from a Slav QGA, “Geller Gambit”
D15 game that I played against USCF Expert Aleksandr Gutnik at the
Marshall in 8/21: evaluate the prospects # of 20. G4

#41: This is a theoretical position from a game I played at the historical
Marshall Chess Club in the monthly U2400, 8/21, against USCF Aviv
Cohen. Evaluate my 3 turn course of action 13. H3, 14. G4, and 15. H4.

R: #42: Here is a position from one of my games #. At depth 29,
Komodo 2706 suddenly changes its evaluation of 29…Qd8 <pin-break>
to -5.22 (!), while its initial impression at d-14~ is 0.0, and by d-22 that
eval drops to -1.81 (!) By your opinion, justified by analysis, which
evaluation is correct?

#43: In terms of your chess analysis, explain why a brute force engine
would yield 3 dramatically different
evaluations of the same position at
different depths.

#44: Propose a simple change to
Komodo’s algorithm, with some
research into its architecture if
needed, in the language of CU
Board Code and JavaScript CS, that
would allow it to see the correct
evaluation as early as d-14.

#45 - 47: Repeat the steps in #42 - 44 for this position, from the same
game.
Komodo undergoes an analogous aneurysm here -5.15 d-27, -0.9
~d-16, and -2.97 d-22 for the move 32…Qh4

#48: Evaluate the prospects for both sides in this highly imbalance, but
materially even theoretical position out of the King’s Indian Attack.
S-move, 16. Rxe4 (-3 + 3 = 0), last #

R: #49: Evaluate the prospects of 20…Rxc3 in this theoretical position
of the Accelerated Dragon.

#50 Write an example of a homeostatic ratio in chess that was not
discussed in the book.

#51: Calculate the number of total variations that need to be considered
in a 11 ply depth calculation in which the number of moves that need to
be considered per ply are 2 in P1, due to a forcing variation, 11 in P2, 3
in P3-8, 8 in P9, 6 in P10, and only 1 in P11.
52 is continued from 51.

#52: How many concurrent blindfold games does a player need to be
able to play in order to achieve the same variation capacity, assuming for
simplicity that the blindfold game contains no calculation, and the player
calculates only 1 move per ply, and only the b.p-first on his move?

#53: Write 500 words to explain the advantages of playing the Reverse
Dragon a half-tempo up compared to the Sicilian Dragon.
54 is continued from 53.

#54: If one can play an opening as f that is advantaged by such over an
established and accepted opening as s, then why doesn't everyone play
the Reverse Dragon all the time?

#55: The queen in chess has just been changed to also be able to move as
a N, but its maximum B’s range has been reduced to 4.2 DUs. How does
this edit affect the balance in the game? Discuss the fine-tuning theory of
chess in your response of min 500 words.

#56: Compose a position in which n + 2 triangulation with a N is used to
induce zugzwang, but that zugzwang leads to checkmate rather than
promotion. Your solution should include 20 or more points of total
material; any position that is legal is permitted.
Problems 57 and 58 are continued from 56.

#56: What's the difference between Boltzmann’s Constant and Planck’s
constant?

#57: Name one type of quantity that you can calculate using an equation
discussed in the book using Boltzmann’s constant that is not able to be
calculated using Planck’s constant, using what we know about Units.

#58: // write an additional requirement that loops in a constant
established in Ch 6 QI when I write it
Problems 60 and 61 are continued from 59.

#59: Write an example of a loop that is used during any aspect of chess
thinking and express this loop in 1) verbal English, 2) a mathematical
function, and 3) JavaScript.

#60: Estimate the impact that implementing this loop would have on a
player's Elo performance if it is installed in the player’s mental hardware
at game speed, and propose a spaced repetition study paradigm that can
help the player to memorize it.
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#61: Create a short example of a Cloze Deletion flash card.

#62: Explain the differences between Deflection, Decoy, Attraction, and
Coercion using the language of set theory and elucidate any
intersections, unions, and parent / child set relationships among them.
Problem 63 is continued from 62.

#63 After this, conceive of a new category that shares at least 1 object in
common with one of the 4 categories in Ch. 26 heading, name it, and
install it as well # within your set hierarchy. Compose a puzzle that
explains your new category.
Problems 65 and 66 are continuations of 64 #

#64: Explain in terms of effect theory the advantages and disadvantages
of playing 1. E4, the King’s Pawn Opening and 1. C4, the English
opening, and the subsequent downhill effects that these advantages and
disadvantages in terms of effect has on the favorability of subsequent
movement decisions in the development phase such as the destination
and timing of N development-sqs and other details such as whether to
fianchetto the K-side B.

#65: Explain why the English opening is less popular in modern opening
books and apply your knowledge of inductive reasoning and statistics to
draw a conclusion connecting this inferior popularity and the quality of
the English as an opening choice.

#66: Invent a new line in which both f. E4 and f. C4 are played that do
not fit within the paradigm of the Maroczy Bind and the Botvinnik
variation.
Problems 68, 69, and 70 are continuations of 67.

#67: Explain in terms of tempo, and mobility, and pawn structure theory
why the minority attack works despite being a unique case in chess in
which less regional # material has equal chances to triumph over greater
material on the queenside.

#68: Cite 3 GM games that you found using an online database and
analyze the games to support your answer; in your analysis, cite Ch. 1
<phases> and explain how the opening choice led to the Carlsbad pawn
structure and subsequently, how the outcome of the combat phase of the
minority attack influenced the 3) conversion phase and 4) the checkmate
phases of the game.

#69: Evaluate the minority attack as a strategic operation, including the
commitment of tempi and material required to complete it, and compare
its strength against at least 1 other strategic operation listed in the
textbook.

#70: Finally, compose 1 other legal position in which a minority attack is
possible with nearly the starting material, but as s, and on the K-side
rather than Q-side.
Problems 72 and 73 are continuations of 71.

#71: Find a recent GM game from the past 5 years # and rewrite the
notation using CU board code and indicate all possible effects,
interpositions, clearances, pins, skewers, and other alignment themes in
each move.

#72: Evaluate at least 3 positions from the game, your choice #, using
the concepts learned in Ch. 6 and Ch. 12, and output a P-score and brief
explanation, and compare this evaluation with a computer’s evaluation at
d.25. If there are any discrepancies, explain why the computer’s
evaluation is different and which you think is better.

#73: Finally, write 1 example of a strategic operation executed by a
player during the game with the parameters of 1) the ply range # in
which the operation was initiated and completed 2) the superior effect
<Ch. 53> effect of that plan 3) any tactical implications that plan's
outcome ultimately had in the game.

Problems 74 and 75 both refer to the position included under #75)

#74: In this position, s played the pcb 1…Qb6? From the resulting b-p of
this move, find the assass in 3 and analyze at least one position in the
puzzle sequence in which f has the choice between two apparently

compelling moves, and explain with variation analysis why the correct
move that you select is better.

#75: For the incorrect move, analyze the risks and identify which
defensive motifs this might yield to the opponent, and explain how the
opponent can salvage the position in that case.

R: https://lichess.org/analysis/
r1bqk1nr/pp3ppp/2n1p3/
2bP4/8/5N2/PPPN1PPP/
R1BQKB1R_b_KQkq_-_0_1#1

#76-82: fill in all the blanks:
32...Qd1+ 33. Kh2 <o.m>
Here if 33...Rxf2+ 34. <1>
Correct move: 33…<2>!
And now: if 34. Kh3 <3> 35. Kg4
<4> 36. Rg5 <5>
Or #, if 34. Kg2 <6> first, then
merge with the preceding
variation.
Therefore, f has to lose his <7>.

#83: Think logically about the
order of forcing moves: checks,

captures, and threats in this puzzle, as well as the resources you have in
your disposal to create tactics, including the fact that your e3-Q appears
to be relatively closed off, your d4-N is pinned to that Q by the s.c5-B,
and in contrast the opponent’s s.b6-Q is more active;

R: Finally, there is the issue of the 13-ren # cluster in the 4 x 5
rectangle b2 - e2 - e6 - b6:

#84: This puzzle combines the concept of assass-

ination with the goal of promoting the f.b-P:

R: #85: theoretically, this puzzle is a mate in 3, but there are some spite
moves that s can play with his Rooks. Write the entire M7 sequence,

https://lichess.org/analysis/r1bqk1nr/pp3ppp/2n1p3/2bP4/8/5N2/PPPN1PPP/R1BQKB1R_b_KQkq_-_0_1#1
https://lichess.org/analysis/r1bqk1nr/pp3ppp/2n1p3/2bP4/8/5N2/PPPN1PPP/R1BQKB1R_b_KQkq_-_0_1#1
https://lichess.org/analysis/r1bqk1nr/pp3ppp/2n1p3/2bP4/8/5N2/PPPN1PPP/R1BQKB1R_b_KQkq_-_0_1#1
https://lichess.org/analysis/r1bqk1nr/pp3ppp/2n1p3/2bP4/8/5N2/PPPN1PPP/R1BQKB1R_b_KQkq_-_0_1#1
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assuming absolute best play by the opponent, such as in a time pressure
scenario #
The following 5 positions are from Endgame Challenge ! by SM
John Hall, a low-key endgame classic that was shared with me
first by Chess University instructor, Croatian WFM Tihana
Ivekovic in the Spring 2021 semester. In the book, SM Hall
documents 451 famous and theoretical endgame positions with
as few as 3 zi on board, and no more than about 7 at the higher
end. This is consistent with the extent to which endgames have
been solved by tablebases <r: ch-53 H2S4 H3S2> Note that there
is no such thing as copyright when it comes to chess positions,
because as part of playing chess, players agree to the open
source, public domain nature of the game. Despite the fact that
one may have been the first person ever to reach a certain
position or play a move sequence, which, if one has played even
more than 10 games or so, it’s a statistical certainty that this will
happen due to the game state complexity of the game and the
rate with which depth forks occur, the entire hypothetical
possibilities domain of the game has been defined by the
beginning, and all of this has been open sourced.
In the book, SM Hall provides very scant analysis of each
position, essentially summarizing the theoretical solution that is
known in contemporary chess theory as of 1995, the year of the
book’s publication, but in many positions, if one were to run them
through an engine, contain alternate solutions, some of which are
equally complex or even simpler than the provided # In general,
exploring alternate solutions in the entire solution space around a
solved position can reveal new insights that can be valuable to
play around that position or other positions. == Research project:
for the next 5 problems, from #26 - #30, review the position and
the solution provided in Endgame Challenge ! and investigate,
using engine analysis, alternate solutions if any exist. Write a
pretend H2S section in Material in Chess style presenting your
alternate solution around a theme and incorporate this section
into one of the chapters of the book to solidify your understanding
of categorization within the domain of chess theory. In the section,
and your writing, cite at least 5 other H2S sections in Material in
Chess.

#86: This classical R + K vs N + K
position is a D if s-move and W if
f-move and in either case, there is
only 1 move for the given
evaluation. Analyze both cases.
R + K vs N + K are almost
always drawn, in something like
99%+ of cases, but there is a
handful of positions in which f
can win, and the technique to
draw can also be tricky, as f has

a number of alignment-based pins and skewers to work with; if s
drops his N, he will be losing in a traditional R + K vs K
checkmate. USCF Expert Larry Larkins is also an expert in such
endgames and is writing a book on this topic per my conversation
with him in August, 2021. R: Hall #360.

#87: F-move in a difficult position
as his K does not block the s.a2-pp,
which is promoting down the board,
and the s-pp is 2 steps closer to
promo than the f-pp. However, there
is a way to draw. Hall #282.
In general, there is significantly
more theory in rook endgames
than minor games involving
queens or minor pieces;
according to Spanish GM Jesus

de la Villa’s classic endgame treatise 100 Endgames You Must
Know, rook endgames are the most common type of noble
endgames, occurring in 8% of all endgames #

#88: The s.e4-pp is promoting down
the board, countdown = 3.
R + K vs K endgames are
always winning unless the R is
hangtacked and it’s the lone K
side’s turn to move, and
generally, this anticipated result
does not change when the weak
side has a P in tow #
However, in certain positions,
when a) that pp is advanced, as
in this case, it’s a sq past the
moat # and b) the strong side K

is out of play while the weak side K supports the pp, the weak
side can force a R sacrifice by driving home the pp’s promotion.
This observation provides evidence for the hypothesis, which is
currently a hot topic of research in chess theory, that the material
value of the K, not in terms of assassination, since this is not
possible of the K # <r: ch-18 CM H3S2>, but in terms of its
effectiveness, such as # in dueling an e-ren in contending the
promotion path of a pp.

In this theoretical position, s is drawing if it’s his turn to move, and
f has one winning move if his turn to move (!); evaluate this
disparity and write a ch-6 H2S section supporting the idea that the
K’s value in an endgame is equivalent to approximately 4.5 points
worth of ren. Take a look at any alternate lines to what is given in
Hall if necessary.

#89-91: The Lucena position was
discovered around 500 years ago,
around the time that the game
proliferated into the West, and
therefore is one of the oldest and
theoretical positions in the entire
game. One can imagine that the
Lucena position must have had a
solidifying effect on chess theory
500 years ago, imbuing in the great
masters of the time that certain
positions have a definite winning
outcome given best play, and

therefore adding a level of objectivity to the game. This quality of
endgame study, the aspect of objectivity, has always attracted beginners
according to my experience as a chess instructor #
Despite the fact that this position, f-move, with the g7-pp
promotion up the board, is theoretically winning, s has many
tricks, some of which distract f from the traditional idea of building
the bridge, that might steal a draw if f does not understand the
entire theory and the sidelines. Using engine analysis, discover at
least 3 drawing tricks that might be deployed by s during the
sequence, which moves sidestep the drawing trick and still win for
f, and which moves fall into the trap and cause the game to end in
a D. Fin. R: Hall #235.

#92: S-move: S has superior K
activity and space advantage, but
these factors, in opposition to the
factor of equal material, allow for a
winning position in which there is
only 1 winning move while all
others draw or even lose <SF d-25>.
Taking this into consideration, find
the winning line, and write an H2S
section on this position. Hall #78.
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#93: Pick a chapter in #MIC and write an additional 10 exercises in
multiple choice format along with thorough explanations, including why
the incorrect choices are wrong #

Read the following passage and solve problems #94 - 96: This
study position is found in FM Emanuel Nieman’s Tune Your

Tactics Antenna <ch-intro,
pg-12, © 2012 New in Chess>:
A study position is a b-p that was
not extracted from a real game
that was played, like most of the
b-ps in this book, but rather, was
specifically composed using a
board editor by a strong player
to teach a specific concept to its
beholders #
The chess communities value
compositions as pedagogical
tools, and compositions are

frequently published alongside GM games in popular chess
magazines. Awards are also given out annually for the best
compositions of the year, and some are truly breathtaking.
Compositions are a great field to get into if one wants to improve
one’s visualization and take a first foray into the field of chess
research. == This composition highlights the signal, a concept
introduced in Tune Your Tactics Antenna defined as a “weakness
in in the opponent’s position” <pg-10> that “is the reason why the
combination exists”, in contrast with a theme, which is “the main
mechanism which allows us to make it work” <pg-11>, that the
s.f4-K is trapped on the f-side of the board, and moreover, all sqs
inside its run zone are cut off except e5 and e4, and e4 is
non-viable as a run sq in many cases due to the immediate
followup # f-Qe3#.

#94: In the book, a mate in 5 is given for f in this position, although the
true length of the combination is 7 due to some spite checks by s. Find
the full combination in 7.

#95: After you’re done, compose your own mate in 7 puzzle in which
there is only 1 winning move per move for the checkmating side, while
all other moves that are legal for that side are either evaluated as a D,
defined for our purposes as | 0.5 | or less, or losing.

#96: Write a solution and explain why this is the most aesthetically
pleasing tactic you could have composed, using the language of logic,
aesthetics.
Read the following passage to solve problems 97 - 99.
The Top500 project was created by University of Mannheim
computer science professor Hans Meuer and University of
Tennessee professor Jack Dongarra to rank the most powerful
supercomputers in the world.
Ranked #241 on the Nov, 2021 list <r:
https://top500.org/lists/top500/list/2021/11/?page=3> is the
Lomonosov 2, and it or a predecessor is reported by Wikipedia
and chessprogramming.org to have been used to generate the
Lomonosov Tablebases. Citation: Zakharov, V.B., Mal’kovskii,
M.G. & Mostyaev, A.I. On Solving the Problem of 7-Piece Chess

Endgames. Program Comput
Soft 45, 96–98 (2019).
https://doi.org/10.1134/
S036176881903006X S-move, f
to mate in 545. On the
Lomonosov Tablebase website,
this position is given and
declared to be the longest one in
pawnless endings. Plug this
position’s FEN:
QN4n1/6r1/3k4/8/b2K4/8/8/8 b -

- <r: ch-10 CM H3S2 H4S1> into LiChess analysis board and
you’ll see an peculiar observation: the live, browser version of
Stockfish, which runs on your hardware, will evaluate this position
as 0.0, a draw. However, the tablebase feature included in
LiChess states that the position is a known W “prevented by the
50 move rule”:

Answer the following 3 verbal questions:

#97:
The 50 move rule was introduced into the chess world in the late
19th and early 20th century <r: ch-0 H2S7> before it was
discovered by computer science work in the construction of
endgame tablebases that certain endgame positions contain
solved inevitable checkmates with a greater than 50 DTZ, or
“distance to zeroing”, the computer science term for distance to
the 50 move rule’s last move. The problem is that checks are not
resets for the 50 move rule, otherwise its purpose would be
defeated, and the Lomonosov website claims this position’s
solved checkmate contains no captures until move 523 (!) We
have, therefore, concretely, a theoretical dispute between the
nature of the game, which appears to be limited by this ruling, and
the decision passed down by the International governing body,
FIDE. Write at least 750 words on how you propose to resolve this
dispute, including potential rule changes.

#98: The Lomonosov Tablebase was, according to its website, developed
by the computer science department of Moscow State University.
Academic confirmations of this publication are scant, and therefore we
have a problem of consilience <ch-16 H2S3 H3S4> and verification,
which is a contemporary problem in all science.
Fortunately, chess positions are objective, and as with the claims
of an experiment with physics, one way to verify the findings is to
simply attempt | to reproduce the results by ourselves. Look at the
proposed mate in 545 position from Lomonosov and propose a
way to verify this finding.

#99: The integration between chess and computer science did not end
when the best chess computer defeated the World Champion of human
chess; clearly, the game itself poses an even larger and ongoing problem,
as the world’s supercomputers are still scrambling to solve endgame
positions with <10 total zi remaining. Write at least 750 words on the
significance of this pursuit, given what the pursuit to defeat humans | in
chess has already done for the computing world, and quantify this
significance in terms of expected added financial dollars to the US
economy.

#100: find the assass in 5 in this
tactic and make a list of every #MIC
tactical category that the moves in
this puzzle utilizes, references, or
exploits, in both the played and all
hypothetical variations that a
reasonable, maximally reduced
human would consider in game
time, max approximately 10
minutes available on the clock.

Additional resources:
GM Pentala Harikrishna in a free YT video # discussing the
position in ex-10:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P3axp4DILBc

https://doi.org/10.1134/
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Ending post-script: University of Cambridge professor Bertrand
Russell <1872 - 1970>: I should like to say two things, one
intellectual and one  moral: The intellectual thing, I should want to
say to them, is this: When you are studying   any matter, or
considering any philosophy, ask yourself only: "What are the
facts, and what is the   truth that the facts bear out?" Never let
yourself be diverted, either by what you wish to believe,  or by
what you think could have beneficial social effects, if it were
believed. But look   only and solely at: "What are the facts?" That
is the intellectual thing that I should wish to   say. The moral thing
I should wish to say to them is very simple. I should say: Love is
wise, hatred  is foolish. In this world, which is getting more and
more closely interconnected, we have to learn to tolerate each
other. We have to learn to put up with the fact that some people
say things that  we don't like. We can only live together in that
way. And if we are to live together and not die  together, we must
learn a kind of charity and a kind of tolerance, which is absolutely
vital to the continuation of human life on this planet.
R: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ihaB8AFOhZo
Supreme | formula #n-p: ∫∞^∞=👁, replicateth at
e^[calc-depth]=capacity, for all chess-calcs, set, with ⚡ inserted
into a single linear, 180 degree, triple-bond between
carbons<fbno, #n.p-2> of a 5 valence carbon #, with trans-config,
at the precise North pole, moving, of my exact blindfold
conception, that is superconductive, and radiating.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ihaB8AFOhZo
https://emojipedia.org/eye/

